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Rogers Consolidation for Oreat North-

ern Railway.

The consolidation locomotive hereby

shown is an exceptionally heavy and pow-

erful engine recently bnilt by the Rogers

Locomotive Works for the Great North-

ern Railway Company. The weight of the

engine in working order is 195,000 pounds,

of which 180,000 pounds are on the driving

wheels. The engine has driving-wheel

base of 16 feet and a total wheel base of

24 feet 3 inches. The weight is very well

distributed on the driving wheels and the

174 Broadway, New York, January, 1902.

with Krupp steel tires. The axles of the

truck have journals 6x12 inches. The
engine is very well provided with all the

necessary conveniences for operation and

for the comfort of enginemen.

Saving Oil and Wasting Coal.

The unceasing zeal with which some rail-

road officials pursue the subject of saving

lubricants has become a matter of ridicule

in many quarters. Those who are con-

stantly talking about oil saving and de-

manding tliat railway machinery should

No. I

There is a point below where you cannot

reduce lubrication without interfering with

the profits on coal consumption and train

speed, and the sooner the railroads under-

stand that the better it will be for the

economical administration of their affairs.

It has been proven that when lubrication

is slighted, while you may run with almost

no trouble from hot boxes, the friction is

so great that with the dynamometer car it

will show up outrageously, with bad re-

sults to the railroad companies. With
other cars that is not true, because it will

ROGERS C0NS0LID.\TI0N FOR GREAT NORTHERN.

4

rigid wheel base provides an engine that

will work very freely on curved track.

The cylinders are 20 x 32 inches and the

driving wheels are 55 inches diameter.

The boiler carries a working pressure of

210 pounds to the square inch. From these

figures we find that the tractive power of

the engine is 41,541 pounds and the ratio

of adhesion to tractive power is 4.3.

Xlie boiler is of the Belpaire type, 74
inches diameter at the smokebox and pro-

vides 2,744 square feet of heating surface

of which 2,539 square feet are in the tubes

and 205 square feet in the firebox. The
grate area is 59 square feet, which is very

liberal for a Belpaire firebox. The driving

axles are steel with journals gx 12 inches.

The truck wheels are 33 inches diametf-r

be operated with the least possible ex-

penditure of lubricants nearly always for-

get that they are pursuing the policy of

saving the cent and wasting the dollar.

The additional expense of coal and repairs

often wastes a hundred times more than

the saving in oil amounts to. On this

question the views of Mr. Walsh, one of

the Galena Oil Company's experts, is

worthy of consideration. At a meeting of

the Southern & Southwestern Railway
Club, he said

:

"The disposition of the railroad com-
panies dealing with the oil companies is to

continually make the oil companies reduce

their prices, with the proviso on the part

of the railroads that they will leave a full

margin of profits for the oil companies.

result very quickly in a change that is

not seen with freight trains. With slow

trains the speed is so slow that the heat

in the journals passes off, so that it does

not produce hot boxes. With the applica-

tion of the dynamometer car is when these

things are found out. It is poor policy

on the part of the railroad companies to

reduce their lubrication beyond what is

determined to be a safe point, and that

cannot be very readily done. It is a fact

that has been established without any room
for question that where you reduce the

quantity applied to your journals you sim-

ply double the percentage of cost of fuel.

It is a matter upon which I am very glad

you gave me arr opportunity to express

myself, and I thank you."
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The Expense of Mistakes.

BY F. P. KOliSCH.

FIRST PAPER.

It is no hard matter to impress upon the

mind of the average railway employe the

fact that every dollar he saves for the com-

pany in the performance of his respective

duties is just that much upon the credit

side of the company's ledger. He can

readily see, if he saves a dollar for the

company, that the company will be a dollar

ahead, but in urging upon him to make
this saving wherever he can, it is not al-

ways easy to convince him that he will in-

directly share in his own savings. No.

"He is from Missouri : you have to show
him !"

The prosperity of each individual em-

ploye of a railroad company depends on

the prosperity of the company as a whole.

Every employe has opportunities to save a

dollar for the company occasionally. Every

attention they deserve, while their effect

on the revenues may occasionally be some-

thing enormous. As I said before, each

department has its own particular leaks,

all contributing toward the expense of

operation. In this article we wish to deal

with the leaks in the mechanical depart

ment due to the mistakes of engineers in

diagnosing the diseases of their engines

;

in other words, their mistakes in locating

the various pounds and blow-s developed

in a locomotive in active service.

The average engineer takes no little

pride in his engine, especially when he has

been fortunate enough to be assigned to a

good one. The young runner knows that

his ability to make good runs and get over

the road in good shape depends largely

on the condition in which he keeps his

engine. He knows that the engine wi'h

the least pound is least liable to knock
something off, lose a rod, or pound hot, or

be subject to any of the numerous ills that

fu! source of expense to the company
employing him.

This is one thing the young runner

should be particular to guard against. In

making his reports he should make sure

that he is right above all things. No doubt
anyone is liable to a mistake at times, and
of course the more seldom his mistakes

occur the more readily are they over

looked ; but if his mistakes are the ru'e

instead of the exception they will soon
begin to reflect back on him personally,

and he will be in hot water all the time.

It does not take a roundhouse man long

to size up the engineer who is continually

making the wrong report. They get so

they pay no attention whatever to anything

he says, quit trying to do his work, but

wait until he lays off and another man
takes his engine out in whom they have
confidence enough to believe he knows
what he is talking about when reporting

work on an engine.

B.\LDWaN S METHOD OF WEIGHING LOCOMOTIVES. NO GUESSING HOW MUCH WEIGHT IS ON EACH PAIR OF WHEELS,

department has its leaks. The stoppage

of these leaks is sometimes all that is neces-

sary to put a road on a paying basis. A
prosperous railroad can afford better pay,

better facilities, better power, and better

track than the one whose revenues barely

meet the expenses. No argument is neces-

sary to convince any engineer or fireman

that he can make more money and make
it easier on a first-class engine running

over good track than he can on a scrap

heap running over two streaks of rust.

The money all can save to the company
will go far toward obtaining this better

power, track, etc, and in that way it is

plain that all will be benefited thereby.

The little leaks incidental to the opera-

tion of a railroad—just because they are

little and not so forcibly brought to the

attention of the higher officials—are some-
times passed by without receiving the

the traveling scrap heap is liable to in

making a close or fast run, so he tries

to keep his engine in the best possible con-

dition, reporting every little defect he can

find ; every little click, every blow. So far,

so good ; but let him beware lest he fall

into the reporting habit, and begin to feel

that his trip is not complete unless he files

at least half a page on the roundhouse

work book on his arrival. Understand no

fault is found with any engineer for giving

his engine a good thorough inspection on

arrival and reporting every defect, but

when through habit or carelessness he

imagines himself to correctly locate really

existing faults—as, for instance, if a pound

develops, instead of locating it, reporting

everything that moves on that side, "ex-

amined, reduced, lined up," etc,—it is then

that he becomes a trial to the roundhouse

foreman, a worry to himself, and a fruit-

Thus the careless or incompetent man
will soon find his engine a veritable scrap

heap in spile of all his reporting. There-

fore, be careful. Mistakes cost money.

The roundhouse man needs no proof of

this, but I will try to prove it to onr

friends the engineers, and with this pre-

amble will talk to the engineers and fire-

men direct. Let us see what we can do

toward stopping some leaks,

Denver, Colo.

Heavy Locomotives in 1833 and at

Present.

In these days of heavy locomotives and
the evident hesitation of our English

cousins to adopt them, it is strange to read

the following from Robert Stephenson to

Robert L, Stevens in 1833

:

"I am sorry the feeling in the United

States in favor of light railways is so gen-
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cral. In England we arc maUing each

succeeding railway stronger and more

substantial. Small engines are losing

ground and large ones are daily demon-
strating that powerful engines are the

most economical."

Brother Jonathan learned t.ie lesson, but

John Bull seems to have forgotten this

good advice.

Railroading in a Reservoir.

so.me of the interesting features of

bo.ston's new water supply.

by fred h. colvin.

Long & Little also have a narrow
gage in the reservoir for the removal of

earth, and their track is in very good
shape, all things considered. They have

65,320 feet of track, sidings included, and
only four locomotives, two of 12 and two
of 15 tons. They have, however, a hoist

or inclined plane, shown, with a 50 horse-

power hoisting engine. This incline is a

lO-per-cent. grade, but saves a long haul

around to get tlie earth up to the top of

the dike, where it is needed.

Another method of loading cars is

shown by one of Nawn & Brock's dumping
platforms. This is merely a rough plat-

form at the foot of a side hill, and contains

pockets as shown. These hold several cart-

loads each, so that carts can dump and go
away instead of waiting, if a train is not

at the loading stage. The cars run under
the stage and are loaded very quickly, then

hauled away by the locomotive to dump on
the dike, perhaps several miles away.

The stripping itself has to be done by
hand, and the view of the strippers shows
the men at work filling the carts, which
are then hauled away to the loading stage.

This particular part of the reservoir for-

merly bore the name of "Big Kettle Hole."

The waterline is shown by the height of

the stripping. The stumps are pulled out.

piled together and burned as thoroughly

as possible.

Still another contracting firm for this

work of soil stripping is Moulton &
O'Mahony, although they are sub-contrac-

tors to Nawn & Brock. Moulton &
O'Mahony, however, have a total of 16,800

feet of track, five locomotives and seventy-

two cars. The locomotives are 10 and 12

tons, and cars of 25'^ cubic yards capacity.

Some of their track is pretty ragged, but

it holds the cars, and that is the main
thing, I suppose.

In one of their abandoned headquarters
we ran across two of their old locomotives,

which were curiosities to any railroad man.
Here again the film "went back" on me,
and I am indebted to one of my friends

for the illustrations of these antiquities.

They are both built up from hoisting en-

gine outfits, as will be seen from examina-
tion. The cabs are not artistic, but in

keeping with the rest of the outfit. The
one with the barrel water tank was driven

by a heavy chain and sprocket. The other

is more of a locomotive having tank on
top, and has geared connections. One of

these bore the name of Daniel Webster,

I am told, but there was no evidence of

this on either engine.

The soil that is stripped oflf the surface

is used in filling in the dikes and in mak-
ing embankments. The little engines haul

their loads around curves, up grades and
over trestles until the dumping ground is

fortable offices, as shown. The view shows
the decoration for June 17th (Bunker Hill

day), 1900, which is carefully kept in

Massachusetts.

The present supply to the reservoir now
under construction is estimated to be suf-

ficient for several years, when the Ware
River can be turned into it, and eventually

SHOWING THE WATER LI.VE 3V THE HEIGHT STRIPPED.

ONE OF THE INCLINE RAILWAYS—BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD IN FOREGROUND.

reached, and every precaution is taken to

have the filling as solid as possible. Be-

hind the dike in one place they have filled

in for half a mile, so that it seems impos-

sible that there should ever be a leak or a

break.

The engineers for this work are among
the best that could be obtained, Mr. Thos.

F. Richardson and Mt. Hiram A. Miller

being in charge, and they have very com-

the Swift. Westfield and Deerfield can be

added, which will give a supply for a

centurj- to come. Nature has favored

them in this, and their engineers were

bright enough to take advantage of the

combination oflfered.

The cost of the soil stripping is esti-

mated at $3,000,000; the relocating of

roads and rebuilding them, $250,000, and

the dikes. $656,000. This docs not include
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the moving of the tracks of the Massa-

chusetts Central Railroad (operated by the

Boston & Maine), which, as it includes a

number of miles, will amount to consider-

able.

The reservoir will supply, as at present

being built, an average of 111,000.000 gal-

reservoir itself be cleared of buildings, but

none will be allowed to remain from which

impurities can drain into the reservoir.

Oakdale, the junction of the Massachusetts

Central and Boston & Maine Railroads,

will be practically wiped out. Sawyers

Mills has also been abandoned and its

over a roadway leading to a quarry, also

on the reservoir purchase. This can be

seen to the left of the power-house shown.

This power-house contains a modern
1,000 horse-power air-compressing plant,

installed by the Rand Drill Company and

supplies air for the quarry as well as the

work on the dam, a couple of miles away.

Large wrought-iron pipes carry the air.

and all the hoists, drills, etc., are operated

by it.

Taken as a whole, it is probably the

largest piece of work ever undertaken by

LOADING AND DUMPING PLATFORM.

AN IMPROVISED LOCOMOTIVE.

STANDARD GAGE RAILWAY CROSSING HIGHWAY BETWEEN QUARRY AND DAM—PART OF

M'aRTHUR BROS.' PLANT.

Ions of water per day of twenty-four

hours, and the acqueduct has a capacity of

300,000,000 gallons, so as to provide for the

future additions mentioned. The ground
already stripped and to be stripped com-
prises 4.200 acres. Dwellings to the num-
ber of 224 will have to be removed, and

four churches and six school houses must

meet a similar fate. Not only will the

buildings torn down, so that the scope of

the undertaking is indeed a broad one.

Coming to the dam itself, there is little

to show as yet, but it is in the hands of

McArthur Brothers and Winston & Lock-

er, of Chicago, well known in connection

with the drainage canal. McArthur Broth-

ers have installed a standard gage railroad,

one of the trestles being shown. This is

a municipality, and it does what is so sel-

dom seen in such cases—anticipates the

needs of the city, instead of waiting until

forced to do something. It is an example

which other cities can well follow, and

there are several which have no time to

lose in the matter either.

I am indebted to several of the engi-

neering staff for assistance and informa-

tion, and particularly to Mr. Hiram A.

Miller, department engineer, and his as-

sistant, Mr. Joseph Young, whom he de-

tailed to accompany me. Acknowledgment

is also due to my friend, John S. Allen,

also a civil engineer and architect, of Clin-

ton.
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European Railway Jottings.

BY CHAKLES ROUS-MAKTEN.

When Ihe author of one of the papers

in the engineering section of the recent

meetings of the British Association de-

clared emphatically "The single-driving

wheel is as dead as the dodo," he evidently

forgot that sage American saying, "Never

prophesy unless you know."

For it did not take a month to see tliat

implied prediction that no more single-

wheelers would be built absolutely falsi-

fied. I have not come across any live

dodos this year among the flocks of unin-

vited birds that annually visit the London

parks at this season, nor have I any reason

to doubt that the reports of the dodos'

death are absolutely correct, and not, as

Mark Twain said of a similar report about

lumself, "somewhat exaggerated." But I

have met quite a number of very fine sin-

gle-driver locomotives brand new and only

just turned out of the shops of Doncaster,

Derby and Gorton for the Great Northern,

Midland and Great Central Railways re-

spectively.

Now, it may be urged with perfect truth

in the case of the Midland and Great Cen-

tral lines that their newest single-wheelers

are merely completions of orders given

and begun last year by Mr. S. W. Johnson

and Mr. H. Pollitt, and that the successor

of the latter gentleman, Mr. J. G. Robin-

son, does not intend to build any more

singles—as indeed I myself have mentioned

in these columns before now—but is con-

structing coupled express engines of a new
type. This explanation, however, would

not apply to the case of the Great Northern

Railway, for which line Mr. H. A. Ivatt

has just turned out a batch of ten very

handsome and efficient new single-driver

engines. All of these have been put in

hand during the current year—and century

—and represent the deliberate conclusion

of their designer that the type is one which

he cannot profitably dispense with and

which it has proved advisable to maintain

and perpetuate. This decision was not ar-

rived at by Mr. Ivatt either hastily or with-

out due consideration and careful experi-

ment. Two years ago he built a trial en-

gine. (No. 266). with 91-inch single-driv-

ers, inside cylinders 18 x 26 inches, a much
larger boiler than had hitherto been em-
ployed on the Great Northern, 1,250 square

feet of heating surface, 175 pounds steam

pressure and a leading bogie, this last

appliance being hitherto unseen on Great

Northern rails in the case of inside cylin-

der express engines, save only in one spo-

radic instance of an e.xperimental engine

built by Mr. Archibald Sturrock in 1853,

but not perpetuated. His successor, the

late Mr. Patrick Stirling, Mr. Ivatt's pre-

decessor, disliked the bogie for express lo-

comotives and never used it with his inside

cylinder tender-engines, only adopting it

in the case of his outside cylinder 8-foot

wheeled type, just as he did the outside

cylinders themselves, as an unpalatable

constructive necessitv.

Mr. Ivatt modestly disclaimed any credit

on the score of attempting novelty and

declared that No. 266 was virtually Mr.

Stirling's latest inside-cylinder single-

wheeler supplied with a leading bogie and

larger boiler. Those modifications, how-
ever, were of sufficient importance to con-

inchcs) and with different valve gear.

This newer engine, which bore the next

consecutive number, 267, has been trid

for more than a year with No. 266, the re-

sult being, as Mr. Ivatt informs me, that

he could not detect any superiority of

either over the other in point of efficiency,

gf
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have just been put to work all have 19-

inch cylinders. It is noteworthy that this

method differs entirely from that pursued

by Mr. Ivatt with his newest coupled ex-

press engines of both classes, viz., the

"1321" set, which have cylinders only i/H
X 26 inches, and the "990" (or Atlantic)

type, whose cylinders are i8-34 x 24 inches,

the coupled wheels in each being 78 inches

in diameter, while the driving wheels of

the "single" class are 7 feet 7 inches. On
the other hand, the boilers of the "990"

class, which have to supply i8>4-inch cyl

inders, are much larger and have 1,440

square feet of heating surface, as against

1,250 square feet in the case of the "1321 '

coupled, which have cylinders only jyyi

inches in diameter, and of the new single-

wheelers, the diameter of whose cylinders

is 19 inches.

A comparison of the working of these

three interesting new types of express lo-

comotives over a lengthened period should

be extremely instructive and valuable.

Meanwhile, I may say in general terms

that all three classes have proved to pos-

sess abundant steam, and to do their work
excellently, the engines of the two coupled

classes being able in fact to keep time easi-

ly with train loads of 300 British tons

behind the tender at the best booked speeds,

while the new single-wheelers, although I

have not yet seen them tried on trains of

such weight as that, nevertheless run with

relative ease 2SO-ton trains at average

speeds of 55 miles an hour, and maintain

45 to 50 miles an hour up rising grades o^

0.5 per cent, with that load.

It is noteworthy that this latest thing in

locomotive designing amounts to an em
phatic perpetuation of two features which
in combination are absolutely peculiar to

Britain, viz., single-driving wheels and
inside cylinders. While the former plan has
not for many years been used even ex
perimentally—except, I believe, in the case

of that "38s" type built for the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railway, of America, in

189s—the latter has not hitherto been seen
at all on the American Continent, and, ex
cept on two railways in France (Northern
and Western), and in Holland and Bel-

gium, has not been employed on the Euro-
pean Continent, save only under the com-
pulsion of constructive necessity as in the

case of the de Glehn four-cylinder com-
pounds, just as in Britain outside cylinders

are only used at the present day under like

conditions of unavoidableness, as in Mr.
D. Drummond's four-cylinder non-com-
pounds on the London & South Western.
Mr. Ivatt's "Atlantic" type on the Great
Northern, Mr. F. W. Webb's London &
North Western compounds, the "ten-

wheelers" of Messrs. Worsdell (North
British) and P. Drummond (Highland)
and the eight-coupled mineral engines of

the former.

Mr. Ivatt, like all other leading British

locomotive engineers, prefers the inside po-

sition for his cylinders. But he also be

lieves in the single-driver, and here, in

this present year, he stands virtually alone.

I have no reason to assert or imply that

Mr. S. W. Johnson has finally ceased to

build single-wheelers for the Midland any

more than Mr. Ivatt has reason to bu-M
coupled express engines for the Great

Northern, But Mr. Johnson's latest Mid
land engines are coupled like those of all

other British designers save one, while the

solitarity of Mr. Ivatt in the opposite re-

spect makes his position all the more
remarkable. Practically he holds the sin-

gle-driver type to be still a very valuabh

one when kept to duty that suits it. The
Great Northern has generally easy gradi-

ents on its main line and with the excep-

tion of its expresses to and from Scotland,

also perhaps Leeds, its trains are not

usually of excessive weight. Many are

heavy—that is to say, weigh 200 to 250

British tons, exclusive of engine and tend-

er. With such loads Mr. Ivatt's new sin

gle-wheelers give an excellent account of

themselves, even at the fast schedules pre

valent on that road, viz., 50 to 55 miles an

hour, start-to-stop. Apart from these

twelve of the newest type, the Great North-
ern still employs in some of its best work
no fewer than 88 single-wheelers, 52 of 8

feet I inch, 24 of 7 feet 7 inches, 12 of

7 feet I .inch, built by Mr. P. Stirling be-

fore Mr. Ivatt's advent, and in several in-

stances rebuilt by him. But on the heaviest

trains of all—those weighing 250 to 330
tons—the new coupled engines built by Mr.
Ivatt, both of the "Atlantic" and the eight-

wheeled types, are preferably used.

For the Great Western Mr. Dean is still

multiplying his 6-foot 8-inch coupled "At
bara" type with the large domeless boilers

and big Belpaire fireboxes. Five more of

Air. D. Drummond's four-cylinder non-

compound express engines are now at work
on the London & South Western, also some
more of his "Caledonian" type, and a new
spark-arrester of his is being tried in some
of the latter. As yet I have not been able

to test the value of this appliance, but a

friend who made two-foot plate journeys

with a new locomotive so fitted, reports

to me that the arrest of sparks appeared

to be at the expense of seriously impeding
the steam-generation, as the pressure could

not be got above 160 pounds and the engine

lost 8 minutes in the running without any

checks and with a load of less than 150

tons. This is what I should have feared

would be the effect of the apparatus as if

had been described to me.

Many more of Mr. Billinton's "Sirdar"

class with 6-foot 9-inch coupled wheels and

cylinders 19 x 26 inches have been supplied

to the London, Brighton & South Coast,

and Mr. H. S. Wainwright is building at

.A.shford several more of his 6-foot 8-inch

coupled "730" type for the South Eastern

& Chatham. Mr. Holden continues to mul-

tiply his 7-foot coupled "Claud Hamiltons"

on the Great Eastern, as does Mr. Webb
his enlarged four-cylinder compounds,
known as the "Alfred the Great" class,

on the London & North Western. The

latest novelties, however, are the new ex-

press and freight types just introduced by

Mr. J. G. Robinson on the Great Central

Railway. The former have cylinders ig^i

X 26 inches, coupled wheels 6 feet 9 inches,

and large boilers 4 feet 9 inches in diame-

ter. The freight engines have still larger

boilers 5 feet in diameter, 5-foot wheels,

six coupled, and cylinders iS'/z x 26 inches.

Both classes have Belpaire fireboxes.

The French Northern Railway has or-

dered a further batch of the "Atlantic"

type of de Glehn compound express en-

gines. They will resemble the igoo Ex-
hibition engine No. 2642, but will be some.

what longer, and their tenders will run on
six wheels instead of eight. M. du Bous-

quet has put to work on the same railway

forty more ten-wheeler de Glehn com-
pounds of the 3.121 to 3.170 class, taking

on the numbering to 3.120. They have
six coupled 5-foot 8-inch wheels and lead-

ing bogies. Planned originally for fast

goods service they have come more and
more into use on heavy passenger expresses

which they work with admirable efficiency.

Many similar engines, all being four-cylin-

der compounds on the de Glehn system, are

now at work on the Eastern, Western,

Southern and P. L. M. railways of France,

also in Switzerland and Germany.
According to my latest advices from

the P. L. M. Railway, the newest Baldwin
express engines had not yet got into regu-

lar duty, so no comparison between them
and the de Glehn compounds is at present

possible.

France still leads the whole world in re-

spect of fastest long-distance runs. The
winter time-tables just out show one from
Paris to Calais—185^^ miles—in 3 hours

15 minutes, averaging 57.1 miles an hour,

including a stop of 4 minutes; also Orleans
(Les Aubrais Station) to Bordeaux (St.

Jean Station)—2891/$, miles—in 5 hours tS
minutes, inclusive, averaging 54.6 miles an
hour, including three intermediate stops of

5 minutes each. In individual runs France
is second only to America, having start-to-

stop lengths at 60.5, 58.2, 57.3, 57.1 and 57.0
miles an hour. Scotland has one at 59.1

and England has one at 58.9, but no other
so fast as 56 from start to stop. In this

respect America is of course "first and the

rest nowhere."

The Vislanda-Bolmen Railroad, Sweden,
have been making an experiment with
pressed and dried peat as fuel with a

train consisting of locomotive, fifteeif

loaded freight cars and one passenger car.

The distance was about 22 miles, and the

time-table was set for lower speed than
the ordinary, but this train arrived in due
time at the respective stations, and at the
final station fifteen minutes ahead of time.

It looks odd to see a freight train with

automatic couplers on every car and a link

and pin on the locomotive tender. The
link looks mighty weak when fastened

to an M. C. B. couper.
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Southern Pacific Vauclain Mogul.

VVc illustrate on this and the next page

a half-tone illustration and line cuts of a

very powerful compound Mogul engine re-

cently built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for the Southern Pacific Company.

The engine has cylinders IS'A and 26x28
inches. The driving wheels are 63 inches

outside diameter and the boiler carries a

working pressure of 200 pounds to the

square inch, providing with other dimen-

sions a tractive power of 29,255 pounds

and a ratio of adhesion of about 5. There

are 310 two-inch tubes 13 feet long. The
firebox is 108 inches long, 66 inches wide,

67 inches deep at the front and 58 inches

deep at the back. There are 2,256.8 square

feet of heating surface, of which 2,096.5

are in the tubes and the remainder in the

firebox. The rigid wheel base is 15 feet 2

inches, the total engine wheel base 23 feet

8 inches. The weight on the driving wheels

I rips. Tlie "Rocket" won the prize of 500

pounds in a competition held on October

14th, 1829, over seventy-two years ago,

A man who could be entrusted to run a

locomotive at that lime would be well up

in years to-day.

Steel Ties a Success.

Experiments made with steel ties on the

Bessemer & Lake Erie road for a half-

mile over one of the .short curves above

Greenville are reported by officials of the

company to be entirely satisfactory after

a year's use. These ties are made of steel

plates, yi inch thick and the width of

wooden ties, bent in a semi-oval shape. A
recent report of the foreman having that

section of road in charge, to E. H. Utley,

manager, says that the ties are as good as

new and give entire satisfaction. Should

the plan become generally adopted on ac-

count of the scarcity of timber, it would

original piece." Prince Yoshio has been

in this country about two months. He will

remain here three years or more studying

the practical side of American railroading.

Upon his return to his native country he

will take a place in the Japanese Imperial

Railway service.

This prince appears to have sound ideas

'ibout how to learn things. A great many
industrial princes have acquired at Altoona

the mental and professional motive power
that is propelling them forward as kings

of engineering. As a graduate. Prince

Yoshio will be in good company.

The Munising Railway, of Munising,

Mich., have purchased of F. M. Hicks, of

the Hicks Locomotive and Car Works,

Chicago, two three-compartment combina-

tion cars. Interior finish of the first and

second passenger compartment to be oak,

rubbed down in oil. and compartments

BALDWIN COMPOUXn MOGUL FOR SOUTHER.V P.\CIFIC.

is 144,120 pounds and 22.200 pounds on

the pony truck. The driving-wheel jour

nals are 9 x 12 inches and all the other

journals are liberal in proportion. The
line cuts show a great many of the detaih

of construction which we need not describe.

A newspaper item is going the rounds

which says that Edward Entwistle. the man
who seventy years ago took George Ste-

phenson's engine "Rocket," which took

the government prizes on its trial trip be-

tween Liverpool and Manchester, England,

is still alive, living in Des Moines, Iowa.

We are rather skeptical about the truth of

this statement because we have heard of

about a dozen men in America who
claimed to have run the "Rocket"'

when it won the prize, not from

the government—as the yarn goes—but

from the Liverpool & Manchester Railway

Company. History tells that George Ste-

phenson himself ran the engine on the trial

require many more steel mills to supply

the demand, as steel ties require more
steel than the rails. The forests have been

almost stripped of timber suitable for ties.

and for years the railroads have been

looking for a substitute for the hard

woods.

—

Pittsburgh Post.

Prince Works in a Locomotive Shop.

Prince Yoshio Yarmanoti>. the young

Japanese who is taking an apprentice's

course of instruction in the Pennsylvania

Railroad shops at Altoona. is said to he

modest, intelligent and a keen observer.

He is at present working in No. I erecting

shop, where many engines are repaired.

It was his wish to start in this department.

He says: "The building of new locomo-

tives is not difficult for me. but I wanfd
to get an idea of how the repairs are mad?.

I wanted to learn what parts wear out first

and how it is best to prevent them from
wearing out. with a view to improving the

to have toilet rooms. Baggage compart-

ment is to be 17 feet long, and to have

letter boxes and fixtures complete. Car
is to be furnished outside in Tuscan red.

Professor H. Wade Hibbard. of Sibley

College. Cornell University, has been for

a long time an admirer of the valuable

information to be obtained from the tech-

nical press. He has been in the habit of

using the technical press for the use of

students and now he has made a systematic

effort to have the students make better use

of the technical press by forming good in-

dexes of the articles in which they hav-

been interested. He has lately published

a pamphlet on "Engineering Periodicals

and the Card Inde.x." which reproduces an

address before the students of the Society

of Mechanical Engineers. Sibley College

of Mechanical Engineering, Cornell Uni-

versity. In this he expatiates on the ad-

vantages of systematic reading of the cur-
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rent engineering literature. He has a some- The Mason Regulator Company, of The Pintsch system of car and buoy

what elaborate arrangement for the in- Boston, Mass., have issued a neat little lighting has received Gold Medals and the

dividual card index and its application to pocket catalogue of their steam regulating highest awards for excellence and effi-

engineering. An engineering student who devices and steam pumps. These include ciency at the World's Expositions at Mos-

wishes to secure a systematic record of Air-Brake Pump Governors, Locomotive cow, Vienna, St. Petersburg, London, Ber-

articles likely to be useful to him in his Reducing Valves, Reducing Valves and lin, Paris and Chicago; also at Atlanta
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the advice given. We believe the pamphlet will be interested to have a copy for refer- in the United States and Canada by the
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General Correspondence.
Those Flat Spots on Tires.

Among tlio mechanical men of the rail-

ways of this country in the past decade

there has probably been no one subject so

often and so thoroughly discussed, nor one

regarding which so many theories have

been advanced and so little learned of the

•true cause, as that of flat spots developing

on driving-wheel tires, and I know of

nothing in the motive-power department

of our railways at the present time that

is demanding more earnest research for a

remedy. For several years the master me-

chanics have taken this matter up at their

conventions and discussed it over and over

again. With the practical side the trav-

eling engineers have done likewise, and

the mechanical engineers have given it

their share of thought and attention for

years. Some of our progressive superin-

tendents of motive power, aided by the

railway companies, have designed and built

testing plants, whereby locomotives may be

mounted on friction rollers and put

through tests as accurate as service tests

on the road, and in some respects more so.

One of our leading technical universities

has an ideal plant of this kind and has

made several tests to find out the cause

•of this very .serious defect, and yet with

all that has been said and done the loco-

motives on our railways to-day continue

to pound along in the same old way with

Hat spots in their tires. Locomotive en-

gineers and firemen riding from three to

•four thousand miles a month on these de-

formities realize probably more forcibly

than others interested, by reason of their

sore sides and lame backs, the need of a

remedy. Superintendents of motive power

realize it by having to take engines into

shops every six or eight months to turn

from 100 to 300 pounds of good steel from

tread of tire in order to remove these flat

spots, when otherwise engines could have

been kept in service six or eight months

longer. They also realize the damage
done to other parts of the machinery by

pounding along at a speed of 30 to 60 miles

per hour. The permanent way officials

realize the damage these engines do to

rails, bridges, etc., and the general man-
agers realize the excessive expense of re-

newals of machinery, bridges, rails, and so

on.

Everyone interested has been grasping

for a remedy like a drowning man grasp-

ing at a straw, but as yet they have all

gone under, so to speak ; at least I have

beard of no remedy so far. In my mind
there have been many men who have ad-

vanced theories that partly cover the

ground, but not wholly. I have never said

anything on the subject before, at the same
lime have had my theory for a number of

<years as to the cause of this defect.

Now with your kind permission I will

switch you all on to the same track as my-

self, and by running a block apart wc will

avoid collisions and arrive at the terminal

safely.

We will commence and review the his-

tory of driving-wheel tires for twenty-five

years past. At the beginning of this pe-

riod such things as flat spots in driving-

wheel tires were unknown, I believe.

About twenty years ago there were occa-

sional reports from roads in the East of

locomotives getting flat tires, and you will

note they commenced to increase the speed

of trains down there about that time.

About fifteen years ago this disease

struck the roads in the middle West, and

you will also note that is about the time

they commenced to increase the speed of

trains there, and at present the trouble is

universal and chronic. Some claim it is

due to too much lap and too little lead

given to valve, causing excessive compres-

sion. Others say it is caused by too much
counterbalance, and so on. There have

Ko. 3

gether different proposition when the speed

is increased to 60 or 70 miles. No up-to-

date mechanical engineer would think of

designing a high-speed stationary engine

with a counterweight opposite crank shaft

and expect a smooth-running engine. He
would simply put on a flywheel, and the

heavier the rim the smoother the engine

will run. This same principle applies to

locomotive practice of to-day. In Fig. i

you will please note a modern driving

wheel with pin on lower quarter and cen-

ter of counterbalance on top quarter. Now,

imagine this is the right main wheel on a

locomotive going at the rate of 60 miles

per hour, the weight and angularity of the

main rod on the downward thrust, the

steam exerting its greatest power on the

piston, and the counterbalance coming over

at the same time. What is the result? A
hammer blow and slip, to be sure. As I

look at it, it cannot be otherwise. At such

a high rate of speed the centrifugal force

of the wheels throws the engine out 01

balance by having counterbalance in wheel

B^Uwny f L.>e<i«<.(,r» A^iyiv,-, tg

FLAT SPOTS ON TIRES.

been experiments made time and time

again in these directions (setting valves

blind or giving them more lead, giving

valves inside clearance, etc.) with no per-

ceptible difference as to flat spots. Now,
allow me to ask the question, "If these

were the causes, why did not the flat spots

develop thirty years ago?" Now, I claim

it is speed and counterbalance combined

that is the cause of all this trouble, and to

substantiate my claims I will refer you

again to past history. Twenty-five years

ago the speed of freight trains was from

12 to 20 miles an hour; of passenger trains

from 20 to 30, and just as soon as the rail-

ways commenced to increase the speed of

their trains these flat spots commenced to

develop on the same engines that were

pulling the trains before, and the greater

the speed the quicker the flat spots would
develop, everything else being equal ; and
I will ask again if this is not proof enough

that speed is an important factor in the

cause.

A master mechanic or mechanical engi-

neer can design an engine having tlie coun-

terweigln in driving wheels equal to the

reciprocating parts, and practically it will

be all right standing still or revolving at

10 or 15 miles per hour; but it is an alto-

oppoiite pin. These flat spots develop on

right wheel just ahead of the pin or near

the eighth. On the left side the pin would

be nearly on the quarter and that pin would

be following the flat spot in left wheel.

which would occur on quarter back of pin.

At this point on right side is where most

power is developed, and left being on cen-

ter the conditions are vice versa. Gener-

ally there is more or less lost motion be-

tween driving boxes and wedges, also rod

connections, on left side, owing to the fact

that engineers are not in a position to dis-

cover the conditions on left side without

more trouble.

The thrust of the rod downward and

counterbalance coming over at same time.

with steam exerting its power on the pis-

ton, produce a hammer blow and slip on

right side, but more of a slip than hammer

blow on left side, owing to the loose con-

dition of boxes, etc., which I have men-

tioned. These conditions may be reversed,

but with a right-hand lead engine it is gen-

erally the way explained. I believe my
theory is also proven by the fact that the

more wheels coupled and the smaller the

wheels the quicker these flat spots develop,

speed and other conditions being equal

;

also all main tires, whether on eight, ten
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or twelve-wheelers, develop flat spots first

and the largest ones, and it is on these

wheels of course the most weight and

counterweight is of reciprocating parts.

Now, my idea of a remedy is explained in

Fig. 2. Take out counterbalance, or, if

you please, place it in outside rim of wheel

center, all that is possible—the more the

better. Just follow out stationary practice

as far as possible, and I believe it will save

thousands of dollars to railways annually.

Now, if any superintendent of motive

power believes my ideas are correct and

fits up an engine conforming to them, all

I ask for the information is a pass and a

permit to ride on the engine until I get

tired of it, for I do long to ride on a

smooth-running engine before I die.

I. F. Wallace.

Minneapolis, Minn.

As there is diversity of opinions in re-

gard to the flat spots on driving-wheel

tires, so there is diversity of causes con-

tributing to the same. My own observa-

tion while running a locomotive was, that

in starting a heavy train there is a slight

slip while passing the top and bottom

quarters. If you have noticed an engine

posilc wheel, and sec how nearly op-

posite they are the one to the other. Of
course we arc losing sight of any soft

spots on the tire, as it will be shown that

the fiat spots produced by slipping are

very hard.

Yes, I believe that the full throttle and

short cut-off aggravate the trouble; just

as I knovif that a whole lot of the troubles

that locomotives are heir to are caused

by bad handling. W. de SA^'N0.

Kern City, Cal.

Covering Headlights in Sidings.

The communications concerning the use

which may be made of the locomotive

headlight of a train that is on a passing

siding, as a means of signaling to an ap-

proaching train that it is in the "clear."

that appeared in the December Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering, I have read

carefully, with much pleasure.

sufficiently to prevent serious collision, or

at least to prevent loss of life.

Where green signals are being carried

on the front of the locomotive of a train,

the rules do not permit their being covered

whenever the train carrying them turns

out to allow another train to pass. And
although the headlight may be covered so

as to be totally obscured, yet all approach-

ing trains of superior rights seeing the

classification signals, may know that there

is a train on the passing siding. This

knowledge is important in that it serves u>

make the engineer of the approaching

train keep a sharper lookout for any pos-

sible irregularity that may be attending the

train on the siding.

Although passenger trains, especially of

the fast limited kind, are not required by

the rules to respect freight trains with re-

gard to the right to road, yet I can see no

valid objection to the presence of such:

trains on any siding being known to the
,

BLKLl.Nl, ION 11,1 KK L A L 1. 1 11 U.N THE RUN.

while getting a heavy train under way

—

that to the ear she sounds lame ; now the

engine is not lame, but there is an irreg-

ular exhaust caused by the engine slip-

ping at different points in the revolution

of the wheel. These slight slips will even-

tually wear a flat place on each tire.

In the enclosed sketch you will notice

the right and left pins A and B, the en-

gine being a right lead. As the wheel is

passing the point shown, she will slip.

Again, as the right pin passes the back

center, the left pin is passing the lower

quarter, where she slips again. This

process is repeated as each pin is passing

the quarter top or bottom, and you will

find that the fiat places occur at or near

the points C, C, C, C, etc.

To prove my ground well taken, I

would advise a visit to the wheel lathe

when a set of badly worn tires are being

turned ; but you should be there when the

first cut is taken. Now take a piece of

chalk and mark the low spots on one of

the wheels; then mark the spots on op-

I should infer from what Mr. J. C.

Baker says in his criticism of my article

on "Covering the Headlight," that he did

not read it quite as carefully as he might,

for it seems that he has gathered from it

the idea that I recommend that the head-

light be not covered on a locomotive that

is standing in the clear on a passing siding.

If Mr. Baker will read again what I had

to say in October Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering, he will see that I recom-

mend in that article that the headlight be

covered, but not obscured. There is a

distinction to be observed between cover-

ing the headlight and totally obscuring it.

While thinking about the particular col-

lision which suggested the article on head-

lights, referred to by your correspondents,

I was led to think that if this train that

caused the trouble had been carrying

green signals, or had been an extra train

carrying white signals, the engineer of the

approaching passenger train would have

seen those signals, noted their location,

and then been able to slow down his train

engineer of the approaching superior

train. On the contrary, I believe that

there are many good reasons why he

should have such information—the wreck
in question being one of them—and also-

that he should be required by the rules to

slow down, unless he receives a signal

from some member of the crew of the

train on the passing siding that all is right

with them.

The reason why the headlights are

covered when the trains are in the clear

on passing sidings is to indicate to other

trains approaching from an opposite direc-

tion that it is standing on the side track,

all in to clear and switches properly placed.

If the headlight of a locomotive that is

standing on a passing siding be not cov-

ered, then it is assumed by the crew of an-

approaching train that such train does not

clear the main line, and the proper action

is taken at once to bring the opposing

train to a stop.

A headlight covered with a transparent

material of some desirable color will meani
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as mucli to the engineer of an aiiprnaeliing

train as a hcaclliglit totally ohscurcd. Now
if in addition to the transparent covering

placed on the headlight, a signal be re-

quired from the crew of the side-tracked

train to assure the approaching engineer

that all is right, a wreck such as mentioned

in my communication concerning the

covering of headlights in all probahility

would not occur. The knowledge of the

presence of trains standing on side tracks,

according to my way of thinking, is of

more importance to trains of superior

rights than if such trains were mere box

cars. Box cars nowadays are generally

placed on what are termed business tracks,

and these tracks are provided with derail-

ing switch, which it is the law to leave in

position to derail the car, should it move
toward the main track. Not much is lieard

nowadays of box cars running out on to

the main track, and there causing trouble,

although you occasionally .see one on the

ground at the end of a derailing switch.

As to present rules under which the

movements of trains are controlled, being

No. I, as Mr. Baker seems to think, there

is not, in my opinion, a field offering

greater opportunity for achieving splendid

results in railroad practice than that which

is offered to those who have the improve-

ment of the rules in their hands. The im-

provement of the rules governing the run-

ning of trains can furnish material for a

much lengthier article than space here will

permit.

Electric headlights will, as suggested by

Mr. I. F. Wallace, go a long way towards

reducing the likelihood of accident.

Setting the brake, as suggested by C. N.

E., is an old precaution that used to be

taken in the days of hand brakes, and it

might not be a bad idea to revive it in

these days of automatic air brakes. A
good tender brake could be utilized to ad-

vantage for the purpose of holding the

head end of the train from moving while

trains are standing on side tracks.

Rules for movements of trains and the

government of railway employes are

necessary both for safety; and for the pro-

tection of railway companies and their

patrons, but the fewer they are in number
the better for all concerned. Many of the

rules we see to-day attached to the margin

of time cards and issued in the form of

bulletins, are impossible of strict com-
pliance, and it is a question whether it

would not be better to dispense with them
altogether, or to substitute others that can

be obeyed according to the letter and the

spirit.

But men will forget rules, and will

through forgetfulness disobey them, and

for this reason means must be sought out

to prevent such disobedience or oversight

resulting in accident. It is for this reason

that covering the headlight with a trans-

parent curtain of some desirable color, and

in addition calling for a signal from the

side-tracked train, are suggested.

J. P. Kelly.

Advocating Fair Trade.

During the past two or three years Am-
erican factories have been very busy with

both domestic and foreign orders. Many
manufacturers finding themselves unable

to supply the increased domestic and at the

same time large foreign demand, have

gradually added to their equipment until

to-day the productive capacity of their

works is much larger than a few years ago.

Now a great trade depression has spread

almost over the entire continent of Europe.

As if this were not enough, the United

States Treasury Department has entered

upon a destructive tariff war with Russia,

the largest and most promising foreign

field for the sale of American manufac-

tures.

Large quantities of machine tools, wood-

working machinery and other manufac-

tures were formerly exported to that coun-

try, but since the new Russian retaliatory

duty of $4.77 per luiiidrcH pounds has pone

While times are still prosperous America

should turn her attention to a rearrange-

ment of her tariff and enter on broad and
liberal lines into reciprocal trade relations

with her foreign customers. There .*s

scarcely an article which cannot to-day be

produced better and cheaper in this coun-

try than abroad.

As Americans go to foreign countries

and sell their products in the face of home
manufacturers there, paying the long

freight and duty, why should they be afraid

to let those manufacturers come here and
try to get an order once in a while? For-

eigners will not permit Americans to long-

er usurp their markets without receiving

some privileges in return.

Why, for instance, should England ad-

mit .'\merican wood and metal-working

machinery free of duty, when we charge

45 per cent, duty on anything in these lines

that she chances to offer us? If she can
jirofliiro It iK-'tnr or cheaper than we can.

OFFICE OF Ml; A. M. VVAITT, 3UI'EK1NTENDENT OF MOl'lVli POWEK, NEW VOKK CENTRAL,
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into effect this trade has practically ceased.

The American must now pay over 57 per

cent, higher rate of duty—besides shipping

his goods from five to six thousand miles

farther—than the Germans, who copy and

imitate all things American.

In shipping to France, America pays the

maximum duty on all manufactures. On
machine tools this is from 331/3 to 50 per

cent, higher than that charged Europeans.

Germany is now preparing to check Am-
erican imports into that country, because

America seeks to sell her products in Ger

man markets while closing her own doors

to imports by a prohibitive tariff.

The exceedingly hard times from which

Europe is now suffering, together with the

stopping of shipments to Russia, has great-

ly diminished the export of American ma-

chinery. Should there be any decrease in

the domestic demand our manufacturers

will find it exceedingly diflicult to keep

their enlar.sjed works employed.

her example, as exemplified by the imports,

will sooner or later stimulate some of our

restless, enterprising spirits to devise a way

or means of manufacturing it even better

and cheaper—not cheaper because of any

less expense for labor, but by devising bet-

ter methods or better machines to do the

work. G. P. Altexberg.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Want More Work Out of the Engines.

We have some 19' '2 x 26. ten-wheel pas-

senger engines with 180 rounds steam and

CS-inch wheels, that take from seven to

nine cars over the division of 124 miles in

three hours and make seven stops between

terminals, two of which are five minutes

each, and often we have to make an extra

stop for water. It is impossible to make
up much time on a three-hour schedule

wi\h these engines, but I often hear it

claimed that they ought to handle twelve

or fourteen cars and make the time.
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I would like your opinion as to whether

these engines do as much as they ought to.

The division is very level and not much
yrade either way. S. B.

[We think the engines do very well,

pulling seven to nine cars 124 miles in

three hours, which is 41.33 miles per hour,

and making seven stops. The stops will

take away about 30 minutes, so that an

average speed of 49.6 miles an hour is

made. We consider that good work. What
do our high-speed readers thnk about it?

—Ed.l

New Safety Valve.

I am sending you drawings of an im-

provement in safety valves, as shown,

which represents a double-seated valve

guided by a dash-pot piston at bottom

wm
IMPROVED SAFETY VALVE.

and spring case at top. By reducing the

area of the exposed part of the valve, by

means of the dash-pot a more delicate

and sensitive spring can be use ', and by

the use of the combined valves provision

is made to dispose of a large volume of

steam if necessary by the steam gage, and
its proportion may be such as to open
and close at the same point on the gage.

The small passages shown leading to the

dash-pot provide for a relief of vacuum
or compression.

A double burr reamer may be used to

face the valve and seat without removing
the base from the boiler or putting the

valve in a lathe. The cap, being held by
means of sealed pins, is of glass and may
readily be broken if occasion should occur.

My improvement in this claim over the

one granted me January isth last is that

the steam in no way comes in contact with

the spring. J. E. Osmer.
Clinton, la.

About Springs.

As spiral (or more correctly "helical")

springs are used in the railway as well as

other branches of mechanics, the experi

ments recently made by Professor Benja-

min and Mr. R. A. French and presented

to the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers are interesting. Out of fifteen

springs 9)4 inches outside diameter and

17M inches high before closing, the average

set was 2 inches after the spring has been

closed solid twice under a pressure of

75,000 pounds. No further set took place

on being again closed twice, which indicates

that a spring closed solid under heavy pres-

sure should take all its permanent set with

two closings. Practical application of these

facts will occur to any shopman.

It was also shown that when the diame-

ter of spring was small as compared with

the size of the steel used, there was less

set than with a larger diameter. This in-

dicates that springs of small diameter may
safely be subjected to a higher stress than

those of a large diameter, the size of the

steel remaining the same. There is a limit

to this, however, as springs having too

sinall a diameter as compared with the size

of steel are subjected to such an internal

stress in coiling as to weaken the steel.

It is recommended that for good service

the mean diameter of the spring should be

at least three times the diameter of the

steel from which it is made. The large

bar must be heated to a higher tempera-

ture in working and in high carbon steel

this may cause deterioration. Also in

tempering the bath does not afTect the large

bar as uniformly as the small one, both

of which facts help to explain why large

springs are not always as satisfactory as

small ones.

Pneumatic Belt Shifter.

Inciosed find blueprint of a pneumatic

belt shifter which is very handy for shift-

ing long belt. In the Grand Trunk shops

at this place there is a long belt, 59 feet

long, 2 inches wide, where the swinging of

the belt would force belt from tight pulley

to loose one. With the pneumatic shifter

air is on piston while belt is on tight

pulley, and holds it in position. A three-

way cock is used for controlling air, and
the length of cylinder is varied to suit

width of belt. Use ,'/4-inch iron gas pipe

and make hole in brass cap to suit travel of

He was somewhat of a poker player and

occasionally would invite some of his

friends who knew the game, to take a trip

over the line with him. On one of the

return trips his friends were getting into

him in good shape. He was $400 or $500

loser. The train was within seventeen

miles of Atchison and he knew there was
no show for him to pull out even in the

time it would take to run in. So he ex-

cused himself and went into the baggage

car and pulled the air. The train came
to a stop. He talked with the engineer

for a few minutes. Then he went back

and resumed playing. The train didn't

move. The friends asked him what was
the matter. He said that the engine had

slipped an eccentric and he had telegraphed

to Atchison for another engine. In a cou-

ple of hours, through some lucky plays,

the railroad man got even with the game.

Then he stepped to the platform of the

car and yelled to the engineer : "Run like

h—1 into town. I'm even with the game."
—Kansas City Journal.

Locomotives that are Hard to Inspect.

With a fair share of the large modern
locomotives the engineer cannot get under

them to inspect wedge bolts, eccentric

strap and blade bolts. The wheels come
very close together and driver brake rig-

ging takes up all the openings we used to

have between them. With small wheel

centers you cannot see very much between

the spokes, wheel hub and counterbalance

;

in fact, soine of the bolts and nuts in the

motion work are invisible to anyone not

under the engine.

Now, in such cases it would prevent

many engine failures on the road, if good,

substantial wedge-shaped split keys were

in every bolt, with a good bearing against

the surface of the outside or jam nut. The

small round split keys through the end of

bolts that are usually located some dis-

tance from the jam nut are worse than

PNEUMATIC BELT HIFTER.

shifter, usually about 1-32 inch. Use cross-

head on threaded end of piston and spring

to suit belt. It can be placed anywhere.

Arthur L. Smith.

Pt. Huron, Mich.

Time Was Valuable.

Some years ago a man now way up in

railroad circles held a position with the

Central Branch road, just big enough

to enable him to take a trip over

the road now and then in a special car.

useless, for they will not prevent, a nut

working oflf and are only in the road.

Wide split keys cost more than the in-

fant size of split keys; but one break-

down will cost more than all the bolts and

wide split keys for the whole engine.

We think it only fair that in the case of

engines that cannot be properly inspected

unless over a pit, a regular inspector be

detailed to go under the engines after they

are placed over the pit and examine every

part of the engine that cannot be seen

from the outside. ,
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Safety calls for a thorough hispection

as a preventative of failures on tlie road,

and safety for the engineer calls for a

proper place to inspect the engine. It sure-

ly is not safe to go under an engine in a

crowded yard with hostlers moving en-

gines here and there, or feeding them

down in their turn to the coal chute, sand

house or cinder pit.

The argument is sometimes used that if

an inspector is charged with the duty of

looking after any special part, the engi-

neer will not pay any attention to that

part, even when on the road, and that any

division of the responsibility for locating

defects cannot be made. The science of

railroading is the shifting of responsibility

on the other fellow, but that part of the

science comes after the break-downs.

What we want is putting the responsi-

bility on the proper man before the break-

down. This cannot be put on the man

who brings the engine in ; he has made his

trip all right. The man who takes the en-

gine out rarely gets a chance to thorough-

ly inspect the machine ; he must have a

faith as large as a mountain to give him an

idea that everything is all right.

John W. Troy.

Indianapolis, 'Ind.

Planing Conducting Rod Straps.

My note book contains a sketch of a

planer tool, or, rather, tool holder, for

use in planing connecting-rod straps or

similar work. It is, of course, an alter-

native of the side tool and has the advan-

tage of using a regular tool instead of one

specially forged. If the set-screw went

in at the side—or, better yet. there was

a wedge-bolt arrangement—so that the

tool point need not be forged so long, it

m^
ROD PLANER TOOL.

would be better. Unfortunately there is

no credit given in the note book so that

[ can only say it is not original with me
but has been picked up somewhere in my
travels. F. C. Hudson.

Tombstone, Arisona.

this would not do much cooling, still, as a

matter of fact, it does the business so suc-

cessfully that we never think of losing a

minute, and in fact, if necessary, always

make up time on our fastest schedules

while using the cooler.

The arrangement consists of a line of

>4-'nch piping running around the engine

directly underneath the frame in the shape

of a letter "U," with the open end in front

Using Injector to Cool Hot Boxes.

The description, in your September
number, of Mr. McBain's device for cool-

ing hot bearings, reminds me that we have
in use on all our large passenger and
freight engines an arrangement which is

thoroughly efficient for the purpose of

cooling hot driving and engine truck

boxe^. We take the water directly from
the injector delivery pipe, and while it

might be supposed that water as hot as

You have thus a cooler always ready for

use at a moment's notice, and one which

will handle any hot box at any speed.

It might be supposed that the use of this

would naturally increase the number of

"hots" and the number of chronic bad

ones, but we do not find it so ; rather the

contrary, since the use of the water in the

cellar permits of the bearing being at the

same time freely oiled on top, so that, as a

HOME fiFFiee
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terminating in a globe valve waste cock in

front of each No. i engine truck box.

Connection to this pipe is made by a

>^-inch pipe tapped into each delivery pipe

directly ahead of the injector, chocked to

Yi, inch at the top and leading directly

down to the J<}-inch pipe below, opened

and closed by a globe valve in upper end.

Connection is made from the ^-inch

pipe to each driving and engine truck box

by means of j4-inch hose connected to the

inside end of the cellar by nipples, into

which are screwed from inside the cellar

bent pipes which extend along the bottom

of the cellar to the middle, where they rise

on the side just as high as possible with-

out touching the journal. Each hose is

closed by a globe valve.

The cooler may thus be operated from

either or both injectors, and will throw

water sufficient for one or all the boxes

on the engine. These hose are securely

clamped to nipples to prevent being forced

off by pressure.

A 3-16 inch hole is drilled into the un-

der side of each end of the main water

line, from which there is a continuous flow

of water while in operation. This insures

a circulation of water throughout the pipe

and prevents freezing.

A J^-inch steam pipe, closed by a globe

valve, is also run from the boiler to the

water line, which is used as a heater while

cooler is not in use. The method of using

it in freezing weather is to open the waste

cocks in ends of the water line until all

water is blown out, after which they are

closed and sufficient pressure maintained

to insure a free flow of steam through the

3-16 inch vent holes.

rule, a bearing on which the cooler has

been used will come in in such condition

that after being sponged it will run on the

next trip without any further heating.

O. M. Foster,

CoWmwood, O. L. S. & M. S. Ry.

Railway Mechanical Conventions.

The Joint Committee of the Master Car
Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associa-

tions met at Buffalo on December nth to

decide on the place of meeting for next

annual convention. There were present,

representing the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation, J. T. Chamberlain, J. J. Hen-
nessey. J. W. Marden, F. W. Brazier, W.
P. Appleyard and E. D. Bronner. The
Master Mechanics' Association was repre-

sented by A. M. Waitt, George W. West
and Angus Sinclair. Representatives were
present from hotels at Old Point Comfort,

Thousand Islands and Saratoga, and they

were permitted to explain to the meeting

what attractions they had to offer. A sub-

committee had recommended Saratoga,

and the Joint Committee voted to hold the

convention there. The Master Car Build-

ers meet on June i8th, and the Master

Mechanics on June 23d.

It is a common thing for Marshall's big

six-coupled passenger enj,infs to haul a

train of about 700 tons behind the tender

at a speed of 60 miles an hour. The Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern is a very

level road, but 700 tons of passenger cars

bound firmly together need huge power

for starting and keeping it going at high

velocity.
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Wireless Telegraphy.

The Marconi system of wir-eless teleg-

raphy, which the inventor has been experi-

menting with for eight or ten years, has

made great progress latel}', and it is now
used for sending telegrams between pass-

ing vessels at sea and from ships to

lighthouse stations, whence they can be

transmitted to any point reached by ordin-

ary telegraph or cable. Marconi has al-

ways insisted that he would eventually

send messages across the Atlantic by his

wireless system, and he has lately been ex-

perimenting from Newfoundland, with the

expectation that he can send messages to

a place in the British Isles. His friends

road at Tyrone this is an ordinary slid"^-

valve engine with a 3 x 4-inch cylinder using

compressed air. Air is supplied through

the center of the table by an overhead pipe

connected with a swivel joint. The engine

drives a small friction cone H2, which in

turn drives the friction disks, either H or

Hi, according to the direction in which

the table is to be moved. These disks drive

the shaft F, which carries a pulley G hav-

ing recesses in its face so as to engage the

chain H, which is around the turntable pit.

outside the rail C. This chain is of course

stationary, being fastened to the rail by

bolt extensions C2.

The device is controlled by lever /

To Join New Yorit and New Jersey.

One of the most stupendous engineering

enterprises ever undertaken is promised

by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
in connection with carrying the Eastern

terminus of that great railroad into New
York city. To our numerous readers who
have never been in New York city we
might explain that what is known as New
York city proper is built upon Manhattan

Island, an irregular strip of land, about

II miles long and from I to 2 miles wide.

This island is separated from the State of

New Jersey on the west by the Hudson
River, which is about l mile wide, and it

is cut off from Long Island, where Brook-

^ ^ Flg.l. ft-X'

^~9S^mW

t'ig- "

Fia.G

Fig- 7
Ritiltvny i LaeomoHue Eni^ineering

BE.\MER S TURNT.\BLE MOTOR.

•claim that he has sent messages from New-
foundland that were received on the coast

of Cornwall, England. The Anglo-

American Telegraph Company, which has

a monopoly for sending and receiving

cable messages in Newfoundland, attempt-

ed to stop the Marconi experiments, with-

out success. Thomas Edison has tried to

discredit the value of Marconi's invention

but the messages have not refused to move
because that great electrician of supreme
<;laiming capacity has frowned upon them.

Beamer's Turntable Motors.

As may be seen from the illustration, this

motor is placed entirely below the floor

of the turntable, being represented by H6.
On the one used by the Pennsylvania Rail-

through the connection shown and the fact

that a turntable of this kind has been

worked successfully for over two years

proves its practicability.

The cost of operation is $2.88 a day, as

against $5.76 when the table was turned

by hand. There is, however, nothing to

prevent it being operated by hand if neces-

sary, as the motor is no encumbrance be-

yond its weight.

We have received several inquiries about

a Railway Correspondence School with

headquarters at 304 Broadway, New York.

The writers say that they subscribed for

a course of lessons, but did not receive

them and that letters sent to the concern

are not answered.

lyn is built, by the East River, which is an

arm of the sea.

All the railroad companies from the

West and South that have New York for

their Eastern terminus, except the New
York Central, end their land route in New
Jersey, and the Hudson River—popularly

known as the North River—has to be

crossed by ferryboat. Although the boats

engaged in this business are the finest of

their kind in the world, the water trip is

regarded as a nuisance for beginning or

ending a railway journey. There have

been numerous propositions to build a

bridge across the North River, but noth-

ing practical has come out of them—prin-

cipally because the authorities and the

politicians of the States of New York and
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New Jersey never could agree upon an

acceptable division of the spoils that would

be harvested from such a great engineer-

ing enterprise. One tunnel was driven for

a considerable distance under the North

River for the purpose of connecting Man-
hattan Island with New Jersey, but some
unexpected engineering difficulties were

encountered, the company doing the work
became bankrupt, and nothing has been

done for twenty years.

When tlic people of New York were be-

ginning to despair of ever seeing a land

connection made above or below the Hud-
son, President Cassatt, of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company, announced that

his company intends tunnelling not only

the North River but the East River as

well, thercliy pushing a land connection to

the far-reaching lines of the Long Island

Railroad Comjiany, with its unlimited re-

sources, will yet establish the harbor and

the reduced ocean voyage which proved

beyond the power of a private individual.

Mr. W. H. Baldwin, Jr., president of the

Long Island Railroad, denies that the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company, whose
interests he represents, intend undertak-

ing the great harbor scheme, but that may
come later.

The tunnel will pass under the bed of

two rivers into which How the c cean cur-

rents, and thence under the city of New
York, with an underground terminus near

Thirty-fourth street, between Seventh and

Eighth avenues. A quarter of a century

ago such a scheme would have been dis-

missed as practically impossible, and even

within the past few years that it has been

under discussion there has not been lack-

lines running directly into the heart of the

city, the public will be saved both the

necessity of a change to ferry boats, but

will avoid the inconveniences and discom-

forts that necessarily arise from the pres-

ent method. The outlined plans are stu-

pendous in character, but modern engi-

neering skill can carry them to a success-

ful finish.

A Heavy Suburban Locomotive.

The accompanying illustration shows a

locomotive for suburban work, which has

been in use on the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad for some time.

As will be seen, it is a very heavy engine

of this class and has piston valves. It

was built at the Schenectady works of the

American Locomotive Company, and the

principal dimensions follow:

Photo, by F. W. Hlauvelt.

A NEW SUBURB.\N ENGINE OF THE NEW YORK CENTR.VL.

Railroad. Two years ago the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company secured the con-

trolling interest in the Long Island Rail-

road, so it looks as if in the near future

the Pennsylvania Railroad will provide

unbroken rail transit from its far-reach-

ing Western and Southern connections to

the most easterly point of Long Island.

The late Austin Corbin, who for years

practically owned the Long Island Rail-

road, nourished for a long time a pet scheme
to build a great harbor on the eastern point

of Long Island, which would accommodate
the largest steamboats afloat and make
that the passenger terminus for trans-

oceanic travel between America and
Europe. Death took him away while Mr.
Corbin was working on this great prob-

lem, but it may be that the Pennsylvania

ing expert opinion to declare the venture

impracticable and visionary. But so rapid-

ly has engineering and construction ad-

vanced that the Pennsvlvania Company
have declared that the work will be under-

taken and pushed rapidly to completion.

Building railroads over and through great

mountains has given the engineering world

practice that does not hesitate on the banks

of two great rivers.

To the public the improvement will be

one of vast importance. It is over the

lines of the Pennsylvania that a very large

portion of the travel from the South and

West reach New York. Under the pres-

ent terminal system a ferry voyage is

necessary to reach the city from the Jersey

side. This course not only involves delay,

but inconvenience and discomfort. With

Cylinders—20 x 24 inches.

Driving wheels—63 inches.

Truck wheels—30 inches.

Weight on driving wheels, total—141,-

000 pounds.

Total weight in working order—226.400

pounds.

Rigid wheel-base—15 feet.

Total wheel-base—35 feet 9 inches.

Diameter of boiler—70 inches.

Tubes—Number, 365 ; diameter, 2

inches ; length, 12 feet.

Size of firebox—90 inches long. 102

inches wide.

Total heating surface—^2,432 square feet.

Steam pressure—200 pounds.

Fuel—Anthracite coal.

Capacity of tank—Water, 3.500 gallons

;

coal, about 4 tons.
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A Steam Jet the Best Draft Inducer.

One of the most important discoveries

made by the pioneer experimenters with

the engines from which the locomotive was

evolved was the fact that passing the ex-

haust steam through the chimney of a

boiler produced an artificial draft which

greatly increased the capacity of the boiler

to generate steam rapidly. The discovery

was made accidentally, and there is great

conflict of opinion about who was the for-

tunate engineer to fall upon that acciden-

tal discovery ; but certain it is that the

stimulating of the fire by exhaust draft

was quickly recognized as effecting a great

improvement upon the locomotive. The

far-seeing men among the pioneer engi-

neers regarded exhaust draft as one of the

two most important principles in the de-

sign of a high-speed 'ocomotive. The

other very important principle of design

was the multitubular boiler.

There are certain objections to the using

of exhaust steam for creating draft that

have been greatly magnified at times, and

various attempts have been made to pro-

duce stimulation of the fire by other

means, but they have always ended in fail-

ure. Some people think that the draft-

creating work could be performed better

by means of a fan ; but that has been tried

a great many times and every attempt to

employ fans has ended in immediate fail-

ure or in the rejection of the apparatus

after it had been worked long enough to

demonstate that the use of fans was less

efficient and more costly than the use of

exhaust steam.

We have been moved to take up this

subject now because of a prediction that

was lately made in a paper read at the

Western Railway Club. While discours-

ing on combustion, the author of the paper

says: "In obtaining fuel we must take

what Nature has provided for us, but in

supplying oxygen man's skill is called into

play. This important gas oxygen is a part

of the air, being about one-fifth of it by

volume. Since it may be had for the tak-

ing, the engineman's source of supply is

the air, and the extraordinary demand is

met by an induced draft. At present this

draft is produced by shooting the exhaust

steam into the stack. Objections to this

method are back pressure in the cylinders

and the almost absolute dependency of the

strength of draft on position of reverse

lever or cut off. This latter objection fre-

quently manifests itself, to the discom-

fiture of the fireman and also in the loss of

fuel. The economic considerations of the

present warrant the prediction that an-

other method must supplant this one. . .

As a concluding statement, permit the pre-

diction that inherent objections to the

present method of draft and the present

form of fuel make a change in both neces-

sary."

With all due respect to the learned pro-

fessor who wrote these words, we should

like a bill of particulars telling us what he

would substitute for the exhaust-produc-

ing draft and how the superior results

would be obtained. If he, and others who
find fault with exhaust steam draft, would

study the subject carefully, they would

find features about the exhaust-induced

draft that cannot fail to excite the admira-

tion of every unprejudiced student of

steam engineering, and particularly that

part relating to draft appliances. It is

true that the strength of draft is depend-

ent to a great extent upon the point of cut-

off; but at the same time the point of cut-

off measures the volume of steam passed

into the cylinder, and consequently regu-

lates the demand made upon the boiler.

On this account the action of the exhaust

steam as a draft producer is regulated

automatically.

In his experiments witl, the locomotive

in the engineering laboratory of Purdue

University, Professor Goss found things

to admire which had previously been re-

garded as objections to the draft action of

a locomotive boiler. He wrote concerning

tests made : "In any boiler the condition of

draft determines the rate of combustion,

and consequently under ideal conditions

the draft will be a function of the rate of

combustion. But under conditions actu-

ally affecting the action of the boiler of a

locomotive, there are variations in this re-

lationship. The precise action of the steam

jet in producing a draft action depends

upon the pressure of the exhaust steam.

The capacity of the jet as a means for pro-

ducing draft is nearly proportional to the

weight of steam discharged per unit of

time ; whether the discharge is in the slow.

heavy puffs incident to slow speed, or in

light but more rapid impulses, is not ma-
terial. If the weight pf steam discharged

is the same, the draft action is approxi-

mately constant."

No means of forced draft has ever been

devised that would approach in efficiency

the action of the steam jet in inducing the

proper amount of action on the fire to

meet the varying requirements of locomo-

tive service. Apart from their mechanical

shortcomings, there was always difficulty

in regulating force-draft appliances to gen-

erate steam in the volume required by the

cylinders. The domestic bellows which

was once a valuable adjunct in every

household, high and low, and was used to

blow up the fires that cooked the dinner

and heated the dwellings of rich and poor,

was the prototype of the artificial draft-

creating appliances used on early locomo-

tive engines. The discovery of the merits

of the steam exhaust as a draft creator

discredited the humble beilows as a loco-

motive fire stimulator, but its favorite

progeny, the fan, has done service on loco-

motives at various times and tried, with-

out success, to supplant the exhaust jet.

When the Liverpool & Manchester Rail-

way Company in 1S29. offered a prize of

iSOO for the most successful locomotive,

an engine entered for the contest by John
Ericsson had a fan to stimulate the fire,

and the repeated failures of this fan were

the means of the prize being awarded to

George Stephenson's "Rocket," instead of

to Ericsson's "Novelty," which was the

favorite. It is a curious subject of specu-

lation to throw the imagination afloat and

think out how the pages of history would
have been changed had Ericsson's annoy-

ing fan consented to do its work until the

contest was over, and Ericsson, the winner

of the prize, stood ready to grasp the riches

and honors that awaited the successful

locomotive designer. He would have found

a permanent sphere of activity in Great

Britain and would not have found it neces-

sary to come to America in search of a

livelihood. Then there is likelihood that

he would not have worked out practically

the problem of screw propulsion for steam

ships, and the "Monitor" would not have

been built to explode the belief that

"wooden walls" were the kind of man-of-

war capable of successfully defending the

shores of every nation.

When Ericsson in England was lament-

ing his bad luck with a fickle fan, Peter

Cooper in the United States was demon-

strating to the stockholders of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, with his "Tom
Thumb" locomotive' that an engine could

be made to run around the sharp curves

for which the railroad named was noted.

He also used a fan as a fire stimidator, and

got into various embarrassing plights by

failures of the draft-creating appliance.

The success which he achieved with the

tiny engine had strong influence on the

motive power afterwards built for the

road, and the first regular service engines
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introduced on the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road were equipped with fans for creating

draft, and they remained in use for several

years. The fan had its adherents and ad-

vocates, and there raged for a time in

Maryland and Pennsylvania a mimic war

hetween the friends of the fan and those

who swore by the steam jet, hut the steam

jet triumphed in the end. This did not

happen because the jet had the most

powerful friends; it happened because the

fan was not so efficient as the jet. In-

ventors are notorious for overlooking the

history of old inventions, and they have

repeatedly put a little transitory life into

f.ins for creating draft in locomotive fire-

boxes by the force of Unite ' States pat-

ents; but even that artificial stimulant left

them deserted and forlorn under the de-

pressing ordeal nf practical application.

Honor Where Honor is Not Due.

When the American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers met in New York last

month a portion of the members took part

in the unvailing of a monument to Rober*

Fulton, which was erected in honor of

the reported inventor of the steamboat.

There are many men whose memory is re

vered for achievements they did not per-

form—they constitute a whole army of

shams, but none of them has received so

much undeserved praise as Robert Fulton.

When we reflect upon the honors heaped

upon an engineering charlatan like Fulton,

\se naturally survey the work done by

others credited with great inventions and

«e are almost inclined to exclaim, "the

. I warding of fame is a delusion." We
iliink of James Watt, the improver of New-
comen's steam engine, and find his name
accorded the higliest honors as the in-

ventor of the steam engine. We move for-

ward a few years and come to the name
of George Stephenson, who is called the

inventor of the locomotive. When the

claims that Stephenson invented the loco

motive are closely analyzed and scrutinized

we find that no proof exists of Stephenson

having invented anything of value that im-

proved the locomotive. His first engine

was an inferior imitation of one built by

William Hedley, and all the subsequent

improvements were the work of other in-

ventors.

But Watt and Stephenson did great

work which entitled them to the ad-

miration and gratitude of mankind.

Watt by his wonderful inventive abil-

ity and engineering intuition con-

verted a crude, slow-moving, irregular-

acting machine into a perfected engine that

was capable of giving steady motion to the

most delicate forms of machinery.

George Stephenson was deficient in in-

ventive attributes, but he had the faculty

of knowing a good thing when he saw it,

and he perceived that railroads would at

some time become the principal means of

land transportation. He also clearly saw,
long before others did, that a form of

portable steam engine would be the future

motive power of railroads. Stephenson

was a good representative of the best type

of Englishman. Opinionated and ever

pushing his opinions witli bulldog persist

oncy, he made weaker minds yield to his

views on railroads and locomotives. That

was his hobby and he rode it so furiously

that the British world was drawn along

by induction against its will very often.

Stephenson by his vigorous personality and

convincing arguments prevailed on British

capil.-ilists to construct a railroad for pas-

.scngcr business. Against great odds and

violent opposition he induced them to try

locomotives for motive power, and thereby

gave his native country the honor of orig-

inating steam-operated railroads at the mo
ment when America was ahnost ready 'o

grasp the prize.

Watt and Stephenson both performed

work that entitles them to high honor,

but Fulton did nothing but act as a drafts-

man to put other men's ideas upon paper.

Being a painter by profession, he became

without difficulty a skillful draftsman

when he devoted his attention to engineer

ing. A great many inventors had worked

on the problem of propelling boats by

steam before Fulton's time ; and it was

only through want of financial support that

some of them failed in attaining commer-
cial success. As early as 1690, Pepin, a

celebrated French savant, who is credited

with inventing the boiler safety valve, pro-

posed using steam to propel vessels. He
built a small experimental vessel for the

purpose, which was destroyed by a mob
of boatmen who saw in the embryo steam-

boat a dangerous rival of their business.

In 1736, Hull took out a patent in England

for a steam-propelled boat. In 1752, the

French Academy of Science awarded a

prize for the best essay on the manner
of impelling vessels without wind. After

that European scientific journals frequently

published articles on steam propulsion of

vessels. That agitation of the subject

brought into the field inventors in France,

Great Britain and the United States who
performed the preliminary work of design-

ing a practical steamboat.

The most successful among those invent-

ors was John Fitch, a Connecticut me-
chanic, who built several steamboats which
worked successfully. Failing to obtain

the help in the United States for pushing

his steamboat enterprises, Fitch went to

France, which Americans were at that time

in the habit of looking to for aid in all

kinds of schemes. He did not receive the

expected encouragement and returned to

America, leaving with the American Con-
sul at Havre the plans of what he consid

ered the best form of steamboat. These
afterwards fell into the hands of Robert
R. Livingston.

A few years afterwards Robert Fulton
entered the steamboat field. He was much
more forunate than his predecessors and
contemporaries in securing influential and
financial support. Robert R. Livingston,

who had been for years American Minis-

ter to France, took a warm interest in the

work done to apply steam to boat propul-

sion. He met Fulton in Paris, whrre

schemes for steam propulsion were rif-;.

and finding Fulton very skillful in sketch-

ing the mechanical appliances developed by

the various workers in the steamboat field,

took Fulton under his powerful influence.

Livingston had secured from the legish

ture of New York a grant of the exclusive

right of using steamboats on the navigable

waters in the neighborhood of New York

city and he was determined to reap ilie

benefits from the privilege conferred.

Livingston sent Fulton to New York

provided with drawings and models of the

most approved steamboat machinery and

also sent him a Watt engine and boiler

suitable for use in a steamboat. Fulton

made no progress with boat or machinery

until Livingston returned to New York.

The personal energy of Livingston was

immediately thrown into the steamboa'

building scheme and a successful boat was

soon ready for business. The success of

the "Clermont" is popular history.

Livingston was all to Fulton that Boul

ton was to Watt and a great deal more,

for he not only provided the necessary

capital, but the greater part of the energy

and much of the engineering acumen. Ful-

ton acted as superintendent for Livingston

and secured all the honor and not a small

part of the profit.

Watch the Igniting Temperature .

In discussing the well worn subject of

locomotive combustion recently at a rail-

way club meeting, a college professor of

chemistry follows very clearly the most

important operation connected with the

burning of coal in a locomotive firebox

He deals principally with three thing;

essential to combustion, viz. : the fuel to

be burned ; oxygen, the supporter of com-

bustion, and the igniting temperature of

the fuel. The constituents of the coal are

plainly described and the necessity for

supplying the necessary oxygen to bum
the elements in the fuel in such a way that

the full measure of their capacity for pro-

ducing heat will be obtained. Then he

dwells on the necessity for keeping the

fire at the high temperature required for

the coal to be burned properly.

It might be supposed that the practical

men who perform the work of firing loco-

motives would profit most by the informa

tion given concerning the supply of oxy-

gen necessary to produce perfect combus-

tion of the various elements composing the

fuel. They ought to be made better fire-

men from knowing the relative volumes

of air necessary for entering into com-

bination with carbon and with hydro-car-

bons and the magnitude cf the losses that

result from deficiency of the oxygen which

is taken from the air supply. We think,

however, that the spreading among fire-

men of knowledge of the loss that results

from parts of the fire being permitted to

fall below the igniting temperature, is
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likely to impart more heat-saving infor-

mation than explaining the chemical action

of combustion is calculated to impart.

The practice becoming so common of

examining firemen on questions relating

to combustion has made the study of the

elementary chemistry, wherein the phe-

nomena of combustion are explained, very

common among firemen. From letters re-

ceived, we are aware that many of them,

whose knowledge of grammar is very

rudimentary and whose orthography indi-

cates that they missed th training of the

rustic spelling bee, can explain the science

of firing nearly as well as a chemistry

professor could do it. Strangely enough,

however, we find that there is a tendency

to overlook the importance of what may
be considered the physical feature of com-
bustion—that is, keeping the temperature

of all parts of the fire at all times up to

the igniting temperature. If any part of

the load on the grates falls at any time be-

low the temperature at which coal or

hydro-carbon burns, ther'^ will be loss of

heat, for the gases will pass away uncon-

sumed, and some of them have the most
valuable heat-producing properties. There
are two ways by which a portion of a fire-

box may be permitted to fall below the

igniting temperature. One is by heavy

firing, which will put such a thick layer

of coal on the whole or part of the grate

as to smother the fire for a time. The
other way comes from very light firing,

when portions of the grate carry so little

fuel that more air passes through than

what can be mixed with the fuel gases.

Both these are defects of firing that are

as wasteful as other examples of bad fir-

ing.

Advising the Young Mechanic.

This is usually a difficult problem to em-

ployers, professional men and others to

whom young men come for advice, and

many have this question to solve from
time to time. It is a good rule that "he

who helps another to help himself helps

him best." The American School of Cor-

respondence, Boston, Mass. would be

pleased to correspond with parents and

others who are not acquainted with their

plan for helping a young man to help

himself. Through the generosity of its

founders and of several prominent manu-
facturers interested in the better technical

education of their men, the trustees of

this school are able to cflFer each year a

few free scholarships in the engineering

courses to deserving, energetic and intel-

ligent young men.

The scholarships for 1903 are now at

the disposal of the trustees, and applica-

tions will be considered from the readers

of this paper. The course ol study offers

thorough instruction at home in mechani-

cal, electrical, stationary, locomotive, ma-
rine and textile engineering, as well as

heating, ventilating, plumbing and me-
chanical drawing, under instructors who
are graduates of the great technical

schools. Much of the instruction is under
regular teachers in the technical schools

for which Boston is famous.

To the young man who has lacked the

time and money to fit himself to be a mas-
ter in his trade, this opportunity opens

wide the doors to advancement and suc-

cess. Though he may live hundreds of

miles from an educational center, he

nevertheless enjoys many of the advan-

tages of the student paying for tuition in

the great technical schools.

Switching Air-Braked Cars Ahead.

One of the most emphasized points in

air brake construction is that all air-

braked cars shall be switched to the head

end of the train, next to the locomotive,

coupled up and operated. This instruc-

tion, however, has been met with con-

siderable opposition from yard masters

and the transportation department, inas-

much as the placing of the cars in station

order has been considered paramount to

the arrangement of the cars in the train

in such order that all air brakes may be

available for use. Of course, the objec-

tions raised to switching out a car or two
from the rear portion of a long line of

twenty-five or thirty cars, held on to by
the engine, are well taken. Switching of

this nat ire endangers the lading of the

cars and also the draft gear attachments,

and is not nearly so easily done as if the

cars to be thrown out were right next to

the engine, where they could be switched

out without handling any other part of the

train. This feature may be considered

unduly important and receive too much
support. But one important fact should

not be overlooked, and that is, that the

assured safety of the train in transit, such

as is obtained by coupling up and using

all air brakes, is of much greater import-

ance than the greater facility in throwing

out cars while switching, as above men-
tioned.

The frequent result of the failure to

switch all air-braked cars ahead is that

ofttimes a single non-air car, billed to a

nearby point, may be placed next the

locomotive, thereby cutting out a group

of several air-braked cars which might

otherwise be operated, but for the inter-

ference of this single non-air car. Hap-
pily, this state of affairs is rapidly passing

out, and the regulation necessary for the

cure has presented itself, and is acting

automatically, slowly at present, but sure-

ly. The large capacity steel cars, where

it is possible, are nearly always placed

forward in the train, ahead of older and

lighter capacity cars. The modern steel

car is invariably equipped with air brakes

and, being near the engine, is coupled up

and used. Therefore the heavy cars with

air brakes naturally find themselves at the

head end of the train, and lighter and

non-air-braked cars fall in their natural

place, to the rear.

The automatic feature which is bring-

ing the air-braked cars to the head of the

train, is that the heavier cars, built oi

steel and able to stand rough usage, un-

comfortably jostle the lighter cars, which

are frequently unable to stand rough

usage and keep company with the heav\'

steel car and still heavier locomotive, and
the result is that the lighter cars find

themselves oftener now than formerly on

the repair track, finally finding their way
into the scrap heap. This gradual but

sure course of destruction of the lighter

car may at first seem expensive ; but upon
consideration it will be found that the in-

creased advantage gained by the use of

the greater capacity cars taking the place

of the lighter cars, and their consequent

greater earning capacity, very much over-

balances the loss due to the relegating of

the lighter car. The law of the survival

of the fittest is placing the modern-built

and ir-hraked cars on the head end, next

to the locomotive. The same law has

created a scrap heap for the older form

of car which was held to be good enough

for a few years' more service, but not

quite good enough to be fitted with an

air brake. Thus the air-braked cars are

finding themselves on the head end of the

train and the lighter cars drift to the rear,

and finally to the scrap heap.

Paying for Improved Shop Methods.

Every shop has a number of improved

devices for turning out work which are

due to the ingenuity of the workmen, out

the question of remuneration for these :s

too often overlooked. If a device is valu-

able enough to be adopted it is because

it is a saving to the company and ther^

should be some method of paying a man
for his work or of letting him share in

the savings. Credit for the device is a

good thing (and many fail to receive eveii

this), but glory of this kind doesn't pa>

house rent or buy shoes for the children.

Where the piece-work system or some

of its modifications are in operation, the

inventor receives his reward at once in the

increased earnings, and this should hold

true in any case. Some shops allow '-1

percentage of the savings for a given time

after deducting the cost of making the

device and something of this kind seems

the fairest kind of a solution. In this

case it should hold good whether he re-

mained in the employ of the company or

not, as his device would be earning mone\

for them.

An incentive of some kind—and there

is nothing more attractive than good, hard

'coin of the realm" or its equivalent—is a

great inducement for the devising of such

tools as will assist in getting out the work
The co-operation of the men in such mat

ters will do much toward increasing thr

output at a reduced cost.

Three years ago we got into considera-

ble trouble for publishing an article de-

scribing the methods of firing followed

on a railway where soft coal was burned

with almost an entire absence of black
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smoke. The article gave ri.se to a heated

controversy, many enginemen contending

that the thing was impracticable, while

many others took the small revenge of

"stopping the paper." Those, however,

who were most opposed to the improved

method of firing had the conviction forced

i\pon them that the volume of smoke

poured into the atmosphere by locomo-

tives could be reduced by a little care and

the result was that the smoke nuisance

was greatly abated on many railways. Dur-

ing a recent extended trip we noticed on

quite a number of roads that the firemen

had grown weary of well-doing and were

backsliding into the old dirty ways. In

the big train shed of the St. Louis gen-

eral station we noticed some of the worst

nuisance cases we have ever witnessed.

BOOK NOTICES.

"Practical Electricity, with Questions and

Answers." Price $2.

A book for those who wish to add to

their knowledge of electricity in a practi-

cal manner and to become familiar with

the terms and calculations. Its nineteen

chapters seem to include about everything

that anyone needs to know, from wiring to

alternating currents. Illustrations are

used freely, and such tables as are needed

are found in convenient places. A list of

questions follows each chapter, and an-

swers are given toward the end of book.

About 150 pages are devoted to electrical

words, terms and phrases, so that the

reader can readily find exactly what any

word means, and so be sure of his ground

as he proceeds. There are nearly 450

pages and 87 illustrations, th whole being

bound in flexible leather with round cor-

ners, making it handy for the pocket. It

seems to be complete in almost every way,

and should find favor with all who desire

information along these lines.

"Linear Drawing and Lettering." By J.

C. L. Fish. Published by the Author,

Palo Alto, Cal. Price, $1.00.

Although not a large book it is one of

the most complete and sensible that we

have seen as an instructor for those who

wish to work out their own courses in me-

chanical drawing. The hints regarding the

instruments, as well as the sketches show-

ing the proper methods of inking are valu-

able to anyone.

The course in lettering goes into details

of the construction of letters very thor-

oughly, and will be appreciated by those

who realize the value of good lettering.

While it does not make a drawing any

more accurate, nothing adds more to the

attractiveness and neat appearance of a

drawing than a neatly lettered title.

The author also issues a Blank Book for

Lettering to be used in connection with

the other book and which sells for 25 cents.

It is ruled so that almost any style letter

can be easily and correctly drawn and will

give valuable practice to any student of

the other book.

Past Speed with Electric Cars.

A scries of very thorough tests were

made in Prussia last summer to demon-

strate the high velocity to which railway

trains could be run by electric propulsion.

It was predicted that the speed would

reach 200 kilometers per hour, which is

over 124 miles per hour, ' ut the actual per-

formance fell very much short of that

speed. The work was done by a commit-

tee of experts, and they were given every

facility that would aid them in attaining

the highest speed that the machinery and

track would stand. Two cars were used,

and the trials began with a speed of 60

kilometers, which is 37 miles per hour, and

this was gradually increased until a speed

of 160 kilometers per hour was reached,

which is close upon 100 miles, o. in exact

figures 99.44. This is a higher speed than

was ever previously recorded on a Euro-

pean railway, and there is no certain record

of a higher speed having been reached on

an American railroad.

In pushing the two cars on the Prussian

railway to the speed mentioned the elec-

tric current in the conducting wire

amounted to more than 10,000 volts. When
the velocity named was attained it was

considered that the track needed strength-

ening before greater speed could be safely

attempted.

Railroad commissioners are famous, or

rather notorious, for interfering with rail-

road matters in a general way which they

do not understand anything about, but the

Texas railroad commissioners appear to

have gone beyond anything in this line

ever done before. One of their latest

proclamations is that trains in Texas must

be on time. The best class of railroad offi-

cials have been laboring very hard to

bring this desirable result about, but the

Texas commissioners, who seem to be of

the class spoken of in the saying that

"Fools step in where angels fear to tread,"

have assumed to take the matter into their

own hands. Among the regulations that

this precious board wishes to have carried

out is one prohibiting passenger trains

from waiting for other trains at junction

points longer than thirty minutes, and a

lot of other silly regulations. The railroad

companies can stand the rule of not hold-

ing their trains at junction points very

comfortably, but it will soon make a lot of

furious people in Texas, who are liable to

go for the scalps of their stupid railroad

commissioners. »

Illustrations have been drawn to show

the details and methods of operation of a

marine steam turbine designed by Col.

John Jacob Astor, who, after giving much

thought to the subject, is convinced that

the steam turbine is capable of improve-

ments, which will overcome some of the dif-

ficulties inherent in the present type. Col.

Astor has applied for patents in the United

States and the principal foreign countries.

Heat and Motive Power.

liY ANGUS SI.Vl.l.AIK.

FIFTH PAPEK.

CAS ENGINES.

Many experiments were made during

the first half of last century to produce an

engine that would be operated by the

energy of coal gas, but very meagre re-

sults were attained, and it was not till

after 1862 that a gas engine was built

which furnished a fair
i
romise of being

worth using for motive power purposes.

As early as 1826 Brown, an English in-

ventor, brought out what was called a gas

vacuum engine, in which .. charge of gun-

powder was employed in connection with

water condensation to produce a vacuum.

The engine was very chimsy and unre-

liable, but it possessed the merit of being

the first gas engine to perform practical

mechanical work.

Before proceeding to give particulars

about modern gas engines it might be sea-

sonable to explain something about the

principle on which such engines derive

their power. Gas engines operate by the

mixture of hydro-carbon gas with air in

the proportions that produce an explosive

charge. All explosives are substances

containing combustible elements which are

mixed with other substances containing

the oxygen necessary to ffect instantan-

eous or exceedingly rapid combustion. We
may use coal gas, kerosene, gasoline or

other hydro-carbon and bum it slowly by

supplying from the atmosphere the air

necessary to effect combustion ; but if we

mix the gas of any of these compounds

with atmospheric air in the proportion that

the gas would require for combustion,

keep it in a confined vessel and heat the

mixture to the igniting temperature, the

combustion resulting would be so rapid

as to constitute an explosion.

In the furnace combustion of coal, the

fuel gives forth carbon and hydrogen gas.

according to the constituents of the coal.

For every pound of carbon and of hydro-

gen burned a certain volume of air must

mix with the fuel gas to effect perfect

combustion. This air is composed of i

part, by weight, of oxygen to 3^ parts of

nitrogen. Carbon combines with oxygen

in the proportion, by weight, of I to 2}i

pounds, and hydrogen with oxygen in the

proportion of i to 8, by weight. We
therefore require in the combustion of I

pound of carbon and l pound of hydrogen :

Carbon i + 314 X 2?^ = 12 lbs. of air

Hydrogen ..1 + 3^X8 =36 lbs. of air

That is the smallest quantity of air re-

quired to effect perfect combustion, but in

practice considerably more air is supplied.

There is no violent action of an explosive

nature when the process of combustion is

going on in a furnace because the gases

pass freely away. The intimate mixture

of similar gases within a cylinder provides

the power that drives a gas engine. The

gas is the combustible and the air along

with the gas forms the working medium.
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Many philosophers familiar with chem-

istry and other of nature's laws perceived

many years ago the possibility of using

explosive proportions of gas and air to

produce economical motive power ; but for

a long time the gas engine was nothing

better than an amusing toy which pre-

sented an object of curious speculation for

people with scientific tendencies. Even

after inventors and engineers began to

have practical ideas as to how a gas en-

gine ought to be made, its development

was very slow. The early experimenters

naturally took the steam engine as a model

and labored to design a gas engine that

would give an impulse at every stroke of

the piston. This was impracticable, but

it was a rock upon which much earnest

endeavor was wrecked.

In the j'ear 1862, wliich I Iiave referred

ciple. There is no record of de Rochas

ever having built a gas engine, but it is to

be presumed that Otto had authority to

work under de Rocnas' patent.

Otto and another German, named
Langen, had worked together on the build-

ing of gas engines before de Rochas made
his famous propositions. They labored to

perfect an engine that produced an im-

pulse from the gas explosion at every

revolution of the crank. The great diffi-

culty then experienced with gas engines

was the suddenness of the explosion,

which had a destructive effect upon the

piston's connections. This trouble was to

some extent overcome in an engine built

by Otto and Langen. in which the expan-

sion took place under a free piston whose

velocity was not limited by the motion of

the crank, and engaging the piston rod

in 1876. Although the engine was not at

first a howling success, it was far superior

to anything in that line previously pro-

duced, and its operation led the way to

improvements which have made the gas

engine a winning rival of the best ^;team

engines for many purposes.

Owing to his success as a builder of gas

engines the cycle of operations on which

the engine works came to be called the

'Otto cycle," although he had no more
share in inventing it than Stephenson had

in the invention of the shifting link mo-
tion which bears his name. I notice that

.-\merican engineers and others are falling

into the habit of speaking of the de

Rochas cycle, but the same people persist

in calling the link motion invented by

Ilowe, the Stephenson motion.

In the practical working of all Otto gas

n
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to as the beginning of an epoch favorable

to the construction of successful gas en-

gines, M. Beau de Rochas, a French en-

gineer, writing on the requirements of a

gas engine, made the following proposi-

tions, which he held were essential in de-

signing a gas engine

:

(1) The largest cylinder capacity with
the smallest circumferential surface.

(2) Maximum speed of piston.

(3) Greatest possible expansion of

gases.

(4) Highest pressure at the beginning
of the stroke.

De Rochas afterwards embodied these

requirements in a patent, which is popu-
larly known as the Otto cycle, because Dr.

N. A. Otto, of Germany, was the first to

build gas engines on the de Rochas prin-

with the driving shaft only on its down-
ward stroke. The engine was very in-

genious and was an improvement on any-

thing previously used ; but it was rather

complex and was subject to annoying fail-

ures. While Otto was struggling to make
this engine a success, M. de Rochas pat-

ented the four aycle gas engine. Otto did

not immediately cease his efforts to pro-

duce a gas engine designed after the ideas

he had conceived, long before de Rochas

expressed his views, which seemed almost

prophetic, on the requirements of a gas

engine. After experiencing a great many
expensive failures. Otto adopted the

Frenchman's ideas and began building gas

engines according to de Rochas' patents.

The first engine built by Otto according

to de Rochas' principle was brought out

engines, and in nearly all other successful

ones, four operations a.e performed in

completing the cycle. In the Westing-

house gas engines, which are celebrated

for their great size and efficiency, a trunk

piston is employed along v ith other highly

perfected mechanism for regulating the

events of the cycle. At the commence-

ment of the operation the piston is at the

beginning of the stroke ready to move to-

wards the crank. During this movement
the piston acts as a pump plunger and

draws the charge of gas and air into the

cylinder. On the return stroke the piston

compresses the charge of gas and air un-

til it reaches the end of the stroke and is

ready to return again. Then the gas is ignit-

ed by an electric spark, the charge explodes

and drives the piston to the end of the
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Stroke. During the next stroke the piston

expels the dead gas out of the cylinder

and is again ready to perform the same

cycle of operations. It will be understood

from this description that in the four-

cycle engine, two revolutions of the crank

are made for each impulse transmitted

from the explosion of gas in the cylinder.

It is not my purpose to enter into de-

tails about the mechanism employed to

regulate the events of the stroke or to de-

scribe the methods used for cooling the

cylinder. All these particulars can be ob-

tained from one of the numerous hand

books on gas engines.

There are a variety of gas engines in

use besides that actuated on the Otto

cycle, but none of them are so reliable, al-

though claims are made that several of

them are more economical in the use of

gas. This is a case, however, where re-

liability is of much greater importance,

within ordinary limits, than economy of

fuel. There is also another four-cycle gas

engine besides that arranged on the dc

Rochas plan, but it is considerably mor(^

complex and is therefore more given to

failures.

As will be understood from what has

been written, the essential difference bo

tween the gas engine and other forms of

heat engines is that the pressure which

drives the gas engine and is partly con-

verted into mechanical work, is produced

inside the working cylinder of the engine.

A few gas engines have separate vessels

where the gas is exploded, but they are so

few that they are not worthy of considera-

tion. When fired inside the working cyl-

inder the kinetic energy of the explosion

is produced at the moment: it is needed

and no storage of heat is necessary.

The modern gas engine is the product

of long development, similar to that un-

dergone by the steam engine and other

prime movers. It is by no means perfect,

but the improvements effected upon it in

twenty years have been wonderful. Writ-

ing in 1883, Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson
said that it was impracticable to use gas

engines for driving electric machinery, yet

in this year of grace 1902 there are hun-

dreds of gas engines driving dynamos
successfully and there are hundreds of fac-

tories in Europe and America following

the business of building gas engines. There

is no industry requiring power that the

friends of gas engines are not regarding

as promising fields for the use of their

motors. Since the gas engine became

recognized as the most economical of heat

motors an immense number of patents

have been secured for gas engine appli-

ances ; but most of them have failed to

perform the purpose for which they were

invented.

The principal fuels used in gas engines

are the various kinds of hydro-carbon gas,

gasoline, kerosene and other oils that can

be easily vaporized. Nearly all kinds of

material that may be used as fuel in

grates or furnaces can be converted in a

gas converter into gas suitable for pro-

ducing power in a gas engine.

There are a variety of appliances used

for igniting the charge in a gas engine.

The earlier methods followed were by

means of a flame jet which was operated

by mechanism which regulated the con-

tact with the gas. The next arrangement

brought the gas at the proper time in con-

tact with a surface which is kept at a

temperature above tlic igniting point.

There are various arrangements of this

character, but the most common one is

known as the hot lube igniter. In some
gas engines the compression of the gas is

carried to a pressure which generates heat

sufficient to ignite the charge The most

common igniter, however, is an electric

spark, which appears to be the most re-

liable, and for that reason is gradually

displacing all others. A very important

feature about an electric igniter is that its

operation can be easily regulated to fire

the charge with certainty at the right mo-

cngine working successfully than there

arc with the ordinary run of steam en-

gines, and failure to keep every detail in

good order reduces the efficiency of the

engine and frequently results in failure.

Most of the troubles that cause unexpected

stoppages of gas engines are due to the

man in charge being incompetent. The
best advice that can be giv n to owners
of gas engines is, keep an engineer In

charge who understands his business.

West Chicago Sh«p of the Chicago
and North Western Railroad.

BV I(. T. SHEA.

TOWER STATION.

The power station is a model of neat-

ness, as is the plant in general. One of

the main things that impress one on en-

tering the North Western's grounds is the

neat, tidy appearance of everything around

the plant. The power station is situated

in a little park, and on entering you are at

once impressed with the surroundings.

PLANING MILL AND REPAIR YARDS.

ment. Tlie igniter is by some people re-

garded as a minor detail of a gas engine

;

but those who have wrestled with other

igniters, trying in vain *o find out why
they do not work at critical periods, read-

ily appreciate the merits of a good electric

igniter which seldom fails and is easily

put right when anything goes wrong.

When gas engines have been recom-

mended to power users as a simple form

of motor that was free from the dangers

attending the use of a steam engine, with

its boiler that was always threatening to

explode or burn when cheap attendance

was employed, they frequently concluded

that any cheap and ignorant labor could

safely be used to take charge of a gas en-

gine plant. Cheap labor is nearly always

the dearest in the end where knowledge,

skill or care have money value ; and they

certainly have that in the man employed

to care for a gas engine. There are more
details to he attended to in keeping a gas

They have two 500 horse-power direct-

connected Ball engines and the General

Electric Company's generators; these fur-

nish power for the entire plant. They
have a 65 horse-power emergency gener-

ator that they can cut in when occasion re-

quires. They have a Riedler air com-

pressor, built by the Eraser & Chalmers

Company, of Chicago, with a capacity of

1,500 cubic feet of free air per minute.

There is a large overhead crane, large

enough to lift any of the machinery or

parts in case of repairs or breakdowns,

which is a very useful feature.

The boilers are fed with the Rooney
stoker. The arrangement for handling

fuel is very complete. Fine nut coal is

loaded into hopper bottom cars and

switched over a pit on the outside of the

power-house and the coal is dropped into

this pit from the cars and lifted with con-

veying machiner>' to an overhead storage

bin. from which it is fed by gravity into
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the stokers. In the front of the boilers

there is a little iron car run on a railroad

track, level with the cement floor, and the

ashes from the boilers are scraped into this

iron car and run on the outside of the

building and loaded into cinder cars.

Manual labor of attending these boilers

is practically done away with, everything

being done with machinery, and two men
are all that are required to do the work.

They keep a log in the power-house, and

the revolution of every machine is kept

track of, with indicators fastened to them,

and a correct record of power produced

and the cost are at once manifest.

Just outside the power station is a build-

group system) of 35 horse-power each.

One feat re that appeals to a railroad man
is the large number of wheel lathes, six

being in use. A great many shops are de-

layed on account of not being able to turn

wheels fast enough, and this seems to have

been looked after in the Chicago & North

Western's shops.

There is an annex to this machine shop,

consisting of a large room, well lighted,

with a balcony running all around it. On
one side of this balcony are kept all the

brass parts, brass lathes, and all the brass

work, both machine and vise, is done in

the balcony. On one end the air-pump

work is done, and on the opposite side all

boiler shop. The machine shop is so de

signed that they could not have a heavy

crane in it. They also have three over-

head cranes in the erecting shop, of 20-ton

capacity, for handling engines and parts

of engines. They turn out about one en-

gine per day in the erecting shop. The
shop is roomy, well lighted and a ver>' de-

sirable place to work.

BOILER SHOP.

The boiler shop can justly be classed

one of the leaders of locomotive boiler

shops in the country, and is a very large,

well-lighted building. It is served with a

large electric crane, run at a high rate of

speed and capable of handling the largest

I. POWER STATION.

3. ERECTING SHOP.

2. ANNEX TO MACHINE SHOP.

4. BOILER SHOP.

ing for a toilet and wash room, to serve

the men in the machine shop, which is a

very neat affair and uoes away with hav-

ing clothes lockers scattered all around
the plant. In this building a locker is pro-

vided for each man, and hot water, cold

water and porcelain wash b sins to wash
in.

MACHINE SHOP.

The main building, used as a machine

shop, is divided in the center by a track

running from one end to the other, and

on this track they have a portable electric

crane that serves the machines as well as

the erecting shop. The machine shop is

run with three electric motors (on the

the machine air-pump work and the Jones

& Lamson turret lathes are located. A
large elevator running from the floor to

the balcony facilitates handling heavy

parts. They have given a great deal of at-

tention to special labor-saving tools in the

brass-working department, and many of

these are quite ignenious and are well

worth investigating. In one end of the

balcony there is a little room built off, in

which are located lockers, toilet rooms

and wash basins for the men.

ERECTING SHOP.

This has twenty pits, the engines being

handled with an overhead crane, and the

wheels are removed and replaced in the

engines. The riveting plant is hydraulic

and of the latest design, being capable of

turning out new boilers on short notice.

They also make use of the hydraulic power

to run punches and other machinery. They

have two large multiple drill presses,

power rolls, and all other machinery usu-

ally found in a first-class boiler shop. In-

stead of annealing boiler sheets out of

doors after flanging, as is the customary

practice, they have a large oil furnace

situated at one side of the shop for an-

nealing these sheets, which is a very neat

affair. The flue plant is situated in one.

end of this building, and an oil furnace is

used for welding the flues.
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They liavc an ingenious Hue lalllor thai

will hold a complete set of tlues at one

rattling. It is run in water below the

rioor and discharges a set of flues itself,

without any labor, on to a car, instead of

having them incased in a cylinder, as is

usually the case. There is an S-shaped

,irm that holds half of the flues on each

side of the journal and is entirely covered

with water. While this flje rattler is

-ituated in the boiler shop proper, there is

absolutely no noise to it. It would well

repay anyone contemplating putting in a

rlue rattler to see this machine.

Another very good practice is their way
of putting on crown bars on light engines

using them. They are riveted to the

crown sheet instead of being fastened with

lank shop is run with direct-connected

electric motors. They have a multiple-

power punch for punching tank sheets,

that punches six holes at once, with a

power feed.

In one end of this tank shop is situated

the wheel plant, where they have one

double-head and one single-head axle

lathe, a wheel-boring mill, a hydraulic

press and suitable crane arrangements for

handling the work very quickly. This

shop is run with a 20 horse-power electric

motor.

CAR DEPARTMENT.

The car department is one that has been

given a good deal of study. It is divided

up into a number of buildings. The paint

shop is in two buildings, each one holding

does away with wires breaking and acci-

dents resulting therefrom, it is entirely

practical and seems to be a good idea.

West of the coach shop is a building of

the same size and construction as thi-

coach shops, used as a way-car shop. In

this they have fifteen cars, and do all theii

way-car work and way-car truck work.

West of this is the wood-working mil!

which is a very complete plant, and one i.-

at once impressed with the care used in

locating it. The drying house and lumber

sheds are located on the south end of thi-

mill, and the lumber and material are fed

into it by two continuous tracks from the

west end, and delivered at the east end.

finished and ready for the cars. Thi*

building is a two-story affair, and in the

5. ANOTHER VIEW OF BOILER SHOP.

7. CAR DEPARTMENT.
6. TANK AND BL.\CKSMITH SHOr.

8. FREIGHT AND PLANING MILL.

bolts. Both the front and back head are

left out of the firebox, and these crown
bars are riveted on before the firebox is

put in the boiler. The object in leaving

the front and back heads out until the

tTOwn bars are riveted on is so that the

men can drive the rivets. It will readily

be seen that by putting the bars on in this

vay there is quite a good deal of time

-.ived.

TANK SHOP.

The tank shop is situated in another

building, across the tracks from the boiler

shop, and is a very complete shop. This

15 served by a 60-ton electric traveling

crane, and the shop is fitted with shears,

punches, rolls and all other appliances for

doing tank work. The machinery in the

about fifteen cars ; then come the coach

tin shop, upholster shop—which is located

in another building—and to the west is

located the coach shops, each holding

about fifteen cars. In one end of one of

the coach shops is located the coach truck

shop, which is served with overhead air

hoists and all the facilities for doing this

class of work very rapidly and cheaply.

In each one of the coach paint shops be-

tween all the tracks they have permanent

adjustable scaffolds that ake up very little

room and save carrying trestles and boards

around.

Between the shops is an electric trans-

fer table, and instead of having the trolley

wires suspended overhead, they have them
in conduits underneath the eround. This

second story is located all the light ma
chinery for doing the light coach work
Attached to the wood-working mill is the

power-house for this department, and the

shavings and refuse lumber are fed into

the boilers without any handling ti

speak of.

The car machine shop is located jus:

across the tracks from the wood-working
mill. In this all the wheel work for the

car shops is done and all the bolt work and

everything in metal that pertains to car

work.

P.\INT SHOP.

A little farther east is a fine building

W'here all the paints are manufactured for

the entire North Western road. Visit-

ing this department would consume profit-
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ably an entire day o£ one's time. The ore

used in making the mineral paints is de-

livered here from the Northern territory,

crushed, ground and finished throughout,

ready to apply to the cars. The ore is

crushed and ground and then carried to

the second story of the building by suction,

and there divided into three parts—the

heavier or coarser mineral being deposited

in the first room, the second grade floating

over into the second room and the third or

superior grade is carried by a very mild

current of air into the third room. The

third grade is as fine as it is possible to

produce it. and is used for very fine work.

The first grade, or the ordinary mineral,

is used on box-car work.

This building is devoted exclusively to

making mineral paint, and the laboratory

department is entitled to a good deal of

credit for the study and care they have

given to the manufacture of this paint.

In another building they grind all the

other paints used on the system, both for

passenger cars and buildings. They buy

the pigments in large quantities when op-

portunity offers and grind and mix as it

is needed for service.

They have a regular catalogue, giving

the colors and numbers of the paints,

which is sent to every point on the system,

and the paint is ordered from the cata-

logue.

When it is ground and put in cans it is

put in the second story of the oil house, a

little distance from the factory. It seems

as though this was quite an important mat-

ter for railroads to consider, as it insures

giving them a quality of paint they desire

and absolute uniformity at a minimum

cost.

REPAIR YARDS.

Leaving the wood-working mill, one at

once steps into the freight car repair

yards. They have fifteen repair tracks

and about every five tracks they are served

with a supply or material track. At the

center and at one end of these repair

tracks they have cross tracks with suitable

turntable, so that it is no trouble to reach

any car with a rubble car loaded with ma-

terial. The material used on the repair

tracks is stored and marked in a suitable

building, fitted with racks, in a convenient

location, so that it is no trouble for the

men to get what they want in the way of

material. These tracks are bordered by a

very nice park, and everything that could

be desired for the cheap and rapid repair

of freight cars seems to be here.

We are indebted to the foremen of the

different departments, as well as to the

superintendent of motive power for the

courtesies extended, as they seem to be

always leady and willing to show anyone

interested the advantages of the North

Western shops.

The Brady Brass Company intimate that

they have changed their New York office

to 95 Liberty street. Telephone number,

2240 Cortlandt.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, not for
publication, butfor evidence of good faith.

We throw all anonymous letters into the

waste basket.

(91) W. B. T., Savannah, Ga., writes:

Will you please tell me, if possible, how

many drops there are in one pint of valve

oil? A,—About 6,600 drops is the number

run through one of the best known lubri-

cators. We wish that our readers would

take a note of this answer, because the

question comes in about once a month.

(92) W. H. B., Columbus, Ohio, writes

:

Will you please explain in Questions

and Answers how to tell a right-lead en-

gine from a left-lead engine, and why they

are put up differently in regard to right

and left lead? I have heard much talk on

this point at the Lodge room, so please ex-

plain. A.—If you put the engine so that

the right-hand crank is on the forward

center, and you find that the left-hand

crank is on the top quarter, that is a right-

hand lead engine. If the left-hand crank

is on the lower quarter when the right-

hand crank is on the forward center, that

engine's left crank leads. There is no

difference which crank leads.

{93) B. J. E., Fort Wayne, Ind.,

writes:

Which do you think io the better way

to double-head trains—to have both en-

gines coupled together on the head end,

or to have the second engine five or six

cars back in the train? A.—Each method

has its preferences and advantages. The

former brings the engine crews in closer

communication, which some persons be-

lieve brings better results. The second

method is practiced on roads which ob-

ject to bringing the combined weights of

two engines in such a short space on

bridges and trestles ; hence the separating

of the engines. This method is also be-

lieved to be less severe on couplers and

draft gear.

(94) W. F, G. writes:

I stretched a line from points two rail

lengths (60 feet) apart and found distance

in center, between line and rails, to be 44

inches. What is the degree of curve?

.K.—The best way is to work this out so

that it will answer other similar questions.

We first find the radius of curve as fol-

lows : Square the distance between line and

rail (in feet) and add half the length of

line used. This gives 16.6 feet plus 30

feet squared, or 916.6 feet. Divide this by

twice the distance between line and rail,

or 8.16 feet. This gives 916.6 divided by

8.16 feet, or 112.3 feet radius of curve. To
find degrees, divide 5,730 by the radius,

because one degree of curvature is equal

to a radius of 5.730 feet ; and while this

does not hold exactly true on small curves,

it is quite close enough for our purpose in

this case. Dividing 5.730 by 112.3 gives

about a so-degree curve, which is excessive

and nnly used on logging roads.

(.95) J- -^^ S., Creston, Iowa, writes:

In question No. 52 of Sinclair's ques-

tions and answers, it is inferred that when

the main rod is taken down, and the pi>

ton pushed to its extreme stroke, either

forward or back where it will strike the

cylinder head, the packing ring will get

into the counterbore of the cylinder and

hold the piston fast. The question and

answer go on further and tell how to

avoid this trouble in disconnecting. Now,

all the engines I have ever seen have the

counterbore just deep enough that when

the piston strikes the cylinder head, the

packing ring overhangs the counterbore,

but can't get into it. At full working

stroke the ring overlaps the counterbore

just sufficient to prevent a shoulder wear

ing at the end of the stroke. I would

like to ask what build of engine allows

the packing ring to fall into the counter

bore when the cylinder heads are in place

A.—Modern-built engines will, not permit

this; but the question and answer were

formulated to take in the obsolete types

of engines of not so very many years ago

which did permit it.

(96) A. A. F., Osawatomie, Kan., writes :

Can an engine be properly lubricated

with the throttle wide open as well as with

throttle being worked in proportion to

travel of the valves? I claim the throttle

as well as the stroking of .the valves

should be governed by the amount of pow-

er required to pull the train. My friend

claims it is best to work a wide-open

throttle at all times and control the ad-

mission of steam to cylinders by the re-

verse levers. I say the less the throttle

the easier to lubricate the cylinders. So

please advise me of your opinion of who is

right, and what book you can furnisli

me with treating on such subjects. A.

—

The valves can be oiled more easily when

the engine is worked partly closed than

with it wide open, but running with the

throttle partly closed is not considered

good engineering. This correspondent re

quested a private answer to be sent which

was done reluctantly. We receive a great

many letters from readers of the paper

requesting private replies to be sent to

questions which the writers wish to have

answered. While we desire to be as ac-

commodating as possible to our friends,

we wish it to be understood that our pur

pose in publishing a question and answer

department is to give information that will

interest the mass of our readers. We
frequently received questions sent to br

answered in the paper which are merely

of local or personal interest. These we

do not consider suitable for answer in our

question and answer department, and peo-

ple sending them need not be surprised

to find that the questions are not an-

swered.

The shopmen of the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad call what in other parts

of the country is termed a flue rattler, a

clnirnina; macliiin'.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NELLIS.

Manhattan Air-Brake Club.

A uiecliiig of lliu aii-biakc inspectors ni

the several railroads entering and around

New York city- was held on December

1 2th, and resulted in the organization of

the Manhattan Air-Bral<c Club. The ob-

ject of the club is to i)romote a belter

.icquaintancc among the air-brake inspec-

tors of New York city and adjacent lines,

and to pool the air-brake practices and cx-

l)eriences on these several lines. The sub-

jects discussed by the club will be those

on air brakes which are most alive to rail-

road interests at current tiines, thereby

giving all of the roads represented the

(liiick and immediate benefit of the onm-

Lchigh Valley Railroad; E. G. Dcsoe,

Boston & Albany Railroad; W. F. Gross,

Railway and Locomotive Engineering;

S. D. Hutchins, Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company, and F. M. Nellis, Westinghouse

Air- Brake Company.

Slid-Flat Wheels.

As regular as the seasons, as periodic

as the tides, as dreaded as a malignant

disease, and as sure as death and taxes,

is the season of slid-flat wheels. That

season, with its letters of inquiry and com-

plaint from the superior's office, is now
upon us. Those roads which are fortunate

possessors of an officieiu tjencr.Tl air-brake

bolized hy a picture of a car wheel with a

chordal section of the tread removed

Should further emphasis be necessary to

attract due attention to the close and dan-

gerous approach of the "Flat-Wheel Sea

son" and its expensive annoyance, such

emphasis might be added by painting on

the symbol wheel of the calendar, in prom-

inent numerals, the dollars' value repre-

sented by the ruining of a pair of slid-flat

wheels.

The High-Speed Brake.

It is now about eight years since the

high-speed brake was introduced in prac-

tical actual railroad service. Almost im-

A F.\MILIAR E.XHIBIT AT THE PAX-AMERICAN E.XPOSITION, BUFFALO. .\. V.

bineU experience of all the others. In

this way the club will be of practi-

cal value and real assistance to the rail-

roads, and will act as a feeder to the

.^ir-Brake Association in a similar man-
ner that the railroad clubs. Traveling En-

gineers' Association and Air-Brake Asso-

ciation do to the Master Car Builders' and

Master Mechanics' Associations.

The following officers were elected

:

President, T. L. Burton, Central Railroad

of New Jersey ; vice-president. H. C.

Oviatt. New Haven Railroad ; secretary

and treasurer, W. P. Garrabrant, Penn-

sylvania Railroad. Others present were

W. C. Carr, Ontario & Western Railroad:

O. E. Moore. Erie Railroad; P. J. Lan-

gan. T.ack.iwanna Railroad: John Roncv.

inspector will find the number of "slid-

flats" materially reduced over last year's

crop ; for that shrewd subordinate will

have anticipated the trouble, sought out

the causes and applied the remedies, so

far as was within his power. Roads hav-

ing no general air-brake inspector will

probably have no dirriinution in their crop

of "slid-flats" ; and, if anything, an in-

crease may have been had instead.

The rather sudden change from the

good, clean rails of the summer months to

the greasy, snowy and icy rails of the late

fall and early winter seems to offer irresist-

ible inducements to the chorded disk.

This period might be appropriately calen-

dared on the railroad almanac as the

"Flat-Wheel Season." and fittingly sym-

mediately upon its introduction it passed

quickly from the experimental stage into

what might be properly termed the pre-

liminary practical stage. Here it has

lingered, with a successful and satisfactory

performance, to the present time. Some-

how, and perhaps somewhat unfortunately.

the name has seemed to Mmit thus far the

application of the high-speed brake to such

trains as maintain a high continuous speed,

and make no stops, for a large number of

miles between two terminals. Trains of

this kind, and upon w-hich the high-speed

brake has been installed, are the "Empire

State Express" of the New York Central,

the "Congressional Limited" of the Penn-

sylvania, and other similar trains. These

trains are of a class which might be popu-
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larly termed "express." "limited" and

"flyer." Thus far no substantial recogni-

tion has been taken of the fact that per-

haps some of the most serviceable and ad-

vantageous trains upon which the high-

the stop. Possibly they believe that the

standard quick-action type of brake is

sufficient and will meet all ordinary con-

tingencies of service. While this belief

may be partly logical and true, still it is

speed brake could be placed are the fast hardly justifiable; and it should be remem-

ONE OF THE ITEMS Ot EXPENSE ON A KAILKUAU.

suburban trains, which make many stops,

frequently attain high bursts of speed, and

average a comparatively low rate of speed.

There is no question but that the swiftly

moving suburban train, with the lesser

rights of road and privileges, and being

obliged, as it were, to dodge in and out

and feel its way along instead of having

the road cleared for it, as has the limited,

express and flyer, should also have the

high-speed brake. A bicycle rider, racing

on a track patrolled and kept clear for him

might possibly find a brake which would

stop him quickly in case of a perilous

emergency, a very valuable possession

;

but another rider on a crowded thorough-

fare, making fast time, and nervously

dodging opposing vehicles and others com-

ing from side streets, would doubtless find

even greater use for a good brake on his

machine and would probably find more
frequent use for it than the racer on a

clearly patrolled track. We believe the

cases of these riders are analogous to

those of the express train and the accom-

modation or local train.

The increase of speed from the express

train running 40 miles an hour twenty

years ago to the express train to-day,

maintaining an average speed of 60 miles

per hour, has caused the expenditure of

many thousands of dollars. This increase

in speed has been but 30 per cent. The
high-speed brake which increases the effi-

ciency of the brake as a stopping device,

or reduces the length of stop 30 per cent.,

costs only about $25 per car. It is not

just clear why the railroads have sought

the increased speed, yel made no provision

to increase the efficiency of their brakes or

to proportionately decrease the lengtli of

bered that emergencies may arise, which,

unless they are properly met, may result

in accidents aggregating thousands of dol-

lars—many times more than the cost of

equipping with the best possible brake de-

vices. The proverbial Texan cowboy ear-

seldom, if ever, arise, he would be spurned

by him as a person of suspicious intelli-

gence. He would probably reply that

a cowboy seldom needs firearms, except in

very remote, though exceedingly trying

exigencies; and then he needs the best

weapon obtainable.

The record of the high-speed brake in

its work thus far on railroad trains has

been of a very flattering and complimen-

lary nature, and proper investigation

would prove a justification in applying it

to all passenger equipment cars. Not only

has it proved itself a superior stopping

device of increased efficiency, cutting off

the last 30 per cent, of t;ie stopping dis-

tance, in which the damage is always

done, but it has given a remarkable record

of freedom from flat wheels. However,

overzealous champions of the high-speed

brake should not be too sanguine and so

unguarded when lauding the virtues of

the high-speed brake as to unthinkingly

guarantee immunity from slid-flat wheels.

Flat wheels have been known quantities

on cars ever since brakes were first de-

signed, up to the present time ; but there

is no doubt that the high-speed brake will

largely reduce the number of slid flats.

Especially is this true of roads which have

long, damp tunnels, dripping bridges or

aqueducts which furnish slippery, greasy

rails, where wheels, once beginning to

slide, will not cease after they have left

the greasy track and pasted on to a dry,

clean rail. Express train service requires

BATTERY OF AIR PUMPS IN PHILADELPHIA TESTING YARD OF THE READING RAILROAD

ries the best obtainable firearms for his

self-defense in emergencies he may pos-

sibly meet. Should anyone attempt to con-

vince this individual that a mediocre fire-

arm would be sufficient for his ordinary

use, and that important emergencies would

very few stops and fewer harsh ones than

do the quick, energetic suburban and local

trains. Hence it will be but reasonable to

expect a few flat wheels, even on a train

equipped with high-speed brakes, in this

class of service.
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The New Westinghouse ;Alr-Brake In-

struction Book.

The Wcstingliouse Air-Brake Com-

pany's revised Instruction Book has just

come, fresh from the press. This book,

while retaining all of the old descriptive

parts, and much additional, also contains

to be a question of cutting down the de-

mand for air or of providing some way to

increase the supply. The amount of air

consumed by the sanders, bell-ringer and

other refinements is larger than one would

at first suppose, and this additional de-

mand causes the pump to work harder and

DEVICE FOR HOLDING PARTS INTACT WHILE CLEANING. SCREW DRAWS I'UT UP INCLINE,

FORCING OUTWARD ON INNER SIDE OF PISTON SLEEVE.

much new material on the subject of main-

taining and handling -'.ir brakes not ap-

pearing in the old issues. Perhaps one of

the most valuable additions to this book,

which makes it a marked improvement

over its predecessor, is the chapter on

leverage, which covers several pages, being

\ ery full and complete. This chapter will

be especially relished and found invaluable

by drawing-room men and others who

have to do with the designing and prepara-

lion of levers for foundation air-brake

gear. As usual, the book will be supplied

to railroad employes, on orders coming

from the heads of departments, such as

the superintendent of motive power and

master car builder.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Air Pump.

The air pump of the brake system is called

upon to feed a varying number of parasites

which are more or less greedy. Some-

limes it is difificult for it to perform its

primary duty, much less care for these in-

I ruders.

When the air brake was first brought

nut. the old 6-inch pump was found to be

capable of supplying all the air required by

I he brakes. Later, when the demand in-

creased, the 8-inch pump was developed.

Now. however, the long trains of air-

hraked cars have demanded a still larger

volume of air, and the pH-inch pump is

struggling to do its duty in caring for

them. If it had no other work to do than

supply air for the brakes, it would be

large enough, but as matters stand it seems

longer than would otherwise be necessary.

The result is a shorter life of the pumps,

in addition to the constant danger of it

running hot.

Several plans have been offered to assist

the pump, one being the placing of an ad-

ditional pump on the engine. While this

seems to be a good plan, rrany do not favor

it. Another plan that has been tried by

some roads is to remove the jacket and

lagging from the air cylinder and leave it

entirely bare, or replace it with a per-

forated sheet-iron jacket, allowing the air

to circulate around the cylinder and carry

the heat away. The Westinghouse people

go a step farther in this direction and send

out a pump with a ribbed air cylinder.

This is an even better arrangement than

the other two, as the ribs present a large

surface for the radiation of the heat pro-

duced by the compression of the air. A
third plan has been proposed, but has not

met with favor, although it is perhaps the

best that could be devised, as far as the

theoretical side is concerned. This plan

is to jacket the cylinder with water to

more rapidly carry away the heat. This

means more or less complication, and that

is a thing to be avoided, especially on a

locomotive. However, it may be that it

would work satisfactorily, and the gain

realized might more than offset the dis-

advantages.

Some work of an experimental nature

was undertaken by Mr. G. S. Goodwin,

now with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway, and the writer, to see how

the conditions of operation of the brake

pump could be improved. .\ new 95.^-

inch air pump was received from the

manufacturer and fitted up for testing.

The general arrangement 'f the apparatus

was illustrated on page 498 of the Novem-

ber, 1899, nun ber of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering. These tests were

made with constant conditions, except that

several changes were made i the air cyl-

inder. Arrangements were made for de-

termining the temperature of the air before

entering and after leaving the cylinder.

The amount of air pumped was measured,

as was also the steam used. A constani

steam pressure of 90 pounds was em-

ployed, that being the highest that was

continuously available. The air pressure

was 75 pounds. The pump made about 100

strokes per minute. Each test lasted two

hours. In order to compare the perform-

ance under the different conditions the air

compressed was reduced to its volume at

standard conditions per 100 strokes ; that

is, the volume of free air at a barometer

pressure of 14.7 pounds and a temperature

of 60 degrees Fahr.

The first test was made with air cylin

der lagged and jacketed just as it was ri-

ceived from the makers.

In the second, the jacket and lagging-

were removed and the bare cylinder wa-

permitted to radiate as much heat as poi^-

sible. For the third test, the bare cylinder

was cooled by a blast of air upon it, thi-

being a condition similar to that obtained

with such a pump upon a locomotive in

motion. The last test was made with an

improvised water jacket. This jacket ex-

tended around the front, from the admis-

sion to the discharge valves, and wa?

made of sheet iron fastened to the flange'

of the cylinder. The illustration before

mentioned shows the pump as arranged

for this test.

The results obtained from the four test-

are given in the table. It will be noticed

that the difference between the cylinder

Fig. 2.

END VIEW OF PARTS INSIDE OF PISTON SLEEVE

lagged and bare is not verj' great, the tem-

perature after compression being but 16

degrees less and the air compressed but 6

feet more for the bare cylinder over the

lagged one.

Temp. Temp. Co. ft

eolering discharge Temp. free air

Test air air room per hour

I
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When, however, air was blown on the

bare walls of the cylinder, the final tem-

perature immediately dropped from 420

to 327, while the volume of free air in-

creased from 1,404 to 1,451 cubic feet per

hour.

The test with the water jacket is more

their pressures instantly and simultane-

ously.

Fig. 2 shows a modified form of the

Westinghouse quick-action triple. The
cut-out cock is arranged to cut out the

brake completely or the supplementary

cylinder only. The emergency parts are

"0^'0"D"

J a

fr-ro""a""a""0""

A REINFORCED BRAKE.

favorable as far as the volume of air is

concerned, but the delivery temperature is

some 10 degrees higher than in the third

case.

The last two methods are especially

favorable to good lubrication, and decrease

the liability of the pump to run hot.

It seems from these tests that although

the water jacket gives a somewhat greater

capacity, yet the bare cylinder on the mov-
ing engine gives nearly equal results with-

out the complications necessary with a

water jacket. The ribbed cylinder fur-

nished by the Westinghouse people, being

much better adapted for heat dissipation,

would, in all probability, give results

equally as good, if not better than the

water-jacketed cylinder.

A. B. Gould,

Instructor in Experimental Engineering,

Sibley College, Cornell University.

Ithaca, N. Y.

A Reinforced Brake.

The accompanying sketches explain a

device for reinforcing the ordinary brake

power, as patented by August Bruggeman,
of Breslau, Germany.

Fig. I shows the general arrangement

of the device; a and c are the usual fa-

miliar form of brake cylinder and auxili-

ary reservoir ; b is the supplementary or

reinforcing brake cylinder. In ordinary

service application of the brake, while the

slide valve is in the graduating position,

auxiliary pressure goes to the brake cylin-

der a as usual. However, after full service

is obtained and the slide valve passes to

full emergency position, the quick action

feature of the triple is called into play

and train-line pressure is vented to the

supplementary cylinder b, thus giving

auxiliary reservoir pressure in cylinder

c and train-pipe pressure in cylinder b.

in emergency applications, also, the aux-

iliary reservoir pressure and the train-line

pressure go to cylinders a and b as above

described, except that both cylinders get

also modified so as to send the train-pipe

pressure out of the side of the valve to

the supplemental cylinder, as shown in

Fig. 3. Both cylinders exhaust through

the triple. Practically the same device

was used in the United States ten years

ago.

Raitwai/ f Loeomotivt Enj/intering

A REINFORCED BRAKE.

A Good Air Pump Record.

Engine No. 1720, on the New York

Central Railroad, has been running be-

tween Buffalo and Dewitt, N. Y., equipped

with a New York No. 2 air pump, which

ran thirteen months, about eighteen hours

out of twenty-four every day, excepting

at times when the engine was held in for

light repairs and being washed out.

There were no repairs done to the pump,

except packing at intervals of about two

to four weeks. The service on this line is

what we consider rather severe on air

pumps, as from sixty to ninety and as high

as 100 cars are coupled in one train, and

there was a great amount of leakage.

which usually exists in trains of this

length.

This engine was run by several different

engineers, who are deserving of a great

deal of credit for the manner in which the

pump was run. A small amount of graphite

was put in the air cylinders when the pump
was new, and at no time was there more

steam turned on the pump than was re-

quired to maintain main drum pressure,

as well as being started slow, which pro-

longs the life of an air pump to a very

great extent, especially on high-pressure

engines of to-day.

The condition of this pump when over-

hauled was fairly good, excepting the

packing rings to the air cylinders, and air

valves were worn not to exceed J4 inch lift.

Buffalo, N. Y. William Owens.

To Base tlie Air Pump.

I have often thought a cut-out cock

placed in the discharge pipe from our

overworked air pumps would be an im-

portant factor that would aid in the pump's

care. Pumps often appear O. K., until

after the train line is charged, when signs

of dryness appear. As air valves are

seldom tight enough to oil a pump through

the oil cock and often cause oil to be

blown in one's face instead of going into

cylinder, it appears to me that a cut-out

cock would be the means of saving much

time and air by making it easier to care

for the pump, thereby prolonging its life

and efficiency.

As this valve could not be the means

of injury to the air-brake performance, 1

see no reason why it should not be used

as an aid, especially on our long, ini

portant freight runs.

Chas. W. Clegg,

Engineer C. & N. W. R.

Boone, Iowa.

A bright individual in Nashville has

patented a method of connecting the head-

light with the truck so that it will turn

with it on curves and cast its beaming

rays around the corner. To do this he

puts a vertical shaft down through th"

Fit/. 3

Hailwa// ^ Ltieotnvliie Enffintvring

A REINFORCED BRAKE.

front end and connects with truck. The

introduction of additional parts in the

front end is not apt to be looked on with

favor bv railroad men.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(no) J. M. C, Jersey City, N. J., writes:

We arc using Marvin's grease in our

brake cylinders. Would this same grease

be all right for triple valves? A.—Yes,

if applied in very moderate and reasonable

ijuantities much the same as though vase-

line were used. Large quantities, how-

ever, should never be used, as that would

cause the triple valve to get dirty quicker

and might cause a little trouble.

(in) T. D. E., Huntington, W. Va.,

writes :

In putting up a new train pipe on a

freight car, would you put a spliced

nipple, say about 10 inches long, on the

( nd of the pipe where it screws into the

angle-cock? This lets the pipe in good

~hape for repairs if the angle-cock is

knocked off and the pipe broken. A.—
Some roads do it, and others do not. It

is doubtless largely governed by opinion

and local conditions.

(112) F. O. E., Pittsburgh. Pa., writes:

I see that the Air Brake Association

recommends copper piping for the air

gage. We are using iron pipe. Is this

not just as good? A.—Copper pipe is

better than iron, inasmuch as it is more

pliable and does not cause a twisting action

on the gage if the pipes do not happen

10 be perfectly fitted. With iron pipes,

this twisting action is serious, inasmuch

as it has a distorting influence on the

inner mechanism of the gage, causing it

10 register improperly.

(113) J. M. C, Jersey City, N.J. .writes:

We are using Marvin's grease. Some

I ime ago we bought another kind which

looked just like Marvin's, but it got hard

and gummed up ; was very sticky. Does

brake-cylinder grease do this? A.—Brake-

cylinder greases which have similar out-

ward appearances very frequently happen

to be made up of entirely different ingre-

dients. It might prove a good practice

to use only high-grade and well-recom-

mended greases, steering clear of other

kinds which are recommended to be just

as good.

(n4) J. J. C, Reading, Pa., writes:

I notice that the new triple valves sent

us have a packing ring in the emergency

piston. When we order extra pistons,

solid pistons are sent us without any rings.

Why is this? A.—The packing ring is

used in the emergency pistons of the pas-

senger triples only, and not in the F-36

freight triple. All new passenger triples

sent out have this piston and ring; but

extra parts, unless specified with the ring,

do not have the packing ring. If desired,

the piston should be ordered with the

packing ring.

(ns) M. R. E., Hartford, Conn., writes:

With the brake-valve handle in full re-

lease position, the red hand of the air gage

stands 7 pounds higher than the black

hand. In the running position, up to 70

pounds, these hands stand the same way.

After that they separate and will stand

apart as much as 20 or 25 pounds. Where

should I look to get at the trouble? A.—
The gage is most probably out, for the

red and black hands should be exactly to-

gether in either full release and running

position. After 70 pounds is reached in

running position, the hands should proper-

ly separate as you describe. The gage

needs testing and adjusting.

(n6) O. P. J., Portsmouth, Va., writes:

Can brakes on a light engine apply in

service without the equalizing piston rising

all right, but the piston rise in service

application when the engine is coupled to

a train? This engine will set all right

in the emergency on either the light en-

gine or with a train. A.—Yes. If the

leather gasket above the equalizing piston

leaks, or the packing ring in the equalizing

piston leaks badly, the piston will not rise

on the light engine, but air can be drawn

from the train pipe through the preliminary

exhaust port, thus applying the brakes on

the light engine. When the engine is cou-

pled to a train, the volume of train-pipe

air under the piston is so much greater than

that on top that even with the bad gasket

and leaking packing ring the equalizing

piston will sometimes rise and the brakes

set.

(117) M. R. E., Hartford, Conn., writes:

I have a rotary valve which I have

tried to grind tight, but the more I grind

it the worse it gets. The bearing is all

right in the middle of the valve, but the

outer edge of the valve and its seat stand

apart. What material do you advise for

grinding? A.—The proper way to seat

a rotary valve is to face off the valve and

the seat, either in the lathe or with a

scraper, as neatly as possible. Just suf-

ficient grinding should be done to work

out the tool or scraper marks. Any fur-

ther grinding will cause the outer edges

to grind away faster, thus leaving the

parts in the condition mentioned and de-

scribed by you. If anything, the parts

should be so scraped that the outer edges

have a heavier bearing than the middle

portion. Then a little grinding will bring

them exactly to a fit. Trojan Compound
or ground glass and oil are the best grind-

ing ingredients we know of.

(n8) M. E. L., Port Jervis, N. Y..

writes

:

Is a heavy grease better than oil for

brake cylinders? What do you think of a

mixture of half grease and half black oil

for brake cylinders? A.—If the grease is

of a high grade and the right proportion,

it will give results superior to oil in brake

cylinders. If it is not, and contains large

proportions of base ingredients and little

lubricant, and will roll up into gummy
pieces, this so-called grease lubricant is

far inferior to oil. Marvin's grease is a

high-grade brake cylinder lubricant, and

has given highly satisfactory results in

every instance on the many railroads

where it has been used. A recent experi-

ment made by the Westinghouse Air-

I'rakc Company proved that a mixture of

high-grade grease and oil did not give ai

good results as the grease alone. A poor

grade of grease would probably be bene

filed by oil being added to it.

(119) B. B. E., Chattanooga, Tenn .

writes:

In last number you give the strokes 01

the new n-inch and the gj^-inch pump.s.

but not the 8-incb. Docs the stroke stay

the same at all times? A.—The stroke

(maximum) of the 8-inch pump is 9

inches. The stroke of the air pump varie-

in length in accordance with the pressure

and speed. When the speed is high and

the pressure low, the maximum stroke i-

had, because the inertia of the piston part-

carries them a little farther, even after

steam has begun to be admitted to reverse

the pump, and the wide opening of the

port by the reversing valve results. At

low speeds and high pressure, the mini-

mum length of stroke is had, as a partial

opening of the port to the reversing piston

will then admit sufficient pressure to pro

duce a reversal of the pump, and the high

air pressure more effectually checks the

inertia of the piston parts.

Traveling Engineers' 1901 Proceedings

We have just received the "Proceed-

ings" of the 1901 convention of the Trav-

eling Engineers' Association, held in Phil-

adelphia last September. .-Xs usual these

"Proceedings" contain interesting and val-

uable information which characterizes the

proceedings of this association. This book

is nicely gotten out and can be obtained

from this office or from the secretary, W.

O. Thompson, Box 152, Elkhart. Ind. The

price is 75 cents for paper bound and $1.00

for leather bound copies.

Examination Questions and Answers
on the Air Brake.

This excellent book, so complete with air-

brake information, is meeting with an un-

expected sale. Although low in price, being

but 25 cents per copy, the volume of books

sold permits this low price to be main-

tained. The book is replete with all kinds

of air-brake information, being full on

both the Westinghouse and New York

equipment, giving the constructions, oper-

ations, disorders, symptoms and cures of

both systems. It also treats fully on that

part of the work characterized as road

work. The book is doubtless the most

complete and valuable of its kind for all

men who have to do in any way with air-

brake work, being equally good for engi-

neers and other road men, or the machinist

in the shop and the car inspector in the

yard. The book was adopted by the Air-

Brake Association, and has the unique

feature of having nearly 700 authors. It

contains nearly 1,000 questions and their

answers and 100 illustrations. Send 25

cents for a copy.
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Readville Shops, New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad.

These are quite large and commodious,

being about 150 x 200 feet. As will be

seen, the plan shows both a blacksmith

and machine shop. The steam hammers

range from one to four thousand pounds

and are served by air hoists on the curved

track shown. The large hammer is also

served by the two swinging cranes which

handle material to both the furnaces and

stationary blast forges.

Both the blast and exhaust pipes for the

forges (which are of the Buffalo type)

are carried beneath the floor, as indicated,

leaving a clear space upon the floors for

handling material with the overhead

cranes. The air hoists on the runway

shown are supplied by air hose at different

points instead of attempting a continuous

supply. The bolt department is at the

arrangement of tools, as well as the se-

lection of these tools, will be of value to

anyone who has new shops in contempla-

tion.

The Colored Supplement.

This issue contains a colored insert

of the latest type of passenger engine

now generally in service in this country.

The engine shown is one of the last lot

built by the Schenectady works of the

.A.merican Locomotive Company for the

New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road, one of them pulling the famous Em-
pire State Express, to which another car

has been added, making it a five-car train.

The modern locomotive does not pre-

sent much of a field for color work, but

the result, which is a combination of the

photographic skill of Mr. F. W. Blauvelt

and that of the engravers is very cred-

Examiaation for Promotion.

CONTINUATION OF TRAVELING ENGINEERS'

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FROM PAGE

499, NOVEMBER ISSUE.

Q. 104—Will it sometimes work better

if steam-throttle on boiler is shut off, so as

to supply only steam enough to work
the injector?

A.—Yes. That is the only way to work

a non-lifting injector, and it helps most

lifting injectors; makes them work with

less noise and more regular.

Q. 105—Will an engine steam any bet

ter if this is done?

A.—Yes. Try it by shutting off steam

throttle till injector will pick up all the

water for lazy-cock full open, and leave it

that way unless steam-pressure drop-

down very low, when you will have to

open steam throttle a little, to give enough

steam for the lower pressure.

end of the blacksmith's shop and consists

of four machines, as shown. These are

served by oil-heated furnaces. The shops

are electrically driven, with the exception

of the steam hammers and air hoists, some

of the tools being grouped and the others

driven by line shafts.

The power houses contain three bat-

teries of water-tube boilers, each battery

consisting of 200 horse-power units. Three

engines drive direct-connected dynamos

generating current for the shops. In the

truck shop there are two electric cranes

of 25,000 pounds capacity, one over each

track. The shops are not yet in operation,

nor are they likely to be for some little

time, but they promise to be the most

modern in New England, and the general

liable and

ciated.

we are sure, bo appre-

The flues, 19 feet long, which were used

in the Prairie express engines of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern were re-

garded as a doubtful experiment by many
railroad men, and even locomotive build-

ers feared that it was carrying a good

thing too far. Service, the inexorable

searcher into engineering fallacies, says

that a flue 19 feet long is all right when

used in a short, wide firebox. The Prairie

engines referred to have done extraordin-

arily heavy work, but they have had no

trouble with leaky tubes and they are fine

steamers.

Q. 106—How should an engine be

pumped—continuously from beginning to

end of trip, or would you shut the in-

jector off when pulling out after each

stop?

A.—Shut off the injector at the same

time the throttle is opened to start the

engine, and start injector again as soon as

lever is hooked up after train is under way.

or as soon as steam-pressure begins to

rise again after pulling out. By this

method the steam-pressure can be held

more regular, and be greatest just when

you need it to get train under way quick-

ly. When pulling out after a stop, the

steam-pressure must be kept up against a

large amount being used by the cylinders,

the fresh coal put in on a fire that has not
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been burning fiercely while engine was

shut off, and supply of water put in by

the injector. As water rises when throt-

tle is opened, with some engines it is an

advantage to ease or shut ofif the injector

for a minute or two at the instant of

pulling out, and keep injector at work

after shutting off, while fire is still burn-

ing fiercely, and thus save that heat which

would make engine blow oR. This method

will help a poor steamer along; if it does

that, it will help a good steamer burn less

coal.

Q. 107—Will an injector take water

from the tank if the air cannot get into the

tank as fast as the water goes out?

A.—No. In cold weather sometimes

the water splashing around freezes all the

air-holes in top of tender. Then the in-

jector will not work.

Q. 108—Is there any advantage in hav-

ing a boiler moderately full of water when

pulling out of a station, or when starting

a hard pull for a hill?

A.—Yes. You have a reserve supply of

water in the boiler already heated to help

hold steam-pressure up.

Q. 109—What makes a boiler foam?

A.—Any greasy or foul substance in the

water, such as animal oil, soap, alkali

water, etc.

Q. no—How do you remedy it?

A— If boiler does not foam very badly,

would liandle the engine very carefully,

working her easy, with long cut-ofif and

light throttle, so as to raise the water

as little as possible. Change the water in

the boiler as soon as it can be done safely,

by blowing it out—through a surface blow-

off cock is best. Would also fill tank

with clean water at the first chance if the

water in the tank caused the trouble. As
to the care of the boiler while foaming,

would shut off steam occasionally to see

if water-level would stay above the bottom

gage. If water dropped too low, would

open throttle, keep engine working steam,

put on both injectors and deaden fire till

it was certain that there was a safe amount

of water on crown sheet.

Q. Ill—What is the danger when boiler

foams badly?

A.—There is danger of cutting the

valves, knocking out cylinder heads, stall-

ing on some grade, or getting on some

train's time, because engine cannot be

worked to full power; or, with a bad case,

of burning the crown-sheet, when water

drops low enough to uncover it.

Q. 112-—Does water remain the same

level when throttle is shut?

A.—No. It will drop as soon as steam

stops flowing out of boiler. It will drop

if engine is not moving, even if throttle is

left open.

Q. 113—What do you do in case water

drops too low?

A.—Dump fire and get it out of ash-pan,

or smother it with green wet coal.

Q. 114—What is the least depth of .water

on crown-sheet that is safe?

A.—One gage, as when you h.ive less

you do not know how much water you

have.

Q. 115—How much water on the crown-

sheet with one, two and three gages re-

spectively?

A.—That depends on the build of the

engine. Some have 3 inches for one gage,

6 inches for two and 9 inches for three

gages of water. Other engines do not

have quite so much for one gage, some
have more.

Q. 116—Do you consider it safe to run

an engine with one or more of the gage-

cucks stopped up?

A.—No. AH should be in working or-

der. If there was no water-glass in work-

ing order and all gage-cocks stopped up,

the engine would be disabled, as far as

handling a train safely is considered. Be-

cause some men have done it, do not think

it is safe. Never try it.

Q. 117—Is the water-glass safe to run

by if the water-line in the glass us not in

sight, and moving up and down when the

engine is in motion?

A.—No. You cannot tell the correct

level of the water in the boiler. The cocks

may be stopped up or closed.

Q. n8—Under what circumstances can

it be used to show the height of water if

you cannot see the top line of water in the

glass?

A.—If water-level is above top end of

glass, open blow-out cock at bottom of

glass. If water level drops and then sud-

denly rises when this blow-out cock is

closed, it is evidence that water is higher

in boiler than the glass will show. If be-

low where it will show in glass, open

throttle and start engine ahead quickly.

The water will rise and show in the glass,

but in this last case deaden the fire.

Q. 119—If gage-cocks are stopped up,

or the low-water glass-cock is filled up so

water does not come into glass freely,

what is your duty?

A.—Get engine and train off the main

line, deaden or dump the fire, report con-

dition of engine, and clean out gage-cocks.

It is not safe to work an engine in that

condition.

Q. 120—Is any more water used when
an engine foams than when she carries

water well?

A.—Yes. The water passes out with

the steam like spray.

Q. 121—What is the effect of using

black oil in the boiler and through the in-

jectors?

A.—Some kinds of scale are softened by

the black oil that is put in boilers; other

kinds of scale are not affected by it. In all

cases it tends to keep injectors and check-

valves free from scale and in working or-

der. In some cases the thicker part of the

oil will settle against the firebox sheets

and keep the water away from them, so

the sheets get overheated.

Q. 122—Would you use valve or lard oil

for the same purpose?

A.—No. It would make boiler foam

badly.

Q. 123—What damage does it do an en-

gine to work water through the cylinders?

A.—It is liable to break packing rings,

cylinder heads, and do other damage to

the engine. It also takes the oil off valve

and seat, so they cut quicker.

Q. 124—Is it a good plan to let engine

slip at such times?

A.—Never. The practice of slipping an

engine when backing away from the en-

gine-house to "knock the water out of her

steam passages" is a very bad one, also

certain to damage the engine sooner or

later.

Q. I2S—Is it liable to break the cylinder

packing-rings or cylinder heads?

A.—Yes; it is.

Q. 126—In case you got out of water on

the road, what would you do?

A.—If out in the boiler, would draw the

fire at once and send for help. If out in

the tender, would try and bail into the tank

and fill up. In a snow-drift you could

shovel snow into the tender and melt it

with steam from the boiler, keeping one

side of tank cold, if possible, so injector

would work the water without wast-

ing it.

Q. 127—When an engine dies on the

road in the winter what would you do?

A.—If it were freezing, would let all

water out of tank, leaving both hose un-

coupled, open all joints where necessary to

let water out of pipes, blow steam through

pipes, if possible, after opening joints. Let

water out of lubricator all around, blow

off boiler clean and dry, even if it is neces-

sary to take out wash-out plugs after

steam-pressure goes down. Disconnect

engine to be towed in.

Q. 128—How will you fill the boiler

with water and get the engine alive when
fire is drawn on account of low water?

A.—Take out safety-valve on the top of

dome and fill with pails. If another en-

gine is handy, get her to pump your en-

gine up.

Q. 129—Can an engine be pumped up by

towing her with another engine? How?
A.—Yes. Pump the air out of the

boiler, and water from the tender will be

forced in by the pressure of the atmos-

phere. To do this, plug up all openings

where the outside air can get into the

boiler, like the whistle, relief-valves on

steam-chests, cylinder-cocks, overflow-

valves on some styles of injectors. Open
throttle and steam and water coimections

to injectors or water-pump; put the re-

verse lever the way engine is being moved
and tow her with another ngine. She

should be towed fast enough to oil the

valves through hand oilers, and to form a

vacuum in boiler by cylinders pumping air

out. Cylinder-packing should be tight.

Q. 130—Can she be filled up with water

from a live engine, if you have suitable

hose and connections?

A.—Yes ; by connecting hose to over-

flow or deliver>'-pipe of injector and then

to suction of injector of dead engine, or

through whistle or safety valve. Some en-
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gines have a wash-out plug high enough

up to fill boiler to one gage.

Q. 131—How do you take care of an en-

gine with old and tender or leaky flues?

A.—Pump engine regularly ; keep as

steady steam-pressure as possible; have a

bright, even fire ; use great care that no

strong draft of cold air strikes the flues

through the door or holes in the fire near

the flue-sheet. If possible, when going in

the house leave two or three inches of live

fire on the grates after shaking down and

raking out the old dead fire. This fire will

die out slowly, so engine will cool off

slowly. Dampers should be shut after go-

ing into the house.

N. B.—If this treatment is necessary to

help a leaky engine, it will help keep a

tight engine from leaking.

Q. 132—If the top of the stack is

covered after the fire is cleaned and en-

gine is in the house, to keep cold air from

drawing through the grates and up

through flues, will it help to keep flues

tight?

A.—Yes, it pays. On some roads it is a

regular practice. They have iron covers

like the one on water-tanks.

Q. 133—Are you familiar with the work-

ing of lubricator?

A.—Yes, sir. I can operate it, clean it

out, and keep it in order.

Q. 134—Explain how the oil gets from

the cup to the steam-chest cylinders.

A.—Steam from the boiler is connected

to the top of the cup, which keeps the con-

denser or ball at top of cup full of water.

This steam also passes down steam-pipes,

sometimes located inside the cup, to top-

arms over sight-feed glasses, and thence

through oil pipes to steam-chest. A water-

pipe leads from the bottom of condenser

to bottom of oil-tank, so oil will not come
>ip to this pipe, but water can pass down
under the oil. The head of water in con-

denser forces oil out through feed-valves

and it rises through water in sight-feed

glass to where it mingles with the current

of steam from top arm into oil-pipes and

then to steam-chest. To bring the oil from

top of oil-tank to sight-feed valve there is

a pipe running up to top of tank which

takes oil to feed-valve till it is fed out,

and water rises to top of this pipe. It re-

quires a head of water in condenser to

force oil through feed-valves and a full

boiler pressure of steam in the cup to make
it feed regular at all times, whether work-

ing steam or with throttle shut off.

Q. 135—What about the small check-

valves over sight-feed glasses ; what are

Ihey for?

A.—They are put in by the makers to

close down in case a glass bursts, and pre-

vent the escape of steam from that side of

cup, so the other side of cup can be used.

They become gummed up after they are

used, so they do not always operate. If

they stick shut, the cup won't feed, as oil

cannot pass up by these valves.

Q. 136—Are there any other valves be-

tween the lubricator and the steam-chest?

Why not?

A.—Not in the lubricators that have

these check-valves. The oil-pipe, after

leaving the cup, should have a clear pas-

sage without any valves in it to obstruct

the passage of oil or steam. The later

style of cups has a very small nozzle or

"choke" put in the passage where the cur-

rent of oil and steam leaves the cup. This

is to maintain a steady boiler-pressure in

the cup, so it will feed regularly, either

shut off or pulling a train. If the openings

in these nozzles are too large the cup will

commence to feed faster as soon as you

close throttle so steam-chest pressure falls.

Q. 137—After filling the cup, which

valve do you open first? Why?
A.—Steam-valve should be opened first,

then the valve admitting water from con-

denser to bottom of oil-tank, and when
you want to set cup to feeding, with old

Detroit No. i, open auxiliaries next, about

one-eighth of a turn, or less; then feed

valves. With new cups the auxiliary oil-

ers do not regulate the steam-feeds ; the

nozzles do this.

Q. 138—If you should fill the cup with

cold oil while in the house, would you

open the water-valve or leave it closed?

A.—Open it, and also open the valve on

boiler enough so steam-pressure would be

in cup, unless engine was cold. This

steam valve must be open whenever engine

is working steam. If engine is cooling off,

leave steam-valve on boiler closed, if you

think there is any danger of oil siphoning

over into boiler when steam in boiler con-

denses.

Q. 139—How often should lubricator be

cleaned out? Why?
A.—If oil is good quality and kept free

from dirt while in cans on engines, every

two or three months is enough : if gummy
oil is used, whenever it does not work
freely.

Q. 140—Should sight-feed glass or feed-

valve on one side become broken or in-

operative, can the sight-feed on the other

side be used?

A.—Yes. if you can shut the steam out

of top of broken glass, and oil oft' at bot-

tom of glass, the other side can be oper-

ated.

Q. 141—Will any of the lubricators in

our service "cross-feed"—that is, feed to

the opposite of the engine? Why, or why
not?

A.—Yes; some of the old-style cups will.

The manufacturers say none of the new-
style cups will. A cup can be tested by

closing the escape of oil and steam from
one side of the cup—say, to the right cyl-

inder. Then if the right-side sight-feed

will operate regularly, the oil must be go-

ing across and coming out on left side. In

this test we expect the left sight-feed

valve is to be shut off. Then test the other

side in like manner.

Q. 142—Explain the cross-feeding diffi-

culty as experienced in some of the lubri-

cators in service.

A.—With most of the old cups and
some of the new ones, if the steam and oil

outlet from cup to steam-chest gets

stopped up, the oil will rise up through the

steam-pipe to other outlet, so one steam

chest gets all the oil intended for both of

tliem. If, when the outlet from cup is

stopped up or shut, the water fills up this

steam-pipe or "equalizing tube" till it

stands higher than the head of water in

the condenser, it cannot cross-feed, as the

low head of water in condenser will not

force the oil out through feed-valve against

a higher head of water in the equalizing-

tube. This is the reason the equalizing

-

tube is coupled to the lubricator at a

higher point than the pipe bringing steam

from the boiler. Such lubricators will not

cross-feed if steam pipe can drain the sur-

plus water from condenser back to boiler.

Q. 143—Is there a possibility of losing

the oil out of lubricator after shutting off

both bottom feeds to steam-chest, when
engine is allowed to cool down ?

A.—Yes, in very rare cases. Some boil-

ers are so tight that when cooled off there

is a partial vacuum in them, in which case,

if both steam and water valves are left

open, the pressure in oil-tank will force

oil up through water-pipe and over into

boiler.

Q. 144—How would you locate which
side the defect was on if balanced valve

strips were blowing?

A.—Set the valve on middle of seat so

that the oil-hole on top is immediately

above the exhaust port. Block the wheels

and give the engine steam. The escaping

steam will then pass direct to the smoke-

stack and the blow will be distinctly heard.

N. B.—These questions and answers

about lubricators refer to such styles of

cups as the Detroit and Nathan.

Struggle for Mail Contracts.

The Chicago & North Western Railroad

Company has organized a series of speed

tests between Council Bluffs and Chicago

for the purpose of wresting the United

States fast mail contracts away from the

Burlington system. It will be necessary

for the North Western to cut at least 30

minutes off the Burlington's regular

schedule time of 10 hours and 25 minutes

between the points named.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is 9

miles longer than the Chicago & North

Western in the route followed from Chi-

cago to Council Bluffs. By maintaining a

speed of 51 miles an hour from start to

finish the latter line can reduce the time 30

minutes.

From a local paper we learn that a very

large locomotive recently turned out of the

Ft. Madison shops of the Santa Fe road

took six men to handle the reverse lever.

How they all got within arm reach, we
are not informed, but our informant would

not relinquish any more than one man of

the crowd engaged in accomplishing the

feat named.
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PLAYEK-VAUCLAIN OIL-BURNING COMPOUND.

Player-Vauclain Compound Oil Burner.

The locomotive illustrated on this page

by a half-tone and on next page by line

engravings is a particularly notable engine

recently built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. The engine was designed by Mr.

John Player, then superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Atchison, Tokepa &
Santa Fe, and built under the supervision

of Mr. S. A. Vauclain, superintendent of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, who im-

printed some of his personality upon the

engine. The designer and builder are

seen standing beside the engine.

On a considerable part of the Santa Fe
system they have been for years using oil

fuel for locomotives, and the discovery of

vast flowing oil wells in Texas has greatly

increased the supply of this fuel, which is

now abundant in a region traversed by

the lines of the system. Liquid fuel has

been used in various countries for loco-

motives for the last twenty years, and the

practice has been to burn it in a firebox

changed to suit the combustion of oil. As
his company were likely to burn oil fuel

in a great many locomotives, Mr. Player

conceived the idea of designing a special

furnace for oil burning, and the engine

shown represents these ideas. The fur-

nace, which is the most novel feature, con-

sists of three corrugated tubes, each 28

inches inside diametei and 865-16 inches

long. The oil burners are placed in the

entrance to the corrugated tubes, or fur-

naces really, which are about the size of

the furnace of a marine boiler, and dis-

charge the ignited gases into a combustion
chamber, 40 inches long, where the final

mixing of the gases is likely to occur.

From the combustion chamber 652 tubes,

iH inches diameter and 13 feet 7 inches

long, convey the products of combustion

to the smokebox. The details of this

novel boiler are admirably worked out,

each furnace is lined with firebrick, and

there is a wall of the same material at the

point where the burner delivers the oil

vapor.

The engine, which is of the regular Vau-

clain compound type, has cylinders 17 and

28 X 32 inches stroke and the driving

wheels are 57 inches outside diameter. The

3Tct/iod of pijtiii*j

weight on driving wheels is 176,000 pounds.

This gives the engine about 43,000 pounds

tractive power and a ratio of power to

adhesion of 4. The boiler shell is 74 -nches

diameter at the smallest ring, has a dome

21Y2 inches diameter and a safety valve

turret 15 inches diameter. The working
pressure is 210 pounds. There is an un-

usually large heating •-urface of 4,266

square feet, 4,031 of that being in the tubes,

lo Oil Utalev
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165 square feet in the furnaces and 70

square feet in the combustion chamber.

Liberal bearing surfaces are provided for

the working parts, as might be expected.

The main journals are g',< x 12 inches and

the others 9x12 inches. The engine truck

journals are 6j-4xio;< inches. The en-

gine has a wheel base of 54 feet 2.)4 inches,

15.4 of that being in the driving wheels.

The tender is built to carry 6,000 gallons

of water and 2,200 gallons of oil.

Locomotive Engineers Wanted.
The editor of R.mlw.w and Locomotive

Engineering has applications occasionally

from railroad officials for good locomotive

engineers. It has been our practice to keep

a list of men out of employment, but at

present there is not a single name on the

list. Good locomotive engineers willing

to work on Southern railways might secure

employment by sending us their names and
outline of experience. We could secure

employment at present for a few machinist

engineers on a railway in Central America

at good pay.

A patent has been granted to Cornelius

Vanderbilt for improvements in his well-

known type of locomotive boiler, which
arc designed to prevent the danger of

leakage at the joints of the boiler shell

caused by neglect, expansion and contrac-

tion of the parts. The improvements re-

Railwa]/ f LtJcomutit't fnyinecring

pLAVER-VAUCt-AJN OIL-BURNING COMPOUND.

Xerlion on A-H .Stilinii nn C-D
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duce the weight at the back end and save

valuable space in the cab. To attain these

desirable results in one structure, the main

firebox section, the forward or barrel sec-

tion and the middle conical section are

arranged symmetrically with respect to

the common axis, and the rear portion of

the firebox section is reduced or tapered to

a head which is of larger diameter than

the cylindrical firebox, and, furthermore,

the flue-sheet is inclined from the vertical,

so that it shall stand at right angles to the

inclined tubes.
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Personal Department.
Mr. J. M. Whalcn has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the "Big Four" at

Bcllcfontainc. O.

Mr. F. E. Ramsdell has been appointed

trainmaster of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

at McKees Rocks, Pa.

Mr. R. A. Moore has been appointed

master mechanic of the Hawkinsville &
Florida Southern, with office at Worth, Ga.

Mr. J. T. Bowden has been appointed

general foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio

at Grafton, W. Va., vice Mr. J. F. Pren-

dergast.

Mr. William B. Leeds has been elected

president of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, succeeding Mr. Warren G. Purdy,

resigned.

Mr. C. T. Kalbaugh has been appointed

trainmaster of the Youghiogheny and

Monongahela divisions, with office at Mc-

Kees Rocks, Pa.

Mr. B. E. Greenwood has been trans-

ferred from Buffalo, N. Y., to Cleveland,

O., as foreman of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern shops.

Mr. C. E. Dafoe has been appointed

superintendent of the W. M. & P. division

Chicago Great Western, with headquarters

at Red Wing, Minn.

Mr. Charles Greenough has been ap-

pointed superintendent cf motive power

of the Bradford, Bordell & Kinzita, with

office at Bradford, Pa.

Mr. G. W. Rourke has been appointed

trainmaster of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe at Cleburne, Texas, succeeding Mr. W.
A. Hyde, transferred.

Mr. Wm. N. Morgan has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Virginia & South-

western at Bristol, Tenn., succeeding Mr.

John Warwick, resigned.

Mr. Newton Heston has been appointed

purchasing agent of the Seaboard Air Line

at Portsmouth, Va., succeeding Mr. R. P.

C. Sanderson, promoted.

Mr. G. F. Hawks has been appointed

trainmaster of the Galveston, Harrisburg

& San Antonio at Houston, Texas, suc-

ceeding Mr. H. H. White.

Mr. D. E. Halgarten has been appointed

chief trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with jurisdiction from Garrett to Chicago;

headquarters at Garrett, Ind.

Mr. G. P. Johnson has been appointed

superintendent of the Virginia & South-

western, succeeding Mr. C. A. Shields

;

headquarters at Bristol, Tenn.

Mr. G. H. Goodell, mechanical engineer

of the Northern Pacific, has accepted a

similar position with the Pressed Steel

Car Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. C. C. Reynolds, superintendent of

the Chicago and Lima divisions of the

Chicago & Erie, has had his office removed

from Chicago to Huntington, Ind.

The headquarters of Mr. H. R. Sanborn,

superintendent of the Sioux City division

of the Chicago & Northwestern, has been

removed from Lake City to Sioux City, la.

Mr. A. C. Hone, superintendent of the

Evansvillc & Terre Haute, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of

the Louisville & Nashville at Louisville,

Ky.

Mr. S. E. Moore, the well-known ac-

countant, for many years auditor of Car-

negie Steel Company, has been appointed

auditor of the Pressed Steel Car Cotn-

pany.

Mr. D. F. Bucher, superintendent of the

Chihuahua division of the Mexican Cen-

tral, has accepted a similar position with

the Monterey & Mexican Gulf at Mon-
terey, Mex.

Mr. Frank L. Campbell has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the Vandalia Line

at Terre Haute. Ind., succeeding Mr. O.

E. Raidy, who goes on the Peoria division

in Mr. Campbell's place.

Mr. Wm. Irvine has been promoted

from general superintendent of the Chip-

pewa River & Menominee to general man-

ager, with office at Chippewa Falls, Wis.,

vice Mr. H. G. Chichester.

The jurisdiction of Mr. K. A. Gohring.

superintendent of the Toledo division of

the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, has been

extended over the St. Louis division, vice

Mr. J. D Brennan, resigned.

^Tr. O. Cornelison, trainmaster of the

Chicago Great Western at Dubuque, la.,

has been promoted to superintendent of the

Fort Dodge division at Fort Dodge, la.,

succeeding Mr. O. B. Grant.

Mr. James Corbett. assistant superinten-

dent of the Chicago and Lima divisions of

the Erie at Huntington. Ind.. has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Susquehan-

na division at Elmira. N. Y.

Mr. J. F. Prendergast, general fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at

Grafton. W. Va.. has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic at Glenwood, Pa., succeeding

Mr. F. T. Hyndman. resigned.

Mr. W. T. Provence, trainmaster of the

Mexican Central at San Luis Potosi, Mex.,

has been appointed superintendent of the

Chihuahua division at Chihuahua, Mex..

vice Mr. D. F. Bucher, resigned.

Mr. J. E. Turk, division engineer of the

Philadelphia & Reading at Reading. Pa.,

has been promoted to the position of super-

intendent of the Wilmington & Columbia

division, with office at Reading. Pa.

Mr. J. E. Price, general superintendent

of the Intercolonial Railway, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Moncton &
.Sainte Flavia district at Campbcllton, N.

B., succeeding W. RenncUs, deceased.

Mr. John A. Greenhoe has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Gulf & Chicago

at Ripley, Miss., succeeding Mr. I. M.

Cox, resigned. Mr. Greenhoe was former-

ly master car builder of the Arkansas Mid-

land.

Mr. O. A. Brown has been appointed

trainmaster of the divisions of the Bur-

lington, Cedar Rapids & Northern north

of Iowa Falls, la., with office at Esther-

ville, la., vice Mr. A. H. Tiffany, trans-

ferred.

Mr. T. J. English, superintendent of the

Middle division of the Baltimore & Ohio

at Newark, O., has been transferred to the

Pittsburgh division (office at Pittsburgh,

Pa.), succeeding Mr. John Barron, re-

signed.

Mr. E. F. Potter, general manager of

the Davenport, Rock Island & Northwest-

ern, has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the Wisconsin Central, with

office at Milwaukee, Wis., vice Mr. S. J.

Collins, resigned.

Mr. J. G. Metcalfe has been appointed

general manager of the Evansville & Terre

Haute at Evansville, Ind. Mr. Metcalfe

was lately general manager of the Denver

& Rio Grande and formerly manager of the

Louisville & Nashville.

Mr. H. R. Nickerson has been appointed

general manager of the Monterey & Mex-
ican Gulf, vice Mr. A. Monnom. resigned.

The Monterey & Mexican has been ab-

sorbed by the Mexican Central, of which

Mr. Nickerson is general manager.

Mr. F. K. Huger has been appointed

superintendent of the Second division of

the Seaboard Air Line at Raleigh, N. C.
vice Mr. J. M. Turner, resigned. Mr.

Huger was formerly superintendent of the

Knoxville division of the Southern Rail-

way.

Mr. .'\very Turner, superintendent of

the Middle division of the .Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe at Newton. Kan.. ha«

been appointed vice-president and general

manager of the Pecos Valley & Northeast-

ern, which is controlled by the Santa Fe

;

headquarters at Roswell, N. M.

Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, general pur-

chasing agent of the Seaboard Air Line,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power at Portsmouth. Va., vice Mr.

F. H. McGee. transferred. Mr. Sander-

son was assistant superintendent of ma-

chinery' of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa

Fe, and resigned last May to go with the

Seaboard Air Line. He was formerly for

many years connected \vi;h the Norfolk &
Western.
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Mr. J. S. Thompson, recently connected

with the mechanical department of the

Vandalia Line and for several years con-

nected with the mechanical department of

the Ann Arbor Railroad and steamship

lines, has been appointed mechanical engi-

neer for the Locomotive Appliance Com-
pany, whose general offices are at 1504

Fisher Building. Chicago, 111.; but for the

present Mr. Thompson will make his head-

quarters at Indianapolis, corner of Twenty-

first street and Northwestern avenue.

Mr. W. O. Thompson has been appoint-

ed general inspector for the locomotive de-

partment of the New York Central &
Hudson River, with headquarters at West

Albany, N. Y. He will perform such duties

as may be assigned to him by the superin-

tendent of motive power and rolling stock

in connection with motive-power service

on the road and at engine-house. Mr.

Thompson has been secretary of the Trav-

eling Engineers' Association ever since

it was formed. He was for several years

traveling engineer of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, and was later con-

nected with railroad supply interests.

Mr. A. M. Waitt, superintendent of mo-

tive power on the New York Central Rail-

road, has been elected chairman of the re-

cently organized Association of Mechani-

cal Officers of the Vanderbilt Lines. This

association includes the New York Cen-

tral, the Lake Shore, Michigan Central,

New York, Chicago & St. Louis ; the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis and the Boston & Albany lines. It

is intended to hold meetings every other

month for the purpose of discussing me-

chanical matters pertaining to the Van-

derbilt system of railroads. The associa-

tion will be similar to one that has existed

on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy for

ten or twelve years, and was organized by

Mr. G. W. Rhodes.

Owing to impaired health. Mr. John

Player, for the last eleven years super-

intendent of machinery of the Atchison.

Topeka & Santa Fe. at Topeka, Kan., has

retired to the position of consulting super-

intendent of motive power, and Mr. George

R. Henderson, his assistant, has taken his

place. Mr. Player has been in railway ser-

vice for twenty-eight years and for some
time has contemplated taking life more
easy than what he could enjoy as mechan-

ical head of a great railroad. Mr. Hen-
derson has been with the Santa Fe since

June last, and left the position of assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago & Northwestern to go there. He
went with the understanding that he would
be advanced to the position of superintend-

ent of motive power within two years.

pany, 160 Broadway, on Wednesday after-

noon, December nth, Col. Robt. An-

drews, heretofore the vice-president of the

company, was elected to the presidency of

the company, vice Arthur W. Soper, de-

ceased. The vacancy in the Board of Di-

rectors was filled by the election of Mr.

A. C. Soper to serve on the board. Mr.

A. C. Soper is a brother of the late Arthur

W. Soper.

Col. Robt. Andrews is well known in

railroad circles and has a host of warm
friends. He was born in Wilmington,

Del. He attended school at the Episcopal

Academy at Cheshire, Conn., from which

he was graduated in 1849. After leaving

record up to the time of his election to

the presidency of both the last named com-

panies.

New President of the Safety Car Heat-

ing & Lighting Company, Etc.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors

of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company, held at the oflSces of the com-

COL. ROBERT ANDREWS.

the Academy he entered Trinity College,

at Hartford, where he was graduated in

1853. He then took a course in the Poly-

technic College at Philadelphia, graduat-

ing in 1854. His first position was that of

assistant engineer of the State Canals of

Pennsylvania, in which capacity he served

from 1854 to 1857; his next appointment

being that of principal assistant engineer

of the Sunbury & Erie Railroad. He
served that company for the three years

from 1857 to i860. From 1861 to 1864 he

was staff officer in the army during the

Civil War. From 1864 to 1865 he was
chief engineer of the Saratoga & Hudson
River Railroad, and for the twenty years

from 1865 to 1885 he served the Wabash
Railroad as division oUperinteadent, chief

engineer and general superintendent.

From 1885 to 1888 he was general super-

intendent and engineer of the Virginia

Midland Railroad, and from 1889 to 1901

vice-president of the Safrty Car Heating

& Lighting Company and the Pintsch

Compressing Company. This brings his

The New Reading Shops.

One of the largest railroad shops in the

country is now under way for the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railway at Reading,

Pa. In fact the erecting shop is nearly

ready for use, and the boiler and black-

smith shops are well along toward com-

pletion.

The erecting shop is 200 x 740 feet, has

seventy pits—thirty-five on each side, with

the tools in the center. These pits are

cemented of course an ' have gutters on

each side instead of in the center. This

insures a dry place for the men to stand

at work, without straddling a central gut-

ter.

Induction motors of General Electric

manufacture will be used to drive sections

of the shafting in various units from 40

horse-power down, and large tools will

have separate motors.

The large electric cranes are of 120 tons

capacity and a lift of 30 feet. These will

lift a 15-foot locomotive over another of

the same height. Each bay also has a 35-

ton crane for lighter work. One of these

will run through to the boiler shop. These

are made by the Niles Company. There is

also a lO-ton crane in center to serve the

shop tools.

The boiler shop is 70 x 400 feet, and has

a lean-to its entire length, which is 50 feet

wide. The forge and smith shop is 60 x

550 feet, and also has a 'ean-to. A track

runs through its center. Of the unfinished

buildings the foundry will be 130 x 400

feet, and the carpenter shop will be a large,

three-story affair. A foundry stock-house,

store-house, engine cleaning house with

pit and offices are yet to be built.

The power-house is 110x175 feet and

has a well-designed brick stack. There

are eight vertical Wickes boilers, of 250

horse-power each, fitted with Roney stok-

ers. Six engines will be used, all of which

rest on substantial concrete foundations.

Three of these are of Mcintosh, Seymour

& Co. build, 600 horse-power each. There

are also three Harrisburg tandem com-

pounds, of 300 horse-power, and two 75

horse-power simple engines. A large du-

plex cross-compound Ingersoll-Sergeant

air compressor will supply air for shop tool

and other purposes.

When this plant is in running order it

will be a Mecca for railway shopmen who
want to keep posted on modern methods.

Mr. John Riley, an engineer on the Pitts-

burgh division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

way, has been presented a check for $500

and a gold watch, valued at $1,000, by the

officers of the company for signal bravery

in stopping a runaway train last spring.

At the same time Engineer William Black

and Conductor James Lundy were given

checks for $200 each for "courage, judg-

ment and a high sense of duty."
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TRUCK FOR HANDLING LOCOMOTIVE TIUE.

DETAILS OF TIRE TRUCK.

PORTABLE COTTER DRILL FOR CUTTING KEVWAYS.

Some Handy Shop Tools. note that the holes in upright can be spaced

I am sending you, under separate cover, to suit any size tire, and by placing tire

•to-day a sketch and photograph of a truck between the uprights, raising the handle

<or handling locomotive tire. You will until the hole comes below the bore of the

tire, inserting bolt, and then lowering the

handles, the tire is raised I inch off the

door. Two men cai. easily handle the

largest tire, and with entire safety. It is

much quicker and safer than the old way
of rolling them.

This being the first contrivance I have
ever seen for handling tire, I thought it

would be a good plan to publish it.

I am also sending photograph of a port-

able cotter drill, used in the same shop, for

cutting kcyways in driving axle for eccen-

trics. This machine can be made to fit

any air motor, and is provided with a

ratchet feed longitudinally and a feed up
and down. It is doing excellent work.

C. F. Jacobson,

Foreman Machine Shop, Elkhart Loco.

Shops, L. S. & M. S. Ry..

Siberia's Railroad.

While we are accustomed to do so, still

we are inaccurate in speaking of the

Siberian railroad as finished. There are

yet some unfinished links in the whole
chain reaching from Russia to Vladivostok

and Port Arthur, the eastern terminus of

the road ; and probably a year, or even two,

may be required to complete them. This

colossal undertaking of Russia is rapidly

nearing a successful completion, and the

entire world will congratulate her on the

marvelous achievement. More than

ninety million days' work has been thus

far performed on the road, and nearly 20

miles of bridges have been thrown across

streams. Although designed as a politi-

cal and commercial necessity to safeguard

and develop the Russian Empire, the

Siberian railroad is destined to become a

very considerable factor in the world's

commerce and to bind the East and West
more closely together.

Abolition of Free Passes.

The closing of every calendar year finds

the railroads threshing over the old ques-

tion of abolishing free exchange passes

for employes. This year the door seems

almost closed to further issuance of free

passes. Sufficient influence has been

brought to bear to almost complete an

agreement between nearly all the lines of

the country. However, a number of roads,

like the Clover Leaf; Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton ; Wabash ; Wheeling & Lake
Erie ; Ohio Central, Big Four, Grand
Trunk and Canadian Pacific exhibit a ten-

dency to join in a revolt against the anti-

pass agreement, and openly express a will-

ingness to continue the practice of issuing

exchange trip passes to employes of other

roads.

Just why this lean privilege of the rail-

road employe should ' e withdrawn is not

altogether clear. This emploj'e is not a

confirmed and troublesome excursionist

who travels much and annoys his superior

officers and their associates with frequent

requests for transportation for himself and

family. On the contrary, necessity re-
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(|uircs that he be domestic in his tastes and

habits and remain steadfastly at home
with his work; otherwisi. he will be un-

able to provide for his family those highly

prized and valued advantages so dear to

him and his which place him on a plane

above the ordinary day laborer, like the

farm hand or ditch digger. His family

must b» better housed, better clothed, bet-

ter fed. His children must be better

schooled and better taught. All of these,

which make him a better man, a more sub-

stantial citizen and of more value to the

community and society generally, are usu-

ally his ; but can only be obtained by his

staying at home and remaining at work.

All of this, so characteristic of the typical,

modern railroad employe, is quickly and

eilectively placed beyond the reach of him
who develops roaming propensities and

a desire for frequent use of free passes.

True, once or twice a year he may wish to

accompany his family on a visit to parents

or on a short vacation trip; but tliis is usu-

ally the limit, and does not seem to war-

rant the harsh legislation the anti-pass

agreement imposes.

It is dimly conceivable that the with-

drawal of the free-pass privilege from the

railroad employe, thus obliging him to pay

fare, is suggested to swell the receipts of

the railroad treasury; for this increase in

either gross or net earnings would be so

infinite;ima!ly small as t.' require the use

of several figures to the right of the deci-

mal point in reckoning the percentage of

increase. Possibly the space he occupies

in a day coach is needed for a revenue-

paying passenger. We doubt it. More
probably the whole momentum of the anti-

pass movement is in reality directed

against that incubus horde of politician>,

railroad nondescrii)ts, and other parasites

who give much worry and concern to rail-

way officials. Indeed, if a poll of users of

free passes were taken for a week on trains

of one of our trunk lines, the bona-fide

railroad employe would doubtless be found

in the small minority, and the incubus

n.'nde;cript largely in the majority.

It would seem that this individual is the

fellow the railroads are actually gunning

for, under pretense of withdrawing the

free-pass privilege from the employe. If

this be true, we heartily endorse the rail-

road companies' action, providing, of

course, the bona-fide employe be still al-

lowed his occasional free pass ; for not

only does the nondescript make himself a

nuisance as a frequent and unreasonable

applicant for free passes, but only too fre-

quently does he abuse the courtesy by

loaning to friends and even selling to scalp-

ers the pass he has none too honestly ob-

taintd. This individual should be gunned
for with a large calibre weapon loaded with

heavy, scattering charge, and the bona-

fide. deserving employe be still permitted

his occa-ional free pass.

This di.-cussion recalls to mind the old,

familiar stor)' of the fireman who. upon

being refused a pass home by his superin-

tendent, was asked whether, if he were

working on a farm, he would expect the

farmer to hitch up and drive him home
whenever he wished to go. The fireman's

answer was logical, to the point, and is

equally fitting in the present case. He
said : "No. But if that farmer was already

hitched up, agoing my way, bad room and

wouldn't let me ride, I'd think him a

mighty mean man."

Arthur W. Soper.

In the death of Arthur W. Soper, which

happened in New York on December ist

after a short illness, many business circles

lose a most popular member whose absence

will bring sadness to many friends. With-
al a most energetic, effusive and warm-
hearted gentleman, Mr. Soper's strong per-

sonality touched into friendship every per-

son whose regard was worthy of notice.

He was born in Rome, N. Y., sixty-three

COL. .\. W. SOPER.

years ago, and was educated in the Rome
Academy. When seventeen years old

he entered his father's lumber business,

but in 1858 entered the freight office of the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Railroad.

There pitted against other youths with the

same opportunities he pushed himself

steadily upwards, his capital in compelling

success being assiduous application to busi-

ness and manifestations of the magnetic

energy which was a conspicuous feature of

his character.

His immediate superior officer having

gone to fill the position of superintendent

of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern, Mr. Soper followed him by invitation

to St. Louis. He entered the service of

the Iron Mountain road in 1871 as assistant

superintendent and rose rapidly to the posi-

tion of general manager, making him the

controlling mind over a great property

and left it the best equipped and best oper-

ated railroad in the West.

Financial friends with whom he was as-

sociated in the West having important

property in the East that needed a strong

business head to manage. Colonel Soper

was induced to move to New York in 1881

and take charge of the Pintsch Compres-

sing Company and of the Safety Car Heat

ing & Lighting Company, also of other im

portant interests.

He was a thoroughly home man wilh un-

usually domestic tastes. While he had an

unusually large number of club and social

friends who sought and enjoyed his com-

pany, his principal enjoyment was in the

company of his wife and daughter. Tha*

in itself is a warm eulogy.

Oil Fuel in Railroad Shops.

The growing use of oil fuel in railroad

shops shows that its value is being appre-

ciated and when it becomes generally

known that fuel oil contains about 20,000

heat units to the pound (from 1J/2 to i54

times that of coal) oil furnaces will in-

crease even more rapidly. As with other

shop appliances, it seldom pays to attempt

making them, for it is far better to have

the experience of specialists in this line

of work.

By far the greatest saving with oil fur-

naces is in the increased output, although

the item of fuel is not to be neglected.

The work turned out is stated as being

from 50 to 300 per cent, more than is

possible with coal or coke, due to the fire

requiring no time for "tending" or rebuild-

ing or cleaning out, and allowing the en-

tire attention to be given to the work
itself.

There is still another advantage in the

practical absence of sulphur or phospho-

rus to attack the metal. This is of par-

ticular value in welding and brazing, as

the absolutely clean fire which oil presents

allows more and better work to be done.

The Railway Materials Company, Old
Colony Building, Chicago, have issued a

very interesting booklet on this subject

which also describes the Ferguson flue

welding, riveting, bolt, forging and taper-

ing furnaces, all of which use oil as fuel.

Every shop foreman needs a copy to keep

up to the times.

The American School of Corespondence,

Boston, Mass., has issued a handbook giv-

ing detailed information of their different

courses, as well as sample pages from the

different instruction books. The methods

of the school in the instruction of pupils,

the marking of papers and other points of

interest are also clearly shown. Those

who are interested in study and advance-

ment—and all should be—would do well to

get a copy.

We can use about twenty-five more
copies of January, 1901, if in good con-

dition. Suitable recompense will be made.

Put your name on the wrapper so we will

know who to credit with them.
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Ihe Ideal Engine Lathe.

Every machinist appreciates a good en-

gine lathe, and though there has been a

vast improvement in this tool, the 16-inch

"Ideal" lathe made by the Springfield Ma-
chine Tool Company, SjMingficld, Ohio,

seems to have gone "one better" in the

matter of change gears at least.

The general design is pood, the spread-

ing legs accord with modern ideas, and

the headstock with its covered gears is

neat, convenient and safe. The end view

of the lathe strikes one as being peculiar,

and proves to be, on account of the latest

development of the change-gear problem.

The large gear disk carries eight change

gears and revolves on a stud. By revolv-

ing the disk the desired gear is brought

into line witli the lead screw. A telescopic

extension is thrown into the gear by

^^^
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which New Yorkers enjoy and appre-

ciate. Like all luxuries, it is bound to

spread until the common people every-

where shall enjoy it. The wonder is that

the smoke nuisance is tolerated as it is, and

if the St. Louis Exposition can show that

the people living in smoke need no longer

do so, and can get them to realize how
delightful it is to live without the smoke,

then the smoke will have to go. The peo-

ple need no longer be in the attitude of

tamely enduring a nuisance upon the un-

warranted assumption that it cannot be

cured.

—

American Machinist.

High Speed with the Electric Motor.

In the experiments being held on the

German Military Railway between Zossen

and Marienfeld, a very high speed of 105

English miles per hour was attained. The
motive power of the train was the electric

motor. The air resistance of the train

was equal to a wind force of about 12 feet

per second.

LOWER GEAR BOX. CINCINNATI MILLING

MACHINE COMPANY.

Mr. Charles T. Schoen, who has recently

severed his connection with the Pressed

Steel Car Company, is making arrange-

ments to build works for the manufacture

of steel wheels for cars. The work is to

be done on a large scale and it is expected

that wheels will be turned out sufficiently

strong to bear the service of the heaviest

cars under which the cast-steel wheel has

been failing badly of late. It is expected

that wheels can be made at a price which

will rapidly push the cast-iron wheel out

of the market for freight- car service.

We regret to record the death on De-

cember 17th of Mr. H. B. Underwood,
the senior partner of H. B. Underwood
& Co., proprietors of the L. B. Flanders

Machine Works, of Philadelphia. The
business will be continued under the same
name by the surviving partner, Mr. D.

W. Pedrick, who is well known in railway

circles.

The Cincianati Milling Machine.

The accompanying illustrations show the

latest pattern milling machine made by th?

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, of

Cincinnati. The chief characteristic of

this machine is the positive feed mechan-

ism, which is shown in detail. The feat-

ures incorporated in this construction are:

A positive gear-driven feed ; a wide range

of feed changes ; means for changing from

any one rate of feed to any other rate of

feed conveniently and without stopping

the machine.

Part of the mechanism is placed at the

rear end of the milling machine spindle and

shaft and driven independently by th°

gears R and S, the smaller gear 5" engag-

ing the largest gear on one cone and the

larger gear R engaging the smallest gear

on the other one. thus imparting widely

different speeds to the two cones. From
these cones motion is transmitted to the

various feed screws through an intermedi-

ate gear, which is made to slide on its shaft

by means of the rack and sector, and

placed into correct position for engaging

any one of the cone gears by means of the

lever which actuates the sector C. The
position of this lever at any time indicates

the rate at which the machine is feeding

NEW CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE.

part is encased in a gear box at the rear of

the column. The connection between these

two parts is by means of a vertically in-

clined shaft.

The operation of the mechanism is brief-

ly as follows: Motion is transmitted from
main spindle to the vertically inclined

shaft through gear box A by means of

shifting gears controlled by lever H, which
in turn drives the shaft in the lower gea"-

box upon which are mounted the spur

gears R and S, as shown in Fig. 2, through

the miter gears, which are of steel, case

hardened. All the spur gears also of the

feed mechanism are of steel. Inside of the

lower gear box will be seen two cones of

four gears each, running loose on their

in thousandths of an inch per revolution

of spindle by means of raised figures on

the lever quadrant.

The lower lever having been placed in

position to obtain the desired rate of feed,

the intermediate gear is brought into mesh

with the proper cone gear by the upper

lever D, which moves the entire lower

portion of the mechanism. By this com-

bination of these two mechanisms sixteen

different speeds are imparted to the feed

shaft, advancing by even graduations from

0.006 to 0.300 inch for each turn of the

spindle. The lower lever, acting as an

indicator, enables anyone to tell at a

glance just how fast the machine is

working.
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From the foregoing it is plain that by

simply shifting the levers on the feed

mechanism any one of the sixteen different

rates of feed may be obtained, and a

change from any one rale of feed to any

other may be made without stopping the

machine, since there are no change gears fo

interpose nor belts to shift. Any one of

these rates of feed may be used in com-

bination with any of the sixteen different

spindle speeds, providing in all 256 differ-

ent combinations.

The spindle speeds vary from 9 to 331

turns per minute, and have been chosen

with a view to secure the proper cutting

speed for cutters of standard diameters

The table shows how well this has been

accomplished, and also shows how these

speeds are obtained for the No. 3 universal

machine.

TABLE OF CUTTER DIAMETERS ADAPTED TO THE

SPINDLE SPEEDS FURNISHED ON THE NO.

3 UNIVERSAL CINCINNATI MILLER.

Surface speeds— Feet per minute.

Steel, Cast iron, Brass,

20 feet. 40 feet. 60 feet.

Spindle Cutter Cutter Cutter

speeds. diameter. diameter. diameter.

9 8K
13 6 12

IS 5 10

19 4 8 12

22 3^ 7 10

30 2^ 5 7^
34 2J4 A'A 6^4

51 I'A 3 A'A

60 1% z'A 4

88 7A m 2H
103 H iH 2j4

133 Vs I'A 154

150 A I ^A
203 Vs ^ lyi

230 Vs ^ I

350 ^ A Va

With this mechanism the capacity of the

machine for removing metal is only lim-

ited by the pulling power of the main

driving belt. The rate of feed can be

changed practically instantaneously. It

is positive at all times, imparting an even

motion to the table, thereby avoiding the

broken cutters and spoiled work which

so often result from a slipping feed belt.

In addition to this feed mechanism there

are other improvements on these machines,

notable among which are a telescopic ver-

tical feed screw, which does away with the

necessity of cutting a hole through the

floor.

There are clamping devices which en-

able one to firmly lock the knee to the

column or the saddle to the knee when

the longitudinal feed alone is being used,

thereby greatly increasing the rigidity of

the machine. The sliding covers on the

knee protect the feed screws from dirt and

cuttings, and a cylindrical overhanging

arm, which, in addition to the regular sup-

port for the arbor, is also provided with a

support which can be adjusted close to the

center, supports the arbor at any point in

its entire length. These features are com-

mon to all the back-geared machines made

by this company.

Self Help Hade Him Hayor of Boston.

The life of General Patrick A. Collins,

elected Mayor of Boston, is an illustration

of what scif-help can still do for an Amer-

ican boy. His life has been a varied one,

and is a shining exainple of what poor but

gifted boys can do with American oppor-

tunities. At fourteen years of age he was

working in the coal mines of Ohio. At

twenty he was a Boston cabinet maker by

day and an enthusiastic law student by

night. Before he was thirty he was emin-

ent as a lawyer and National Democratic

leader. At forty he was in Congress and

chairman of the judiciary committee. His

last post of public service was as our Con-

sul General at London. Boston working-

mon, from whose ranks he graduated, are

ii.tturally proud of him.

them have great displays of leakage during

cold weather. We have known of several

cases lately where the makers of metallic

packing were accused of having their pack-

ing leaking all the time, when investiga-

tion showed that it was not the packing

but a leaky cylinder head that caused the

annoyance. The casing being tight, there

was no place for leaking steam to escape,

except around the gland, and therefore it

was assumed that the packing wai leaking.

That the dangers of train operating are

slightly increased by ".he use ot oil fuel

was painfully illustrated near the end of

November in a butting collision on the

Santa Fe at Franconia, Arizona. Imme-

diately after the smash the wreck took fire,

and two firemen and one dining-car waiter

were burned. Four other men lost their

lives. The collision is 'ported to have

happened through the engineer of one of

the trains having forgotten to stop at a

OLIVER WOOD TRIMMER.

The Oliver Wood Trimmer.

This is one of the handiest tools we
know for the pattern shop, and its sim-

plicity seems to be its chief merit. The

popularity of the machine is indicated by

the fact that during the trying years of

1893-4 the makers—the American Machin-

ery Company—were obliged to run night

and day to fill orders.

This was on account of foreign business,

which was secured in a novel way. They

shipped a traveling outfit to Europe, and

with sample wagons drawn by horses the

machines were shown in operation in near-

ly every large machine shop in Europe.

Where the salesmen could rot speak the

language they simply kept still and worked

the machine, with the desired result of

securing orders. The machines seemed to

speak every language.

Of the machine itself little need be said,

for its usefulness is apparent at a glance.

meeting point. Both engines had electric

headlights, which ought to have given

warning, even though the accident hap-

pened on a curve. We never saw a good

electric headlight that did no' project suffi-

cient light upwards to serve as a warning

at night if the effect was intelligently

noted.

Winter is the time for "nding out where

steam blows through in leakage about a

locomotive, and we notice that some of

A new process lor applying a coating of

lead enamel to iron surfaces by mechani-

cal means, and invented by M. A. Dormoy,

was recently described in La Nature. The

articles to be coated, after being heated to

redness, are placed in a double hermeti-

cally-sealed chamber with glazed sides;

each half of the chamber can be worked

alternately, and the surplu.' enamel powder

—dusted over the metal by means of a

sieve—is removed from the chamber by

the draft from a high chimney. The neces-

sary movements of the iron can be effected

from the outside of the chamber, and the

vibration of the sieves for the purpose of

distributing the lead powder is provided

for by an electrical beater.
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The Seneca Collision.

A most disastrous hoad-end collision

happened on the Wabash Railroad between

two passenger trains at Seneca, Mich., on

the evening of November 27th, by which

at least fifty passengers lost their lives and

about 100 persons were injured. The im-

mediate cause of the accident was a mis-

take made by the engineer of the East-

bound train in reading his orders. The
orders directed him to meet the West-

bound train at Seneca, and he asserts that

he read the order as directing him to make
Sand Creek the meeting point.

There are a great many complications

connected with this accident which are not

easily explained without putting serious

blame upon several men. It is the rule on

the Wabash that the engineer shall show
his orders to the fireman and that the con-

ductor show his orders to his brakemen.

All the crew appears to have overlooked

the order except one brakeman, who sig-

nalled to the engineer to stop when he

realized that the train was passing the

meeting point ; but it was too late, for the

accident happened before the brakes could

check the speed of the train. The mistake

made by that brakeman was that he did

not apply the brakes instead of pulling the

air-signal cord. So much for the blame

resting upon that crew; but in addition to

that, the engineers rest under a load of

responsibility from which we see no means
of escape. The engines of both trains

were equipped with electric headlights, yet

under the glare of these both trains dashed

together in deadly collision. The excuse

is offered that the glare from electric head-

lights is so blinding that an onlooker can-

not tell whether it is 100 yards or 4 miles

away. That may pass as a very poor ex-

cuse in the absence of anything better, but

it has the weakness of not being true, and
its fallacy is easily proved.

As we have not seen the train order on
which the mistake was made, we cannot

say if slipshod handwriting helped to de-

ceive the engineer, but we think that likely

enough, for many telegraph operators are

notorious for their illegible handwriting.

This is a matter which ought to receive

strict attenton from superintendents, and
it is habitually neglected. Some railway

companies are extremely particular about

making sure that trainmen are closely

examined for defects of vision, a wise

precaution in preventing accidents by
color-blind people mistaking signals; but

almost nothing is done to make the oper-

ator who writes pot-hook hieroglyphics

practice writing plain letters that ordinary

people can read fluently.

We have known repeatedly of accidents

happening through adjoining stations hav-
ing names which could be confused with

each other. Seneca and Sand Creek do
not look much alike when tne words are

well written, but as pictured by the pencils

of many operators they might be made to

look very much alike.

The numerous improvements made of

late years in train dispatching have greatly

reduced the number of accidents that used

to happen through mistakes in understand-

ing orders. But there still appears to be

room for further improvement. The or-

ders for two meeting points were given in

one sentence, and Sand Creek was the last

word, which was an invitation to make a

mistake.

After all. mistakes will always be com-

mon where a single track is employed for

carrying a heavy traffic and a system of ab-

solute block signalling is not in use. Block

signals reduce the chances of making the

mistake that brings trains violently to-

gether to a minimum. Many hundreds of

miles of single track are now protected

on this system, and it ought to be made
compulsory for all railroads. It takes con-

siderable courage on the part of a railroad

president to decide to equip a long rail-

road with block signals, but it is a paying

investment when it is accomplished.

The coronor's jury which investigated

this accident were very sweeping in ac-

cording the blame. The verdict reads

:

"That said collision was caused by the

negligence of the said Wabash Railroad

Company and the trainmen of said train 4

;

said railway company being negligent in a

failure to provide train 4 with a head-end

brakeman, according to rule 210 of the

company, and a failure to provide proper

signals at the place of meeting of trains 4

and 13. Engineer Aaron T. Strong is

found negligent for failing properly to un-

derstand and obey order 82. Conductor

George J. Martin was negligent in failing

to signal said engineer to stop, and failing

to apply the air brake when the engineer

did not give the proper signal immediately

after the station signal at Seneca, accord-

ing to rule 41 of the special rules of the

said company. Fireman John Bastien was
negligent in failing to remind the engineer

of order No. 82, when said engineer failed

to give the proper signal and slow up at

Seneca. Brakeman Anthony W. Dittman

was negligent in failing to signal the engi-

neer to stop and failing to apply the air

brakes until after the said train passed the

station."

Since the above was written another

head-on collision has happened between

two express trains on the Southern Paci-

fic. Two persons were killed and many
hurt. Talking about the cause of the

accident the engineer to blame said : "I

received my orders at San Ardo all right

and the fireman and I talked them over.

We both understood them perfectly. The
engine was a new one and I was so busy

looking after the machinery that I forgot

all about my orders until the lights of the

switch flashed past. I at once threw on

the air brakes and reversed the engine

and then jumped. I alone was to blame

for the collision."

This is a most emphatic argument in

favor of block signals for single lines.

There are not many railroad companies

operating single-track that do not lose

more from wrecks in five years than it

would cost to put in an equipment of

block signals that would absolutely pre-

vent trains from coming violently together.

An Improved Crank Pin Turning Ma-
chine.

Although portable crank pin turning

machines have been in use for a number of

years, the one illustrated h rewith is of

new design and has a number of good
points not possessed by the old type ma-
chine. It is a light machine, the small

size which will go over a 6}/:-inch collar,

weighing but 253 pounds ; while for an

85/2-inch collar the additional weight is

but 18 pounds. As will be seen, it will go

over the collar and is adjustable for any

sized pi 1 within its capacity. It will feed

in either direction and has enough power

CR.\NK-P1N TUKNING M.\CHINE.

to do its work easily. There are two fci-d

screws, one on each side, which give an

even travel to the cutter-head, insuring a

smooth crank pin.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad have issued

a circular for the information of railroad

companies, saying that the company will

not accept for movement over its lines

cars constructed with iron pipes as sills

and castings for end sills. That seems to

be a final kick at the pipe-constructed car;

for which such great claims were made
ten or twelve years ago.

The Blackwell, Enid & South Western

Railroad have just purchased of F. M.

Hicks, of the Hicks Locomotive & Car

Works, of Chicago, two so-ton, 18 x 26 cyl-

inder modern freight engines and one 17 x

24 passenger engine. These locomotives

have American driver brakes, pj^-inch

Westinghouse air pumps, E-6 engineer's

brake valve, air bell-ringer, air sander,

U. S. metallic packing, asbestos lagging.

4,000-gallon tanks.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
have ordered 180 new locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. They
are of a variety of types and are all in-

tended for freight service.
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Problems in the Management of a

Railway Shop.

BY K. T. SHEA.

Progressive railway officials are con-
stantly figuring on how to save a few
pounds of coal every trip, a pint of oil or
how to haul one more car, or its equiva-
lent in tons, over the road, and it is right

and proper that they should. Many of them
will tell you at a moment's notice how
many thousand dollars they have saved on
any of these items, and yet if you would
point out to them that by the expenditure
of a little energy and encouragement in

other directions in our large railroad shops,

the saving made would be so large as to

cause them to wonder why this was not
done before. One of the reasons why the
leaks in some of our large shops are not
looked after more closely is, that the mas-
ter mechanic and his assistants are very
busy men with a large amount of routine
duties. The master mechanic, in addition
to his shop work, usually has charge of
one or more divisions of the road, which
requires a great deal of his time to look
after. The many routine duties in the
shops press the foremen to their limit,

and in their anxiety to get out a certain
number of cars or engines per month and
iheir close attention to the every-day de-
tails they have very little time to figure

increased output and decreased cost, and
in many ca?es they become hardened to the
wrongs that they know exist from seeing
them so long, and they also realize thai

it is a very difficult problem to make rad-
ical changes of any kind in shop manage-
ment and they hesitate to do it, fearing
to incur the enmity of their subordinates
and possibly not get the required backing
of their superiors.

The following cases will be cited as
illustrations of the chance for saving in
some of the larger shops:

Attention was called recently to a very
fine hopper-bottom coal chute, with all

necessary lifting machinery, erected at a
cost of several thousand dollars, and which
they claimed v/ould effect a saving in the
handling of coal over the old method of
at least 3K cents per on, or $7 per day.
Much time and persuasion were used
to get it, and the saving was at least

$200 per month, or $2,400 per year, which
would pay the interest on a large amounf
of money at 4 per cent. The shops at this
point were then discussed and we found
them to be modern and well equipped
and the pay roll showed that they employed
about fifty machinists and turned out four
engines per month, with heavy repairs.
In^ the same locality another shop, not
quite so large, was turning out four en-
gines per month, with heavy repairs, of
about the same class, and instead of having
fifty machinists on the payroll they had
twenty, or thirty men less. Allowing $2.50
per day as an average, the second shop
was doing the same work for $75 per day
less, or $1,950 per month, or $23,400 per

year— enough saved in this one shop .0

pay the salary of the general managei-
over the first shop, or pay 4 per cent, in-

terest on a great deal larger amount than
the first case cited.

Attention was recently called to a new
modern plant that did not cost less than
$1,000,000, with a capacity for turning out
one engine per day and cars in proportion,

fitted with every known modern improve
ment, yet this shop is working less than
one-fourth of its capacity, turning out, for

general repairs, five or six engines per
month. This road has a number of smaller
shops and roundhouse plants scattered

along the lines, where two or three en
gines can be repaired in a crude expensive
way. All of the small shops run at full

capacity. If the reverse were true and the

larger shop run at full capacity and the

smaller ones doing only actual running
repairs, the saving that this road would
make would, no doubt, pay the president's

salary.

While it is generally admitted that a

railroad plant cannot be easily put on
what is known as a commercial basis, on
account of so many local conditions enter-
ing into it, and while radical changes of
any kind have got to be handled with a

great deal of diplomacy, there is no reason
why the argument should be advanced
that "we have always got along this way,
why change?"

While many of our railroad shops arc
models of neatness and are all that couki
be desired, the average run of shops ar-
not, and there is nothing that pays bet'er

on the investment than shops thoroughly
whitewashed and kept clean, with every-
thing in order and a general air of tidiness

in all departments. Dirty tools and ma-
chines and parts of engines and cars piled

promiscuously all over the shops and
around on the benches, and disagreeabh
surroundings are generally the last places
to get good results.

It will generally be noticed that where
the output is the greatest the shops are
the cleanest and the conditions are the
best. Where enough energy is displayed
to work the shops full capacity there ,"s

also enough energy shown to keep the
shops in the best possible condition. Many
shops have too much machinery for the

output and either one of two things should
be done: increase the output or send the
machinery to some other point where it

can be used to advantage. The men know
better than the officials when there is

enough work to keep their machines profit-

ably employed and if they are working by
the day they will manage to make the job
last until another appears; if they are

working by the piece, of course this matter
will take care of itself.

It might be well to cite that in som»
cases the treatment of the men in the

ranks helps to bring about many of these

undesirable results. The line between the

men and the officials is often too clearly

drawn. If it were possible to educate
every man around the plant to the fact

that the success of the plant depended
to a great extent on his individual effort o

many of the poor practices would not
exist.

Whenever the queston of increased out
put is argued, the defense is "poor work,"
but it is not a logical argument, because
as a rule, where output is the greates*,

quality is generally the best, and if the
work is not up to standard, the super
vision is at fault and should be changed.

If a ticket agent is a few dollars short in

his accounts when the auditor calls, an
other man succeeds him; if an engincer
runs through a switch, serious trouble is

in store for him; if a brakeman happens
to fall asleep and is not on top going
through every station, another brakeman

;

if a passenger conductor, by an inadver
tence, neglects to turn in a 25- cent fare,

another man wears the uniform. And yet
in our shops, where from a few hundred
to a few thousand dollars, in many cases,
are being spent that could be saved, no
penalties are attached.

Managers carefully study the payrolls
each month and note increases and de-
creases, but, when this is analyzed, noth-
ing could be more misleading. A given
amount of money can be spent with a very
small output or w^ith a correspondingly
large output, and it would seem as though
some method should be devised that would
show the output of a shop for every dollar

expended, rather than dollars expended
this month, this year, as compared witii

the same month last year.

The question now arises, what are wc
gomg to do to bring about the saving
proposed? The answer to that is, thaf

each shop has its own particular disease,

and a careful diagnosis must first be made
and treatment prescribed suitable to it, a
careful comparison of the engines turned
out per month and the cost in a shop that
IS considered up to date with one that is

not; and then apply the remedy, pay men
according to their ability and the work
they produce, rather than for the tiMe

they bear.

Haggard & Marcusson, of Chicago, who
manufacture an excellent cab seat and sell

it at a very low price, have recently made
some improvements on the seat which in-

crease its value as an anti-bone shaker.
It is a great source of comfort to men who
have hard-riding engines. We advise all

sufferers from the jolts and vibrations
that are a weariness to the flesh and frame
to send $2.00 for the seat. It is worth
ten times the money.

A locomotive tender is becoming such
a huge thing with its 5,000 to 7,000 gallons
of water and 10 tons of coal, that a good,
substantial frame is needed to carry it.

Some master mechanics still insist on
wooden frames being used for their

heaviest tenders.
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30-Toii Box Car With Steel Underframe

BUILT BY THE AMERICAN CAR & FOUNDRY

COMPANY FOR THE PHILADELPHIA &

READING RAILWAY.

The accompanying illustration and draw-

ings show a box car with steel under-

frame designed and built for the Philadel-

phia & Reading Railroad by the American

Car & Foundry Company at their Penin-

sular plant, Detroit. This car has pressed-

steel sills 34 feet 7 inches over all. The
central portion of these sills, for 6 feet 6

inches, is I foot 5 inches deep, while the

depth at the ends of the sills, for 6 feet

5^ inches from each end, is 10 inches.

The intermediate portions taper from the

central to the end depth. The center sills

are i foot 6 inches apart, and are held in

position by malleable iron separators, as

shown in the drawing. The end sills are

12-inch channels, which are reinforced in

the center by the cast-steel striking plate

which is secured by ^-inch rivets. The
American Car & Foundry Company's twin

The cars are carried on Fox pressed-steel

trucks with pressed-steel center plates and

standard axles with 600-pound wheels. The
McCord malleable-iron journal boxes and

the Westinghouse air brakes are used.

The general dimensions of the car are as

follows

:

Length inside—34 feet.

Length over roof—35 feet iJ4 inches.

Length over end sill—35 feet 8 inches.

Width inside—8 feet 6 inches.

Width over eaves—9 feet 10 inches.

Width over all—10 feet 2 inches.

Height, floor to top of side plate—8 feet

6% inches.

Height, top of rail to floor—3 feet ii}i

inches.

Height, top of rail to eaves—12 feet 754

inches.

Height, top of rail to top of brake mast
—13 feet 8 7-16 inches.

Cubic capacity—2,312 crbic feet.

Center to center of truck—24 feet 6

inches.

munication. The regions served by water

transport were opposed to building roads

for the convenience of localities remote

from sea. lake or river, and thus con-

flicting interests retarded the progress of

some countries for the time being and left

great spaces of fertile regions undeveloped.

In the course of two-thirds of a cent-

ury a vast wilderness on the American
Continent has been changed from gloomy,

untrodden forests, dismal swamps and

pathless prairies into the abode of a high

civilization. Prosperous States, teeming

with populous towns, fertile farms, bloom-

ing gardens and comfortable homes have

arisen from regions where formerly savage

men and wild pnimals were the sole ten-

ants. A powerful factor in effecting this

beneficent change has been the building of

railroads.

EARLY PRESSURE OF PRODUCTION UPON

TRANSPORTATION.

Projects for providing facilities of

transportation by rail originated almost

Sectioji above
Girtli

3O-TON BOX CAR FOR PHILADELPHIA & READING RAILROAD, BUILT BY AMERICAN CAR & FOUNDRY COMPANY.

spring draft gears with casT:-steel draft

lugs are used. The bolster fillers, four in

number, two to each bolster, are made
from lo-inch I-beams and connected on top

and bottom by 5-16 inch plates running

across the car. The bolster center filler is

of malleable iron riveted t the center sills

on the sides and to the connection plates

on the top and bottom. The diagonal end

bracing is made from 3x 3x 5-16 inch an-

gles, and is shown on the drawing. South-

ern pine stringers, which run the entire

length of the car, provide means for secur-

ing the floor. Two doors are fitted to each

side of the car, one being made of oak

slats J^ X 2j4 inches spaced I'/z inches

apart, while the solid door is constructed

in the regular manner. These two doors

are connected and hung on a track extend-

ing on both sides of the doorway, so that

either door can be moved in position to

cover the opening. The slat doors are used

when it is desirable to ventilate the car,

while the others are used in the ordinary

manner. The framework, bracing, and

roof construction are plainly shown on the

drawings and will require no description.

Size of journals

—

4% x 8 inches.

Truck wheel-base—5 feet 2 inches.

Scale weight—31,100 pounds.

Capacity—60,000 pounds.

Ratio dead weight to capacity—52 per

cent.

Development of Transportation in the

United States.

BY ANGUS SINCLAIR.

MECHANICAL AND BUSINESS PROBLEMS.

Lord Bacon truly says that there are

tjiree things which make a nation great

and prosperous—a fertile soil, busy work-

shops, and easy conveyance of men and

commodities from place to place. The his-

tory of the world has proved Bacon's

words to be true, but there have been na-

tions blessed with a fertile country and

busy workshops which have tried to get

along without easy means of transporta-

tion, because of sectional differences con-

cerning the defraying of the expense of

constructing artificial arteries of intercom-

• Extracts from paper prepared for the Year-Eook of tlie

Agricultural Department of tlie United States.

simultaneously in the British Isles and the

United States. Both countries were badly

supplied with highways on which wheeled

vehicles could convey heavy loads; both

had tried canals and found them unsat-

isfactory in some respects. The increase

of production of commodities faster than

the means of moving them led enterprising

men in both countries to look in the same
direction for relief.

The conditions of urgent necessities

which led to the inventing of the steam

engine were repeated as the volume of

produce and merchandise to be carried

went beyond the capacity of water carriage

and inferior roads. The steam engine

came when great properties were deterio-

rating because horse power was incom-

petent to concentrate great effort in limit-

ed space. It was a foregone conclusion

that the steam engine would be applied to

locomotive purposes as soon as the horse

proved unequal to the work of supplying

the motive power for roads and canals.

The application of steam to water trans-

portation delayed for a time the advent

of the locomotive, but thoughtful men had
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glimpses of what the steam engine might

do in moving loads on land almost as

early as attempts were made to use steam

in propelling boats.

THE RAILROAD TRACK.

The railroad structure provided a way
for the wheels of a vehicle to run upon a

smooth, hard surface, where obstacles to

progress, such as sinking of the wheels

into soft places and mounting over stones

or other projecting obstructions, would
not be encountered. Such roads were to

be found in various localities hundreds of

years before the steam engine was invent-

ed. There are many traces of what were
really stone railroads to be found in parts

of Asia and Africa, where an advanced

civilization flourished thousands of years

ago. The rows of huge stone blocks, worn
with myriads of wheels, are in many places

the most substantial traces of an enter-

prising people long passed away. The
writer has seen in the streets of Italian

cities stone blocks laid down parallel, with

a depression to keep the wheels of vehi-

cles in place, and these make as smooth
a roadbed as the inside surface of car-

track rails provide for the truckmen of our

large cities.

For hundreds of years stone ways were
used in Germany and other countries in

connection with quarries and coal pits.

They were introduced into Great Britain

in the eighteenth century. This kind of

crude railroad was known by the name of

"tramway," and Englishmen say it orig-

inated from the name of Outram, a noted

individual, who took some interest in

pushing these friction-reducing roads. As
the word "tram" is German and has been

used by all northern nations for a thou-

fand years, the claim of Outram to the

word is not acceptable. His name prob-

ably originated from the word, which was
given to the man who drove the oxen out-

side of the trams of the plow. Outram
was the outside man.

Burns, who wrote before Outram's time,

in his "Inventory," says:

"An auld wheelbarrow more for token

Ae tram and baith the legs are broken."

In the days anterior to railways the in-

tercommunication between the people of

different districts in Great Britain was not

at all intimate, but those with the same
interests seemed to find out what the

others were doing. The British Isles are

inflicted with rain, and rain is not good
for dirt-made roads. It is, then, easy to

imagine how well the invention of some
coal miner was regarded who introduced

tram rails to carry the wagons from the

mine to the staith, or wharf, where the

coal was dumped into ships.

One could not tell thi coal-mining world

of Great Britain at the beginning of this

century much that was new about trams.

The tramway began with long blocks of

stone, that gave place to parallel wooden
stringers for the wheels to run upon. The
hand of progress covered the stringers

with iron strips. Then someone found
out that a cast-iron rail simplified matters

and a flange was put upon the wheels to

prevent them from jumping the track.

This was the condition of the world's

"permanent way" when people of ad-

vanced ideas proposed to use it for steam-

driven locomotives.

NEED OF THE LOCOMOTIVE.

The nineteenth century had not ad-

vanced many years when people in the

United States began to realize that some-
thing better than canals was necessary as

a means of intercommunication if a great

part of the nation's territory were to be

opened up to settlement and civilization.

There are numerous navigable rivers and
long-reaching lakes on this continent, but

geographically they are far apart, and
there is no means of reaching vast regions

except by land transportation. To the

ordinary thinker a system of substantial

macadam roads would have solved the

difficulty as far as draft animals could

have aided, but these roads were not tried

to any extent.

The pinch of necessity wonderfully

quickens the inventive faculties. Long
before a mile of tramway was built in the

United States in connection with coal

mines, engineers and far-seeing public men
were discussing the possibilities of the

steam engine as a means of accelerating

land travel, and projects began to be agi-

tated in different States to construct rail-

ways, or tramways, on which the steam

engine could do the work of hauling the

cars.

Those who looked favorably upon steam

engines as motive power on railroads were

a small minority, and they were considered

by the majority as cranks and visionaries.

Those regarded as sensible, progressive

men, a little ahead of their time, favored

horses for motive power.

The problem that public men were inter-

ested in was : How are we going to move
our merchandise and coal and ore to the

nearest point of water navigation? The
transportation of passengers received little

consideration from the early railroad

schemers.

It might be here mentioned that had
James Watt never lived, the use of the

steam engine for transportation purposes

would have been given to the American
people just as soon as it was. Oliver

Evans, a native of Delaware, invented the

high-pressure, high-speed engine as an im-

provement on the Newcomen atmospheric

engine when Watt was working out his

ponderous slow-moving improvement on
the same engine. The United States has

been the land of high-speed, high-pressure

engines, the type most suitable for loco-

motive purposes, and Oliver Evans was
the originator.

The need for the locomotive was much
more urgent in the United States than it

was in any other country. There were
long stretches between Western rivers and
Eastern estuaries that needed to be con-

nected. There were no well-constructed

roads of any consequence, and such roads,

had they existed, could not have offered

rapid transportation, so the railway was
the chief hope of connecting the remote
territory with markets and the seaboard.

FIRST AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE.

The first American locomotive that was
tried on the American Continent to run
on rails was imported from England by
the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company.
It was selected and brought here by Hora-
tio Allen, a pioneer engineer, who was
interested in railroad enterprises. The en-

gine was taken to Honesdale, Pa., and
tried there in August, 1829. Mr. Allen
reported that it was too heavy for the

railroad structure, and its use was given
up. The engine weighed only seven tons,

and there was some diversity of opinion
about its being too heavy for the railroad,

but Mr. Allen's decision was final. Sev-
eral engines of the same type worked for

years successfully on English railways.

From what is known about the structure

of the Delaware & Hudson road, engineers

now agree that it was sufficiently strong to

support twice the weight cf Allen's engine,

known as the "Stourbridge Lion."

The first thirty years of the nineteenth

century were for Americans the period of
' speculation about the probable success of
railroad building and the utility of the

locomotive. Then the people set to work
to build railroads, and within ten years

(1840) the country had 2,775 miles of rail-

roads and tramways.* For a few years
there was decided uncertainty that the

locomotive would be a practical form of

motive power, and Allen's fiasco with the

"Stourbridge Lion" helped to make the

capitalists who were investing their money
in railroad building timid about ordering

locomotives while they could operate their

cars with horses.

EARLY RAILROADS AND LOCOMOTIVE BltlLDING.

The South Carolina Railroad Company
was one of the earliest in the world to

decide that its railroad should be operated

by locomotives, and the operation began in

1830, very soon after the beginning in

England.

People of Baltimore, who have always
shown much zeal in supporting enterprises

likely to bring trade and commerce to the

city, obtained in J827 a charter from the

legislature of Maryland to construct a rail-

road from Baltimore to a point on the

Ohio River. The building of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad was begun without

loss of time with imposing ceremonies.

In the early part of 1830 the road had
been finished from Baltimore to Ellicott

Mills, a distance of 13 miles, and the com-
pany began operating that part by horses.

There were several sharp curves on the

route, and a belief was general that a rail-

road having cur\-es could not be operated

by locomotives. Peter Cooper, whose fame
as a philanthropist is well known, was a

•Report on Transportation by Land, Eleventh Census

by Henry C. Adams, special agent, p. 6.
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resident of Baltimore at that time, and

he did not share the popular belief that

locomotives would not be capable of work-

ing around curves, so, to demonstrate the

faith that was in him. he built a small

locomotive in the Mount Clare Shops,

Baltimore, and tried it on the road. It

was a very tiny affair of about lyi horse-

power, but it proved that a locomotive

could haul a load on a curved road.

Cooper's experiment increased public

confidence in the efficiency of locomo-

tives, and the demand for this kind of

engine increased quite steadily as pieces of

railroad were finished.

Machine fhops capable of building loco-

Cooper's model locomotive on the Balti-

more cS: Ohio the management of the com-

pany advertised for locomotives of Amer-
ican manufacture, offering to pay liberally

for them. In due time this brought five

engines, all built at different places, all

different in design, and none of them imi-

tating English models. The preference

was given to an engine built by Davis &
Gartner, of York. Pa. This engine had a

vertical boiler and was for a time the type

of locomotive used by the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad.

After this there were locomotive-build-

ing shops to be found in several towns.

Mathias Baldwin had entered the business

ing the first railroad decade was very little

larger than the fire engine of to-day, and

great care was taken to prevent it from

working hard. The weight of the first

Baltimore & Ohio regular locomotive was

31/2 tons.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ENGINE.

The first direction that the improvement

of rolling stock took was the extension of

the wheel-base of the engine so that the

weight should be distributed over as much
rail length as practicable with the lightest

possible weight on any one spot. This

movement was really begun in the United

States, when, in 1831, John B. Jervis, chief

engineer of the Mohawk & Hudson Rail-

HINKLEY & DRURY, 1845—.\N INTERESTING SPECIMEN OF AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT.

motives were not very numerous, but a

few shops undertook the work and suc-

ceeded very well under the circumstances.

The first practical engine intended for

everyday work was built by the West
Point Foundry, New York, for the South

Carolina Railroad. It was a small engine,

with a vertical boiler, but it worked as

satisfactorily as the English locomotives

built at the same time (1830). The West
Point Foundry continued to build locomo-

tives for a time, and improved on the de-

sign and capacity of the first engine.

Among their most celebrated productions

was the "De Witt Clinton," built for the

Mohawk & Hudson Railroad.

Shortly after the experiment with Peter

the year previous, and his "Ironsides," the

second locomotive built in the United

States, was running on the Germantown
road, where it was doing good work, al-

though the company published a standing

notice that the locomotive would start

daily with a train of passenger cars if the

weather was fair, but that on rainy days

horses would pull the train.

By 1840 there were about 270 locomo-

tives working on 56 railroads that were

partly finished ; but the greater part of the

mileage was still operated by horses. It

may seem surprising that s'^ many loco-

motives should be employed on such a

short mileage when horses were doing

most of the work, but a locomotive dur

road, put a four-wheel truck under the

front end of an engine that was built un-

der his supervision. This worked so well

on weak, uneven track that i; was gradu-

ally adopted by nearly all American rail-

roads.

The coal railroads of Pennsylvania.

Maryland and New York, which frequent-

ly had more business than their motive

power could handle, began using engines

about the middle of the century which

were extraordinarily heavy and powerful

for that time. The companies using those

engines could afford to build and maintain

very substantial permanent way. which

was not the case with the average railroad

company. At the same time the engine for
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ordinary train service was working into

an established form. By i860 engine

^

weighing about 20 tons were becoming

common, and nio'-t of tliem witc carried

on two pairs of coupled driving wheels

and a four-wheel truck in front. That

form came to be known as the "American"

engine, and it held almost exclusive con-

trol of the motive-power field with regu-

lar enlargements until about 1880. These

engines were suitable for any service, pas-

senger or freight, when used on fairly

level reads, and are to-day the most popu-

lar motor ever put in front of a train.

The locomotive of 1900 is an example of

steady evolution, and its leading features

are survivals of the fittest. Vast improve-

ments have been made in quality and finish

of material. Certain important changes

have been effected, among which these

may be mentioned: The putting of iron

and steel into frames and driving wheels

that formerly were partly of wood ; coun-

terbalancing the driving wheels; making

the firebox suitable for burning coal in-

rtead of wood ; using equalizing levers be-

tween the wheels; placing the cylinders

horizontally instead of vertically or in-

clined; using steel tires instead of iron;

using steel for boilers instead of iron and

for fireboxes instead of iron or copper

;

using iron or steel for tubes instead of

brass. All these improvements have helped

to increase tlie durability of the engine, to

make it more efficient, and therefore to

enable it to reduce the cost of hauling

mile-tons of freight or passengers. Other

changes made in the interests of economy
are extremely high boiler pressure, in-

crease in size, and using the steam on the

crmpound system.

CONSOLIDATION AND EXTENSION OF RAIL-

ROADS.

It has already been mentioned that most

of the early railroads were built to con-

nect towns or waterways. They were

mostly short roads that did not attempt

to co-operate with one another in moving
freight or passengers beyond their own
limits. This led to very annoying delays

and extra handling of freight. The line,

for instance, between Albany and Niagara

was in the hands of many separate com-
panies that seldom worked in harmony,

and nearly all other lines that were links

in through routes were managed in a simi-

lar manner. By 1850 the people had be-

come tired enough of the unnecessary dis-

comforts endured on long journeys, and

ihey began to demand radical reform.

This gave personages who became known
as "railroad kings" their opportunity.

ECONOMICS OF THE GAGE.

In connecting disjointed lines the con-

solidators lost an opportunity which may
cause much inconvenience in coming
years. They found a great variety of

track gages and chose the narrowest, 4

feet S'A inches, now known as the stand-

ard. That gage is too narrow for admit-

ting of a properly designed boiler upon a

large locomotive. Many locomotives are

already at work that have reached the

limit of their capacity, because the limited

gage prevents the boiler from being made
larger. To obtain a large boiler it has

been raised as high as bridges and tunnels

will admit, and it cannot be made any

longer with economy, so that the question

has been raied whether this country has

not already nearly reached its limit of

chcai ness in railroad transportation. If

the gage had been made 6 feet, the Erie

s'and;ird, or 5 feet 6 inches, which was

the gage of many Southern roads and th.u

of Canada, the possibilities of making rail-

roads compete successfully with water car-

riage would have been greatly increased.

When all the leading railroads use locomo-

tives of the greatest possible capacity for

the gage, and cars are made to carry the

maximum load that can be safely con-

veyed on two four-wheel trucks, the cost

of transportation will be reduced, but not

to a radical extent. It is believed in some
qi-nrters that the bottom cost has nearly

been reached unless some revolutionary

change is made in the track and motive

power.

One of the most curious facts met with

in railroad history is the influences by

which certain track gages were estab-

lished. The setting of the gage likely to

prcve most convenient for the business to

be done is an engineering problem which

ought to have received careful study and

profound calculation. Instead of that, the

e-.-'ge was generally decided by some whim.
In 1840 there were thirty-three separate

railway companies in Great Britain, with

1.552 miles of track, and they had five dif-

ferent gages, ranging from 4 feet Sli

inches to 7 feet—the narrowest gage hav-

ing more mileage than all the others. The
former was George Stephenson's gage, and

it was established in a curious way. The
g-te openings of the first tramroad

St.'phcnson was connected with were just

sufficiently wide to permit wheels extend-

ing 5 feet to pass. At that time the flange

of the wheel was on the outside. When
the Stockton & Darlington Railway was
built Stephenson put the wheel flanges in-

side. The width of the rail head was
about 2 inches, so the inside gage was 4

feet 8 inches. When the Liverpool &
Manchester Railway was under construc-

tion the engineers concluded that it was
better to give the wheels plenty of side

play to make fast running easy, and they

widened the gage '/i inch, making it 4 feet

8'-$ inches.

The success of the Liverpool & Man-
chester Railway made George Stephenson

a great man, and others were ready to

imitate what he had done, so his gage was
a-^op'ed by most of the British railways.

He had locomotive building works that

supplied many of our early railroads with

engines, and the track gage was generally

established to fit the wheels of the engine.

The South Carolina track was laid to 5-

foot gage, and the tendency in the South

was to follow that width, but toward the

Ohio River and some other Southern dis-

tricts 5 feet 6 inches was the favorite gage.

There was more confusion in the North.

The roads that began with Stephenson en-

gines had inostly 4- foot 8j^-inch gage;

but tlicre were to be found gages of 4 feet

9 inches. 4 feet 10 inches, 4 feet ii inches

and 5 feet. Canada had 5 feet 6 inches,

and the Erie road 6 feet. The wide gage

WIS adopted for the Erie because the chief

engineer said that the grades would be so

heavy that enormously large locomotives

would be ne'di d to haul the trains and

that the narmw gage could not accommo-
date the size of engines necessary. The
president favored the wide gage because

he did not wish the road to have facilities

for interchange with other roads that

might he the means of carrying trade away
from New York city.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Co.'s Catalogue.

We have received from J. A. Fay &
Egan Company. Cincinnati, a catalogue of

their wood-working machinery, which for

engraving, printing and binding is one of

the finest works we have ever examined.

Heretofore it has been the practice of the

J. A. Fay Company and of the Egan Com-
pany to issue separate catalogues, and this

combined work is a new departure and is

highly creditable to all concerned in its

production. As the company is celebrated

for the fine tools which they make, they

have adopted the sensible policy of pro-

ducing a catalogue that w-ould do their

handsome tools justice. When the build-

ers of tools issue an inferior catalogue the

readers naturally associate the quality of

what is for sale with the quality of the

means taken to describe it, an expensive

mistake which J. A. Fay & Egan Com-
pany have been careful to avoid.

The catalogue forms a large book of

440 pages of the largest Master Car Build-

ers' Association standard size 7^ x 10

inches, being the same size as Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering. That great

amount of space is filled up with beautiful

engravings of wood-working tools and

clearly written descriptions, which will

make the catalogue an excellent hand-

book of everjlhing relating to the working

of wood. The preparing of this book must
have involved a vast amount of thoughtful

work, but it will stand for years as a

monument to the publishers, showing to

the purchasers of wood-working machine-

ry the Mecca where the best appliances

they need can be found. It will become
a useful reference for every man in the

country who needs to use wood-working
machinery, and it will be particularly valu-

able to railroad oflScials. owing to the

interesting information which it contains.

We warmly commend its study by master

car builders and car foremen, for it con-

tains facts about wood-working machinery-

not to be found elsewhere. For more
information about it, write to J. A. Fay &
Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Additional Correspondence.

Hot Driving Boxes.

Referring to the subject of hot driving

boxes, I believe they are often due to

driving springs being too stiff and in-

elastic. Recently I saw a number of en-

gines weighing 160,000 pounds put in ser-

vice. Those engines had driving springs

with sixteen plates, and caused no trouble

with hot driving boxes, also rode very

nicely.

Another lot of sam; class of engine,

weighing 163.000 pounds were received;

had driving springs with twenty plates,

rode very hard, and are constantly caus-

ing annoyance with hot boxes.

We know that when, on account of

broken spring or hanger, an engine has to

be run "blocked up," ho; driving boxes

usually follow, and it would therefore

seem that the nearer one gets to the

"blocked up" condition the more likely

is he to have hot driving boxes. The
writer is also of the opinion that to get

the best results, the bearing surface of

driving boxes should not be either filed or

scraped.

The journals should be turned true,

boxes bored to fit, and put together in

that condition, preferably smearing the

surface of box with thin oil and graphite.

If a file or scraper is used, the work is

done at right angles to the direction in

which the journal moves, the lubricant is

scraped off and the metals come in con-

tact, or, in other words, the boxes have

to be finished in service back to the same

condition they were in when removed from

the lathe or boring mill.

Another very common cause of hot

driving boxes is insufficient taper to

flanges of driving boxes, especially where

long bearings are used, causing the weight

to be thrown on one end of the bearings

on curves or uneven track.

Just a little more care and horse sense

in shop practice will prevent a multitude

of annoyances on the road.

J. F. Walsh.

Leaking Exiiaust Pipes.

One of the worst things that can hap-

pen to stop a locomotive from steaming is

a leak in the joint of the exhaust pipe. It

does not seem as though this should

affect the steaming as much as it does. It

is all exhausted steam that has done its

work, so the lost steam counts for noth-

ing. I have seen cases where the leak did

not puff back against the flues, and yet

the leak, while it was hardly discernible,

would have its bad effect until repaired.

We will assume the outcoming steam did

no damage, but the air that was drawn in

broke the vacuum. Why would not the

air drawn in joint expand and fill stack,

thereby compensating for the steam puff-

ing back against the flues? But it does

not seem to do that now. When we con-

sider the air being drawn in and expanded,

it ought to do something similar to the

Smith exhaust, which, if I understand its

principle, draws air in a number of places

to fill the stack. It also pulls the back

pressure from the exhaust side of the pis-

ton. Why does not the lead in our ex-

haust pipe joint help along in this line?

Is it because the air drawn in tends to

diminish the size of the exhaust, thereby

not filling the stack, or something else?

Mr. Barr, the mechanical superintendent

of motive power, is going to have a car

run over the lines, teaching the theory of

combustion, and I think the above ques-

tion of the leaky exhaust pipe should be

explained. Perhaps it will, on the Erie

lines. A. J. O'Hara.

Locomotives on the Wachusett
Reservoir.

Was pleased to see your writing in the

December number of Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering. I have been em-

ployed on the work since January, 1900,

as master mechanic for Nawn & Brock.

Ji.iitivuy ,( Lucirmaiive En^incenlng

SANDER RECENTLY PATENTED BY MASTER ME-

CHANIC WATERS, OF LOUISVILLE

& NASHVILLE RAILROAD.

Last year (1900) we had five 16-ton Porter

engines, cylinders lox 16; six 12-ton Porter

engines, cylinders 9x14; two 12-ton by

the Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

;

two 6-ton geared locomotives, cylinders

SH X 7, gears 3 to i, drivinj; wheels 23^
inches, built by the J. F. Byers Machine

Company, Ravenna, Ohio. I can tell some
interesting stories about these little fel-

lows later on.

This year (1901) we had two more of

the Vulcan type, making seventeen of our

own, and we hired one Rytn & McDonald,

of Baltimore, 7 x 14 (she has an interest-

ing history this year) and one' 9}/^ x 14 of

same make—nineteen in all.

W. C. OVENDEN.

West Boylston, Mass.

wear on flanges of wheels on mountain

roads, and I thought it might be of inter-

est to let you know what we have to do

here. Our engines have a rigid wheel-

base of 6 feet 10 inches and a total wheel-

base of 14 feet 10 inches. Our curves are

140 feet radius and the gage of the line is

3 feet. Formerly we used to wear through

the flanges of our engine wheels in three

months, but in 1898 I commenced to use

graphite on the inside of the outer rail on

curves and have not had to change a tire

since. The graphiting is done by our

track walkers, who carry long-handled

brushes and pots of graphite and water

with them. In the dry season we graphite

once a day, but when it rains heavily we
have to put on more.

With regard to the Chatelier brake, our

engines are all fitted with this, and I find

I can hold back the engine (36 tons) and

from 70 to 80 tons of cars on a 4-per-cent.

grade with it without having to use our

ordinary brakes. We throw the lever full

over and let enough water in underneath

the slide valves to cause a big feather at

the muffler. The back pressure is from

xoo to 120 pounds, and although we have

to apply the brake for a distance of 18

miles at a stretch, we have had no trouble

with it. Our valves are brass, and I have

found it an improvement to cut a zigzag

groove in them right around the face. The
groove is % inch wide and % inch deep.

Of course our engines get side play very

quickly, but I have managed to minimize

this by fitting cast-iron drums on the

axles, which drums bear against brass

liners pinned on to the axle boxes. Say

the hub of the wheel is 11 inches in diam-

eter, then the drum where it bears against

the axle box liner is made 11 inches in

diameter, too; so that on curves I get

double the surface I formerly had to take

the side thrust. I may say that these

drums answer well here.

A good deal can be done to prevent wear

of flanges and brasses by raising the out-

side rail, but up to now I have not gone

beyond 55^ inches super elevation on a

curve of 140 feet radius. I think, how-
ever, that on a 3-foot gage and a speed of

18 miles an hour 614 inches will not be too

much. Harry J. Almond,
Administrador, F. C. La Guaira a Car-

acas.

It is reported that the North Eastern

Railway of England likes our loo-ton

pressed-steel cars, and is seriously con-

templating the purchase of several thou-

sand of them.

Preventing Flange Wear in Soutli

America.

Some time ago I saw an enquiry in your

paper as to the best means of reducing

The large increases in the business of

the Handy Car Equipment Company have

made it necessary for them to remove their

office from 1525 Old Colony Building to

more extensive quarters in suite 890 of the

same building. This company sells the

"Handy" box car and the "Snow" car and

locomotive replacers.
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A HARD JOLT
in favnr of Graphite Lubri-

cation. An old rattle-trap

off an engine—in fact the

worst engine the company
had in service—selected
for trial of Dixon's Pure
Flake Graphite, 1,500
miles on 1 '4 pounds graph-
ite. Results pleasing to

officials and the old engine
cured of its stiffness and
rattle.

In a trial of graphite lubrica-

tion on one of the big Western
railways, the worst engine in

service was selected. It was
one of their old rattle-traps and
for some time had been on the

verge of going to the repair

shops for an overhauling of the

valves. The engine was so bad
that when the reverse lever was
thrown forward into the corner, it

would jump, knock, and raise so
much racket that apparently it

would go to pieces. When it

was near the center there was
a constant rattle,—and altogeth-

er it was in bad condition. It

required both hands, and one
foot against the boiler to throw
the reverse lever backwards.

After using Dixon's flake

graphite for some time, she
loosened up, and can now be
handled very comfortably with
one hand.

About I y^ pounds of graphite
was used for 1,500 miles of
travel and the feeding device
which was used worked to per-

fection.

Such a report and such re-

sults should command the^atten-

tion of every railway official

having charge of motive power.
We shall be glad to answer

any inquiry.

Potter & Johnston's Heavy Shaper.

The 2.(-incli universal shaper .shinvn ij

ihc latest product of the Potter & John-

ston Co., Pawtucket, R. I., and contains

several features which comm nd it to me-

chanics generally. The one shown is elec-

trically driven by an independent motor.

These machines have power feed in

every direction, will feed down or at any

angle, and table is also raised and lowered

by power. Automatic feed stops are also

provided.

Both the ram and ram slide are extra

long, which insures accurate planing to

the extreme limit of stroke. The cross-

slide is very deep and scraped to an accu-

rate bearing. The operator can set the ram

at any desired stroke without stopping it,

and a graduated dial makes this easy and

accurate. This enables him to work to

an irregular line.

Revolutions per minute— 170.

Net weight of machine with counter-

shaft—3,850 pounds.

Uncle Sam's Hail Boat.

It is not generally known that the United

States Government has in New York Har-

bor a post-office boat, similar in function

to the railroad postal car. This boat, the

"Postmaster General," meets the incom-

ing ocean liners in the lower bay at Quar-

antine, and takes from them the mail for

this country, loading it in pouches on to

the decks of the "Postmaster General."

As soon as the mail is loaded, the postal

boat hurries to its dock in New York city,

where it is met by a large number of

government mail wagons, which receive

the bags of mail and distribute them to

the General Post Office, the sub-stations

POTTER & Johnston's motor-driven shaper.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

Jersey City, N, J.

The cross-slide is mounted on ball bear-

ings and is easily raised or lowered. Grad-

uated collars for fine adjustments are fitted

to the feed screws.

The tool slide has a powerful down
feed and automatic stop at any angle

through an arc of 90 degrees, and has ten

changes of feed which can be changed

while in motion. The stops to feeds are

positive and accurate, enabling the best

results to be obtained. The vise provided

with these machines is strong and designed

to draw the work down when gripped.

Those who know the tendency of the or-

dinary vise to raise and throw work out

of true will appreciate this.

The general dimensions are as follows

:

Length of stroke—24 inches.

Automatic cross travel se—23 inches.

Verlict.1 adjustment of table—16H
inches

Swivel vise opens—6 inches.

Length of jaws—12 inches.

and the railroads direct. By these methods

the most rapid movement of the mail is

had, each sub-station and the railroads

getting their portions without delay and

without the mail having to go through the

regular post office. In this way the

movement of the mail is so facilitated that

nearly always the mail brought up the Bay

by the postal boat is in the sub-stations,

and frequently on the railroad trains,

hurrying out of New York city, before the

ocean liner reaches its New York dock.

This scheme was originated by Postmaster

Van Cott of the New York City Post

Office, and is decidedly successful.

"California Limited" is the name of a

very pretty illustrated folder sent out by

the passenger department of the Santa F<

route. People in the East having ambition

to visit the beautiful scenes between Chi-

cago and California ought to send for this

folder.
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An Improved Die Head.

The Acme Machinery Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, are much interested in the

following letter from the general foreman

of a "Western railroad:

"We have in our shop one of your Triple

Head Acme Bolt Cutters. I have made an

improvement on this machine for cutting

staybolts for new fireboxes where the old

outside sheets arc left on the boiler. This

makes the staybolts larger on one end than

the other on account of tapping the old

holes in the old outside sheets larger.

"This improvement consists in a tandem
die-head which is made to take position

in front of the regular die-head. I have

made it .so that both sets of dies open

automatically at the same time. When
cv.tting staybolts of different lengths the

distance between the two die-heads can

be adjusted to suit. The lead screw on

They at once made arrangements to

build this tandem die-head, believing that

every railroad shop could find profitable

use for at least one of them, and they can

now supply them as needed.

HERE
Merwarth Hetallic Gaskets.

A gasket is one of the small things which

receive but little attention and yet often

assume large proportions when they fail

at inopportune times.

Copper wire has probably been used for

this purpose ever since steam engineering

began, and gives good servic when right-

ly used. An improvement on this, how-

ever, is found in the Merwarth gasket,

which is now being used on many steam

plants and in marine service.

This consists of a ring of composition

metal inside a copper retaining ring. The
composition ring makes the joint, flowing

TANDEM DIES ON ACME BOLT CUTTER.

the machine can be used just the same

to control the pitch. The die-head can

be applied to any of your single, double

or triple bolt cutters.

"We find this tandem die-head a most

valuable tool for our repair shop. On our

small 17-inch engines we average from
200 to 500 staybolts with one end larger

than the other when applying a new fire-

box. To thread these bolts on a lathe,

it takes four lathes from three to five days.

With the tandem die-head I can do the

same work in ten hours at a cost of about

70 cents."

They write: "It seems to us that this

short matter-of-fact letter from this hust-

ling general foreman wherein he tells of

substituting the work of one machine for

ten hours for the work of one lathe from

twelve to twenty days at an outlay for tools

of perhaps $75 tells the secret of American

superiority in manufacturing better than

volumes of theorizing could."

into inequalities under pressure even better

than copper, and the copper prevents its

spreading outwardly.

These are made in all sizes and shapes

where gaskets are used, from small pipe

unions up to 108-inch low-pressure cylin-

ders for marine work, as well as in con-

venient form for steam chests. These are

giving good satisfaction and are much

more convenient than the old method.

They are made by the Merwarth Metallic

Gasket Company, 107 Liberty street. New
York.

The New York Central people are care-

fully inspecting their car yards to see that

piping for conveying compressed air is in-

stalled so that every car may be reached.

The intention is to find out the condition

of the air brakes on every car that enters

a yard and to hold it for repairs if neces-

sary.

IS A

Pressure

Regulator
THAT WILL

REGULATE.

Pig. 18

Gold's Improved Balance

Vahe Pressure Regulator

reduces from boiler pressure to a

fraction of a pound. It will not

varry under any conditions.

It is efficient, economical, sim-

ple and durable.

Catalogue, circulars and further

information cheerfully furnished.

Gold Car Heating Co.,

Frankfort and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

Branch Office, 614 Rookery, Chicago, Ills.
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GOOD BOOKS
TO HAVE.

Combustion of Coa!
And the Prevention of Smoke.

A Catechism for all lutereoted In Kuel
'BcoDomy and the SupprcsHlon of Smoke. Bj
Wiij.iAM M. lUiin. M. 10. Nearly 360 pages ;

ir> engravings. I'rlci', $l.ri().

Every Uiillroad man Mlioiild have this book.
It contains over 8U0 questions with their an
4wers.

Air=Brake Catechism.
Twelfth edition, tin-ally lOnlarged by Klve

New Chapters. A complete study of the Alr-

Brake e(|ulpment. Up to date. By Uobijibt

H. Bl^CKALL. Cloth. I'rlce, ?1.50.
Contains over 1,000 CJuestlons with their

Answers. Completely Illustrated with ISd-

(ravings.
This Book has been endorsed and used by

Alr-Brake Instructors and lOiamlnera on near
tj every Kallroad In the United States.

Locomotive Catechism.
By ROBBRT Orimshaw. Nineteenth edition.

Now containing over 200 Illustrations and
Twelve Large Foluing I'lates. There are
1,000 Questions with Complete Answers.
Written in plain language and free from
imathematlcB. The Standard Book on the
Locomotive. Nearly 450 pages. Bound Id
Extra Maroon Cloth, Gilt. I'rlce, »2.00.

riechanical flovements
Powers, Devices and Appliances.
A Dictionary of Mechanical Movements,

Powers, Devices and Appliances, embracing
AD illustrated description of the greatest
Tarlety of mechanical movements and devices
in any language. By Uakdnbr D. Hiacox.
U. B. Third edition. Large Svo., 402 pages,
1,649 Illustrations, with descriptive text.
Buckram binding. Price, J3.00.

The riodern Hachinist.
By John T. Ushbk. Third edition ; 257

Illustrations. 322 pages. I'rlce |2.50. Bps-
'dally adapted to the use of Machinists, Ap-
{>rentlces. Designers, Engineers, CoDStructors.

Shop Kinks.
This book Is entirely different from any

-vtber on machine-shop practice. It Is not de-
scriptive of universal or common shop usage,
tout shows special ways of doing work better,
more cheaply and more rapidly than usual.
By RoKT. Griuhhaw. 400 pages, 200 Illus-
trations. Second edition. Cloth, J2.50.

Compressed Air
Its Production, Uses, and Applications.

A complete treatise on the subject of Com-
l^ressed Air, comprising Its physical and oper-
ative properties from a vacuum to Its liquid
form. Its tliermodynaralcs, compression,
transmission, expansion, and Its uses for
power purposes In mining and engineering
work : pneumatic motors, shop tools, air
>klasts for cleaning and painting. The sand
blast, air lifts, pumping of water, adds and
••lis ; aeration and purification of water sup
>Iy, are all treated, as well as railway pro
pulsion, pneumatic tube transmission, re-
Trlgeratlon. The air brake, and numerous ap-
pliances In which compressed air Is a most
convenient and economical vehicle for work

—

with forty air tables of compression, eipaosloD
«nd physical properties. This Is a most com-
i)rehen8lve work on the subject of Compressed
Air, giving both the theory and application.
Bt Q. D. Hiscox. Large 8vo., 820 pages, 646
Illustrations. Price, J5.00 cloth binding, |8.50
naif morocco.

Any of the above books sent free to
•any part of the world on receipt of price

Free

S^Wniastmfed circulars, giving the fall
Table of Contents of all the above "works,
sent free to any one "who •will apply.
Oar complete 96 page catalogue of

Scientific and Practical Books mailed
\ Free to any address on rejaest.

mmx^ W. HENLEY & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

132 Nassau Street, New York.

Legal Derisions In Air Brake Patent

Suits.

Recently two decisions have been handed

down by the courts in infringement suits

instituted by the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company against llic New York Air-Brake

Company. The first was for infringement

of the pressure retaining valve patents by

the New York Air-Brake Company, and

the decision of the court is that these pat-

ents have not been infringed, thereby

granting the New York Air-Brake Com-
pany the right to manufacture and sell the

pressure retaining valve as it has done

heretofore.

The second and more important de-

cision is the one against the New York

Air-Brake Company for infringement of

brake valve patents. Stripped of legal

terms and technical verbiage, the decision

substantially means that the New York

Air-Brake Company has infringed the

equalizing discharge valve patents of the

Westinghouse Air-Brake Company in the

manufacture and sale of their engineers'

equalizing discharge valve, commonly

known as the Vaughan-McKee valve. The

court decided that the equalizing discharge

valve was the first real effective brake

valve for operating brakes on long trains,

and was patented by Westinghouse and

Moore about twelve years ago. The

Vaughan-McKee valve was held to be a

clear infringement of these patents, and

the New York Air-Brake Company has

therefore been enjoined from further

manufacture and sale of the Vaughan-

McKee engineers' valve. The court's de-

cision also grants the vVestinghouse Air-

Brake Company an accounting for profits

and damages arising from the sale of the

Vaughan-McKee brake valve by the New
York Air-Brake Company.

their generals when in battle to hurl it far

into the enemy's ranks ard so compel its

devotees to rush forward and recover it.

The Red Flag.

The red button and the red flag have

been the emblem of labor and revolution

for more than 3,000 years, says the New
York Post. In the ancient world the

favorite colors of the aristocracy were

white and azure blue, while red was pleb-

eian. Minerva and Ceres, the goddesses

of labor and agriculture, were always rep-

resented as dressed in flaming red, and

the banners of the Greek and Roman trade

unions were of the same color. The red

flag nowhere in antiquity meant ferocity

and slaughter, but rather typified the fact

that all men, whether slaves or masters,

had in their veins the same blood and in

their nature the same humanity.

But in the frequent servile wars of Italy

and Greece the red fiag gradually became

the emblem not of labor, but of revolt. At

one time when the rebellious slaves and

gladiators under Spartacus defeated three

Roman armies the red fiag was on the

point of supplanting the eagle in the im-

perial city itself. It is related that the

labor soldiers were so fanatically devoted

to their flag that it was the custom of

Emery Wheels.

An emery wheel probably does more work

and has less care taken of it than any

tool of its size in the shop. Made of fine

particles of emery, corundum or carborun-

dum, which are held together by a bond of

some kind and baked at a high tempera-

ture, it becomes a revolving tool of many
cutting edges. In some makes the bond is

also of a material having abrasive proper

ties, which is a valuable feature.

Emery wheels are usually considered

very brittle institutions, but that this is not

necessarily the case is shown by the elastic

wheels of the Norton Emery Wheel Com-
pany. These are very thin and are often

used in cutting off small, hard stock.

A few years ago we heard of many more
wheels bursting than we do now. Th»
strain on a wheel at high speed is con-

siderable and it is not advisable to run a

wheel faster than builders recomniend. If

is to their interest to advocate the fastest

speed which is safe as the wheels do better

work. A surface speed of S.ooo feet a

minute gives a strain of 75 pounds per

square inch to the wheel, and as thi*

increases as the square of the speed the

strain comes up very rapidly. At 10,000

revolutions this would be 4 times 75 or 300

pounds per square inch, which is mor**

than most wheels will stand. Keep them

at about 5,000 feet, or 'nearly a mile a

minute, and you get good results.

The method of mounting has much to do

with the breaking of emery wheels and a

few suggestions are in order.

Never crowd an emery wheel on the

arbor. It should always be an easy fit, so

that if the arbor expands from heating

of bearings, it will not burst the wheel.

Always use a good-sized flange—at least

one-third the diameter of wheel, and half

is better. The side next to wheel should

be concave—never straight or convex. .\.

concave flange grips the wheel firmly near-

er the outside and drives better as well is

tending to prevent breakage. Some mount
wheels with only a small nut and possibly

a washer under it. This practice is liable

to break wheels.

Grinding machines should be heavy and

bolted to the foundation. Cast iron is

cheap and it pays to use it here, as a heavy-

machine does better grinding.

Keep your rests in good order if you use

them. They should be kept close to wheeU

as probably more wheels are broken by

work getting caught between wheel and

rest than in any other way. Caliper rest*

are perhaps the best, as they can be kept

close to the sides of the wheel.

Don't let the bearings get too hot—oil

them often enough to prevent this—for, as

before mentioned, this sometimes bursts

wheels.

When you order wheels, tell the maker
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just what work you want them for. If

there is any reason why you cannot run

them at the recommended speed, better

mention that, too. If you have a piece of

a wheel which has given good results, it

isn't a bad plan to send it to the maker.

Then he can send you another wheel just

like it.

The speed of wheels is important and

affects their work very materially. About

S.ooo feet a minute is recommended, as

before stated, and this should be main-

tained as the wheel wears down. This

requires a variable speed countershaft, or,

if a number of grinders are used, they can

be run at different speeds and the faster

ones use wheels worn down by the firs*

machines. The table shows the revolu-

tions required to give the different sur-

face speeds noted. It is taken from the

latest catalogue of the Norton Emery

Wheel Company and should prove useful.

If a wheel does not work just as you wish,

try changing its speed; if this doesn't help

it, notify the makers. Should it glaze or

fill, it may indicate either that it is too

hard or that it is running too fast.

Keep wheels true, both for better work

and longer life of wheels. A little truing

each day or so will save taking off a

much larger amount a little later.

TABLE OF EMERY WHEEL SPEEDS.

m. Wheel Rev. Per Minute for Surface Speed.
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The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evan^vitle, Ind.

Manufacturers ol

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our McadllKlitH are substantial
.-nu) well made to standard de-
if^ns or Railroad Cumpanles'
'lrawli)){S

We are makers for 20 or
more leading Railroads.

A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

Mamilaclurcrs

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes.

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE :

920=922 North First St., = SF. LOUIS, MO.

( 135 E. Lake St., Cliicago, Ills.

Branch Offices ! 1)2 Centre St., New Vork City, N.Y.
( 85 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

The Vertical Milling Machine in a

Railroad Shop.

Shopmen who arc not familiar with the

vertical milling machine and who always

think of the horizontal type when a mill-

ing machine is mentioned will be inter-

ested in the accompanying illustrations,

which show the finishing of a connecting

rod brass without the use of special

cutters. In Fig. i is shown a num-
ber of rod brasses (five) clamped to the

milling machine table and being faced by

an inserted tooth mill. The rate of feed is

7 inches per minute, and a mill of this type

brasses with the same mill as was used in

the first operation, but owing to the larger

amount of surfaces being milled, the rate

of feed is somewhat slower than before.

They are then reversed and the other side

finished with the same mill. If it is de-

sired to surface a box and leave a projec-

tion near the pin, this can be done as

shown in Fig. 5. In this case the two
halves are clamped together in the center

of the rotary table, and the round-nosed

mill is used, which finishes the face and

leaves a fillet around the projecting sur-

face.
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American Route vs. Suez Canal.

The British Government has abandoned

the Suez Canal route for its Australian

ihails. in favor of the American route.

The Suez route required the mails to be

carried from Australia, through the Suez

Canal, thence by rail to London. The
American route brings the mails from

Sydney to Honolulu, thence to San Fran-

cisco via the Oceanic steamship line. The
trip across the continent is made by fast

train, connecting at New York with the

Cunard steamship line, which finishes the

trip by depositing the mail in London. The
old Suez route was exceedingly hot and

oppressive, inasmuch as the greater part

of it was parallel to and very close to the

equator until after the Suez Canal had

been passed through, making traveling by

this route disagreeable during the hot sea-

sons of the year. The American route is

nearly direct north from Sydney to Hono-
lulu, the equator having been crossed in

the meantime, and the continuation of the

ocean trip to San Francisco being a very

delightful one. From San Francisco to

London the remainder of the trip lies in

the temperate zone, making traveling very

agreeable. While the American route

places the Australian mail in London five

days quicker than via the Suez Canal

route, a further significance is in the fact

that passenger travel will probably follow

the mail. This is only to be supposed when
we consider the much greater comfort ex-

perienced in traversing the new route as

compared with the old.

Man, Qun, Cowcatcher and Bull.

Mr. William Watlington is a hunter

bold and he searches for game in the places

where animals are most likely to be

found. The story was told in a court of

justice that Mr. Watlington strolled upon

a railroad track in his quest for game.

There was an embankment at the place

and on each side was a ditch with water

therein. Mr. Watlington was standing be-

tween the embankment and one of these

ditches on the north side of the track with

his gun on his right shoulder. On the

other side of the track were a number of

cattle nipping grass, which Mr. Watlington

could not see. A train came in sight. A
few seconds before the train passed these

cattle commenced to straggle across the

track to the side on which Mr. Watlington

was standing. The bovines all got safely

across except one small Jersey bull, which

was struck by the cow-catcher and hurled

away with terrible velocity.

As misfortune and luck both would have

it, the animal struck Mr. Watlington about

amidships, knocked him down into the

ditch, and landed on top of him. The bull

was stunned, and struggled, but could not

get up, and the water was drowning both

man and beast. The engineer was watch-

ing the cattle and had not seen Mr. Wat-
lington, When the fireman told him what
had happened he stopped the train, hurried

back, and got there in time to pull Wat-
lington and the bovine out of the ditch

before they were drowned

Striking Mr. Watlington and knocking

him into the water saved the life of the

bull, and the water prevented the blow by

the bull from killing Watlington. Further

examination showed that when the bull

struck Mr. Watlington the shock knocked

the gun some distance away, and when it

struck the ground it was discharged and

killed one of the cows and wounded an-

other so badly that it had to be killed. The
gun was not injured.

On these facts Judge Brown held that

the railroad company was not liable in

damages to Mr. Watlington. Since the

trial the owner of the two cows has sued

Mr. Watlington and recovered $ioo in full

of damages for their killing. The only

source of consolation left to Mr. Watling-

ton is the gun which came through the fray

VERTICAL MILLING M.\CHINE IN RAILROAD

SHOP, LEAVING A FILLET ON SIDE,

without damage and continues to give the

owner amusement, but not on the railroad

track.

The Republic & Grand Forks Railway,

of British Columbia, have placed an order

with F. M. Hicks, of the Hicks Locomo-
tive & Car Works for two modern coaches

and a passenger engine. One of the

coaches is to be a straight passenger coach

and the other a combination coach. These

are to be finished in Pullman colors, in-

terior to be oak with flat oil finish, Hale &
Kilbourne 26-inch high-back walk-over

seats, steel platforms, pantasote curtains

and continuous hat racks. The locomo-

tive is to be an eight-wheel, 17 x 24 pas-

senger, with 56-inch wheel centers, "Mon-
itor" injector, Nathan lubricator, air Sand-

er, air bell-ringer and a 3,S00-gallon tank.

A Valuable Catalogue.

Messrs. R. D. Wood & Co., of Philadel-

phia, have just issued a very interesting

book—for it is more than a catalogue—on

"Water and Gas Works Appliances and

Pumping Machinery," A large-size book

CAR INSPECTOR, foreman, familiar

with air bral(e, to be employed at Colon r

salary $100.00 gold per month. Address

with referet\ces

PANAMA RAIL ROAD CO..

No. 24 State St,. New York.

ETERS'
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on (he

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to

wear—always tit and give sat-

isfaction.

Made in one of the best

shops in the country, v"*

Union of course.

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steani=Heatiif

Conoection, All Metal. . . .

ESPECIAUY UPPLlCABtt BtTWItW

ENGINE OHD ItNOER,

ORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO Iiic,

N*. 14* Third Street, l.oulsvlll«, Ky
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<f JsJEW AND SECOND-HAND J
} ^^ RAILWAY EQUIPMENT j(

FITZ-HUGH &C0.
..RAILWAY EQUIPMENT-

LOCOMOTIVES—rr.;^r„3rir.'.;Ji'oV.''

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER
AND BUSINESS.

••ittb Side Elevated Railway Engines.
Brooklyn Elevated Railway Enrine*.

JO Tom. Small Drivtrs. Short Wheel Ba»e.

Excellent condition.

AtHdnook BIdg., CHICAGO.
'

141 Broadwx. NEW YORK.

FOR SALE
FRerCHT, PASSENGER AND LOCCrNC

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

ALL- ^ADC <^UICK
SIZES. W>%IaO DE>->VERIES

P- IlM LJI/^iyO "25 DEARBORN ST.
F. M. HICKS, "'c^,lTcl

Ui
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Too Busy to Whip the Man.
During the Carnival week, says the

Wichita Eagle, while a hundred people

were waiting for tickets, a man with a

pad and pencil approached E. E. Bleckley

at the Missouri Pacific ticket office and

wrote this

:

"When does the train to Hutchinson

go?"

Mr. Bleckley took the pencil and wrote

the answer:

"Five twenty."

"Does it go in two sections?" wrote the

man.

"Yes," Bleckley wrote back.

"Does it carry a chair car?" the man
wrote again.

"Yes," Bleckley wrote again.

"Can I get out later this evening?" the

man wrote once more.

Mr. Bleckley was getting irritated. The

crowd had been blocked by this deaf and

dumb man and the waiting-room was be-

coming crowded. But Mr. Bleckley hated

to show his impatience to the unfortunate

man and wrote back

:

"Yes."

"How long does it take to run to Hutch-

inson?" the man wrote :.gain.

"An hour and a half," scribbled Bleck-

ley.

The man backed off a few feet and

smiled and then said, pleasantly:

"I am much obliged to you."

If Bleckley hadn't been so busy he

would have gone out and licked the wag

within an inch of his life.

All switches in the main track and all

switches leading to the main track are

taken into the signal circuit, and are pro

vided with switch instruments connected

to the switch point in such a manner that

the opening of any switch will hold the

home signal of the block in which the

switch is located at stop, and the corre

sponding distant signal at caution, until the

switch is again closed.

The opening of a switch at either end

of a main track crossover holds the signals

in both directions at stop in the same man-

ner.

All switches are provided with visible

indicators, and when located in any par-

ticular block display a red disc from the

time a train enters the second block back

until it has passed out of the block in

which the indicators are located.

The main line between Jersey City and

Buffalo is divided into 366 eastbound and

379 westbound blocks, or a total of 745

blocks in both directions, 516 being

equipped with the disc type and the rest

with the semaphore. There are 1,032 disc

signals and 458 semaphore on the main

line. This protects 133 crossovers in the

main line, 49 crossovers leading to main

line, 375 sidings, inlets and outlets, on the

main line, 17 crossovers on branches and

14 sidings on branches.

Automatic Signalling on the Lehigh

Valley.

During the last month the Lehigh Valley

Railroad has finished equipping its main

line between Jersey City and Buffalo with

automatic electric signals, making it the

only trunk line thus far having a complete

automatic block system between these

points. The Hall system of automatic

track circuit, normal danger, with both

the disc and semaphore types, are used.

The disc type consists of a case or, as

it is more commonly called, a "banjo,"

mounted on a mast, having within its walls

separate openings for the display of both

day and night signals. The signal disk

stands normally at danger, being brought

to that position by gravity, and is drawn

to the safety position by means of an elec-

tro-magnet.

The semaphore type consists of a hollow-

pipe mounted on an iron box about 6 feet

high and 22 inches square. Within this

box is placed the mechanism for operating

the signals, which is driven by a one-sixth

horse-power motor. To this mechanism

are attached the up and down rods, which

are placed on the inside of the mast, which

are in turn attached to semaphore shafts

at the top.

Each mast displays two signals, a home
and a distant signal, to show to an ap-

proachingtrain if the blocks ahead areclear

or occupied.

One of the chief objections to coil

springs has been their unsteadiness or

tendency to "dance," as it is often called.

This feature has led to their abandonment

for engine and tender trucks by some

roads. The McCord spring dampener ob-

viates this defect and acts somewhat sim-

ilar to the Westinghouse friction draft

gear. Its use on cars makes it a big saving

of springs, prevents rocking of cars and

gives more uniform draw-bar height.

These dampeners are made by McCord &
Co., Chicago.

E

We have on our desk in the shape

of a diamond stack a match-holder sent

to us as a Christmas present by Mr.

John J. Driscoll, master mechanic of

the Catskill Mountain Railway. The
holder was made from a mud-sill which

was used in the construction of the road

early in the 30's, and forms an interesting

relic. It was dug up after being buried

in the ground about fifty years, and the

wood is in excellent preservation.

NGINEER'S LICENSE.
Mechanics, Engineers. Firemen. Electricians, Etc

40 i>:it;t' !':iini)hlet contalniiiK Miie-tiuns askeJ liy

li\aiiiining Ik'^n] of Iin>;incers.

SENT FREE.
GEORGE A. ZELIER, Publisher, Room 601,

18 South Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.

THf^ ^^^Si-^^"

REOtt^^OSTO,

One of our exchanges says that many
of the "G-4 A" freight moguls on the

Pennsylvania lines appear to have more

fire in the smokebox in front than they

have in firebox. When these engines get

well warmed up to business, it is said to

be difficult to determine which end is the

hotter. Those who are responsible for

keeping up steam regret that the heat of

the front end cannot be utilized to boil the

water.

TRADE 'U ^^ MARK

INFALLIBLE

METAL POLISH
REGISTERED IN U.S.RATENT OFFICE

FOR ALL KINDS OF METAL.
Beat, Cheateat md Goes Farthaat.

Ageate 6E.ND for free sample. ADDRBSa
w.«ied. GEO. W. HOFFMAN, Mfch..

its EAST W«SHIN£TON STREET INDIANAPOLIS, IHt.

APPARATUS FOR THE

Softening and

Purification of

Locomotive Water

Before it enters the Water

Tank, so that in the Boiler

it will Neither Scale, Cor-

rode nor Foam. . . .

For Parliciilars Addreis

INDUSTRIAL WATER
COMPANY.

15 Wall Street, NEW YORK.
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John Wiley & Sons
Scientific Publications.

POWER AND POWER TRANSMISSION.
By E. W. Kkrk, M. IC, Assistaiil I'lu-

fessor of Mechanical EnKinferiiifj, Aki"!-

cultural and Mechanical College of

Texas. Svo, .\ii + 356 paRfS, 264 fig-

ures. Cloth, $2.00.

Contents.— I'.^rt I. Machinery and Mechanics;
Part 1 1. Steam-power; Part I II. Piitni), Gas-engines,
Water-power, ( 'itntprrssed Air, etc.

MECHANICAL DRAWING.
Written for the Use of the Naval Cadets
at the United Stales Naval Academy.
By F. W. Baktlett, Lieut-Commander
U. S. Navy. 8vo, viii -f- 1S8 pages, 132
tisjures. #3.00 ml.

A MANUAL OF STEAM BOILERS, THEIR
DESIGNS, CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION.

For Technical .Schools and Engineers.
By Prof. R. H. Thurston. Seventh
Edition, Revised. 8vo, -\vi + 883 pages,

244 figures. Cloth, I5.00.

CAST IRON.

A Record of Original Research. Hy
William J. Keep, Member American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and of

its Committee on Standard Tests and
Methods of Testing Materials. 8vo, xiii

-|- 225 pages, 117 figures. Cloth, $2.50.

JOHN WILEY & SONS,
43-45 East 19th St., - New York.

TheU&W
Piston Air Drill,

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Coiumlius Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton. Criffitlis & Co.. London. 123 Liberty St.

,

i'. A. Sclrmitz. Dusseldorf. New York.

Soldering Fluxes.

Good soldering is inipossihlc without a

good fiux. Everyone who has handled a

soldering iron knows this, but knowledge

of the fact does not imply an understand-

ing of its causes. The chemical action

known as oxidization, the combination

of metal with the oxygen of the air brings

to the surface of the metal a more or less

dense film, which prevents the solder from

adhering to the body of the metal. Thus

rust is oxide of iron, and to try to weld

two pieces of iron which are coated with

rust is to attempt the impossible. Welding

and soldering are mechanical unions gov-

erned by the same broad principle ; there

fore our comparison is legitimate. \

true flux has the power of removing this

oxide, and thereby of allowing the solder

10 unite with the surfaces to be joined.

There are numerous fluxes, the most com
mon being chloride of zinc in solution.

This has several advantages and some

disadvantages. It is easily made, is cheap,

and does the work well ; but, on the other

hand, its use, unless more carefully manu-

factured than is commonly the case, is at-

tended with several objectionable feat-

ures. It is made by allowing zinc or spelter

to dissolve in muriatic acid, otherwise

known as hydrochloric acid or spirits of

salt. As much zinc should be used as the

acid will take up. As hydrogen is evolved

at a rapid rate in the process, especially

if a large quantity is being made, reason

able precautions against fire or explosion

are necessary. The fumes of the muriatic

acid should on no account be allowed to

come in contact with bright metals, par-

ticularly tin. or corrosion is certain to

follow. Thus stocks of manufactured tin-

ware should not be kept in a room or

workshop where the process of soldering

with killed spirit is performed. In addi

tion to the objectionable fumes of "re-

duced spirit." as it is called, this flux

usually leaves stains around the soldered

joint, unless scrupulous care is exercised

thoroughly to remove the fluid after sol

dering. Most of the soldering fluids

on the market have as their base chloride

of zinc, which, in combination with some
other salt or salts, gives them their alleged

or real value.

Hydrochloric acid alone is sometimes

used as a flux, but only for zinc or gal-

vanized iron. Soldering with undiluted

spirit of salt is a most undesirable job, and

a swollen nose and inflamed eyes are a

frequent result of the work. Its use is the

less excusable now that preparations can

be purchased which do the work well

without the attending disadvantages.

Borax is a flux which is used in hard

soldering or brazing. Resin then comes up

for consideration. After chloride of zinc U
is the most common flux. It is used almost

exclusively for electrical work, because

corrosion of the copper follows when the

soldered joints are made with zinc chlor-

ide. Indeed, resin is usually specified in

electrical contract work, and its sole use

insisted upon. There is small reason to

wonder at this, in view of the past misuse

of zinc chloride, which, by its easier ap-

plication, is preferred to resin by the

artisan.

Other fluxes are gallipoli oil, which is

used by pewterers, and this is also the

best for fusible solders containing bismu'h,

Venice turpentine used by silversmiths,

mutton fat used by plumbers, and sal am-

moniac, which finds its chief adoption for

soldering copper and for gold, upon which

it has a toughening effect. For aluminum

the flux recommended is lard oil.

—

Tht

Ironmonger.

Mr. James Buchanan, who was for many

years master mechanic of the New York

Central Railroad, in charge of the West

Albany repair shops, has been appointed

general superintendent of the Richmond

shops controlled by the American Loco-

motive Company.

The "Soo Line" people are experiment-

ing with the Day-Kincaid stoker and have

applied it to engine "600," which is one

of the largest compound locomotives in

the world. The tests of the stoker are

being conducted by Mr. J. R. Luckey,

engineer of tests of the Day-Kincaid

Stoker Company, and are coming out very

well.

"Negative lead" is a common expres-

sion in regard to valve setting, which is a

ridiculous paradox. Everybody knows

that retarded opening or setting the valve

with lap instead of lead is meant, but the

engineering world ought to find a word

which would correctly express what is

meant. Negative lead is as sensible as

going backward ahead, or descending up-

wards. It ought not to be tolerated.

In spite of all the talk we have heard

lately about British locomotive builders

losing their foreign business, lately pub-

lished statistics indicate that they are still

sending a good many locomotives abroad.

The value of the export of locomotives for

September last was $1,069,755. as com-

pared with exports to the value of $484,075

having been made the previo is September.

Mr. Clarence P. Day, who was for sev-

eral years connected with the advertising

department of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering, has started a business in

New York as an advertising counsellor.

The line of business which he expects to

pursue is advising advertisers as to how

they can best make their advertisements

effective, the designing of attractive adver-

tisements and giving advice about the ad-

vertising mediums most likely to produce

good results. There is a good field for

Mr. Day to labor on, and we hope his

work may reap an abundant harvest.
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The Norton Emery Wheel Company,
Worcester, Mass., have issued a very com-

plete catalogue of 164 pages showing their

various sizes and shapes of emery wheels

and grinding machinery. It will astonish

almost any user of wheels to know that

such a large variety is kept in stock and

the information concerning wheels given

in the front of the book is of great value

to practical men.

The "Four-Track News" for December,

published by the New York Central pas-

senger department, gives notes of travel

describing the attraction of various places

along the New York Central. Besides hav-

ing numerous pretty pictures, it contains a

great deal of interesting reading matter

that people of the Empire State will find

very attractive.

The coming season promises to be a very

active one with the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company. A wonderful amount of work
will be done on the main line, eliminating

curves and reducing grades.

WANTED
BOILER SHOP FGREMAN.capahleof takingcharge

of shop working from 75 to 100 men at present and will

build new plant during the coming year. Must have

experience in construction of locomotive boilers and

tank work, also the use of hydraulic and air tool equip-

ment of the latest design. A first<la5s position for the

proper party.

Address Locomotive Works, care this paper.

No. 30 "Record of Locomotive Construc-

tion," the monthly publication of Baldwin

Locomotive Works is devoted to compound
locomotives. It contains pictures of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Vauclain lo-

comotives finished and in parts, among
the latter being the perspective sectional

view of the cylinders and steam chest

which appeared in Railway and Locomo-

tive Engineering last year in connection

with F. H. Colvin's articles on "Compound
Locomotives." There are other attractive

illustrations, among them a piston valve

vtith movable slide. This will be a very

useful illustration for the manv men who

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation.

As shown In the illustration it is different from sillier Planers
They are strong- in tonstrucHun, neat arul i onvcutenl to handle
and cart' for. Cfri iilais are yours for the i skint;.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,
Wincheadon, Mass.

write to us asking questions about piston

valves. We hope they will write to the

Baldwin Locomotive Works in future.

...USE THE...

Norton PlainGrindingMachine

CAPACITY, 8 FEET BETWEEN CENTERS, 18 INCH SWING.

For taking the finish cnt instead of your lathe. Yon will SAVE MONEY and we can

prove it. Write for catalog and particulars to

NORTON GRINDING CO,, Worcester, mass., u.s.a.

UTICA GAUGE
UTICA STEAM GAUGE CO.. J23-I25 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.

FACTORY AT FRANKFORT. N.Y.J
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Thomas & Stetson Oil Burning Loco-
motive.

Mr. II. C. Frazer, of the Westingliouse

Air-Brake Company, San Francisco, Cal.,

writes us

:

I enclose you under separate cover four

photographs of a new style boiler for loco-

motives for burning oil as fuel. This

boiler was gotten up by the president and

master mcclinnic of the North Pacific

also do a heavy suburban business between

San Rafael and San Francisco, having to

use ferryboats between Sausalito and San

Francisco. The ferryboats take about 30

minutes to go across the bay.

This boiler was placed on a little 8-

wheel Baldwin passenger engine. Below

please find a description of the boiler and

engine, from the hands of Mr. J. W.
Thomas himself

:

axis eccentric to the boiler in order to

allow plenty of water circulation above

the corrugate tube. The corrugate tube or

firebox is supported on each end by a 20-

inch nozzle, one of which is used to admit

air and oil for combustion and the other

is the exit for the burnt products of com-

bustion; otherwise it is supported by its

own displacement.

The presence of scams, rivets, staybolts

Coast Railroad in California. Mr. J. B.

Stetson is the president and Mr. W. J.

Thomas is the master mechanic. This is

a 3-foot gage road running from Sausalito.

Cal., on the north side of San Francisco

Bay to Cazadero, a distance of about 100

miles. On the Mill Valley branch they do
quite a suburban business and also connect

with the Mt. Tamalpais Railway. They

TH0M.\S & STETSON OIL-BURNING LOCOMOTIVE.

The boiler is perfectly cylindrical the

entire length. The firebox is a Morrison

corrugated tube extending the entire

length, except about 7 inches between the

heads, both forward and back, where the

water discharges both forward and back,

from and to the tubes.

The Morrison corrugated tube is within

the cylindrical shell of the boiler, with its

and flue ends is entirely eliminated from
the effects of the fire. In fact, there is

not a double thickness of metal anywhere
in the firebox. Every part of the boiler

can be thoroughly cleaned, including the

inside of the tubes, for there are no ob-

structions anywhere. Boiler is set on an

incline of f^ of an inch to the foot, to

allow for the circulation of the water in
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the tubes. The following are a few par-

ticulars about boiler:

Working pressure— 140 pounds.

Shell—7-16 inch.

Length of shell, including smoke box

—

19 feet 6 inches.

Firebox—Length, 16 feet; diameter, 41

inches ; thickness, J^ inch ; heads, Yz inch
;

number of tubes, 49; diameter of tubes, 3

inches; lengtli of tubes, 16 feet.

Tanks are cylindrical in form, with con-

vex heads. Capacity water, 1,200 gallons.

Oil tank has a capacity of 1,000 gallons.

This shape is found by actual practice to

be of great benefit.

The lagging is extended over the smoke-

box. This is easier to keep clean, and also

tends to hold the heat, which is a very im-

portant point in oil-burning locomotives,

as also by covering the top of the stack,

steam is easily held for 10 hours, and it

can then be used to fire up on without

the use of anv wood.

a wall to direct the llamc upward, this

seemed about the only burner that would

fill the bill, unless we used considerable

l)rickwork to flash the oil.

Origin of the Atlantic Type of Loco-

motive.

Important statements made in the course

of a long paper read before a railroad club

or other meeting show that interesting

facts are often overlooked among a crowd

of other matter. On this account we re-

produce a paragraph in a discussion at a

recent meeting of the New York Railroad

Club, w hen Mr. S. M. Vauclain said

:

"My attention is attracted to the method

employed on what is known as the Atlantic

type locomotives for increasing their tract-

ive effort. I do not know whether you

know it, but the originator, I might say,

of the Atlantic type of locomotive is among
you to-night, and for your information I

will say it is Mr. J. N. Barr, formerly of

TH0M.\S & STETSON OIL-BURNING LOCOMOTIVE.

Sand box is placed underneath the boil-

er and pneumatic sanders are used. Cab

is placed in front, giving the engineer and

fireman an unobstructed view of the road

on short curves, and is a much easier place

to ride, as the front truck springs are more

yielding. It also does away with the

dry pipe and steam pipes in the front end.

The oil is carried through the exhaust

pipes to the burner, which raises it to the

proper temperature for atomizing. The
water is discharged directly into the steam

dome, where suitable arrangements are

made for collecting the deposits of the

water, and the deposit chamber is blown

out as often as the water used requires it.

This is against all locomotive practice, but

works well in actual use.

The burner used is what is called the

Jones & Jovers Burner or the Sunlight.

As we use no brickwork in the boiler, only

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

road, who first suggested to the speaker

the advisability of building passenger loco-

motives for high speed with two pairs of

drivers coupled and a pair of trailing

wheels placed under the firebox, so that

larger grate area could be provided and a

deeper box. The progress of the Atlantic

type engine since that time has been very

gratifying indeed, and it affords me great

pleasure to-night to say that not only has

almost every locomotive builder in the

country produced an Atlantic type engine

within late years and recognized their

merit, but we have sent locomotives abroad,

not only to France, but to Belgium and

Japan, of this type ; we have also, by the

marvelous performance of these locomo-

tives in the United States, compelled Great

Britain and France to adopt this particular

type in many of their recent locomotives."

Locomotive Building in the United

States.

BY FRED H. COLVIN.

Few of us realize the struggles whi'-h

marked the locomotive industry in this

country or the number of locomotive works

which have been in existence at one time

and another. We think of the present

works, numbering less than a dozen anil

their output of between three and four

thousand locomotives a year, and can

hardly believe that the past seventy years

have seen nearer a hundred than the pres-

ent number.

Many were small, building but a few

engines—possibly but one—and with their

failure fell the hopes of towns, as well as

individuals who, seeing the field for them,

dreamed of large industries as the future

for themselves. Nor should the failures

be dismissed too lightly, for we must re-

member the odds against which they con-

tended—the unknown paths they were

obliged to tread, and which made deep

inroads on their all too limited capital.

Our success is largely due to their efforfs

—to their failures if you will—and we
should give due credit to the work they

did and the assistance it has been to us.

Then, as now, one of the main causes

of failure was the lack of business qual-

ities in connection with the mechanical

ability. Those works which possessed

both made money and survived—some of

them being in active existence to-day.

This is not presented as a complete list

—but rather as a collection of notes from
various sources—partly from the old pa-

pers of the '40's, '50's and '6o's, and it is

hoped they will bring out additional facts

m order that due credit may be given the

pioneers in this line of work. If you have

any new information or any corrections,

it will be appreciated if you send it along

at your early convenience.

The honor of building the first locomo-

tive in the United States must be credited

to the West Point Foundry. This was the

"Best Friend," built in 1830 from the plans

of Edward L. Miller, of Charleston, S. C,
to run between Charleston and Hamburg,
and Charles E. Detmate made the draw;-

ings. The next engine was the "West
Point," for the same road as the first, and

was designed by Horatio Allen, who was
chief engineer of the company. The "South

Carolina" was also built in the same year.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works were

founded by Matthias W. Baldwin in 1831,

when, after building a working model, he

received an order from the Philadelphia,

Germantown & Norristown Railroad Com-
pany. It was not until November 23, 1832,

however, that the "Old Ironsides" was

tried on the road. This was a four-wheel

engine, the two 54-inch drivers being at

the rear. Cylinders were gYz x 18 inches.

Wheels had heavy cast-iron hubs, wooden

spokes and rims and wrought-iron tires;

frame of wood, outside the wheels. Boiler

was 30 inches diameter and had seventy-
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two copix-r tubes, ijj iiiclics by 7 feet long.

The contract price was $4,000, but after

some controversy $3,500 was finally paid.

The second engine was the "E. L. Mill-

er," for the Charleston & Hamburg Rail-

road Company, and was completed Febru-

ary 18, 1834. This was for the same road

as the "Best Friend," "West Point" and

"South Carolina," mentioned in connection

with the West Point Foundry.

This engine (the "E. L. Miller") had

cast-brass wheels ; but they soon wore out.

The cylinders were 10x16 inches, the

single driving wheels were 54 inches, and

the front end was carried on a four-wheel

truck.

Five engines were built in 1834, and in

this year a part of the present site (Broad

and Hamilton streets, Philadelphia) was

chos-in.

It is impossible to trace the interesting

development of the Baldwin engine in this

brief sketch, but it is interesting to note

that in May, 1848, Mr. Baldwin filed a

caveat for a four-cylinder engine, which

was never built. In i88g—forty-one years

later—these works began the building of

what is now the best known four-cylinder

locomotive in the world.

The New Castle (Del.) Manufacturing

Company was incorporated January 25.

1833, to make cotton, woolen and metal

goods, by Thos. Janvier, James Cooper,

James Rogers, James Smith and Charles

L. Duponl. A year later they built a fac-

tory to build locomotives. Mr. W. H.

Dobb was master mechanic for a number

of years and built locomotives for the New
Castle & Frenchtown Railway.

Ross Winans was very intimately con-

nected with the motive power of the Balti-

more & Ohio, and in 183 1 he built the first

eight-wheel passenger car
—"Columbus"

—

in the company's shop, from his own draw-

ings.

In 1834 he resigned from the railroad's

employ, and together with a Mr. Gilling-

ham he took the company's shop at Mount
Clare, with a contract to supply locomo-

tives at a stipulated price and to give the

Baltimore & Ohio work preference over all

other.

In 1836 they turned out the "Mazeppa"
type, which retained the vertical boiler of

the "grasshopper" and converted it into a

"crab"—to use the language of the rail-

road men. This weighed 12 tons. They
supplied a number of these to Eastern

roads, all of them burning anthracite coal.

The "Carroll of Carrollton" was built

in 1843, with single drivers, 7 feet in diam-

eter. This had a "traction increaser which

shifted the weight from trucks to drivers."

as in our latest engines. This engine had

remarkable speed.

Again in 1844 he brought out a new plan

in the "Buffalo," an eight coupled engine

with a vertical boiler in the center. This

was affectionately termed the "Mud Dig-

ger."

The famous "camel" was produced in

1848, and had eight coupled wheels. 43

inches in diameter, wheel-base 1 1 feet 3

inches. The cylinders were horizontal and

outside. Cams were used for cut-off in-

stead of eccentrics. A wide firebox over-

hung the back drivers, and the cab was
midway of boiler. The Winans works con-

tinued until the civil war, when they were

seized by the government, owing to Mr.

Winans' refusal to give their work the

preference.

Lowell Locks & Canal Company, Lowell,

Mass., built the "Patrick" for the Boston

& Lowell Railroad in 1834. Having cylin-

ders II X 16 inches, drivers 60 inches, 36-

inch leading wheels and a 34-inch boiler,

it was very close to the English "Planet"

type. This was followed by the "Con-

cord," "Nashua," "Medford" and "Suf-

folk"—all wood-burners.

Garrett, Eastwick & Harrison built the

"Hercules" in 1837, but it is not certain

that this was their first locomotive. In it

the designer, Joseph Harrison, Jr., used

its general use lo-day. In 1842 they built

the "Stockbridgc," an engine with outside

cylinders. The driving axle was in front

of the firebox and a pair of trailers behind.

In front was a full truck, making an en-

gine of the "bicycle" type. Rogers adopt-

ed the American or eight-wheel design

(patented by Henry R. Campbell, of Phila-

delphia) in 1844, and of course others did

the same at various dates.

In 1848 they built some ten-wheel loco-

motives for the Savanilla Railroad of

Cuba, with ISJ4 x 20-inch outside cylin-

ders. These are supposed to be the first

ten-wheelers with outside cylinders.

Mr. W. S. Hudson, who was one of the

best designers we have had in locomotive

work, became superintendent of the Rog-

ers works in 1852, and remained in that

position until his death, in 1881, at the age

of seventy-two. His many patents are in-

teresting to study and embody many of the

ideas in use to-day.

TH0M.\S & STETSON OIL-BURNING LOCOMOTIVE.

equalizers between the drivers for the first

time in history. The firm soon became

Eastwick & Harrison, and their "Gowan
& Marx" and other engines are well

known. This burned anthracite coal.

In 1831-2. under the firm name of Rog-

ers, Ketchum & Grosvenor, Mr. Thomas
Rogers established what is now known as

the Rogers Locomotive Company.

The first engine was the "Sandusky,"

built in 1837 for the New Jersey Trans-

portation Company, but sold to the Mad
River Railroad after much persuasion.

This engine weighed under ID tons. It

had six wheels, two of them being drivers.

It had counterbalanced wheels and four

fixed eccentrics, both innovations in loco-

motive building.

Rogers was also one of the first to advo-

cate using the link motion, beginning in

about 1850. and his wisdom is shown in

This company is one of the few surviv-

ors and is now making extensive addi-

tions and improvements.

The Wm. Mason Locomotive Works,

Taunton, Mass., became well known in the

early fifties, and to Mr. Mason belongs

much credit for artistic aste in locomotive

designing. The "Enterprise" is usually

given as his first engine, but in realitj- it

was the "James Guthrie," for the Jeffer-

sonville road in Indiana, and it was one

of the most graceful eight-wheelers built

at that time.

There is more to be said about these

works in a later issue.

The Taunton Locomotive Works com-

menced business in the early forties. W.
W. Fairbanks was the general agent and

was later agent of the Grant Locomotive

Works. P. I. Perrin was draftsman, and

B. F. Slater foreman. The early Taunton lo-
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comotivcs were inside connected. Frames

were made by riveting together two bars of

iron 5 x ^i, with one 2x2 between them at

the top. The pedestals were of cast iron.

The tops of them were reduced in thickness

and entered the groove in frame, and were

held in place by turned rivets. Castings

to hold flanges of cylinders were fastened

in the same manner. Valve gear had drop

hooks, and the point of cut off was con-

stant. Driving wheels were four-coupled,

with a four-wheel truck under the smoke-

box. Boiler was of iron ; firebox, copper

or iron, as directed; tubes, copper. Wood
being the fuel, the chimney was double,

with a large bonnet of fine wire. No
steam gages or injectors were known.

Water was supplied by pumps driven from

the cross-heads. Tender was mounted on

three pairs of 33-inch wheels ; no swivel-

ing trucks. Later they applied the V-

hooks to the valve gear ; still later a

one of the Norris family as president, were

incorporated in 1848, and consequently

rank among the oldest establishments of

their kind in the United States. The his-

tory of their long and successful operation

contains many items of interest and would

not be complete without a reference to

Walter McQueen, the first superintendent.

As was customary in those days, the en-

gines were known as McQueen loco-

motives. He had been with Seth Wil-

marth and was a good designer. Later,

in about 1874, he endeavored to start a

locomotive works in Schenectady, but the

panic prevented its successful existence.

The works proper occupy I2J4 acres,

compact, with no streets dividing,

while 23 acres in all are owned

by the company for all purposes. The
works are connected by switches to the

New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road, also the Delaware & Hudson Canal

ders, for cast-iron wheels with chilled

rims, 3J4 feet in diameter and i6}4 feet

center to center.

(To be continued.)
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variable cut-off driven by a half crank on

forward crank pin, and a V-hook working

on a rocker. Steam pressure, 100 pounds.

The time made by these locomotives be-

tween Boston and Providence was i hour

15 minutes, which has been reduced but

15 minutes in fifty years.

Hinkley Locomotive Works were estab-

lished in about 1843, being first called the

Hinkley & Drury Company. The "Lion,"

their first engine, has become historic, and

for years a "Hinkley" was noted for its

speed and other good qualities. They built

the "C. P. Williams" for the Stonington

Steamboat Express—an engine that made
many fast runs. They also built two 6-foot

single-driver engines, with 4-foot trailers

and 16 X 20-inch cylinders for the Erie.

They met with several business reverses,

and finally built the "Shaw" balanced lo-

comotive, "Henry F. Shaw," and one of

Strong's freaks. The combination was
enough to cripple a healthy locomotive

works, and in this case it was fatal.

The Schenectady Locomotive Works, with

Company's Railroad, and have docks on

the Erie Canal. The general plan of the

works is arranged on the principle of the

modern freight yard, so that material and

complete locomotives and tenders are read-

ily handled from one shop to another with

switching locomotives. The works are at

present employing over 2,250 men, and are

one of the leading works of the American

Locomotive Company.
The Nashville Locomotive Works were

located in Nashville, Tenn., early in the

fifties by some mechanics from R. Norris'

shop, and built what few engines were

turned out there on the same lines as the

"Norris" engine of Philadelphia.

The Seth Wilmarth engine "Fury," built

in Boston in 1849 for the Boston & Wor-
cester road, was famous in that part of

the country. .Inside-connected cylinders.

15 X 18 inches, 66-inch drivers and 48-inch

boiler made up the main dimensions of

this eight-wheeler.

In 1852 he built two for the Cumberland

Valley road, having 12^ x 16-inch cylin-

Waterproofing Blueprints.

Those who have experienced the annoy-

ance of having blueprints discolored and
blurred by rain, drippings in mines and

moisture in general, will appreciate a sim-

ple and inexpensive method of waterproof-

ing the prints which renders them com-

pletely impervious to weather and water,

says Mines and Minerals. The water-

proofing medium is refined paraffin, and

may be applied as follows : Immerse in

melted paraffin until saturated a number
of pieces of an absorbent cloth a foot or

more square, and when withdrawn and

cooled they are ready for use at any time.

To apply to a blueprint, spread one of the

saturated cloths on a smooth surface,

place the dry print on it with a second

waxed cloth on top, and iron with a mod-
erately hot flat-iron. The paper imme-

diately absorbs paraffin until saturated and

becomes translucent and highly water-

proofed. The lines of the print are inten-

sified by the process, and there is no

shrinking or distortion. As the wax is

withdrawn from the cloths more can be

added by melting small pieces directly un-

der the hot iron. By immersing the print

in a bath of melted paraffin, the process is

hastened, but the ironing is necessary to

remove the surplus wax from the surface,

unless the paper is to be directly exposed

to the weather and not to be handled.

The welding of iron and steel is usually

accomplished by employing fluxing pow-

ders containing a large proportion of

borax, the purpose of which is to remove

the oxide forming on the surfaces to be

welded, and to enable the welding tem-

perature to be maintained for a longer

time. M. J. Lafitte, of Paris, has brought

forward a borax mixture in the form of

thin sheets in which a fine wire netting is

embedded, which serves to hold the melted

flux together. The sheets are divided into

squares by grooves, so that a piece of the

desired size and shape can easily be sepa-

rated. Welds made with this preparation

are said to have withstood the various

bending and distorting tests and to have

shown unusually high tensile strength in

trials made at the Cherbourg navy yard and

the Toulon arsenal. Time is also said to

be saved in making welds by the use of

these sheets.

A new railway is to push its way
through Asia Minor, and the festive

brakeman may be crying, "All aboard for

Bagdad and Kazima," before very long.

The company can also advance money to

cultivators along the line on mortgage.

Whether this will benefit the farmer or

the railroad remains to be seen.
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Cross Compound Consolidation Engine
for New York Central.

The annexed illustralion shows one of

a group of compound consoHdation loco-

motives recently built by the Schenectady

shops of the American Locomotive Com-
pany for the New York Central Railroad.

They are not the most powerful locomo-

tives at work, but they can pull all the

train over the New York Central track

that can be kept together, and they are re-

ported to be working very satisfactorily

and are popular with the officials and with

the men handling them.

The engines weigh 192,000 pounds in

working order and have 166,000 pounds

on the drivers. The driving wheel-base is

17 feet, and the total wheel-base 25 feet 11

inches. The cylinders are 23 and 35 x 34

inches. The horizontal thickness of the

pistons is 4% to 4J4 and 554 inches.

United States and plain ring gland pack-

truck journals are 614 ^ 'o. a size that

would have been considered liberal for

driving wheel journals only a short time

ago.

A straight boiler is used with wide fire-

box, the diameter of boiler at smallest ring

being 72 3-16 inches. The working pres-

sure of the engine is 210 pounds. The fire-

box is 96^ inches long and 75^ inches

wide. It is 73 inches deep at the front and

63 inches deep at the back. The crown
sheet is secured by radial stays of Taylor

iron. There are 396 2-inch tubes, 16 feet

long. There are 3,480.57 square feet of

heating surface, of which 3,298.08 square

feet are in the tubes, 27.09 in the water

tubes and 155.4 '" the firebox. The grate

area " is 50.32 square feet. Two No. 10

Monitor injectors supply water to the

boiler. The tender holds 5,000 gallons of

water, and is supported on a frame made
of lO-inch Fteel journals and carried by

works at Florisdorf, with 1.300 men; the

machine shops of the State Railway Com-
pany at Vienna, with 1,300 men; the loco-

motive works at Wienerncustadt, with

1,400 men; the Kraus Machine Factory at

Vienna, with from 400 to 500 men, and
the Bohemian-Moravian Locomotive
Works at Prague, with 800 men. The
total number of men employed in normal

times is about 6,000.

The total annual capacity of the five

establishments is about 400 locomotives,

and their annual earnings are between ao.-

000,000 and 25,000,000 crowns ($4,060,000

and $5,075,000). The average price of a

common locomotive without tender is 50.-

000 crowns ($10,150). More powerful

machines for express trains range in price

from 75.000 to 100,000 crowns ($15,225 to

$20,300). The number of the latter type

of machines built in Austria is, however,

comparatively small.

CROSS-COMPOUND CONSOLIDATION FOR THE NEW YORK CENTRAU

ing is used. The steam ports are 23 x 2^
inches and the exhaust ports 23 x 3 inches,

the bridges being i}i inches thick. A pis-

ton valve is used for the high-pressure side,

and Aller-Richardson balanced slide valves

are used on the low-pressure side. The
maximum valve travel is 6 inches. The
high-pressure valve has iH-inch lap and

the low-pressure valve i-inch lap. The
high-pressure valve has J/^-inch inside lap

and the low-pressure valve j4-inch inside

lap. The valves are set 1-32 inch blind.

The driving wheels have cast-steel cen-

ters with tires held by shrinkage and out-

side diameter of 63 inches. All the driv-

ing wheel boxes are of cast steel. A very

sensible feature of these locomotives is

tlie liberal bearing surfaces provided. The
main journals are 95^2 x 12 inches and the

others gx 12. The main crank pin jour-

nals are 6^ x 6, and the main side rod

journals yyi x $% The intermediate side

rod journals are Sl4 x 4^, and the for-

ward and back ones 5 x 3^4- The engine

Fox pressed-steel trucks. The coal capa-

city is 10 tons. The total wheel-base of

engine and tender is 53 feet 11 inches. The
engine is equipped with Westinghouse-

American combined brakes on drivers,

tender and for train ; Westinghouse 9>^-

inch air pump and engineer's signal, one

3-inch and two 2H-inch consolidated

muffled safety valves, Nathan & Co. four-

feed lubricator, Franklin sectional lagging,

Leach sand feeding apparatus. Gould coup-

lers. National hollow tender brake beams,

one 16-inch Dressel headlight, Sansom
bell-ringer. Consolidated car-heating ap-

paratus with McLaughlin flexible joints

and Mason reducing valve, water scoop

on tender.

Locomotive Building In Austria.

Consul Hossfeld reports that the loco-

motive industry of Austria comprises five

different establishments, employing at

present 5.200 workmen, viz. : the machine

The various establishments have at

present orders for ninety-two locomotives

and twenty-four tenders from the State.

and for some twenty locomotives from

railroad corporations doing business in

Austria.

Foreign orders were quite frequent in

former years, and even as late as 1900 no

less than sixty Austrian-built machines

went to Belgium and France. During the

present year, however, the only foreign

order received has been one from Egj-pt

for six locomotives.

Unless new contracts are obtained in

the near future, four of the five locomo-

tive-building establishments will be with-

out work within six months. In fact, the

blacksmiths and turners will be left idle

much sooner—in Januarj' or February at

the latest. A representative of the loco-

motive industry states that when new
orders are received, it usually takes from

two to four months to procure the neces-

sary material.
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The American Locomotive Compared
Willi Indian Railway Service.

The following remarks from India show
a side of the locomotive question which is

sometimes overlooked. On the much dis-

puted subject of the comparative merits

of English and American locomotives

Colonel Constable says

:

"As regards the question of the merits

of the American compared with the Eng-
lish locomotive, no doubt the American
engine burns more fuel and wears out

sooner, and the former is unquestionably

a dirty-looking machine; but, as Mr. Ely

put it to me, Amerians do not design their

engines for looks, nor do they expect them
to last more than fifteen years, by' which
time they are ready to put them on the

scrap heap and adopt a different design

and a more efficient article ; and it must
be remembered that coal is extremely

cheap in America. My admiration for

them is based on the work they perform,

and their great hauling capacity makes up
for any defects in their details. I am
afraid we do not scrap weak and out-of-

date engines often enough in India. After

all, the first duty of an engine is either to

run fast or to pull a big load, and I

would sooner have a dirty-looking engine

that would haul 3,500 tons than a beauty

to look at that could only haul 600 or 700

tons, as in England, or 1,200 tons; as in

India. The cost of coal is only one factor

in the cost of carrying a unit, and the

East India Railway would be better, if.

with its cheap coal, its engines hauled
American loads, even if its coal consump-
tion per engine mile were doubled and its

engines had to be scrapped at the end of

fifteen years. To say that Americans could
not build just as nice looking an engine,

or put just as good work into it as Eng-
lish manufacturers do, is a statement I

could not accept after having seen their

tools and machinery and methods of work.
As a matter of practice. American lines,

so Mr. Ely told me, like to ruf an engine
for all it is worth, provided traffic is offer-

ing, just allowing sufficient time for clean-

ing and repairs, and some of his engines
he said did 15,000 miles a month. Their
dirty-looking engines, moreover, keep re-

markably good time."

With regard to brakes. Colonel Con-
stable notes that over 60 per cent, of Am-
erican goods stock is automatically braked,

and he found the opinion general that it is

on the whole economical to brake all stock

automatically. He thinks this policy is

the right one for India, also, although
on account of the expense the work will

have to be spread over a number of years.

"Were not most goods vehicles," he says,

"braked in America, their heavy trains

would be unmanageable and dangerous to

handle."

Everyone interested in the care of boil-

ers ought to read "Rap's Care of Boilers,"

published by R.mlway and Locomotive
Engineerixg. It costs only 50 cents.

Erie Railroad Shops, Dunmore, Pa.
I'p in the niciuuiains of Eastern Penn-

sylvania there is a railroad repair shop
that in point of completeness of equipment
to readily handle and economically turn
out the work usually assigned to the aver-

age railroad shop is conceded by those
competent to pass on such matters as ap
proaching close to the ideals of best moa-
ern practice. These shops are located at

Dunmore, Pa., and are a practical illus-

tration of the theory of evolution, if such
theory can be applied to things inanimate,

being the result of progressive steps from
the early inconvenient buildings and un-
satisfactory methods of getting results, up
to the fine new shops of to-day, with the

best labor-cheapening devices obtainable.

The new features of the plant comprise
an erecting shop, machine shop, boiler

shop and smith shop, all enclosed by same
walls; also a car shop and paint shop
not far away under one roof. These shops
are shown in plan and front elevation,

from which a very clear conception may
be had of the whole scheme.

In construction, these shops present
some very novel features, among which
will be noticed on the elevation of erecting

shop the height of same with reference to

the sides containing the boiler and smith
shops and machine shops, respectively.

This arrangement was made necessary, of
course, to get head room for the 35-ton
traveling crane which has a traverse of
full length of shop. Here again the future
is provided for by the erection of crane
posts and girders at the outside of shops,

which will practically double the present
radius of crane action when enlargement
of present facilities becomes a pressing
need.

On the plan view of machine shop the

smaller tools are located beginning at point

indicated at A and increasing to heavier
types to and below the center, at which
point the toolroom is seen, the heavy tools

being located near the line of travel of
crane and therefore readily served by
same.

Running the full length of erecting shop
are three pits, on the center one of which
and in the center of the shop is a 10 x 44-
foot drop-table driven by a 10 horse-power
electric reversing motor. This table is

the best thing of the kind coming to our
observation.

At the point indicated B on the plan there
is a line of heavy tools, which, it is seen,

are between the side pit and wall farthest

from the machine shop. These tools em-
brace, first, a 48-inch lathe, 36-inch lathe,

37-inch boring mill, 30-inch lathe, 78-inch

driving-wheel lathe, 8-foot boring mill, 42-

inch steel tire lathe, 48-inch boring mill,

and 300-ton driving-wheel press. All of

these tools are easily accessible to service

from the 35-ton crane, occupying space

that could not be readily utilized for any
other purpose, and are out of the way of

erecting work. In fact, a finer location

for these tools could hardly have been

made.

Among the noticeably good things on
these floors are the vise-benches, which
are so far in advance of the usual article

as to engage at once the attention of any
man who ever swung a chipping hammer
or pushed a file. They are made with

cast-iron corner legs, upon which rests a

2K-inch wooden table 3x9 feet, which
is covered with a plate of yi-inch steel.

At two diagonal corners are vises that will

hold a job securely. In the space under
the bench which is generally filled with

junk in many shops we find in this case to

be filled with shelves and enclosed with

perforated iron having a door at each side

with a lock upon same. This plan at once

kills the catch-all idea in vogue in so many
shops, and transforms an unsightly mass
of useless stuff into an orderly collection

of tools available for business when
needed.

The crane referred to is a Shaw electric

of 70 feet span, of 35 tons capacity and 5-

ton auxiliary. This machine is amply
heavy for all contingencies likely to ever

present themselves in this shop, handling

the light mining locomotive easily, and

more than able to take care of other work
passing through the shops.

Electricity as a motive power has prob-

ably no better opportunity to show its

capabilities in any railroad shop. Prac-

tically all tools on the plant are so driven.

In this connection reference must be made
to one of the most unique applications

of an old device that we have ever seen.

It is simply a universal coupling applied

betw-een motor shaft and countershaft of

the large machines. The purpose of this is

at once obvious to a mechanic, since it is

not necessary to get an accurate alignment .

between those shafts, and it is patent to

anyone that such alignment is not only

difficult to obtain but equally so to maintain.

It is a splendid application of an old

mechanical principle to new conditions,

and will no doubt receive considerable

attention from the electrical fraternity.

This coupling is of cast steel and is shown
for the purpose of presenting its balancing

features, the latter being one of the im-

portant requisites for motor purposes ow-
ing to the high speeds always demanded.

The list of tools herewith will be inter-

esting to those who have not had to do
with electric drives. To these the inform-

ation will be specially valuable as showing
what is actually required for machine tools

found in every railroad shop. It is seen

that only the larger capacity tools have

an individual drive. Many of the smaller

tools obtain power from a common counter

which is motor driven.

The electricity is furnished by a direct

connected lOO-kilowatt engine running at

250 revolutions per minute. In addition

to these another of 62j4-kiIowatt capacity

is in reserve. These engines are situated

in the power house, which also contains
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an Ingersoll-Sergeant compressor of a ca-

pacity of 460 cubic feet of free air per

miiuitc. There is a storage capacity for

275,000 cubic inches of air in this building,

and tanks of three times this capacity are

distributed thro\iKhout the various shops,

Ihe air being used at 90 pounds per square

inch. The 'large capacity of comprc-sor

and tanks bearing the best of evidence

of the wide use of compressed air tools.

.Ml water and steam pipes of the plant

are returned to the power house, in which

is a Berryman Feed Water Heater which

to the highly volatile character of the oil,

but it is forced up by a small pump. There

are few better arranged oil-houses than

this.

While the car and paint shops are under

one roof and look like one shop exteriorly,

they are just as separate and distinct in-

side as though miles apart. The wood-

working shop comes first on viewing the

plan, and it has a complement of the best

wood-working tools possible to buy.

These tools are all located on the progres-

sive plan of starting a stick of timber and

and wabh-room at the opposite side. Ihe
shops are all well lighted by means of sky-

lights covered with what is known as

Indurated Fabric, a transparent composi-

tion on a wire netting base, which fur-

nishes plenty of light of a diffused charac-

ter and still keeps out the sun's rays in

concentrated form.

There is a foundry here for iron and

brass, where some of the smoothest cast-

ings we have seen are made. The output

will average 16,000 pounds per day. Here

again an old foundry tradition is cast

Tools

Cotlttliirfur/I I'it

^Cniifiniioiis nt >- l>roi> I'it ^ ^Ungth

1
Erecting Shop

Center Line of Building

iJontimioiis M'if

i_.i.

1>L.\N OF ERIE M.VCHINE, ERECTING. BOILER AND BLACKSMITH SHOPS.

furnishes water to the boiler at about 200

degrees.

Near the power-house is located the oil-

house, which has more points of conven-

ience and safety than are often found in

oil storage. All oils are below ground line,

and, excepting kerosene, are forced up by

compressed air. The pipes running from

the tanks below are brought to the center

of the room above, and arranged in paral-

lel columns inside of a trough, having an

air cock for each kind of oil. Whatever

oil escapes by overflow or otherwise runs

into the trough mentioned and passes back

down to its proper tank. In the exception

noted, compressed air is not used, owing

keeping it in motion to its destination

without any retrograde movement. It was

on the sill dresser that the universal coup-

ling was seen to good advantage, running

at 746 revolutions per minute, taking 30

horse-power from the motor.

In the center of this building three

tracks are devoted to car erecting, each

track having a capacity of five cars with-

out crowding. Next to these tracks, but

separated from the wood-working shop by

a partition wall, comes the paint shop with

two tracks. The floor in this shop is of

concrete and arranged to be well drained.

A stock-room in the shape of a lean-to is

at one side of the building, and a lavatory

aside and sand is riddled by a small en-

gine coupled up to the sieve. Human
muscles are entirely out of it.

In the construction of these buildings,

which are the design of Mr. George Hill,

consulting engineer. New York, some

novel tl-.ings have been introduced. The

walls are of concrete, about sJ^S inches

thick, on a wire netting. The same ma-

terial is used in the roof, which is about

7 inches thick. It is needless to say that

this is new in wall and roof construction.

It looks like a lasting job. and certainly

is neat in appearance.

In the location of tools in this plant

there is every evidence of intelligent work
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by Mr. W. H. Wilson, the master me-
chanic, who, by the way, is responsible for

the application of the universal coupling,

and whose hand is visible throughout the

entire plant.

The motors used in this drive are the

Lundell, furnished by the Sprague Elec-

tric Company. All the tool equipment is

from the well-known Manning, Maxwell
& Moore Company. It should be men-
tioned that these shops were built by the

Dunmore Iron & Steel Company, while

Mr. George I. Slade was general manager
of that property, and who is now assistant

general manager of the Erie. Since that

time the property has passed to the con-

-80 0-

Blacksmith shop heating stack, driven

by one 20 horse-power shunt motor with

speed controller.

Blacksmith shop blower, driven by one

10 horse-power shunt motor with plain

starting box.

Blacksmith shop exhaust pan, driven by
one 10 horse-power motor, shunt wound,
with plain starting box.

Drop table, driven by one 10 horse-

power series motor with reversing con-

troller.

Machine shop heating stack, driven by
one 20 horse-power shunt motor with

speed controller.

Foundry rumbler, driven by one .3 horse-

—2o'o'-^

FRAMING SHOP.

Atlantic Works tenoning machine,

driven by one 15 horse-power shunt motor
with plain starting box.

Greenlee Bros, mortising and boring

inachine, driven by one 10 horse-power

shunt motor with plain starting box.

Greenlee Bros, cut-off saw, driven by
one 7J^ horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

Greenlee Bros, four-spindle borina ma-
chine, driven by one 10 horse-power shunt

ifotor with plain starting box.

H. J. Perkins saw, gummer and grind-

stone, driven by one I horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

Stdpk Hooin

r
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v
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trol of the Erie. It was, however, through
the efforts of the above gentleman that this

splendid plant is in shape for us to write

about at this time, and he will no doubt
leave a record on the Erie as indelible as

this one.

LIST OF TOOLS AND MOTORS, ERIE SHOPS,

DUNMORE, PA.

Coal pockets, driven by one 20 horse-

power series motor with reversing control-

ler.

Car shop heating stack, driven by one
20 horse-power shunt motor with speed
controller.

power shunt motor with plain starting

box.

Foundry blast, driven by one 15 horse-

power shunt motor with plain starting

box.

Framing shop exhaust fan, driven by

one 25 horse-power shunt motor with plain

starting box.

Shaw electric crane, 35 tons, driven by

main hoist motor 30 horse-power, auxil-

iary hoist motor 17 horse-power, bridge

motor 25 horse-power, carriage motor

5 horse-power—all series motors with re-

versing controllers.

Atlantic Works band saw. 44-inch.

driven by one yyi horse-power snunt mo-
tor with plain starting box.

Atlantic Works jointer, 20-inch, driven

by one 13 horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

Greenlee Bros, rip saw, driven by one

15 horse-power shunt motor with plain

starting box.

Atlantic Works four-cylinder planer.

12 x 24 inches, driven by one 30 horse-

power shunt motor with plain starting

box.

TJichardson, Merriam & Co. matcher and
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planer, driven by one 17 horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Hilles & Jones Co. No. 3 combined

punch and shear, driven by one 5 horse-

power shunt motor with plain starting box.

Ajax bulldozer, driven by one 10 horse-

power shunt motor with speed controller.

Ajax bolt header, upsetter and forging

macliinc, 2j4-inch, driven by one 10 horse-

power shunt motor with plain starting

box.

Sellers bolt and rod shear, Oliver Bros,

and Philips bolt header, Bradley cushioned

by one 10 horse-power series motor with

reversing controller.

Bending rolls, driven by one 5 horse-

power series motor with reversing con-

troller.

MACHINE SHOP.

J. T. Shaffer Manufacturing Co. 300-

ton hydraulic wheel press, driven by one

S horse-power shunt motor with plain

starting box.

Sellers 4-foot wheel boring machine,

driven by one 3 horse-power series inotor

with speed controller.

reversible, with double throw switch and

plain starting box.

Pond lathe, 49x41 inches x 24 feet,

driven by one 5 horse-power shunt motor,

reversible, with double throw switch and

plain starting bo.x.

Sellers 160-ton hydraulic wheel press,

driven by one s horse-power shunt motor

with plain starting box.

Sellers so-inch wheel boring machine.

Sellers lathe, 16 x 10 x 7-inch axle; Niles

turret lathe, 10 x 4^/2 x 20 inches ; Acme
•>^ to 2-inch three-head bolt cutter. Acme
six-spindle nut tapper, Sanders 2]/i to 8-
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CROSS-SECTION OF M.\CHIXE SHOP BUILDING.

hammer (,60-pound), driven by one 10

horse-power shunt motor with plain start-

ing box.

BOILER SHOP.

New York Steam Engine Co. 8 x 32-

inch drill press, the Silver Manufacturing

Co. 19 X 5-inch post drill, Hartz flue weld-

er, Bethlehem Shear Co. rotary shear No.

4. grindstone, boiler tube rumbler, driven

by one 5 horse-power shunt inotor with

plain starting bo.x.

Industrial Works combined punch and

shear, driven by one 3 horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

Long & AUstatter combined punch and

shear, driven by one 5 horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

Hilles & Jones Co. bending rolls, driven

Pond 42-inch car wheel latl e, driven by

one 7J4 horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

Pond 8 X 4-foot boring mill, driven by

one 'Yz horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

Sellers 6-foot 4-inch wheel lathe, driven

by one 5 horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

Sellers lathe, 30 x 23^ inches x 12 feet,

driven by one 3 horse-power shunt motor,

reversible, with double throw switch and

plain starting box.

Niles 37-inch boring mill, driven by one

3 horse-power series motor with speed

controller.

Pond lathe, 36 x 30 inches x 12 feet,

driven by one 5 horse-power shunt motor,

inch pipe cutter, joxli^-inch x 6-foot

lathe, 24 X I3yi-inch x ll-foot 6-inch lathe,

Sanders ].i to 3i<2-inch pipe cutter, driven

by one 15 horse-power shunt motor with

plain starting box.

30 X 21-inch X 14-foot 6-inch lathe ; Pond

lathe, 22x31 inches x 18 feet; Reed lathe,

24 X 13 inches x 7 feet 6 inches ; New
Haven lathe, 27 x i8j^ inches x 12 feet 6

inches ; Pond 5-foot radial drill ; Pond

planer. 2 feet 6 inches x 30 inches x 8 feet

;

Gould & Eberhardt shaper, 24 x 18 inches

;

Pedrick & Aver milling machine. 12 x 36 x

i6 inches : Builders' Iron Foundry 18-inch

emery grinder ; Diamond No. I bench

grinder, driven by one 10 horse-power

shunt motor with plain starting box.

Sellers planer. 36 x 36 inches x 10 feet

;
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Gould & Ebcrhardt 37-inch drill ; Dunmore
shop grindstone ; Sellers slotter, S'/z x 14 x

i8 inches; Challenge 14-inch hack-saw;

Sellers shaper, 10 x 28 inches, driven by

one 10 horse-power shunt motor with

plain box.

Prentice Bros. 20-inch drill press ; Reed

lathe, 16 X 10 inches x 7 feet ; Diamond

No. I bench grinder, Atlantic Works No.

2 knife grinder, Gisholt tool grinder, Sell-

ers twist drill grinder. Brown & Sharpe

universal tool grinder No. 3, Gould &
Eberhardt 16-inch shaper, driven by one

5 horse-power shunt motor with plain

starting box.

Pond planer, 60 x 60 x 72 inches, driven

by one 25 hor*e-povver shunt motor with

speed controller.

The Silver Manufacturing Co. 19x5-

inch post drill ; Leonard & Clark lathe,

and mortises it out. The world's great

man was Li Hung Chang, the eminent

Chinese statesman and diplomat. He saw

the tool making square holes, and stopped

to observe its operation more closely. He
was momentarily amazed and perplexed,

but quickly recovered when the mechanism

was explained to him. He gazed fully a

half hour at the operation of the wonder-

ful machine. His admiration was intense

and finally culminated in his purchasing

one of the machines, which he ordered

sent to his palace in China. So the story

goes.

Oil Fuel for Locomotives in Hoosac
Tunnel.

Hoosac Tunnel on the Fitchburg divi-

sion of the Boston & Maine Railroad is

about five miles long. The middle of the

at least equal economy, aside from the

other advantages it possesses. The system

is reported to steam very well, and a per-

son looking over the smokestack when the

engine is working hard sees no smoke or

vapor of any kind. The atmosphere of

the tunnel has been very much cleared by

the change of combustible.

The system of oil burning adopted is

that used on .the Southern Pacific, which

was described by several articles in Rail-

way AND Locomotive Engineering last

year and are now published by us in pam-

phlet form.

The intention is to apply the oil-burning

apparatus to three more of the compound
consolidations. When that is done all the

trains passing through the Hoosac Tun-

nel will be hauled by oil-burning loco-

motives.

M

END ELEV.\TI0N C.\R AND PAINT SHOP.

12 X iSy^ inches x 7 feet 6 inches; Fitch-

burg lathe, 10 X 20 inches x 7 feet 6 inches

;

Sellers slotter, 12 x 24 x 20 inches ; 14x9-

inch x 4-foot lathe, American Twist Drill

Co. 14-inch emery grinder, Baker Bros.

No. 3 key-seater, Yonkers 8 x 26-inch drill,

driven by one 10 horse-power shunt motor

with plain starting box.

Gould & Eberhardt 32-inch drill, Dun-

more shop grindstone. Diamond No. I

bench grindstone. Reed lathe, 9 x 18 x 32

inches; Sellers lathe, 20 inches x 4 feet;

Prentice Bros, lathe, 185^ x 13 inches x 6

feet 7 inches ; Dunmore shop centering

machine, driven by one yyi horse-power

shunt motor with plain starting box.

PATTERN SHOP.

Dunmore shop grindstone, Atlantic

Works 16-inch rip saw, Atlantic Works
16-inch jointer, Atlantic Works small face-

plate lathe, Atlantic Works 37-inch band-

saw, driven by one 10 horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

Atlantic Works planer, 19 inches x 6

feet; Atlantic Works lathe, 28x33 inches

X 16 feet ; Atlantic Works saw filer and

setter, Atlantic Works large face-plate

lathe, Atlantic Works J4 to 2-inch wood
borer, driven by one 10 horse-power shunt

motor with plain starting box.

Li Hung Chang and the Square Hole.

In the Pennsylvania's Meadow Shops,

Jersey City, N. J., is a wood-working ma-
chine, the counterpart of which once pro-

duced a most remarkable effect on one of

the greatest men of the world. The ma-
chine is one which bores square holes ; or,

in other words, the auger runs inside of a

square tool like a four-sided chisel, and
the one descent of the tool bores the hole

JinUwaff .J-
iccimiofiw LK/jineerinff

UXIVERS.\L COUPLING BETWEEN MOTORS AND MACHINES.

tunnel is the top of a grade 25 feet to the

mile in both directions, a condition which

makes the tunnel exceedingly difficult to

ventilate. Very powerful exhaust fans

are kept at work to keep up a movement

of air, but during certain conditions of

the atmosphere the air is so difficult to

move that almost suffocating conditions

prevail.

In the course of a conversation recently

held with Mr. T. A. Mackinnon, general

manager of the Boston & Maine Railroad

lately we learned that the company has

recently put into service the compound
consolidation engine No. 1075, fitted for

burning oil. This is said to be the first

engine in New England ever equipped

for burning oil, and is assigned exclusive-

ly to helping freight service.

This engine has only been in continuous

operation since about December i, but so

satisfactory have been the results that

arrangements are being made to equip

two or three more engines for the same

service.

No authentic figures are at hand at this

early date of the performance as compared
with coal, but the oil is expected to show

A great many people who write letters

are singularly careless about giving their

addresses and people frequently send

money in letters without explaining what

is to be done with it. All publishers meet

with examples of this kind and we are

not exceptions. A man encloses a couple

of dollars for some purpose and forgets

to explain. He waits a while and then

makes complaints that his paper or the

book ordered has not been received. He
appears to have much company in these

loose methods. In the report of the Third

Assistant Postmaster for last year the

statement is made that $15,605.69 had been

taken from letters sent to the dead-letter

office for which no owners could be found.

A friend from Dayton, O.. sends in a

newspaper account of how a terrible acci-

dent was averted by the engineer stopping

his train when the band came off, in time

to avert an accident. Our correspondent

says that any man, whether reporter or

not, who will call a locomotive tire a band,

must have been brought up in a wagon

shop.
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General Correspondence.
Do the Exhaust Nozzles Affect the

Draft ?

Ill your January isbuc, after taking isbuc

with tlie proposed substitution of nicchani--

cal draft for that of the exhaust steam

from the cylinder, you quoted Prof. Goss,

as follows: "TIic capacity of the jet as a

means for producing draft is nearly pro-

portional to the weight of steam dis-

cliargc per unit of time."

I remember tliis statement at the time it

appeared, and thought there must be a

nozzle or a small one, the e.x!iaust depend-

ing on the amouiit used in cylinder per

stroke or per hour, and not on the size

opening through which it must pass gel-

ting to the stack.

If this statement were true the back

pressure could be done away with entirely

by using as large a nozzle as desired.

But we know that this does not work out

in practice and that the size of nozzle

makes all the difference in tlie world as

to the draft produced by tlie exhaust.

Representative American Locomotive
Exhibits.

The American locomotive of to-day is

a very different machine from its prede-

cessor of twenty-five years ago. A com-

parison of the exhibits made at various

,\merican expositions within that period

indicates very clearly the character of tlic

evolution through which the locomotive

has been passing, showing, as it does, the

appearance of new types adapted to new
conditions of service and the comparative

Plioto by F. A. Unger. ST. LOUIS LIMITED LE.WTXG JERSEY CITY— PENNSVLV.\XI.\ K.\ILR0.-\D.

mistake, for I could hardly believe Prof.

Goss, whose work is usually so thoroughly

practical, could put forth such an erron-

eous opinion.

If the draft-producing capacity of a

steam jet is proportional (or nearly so)

to the weight of steam discharged, then

it is evident that the sice, of the exhaust

nozzle has no effect on the draft. What
practical railroad man can' swallow that

without wincing?

A locomotive exhausts just as large a

volume of steam whether it has a large

This statement is about equivalent to

the one made by Mr. Snowden Bell some
time ago, that the exhaust from a Wootten
firebo.x engine was always "soft and

mushy" in contrast with the sharp bark

of a narrow firebox locomotive. In both

cases it depends on the size of the nozzle,

and it happens—as you clearly sliowed at

the time—that the difiference in fireboxes

apparently has no effect on either the size

of nozzle or the sound of the e.xhaust.

Frank C. Hudsox.
Ro.vburv. Mass.

decline of other types the former pre-

eminence of which is now successfully dis-

puted by later rivals.

To make the basis of comparison more

definite and exact, I have excluded from

the subjoined table all narrow-gage loco-

motives, also all standard-gage locomo-

tives not built immediately prior to the

exposition at which they were shown. The
first restriction excludes fifteen shown at

Philadelphia and eight at Chicago : the

second two at Philadelphia, the Baltimore

& Ohio historic collection and other old
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locomotives at Chicago, and the Richmond
•compound "2427" at Buffalo—this engine

having been previously exhibited at At-

lanta :
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it in total weight, with lender, fuel and

water, by more than 36 tons, of whicli 25

tons is the difference between the locomo-

tives alone.

I am indebted to the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works for their kind assistance in the

preparation of the above table.

Norwich, Conn. Wm. B. Aiken.

Improvement in Regulators for Oil

Burning Locomotives.

The economical and satisfactory ser-

vice of oil as fuel has brought it forward

within the past few years with great rapid-

ity, and several railways on the Pacific

coast have been using oil quite extensively.

Numerous changes have been made and

different styles of burners have been em-

ployed. Little attention has been spent in

the direction of bow the current liquid

hydrocarbon should be regulated, and

from this cause may be traced many com-

plaints which are principally laid to the

carelessness of the fireman. It may be of

interest to those who are not familiar with

the duties of a fireman on an oil-burning

locomotive for me to state a few facts.

For instance, we shall say a locomotive is

approaching a station. The engineer shuts

off steam ; the fireman is required to re-

duce the feed of oil. In doing this he

must reduce the feed of atomizer which

is governed by a globe valve, adjust the

adjusting screw which is employed to hold

the regulator handle at different positions

of adjustment. Move the regulator handle

which governs the oil supply valve to a

suitable place, which is not very often

found, owing to the oiling and shaking

of the engine, until he has caused the pro-

duction of excessive smoke, clogging of

the flues, and allowing cold air to enter

the firebox, causing contraction and ex-

pansion in the sheets, resulting in time in

leakage of the firebox. From the inde-

pendent operating of these valves there

are times when more oil is being supplied

than is being atomized, which is nothing

more or less than a waste of oil. Another

point may be said in regard to the supply

of air. The supply of air is nearly as

great when a small quantity of oil is being

consumed as a large quantity, with the ex-

ception of that which the exhaust has a

tendency of creating. To get good results

and perfect combustion and economical ex-

penditure of fuel, the supply of steam and

air should be in accordance with the

amount of oil being consumed. The evil

effects of too much oil or too much air

have been referred to in an article entitled

"Burning Oil Fuel in Locomotives," by

Mr. H. M. Honn, traveling fireman, San

Joaquin division. Southern Pacific Rail-

way, Kern City, Cal., in the July number
of R.MLWAY AND LoCOMOTtVE ENGINEER-

ING.

To eliminate these causes, and as a step

in the direction of simplicity, an arrange-

ment is briefly described as follows

:

Fig. I is a rear view, in elevation, of a

firebox of a locomotive boiler. illustratinEr

the application of the device ; Fig. 2 a

vertical longitudinal section through the

same.

The object of this device is to provide

effective and reliable means whereby the

supply of oil and steam to the burner of

an oil-burning locomotive may be coinci-

dently regulated to any desired degree,

and by the use of which the proper

amounts of oil and of steam may be at all

times supplied, and the objectionable re-

sults avoided, production of excessive

smoke, clogging of flues and leakage of

firebox, resultant upon imperfect combus-
tion or accidental extinguishment of the

fire or uneven distribution of flame—all of

which have, to a greater or less extent,

been experienced with appliances hereto-

fore used.

In the operation of this device a single

movement of the regulator handle serves

to regulate tlic feed of oil, to atomize it by

the proper supply of steam, and to supply

the required amount of air. After the cor-

rect adjustment of the connection of the

Fig. I

ed "injectors will not work." The book
further shows that the machinist had gone
through the injectors. You go out on this

engine and find that the injectors work
badly, then you proceed to curse the ma-
chinist for not doing the work.

I have had cases of the same kind at this

place, but would not find the trouble with

injectors as reported. In many cases you
will note, when you apply your injector,

you will find that it will prime until you
have it almost at full stroke, and then it

will break. What is the cause of this?

Sometimes the combining tubes are stuck

or broken ; sometimes you will find, if your
tank hose has been run a long time, it will

become soft and the lining on the inside

become loose. If you notice when starting

to apply the injector the tank hose will

quiver and the feed pipe shake. This is

a good indication that something is wrong
with hose or tank valve. If the lining is

loose in your hose, the suction is so great

that it will draw your hose together and
stop the supply of water. You can detect

Fig. 3

REGULATOR FOR OIL-BURNING LOCOMOTIVES.

atomizer and oil supply valves has been

made, proportional amounts of steam and
oil are supplied, and explosions avoided

which might be caused by careless hand-

ling of independently operated valves. The
device is easily regulated and may be oper-

ated by inexperienced firemen, and when
set to any desired proportionate feed it

will remain in such adjustment until

changed by the operator.

G. B. VoN BODEN,

Mech. Draftsman, So. Pac. Co.

Reporting Work. Be Fair to the fla-

chinist.

Just a few words to our young engineers

and some of the old ones regarding the

important matter of reporting w'ork. We
will say, for instance, your engines are

pooled, that you are in the habit of going

to the work book before going out to learn

what was reported by the man who
brought the engine in, and you find that

Engineer Smith has. for instance, report-

this by the trembling of the pipes, pro-

viding your injector will prime.

I had a case where the engineer reported

both inspirators "would not work." He
had given up his train and had the engine

towed in dead. I fired the engine up and

tried the inspirators. They would prime

all right until you had them at nearly full

stroke, when they would break. This en-

gine had the improved Hancock inspirator,

and I discovered, on trjing to work the

instruments that the hose and pipes trem-

bled, which I thought was a good indica-

tion that there was something wrong with

the water supply. I took down the hose

and found that the water ran freely out of

them, but I did not stop at this. Instead

I let the water out of the tank and found

both goose-necks stopped up with coal and

subsequently took out twelve or fifteen

buckets of coal from around tank valves.

That was the kind of overhauling those

injectors got that day, and the engineer

went on his way rejoicing.
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Now, boys, give the machinists their

just dues, and if you cannot get coal

enough on the tank, please do not try to

carry any on the inside and hereafter try

to make sure your reports arc correct.

M. Mackey,
Foreman St. L. & S. F. R. R.

Willow Springs, Mo.

The Sword Blade Locomotive.

In A. D, 1835 the first railroad from
Newark, N. J., to New York via Hoboken,
N. J., was built and was operated by
horse-power, making the 9 miles in about

two hours. The rolling stock would not

now be considered very heavy ; the cars

had seats on the top and would seat about

twenty persons. The track was made of

6 X 6-inch hardwood and faced with flat

bar iron, 2 inches wide by 5^ inch thick,

spiked every 2 feet. The ends of the bars

were tongued and grooved and spiked

near the ends to prevent what was then

termed snake heads ; for it was found that

the ends of the bars would become loose

from the timbers and bend up till they

would strike the car and push through

and endanger the passengers' lives. This
was one of the main difficulties of early

railroading and was what led to the in-

vention of the T-rail.

It was not long until the company tired

of horses for motive power. As the loco-

motive was not yet out of its cradle (which
was Philadelphia), they looked about in

other directions for an engine to run on
their short road, and they found at Schen-
ectady, N. Y., what was called the sword
blade rotary locomotive, and in 1835 or

1836 had it brought down to Newark to

be tested. I was a boy of fifteen with an

earnest love for machinery, and was look-

ing around for new developments when
the enginemen in charge offered to give a

number of boys a ride if we would help

fill the boiler with water. With a pump
nearby we set to work, and in course of

time we filled her, and fired up, hoping to

get the promised ride.

I will try and describe this singular at-

tempt at a locomotive from memory of a

boy of fifteen years. It had four wheels,

about 4 feet in diameter and placed on
axle about 4I/2 feet apart, with pedestal

bearings under a wood frame, on which
was mounted quite a large firebox tubular

boiler with grate and chimney and steam
fixtures. On the top and near the fire-

box end was a sword blade rotary engine,

its shaft running across the top of boiler

and supported in boxes, and on its outer

end was an 8-inch pulley which with an 8-

inch leather belt drove another pulley

about 18 inches diameter by 6-inch face,

which by its shaft drove a train of gear-

ing in a box connecting to a master gear
on axle of driving wheels. The manner
of reversing was with a clutch inside a

box over the fire door of boiler. The
shaft of the engine was hollow to the cen-

ter of its length and the blades also, and

steam entered through the shaft to tlie in-

side hollow in blades and discharged at

cither ends on opposite sides, causing it to

revolve rapidly when nothing was applied

to it. These blades ran inside a sheet-iron

ca<e.

The trial : Steam was raised pretty high

and the engine without the belt on ran a

lively gait, but as soon as the belt was put

on and geared to the driving wheels it re-

fused to go. when all hands were called to

push and give her a start, when the engine

stopped and refused to pull the least bit.

After trying to get it to run for some time,

without success, the men sent with it gave
it up as a complete failure and took it

home.

I send with this a sketch of the sword
blade locomotive, the only one ever built.

Louisville. Ky. J. O. Campbell.

perhaps explosive combustion of smoke
hL-atcd to the flashing point.

A. E. OUTERBRILIGE, Jr.

Plash Point of Smoke.

Referring to the article, "Watch the

Igniting Temperature," in your current

issue, it may interest you to know that the

Covering Headlights.

Referring to comments on Mr. J. P.

Kelly's article on "Covering Headlights,"

I have in mind a very bad collision caused
by engineer on approaching,4rain thinking

headlight of engine on siding was covered.

This was a case where perforated li«ad-

light cover was used, and approaching en-

gineer imagined he could read the num-
ber on headlight cover of engine on sid-

ing. Instead of this, the headlight had
been allowed to smoke, thus rendering it

almost invisible, and the light produced
was about equivalent to that which would
be shown by a good headlight through the

screen. I say cover the headlight. If a

train turns out to meet an approaching

train and does not clear in ample time,

the bright burning headlight and all other

measures of precaution should be taken to

warn the approaching train. On the other

Itailj/ay ij Loevmotive Enyinecriag

THE SWORD BLADE LOCOMOTIVE.

president of the Franklin Institute has

recently appointed a "Hazards Commit-
tee" for the purpose of investigating fire

ri,ks and other risks in Philadelphia, in

which the important and strangely ne-

glected subject of the igniting temperature

or flash point of smoke will probably be

considered. This matter was brought to

the attention of the institute at its stated

meeting in May, 1897, when an extended

discussion was inaugurated of the "Smoke
Nuisance," reports of which were pub-

lished in the Journal of the Franklin In-

stitute in June, July and December, 1897,

and in January and February, 1898. So

far as I know, the concise statement had

not been previously made that "smoke has

a flashing point, just as petroleum has a

flashing point," though of course the fact

was well known.

The experimental demonstration is by

no means difficult, and I am inclined to be-

lieve that some so-called "mysterious

fires" have originated from the sudden and

hand, if the train taking siding is in to

clear, there should be no lights shown, ex-

cept markers on rear of train. By all means
darken the headlight completely. If the

approaching engineer needs landmarks he

can use the switch lights, or if none exist

he can use telegraph poles. To the man
who wants to have a headlight visible for

the benefit of the approaching train I

would simply say don't try to run the other

fellow's train and your own, too. If he is

an up-to-date observer of rules, he will

take care of himself. Engineer.

Horton, Kan.

Flat Spots Not a New Disease.

I fear Mr. I. F. Wallace will have to

find a new cause for the flat-spot disease.

It is not a new ailment by any means, but

was much more common forty-five years

ago—in proportion to the weight of en-

gines—than now.

Freight trains at that time averaged

about 10 to 12 miles an hour. The coun-
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tcrbalance, too, was less in proportion to

revolving and reciprocating parts tlian is

used to-day. H. Francis.

Scranlon, I'a.

To Empty Sand Box.

I am of tlic opinion tliat tlie tin can and

trough used for tlie purpose of removing

sand from llie sand box of a locomotive

can be dispensed with, and herewith fur-

iirti/u'o// i iucj.ii. t Eni/ineering

ARRANGEMENT FOR LOWERING SAND.

nish a drawing of a worm encased in a

3-inch pipe which would answer the pur-

pose. The bottom is scalloped for the

purpose of allowing sand to feed freely

to bottom. And by the use of a crank,

as shown in sketch, or motor attached to

top of worm, the sand may be removed
from box and by the means 01 a hose con-

nected to outlet it may be conveyed to a

barrel while sand box or sanding apparatus

may be undergoing repairs. Sand in barrel

may be returned to sand box by reversing

the device. John E. Osmer.

Western division Southern Pacific, run-

ning between Oakland and Fresno, Cal.

:

MILES.

October 12,405

November 11,426

December ii,472

Tliree months 35.303

Miles per ton coal, 38.18 = 50 pounds

per train mile. ,

Miles per pint of engine oil, 37.59.

Miles per pint of valve oil, 142.82.

Miles per pint of all oils, 25.50.

Three engine crews run the engine. Has
been washed out 91 times in the three

months. Average train, 7 cars. Size of

engine, 18x24.

We consider this a pretty good show-

ing. Possibly others can produce a better

one. D. P. Kellogg.

A Good Record.

Extract from quarterly performance

sheet showing performance of Engine 1402.

Progressive Foreman vs. Declining

Ones.

The question is often asked by shop

managers and foremen, what is the trouble

with my job and why is it we cannot

make the same showing that the other

fellow is? I have often thought that the

answer is, in the first instance, the fore-

man, being progressive, is necessarily of

a receptive turn of mind. Let us use as

an illustration a foreman who is employ-

ing 100 men and encouraging everyone

individually to take a personal interest in

the affairs of the shop and its advancement.

Each one of the lOO men are continually

making suggestions to him whereby the

work can be done quicker and easier with

the use of some little improvement, tool or

kink or a different method than the one

in use. They are encouraged in this and

their ideas tried and, where found worthy,

put in effect, but tried in nearly all cases

or a suitable reason given why they can-

not be.

In the other case the foreman does not

allow the men to dictate, as they call it,

or allow the men to make suggestions of

improved tools or hew ideas, but the fore-

man informs them that he is paid for run-

ning the plant and that their ideas are

useless and not wanted and that when he

wants information of this kind he will call

on them, or words to that effect. The re-

sult is that in the first plant there are loi

men using their brains and energies

against one lone man in the second case,

and I do not believe that the time has yet

arrived when one man. be he foreman,

superintendent or general manager, has

superior brain power to 100 in the same

line, even if 99 are in the ranks.

I think that if every foreman would

encourage the men in the ranks more than

they do and realize that the average shop-

man of to-day is a very alert, progressive

fellow and away above the average that

the railroad companies would make much
more money.

I have often thought, in noting promo-

tions to official situations and the wav in

which it is done, that when we want a

foreman we naturally turn to the men in

the ranks of the department in which we
are to select the man for and pick out a

very progressive man whom we think will

fillthebill. Hehas probably been in the ser-

vice for a number of years and when made
foreman usually demonstrates his ability,

and any suggestions that he makes or any

improvements that he wants are listened to

with an attentive car and is encouraged

by the management to put them in effect;

but this same man, while he was in the

ranks and with the same brain power and
the same ability that he now possesses

could not make these suggestions to his

foreman (in many cases) without being

turned down, and the company lost the

benefit of his experience all these former

years.

These are merely thoughts that come up
by daily observations, and if by reading

them over one foreman gone wrong can

be converted I will consider the time well

spent. R. T. Shea.

Spherical Headed Staybolts.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
are using a great many flexible staybolts

for binding together the flat surfaces of

their boilers carrying very high pressure.

The staybolts have a spherical head, the

outer side of which is flat and is slotted

like the head of an ordinary wood screw.

The^e stays are screwed into the side and
crown sheets, and in the outer shell a brass

sleeve, cupped to the curvature of the un-

der side of the staybolt head, is screwed.

Through this brass sleeve the staybolt

stem passes freely without thread, thus

giving the desired flexibility, and the brass

gland is closed with a cap screwed down
on a copper gasket. Transverse stays,

above the crown-sheet, are similarly used.

The outer shell of the boiler is cupped

outwardly around the center of the stay-

bolt locations enough to give a full.

straight thread-bearing and at the same
time allow the staybolt to enter the inner

sheet at right angles to the horizontal or

vertical plane of the sheet. This bolt, as

we understand it, originated at Altoona.

by the way of Great Britain, and this is

the first considerable application of the

idea on the Pennsvlvania.

The American Locomotive Company are

extending some of their works so that the

output of locomotives will be considerably

increased. They have selected the best

works for this purpose, .'.nd they are ex-

pending a great deal of money on the

Schenectady Works, the Brooks Works,

the Pittsburgh and the Richmond Works.

The work on the Pittsburgh and Rich-

mond plants has not yet begun. It is ex-

pected that the additions and improve-

ments will be effected before the winter

closes and that the channels will substan-

tiallv reduce the cost of locomotive build-
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The New York Tunnel Collision.

The city of New York is built on Man-

hattan Island, bounded by the Hudson

River on the West, the East River on the

East and Harlem River on the North.

The Hudson River is a broad stream

which has not yet been bridged or tun-

neled, so most of the railroads coming to

the city have to stop short on the New
Jersey side and deliver their passengers

and freight to the metropolis by ferriage.

There is one exception to this. The New
York Central Railroad, which comes in

from the north, bridging the Harlem Riv-

er, which is merely a deep creek, and trav-

ersing Fourth avenue by viaducts and a

tunnel to Forty-second Street Station.

The trains belonging to the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad, which is

the only rail artery between New England

and New York, also run over the New
York Central tracks from Harlem, and

this railroad does a heavy suburban busi-

ness. Between the through traffic and the

suburban. business of the two great rail-

road systems there are 323 regularly sched-

uled trains passing through the tunnel

daily, and sometimes the number exceeds

500. There are four tracks, two of them
for trains going each way, which gives

nearly 18 minutes between trains in the

tunnel for the 24 hours ; but trains are run

on very short intervals during the busy

hours of the day—sometimes about two

minutes apart. As the tunnel is frequently

obscured by atmospheric conditions, and

by the smoke and steam emitted from the

locomotives, accidents have happened oc-

casionally in spite of the tracks being pro-

tected by the most approved system of

automatic block signals.

On the morning of January 8 a New
York, New Haven & Hartford suburban

train was stopped in the tunnel by signal

and one minute later a train belonging

to the New York Central dashed into the

rear of the stopped train, plowing through

the' hind car, killing seventeen persons

and seriously injuring a great many others.

Thick snow was falling at the time of the

accident, the atmosphere was heavy and

the smoke and steam hung so low that it

was difficult to distinguish signals. John

M. Wisker, the engineer of the colliding

train, says that he could not see the signals

which, from a railroad standpoint, is no

excuse, since the rules of train operating

require the engineer to stop when he fails

to see a signal. But there are strong ex-

onerating circumstance in Wisker's case,

for it was the first time that he ran the

engine of a passenger train to go through

the tunnel and he appears to have become

e.xcited and lost the power of cool action

necessary to meet the difficult position in

which he was placed. The evidence given

at the coroner's inquest seems to prove

that Wisker did not even apply the brakes

before his engine struck the delayed train.

Running the engine of a passenger train

under the conditions that frequently pre-

vail in the Fourth Avenue tunnel is at

times terribly harrassing work for an ex-

perienced engineer, and it is not surprising

when a novice falls into an accident. There

is on one side signals that are difficult to

identify when the tunnel is obscured and

the rules framed to hold engineers re-

sponsible in case of accident, and the alter-

native of taking chances to deliver the

train at the terminus on time. On the

other side are officials whose duty it is

to see that trains are run punctually and

they are liable to mete out grim punish-

ment to the engineer who fails to keep

his train on schedule time. Some extra-

ordinary evidence was brought out at the

coroner's inquest and testimony was re-

peatedly given that engineers were afraid

of being sent to freight service or upon
gravel trains when they failed to make
time with passenger trains.

Engineer Wisker was arrested for caus-

ing the accident by criminal carelessness,

but after a few days' confinement he was
admitted to bail. The people and press

of New York city never fail to hit the

head of a railroad official when they have
any excuse for so doing, and a plain

purpose from the first was manifested in

this case to place the responsibility for

the tunnel accident on people higher up
than the engineer. The district attorney,

a new broom sweeping with diligent zeal,

worked very skillfully to place the blame
for the accident upon the officials, and he
brought out facts tending to prove that

exceedingly loose practices were common
in operation the tunnel. He was, however,

unfair and brutal in his treatment of the

witnesses who were favorable to the rail-

road company's side of the case.

We are all familiar with the estab-

lishing of impracticable rules which

the men concerned say ^re made to

be broken in ordinary times, but to be'

used as a club upon offenders when acci-

dents happen. The strict rules established

for the guidance of people operating trains

in the Fourth Avenue tunnel were not

rigidly observed and violators were rather

leniently dealt with. In our judgment, the

most blameworthy mistake made by the

New York Central officials was in failing

to enforce strict discipline for violation of

rules. This emanated from the hatred of

officials to inflict punishment. District .'At-

torney Jerome made J. H. Franklin, man-
ager of the Grand Central Station and

track manager of the Harlem road from

Mott Haven to Forty-second street, his

star witness against the company, a rather

embarrassing position for an official to be

placed in. He made Mr. Franklin

and other officials testify that it was

a very common practice for engineers to

run past red signals, and that the only

punishment inflicted was a caution not to

let it happen again. Many reports were

read from engineers in which they admit-

ted running past caution and danger sig-

nals and a common explanation made was

that a green light looks white when seen

through fog or smoke. Mr. Franklin ad-

mitted that such was the case ; but we are

inclined to doubt it. Watching for signals

in a foggy country was for years part

of the writer's business, and he never

saw a green signal look white. If that

is really a peculiarity of the green signals

in the Fourth Avenue tunnel, it is time

that the company adopt a new color for a

caution signal. Yellow is used on some
parts of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford as a caution signal and engineers

like it very well. Green is used for line

clear. If that arrangement of color signals

is a real improvement other railroads can-

not adopt it too soon.

The signal equipment in the Fourth

Avenue tunnel is as perfect as human
ingenuity can make it. All the tracks are

protected by automatic block .signals and
there is a torpedo-placing device at each

home signal. The signals are placed at

both sides of the track, that on the engi-

neer's si 'e being about two feet above

the rail and that on the fireman's side

being on the level of the cab window.
This condition of perfected mechanical

appliances does not always prevent acci-

dents, even when there is no smoke or

fog to complicate matters. The human
equation is always liable to error. Every
safeguard that mechanical appliances can

supply ought always to be employed. Their

use is to reduce accidents to the lowest

terms, but so long as the human guide

is liable to make mistakes so long will

accidents happen occasionally in the oper-

ation of railroad trains.
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Improvers of the American Locomo-
tive.

In a paper by Prof. C. V. Kerr, Armour
Institute of Technology, read at the West-

ern Railway Club, the author says that

early railv/ay mechanical engineers like

Trevithick, Stcplicnson, Allen, Cooper and

others were trained by personal experi-

ence. We are moved to wonder why the

learned professor, when p.Uuding to pion-

eer American engineers, did not mention

such men as Oliver Evans, Robert L.

Stevens, inventor of the T-rail ; Ross Win-

ans, Matthias Baldwin, Richard Norris,

James Milholland, Henry Campbell, John

B. Jarvis and a host of others who helped

to make the locomotive engine a success

and railroads practical mediums of trans-

portation. It is the old story of the one-

sided knowledge acquired by the average

college professor and student concerning

the pioneer engineers of America. The
trouble with these people is that they

read British encyclopedias for their in-

formation, and acquire their knowledge of

early American railroad machinery from

such romancers as Samuel Smiles, and of

course they have not learned the first

thing abo'it the achievements of the great

men whose original conceptions laid the

foundation of the American railroad roll-

ing stock which all the world is now imi-

tating.

Most of our college professors teach

that the locomotive engine came from the

hands of George Stephenson in perfect

form, and that all our early railroad engi-

neers did was to imitate and enlarge that

engine builder's work. The assertion that

George Stephenson never invented any-

thing about the locomotive that was a suc-

cess would astound them; but that is un-

doubtedly the truth. George Stephenson

performed priceless national service to his

country in vigorously advocating the use

of the locomotive when a great majority

•of scientific men and the public generally

regarded the locomotive as the fad of a

visionary, but he did nothing to improve

the locomotive. The manager of the loco-

motive works at Newcastle which sent

many locomotives to the United States

during the first decade of railroad history

was Robert Stephenson, a trained me-

chanical engineer and much more of an

inventor than his father.

Some very important circumstances in

connection with American development of

the locomotive have not reached the minds

of even well-educated engineers in this

country. When the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, the first for general transporta-

tion to be ready for operation, had a sec-

tion ready for work, horses were used be-

cause the management believed that the

road was too crooked to be successfully

operated by locomotives. At this critical

juncture Peter Cooper, a New York
merchant, built a small locomotive at his

own expense which demonstrated that the

railroad could be operated by locomotives.

The engine was entirely original in design.

and the leading features were contrivances

worked out by American inventors. There

was the high-pressure cylinder invented

by Oliver Evans as an improvement on

the Newcomen atmospheric engine, the

point from which Watt started ; there was

a multi-tubular boiler made from gun bar-

rels and originally invented by Nathan

Read, of Massachusetts, in 1788; and the

working arrangement of the engine was

worked out on original lines by native me-

chanics.

The directors of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad were convinced by the experi-

ments made with Peter Cooper's locomo-

tive that operating the railroad by steam

power was practicable, and they promptly

determined to adopt the locomotive. Un-

der the advice of their president, P. E.

Thomas, whose name ought to be revered

by patriotic Americans, the directors of

the Baltimore & Ohio issued a proclama-

tion offering to pay $4,000 for the most

approved engine of American manufac-

ture and $3,500 for the next best. The
company agreed to furnish tenders. The
specifications required that the engine,

when in operation, should not exceed 31/2

tons in weight, and should be capable of

pulling 15 tons at 15 miles an hour. This

offer brought, within six months, five lo-

comotives, all of them built at different

places by different men, all of original de-

sign, and none of them in imitation of

engines that had previously been built.

Modifications of one of the engines built

for the Baltimore & Ohio under the in-

ducements described became for a time

the standard locomotive of the road. The

changes suggested by experience brought

forth, in the course of time, the modern'

forms of locomotive engines. It was a

tentative process, but it was a course of

evolution worked out by American engi-

neering talent.

Writing to the Editor.

It is a never-ending source of amuse-

ment to notice the conception which many
readers entertain of the duties of the edi-

tor of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering. The paper has always been an

educational medium. We have always en-

couraged our readers to read and study

inforn ation relating to their business, and

we are constantly searching for facts that

enable us to answer questions that are

sent in. soliciting replies, and many of

them are answered by private letters ; but

that is far from satisfying some of our

correspondents. The paper has a mailing

list of over 20.000. with many subscribers

beginning or quitting every month, and

several clerks are employed attending ex-

clusively to the list, yet many of our read-

ers appear to think that the editor knows
the name and address of every reader of

the paper, and they write letters to tfie

editor on that assumption and appear to

feel aggrieved when he does not return a

personal answer.

We agree to answer questions in the

paper on subjects relating to railway ma
chinery if they arc of a nature that will

interest our readers generally, but a ques-

tion which is of interest only to the men
of one road or section is not suitable for

our Question and Answer columns. In-

stead of confining their inquiries within

these limits, not a few of our correspon-

dents appear to delight in putting ques-

tions before us concerning subjects that

are entirely outside our range of knowl-

edge and experience. Among question^

that we have been compelled to ignore in

the last three months were: "The rails of

a railroad track are set parallel. Is it cor-

rect to say that they form a parallax?"

"I heard a public speaker use the word
'locumtenens' ; docs it have any connec-

tion with a locomotive?" "I know a far-

mer who is said to be suffering from loco-

motor ataxia. Does it mean that he was

attacked by a locomotive? It sounds as

if some locomotive had run wild, hurl-

ing people, like a mad dog." "An oil-

selling fiend who visits me periodically al-

ways talks about the viscosity of his oil.

and I always listen. Now, I want Rail-

way AND Locomotive Engineering to ex

plain what viscosity means."

These searchers after knowledge werv

advised to look up their questions in any

good dictionary. In passing, we might

say that it is wonderful the difficulties that

can easily be overcome by consulting any

of the excellent dictionaries that can now
be purchased for a few dollars.

The most wearisome and annoying let-

ters that come to this office relate to pat-

ented devices. Advice is asked about the

commercial value of no end of patented

appliances, and it is very common for u^

to receive urgent requests to use our per-

sonal influence with certain railroad com
panics to induce them to adopt patented

inventions the merits of which w-e know

nothing about. These applications are fre-

quently accompanied by the offer of an in-

terest in the patent if we will get it adopt

ed. To these people we always reply that

our time and energies are entirely occu-

pied in trying to get out a first-class paper

and that we have no inclination to under-

take new duties : but the answers are often

received with resentment.

It is not fair for people we do not know
to ask us for opinions about the merits of

patented articles. We may have a fair

idea about the practicability of an inven-

tion intended for railroad machinery, but

we do not carry on the business of con-

sulting engineers. Those who want ex-

pert opinions about inventions ought to

consult a mechanical engineer who fol-

lows that business, pay his fee for the

time he will be engaged in making a care-

ful investigation and be guided by the re-

port he makes. When an inventor, or one

who is interested in an invention, merely

wants a favorable opinion, which is fre-

quently the case, there is no use in con-

sulting an expert or anyone else. It is

only in very rare cases that advice can be
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safely or acceptably given to an inventor.

Before we paid a high price for the teach-

ing of experience, we made quite a num-

ber of enemies by giving an honest opin-

ion about absurd inventions and patented

devices that were not invented by the pat-

entee. We find now, as we have experi-

enced all along, that inventors, real and

pretended, do not wish to hear an honest

opinion or just criticism of the appliances

they are interested in ; they wish to hear

commendations, and when these are not

expressed they imply that they have con-

sulted the wrong individual and that he

is a hoary-headed humbug. There arc

two ways by whicli enemies can easily be

made—lend a friend money or express an

unfavorable opinion of a patented device.

Passenger Cars of Steel.

Standing prominently forth in tlie much

discussed Park avenue accident, grewsomc

and terrible in its details, is the substan-

tial evidence that the familiar form of

wooden built pa-senger car must ere long

give way to more substantially built cars

of iron and steel. Time and again, in our

railroad collisions, have we seen the loco-

motive plough its way through the entire

length of the wooden, shell-like passenger

car, splitting and crashing aside the wood-

en framework and superstructure with

the same ease and ferocity that a modern

rotary snow plow tears through a deep

drift.

The heavy, metal locomotive and its

train at speed, about to collide with the

rear of the train ahead, is very similar to

a steel-pointed arrow in flight, about to

pierce a fragile target. Both will tear

their way through with a force propor-

tional to their momentum and the resist-

ing force of the target. Even the strongest

wooden car proves frail and weak when

called upon to resist the ponderous force

of impact of a colliding locomotive. In

head-on collisions of considerable force,

the cars invariably telescope, although the

introduction of the modern vestibule to

car con truction has materially reduced

the degree of severity. While keeping in

mind the fact that the prime function of

a car is to carry passengers and not to

meet conditions, we must, nevertheless,

from a humanitarian viewpoint, recognize

the value of the life of the passenger, and

employ every precaution to lessen the loss

of life in railroad accidents. It is prob-

able, therefore, that in the near future we

may witness the passing of the wooden

framed passenger car and the general in-

troduction of passenger cars with substan-

tial steel underframing. This feature has

already been introduced on box cars,

primarily to increase their carrying capa-

city, and why not extend it further to pas-

senger car construction to increase the

safety of the passenger?

In a rear-end collision the locomotive

cleaves its way through the ordinary coach,

pinning helplessly down the unfortunate

victims upon which it turns a terrible bat-

tery of steam and flame, dealing death to

those not already killed in the crash. The

full awfulness of such a situation cannot

be conceived by a person who has not

actually witnessed the horror; but any in-

telligent person will readily recognize the

importance of preventing, if possible, the

entrance of the locomotive into the coach

in a rear-end collision and the telescoping

of cars in a head-on collision. The most

plausible solution of the problem, or at

least a very satisfactory close approach to

it, seems to lie in substantial metal under-

framing for passenger cars, supplemented

by a powerful draft gear which shall ab-

sorb to its limit a large proportion of the

force of the blow before the remainder

passes to the car framing. The iron-

pointed projectile would then find a target

it could not penetrate, at least not so far

and not as easily as now. The steel freight

car has proffered us valuable lessons on

this point. It is not an unusual thing in

a wreck to find a steel car, the super-

structure of which is perhaps badly dam-

aged, but the underframing in perfect con-

dition ; while wooden cars lie about,

smashed into kindling wood, awaiting the

torch of the wrecking crew.

is three-phase at 12,000 volts, is taken fronn

overhead trolley wires by means of bow-

shaped collectors and reduced by the

transformers to a pressure of 435 volts.

The control of the car is effected by a

driver, standing at the front of the car,

by the use of mechanical transmission.

Many experiments had to be made before

it was found possible to complete the task

of constructing the starting and regulating,

apparatus for dealing with horse-power

amounting to as much as 3,000, but the

difficulty has been overcome by the adop-

tion of a liquid starting device. It does

not appear that either the locomotive in

the one case or the passenger car in the

other has yet been tested at a high speed'

in any way approaching that which it is

hoped to attain, and some lime must elapse

before the trials will reveal sufficient data

to form the basis for a calculation of the

working expenses of main lines of rail-

way operated on either system.

Aspirations of Electric Railway in

Qermany.

The German people appear to be anx-

itjus that electric railways should be op-

erated to the very best advantage, both

as to speed and in the low cost of operat-

ing. Great expectations are reposed on

the performance to be attained by an elec-

tric railway in the neighborhood of Ber-

lin. The friends of the enterprise prom-

ise speed of 120 miles an hour, which,

however, is easier promised than per-

formed.

We have heard a great deal in this

country about electric and other railroads

being operated at a speed of 100 miles

and over, but none of them has shown

performance equal to their promises. The

German company referred to has had a

locomotive built by the Siemens & Halske

Company, which is supplied with three-

phase current at 10,000 volts. Another

enterprise is a motor car intended to carry

50 passengers now being tried on another

road near Berlin.

In the course of a paper read before

the electrical section of the International

Engineering Congress. Mr. O. Lasche gave

a description of this passenger car, which

has been built by the General Electricity

Company of Berlin. The author states

that the car is equipped with eight motors

each of which is adapted for a normal

output of 250 horse-power, and has a speed

of 960 revolutions per minute. The ap-

paratus and safety devices are arranged

in a separate compartment in the middle

of the car, which, with the transformers

below, is separated from the passenger

compartments by air shafts with double

iron walls. As in the case of the Siemens

& Halske locomotive, the current, which

Changes at the Grand Central Station,.

New York.

The facilities for handling the immense

volume of passenger business that comes

to the New York Central Grand Central

Station in New York have been rapidly

becoming inadequate, and the directors of

the company have been for years discus-

sing plans for increasing the accommoda-

tion ; but the necessary expense was so

enormous that they hesitated undertaking

them. The terrible accident on January

8th in the tunnel through which all trains

must pass while approaching or leaving

the Grand Central Station lias put an end

to the hesitation of the directors and they

have adopted plans for improvements

which will cost about $10,000,000.

The tunnel consists of a main central'

tunnel with double track and two side

tunnels that each accom.modate a single

track. The intention is to lower these

side tunnel tracks sufficiently to enter the

station underneath the present tracks, and

form a loop on which the trains will turn

and be ready to go out as soon as the cars

can be emptied and filled again. This ar-

rangement will be used for suburban

trains exclusively, and they will be oper-

ated by electric motors. The likelihood

is that all the suburban traffic to and frorr*

the Grand Central Station will be oper-

ated by electric motors. That is the tend-

ency of the times and a large number

of locomotive engineers will have to face

the prospect of becoming motormen. It

looks as if within a few years all suburban

traffic connected with great cities will have

electric motors for motive power.

Cheating the People Through the nail.

Wc liavc received a blazingly marked

copy of the Springfield (O.) Sun, which

has several heavily captioned articles in-

timating that certain interests want Mad-

den fired bodily. Mr. Madden is the

Third Assistant Postmaster-General, and
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he is an old locomotive engineer and is

still a member of Division No. i of llic

Brotherhood of Locomotive Knginccrs.

As Third Assistant Postmaster-CJencral ho

has the deciding of what printed mail

matter is entitled to he carried for second-

class rates, which arc i cent per poniid

Tlie law intended that second-class matter

shonld he confined to news pnblications,

bnt great abuses have developed in the

granting of this privilege and all sort-^ oi

trashy novels; and scores of pnblications

issued for purely advertising purposes and

publications issued for furthering private

business have been enjoying the l-cent a

poimd rate, which does not cover a quarter

of the expense of carrying the stutY. Mr.

Madden has been acting vigorously t(j

reduce the quantity of mail matter carried

luider these fraudulent pretenses.

The people who have for years succee<l-

ed in making the government pay a mate-

rial part of the expense of carrying on their

business, are incensed at having their dis-

honest practices interfered with and they

are leaving no means untried to obtain per-

mission to return to their old thieving

impositions upon the people who pay taxes.

Their latest dodge is to make labor or-

ganizations their eatspaw. Most of the

speakers at the ineeting reported by the

Springfield Sun were conscienceless liars.

The text of their remarks was that the

Post Office Department has made a rule

denying to publishers the right to extend

C'.edit to any subscriber, a thing which
has been einphatically denied by Mr. Mad-
den. Honest publishers have no cause

to be alarmed by these rulings of the Third
Assistant Postmaster-General. We warn
our readers who belong to labor organiza-

tions against permitting themselves to be

used by fake publishers to defend lines

of business built up on fraud.

BOOK NOTICE.
"Water-Tube Boilers." By Leslie S. Rob-

ertson. New York : D. Van Nostrand
Company. Price, $.3.

The trend of boiler designing for the

last twenty-five years has been towards
water-tube boilers, and the extremely high

steain pressures becoming so common is

pushing the water-tube boiler into favor

with all classes of steam users. This con-

dition of sentiment makes the publishing

of a good book on water-tube boilers a

-easonable event. There are numerous
books on boilers in which the water-tube

boiler receives some attention, but Mr.
Robertson's work is the only one in Eng-
glish which we know about devoted en-

tirely to that subject, and it contains a

great deal of useful, practical information.

.\s one reads through the book the wonder
grows at the great variety of water-tube

boilers that have been tried and the num-
ber in use. There is also some surprise

excited at the .steam generating efficiency

of many boilers of this type. Boiler ex-

plosions have been so disastrous to life

and property, so terrible in their action

and results thai iuveiuive luiiidi were early

directed to the designing of a boiler in

which the volume <if water was so sub-

divided that rupture of any part would not

produce the violent explosion wdiich re-

sults frcm a great mass of highly healed

water Hashing into steam, as it is liable to

ilo when a sudden reduction of ])ressure

takes place. The water-tube boiler ap-

peared to offer an effective preventative

of the explosion danger; but what a])-

reared to be insui)erable diflicuhies were
long encountered in making a water-tube

boiler that would not burn out. American
inventors were early in the field laboring

to produce a reliable water-tube boiler, and
they solved the problem eventually, al-

though it took the greater part of a cen-

tury of thoughtful effort and experiment.

The book has illustrations of 147 water-

lube boilers and about 25 engravings

showing boiler accessories. The book con-

tains 213 pages. 5|/; X S'A inches, and is

printed on excellent paper which brings

out the fine engravings to good advantage.

We have mi hesitation in warmly com-
mending the book.

Power and Power Transmission.
As in other books of this character,

there does not appear much which can

rightly be called new matter. Indeed, it

is only in the most advanced works on

scientific subjects that strictly new infor-

mation can be looked for. This author

has sought to present the elementary prin-

ciples of engineering in a more compre-

hensive and easy form than is customary
with writers on mechanics, and it is but

just to say that he has succeeded. The
easy, gentle introduction and the gradual

leading up to comprehensive treatment of

subjects is skillful and effective. There is

no abtruse mathematics to repel the am-
bitious, but only fairly schooled, student.

Only plain arithmetic and simplest funda-

mental algebra that can be handled by any

person of fair, public-school education, are

used. In fact, the whole work is remark-

ably -imple and easy for the product of

a college professor. At the end of each

chapter are problems presented for solu-

tion, which are intended to fi.x the work
just gone over more firmly in the student's

mind. The author should feel that he has

achieved a great deal. Published by John
Wiley & Son. New York. Price $_'.

Tlie Four Tracit News.
People know little about travel and

transportation who are not familiar with

"The Four Track Series." The series

have been running for some time- under
the guise of folders, but now they have
bloomed out into magazine form. The
magazine is called "The Four Track
News." and it is devoted to placing before

the public interesting and valuable infor-

mation about travel. The publication is

produced in first-class style, the paper,

printing and illustrations being as nearly

perfect as they can be made. To read and

examine the magazine is to be carried

away on visits to many of the beautiful

scenes in every land reached by railroads

It is a cheap method of looking at the

many fair scenes that arc spread all over

the world, but it is next to seeing them
in the Hcsh. The publication has the

hand marks of (jeorgc M. Daniels stamped

over it. As Mr. Daniels puts his hand
only to things that arc first class, the

merit of his new monthly can readily be

imagined. .-Vnyone who will send -.0 cent~

to the pissenger department of the New
York Central will receive "The Four

Track News" for one year

The January issue of the Liuomotivc

Miii;aziiu'. |)ublished by Mr. F. Moore.

102a Charing Cross Road. London, is un-

usually attractive and reflects the energy

and business ability pushing forward the

publication. It is devoted to the illustra-

tion of locomotives of all nations, and
contains excellent half-tone engravings of

a great many locomotives. The contents

of the magazine give an excellent graphic

indication of the most modern forms of

passenger engines to be found operating

trains to-day in the leading countries of

the world. Every person interested in

locomotive development ought to file this

number awav for reference.

Last month the .•\ttorney General of

the State of Minnesota filed in the United

States Supreme Court at Washington a

complaint against the Northern Securities

Company asking to have that company
enjoined from carrying out the consolida-

tion of the Great Northern and the North-

ern Pacific railroad eompanic. which it is

said is the necessary result of the forma-
tion of the Northern Securities Company.
This is the first move of the action of

Governor \'an Sant to annul the con-

solidation of the two railroads named.
Those familiar with litigation of this char-

acter do not expect that the movement
against the capitalists who are trying to

unite the two railroads in community of

interest bonds will succeed in doing any-

thing to prevent the deal.

American locomotives. running on
-American rails, now whistle past the Pyra-
mids and across the long Siberian steppes,

says Mr. Frank \'anderlip in Scribiier's.

They carry the Hindoo pilgrims from all

parts of their empire to the sacred waters

of the Ganges. Three years ago there was
but one American locomotive in the

United Kingdom ; to-day there is not a

road of importance there on which trains

are net being pulled by American engines.

The -American locomotive has successfully

invaded France.

Train wrecks for the month of Decem-
ber cost the railroads of the United States

122 locomotives. 1.123 freight cars and 21

passenger cars.
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Old Engines for Purdue University

Museum.
Purdue's second historic locomotive has

reached the University. It is deposited

with the University by the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad as a result of interest shown
by Mr. J. N. Barr and Mr. F. D. Under-
wood when with the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, and Mr. F. D. Casanave, the

present general superintendent of motive

power. The engine belongs to what is

known as the "camel-back" type, and is

designated by the initials "B. and O., No.
173." This type of locomotive was orig-

inated some forty years ago by Mr. Ross
Winans. one of the most eminent of the

early locomotive designers and builders.

Engine No. 173 is of the ten-wheel type

and has cylinders 19 x 22 inches, driving

wheels 50 inches in diameter, weight on
drivers 56,500 pounds and a total weight

of 77.roo pounds. The shell of its boiler

work than any other type used at that

time and llic business of making them re-

sulted in a larg^ fortune to Mr. Winan^.

The Purdue "camel-back" is different

from the original Winans engine, which

had eight driving wheels and no truck.

The Purdue engine also has a shifting

link motion and injectors, while the orig-

inal engines used the hook motion and

pumps. The driving tires of the Purdue
engine are secured by gibs in addition to

shrinkage. The driving springs are used

as equalizers and are not placed central

over the axles.

It is of interest to note also that the

firebox of Purdue's "camel-back" extends

entirely back of the rear axle, giving an

opportunity to make it wider than those

boxes which were placed between the

frames, after the manner which was com-
mon when Mr. Winans lived. It is note-

worthy also that the wide firebox with an
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is 48 inches in diameter. It was built in

1868 and is, therefore, thirty-three years

old. It has been in regular service until

withdrawn to be put in order for delivery

to the University, after which it made
the trip from Baltimore to Lafayette under

its own steam in six days.

This engine of thirty odd years ago pre-

sents many interesting features, the whole

n;achine being in fact designed with wonder-

ful skill and ingenuity. The name "camel-

back," as may be surmised, was given to

the engine on account of the peculiar ap-

pearance produced by the large cab on

the central part of the barrel, and of the

rapidly receding back end, with its stair-

case and hand rail on the steeply inclined

firebox, all of which gave the engine a

humped appearance.

It is said that the chief aim of Mr. Wi-
nans was to produce a locomotive having

a maximum capacity at a minimum cost,

and this he apparently succeeded in ac-

complishing, for it is proverbial that the

Winans engines did a larger amount of

inclined top is now again coming into

use, being found in the best of recent

designs.

Bringing Home the Dead.

In spite of a highly perfected system of

block signals being used to protect trains

in the British Isles a collision occasionally

happens, with disastrous effects—the more

destructive, perhaps, because the engine-

men learn to rely so implicitly on the indi-

cation of signals.

In the annexed engravings the first figure

is engine No. 13 of the Caledonian Rail-

way as it appeared while rushing along

with an express train through the Valley

of Strathmore—a historical region where

Birnam Hill is to be seen on one side and

Dunsinane on the other. Those who have

read Shakespeare's "Macbeth" will re-

member the places. The engine and train

have speeded over a fine bridge spanning

the lordly Tay ; Glamis Castle is in the dis-

tance among its wooded preserves; fertile

farms, spreading woods and peaceful vil-

lages seem to flash past the train, when
suddenly there is a crash, and disaster and
death show a change of scene that comes
in a few heart-beats.

The express train has found the engine

of a cattle train partly across the main
line. This was at Cupar Angus, and the

accident happened through the driver of

the cattle train mistaking the express train

signal for his own. Both engines were

smashed and the cattle train engine w^s
overturned and the boiler exploded.

The cuts on next page show the kind of

biers used by the Caledonian Railway for

carrying dead engines to the bone yard.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, not for
publication, butfor evidence of good faith.
fVe throw ail anonymous letters into the
waste basket.

(97) W. R. B. asks for a simple forniula

for a 16 X 24-inch engine, 63-inch drivers.

130 pounds of steam pressure. A.—Please

refer to question No. 105 and apply to your

case. The load that can be hauled de-

pends on resistance of cars, grades and
curves and speeds.

(98) J. G. H. asks:

What will an engine having 30,000

pounds tractive power pull up a i-per-cent.

grade? A.—This depends on the speed.

Taking 5 miles an hour, the formula gives

a resistance of 24 pounds per ton for this

grade. This gives a load of 1,250 tons for

this engine, not allowing for friction of

engine.

(99) T. P. Merrick: Yes, the date

1840 was one of the unaccountable errors

that sometimes creep into any publication.

The "Addison Gilmore" was built in 1851.

This inquirer wishes to know the road

which first adopted cylinder cocks which

could be opened and shut from the cab,

also the date. Perhaps some of our read-

ers can help him.

(100) J. S. A. wants to know how to

find the weight on drivers and the amount

on the truck. A.—This is a long and

tedious job by calculation. The easiest

and most reliable way is to weigh each

pair of wheels on separate scales, as shown

on page 2 of the January issue. You can

get a fair idea by using track scales if you

run on the driving wheels and then the

truck. Weigh each separately and see

how they compare with total weight.

(loi) A.D.J, writes: We have here switch

engine which has been in service since

1892. It became necessary a short time ago

to put on new eccentric. No alterations

were made and eccentric was set just

where old one was taken off. Engine is

now very lame caused by new eccentric.

Now, I would like to know if new eccentric

must be turned down to size of old ones,

or is it possible to overcome lameness by

shortening the eccentric rod on new eccen-

tric? A.—The new eccentrics do not make

the engine lame if their throw is the same
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as old ones. The cause of lameness is flue

to some other source.

(102) W. A. S. asks:

If one quart of good oil was put in a

locomotive boiler on an average of every

twenty-four hours, would it lubricate the

steam in any way towards lubrication of

cylinders, air pumps and inspirators? A.

—

This is a case where homeopathic doses

are better than allopathic. A quart of oil

would tend to make a boiler foam and
would be burnt on to the sheets instead

of lubricating. Oil is sometimes fed into

the dry or steam pipe and carried with the

steam, but modern practice is to feed

direct to steam-chest and air pump.

(103) R. H. C. : Does the emergency ex-

haust valve of the Richmond compound
engine go into simple position when drift-

ing down hill with steam shut off? A.

—

We do not see how it can, unless the engi-

neer admits steam from the small starting

valve in the cab. There is a spring hold-

ing it shut normally, and this prevents the

high-pressure cylinder exhausting direct

to stack. 2. Does exhaust relief valve on

low-pressure cylinder allow only air to

and from low-pressure cylinder? A.

—

This allov.'s the air in low-pressure to cir-

culate back and forth from end to end, but

admits no fresh air from outside. Engine

drifts easier and will not blast the fire as

when they are not used.

(104) A. S. R., Columbia, S. C. writes;

By what process can I figure out how
many cubic inches there are in a cylinder

20 x 26 inches? A.—This is a simple prob-

lem in arithmetic which anyone can quick-

ly learn to work out by a little study of

'Colvin's Machine Shop .\rithmetic."

which can be had from this office for 50

cents. The way to figure out the sum
is, find the area of the cross section of the

cylinder in square inches and then multiply

by 26, the length. The product is the

number of cubic inches. Thus 20 inches

diameter squared is 20 x 20 = 400 X .7854

:= 314.16, the number of square inches

in a cylindrical surface 20 inches diameter.

So we have 314.16 X 26 = 8168.16 cubic

inches.

(105) J. H. W. asks:

Kindly give latest formula for tractive

power of a locomotive. A.—The latest

and easiest way is to use a tractive power
computer, as they save much time and

figuring. The formula is as follows

:

Tractive power m pounds ^—~——^
and d' =: cylinder diameter (in inches)

squared,

;> = stroke in inches,

t>
= mean effective pressure in

pounds per square inch,

D = diameter of driver in inches.

In plain English this reads : Tractive

power in pounds equals the cylinder diam-

eter squared, multiplied by stroke, multi-

plied by the mean effective pressure, and

the whole thing divided by the diameter

of driving wheel. Take as an example a

20x28-incli cylinder, 50-inch drivers and

200 pounds boiler pressure. For calculat-

ing tractive power it is customary to allow

85 per cent, of boiler pressure for the

mean effective pressure. This makes the

mean effective pressure 170 pounds. Cyl-

inder diameter squared is 20 times 20, or

400, nuiltiplied by 28 is 11,200. Multiply-

ing this by 170 gives 1,904,000, and divid-

ing by 56 (the diameter of drivers) we
have 34,000 pounds tractive power or

drawbar pull. This does not allow for in-

ternal friction of engine, which is often

estimated at 10 per cent.

best position to judge of how a petticoat

pipe or diaphragm plate should be arranged

to give the best results. We do not think

there is a hard and fast rule on how to set a

petticoat pipe.

(107) Apprentice, Buffalo, writes:

I belong to a club where we discuss

questions about mechanical things. The
word "modulus" was mentioned and a

discussion started about what it means
The clearest meaning given was "the mode
of performing an operation." I have seen

the word used in engineering books and

that does not seem to be the idea it con-
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( 106) P. M., Mason City, Iowa, writes

:

Please give me the best location to place

the petticoat pipe in smoke arch to obtain

the best results for engine to steam and

economize in fuel. From my own experi-

ence, I have always met with good results

by placing the petticoat pipe H io 14 inch

bottom draft and 3H to 4K inches stop

draft, with detlccter plate to clear five bot-

tom rows of flues; ten-wheel engine 19 x

26. doing good work, but is too high in

consumption of fuel. A.—Our experience

is that a man running an engine is in the

veys. Can you make its meanmg plain to

several readers? A.—You are mistaken.

Modulus is more of a quantity than n

mode or method. For instance, "the mc•

dulus of fracture" is the force required

to fracture anything. Webster defines mo-

dulus as a "quantity or coefficient, whic'.i

expresses the measure of some specific'i

force, property or quality, as of elasticit>-.

strength, efficiency, etc." .For instance,

the modulus of elasticity of any article is

the amount of stretch or deflection it will

stand and return to its original position.
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Air=Brake Department.

Employment of the Air-Brake In-

structor.

As railroads began buying air brakes and

applying them to their cars, it soon became

evident that the men operating these

brakes would have to be acquainted with

the construction and operation of the de-

vices in order that the better results might

be had in their operation.

Here was introduced the air-lirake in-

structor, who was appointed and sent out

CONDUCTED BV F. M. iNt:LLI5.

phuils were installed at the terminal round-

houses or shops ; and one or two shops

made the extreme venture of equipping

an old baggage or passenger car with a

number of brakes, and sent it out in charge

of the instructor who passed over the sys-

tem, stopping at division points, to give

the men air-brake instructions. This car

system of instruction seemed to be the

most effective, and numbers of roads fol-

linvtd. until to-day there is scarcely a road

between instruction work in the car and

in inspection work about the roundhouses,

shops and yards. This latter feature of

work soon manifested an importance

which required a considerable part of the

instructor's time. In some ca.ses but two
or three days per week were spent in the

car and the remainder in this inspection

work. Roads which adopted this manner
of dividing the instructor's time are roads

whose air-brake service to-dav is in the

A TROLLEY C.^R EQUIPPELl WITH THE M.\GNETIC BRAKE.

to impart air-brake information to engine-

men and trainmen. In the very early

cases, the instructor would ride with the

engineers, giving them simple instructions

in handling the brake, and would also tell

the trainmen something. He would also

instruct yardmen in that part pertaining

to the maintenance of uniform piston trav-

el, etc. It soon became evident that one

instructor could not possibly reach all of

the men as frequently as necessity de-

manded. In some cases small school

in the country which has not an air-brake

instruction car or air-brake terminal plants

of its own.

These methods of conveying air-brake

information to the men proved all that w-as

desired from an instruction point of view.

However, the mere instruction of the men
did not insure a positive good air-brake

service, as the maintenance of the brake

soon became one of the most important

factors in good air-brake service. The
instructor then began dividing his time

lead and at the top notch. Other roads

which thought that the mere instruction

of the men and the constant employment

of the instructor in the instruction car

would bring the results have found them-

selves mistaken. The men have really

been overinstructed, we might say, and

the inspection work pertaining to the main-

tenance of brakes has been neglected, thus

creating a top-heavy and inefficient air-

brake service. This novel situation of

over-instructed employes and a very in-
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•different maintenance of brakes is analo-

gous to a finely designed and well con-

structed locomotive boiler, whose water

•capacity and lieating surface are amply

adequate but whose steam is permitted to

Wow and leak past bad steam-pipe joints,

valve faces and cylinder packing. Or, it

Flo- I

lows: Wlien the two engines are coupled

together and the pumps started, pre^;surc

will be accumulated in the main reser-

voirs. If the head engine is to handle the

brakes, the cut-out cock D in the train

pipe is open, and the similar cock in the

train pipe uf the second engine is clo.sed.

fcril riilif

lirm-vi'ijlr

RECENTLY INVEXTED AUTOM.^TIC DOUBLE HEADING FEED VALVE.

to apply brakes reduces pressure on the un-

der side of piston 7, permitting the piston

to be forced downward by the pressure in

feed-valve reservoir 25, the piston stem 9
pulling away from stem 40 of valve 41,

thus shutting off main reservoir pressure

of the second engine. When the piston

descends, the small graduating valve 31

is pulled down by the stem 9 (Fig. 3),

making openings 27, which permit the

pressure in feed-valve reservoir 25 to be

discharged into port 29 and out at the point

30, where a whistle, if desired, may be

placed. This latter operation permits the

pressure in feed-valve reservoir 25 to dis-

charge and keep even with the pressure

on the under side. When brakes are re-

leased, the piston 7 again assumes the

upper position, closing the graduating ex-

haust ports and opening check valve 41,

thus permitting the main reservoir pres-

sure of the second engine to reinforce the

pressure from the head engine.

Should any accident happen to the pump
on the second engine, the cut-in cock 53

may be closed, thus cutting out the auto-

matic feeding feature.

might be compared to a fine triple expan-

sion steamship engine whose shafts are

permitted to slip in the propeller blades,

thereby losing the good work of the

engine.

In order that the best work of the in-

structor may be obtained, it is very ap-

parently desirable that he spend at least

half of his time in inspection work around

the shops and yards, endeavoring to im-

prove the condition of the equipment,

which, in very many cases, is at a low

level; and he might neglect for the time

being the full tenn of instruction work

in the car.

Cut-in cock 53 in pipe 52 on the leading

engine is closed, and the similar cock on

the second engine is left open. Pressure

passing back from the leading engine goes

as usual through the train pipe C, through

pipe '51 on the second engine, entering the

valve (Fig. 2) at the point 51, thence to

the bottom of the valve, forcing upward

the piston over tlie feed groove 19 and

Fin. ••? '^ Hf! il i'l '''

Automatic Retaining Valve.

Figs. I and 2 illustrate an automatic re-

taining valve recently invented and patent-

ed by Mr. W. H. Xoyes (see next page).

Fig. I shows the valve in cross section

and Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic sketch of

the valve attached to the well-known form

of automatic air brake.

As shown in Fig. I, the device consists

The Automatic Double Heading Feed
Valve.

A device which will perrnit the leading

man on a double- or triple-headed train

to make use of the main reservoir pressure

on the succeeding engines without assist-

ance from the engineers of these engines

has been recently invented and patented

by Mr. George Holmes, general air-brake

instructor of the Norfolk & Western, and

three associates at Roanoke, Va. On the

whole, the 'evice looks rather inviting and

worthy, and contains several valuable feat-

ures.

Fig. I shows in a diagrammatic way the

apparatus as attached to the two engines.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the main valve

of the device, and Fig. 3 is a cut of this

same valve but on a different section—90

degrees around.

As will be seen, the principle of the de-

vice adheres closely to the triple valve,

and it may be of assistance to the investi-

gator to associate the parts of the triple

valve with the parts of this device, as

they are quite similar in construction and

operation.

The operation of the valves is as fol-

11 r '

r
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RECENTLY INVENTED AUTOMATIC DOUBLE HEADING FEED VAL\-E.

past the piston into the feed valve reser-

voir 25. When the piston 7 is forced to its

upper limit, the stem 9 butts against stem

40 of check valve 41, opening the latter,

permitting main reservoir pressure of the

second engine to pass through port 46

to the bottom part of the valve and out

through pipe 51 to the train pipe C. Thus

the full volume of both main reservoirs

is had in the train pipe when the piston

7 is at the upper end of its stroke.

A reduction of pressure in the train pipe

mainly of a piston, slide valve and weight-

ed retaining valve. The exhaust port of

the triple valve is connected to that part

of the device designated by c. The train

pipe is connected to the device at the point

^' and the auxiliary reservoir pressure at

the connection on the device marked b'.

The operation of the device is as follows

:

In charging up the brake, train-pipe pres-

sure flows through port b^ into chamber

b, forcing the piston B to the extreme left,

carrying along the slide valve C, the cavity
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in whose face couples together the ports

t- and c'. When the auxiliary reservoir has

become charged equal to the pressure con-

tained in the train pipe, the piston B re-

turns to mid position, bringing the slide

valve so as to connect ports c and c'. A
reduction of train-pipe pressure causes the

pressure in chamber b to reduce below that

in chamber 6\ causing the piston B to

move to the extreme right, its slide valve

C breaking all connections. A release

of brakes, by admitting 5 or 8 pounds of

pressure of main reservoir pressure to the

train pipe and to chamber b, will cause

Pan Handle shops at Steubenville, Ohio, afterward employed by the Westinghouse

the conductor and engineer respectively company and traveled in Europe and m

of the first air-braked train. The paper

was handed to me by George H. Gore, for-

merly of the Pan Handle, asking me at the

same time if I recognized the pictures. I

replied that I did and that I would know

them if I saw them in China. The article

accompanying the pictures was written by

F. M. Nellis, whom I knew when he was

an apprentice boy in the Dennison shops

and whom I last saw at Atlanta, Ga., in

1892. at the Engineers' Convention.

In speaking about this train that went

c

I'lV/.I

AUTOMATIC RETAINING VALVE.

the piston B to again assume the mid-

position, as shown in Fig. i, the slide valve

C connecting the exhaust port of the triple

valve c with port c\ Thus the pressure

escaping from the exhaust port of the triple

valve will pass to the weighted valve /,

allowing, say, all pressure over 15 pounds

to escape to the atmosphere, that amount

being held in the usual manner by the

weighted valve /.

Any number of applications and light

releases may be thus made, holding in op-

eration the automatic feature of the retain-

ing valve /. However, should the admis-

sion of main reservoir pressure to the train

pipe be heavier than S or 8 pounds, the

spring would be compressed by the stem

on piston B, and the parts would move

to the extreme left, thus giving a direct

flow for pressure from the exhaust port

of the triple valve, through port c, cavity

of sUde valve C and port c'. Briefly

summed up, this automatic retaining valve

will retain brake cylinder pressure to the

limit of the retaining valve weight /,

while the piston B is in mid-position.

When this piston moves to its extreme

left stroke, the direct-opening is had and

the brake cylinder pressure escapes freely

to the atmosphere.

West on • an exhibit tour. That was

the first train that was ever west of Steu-

benville, Ohio, equipped with the Westing-

house air brake. They went over the Fort

Wayne Railroad to Chicago and returned

by way of Columbus, Ohio. I was run-

ning on the Pan Handle at that time and

was sent to Columbus to pilot them over

the road by the late Thomas Denmeade,

who was then master mechanic of the road.

Mr. W. W. Card was superintendent of

the Pan Handle at that time. He has been

—and I suppose still is—secretary of the

of the Westinghouse company.

this country extensively in their interest.

Mr. Clay formerly ran the Walls accom-

modation on the Pennsylvania Railroad.

After he was employed by the Westing-

house company, Mr. L. W. Close took his

run and he was also employed later by the

Westinghouse company. Both of those

gentlemen I knew personally. I heard a

short time ago that Mr. Close is in failing

health and whether he is still in the em-

ploy of the Westinghouse company, I do

not know.

Mr. Clay died in Chicago along about

1887, and I think was still in the employ

of the Westinghouse company up to the

time of his death.

I was at Wilmerding four years ago. 1

was taken through every department,

through the courtesy of the late A. M.

Johnson, better known among the boys as

"Nick." I had a son employed there at

that time who is now in charge of the air-

brake department of the Denver & Rio

Grande road, with headquarters at Denver,

Col. Harry Frazier, who has been em-

ployed by the Westinghouse company for

many years on the Pacific Coast and is

still in their employ, was at one time fore-

man for the late E. M. Johnson when he

was in charge of the Pan Handle shops

at Pittsburgh. Johnson and Frazier put

on the first air brake. All of this I recol-

lect from personal observation. Mr. West-

inghouse accompanied this train personally

—and I think if he would see this state-

ment that he will certainly acknowledge

that it is correct in all the details that I

have given you.

I am still handling the Westinghouse

equipment on the Baltimore & Ohio, run-

ning out of Newark, and I am always

pleased to meet any of the old-timers

dating back to the time of the first air

brake. Barney Reilly,

Newark. Ohio. B. & O. R. R.
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AUTOMATIC RETAINING VALVE ATTACHED TO AIR-BRAKE SYSTEM.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Old Timer's Reminiscence of the Early

Air Brake.

In the February, 1900, issue of Railway

AND Locomotive Engineering was a pic-

ture of the late Johnson Mooney and Dan-

iel P. Tate, now general foreman of the

The number of the engine that hauled

this train was 45, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, and the engineer's name was

Richard Clay, long since deceased. I pi-

loted him from Columbus to Dennison.

I don't remember any more who piloted

him from Dennison to Pittsburgh. D. O.

Shafer, at that time master mechanic of

the Pennsylvania shops at Pittsburgh, ran

the engine from Columbus to Newark, and

I ran her from Newark to Dennison. Per-

haps Mr. Shafer is still there, as I think

he was two years ago. Mr. Clay was

Partial Quick Action After a Lisht

Service Application.

It is a well-known fact that after you

make a light service application of the

brakes (Westinghouse) you can some-

times get the emergency—you can as a

general thing.

Now, say you make a light service ap-

plication and lap your valve, taking proper

conditions into consideration, such as your

auxiliary reservoir, and train line pres-

sures were equal at 70 pounds, with an

8-inch piston travel. Two-sevenths re-
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duction of this pressure gives you three

equals. Now, on a light service applica-

tion, I will say 10 pounds, this will not

equalize between your auxiliary and brake

cylinder. It only equalizes between the

train lino and au.xiliary after your train

sure to actuate the quick-action valves

and overcome the opposition of the pres-

sure already in the brake cylinder. Actual

tests prove that partial emergency will fol-

low a light service reduction on fifty cars

as easily as on five or six.—Ed.]

AUTOMATIC AIR-PUMP DRAIX, SECTIONAL

Aal'u'aj/ t.y Locomi/ttve Enj/iTttcrino

AND OUTSIDE VIEW OF VALVE CASE.

line exhaust stops blowing (no defects in

ihe brave valve). As I said before, you

lap your valve, then put it to emergency.

At or below what brake cylinder pressure

can you get this emergency application of

the brakes?

I understand the reason you can't get

emergency or anything over a light ser-

vice application is because the auxiliary

and brake cylinder have so nearly equal-

ized on the previous application that they

would completely equalize at 50 pounds

when a following emergency application

is made through the service or graduating

ports in the triple slide valve. Am I right?

This partial emergency of a light service

reduction may probably work on a few

cars, five or six. but reasons justify me in

believing it will not work on a long air

train, because there is a greater volume
of air to make your reduction from.

J. N. Keller.

Lock Haven, Pa.

[With an empty brake cylinder, and
train line and auxiliaries charged to 70

pounds, 10 pounds extra pressure will be

vented from the train to the brake cylin-

der in an emergency application. This

amount will be reduced if the emergency
application is preceded by a light service

application, because the train pipe pressure

is reduced and the brake cylinder has pres-

sure to oppose the entrance of train pipe

air. About 10 pounds train pipe reduc-

tion (8-inch piston travel) will give a cyl-

inder pressure that will successfully op-

pose the entrance of train pipe pressure.

It is not a question of being able to move
the triple piston to full stroke, but rather

to have a strong enough train pipe pres-

Automatic Air Pump Drain.

Herewith I am furnishing a sketch of

an automatic air pump drain, which you

may insert in Railway and Locomotive

Engineering. The device is constructed

according to specifications and placed near

the smoke arch of the locomotive. Waste

water will be carried to the ground when

Flg.i

Canadian Winters and Skidded Wheels.

Your article entitled "Slid-Flat Wheels"

on page 25. Air-Brakc Department, Rail-

way AND Locomotive Engineering for

January would prove, I am sure, both in-

teresting and profitable reading to those

whose duty it is to operate air brakes, were

it carried furttier. Let us hope, then, it is

only the preface.

We who are located north of the 45th

parallel, with the thermometer in winter

often ranging below zero, find that oper-

ating brakes on trains of twenty to fifty

cars is no cinch. I would here describe the

conditions and results as we find them, and

would like to have your conurent^ there-

on, or those of any other interested party.

The air hose becomes frozen so as to

much resemble curved iron pipe, the only

movement when cars are running being

between the couplings, thus causing a con-

tinuous leak at the gaskets. Last winter

the company by whom I am employed

expended an unusual ainount of money in

the renewal of slid, or "skidded" wheels,

as we term them, and strenuous efforts

were made to locate the seat of trouble

A record was kept, showing the number

of pairs of damaged wheels charged up to

each engineer in freight service (I do not

mean, of course, that the engineer had Vi

pay for them) and it was found that some
had a great many more than others. This.

the officials believed, showed carelessness

on the part of some in handling the brakes.

We will not consider those damaged from

failure to release hand brakes, defective

triples, etc., but simply tliose known to

have been slid by ordinary service stops.

This we know does actually happen in the

Fir/. 3
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automatic AIR PUMP DRAIN—DETAILS OF PISTON PARTS.

the pump is started and moving slowly,

and also, when the steam valve of the air

pump governor is controlling the action of

the pump, the first exhaust, which con-

tains more or less water, is thrown out

upon the ground. By attaching the ex-

haust pipe of the pump at A, the steam

and water will be conveyed around piston

stem, through the outlet drain C, to the

ground. Connection B is the outlet to the

smoke arch. Avoid angles or bends as

far as possible in this connection.

The fireman with pride enough to spend

two or three hours in bettering the ap-

pearance of his engine will appreciate an

attachment of this kind.

John E. Osmer.

Clinton. Iowa.

winter season with proper leverage, stand-

ard piston travel and all parts in good

condition, even when moving at a speed

of 10 miles per. hour.

The writer has found that shutting off

early and using light reductions gave the

best results, and based his calculations,

as far as possible, upon the adhesion of

the driving wheels to the rail. 1. e., if he

found the drivers slip easily when working

steam, lighter applications were made. On
one engine the train-line governor was set

at 60 pounds, but I never learned with

what results. Some of the men became

discouraged and argued that, as they used

the brake as directed by the Westinghouse

instructions, they were not responsible for

sliding Avheels. Your correspondent is
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inclined to believe, however, that those

who fixed the standard braking power of

the freight equipment did not take into

consideration the severity of our Canadian
winters, or the many conditions of rail

DUST GU.\R1I, COUPLING 0PE.\.

and weather, as we experience no difficulty

whatever in summer from this cause.

As you have remarked, "the flat-wheel

season is upon us." we in the North would

be glad to hear what suggestions you or

other interested readers may offer to lessen

the difficulty. B. Baker.

Ottaiva, Out.

Duft Guard for Air- Brake Hose
Couplings.

I am sending herewith a blueprint copy

of my patent dust guard for air-brake

hose couplings. This little device is made
of malleable iron and sheet spring brass.

The arm is pivoted to the stop-pin in the

coupling head, and is made of malleable

iron in one piece. The spring plate is

made of brass, 'and when closed over the

gasket or packing ring of coupling, affords

a practically air-tight contact with the

same. It is very cheaply and simply con-

structed, applicable to all styles of coup-

ling heads now in use, and for its pur-

pose it is perfectly efficient, as it is dust

and dirt proof.

The device, when closed, also affords

protection from snow, ice and moisture.

A glance at the print will show that it is

easily applied. It does not in any way
interfere with coupling or uncoupling the

hose. If it were carelessly left open, it

does not hang any lower than the coup-

ling. It is always with the hose and can

be closed by a slight pressure with one

hand, and can be quickly opened to admit

of coupling.

It solves the problem of keeping out

dirt, sand, grit and other objectionable

matter from the brake mechanism, without

the necessity of hanging up the hose to

the (lummy. J. H. Brown.
United Verde & Pacific Ry.

luiiclion. Ariz.

Air Pump Capacity.

Referring to Mr. John Mullin's article

in December number, recommending two
pumps on each engine, it reminds me of

an old joke which I heard sprung in a

minstrel show several years ago. One
minstrel asked another if he knew what.

if anything, would make more noise than

a pig with its neck under a heavy gate.

"Yes," said the latter, "two pigs."

"No," replied the former, "three pigs."

I have no doubt if the one pig was

squeezed hard enough he would make all

the noise necessary, and I am equally

favorable to the opinion that if the one

pump is kept in anything like reasonable

repair, it will furnish all the compressed

air needed on any passenger train.

The first consideration in this matter

would be the double cost of applying two

nice, new 9^-inch Westinghouse pumps
to one engine; and, while it is possible

that Mr. Mullin's road has pumps to burn,

the suggestion would naturally follow, to

apply three pumps to some freight engine

that must haul 5 train with probably fifty

or si.xty air-braked cars, where a consider-

able percentage of the brakes are defective.

There will be no difficulty in getting rid

of or burning the pumps.

Horlon, Kan. J. B. King.an.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake SubjecU.

(120) B. R. E,. Chicagii. 111., writes:

Would you not say that the drainage

cavity of the New York plain triple is too

Fig. 3

DUST GU.^RD, COUPLING CLOSED.

small and likely to fill up with water too

quickly ? A.—It is large enough for all

reasonable purposes.

(i2i) B. R. E., Chicago, 111., writes:

If the New- York plain triple blows at

I'HJ- 3
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the e-xhaust port when the brake is set.

but don't when it is off, would you say

the exhaust slide valve or the graduating

slide valve leaked ? A.—The exhaust slide

valve.

(122) T. S. L., Montreal, Can., writes:

What is a good winter oil for triples?

A.—A good grade of engine oil, fairly well

thinned down with kerosene. Be careful

to avoid cheap, inferior oils which dis-

integrate and evaporate, and leave only

the useless sediment in the triple which

hinders and hampers rather than benefits.

(123) B. R. E., Chicago, writes:

A New York plain triple on a tender

blows air at the exhaust port when the

brake is off. How would you tell whether

the exhaust slide valve or the graduating

slide valve is to blame? .A..—You can't

tell, unless the condition of the two slide

valves is known, as both may leak into the

exhaust port in release position.

(124) F. R. E., Cumberland, Md.,

writes

:

Should there be a brake on the trailing

wheels of the Atlantic and other similar

types of engines? Wouldn't there be a

greater tendency to slide these wheels as

they are smaller than the drivers and not

coupled? A.—They should certainly be

braked, but the braking power should, of

course, be proportioned to the weight rest-

ing on them. Their size and the fact of

their not being coupled is no hindrance

to the application of brakes to them.

(125) T. B. H., Scranton, Pa., writes:

Why do so many angle cocks on the new
coal cars going through here leak so bad-

ly ' I guess over half of them leak at the

plug under the handle. A.—Quite often

the rough usage in shipment jars the plug

down in the cock, away from its bearing

and permits dirt to get in and give trouble

until it is worked out. Again, the loose

practice of some car shops in erecting

piping without properly blowing out the

scale and white lead after bending, cutting

and fitting, allows harmful matter to work

into the valves and joints and gives

trouble.

(126) B. R. E., Chicago, 111., writes:

We have a New York brake valve that

wore out the leather packing in the equal-

izing piston. I have put in three different

leathers, but can't make any of them tight.

Is there any special trick in getting these

leathers air tight ? .A.—No more trick

than to do the work properly. Possibly

you have attempted to make your own
packings out of ordinary or inferior leath-

er. Maybe they have not been properly

formed to fit the cylinder. We would sug-

gest sending to the manufacturer for leath-

ers which are specially prepared and fitted

for the purpose.

( 127) W. H. B., Fort Wayne. Ind..

writes :

Will the slack adjuster work if it is put

up with the little cylinder on the under

side instead of on top—that is, upside

down? A.—Yes, the more modern ones

Fig. 4

SECTIONAL VIEW OF DUST GUARD, CLOSED.

will. The first adjusters made, we be-

lieve, relied upon gravity to drop the pawl

into the teeth of the ratchet wheel. The
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present type, however, has a small spring

behind the pawl which forces it on to the

tteth, regardless of whether the adjuster

cylinder be right side up or upside down.

In fact, provision is now made that, should

occasion demand, the cylinder may be at-

tached to either the top, sides or bottom

of the adjuster.

(128) W. H. B.. Fort Wayne. Ind..

writes

:

Why is the slack-adjuster hole tapped

into the top part of the brake cylinder

under the flange instead of in the side of

the cylinder as it used to be? A.—The

former method of attaching the adjuster

pipe to a hole drilled and tapped into the

side of the cylinder was found to be faulty.

Frequently the drill would be run clear

ithrough, instead of stopping it when the

point first showed through, thus making

a large hole with sharp edges to cut the

leather piston packing. The new location

under the flange permits a better thread

;

and the smaller part, drilled at right an-

gles to the threaded hole and half of it

afterwards plugged up, insures a port of

ipositive and desirable size.

(i2y) W. F.. V^alley Junction. la..

-writes

:

Have you a book published on the West-

jnghouse triple valve that will show how
to grind in the slide valve when it becomes

defective? If so. please state price of

same. A.—Yes. The Standard Examina-
tion Questions and Answers formulated

by the Air-Brake Association at tlie 1901

convention teaches this and much more
in its eight hundred questions and answers

and nearly one hundred illustrations. The
price is 25 cents, including postage. We
quote question and answer 329 from this

book as follows : "Assuming that the

slide valve was found to be leaking,

through wear or other cause, how should

it be repaired? A.—The valve and seat

should be trued up and any shoulders

caused by wear removed. They should

then be scraped to as near a perfect bear-

ing as possible, and then rubbed down
with either ground glass or float emery."

(130) M. R. E., Port Jervis, N. Y.,

writes

:

There have been two cases of frozen

train pipe here so far this winter. On one

engine the hose between the engine and
tender froze, and on another one the hose

between the tender and first car froze solid.

The main reservoirs on both engines were
drained and not a bit of water was found
in them. Why do they freeze? A.—Dry
111,-iin reservoirs usually accompany frozen

train pipes. The freezing is generally due
to heated air getting into the train pipe

\\ here it cools and deposits its moisture.

To prevent this, proper main reservoir and
pump capacity should be had. The piping

<if the main reservoirs should be such as

10 pennit good circulation of the air. allow-

ing it to cool and deposit its moisture in

the main reservoir before passing into the

train pipe. The air cylinder of the pump

should be in good condition, thus permit-

ling it to make pressure and heat as little

as possible.

(131) W. II. B.. Fort Wayne. Ind.,

writes

:

We have a new passenger coach here

with an American slack adjuster on it.

A new set of brake shoes was just put on.

To get them on we let out both dead levers

against the truck frame, as far as we could

let them. The adjuster screw was about

half worked out. and with the new shoes

the brake piston traveled all right, about

7 inches. What I want to get at is, was

it the right thing to do to leave the dead

levers against the truck frame and the

screw half screwed up? A.—The better

way would have been to let the screw clear

out, thus letting out the slack in the brake

rigging and giving room to put on the

new shoes. Then, after the shoes were

applied, the dead levers should be set to

give the proper piston travel. This once

will do. for the slack adjuster will regulate

the piston travel after that until the shoe?

are worn out. Then the same process

should be repeated.

(132) J. M. E., Wilkcliarre. Pa., writes;

I am told that someone at the Traveling

Engineers' Convention said that the Bald-

win Locomotive Works was putting some

kind of a brake on their Vauclain com-

pounds that would hold the whole train

down heavy grades without using air

brakes. How about this? Some of these

engines we have will hardly run downhill

in the forward motion and are brakes

enough in themselves. A.—^The device in

question was exploited by Mr. Vauclain

at the September convention of the Trav-

eling Engineers. It is a modification of

Le Chatelier. or "water brake," as it is

popularly known, and is for use on heavy

down grades. It is not intended, however,

to do away with the use of air brakes on

the train, but to utilize to better advantage

the weight of the locomotive in holding

back on down grades. Like the "water

brake," the Vauclain device is made oper-

ative by placing the reverse lever in the

back motion and admitting water by means

of a small cock in the boiler head and a

connecting pipe to the cylinders, thus pre-

venting excessive heating and friction.

The "water brake" draws air through the

exhaust nozzles in the smoke-box and the

exhaust passages into the cylinders, thus

supplying a back pressure which is trans-

mitted through the piston rods, main and

side rods to the wheels, where it becomes

a retarding or braking power. The Vau-
clain device draws cleaner outside air into

the cylinders through a valve in the ex-

haust passage, and, at the same time, closes

the exhaust nozzles in the smoke-box with

a lid, excluding smoke-box impurities.

With the Vauclain device, the retarding

power is regulated by a valve by which
the accumulated cylinder pressure may be

relieved at the will of the engineer. This

regulating valve is operated by a lever in

the cab. Another lever serves to close

the lid on the exhaust nozzles and open

the inlet valve in the exhaust passage.

The reverse lever is placed at all times

ill last back-motion notch. With the

"water brake" the retardation is regulated

by the position of the reverse lever, a

notch or two back of the center being

used for light work, and further back for

heavier work. Cleaner air for the cylin-

ders and easier regulation of the retard-

ing power gives superiority 10 the Vauclain

luodification.

Air Brakes Thorou;;hly Taught.

The Standard Examiiiaiion Questions

and Answers formulated and adopted by

the Air-Brake Association at its 1901 coi^

vention is doubtless the best and mist

complete work of useful information on

both the Westirtghouse and New York

systems of air brakes yet published. The

construction, operation, disorders, symp-

toms and remedies of both systems are

fully gone into and handled from a prac-

tical standpoint.

Following is a sample extract :
"Q.

409. Another pinnp (8-Jnch Westing-

house) starts when steam is turned on

and makes the downward stroke, but stops

at the lower end of the cylinder. What
should be done first ? A.—The cap should

be removed from above the reversing pis-

ton and steam turned on lightly to see

if it comes over to the reversing cylinder.

If it does so, it proves that all the ports

to and from the reversing slide-valve bush

are free and unobstructed. It also proves

that the reversing valve stem is all right.

As steam gets to the lop of the reversing

piston, it is evident that for some reason

jt cannot overcome the upward pressure

of the main valve. This may be due to

bad packing rings i;i either or both the

reversing piston or the lower end of the

main valve."

Here is another extract : "Q. 729. What
is wrong with a New York pump when the

spaces between three exhausts are about

equal, and the space between third and

fourth exhausts is very long? A.—A dis-

charge valve is broken, the upper air cylin-

der gasket is leaking badly between the

discharge valve cavity and cylinder, or the

lower intermediate valve seat is loose and

has unscrewed, raising the intermediate

valve against its stop post."

These are two of the questions and

answers. There are eight hundred more.

Is not this the kind of instruction that

counts? Send us 25 cents for a complete

copy. Postage prepaid.

The new block system of signals on the

New Jersey Central now extends to While
Haven, a distance of 142 miles from New-

York. The longest block is but a mile in

length, and near New York the sections

are very much shorter. They are deter-

mined to have every protection possible

for their patrons.
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Pennsylvania Pressed Steel Car.

The steel car is tlie factor which will

solve the question of freight congestion

from which the country has been suffering

for several months past. The inability of

shippers to secure sufficient cars to meet

their requirements has turned railroad

companies' attention to the best means of

preventing this difficulty in the future.

The steel car industry, although only in

its infancy a few years ago, has assumed
enormous proportions. The Pressed Steel

Car Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., the first

company of its kind to build steel cars, was

incorporated in 1897, and at that time em-

ployed about 300 men. To-day they em-

ploy upwards of 10.000 directly and many

to the strength of the car. In the old

style wooden box car, the truss rods that

support the inajority of the vertical load

soon lose their tension, and as a result the

center sills carry the greater part of the

load, thus causing a sagging in the sills,

and consequently straining the entire car

body. With pressed steel underframes the

sills are stronger at the center than at any

other point.

The car here illustrated is a car with

pressed steel underframing with a rated

capacity of iio.ooo pounds, that has given

eminent satisfaction and has proven be-

yond a doubt that they, together with the

all-steel car. will be the car of the future.

General dimensions are

:
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Of Personal Interest.
Mr. S. B. Piigli lias been appointed

Irainmasler of llie Pennsylvania at Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Mr. Fred James has been appointed

trainmaster of the Omaha division of the

Illinois Central.

Mr. E. V. Dexter has been appointed

fuel agent of the Chicago & Alton at

Hloomington, 111.

Mr. R. P. Blake has been appointed me-

chanical engineer of the Northern Pacific

at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. H. W. Sheridan has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Union Pa-

cific at Green Bay, Wis.

Mr. Thon as McCaffery has been ap-

pointed trainmaster of the Southern Pa-

cific at Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. J. W. Fogg has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago Terminal

Transfer at Chicago, III.

Mr. D. J. Saul has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of the C, N. O. & T. P.,

vice Mr. J. H. Berry, resigned.

Mr. Z. A. Baird has been appointed gen-

eral foreman of the Wabash shops at Til-

ton, 111., vice Mr. Geo. W. Smith.

Mr. S. Pierce has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the Orange

& North Western at Orange, Texas.

Mr. J. R. Slack has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Delaware & Hudson at Albany, N. Y.

Mr. D. R. McBain, master mechanic of

the Michigan Central at St. Thomas, Ont.,

has been transferred to Jackson, Mich.

Mr. J. W. Sherwood has been appointed

superintendent of the Northern division

of the Detroit Southern at Detroit, Mich.

Mr. Leo Levy has been appointed super-

intendent of the Cane Belt at Eagle Lake,

Tex., vice Mr. W. W. Edwards, resigned.

Mr. D. J. Timlin has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cane Belt at Eagle

Lake, Texas, vice Mr. A. C. Snyder, trans-

ferred.

Mr. M. L. Conley has been appointed

general superintendent of the Ohio & Ken-

tucky at Cannel City, Ky., vice Mr. R. M.
Broas.

Mr. W. C. Walsh has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southern Indiana

at Bedford. Ind., succeeding Mr. E. S.

Walker.

Mr. AI. B. Hunt has been appointed me-

chanical engineer on the Erie at Susque-

hanna. Pa., succeeding Mr. T. H. Curtis,

resigned.

Mr. Win. M. Morkill has been appointed

general manager of the Interoceanic of

Mexico at City of Mexico, succeeding Mr.

G. M. Stewart.

Mr. G. \V. Fabens has been promoted

from trainmaster on the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy to superintendent of the Ot-

tumwa division.

Mr. J. M. Maguire has been appointed

assistant purchasing agent of the Mexican
Central, with headquarters at 52 Broad-

way, New York.

Mr. D. J. Justice has resumed his for-

mer position as master mechanic of the

Seaboard Air Line at Americus, Ga., vice

Mr. F. II. McGee.

Mr. Chas. Gilbert, fireman on the Mo-
hawk division of the New York Central,

has been promoted to the position of

traveling fireman.

Mr. James Gill, engineer on the Mo-
hawk divi.-ion of the New York Central,

has been promoted to the position of

traveling engineer.

Mr. Geo. W. Smith, general foreman

of the Wabash shops at Tilton, 111., has

been transferred to Peru, Ind., succeeding

Mr. Thos. B. Hindle.

Mr. Sam'l Millican has been appointed

master mechanic of the Houston, East &
West Texas at Houston, Texas, vice Mr.

A. S. Grant, resigned.

Mr. T. B. Coppage has been appointed

trainmaster of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

Fe at Temple, Texas, succeeding Mr. E.

McCammon, resigned.

Mr. Theo. H. Curtis, mechanical engi-

neer of the Erie, has been appointed to a

similar position on the Louisville & Nash-

ville at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. J. C. McCullough has been appoint-

ed trainmaster of the Pittsburgh division

of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pitts-

burgh, vice Mr. R. E. McCarty, promoted.

Mr. H. F. Bickell has been appointed

superintendent of the Sandusky division

of the Lake Erie & Western at Lima, O.,

succeeding Mr. J. B. Thomas, resigned.

Mr. R. E. McCarty has been appointed

superintendent of the Pittsburgh division

of the Pennsylvania lines west of Pitts-

burgh, vice Mr. W. C. Gushing, trans-

ferred.

Mr. R. Williams has been appointed

trainmaster of the Buffalo division of the

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western at Buf-

falo. N. Y.. succeeding Mr. J. W. Honan,

transferred.

Mr. B. M. Starks has been appointed

superintendent of the South and North

Alabama and Birmingham Mineral divi-

sions of the Louisville & Nashville at Bir-

mingham, .Ala.

Mr. A. S. Grant, master mechanic of

the Houston. East & West Texas, has been

appointed master mechanic of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Little

Rock. Ark.

Mr. Reuben C. Hallett. who has a large

circle of friends throughout the country,

has accepted a position with the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company's Eastern sales

department.

.Mr. N. L. Smitham, master mechanic

of the Texas Midland, has resigned to ac-

cept a similar position with the Texas
Central at Walnut Springs, Tex., vice Mr.
D. J. Timlin.

Mr. Daniel W. Albright has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the Burling-

ton, Cedar Rapids & Northern at Cedar
Rapids, la., succeeding Mr. W. J. Mor-
rison, resigned.

Mr. M. Sweeney, general superintendent

of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has ac-

cepted a similar position with the Minne-

apolis & St. Louis and the Iowa Central at

Minneapolis, Minn.

Mr. F. H McGee has been appointed

master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line

at Americus, Ga., succeeding Mr. D. J.

Justice, who has been made general fore-

man at Savannah, Ga.

Mr. C. F. Franklin has been appointed

general manager of the Toledo. Columbus,

Springfield & Cincinnati at Lima, O. He
was formerly superintendent of the Tol-

edo, St. Louis & Western. '

Mr. O. E. Stewart, superintendent of

the Ottumwa division of the Chicago. Bur-

lington & Quincy, has been appointed

superintendent at Creston. la., succeeding

Mr. H. S. Storrs, resigned.

Mr. Isaac N. Kalbaugh has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of

the West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh,

vice Mr. D. C. Courtney, resigned; head-

quarters at Elkins, W. Va.

Mr. W. S. Palmer, superintendent of

the Sacramento division of the Southern

Pacific, has been transferred to the West-

ern division at Oakland Pier, Cal.. vice

Mr. James L. Frazier. resigned.

Mr. Wm. Henry, division foreman of

the St. Louis & San Francisco at Monett.

Mo., has been appointed master mechanic

of the Texas Midland at Terrell. Texas,

succeeding Mr. N. L. Smitham. resigned.

Mr. James P. Renecker has been ap-

pointed foreman of locomotive repairs of

the Southwest system of the Pennsyl-

vania at Logansport. Ind., succeeding Mr.

Thomas Austin, retired on account of ad-

vanced age.

Mr. C. A. Ward has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Lehigh & New Eng-

land at Pen Argyle. Pa. Mr. Ward was

formerly master mechanic of the Bangor

& Portland, from which position he re-

signed January. 1901. ,

Mr. F. E. Prior, assistant division

superintendent of the Southern Pacific at

Los Angeles. Cal., has been appointed
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superintendent of the Sacramento division

at Sacramento, Cal., succeeding Mr. \V.

S. Palmer, transferred.

Mr. H. S. Storrs, division superinten-

dent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

at Creston, la., has been appointed general

superintendent of the Lake Erie & West-

ern at Indianapolis, Ind.. succeeding Mr.

H. F. BickcU. resigned.

Mr. J. .v. Gibson, who has been travel-

ing engineer for a number of years past

on the Peoria & Eastern Railway (the

Chicago, Cleveland. Cincinnati & St. Louis

Railway, lessee), has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of that road, in place of Mr.

John McClurg. resigned, with headquar-

ters at Urbana shops.

Messrs. Wm. J. Hurley and John W.

Cool have been appointed road foremen of

engines on the We-stern division of the

New York Central & Hudson River, and

Frank M. Steele and Joseph De Salis.

traveling firemen for the same division,

making three road firemen and three

traveling firemen, where formerly there

was only one of each.

Mr. Edwin C. Madden, Third Assistant

Postmaster General, who has greatly

stirred up publishers of fake papers and

novels that have been enjoying the privi-

lege of sending their printed matter

through the mails as second-class matter,

was once an engineer, and is still a mem-

ber of Division No. i of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany's Executive Board have just an-

nounced the following appointments: Mr.

W. O. Duntley. vice-president and gen-

eral manager; Mr. C. E. Walker, assistant

general manager; Mr. Thomas Aldcorn,

general sales agent ; Mr. W. P. Pressinger.

general manager air compressor depart-

ment : Mr. Chas. Booth, manager Chicago

ofiice; Mr. S. G. .Allen, manager New
York office.

Mr. John J. Whalen, who has been

master mechanic at Cressona, Pa., for the

past fourteen years, takes the place of

Mr. Wm. M. Stellwagon at Palo Alto, on

Main Line division, as master mechanic,

on account of Mr. Stellwagon being put

on pension list. Mr. Whalen ran the first

engine with the John E. Wootten firebox.

in 1876 or 1877. while road foreman of en-

gines on the Reading system, and is an

old-time engineer, being in service forty-

four years in the different capacities.

Mr. A. L. Humphrey, superintendent of

motive power of the Colorado & Southern,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Chicago & Alton at

Bloomington, 111., vice Mr. C. M. Men-

denhall, resigned. Mr. Huinphrey went

with the Colorado & Southern July i. 1900,

previous to which he was with the Colo-

rado Midland for seven and a half years.

Mr. Humphrey has been in the Colo-

rado legislature and high honors seemed

to be his fur the asking in the political

field, but he preferred engineering. His

prospects in railroad life are excellent.

The Pressed Steel Car Company made

the following appointments on January

1st; Mr. Geo. H. Goodell appointed chief

engineer. Mr. Goodell has been assistant

chief engineer for several months past.

Prior to this time he was connected with

the Northern Pacific Railway in tlie capa-

city of mechanical engineer, and has also

had experience in various capacities on

other railroads. Mr. G. E. Moore ap-

pointed auditor. Mr. Moore is an expert

accountant, having been employed by both

the Carnegie Steel Company and the

Philadelphia in this capacity. Mr. G. H.

Judy appointed superintendent of the Mc-

Kees Rocks works. Mr. Judy was for-

merly in the Pennsylvania Railroad ser-

vice and has been in the employ of the

Pressed Steel Car Company as assistant

superintendent at McKees Rocks for some

months.

A meeting of the Board of Directors of

the Pressed Steel Car Company was held

recently in the ofiice at Pittsburgh, at

which three vacancies in the board were

filled by the election of Judge J. H. Reed

and Mr. T. H. Given, of Pittsburgh, and

Mr. H. E. Moller, of New York. Judge

Reed is the head of the well-known firm

of Knox & Reed, of Pittsburgh, and a

director in the United States Steel Cor-

poration and president of the Philadel-

phia Company, of Pittsburgh. Mr. Given

is president of the Farmers' Deposit Na-

tional Bank, the largest bank in Pitts-

burgh, and also a prominent director in

many other companies. Mr. Moller repre-

sents the interests of large stockholders

resident in New York. The president re-

ported gratifying trade conditions, and

stated that the company's output, which

had been interrupted by failure to secure

materials in consequence of the switch-

men's strike, had now resumed its former

proportions, and conditions are now prac-

tically normal.

At a meeting of the Boards of Directors

of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting and

Pintsch Compressing Companies, January

IS, 1902, the following appointments were

made ; Mr. R. M. Dixon was elected vice-

president of the Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company and first vice-president

and manager of the Pintsch Compressing

Company. He will have charge of the

mechanical departments, embracing also

adoption of all standards and experimen-

tal work, together with the construction

and operation of the gas works. He will

also have charge of the preparation of all

applications for patents. The assistant en-

gineers and superintendents ot the gas

works will report to him. In the absence

of the president he will perform the duties

assigned to the president by the By-Laws

of the companies. Mr. D. W. Pye was

elected assistant to the president of the

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company

and second vice-president of the Pintscb

Compressing Company. He will have

charge of the commercial interests of the

companies and perform the duties of gen-

eral purchasing agent. He will also per-

form such other duties as may be assigned

him by the president.

Mr. W. A. Nettleton, of Kansas City,

has been appointed as the successor of

Mr. George R. Henderson, as assistant

superintendent of machinery for the Santa

Fe road. Mr. Nettleton was formerly

superintendent of motive power for the

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, but

resigned that position shortly before the

consolidation of that road with the Frisco.

He is the son of the late General Nettle-

ton, who was long president of the Kansas

City, Fort Scott & Memphis system. Mr.

Nettleton has just returned from a six

months stay in Europe, and the positior»

on the Santa Fe was kept open for him.

He received an excellent engineering train-

ing. On graduating from Yale Univer-

sity in 1885, Mr. Nettleton went into the

engineering department of the Kansas

City, Fort Scott & Memphis. After that

he was for a time air-brake inspector, hav-

ing prepared for that position by spending

some time in the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Works. Then he went into the employ of

the Union Bridge Company, which he left

to become engineer of tests of his old

road. Then he rose by degrees to be super-

intendent of motive power. Many friends

will cordially welcome him back into the

railroad field.

Death of Angus Brown.

Angus Brown, who last July was ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of motive

power with charge of the New York Cen-

tral shops at West Albany, was instantly

killed by a train last month. Mr. Brown

was on his way home to dinner. In cross-

ing the track in front of train No. 16.

which was forty-five minutes late and was

making up time, he slipped, and before he

could recover his equilibrium the engine

struck him squarely. His body was hurled

to one side and against a telephone pole.

Detective Jackson and Martin O'Heaney.

who were eye-witnesses, hurried to his

side, only to find life extinct. The skull

was crushed and nearly every bone in the

body broken.

The saddest part of the affair was that

his aged mother was also a witness of the

horrible accident. Mr. Brown lived in

the old Buchanan residence, on the hill

overlooking the tracks at this point, and

his mother was on the piazza waiting for

her son. The sight of the fearful contact

caused her to swoon and sink to the floor.

She was carried within doors by her

dauglter.

Mr. Brown was for several years a mas-

ter mechanic on the Northern Pacific,

which he left to become superintendent of

motive power of the Wisconsin Central.

He held several other positions before go-

ing to the New York Central.
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The Heaviest Locomotive Yet Built.

I'^or a long time vvc have been studying

locomotives just turned out of sliops and

liave decided in our own inind that the

heaviest of locomotives in the world has

now been finished and ready for work.

We have hardly been able to examine such

engines when another one comes out still

licavier, and it now appears as if the pos-

sibility of building the heaviest locomotive

in the world is still snniewhal in the re-

mote.

The engine which we here illustrate by

half-tone and line cuts is a tandem com-

pound decapod recently built by the Schen-

ectady works of the American Locomotive

Company for the Atchison. Topeka & San-

ta Fe Railroad. In working order the en-

gine weighs 259,800 pounds, or close to

1.30 tons. This great weight is concen-

trated in fairly small space, for the driving

uf wliich 4.476.5 is in the tubes and 205.41

square fei.-t in the firebox. The grate area

is 59.47 square feet. The total wheel base

of engine and lender is 62 feet.

The engine is fitted with piston valves,

for both high and low pressure cylinders,

both valves being on the same valve stem,

and both pistons of course on the same

rod. The valves for high-pressure cylin-

der arc of the internal admission type

—

that is, taking steam through the inside

edge of steam port—-while the valves of

the low-pressure cylinders take steam ex-

ternally—that is, at the outer edge of

steam ports. This arrangement of admis-

sion gives for the high-pressure cylinders

the crossed ports by which steam for the

front of high-pressure piston is admitted

to the rear port of valve. The engine

when working compound is operated of

course by steam on the high-pressure pis-

engine are Wcstinghouse-American com-

bined brake on drivers, tender and for

train. There is an ii-inch Westinghouse

air pump and engineer's air signal. The
Le Chalelicr water brake is applied to

cylinders. Leach's triple sand blast is

used ; Monarch brake beams ; Westing

house friction draft gear ; Crosby open

pop safety valves ; Nathan quadruple sight

feed lubricator and Boycr speed re-

corder.

The weight of some of (he parts will

convey more than "a picture an idea of

the immense weight of the engine. Below

we give the weight of a few pieces. Think

of a main rod weighing 842 pounds.

Something of a job to take that down when
a piston-valve cylinder head blows out.

some scheming will be needed to take down
on the road a set of eccentric straps

weighing 820 pounds:

THE LARGEST .\ND MOST POWERFUL LOCOMOTIVE IN THE WORLD.

wheel base is only 20 feet and tlie total

wheel base 28 feet 1 1 inches. The cylin-

ders are I7'-2X30.X34 inches. The hori-

zontal thickness of the piston is SV-: inches,

with plain packing rings and Jerome rod

packing. They have 6-inch travel and

's outside lap. We illustrated and de-

scribed the arrangement of these cylinders

and the working of the valves in our issue

of September, 1901. The driving wheels

are cast steel and held by shrinkage. The
main driving box material is cast steel and

the others steel cast iron. The main jour-

nals are 10 x 12 and the others Qx 12.

The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type, with wide firebox. The boiler

is 78^ inches at the smallest ring and

carries a working pressure of 225 pounds.

The firebox is io8^4 inches long by 79^4

inches wide. It is 7914 inches deep at the

forward end and 76; -2 inches deep at the

back end. There are 413 tubes 2J4 inches

diameter and 18 feet 6 inches long. The
firebox is arranged for oil burning. There

are 4,681.91 squ.iro feet of heating surface,

tons, which, when having done its work,

is exhausted to the low-pressure piston by

passing through the steam chest, which is

also the receiver on these engines, and

thence through the hollow valves to the

ports.

The engine is worked simple by means

of an ordinary plug valve enclosed in a

casing at the outside of high-pressure cyl-

inder, this valve controlling the admission

of live steam to the low-pressure cylinders,

and is operated by a lever in the cab,

similar to that for cylinder cocks. This

plug valve simply opens or blanks the

passage of live steam to lovir-pressure cyl-

inder and is of the plainest possible con-

struction. This valve, while working sim-

ple, allows steam to pass through the hol-

low valve, and the steam is therefore on

both sides of the high-pressure piston at

the same time, the latter being then in

balance as far as forces are concerned,

leaves all the work on the low-pressure

pistons when working simple.

.\mong the equipment specified for the

Pounds

Main rods (2) 1,684

Driving bo.xes complete, 2 steel

(Mains) I.ioi

Driving boxes complete, 8 cast iron. 4.552

Frames, 2 complete, including shoes

and wedges, binders and bolts.. 21.200

Cylinders. 2 H. P. and 2 L. P., in-

cluding studs, nuts and bush-

ings 21,883

Eccentric straps, i set complete. .. . 820

Links, 2 complete but not including

lifters 247

We are informed by the Gold Car Heat-

ing Company that Egbert H. Gold, of Chi-

cago, no longer represents them as sales-

man, nor is he employed in any other

capacity. They request that all communi-

cations for them be addressed to the com-

pany at Frankfort and Cliff streets. New
York city, or 614 Rookery Building, Chi-

cago. 111.
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Prom Section Hand to Judge.

We have recently learned ot a new illus-

tration of what an ambitious young man
can do to overcome "the slings and arrows

of outrageous fortune" when he is pos-

sessed of the energy and perseverance to

work himself above the low surroundings

brought by inheritance. We find in the

Bloomington Panlagraph the following

personal >ketch

:

"Mr. Frederick G. White, the new pro-

bate judge of Livingston County, at Pon-

tiac, appointed by the Governor to fill out

the unexpired term of Judge Barickman.

resigned, is that type of manhood that

merits success. He is a young man,

ing to study law, being admitted to the

bar in 1898. In his profession he made a

success. He is a young man of ability

and is genial and affable. He was city

clerk of Pontiac, and as evidence of his

popularity, was elected assessor of his

home township, strongly Democratic,

when hut twenty-two years of age.

The Siberian Railway.

While the Sibeiian Railway has been

built by the Russian Government primarily

to protect its political interests and to de-

velop its great commercial possibilities,

that line will ultimately have a somewhat

unexpected and far-reaching effect, not

road, which we have come to regard as an

unbroken and completed line reaching

from Russia to the Pacific coast termini,

has several iinks not yet finished ; and it

may be two years or more before the line

is completed and carrying on permanent

and regular traffic. The undertaking has

been stupendous, and the labor thus far

expended has cost more than 90,000,000

days' work. Nearly twenty miles of

bridges have been built across rivers and

other streaiiis, and several miles of tun-

nels will have been bored and cut ere this

colossal project can be stamped "Finis,"

and Russia receive in the fullest treasure

the due congratulations of the world.

-»*7—Tolal-Whcel-Basc—

Rnilwny ^ Lcconiotivei

THE LARGEST ENGINE YET BUILT.

scarcely thirty years of age, whose short

life has been one of unusual activity. He
was born on a farm in Livingston County,

the son of parents in very moderate cir-

cumstances. He was one of those young

men not afraid of honest work, having

filled the position of hired help for some

time and one season worked as a section

hand on the Chicago & Alton Railroad.

Being economical and having saved the

greater part of his earnings, he entered the

Grand Prairie Seminary at Onarga, at-

tending there one year, and later the State

Normal University at Normal for two
years. He taught for several years in

Livingston County. He was later appointed

deputy circuit clerk of Livingston County,

which office he filled for two years, resign-

originally contemplated, in binding to-

gether in closer commercial relations the

great nations of the world. For some

time to come the Siberian road will carry

into China and the East the manufactured

products of Europe, while Pacific steam-

ship lines will do the same service for

American manufactures. In the future,

probably somewhat distant, however, we
may possibly expect the tide to turn, and

find that China and the East have become

colossal workshops which shall largely

supply the rest of the world with manu-

factured products, freighted outward z'ia

Pacific steamship lines and the Siberian

Railroad.

This condition, however, is remote and

only possible. Indeed, the Siberian Rail-

Since the reorganization of the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Company, whereby they

acquired the plants of the New York &
Franklin Air Compressor Company, they

are devoting special attention to this

branch of their large interests, and report

the outlook very encouraging. Among re-

cent orders received may be mentioned one

for seven 500-foot air compressors from

the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
have sent out a small booklet relating to

Dixon's automobile graphites. It contains

useful information that will be of service

to all people in charge of motors of any

kind. It will be sent free on application

to anyone interested.
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An Engineer

Buys Graphite.

He pays for it with his

own money. He gets re-

suits that raiiway officiais

and other engineers
shouid talce heed of.

" I purchased the graphite especi-

ally for an air pump on the engine

I am running. I am in construction

service and engine has been out of

shop for two and a half years and not

a cent's worth of work has been done

to air pump except new discharge

and suction valves occasionally. The

]5ump is run regularly twehe hours a

day, six days a week, and with the

exception of packing rings blowing

some, works very nicely. A few

weeks ago, however, pump started

squeaking in the lower end. I tried

everything that I have known of in

my twenty years' experience, and still

she squealed. Then I sent for Dixon's

No. 635 Graphite and tried that in

different ways. Mixed it—say a tea-

spoonful—with water (drinking cup),

and also some with signal oil, and let

the receiving valves suck it into the

lower cylinder. Then I mixed some

with cylinder oil and took caps off of

top of pump and tried that. They all

did very well, but the best results that

I had during the two \Veeks' testing

came from the following method :

'

' I take "iibout a half teaspoonful of

the dry graphite and let it be drawn

up through the air valves. Do that

once a day and then skip some days.

Be sure your lubricator for the pump
feeds all right and you will have fine

results.
'

'

For sample No. 635 and further

information, write

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.

Order for Vanderbilt Hopper Cars.

All urder fur 500 >ltcl lioppc-r cual cars

of the style designed by Cornelius Vander-

bilt, illustrated in the November, 1901, is-

sue of Railway and Locomotivk Engi-

.N'EERiNG, and each of 100.000 pounds capa-

city, has been given by the West Virginia

Central & Pittsburgh Railway Company,
the coal and iron fields road, which runs

from Cumberland to Elkins and then

forks to Belington and Huttonsville. An
order for Mr. Vanderbilt's cars was re-

cently placed by the Lackawanna Iron &
Steel Company. The cars are being made
by the Cambria Steel Company, and de-

liveries will begin within ninety days. The
cost of the cars for the Central & Pitts-

burgh will be about $600,000.

The new Vanderbilt hopper cars have

several novel and interesting features.

Each weighs, light, 36,500 pounds, and

the coal capacity is 111,072 pounds, and
that of ore 120.000 pounds. Experts say

that the design embodies one of the bold-

est steps ever taken in the direction which

i-; considered so important. The cars have

no ynderframe whatever in the usual ac-

ceptance of the term. They have center

sills, but these are light and serve only to

provide for the draft and buffing stresses.

They have no side sills, the weight of the

car body and load being carried by the

trussed sides and transinitted to the bol-

sters by the vertical struts of the side

trusses, which are placed at the bolsters

for this purpose.

Xo. 31 "Record of Recent Construc-

tion," which is the latest number published

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, is a

particularly attractive number. It has a

frontispiece of the first locomotive built

lor Corea, the oicture being taken where

the engine is at work, with a number of

natives grouped alongside. Besides that

there are excellent half-tones of fourteen

other locomotives, a fair proportion of

them being intended for foreign railroads.

There are very good descriptions in Eng-

lish and French published along with each

locomotive, which enables us to keep up

with the present progress of locomotive

construction.

Poetic Opening of Lackawanna Engine
House.

The Lackawanna has lately built a new
engine-house at Oswego. X^. Y.. the town
notable to railroaders as being the abiding

place of Shandy Maguire. Shandy presides

over the operations in the new house, and

he also presided with great success at a

banquet held in the house to inaugurate its

beginning of business. From the descrip-

tion of the new engine-house that ap-

peared in the Oswego Palladium, we con-

clude that it is up to date in every respect.

A most attractive feature of the banquet,

which was noted for the flow of soul and

of bowl, was an original song, of ten

verses, warbled by Shandy. Most of the

verses contained eulogies of local celeb-

rities in whom our readers are not inter-

ested, but we cull the following sprigs

from Shandy's poetic bouquet

:

" 'Tis many long years since I first began

wiping,

I'm made of good stuff or I'd surely be

dead

;

Boys, help nic to chorus the song that I'm

piping,

I'm not quite so clear as I'd like in the

head.

The gods have been kind to us after long

waiting

;

Just think how our hair grew so rapidly

gray.

While 'round the ould doghouse in misery

skating;

Now see the fine palace we're housed in

to-day.

"So I stand on me feet with the greatest of

pleasure.

My heart and my stomach are loaded

with joy;

Pour out the sweet stuff, let us have hon-

est measure,

I'll give you a toast to a broth of a boy

;

Drink it standing, now listen : 'Here's to

you, dear Hickson

;

May Jove send you honors galore,' we
all say.

You're a man fit to rank as some good,

honest Mick's son.

You skillful boss builder. God bless you

to-day

!

"By the pipers that played their duets be-

fore Moses,

I've no cause to chide you for drinking

at all

:

Fill another and swig down as deep as

your noses.

To Hades we'll pitch sober sippers. boys,

all;

No more need we fear the cowld blizzardy

weather.

We've steam coils around us, our work
is but play

:

Here's to Rudy : drink deep, boys, and hip-

hip together.

He changed us from dogs into glad men
to-dav.

Well, lads, here's the last toast I'll ask

you to guzzle,

And don't lick your lips till you've

drained every drop.

I guess, like meself. you're all full to the

muzzle,

But three times three give me. avicks,

ere ye stop

—

To our President ,Truesdale ; he gave

the permission

To build up this palace ; touch glasses

—

away

;

May all of his enemies sink to perdition

!

God grant it—Amen—and God bless

him to-dav.''
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A New Blow-Off Valve.

One of the troublesome things of loco-

motive equipment is the blow-off valve.

In order to obviate as many of the diffi-

culties as possible the Lunkenheimer Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, have brought out

the "Dure" valve, of which we show a

sectional view. The accumulation of

scale and sediment cuts out an ordinary

valve, but, as will be seen, the disk in

this valve is inside a cage and closes on

a removable seat. The disk is double-

ended (or faced) so as to be reversed

when one face wears and the seat is of

Babbitt metal in dovetailed slots, so as

to be easily renewed.

In closing the valve it is intended that,

as the disk approaches the seat, the valve

controlling steam to the passage A be

U HI 1 \ \L\

t

opened. This admits steam to enter the

annular space around cage and come in

through slots /, cleaning the surface of

scat from all sides. The disk is screwed

home to seat before the auxiliary jet is

closed, insuring a clean seat which will

greatly increase the life of valve.

The plug B is also provided, which gives

a clear opening into the blow-off pipe if

necessary to clean it at any time.

way service the rule rather than the ex-

ception. It will be rather a trying change

for a graduate of Harvard or Yale to

start out as a wiper, machinist helper or

brakeman, but railway official opinion

points to college graduates beginning at

the bottom and w-orking upward.

GOOD BOOKS

President Chas. F. Thwing, of the West-

ern Reserve University, has been investi-

gating the views of railroad managers con-

cerning the popularity of college educa-

tion for men entering the railway busi-

ness. He wrote to about lOO railroad

presidents, asking about the advantages

and disadvantages possessed by a college

graduate in entering railroad service over

those possessed by a graduate of a high

school or grammar school. He asked

also if they would advise a boy of

eighteen, who had received a good

education at a high school, enter-

ing railway service. In nearly all cases

the answers were in the affirmative. This

being the case, we may expect in the course

of time to find college men entering rail-

The Purdue University of Lafayette,

Ind., people have published a very artistic

calendar, giving one sheet for each month

of the year. The calendar is printed on

paper which is an imitation of burnt

leather, and every sheet seems to be more

artistic than the last.

Vanderbilt's Way.
It is significant of the importance which

technical training bears to the industrial

expansion of the LInited States, that Cor-

nelius Vanderbilt is himself a skilled me-

chanic and can put a locomotive together

and run it. Never before was the demand

so great for young men with skilled hands

and trained brains, and every day it is

becoming more and more necessary that

the man who directs great industrial en-

terprises shall himself have had this tech-

nical instruction. To the young tnan of

intelligence, energy and ambition who ob-

tains this training, the doors to progress

and success stand open. If he is a young

man whose time and means have been too

limited to enable him to attend one of the

great technical schools of the country, or

if he is in a place where the future holds

out no encouragement for him, the Amer-

ican School of Correspondence in Boston

puts in his way an opportunity of the ut-

most importance. Through the generosity

of its founders and of several prominent

manufacturers, the trustees are able to

offer each year a few free scholarships in

engineering courses to worthy and ener-

getic young men. The scholarships for

1902 are now available, and applications

will be considered from among the read-

ers of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering. Though the student may live

hundreds of miles from an educational

center, he nevertheless enjoys many of

the advantages of the more fortunate but

perhaps less deserving young man who is

enrolled in one of the great resident tech-

nical schools. He has equally with him

the help and encouragement of specially

qualified instructors engaged from among

the graduates of the famous institutions

for technical training in and around Bos-

ton. The opportunity here presented

should appeal to the ambition and enter-

prise of every young man.

Since 1830 there have been built in the

whole world 475,000 miles of railroad.

The United States has 193,000 miles of

this amount, or about 40 per cent.—and

this, too, on its 6 per cent, of the land

surface of the earth. The annual ton-

nage carried by Uncle Sam's railroads is

greater than the totals for Great Britain.

Ireland, France and Germany.

TO HAVE.

Combustion of Coa!
And the Prevention of Smoke.

A Catechism tor all Interested In Fuel
EcoDom; and the Suppression of Smoke. Bj
WiLLiiM M. Baek, M. K. Nearly 350 pages ;

Ha engravings. I'rice, J1.50.
Bvery Kailroad man should have this book.

It contains over 800 questions with their an
•wers.

Air=Brake Catechism.
Twelfth edition. Greatly Enlarged by FlTs

New I'haptors. A complete study of the Air
Brake equipment. Up to date. By Robbbt
H. BlackalL. Cloth. Price, J1.50.

Contains over 1,000 (Juestlons with their
Answers. Completely Illustrated with Bd
(ravings.

This Book has been endorsed and used by
Air-Brake Instructors and Examiners on near
I7 every Railroad In the United States.

Locomotive Catechism.
By KOBBRT GRIM8HAW. Nineteenth edition

Now containing over 200 Illustrations and
Twelve Large Foluing I'lates. There are
1,600 Questions with Complete Answers.
Written In plain language and free from
mathematics. The Standard Book on the
Locomotive. Nearly 450 pages. Bound In

Extra Maroon Cloth, Gilt. I'rice, »2.00.

riechanical flovements
Powers, Devices and Appliances.

A Dictionary of Mechanical Movements,
Powers, Devices and Appliances, embracing
an Illustrated description of the greatest
variety of mechanical movements and devices
In any language. By Gardnbb D. Uiacox,
M. B. Third edition. Large 8vo., 402 pages,
1,649 Illustrations, with descriptive t«zt.

Buckram binding. I'rice, $3.00.

The riodern flachinist.
By John T. Ushib. Third edition ; 35T

Illustrations, 322 pages. Price |2.60. 8pe-
clally adapted to the use of Machinists, Ap-
prentices, Designers, Engineers, Constructors.

Shop Kinl<s.
This book Is entirely different from any

other on machine-shop practice. It Is not de-

scriptive of universal or common shop usage,
bnt shows special ways of doing work better,
more cheaply and more rapidly than usual.
By ROBT. Gbiushaw. 400 pages, 200 Illus-

trations. Second edition. Cloth, $2.50.

Compressed Air
Its Production, Uses, and Applications.

A complete treatise on the subject of Com-
pressed Air, comprising Us physical and oper-
ative properties from a vacuum to Its liquid
form. Its thermodynamics, compression,
transmission, expansion, and Its uses for
power purposes In mining and engineering
work ;

pneumatic motors, shop tools, air
klasts for cleaning and painting. The sand
blast, air lifts, pumping of water, acids and
ells : aeration and purification of water sup-
ply, are all treated, as well as railway pro-
pulsion, pneumatic tube transmission, re-

frigeration. The air brake, and numerous ap-
pliances In which compressed air Is a most
convenient and economical vehicle for work

—

with forty air tables of compression, expansion
and physical properties. This Is a most com-
prehensive work on the subject of Compressed
Air, giving both the theory and application.
By G. D. Hiscox. Large 8vo., 820 pages, 64B
Illustrations. Price, $5.00 cloth binding, $6.50
half morocco.

Any of the above books sent free to
any part of the world on receipt of price

f 'Slf^Illustrated circulars^ gll'tng the fall

^ \ Table of Contents 0/ alt the abO'Detvorks,

L^l*/^/) J sent free to any one 'who •uillt apply.

I I Ctj ) Our complete 96 page catalogue of'•"''/
Scientific and Practical Books mailed

\ Free to any address on reqaest,

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

132 Nassau Street, New York.
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HERE
IS A

Pressure

Regulator
THAT WILL

REGULATE.

Fig. 18

Gold's Improved Balance

Valve Pressure Regulator

reduces from boiler pressure to a

fraction of a pound. It will not

vary under any conditions.

It is efficient, economical, sim-

ple and durable.

Catalogue, circulars and further

, information cheerfully furnished.

Gold Car Heating Co.,

Frankfort and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

Branch Office, 614 Rookery, Chicago, Ills.

New Style Sander Trap.

The cut shown is ihc improved K style

trap, which is a modification of the Leach

D2 trap. This last-mentioned trap has

hecn found difficult to keep light at feed

pipe unions, caused by the union nuts

working loose, or pipes being of an irreg-

ular length.

To correct the troubles of the D2 trap

the E trap is made in two parts, which

are screwed on ends of feed pipes sepa-

rately and then brought together and bolt-

ed. The bolt holes are oblong, which

will allow for irregularities in pipe knglh^

The Consolidated Schools.

Correspondence schools have become a

permanent feature of our educational sys-

tem, and the nielhods employed are too

well known to need further explanation.

'I'he merits of any schools depend, first,

on the value of their instruction to

the student (which includes not only the

fj'.cts but the manner of presenting themj

and. second, on the business methods em-
ployed.

A new name in this field is that of the

Con.solidated Schools, of New York; but

they are new in name only, being a con-

NEW CL.^SS E S.XXDER TR.\P.

It may be applied in place of the D2 trap

without any change in the pipe connec-

tions. Centers have been kept the same

as with the old style. The triple trap

is also furnished of a design to accomplish

the same object as shown by the double.

The extension air nozzle (1901 pattern)

also shown is considerably heavier than

the old-style nozzle, and has a Jj-inch pipe

plug in the union sleeve instead of a

small screw formerly used. This new
arrangement is more handy for cleaning

air choke and has a threaded end. The

union sleeve is also a 'y-inch pipe thread.

It permits air piping to be introduced

through il on all sides.

solidation of three established institutions,

the basis being the United Correspondence

Schools, which was established in the fall

of 1897. In .April. 1899. the Institution for

Home Study of Engineering and the Cor-

respondence School of Technology, both

of Cleveland. O.. were purchased and

brought to New York.

Recent changes have brought a new

business management to the front, and the

new title, which is both short and compre-

hensive, was one of the first changes.

Several new courses are under way. and

among them are some which promise to be

of special value to railway men generally.

Each department will be well taken care
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of, the new management evidently sparing

no expense to make each course tlie best

they can secure.

Future Collisions Impossible.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railway

is installing between Momence and Dolton

Junction what promises to be one of the

greatest life-saving appHances of the twen-

tieth century, and which not only the pub-

lic but railway employes will watch with

keen interest.

While the Chicago & Eastern Illinois

is not one of the great systems of the

country, still it possesses in President M.

J. Carpenter and his officials a manage-

ment second to none in the country. Real-

izing, some time ago, that a system of

signalling, better than the outside system,

was a necessity, they are satisfied beyond

a doubt, after giving the Miller cab signal

lamps in the engine cab burns continuous-

ly from the time the train leaves its start-

ing point until arrival at destination or

terminus. .All switches, derails, fouling

points—such as broken rails or switches

damaged—and train order signals indicate

their position to an approaching train one-

half mile or inore away.

In this may also be included failure to

obey orders by an opposing train. Breaks

the severest tests, that they have solved

the question of collisions from whatever

source, and have adopted the Miller sys-

tem. With this system collisions are an

impossibility. Briefly stated, the Miller

Block Signal Company place their signal

in the cab in plain view of the engine

crew, and where, consequently, it is not

obscured by storms or fog, is seen at all

times and under all conditions. There is

no third rail or side contact ; an insulated

rail in the main track controls the signals

in the cab.

Its operation is not affected by snow or

sleet. It can be installed on single or

double track. The track is divided into

blocks, suitable to grade conditions, and a

train passing over these blocks will control

the instrument at the block intersections

in such a manner that a following train

entering the second block in the rear of

the preceding train will receive a stop

signal. One or the other of the signal

or any derangement of the device will in-

dicate "Stop." There is absolute safety

from head-on or rear-end collisions, de-

railments from broken rails, open switches

or failing to clear- main line. It also indi-

cates if a train has parted. Out of 400

indications given on one of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois engines.not a single failure

to record the proper signal was recorded.

President Carpenter, after these tests.

Steam
Gauges

—

Safely
Valves
that
satisfy
llie user.

VALVE COMPANY. !

271 FRANKLIN ST, BOSTON FIASSI

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN a TRUST BUILDING, WASHINGTON. D C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet 5ent.

JV A '^r^ M 1^^ your novel idea or design. It

^^ /\ I r^ 1^1 I IS the only way to control it

I ^^ I 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 and make it pay. Send postal

to Stebbins & Wright, Me-
chanical Experts and Attorneys, l>tation G, Box 333,
Washington, D. C, for full iaformation. They secure
Cood patents and protect the whole Invention.

Sipe's Japan Oils

MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES B. SIPE & CO.,

400 Federal Street,

Allegheny, Pa.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from I to 7
Inch holes. Take up little

room—always ready and

you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind. . . .

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. B. Nicholson & Co.,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansvllle* Ind.

Manufacturers ot

Round or Square Cane

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Ilcadllglus are sti))st.ii>tlnl

anti well made to standard de-
sli^ns or Railroad Companies'
drawlnjfs

We ar» makers for 20 or
more leadlnf? Railroads.

fi-cls satisfied that he has adopted the

greatest life-saver and dividend earner of

the twentieth century, and the public ap-

preciates his philanthropy in the interest

of humanity. Eighty-eight men, from

iiKinagers down to engineers, witnessed

the tests. J. A. Baker.

A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

Manuf.icliircrs

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes.

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE:

920=922 North First St., = SF. LOUIS, MO.

iijS
E. Lake St., Chicago, Ills.

Q2 Centre St., New Vork City, N.V.
85 Kreniont St., San Francisco, Cal.

1A 1LUK STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. Mushet's

;

STEELS.

SPECIAL "

"TITANIC^

TbcK Goods are the Standard af Excell^ice

S*l« Rayreteatatlve* la the United Static

B. M. JONES & CO.
N«. 81 Milk St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAKEHOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

U Li^^gv

LOCOMOTIVE
CAB SEAT

ROUGH RIDING
MADE SMOOTH S2.00
Jut pot this ieMt ea the box lad itj jwmg ffhlaa « h
Aay itze or shape. Se«d cash, state size, rfve r<

HAGGARD & MARCUSSON CO.,
417 Sooth Caul St., ei)lcs;ii, III.

three years and I'm not worrying."

"Poor man," she retorted, "you must

have started at the next station beyond

mine."

.\dvices dated Londun, December 28th,

and just received here, slate that the High-

land Railway, who have had a number of

iheir carriages lighted by the Stone axle

electric system, have finally abandoned all

attempts to use that method of lighting,

and have placed an order with the

I'intsch's Patent Lighting Company, of

l.diidon, for the erection of a large gas

plant and at the same time have ordered

nf the same company equipments for 212

of their carriages.

Watson & Stillman, of New York, have

issued Catalogue 63. which is finely illus-

trated and is devoted mostly to hydraulic

valves and fittings. It is a pamphlet of

ninety-four pages and contains a great

many fine illustrations and valuable infor-

mation concerning hydraulic apparatus. It

will be found a useful reference for shop

foremen and others who have to attend to

details of such apparatus.

Purdue University will inaugurate,

about February i, 1902. a new department

of instruction in telephonic engineering.

This step is taken in response to the in-

creasing demand by telephone interests for

men trained in the particular branch of

electrical engineering pertaining to teleph-

ony. Investigation has disclosed the fact

that students completing the ordinary

courses in electrical engineering must de-

vote upwards of two years' additional

work to acquiring the special details of

telephone practice before they are suffi-

ciently equipped with the knowledge which

is valuable to manufacturers and consum-

ers of telephone material. It is confidently

expected that the courses now offered by

Purdue University will largely take the

place of the two years' practical employ-

ment or apprenticeship and will enable the

engineering graduate of this department

to at once fill telephonic positions demand-

ing special qualifications.

A Slow Train.

They tell a good story of a slow train

on a Western road as follows

:

A lady waited four hours at a way sta-

tion, the train came along and she got

aboard. The hours dragged by and at

each toot of the whistle she asked if it

was Topeka. Finally the conductor be-

came irritated

:

"Don't worry, madam : I'll let you know

when we reach Topeka."

"But I've been on the road now all day."

"Well, madam, I've been on the road

New Car Shop Tenoner.

One of the most powerful tenoning ma-

chines ever built is here represented, and

owing to its range of work and amount

and kind of same it will do, the manufac-

turers place it on the market, firmly con-

vinced that it is one of the best machines

ever brought out to do the work required

by car builders and where heavy and gen-

eral work is desired.

It will do single, double or triple tenon-

ing, and also cut-oflf and gain to the very

best advantage, and by adjusting the gain-

ing heads in different ways, will over- and

UKIVERS.\L C.\R TENONER.

under-gain. and cut on any portion of the

timber desired.

By removing the lower cutter head and

substituting a circular saw, heavy cutting-

of¥ can be readily done. The upper and

lower tenoning heads have knives that

will tenon up to 6 inches in one operation,

or. by repassing the material, tenons of

any length can be made very easily. The

upper head can be adjusted to make one

tenon longer than another.

The carriage is self-acting, being driven

by a screw actuated by friction gears, and

can be made to travel in either direction

or instantly stopped by pressure of a lever.

On heavy work power feed is preferable,

while on short work the carriage can be

disengaged and operated by hand.

Taken altogether, this machine will be

found to possess such mechanical advan-

tages and improved appliances for facili-

tating its work as will reduce the time in

making adjustments to a minimum. It is

made by J. A. Fay & Egan Company, 445

West Front street. Cincinnati. Ohio.

President Stickney. of the Chicago &

Great \\'estern. announces that his road

will begin at once to double track the line

between Chicago and St. Paul. Work

will be immediately begun upon 100 miles

of the double track. It has not been

stated, however, what portion of the road

will be comprehended in this 100-mile

stretch, but it will be upon that portion

where the traffic is at present the heaviest.
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The Expense of Mistakes.

BY F. P. ROESCH.

SECOND PAPER.

Have you ever stopped to consider how
much you increase the expense of mainten-
ance of your engine, and incidentally re-

duce the earnings of the company by your
mistakes in reporting the running work
on the engine in your care? This may
not refer to you who are now reading, but

you know of several cases where the other

fellow reported his right valve blowing
when it was the left cylinder packing that

was at fault.

REPORTING DEFECTS ON WRONG SIDE.

Probably you think such little mistakes

don't amount to much. But if you will

stop to consider that it took a machinist

and his helper, paid at, say, 32!< cents and

xjVz cents per hour respectively, from two
to three hours, according to the difficulties

encountered in raising steam chest, to find

out that the blow was not in the valve,

you will realize that all this time was lost

to the company. Perhaps he was only one
of the many engineers reporting work
that day, several of whom may have been
mistaken, same as the other fellow w^as,

in locating a blow or pound; so you can
readily see that the expense of the mis-

takes will daily mount up into the dollars.

The roundhouse work book eats up more
dollars than any other thing of the same
size on a railroad.

WRONG REPORTS M.^KE ROUNDHOUSE FORCE

But the trouble does not always stop at

the roundhouse. Suppose the machinist

or foreman, after looking at the valve and
seat on the other fellow's engine and find-

ing it O. K., concluded next time that his

troubles were imaginary and let the en-

gine go out with cylinder packing blow-
ing or broken. The fireman could tell

him—and probably would—how much more
coal than ordinarily the engine burned.

No doubt the dispatcher and conductor
would also have a pleasant word or two
to say when asking why the engineer

could not make better time. So you see

his little mistake, a slight error of judg-
ment, perhaps, may be far-reaching in its

results, and, when figured in dollars, may
mount up into the hundreds before the

mistakes are corrected.

In this article I will not dwell on all the

little mistakes of daily occurrence, but

will consider only such as occur most fre-

quently, and which by the exercise of a

little care can be avoided. I will quote
direct from work-book reports coming un-
der my personal observation, and endeavor
to show how the different defects can be
located.

EXAMINE FRONT END.

We will begin at the front end of the

engine and work back. Among the most
common reports we find, "Examine front

end; engine don't steam," heading the list.

What do you think of a report like that

from an up-to-date, intelligent engineer?
Not one word of explanation; simply

'Examine front end," etc. Don't you sec

you are often deferring to the judgment
of a man who probably never threw a

scoop of coal into a firebox—one who i-

simply a netting inspector, whom you gen-

erally look down upon as a common labor-

er. Certainly he can see if the draft pipe

or diaphragm plate has fallen off its hang-
ers, or some other equally noticeable de-

fect, but does he know exactly how to set

it? If you are willing to let him adjust

your draft appliances when your engine

doesn't steam, would you be just as willing

to let him change things to suit his own
ideas when your engine is steaming?
Well, I guess not.

Yet, where is the difference? His judg-

ment should be as good in one case as in

another. Now. candidly, don't you think

that you are the man who should be able

to say, in nine cases out of ten, what i^

wrong with your engine when she doesn't

steam? Can you tell how far a frog will

jump by looking at him? No. But still

you expect the front-end inspector or

roundhouse foreman to tell how your en-

gine is burning her fire, when pulling a

heavy train, by looking into the front end
when the engine is dead.

Of course we find an occasional engine

that baffles the best of us, but in most
cases the trouble is oome simple matter

that should be easily detected.

If your engine has been steaming well

all along and fails suddenly, look in the

tank; if coal is same as usual look in the

firebox. See how your engine is burning
her fire, ask the fireman, or, better still,

if you have not forgotten how, try her

yourself and make your report accord-

ingly.

EFFECTS OF BAD ADJUSTMENT.

Perhaps a few simple directions would
not come amiss here. If you find your en-

gine is digging a hole in the fire next the

flue sheet—on an extension front engine

—

you can generally make sure that your
diaphragm plate has slipped down and is

too low. If it has slipped down on one

side only, a corresponding effect will be

produced on the fire. If your engine sud-

denly develops a stronger draft all over

the firebox, but especially near fire door,

the diaphragm plate—by this I mean the

shifting or regulating plate—has fallen off

entirely. In this case front end will prob-

ably soon begin to fill with cinders, get

hot, and engine will begin to "lag" in

steam.

The height of the diaphragm plate usu-

ally regulates the draft on the fire. As you
raise it you increase the draft through

center and upper flues, until you get it to

such a point that the velocity of escaping

gases is replaced by volume, and is in-

sufficient to carry out the cinders ; conse-

quently they will accumulate in the front

end until they begin to clog lower flues,

depriving the engine of effective heating

OLIVER
WOOD
TRIMMERS

and Pattern Shop Equipments are best
for RAILWAY SHOPS.

AMERICAN MACHINERY CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ETERS'
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy ta
wear—^always fit and give sat-

isfaction.

Made in one of the best

shops in the country. <^

Union of course.

H. S- Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran FlexiMe

Steani=Heatiig

Connection, All Metal. . . .

ESPECKLLY APPLICABLE BETWMB
EN6IIIE «Ni TENDER.

lORAN aEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Lk.,
N*. I4« Third Street, LoulsvUh, K7.
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TheU&W
Piston Air Drill.

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton. Griffitlis &Co.. Lomlon. 123 Liberty St.,

F. A. Schinitz, Dussekiorf. New York.

Locomotive
Boilers j£^jS/

Including

Oil
Burmers
are carefully treated in our new
book

—

Care and -^
Management
of j£^ jS^ jS^ jS^

Locomotive
Boilers. jS^ j£^

It's a handy littl« book, flexible

cloth binding, fully illustrated

and only 50 cents.

Every railroad man wants a

copy.
BOOK DEPARTMENT,

Railway- ®, Locomotive
E;.ng>ineering',

l?^ Broskdviray, Ne'w YorK.

surface, and so affecting the steaming of

your engine.

LEAKY STEAM PIPES.

Leaky steam pipes, when the leak is

considerable, can usually be detected with-

out opening front end, by an apparent loss

of power and the increased amount of

water used. It can also be detected at the

firebox by fire burning red, being unable

to gel the usual white heat.

A gasket blown out from under exhaust

nozzle pot will let you know it is out by

throwing the heat back, out of fire door,

strong enough to burn your clothes.

MISCELLANEOt;S DEFECTS OF DRAFT APPLI-

ANCES.

A bushing blown out of nozzle tip or tip

blown off should be evident to the watch-

ful engineer by the difference in the sound

of exhaust.

A leak in front end admitting air will

make a combustion chamber of it and pro-

duce red spots where the more intense

heat has burned the paint off.

If fire door opens hard and is inclined

to slam when rclea'^ed to close it when

Within fifteen minutes of the first man,

another reported, "Cylinder packing brok-

en on right side and blowing bad." The
second man guessed wrong; it was on the

left side. This man's mistake cost the

company $2.85, besides depriving them of

the use of the engine during the time con-

sumed in locating his error.

BALANCE STRIPS Bt-OWINC.

And yet nothing is easier to locate than

two such blows as reported.

First the valve. The easiest and surest

way to detect on which side the balance

springs are broken is to put your foot on

the valve stem when engine is working

steam. The side having the broken strip

will jerk or tremble, and if throttle is not

closed occasionally every few miles to gel

oil to valve seat, the engine will begin to

"go lame" on that side, and eventually cut

valve or break the weakest part of valve

gear.

When a balance strip is down, no oil

will get under valve when working steam.

Your valve becomes dry. Therefore the

friction between valve and seat is in-

HOW THE OIL GETS IN.

engine is working, it shows that your draft

is obstructed from beneath, either by

dampers being down or by a heavy clinker

on grates.

In this way, you see, you should gener-

ally be able to detect what is wrong with

your engine ; but if you are still in doubt,

open front end the first time you stop on

a siding and examine it yourself. Do not

depend on the man in the roundhouse,

who may make a change for the worse.

From the front end we will pass to

valves and cylinders.

STEAM BLOWS.

Many men seem to experience consider-

able trouble in locating a steam blow. I

saw a report not long ago : "Think bal-

ance springs are broken in right valve ; if

you dont find it there, look in the left

side." As it happened he guessed right

:

but you can readily see that it was all

guesswork on his part. Suppose he had

guessed wrong, his mistake would have

cost the company not less than $l, and if

a stud had broken or stripped, might have

run up to $3 or $4.

creased ; the valve will not slide freely, but

will go by jerks. This produces the trem-

bling of valve stem to which your atten-

tion has been called. By closing the

throttle for an instant a few times when-

ever you feel _valve becoming "dry," the

oil during the time the throttle is closed

will take its usual course and lubricate suf-

ficiently to prevent damage.

For the benefit of those who perhaps

have never given the subject a thought, I

will explain how a valve is lubricated and

why the oil will not take its usual course

when a balance strip comes down.

ACTION OF LUBRICATORS.

As the oil feeds from the lubricator it

finally reaches the tallow plug in top of

steam chest, dropping through this to top

of balance or pressure plate. From there

it runs down to each edge of plate, where

it is caught up by the current of steam

leaving steam port and entering receiving

port, as shown by arrow A in the engrav-

ing. In this way the outer edges of seat

are lubricated. Part of the oil carried by

the steam into cylinder is then distributed
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over the walls of same, tlie remainder be-

ing taken up with the exhaust steam, and
in passing over into exhaust cavity is de-

posited on the bridges of the valve seat

(arrow B). thus completing the cycle of

lubrication.

In drifting, the oil is distributed by air

currents entering through relief valves

(see arrows C, C, C).

If the oil upon entering steam chest

were entirely vaporized so as to combine
or thoroughly mix with the steam, little

difference would be noted in the movement
of the valve in case of broken balance

spring. If you throw a chip into a running

stream you will notice that it soon gets

into the swiftest current and by that is

carried along. Oil entering steam chest

meets with exactly similar conditions. It

is caught up by the swiftest current of

steam and carried along.

The speed of the current of steam enter-

ing the cylinder from the steam chest is

governed by the speed of the piston ; con-

sequently its velocity is comparatively

slow. When a balance strip comes down,
however, there is nothing to check the

velocity of the current of steam rushing

over the valve through the relief hole in

the top of it. and so on into exhaust cavity

(see arrows D, D, D in figure). The
velocity, therefore, of the latter current

is much greater than that of the former,

and the oil is consequently taken up by it

and carried out of the stack, the valve and

seat receiving none whatever, and so run-

ning dry.

The valve stem packing blowing has a

similar effect and robs the valve of its oil

;

so keep your valve stems packed. When
the throttle is closed, though only for an

instant, the steam currents stop and the

oil is properly distributed by the air cur-

rents through relief valves, as explained

above.

A new edition of "Standard Train

Rules" is now ready, and costs 40 cents,

instead of 30 cents as before. It is revised

and enlarged and well worth the addition-

al price.

Railway men who have gone to Mexico
during the last few years have been dealt

a severe blow by the law that went into

effect on January ist. The new statute

requires that all employes and representa-

tives of railroads in Mexico inust be able

to speak the Spanish language and that all

requests made in Spanish for information

by shippers and the traveling public of

representatives of railways shall be an-

swered in the same language. A majority

of these cannot speak the Spanish lan-

guage and the rest have but a smattering

knowledge of it. All itiust have learned to

speak Spanish before Janu.nry ist or give

up their positions.

A committee of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers have prepared a

report on "Standardization of Engines and

Dynamos," which contains a great many
useful recommendations. If the makers
of engines intended to drive electric gen-

erators and of dynamos will follow the

suggestions of the committee, it w-ill great-

ly reduce the cost of manufacture, expe-

dite deliveries, and remove many causes

of complication and dissatisfaction.

The wonderful commercial progress and

the prosperity of the United States may
well astound the world. During the past

six years our trade and commerce have

been five times as great as for the whole

period which began when we became a

nation and ended in 1895.

The Standard Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany's export business during the month
of December, igoi, was 100 per cent,

greater than the corresponding month of

1900. and there is every indication that

there will be a proportionate increase dur-

ing the present year.

A correspondent writes us : "I am keen-

ly interested in electrical matters and have

studied it experimentally and by books.

On reading your book notice about 'Prac-

tical Electricity with Questions and An-

swers,' price $2.00, I sent for the book

and consider it the best spent money that

has escaped from my wallfet for some time.

The book forms an excellent pocket com-

panion and by its aid I expect soon to

bloom out as an electric engineer. Being

a machinist gives me a good start."

' It is stated that the Atchison road is

now waiting for the fulfilment of orders

for locomotives amounting to about $2.-

000,000. Traffic on this line is much de-

layed because of the lack of power and

the car famine.

The New York Central Railroad, which

operates more dining cars as well as more
sleeping and parlor cars than any other

railroad in the world, has twenty-eight

dining cars and eight restauiants. and is

now feeding more than 8.000 persons a

day.

Another method of hardening iron and
steel is announced, this time from Ger-

many, Tests are said to show double tlic

resisting power of Harveyized or Krupp
steel, and that it can be produced at half

the cost. If it proves true the armor-

piercing shell will have a hard time of it.

The Reading Railway Company has is-

sued orders that all the car repairmen and
brakemen belonging to labor unions who
were discharged last year during and after

the strike will be reinstated upon their ap-

plication for work. Several hundred brake-

men in the anthracite region will be re-

stored to their positions under this order.

E
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A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation.

As shown in tlic illustration it ts dilVerent from i.tlier I'laners

They are strong in (.onstrucliiir, ntMi .tiiI mnvcnicnt to handle

and care for. CIt' Lilars aie \.iiir5 for t\u: iskinij,

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,
Winchendon, Mass,

Three Points.

Our pneumatic tools work fast.

So do others.

Ours l<eep on working;. The

\alve parts don't wear out.

Others do.

Our tools are strong. You can

give them to Pat, Pedro or Black

Jim without tear. With other

tools—be careful.

Best two in three wins.

Send for catalogue of our Pneumatic
Chipping and Riveting Hammers,
Rotary Drills, Rammers, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co..

103S Rid.ge Ave., Philadelphia.

New Vork. Clucago. Pittsburgh.

At Camborne, in Cornwall, the centen-

ary was celebrated on Christmas eve of

the first locomotive and first automobile,

Trevethick's locomotive or "Captain

Dick's PufTer," as it was called.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has leased

for the winter fifty locomotives from the

Dulutli & Iron Range.

The B. F. Sturtevant Company, of Bos-

ton, recently issued their catalogue No.

119. which illustrates their exhaust heads

and the sleam trap. Those interested in

these subjects should send for the cata-

logue.

F. M. Ilicks, of the Hicks Locomotive

& Car Works, Chicago, has just contract-

ed with Mr. James T. Wright, president

and general manager of the Macon, Dub-

lin & Savannah Railroad, for an official

car. The car is to have capacity for eight

people, observation ends. Session's steel

platforms, a 15-foot dining room, Baker

heater, and the car to be upholstered in

old gold phj>b.

After twenty years it is reported the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company will re-

sume the building of locomotives in its

Pittsburgh shops. This move is doubtless

occasioned by the very heavy demand for

power and the inability to secure from

locomotive builders in as short a time as

desirable the many locomotives now be-

ing built by the different manufacturers

for the Pennsylvania Company.

The catalogue of H. B. Underwood &
Co., 1025 Hamilton street. Philadelphia.

Pa., is a handy little book for the pocket,

containing not only their line of valve seat

facing tools, boring bars and fixture,

ladius link planers and air compressors,

but much useful data besides. Mr. D. W.
Pedrick. whose work in connection with

tools for railway repair shops is well

known, is now in active charge of this

company.

Irp^

Mr. W. H, Tew. formerly connected

with the American Locomotive Company.

Brooks Works. Dunkirk. N. Y., and later

with the mechanical engineering depart-

ment of the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

road, has been appointed managing direc-

tor of the newly organized German branch

of the Standard Pneumatic Tool Company,

with headquarters at Klosterstr. I3-I5a.

Berlin. Germany, in which country they

are about to erect works for the manufac-

ture of "Little Giant" pneumatic tools and

appliances for supplying the trade in con-

tinental Europe. They are now purchas-

ing machinery for the plant mentioned,

which they expect to have completed be-

fore long. This has been necessitated

owing to the unprecedented demand for

"Little Giant" pneumatic tools in Europe,

particularly France. Germany and Hol-

land, which they are unable to supply, al-

though they recently greatly enlarged

their plant at Aurora. 111.

There seems to be a growing conviction

in the minds of master mechanics and

superintendents of motive power that lh<:

only true solution of the problems growing

out of inefficient firing, particularly upon

the large locomotives, is the use of a me-

chanical stoker. One-man power has Its

limitations, and the railway official is be

ginning to realize this and to see the vital

necessity of providing the fireman with a

helper that will prove to them a source

of profit and a guarantee of more efficient

service. Many of the leading railway com-

panies have made very satisfactory tests

of the Kincaid Locomotive Stoker, manu
factured by the Day-Kincaid Stoker Com
pany, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and the indica-

tions are that there will soon be a number
of engines, particularly those of heavy

power, that will be equipped with this

ingenious and economical device.

The American Steam Gauge & V'alve

Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass.,

report their business for 1901 was largely

in excess of the previous year, and the

outlook for 1902 is more promising than

at the same time last year. Notwithstand-

ing when they moved into their new fac-

tory, two years ago, they doubled their

capacity, they are now contemplating ad-

ditions to their plant. The demand in this

country for their gages and valves has

not only increased, but their foreign busi-

ness is crowding them. They also report

that notwithstanding the many imitations

on the market of their genuine Thompson

indicator, the sale of this instrument has

steadily increased, until they ieel there

are now more Thompson indicators sold

than all the other makes combined. They

will shortly send out a handsome new

calendar to their customers and the trade

The Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany are to have a new building on Twen-

ty-first street, below Allegheny avenue.

alongside of the Philadelphia & Reading

tracks. The shop will be one story, with a

basement 96 x 130 feet, with side extension

for boiler house 24 x 44 feet. The engine

room will be located in the basement,

where will be installed an 80 horse-

power engine, together with direct-con-

nected generating unit for lighting, etc.

The interior construction and roof frame

for the building will be of yellow pine

with slag roof. The main floor will be

free from partitions, except in one corner

where the offices are located. They expect

to occupy the building not later than May
1st. and will install a large number of new

machine tools. The shop will be equipped

with steam-heating plant, modern toilet ar-

rangements, lockers for the men and

everything to make it a complete modern

machine shop in every particular.
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Rogers Cross Compound for the Great

Northern.

The illustration shows one of the large

consolidation engines recently turned out

by the Rogers Locomotive Works for the

Great Northern Railroad. It is of the two-

cylinder compound type, and as the ar-

rangement of the intercepting valve is

somewhat different from the other two-

cylinder compounds, the details will be of

interest. The low-pressure cylinder is on

left-hand side, and the by-pass valve

shown in the line engraving is located di-

rectly behind the nameplate on the cylin-

der. As will be seen by referring to the

detail of this, it consists simply of a cast-

ing which connects the ports leading to

The section cut showing the details gives

an idea as to the location of the valve mo-
tion and spring rigging. The valve mo-
tion has a transmission bar which goes

around on driving axle, and is suspended

by the link shown. The compound
mechanism is located in the arch on the

low-pressure side, and the intercepting

valve and the reducing valve are both car-

ried in a removable sleeve JV W. We have

shown the small regulating valve, which

is controlled from the cab, in this cut, so

as to tnake its connection clear, and the

lines from this valve to the different parts

of the intercepting mechanism show where

the pipes run. The valve C in this regu-

lating valve is a round-faced D-valve.

and seats at both ends as shown. This

closes the passage from B through H H,
and the high-pressure exhaust then passes

into the receiver and to the low-pressure

steam chest. The passage B goes entirely

around the sleeve iV W and is always re-

ceiving steam from D, and is also con-

nected through Z with the steam passage

leading to the high-pressure steam chest.

The reducing valve R is of the usual dif-

ferential type, in which the area of the

small end corresponds or represents the

high-pressure cylinder, while the area- of

the large end represents the low-pressure.

In this case the area of the low-pressure

cylinder is 2% times that of the high, so

that the area of the large end of the re-

both ends of the cylinder. The valve R is

shown in its lower position, which it occu-

pies as soon as steam is shut off and the

engine is drifting. This allows the air to

pass from one end of the cylinder to the

other and avoids the excessive blast on

the fire which sometimes occurs in com-
pound engines.

As will be seen, there is a connection V
which is piped to the high-pressure steam

passage. This admits steam under the

valve and closes this by-pass whenever
steam is being used in the cylinders.

The piston details are shown in the small

cut illustrating the low-pressure piston

head. The center is of cast steel, carrying

a cast-iron bull ring in which are two J4-

inch piston rings, as shown. The high-

pressure piston is made in the same man-
ner.

NEW ROGERS COMPOUND FOR GRE.\T NORTHERN.

which controls the passage of steam

through the ports shown. When this ad-

mits steam to the chamber F through pipe

E, as when working simple, the intercept-

ing valve Q moves to the right as shown,

and at the same time the chamber L at the

extreme right is under no pressure and

the valve / opens to the right. This allows

the exhaust from the high-pressure cylin-

der to pass out at Y over into the exhaust

passage of the low-pressure cylinder and

out of the stack.

Moving the regulator valve C so as to

open port K, steam passes through the

pipe into chamber L and forces valve / to

its seat, as shown. This same movement
of the valve C allows the pressure in F to

escape under valve C and out of port A'^.

The intercepting valve is now moved to

the left by exhaust from high pressure.

ducing valve must be 2^4 times the area of

the small end.

In working the engine simple, this valve

reduces the pressure of the steam going to

the low-pressure cylinder just in propor-

tion to the areas of this valve. This means
that if the high-pressure is receiving steam

at 170 pounds, the reducing valve will de-

liver 75.5 pounds pressure to the low-pres-

sure cylinder. This equalizes the work
done on both sides. The smaller end of

the reducing valve is always opened to the

atmosphere through passage M, as shown.

We have explained this in detail, because

we are constantly receiving questions as to

the operation of the reducing valve in two-

cylinder compounds.

From the following dimensions it will

be seen that, while this engine is not "the

largest ever built," it is still verj' heavy
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and will exert a drawbar pull of 36,138

pounds at 2CXD pounds boiler pressure.

High-pressure cylinder—22 x 32 inches.

Low-pressure cylinder

—

32 ^ 32 inches.

Diameter of driving wheels—57 inches.

Diameter of truck wheels—33 inches.

Weight on drivers—179,000 pounds.

Weight on truck— 15,000 pounds.

Total weight—194,000 pounds.

Driving wheel-base— 16 feet.

Total wheel-base—24 feet 3 inches.

Boiler^—Belpaire type.

Diameter smallest ring

—

74'A inches.

Firebox—Length, 123 inches; width at

grate, 42 inches ; height, front, 77 inches

;

height, back, 73 inches.

Tubes—340 2-inch, 14 feet 8 inches long.

Heating surface—Tubes, 2,606 square

feet ; firebox, 206 square feet
; grate, 35.5

square feet.

Frames—Wrought iron, 4>< inches wide.

Guides—Steel, case-hardened, 9 inches

wide.

Crossheads—Alligator type, bearing sur-

face, 9 x 24 inches.

the West with four-cylinder compound lo-

comotives indicates that the matter of de-

tail design is of the utmost consequence,

if the engines are to make maximum mile-

age and stay out of the roundhouse and

shops, and if the running repairs are to

be made quickly and cheaply. In the case

of one four-cylinder compound engine

hauling a passenger train, that came undet

my notice, the engineer who brought it

in reported that the valves were out of

square. Examination of the engine showed
the valves to be set properly, but the cylin-

der heads were removed for the purpose

of examining the pistons, and it was found

that an entire low-pressure piston was
missing, and the engine had evidently been

running for some time in this condition."

That was a curious case, and to those

unacquainted with the working of four-

cylinder compounds may seem incredulous,

but it was by no means a unique case.

We have several times been informed
about similar accidents and questions asked
about how ^o detect the defect. L'nless

The Expense of Mistakes.

BV F. P. ROESCII.

THIRD P.\Pr.R—CYLINDER P.\C1CING.

We will now pass from valves to cylin-

der packing.

Defective cylinder packing can be easily

located w'hen engine is working by watch-

ing the position of crosshead when the

blow takes place. As a rule, the intensity

and continuance of a valve blow is con-

stant, while that of cylinder packing is in-

termittent or variable.

Cylinder packing blows hardest at the

beginning of the stroke. By watching the

crosshead and noting its position when the

blow takes place, the defective side is easi-

ly located. If the loud blow takes place

when the right crosshead is at either end

of the guides, the fault is in the right side

;

if when the right crosshead is in center

of guides, the blow is in left side. So you
see you don't even need to leave your seat

to locate it.

The intensity of cylinder packing blows

varies because, first, cylinders wear most

Ra'dmny ^ LucoiiiotUie £nfflncci'i'ii/
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Driving wheel centers—Cast steel, 44
inches diameter.

Driving boxes—Cast steel.

Driving axles—Forged steel; journals,

9 X 12 inches.

Truck axles—Forged steel
;
journals, 6

X 12 inches.

Tender:

Tank capacity—6,000 gallons water. 11

tons coal.

Frame—12-inch steel channels.

Trucks—Arch bar type.

Wheels—33-inch Krupp.

Axles—Steel, M. C. B., 100,000 pounds
capacity.

Engineer Did Not Know a Piston Was
Lost.

In the course of a discussion on locomo-

tives Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson, of the Sea-

board Air Line, remarked

:

"Some experience which I have had in

the noise is heard when the piston

breaks detection is difficult afterwards,

for the low-pressure cylinder merely be-

comes an enlarged exhaust passage. When
a four-cylinder compound suddenly begins

to exhaust irregularly it is a good plan

to open the cylinder cocks. If there is

a steady blow through both cylinder cocks

of the low-pressure cylinder, an examina-
tion of the piston is demanded.

The Midland Railway is the latest Eng-

lish road to apply the compound principle

to their fast express engines. They have

recently turned out two fine locomotives

from their Derby works for the Scotch

express. They are evidently of the Webb
type, having two high pressure and one

low. Four coupled 7-foot wheels, 180

pounds of steam and a 4,800 gallon tank

make them good size in every way.

at the ends and packing that is simply

worn will not fit and blow at each end

and yet may make a joint in center of cyl-

inder and stop blowing entirely; second,

because when piston is at beginning of

stroke, it receives the full pressure of

steam ; as the piston travels back the valve

travels ahead cutting off direct steam. Ex-
pansion now takes place. As the steam

expands the pressure decreases, and with

the decrease in pressure in the cylinder

the intensity of the packing blow likewise

decreases until valve opens to exhaust,

when the blow ceases entirely. This takes

place before the piston completes the

stroke.

By keeping this in mind—that cylinder

packing blows most at the beginning of

stroke, that the intensity of the blow var-

ies, and that it ceases entirely during a

part of the stroke—no trouble should be

experienced in locating it correctly.
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MISTAKES IN LOCATING POUNDS.

From mistakes in locating blows wc pass

to mistakes in locating pounds. To keep

this article within due bounds wc limit

ourselves to the two principal pounds, viz.,

rods and driving boxes.

I was passing through a machine shop

sonic years ago, before solid side rods

became in vogue, and I noticed that all

side rod keys were being removed, and the

linles in straps plugged up on all engines

in process of overhauling. I considered

this ratlier strange, as they were not re-

placing the strap rods with solid ones

—

simply removing the keys. Upon ques-

tioning the superintendent of motive power

in regard to it, he expressed himself thus:

"Frank, I have as good a set of engineers

motive power was inclined to put it rather

strong, but just a.sk the roundhouse man,

he will tell you there is truth in his asser-

tion. He will tell you that many men
report the brasses in back end of main rod

reduced, when they are already tight

enough to clamp the pin. The engineer

simply makes a mistake in locating the

poiuid—carelessly, perhaps. He does not

stop to think that it takes money to take

down a back end, caliper pin and brass,

find it does not need closing and put it up
again. Just a small mistake, but it co-.t

the company a dollar or two.

A MAIN ROD rOUND.

There is no occasion to make a mistake

in locating a main rod pound. It alw-ays

takes place at the end of the stroke, but if

week for the past three months. The
wedges were all up and the roundhouse

men had trammed the engine and found

her i 1 tram, but still the main connection

brasses would pound out every few days.

The trouble was this: He had a loose

brass in a main driving box, due to

a shim, which had been around brass,

working out unnoticed, and on account of

the eccentrics he could not see that brass

was loose. He made a mistake in not lo-

cating the cause of his troubles and having

that fixed, instead of constantly reporting

the side rod<. JHis mistake probably cost

in the neighborhood of $25.

TRYING TO LOCATE A DRIVING BOX POUND.

When trying to locate a driving box
pound, such as would knock your side

/£i.ll4rdjr j JjiXvm^-tiM fnytndCrtnf
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as you will find anywhere ; they get over

the road, are economical w'ith supplies, and

take good care of their engines, but damn
'em every time they hear a click or a knock

about their engines, no matter if it is the

pilot bar rattling in the car-head, or a

brake-shoe slapping against the tank

wheels, down they go with the coal pick,

and drive down every rod key they can

move ! I tried talking to 'em, suspending

'em, in fact everything I could think of,

but it didn't do much good ; so finally

I concluded to take the keys out. Now, if

their engines develop a pound, by gad.

they've got to locate it."

You may think this superintendent of

you want to make sure, place your engme
in any position where you can admit steam

to both sides of the piston, and have fire-

man "thump" her.

POUND ON SIDE RODS.

When side rods begin to pound—and

side rods will pound at times—find out

why. They won't pound as long as you

keep the wedges up where they belong, or

the engine is in tram.

A POUND HARD TO LOCATE.

Not long ago an engineer complained to

me about being unable to keep the main

connection brasses in shape. He had

found it necessary to have them reduced

and lined up (strap rod) about once a

rod brasses out, spot the engine with crank

pins on upper quarter on the side you wish

to try (with pins on lower quarter the

counterbalance is often in the way. so you
cannot see box) ; block the wheels with

nuts, and have fireman "thump her."

Watch boxes carefully to see if they rock

in jaws, between shoe and wedge, or if

journal moves back and forth in box. In

this position everything in the line of rods

or boxes can be tested, provided the fire-

man does not get tired and quit you before

you get through. If he does not. then go

after tlic other side the same way. Some-
times the wedges have not the right taper.

This will cause a box to pound, no matter
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how tight wedges may be set up. On the

whole, the average pound is not hard to

locate, if you only go at it right.

Some of the Qreat Railroad Terminals.

The number of tracks and tlieir mileage

used in terminal stations, as well as the

trains handled per day, are always mat-

ters of interest. The new South station

in Boston evidently heads the list with

twenty-eight tracks on the street level

and two loop tracks in subway for future

use in handling suburban business. The
tracks have a total length of 15 miles and

cover 35 acres. The present winter sched-

ule is 758 weekday trains in twenty-four

hours, and in the summer of 1901 this was

increased to 775.

The Grand Central Station of the New
York Central Railroad in New '^ork has

twenty tracks in two train sheds, the length

of tracks being given as 2.55 miles. They
handle, on an average, 550 trains a day.

The Broad Street Station of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad in Philadelphia has six-

teen tracks, with a total length of 2 miles

653 feet. They are handling at present

LOW-PRESSURE PISTON OF ROGERS COMPOUND.

522 trains a day. In addition to this they

report: Empty drafts placed in station for

loaded out-bound movement, 370 ; empty

drafts moved from station from loaded

in-bound movement, 407; empty engines

(not including shifting engines) backed

into station for loaded out-bound trains,

405 ; empty engines (not including shift-

ing engines) backed out of station from

loaded in-bound trains, 435. This makes

a grand total of car and engine movement

of 2,139.

Notes From Field Columbian Huseum.
To those who are interested in locomo-

tive engineering, who like to trace the de-

velopment of that masterpiece of the me-

chanical engineer—the locomotive, there is

no exhibit equal to that of the Field Co-

lumbian Museum at Chicago. Railroad

posterity will rise up and call blessed the

projectors and finishers of the scheme that

preserves to us those old landmarks in lo-

comotive design. This exhibit is not a

new one—on the contrary, it is practically

the one familiar to those who saw the

Columbian E.vposition in 1893; but there

have been additions to the original collec-

tion, and as it now stands there is an al-

most unbroken chain in the chronological

order of development of the machine, up

to the construction of 1863.

Beginning with the Newton reaction en-

gine, which is simply a large steam reser-

voir on wheels, depending on the reaction

of a jet of steam against atmosphere for

its motive power, the best thought of 1680

in this direction is shown, as marked out in

the full-size model of the original. Next

comes the Cugnot engine of 1767, in which

but little improvement is evident in the

eighty-seven years between them. After

this we find in the Trevithick engine of

1800 some attempts at original design, and

this originality further demonstrated in the

Oliver Evans engine of 1804, the latter be-

ing a sort of a hybrid, since it would

propel itself either on land or water. These

machines are also full-sized models, as are

"Puffing Billy" of 1813 and Peter Cooper's

"Tom Thumb" of 1829.

The first faint signs of the locomotive

as we know it to-day are evidenced in the

full-sized reproduction of Stephenson's

"Rocket" of 1829 as the engine appeared at

the Rainhill trials, with inclined cylinders

and half-cranked axles; also Stephenson's

"Mercury" of 1830, with inside cylinders

and cranked axles. A full-sized working

model of the "Old Ironsides" built in 1832,

with inside cylinders, is next in order, and

one of the interesting things about this en-

gine is the original nameplate taken from

the original engine, on which is cast "M.

W. Baldwin, No. i, Philadelphia." There

is a whole lot of history in that old name-

plate. Next comes the "Rocket" of 1832,

built by Braithwaite, with inside cylinders

and cranked axles. This is the original

engine exactly as it left active service.

After this engine comes the "Sandusky"

of 1837, built by Rogers. This engine has

outside cylinders with driving boxes out-

side of the frames. The "Samson," built

by Timothy Hackworth in 1838, is also the

original engine, and there are some orig-

inal things about it. The cylinders are

placed vertically on each side of boiler,

with steam dome immediately between.

The engine is six-wheel connected and has

a leading truck, and is probably one of the

first attempts with more than two coupled

drivers. The provision for the comfort of

the enginemen, in the shape of two

wrought-iron chairs in the place of what is

now our seat boxes, is the first thing of the

kind in evidence.

The "Albion" of 1839, also the original

engine, is a six-wheel connected with in-

clined cylinders over front drivers, with no

truck. This engine also has iron chairs

for the engineer and fireman.

The "Mount Clair" of 184S is a model of

a Baltimore & Ohio engine having eight

wheels connected, with inside cylinders

which are connected to the third axle by

toothed gears. A really modern feature

on this engine is the solid side rods, made

exactly as are those of to-day—that is, of

rectangular section and fitting the pins

without straps, bolts or keys. The "Dra-

gon" is a Baldwin engine of 1848, with

four coupled wheels and outside cylinders,

but no truck. The rods on this engine are

turned and polished. This is the original

machine exactly as it left service. The
"Pioneer" is also an original Baldwin en-

gine, built in 1848. This engine has single

drivers and half crank axle, a four-wheel

leading truck and Bury boiler. The last

to be noted is an eight-wheel Mason engine

built in 1853. the original engine as de-

livered to the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

This engine is, in design, the peer of any

modern machine built, as far as appearance

would indicate. The only things about the

engine that takes the observer back to the

period of its birth are the pumps on each

side and the brass trimmings, both of

which have long been extinct, but in gen-

eral the machine would be a fine passenger

engine for her size to-day—giving Mr.

Mason the prestige of being many years

in advance of his time as a designer of lo-

comotives.

PipttuU.P.
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There are other engines in lliis exhibit

that will well repay anyone interested in

these records, among which .are a ten-

wheeled "camel back" of 1852 and a ten-

wheeled Thatcher Perkins engine of 1863;

but enough has been said here to show the

value of the collection—one that will be

prized, as time rolls on, by every man who

has to do with the locomotive.

The first charter ever granted in this

country, or probably any other, for the

building of a railroad was granted in 1819

to Henry Drinker by the Pennsylvania leg-

islature, for a road of that kind from the

Delaware valley to the headwaters of the

Lehigh river, over the route now occupied

by the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad from the Water Gap to Scranton.

That was before the days of steam and the

"waggons" that were to be run on the road

were to be moved by horse power. That

old charter and the rights it conveyed were

purchased by the original Delaware &
Lackawanna Company for $1,000.
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How Sixty Miles an Hour Was Hade
Sixty Years Ago.

A cutting from a newspaper lias been

sent us by Mrs. J. C. Baker, of Columbus,

0., which recites the romance about Ed-

ward Estwistle, now living in Iowa in his

eighty-sixth year, having run Stephenson's

famous "Rocket" when it first was put

into service. The old man is reported as

saying that he often ran 31 miles in 30

minutes with the old engine. He also

fays it began work in September, 1830.

History says that the competition which

made the "Rocket" famous took place a

year earlier. We have no doubt that he

believes the tale which he tells, but he was

only thirteen years old when the "Rocket"

began running, and children of that age

were not engaged to run pioneer locnnio-

New Locomotives for tlie Soutliern

Indiana.

The annexed engraving illustrates an

eight-wheel passenger engine recently built

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the

Southern Indiana Railway.

The engine has cylinder 18 x 24 inches,

balanced valves and driving wheels 66

inches diameter. The boiler is of the

wagon-top type, 58 inches diameter at the

smallest ring and carries a working pres-

sure of 180 pounds to the square inch. The
firebox is 78)^ inches long and 34 inches

wide. In front it is 84 inches deep, and at

the back 83 inches. There are 246 2-inch

tubes, n feet 8% inches long. The heat-

ing surface is 1,643.4 square feet, of which

1,494.6 square feet are in the tubes and

148,8 square feet in the firebox.

European Railway Jottings.

BY CHAkI,F;S KOUS-MARTEN.

It may perhaps be advisable that in this,

my first letter of the new year, ' should

offer -\ brief recapitulation of some of the

principal features of the past year's loco-

motive engineering in Great Britain, and

more briefly that of the European Conti-

nent.

On the whole, the year 1901 has not been

particularly fertile in the production of

novel types for express passenger work.

Its most characteristic new departures

have been in respect of goods engines. But

although there may have been a lack of

striking novelties in the case of British

express engines in 1901, there has been a

considerable output and development of

tlie newest types already existing. On

BALDWIN Sl.Ml'LK EIGHT-WHEELER FOR SOUTHERN INDIANA.

tives. Mrs. Baker, writing about the ar-

ticle, says

:

"Now. I don't doubt the old man's word

in the least when he says he made 31 miles

in 30 minutes. I am nowhere near eighty-

six yet, but I have some recollection of

what roadbeds and rails were, say, twenty-

five years ago, and I venture to criticise

the aged story-teller on just one point. He
thinks he's alive, but he isn't. He was
killed in a railroad wreck at least sixty-

five years ago.

"He should read Joaquin Miller, the poet

of the Sierras who tells somewhere of an

old miner who is relating his adventures.

After numerous thrilling escapes, the

miner and his party are finally so sur-

rounded with dangers that death seems in-

evitable. A listener, overcome with sus-

pense, asks, 'How did you escape?'

'Didn't,' answers the miner. 'Every last

one of us was killed.'

"And I think that is what happened to

all the engineers who made 60 miles an

hour sixty years ago."

Advertising the Detroit & Mackinac
Railway.

This is a fine piece of book-making and

is not only of value to the railway but to

the section of country included. Interest-

in'^ in description, valuable in the informa-

tion it contains on the beet-sugar and lum-

ber industries and finely illustrated, it is

a book that deserves careful attention.

The story is a record of a trip inade in

the lower peninsula of Michigan by ed-

itors of newspapers published in Detroit.

Northville, Flint. Bay City, Saginaw, Al-

pena, Philadelphia and other cities. It

faithfully depicts the marvelous changes

that have taken place in this section of

the State and indicates the evolution from

the luinbcring operations, the principal

product of Michigan, for so many years,

into that of the beet-sugar industry, the

manufacturing, mining and agricultural

pursuits as are followed to-day and which

were faithfully described by the newspaper

men on this memorable trip.

all hands the tendency has been to follow

the wise example previously set by the

engineers of America and Europe in the

direction of enlarging the power of the

locomotives in that most important of all,

its capacity for steam generation. After

denying for years that more powerful boil-

ers were needed and insisting that the

former dimensions were ample for the ful-

filment of all reasonable demands, notwith-

standing the excessive prevalence of pilot-

ing, or "double-heading." as I believe it

is more generally termed in America, loco-

tive engineers of Great Britain have awak-

ened during the last two or three years

to the fact, that while their locomotives are

at least equal to any others in the world

as regards efficiency per unit of nominal

power, they are deplorably wanting in the

number of such units as compared with the

engines employed elsewhere.

On all, or nearly all, of the principal

railways of Great Britain this deficiency

is now being steadily, if gradually, sup-

plied. Even yet there appears in the ma-
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jority of cases a certain amount of shy-

ness or nervousness in entering upon the

new departure tacitly admitted to be neces-

sary, but the climb from 900, 1,000 or 1,100

square feet of heating surface to 1,500,

1,600 and 1,700 square feet has been con-

tinuous and persistent, and in two cases

at any rate locomotive designers have ven-

tured to adopt heating surfaces exceeding

2.000 square feet. Only Mr, J. A. F. As-

pinwall, of the Lancashire & Yorkshire,

and Mr. P. Drummond, of the Highland

Railway, have as yet, it is true, had the

courage to make this big plunge into such

greatly expanded boiler dimensions. But

in several other cases an effort has been

made to secure approximately equal boiler

efficiency by other means than the mere

expansion of heating-surface area. Stress

has been laid upon the admitted fact that

the vast heating-surface areas of the old

London & North Western Crampton en-

gine, "Liverpool," and of some of the

Great Western broad-gage, eight-foot, sin-

gle-wheelers, namely 2,290 square feet, re-

spectively, failed to give results anything

like commensurate with the nominal boiler

power. In the case of the old "Liverpool"

indeed, it was declared that so large a

proportion of the internal boiler space was
filled up with tubes that very little more
than mere froth was to be found in the

rest of the space, and that the boiler would
probably have been much more efficient

with half the amount of tube surface. The
case of the Great Western engines was
not wholly analogous because the large

diameter of the boiler admissible on the

7-foot gage enabled the tubes to be dis-

tributed to far greater advantage than in

the case of the other engine. And it is

an undisputed fact that those Great West-
ern engines gave results far superior to

what might have been expected of them
with their limited amount of tractive force.

I made many observations with them be-

fore the extinction of the broad-gage, both

with their original boilers and also with

their newer boilers which had somewhat
less heating surface. And I came to the

conclusion that the proportionate excel-

lence of the work which they performed
was attributable in a large measure to the

valuable abundance of boiler power with
which they had been endowed.

Still their case, although in my opinion

hardly relevant, but yet more that of the

old "Liverpool" prior to the advent of Mr.
Mcintosh's new eight-wheeled coupled

type, may often be heard quoted as an ar-

gument against large heating surface. In

the present day, however, it is only used

in this country by capable engineers in

support of other methods adopted for the

promotion of steam generation in place

of great enlargement of the tube area. For
instance, on the Great Western Railway.

Mr. W. Dean's newest express engines of

the "Atbara" type, with cylinders 18x26
inches and driving wheels 80 inches in

diameter, four-coupled, have about 1,600

square feet of heating surface, but have

vast fireboxes of the Bclpaire order which

are deemed to be relatively more effica-

cious than enhanced tube area in the rapid

generation of steam. Mr. Dean has brought

out twenty more of these engines during

the past year.

On the London & South Western, Mr.

D. Drummond has produced another batch

of his "Caledonian" type, which have 78-

inch drivers four-coupled and cylinders

i8j/> X 26 inches. All these engines, which
have about 1,500 square feet of heating

surface, possess in reality the equivalent

of larger power through the employment
of his patent water tubes [illustrated in

R.'ViLw.w AND Locomotive Engineering
of June last] passing through the inner

firebox. Several of these have come out

during the year, as also five more of Mr.
Drummond's four-cylinder non-compound
type. All have the water-tube fireboxes

which seem to be giving most satisfactory

results.

For the London, Brighton & South Coast

a number of new express engines have
been constructed to Mr. R. J. Billinton's

design, similar to the one named "Em-
press," which drew the Royal funeral train

and which I illustrated in connection with

a previous letter. In these, enhanced boil-

er power is obtained through enlarged

heating surface in the ordinary type. The
engines appear to be giving very good
results. The same may be said of the

new locomotives designed for the South
Eastern & Chatham by Mr. H. S. Wain-
wright for express services, which have
80-inch drivers four-coupled, cylinders 19
X26 inches and 1.500 square feet of heat-

ing surface.

Mr.J.Holden continues to build his liquid-

fuel-burning "Claud Hamiltons" for the

Great Eastern Railway. These have cylin-

ders 19 X 26 inches, four-coupled driv-

ing wheels 84 inches in diameter and 1,600

square feet of heating surface, _Sonie im-

provements in details have been intro-

duced in those most recently built. On
the Great Northern, Mr. H. A. Ivatt has
largely multiplied his eight-wheeled, 78-

inch, four-coupled express type which are

doing particularly good work, and has also

built ten more of nis "990" or "Atlantic"

type, which have cylinders 18^^x24 inches,

those of the eight-wheeled class being 17'^

x26 inches. In each of the»e cases the

boilers are far larger than those of any
previous class of Great Northern standard

engine, having 1,250 and 1,440 square feet,

respectively. These may not seem nom-
inally large amounts of heating surface,

but this is one of the cases to which I

referred above of the attempt being made
to secure efficiency by other means than

mere increase of area ; that is to say, Mr.

Ivatt seeks by his disposal and arrange-

ment of the tubes and enlarged firebox to

get better results than could be obtained

by the more rough-and-ready course of

simply extending the tube area. He has

applied the same principle to ten very fine

single-wheelers with inside cylinders 19 x

26 inches and 90-inch drivers, which are

c|uite the latest developments of the single-

uhceler method and appear to involve

practically the "latest word" on that sub-

ject. I have found them perform e.xcel-

lently and do work which theoretically

seemed improbable in the case of that type.

On the London & North Western, ten

more four-cylinder compounds have been

brought out by Mr. F. W. Webb. These

closely resemble the "Jubilees," of which

forty are now running, but have larger and

higher pitched boilers and an additional

inch 'n the diameter of the high-pressure

cylinders. Although the boilers of the new
engines—which are known as the "Alfred

the Great" class, having been built in that

king's millenary year—are substantially

larger than those of the "Jubilees," there

is no material increase in the total area of

heating surface. Indeed, that given by the

tubes appears to be slightly smaller than

before, increased efficiency being sought

in this case also by what is deemed an im-

proved disposal of them, and by appending

a water bottom to the firebox.

(To be continued.)

Andrew Carnegie's Epitaph.

One incident of last month in the life

of Andrew Carnegie was the presenting

to the Stevens Institute of Technology,

Hoboken, N. J., of an engineering labora-

tory building which cost $65,000. In the

course of a speech presenting this gift,

Mr. Carnegie said that he would have p-.it

upon his tombstone the epitaph : "Here
lies a man who knew how to get around

him a great many men who were much
cleverer than he was himself." Mr. Car-

negie is a good deal of a quiet humorist

and the senre of the epitaph is, we believe,

a joke. His friends are well aware that

the extraordinary success in life achieved

by Mr. Carnegie has been done in a great

measure in the able assistants that he

always selected, but the chief was the clev-

erest of the clan. An observing man can-

not be much in Mr. Carnegie's company
without being deeply impressed with the

commanding ability of the man and the

comprehensive jrasp he has of every sub-

ject to which he has devoted the least

attention. If ever a body of men comes
together, all of them cleverer than An-
drew Carnegie, that is a congress we
would willingly cross oceans to meet.

The Canadian Pacific Railroad has com-

pleted arrangements for building immense
locomotive and car works in the east end

of Montreal. It is said that 7.000 men will

be employed, and 350 acres of land has

been acquired for the site. The company
already has locomotive works in that part

of the city, but they are entirely in-

sulBcient to meet the needs of the system.

It has also a number of car shops at vari-

ous points, but all these are to be concen-

trated here. It is proposed that every en-

gine and car needed by the road will in

future be built in its own shops.
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Locomotive Coaling Stations.

BV WALDON FAVVCETT.

A remarkable advance has recently been

made in the introduction for the fueling

of locomotives of some of the economic

utilities which have proven such revolu-

tionary influences in the handling of crude

commodities. The problem involved has

been to present a design of locomotive

coaling station of the most substantial con-

struction where permanence is required,

at a moderate first cost of plant and en-

tailing no exorbitant outlay for the real

estate necessary for a site. It was mani-

festly desirable also to provide a locomo-

tive coaling station using no chain con-

veyors in order to reduce repairs to a min-

imum and finally it was essential to devise

a system which could be operated at the

lowest cost per ton of coal handled. Op-
-erations in this field have now passed the

•experimental stage; indeed, perfection may

ing that the adoption of this form of

pocket constitutes another economy inas-

much as a receptacle of the same capacity

and strength can be built with a quantity

of material from one-half to three-quarters

less than would be necessitated for the

construction of the old-style pock ts. Steel

sheets arc utilized in the construction of

the pocket which may be lined with con-

crete if desired and this storage bin is

hung from girders supported on four steel

posts resting on stone foundations, while

overhead is a corrugated-iron roof having

sliding doors over hatches through which

the coal is dumped.

For transferring the fuel from the coal

cars wliich have conveyed it from the mine

to the coal-pocket and for handling it from

the storage bin to the tenders of the loco-

motives tubs of two different kinds are

employed. For the latter operation there

are utilized gravity-dumping tubs. These

In connection with the coal-pockets ash-

pits are provided. These are built of steel

and placed under the locomotive at con-

venient points so that the ashes can be

cleaned out while coal is being put aboard

the locomotive. For charging the coal-

pocket and for taking out the ashes there

are employed automatic dumping tubs such

as are in general use in variousparts of this

country and in Europe for handling iron

ore. The ash-tubs are fitted with two

wheels of large diameter at the sides and

a small castor in the rear, so that they can

be easily moved by the attendant from
under the ash chutes to a point whence

they can be hoisted into car or bin. For

hoisting the coal into the storage pocket

it is also possible to use a self-filling and
automatic dumping grab-bucket. This lat-

ter device obviates, of course, the neces-

sity for filling the bucket by hand-shovel-

ing, and when this form of apparatus is

COALING STATION SUPPLIED DIRECT FROM MINE BY TELEPHERAGE CAR,

be said to have been attained and it is

interesting to note that the solution is

simply the presentation of a new and eco-

nomical arrangement of old and success-

fully tried ideas for the characteristic feat-

ures and the various details embodied in

the most approved design have been used

over and over again on the various hoist-

ing and conveying machines in use in

handling coal, iron ore. limestone and

other commodities at the ports on the

Great Lakes, at blast furnaces, at the

LTnited States naval coaling stations and

€lsew'here.

The coal-pocket, which is of course

mounted above the railroad tracks on

which pass th4 locomotives to be fueled

is of steel construction and of what is

"known as the suspended-bin type, in which
the sides and bottom of the pocket take

the natural lines of a filled bag suspended

from two points. It may be noted in pass-

tubs are built of steel, of box form, with

two bottom doors hinged at opposite sides,

which open after the tub has descended

to a fixed point, dumping the coal at a

central point on the tender, the spilling

or scattering of the coal being prevented

by the position of the doors when open.

When empty the tubs are counterweighted,

the counterweight pulling them back into

position to be filled again. The filled tubs

being, of course, heavier than the counter-

weight descend slowly under perfect con-

trol of the attendant after he releases them
by means of a pendant hand-chain. It

will thus be seen that the simple operation

of pulling the hand-chain releases the tubs

and allows them to descend, dump, return

and lock themselves in their former posi-

tion automatically, ready for refilling,

w'hich latter operation is performed quick-

ly as soon as the attendant touches the

valve controlling this movement.

used the coal, on arrival from the mine.

is run directly into a pit to one side of

the car from which the grab-bucket takes

the fuel. Both styles of buckets are made

in various sizes, the capacities ranging

from one ton upward.

For hoisting the coal for filling the pock-

et and for hoisting out the ashes there

is employed a complete equipment of hoist-

ing and conveying machinery. This con-

sists of an engine with the necessary

drums, together with trolley, sheaves, etc.,

controlled by means of levers by an op-

erator stationed in a small house at the

very top of the apparatus, where he has

a good view of all parts of the station.

One man handles this entire apparatus in

all its functions and it has a capacity' for

handling from ;o to 100 tubs an hour,

the one-ton capacity tub being generally

used. Attached to each of the large grav-

ity dumping tubs which carry the coal
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from the bin to the tender is a set of

beam weighing scales, thus enabling the

weighing of the coal in the tub and keep-

ing a perfect check on all coal furnished

to locomotives.

The great feature of these new stylo

plants is found, of course, in the fact that

they enable the handling and re-handling

of coal with a minimum amount of break-

age, a fall of no distance being entailed

for the fuel in either operation. However,

in some of the more portentious stations

a marvelous combination of utilities has

been effected. The steam plant of the sta-

tion supplies the pump for filling the water

tank used for locomotive water supply

;

dry sand is likewise prepared and fur-

tral & Hudson River Railroad has lately

constructed at West Albany, N. Y., a very

interesting bridge tramway machine for

storing 50,000 tons of coal and supplying

the fuel as occasion may require to adja-

cent locomotive coaling stations.

In this plant the outer or single pier

end of the bridge tramway moves on a cir-

cular track, storing the coal in a circular

pile. The inner or double pier of the

machine, on which are mounted the en-

gines and other mechanism, turns on a cir-

cular track of smaller diameter surround-

ing the pit around which the bridge ro-

tates. Coal is delivered on two tracks on

cither side of the rotating double pier and

is duinped and run into a pit directly

the tracks have a storage capacity of 2,300

tons and the ash-pocket has a capacity of

250 tons. The bridge tramway storage

plant has a capacity of 8,000 tons, and this

could readily be increased if desired. In

a very ingenious coaling station recently

constructed for the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, at Kings Mines, Ohio, the coal-

pocket is filled direct from a mine close

at hand by means of an aerial cableway

on which are moved automatic lumping

buckets similar to those previously de-

scribed.

M. H. Treadwell & Co., 97 Liberty

street, New York, have favored us with a

new catalogue of their freight and tank

COALING POCKETS AT KINGS MINES, ON THE BALTIMORE & OHIO, SUPPLIED DIRECT FROM MINE.

nished locomotives from this plant with-

out increasing the working force and final-

ly a dynamo in the engine room enables the

electrical illuinination of the plant at niglit.

In some places where a reserve coal sup-

ply of large quantity has been required a

locomotive coaling station has been con-

structed in connection with a coal storage

and re-handling plant, consisting of either

a bridge tramway, such as is used in un-

loading coal or iron ore from vessels or

a cantilever type of machine based on the

principle of the great cantilever cranes

which are employed to handle heavy mate-

rial in shipbuilding plants and other in-

dustrial institutions. The New York Cen-

under the pier, whence it is hoisted in a

grab-bucket of 2J/2 tons capacity and con-

veyed out over the storage space and

dumped. The same mechanism is also

used to pick the coal up and convey it back

to the cars in which the fuel is shipped to

any locomotive fueling station requiring it.

A combination locomotive fueling sta-

tion and bridge tramway storage plant re-

cently devised has a capacity of placing

aboard locomotives 800 tons of coal a day

and of disposing of all the ashes taken

from the locomotives while coaling. There

are seven tracks under the suspended coal

bins and one track for filling cars with

ashes. The suspended coal-pockets over

cars. They are not steel, but are standard

and interchangeable, and as wooden cars

will continue to be used for a number of

years, they are of interest. The illustra-

tions show that they have built cars for

many leading roads.

There is at present a movement among
railroad companies to require trainmen

and all others connected with the move-

ment of trains to make themselves famil-

iar with station signals. The best way
to learn about signals is to read "Block

Signals," by Elliott, a practical signal en-

gineer. The book is for sale in this office.

Price, $3.
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Underhung Springs.

BY J. 1'. KELLEY.

The method of hanging the driving

springs and the equahzcrs of any locomo-

tive is always of interest to the engineer,

because he is, as a rule, desirous of know-

ing the extent of the effect which the fail-

ure of a spring or hanger will have in

causing delays, when such failures occur

on the road.

Nearly every engineer knows that the

object of hanging the weight of the boiler

and its attachments on springs is to per-

mit the engine to be run smoothly at al-

most any rate of speed of which it is cap-

able, over rough and uneven spots in the

track, without severe jar or shock.

When it was the rule to employ much

that is employed on some engines. It is

attached to the driving box, extends down-

ward and encircles the spring at the band.

This form of spring saddle prevents the

removal of the driving box cellar when it

is necessary to pack the driving box, un-

less the engine is jacked up; otherwise it

has proved very satisfactory.

In Fig. 2 the springs are underhung, but

the weight of the engine is all transferred

to the top of the driving box on account

of the long hangers that are connected to

the equalizer beams that rest on the top

of the driving box and from which the

weight is suspended.

A little study of the figures will make

clear the manner in which the weight is

distributed to, and equalized on, the driv-

in without heating the driving boxes, as I

look at it, is jacking the engine up high

enough to get the required amount of

blocking in between the top of the driving

box and the frame, when necessary to

hold the engine level, or in between the

frame and the end of the driving spring,

or frame and the end of the equalizer, as

the case may require.

A few words here as to how to raise

the engine up when it is necessary to do

so, will not be out of place.

Time is, next to safety, the most im-

portant consideration on a railroad as else-

where ; tlicrefore before doing a whole lot

of unnecessary work, look the situation

over carefully to determine just how much
is needed to be done. It may so happen

Fta

lighter engines than we have nowadays it

was customary to place the driving springs

over the driving boxes, allowing them to

rest on spring stirrups, that in turn rested

upon the top of the driving box, and then

by means of hangers and equalizers to

suspend the weight of the boiler from

them.

As the demand for heavier engines and

more boiler capacity increased, the space

above the driving boxes, which had been

used for the springs and hangers, had to

be given up to make room for the larger

boiler, which now generally spreads out

over the frame at the firebox end, and a

location under the driving boxes is now,

in many modern designs of locomotives,

used for placing the driving springs, hang-

ers and the equalizers.

On eight-wheel engines, of which we
will treat only, the arrangement of the

springs and equalizers when underhung

is not radically different from what we
find it when they are overhung, as may be

seen by reference to Figs. I and 2 accom-

panying this article, except that it requires

an entirely different scheme from that of

the ordinary spring stirrups, or saddle, for

holding the driving springs in place and

for transferring their load to the driving

boxes.

Fig. I shows the form of hanger, or we
might term it underhung spring saddle.

& £4CriMori„f £n^..v. icv

UNDERHUNG SPRINGS.

ing boxes. There are many other meth-

ods of hanging the springs under the driv-

ing boxes and different designs for the

frame hanger brackets, but in principle

they are all similar to those shown in the

figures.

One thing may be said of the under-

hung spring, and that is. if it breaks, or if

any of its hangers break, there is not the

likelihood of the end of the spring get-

ting far out of place or of the equalizer

flying up so far that it will be a difiicult

job to get it back where it belongs. The

most difiicult part of fixing up a broken

spring or hanger on the road, on engines

that have underhung springs, so as to get

that if a hanger breaks, or a spring, if

your terminal is not far away, you can

get along without jacking up or blocking

up, and so need not cause any serious de-

lay to your train. But if you find that it

is necessary to jack up, then I believe in

using a wedge to raise the engine with;

a screw-jack—well, screw-jacks nowadays

are seldom in good enough condition to

work the screw in and out without any

load on them, not to speak of raising a

So-ton locomotive with tl.em.

Let us suppose the hanger i breaks, in

either plan, as shown in Figs, i and 2.

This will let the forward end of the driv-

ing spring move up in the hanger bracket
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C, or rather will let the bracket C move
down relative to the spring. In this case
we can, by raising the engine up, block in

between the sides of the hanger bracket,

over the end of the driving spring and the

lower side of the frame. Place a wedge
having a reasonably long taper under the

forward driving wheel, and run this wheel
up on it. remove the broken hanger and
the gibs, and pry down the end of the

driving spring, and fill all the space be-
tween the sides of the hanger bracket, the

lower side of frame bar, and the top of
the driving spring with blocking. The
spring cannot get away, and you can pro-

ceed, having the use of the other spring,

and with your equalizer in proper posi-

tion. If hanger No. 2 breaks, raise the

engine the same way, level up the equal-
izer, and block it in position between the

end B and the lower side of the frame

;

pry the back end of the spring down as

close to the proper position as you can
get it, and block there, placing your blocks
over the top of the back end of the spring,

between it and the jaw of the driving box.
A chain could be used here to chain up the

end A of the equalizer to the frame.
Should either of the hangers 4 or 3 to

back driving spring break, the same meth-
od of blocking as described for hangers
I or 2 may be used, and to raise the engine
run the b,-)ck driving wheel up on the
wedge.

Should the equalizer itself break, the
engine may be raised by running first the
forward driving wheel up on the wedge,
then the back wheel, and each time that
the wheel is raised fill the space between
the frame and the top of the driving box
with hardwood blocks, until you have the
engine high enough, so that you are able
to pry the ends of the equalizer down to
where they belong, and to block them
there by placing hardwood blocks between
the frame and the tops of the ends A and
B. Then the blocks may be moved from
the tops of the driving boxes, and you can
proceed, having the use of both springs;
but your equalizer will not perform its

duty, namely, equalize the weight on the
driving boxes, as the engine moves over
uneven places in the track.

In some cases of equalizers breaking,
when the engine is moved up on the
wedge, no blocking can be placed between
the frame and the top of the driving box,
as the equalizing beam is in the way, as
shown in Fig. 2. In such cases the equal-
izer would have to be blocked while the
engine was raised on the wedge.

Perhaps the most serious failure to the
underhung spring rigging would be that
of breaking the hangers that are suspended
from the driving boxes, as shown in Fig.

2. If one of these should break—say it

was from the forward driving box—the
frame of the engine would settle down on
top of this driving box and rest there.

To get out of such a difficulty, it would
be necessary to remove all parts of the
driving box hangers and the spring, raise

the engine by means of the wedge, block
the end A of the equalizer down to its

proper position, and block up over the top
of the driving box until the frame of the

engine is about level.

In some designs of underhung spring

arrangement the equalizers are provided
with safety straps, as shown in Fig. i, and
some do not have them, as is the case in

the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.

However, whether they are provided
with safety straps or not, in case of fail-

ure of springs or hangers the equalizer is

not likely to get badly out of place, as

the ends cannot get higher than the lower
bar of the engine frame.

Safety Appliances,

Through the courtesy of Mr. E. A.
Moseley, secretary of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, we have received press

advance sheets of the coining annual re-

port, which contains summaries of the

leading topics. That on "Safety Appli-

ances" begins

:

"The Safety Appliance law became fully

effective on August i, 1900, and the benefi-

cent results of its operation are now being
realized. The greatly increased security

to life and limb by which the men on
freight trains and in freight yards now
perform their work is now apparent on
every hand. Evidence of the improved
conditions resulting from the practically

universal use of automatic couplers on
freight cars appears in the records of ac-

cidents and in the testimony of railroad

officials and employes. Further proof
from a financial standpoint is also found
in the records of the railway claim de-

partments, as well as in those of the sev-

eral trainmen's associations.

"This gratifying state of aflfairs is due to

the Federal statute, the railroad company's
united action and the efficient performance
of their duties by the inspectors employed
by the Commission. These inspectors,

who are competent men of long experience
in car and train work, have taken note of

all features of operation, improvements
and repairs which seem to be germane to

the work in which they are engaged, and
this has resulted in establishing amicable
relations with the employes. The various

railroad technical associations, including

the American Railway Association and the

Master Car Builders' Association, have
contributed in marked degree to the suc-

cess of the law.

"The report then shows that for the year

ending June 30. 1901, the number of em-
ployes killed in coupling accidents was
less than in the preceding year by about 35
per cent., and the number injured was
less by about 52 per cent. Attention is

called to the form of accident reports

promulgated by the Commission under the

accident law of March 3, 1901, under
which precise definitions are given for the

purpose of these reports to the words
'killed' and 'injured,' and that this has re-

sulted in a uniform system of reporting.

According to the accident returns for the
month of July, only four employes were
killed during that month while coupling
and uncoupling cars. This warrants the
expectation that casualties due to this

cause will be less for 1902 than for 1901.

For the full year ending June 30, 1901, the

number killed in coupling accidents aver-
aged 23;/$ per month. A table showing
the complete statistics for 1893, and 1897
to 1900, inclusive, is given. Another table

shows for those years the number of per-

sons killed or injured by falling from
trains and engines.

"There was a material increase in the

ratio killed in 1900 from the three years

precedirig, the causes for which can only
be conjectured. With the use of air

brakes on freight trains it is confidently

expected to lessen the deaths and injuries

under this head, and it is observed that air

brakes were not nearly as generally used
in 1899 and 1900 as they are now. It is

pointed out, however, that with more
powerful locomotives, heavier cars and
longer freight trains the use of air brakes

on these trains has been the occasion of

an increased number of violent shocks,

which tend to increase the danger to men
on the cars.

"The Commission recognizes that as a

rule the railroad companies now need no
compulsion to induce them to use auto-

matic couplers, and that it is only in de-

tails of a minor character that any road

has assumed a critical or reluctant atti-

tude. Both the automatic coupler and
continuous power brake are now absolute

necessities in the operation of roads which
move long trains or use the powerful lo-

comotives and heavy cars which are now
common. Thus the policy of Congress in

enacting the Safety Appliance law is amply
vindicated on what may be called business

considerations, without regard to the

question of safety of life ana limb.

"Attention is called to the dangerous use

at the present time of old and weak cars

in nearly all trains. This has largely been

caused by the great expansion of business,

but it is reasonable to expect that every

well-managed road will do away with this

element of danger as fast as is practicable.

The action of the American Railway As-

sociation in recommending the adoption

of a standard size of box and freight cars

is noted and commended."

The new catalogue of the Pond Machine

Tool Company, of Plainfield, N. J. (offices

136-8 Liberty street. New York) is devot-

ed to heavy lathes. They include in this

all between 28 and 84 inch and the whole

catalogue is interesting to any mechanic.

We note that unless A tracks are ordered

they supply the flat bed, which is a modern
or rather revived idea and apparently a

good one. Those interested in the care

and operation of lathes will find this cat-

alogue a useful reference.
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General Correspondence.
First Locomotive in Corea.

We note on page 91 of tlic current num-

ber of your journal that in referring to a

recent publication issued by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works you mal<c the follow-

ing statement: "It has a frontispiece of

the first locomotive built for Corea." Per-

mit us to say that this is'at variance with

the facts. In March, 1898, the Brooks

Works shipped three locomotives to

•Corea for use on the Seoul-Chemulpo

Railway and these were the first to enter

this peninsula. A full description of these

engines was published in the Railway Age
under date of November i8lh, 1898.

We bring this matter to your attention,

believing that you .'ire interested equally

with ourselves in having all published

statements regarding railway and locomo-

tive matters as accurate as possible.

Americ.\n Locomotive Company.
Brooks Works.

Past and Present Locomotive Practice.

Seeing in your September number a pic-

ture of a view on the Carson River, Ne-

I think—and when I last saw her was do-

ing switching service in Carson City.

There are a number of these old engines

still at work on the Virginia & Truckce,

cight-wheclcr!; and umguls principally, and

boxes and cylinders; drivers painted red,

and all kinds of brasswork and fancy

painting wherever there was an excuse for

putting it.

I am also enclosirg a print of a couple

iHE FIRST.

THE LATEST.

vada, from the Virginia & Truckee Rail-

road, I take the liberty of sending you a

photograph of one of the engines on the

above road. She is one of the oldest on

they are splendid types of what builders

were doing in that day. The eight-wheel-

ers have 16 X 24-inch cylinders, and the

moguls 17 X 24-inch. All have the wood-

of Union Pacific compound consolidations,

coupled up and ready for their train. It

is an illustration of the advance that has

been made in the last two or three de-

the road—built some time in the seventies, burning stacks, brass around domes, sand cades M. F. Jukes.
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The Question of Qrate Area.

\\ hen tlie Pennsylvania road departed

from its time-honored customs so far as

to build the wide firebox engines with 68

feet of grate, known as E i, the advocates

of the large grate area literally danced

for joy. When, however, after a series

of tests in competition with the "L" class

(having only 33 feet of grate to begin with

and often bricked down to 26 feet) it was

found that the E I's burned from 25 to 50

per cent, more coal doing the same work,

they began experimenting and bricking

down the grate. Finally, as a result, the

E 2's came out with about 50 feet of grate.

Once again, however, the old "L's" made
them look sick on the coal record and a

still further bricking down has been tried

until it is now about 32 square feet. I

am told that they would brick them down
still more if it could be done without in-

terfering with the next section of the rock-

ing grate.

This looks as though the large grate

wasn't altogether necessary for best results

and it rather weakens the argument that

they were needed for the fast heavy trains

when we consider that not only the grate

hut the cylinders were increased as well.

If a modified "L" had been built, having

the same cylinders as the E's, does anyone
doubt their ability to do the same work?
We are too apt to compare engines. which
are not alike in cylinder capacity, or rather,

tractive power.

There's another point in connection with

fireboxes and grates that doesn't seem to

have attention enough. We know that the

fire is poorest next to the water space be-

ing discouraged by the rapidity with which
the heat disappears. Why not leave a dead
space of firebrick all around the firebox

of, say, 6 inches, or at least 6 inches on
each side and by the door, leaving the

front to be bricked up as much as desired.

I believe this would help the fire and is at

least worth trying. Frank C. Hudson.
Roxbury, Mass.

Scotch Railway Matters.
I see in the November issue, page 500,

of your always excellent journal that silly

tale of a Great Northern locomotive hav-
ing done 4,000,000 miles. This has been
round all the papers here as a solemn fact,

in spite of the fact that this would mean
it had done every day of its life (Sundays
included) more than double the mileage

any of ours ever do, and also that it had
never had a day off for repairs. Never-
theless, it is true that we coddle our loco-

motives in every way, and get nothing like

a decent or economical mileage out of

them, and I am glad this idiotic tale has

moved you to tail on to it such a pithy and
much needed set of real facts.

In your December issue, page 518, I see

Mr. Leith, who dates from Aberdeen,
Scotland, pulling up Mr. W. T. Reed,
whose able letters in yours of October,

page 433 (bis), one reads with pleasure.

Mr. Reed, with his wide experience of

railroading and locomotives in Great Brit-

ain and over the world, is well able to take

care of himself; but I think it a pity your

readers should be misled by some of Mr.

Leith's remarks. I read Mr. Reed to

mean that single-wheelers are only useful

to take the King when using a few saloons

^in short, that they are only useful for

very small trains with no stops. It is self-

evident—but we need not waste time over

them, as they will soon disappear now.

Outside cylinders will soon be quite

common in Great Britain, because com-

pounding compels them, and also because

more and more passenger locomotives are

to be six-coupled. Perhaps, on the whole,

they are best, but they have distinct draw-

backs.

I have perhaps had a larger experience

than Mr. Leith as to the opinions of driv-

ers in England and Scotland who have

used both Westinghouse and vacuura

brakes, and can say distinctly that I have

never met one of such who did not out

and out prefer the Westinghouse. It stands

to reason that men will like a quicker,

more powerful and more certain article.

One has only to use one's eyes and ears to

know that trains fitted with vacuum brakes

have to be started constantly with the

brakes more or less on.

Norman D. Macdonald.

Einhiirgli, Scotland.

more than one hundred of this pattern of

generator. F. L. Dillon.

Garrett, liid.

Acetylene Headlights.

Some time since I wrote a short sketch

of the acetylene gas headlight in use on

various roads, and mentioned among

others the Southern Pacific, Chicago &
Northwestern, and the Santa Fe.

The Engineering Netvs recently claimed

all of the roads named were equipped with

generators of the Cooke patent, and I have

received several letters asking about the

same, and upon investigation find that the

Southern Pacific system has 175 lights of

the McDonald & Elliott patent in use and

so far as I can learn not a single gaslight

of any other description. The Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe has 47 Elliott lights,

and engines No. 215 and 908, of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern, are also fitted with

Elliott lights. This line has one other en-

gine equipped with another make of ma-

chine.

The question is also asked about the cost

of equipment. Everything, including new

material, changes on reflectors, labor, etc.,

bring the expense slightly below $40 per

engine.

Taking into consideration the facts that

these lights give about four times the light

of an ordinary oil lamp, that there is no

danger of them taking fire and burning

out, and they require no wick or chimneys,

all at about the same cost per mile for op-

eration, it is not to be wondered at that

they are rapidly coming into favor among
railroad officials everywhere.

There have been shipped to Mexico, for

various roads, within the past two months

Cylinder Lubrication.

The difticulty of lubricating the valves

and cylinders of modern locomotives fur-

nishes a problem that is seriously engaging

the attention of all concerned. With the

introduction of the Sight Feed Lubricator

it was thought our troubles in that direc-

tion were at an end, and we credited the

lubricator with more than it deserved, in

believing that its feed was continued under

all conditions of service. With the change

from moderate to extremely high steam

pressures the failings of the lubricator be-

gan to show, until we became convinced

that the supply of 'oil to steam chest was
not continuous, but intermittent. We
learned then that with engine working un-

der full throttle, especially at slow or or-

dinary speed, there was no circulation be-

tween the lubricator and steam chest, and

that a certain amount of condensed steam

accumulated in the oil pipes commonly
known as the "water seal."

This intermittent feed was not suspected

when moderate steam pressure was used,

for the reason, perhaps, that the conditions

of temperature of cylinders and nature of

steam at, say, 140 pounds pressure were

such that the oil supply between shutting-

off points, or places where engine slipped

or throttle was eased off, so that the bal-

ance of pressure was in the oil pipe, the oil

that was supplied at one of these periods

was usually sufficient to maintain proper

lubrication until the next similar period.

With the coming of the modern engine,

having a steam pressure of more than 200

pounds, the conditions relating to cylinder

lubrication were materially changed. The
lubrication was immediately found to be

defective. The quality of oil was ques-

tioned, carefulness of enginemen doubted,

if not actually charged, and. to say the

least, the conditions confronting the me-

chanical department v/ere anything but

satisfactory.

The discovery of the "water seal" no

doubt suggested the invention of the "tip-

pet attachment" to maintain a continuous

circulation through oil pipes, and it no

doubt was successful in a measure, but did

not really effect a continuous circulation

under all conditions of service. The prob-

lem seems to have forced the conclusion

that a continuous circulation is a practical

impossibility, unless there be some pro-

vision made whereby the pressure in oil'

pipes will be considerably in excess of

that in the steam chest.

The most effective remedy that has yet

been introduced to overcome the difficulty

of imperfect lubrication is the Graphite

Feeding Cup, which was invented by a

locomotive engineer named Howard, who
formerly ran an engine on the Wheeling

& Lake Erie Railroad. This cup supplies

graphite to the cylinders and steam chests
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through the oil pipes, and is used in addi-

tion to tlie regular oil lubricator. The
graphite serves as an enricher to the oil,

and in that manner, by improving the

Vk-caring fjuality of the oil, the surfaces in

steam chest and cylinder are sufficiently

lubricated between slipping, casing or

shutting-off periods to prevent injury to

them.

It seems reasonable to believe that even

if oil could be supplied to valves and pis-

tons continually it would still fail to lubri-

cate properly.

Valve oil is composed of a combination

of mineral and animal oils, and by com-

bining with moisture (or steam of low

tenipiT.-ilurc) it saponifies— lli.it is, it bc-

What Ailed the Injector.

Here is a nut for some mechanical genius

to crack : In the new roundhouse of the

Wisconsin Central Railroad at this point

the two stationary boilers are each sup-

plied with water by a No. 7 lifting Monitor

injector, old style. The water in the feed

pipe is cold, and has a pressure of 40

pounds to the inch. There is a globe valve

in the feed pipe, 15 inches away from the

injector. The boilers carry 100 pounds

steam pressure.

Now, according to the generally under-

stood theory of the working principle of an

injector, this arrangement should have a

tendency to aid its smooth working. How-
ever, the effect is iust llie oppMsiic. .uul no

Wants DeUils of Seneca Collision.

In your January number, in the article

on the Seneca collision on the Wabash
road, and the fact that the engines of both

trains were equipped with electric head-

lights, and yet collided with such deadly

consequences, you say that the excuse is

offered that the glare from electric head-

lights so blinded the engineers that they

did not know one another's whereabouts,

and that it was a very poor excuse.

I cannot understand why the engineers

of these trains, if they could locate one

another, committed suicide (it is nothing

else) by voluntarily running into the op-

posing train. Trains meet in the night on
curves. wIktu the hcadliubt has no oppor-

J. Teller, Thot., FraiiUtiut, Doiitscliland.

LOST HIS .\IR -\XD STOPPED IX DINING ROOM,

comes "soapy," and in this condition

spreads, or "smears" the surfaces with

which it coines in contact in the steam

chest and cylinder. When extreinely high

pressures are used, it is possible that with

the attendant high temperature maintained

in cylinders there is not present that moist-

ure necessary to effect saponification, and

consequently the efiiciency of the valve oil

as a medium of lubrication is partly lost,

while engine is being worked to its full

capacity. However this may be, there is

evidently a need of more light on the sub-

ject of cylinder lubrication in modern loco-

motives. Thos. p. Whei..\n.

Bellcvue, Ohio.

adjustment of the globe valve, lazy cock,

steam ram or throttle will cause the in-

jector to work without either breaking

constantly or wasting water at the over-

flow.

Why should the pressure in the feed

pipe have this effect? J. J. Orrick,

Miinicapolis. Minn. Trav. Engr.

[Use a plug cock in supply pipe in place

of globe valve to reduce the water pres-

sure. The loose disk of globe valve prob-

ably "flutters" when the pressure each side

is nearly balanced. Be sure injector gets

full steam pressure of boiler. It should

have an independent supply and not be

connected in with anything else.—Eds.]

tunity to warn opposite trains of approach-

ing danger; but this wreck, I understand,

was on straight track, and yet the engineers

dashed their trains into one another as

though there were no trains expected to

be met for many miles.

I would like to hear something further

in this matter, if you are willing to refer

to it again in your next number. Your ex-

ceptions to the manner in which train or-

ders are usually written is good. The
orders are sent by train dispatcher, who is

usually a very experienced man, to an

operator, who is often quite inexperienced.

The words come fast and it is difficult for

the operator to keep up with the sender

:
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very poor wriling results, and I fear lliat

oftentimes engineer and trainmen take the

order and run upon it from inference of

what they think it reads, rather than from

the exact knowledge of what it does read.

There is room for improvement in send-

ing train orders. My idea is, that the or-

ders should be written in triplicate by a

machine of the same class as the tickers

used in business offices, in clear, bold type

—one for the conductor, one for the engi-

neer, one for the operator. There has been

no improvement in the manner of sending

and writing train orders, practically, since

trains were first moved by telegraph.

Geo. H. Brown.

Dubuque, la. Dist. M. U.

[We have not been able to obtain any

more information about this extraordinary

collision. Those who understand more

about it tlinn we do will not tell anything.

—Ed.l

Drop Qrates on the Louisville &
Nashville.

I send you a description of the back

drop grates as u?ed on the consolidated

engines of the Louisville & Nashville in

taining to the retiuirements of the locomo-

tive. If they steamed poorly it generally

required several changes in the front end

arrangement made experimentally to see if

that would improve matters, and what en-

gineer of ten or more years' experience but

has taken part in heated discussions in the

roundhouse regarding the things that

should be done to improve the steaming

qualities of some poor steaming locomo-

tive, yet if asked the reason why the en-

gine did not steam well, would probably

be puzzled to give a clear, satisfactory

answer.

Then the hauling capacity of the loco-

motive was generally, previous to the ton-

nage rating system, stated in cars, and the

engineer in charge of the engine would not

think of finding any fault with the load

attached, if it was all only in the rated

number of cars, regardless of the tons the

contents weighed. This was before the

capacity of cars was quite so great as it

is to-day.

In his little work on the steam-engine

indicator Mr, W. Barnett Le Van says

:

"In every branch of science our knowledge
increases as the power of measurement be-

3 /Front Ittiniti Lcrcv

^t — Fttif Shaft
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the South. These engines have a firebox

II feet long, and the coal we get some-
times is very poor, owing to the scarcity

of fuel during the busy season.

This dump grate was gotten up by Mr.

Harry M. Minto, master mechanic of this

system at Mobile, Ala., and it is one of

the handiest and most labor-saving appli-

ances I think that has ever been put on

locomotives of recent date. When it is

necessary for you to clean your fire on the

road, all you have to do is to drop this

back dump and pull it out, and, as every-

one who has ever cleaned a fire knows, it

is a great deal easier to pull fire than it is

to push it through the front dump, espe-

cially when every little clinker sticks in it

and you have a very hot fire to work over.

The engineer and firemen on this division

are very well pleased with this improve-

ment, as it saves them much labor and

exertion. John F. Mullen.
Montgomery, Ala.

The Vacuum Gage.
Not so many years ago it was customary

to estimate by guess nearly everything per-

conies improved," and I was rather forci-

bly reminded of this truth while reading

the editorial which appeared in Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering last month

on rating the capacity of the locomotive

in which it was suggested that a dyna-

mometer be built into the drawbar, so that

the hauling capacity of the locomotive

might be accurately ascertained under all

conditions and in all kinds of service, as

well as under the varying conditons of the

locomotive itself.

If an engine steams well, the drawbar

pull does not worry the engine crew very

much, for the yardmaster may be depended

upon to make use of all that pull ; but if

the locomotive does not steam well, then

there is sure to be more grief for the en-

gine crew, no matter how much the load

behind the tender may be.

A good steaming engine is a joy to the

crew, and I believe there is scarcely an

engineer who will not hail with delight

anything that will tend to bring about this

desirable attribute of the locomotive, and
will do all he can to assist in maintain-

ing it.

Nearly every engineman, if asked what

produced the draft in the firebox, would
answer that it was caused by the suction

of the exhaust steam escaping through

the stack ; but if asked if he could measure

or tell exactly the force of the draft on

the fire at any time, he would very likely

answer that he could not, because he had
no means of measuring it.

As our power of measuring increases

our knowledge in every branch of science,

as Mr. Le Van tells us, let us see what it

will do for us in the case of drafting a
locomotive.

It is well known that the air has pressure

or weight and that the pressure is gener-

ally about 14.7 pounds per square inch,

varying a little sometimes one way or the

other, but not enough to make any great

difference, except where delicate calcula-

tions are required.

7IG. I.

If we try to remove the air from a

vessel by means of a piston or plunger,

we will find that we cannot do it success-

fully, unless one end of the vessel is closed

tight. In the case of the locomotive at

work, it is a constant effort on the part

of the exhaust steam to remove the air

from the smoke box and the surface of the

fire, while the weight or pressure of the

atmosphere is forcing air up through the

grates, and in through the fire door to take

the place of that removed by the exhaust

steam.

The air that is made to pass through and
over the fire in this way furnishes the

oxygen necessary for cumbustion. If there \

is an insufficient supply of air, there will

be imperfect combustion, with the result

that the engine will not steam well; if
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there is too much, then there will be a

loss in the extra quantity of fuel burned,

and possibly poor steaming.

To enable us to determine just the

proper force for the draft there is now
used, on some roads, on the locomotive,

what is termed a vacuum gage.

The form of vacuum gage shown in

Figs. I and 2 is the one used on the

locomotive for measuring the vacuum in

the smoke box, and consists of a U-shaped

tube, made of glass and rubber tubing,

that is clamped to a board, so that it may
be conveniently fastened to the interior of

the cab, generally on the left side, where

it can be easily seen. The height of the

tube is about 8 or 9 inches, and water is

poured into it until it fills both legs A and

B to the height of about 4 or s inches.

As will be seen from Fig. i, the water

in the legs of the tube is of even height,

and the line drawn across the board at the

surface of the water is marked zero; the

spaces above and below the zero line are

marked in inches and fractions of an inch.

The longer leg B of the tube is con-

nected to the smoke box by a pipe, and

the pipe enters the latter a few inches be-

low the base of the smokestack saddle. All

connections are made absolutely air tight,

so that no air can get into the tube, except

from the smoke-box end and the open end

of leg A.

When the locomotive is working, the

exhaust steam passing out through the

smokestack produces a rarefaction among
the air and gases in the smoke box ; that is,

the air and gases are entrained by the ex-

haust steam and carried out by it.

The air in the pipe connecting the leg B
to the smoke box is affected by the re-

duced pressure in the smoke box, due to

the removal of the air and gases, and is

induced to flow into it, and in this way
tlic pressure is reduced on the surface of

the water in the leg B. Leg A being open

to the atmosphere, the pressure of the air

on the surface of the water in the latter

forces it down in leg A and up in leg B,

as shown in Fig. 2.

The height to which the water rises in

leg B is an indication of the amount of

rarefaction, or vacuum, produced in the

smoke box. Here, then, we have a con-

venient means of measuring the force of

the draft on the fire under all conditions

of service, and all methods of handling the

locomotive, and by observing the vacuum
gage carefully, when changes are made in

the throttle and the lever adjustment, we
are able to see the exact effect such changes

produce on the shaft.

The condition of fire, height of water in

the boiler, the quantity of sparks or cin-

ders in the front end, the slipping of the

driving wheels, direction of the wind, and

so forth, all influence the draft, and all

these effects are faithfully indicated by the

vacuum gage.

There are also a number of other things

such as valve adjustment, size of stack and
matters pertaining to the general design

of the locomotive that influence the draft,

but intelligent observation of the vacuum
gage will enable engineers to tell closely

how much the draft is influenced by them,

and the information gathered in this man-
ner is reliable and furnishes the correct

basis for intelligent action when front-

end changes are needed, and, too, will

assist greatly in bringing about the best

front-end arrangements possible to be had.

In 1896 the Railway Master Mechanics'

Association made tests to determine accu-

rately what the true action of the exhaust

steam is on the air and gases in the smoke
box in producing draft, and the report of

their findings is embodied in the Proceed-

ings for 1896 and 1897.

Previous to those investigations it was
supposed by many that the exhaust steam

acted like a piston in the smokestack, and
that the exhaust was in reality a regular

FIG. 2.

air pump, but they show that whatever

draft is produced on account of the ex-

haust steam passing to the stack, is due

to the friction of the exhaust jet upon the

air and gases that come in contact with it

and are entrained by it.

In these investigations the vacuum gage

played a very important part. Another
thing that the vacuum gage shows, that it

is interesting to observe, is the effect of

heat in the smoke box on the draft and
how much draft there is on the fire when
the engine is running along at a high rate

of speed, with throttle closed and reverse

lever in the different notches between the

center and the corner. Take, for instance,

an engine that has been working hard for

some little time ; naturally the front end

becomes very warm, and when the throttle

is closed and the engine stops, instead of

the water in leg B settling down to the

zero mark, the height of the water in this

leg will remain quite a little distance above

zero point, showing that the heated air

and gases are still passing up through the

slack, without the assistance of the ex-

haust, at a sufficiently rapid rate to cause

some vacuum in the smoke box, and con-

sequently something more than a natural

draft on the fire. As the smoke box cools

down it will be found that the water in the

legs of the tube will approach more nearly

the zero point, although the water in leg B
will always remain a little higher than that

in leg A, due to the natural draft which

the boiler may have.

A good blower is a very convenient

thing to have on an engine, and when it is

turned on, the vacuum gage will tell about

how much work it is doing and something

of the condition of the fire.

So many earnest wishes are expressed by

railroad officials that economy be practised

in firing locomotives, that the firing be

done without making any more black

smoke than is absolutely necessary, it

seems to me that if the steam engine indi-

cator, the vacuum gage, the dynamometer

and other measuring instruments were in-

telligently and freely used, some very satis-

factory results would be likely to follow.

J. P. Kellv.

Ran 5 Miles with Pilot Pushing Ties.

A forcible argument toward the appli-

cation and maintenance of good headlights

was brought to the attention of some en-

gine and train men on one of the Western
roads a few days ago. The engine, of the

large consolidation type, was equipped

with one of the little dinky lamps, and in

pooled service was anything but clean. A
certain sidetrack was in bad order, due to

rains settling the fill about midway of its

length. The trackmen had placed some
cross ties on the rails to give warning

of the obstruction, and when the "hog"'

headed in, the light was too dim to enable

the engineer to see the ties, with the result

that they were crowded under the pilot

and carried past the brakeman to the next

station, the 5 miles covered in about 14

minutes.

The crew chopped them out before head-

ing in, only discovering them when the

brakeman walked over them to open the

switch at the first station. Five-degree

curves were rounded on the way, and only

luck kept them from wrecking the whole
train.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
report that since their reorganization or-

ders for compressors, pneumatic tools and
appliances, including cranes and hoists, re-

ceived from the ist to the isth of January
equal the total December business, which
was greater than that of any preceding

month. This also includes an order for

eighty tools irom the Cramp Shipbuilding.

Company.
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Smoke Prevention in Cliicago.

Ever since steam boilers came into use

the people of cities have been protesting

against the smoke nuisance and their rep-

resentatives have been agitating for laws

inflicting pains and penalties against boiler

owners for the damage done by the black

smoke poured from furnace chimneys. All

has been of no avail and every city where

bituminous coal is used as fuel continues

to taint the breath of heaven with coal

fumes and paint the public buildings black

with the lamp-black poured out of the

chimneys. It has been well known to

people informed about the principles of

combustion that coal could be burned in

furnaces without creating a steady outpour

of black smoke, and hundreds of furnaces

have been designed which were effectual

smoke-preventers when intelligently at-

tended to. Many of these furnaces have

been put into successful operation and did

their work satisfactorily until the people

in charge became weary of well doing,

then by degrees the smoke-preventing feat-

ures w-ere neglected and the smoke nuis-

ance became as imposing as ever.

As long ago as 1804 James Watt, the

famous improver of the steam engine, in-

vented and patented a smoke-preventing

furnace which was designed according to

scientific principles, and it was an effectual

remedy against smoke so long as it was

properly cared for. Very many inventors

followed the lead given by Watt, many of

them having labored to devise a furnace

which would bf.rn coal smokelessly with-

out human care. These people have al-

ways failed, and the probability is that

their successors will always find their la-

bors abortive when they attempt to dis-

pense with human intelligence. So boiler

users an metallurgical furnace owners

have gone on year after year filling the air

with smoke and painting black many of

the most beautiful buildings that the ma-

son's art has ever produced. Many people

have become fatalists about this evil and

lament that the destruction of beauty and

the undermining of health froin the smoke

nuisance is one of the inevitable evils of

manufacturing and industrial activity. We
have never believed this, and we have late-

ly received an object which convinces us

that the people of any town or city can

succeed in suppressing the smoke nuisance

if they arise in their might and show that

a demand for the prevention of smoke is

sustained by decided public sentiment.

For years certain scientific men in and

about Chicago have been agitating against

the smoke nuisance which made a cloud

of grime hang over the city at all times.

In various ways they led the people inter-

ested to understand that smoke was not a

necessity with coal burning but a prevent-

able evil, and they got ordinances passed

for the punishment of those who persisted

in causing smoke to a disagreeable extent.

The movement for cleaner skies and a

purer atmosphere was helped along and

kept in motion by certain enterprising

newspapers which sent out photographers

frequently to take pictures of smoke-emit-

ting chimneys. The photographs were

published almost daily for months, and

there was no denying the testimony which

they furnished. The penalties which the

city ordinances provided against the smoke

nuisance did little good, but the moral

effect of the pictures stirred the delin-

quents out of their apathy, and by degrees

nearly all owners of furnaces began striv-

ing to keep their fires going without in-

jury to their neighbors and to the city

generally. The more enterprising steam

users remodeled their furnaces on plans

recommended by smoke-preventing ex-

perts ; but in most cases material changes

were not necessary. A local paper that

had been very active in illustrating and

denouncing the smoke nuisance recently

published a list of 354 boiler plants, apart-

ment houses and other establishments

which are now practically free from smoke,

although they had formerly given good

cause for complaint. The remedy in most

cases was effected by introducing intelli-

gence and skill where ignorance and care-

lessness had formerly held sway. The
Record-Herald, of Chicago, discussing this

subject, says

:

"It is interesting to note that the great

majority of the men who have triumphed

over the evil have one prescription for

those who still delay in pointing out the

right way to seek a remedy. It is 'Exer-

cise a little common sense.'

"It is impossible to lay down any fixed

rule other than the above for those who are

anxious to keep chimneys from spreading

filth about the city. Every plant has its

own peculiarities, and no two boilers work
in exactly the same way. An engineer who
un.lerstands his business and well-paid

firemen over whose labors constant watch-

fulness is exercised seem to be the two

great essentials, and starting from this

point there are many things to be abolished

and avoided.

"The collected testimony concerning the

greatest stumbling blocks in the way of

freedom from smoke that the Record-

Herald is giving to its readers is of a

plain, practical character, coming as it does

from men who have thought out their own
way to success, and who have reached the

position whi.re the problem has ceased to

have any terrors or obstacles for them."

The writer, who has for many years

taken a keen interest in smoke prevention,

recently spent a week in Chicago and he

was very much pleased and surprised to

note the improvement which has been ef-

fected in a year. His conclusion is that

to-day Chicago is the least smoke-inflicted

city in the country of those where bitu-

minous coal is the principal fuel burned.

There is still room for decided improve-

ments. The owners of high office and
large department store buildings are now
the principal offenders, and railroad com-
panies are not far behind ; but if the spirit

which brought about the improvement is

kept active Chicago will soon become an
example to all other cities. The city coun-

cil appear to take a highly intelligent in-

terest in smoke prevention and regulations

have been established which will prevent

backsliding on the valuable work accom-
plished.

Compound Engines.

What there is in the compound locomo-

tive will be settled to the catisfaction of

the Northern Pacific officials when all re-

turns are in of the performance of the dif-

ferent types of compounds on that road.

There is no doubt this is the most exten-

sive trial of compound engines under way
on that road, of any in the railroad world,

there being one or more cf each type of the

machine built in this country, and all hav-

ing an equal chance to show to the best

possible advantage what there is in the

claims of the several builders of compound
engines.

In 1891 the first test of a compound on

the above road took place, and it was of a

most exhaustive character, differing in that

respect from the. service trials of the en-

gines under discussion, the test engine be-

ing fitted with a calorimeter, a pyrometer,

water meters and indicators, and every

effort made to cajole every pound of coal

into yielding up all the thermal units it was

supposed to possess. We happen to know
that the results of that test did not go un-

questioned, and the sole reason therefor

was the fact that the engine showed an

economy of 22.5 per cent, in fuel consump-
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tion over a simple engine exactly like the

compound except in cyhnders. This was

too serious to go unchallenged.

Eleven years have seemingly worked a

marked revolution in the way some people

look at things mechanical, and the fact that

we no longer hear of such tests as being a

necessary part of the compound argument

is good proof that those inachines are now
out of the experimental stage, and the

most convincing proof i-; to see them in

regular service without any of those test

frills. Performance sheets now tell the

•-tory, not accurately, perhai s, but good

enough to show a balance where it will do

the most good.

Meddling With Locomotive Man-
agement.

There is an impression that locomotive

engineers on the American continent take

more upon themselves in dictating to their

superior officers about their duties and the

engines they handle than the enginemen

of any other country. After reading an

account lately of a meeting of English

engine drivers, we concluded that as

meddlers with questions they did not un-

derstand, the English engine drivers went

beyond anything we ever heard of in 'this

country. It seemed a case where fools

rush in where angels fear to tread. After

heartily abusing the big engines coming

into use, which one speaker believed

would be called upon to haul 60 wagons

(about 480 tons), the speaker agitated in

favor of an e.xpert belonging to the Board

of Trade (Government bureau) being re-

quired to examine all locomotives. The
chairman of the meeting moved: "That

we instruct the general secretary to ask

the president of the Board of Trade to

cause an examination of all high-pressure

engines, with a view to reducing the pres-

sure, as in our opinion they are not safe

to work." He said many men on the

North Eastern would not be surprised to

hear of engines blowing away. He be-

lieved some of them were at 200 pounds

pressure and drew enormous loads. He
believed it would be found these engines

would not stand the strain where grad-

ients varied. Mr. Day seconded the resol-

ution, and said that, as an engine driver,

he believed the large engines were no gain

to the company, for they required twice

as much coal, three times as much oil, and

did damage to the permanent way. One
of these engines, built only two years, had

to get a new boiler, while many of the old

ones lasted twenty-five years. There

should never be more than 150 pounds

pressure. Mr. Plumb said the North

Eastern Railway Company were starting

now to put sixty laden wagons to one en-

gine, which he considered very dangerous.

Other speakers followed, and the resolu-

tion was carried unanimously.

There is a good deal of grumbling
among the enginemen on our roads where

the monster engines that the men call

"battleships" are put to work, but there

has never been any movement to induce

the Interstate Commerce Commission to

dictate to railroad companies about what
type of power they should employ or what

weight of trains they should haul. Far

less has there been any tendency for our

enginemen to dictate about proportions of

engines or boilers or to assume that they

were judges of proper boiler designing.

The average American engineman knows
infinitely more about the details of loco-

motive designs than the same class in

Great Britain; yet their knowledge makes
them modest and they are contented to

handle the engines assigned to them in

the assurance that the locomotives are

the work of designers and builders who
understand their business.

It is safe to assert that in the meeting

of English engine drivers where the resol-

utions quoted were adopted, no man in

the crowd could calculate the strains that

boiler and firebox were subjected to; and

yet they were ready enough to pit their

ignorance against the knowledge which

men trained to the business of engine de-

signing possessed.

An English wagon, as the freight cars

are called, very rarely averages 8 tons

when loaded. These men were whining

because the company proposed putting

sixty of these on a train, the whole weight

being about 500 tons. There are numer-

ous trains in this country consisting of

sixty cars each, or more, each weighing 40

tons and over, all hauled by one engine,

and no complaint heard from the engine

crew.

Prodigious Coal Sa>er.

A cable dispatch to the New York Sun
from London on February i6th says: "As-

sertions have been made in the press in

the past few days that a atvt valve

mechanism, which has been tested on the

Great Northern Railway, will reduce coal

consumption 40 per cent, and that a loco-

motive thus fitted and with 140 pounds of

steam will do more work than an ordinary

one with 210 pounds. The president of

the road told the stockholders yesterday

that its importance was probably exagger-

ated."

It must have been a surprisingly modest

reporter who sent that message through

under the waters of the Atlantic, since he

did not make the saving 50 per cent. That

is an easy amount to retain in the mem-
ory. When we read the item, we supposed

that one of our valve motion visionaries

had strayed across the Atlantic to startle

the natives there who have not become in-

ured to such claims. We tremble for the

future of the much-abused link motion

;

but it has a habit of coming out on top un-

der assaults to which the principal in a

football match is no circumstance : so it

may bob up serenely after the valve

mechanism being tested on the Great Nor-

thern Railway gravitates to the scrap heap.

The same dispatch intimates that an-

other epoch-making invention was recently

perfected in Germany, which "the highest

authorities" affirm will revolutionize the

motive power of the world. It is a little

hard on .Americans to be compelled to

wait on the slow movcm/:nt of the mail:

for particulars on these epoch-making in-

ventions; but we must possess our souls

in patience, in which we will be aided in

doing by the remembrance that many
revolutionary inventions have been offered

to our capitalists which were not consid-

ered worthy of investigation.

BOOK NOTICES.
"Furnace Draft by -Mechanical Methods."

By William Wallace Christie. Pub-

lished by D. Van Nostrand, New York.

Price so cents.

A little book by an engineer who has

worked and written much along these

lines. It is not claimed to be complete

(but it is probably better than some which

claim more), but gives the facts brought

out by the experience of the author ir. this

line. Credit is given o'hers where pos-

sible, and no particular apparatus is men-
tioned or concerned. Anyone who is in-

terested in the question of draft—and that

means everyone connected with engine-

and boilers—will find much of interest and

value in this little book.

"A Manual of the Steam Engine, for En-

gineers and Technical Schools." By
Robert H. Thurston, A. M., LL. D., etc.

John Wiley & Sonr, New York. Price

$10.

This is the most exhaustive book on the

steam engine that we have ever examined,

and it would take no small amount of re-

search to find a subject of any importance

connected with the steam engine that is

not treated in a thorough manner. It con-

sists of about 2,000 pages of reading mat-

ter and illustrations, the pages being 4 x

8j4-inch pages of good, clear type that

make up about 370 words to the page ; so

the student who sits down perseveringly

to read through the book will go over 740.-

000 words. We mention these facts to in-

dicate the immense amount of work that

has been involved in the writing of this

masterly book.

Dr. Thurston is a voluminous author,

but this latest effort made is by all means

the greatest of his works. The first part

contains the salient points of theory and

an account of the gradual development of

the engine from the crude forms of earlier

times to the elegant and efficient types

familiar to the engineer of to-day, and also

a description of the general structure and

the various special forms of the modern

engine. In short, the first volume consti-

tutes an exhaustive illustrated history of

the steam engine, with philosophical dis-

cussions of the developed forms. The sec-

ond volume gives the principles of general

design of the construction of the detail?

of the machine and the methods of opera-

tion and repair found satisfactory- in recent

practice.
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The book is intended more for the stu-

dent than for the general reader, but it is

written in such an interesting style that

one can read it for a weel< and find it as

alluring as an ordinary history. In the

course of readirfg tlie book, we have en-

countered many statements which we can-

not agree with, but with a few excep-

tions they are mostly points where dif-

ference of opinion might be expect-

ed. In tracing the development of the

steam engine we think Dr. Thurston has

sometimes given the encyclopedia views of

the real inventors and improvers, and in

such cases the authority is nearly always

biased away from the truth. It is very

rarely that an encyclopedia tells the truth

about the men who deserve the credit for

engineering inventions. Even worse than

the encyclopedias are the romances of

Samuel Smiles published under the guise

of biographies. We are afraid that the

author has used as gospel some of the

Smiles .fictions.

In one place the author says that George

Stephenson was the first to apply the blast

pipe into the chimney of the locomotive for

the purpose of intensifying the draft.

Thorough investigation of this question

was made long ago by British engineers

who took part in the development of the

pioneer locomotive, and the verdict was

that William Hedley first turned the ex-

haust into the chimney in his "Puffing

Billy," which Stephenson used as a pat-

tern when building his first locomotive,

but that the first man to understand the

action of the exhaust steam in creating

draft was Timothy Hackworth.

The author is evidently a little confused

concerning his facts about who deserve

most credit for the development of the

English locomotive, for in another part of

the book he says : "The blast pipe of Hack-

worth, the tubular boiler of Seguin and the

link motion of Stephenson constitute the

essential features of the modern locomo-

tive engine."

Here again he is unjust to his own coun-

trymen, for Peter Cooper used a tubular

boiler on the Baltimore & Ohio at the time

Stephenson first applied it to the "Rocket,

'

and Cooper's "Tom Thumb" engine was
the first of an unbroken line of American-

built locomotives that had the tubular

boiler, which was patented in 1791 by

Nathan Read, a Massachusetts man. It

had been used to some extent for steam-

boats in American waters, and was famil

iar to Americans long before Seguin paid

any attention to steam boilers.

Crediting Stephenson with the invention

of the link motion is a dubious compli-

ment, for it is well known that the inven-

tor was William Howe, a draftsman in the

Stephenson works. George Stephenson

did not even deserve the credit of adopting

the link, for that was done by his son

Robert.

These criticisms may appear trivial, but

they are really of great importance, for

they stand for truth in history, which

ought not to be impaired by careless state-

ments.

To attempt a bare description of what

the book contains would be beyond the

limits of our space. The first eighty-one

pages contain a philosophical history of

the steam engine and bring the reader

along from Hero's engine, described 120

years before the Christian era to the pres-

ent time with the quadruple expansion en-

gines and other modern refinements. It

follows the gradual rise of steam boiler

pressure from about 5 pounds above the

atmosphere in 1800 to 300 pounds in 1900

and discusses the resulting changes. In

this connection we note that the New-
conien atmospheric engine which Watt im-

proved into the steam engine raised 105,-

000 pounds of water i foot per pound of

coal burned in steam making. Smeaton

by improvements on Newcomen's engine

increased the duty to 120,000 foot-pounds.

Watt started with an efficiency twice that

of Newcomen and raised it to 320,000 foot-

pounds per pound of coal with a steam

pressure of about 10 pounds above the at-

mosphere. The highly developed steam

engine of to-day performs a duty of rais-

ing 1,500,000 foot-pounds or more' to the

pound of coal used.

That really embraces the whole story.

and the other parts of the two volumes are

devoted to describing and discussing the

improvements which have brought about

the magnificent results described, and in

speculating on the future improvements

that will take still more useful work out

of each unit of heat.

In connection with the broad history.

exhaustive details are given about numer-

ous special engines, such as the marine en-

gine, the locomotive, portable engines, fire

engines and all sorts of engines that pro-

duce power through the medium of steam.

The treatment of these special forms some-

times constitutes a fair sized history in it-

self. In other cases the description is

brief, striking and luminous, as in his re-

marks on steam turbines. Here we quote,

in part : "The introduction of the various

applications of electric energy has led to

the development of the whole class of

'high-speed' engines. Among these is the

steam turbine. .....
"It is an interesting and curious fact

that this earliest of all steam engines, ante-

dating Watt nearly 2,000 years, should

have as high an ideal efficiency as the best

of modern engines. ....
"The speeds of the steam turbines enor-

mously exceed those of any form of en-

gine with reciprocating piston, or even of

the so-called rotary engines. The three

and four cylinder engines of th.: Brother-

hood type, in which the several cylinders

are usually grouped radially about a com-

mon crank and shaft, often exceed 1,000

revolutions per minute and have been

driven, experimentally, about 2.000 ; but

the steam turbine of Parsons makes 10,000

and even 20,000 revolutions, and the

Uow tiubine is reputed to have attained

25,000."

The vast amount of information which

this work contains concerning heat, steam

and the steam engine will make it as

good a library of reference for students

and writers about the steam engine.

Electricity in Railroad Sliops.

Electricity as a motive power for shoj)

tools has won its way to the front very

rapidly in the last few years, and this not

only in the installations of new shop plants

but in the re-arranging of old ones to meet

the new conditions which are so forcibly

demanding that work shall be turned out

on a basis that would not bankrupt a con-

tract establishment. Railroads are rather

more prominent in this direction than pri-

vate concerns, contrary to the usual order

of things.

Among the roads entering into this spirit

of improvement is the Northern Pacific.

which is spending a whole lot of money at

this time m enlarging the'r shops at Brain-

erd. and also at Como, St. Paul. The
Brainerd shops were considered a very ex-

tensive and up-to-date plant when built a

few years ago, with a fifty-two-stall round-

house and locomotive and car repair shops,

but the immense equipment now owned by

the road soon demonstrated that the shops

on the line were totally inadequate to the

demands of repair work, much less new,

and the work of extension was at once

started.

The capacity of the Brainerd shops will

be practically doubled, while that of the

Como shops will be increased so as to take

care of the repairs and new work for many
years to come. Electricity is going into

both of these plants as a tool drive to an

extent that would astonish most engineers

a few years ago. It is no experiment now,

and the officers of the road are putting in

the improvements with full confidence in

the results.

Cylinder Retrospect.

During 1901 we illustrated the Cleveland

engines, a machine with some peculiarities

of design in the cylinders, which it will be

remembered were about 85 per cent, longer

than the ordinary cylinder; a length made

necessary to provide for the central ex-

haust, which in connection with the an-

nular exhaust pipes were the factors which

the inventor claimed would cause an over-

turning of existing records of economical

locomotive performance.

An order for twelve of these engines

was placed, and six were built—five con-

solidation and one ten-wheel—and placed

in service during the summer of 1901. Six

ten-wheelers remained to be built, to com-

plete this lot, when the railway company

ordered the engines to be changed into

ordinary cylinder with piston valves.

It would be interesting to know some-

thing about the forces at work to produce

this revulsion of feeling concerning the

value of the Cleveland idea. Several of
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the engines have been at work for some

time—long enough to demonstrate what

there is in the scheme—but no tidings ever

reached the outer world as to fuel econ-

omy, and the inference is a natural oni:

that these cylinders require as large an

amount of steam to produce a horse-power

as any of the older, well-tried devices.

Simple justice to the old plain cylinder

prompts the statement that when it is ac-

companied by a properly designed valve

motion, it approaches quite near the lines

defining economical work in locomotive

engineering, and has made the fact very

plain, that any further economy to be at-

tained by the locomotive must be had by

tompounding.

Items From Editor's Note Book.

In our January number we published an

item to the effect that inquiries had come

to us about a reported correspondence

school which was aid to be located at 304

Broadway, New York. Our correspond-

ents complained that they paid the school

fees expecting t > receive the entire course

which they had paid for, but that they

received only one or two papers and that

letters of complaint and protest do not

bring any answer. We believe that there

are several correspondence schools that

are simply obtaining money under false

pretenses. We can do nothing for a per-

son who has been victimized, but we can

give valuable information to those who are

thinking of joining such a school. When
you are importuned to take lessons from a

a correspondence school that you are not

certain is a genuine educational institution

write to R.MLWAV anu Locomotive En-

gineering for advice. It costs you only

a two-cent stamp.

'There is something incongruous about

the appearance of some of our most lux-

uriant appearing trains. All that art, skill

and the lavish expenditure of money will

effect has been done to make the cars look

handsome inside and outside. The finest

paint and varnish make the outside beau-

tiful and industrious hands are kei)t busy

at every terminus to impart perennial

brightness by wiping and washing away

the stains and grime of long journeys.

One with a taste for the beautiful passes

along the platform filled with admiration

for the cars individually and as a whole

train and then he comes to the engine

and beholds a huge black machine envel-

oped in grime, dirt and grease. In many

cases the appearance of the engine suggests

the necessity for using a hoe to scrape

of? part of the dirt covering. It is dif-

ferent on foreign railways. There they

aim to make the locomotive look as at-

tractive ?s the cars. I have noticed that

the Chicago & Alton Railroad try to make
the appearance of train and locomotive

harmonize. Their trains de luxe are strik-

ingly handsome and finished in tuscan red.

The tender, cab and other leading parts

of the engines that haul these luxurious

trains are painted and varnished in colors

that harmonize with the appearance of the

cars I commend an examination of the

effect, to such enterprising stimulators of

travel as George H. Daniels,

work has the same opportunities before

him that Mr. Marshall has enjoyed. It is

not stretching the field of possibilities to

say, "Go thou and do likewise."

Many railroad companies thaf are paying

ou^ thousands upon thousands of dollars

annually to repair avoidable trains wrecks

are "considering" the advisability of intro-

ducing the block signal system which keeps

trains apart. A well-known goal of pro-

crastination is said to be paved with good

intentions. .\ct, act in the living present.

The railway companies that use car door-

closing cylinders may not earn any in-

crease of revenue from the use of these

comfort-inspiring devices, but they pre-

vent annoyance to nervous travelers, espe-

cially to women, which certainly has a

money value. Some car doors require a

hard slam to close, and vigorous brake-

men do not spare their muscle, so the door

is closed with a clash that sounds like the

noise of a Fourth of July cannon. This

becomes a real source of annoyance on

suburban trains where doors are opened

frequently. I have seen nervous ladies i.i

these cars start every time the door was
closed and shrink as if they had received

the cut of a whip. I do not see why sliding

doors like those found on nearly all trol-

ley cars are not employed on steam road

suburban cars.

One of the pleasantest surprises I have

had lately was the information that my old

friend, Waldo H. Marshall, had been pro-

moted to the position of general superin-

tendent of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway. Mr. Marshall is about

the most popular man of my acquaintance

and always has been a favorite with every-

body in the various positions which

formed the steps to his newly attained

altitude. It seems to have been but very

few years since he appeared in the railroad

journalistic world in Chicago fresh from

the sea breezes of Rhode Island with strik-

ing rosy cheeks and an alluring personality

that attracted hosts of friends. His prelim-

inary railroad training was rather extra-

ordinary, having been acquired in investi-

gating railroad problems and railroad ma-

chinery for the purpose of writing about

them. He enjoyed the benefit of a ma-
chinist and draftsman experience acquired

in the Rhode Island Locomotive Works,

which formed a good foundation on which

to build a sound engineering career. It was
not till 1897 that he entered railway ser-

vice as assistant to Mr. Robert Quayle.

superintendent of motive power of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern. A year ago he was
chosen superintendent of motive power of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and

behold how quickly he has commended
himself for a higher position. He is only

thirty-seven years old and ha's a good start

for becoming railway president before he

staggers under the burden of years. Every

apprentice or novice entering railroad

Some cynical philosopher says that if

you desire to incur the common man's

enmity do hiin a favor. That is rath-

er a low sentiment, but I wonder
sometimes if it does not apply to

some of the efforts I have made to

help men to the means of bettering their

conditions in life. I have for years kept

a list of men who were looking for higher

positions in railway life and have recom-

mended some of them when openings oc-

curred. The impr ssion is gaining on me
that the good intentions thus manifested

have brought me more enemies than

friends. I recently agreed to help a railroad

manager to obtain some engineers to work
on a Central American railroad. Among
those who called at this office to ask about

the job were some engineers who talked

very indignantly because the positions were

not in New York State. They talked as if

the paper was used as a medium of false

pretenses by inducing them to come to

New V"ork to apply for a position they

would not accept, all this after the notice

had plainly stated that the positions were
in Central America. One time I recom-
mended a master mechanic who was out

of a job to a good position which he

secured. .'\ year or two later another

position was open and this man wanted
it and asked me to help him. I had al-

ready recommended another man and de-

clined to help the party of the first part.

He took offence and has always talked

disparagingly of me ever since.

Every time that I go upon a journey. I

receive cause for wondering at the mar-
vellous conservative tendencies of some
railroad companies in the way they supply

water to locomotive tenders. When a

train can stop with the tender opposite the

water tank they generally take a supply

expeditiously enough, but when they have

ti take it through a water column there

is annoying loss of time through the small

capacity of the stand pipe. It is a very

common thing for fast heavy trains that

have all they can do to make running time.

to lose three or four minutes at every water

station through the slow operation of the

antiquated apparatus that was designed for

conditions existing two generations ago.

The increased height of tenders has aggra-

vated the inefficiency of ancient water col-

umns, since in many instances the latter

have been spliced to reach the required

height, and the splicing throttles the flow

which was too slow orij'inalUy. If rail-

road companies would figure a little on

the increase of coal consumption that goes

on daily by the engines being pushed to

make up time lost through the inefficient

water column, there would be a rush for

modern appliances which would strain the

capacity of all places where these things

are made.
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Piston Valves.

The use of the piston valve in locomo-

tive work is not as modern as many seem

to think, having been used as long ago as

1833 on the "Earl of Airlee," built by

Carmichael, of Dundee, for the Dundee

& Newtyle Railroad. Since that time

there have been numerous revivals at vari-

y^y^tjjg^ - ^;;

FIG. I. PLAIN D-VALVE.

FIG. 2. PISTON VALVE—OUTSIDE ADMISSION.

ous periods, but, like some vaccinations,

they did not seem to "take," until within

the past few years. Whether they became

a fixture and forced the "D" slide valve

to the "Field Museum" remains to be

seen, but there are many now in use, and

it is the present we have to deal with.

Judging from letters we receive, the

compound locomotive and the piston valve

have taken the mysterious p aces that were

formerly occupied by the injector and the

air brake. It seems best, therefore, to show,

by a few simple drawings, what the piston

valve is and how it differs from the "D"
valve with which all are familiar.

In Fig. I is shown a plain "D" slide

valve in its central position, witn the' ex-

haust cavity "line and line" with the ports

and a liberal lap on the steam ends.

The amount of lap is not under discussion

and is of no consequence to us at present.

In each case note carefully whether the

steam is admitted to the cylinder by the

outside or inside of valve, as this is of

vital importance in setting valves. In Fig.

I, as in all "D" valves in use on locomo-

tives to-day, the steam is admitted to cyl-

inder by the outside edge of valve.

Fig. 2 shows a solid piston valve which

also admits steam from outer end, and is

therefore identical in action with the slide

valve shown in Fig. i The setting of

these valves would have to be the same,

although performed somewhat diflferently,

owing to difference of construction.

Fig. 3 shows a solid piston valve with

inside admission and outside exhaust. The
steam pipe must supply the chest between

the heads of the valves and the exhaust be

taken out at both ends. The proportions

in this figure are not such as are used.

The idea is shown as nearly like a "D"
valve as possible, so that there will be no

difUculty in understanding the differ-

ence between them. To show this more

clearly. Fig. 4 shows a "D" valve with in-

side admission. A top plate is added to

prevent the live steam under valve from

lifting it off the seat. The ports are

spread or shortened and the clearance or

volume of the ports correspondingly re-

duced. This valve would have to be set

the same as the one shown in Fig. 3.

Some builders using piston valves ad-

mit steam at the ends the same as a "D"
valve, among them being Baldwin in the

Vauclain compound. This is a double

valve controlling both high and low pres-

sure cylinders and acting as two "D"

valves. This is clearly shown in Fig. 5,

where the live steam comes in at the ends,

is admitted to high pressure cylinder

through the right-hand port. At the same

time the exhaust from the high is flowing

out the left port, through the center of

valve to the low-pressure cylinder, while

the low-pressure exhaust, flowing out of

other port, goes direct to the stack.

Whether the admission is at center or at

ends, the builder of piston valves makes

them much longer than shown in the pre-

FIG. 3. PISTON VALVE—INSIDE ADMISSION.

Ejchniiat y— ^X £jl,(iiist

Stea HI
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FIG. 4. D-VALVE—INSIDE ADMISSION.

vious sketches, in order to make the ports

leading to cylinders as short as possible.

Fig. 6 shows a modern piston valve with

outside or end admission, having the same

action as a "D" valve of the same dimen-

sion and made hollow for lightness. The

steam is free to pass from end to end, but

this does not affect the working in any

way. In this, as in Fig. 7, a single, broad

packing ring is shown at each end. This

is not often used, however, but serves to

show that in setting piston valves we must

consider the edge of the rings as the end

of valve instead of the valve body itself.

It is the ring or rings which govern the

admission and exhaust of the steam, and

not the body of valve.

Fig. 7 shows the same valve as Fig. 6,

except that it has inside admission such

as is commonly used. Fig. 8 shows an in-

ternal admission valve partly open to ad-

mit steam to left-hand port while the right

port is open to exhaust.

Ideas vary greatly in regard to packing

rings,, and they abound in great variety.

The left-hand sketch in Fig. 9 shows a

method used to some extent, consisting of

a "bull ring" D which carries two packing

rings A A. These arc locked into B, as

shown, which effectually prevents them

springing out too far. As will be seen,

the bull ring is held in place by the fol-

lower /•' being bolted to body casting C.

These can be so made that both the bull

and packing rings arc free to move, or the

bull ring could be clamped and the rings

free to move. Some valves^—especially in

marine service—have the rings so made
as to be locked in any desired position,

making it virtually a solid valve. After

they wear sufficiently to warrant it, the

follower is loosened, the rings expanded

as much as desired and again locked into

place. This has all the advantages of the

solid valve (except first cost; and also of

being adjustable for wear. The right-hand

sketch shows a hollow valve with a cast

body V carrying two spring rings R R at

each end.

Probably the first reason for adopting

piston valves was to get away from the

balancing of the slide valve. As will be

seen in Fig. i, the full pressure of steam

is forcing the "D" valve to its seat and

causing friction if it is moved. In Fig. 2.

on the contrary, the steam is acting against

each end, while in Fig. 3 the same prin- 1

ciple holds good, being applied in center

instead of at ends. In neither of these

have we shown any valve rod, but it can

be readily seen that a valve rod at one end

will unbalance the valve by decreasing the

pressure on one end by the amount due to

the area of the rod. In some cases this

has been balanced by putting an extended

valve rod out the other end, but this intro-

duces another set of rod packing, which is

not altogether desirable.

The steam pressure being balanced, the

only resistance to motion is that due to its

weight and the friction caused by it. When

FIG. 5. PISTON VALVE USED IN VAUCLAIN

COMPOUND.

spring packing rings are used, however,

an element of friction is introduced, the

amount depending on the construction of

the rings. In some cases this has amount-

ed to more than the friction of a slide

valve and indicates clearly that piston
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valves are not necessarily frictionlcss. In

nearly all constructions the steam works
its way under the rings by hook or by

crook and helps along the cause of fric-

tion.

The question of admitting steam at the

ends or the center of a piston valve seems

to have settled down to the laUer in most
cases. This has the advantage of having

the most of the cooling surface of the

valve chamber come in contact with ex-

haust steam, and the more valuable ad-

vantage of only having to pack valve stems

.igainst exhaust pressure. This is of con-

siderable importance where high steam is

used. There is still another advantage in

making the joints with the heads of the

valve chest, as the pressure is so much
lower. In the case of a slide valve and
steam chest it is still more important.

So far nothing has been said regarding

tlie movement of piston valves or the dif-

ference in this respect from the "D" slide

\ alve. When a piston valve admits -steam

from the outside—as does the one shown
in Fig. 2—its movement is the same
as that of every "D" slide valve in

common use, and it is set in the same
manner. But when the steam is ad-

mitted from the center or inside the mo-
tion is just the reverse. This can be

readily seen by studying Figs, i and 3 very'

carefully, or perhaps Fig. 8 would be bet-

ter, as that is partly open.

In order to open the left steam port, the

valve in Fig. i must move to the right,

while the inside adinission valves 3 and S

must move to the left or in the direction

of the port it is to open. Valve 8 is al-

ready half open and steam is following the

arrows shown. This opposite moveinent

of the valve is one of the things that

puzzle a man who has always been used

FIG. 6. LONG PISTON VALVE WITH OUTSIDE

.\DMISSION.

FIG. 7. CENTR.-\L .VDMISSION.

to the ''D" valve, but if he will give it a

little attention there need be no difliculty.

This opposite motion can be obtained in

two ways—by placing the eccentrics on
the axle opposite from the usual posi-

tion or by doing away with the rocker arm

and connecting the valve rod direct to link

block or a connection from it.

Fig. 10 shows the regular link motion
in plain outline. The eccentrics are shown
on axle and the crank pin is moving down
as shown. This gives the lower end of

rocker the motion indicated by arrow A,

which is transferred at upper end to B.

This would admit steam to right-hand

port with an outside admission valve, re-

gardless of whether it is of the "D" or

piston variety.

Fig. II is the same valve motion with

rocker removed and the motion trans-

mitted direct, instead of being reversed as

in Fig. ID. The valve rod can be sup-

ported as shown, by hanger H in dotted

lines or in any other way desired, so long

as the direct motion is not interfered with.

.•\ little thought will show that this mo-
tion would open the right-hand port of an

inside admission valve, making this a good
form for a valve of this kind, and ex-

plaining why many piston valve engines

Itailway ^ Locomvtuc Lngmcei-injj '

FIG. 8. CENTRAL ADMISSION PARTLY OPENED.

Railway i Locomotive Enyinttntig

riG. 9. TWO STYLES OF PACKING RINGS FOR

PISTON VALVES.

have no rocker arm. This is better in

S( me ways than using the rocker arm and
reversing the eccentrics, although the gen-

eral design of the locomotive sometimes
determines which is best to use in that

particular case.

Fig. 12 shows the regular link motion
with rocker, but with eccentrics moved
halfway round the axle or opposite the

crank pin. .\s will be seen, this would
move lower end of rocker as shown in

arrow A and upper end like B, giving same
movement to valve as Fig. 11.

These three figures, 10, 11, 12, will be of

value in determining what kind of valves

we are dealing with, and are more con-

venient than to take them out for exam-
ination. First note the relation of the

crank pin and eccentrics. If they are to-

gether or on the same side, as in Figs. 10

and II, then see if the motion is direct or

reversed with a rocker. In fact they may
be summed up in three little rules or state-

ni nts :

If the eccentrics and crank p!n are to-

gether and there is a rocker arm which
reverses the motion, the valve has outside

admission (see Fig. 10).

If the eccentrics and crank pin are to-

gether and there is no rocker arm but the

FIG. 10. REGULAR INDIRECT MOTION WITH
ROCKER.

FIG. II. DIRECT MOTION—NO ROCKER.

Railway ^ Locomotive Engineering

FIG. 12. "crossed" RODS WITH ROCKER ARht.

motion is direct, the valve has internal or

central admission (see Fig. 11).

If there is a rocker arm which reverses

the motion but the eccentrics and crank

pin are opposite instead of being together,

the valve has internal admission (sec

Fig. 12).

So if you look your engine over and

note the relative positions of the crank

pin and eccentrics and get a good look at

the rocker, if there is one, you can tell

whether the valve is central (internal) or

outside (end) admission. Knowing this,

you also know what to do should anything

happen that made resetting necessary.

Valve setting on the road is a thing of

the past (except in rare cases)—the first

thing being to clear the right of way^
but it is well to know how to go to work
if necessary, and the first thing is to know
what kind of a valve you have to deal

with. .\ rough rule, and one which will

get you home or out of the way of other

trains, if it's only a case of slipped eccen-

tric, is to set the eccentrics as indicated

on the clock dials shown in Fig. 13. For

valves with outside admission with a

rocker or valves with inside admission

zi'ithout a rocker, use clock A, which

shows the crank pin at 3 o'clock and the

eccentrics at i and 5 o'clock with rods

open.

For inside admission valves with a re-

versing rocker, ^et the eccentrics as showrt
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in B witli crank pin still al 3, but eccen-

trics at 7 and 11 and rods crossed.

THE "AMERICAN" PISTON VALVE.

The endeavor to produce a piston valve

with expanding rings and yet have the

advantages of a solid piston valve, led the

American Balance Slide Valve Company.

FIG. 13. KUUUH VALVE SETTING.

nil. 14. AMERICAN ONE RING COMPLETE.

of Jersey Shore, Pa., to design the valve

shown with this. The makers terin it a

"snap ring plug valve," on account of the

locking of the rings by the pressure after

being expanded into place. The sketches,

Figs. 14 and 15 show the ends of a valve,

one fitted with a wide ring, the other with

two narrow rings. Figs. 16 and 17 show
enlarged details of the same, and these

will be referred to in explaining their ac-

tion.

This valve has internal admission, and.

as will be seen, the steam is also admitted

under the rings. Ring i is the snap ring,

and is in three sections in Fig. 11, the

joints being lapped to prevent leakage.

Ring 2 is solid—that is, does not expand

with the steam. Ring 3 is split and is

called the wedge ring.

Steam being admitted to chest, it goes

under the rings i, expanding them against

cylinder walls. At the same time wedge
ring 3 is forced against solid ring 2, which

locks rings i against head of valve and

prevents any further tendency to expand

;

so that it is in effect. a solid valve. The
action is similar in the double ring valve.

Fig. 16. There are two snap rings I, i.

two solid rings 2, 2, and one wedge ring 3.

Steam acts just the same as in the other

case and locks the snap rings solid with

the valve. As will be seen, a follower

plate is used on each end.

When an engine is running without

steam, the rings are not held against the

valve bushing, but give relief while drift-

ing by giving a free opening past the valve

rings. A number of these valves are al-

ready in use and giving good service.

It seems to have the good points of both

the solid and snap ring valve, as well as

the additional merit of relieving an engine

wlnle drifting.

Objecting to ProKress In Locomotive
Desiicning.

There used to be a joke made at the ex-

pense of the shipbuilders of Maine, to the

effect that they were in the hal)it of build-

ing a ship a mile or two long and then

cutting oK a piece to suit the requirements

of purchasers. That would be pushing the

desire for uniformity of design to its ut-

most limits. We have often thought about

that joke when we have heard the ques-

tion dinned into the ears of railroad mo-
tive power men, "Why don't you settle

upon a few designs of locomotives and

enable builders to make them according to

settled patterns?" There was no use to

argue against the fallacy of finality or the

FIG. 15. "AMERICAN" TWO RING COMPLETE.

Chinese method which railroad men have

been urged to adopt. The class is too en-

terprising to need caution against progres-

sive tendencies. It will take many years'

longer experience to convince them that it

is time to stop making changes or to con-

clude that no more improvements are pos-

sible.

A sensible talk on this subject was given

by George W. West at a recent club meet-

ing. He said

:

"First of all I want to thank Mr. Vau-

clain for the compliment he paid the mo-

tive power men of the country, in the state-

ment that he seldom got two orders alike

from his different customers, and further-

more that the same customers seldom

duplicate the engines which they have or-

dered. I consider this a very great com-

pliment. It only shows the progress of

the motive power department, and I feel

quite sure that if in ordering engines in

1901 for the Ontario & Western I had or-

dered duplicates of the engines that we
ordered in 1850. eleven years ago, I would

not be superintendent of motive power to-

day. We built twenty-five engines in 1890,

with fireboxes 8 feet wide and 10 feet long,

and those engines were in service about

two years. During that period our gen-

eral manager had asked me several times

how the engines were doing, and I had

said, 'All right.' One day he told me he

had given the builders orders for twenty-

five more. I said, 'I am sorry, because

there are a few changes I wanted to make
on those engines.' He said, 'You told me
several times those engines were all right

'

I said they were practically all right, but

there were a few little -changes 1 would

like to make. It ran along three or four

years, when he said to me, 'I am going 10

have some more engines built, and before

we give the order I want to know whether

the engines are all right.' I said, 'No, we

want to make a few more changes.' He
said, 'Arc you ever going to get through

making changes?' I said, 'No, I hope

not.' It seems to me we cannot do an>

thing else than make changes. The de-

mands of the times require it. The fift

twenty-five of those engines have been in

service eleven years, and last year was the

first year we put any new fireboxes in.

They were in constant service ten years,

while engines with narrow fireboxes that

came on the line at the same time have had

one new firebox and some two. We have

had less trouble with staybolts ; hence 1

think they are not only an economical en-

gine, but an engine you can rely on every

day."

The site on which the Structural Steel

Car Company, of Canton. Ohio, intend to

build has been mapped out. and just as

soon as weather conditions will allow

work will be rapidly pushed forward. The

officers of the company are: Elwood C.

Jackson, president: Henry A. Cavanah.

vice-president ; A. S. Griflin. secretary and

treasurer : W. H. Woodcock, general su-

perintendent ; R. H. Hoenbrook, mechan-

'AMERICAN" ONE RING—DETAIL.

pn. 17. 'AMERICAN TWO RING—DETAIL

ical engineer, and John R. Reed, general

manager. They have a temporary office

in the City Bank Building of that city.

H. E. Greenwood resigned the man-

agement of the Newark works of the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company, taking effect February ist.
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Air=Brake Department.

Air-Brake Association Convention.

The ninth annual convention of the Air-

Brake Association will be held in Pitts-

burgh, Pa., beginning Tuesday, April 29th.

The committee on arrangements have not

yet completed their work, but thus far

promise an exceptionally good programme

of entertainment to the members and their

ladies. The opportunity to visit the shops

01 the Westinghouse Air-Brake Company,

the Pittsburgh Locomotive Works, the

Pressed Steel Car Company and the large

steel works and glass houses of the Smoky

City, should not be cheaply held or ne-

glected. Our next month's issue will con-

tain the full details as arrived at by the

Committee on Arrangements. Every

member should be in attendance for his

own good as well as for the good of his

company. Make application at once

through the usual channel for transpor-

tation, and make every effort to be on

hand when the president's gavel drops.

CONDUCTED BY P. M. NBLLIS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Death of Prominent Air-Bral(e Man.

J. V. Murray, traveling air-brake in-

spector for the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company in the Republic of Mexico, died

quite suddenly and unexpectedly from the

effects of an internal surgical operation in

a Chicago hospital. Wednesday morning.

February 12th. From the Burlington road

Mr. Murray entered the Westinghouse

Air-Brake Company's employ, going di-

rect to Mexico, thence to South .America

on the Lima Railways, Lima. Peru. Re-

turning one year later to Mexico, he be-

came very active in instruction work on

the Mexican National. Despite the ener

vating effects of the unhealthy climate, he

persisted in finishing the work he had be-

gun, but was finally obliged to give in to

the first serious illness of his life. He
came North to recuperate, but met with in-

different success, finally succumbing to an

operation, as above noted. Although Mr.

Murray was one of the most recent acqui-

sitions to the Westinghouse Air-Brake

Company's inspectors' force, his many

sterling qualities quickly won for him a

high and respected place with his officials

and among his associates, as well as with

those with whom business brought him in

contact. His death is deeply regretted by

all who knew him.

Air-Brake Association convention peo-

ple will be grieved to learn of the death

of Mrs. C. G. Greene, who, with her hus-

band, has been a regular attendant of the

conventions since the inception of the or-

ganization. She died in Indianapolis,

February pth.

Colorado Midland Air Brake Testing

Cart and Day Testing Crew.

Having seen the Southern Pacific test-

ing cart in theDecember number, I thought

I would send you a picture of my "go-

buggy," as the enginemen call it, also the

day air gang at Colorado City. It will be

seen that the air enters in at one handle

and goes out the other. I use a governor

for reducing the pressure, as our pressure

is often upward of 100 pounds, and it fills

the bill pretty well in the absence of a

slide valve feed valve.

W. L. M.\RCR.\FT,

A. B. Insp., Colo. .Mid. R. R.

Colorado Citv. Colo.

10. A leaky hose coupling or train line, or

joints in the train pipe are not thought of,

as it seems to be the chief aim of everyone

connected with a terminal station to get

that train out of the yard as soon as it can

be done. The consequences are that the

train receives some pretty rough handling

in trying to make the stops necessary in

getting this train over the division. If it

happens to be a train consisting largely of

merchandise, and not much attention given

to the proper loading of same, the chances

are that the freight in some cars will look

like it had been in a small cyclone when it

reaches its destination.

I am using this preface to show to some

extent what causes so mucli trouble with

the average run of air pumps that we find

on the freight engines of to-day. If the

COL0R.\D0 MIDLAND An(-BR.\KE TESTING CART AND DAY TESTING CREW.

Freight Train Inspection and Air Pumps
There has been a great deal said and

written about the inspection of air brakes

at terminal points lately. When a train is

broken up for the purpose of setting out

and picking up loads, we all know that a

terminal test is a necessity.

After the engine is coupled to tlie train

and the train line is pumped up to the re-

quired pressure, the brakes are applied by

the engineer, who will make a reduction of

about 20 pounds. The inspector will make
a rush for the rear end of the train, and

when he reaches it, will give a signal to

release. Then he comes to the engine and

notifies the engineer that so many brakes

are working, so many not working, and so

many are piped cars. No note is made of

the piston travel, whether it is 6 inches or

matter 01 inspections were given more at-

tention, we would have less trouble with

our air pumps. I will admit that most

roads, operating over a mountainous coun-

try, look to the condition of their air-brake

equipment much closer than those where

the conditions of the grades do not require

the combined use of air brakes and hand

brakes.

A few years ago, when air brakes were

first applied to freigljt trains, and there

were only a few cars in each train that

were equipped with air, it did not make so

much difference, as the number of leaks

were few, and in those days the brakes on

the engines were kept up in better condi-

tion than they are at the present day. But

the conditions now are entirely different,

as most trains are all air braked, and where
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we then had a few cars we now have tliirty

or forty. We are all aware of the fact

that when the brake pistons travel from 6

to 10 inches, a slight reduction of, say,

from 6 to 10 pounds, is not very effective,

on account of the expansive force being

weakened by excessive travel of the pis-

tons.

You may take a freight train going at a

>l)eed of 30 miles per hour, and make a

reduction of 10 pounds, and you will rea-

sonably expect to feel the train retarding

in speed, but with the general run of

freight trains, under the system of loose

and hurry-up inspection, nothing of the

kind happens. Instead, the train seems in-

lent on running that much faster, and be-

fore that train is stopped you will notice

that you have used up all the air that you

can exhaust from your train line. If the

train is stopped too quickly, or not quickly

enough, you will find that it is necessary

to stand and pump up, or run the chances

of running by again. This happens most

of the time where no attention is paid to

the proper travel of the brake piston, as

can be readily seen on our engine brakes.

You can adjust the travel of the brake

pistons to 4 inches on driver brakes and 6

inches on tank brakes, and in switching

with the light engine the pump will have

a comparatively light time in keeping the

pressure up, for the simple reason that it

takes less air to make the brake effective,

on account of short piston travel, by rea-

son of the air not losing its force by too

much room for expansion. On the other

hand, let the shoes get badly worn, and the

pistons double their former travel by this

wear, and you can readily see that it takes

twice the original amount of air to do the

work. This is what causes our pumps to

be in the condition that a majority of them

are in to-day.

Anyone standing by one of our freight

engines, after a train has been brought to

a standstill by the air brakes, and listening

to the pump trying to pump up the train

line to the standard pressure, would think

the engineer had the contract of pumping
the air all out of the State of Kansas, and

was stowing it away for future use some-

where.

I will admit that some of this trouble is

due to the men who are handling these

pumps, in not giving them the proper at-

tention, by stinting the pumps on oil, and
having leaky packing in the air end of the

pump. It used to be the supposition that

the air pump required very little oil to

maintain it, but my observations are that

it takes quite a good deal of oil to have it

run properly.

I have frequently heard the air pumps of

engines that have just come in from road

service, groaning and squeaking as if in all

kinds of agony. Especially is this true of

the air ends. It has been my experience

that the air end of the pumps require

about as much attention as the steam end,

as the air end makes as much fuss from be-

ing hot and dry as the steam end.

Tlic different roads arc at present being

pushed for engines, and it is generally the

case that the engine that just comes in is

the one wanted to go right out again, and

that is another reason why the pumps are

not taken better care of when a division is

short of motive power, and engines are

wanted to go out as soon as they get in.

And when different men are put in charge

of engines, we all know that the power
degenerates, unless the engines are given a

rigid inspection and the work kept up on

them.

But closer inspection of our freight cars,

in regard to the brakes, will remedy a good
many defects of our air pumps which are

brake cylinder by means of a rubber hose.

This stops the machine at once.

The brake, marked B in photograph, is

of the ordinary band variety, and grip-

tight enough under ordinary conditions to

permit the operator to screw off or on

nuts, parts, etc., usually machined on

screw chucks. This saves putting in the

back gear for this purpose.

Under ordinary conditions, when ma-
chinery of this class is stopped, it con

tinues to run for some time unless stopped

by using the hand as a brake. With this

device the machine is stopped at once

without the least effort. It will not be

necessary to add that this device is con-

AIR BRAKE ON A BRASS LATHE.

caused by running them at a race-horse

speed in trying to maintain the pressure

requisite to the safe handling of our freight

trains. E. S.

Neodesha, Kan.

siderable of a saver of time, and time of

course means money. Alfred Munch.
St. Paul, Minn.

Air Brake on a Brass Lathe.

I enclose under separate cover a photo-

graph of something new in the air-brake

line. While this brake does not pertain to

cars or locomotives, it will, nevertheless,

be of interest to anyone interested in ma-
chine tools, etc.

The brake referred to is applied to a

regular brass-working lathe, the brake

valve being attached to the shifter lever.

This shifter is worked forward and back

to start and back up the machine, the cen-

ter position being the stop. When the

operator stops the machine, he turns the

brass valve about one-eighth of a turn,

which connects the feed port with the

To Purge Main Reservoirs.

Several ) ears' experience on air brake

repair work has led me to say something

in regard to the care of main reservoirs.

The air cylinder of the pump is oiled and

should be. Some get too much and some
not cniugh. When there is just suflScieni

oil in them for lubrication, the dust and

dirt are drawn in through the air strainers,

absorbing the oil and forming a thick,

gummy substance which sticks to the cyl-

der heads and clogs up the air ports.

When the pump has too many leaks to

supply, or the cylinder packing gets worn.

it runs hot. Then this mixture of oil and

dirt is loosened and forced through the

discharge pipe into the main reservoir.

After an eneine has been in service a
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number of years, and several pumps re-

moved on account of being worn out,

iliere is an accumulation of dirt which can-

not be very easily removed through the

,'/4-inch drain cock. When the engine i-;

coupled to the train and the brake valve

placed in full release, train line and main

reservoir are brought in communication.

This dirt is drawn into the brake valve,

triples, pump governor and feed valve at-

i;ichmcnt. interfering with the proper

working ol these parts, causing the over-

cliarging of main reservoir and train line,

and perhaps adding a few slid-flat wheels

to the list.

Do not understand me to be making an

argument against oiling the air cylinder of

the pump, or that keeping main reservoir

clean will be a cure for all the ills of the

air-brake system ; but by placing plugs

or suitable openings in them for the

purpose of cleaning, I am sure better re-

sults will be obtained from the working

of the whole air-brake apparatus.

M. R. Wentz.
Air Brake Repairman, N. P. Ry.

Missoula, Montana.

EKCl.N'E .\RRANGEMENT OF MORRISON .\UT0-

M.\TIC SAFETY VALVE.

ing air-brake systems, for the purp.ise of

automatically controlling the train line

pressure when same is accidentally applied

by reason of burst hose or train parting.

The purpose of the Morrison automatic

air safety valve is to obviate all such

casualties and damage by causing the rear

section of the train to be brought to a

gradual stop and at the same time allow

the front section to be in perfect control

of the engineman, which will permit him

to advance far enough so that a collision

will not take place between the two sec-

tions.

The drawings illustrate a longitudinal

section view, showing the movable piston

and stem in their normal position with

stops on inner wall of cylinder, which

limit the downward movement.

When the engineman admits the air

into the train pipe, it will flow to the en-

closed chamber above the piston, and as

the piston has no packing, the air will

pass between it and the wall of the cyl-

inder and till the lower chamber, produc-

ing equal pressures above and below

the piston.

When the train breaks apart and the

hose becomes disconnected, the sudden

rear of the front section of the train, acts

in a similar manner, but as the train pipe

of the front section is in communication

with the main reservoir upon the locomo-

tive, the discharge of air through the small

holes in the top of cylinder will be re-

placed and the pressure be retained, and

The norrison Automatic Air Safety

Valve.

This is a device for attaching to loco-

motives and cars in connection with e.xist-

MORRISON AUTOMATIC SAFETY VALVE.

discharge of air from the train pipe re-

lieves the pressure on top of the piston,

forcing the piston upward, in its travel

passing the port in the cylinder, allowing

the compressed air from the train pipe to

pass below the piston, completing its

stroke and holding it in position, the stem

closing the main pipe line.

the brake will not be applied until the en-

gineman uses the pressure in the pipe in

the regular way.

In coupling the two sections of the

train when brought together, the stop-

cock is turned, shutting off communica-

tion between the train pipe and below

the piston, then stop-cock on bottom of

.SECTIONAL VIEW OF MORRISON AUTOMATIC VALVE.

The air in the train pipe slowly dis-

charges through small hole in the top of

the cylinder to the' atmosphere, allowing

the brakes to be applied throughout the

rear section of the train gradually and

without shock.

The action of the safetv valve at the

cylinder is opened, allowing the air to

escape to the atmosphere, whereupon the

piston and stem drop to their normal posi-

tion.

In a service test, made in the Pennsyl-

vania Company's yards, Toledo, Ohio,

February 10, 1902, with a train of heavily
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laden cars running at a speed of 15 miles

per hour, train being broken, the rear sec-

tion of train came to stop without shock

at 200 feet from where the train hose

|)artcd, and the front section was under

lull and perfect control of engineman, the

same as though a brcak-in-two had not

occurred. The attachment of these valves

on the train pipe did not in any way in-

terfere with or obstruct the free passage

of air through the train pipe and subse-

quent recharging of train pijie system, nor

with the proper making of the service or

emergency application of the brakes.

This test was made before prominent

railway officials and others, who will cer-

tify that the valve worked perfectly and

performed every claim made by the inven-

tor, Mr. Frank B. Morrison, the Morris-

son Air Safety Valve Company.

Toledo. O. T. F. Whittelsey.

cylinder. This device is simple and inex-

pensive and results in a great saving to the

air pump as well as economy in oil. This

may be a device u.sed before, but it has

never been brought to my notice.

C. E. Allen.

K.l. Foreman. N. V. R. R.

Hillings. Moiil.

Lubrication of Alr-Pump Air Cylinders

Air-brake men for some time have real-

ized that air cylinders of air pumps liave

not been lubricated in the proper manner.

The common way of oiling the pumps,

through the cock on the air cylinder,

proved itself to be inefficient and did not

produce as good a result as could be de-

^ired. When oiling this way, too much
oil was generally put in at one application,

and before receiving the next dose the cyl-

inder would become dr^-, causing excessive

wear and requiring frequent boring of the

cylinder and renewal of piston packing

rings, and all the other numerous evils at-

tending badly worn cylinders and' leaky

piston packing.

There can be no doubt that the air cylin-

ders of our air pumps, which nowadays
are generally worked to their utmost capa-

city, need constant lubrication in proper

quantity. This evil has been successfully

overcome by Master Mechanic W. S.

Clarkson, of Livingston, Mont., who has

applied a lubricator to the air cylinder of

the air pump. This lubricator consists of

a plunger-feed rod cup, which is applied to

the air cylinder, by tapping a hole in the

wall of the air cylinder, midway between

the top and bottom heads. Into this hole

an elbow is screwed, so as to hold the cup

in a vertical position. The hole in the

wall of the air cylinder, just before reach-

ing the inner surface, is reduced to 1-16

inch.

The feed of the cup is regulated by re-

ducing or increasing the lift of the plunger,

which is done by a set-screw in the top of

the cup. These cups may be so regulated

as to feed any quantity of oil desired. They
have been in use on the Alontana division

of the Northern Pacific Railroad for five

months, and have been used on pumps en-

gaged in the most severe kind of service.

Examination of the air cylinders has

shown that the wear has been reduced to

a minimum by a small quantity of oil fed

continuously to the air cylinder of the air

pump. It is found to be a great improve-

ment over the old wav of oiling the air

Wrongly Used Triple Valves.

To those who have not seen or handled

the new style plain triple valve known as

tlie G-24, it may be of interest to know
that they look like the special driver brake

triple valve, F-2S, and they may easily be

mistaken for each other. This has evi-

dently been the case somewhere on the line,

judging from the fact that I found one of

our new engines, recently from Baldwin's

shop, having a 14-inch driver brake cylin-

der, and was equipped with a G-24 triple

valve, which is a mistake, as the 1900 cata-

logue says plainly that these valves should

be used for the following purposes : With

8- inch or 10- inch tender brake apparatus,

with driver brake cylinders of 10 inches

diameter or less, with or without truck

brakes, with plain automatic 8-inch or 10-

inch passenger car brake apparatus.

I also ran across a passenger engine with

lO-inch driver brake cylinders, equipped

with a special driver brake triple valve,

which is also a mistake, for if we again re-

fer to the catalogue we will find that this

triple valve is to be used with 12, 14 and

16-inch driver brake cylinders, with or

without truck brake, and for no other pur-

pose. These valves may be distinguished

one from the other in the following man-

ner, without being taken apart. Although

the drain cup graduating spring, stem and

nut are alike in both valves, the exhaust

port in the G-24 valve is tapped for j4-inch

pipe, while the F-2S valve is tapped for

^-inch pipe. The body of the G-24 valve

is smaller, both in height and circumfer-

ence, than the F-25 valve. On the G-24

valve the plate number G-24 is cast in

raised letters on the body, while on the

F-23 valve is cast, "For 12 and 14-inch

driver brake cylinders."

Vincent M. H.\ss.

Port Carbon, Pa.

[Our correspondent has made a very im-

portant observation. The triples are being

wrongly used, and the practice should be

corrected at once.—Ed.]

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

i^33) B. E. L.. Xew London. Conn.,

writes :

In putting on main reservoir capacity.

would you prefer one big 50.000 cubic inch

drum I, if you get it on) or two or three

small ones making all together 50.000 cubic

inches? A.—Two cr three smaller ones,

with as great length of piping between

them as possible, thus exposing as much
surface of the storage capacity as possible

for heat dissipation and cooling of the

air.

(1.54; !•". E. H., Binghamton, N. Y..

writes:

In the "Standard Examination Ques-

tions and Answers on the Air Brake," page

103, Fig. 65, Westinghousc special driver

brake triple valve cut is identical with the

cut on page 107, Fig. 71, New York spe-

cial driver brake triple valve. Is this a

mistake or are these forms of triples made

by these two companies the same? A.—
They arc the same,

('35) J- R- McJ., Chicago, III., writes;

If the rubber packing ring in the hose

coupling is worn down so it will not make

a good joint with its mate, can't a tight

joint be made by reversing the rubber

packing ring? I mean that the ring is

taken out and laid face down on the coup-

ling, what was before the under side now

being made the upper side and joint. A.

—

A tight joint can thus be made temporar-

ily ; but the practice is not a good one, as

the loose ring will drop out and become

lost when the hose is uncoupled. It will

be seen that this practice, if carried to any

extent, would create a very undesirable

and serious state of affairs.

(136) G. McL., Columbus, Ohio, asks:

Should air come out of both -side holes

in the New York governor? The machin-

ist says one is for air and the other for

steam. Air comes out both of mine, and

no steam. Is he right, and if so, why?
,\.—The upper small release port passes

air pressure from the top of the piston to

the atmosphere to let the pump start up.

The larger, lower port, with a nipple at-

tachment for a pipe, is a waste-away pipe

for steam which leaks past the steam valve

and for air pressure leaking past the pis-

ton packing ring. If no steam leaks away

from this port on your governor, the steam-

valve is either very snugly fitted or is

coated with scale.

(137) E. E. C, Aberdeen. S. D., writes:

I would like to know the cause of the

trouble we are having with an F-6 brake

valve. Put the handle in full release posi-

tion, and the train line«pointer will run up

to no pounds. Put the handle in running

position, and the pressure will go back to

70 pounds. The red hand remains at 90.

I think it is the gage. A.—The hands have

probably moved on tlje pinion, thus caus-

ing the gage to register wrong. With the

pump governor set at 90 and the feed valve

attachment at 70 pounds, the pointers

should show those pressures in running

position if the gage is correct In full re-

lease, both hands should register 90

pounds. Have your gage tested with an-

accurate inspector's gage.

(138) B. E. L.. Xew London. Conn.,

writes

:

If you had three small main reservoirs-

on an engine, ought they to be all con-

nected together on one pipe and the pump
deliver to No. I reservoir and the brake

valve draw from that same drum? Or

should the air go to the first, then to the

second and then to third and then to the
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brake valve? A.—The latter method is

proper and better. The air should be made
to circulate through all the reservoirs.

The first method has too much non-mov-

ing pres ure, and hot air delivered by the

pump will go direct to the train line with-

out cooing and depositing its moisture,

thus defeating one of the prime objects

sought by greater main reservoir capacity.

(139) W. A. S.. Michigan City, Ind..

writes

:

I have noticed on all of our locomotives

that the train line hose on the rear of the

tender has got to be put up in the dummy
CLiupling when uncoupled, and the engi-

neer must put his brake valve in emerg-

ency position before the hose can be un-

-coupled. Almost all roads have angle-

<ocks in the train pipe at the rear of the

tender. Which is preferable? A.—The
angle-cock, by all means. Angle cocks,

accidentally closed, has prompted several

roads in the past to adopt the above

-cheme, but the cause of the closing should

be sought out and remedied rather than

discard the angle-cock. A number of

r lads have, one time or another, aban-

doned the angle-cock, as above mentioned,

but have almost invariably returned to the

angle-cock after a little experience,

( 140) F. E C, Sanduskj', Ohio, writes

:

An engineer has a train of four passen-

ger cars. He goes to a certain yard and
places one car on a side track, leaving the

brake on that car applied by air. Fifteen

minutes later a green brakeman gets on
this car and pulls the conductor's valve;

the brakes release, and the car starts off

and runs into a bumper block, detnolishing

it to splinters. How is it that the brake

released on this car when the conductor's

valve was pulled open? I always thought

that by making a reduction in train line

pressure the brakes always applied. A.

—

The brake was set in emergency applica-

tion, and doubtless the quick-action valves

were stuck open by dirt which worked its

way into the triple by the hose dragging.

Thus the brake cylinder pressure passed

fr.jm the brake cylinder through the quick-

action valves to the train pipe, thence to

the atmosphere, through the open conduc-

tor's valve.

(141) F. E. H..'Binghamton, N, Y.,

writes:

In bleeding a brake off that has been set

by exhausting all the air from the train

line, does not the graduating spring force

the triple piston so that communication
between auxiliary and brake cylinder is

stopped, as soon as the auxiliary pressure

i? bled below the tension of the' graduating

•spring plus the friction of triple piston?

A.—\''es. 2. If such should be the case,

how does the air remaining in the brake

cylinder get to the bleed cock? Does it

raise the slide valve, or does it force the

graduating valve off its seat? A.—The
slide valve is raised off its seat and brake

cylinder pressure escapes through the ex-

haust port to the atmosphere, through the

auxiliary reservoir and bleeder cock to the

atmosphere, and when the brake piston re-

turns to and stands on the leakage groove,

a part of the remaining brake cylinder

pressure escapes through the groove to the

atmosphere.

(142) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., Canada,

writes

:

In using retaining valves on grades,

should they be turned up before the sum-

mit of the up-grade is turned or not?

A.—No. 2. If they were turned up before

the summit was reached, and the leakage

groove in any of the brake cylinders

should be stopped up, would not any leak

that would allow air pressure to reach the

brake cylinder, set that brake and cause it

to drag? A.—Yes. 3. Would the triple

valve have to move to service position for

such a brake to set ? A.—No. Leakage of

train pipe pressure past the quick-action

parts or auxiliary reservoir pressure past

the slide valve into the brake cylinder,

would cause the brake piston to bring the

brake shoes against the wheels and the

brake to drag. 4, If the leakage into the

brake cylinder was greater than the escape

port D on the retainer, would not the

brake have more than 15 pounds in its

brake cylinder? A.—Yes.

(143) G. McL.. Columbus, Ohio, writes:

.\ New York pump governor shuts down

the pump (No. 2 duplex) but it is very

slow in starting the pump again. Some-

times ten or fifteen pounds has to be drawn

off to make the pump go to work. Also

the pump runs very slow and is getting

w^orse all the time. It is not more than

six months old and the governor less than

that. In your opinion what is the matter?

A.—The trouble lies in your governor.

First examine the small relief port which

leads from the chamber above the piston

to the atmosphere, and be sure it is clear.

If it is not. the air pressure mr.st leak past

the piston packing ring to the lower cham-

ber, thence to the atmosphere through the

waste-away port before the governor can

operate. Next examine the steam valve.

Sometimes, in limestone water districts,

such as yours, lime scale forms on the

steam valve and gives troubh in both

opening and closing. Scale may be pre-

venting your steam valve from opening,

and you will probably find your trouble

there.

(144) B. R. M., Toledo, Ohio, writes:

Some engines I have noticed have no

angle cock on the rear end of tank. When
the engine is coupled on to a train, the

air is all drained out of train line first.

They say the reason the angle cock was

done away with was because it got closed.

Now, if the tender angle cock will close,

W'hy won't the angle cock on head end

first car close too? If you do away with

the tender angl cock, why shouldn't you

also do av;ay with the angle cock on the

head end first car? And, for that matter,

why don't this road do away with all angle

cocks? A.—Possibly the angle cock on

the tender vas the only one to give trou-

ble, and attention has therefore been at-

tracted to this one only. To a person

who maliciously seeks to close an angle

cock, that one on the head end of the

first car is equally accessible as the one

on the tender. The modern-built vestibule

car might not be so handy. Nevertheless,

if there is such a person with malicious

purpose, he will find an angle cock some-

where ; if not on the engine, he will back

in the train. If he is bent on mischief,

and can't do it with angle cocks, he will

find some other way. Sometimes swing-

ing safety chains, loose train pipes and
interference from uncoupling devices will

close an angle cock. Whatever is the

cause of the trouble it should be rooted

out,

(145) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., Can-

ada, writes

:

A train was made up as fellows : Engine

equipped with a pj^-inch Westinghouse
pump, a mail, two baggage and a second-

class car equipped with Westinghouse
quick-action triples, a dining car and two
sleeping cars equipped with_ New York
quick-action triples. After running 150

miles, and the brakes working perfectly,

and when about two or three miles from
a station where the train had stopped, the

brake applied on the second-class car. The
engineer was signalled to release brakes.

He did so. and the brake on this car re-

leased ; but in a minute or two it applied

on the first-class car. The engineer was
again signalled to release brakes. He did

so, and the brake released again. In a

minute or two it applied on the dining car

The engineer released it, then it applied on

the second-class car again. This time the

engineer could not release it, and the train

had to be stopped and the brake released

by opening the release cock on its auxil-

iary reservoir. There were no leaks to be

seen or heard about the cars or engine.

The engineer said the gage showed 70 and

90 pounds when he was signalled to release

brakes. The brakes afterwards worked
perfectly to the end of the run, about 40

miles. You will see that the brake applied

only on three cars out of eight, these cars

being in the center of the train, and only

on one car at a time. What was the cause

of the trouble? A.—The brake valve evi-

dently failed to feed the train pipe proper-

ly in running position, probably due to the

presence of dirt or gum on the excess pres-

sure valve, or feed valve if the Westing-

house brake valve was used. If the New
York brake valve was used, the excess

pressure valve was probably gummed, and

possibly the trouble was further aggravated

by a leak of main reservoir pressure into

the governor cavity of the brake valve,

thus holding the pump shut down. The

three brakes that stuck probably did so

because they were more sensitive than the

others. This they are likely to do, either

singly or in group.
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Of Personal Interest.
Mr. Henry Ashton has been appointed

master mechanic of the Intercolonial at

Moncton, N. B.

Mr. J. P. Baker, Jr., has been appointed

superintendent of the Frederick division

of the Erie at York, Pa.

Mr. D. E. Cain has been appointed as-

sistant to the general manager of the

.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ; office at

Topeka, Kan.

Mr. Martin C. Smith has been promoted

from division foreman on the Southern

Pacific at Roseburg to general foreman at

Portland, Ore.

Mr. L. L. Smith has been appointed divi-

sion master mechanic of the Fort Dodge
division of the Chicago Great Western at

Fort Dodge, la.

Mr. George F. Cotter has been appoint-

ed trainmaster of the Rio Grande Western

at Salt Lake City, Utah, vice Mr. A. T.

Miller, resigned.

Mr. H. A. Ferguson has been appointed

general foreman of the Oelwein, la., shops

of the Chicago Great Western, vice Mr. L.

L. Smith, promoted.

Mr. C. J. McMaster, master mechanic

of the Rutland at Malone, N. Y., has been

appointed assistant superintendent of roll-

ing stock at Rutland, Vt.

Mr. O. G. Cheatham has been appointed

master mechanic of the Fifth Division of

the Seaboard Air Line at Fernandina, Fla.,

vice E. Burton, deceased.

Mr. Victor Wierman has been appointed

superintendent of the .^mbcy division of

the Erie at Camden, N. J., vice Mr. F. P.

Abercrombie, transferred.

Mr. L. M. Hardy has been appointed

general superintendent of the Missouri

Pacific, succeeding Mr. H. G. Clark, re-

signed ; office at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. E. M. Collins has been appointed

general superintendent of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, vice Mr. E. M. Sweeney,

resigned; headquarters a' St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. George W. Kenney. superintendent

of motive power of the Rutland, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

and rolling stock, with office at Rutland,

Vt.

Mr. C. F. Thomas has been appointed

master mechanic of the Savannah division

of the Southern, vice Mr. N. E. Sprowl,

transferred ; headquarters at Columbia.

S. C.

Mr. E. H. Wade has been appointed as-

sistant master mechanic of the Wisconsin

and Northern Wisconsin divisions of the

Chicago & North Western at Fond du Lac,

Wis., vice Mr. A. B. Quimby, transferred.

Mr. R. P. Dalton, superintendent of the

Valley division of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern, has been trans-

ferred to the Central division, vice Mr. W.

T. Tyler, transferred; office at Van Burcn,

Ark.

Mr. J. H. Rathbone has been appointed

assistant division master mechanic of the

Denver & Rio Grande, vice Mr. John Kel-

ker, resigned; headquarters at Pueblo,

Colo.

Mr. J. F. Deems, superintendent of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been

appointed superintendent of the Schenec-

tady Works of the American Locomotive

Company.

Mr. J. M. Wal^h, trainmaster of the

Memphis division of the Choctaw, Okla-

homa & Gulf, has been appointed general

manager of the Arkansas Southern at

Ruston, La.

Mr. W. R. Phillips, foreman of car re-

pairs of the Southern at Louisville, Ky.,

has been appointed master car builder of

the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City at

Mobile, Ala.

Mr. J. W. Shilling, roundhouse fore-

man at Jonesboro, Ark., for the St. Louis

Southwestern, has been appointed general

foreman of the Denver & Rio Grande at

Pueblo, Colo.

Mr. V. H. Stevens has been appointed

trainmaster of the Beaumont division of

the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Beau-

mont, Texas, succeeding Mr. R. L. Cairn-

cross, resigned.

Mr. D. Hardy, superintendent of the

Missouri Pacific at Sedalia, Mo., has been

promoted to general superintendent, with

office at St. Louis, Mo., vice Mr. H. G.

Clark, resigned.

Mr. James McDonough has been ap-

pointed acting general master mechanic of

the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Cle-

burne, Texas, succeeding Mr. Thomas
Paxton, resigned.

Mr. H. G. Clark, general superinten-

dent of the Missouri Pacific, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the Choctaw,

Oklahoma & Gulf at Little Rock, Ark.,

vice Mr. Henry Wood.

Mr. N. J. Finney has been appointed

superintendent of the Sedalia, Kansas City

and Hannibal divisions of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas at Sedalia, Mo., vice Mr.

J. A. Davis, transferred.

Mr. A. B. Quimby has been appointed

master mechanic of the Northern Iowa

division of the Chicago & North Western,

succeeding Mr. E. H. Wade, transferred

;

headquarters at Eagle Grove, la.

Mr. W. D. Stearns, trainmaster of the

Cincinnati Northern, has accepted a simi-

lar position on the Detroit. Toledo & Mil-

waukee division of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Toledo, O.

Mr. E. J. Lambert has been appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis and Han-

nibal divisions of the Missouri, Kansas &

Texas at Franklin Junction, Mo., succeed-

ing Mr. N. J. Finney, transferred.

Mr. J. A. Davis has been appointed

superintendent of the Parsons, Cherokee
and Neosho divisions of the Missouri,

Kan.'-as & Texas, with office at Parsons,

Kan., succeeding Mr. L. W. Welch.

Mr. John Irwin has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the Second and
Third divisions of the Denver & Rio
Grande at Salida, Colo., succeeding Mr.
W. D. Lee, assigned to other duties.

Mr. A. H. Smith, general superinten-

dent of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern, has been appointed general superin-

tendent of the New York Central at New
York, succeeding Mr. P. S. Blodgett.

Mr. Chas. M. Bloxham has been ap-

pointed master car builder of the Union
Tank Line Company, vice Mr. C. A.

Smith, appointed consulting engineer

;

headquarters, 26 Broadway, New York.

Mr. A. H. Thomas, general foreman of

the locomotive department of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed

mechanical engineer at Milwaukee. Wis.,

succeeding Mr. R. R. Bradley, resigned.

Mr. Robert Miller, who recently made
a very successful trip through South
Africa in the interest of the Magnolia

Metal Company, has sailed for Europe fcr

the purpose of pushing their business

there.

Mr. P. S. Blodgett, general superinten-

dent of the New York Central & Hudson
River, has been appointed general man-
ager of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern at Cleveland, O., vice Mr. W. C.

Brown.

Mr. F. P. Abercrombie, superintendent

of the Amboy division of the Pennsyl-

vania, has been transferred to the New
York division, with headquarters at Jersey

City, N. J., succeeding Mr. R. M. Patter-

son, promoted.

Mr. W. T. Tyler, superintendent of the

Central division of the St. Louis. Iron

Mountain & Southern, has been trans-

ferred to the Missouri division at De
Soto, Mo., succeeding Mr. J. R. Went-
worth, resigned.

Mr. F. K. Huger, superintendent of the

second division of the Seaboard Air Line,

has been appointed superintendent of the

Charleston division of the Southern at

Charleston. S. C, vice Mr. .A Gordon

Jones, transferred.

Mr. Joseph Harris has been appointed

assistant to Mr. F. D. Casanave. general

superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore. O. Mr.

Harris was formerly in the Pennsylvania

shops at Fort WajTie, Ind.

Mr. A. G. Wells, general superinten-

dent of the Santa Fe Pacific. Southern
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California and San Francisco & San Joa-

quin Valley, has been made general man-

ager of the above roads, vice W. G. Nevin,

deceased ; office at Los Angeles, Gal.

Mr. C. A. Swan, Jr., who for the past

four years has been the mechanical engi-

neer for the Hayden & Derby Manufac-

turing Company, has resigned in order to

accept a similar position with the Univer-

sal Car Bearing Company, of Chicago, III.

Mr. Hugo Schaeffer has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Arizona

division of the Southern California at

Needles, Cal. His jurisdiction extends

from Seligman, including that point to

Bakersfield. The office of division fore-

man at Needles is abolished.

Mr. M. Sweeney has been appointed

general superintendent of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis, with headquarters at Minne-

apolis, Minn. He was presented with a

handsome diamond ring by the officials

and employes of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas before leaving that road.

who recently resigned to accept road fore-

man of engines on the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain & Southern.

Mr. W. C. Brown, vice-president and

general manager of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, has been elected third

vice-president of the New York Central

& Hudson River, with office in New York.

He will continue as vice-president of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and

Lake Erie & Western, but relinquishes the

duties of general manager.

Mr. Thomas Paxton, master mechanic

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Cle-

burne, Texas, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the Colorado

& Southern at Denver, Colo., vice Mr. A.

L. Humphrey, resigned. Mr. Paxton has

been with the Santa Fe since April, 1884.

and been master mechanic of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe since March, 1901.

Mr. J. J. Reed has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of motive power on

the Rutland at Rutland, Vt. Mr. Reed is

Mr. Spencer Otis, who has been acting

as Chicago representative of the Rhode Isl-

and Locomotive Works prior to the consol-

idation of the eight locomotive works into

the American Locomotive Company, has

been appointed the Western representative

of the American Locomotive Company,

with office in the Fisher Building, Chi-

cago.

Mr. Wilson Worsdell, locomotive super-

intendent of the Great Eastern Railway of

England, who was taken ill with conges-

tion of the lungs during a visit he made to

the LInited States last fall, has not yet

quite recovered. He persists in attending

to his duties, and his friends are afraid

that the lung trouble may bring about a

serious ending.

Charles Cartwright, traveling engineer

on Minnesota & Iowa and Nebraska

divisions of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha Railway, died February

17th at his home in St. Paul, Minn., of

pneumonia. He Sfccceded W. L. Kellogg,

a pfotege of Mr. D. L. Barnes, and was

for a time with the Maine Central as gen-

eral foreman at Waterville, Me. ; the

Pittsburgh Locomotive Works, in drafting

department, and then to the Rhode Island

Locomotive Works. He went from there

to the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

and is a thorough draftsman and mechanic.

Mr. W. R. Johnson, formerly master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania division of

the Delaware & Hudson Railroad and late

instructor of the Railway Instruction De-

partment of the International Correspon-

dence Schools at Scranton, Pa., has re-

signed the latter to accept that of general

manager of the Carbondale Metal Work-
ing Company, a large foundry and ma-

chine works lately established there. Mr.

Johnson's vast experience in machine shop

practice has him well equipped for his new

duties.

The following changes have been made
in the New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad : Mr. G. H. Haselton. division

superintendent motive power at West Al-

bany, succeeding Angus Brown, deceased

;

Mr. John Howard, division superintendent

motive power at Depew, succeeding Mr.

G. H. Haselton, promoted (was at Corn-

ing. N. Y.) ; Mr. E. A. Walton, master

mechanic River division, division superin-

tendent motive power at Corning, succeed-

ing Mr. John Howard, promoted (was at

New Durham, N. J.).

Mr. F. N. Risteen, assistant superinten-

dent of motive power of the Chicago,

Great Western at Oelwein, la., has been

appointed mechanical superintendent of

the Eastern division of the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan., and

Mr. C. M. Taylor, master mechanic at

Albuquerque, has been appointed me-

chanical superintendent of the Western

division at La Junta. Colo. These two

gentlemen assume the duties performed by

Mr. James Collinson, general master

mechanic, recently resigned.

Mr. W. J. Wilcox, who has had charge

of the Santa Fe shops at Los Angeles.

Cal., for the last two years, has accepted

the position of division master mechanic

on the Mexican Central at the City of

Mexico, Mex. His past experience is me-

chanical engineer Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y.
;
general foreman Pittsburgh

& Western, Allegheny City, Pa. ; chief

draftsman Southern Railway, Charleston.

S. C. ; master mechanic South Carolina &
Georgia, Blacksbury, S. C, and division

master mechanic Santa Fe. Winslow, Ariz

English Versus American Locomotives

Perhaps one of the most interesting and

valuable comparisons between the merits

of the English and American built loco-

motives comes from the Sanyo Railroad

Company, of Japan, where the two types

are daily in the same service, side by side.

For a number of years the British-built

locomotive was used exclusively on this

road. Six years ago, however, the Amer-

ican engine was introduced in competition,

and the result of the experience derived is

forcibly reflected in the present equipment,

which consists of thirty-three American

locomotives as against twenty-four British

engines. Further, the Sanyo Company has

placed a recent order with an American

firm for eighteen additional locomotive>.

.According to the claims of this railroad,

the American engine is aliead in design,

and the English make excels in workman-

ship and finish. The boilers of the latter

are less liable to leak.

The Perfect Compensating Throttle

Valve, which was designed by Mr. J. S.

Chambers and illustrated by us about

eighteen months ago, has been put upon

the market and is becoming very popular

as a remedy for leaky throttle valves—

a

nuisance from which nearly all railroad

companies have suffered more or less. The

headquarters of the Compensating Valve

Company are 141 Broadway, New York.
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To Adopt the Merit System.

A circular has been issiu'il from the

general office of the Houston & Texas

Central Raih'oad announcing that the

merit system will go into effect on that

road, and that all the employes o. the road

from the highest to the lowest will be

given merit and demerit marUs, and their

records will determine what their future

will be.

This order affects every employe in the

service of the road, in stations, offices and

train crews. This is one of the reforms

that are all right when fairly carried out,

but it can be made a medium of refined

tyranny which the old rough and ready

system of discipline never approached. Its

working sometimes suggests Madame Ro-

land's words, "Oh, Liberty, what crimes

have been committed in thy name !"

The Edwards Electric Headlight.

For quite a number of years the Ed-

wards Railroad Electric Light Company
have been working on the development of

an electric headlight for locomotives. Per-

fection was aimed at, so that there would

be no more difficulty in using an electric

headlight than there is with one of the

ordinary type. The e.xperiments proved

protracted and expensive. When what the

inventor thought would be a perfect ap-

paratus was put upon practical tests it

generally suggested radical changes, which

were effected and again tried. Under this

tentative system the headlight was devel-

oped, until now the makers consider that

the end of improvement has been reached.

As perfected, the apparatus consists of

( I ) the motor, a simple acting steam tur-

bine; (2) the dynamo coaxially connected

with the preceding and designed to yield

to the arc a current of from 30 to 33 am-

peres and from 30 to 35 volts; (3) the

lamp, including the arc, the reflectors and

the case, and (4) the bed plate on which

the whole apparatus is mounted.

The first of these perfected headlights

was placed upon an engine belonging to

the Big Four system, and illuminated the

track between Cincinnati and Indianapolis

for 153 nights without a single failure.

The reliability thus demonstrated was

what the inventor worked to secure, and

the indications are that he has succeeded.

.\bout three months ago two of these

headlights were placed on express engines

belonging to the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, and a public exhibit of one of

them was made on February I2th, when
the photograph was taken from which the

annexed engraving was made. Several of

the leading officials of the road were pres-

ent at the diplay and a number of invited

spectators. The tests were eminently

satisfactory. The picture shows how
minutely the track and everything near

the right of way can be seen for a distance

nearly a mile in extent. A peculiar feat-

ure about this headlight is that it has the

auxiliary plane deflector, which projects

the light upwards at an angle of 4} de-

grees, makin)^ a column of light signal in

the air which can be seen at a long dis-

tance and will prove a safety device of

very great value.

The writer enjoyed the pleasure a few

weeks ago of going through the factory,

in Cincinnati, where these headlights arc

made, and the design of all the parts and

the method of inanufacture were made
very plain. They make every part of the

apiiaratus and have special machinery for

doing the work that insures accurate re-

duplication and low cost of manufacture.

The two most important members of the

headlight are the driving engine which

provides the power and the dynamo which

generates the light. These have received

particular attention from the designer, and

both combine sitnplicity with the elements

of durability and seem to be free from

lines of weakness which bring many small

steam motors and small electric genera-

tors to disorder.

The engine is a steam turbine with a

conditions which might affect the resist-

ance of the machine. The electrical bal-

ance is so perfectly adjusted that absolute-

ly no spark or flash is ever perceived at

the brushes. Low resistance carbon

brushes are used, and many months of

constant wear show very little deteriora

tion of these brushes. This dynamo i^

wholly constructed in its essential mag-

netic parts of soft rolled steel, die formed,

and very carefully made. Everything that

developed knowledge, financial enterprirc

and engineering care and skill could

achieve has been employed to make this

headlight a success. These form the basis

on which the company request tlie patron-

age of railroad companies.

Organization of the recently incorpor

atcd American Palace Car Company has

been completed by the election of the fol-

lowing officers : J. H. Hoadley, president

;

W. J. Arkell, vice-president, and William

J Hoagland, secretary and treasurer.

fopyi-igLt, lOOi. F. A. Miller.

EDWARDS ELECTRIC HE.\DLIGHT.

propeller wheel of rolled steel, and de-

formed buckets interlocked with the steel

plates, making a very compact and simple

type of engine. It uses the steam with fair

economy and will work a long time before

the deterioration due to wear will render

it wasteful of steam.

The dynamo is of peculiar construction.

The field is differentially wound, and it is

claiined that the electric circuits are so ar-

ranged that a burned-out armature is im-

possible. Should a short circuit occur

upon any point of the circuit, the current

is killed, and no matter how long the en-

gine may run or the armature rotate there

will be no production of current whatever

until the short circuit is removed. As
soon as this is done the dynamo performs

its proper functions and operates as usual.

The current densities throughout the

whole machine are very low, so that a

minimum heat effect is produced, regard-

less of extremes of temperature or other

James M. Brady has resigned as director

of the Pressed Steel Car Company and

has been elected a director of the Amer-
ican Palace Car Company. It is stated

that the company has placed orders for

100 of its palace sleeping cars, to be oper

ated principally on European roads

The Central Railroad of New Jersey

has placed orders with the American Car

& Foundry Company for i.ooo box cars,

twenty passenger coaches, 750 hopper cars

and 500 gondolas. The Harlan & HoU-
ingsworth Company is building thirty

coaches for the Central and sixty locomo-

tives are being built by the .American Lo-

comotive Company.

The Southern Pacific Company, which

have several oil-burning locomotives in

use with the Vanderbilt boiler, have

placed an order for forty engines with

the same kind of boiler.
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Railroad Reminiscences.

BV ANDREW CARNEGIE.

The following address was delivered by

Mr. Carnegie at the twenty-sixth anni-

versary of the Railroad Branch of the

Young Men's Christian Association. Madi-

son avenue, New York.

CORNELIUS VANDERBILT.

It gives me great pleasure to meet you

to-night, especially since the name of one

whose memory all men honor is the charm

which draws me here. It was my good

fortune to serve as vice-president under

Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt when he was

president of the Botanical Society, and

during his indisposition I sat in his place.

I got to know him well, and to admire him.

1 doubt if a man ever lived who attracted

other men in greater degree, a man who
never made an enemy. None know better

than yourselves his conscientious devotion

to duty. Among all the institutions which

shared his attention none stood closer to

his heart than yours. He left us all the

most precious legacy that a man can leave,

the record of a life spent in the service of

his fellows.

IS AN OLD RAILROADER.

Mr. Cox reminded me in his invitation

that I had a right to claim kinship with

you as one of the brotherhood of railroad

men. It is a matter of great satisfaction

and some pride to me that I began in the

railroad service as telegraph operator and

rose so high before I ceased that I was

superintendent of tlic Pittsburgh division

of the Pennsylvania Railroad. (Laughter.

)

Perhaps it would be interesting to con-

trast in a few particulars the condition of

affairs in the railroad world then and now.

We are always urged to look well ahead in

railroading. It is one of the chief rules,

but upon an anniversary occasion like this,

it is well to cast a look back and see the

progress that has been made.

WHAT WE CALLED EACH OTHER.

In the secretary's address you heard the

name Pitcairn and that the Pennsylvania

Railroad is to spend $35,000 on a Young
Men's Christian Association building there.

There he sits in the front row. Why, he

is not Pitcairn; he is "Bob." And here is

your great officer of the Lake Shore, the

New York Central and all the rest, that

you call Mr. Layng. Nonsense ! Why, I

know him; he's "Jim." (Laughter.) We
were all boys together in dear old smoky
Pittsburgh. Then I am introduced here

to-night as Mr. Carnegie ! Bless your

hearts, they call me "Andy," and there is

no name that I am called by that is half so

sweet. Whenever I go to Pittsburgh and

some old friend or old engineer comes up

and says, "How are you, Andy?" there's

my pocketbook. (Laughter and applause.)

Why, some of those old fellows in Pitts-

burgh would pity you if you had to refer

to me as Mr. Carnegie.

PIONEER DAYS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA.

Well, now, just think of it. I'm in the

prime of youth (laughter), and yet when I

entered the service of the Pennsylvania

Railroad it was not completed to Pitts-

burgh. I have seen the first telegraph line

stretched to Pittsburgh, and wondered how
the messages got through the little insu-

lators on the poles. I have seen the first

locomotive brought by canal to Pittsburgh.

I have delivered messages (and so has

"Bob," and I guess "Jim," too) to the first

white man born west of the Ohio River

—

General William Robinson, of Allegheny

—

and I am young yet and going to see a

great deal more, I hope, before I die.

The Pennsylvania Railroad was not com-

pleted then. By means of some miles of

staging between two points, and a climb

over the mountains by means of ten in-

clined planes, the passenger was enabled

to reach Philadelphia by rail. The rails on

the mountain were iron, 14-foot lengths,

imported from England, lying on huge

ij^ *,'^-<^**-# i/iL^^ J^
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hewn blocks of stone, although the line

passed through woods and ties would have

cost little. The company had no telegrapli

line and was dependent upon the use of

the Western Union wire. Mr. Scott, the

superintendent, the celebrated Thomas A.

Scott who was afterward president, often

came to the telegraph office in Pittsburgh

to talk to his superior in Altoona, the gen-

eral superintendent. I was then a young

operator and made his acquaintance by

doing this telegraphing for him.

OLD-TIME SALARIES.

I was receiving the enormous salary of

$25 per month then, and he offered me

$35 to become his secretary and telegraph-

er, which meant fortune. Let me con-

gratulate you upon the great advance in

your own wages and salaries since then.

Mr. Scott received $125 a month—$1,500

a year, and my wonder was what a man
could do with that amount of money.

(Laughter.) I hadn't thought then of one

use—he might succeed by giving part of it

away. (Laughter.)

ADVANT.\GES OF WEALTH.

What are the advantages a man receives

from wealth is often discussed. You hear

a great deal about surpluses. Now let me
tell you something right from my heart.

I want to say, between ourselves, and not

to go any farther, there is nothing in

money beyond a competence, nothing what-

ever. I tell you care and trouble come of

more. The advantages of wealth are not

to the individual owner. The advantages

of wealth are what it enables its possessor

to do for others. (Applause.)

I served for some time before I received

an advance in salary of $10 per month.

You hear a great deal about the Roentgen

or X-rays these days, but the finest raise

that ever I heard of up to that time or

since was that X-raise of $10. (Laughter

and applause.) That gave me an enor-

mous revenue compared with the $1.20 a

week at which I started in the cotton fac-

tory.

TENDENCY OF WAGES TO RISE.

It is one of the most cheering facts of

our generation that under present condi-

tions the wages of labor tend to rise, and

the price of the necessaries of life tend to

fall. There never was a nation so splen-

didly situated as ours is at this moment in

regard to labor. Every sober, capable and

willing man finds employment at wages

which with thrift and a good wife to man-

age will enable him to go far toward lay-

ing up a competence for old age. Those of

you so fortunate as to be married know
how much depends upon a wife who can

manage your household affairs (and you

also), and those of you who are not yet

married will find that out. There is noth-

ing that success and happiness of a work-

ingnian so much depend upon, next to his

own good conduct, as a good managing

wife. (Applause.) What all of you should

strive for is a competence, without which

Junius has wisely said no man could be

happy. No man should be happy without

.

it, if it be within reach, and I urge all of

you to save part of your earnings these

prosperous days and put it in the savings

bank at interest, or, better still, buy a

home with it.

PREDICTED THAT THE PENNSYLVANIA RAIL-

ROAD WOULD HAUL 100 CARS A DAY.

But to revert to railroading. President

Thomson one day amazed the community

of Pittsburgh by stating that on some

future day the Pennsylvania Railroad

would transport lOO cars a day. (Laugh-

ter.) Cars then carried 8 tons each. We
had small locomotives and the roadbed

was something to frighten one. It was

laid with light rails and cast-iron joints

were used. I have known forty-seven

broken joints found one morning in winter

on mv division, and it was over such a
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liiu- tliat we ran our trains. Can you won-

(lir tliat breakdowns were frequent? We
Iiad no cabooses on freiglit trains. Train-

men bad to be out in all weathers. It was

single track, and not having a telegraph

line, in case of delays trains ran curves;

ihat is, a flagman went ahead and the train

followed and met when they could, and

sometimes met with considerable force on

the sharp curves. There is nothing ap-

parently takes so long to learn by the aver-

age railroad man as this proposition, that

two trains cannot pass each other success-

fully on a single track. (Laughter.) We
never quite learned that even on the Pitts-

burgh division anyway. Maybe Pitcairn

is somewhat more successful, but then he

lias double-track. (Laughter.) I do not

think that problem has been solved any-

where yet. I was talking with Mr. Mar-

coni to-day at lunch. lie did me the honor

lo come to see me. Perhaps, when he gets

through with wireless telegraphing, he will

take up and solve this problem of how to

pass two railroad trains on ,one track.

MAKE OTHERS DO THE WORK.

Being a telegrapher I took charge of our

own railroad telegraph wire when it was

constructed, and I believe that I placed the

first young woman telegraph student at

work on a railroad; so I see it stated. In

those days the superintendent had to do

everything; there was no division of re-

sponsibilities. It was supposed that no

subordinate could be trusted to run trains

by telegraph or attend to a wreck, and Mr.

Scott and I, his successor, were two of the

most foolish men I have ever known in

this respect. We went out to every wreck,

worked all night ; often I was not at home

for a week at a time, scarcely ever sleep-

ing, except a few snatches lying down in

a freight car. That did me good, for now
I can lie down anywhere and in twenty

minutes get a good nap. I tell you there's

nothing so good for the health. (Laugh-

ter.) I now look back and see what fool

superintendents we were ; but I had a

great example in Mr. Scott. It took me
some time to learn, but I did learn, that

the supremely great managers, such as you

have these days, never do any work them-

selves worth speaking about; their point

is to make others work while they think.

I applied this lesson in after life, so that

business with me has never been a care.

My young partners did the work and I did

the laughing, and I commend to your

superintendents, and to yourselves, the

thought that there is very little success

where there is little laughter. The work-

man who rejoices in his work and laughs

away its discomforts is the man sure to

rise, for it is what we do easily, and what

we like to do, that we do well. When you

.see a president or superintendent or a

treasurer loaded down with his duties, op-

pressed with care, with a countenance as

serious as a judge uttering a death sentence,

be sure that he has more responsibility

than he is fit for and should get relief. Re

member that if anything is a labor to you

and your heart is not in it, I do not think

there is much promotion for you. If Mr.

Pitcairn, Mr. Rossitcr or any of your offi-

cials are looking for a young man to pro-

mote to higher duty they will never pick

out the man who seems to be weighted

enough with what he has now, but they

will take the young man who laughs and

says, "Throw it on ; I want more load."

He goes right up. He is the kind of a man

that Layng says will become a general

superintendent. The load is nothing to

•liim; he's glad it's there.

LAtJGH CARE AWAY.

Laugh off trouble. I think that is one

of the best pieces of advice I can give you

young men. Tell jokes, good funny stories,

nice stories, and laugh it off. Don't be too

solemn. The Christian religion used to be

a fearfully solemn thing, but it isn't any

more. You can have your happiness, your

pleasures, your jokes and your fun and

still pass any examination that you may

have to undergo for admission to a church,

I assure you. I think Dr. Greer will agree

with me. (Laughter.) (Dr. Greer:

"That's good doctrine.")

SPEED OF TRAINS.

Now compare the speed of trains. On
the great Pennsylvania Railroad we thought

that we had reached perfection when a

passenger train was put on which ran be-

tween Pittsburgh and Philadelphia in 13

hours, about 27 miles an hour. It was

christened the "Lightning Express."

That was not because we thought the

lightning was so slow, but because we

thought the train was so terrifically fast.

To-day you run at just double this speed

with the Empire State Express, which

holds the world's record. But do not lei

us make the mistake again of thinking that

we have reached perfection. Your sons

who are to succeed you- on the New York

Central will run trains at 100 miles an

hour, double your present speed, just as

you are running trains at double the speed

of thirty years ago. The line will be

straight. In the language of Scripture,

"the crooked places," that is the curves,

"shall be made straight."

In the improvements made today on tlie

various lines I don't think many managers

look far enough ahead. They are spending

on some parts perhaps half a million dol-

lars where they ought to spend double,

and easing the curves which they should

abolish, and some future president is to

say that they wasted a good deal of money.

Nothing but a straight line will be up to

date in 1950, or before that. The New
York Central has not as much to do as the

Pennsylvania Railroad in this direction,

but she has enough. (Laughter.)

PROVIDING FOR THE FUTURE.

But, gentlemen, there is another depart-

ment in which progress has been as great,

and even of greater importance than the

physical and mechanical of which we have

been speaking. It is in the care of railroad

employes, their position, their advantages,

their earnings and in the pension sybleiii

which the leading railroads of this country

feel themselves obligated to establish, that

you who labor year after year at slated

salaries and have no prospect of making

great gains should at least have this con-

solation in view, that in your old age you

will be able to live in comfortable inde-

pendence, not as a matter of charity, but

by virtue of your own exertions, and what

you are entitled to as a bonus for faithful

service rendered. I know of nothing which

lifts and improves the service of a great

line and adds so much to its safety as a

staff which can rest in the knowledge that

after they have grown old in the service

their old age is made comfortable through

the system of pensions. (Applause.)

Personally I do not believe that any road

will be considered to have done its duty

which does not promptly establish a pen-

sion system somewhat on the lines of the

systems existing on the Baltimore & Ohio,

the Pennsylvania, the Santa Fe and other

companies. The line that does the best for

its men does the best for its shareholders.

(.'\pplausc.) Great as has been the prog-

ress made upon the part of proprietors in

recognizing their duties to their employes

beyond the mere paying of their wages, a

great void yet remains for them to fill.

None of them do enough, and if they

would only bear in mind that, so far from

labor and capital being antagonistic, they

are allies, and that you cannot benefit the

one permanently without benefiting the

other, great good would result to both. It

is a great delusion to say that labor and

capital are foes; they must be allies, or

neither succeeds. I have before used the

simile of likening Capital, Business Ability

and Labor to the legs of a three-legged

stool ; the stool will not stand up without

the support of all these three legs, and to

dispute as to which of the three is most

important is useless. It can never be de-

termined, and if determined it would be

of little consequence, since the great fact

remains that they are all absolutely neces-

sary for such success as we see on the

New York Central Railroad and other

great transportation lines of our country.

I congratulate you also upon this fact.

that wherever improving agencies have

been established the men have endeavored

to show their appreciation by using them

to the fullest extent. Railway companies

can make no better use of money than in

establishing additional institutions of this

kind and in enlarging those which already

exist and are crowded. It will be upon

that line you, the working man, will feel

most at home, and in which you will take

the greatest pride, and for which you will

be most willing to incur the exhausting

labor and danger incident to your calling,

thus giving another proof that your inter-

est and the interest of those whose capital

is invested are not antagonistic, but mut-

ual.

BENEFIT OF MEETING ROOMS.

In the buildings now being provided at
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transfer stations, in the reading rooms and

libraries, and in some cases, especially on

the Santa Fe route, I learn billiard tables

and other means of harmless and needful

entertainment are provided ; last, but not

least, in such buildings and societies as

this of yours which draw men together for

their good, in all these improvements, and

in many other ways we have evidence that

employers are recognizing their duties to

the employed more clearly than in the

past.

Gentlemen, I congratulate you of the

railroad world on occupying the proud

position, as I believe, of the most temper-

ate body of employes in the world. 1 do

not know of any department of labor

which shows such sobriety as the railway

service of the United States. You are an

example to the working man in other

branches of the outspreading tree of labor,

and your influence cannot fail to prove of

incalculable benefit. A drinking man has

no place in the railway systetii. Indeed,

he should have no place anywhere.

There is nothing he can do that is so

wise as to resolve not to use whisky, alco-

hol, as a beverage. No man needs it, un-

less his physician advises it, until he is

much older than Pitcairn and "Jim" and

myself are. (Laughter.) After sixty

years, if your physician says to you, "Take

a little alcohol at meals" (but never be-

tween meals), you have my august per-

mission (laughter), but until then there is

nothing so fatal to a man's happiness in

this world and to his success as the habit

of drinking alcoholic liquors.

Now, there is nothing wiser a man can

do than to better his future, or to better

his present, which is much n ore important

than the future, than to attend to the

things of to-day and not worry about the

things of to-morrow.

Also permit me to congratulate you upon

the satisfactory relations which exist, upon

the whole, between the railroads and their

men, which is always s-'re to be created

and to exist where the officers are intelli-

gent and sympathetic, and feel themselves

part of the one organization which man-

ages the line, comprising all employes from

the track laborer to the locomotive engi-

neer and up through all grades to the

president himself, every one a New York
Central, or a Pennsylvania Railroad, or a

Chicago, Baltimore & Ohio, or a Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western man.

PLE.\SANT KELATIONS BETWEEN EMPLOYER

AND EMPLOYE.

There is no room for antagonism upon

a railroad between employer and employe,

for your president and superintendent do

not own the property any more tlian you

do; therefore you are. as just said, mem-
bers of the same corps

;
you are all equally

the servants of the company. The official,

therefore, recognizes in you employes like

himself to whom he must naturally feel

the glow of comradeship, while you cannot

but regard the officials as your fellow

members and feel that in all matters of

compensation or discipline, what your fel-

low members in office prescribe has not for

its end their own self-aggrandizement, but

the successful operation of the line of

which you are the staff.

There is another feature of cheering im-

port in your positions. The road to pro-

motion is clear and -direct. You can all

certify to that; for, I doubt not, many of

those now in authority over you began as

you did in subordinate positions and have

won their way by merit, not by favor.

Very few of you here I take it occupy thc#

positions you did at the start.

FROM OFFICE BOY TO GENERAL SUPERIN-

TENDENT.

Mr. Layng was just now telling me
about a boy who entered his office at $3

a week and who is now general superin-

tendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

When Mr. Layng took on that boy at $3

a week, what do you suppose he said to

GOULD & EBERHARDT ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN

DRILL.

liiin? He said, "Do you want to be gen-

eral superintendent of this railroad?" and
that boy answered, "Yes, sir, I do." That
boy (his name is C. E. Schwayler) is now
general superintendent of the road. I

want you to notice how he spells his name
—Schwayler. He will probably go higher

soon and be- general manager of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. Why, here is "Bob"
here, and Layng himself. You can't fool

me about those boys
;
you know I know

them. (Laughter.) There never was any

mischief that I was in that they were not

in with me ; but I wouldn't give them away
for the world. "Bob" came over from
Scotland when a boy—well, I won't tell

you all the things I know about "Bob,"

but he was a nice fellow and he went on

the Pennsylvania road and he learned

telegraphy, and here he is now on the offi-

cial corps of the Pennsylvania system at

Pittsburgh, not under anybody but the

president, and I have heard from several

that tlie president is undoubtedly more un-

der "Bob" than "Bob" is under him.

(Laughter.) By the way, gentlemen, that's

a thing you mu,st always do—never fail to

boss your boss. (Laughter.) I guess your

chief official had a lot of the same kind of

trouble with Layng. If you do not know
more about your own department than the

official over you does you will never get

to the top. (Laughter.)

Every man in the railway industrial

army, as Napoleon said of his army, car-

ries a marshal's baton in his knapsack. I

hope more than one of you feel it rattling

about somewhere seeking entrance. Don't

forget to give it full sway. Fellow rail-

roaders, there rest, upon you grave respon-

sibilities
;
you have in your keeping the

lives of the public— I need not say the

traveling public, for with us all travel.

Strict sobriety, unceasing vigilance, staunch

courage, faithfulness to duty are demanded
from you, and that these are characteris-

tic of the force is testified at recurring in-

tervals and by the position you have

reached and occupy in the estimation of

your grateful fellow citizens. I am de-

lighted to be with you to-night and beg to

thank Mr. Cox for so kindly inviting me
lo your anniversary. (Applause.)

Electrically-Driven Drill Press.

The accompanying cut shows the latest

improvements in the 2S-inch upright power

feed drill press made by Gould & Eber-

hardt, Newark, N. J., and was made from

one of a lot of machines recently shipped

to the new United States Government
Printing Office at Manila, P. I. The table

and table arm are now raised by bevel gear

and screw. As the gearing for raising and-

lowering the table is placed about central

between the center of the column and the

drill spindle, it equalizes all strains and

weights brought to bear on the table.

Eberliardt's patent automatic tapping at-

taclnnent is shown on left of drill spindle

proper, and is used for tapping holes after

they have been drilled, the work being

rapidly moved across and centered under

the tap by means of the oblong, compound
travel se table. It can be used for tapping

holes, either bottoming or through, large

or small up to its full capacity. After it

is set and started it will go to the proper

depth, reverse and run back, and is ready

again for the next hole. It is provided

with a safety friction device which relieves

the strain and prevents the tap from break-

ing should it strike the bottom of the hole

or from any cause become fast in tlic

work. The method of arranging direct-

connected electric motor is also showiL

Table and base plate are large and suf-

ficiently braced to maintain perfect rigid-

ity of the machine, the column being prac-

tically one casting.

An index placed over each step of the

lower cone, tells the operator the correct

belt speed at which to run the various-

sized drills. An index placed under each
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step of the upl^er cone tells the operator

what speed ' to run when back gears arc

engaged. This system eliminates guess-

work and the burning of drills, and pre-

vents loss of time by the operator. An
index is also placed on the feed rod which

tells at a glance the proper feed for any

size drill within the range of the machine.

The feed is entirely independent of the

drill spindle, and changing the speed of

drill does not afTcct the feed arrangement.

.\n automatic stop and depth gage throws

out the feed after drill has reached the re-

quired depth.

The back gears are arranged so that one

movement of a lever releases the cone

from the shaft and engages the gearing

and changes the feed ten times coarser,

while one movement in the opposite direc-

tion disengages the gearing. The spindle

is provided with means for compensating

all wear which may take place in the quill,

by means of a double conical bearing.

Spindle head is vorlically adjiistalilo and

Baldwin's Twenty Thousandth Loco-

motive.

The half-tone engraving and the line

engravings on this and the following pages

illustrate a ten-wheel four-cylinder com-

pound locomotive designed by Mr. S. M.

Vauclain and Mr. W. E. Symons, super-

intendent of the Plant System, for his

company and built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works, being the twenty thou-

sandth locomotive built by the company,

completed last month. The special feat-

ures of construction are the Vauclain four-

cylinder balanced system of compounding,

the Vanderbilt boiler and tender and the

Symons boltlcss cast-steel truck. The lo-

comotive weighs in working order 176,510

pounds, 127,010 pounds resting on the

driving wheels. The wh el base of the

engine is 28 feet i inches, of which the

driving wheels cover 13 feet 9 inches.

RUNNING GEAR.

The driving wheels are 73 inches diam-

v\vr : Iho centers are nf cast stre! with

nesia and the jacket is of American plan-

ished iron. The boiler is 62 inches in

diameter at the smokc-liox end and is de-

signed for a working steam pressure f

200 pounds. It was subjected to a steam

test of 250 pounds and a water test to one-

third above the working pressure. The
boiler carries one helmct-sliapcd dome 30

irches in diameter, placed centrally, and

an auxiliary dome near the cab furnished

with two Coale 3J/2 inch muffled safety-

valves encased with one relief valve set

to 200 pounds, and a chime whistle. The
smoke-box is extended, with spark hopper,

netting and dcflcctmg plate and has a cin-

der valve spout extending below the truck

axle. The boiler contains 341 tubes of

No. II wire gage, 2 inches in diameter

and 15 leet long, made of solid drawn
high carbon steel. The tubes are swaged

for copper ferrules at one end. They
arc prossered at the firebox end, rolled at

front end, and beaded on both ends.

The total heating surface of the boiler

VAUCLAI.\ S FOUR-CYLINDEK BALANCED COMPOUND.

can be raised or lowered and clamped in

position. A square quill is used in place of

the usual round sliding barrel. This adds

greatly to the rigidity of the spindle in

boring deep and rough holes, as it has

more clamping surfaces and the barrel is

less liable to gain play in the head.

The Tabor Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia, which manufacture a com-
plete line of molding machines, have is-

sued an illustrated catalogue of their split

pattern molding machines, which will be

found very useful by everybody connected

with the making of castings. The cata-

logue will be sent on application to any
one interested.

Music of "The Shade of the Palm,"

the beautiful piece as sung by the Floro-

dora Opera Company, will be mailed on
receipt of 15 cents in silver or stamps.

Address "Music" Advertising Depart-

ment, C. H. & D. Railway, Cincinnati, O.

bronze hub plates ; the tires are made by

tl f Standard Steel Works and are of open

hearth steel, 3J/2, inches thick, and held

by shrinkage and shoulders ; they are

flanged 5^ inches wide. The main and

parallel rods are in I-sections and are of

forged steel. The engine frame is of

wrought iron.

The engine truck is a four-wheeled

swing bolster truck. The wheels are ZZ
inches in diameter, spoke centers of cast

steel, made by the Standard Steel Works.
The tires are of steel held by shrinkage

and- double lip retaining rings. The jour-

nals are S^ inches in diameter and 10

inches long. The axles are of open-hearth

steel.

BOILER AND FIREBOX.

The boiler and firebox embody the in-

vention of Cornelius Vanderbilt, M. E.

The boiler sheets are of steel, 17 32 and
1 1- 16 inch thick, having longitudinal butt

seams, sextuple riveted and with welded
ends. The lagging is of sectional mag-

's 2,793 square feet, of which 128 square

feet are in the firebox and 2,665 square

feet are in the tubes.

The firebox, which is cylindrical in form

with annular corrugations, is the special

feature of the Vanderbilt boiler. It is of

carbon steel. 131 inches long and 55 inches

diameter inside, welded and corrugated by

the Continertal Iron Works, of Brooklyn.

It is suspended within the cylindrical shell

of the boiler with its axis eccentric to that

of the boiler, in order to allow suitable

steam space above the crown. The prin-

cipal point of suspension is at the rear,

where it is riveted to the back head of

the boiler ; it is also supported at the

bottom by the reinforcing rings around the

openings pro\-ided for cleaning the fur-

nace—otherwise the firebox is entirely dis-

connected from the boiler shell.

By this construction all the flat surfaces

ordinarilj' encountered in a locomotive

boiler are eliminated, and the use of stay-

bolts is entirely avoided. By doing away
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with the staybolts a saving is made not

only in the staybolts themselves, but the

weakening of the plate, by reason of cor-

rosion around the staybolts, especially

where bad water is encountered, is avoid-

ed. By disconnecting the firebox from the

outer shell, as is done in the Vanderbilt

boiler, the destructive effects of contrac-

tion and expansion are reduced and the

need of staybolts is entirely avoided.

The grate is designed for burning soft

coal and contains 27.27 square feet. The

firebo.x contains a fire-brick bridge wall

against which the flames and products of

combustion impinge and which prevents

the flues from becoming choked by coal

and cinders. The grate is made to rock

in two sections and the ashpan has dam-

pers front and back.

TE.MDER.

The lender is also constructed fniui de-

The only nuts used are those at the ends

of the keys. The wheels are 36 inches

in diameter with cast-steel plate centers

and steel tires, held by shrinkage and

double lip retaining rings. The axles are

of open-hearth steel and the journals are

S inches in diameter and 9 inches long.

They are fitted with an attachment for

applying water for cooling tlie bearings.

CYLINDERS.

Tlic most interesting feature of locomo-

tive No. 20,000 is the latest form of the

Vauclain system of compound cylinders.

The cylinders are four in number, two

high pressure and two low pressure. The
axes of the four cylinders are parallel

and in the same horizontal plane. The
saddle is cast in two pieces, a high and

low-pressure cylinder and valve chest in

each piece. The low-pressure cylinders

lie out.side the frame ;ind the high-pressure

inches. The valve motion and connection

are thus practically the same as in ordinary

single-expansion locomotive practice, a

single set of valve-motion actuating each

side of the engine with its high-pressure

and low-pressure cylinders.

The four piston rods are of the same

size, as small as possible, made of solid

steel and the pistons are fitted with snap

rings and Peacock packing ring joints.

Each of the four pistons is connected with

a separate crosshead, of the alligator type,

working in separate parallel guides. The
piston rods and other stems are all fitted

with United States metallic packing.

The valve admits steam to the high-

and low-pressure cylinders in such a man-

ner that high- and low-pressure crossheads

work in opposite directions, starting their

stroke at opposite ends of the guides.

The crossheads are of open-hearth cast

CYLINDER ARRANGEMENT OF VAUCLAIN S BALANCED COMPOUND.

signs of Mr. Vanderbilt. The circular

form of tank is introduced principally on

account of 'he economy of construction.

Besides this advantage, however, it is

found that the strength is greater in pro-

portion to the weight, and that the ca-

pacity for fuel in proportion to the amount
of water is larger than in the ordinary

type, and the disposition of the fuel is

more convenient. The tender carries nine

net tons of coal and 5,000 gallons of water.

The frame is of bulb angle iron.

There are two boltless cast-steel four-

wheeled trucks constructed from designs

of Mr. W. E. Symons, superintendent of

motive power of the Plant System of Rail-

roads. The side frame of the truck is of

steel cast in one piece; the boxes are

slipped into their openings and secured

in place by keys. The truck frame is fast-

ened to the bolster in a similar manner.

cylinders lie inside the frame on each side

of the locomotive. The high-pressure cyl-

inders are 15 inches in diameter and the

low-pressure cylinders 25 inches in diam-

eter; the length of the piston stroke is 26

inches. A valve of the balanced piston

type, IS inches in diameter, controls the

passage of steam to each pair of cylinders.

The valves travel 5 inches and have an

outside lap of i inch for the high-pressure

and Jg inch for the low-pressure cylin-

ders ; they have an inside negative lap

of J4 inch for the high-pressure and ^
inch for the low-pressure cylinders ; the

lead of the valves in full gear is high

pressure, no inches; low pressure, yg inch.

In transferring the motion from the links

to the valve rod, the links and the end of the

valve rod are attached to the arms of an

intermediate rock shaft, the motion being

indirect. The eccentric throw is sVz

steel, with bronze shoes. The guides are

of steel. The low-pressure crosshead and

guides on each side of the locomotive are

located outside the frames and the cross-

head is coupled with the main driving

wheel, which in this locomotive is the

front wheel, by a connecting rod, as in

ordinary practice. In addition, the main

axle has two cranks set at right angles

to each other, one on each side of the

center of the locomotive, and each crank

is coupled to a crosshead of one of the

high-pressure pistons. The crank on the

axle and the crank-pin in the wheel for

the corresponding high- and low-pressure

cylinders are set at an angle of 180 de-

grees ; the two axle cranks being set at

go degrees, brings the action of each high-

and low-pressure cylinder on one side of

the locomotive quartering with the equiv-

alent cylinder on the opposite side.
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The axles of all driving wheels are of

slcel, manufactured by the Bethlehem

Steel Company. The steam passages m
the cylinders arc so designed that there

are no pockets where water can collect.

Certain advantages are expected of this

system of compounding, besides the rec-

ognized ones of economy of fuel and

steam. The most important one is the

fact that by a crank axle connected with

pistons traveling in opposite directions

from each other an almost perfectly bal-

anced engine is secured. The main driv-

ing wheels are practically self-counter-

balanced by the positions of the inside

cranks with relation lo the outside wrist-

pins and their respective connections. It

is only necessary to counterbalance such

portions of the main wheels as are not

sufficiently balanced by the cranks. The

other driving wheels are counterbalanced

each for its own rotating weight. As the

reciprocating weights of the high-and low-

pressure pis'ons and their connections

move in opposite directions at the same

time, they are within a few pounds of

each other and the locomotive is only out

of balance to that small extent. Thus we

h?ve a machine that will allow the max-

imum load on the driving wheels without

dcirimcnt to the track, there being no

unbalanced rotating weight in the wheels

to either tend to lift tlie wheel or exert

additional weight on the rail. As an off-

set to the objections pertaining to a crank

axle and the duplication of guides, cross-

heads and main rods there is no variation

in the vertical stress upon the rails, and

consequently no need of allowing for it

in the weight put on the driving wheels,

the boiler can be made as large as the

engine will carry, the speed of the loco-

motive is increased and it can attain its

maximum speed with minimum risk. This

combination of the large boiler with the

perfection of balance makes the locomo-

tive well adapted for drawing fast, heavy

passenger trains.

It is difficult to grasp the vast amount
of labor that has been expended on the

building of 20,000 locomotives. .All great

works built by human hands, such as pyra-

mids, temples and cathedrals sink into in-

significance compared with the skill and

labor expended upon the construction of

20,000 locomotives. Reckoning the length

of engine and tender as 50 feet, the en-

gines put on end would make a train 1,900

miles long—a train that would stretch

from New York to Denver. The weight

of these engines if converted into rails of

60 pounds to the yard would be sufficient

to lay 10,000 miles of track.

The special equipment used on the en-

gine are: Janney coupler with hinged

head, Golmar automatic bell ringer, one

Hancock injector, one Nathan injector,

Crosby vertical reading gauge, Pyle Na-

tional electric headlight, Westinghouse-

American brake, Gold system of steam

heating.

Stevens Institute.

The secretary of the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association has an-

nounced that there will be a vacancy for

one scholar next June in the Stevens Insti-

tute of Technology, Hoboken, N. J. Can-

didates ought to apply soon, as the en-

trance examination will be held in the

Institute in June.

There was an interesting event happened

at the Institute last month, when Mr. An-

drew Carnegie opened a laboratory of en-

gineering which he had presented to the

Institute. In his address Mr. Carnegie

said that his company was the first steel-

making concern to employ a chemist, and

that chemist was imported from Germany.

Althougli their rivals laughed at the idea

of employing a chemist, they obtained

richer and cheaper ores than others,

through the knowledge possessed by the

chemist.

After the opening ceremonies the alumni

of Stevens Institute gave to Mr. Carnegie

a section of the first T-rail rolled from a

pattern made by Col. Robert L. Stevens,

founder of the Institute.

A few days later Mr. Carnegie sent a

check for $100,000, to be spent on main-

taining the laboratory.

Report on New York Central Tunnel
Accident.

The Railroad Connnissioners of New
York State have been investigating the

tunnel accident on the New York Central

Railroad, which we commented on last

moiitli, and they have made some recom-

mendations for the purpose of promoting

safety in the future operating of trains

through that tunnel which we consider ab-

surd. They recommend reducing speed in

the tunnel to 24 miles an hour, which will,

if carried out, increase the congestion of

trains during bu.sy hours. They have

recommended that one block shall be abol-

ished, wliich will also tend to delay the

movement of trains. They have recom-

mended that an engineer new to taking

passenger trains through the tunnel will be

piloted 100 times before he is permitted to

do the work alone, which is simply ridic-

ulous, and never would have been made by

men who thoroughly understood railroad

operating.

The Buffalo Forge Company's Sales-

men.

The practice of getting together the

salesmen and representatives once or twice

a year seems to be growing, and will, we

believe, be productive of good results. The

exchanging of ideas and methods is a

good thing in any business and brings

many plans of action into general use

which would otherwise be confined to one

agent or locality. Then, too, the compe-

tition of ideas develops resources in any-

one; all of which help the business and

all concerned.

There were twenty-six men. includ-

ing both W. F. and H. W. Wendt, the

proprietors, and hey represent a force

which is working for better heating and

ventilating and other improvements in

their line. This includes down-draft

forges, high-speed engines of various types

and other modern machinery. We believe

these gatherings will become more and

more frequent as their value becomes

known.

Putting Botches to do nechanic's Work
On a great many railroads there is no

end of trouble with the metallic gland

packing of piston rods, valve stems and air

pumps. By a curious coincidence on most

of the roads where trouble with metallic

packing is epidemic there are complaints

about triple valves, air pumps and every

detail of engine and train mechanism that

needs regular attention. The fact is that

chronic trouble with the more delicate

parts of engine and train mechanism means

incompetence on the part of the men in

charge. That condition of affairs gener-

ally exists on roads where immediate

cheapness is worshipped in preference to

skillful work. Workmen with no manipu-

lative skill are put to do delicate fitting

that can only be done properly by trained

mechanics, and very frequently the man in

charge boasts that he is getting his work
done cheaply. It is done cheaply in the first

place, and like other cheap jobs is ruinous-

ly dear in the end. When an engineer has

to work at every stopping place to adjust

glands to prevent the steam from blowing

through rod packing, the extra work put

upon the engine and the loss of time are

only a small part of the loss that devolves

upon the company. But the man respon-

sible for the most harassing kind of extra

labor and delay sits complacently in his

office and boasts that he is getting three-

dollar-a-day work done by dollar-and-a-

half men.

From ocean to ocean in three days is the

time the Canadian Pacific expects to make
early in the spring. Equipment for the

new service will cost the system nearly

$1,000,000, and will be supplied by builders

in the United States. This service will be

in addition to that formerly operated, and

the new train will be Iri-weekly. The Ca-

nadian Pacific will cut twenty-four hours

from the running time, making a seventy-

two-hour schedule between Montreal and

Vancouver. The average running time

will be 40.3 miles an hour. The train will

make no local stops whatever.

According to the report of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, the year 1901

was an unprecedentedly prosperous one for

the railroads of the United States, the net

earnings of these roads amounting to about

$555,007,924. or $35,577,218 in excess of

their earnings during the fiscal year of

1900.
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Twenty-five cents'

wortli ot Dixon's

Mi Graphite wortli

twentyfive dollars to

Railroad Company.

A saving to the Railroad

Company and a saving of

a lot of trouble to the en-

gineer. Note the follow-

ing

:

" Dixon's Pulverized Flake

(iraphite No. 635 works like

a charm in air pump. I think

it safe to make 1500 to 2000

miles to one lubricator of oil

when Dixon's No. 635 Gra-

phite is added to the oil.

"As to Dixon's regular

Flake Graphite, let me say

that about two years ago I

had an engine just out of the

shop and I made use of some

of Dixon's Flake Graphite

and nothing ran warm. The
Master Mechanic wanted to

know what I did to make

the engine break in so well.

I told him that twenty-five

cents' worth of Dixon's Flake

(jraphite was worth twenty-

five dollars to the Company
and saved a lot of trouble to

the engineer."

The moral should be plain

to see. Shall we send you

samples and pamphlet .?

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

Jersey City, N. J.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
CorrespOTidenls wishing to have quei-

Hani answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, not for
publication, butfor evidence of good faith.
]Ve throw tUl anonymous letters into Ikt
waste basket.

In question No. 105 tlic drivers should

liavc been 56 inches in both cases, instead

of 50 in the first instance. This answers

I he question of J. J. G. F., who called our

attention to the error.

(108) G. S. M. asks:

What is the combustible substance of

oil? A.—The combustible substance or

portion of any fuel is carbon, or carbon

.md hydrogen.

(109) C. F. D. writes:

My injector wastes w.iter and steam at

overflow when working, and I cannot ad-

just it so it will not. What ails it? A.

—

Discharge tube is probably worn too large

for steam tube and causes waste at over-

flow.

( T 10) J. S. W. asks:

In case of broken main crank pin. mak-

ing it necessary to take down all rods on

that side, is it necessary to take down side

rods on other side to take in light engine?

A.—Yes. See article regarding it in this

issue.

11,1) C. II. S. asks

:

How can I disconnect an engine with

a piston valve? A.—Same as any other

engine. Blocking valve in center will

cover all parts whether it is internal or

external admission, and you can then dis-

connect as with any engine.

( 112) S. F. H. asks:

What is steam ? A.—While a long dis-

sertation might be written on this, we can

say, briefly, that it is a vapor generated

from water by boiling or applying suffi-

cient heat to it. 2. What is the diflference

between a lifting and a non-lifting injec-

tor? A.—As the names imply, the lifting

injector lifts the water from a lower level

as well as forces it into the boiler. A non-

lifter has no lifting jet and requires water

to flow to it.

(113) J. A. B. writes:

Will you please tell me what number
of years is considered the life of a locomo-

tive boiler in constant service under ordi-

nary conditions—that is. with fairly good
water? A.—The life of a boiler does not

depend so much on the number of years

it has been in use as the number of heat

units it has had to generate in the making
of steam. With somewhat extensive re-

pairs the ordinary locomotive boiler will

be good for about twenty years' service

and will make 800,000 miles in train ser-

vice.

(114) G. H. P.: Does a four-cylinder

compound work simple? A.—Yes. You
probably refer to the Baldwin or Vauclain

type. These can be worked simple on
starting, in which case the steam is not

used in high-pressure cylinder (circulat-

ing from end to end through the by-pass).

and the low-pressure dots the work with a

steam pressure reduced by wire-drawing.

Tandems generally use live steam in low-

pressure only when starting. 2. Does the

reducing valve work automatically in any

class of compound? A.—Yes, in all that

use it. Perhaps you mean the intercept-

ing valve. This works automatically in

most types.

(11.S) A. A. P.:

If I found an over pressure of 50 pounds

on my boiler (stationary—set to blow at

100 pounds) could I raise safety valve

without any damage, there being a heavy

fire in the boiler? My friend says I should

deaden fire and wait till pressure was very

much reduced. A.—Unless you wish to

join the angels by the explosion route, fol-

low your friend's advice. The tempera-

ture of the steam and water at 150 pounds
pressure is 365 degrees, while at 100 pounds
it is only 337 degrees. When you raise

safety valve you reduce pressure of steam
suddenly, and the water at 365 degrees

immediately flashes into steam at the lower
pressure and usually with bad results.

(116) D. C. M. writes:

I. What would you do if you broke a

front side rod on a consolidation engine?
A.—With the knuckle joint in the usual

place (in the front rod), ahead ot pin in sec-

ond wheel, take down bolh front rods and
run in. 2. What should be done if a middle
connection broke back on a consolidation

engine? A.—If the knuckle joint is in that

section, take down the front and middle
section on both sides. If the knuckle is

in back rod, take down all side rods and
run home. 3. What would you do if you
lost collar off front pin on a six-wheel

connected engine? A.—As the knuckle
joint is nearly always in the back side rod,

taking off the front rods means making the

engine into a "single pair of drivers." But
unless some means of keeping the rod on
the pin can be found, this must be done.

(117) H. G. G., Calgary, Alberta, writes

:

Will you favor me with your experience

and explanation of what is crystallization

of metal—we will say a car axle or loco-

motive axle? A,—Crystallization is the

tendency of some substances to separate

from surrounding matter and form minute
entities that contain restricted elements.

In iron and steel certain conditions, such

as protracted vibration, lead to crystals

being formed which contain selected ele-

ments that have no affinity for surround-
ing substances. In cr>'stallizing to form,

ice water rejects all impurities such as

lime, salt, magnesia, etc., and the ice is

pure water. The same thing happens
when metals crystallize. The act of crj-s-

tallization throws oflt carbon, manganese,
sulphur and other elements that enter into

the constitution of steel or iron. The act

of crystallizing takes away the homogene-
ousness or fibrous character of a metal

and robs it of its tenacity, the crystals

having reduced adhesive properties for

matter outside of themselves.
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(ij8) T. S. H. : How is it that an en-

gine increases in lead by hooking up? A.—
This was explained in the article on

"Valve Motions," on page 272 of the issue

of June, 1901. Brietly, it is because the

link is influenced by the two eccentric

rods which swing from different centers.

2. Wliy do you advise taking off both side

rods if one is disabled? A.—With one

side rod left on, and that one on the cen-

ter, there is nothing to force it to turn the

second wheel in the right direction. While

it will usually do so, it is very risky, and

many a crank pin has been sheared or bent

by it. We know of one case where an en-

gine was run successfully in this way for

a number of miles, but en running on the

turntable at the roundhouse, the wheel

"balked.'' and a bent crank pin was the

result. 3. How would you set slipped

eccentrics on the road? A.—A rough rule

is to bring the eccentrics to the same side

of the axle as the crank pin. Put the go-

ahead eccentric above the crank pin about

60 degrees and the backing eccentric an

equal amount below it. This will get you

home, and applies to slide valve engines

with a rocker as usually found.

(119) H. S. F. : Please describe the in-

tercepting valve of a Pittsburgh com-

pound. A.—In this engine the intercepting

and reducing valve is on the high-pressure

side ; nearly all the others have it on the

low. This makes it independent of re-

ceiver pressure, so that it never goes into

compound except when engineer hooks up

or puts it in that position independently.

The intercepting valve allows the steam

pressure which has been admitted through

the reducing valve to go through the re-

ceiver pipe over to low-pressure cylinder,

and at the same time opens an independent

exhaust passage for the high-pressure cyl-

inder. In compound position it closes this

auxiliary exhaust and the reducing valve

shuts out live steam, while high-pressure

exhaust must go to low-pressure cylinder.

The action of reducing valve will be ex-

plained elsewhere. 2. What should I do

in case of breakdown on either side? A.

—

Place intercepting valve in simple posi-

tion or at back end of intercepting valve

chamber. If low-pressure side cannot be

used, block reducing valve so it cannot

act. To do this, remove spring and put

in a clamp of wood or iron to screw lock

nut against, so as to hold valve securely

to seat.

engaged for twenly-five years in any ca

pacity in the operation of the railroad

proper, who has faithfully performed his

duties, is to be retired at the age of sixty-

five and to receive thereafter a monthly

allowance dependent on his pay and length

of service. The amount of pension will

depend upon tlie actual lime of service

and the employe's average regular monthly

pay for the ten years next preceding his

retirement.

Thus, if the monthly pay has equaled

$60 a month and the time of service thirty

years, the pension will be $18 a month,

equal to I per cent, a year for thirty years

of an average monthly wage of $60.

Retirements under the system will be

voluntary and involuntary. All employes

sixty-five years old and over will be con-

sidered as having attained the maximum

age limit for active service and will be

retired on pension if they have served

twenty-five years or more, while those

whose ages range from sixty to sixty-four

years, inclusive, and who in the opinion

of the pension board have become physical-

ly or otherwise permanently incapacitated

after twenty-five years of service may be

either voluntarily or by decision of the

board retired and pensioned. In case of

injuries to employes the board has power

to consider the cases, award pensions, if

merited, and fix the period of payment.

The working of this pension system is

certain to greatly strengthen the close ties

already existing between the management

and the employes.

The board of officers selected to ad-

minister the affairs of the pension depart-

ment, under the direction of the president

of the company, are General Superintend-

ent T. E. Clarke, General Auditor O. C.

Post, Chief Engineer W. K. McFarlin,

Superintendent of Motive Power and Ma-

chinery T. S. Lloyd, and Traffic Manager

B. D. Caldwell. At the organization of

the board. Traffic Manager Caldwell was

elected chairman, and General Auditor

Post, secretary.

GOOD BOOKS

Pensions for Lackawanna Employes.

Tlie announcement has been made that

the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad Company have arranged a pen-

sion system for the benefit of the employes

of the road which went into operation on

March 1st. An originial and peculiar feat-

ure about this pension system is that those

who will reap its benefits are not required

to contribute part of their wages to make

up the fund from which the pensions will

be paid.

Under the system adopted any employe

Baldwin's Seventieth Anniversary.

Record No. 32 of the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works is called "Seventy Years of

Locomotive Building" and contains a brief

history of the works from the time when

tlie Old Ironsides was built in 1832 up to

the time the ?o,oooth engine was turned

out last month. It .Iso contains descrip-

tion and illustrations of No. 20,000, which

is the ten-wheeler built for the Plant Sys-

tem of Railroads, a four-cylinder com-

pound with two high-pressure cylinders

connecting with cranked axle and two low-

pressure cylinders outside connected. The

engine was designed by Mr. W. E. Sy-

mons, superintendent of motive power of

the Plant System, and has a Vanderbilt

boiler and tender.

Messrs. Burnham, Williams & Co. gave

a banquet at the Union League, Philadel-

phia, to commemorate the completion of

the 20,oooth locomotive and the seven-

TO HAVE.

Combustion of Coa!
And the Prevention of Smoke.

A i^atot-hism toy all iuteresteU iu KucI
Eeoucimy and tlie Suppression at Smoke, by
William M. Bahr, M. K. Nearly liSO pages :

S5 engravings. I'rioe. $1.50.
Every Railroad man should liave this boolJ.

It contains over 800 questions with their an-
swers.

Air=Brake Catechism.
Tnel£th edition. Greatly Enlarged by Five

New Chapters. A complete study of the Air-

Brake equipment. Up to date. By Kobeut
U. Blackall. Cloth. I'rice. ^l.SO.

Contains over 1,000 Questions with their
Answers. Completely Illustrated with En-
gravings.

This Book has been endorsed and used by
Air-Brake Instructors and Examiners on near-
ly every Railroad in the Unified States.

Locomotive Catechism.
By Robert Grimsuaw. Nineteenth edition.

Now containing over 200 Illustrations and
Twelve Large Folding I'lates. There are
1.600 Questions with Complete Answers.
Written in plain language and free from
matliematics. The Standard Book on the
Locomotive. Nearly 450 pages. Bound in

i;.\tra Maroon Cloth, Gilt. Price, $2.00.

riechanical flovements
Powers, Devices and Appliances.

A Dictionary of Mechanical Movements.
I'owers, Devices and Appliances, embracing
an illustrated description of the greatest
variety of mechanical movements and devices
in any language. By Gardner D. Hiscox.
M. B. Third edition. Large 8vo., 402 pages.
1,040 illustrations, with descriptive text.

Itnckram binding. Price. ifS.OO.

The riodern flachinist.
Bv Ji)H.\ T. Usher. Third edition ; 257

illusl rations. 322 pages. Price $2.50. Spe-
cially adapted to the use of Machinists. Ap-
prentices. Designers, Engineers. Constructors.

Shop Kinks.
This book is entirely dlftereut from any

01 her on machine-shop nractice. It is not de-

scriptive of universal or common shop usage,
but shows special ways of doing work better,

more cheaply and more rapidly than usual.

By ROBT. Grimsuaw. 400 pages, 200 illus-

trations. Second eoiiion. Cloth. .$2.50.

Compressed Air
Its Production, Uses, and Applications.

A complete treatise on the subject of Com
pressed Air, comprising its physical and oper-

ative properties from a vacuum to its liquid

form. Its thermodynamics. compression,
transmission, expansion, and its uses for

power purposes in mining and engineering
woi-k

;
pneumatic motors, shop tools, air

blasts for cleaning and painting. The sand
blast, air lifts, pumping of water, acids and
oils ; aeration and purification of water sup-
ply, are all treated, as well as railway pro-

pulsion, pneumatic tube transmission, re-

frigeration. The air brake, and numerous ap-
pliances in which compressed air is a most
convenient and economical vehicle for work

—

with forty air tables of compression, expansion
and physical properties. This is a most com-
prehensive work on the subject of Compressed
Air. giving both the theory and application.

By G. D. Hiscox. Large Svo.. 820 pages. 545
illustrations. Price, $5.00 cloth binding, $0,50
half morocco.

Any of the above books sent free t«

any part of the world on receipt of price

^W^Ilhstraled circulars, giving the fall

Tahle o/^ Contents of all the abo'vervorks,
sent free to any one tvho 'will apply.

Our complete 96 page catalogue of
Scientific and Practical Books mailed

V Free to any address on request,

NORMAN W. HENLEY & CO.,
PUBLISHERS,

132 Nassau Street, New York.

Free
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HERE
IS A

liclh year of continuous operation. A most

distinguished company was present and
several very interesting add"i;3scs were
made which we will otice at length in our

next number.

Pressure

Regulator
THAT WILL

REGULATE.

Saving Honey in Flue Work.

One of the heavy items of expense that

accompany the introduction of the very

heavy locomotive is that of flue work.

Some of the larger shops have to meet
a demand for S,000 to 7,000 flues per

month, and this takes quite a force of

men when only 125 to 150 flues per day
can be turned out with a furnace using

hard coal or coke. Here is where the oil

furnace gets in its fine work, but it must
be remembered that all oil furnaces are

not alike, even if they do look similar.

The Ferguson furnace is built on a dif-

ferent principle from the others, in that

the oil flame does not come in contact with

the work at all. Instead of this there is

ioKTs Improved Balance

Yalye Pressure Regulator

reduces from boiler pressure to a

fraction of a pound. It will not

vary under any conditions.

It is efficient, economical, sim-

ple and durable.

Catalogue, circulars and further

information cheerfully furnished.

Cold Car Heating Co.,

Frankfort and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

Branch Office, 614 Rookery, Chicago, Ills.

FERGUSON OIL-BURNING FLUE FURN.\CE.

a combustion chamber provided at one

end, as shown, and the fire is in this end

while the hot gases pass over and around

the flues or other work to be heated. This

keeps them free from oil or other deposit

and in the best condition for welding. The
oil is fed to burner by gravity (when con-

venient^-otherwise it is forced there) and

controlled by a small needle valve. This

and an air blast of 8 ounces are all that is

needed to secure the desired result.

With one of these furnaces it is an easy

matter for one man and a helper to han-

dle 500 to 600 flues per day, and there

are cases where 100 an hour have been

welded in emergency work. This requires

the consumption of about 25 gallons of

fuel oil per day of ten hours. It has the ad-

vantage of being free from phosphor and

sulphur, so that there is no oxidization.

Any doubt as to the heating property of

the furnace on account of the combustion
chamber being away from the work is re-

moved when we learn that it takes only

40 .seconds to heat a flue to the welding

point and 60 seconds will melt a flue end

With these points in its favor it is no!

surprising that many of the best railroads

have adopted them, among them being

the Pennsylvania, Chicago & North West-
ern, Delaware & Hudson, Wabash, Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, Mobile &
Ohio and others. The Ferguson furnace

is made by the Railway Materials Com-
pany, Old Colony Building, Chicago.

Attractions of Atlantic City.

If the query wa^ made, Which is the

most widely known resort in the world?
without hesitation the answer would be

Atlantic City. Atlantic City gained its

renown through its aggressive up-to-date-

ness.

Its position is unique, its attractions

without equal, its hotels so numerous as

to care for a hundred thousand visitors,

its beach can accommodate multitudes,

and its board walk is the greatest in the

world.

Couple these to a fine climate, unlimited

diversions and exceptional train service

and you have the reason for Atlantic

City's popularity.

The New Jersey Central can take you

to Atlantic City on trains than which

there are none finer; no quicker time can

lie made than it makes, and upon applica-

tion by postal card, C. M. Burt, G. P. A.,

Central Building, New York, will send

you a folder of rates, trains and maps.

Send for it.

^ Pennsylvania's Activity.

Few railroad men even realize the im-

mense amount of money being spent by

the Pennsylvania Railroad for improve-

ments and betterments. Besides the hun-

dreds of locomotives and thousands of cars

being constructed in its own ^nd other

shops, stupendous track and right-of-way

improvements are being made, such as ele-

vating tracks through cities, diverting

freight traffic outside and around city

limits, abolishing grade crossings, straight-

ening tracks and reducing curves, etc., to

say nothing of its New York city tunnel-

ing and terminal plans. In numbers of

places the road is on its fourth and fifth

location, and the end is not yet in sight

It is this restless spirit of progressive ac-

tivity that is rapidly pushing the Pennsyl-

vania forward into the foremost rank of

the world's railroads, and has eliminated

from its lexicon the waterlogged, bar-

nacled, incubus phrase. 'Let well enough

alone."

The Best Manufacturing Company.

Pittsburgh. Pa., have published a neat il-

lustrated catalogue showing stand pipes and

valves used at water stations. People con-

nected with railroad water supply matters

will find the catalogue a useful reference.
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A Record Breaking Run.

The Boston Herald .s nt out one of its

experts to write up a long account of

President Roosevelt's trip from New York
on a special train, on the way to see his

sick son, and it resulted in an article which

must be very amusing reading to practical

railroad men. Of course the run of the

train was called a record-smashing run,

and it really was so for the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad. We
are told that engine No. 24S with 200

pounds of steam started to make the most

phenomenal run ever made between New
York and New Haven, and that the dis-

tance of 74 miles was covered in exactly 83

minutes.

Engine No. 132 was in readiness to take

the train to Providence, a distance of 116

miles, which was covered in 118 minutes,

the throttle of the locomotive, we are told,

having been pulled out to its limit. At

Providence, the report says, "Engineer

Winslow leaned out of the cab of '537,'

anxious to catch the first rumble of the

President's special. The moment it was
heard he sprang from his seat and took

firm hold of the throttle valve. After link-

ing up with the President's car, Winslow,

under instructions to reach Boston in the

quickest time possible, threw his reversing

lever hard over and gave '537' all the en-

ergy that the boiler could exert. It was
12:02 when the steam was let into the cyl-

inders and it was 12 148 when it was shut

off in the train shed at the South station."

The 44 miles were run in 46 minutes. We
feel about this run as Dominie Simpson

did when he saw or heard of anything ex-

traordinary, and vent our feelings by his

•-xpression, "Prodigious !"

Qood Positions Open.

There are excellent positions for two

first-class men open if they can be found.

They must be mechanical men who have

run locomotives, and they must be able

to talk French and German. They are

required to introduce the goods of a first-

class -'\merican house on the Continent of

Europe. Men who can fill the bill should

apply to this office, giving an outline of

their experience. No one need apply who
cannot talk French and German. Single

men will be preferred.

There is a joke going the rounds of a

great railroad center, that the big freight

locomotives belonging to a certain com-
pany are noted for having more fire in

their smokebox than in the firebox. This

means that there are air leaks in the bot-

tom of the smokebox which supply the air

necessary to sustain combustion. If the

men in charge would plaster the smoke-

box seams with Eureka Steam Joint Ce-

ment the smokebox would be air tight and

there would be no fire. A valuable prop-

erty about this material is that it does not

burn out. It is a refractory silicate of

aluminum which withstands heat as well

as firebrick. It is much cheaper than red

lead and superior to it in every respect

when high temperature has to be resisted.

We have been familiar with its use for

many years and never knew it fail. Send

to the Otley Cement Company, Chamber
of Commerce Building, Chicago, for a

sample.

A Bridge Hard to Keep from Corroding.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company.

Jersey City, N. J., give interesting in-

formation concerning the protective paint-

ing of the Union Railroad Bridge, which

crosses the Monongahela river at Pitts-

burgh (Rankin), Pa.

The associate engineers were Messrs.

Emil Swensson, designer and engineer of

construction, and Wm. H. Smith, chief

engineer Carnegie Steel Company. The
total weight of this bridge is 5,135 tons,

and it has a total length of 2,328 feet.

Designed for carrying molten metal

from the Carrie Furnace to the steel mill

and raw materials to the furnaces, this

notable steel structure is subjected to heat

from the molten metal, sulphur fumes

from locomotives and r'ver steamers, also

from the adjoining furnaces and steel

mills.

No other steel bridge in all the world

is exposed to so many and severe de-

structive agencies. The best metal pre-

servative was necessary, and the eminent

engineers selected for its protection Dix-

on's Silica-Graphite Paint, as manufac-

tured by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany.

Reports come from the West that some
of the huge locomotives sent out there

during the last few months have punctu-

ated their journeys by bending a great many
rails and breaking others. In spite of the

protests that railroad officials have record-

ed, some of the engines were sent on their

long journeys with the side rods down.

Some of the railroad companies refused to

permit the engines to go over their lines

until the side rods were put up, which was

a sensible proceeding. The surprise to us

is that any railroad company will receive a

locomotive in transit which has its side

rods down.

The Standard Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany, Chicago, have appointed Mr. J. B.

Wilson, formerly connected with the me-

chanical department of the Grand Trunk

Railway, manager of their new Canadian

offices, which they have just opened at 103

Union Station Arcade, Toronto, at which

place they will carry a full line of their

"Little Giant" pneumatic tools and ap-

pliances, rep;iir parts and accessories. In

the future all machines for Canadian cus-

tomers will be shipped direct from their

Toronto office, thereby saving purchasers

the inconvenience of making out mani-

fests and paying duty.

This murfled pop

valve K the best

you can use—bet-

ter specify it in

your next order.

VALVE COMPANY, i

271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON MASSi

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN A TRUST BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

JX A *1^^^ |A I ^^ your novel idea or desigm. It

Y^ g\ I W^ i^l I IS ihe only way to control it

I IB I L^i « I and make it pay. Send postal
to STEBB1NS& Wright, Me-

chanical Kiperti and Attorneys, Station G, Box 333,
Washington, I). C, for full ittformation. They secure
grood patents and protect the whole Invention.

Sipe's Japan Oils

MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES B. SIPE & CO.,

400 Federal Street,

Allegheny, Pa.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't jive

satisfaction

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7
Inch holes. Take up little

room—always ready and

you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

(ivansvllle. Ind.

Manufacturers ol

RounH or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our }|pB»IHnlits .ire suhstantUI
and well made to sMndard de-
sl|(ns (IT Knllroad Companies'
drawings

We ar» makers for ao or
more leading Railroads.

A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes.

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE:

f2(h922 Nerlh First St., = ST. LOUIS, MO.

( 135 E. Lake St., Chic»KO, Ills.

BriDch OBBces I gz Centre St., New \ ork City, N.Y.
{ 85 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

T A VI AD °"' ^•'*«*»™

1A I JLUK STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES,

Used by the Leading Railroadi.

R. Mushefs :

STEELS.

SPECIAL"

"Titamk:-

TheK %Mis are the Standard tf Ezcetli

••to RaprcMBUtlvM ! the Ualted SU*m

B. M. JONES & CO.
N«. 81 Milk St., BOSTON.
N«. H3 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WXKEHODSE AT EAST BOSTON.
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Locomotive Building in the United

States.

BV FRED H. COLVIN.

(,Contitiued from page 62 ante.)

Moore & Richardson were located in

Cincinnati, O. They built a large number

of engines in their time. Most o£ them

were fitted with the "Gooch" link, as it

was considered by them a strong point to

have a uniform lead for the valve. They

also used a "bell stand" of same pattern

as now in universal use by all builders.

They were in the Hood tide of their busi-

ness in the fifties, having great hopes of

holding out against the Eastern shop.

Danforth & Cooke, of Paterson, N. J.,

were well known among the early builders,

and, after several changes, became the

Cooke Locomotive & Machine Company,

now one of the eight plants of the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company. Established in

1851, they were very prominent for many

years, and a "Cooke engine" was often

recommendation enough to a railroad man.

The Erie Railroad Company, soon after

the opening of its road from Hornellsville,

N. Y., to Dunkirk, N. Y., in 1852, con-

structed in Dunkirk a locomotive repair

shop. In 1869, when Jay Gould, then

president of the Erie Railroad, had

completed extensive shops at a more

-entral location on the line of that

road, he ordered the Dunkirk shops to be

permanently closed and the machinery re-

moved to other localities. Mr. Horatio G.

Brooks, then superintendent of motive

power and machinery of the Erie Railroad,

vhose home was at Dunkirk, and whose

interests were identified with its welfare,

made a proposition to Mr. Gould for a

lease of the shops and machinery for the

purpose of establishing the business of lo-

comotive building. The lease was consum-

mated in November, 1869, and before the

close of the year the first two locomotives

of the new Brooks Locomotive Works

were turned out.

The Essex Locomotive Works were

established in Lawrence. Mass., prior to

1853 (the exact date is in doubt). Mr.

Charles Hastings was chief draftsman,

and they built at least two locomotives,

the "Essex" and "Lawrence," for the New
York Central, which had independent cut-

off valves. Little else is known of these

works.

The Detroit Locomotive Works were at

Detroit, Mich., in 1853-4-7, etc. They built

a number of engines which the boys called

the "Wolverines." They were mostly for

the Michigan Central and Great Western

of Canada. Mr. Carpenter was foreman,

.ifterwards master mechanic of the Detroit

& Eel River road.

Smith & Perkins were at Alexandria,

Va., and their engines were quite well

known in some localities in about 1853.

Thatcher Perkins was superintendent, for-

'iierly master mechanic of the Baltimore

& Ohio. Only a few engines were built

there, all of which were designed by Mr.

Perkins. Some of the first engines were

for the Orange & Alexander and the Ma-

nassas Gap Railroads.

The Cuyahoga Steam Furnafe Com-

pany were in Cleveland, O., and have

quite a history, if it could all be written.

Mr. E. T. Sterling was superintendent;

Mr. Rogers, foreman, in 1853. A patent

cut-off by Rogers was a strong feature of

the many engines built then.

Breese, Kneeland & Co. were at Jersey

City, and one of their old engines, the

"Superior," was shown in our issue of

November. 1898. Mr. E. P. Gould was

superintendent. Some of the special feat-

ures of the engines were a solid forged

"slab frame," short travel of valve, some

of which was only 352 inches. A Mr.

Hamilton was mechanical engineer of the

works. They commenced building en-

gines in 1853.

The East Bridgewater works are de-

scribed as follows in a letter to the author

by Mr. George Duckworth, who is familiar

with their history: "The Matfield Manu-

facturing Company, of East Bridgewater,

was formed in 1853 by James Brown, Wm.
Bates, Franklin Keith and others, to en-

gage in building locomotive engines. The

stockholders were mostly residents of East

Bridgewater. Mr. Brown was agent and

general manager. The master mechanic

was Elias Woodworth, who had held a

like position in the repair shops of the Old

Colony Railroad in South Boston, also at

John Souther & Co.'s Globe Works. For

the wheels, frames and other heavy work

and the erection of the engines, Bradbury

E. Randall and his two sons. Samuel A.

and William B.. from Wm. Mason Loco-

motive Works, were employed. They were

previously at Hinkley & Drury's. Eben

J. Lothrop and Stephen Cairns built the

cylinders, pistons and connecting rods;

they were formerly employed at Southers.

Stephen A. Morse, formerly of Hinckley

& Drury's, made the lighter running work,

employing his brother, Rufus W., from

Colts .Armory, as toolmaker. Mr. Morse

subsequently established a twist drill

manufactory at New Bedford. He died

December, 1898. The boilermaker. Charier,

Gibbs. and the blacksmith, Jeffrey Cole,

were from Boston shops. Each of these

'job hands' hired his own help, and exe-

cuted his part of the work at a fixed price

per engine. Probably not more than fifty

men were employed at one time. There

were six engines built. The first was called

'Charles Phelps' and was sold to the Provi-

dence & Stonington Railroad. The second

was named 'Daniel Webster' and went to

the Cape Cod Railroad. On the tender was

painted an enlarged copy of a popular pic-

ture, called 'Webster at Marshfield,' repre-

senting the great statesman sitting under a

large tree. The third was not named by

the builders, but was by 'the boys' as thr

'Know Nothing,' a popular political word

of that day. On the tender of the other,

that was intended to be named the ',A.nia-

zon.' was portrayed a beautiful though

scantily attired woman bestride a most
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noble horse. The fourth engine was built

to fill an order that Mr. Woodworth had
obtained from his native city, Halifax,

Nova Scotia. It was named the 'May-
flower,' and when finished, the company
having exhausted their resources of capi-

tal and credit, he decided to go with it as

its engineer. The company soon after-

wards went out of business, leaving two
unfinished engines in the shop, that were
completed under direction of the assignees

and sold to the Old Colony & Fall River

Railroad, and named 'South Boston' and
New York.' The unnamed engine caused

the instant death of Stephen Woodworth,
and the 'Mayflower' jumped from an ice-

covered track into the deep waters of the

Atlantic Ocean, carrying to his death her

ill-fated constructor. Ainong the more
pleasant memories of Matfield was the trial

trip of the 'Charles Phelps,' when three

carloads of jubilant citizens of the village

were given a free excursion to Plymouth,

hauled by the newly completed 'iron horse,'

of which all were proud. The dates and

other points were given me in this matter

by the courtesy of Herman S. Morse, Esq.

I am and have been continuously employed

on this railroad since 1847, and well recall

the movements of this company, being en-

gineer on the locomotive 'Pawtuxet' in

iSs5. I am reminded of moving the 'Web-
ster' and other engines 'nentioned."

Swinburne is another ime which is well

remembered, but little ctual knowledge

can be obtained. It started as Swinburne

& Smith, but the former soon withdrew

and started Wm. Swinburne & Co., Pater-

son, N. J. This was short-lived, however,

being crushed by the panic of 1857.

The White River Junction Locomotive

Works, at White River, N. H., were also

in the field in about 1857. They built en-

gines very much like the Taunton. One
of them was the old No. 5 on the Toledo.

Peoria & Warsaw road. Only a few were

built before they became one of many fail-

ures in the field.

The Dickson Works, of Scranton, Pa.,

now a part of the American Locomotive

Company, were started in 1857 by Will-

iam Cooke & Co. and known as the Cliff

Locomotive Works. They built three loco-

motives. The first one was a 4-wheeI con-

nected passenger with a 4-wheel truck, and

is called "C. P. Wurts. No. i." and was for

4-foot 3-inch gage, to be used on the old

Delaware & Hudson gravit>', which was

abandoned in the spring of 1899. The
other two locomotives built by this com-

pany are still in existence at Honesdale,

owned by the same company. In 1858 they

rebuilt a lot of engines, known as the "cab-

bage cutters" for the Delaware, Lackawan-
na & Western Railroad. Their first standard

engine was the "Erie." which was No. 16

on the Lackawanna & Bloomsburg road.

This was delivered early in July. 1863. I'

was a ten-wheel, 17 x 24-inch engine, with

54-inch drivers, and had a pump on one

side and injector on the other. In 1862,

the Dickson Manufacturing Company,

which began in 1856 as Dickson & Co. and

was incorporated in 1862, purchased th'-

works of Wm. Cooke & Co. and began

the manufacture of locomotives, which

they have continued ever since.

The Risdon Iron and Locomotivi

Works, San Francisco, Cal., were or

ganized in about 1859 under the firm

name of Coflfee & Risdon, who starteo

in as boiler makers. Their business grew

to such an extent that they formed a stock

company known as the Risdon Iron & Lo-

comotive Works. During the first few

years of the corporation's existence, the>

constructed some three or four locomo
tives for logging purposes, also a fc\v

dummies for small suburban roads. Th'

last locomotive was built in about 1884

for a firm in Alaska. It was of the geared

type and ran on wooden rails. The com
pany failed and the builders did not gci

paid for the engine.

The firm of H. K. Porter & Co. begai.

business in 1866, under the name of Smith

& Porter, with a shop of one rented room
in Twenty-eighth street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

There were a man and a boy, besides the

"firm." They grew fast, however, and

soon built a shop of their own. On March

4, 1867, the first locomotive was contracted

for, and shipped on Thanksgiving Day. It

was a four-wheel saddle-tank engine, 42

incli gage. In February, 1871, the shop

was burned, and on rebuilding the firm

name changed to Porter. Bell & Co., which

lasted until the death of Mr. Arthur W
Bell, in 1878, when the present firm name
was adopted. They have built everything

from 18 to 72-inch gage and from 4 to 45

tons, and for all parts of the world.

The New Jersey Locomotive & Machine

Company was changed to Grant Loco

motive Works, 1866.

The Lancaster Locomotive Works, Lan-

caster, Pa., were also Norris works, as

they were run by James Norris. They

built the "Ant" and the "Bee," the first

decapods, for Alexander Mitchell, master

mechanic of the Lehigh Valley, in 1867

J. A. Durgin, "constructor." also built

engines for the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The National Locomotive Works at Con

nellsville, Pa., were run by Dawson & Bai

ley in 1870. They were started for the

purpose of building narrow-gage locomo-

tives, a "mania" just getting hold of the

railway world at that time.

Kentucky Locomotive Works, Louis-

ville, Ky., were run by Messrs Olmstead,

Tenney & Peck. Exact date is not known
Richard Norris & Brother had quite a

shop in Philadelphia, but their engines are

now only a memor>'. The Norris Brothers,

however, left their mark on the locomotive

business of the United States, and deserve

much credit.

The Trenton Locomotive Works, Tren-

ton, N. J., were organized by Van Cleve

& McCann. Afterwards Mr. Isaac

Dripps left the Camden & Amboy Rail-

road to join them and became one of the

firm. Thev built the "Monster" class of
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engines for Camden & Amboy and Belvi-

dere & Delaware Railroads, also standard

eight-wheelers, with valve motion outside.

Mr. Adams was superintendent in the

later part of its existence.

The Niles Locomotive Company were m
Cincinnati. O., but did not build locomo-

tives very long. They are now at Hamil-

ton, O., and the tools of the Niles Tool

Works have a world-wide reputation. Two

of the engines built by them had four cyl-

inders and were fitted with "Walschaert"

valve gear, for outside cylinders. Some of

their 15x22 engines had steam ports 18

inches long, iH inches wide—a "hobby"

with them.

Among the works about which little or

nothing has been learned are: John South-

er & Co.'s Globe Works, Boston, Mass.

;

Hawood & Bartletts. Baltimore, Md. ;Tred-

egar Iron Works, Richmond, Va. ;
Port-

Und Company. Portland, Me.; Palm &

Robertson, St. Louis, Mo.; Menommee

Locomotive Works. Milwaukee, Wis.;

Ballardvale Locomotive Woiks, Ballard-

vale, Mass. ; Springfield Locomotive & Car

Works, Springfield. Mass.; Corliss &

Nighf.ngale, Providence, R. I. ;
Mt. Savage

Locomotive Works. Mt. Savage, Md.

;

Dawson & Bailey. Connellsville, Pa.

wheels, and which must consequently be

placed above them. J. Snowden Bell.

[I am pleased to have Mr. Bell's cor-

rections, and hope others will follow suit.

I do not see, however, why a wide firebox

must be placed over the wheels, although

it is usually more convenient to do so.

Winans' firebox could have been wider

than wheels and still retain its position be-

hind the wheels.—F. H. C]

OLIVER

March. 1902.
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.\ young fellow just from college in de-

-cribing a new locomotive for a paper he

represented said that the weight, as given

by the superintendent of motive power,

was 134,000 pounds in working order, but

he then intimated that 200 pounds might

be added, as the engineer informed him

that they were carrying 200 pounds of

fteam. The engineer was a practical

joker.

nore Perpetual Motion.

A Toledo man claims 10 have invented

what he calls a trimounter, and which we

call a perpetual-motion humbug. The in-

ventor of this so-called invention got hold

of a gullible Associated Press reporter,

who was induced to send out the foUowmg

rot in his dispatches ; "Take an ocean ves-

sel, for instance. It can be propelled with-

out coal, which means that there is no use

for bunkers, boilers and smokestacks.

Street cars can be run without the bother-

some trolley and can be operated more

easily than to-day. The trimounter can

also be employed to heat dwellings and

factory and office buildings, instead of the

methods employed now. It will save mill-

ions and millions of dollars to steamboat

companies. There is not a spark of doubt

in my mind that my invention will not do

all I claim for it, and I regard it as the

wonder of the age."

We never knew of a visionary working

on a device to overcome the immutable

laws of Nature who entertained a spark of

doubt that he would succeed. It is the old

story of a man scheming to lift himself bv

his own boot straps.

Two Corrections.

Following the suggestions in the article

on "Locomotive Building in the United

States," in your February issue, that any

corrections will be appreciated, I beg to

say, from personal observation, '
that the

so-called "mud digger" engines of Ross

Winans did not have "a vertical boiler in

the center," as stated on page 61, their

boilers being of the ordinary horizontal

locomotive type. These engines were

geared and presented the peculiar effect of

main rods and coupling rods moving in

opposite directions. They were the "Buf-

falo," No. 35: "Baltimore," No. 36;

Cumberland," No. 37: "Elk," No. 41;

Tuscarora," No. 45, and "Allegheny,"

No. 47, of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad.

Again, the Winans "camel" engines did

not have "a wide firebox oveihung the

back drivers," as stated, the front por-

tions of their fireboxes being set between

the back drivers and not over them. The

term "wide firebox" is generally and prop-

erly taken to mean a firebox which is as

wide as, or wider than, the distance be-

tween the outer faces of the driving

Against the Double Cab.

The organized railway men of Ohio re-

cently presented to the legislature bills re-

garding the operation of trains. Both were

aimed at the practice of dividing its direct-

ing power. The first, introduced by Repre-

sentative Castle, of Crawford County, will

do away with the double cab engines now

in use. It prohibits the separation of the

engineer and fireman on the broad ground

that someone should be ready at all times

to control the engine. The other bill, in-

troduced by Mr. Pollock, of Stark County,

prohibits the use of pushing engines on

trains unless the front engine is disabled.

The absence of communication between

engine drivers where an engine is placed

behind is said to be the frequent cause of

accident and consequent loss of life.

Both these measures are in the interest

of safety, but we do not believe either of

them will prove more influential than the

railroad lobby. The double cab engine has

come to stay. Agitation against the dan-

ger- of separating the enginemen ought to

be directed to having a third man on the

engine. That will appeal to a great many

legislators as being reasonable. When

trainmen ask to have the radical change

made on the modern locomotive which

taking away one of the cabs implies, rail-
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road officials have no difficulty in proving

to the satisfaction of the law makers that

the demand is in opposition to progress.

Railroad officials say that the legislators

who favor abolishing the Mother Hub-

bard engines "are trying to make a strike."

We do not know what that means, but

suppose it to be something in the nature

of "a shake down,"
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No. 5 of the New York Central Four

Track Series is devoted to America's win-

ter resorts. It is gotten up in the old

folder form and has two large maps which

show the whole of America, with the lead-

ing railroad connections made by the New
York Central. The folder will be found a

very useful reference for people who are

looking for change of climate. The folder

will be sent to any person on receipt of a

two-cent stamp by Geo. H. Daniels.

G. P. A., Grand Central Station, New
York.

We have received from the McPherson

Switch & Frog Company, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., an illustrated catalogue of the

switches, frogs and other track material

made by the company. It also contains

several pages of illustrations of track tools

and a great deal of useful information

for trackmen well arranged for reference.

The catalogue is prepared in a form that

makes it convenient for the pocket and

contains blank pages for memoranda. It

is a book that every section foreman and

maintenance-of-way engineer ought to car-

ry in his pocket. The McPherson Im-

proved Safety Switch and Frog which are

illustrated in the catalogue appear to have

decided advantages over the ordinary

types.

The Education of Mechanics.

One of the prime reasons for failure on

the part of men who have without assist-

ance endeavored to advance themselves

along any particular branch of study is.

that few arc willing to start at the bottom

and work along well-defined lines. The
tendency is to skim over the elementary

lessons and jump at once to some point

where the student would like to be. The
result is that the beginner finds himself in

"deep water" and probably gives up too

soon, feeling that the subject is too much

for his comprehension. As a matter of

fact, had he been given only a limited

amount of elementary study at one time,

and been allowed to thoroughly digest it

before proceeding, the road would have

been comparatively easy. This is where

the best correspondence schools have

proved so beneficial to those deprived ot

the advantages of an education. Not si>

many years ago, when books were very

expensive and papers few, it was quite a

difficult thing for a poor man to advance

himself even along the line of his occupa-

tion, and to change his business for some

other which he felt he was more fitted for

was almost impossible. The work in which

he accidentally found himself was usually

that which he was forced to follow, for no

other than the simple, though it might be

said tragic, reason that he had not the

money to attend some college. To-day,

however, a man with a very limited capi-

tal, coupled with a desire to be something

more than he is, can, without leaving hi5

work, join the ranks of a correspondence

school and master almost any branch

which is worthy of study.

Foreign railway companies, outside of

Great Britain, nearly all equip their loco-

motives with speed indicators, because

tliere appears to be difficulty in training

the engineers to tell how fast they are run-

ning without the aid of an indicator. An
elaboration of the ordinary speed indicator

has lately been introduced on some French

railways which acts to apply the air brake,

should a certain speed be exceeded. It is

no doubt an ingenious invention, but rail-

road companies are fortunate who do not

require to equip their engines with speed

recorders for the guidance of their engi-

neers.

Perhaps one of the greatest engineering

achievements of its kind in America is the

Great Northern Railroad tunnel through

the Cascade mountains. It is 2j4 miles

long in a straight line, is lined throughout

with concrete, and is 23 feet high by 16

feet wide. After nearly four years of

continuous work, the two forces, working

from opposite sides, met midway under a

granite roof more than a mile thick. The

cost of the tunnel was about $5,000,000.

The Universal Car Bearing Company.

of Chicago, have lately received the fol-

lowing orders: Six hundred cars. Wheel-

ing & Lake Erie Railroad ; 500 cars. Wa-

bash Railroad; 300 cars. Great Northern

Railway
;
500 cars, American Car & Foun-

dry Company : 60 engines, Great Northern

Railway.

The boiler of a freight locomotive on

the Lake Erie & Western Railroad ex-

ploded while the engine was standing on

a siding near St. Mary's. Fireman Floyd

Brown, of Lima, was killed outright and

Engineer Edward Casey, of Fremont,

scalded so badly that he died a few hours

later. A number of cars were wrecked.

A defective crown sheet is supposed to

have been the cause of the explosion.

The latest addition to our book list is

"Examination Questions and Answers on

the Handling of Locomotives." by W. O.

Thompson, the well-known secretary of

the Traveling Engineers' Association.

Needless to say, this is a book that everi.-

engineer (as well as those who aspire to

handle he throttle) needs to keep by him.

It is handled exclusively by our book de-

partment, in two bindings, at 5° and 75

cents.
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J. A. Fay & Egan Company, of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, the large manufacturers of

standard wood-working machinery, have

just opened a new branch office at 69

Chapin Block, Buffalo, N. Y., in charge

of Mr. B. E. Crafts, who will at once en-

ter into active business operations to fur-

ther the interests of the company. Mr.

Crafts has heretofore represented the firm

as salesman for that territory, but the con-

linually increasing business of the com-

pany necessitated this new move, which

will better enable them to cater to the

wants of the users of wood-working ma-

chinery.

The United States Metallic Packing

Company are running their shops night

and day trying to keep up with orders, hut

they are still in arrears on orders. They

are making 1,500 sets of packing for new

work every week and 6,500 parts for re-

pairs
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FOUR MEN
Two speaking French and
German, and t-wo Spanish
and Portuguese wanted by

a large concern. Must have

run locomotives and be thor-

ough mechanics as well.

Single men preferred. Only
men of ability need apply.

Address Franco-German,

This oflSce.

FOR SALE

10 Locomotives
20 X 24 Cylinders, Drivers, 44" Centers.

Consolidation Type.

Manufacturers of

«»5»t

LATROBE STEEL CO.,
^T^ W Y^ T^ C^ ^^^ Locomotive and

WORKS Latrobe. Penn.
BRANCH OFFICE:

Car Wheels

MAIN OFFICE: 1200 Qirard Building, Philadelphia.

1506 Bowling Qreen Officed, 11 Broadway, N. Y.

LATROBE STEEL & COUPLER CO., Manufacturers ol

Chicago All=SteeliHi«?!iLCoupler.
WORKS: Melrose Park. III. MAIN OFFICE: 1200 Qirard Building. Philadelphia.

BRANCH OFFICE: 1730 Old Colony Building, Chicago.

ONE 19 X 24 SWITCHER
with sloping tank,

Drivers, 44" Centers.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
RIGHT FROM SHOPS.

We are not brokers
but operate our own
shops and g'uarantee
everything sold to be
as represented.

Torbert&Peckham,

3 • 5 Monadnock Block,

CHICAGO.

IMPROVED
LOCOMOTIVE
POP VALVES

Muffled and Plain.

[Single Bell

Chime Whistles.

Extra

malic VValer^ Gages,

ard Appliances.

Heavy Auto-

Other Stand-

Star Brass''Manufacturing Co.

Main OHice and.Works—Boston, Mass.

\\'.-ilern Office—<i34]MonadnockBuiklin^:. ChiL.^yQ. III.

Non-
Corrosive

Locomotive

STEAM
QAQES.
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The Four-Cylinder Compound Express
Locomotive for the T. R. State

Railways of Austria.

IIY IAKnsl.A\' IllillRA.

Before giving principal dimensions of

this locomotive, a few words of the build-

er, who is perhaps unknown to our read-

ers, will be interesting. This firm is

called "Proni ceskomoravska tovarna na

stroje V Praze" (First bohemian-mora-

vian machine-manufactory in Prague)

—

was founded 32 years ago (1870) and is

situated near Prague. To-day this manu-
factory and its products is at the head of

all the manufactories of Austria. It

174 Broadway, New York, April, 1902

high-pressure and low-pressure cylinders

drive the same a.xle. The valve gear of

the external cylinders is of the Ileusingcr

type, the inside valves being actuated

from a rocking shaft which is driven

from the cross-head of the low-pressure

valve stem. The crank pins on each

side are located opposite each other,

the left side leading. This makes a

balanced engine. The locomotive was

tried in Vienna on the West Railway and

the highest speed obtained was 87!^

miles per hour with a train consisting

of one baggage car and one saloon car-

ri.Tgp. Pulling a train of 230 tons weight

No. 4

Diameter oiitKule i^ inch.

Length Vjetwcen tube plates 13 fett. i '•

Ilfiititif^ \ufjace:

Fire-box-. 1/9 W|. feet.

Tubes. . . .% 2,270 '• "

Total 2.449'* "

Grate area .vS
•• "•

Safety valves:

Two 3'^ inch pop safety valves—system, Coale.

Injectors:

Two re-starting injectors icl. T. No. 9)

—system, Friedmann of Vienna.
Frame:
Distance between main frames.

fiont end. 47 inches.

Distance between main frames.

hind end..44!4 ''

Thickness of ni.iin franic> i inch.

FOUR CYLINDER COMPOUND ON THE AUSTRIAN STATE RAILWAY.

builds Steam-engines, hoisting-engines,

sizing-apparatus, all kinds of pumps, elec-

tric cranes, sugar-machinery, boilers,

bridges and many others—the latest

product being locomotives.

The locomotive illustrated is of the

American type (Atlantic), and has been

introduced on the I. R. State Railways

of Austria. The locomotive^called Series

108—was constructed by the above firm

from the designs of Mr. Charles Gols-

dorf, and is for the fast passenger ser-

vice between Prague and Vienna. It was

designed to maintain a speed of 563 miles

per hour and to keep the weight down to

17.500 pounds in each driver.

The locomotive Series 108 is a four-

cylinder compound engine with Golsdorf

starting gear, and the main-rods of both

on a gradient of I to 100 a speed of 46^4

miles was maintained. The engine

started very easily and its running was

exceedingly quiet. Following are the

leading dimensions of this locomotive

which, being recent Austrian practice,

arc given in more detail than usual.

Boiler:

Working pressure 214 lbs. per sq. inch.

Outside diameter of first ring 65 inches.

Thickness of plates in barrel \\ inch.

Horizontal seams; butt joined in the welt

strips inside and outside, sexuple riveted.

Smoke-box:

Diameter inside 65 inches.

Length inside 55 "

Chimney (cast iron):

Smallest inside diameter 16^ inches.

Diameter at the top 19

Smokestack top above rail 15 feet.

Tubes (Martin-Flusseisen :

Member 329

ratio of volumes
293-

Cvlinders:

Number of cylinders 4
Diameter of high pressure

\

cylinders, 13^^ inches ,

Diameter of low pressure '

cylinders. 23^3 inches J

Stroke of piston 26% inches.

Ratio of receiver-volume to the

volume of low pressure cy"inder..ir

Steam passages:

Steam ports i^g x ii}3 inches.

High pressure cylinder.

exhaust ports.. 3 x ii}3 "

Steam ports i,% x 19 "

Low pressure cylinder.

exhaust ports.. 3 X 19

Size of bridges i-H inch.

Valve motion (Heusingeri:

Slide valves rot balanced.

Outside lap of slide valves ifi inch.

High pressure cylinders, inside

clearance. .,^g *'

Low pressure c>-linders. outside

lap of slide valves . . iK ""
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Low pressure cj linder iuside.

clearance.. '/i "

Greatest tnivel of slide valves 7% inches.

Truck a vUs (crucible sttel :

Diameter at wlieel seat 7,*a inches.

"bearings -,'4
••

' middle 6|b
"

IvCUgth of wheel scat 6\ "

" "bearing-journals 10^ "

Distance between centers

• of bearings. .42?^
*•

Driving itxlt; (crank axle), i^ nickel-steel.

Diameter at wheel seat SJ-a inches.
" " bearings 7"/8 "

" of crank-pin journal SJ.^
**

Length of wheel seat 7J4
"

" bearing-journals 10% "

•' " crank-pin journal 3}|
"

Distance between centers

of bearings. ,45i^
*'

Coupling axle (crucible steel):

Diameter at wheel seat S"/i inches.
" "bearings 7%
•• "middle 75^ "

Length of wheel seat 7^ "

' " bearing-jourtals iay» "

Railroads Not Responsible for Killing

Geese.

It has been the practice of the courts to

hold railroad companies responsible for

the killing of nearly all kinds of an-

imals that strayed upon unfenced track,

but a case with a different end-

ing has come up lately in Tennessee,

where a farmer sued a railroad company
for the killing of three geese valued at

$1.50. The court drew the line on the

geese and decided that the railroad com-
pany was not liable for the killing of that

sort of animal. The following are a few

of the salient points of the decision:

"We think there is no evidence of reck-

lessness or common-law negligence shown
in this case, and tlie only question is

whether a goose is an animal or obstruc-

tion in the sense of the statute, section

1574, sub-section 4, Shannon's compila-

tion, which requires Jie alarm whistle to

to be loath to stoop from his dignity to

escap-' a passing train.

"But the line must be drawn somewhere,

and we are of the opinion that the goose is

the proper bird to draw it at."

n. N. Forney's Feed Water Heater.

The veteran railroad mechanical en-

gineer, M. N. Forney, has always been

an advocate of using some of the waste

heat that passes out through the smoke
stack of a locomotive to heat the feed

water. He has been long working upon

the designing of a device for this pur-

pose, and he thinks it is about ready for

application. He does not think that it

will save so per cent, of the fuel used,

but he thinks it will save enough to in-

duce railroad officials to apply it to their

locomotives. Heat economizers are a de-

cided success in connection with the boil-

..BlOEZlE^EMnnia.*w£3aii
DETAII,S OF FOUR CYLINDER COVIPOUND ON THE AUSTRIAN STATE RAILWAY.

Main-rods (Martin steel No. 7 :

Length 79,'j inches.

Crosshead pins, diameter 2%
" length 3

(Low pressure cyl.) main-rod

journals, diameter, ,4^ "

(Low pressure cj-l,) raain-rod

journals length i^\'z
"

Side-rods (Martin steel No. 7.':

Length 1 10 inches.

Crank-pins, diameter 45^ "

length i¥i
"

Stiiriinq ^'ear (G.^lsdorf system'.

Brake:
Automatic vacuum brake

—

sy.-tem. Hardy of Vienna.

Sand-box:

Steam sand-box on drivers and truck-

wheels—system Holt & Gresham.

Weight empty lJ4,ooo lbs.

in ninnitig order 150.000 *'

•' on truck 58,600 "
" fir.st pair of drivers 31,900 *'

" *' second pair of drivers 31.900 '

" " trailing wheels 27,600 "

be sounded and brakes put down and

every possible means employed to stop

the train and prevent an accident when an

animal or obstruction appears on the

track. It is evident this provision is de-

signed not only to protect animals on the

track, but also the passengers and em-
ployes upon the train from accidents and
injury. It would not seem that a goose

was such an obstruction as would cause

the derailment of a train if run over.

"It is true, a goose has animal life and

in the broadest sense is an animal, but we
think that the statute does not require the

stopping of trains to prevent running over

birds such as geese, chickens, ducks,

pigeons, canaries and other birds that may
be kept for pleasure or profit. Birds have

wings to move them quickly from places

of danger, and it is presumed they will use

them; a violent presumption, perhaps, in

case of a goose—an animal which appears

ers of stationary plantg, and it is only

natural to suppose that they might be

made successful on locoinotives, al-

though they have recorded against them
many failures for that kind of service.

The only misgiving Mr. Forney has

about his invention is the extra weight

that will be placed upon the engine truck.

The la-t report of the State Railroad

Commissioners says: "The evils of over-

capitalization, the building of roads with

no good reason for e.xistencc, and the prac-

tice of paying dividends at the expense of

proper maintenance are to-day apparent

in impaired properties, lack of proper car

equipment, insufficient power plants and

poor track and load bed." There is little

reason to doubt, the report says, that in

the coming year the standi rd of equip-

ment and service will be decidedly im

proved.
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Train for H. k. M. Prince Henry of

Prussia.

When it was decided that His Royal
Highness, Prince Henry of Prussia.

should make a short tour through the
United States, Assistant Secretary of

State Hill at once called into consulta-
tion the officers of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company and sought their advice
concerning the transportation features
and the itinerary. The Secretary and the
other officers composing the Reception
Committee stated that by reason of its

resources, excellent management, and
completeness of its tourist system they
considered the Pennsylvania the safest

and best transportation line in the land
to which they could entrust all matters
connected with the movement of their

distinguished guest. So a formal contact
for the transportation of the Prince and
his suite for the entire tour was entered
into between the representatives of the
Government and the railroad company.
The selection of the train was left to the
railroad. The outlines of the itinerary

prepared in Washington were developed
and worked out in detail by the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad officials. Every stop of

the train in its course of nearly five

thousand miles, every detail of its move-
ment, were arranged by correspondence
and wire with connecting lines a fort-

night in advance of the starting date.

The schedule was adapted to the peculiar

characteristics of each connecting line,

and the scope of the tour was measured
by every available hour of the time at the

Prince's disposal. Every general man-
ager of every road used knew the exact
time he would receive the train and the

hours at which he was expected to deliver

it at each point on his line. Nothing was
left to chance, but everything relating to
the movement of the train, was as abso-
lute and as well understood as if it were
a regularly scheduled train in every-day
service.

The selection of officers and men, of

which twenty-fcur composed the crew,
was made with a special view to their

fitness
. and experience. The crew in-

cluded not only the usual attendants of a
first class limited train, but special steno-

graphers, a special baggage agent and
competent telegraph operators.

The train which was composed of the

Pennsylvania's Class "L" passenger loco-

motives, number 850 and 8 cars, made up
in the following order, commencing with
the engine : Pullman composite baggage
and smoking car "Utopia," two Pullman
sleeping cars, the "Biscay," and '"Ga-

ronne," for the attendants; the Pullman
dining car "Willard." three Pullman
compartment cars, the ""Iowa," "Indiana"

and '"Ohio," and the Pullman private car,

the "Columbia." occupied by the Prince.

The dining car ""Willard." is the latest

production cf the skill of the Pullman
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Company. It is attractively finished in

mahogany, with high pitched roof, and

presents npon entrance through \vi<ie

vestibules the appearance of a small but

cosy cafe. It is furnished with ten

tables and ordinary cafe chairs.

The compartment cars "Iowa." "In-

diana" and "Ohio," arc all of the same

pattern, though finished in different

schemes of decoration. Even the com-

partments differ in their stye of finish

between mahogany, maple, English oak

and vermilion. There are ten state-

rooms in each car. all on the same side

of the car, with a wide passage on the

opposite side from end to end of the

car. Every stateroom contains a double

berth. The officers of the Prince's suite

and the President's delegates were quar-

tered in these compartments.

The "Columbia" was occupied by

Prince I^enry, Admiral Evans, Herr von

Holleben, the German Ambassador, and

Personlicher Adjutant Capitan-lieutenant

Schmidt von Schwinu-

The "Columbia" is the handsomest and

best appointed private car ever constructed

bythe Pullman Company. Itwas frequently

used by President McKinley in his longer

trips, and it came to the use of the Prince

fresh from the shops. The car is seventy

feet long and contains five private rooms

in one section. Two of the private rooms

are large, and are furnished with brass

bedsteads, chests of drawers, wardrobes

and large mirrors.

There is also space for steamer trunks,

and a separate toilet compartment com-

municating with each room. The private

rooms are finished in mahogany, maple

and koko. The observation room which is

also the dining room, is sixteen feet long,

finished in vermilion and contains an ex-

tension table and two cabinets. Wide

windows and a door enclose the rear end,

which is a wide observation platform en-

closed by bronze railings. The Prince

received from this platform at points

where the stop was too short to admit of

his leaving the train.

The Prince took his meals in the

"Columbia" with such guests as it was his

pleasure to invite. When the train passed

over the Allegheny Mountains he rode

on the engine, which experience to-

gether with the scenery reread before

him he enjoyed \ery much.

The illustration of the train shown

here was made from a photograph taken

by Mr. F. W. Blauvelt, near Jersey City.

This was obtained through the courtesy

of Mr. F. L. Sheppard, General Supt..

and Mr. C. J. McConaughy, Asst. Pass.

Train Master, at Jersey City, who had

the train set in position for the purpose.

Railroad men will appreciate what this

means, to shift cars at a busy terminal.

The interior views were made from pho-

tographs given to us by the passenger

department.

Large vs. Small Locomotives.

nv r. r. roesch.

I propose making a partial analysis of

the late comparative tests on the Illinois

Central R. R.

•In the recent extended road tests to

determine the comparative efficiency of

various types of locomotives on the Il-

linois Central Railroad, reports of which

have been published in the current en-

gineering press, I find a few facts which

at first glance seem rather strange, not

to say startling; and in probing deeper

into them I find them still more sur-

prising.

The tests were made with four different

types of engines, viz.

Eng. Cyl. Drivers Kind of Workirg
No. Dla. Stroke Diameter ling, pressure

35 20' 2S" 63" 10 wheel 180 lbs.

489 ig" 26" 57" Mogul i6s "

639 23" 30" 57" Consoli-
dation 210 "

640 23" 30" 57" 12 wheel 210 "

Each engine made 10,000 miles, the

primary object being to find which type

of locomotive would be the most eco-

nomical—everything taken mto consid-

eration.

In analyzing the report, I will simply

consider two of the locomotives tested

in order to show that the result of the

test leaves things still somewhat in

doubt. The test shows that Engine No.

35, with 102. s per cent, of calculated rat-

ing, was able to maintain an average

speed of 20.24 miles per hour, while En-

gine No. 6.3g. with only 84.3 per cent, of

rating, made but 17.71 miles per hour.

On the face of things, this does not

look so bad, but let us investigate a lit-

tender in tons; then = i^.

tie. By the usual formula

-

D
and using So per cent, of the boiler pres-

sure as the mean, I find the tractive

power of Engine No. 35 to be

2o'X '8X144 ^ 25,600 pounds,

and using the same formula, I find the

tractive power of Engine No. 639 to be

23'- X 3" X 168 ^
57

46,770 pounds.

The total weight of engine and tender

of Engine No. 35 is stated as 259.200

pounds or 129 tons, and Engine No. 639

as 308,400 pounds or 154 tons.

I will assume that the figures as given

mean ready for service. It would make

no material difference in the calculation,

however, as the capacity of both tenders

is practically the same. The hauling ca-

pacity of Engine No. 35 over the ruling

grades on the division where test was

made is given as 1,050 tons, while En-

gine No. 639 is rated at 1,800 tons.

Now if // = ;^
[fin which

154 = 1,996 tons, instead of

We have then the factor of resistance as

applied to Engine No. 35 to be

25,600 ,
i^ = 21.7 pounds per ton.

1,050 -f 129

The factor of resistance per ton over

the same grade at the same speed is

supposed to be constant. This being the

case, to determine the hauling capacity

of Engine No. 639 we should use the

same factor as used for Engine No. 35:

T
then, as H = -^

— \V, we find that the
A

rating for Engine No. 639 should be

46.770

21.7

1,800 tons.

Referring again to the performance

sheet, I find that the average tonnage in

test trains for Engine No. 639 was 1.517

tons, or 84.3 per cent, of stated rating,

but by using the same factor of resist-

ance to determine the theoretical rating,

as used for Engine No. 35. I find that

Engine No. 639 hauled only 76 per cent,

of her correct rating.

The question now arises: Why could

Engine No. 35 with 2.5 per cent, above

her theoretical rating maintain a speed

of 20.24 miles per hour, while Engine No.

639, although under-rated 24 per cent.,

made bivt 17.71 miles per hour?

There is a reason for this. Perhaps

some of our readers will figure it out. If

not, I will try to explain it in some future

issue of R.\iLvvAY and Locomoti\'e En-
gineering. There are several other

features connected with this test, that

might caitse one to pause and consider

well before ordering any more locomo-

tives of the 639—640 type for this partic-

ular division.

H =: Hauling capacity in tons

7"= Tractive power

R = Resistance

H-''= Weight of engine and

Old Cars and Hedge Rows.

Railroads report increased and steady

retirement of the old form of wooden
gondola and hopper bottom coal cars as

the 50-ton steel cars grow more numer-

ous. The pulling and buffing strain on

the wooden cars when in trains contain-

ing steel cars are so severe that the

wooden cars are unable to bold up under

it. and they gravitate to the scrap heap.

The pretty little hedge rows planted by
the Pennsylvania on the outer borders

of the right of way of its main line be-

tween Philadelphia and New York have

received much attention and caused con-

siderable favorable comment by observ-

ing passengers. As an adorning feature

these hedge rows along with the green-

sodded side banks of the cuts have been

pronounced a success. A further value,

however, and -one of practical utility, has

forcibly demonstrated itself in the recent

snow storm and blizzard. These hedge

rows have proved excellent snow fences,

and trapped huge banks of the "beauti-

ful" under their lee, thus preventing the

cuts from filling up.
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theEuropean Railway Jottings. cylinder and the single-vvheelcr. viz.,

iiv CHARLES Rous-.MARTEN. Great Western.

A third British railway has gone in for It is only of late years that the best

the six-coupled ten-wheeler type of ex- Great Western expresses have been reg-

press locomotive with outside cylinders, ularly run by coupled engines—even four-

And, strangely enough, this latest in the coupled. But the idea of a .ii.r-coupled

field is the line which has always been express engine might have been expected by sober-minded engineers. But Mr.

pre-eminently the home of the inside to be as repugnant to the Great Western William Dean, the able Chief Mechanical

mind as outside cylinders, which have

never appeared on that line save in some

very exceptional circumstances. For on

the Great Western, outside cylinders have

always been regarded as a wild and

wicked freak, not to be taken seriously
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Engineer, declines to be "tied 3nd bound"

with ancient traditions, and he has now

broken loose with i vengeance.

NEW BRITISH OUTSIDE CYLINDER ENGINE.S.

According to the information which

has reached me so far, the new Great

Western locomotive has been specially

designed for working heavy expresses

over the severe grades of that part of the

main line which runs through Devon-

shire and Cornwall, viz., from Exeter to

Plymouth. Truro, Falmouth and Pen-

zance. This is one of the hardest lines

in the whole world on which fast ex-

presses run. It has an almost continuous

succession of steep grades up and down

alternately, as it crosses the numerous

Devon and Cornish valleys, these grades

being usually at about i in 50 to 1 in 60,

i. e., about 2 per cent.; but sometimes as

steep as i in 41 and even i in 40. i. c, 2.5

per cent. In the days of the 7 ft. gage

the expresses over this length were

worked by saddle-tanked locomotives

with 66 inch wheels four-coupled. After

the conversion to the 4 feet 8H inch gage

the express work was long done by en-

gines with only 60 inch coupled wheels,

the smallest size known in Britain for

express duty, and originally these were

tank-engines, but in the end all were con-

verted to the tender type, the Board of

Trade having condemned the use of tank

engines on express trains after two se-

rious accidents had occured.

Then, seven or eight years ago, came

Mr. Dean's "Duke of Cornwall" bogie

class, with 68 inch coupled wheels and

cylinders 18x26 which h;;ve since been

developed into the domeless "Camels,"

with identical wheels and cylinders but

with far larger boilers and Belpaire fire-

bo.\es. These have done excellent work,

but have still required assistant engines

over the severest grades, when their loads

exceeded 200 tons on trains having an

average inclusive schedule speed of over

40 miles an hour. It is to meet this diffi-

culty and to avoid the use of pilot-engines

that Mr. Dean has just brought out his

newest type. .

This new engine which bears the num-
ber "100" has 80-inch driving-wheels,

like the locomotives of the "Atbara" and
"Badminton" classes, but has an addi-

tional pair, being of the six-coupled type,

with leading four-wheeled bogie. The
cylinders, like those of the "cainel" and
"Atbara" classes, are only 18 inch in diam-

eter, but the stroke has been lengthened

to no less than ,30 inches. This length

of piston stroke is not unprecedented in

Britain, but does not at present exist save

in the case of the new locomotive. A
batch of express engines which came into

the possession of the North Eastern Rail-

way through one of its numerous ab-

sorptions, had the same length of piston

stroke. 30 inches, with 17 inch cylinders

placed outside, and 84 inch coupled

wheels. They were designed by Mr.

Bouch and are said to have done good

work. But on their falling into the

hands of the North Eastern Railway,

they were speedily converted by Mr. E.

Fletcher, the Chief Mechanical Engineer

of the day, into his own standard type,

which had inside cylinders 17 x _'4.

Mr. Wilson Worsdell, the present

Chief Mechanical Engineer of the North

Eastern Railway, who has been the pion-

eer in this country in the introduction of

the six-coupled ten-wheeler type for ex-

press service, gave his engine cylinders

20 X 26, their driving wheels being 7,3

inches in the earlier type and 80 inches in

the later. Mr. Peter Drummond. Chief

Mechanical Engineer of the Highland

Line, was the next to adopt the type,

using 1954 X 26 inch cylinders with 69

inch wheels. Mr. Dean, as I have said,

uses 18 X 30 cylinders and 68 inch wheels.

Here is a curious diversity of practice.

But just as Mr. P. Drummond's boiler,

with its 2,050 square feet of heating sur-

face, exceeded Mr. Worsdell's with 1,750,

so does Mr. Dean's boiler exceed Mr.

Drummond's. The new Great Western

boiler is 14 feet 8 inches in length and 5

feet in diameter. It has no less than 2,400

square feet of heating surface, with a

Belpaire firebox 9 feet in length; the

grate area is 28 square feet. The boiler

is constructed for a steam pressure of 200

pounds per square inch, but I understand

that 180 pounds will ordinarily be used.

The height to chimney top is 13 feet

2 inches above rail-level, and the extreme

breadth over the outside-cylinder lagging

is 8 feet II inches, these being the limits

permitted by the Great Western load-

gage. The boiler center stands 8 feet 6

inches above the level of the rails. The

new engine has piston-valves 6^2 inches

in diameter, worked by the Stephenson

link motion and a rocking shaft. The

bogie-wheels are 3 feet 2 inches in diam-

eter, and the tender carries 5 tons of

work and 4,000 gallons of water; it also

has the pick-up scoop for taking in water

at speed from the track tanks. The rigil

wheel base of the engine is 14 feet 9

inches, and the total wheel-base of en-

gme and tender is 53^2 feet. The engine

alone weighs 69 tons (British'), tender, 36

tons; total weight of engine and tender,

105 tons.

A highly diverting account of the en-

gine is given by some of the daily pa-

pers, especially the local provincial jour-

n?.ls, published in the vicinity of Swindon.

One of these often mentions that the en-

gine has a "Benpairi" firebox rnd "rock-

shafts" and "6 feet Sli inch" coupled

wheels, and adds casually that it "has a

duplicate set of driving wheels 5 feet 8

inches in diameter, which will enable it

to be used on heavy goods trains." This

is truly delicious! The notion of an en-

gine with alternative six-coupled drivers,

one set 8oK' inches, the other 68 inches

in diameter, which can be put on or

taken off at will, thus enabling the loco-

motive to be optionally used for fast ex-

press passenger work or heavy goods

duty, is delightfully characteristic of the

way English newspapers view railway

matters, and of the intelligence with

which they comment on matters of loco-

motive practice.

THE HE\OLLTTION.\RY VALVE GEAR.

.\ tremendous trumpet blast has been

hliiun in Tlic Times and other paper;

in publication of the amazing merit oi a

new valve gear, designed by Mr. J. T.

Marshall, a Leeds engineer, and in course

of experimental trial on the Great North-

ern Railway. Without indorsing or dis-

puting the large claims made on behal:

of the new gear on the score of unpre-

cedented efficiency—w-hich I am not in a

position to do pending adequate personal

tests of its work— I may say that I have

received from capable persons whose

good faith and credibility are entirely

beyond question, accounts of the new ap-

paratus, the outcome of their own pri-

vate tests, which certainly do appear to

bear out all that is alleged on the part

of its inventor. If this can be sustained in

actual practice, a new era will have been

established in locomotive efficiency and

economj.

Mr. Marshall in his specifications,

states that he provides two main ad-

mission valves and two exhaust valves,

all situated in parallel cylindrical cltam-

bcrs, which may be provided either in

the cylinder body or. as is preferred, in

the cylinder covers. Each main admis-

sion valve is arc-shaped in cross section,

having two concentric surfaces which

communicate with each other by means

of a suitable longitudinal port, or more
than one, and in some cases intermediate

chambers, and formed within the body

of the valve. The outer of these two

concentric surfaces will form the valve-

face bearing against the surface of the

cylindrical chamber in which it is locat-

ed. There may be two intermediate

chambers, each communicating with the

valve-face by means of a longitudinal

port, or more than one port, and similar-

ly with the inner surface. He works the

valves by means of an ingenious method
of gearing, which he claims will give the

promptest possible admission of steam

to the cylinders followed by the quick-

est and completest exhaust. It is con-

tended that by this means on the one

hand, the full force inherent in the ad-

mitted steam is immediately utilized up

to its entire power value, and on the

other, that, through the ease and swift-

ness of exhaust, the drawback of back-

pressure is diminished in so material a

degree that its obstructive effect is min-

imized.

The main advantages claimed to ac-

crue from the use of the new valve gear

are stated thus: i. That a large incre-

ment of work can be obtained out of an

engine without increased consumption of

fuel: 2. Or a given amount of work can
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be got from the engine witli largely re-

duced fuel consumption; 3. That a lower

steam-pressure can be employed under

the new system without loss of power as

compared with a higher pressure under

the old system, and thus the enhanced

wear and tear involved in the use of the

higher pressure is averted, and conse-

quently a large saving effected; 4. That

a given amount of work can be per-

formed on any railway with far fewer

engines than would be required under

the old system; 5. That many old en-

gines, which would otherwise be con-

demned as lacking the strength needful

for efficiently performing modern duty,

can, with the aid of this valve-gear, b;

rendered practically as efficient as mod-

ern engines nominally possessing greater

power; and 6. That hence will be de-

rived large benefits in the direction o

riuestionablc high personal character of

the narrators, who are individually known
10 mc, leads me to attach weight to the

figures given. As it is. I am watching

with keen interest for further results and

developments. Certainly the invention

does seem to have established its claim,

at least to respectful consideration and

careful trial.

drawbar between engine and tender. This

is the round bar, large in the center, which

extends from its connection between the

back and middle drivers, through the ash-

pan. Rather a long drawbar, but it never

gave much trouble that we know of.

Some Detail.s of /Milholland's "Juniata"
of the Keadini; Koad.

The sectional view of Milholland's Ju-

niata, built in 1855, shown herewith will

interest any railway man who likes to

compare locoinotivc construction. The
boiler attracts attention at once on account

of the central combustion chamber with

the two sets of flues. This is practically

the same as the boiler of Webb's "Greater

Lignite and Peat Briquettes in (jermany

Consul I-raiik II. .Mason, of Berlin, re-

ports that the unprecedented .scarcity and
high cost of fuel last year and the unre-

lenting policy of the coal-producing syn-

dicates in restricting their output to main-
tain high prices since the stress of de-

mand has subsided, have combined to

stimulate experiments and inventions

which have for their purpose the better

utilization of the vast deposits of peat

and lignite with which Germany is en-

dowed. It is stated upon official authority

that the turf or peat beds -of the Empire

LONGITUDINAI. SECTION OI' J.\MES iMILHOLCAND'.S .\NTHR.\CITE C<).\L BrRNlCR, jrXI.\T.\, 1855.

economy, because less fuel will be used,

therefore the coal bills will go down;
fewer engines will be needed, therefore

the wage bill will be decreased; larger

loads cari be taken, therefore fewer trains

will have to be run ; the road will, there-

fore, be less blocked, and so widening

will not be so imperative.

Such is the case as put forward on be-

half of the inventor. An old coal-en-

gine nearly worn out, was fitted experi-

mentally with Mr. Marshall's gear, and
gave results so favorable that other en-

gines are now being fitted, and I ex-

pect to witness some 'special trials short-

ly. Meanwhile it is asserted that the

small twenty-year-old six-coupled engine
fitted with the valve gear pulled a load

as heavy as that taken by the newest
eight-coupled giant. This is a very sur-

prising statement, indeed; altogether the

accounts of the new gear's results read

so much like fairy tales that only the un-

Britain," on the London & North Western
road in England. In both cases the scheme
was abandoned.

The valve motion was a stationary link

and shifting block with round eccentric

rods and fastened to eccentric straps in a

rather peculiar manner.

The variable exhaust was the old cone

plug, which was raised or lowered by

connection shown. The blower would
paralyze those who insist that the jet must
be central in the stack, yet it worked

—

whether as economically as in the other

case remains for our friends at Purdue to

determine.

There is a double-seated throttle valve

with its oil pipe and cup running outside,

and by-pipe runs to both domes. The pipe

in front of arch was the outlet for cinders

that found lodgment in the space between
the inner and outer stack.

One other interesting feature, which was
also found in Winans' "camels," is the

cover an area of 4,942,000 acres, and it

has been deemed a reproach to German
science that with such a wealth of ma-
terial, the people should suffer for want of

fuel.

Already during the past dozen years,

great progress has been made in the manu-
facture and use of briquettes from brown
coal or lignite, held together by a matrix

of bitumen, either developed in the ma-
terial itself by heating or added as a by-

product of gas and coke manufacture.

These briquettes sell in Berlin for from

$2 to $2.75 per thousand, are clean to

handle, make no smoke, kindle readily,

yield a quick, though somewhat evanes-

cent, flame, and are the standard domestic

fuel of the poorer and middle classes in

most German cities. But the supply of

brown coal is limited and its area

restricted in comparison with that of peat,

which has heretofore played an insignifi-

cant role in the fuel supply of Germany.
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This has been because of its Inrge per-

centage of impurities, especially water,

which in the humid climate of North Ger-

many was dirticult to elin.inate, and which

with the best preparation held the caloric

value of weather-dried peat below the

limit of availability for manufacturing

purposes or even domestic fuel. The
problem has been to devise a new and in-

expensive process by which peat can be

deprived of its excess of water, and, with-

out admixture of bituminous or other coal,

converted into briquettes of sufficient

heating power to replace those made from

other and more costly materials. Numer-

ous processes more or less successful have

been perfected and tested on an industrial

scale, until finally one invented by Engi-

neer Stauber is announced, which has the

mdor-emt-nt of the Royal Chemical Test-

ing Station, at Berlin.

According to the published report of

this institution, the briquettes made from

turf by the Stauber method contain 45.14

per cent, fixed carbon, 4.54 per cent, hy-

drogen, 29.34 per cent, oxygen and 9.09

per cent, ash, and have a thermal value of

3,806 calories. This is fully up to the

standard of brown coal, which latter has

the defect of containing from 1.04 to 2.64

per cent, of sulphur, whereas the new
turf briquettes are wholly free from that

impurity, and are therefore adapted to a

number of uses for which charcoal is now
employed. German brown coal of aver-

age quality contains as it comes from the

mine 60 to 65 per cent, of water, and the

secret of successful and economical

briquette maiuifacture from that material

GREENWOOD BOILER CHECK VALVE.

is to reduce the proportion of water to

about 12 per cent., by the application of

just sufficient heat to melt the bitumen

which it contains and soften the whole

mass to a consistency at which it presses

readily into briquettes or blocks, which

on cooling harden and become solid and

clean to handle.

The Stauber process for working peat

consists, so far as has been thus far re-

vealed, of a series of specially contrived

machines by which the crude turf is pul-

verized, fibers, roots and other impurities

eliminated, the water removed by com-
pression to the proper proportion, and the

cleansed material reduced to a uniform

consistency and pressed into molds by

automatic machinery. To what extent

heat is used, or whether coal tar is ever

employed as a matrix to strengthen the

structure of the briquettes, does not as

yet appear. What is asserted on appar-

ently trustworthy authority is that by the

new process, peat will to a large extent

replace lignite as a cheaper and far more
rbundant material for briquettes, and that

briquettes so made will have sufficient

thermal value not only for domestic heat-

ing, but for making .steam and various

minor processes of manufacture for which

bituminous coal has heretofore been

deemed indispensable. It is expected that

the new process will not only serve to

greatly relieve the scarcity of fuel in Ger-

many, but eventually furnish a surplus

for export to Switzerland and Italy.

reversed. These features should make it

particularly adapted for railroad repair

shops.

It will be noticed that the artist who
drew the small bevel gears at the extreme

left of the lower cut evidently knew more

about drawing than about gears, and if

the above mentioned artist can devise a

way of making these gears work he will

be entitled to a patent on a new mechani-

cal movement.

A New Check Valve.

Something of a departure from the

regulation form of check valve is shown
in the accompanying cut. As will be

seen, the cap and both guides are in one

piece and entirely above the seat, leaving

an absolutely free water passage. The
seat being low in the check gives a long

guide and effectually prevents cramping

of valve. The valve has a flat seat, which

of course requires less lift than a bevel

seat for same opening. The plug at bot-

tom allows all water to be drained off

when there is danger of freezing.

The actual service given these valves

during the past year on the Sandy River

Railroad -in Maine, indicates that they do

not become coated and that they keep

tight longer than many valves in use. It

can easily be reground when necessary.

The valves are being made by the in-

ventor, Mr. E. Greenwood, Phillips, Me.

The Supply Man Talks Branch Pipes

and Other Things.

Turner was in the railway supply busi-

ness—sold injectors and other things. Be-

sides earning his salary in this manner he

Crank Pin Turner.

The machine illustrated herewith is the

invention of Mr. Edward B. Sainsbury, of

Caracas, Venezuela, and has some novel

features. As will be seen, a milling cut-

ter is used instead cf a single-pointed tool,

and there is a supporting roller on the op-

posite side of the crank pin. The machine

is centered as usual and turns around the

crank pin inside the main frame of the

tool. The sectional view shows the coned

bearing and the bevel gear which drives

the revolving portion. In case the crank

pin is hardened, an emery wheel can be

substituted for the milling cutter and the

pin trued up in this manner.

Mr. Sainsbury suggests that by substi-

tuting an annular cutter for the one

shown, it can be used in cutting out old

pins, and that this will require much less

time than is necessary in long work, also

that by mounting a drill chuck in place of

the cutter the machine can be used for

reaming and counterboring on any part

of the frame. In this case, as in removing

old crank pins, only the cutting spindle is

k"r

CRANK PIN TURNING MACHINE.

served three or four old friends—master

mechanics—in the capacity of mechanical

adviser—told them about the new things

their neighbors were doing, and which

they were too much overworked to see for

themselves. That suggests the fact that

these "unwinged angels of commerce" are

serving, without pay, many ambitious mo-
tive-power men in the capacity of mechani-

cal and traveling engineers, air-brake ex-

perts, etc., filling the places of men that

should have been provided the department

long ago, but were instead withheld by a

management that made economy a study

by day—and then worked overtime at

night, trying to figure a meeting point for

both ends—without sawing by. Funny,

isn't it, how men get economy and close-

ness mixed? The company that sent Tur-

ner out made an injector that worked, as

most injectors do, when their diet is con-

fined to liquids rather than such solids as

coal, cinders, waste, etc., and as a result

he had little to do in the expert line for

his own company, giving him considerable

time to devote, sort of missionary like, to

his friends. Turner and this particular

M. M. ran on the same pike years ago, be-

longed to the same division, so the supply

man made himself at home in the smoky

old office, located over the end of the
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boiler shop, and 11. il tar no--i the flue

rattler.

Turner often said he "liked to lay over"

i.i this particular office—raid it "kind of

reconciled" hini to a "coming hereafter"

—

the management on the Northern was
afraid a too comfortable office would keep

the boss out of the shop. After passing

one of the "house" cigars to the M. M.
and lighting one himself, the supply man
threw his feet across the corner of the desk

and said: "Tom, why don't you improve

on those unsightly branch pipes you put

up on those '700's' with that last batch of

squirts I sent you? I rode up with Wil-

son on the '763'
; he was pulling No. 4

this morning, and, say, llie weather was
anything but tropical. Wilson is struck

-on the squirts, but you r-hrmld havo heard

>ai;e the cub banded him and said:

"What does your ambitious brain want to

do for the Northern now—get nie into a

row with Carroll again by asking for ma-
terial to make some new-fangled hobby
out of? Your squirts seem to suit the

lH)ys, but those pipes are just as they

came from the works ten years ago, and
they are putting them out in the same
way yet. Baldwins don't make snide en-

gines cither—at least we would be mighty
glad to have some more of them, or any

other old make. You have no idea how
bad we want engines; it takes a year to

get them—don't want to take orders, ex-

cept for compounds. I notice, though,

that those fellows over in India, China
and Egypt get their orders filled in ninety

days—get them at bed rock prices, too."

store, or you can make over the old boiler

checks into globe valves and charge the

work up against that car of the Old Man's
that I noticed in the shop this morning

—

in any case you won't have to figure as
hard as our friend Berkwith did to get an
extra Cleveland hammer. You remember
he just kept ordering repairs a piece at a

time until one day he threw the repairs to-

gether and the shop had an extra hammer.
Push that tab over here and I will put you
next to the only branch pipe that was ever

put up in front of a good injector—the pipe

that my injectors deserve. Don't be afraid

of them; they won't freeze here—they
have been running into St. Paul for years."

Turner was an exception to the general

rule—he could do a couple of things at a

time, both fairly well, and while talking

was busy making a sketch, which he
tossed over to the M. M. Continuing, he
said : "Say, do you remember that 'Q'

train I cut in two in the Seventh street

crossing years ago? If I had a decent
branch pipe instead of those on the '423,' I

could have seen that fellow. It was 32
below zero that night. How cold next
day? About 62 in the Old Man's office

when I went up there. He had steam
sizzling out of the radiators, too. You
know the old man cared more about the
'423' than all the other c.igines together-
used to run her himself. Her right squirt

HIGH W.\TER M.\RK IN THE B.iLTlMORE & OHIO
STATION .\ND TUNNEL IN PHILADELPHIA.

him cuss the man that put up the frost

pipes under the boiler checks. The globe

valves were coupled to the checks with a

4-inch nipple, just long enough to make a

pocket easily frozen; they were both solid

when he took the engine at the depot

—

the left one split open—and when the fire-

man put the heater on the left side Wilson
<ouId not get near enough to oil 'round.

No wonder your engineers have to go to

Kelly's for their Hostetters after trying

all winter to make a torch compete with

two JkJ-inch pipes discharging steam into

18 below zero weather."

The M. M. relit his Clay, read a mes-

"That's the trouble with tou fellows,"

said Turner ; "you are afraid of those peo-

ple up in Chicago ; they tell you what you
want and what you do not want, and when
things do not pan out you are the one that

carries the banner. They give you a shove

by saying to the general manager, 'Our
young friend is a nice fellow, but a little

light'^—in other words, they unload on you

and you take your medicine. Well, in this

case I have figured out a scheme to save

your nerves
;
you can change over the old

pipes, using no new material except some
plain line checks. Perhaps you can get

them at a bargain counter in a dry goods

would not hold her up with seven cars, so
I put the heater on that side and let the

fireboy pump her. \\ell. that same cloud

of steam Wilson was kicking about hid

the "Q' train. Yes. I helped thaw out the

Old Man's office, but I have been selling

squirts since. Here, all you need do with

the pipes on the '700's' is to pull them
down, swap the boiler checks side for side,

after making them over into globe valves.

If you are too poor to buy new angle

valves, then start the pipe upwards for

about ID inches, thence back in a straight

line to front end of slope sheet, upward in

line with that sheet, and back to the in-
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jector, putting a good, substantial swing

check in front of the injector, and you

have it; no need for frost pipes with this

trust."

The M. M. looked at the sketch and

asked, "Where do you get your circula-

tion? This thing will freeze sure unless

you can keep things moving." "You'll

get all the circulation needed," answered

the supply man. "Any school philosopliy

will explain how the cooler and more
dense water will flow downward by rea-

son of its greater gravity, lighter and

warmer water rising to fake its place.

When you want a heater to keep the feed

pipes open the least crack of the throttle

will do the biz, and that condenses in the

tank ; no water wasted. Say, tell the ger-

eralissimo about that; you say he is kick-

ing on paying for water cars."

"Sort of cure-all," remarked the M. M.

"No, I don't exploit shot-gun remedies

as a general thing," said Turner; "but

there are worse things than shot-gun rem-

edies. This pipe has several good points.

To begin with, the checks are up above the

mud line. Did it ever occur to you that

the average boiler check is a settling place

for mud? The natural circulation of the

boiler deposits it in the quiet places, where

it bakes, clogging up the check valve

—

that means money, grinding check, empty-

eagle-eye. fireboy and head shack to start

one of them sometimes. The boys could

close the angle valve until the curiosity

primed, then open her up and flush things

—might save a few failures. There's Cas-

sidy that runs the '35"
; he had to kill her

one niglit last fall ; the stem of the blow-

back valve broke off and lodged under tlic

boiler check. When he shut the squirt off.

the check sat down on t!ie broken stem. 1

said the M. M. "When you are married

as long as I have been you will lose inter-

est in blonds. I will give this sketch to

Jacobs and let him try his hand putting

the pipes on that '784' that went in yester-

day. If they work I will shock old man
Mennessy's nerves by ordering some of

your No. "'s for the little Bloods—give

them new branch pipes, too. Them little

mills are good for years yet.

NON-FREEZING BRANCH PIPE.

was on '6' tliat night. If he had this pipe

Cassidy would have closed the angle valve,

put the left gun on, and Kissinger would

not have had to walk five miles. You bet-

ter let me send you a couple dozen No. 7

to put on them Bloods with up-to-date

pipes. I'll fix the P. A. for you ; we will

take him out next time we go to Chicago."

"Turner," replied the M. M., "if old

man Hennessy was wise, a couple of them

old injectors would get lost every time

AM EXCURSION IN TROPICAL AFRICA : LAGOS CHILDREN OFF FOR
A DAY IN THE COUNTRY.

ing and filling boiler. Did you say you

were short of engines? It takes time to

do that job.

"These checks won't need much grind-

ing; nothing but feed water reaches them.

If you have to grind one in occasionally

you need not disturb the water at all. In

a pinch they can be ground in with a little

steam on the boiler—enough to work the

blower. Those pipes would be great on

the little Bloods, down on your feeble-

minded division—them with those 'befo'

de waar' squirts, you know it takes the

they have an air-brake failure; that's what

would happen with me." "Well, come

down to the hotel this evening. I will

look up Barnes, the superintendent, and

we will see the show at the Grand. You
fellows ought to get closer together. You
all pull out of the same sack on the twenty-

second^too much strangeness among you ;

your wives get along all right—you can if

you try. I saw the company on '4' this

morning. There was a little blond among
them. Higgins saw them at Swiftville and

he says she's all right." "Oh. ring off,"

Roitivui/ i Luromolive Liininetring

Light in Darkest Africa.

Lagos is on an islai.d on ihe gold coast

of West Africa, not far from the mouth of

the Niger River. It has a capital city and

a population of 100,000 people in an area

of ,30 by 50 miles. Being a very rich little

tropical island, with a large export trade

in palm nuts and oil, cotton, gums, ivory,

India rubber, cocoa and coffee, the British

Government has constructed a railroad to

reach the plantations. In dull seasons the

little black natives of the town enjoy many
a novel excursion into the fertile interior.

A light has "entered the interior of

."Africa ; it is the locomotive headlight.

From every coast, north, west, east, longer

or shorter lengths of iron tracks are being

pushed across sand beaches, up rugged

slopes, through the forests, across lofty

plateaus and broad deserts to fertile val-

leys and oases. 'France is running down
into the Desert of Sahara from Algiers

;

England is reaching toward the old gold

mines of Egypt; Portugal is penetrating the

valley of the Zambesi ; Belgium intends to

tap the headwaters of the Nile through

the Congo Free State, and Germany to

people the agricultural land behind and

above the worthless coast of German
West Africa. Cape Colony, Natal and

the two Dutch Republics already have

lines running from Cape Town, Port Eliz-

abeth, Durban and Lorenzo Marques clear

up to Bulawayo, thus penetrating the dark

continent from the south for fully a thou-

sand miles.

All of these tentative feelers can have,

ultimately, but one result. Some day there

will be at least four great transconti-

nental lines across Africa. One will run

from the Cape to Cairo and be crossed

at Albert Nyanza or Tanganyika by the

line from Stanley Falls to Monibassa on

the Indian Ocean. At least two more
lines will traverse the Sahara Desert and

connect the fertile regions on the Medi-

terranean and Guinea coasts. When that

time comes Lagos will be a much more
familiar word than it is to-day.

—

TIi/^ Lit-

tle Chrcr.icL\
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General Correspondence.
Water Tube Locomotive Boiler.

I hand you licrcwitli photographs

showing the boiler of one of our Mixcl
Traffic Engines fitted with water tube;

in the flue, in place of flue tubes in the

boiler. The total heating surface is 736

square feet.

The engine has now been running about

3 months. It is running in the same link

with boilers fitted with flue tubes giving

a total heating surface of 1,290 square

feet, and the result shows that it averages

Flash Point of Smoke.

A striking corroboration of the accur-

acy of the statement made in your cur-

rent issue- (p. 72) that there is "a flash-

ing point for smoke" is afforded in a case

reported a few days ago.

inside, from charred wood linings of the

closets, burst into flame and the bonds
and papers were consumed before they

could be rescued.

It is said that there were no flames in

the vicinity when the safe was opened.

A. E. OUTERBRIDGE, Jr.

(We do not think that the case illus-

trates so much the flashing point of

smoke as it does the fact that any highly

heated combustible substance will burst

into flame when supplied with oxygen.

We have frequently heard of the con-

tents of safes that had been in a fire

getting burned because the doors were

opened before the contents were per-

mitted to cool.)

WATER TI:BK boiler WITHOUT SHELL—LONDON & SOUTHWESTERN R.MLWAV.

I tb. of coal per mile less than the en-

gines doing the same work fitted with

flue tubes.

Should you desire any further informa-

tion with regard to this boiler I shall be

pleased to furnish it. D. Drummond.
Locomotive Superintendent.

Nine Elms Works,

London & South IVestcrn Railway.

A fireproof safe containing half a mil-

lion dollars worth of unregistered bonds

Suggestion About By-Pass Lever.

I would like to make a suggestion or

two in regard to the four-cylinder com-
pound locomotives on this road. The
levers and connections through which the

engineer controls the by-passes are so ar-

ranged that when the front lever on cylin-

ders strikes an obstruction the lever in

cab is thrown back with great force. As
a result we have three engineers laid up

with injured knee-caps. Of course this

feature never occurred to the designer, but

it can readily be seen that if the connec-

tions were changed so that the lever would

be thrown forward, it would be an im-

provement.

A Compliment for Mr. Bell.

I see that an implied, though doubtless

though doubtless unintended, compliment

has been paid me by Mr. Frank C. Hutl-

son, on page 6g. in holding that a state-

ment made by me is "about equivalent"

to one made by Prof. Goss. A good ar-

tist never finds it necessary to write "this

is a horse" under his picture, and in

making the statement that the exhaust

from a wide fire-box engine is "soft and
mushy," as compared with the sharp

bark of a narrow fire-box engine (to

which I adhere, notwithstanding the sup-

posed clear refutation alluded to by Mr.

Hudson), it seemed superfluous to add

the obvious reason that the diflterence

was due to the larger nozzle admissible

with, ahd indicated by Mr. Quayle to be

used in, the wide fire-box engine. At-

tacks, either covert or open, on the wide
fire-box, would not seem to be supported

by present locomotive practice.

Pittsburg. Pa. J. Snowden Bell.

2WATERI TUBE! BOILER CO.MPLETE—LONDON & SOUTHWESTERN R.^ILWAY.

and other valuable papers belonging, it

is said, to the Attorney General of the

State of New Jersey was found intact in

the ruins of the fire at Paterson, N. J.

When the safe had been cooled on the

outside sufficiently to handle conveniently

it was opened and instantly the smoke

I would also suggest cutting out a re-

cess in the front of the cross-head, be-

tween the guides, to allow a little more
room for oiling rod packing when the pis-

ton is at extreme forward end of stroke.

Geo.?ge T. Smyser.

Cumberland, Md.
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Handy Shop Kinks.

BY K. T. SHEA.

CHUCK FOR ROD BRASSES.

The accompanying sketch shows a chuck

designed by Mr. F. S. Miller, machinist

of the Creston (Iowa) shops. It is a neat

compact affair, and is intended to hold the

front end of a main rod brass used in

solid end main rods of the Mogul type.

It will be readily seen that w^th the

aid of this tool the brass can be put in the

chuck set and bored out ready for use in

less time than it would take to clamp

it to the face-plate under ordinary condi-

tions. As most lathes are equipped with

four-jaw chucks this work is always

clamped to the face-plate. If the lathes

were equipped with four-jaw chucks, this

tool would still be worth its cost to the

company, as it could be applied to the ma-

chine and the work set so much quicker

and easier than with the four-jaw chuck

that it would more than pay to adopt it.

SHIELD TO KEEP CHIPS FROM FLYING.

The above sketch represents a galvan-

ized iron shield fastened to the table of a

Blotter. The idea seems to be entirely

new and quite novel, and was originated

by Mr. Hoffman, slotter man in the Have-

lock shops at Havelock, Neb. It clamps

around the table and forms a sort of fence

to keep chips from flying.

By a little thought it will be readily

seen that this is a valuable kink, as under

ordinary conditions the brass chips will

fly all over the machine and the floor
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phere, and it is safe to say that a quantity

of steam lcal<inK from any point outside

of smoke box tliat would he hardly no-

ticeable in the steaming of the engine,

might, if leaking into smoke box, make

the engine perfectly useless.

TlIOS. P. WllELAN.

A Large Boiler on a Small Car.

I enclose a sketch of a boiler weigh-

ing al)Out 24 tons, 16 feet long, 10 feet

The main '.lung I like about tlie Van-

(UrhiU Uink is the ease with which the

trucks can be got at for inspection or re-

pairs. It is not a thing of beauty accord-

ing to my notion, but can probably be

Iniilt cheaper than the other style. It

seems, however, as though it must nec-

essarily be longer for the same capacity

as the corners arc wasted except in the

forward part where the coal is carried.

This is a good feature about the tank

which could be atlopted on the other as

I^ARGE BOILER ON SMALL CAR.

in diameter, with a %-inch iron shell and

277—3-inch flues. It was manufactured

by Higgle Bros., at Joliet, 111., and

shipped to Jerome, Ariz., to be used in

the mines. At this point it was trans-

ferred to a narrow gage car, as shown.

This car was designed and built by J. H.

Brown, foreman of car department, of

Junction, Ariz., and re-shipped to

Jerome, via ihe United Verde & Pacific

R. R. O. Van VoLKENBURr,.

Junction. Ari::.

Pneumatic Belt Stiifter.

I send photograph of my new com-

bined pneumatic belt shifter and brake

recently devised and applied to <in i8-inch»

Lodge & Davis engine and turret lathe.

By using this style of shifter on ma-

chinery engaged in manufacturing brass

and other high speed products there is

considerable saving in time. The lathe

in question is being used in the manu-
facture of locomotive brass work, sucli

MS valves, cocks, and more particularly

in boring and tapping all kinds of brass

nuts. All of this work is usually done

without the use of back gears and at a

high rate of speed.

One of the most important items in

the way of time, is the matter of starting

and stopping this class of machinery—

a

very conservative estimate would be

about one-fifth of all the time consumed

would be used up in this manner; that

is, with the old style of shifter.

The new shifter is designed and applied

in such a manner that the valve is lo-

cated on the apron of the carriage

marked A in the photograph. This is

the most natural position, as the opera-

tor has all feed and other handles on the

apron, and does not have to change his

position to start or stop the machine.

The brake is an ordinary hand brake

using a one inch belt inside of a steel

band and grips a brass band wheel of 5'A

inches diameter. The valve is connected

at the back of lathe with rubber hose to

the reversing gear cylinders, so travels

The Plant System Locomotive.

I was much pleased to see the illus-

trations of the new Baldwin locomotive

for the plant system, and believe it will

do good work. If a balanced engine is

of sufficient value to warrant the extra

expense this will certainly do the work

in good shape.

It strikes me as a little peculiar, how-

ever, that the plan of the engine should

be so different from the designs shown

in your issue of May, 1901, which were,

I suppose, taken from the patent specifi-

cations. In that the high pressure cylin-

der was shown connected to the crank

axle of the forward wheels, while the low

pressure was coupled outside to the mid-

dle pair of wheels. This was a novel

design, but probably made the inside con-

necting rod too short and the outside rod

too long.

PNEUMATIC BELT SHIFTER.

well The coal belongs in front so that

it will always feed down to the fireman

or the stoker, it one is used.

i\Iany roads are building tanks with

coal space so arranged that it feeds for-

ward by gravity or jar—or both—and it

seems the only way in either case.

Scranfon. Pa. H. Franklin.

the carriage. The counter-

changed much, being con-

the reversing gear by txvo

rods with turn buckles for

which are connected at the

arm that works the shifter

along with

shaft is not

nected with

Ji-inch iron

adjustment,

top with an

rod.

The whole thing is a neat arrangement.
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is out of the way and makes it a pleasure

to run this lathe, where formerly the op-

erator's arm was usually pretty tired

when the six o'clock whistle blew.

St. Paul. iMiiiii. Alfred Munch.

Instruction of Queen and Crescent

Train Men.

To describe the training and education

of tran.sportation employees on the Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacifie

Railway and the discipline of the men, it

will be necessary to give particulars oi

the causes that led to the system. In

the account of disasters on railroads,

there is usually something beyond the

statement of "disobedience of orders"

and many other statements that appear

either in public print or the private in-

vestigation, let it be ever so thorough.

We hear of bad judgment when there is

actually a question if it was possible to

use any reasoning judgment whatever.

To reason takes time and the necessity of

action immediately in the presence oi

danger, makes reasoning impossible.

Fortunately the brain has other powers

that assist in supplying this defect. That

function of the brain, that in one case we

call mechanical action and in another

force of habit, is most to be relied on

if properly trained. The post office of

the brain, as it has been called, or the

central ganglin, as the medical profession

know it, will, after proper training, re-

ceive an impression through any of the

five senses and act on it with no thought

whatever. A telegraph operator will re-

ceive and transcribe a message with no

knowledge of its contents unless there is

something in it that directly appeals to

or interests him. By constantly repeat-

ing certain movements the channels of

communication are developed and

strengthened, until from an original

thinking action it develops into a me-

chanical one, and instead of will power

being necessary to perform the action it

would require an effort not to do it, and

sometimes a very strong one.

The repeated failures of the men to

perform what appeared to be very sim-

ple duties was a problem that it was nec-

essary to solve. It was desired that the

fundamental truths be found if it was

possible to find them. Men that were

willing, industrious, earnest and loyal in

the performance of their duties made
grave mistakes. Discipline in the shape

of punishment as in the old system, or

humiliation as in some of the later sys-

tems, hardly seemed to give the desired

result. All had some effect, and the only

question now is, can we go still further?

Perfection in any branch of business is

not probable, but in a business as young
as the railroad business much can be

done to better it. In the single track

system of railroad operation in the

United States, the safety of operation

_dcpends largely on the memory of the

train employees and the telegraph opera-

tors. Any failure to recollect at the

proper moment makes a disaster possi-

ble. The system has been revised and re-

modeled many times, but this feature re-

mains. The employee who forgets is us-

ually subjected to punishment, but it is-

very doubtful if any punishment or hu-

miliation will remedy a defective mem-
ory. It is very probable that it is a

physical defect and cannot be remedied.

The power to recollect in the normal

brain can be trained to a very high de-

gree, and we find many cases where it is.

Our experience is that the younger we

get the man the more easily he is trained

and educated, and that after certain agos

are attained which differ slightly in dif-

ferent men, anything like thorough train-

ing is impossible. When any brakeman

or fireman enters, the service, he must

have a thorough knowledge of all the

rules connected with his duties before he

works at all. He must not only know
it but know it well enough to repeat it

without hesitation, and many applicants

have been rejected on account of their

inability to answer the tAamination ques-

tions promptly. The sight ;uid color

tests are also made at the same time.

The next step is the periodical examina-

tions. These are always held in classes

and usually the same questions are given

to each one present as tar as they apply

to their vocation. In this manner the

new men get the benefit of the questions,

answers and also the correction of the

older ones, engineers, conductors, fire-

men and brakemen being all in one class

together. These examinations are on

train rules and train operations. They
are really training classes instead of ex-

aminations. They are much more satis-

factory to the men than an examination

of each man by himself. He might feel

inclined to differ with his teacher, but he

instantly succum'l>s to what he feels to be

the opinion of the majority of his com-
rades. It makes the understanding uni-

form. The result is that the young men
learn very quickly, and when the time

comes for promotion, they pass good ex-

aminations and are ready to assume
higher responsibilities.

These examinations are followed later

on in smaller classes by an examination
by Ihe board of examiners, consisting of

the master mechanic, train master and
chief train dispatcher. The master
mechanic examines on mechanical affairs,

repairing and handling broken trucks,

cars, hot boxes, etc.; and for engineer's

firemen all matters concerning the han-
dling of engines, coal, oil and temporary
repairs. When these examinations are

held, the percentage of each person is

worked out and a certificate m?de out in

accordance. By this method a constant
check is kept on the progress of the
men.

In these examinations it was very dif-

ficult to .ask some of the (]uestions with-

out suggesting the answer, and in the

signal part it was extremely difficult to

stale the (lucstion at all. To overcome

this, small models of the fixed signals

and drawings of 'he train signals were

made, but it was impracticable to display

them in view of the whole class at once.

The idea of using the stereopticon was

then adopted. Slides made first of fixed

signals, train signals. Then color slides

for color examinations (instead of yarns),

and later of engine and car repairs, first

showing the break and then the engine

or car after temporary repairs had been

maSe. The application in this line is

practicidly inexhaustible, as a slide taken

once of the lifting in various stages of

derailed engines or cars is an object les-

son forever. This was especially valu-

able to us on account of the large num-

ber of signals that had been placed on

the line, and it was essential that the

men thoroughly understand them. They

must be so thoroughly understood that

the action would be instantaneous. It

must not be necessary to wait to reason

out the situation, but the eye miist see

.-ind the hand act almost simultaneously.

The nearer this result is attained the

nearer is safety. With • interlocking

switches and signals, every engineman

must know which arm governs his train

and which arm indicates the main line

beyond, or a diverging route. It is gen-

erally assumed when the signals are in-

stalled and the circulars issued that they

are understood. It would be very for-

tunate if this was true, but in one case

the rules governing the operation of the

ordinary train order signals were dis-

cussed when a lecture was given with

the stereopticon on another line, and the

opinions of the division officers were

diametrically opposite. In another case,

on another line, it was demonstrated that

only the upper signal on the main line

mast was understood by the train men

on an interlocking signal having two

masts and two arms to each mast. The

understanding of other signals were only

conjectures.

When the staff system was installed on

part of the line, the departure from the

old system was so wide that especial

pains was taken to educate the men.

Slides were made of the staff machine,

the signals and everything connected

with them to make the working clear.

The staff block system was installed on a

portion of the road where the business

was heaviest, and the operation by train

order too cumbersome to endure any

longer. The staff block in operation is

governed entirely by the signals and th';

staff, there being no authority to use the

track by class, direction or right. The
possession of a staff and the signals be-

ing in proper position gives a train the

absolute right of track in the block and

the train can move backward or forward

with no other authority and without the

protection of a flag.
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The two staff macliiiR-.s at tlic opposite

cikI of the block are simply cases that

hold (combined) tliirty-onc metal rods

shaped to fit in llu- in.-uhinc. The two

machines are connected by electricity

through line wires. When it is desired

to send a train through the block, per-

mis^sion is requested by a bell signal and

the operator at the opposite end of the

block presses a lever wliich. electrically,

unlocks the machine and a staff can be

taken out. As this staff is taken out, it

automatically locks both machines, and

no more can be taken out until this staff

is returned to one machine or the other.

The staff is then used to unlock the-

semaphore signals and is then unjointed,

and one part delivered to the engineer

and one to the conductor, who must be

on the rear car to receive it. As soon

as the last car passes into the block the

signal is returned to the stop position

and cannot be moved to proceed until

the staff carried by the train is in the

staff machine at one end of the block or

the other. The signals are 'locked, and

the only obtainable key is on the train

passing through the block.

This method of operation eliminates

the memory part of the problem in the

movement of trains on single lines. If

the train men are trained to instantly

obey a signal, there is no possibility of

danger unless control of the train has

been lost, and where this is possible a

derail connected with the signals makes

a collision itupossible.

Another part of the examination, and

although apparently small, essential to

good practice is drilling the men on- hand

and lamp signals. We have made the

rules and stated what the signals shall be.

but not one railroad employee out of five

will give the "go ahead" signal with the

hand the same as he does with a lamp

although the rules require it. The de-

partures from the code are so many.

however, that it would be useless to

enumerate them. I have stated the

ground work of the plan and the situa-

tion as we see it, but, in addition, each

conductor is not only the commanding

officer but the drill master of his train.

A. J. Love.

Assistant Superintendent.

BirDtiiighain. .llu.

express landed its passengers in Munich

in just three hours, without a stop, and

even then did not appear to be making

remarkable exertion. In going out of

the station I stopped to see the locomo-

tive that had played havoc with Bavarian

speeds, and there, in plain letters, on a

round brass plate, was the name of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Two Germans, who had come
on the same train, and probably rid-

den faster than ever before in their

lives, halted simultaneously, and I over-

heard one say to his companion: "See!

that is one of the American locomotives.

It looks all right, but is really not worth

much."

Patriotism, it seems, is stronger than

common sense. C. E. Carpf-nter.

C. 0. Credit Lyoiinais, Paris, l-'rancc.

ting the belt out of the vertical to an in-

cline increases the tractive power. Result

:

Planer is more than doubled in chip capa-

city. W. C. OVENDEN.

IVest Boylston, Mass.

American Locomotives in Germany.

Apropos of the so-called invasion o;

Europe by American locomotives, and

the placing in America by the Bavarian

State Railways of an order for three Bald-

win engines, I was recently in Nuremberg

and heard several severe criticisms of these

locomotives. The principal complaint

appeared to be that the engines are much
inferior to the Bavarian locomotives as

regards lasting qualities. On leaving

Nuremberg for Munich. I took the 6.44

P. M. train. Now, the best time made by
express trains on this distance (about 125

miles") ordinarily is four hours. The 6.44

Making Switch Points on the Wau-
chusett Reservoir.

Having the first order of fifty switch

points to make, I set about increasing the

chip capacity of the planer. It had three

IMPROVING A PL-^NER.

pulleys, 1 5-8 inches v/idth of face, 12 inches

diameter. New pulleys of larger diameter

would do it, but the old ones were in good

condition, so I lagged them with pine

sawed out of ^ boards, six sections to

the circle. First drilling and countersink-

ing the rim of pulleys for wood screws to

hold lagging to the iron, the lags were put

on with plenty of hot glue, care being

taken to break joints. Two thicknesses

made 14 to be squared off on each side.

When face was turned they were finished

1 5 14 inches diameter. Next the counter-

shaft was set back to make the belt run

right for the shipper S, and the shipper

which formerly stood vertical was given a

slight incline. The former position of

countershaft and belt is show-n by broken

lines. It has been said that a wood-faced

pijlley was not the thing to slide a belt

sideways on quickly and often, so the job

was only a cheap experiment ; but it has

been in continuous use for two years and

is all right. The belt has more traction on

the wood surface, the 1514-inch diameter

gives more leverage than 12-inch, and put-

Mistakes in ReportinK Work.

Under the heading of the "Expense

of Mistakes," in your last month's num-

ber, by Mr. F. P. Roesch, the average engi-

neer comes in for a roast. Did you ever

know a man who gets more of them, by

the way? One superintendent I know
roasts them because they get more pay

than anyone else in train service. Maybe
tlrey earn it, too.

I would like to ask Mr. Roesch what is

the proper report to place upon a round-

house work report book when the engine

is not steaming, the flues and firebox tight

and a positive order in force prohibiting

the engineer or fireman opening the front

end. The engineer is the scapegoat for a

whole lot of people to vent their spleen

upon. He is expected to know more about

his business than the conductor and is not

permitted to set his judgment against that

of a brakeman, unless the train comes to

grief—then he's "it." So also he is called

to go out at midnight on an engine he

never saw, and is expected to diagnose

every trouble from his (I was going to say

seat) place in the cab. The physician

comes into your house and asks what ails

the patient. He gets pointers, and, looking

wise, writes a prescription, gets your $2

and departs. The engineer is not per-

mitted to go through the machine shop

hardly, and when he gets to the end of his

run, some petty whiffet forces the hostler

to take the engine from the train before

he even has time to feel the pins and jour-

nals. Of course the engineer can stay out

of bed three or four hours and go to the

roundhouse to look after the engine; but

under the conditions of modern railroad-

ing where the company owns the engines,

does it pay him? J. R. Dunt.

Pueblo, Colo.

The Passenger Department of the Chi-

cago. Milwaukee and St. Paul are re-

markably enterprising in taking hold of

anything which w'ill keep their road be-

fore the public. Some time ago they

copied the speed cards first issued by

R.MLWAV AND LOCOMOTIVE ExGIXEER-

IXG giving the speed up to 70 miles pe"-

hour. Now they have extended the card

to 120 miles an hour with the intimation

that travelers over the St. Paul require

particulars of the higher velocities to

keep them informed about how fast the

trains are going. It is an excellent ad-

vertising scheme.

President Green of the Tex.is Midland

has been granted a patent for a system of

wireless telegraphy. Reports say that he

will install the system upon the Midland

as quickly as the necessary equipment

can be made.
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The Staff System of Train Control.

Nearly all intelligent railroad men have

heard something about the "train staff"

system of train control, but very few of

them have enjoyed the opportunity of ex-

amining the working of this system which
has the extraordinary merit of making
operating on a single track absolutely free

from the danger of collisions. A visitor

to Cincinnati will find the opportunity

with very little personal inconvenience of

watching the working of the train staff

system upon the section of the Cincinnati,

New Orleans & Texas Pacific, extending

from the Union Station in Cincinnati to

the south side of the bridge over the

Ohio river. This system has been in use

for several years and the officers in

charge of train operating talk in the very

highest terms about its efficiency and sim-

plicity. When the Government was hur-

rying troops South at the beginning of the

Spanish war tremendous strains were put

upon the train service, but on this staff

controlled block, the trains were moved
like clockwork and there were no delays

of any conjcauence and no congestion of

trains caused by irregular movement.

The train staff system is electrically

controlled and regulates the operation of

an apparatus at each end of the block,

which somewhat resembles grandfather's

clock, the dial being perforated with ho'es.

for the staffs. The staff system in use on

the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pa-

cific is very different in many respects

from the staff system which the writer

had some acquaintance witli in Great Brit-

ain, where it originated. There at first

they used a single staff, and the engine

driver was not permitted to pass over the

block without having it in his possession.

This caused annoying delays in many in-

stances because one train following an-

other had to wait at the beginning of the

block until a train came along in the op-

posite direction and brought the staff. To
obviate this difficulty a "train staff and
ticket" arrangement was introduced. The
ticket system provided for any number of

trains goino- in either direction and when
worked strictly according to the rules

was just as safe as the single staff.

In the original primitive plan, an engine

or train had to pass over the blocks al-

ternately in each direction. Suppose tlie

blocks along a division were named A. B,

C, D and so on. An engine driver taking

a train over these blocks received a staff

at A, gave it un at B and received another

staff, which permitted him to run to C,

where it was given up and another re-

ceived, and so the system was worked to

the end of the division. The trains in the

opposite direction were controlled in the

same manner.

When the ticket system was introduced

a number of wooden s!ips called tickets

were used to permit the movement of sev-

eral trains in succession in one direction

over a certain block. The tickets were se-

cured in a case which was opened by the

staff acting as a key. The staff was car-

ried by the last train going in any direc-

tion and no ticket could be taken out of

the case until the staff reached a block

point, so there was no danger of tickets

being used on trains going in opposite di-

rections and hence collisions were prac-

tically impossible. In the most improved

staff system equipments block station sig-

nals are used, which interlock with the

case containing the staff or tickets.

The system in use on the Queen &
Crescent route was installed by the Union
Switch & Signal Co., of Swissvalej Pa.,

and embraces the very latest improve-

ments in the art of train staff signaling.

The different block stations are electricaf-

ly connected and the staff case works in

unison with the block signals. When a

train is about to enter upon the bridge

block which we may call station A, me-
chanical consent is asked from station B
to withdraw a staff from the instrument

to be carried by the train. When this con-

sent is given and the staff withdrawn no

other staff can be withdrawn until that

staff is placed in the case at station B,

when permission can be given to with-

draw another staff.

If, however, train from A to B is can-

celed, after a staff has been withdrawn at

A it may be again returned to instrument

at A, which will be indicated at B, and

both instruments will be in the normal

state again. The principle of the system

is that two staffs cannot be taken out at

the same lime, nor can they be withdrawn
consecutively. The removal of one staff

locks both instruments against further re-

movals, but either instrument remains

open to receive the staff which has been

taken out. Engines running over the sec-

tion controlled by this system are pro-

vided with mechanism for picking up a

staff after it has been withdrawn, and of

delivering it at the other end of the sec-

tion without stopping; but this is rather

an adjunct to and not a part of the staff

system. Signals are also operated by the

pick-up and delivery devices, which indi-

cate accurately the state of affairs.

A special form of instrument has also

been devised, for use at a siding at some
point between stations A and B. If a

train with staff reaches the intermediate

siding X, the staff carried by it is used
in unlocking the switch, the train pulls

in on the siding, if time limit, or other

reason dictates this course, the switch be-

ing locked, the staff is placed in the sid-

ing instrument, and the instruments at A
and B are synchronized so that trains may
be sent from A to B, or from B to A.

When these have passed through the sec-

tions and staffs have been placed in in-

struments at A or B, this causes the re-

lease of the staff at the siding, which on

being removed, changes the circuits so

that a staff cannot be released either at

A or B until staff of the train from X
has been deposited in one or other of th^

terminal instruments.

The people controlling this system of

absolute block signa'ing for single track,

are working out a variety of other im-

provements, most of them being for the

purpose of facilitating the change of

staffs. It costs considerable to install this

system, but when once it is in operation,

the expense of accidents is saved and a

great may railroad companies would save

money by using it, besides having their

trains. moved more promptly. A number
of the more progressive railroad com-
panies are using the train staff system to

a limited extent and it is growing grad-

ually into popularity.

To Prosecute Rebate Givers.

For years the Interstate Commerce
Commission have been agitating in favor

of Congress clothing them with extended

powers, so that they could successfully

prosecute railroad companies that are

guilty of illegal practices in connection

with rebate paying and rate cutting.

Some railroad officials with much tender-

ness for the law breakers, have been dar-

ing the Interstate Commission to prose-

cute with the power at thei"- command
and have acted as if the whole guestion

of adhering to rates and refusing to give

rebates was a huge joke. Now. President

Roosevelt has ordered the Interstate

Commission to prosecute the lawbreakers

and to do it vigorously, and there is

something like consternation in the
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camps of the j^iUcrs. 'I'licy tluiiU tli:it il

will be prosecutions without convictions;

but there is enough uncertainty about

that to make it interesting.

It was expected that the increased

'community of interest." rc-.r.ltinp from

leading capitalists securing control of so

many railroads, would pi(t an end to the

secret rate cutting and to the giving of

rebates to favored shippers; but there is

pood reason for believing that these

ffjrnis of law breaking' are carried on as

flagrantly a? they ever were. When rail

road presidents and other induential of

ficials meet togctlu-r and talk for pul>

lication, the professions of virtue to be

heard arc simply astounding. Cutting

rates? paying rebates? such things arc

never done on their lines. Their attitude

reminds us of tlic way a railroad presi-

dent of New York received a reporter

from the New York Tribune which had

puljlished on the previous day a violent

attack on the manageuKMit of that road

and on the president in particular. The

reporter introduced himself as being

from the New York Tribiiiw. and wished

to know what ihe president thought

about the article. "Tribune? Tribune?"

exclaimed the president. "Is it a news-

paper?" "Ye*, of course, it is a news-

paper." replied the reporter; "and well

you know it." "Never heard of it." saiil

the president, as he assimied his favorite

idiotic look; and he called in his con-

fidential clerk and asked in a you-know-

how-to-answer tone, "did yoi; ever hear

of a newspaper called the New York
Tribut'.e?" "Never," promptly replied the

clerk. Several other officials were called

in, and they all declared with one voice

that they never heard of the New York
Tribune. The reporter went away doubt-

ing if there was. such a paper as that on

which he was making his living, or think-

ing that he had fallen into a nest of

maniacs.

So it is with tJie illegal practices fol-

lowed by railroad officials. They have

become so glib in denying that they cut

rates or give rebates ro favored shippers

that they hardly know where they are at

and almost believe that they are telling

the truth when they deny the existence of

illeffal practices.

but there is more of a disposition to

utilize the power for manufacturing pur-

poses than for that of traction. A stu-

pendous work of this character has late-

ly been carried out in Montana, where

power from the Missouri River has been

carried a distance of 65 miles to Butte.

Mont., where it is used mostly in con-

nection with mining operations. Work
is in progress which will greatly in-

crease the amount of power transmitted,

which already exceeds 5,000 horse power.

A dispatch from Helena to the New
York Sun, relating to this great electric

enterprise, says:

Extended to Anaconda, where the

smelters are located, the new power will

be the means of still further reducing the

cost of treating the ore, as is the case in

East Helena and Corbin. In these places

coal is used only for the roasting fur-

naces.

For the purpose of transmitting the

power to Butt& the Missouri River

Power Company, which owns the dam,

constructed one of the most efficient pole

lines in existence, providing against any

possible interruption from storms, snow

or ice. ICach pole is protected by a new
form of lighting arrester, as well as static

interrupters, to protect the line and ma-

chinery against lightning.

Specially devised insulators. nine

inches in diameter and a foot in height,

composed of two pieces of glass are also

a feature. Not only this, but the line is

a double one. Should one line be inter-

rupted the other would be ready for in-

stant use.

More than i.ooo.oco pounds of copper

wire was used in the construction of this

line, which has still another distinction

in that it crosses the main divide of the

Rocky Mountains in reaching its destina-

tion. The amount of potential trans-

mitted is at present 8.000 horse power.

The dam. power house and pole line rep-

resent an outlay of about $2,000,000.

The dam across the Missouri River is

located at a picturesque spot—between

two solid walls of rock, which force;

backwater for five miles, thus insuring a

never-falling supply. In addition, an im-

mense artificial lake, covering 5.000 acres.

has been built as a storage reservoir.

Utilizing Power of Streams.

All over the world the people who rc-

fiuire power for industrial purposes are

working out designs to harness the

power represented- by rusliing streams

and falling waters. Much activity in this

direction prevails in
' the mountainous

districts of Europe, and certain electri-

cal engineers believe thai in the near fu-

ture some of the leading trunk railways

in France. Switzerland and Italy will be

operated by the streams that now run

to waste down the mountain sides.

Flectrical engineers in the United

States are not ignoring the value of the

potential power of our mountain streatns.

Electrical Operation of the Hanh attan

Elevated.

The conversion of the Manhattan Sec-

ond Avenue Elevated Road to electric

power from steam power progresses

with increasing speed as time goes

on. A week or two ago but a few elec-

tric trains were running and were being

operated only during slack mid-day

hours, the ordinary steam engine trains

being used during rush hours solely, and

also to help out the electric trains during'

the slack mid-day hours. This short

term of probation for the electric trains

is now past and they are doing all of the

work during the slack mid-day hours and

.'ire being helped <ut during rush llollrl

by the ordinary sleani engine trains. In

the course of another week or two the

Second Avenue will be entirely equipped

and operated with electric irtins, ther»

the conversion of the Third Avenue from-

steam to electricity will be begun, an*
will be followed closely by the Ninth an<f-

Sixlh Avenue lines.

Much better time can be made with,

the electric trains between the Battery

and Harlem than with the ordinary

steam engine trains, this being primarily-

due to the quicker acceleration in starl-

ing up and the greater retardation of the

more powerful Westinghouse quick ac-

tion air-brakes in coming to a stop than

can be obtained with the steam engine.

A most satisfactory feature of this con-

version, to the engineers and fireman, at

least, is the disposition of the engineers-

and firemen of the steam engines in the^

introduction of electric power on the

Manhattan Elevated. The engineers arc

converted into motormen and receive

their usual pay of $3.50 per day. The
firemen receive their same rate of nay but

are temporarily employed in various ca-

pacities in the new electric field of work.

Some are conductors, others guards and

still others are employed about the ter-

minals where the trains are inspected

and maintained and in the shops where

new trains are being preparid. When
a vacancy occurs for a motorman the

oldest fireman will be promoted to the

• place and will receive the young en-

gineer's rate of wages, viz.. Sz;0 per day

as per the old. original schedule holding

under steam operation. The third year

he will receive $3.00 per day. and the fifth

year and thenceforward. $3.50 per day.

This leaves the rate of wages practically

the same under electric operation of the

road as they were with the ordinary steam

service.

There is no doubt that the Manhattan
road is thus far quite a little in the lead

in the matter of electric equipment anrt

operation, it having the advantage of the

experience of the other elevated roads.

which have heretofore equipped with

electric power, as well as being favored!

with the most recently designed electricaS

apparatus. The Second Avenue has.

passed from steam into electrical opera-

tion without a hitch of any kind, no de-

lays or accidents being due to the in-

stallation or operation of the new elec-

trical equipment. This is remarkable anci

decidedly complimentary to the manage-

ment. Doubtless the major portion of'

the credit of this achievement is due toi

Mr. S. D. Smith, general superintendent,

and J. S. Boyle, the master mechanic of

electrical equipment. Both these gentle-

• men have risen from the tanks through

the various intermediate stages of ele-

vated railroading to the high positions

they now occupy, and deserve the credit-

which they have honestly earned andi

which is justly theirs.
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Relative Efficiency of Light and Heavy
Locomotives.

We direct attention to an article in

another part of this paper by Mr. F. P.

Roesch on "Large vs. Small Locomo-

tives," being a partial analysis of a

series of comparative tests carried out

by the Illinois Central Railroad Com-

pany last Slimmer for tlje purpose of

finding out the relative efficiency oi

moderate si/ed and very heavy locomo-

tives in hauling freight trains. We have

received from the- officers of the com-

pany a performance sheet giving par-

ticulars of the work done by the difTerent

engines, and it contains many edifying

facts not mentioned by Mr. Roesch.

Four engines were employed, each to

haul trains lo.ooo miles over an undulat-

ing division 104. ii miles long, having a

total ascent in one direction of 864 feet

and a descent of 1,046 feet. The follow-

ing are the leading particulnrs of the

four engines:

pressure was 201 pounds per square inch.

The total cost for doing the work was

$2,817.65.

The coal used was kept as nearly uni-

form as possible. It was what might

be regarded as an excellent steaming

coal, having 47.86 per cent of fixed

carbon and .37.96 per cent, of volatile

matter. It contained elements which

ought to have produced 1.262.2 heat

units per pound of combustible if they

were properly utilized by supplying the

large percentage of hydrocarbons with

the oxygen necessary to effect complete

combustion.

One of the first things that strikes

the investigator of the relative perform-

ance of these engines is that the lighter

engine within its capacity performs the

work of train hauling with decidedly

greater efficiency than the large one.

There is a current impression that the

increase of efficiency of locomotives

does not keep moving at the same pace

the efficiency of these two classes of en-

gines and await for an explanation by

some of our readers.

New Pay Schedule for the N. Y.,

N. H.& H.

The management of the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad have

granted the following schedule of pay for

their trainmen. The pay for trainmen.

Class A, or passenger service, is to be

as follows: Baggagemasters. $2.25 a day;

brakemen. $2 a day: Class B. baggage-

masters, $2.10 a day; brakemen, $2;

train crews running 20 miles or over are

allowed a day and a fifth. Class D,

freight service, runs of 125 miles and

over: Conductors, $3.25; flagmen. $2.25;

brakemen, $2.70. Class E, over no
miles, conductors, $3.25; flagmen. $2.25:

brakemen. $2.10. Class F, under no
miles, conductors, $3: flagmen, $2.10:

brakemen, $2. Twelve hours to count as

ENG.
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to a small crown. The railroads of the

United States consume abmit 1,000,000

acres of timber each year, as posts and

ties have to be so frequently renewed and

the expense is no small item. As many
railways already have land.scapc garden-

ers, it has been suggested that practical

forestry be add to their duties, and the

trees, in addition to their value as tim-

ber, would be used to beautify the grounds

of the stations along llie way.

The oflicials of sjome railroads have

come to a realizing sense of the fact that

the only way to keep the price of ties and

fence posts within reasonable limits is to

grow their own timber. One railroad

company in Indiana planted last season

50,000 catalpa trees at a cost of I cent

per tree. This is the result of the ex-

perience of the rai'way that catalpa ties.

a few samples of which were put on the

track fifteen years- ago, do not decay as

rapidly as other woods. The average life

of a white oak tie which has been used

IncludiuK some hundreds of our em-
ployees, we liavc 989 stockholders in Illi-

nois who together own $7,857,500. which

is nearly riouble the amount now owned
in Ilollaucl. Fully one-half of the shares

are owned in lots of $50,000 and less, and
the average of all holdings is ,$10,385.

There are, at home and abroad, 5,684

proprietors who own less than $io,ooo

apiece."

BOOK NOTICE.
The Prevention ul SiiKjkc Combined with

ihe Economical Combustion of Fuel.
By W. C. Popplewell. M. Sc. etc
New York: IX Van Nostrand. I^rice,

$3-50.

Those who are interested in the long

struggle which has been carried on in

Great Britain to .'uppress or ameliorate

the smoke nuisance will find this book
good and edifying reading. From it they

will obtain a history of what appliances

have been invented to prevept smoke and

particulars of the laws which have been

he .says: "An individual who is one of

a community of many must be made to

recognize that he must not do that which
will produce ill effects on the health and
comfort of the community of which he
is a unit. UntiPthis is recognized by the

individual himself, and by the control-

ling authorities, to be as applicable to

air pollution as to other nuisances, the

smoke difficulty will not be overcome."
There are good descriptions, well il-

lustrated, of a variety of furnace attach-

ments invented to aid the fireman in

hand-firing to do his work without caus-

ing smoke, and to enable him to main-
tain a fire that will burn the fuel with

the least possible waste of heat. Ap-
paratus of this character are very nu-

merous and many of them work quite

satisfactorily when properly managed;
but none of them are better than a plain

furnace when they are neglected. Stok-

ing by mechanical means receives ex-

tended attention, and the leadir\g me-

BOILER

TYPE
WORKING
PRESSURE
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Two New Baldwin Locomotives.

Widely different parts of the globe are

represented by the two Baldwin loco-

motive illustrated with this, one going

to the Southern Pacific and the other

to far away India. The greatest simi-

larity is that both of them are for

freight service. Both are compound and

both liave straight boilers.

The Indian is for the Oudh & Rohil-

kund Railway, and is for 5 feet 6 inch

gauge. It has coppei" firebox and brass,

tubes. The main dimensions follow:

Cylinder—20 x 24 inches.

Diameter—54 inches.

Working pressure— 180 pounds.

Fuel— Soft coal.

Tubes—Number, 186: diameter 2

inches; length. 10 feet 85-^ inches.

Heating Surface—Firebox, 102.2 square

feet; tubes, 1025.3 square feet; total,

1 127.5 square feet; great area, 16.6 square

feet.

Driving W'heels—Diameter outside.

54^4 inches; journals, 7x8.
Engine Truck Wheels (Front)-—Di-

ameter, 29;4 inches; journals, 5x8
inches.

WHieel Base—Driving, 13 feet n
inches; total engine, 21 feet 8 inches;

total engine and tender, 41 feet 3 inches.

Weight—On driving wheels, 81,800

pounds; on truck (front), 18,800 pounds;

total engine, 100,600 pounds; total en-

gine and tender, 158,600 pounds.

Tank—Capacity. 2,160 gallons.

Tender—Wheels, diameter. 43 inches;

journals. 4^x9 inches.

The Southern Pacific locomotive is

much larger in every way, as will be

seen from tlie main dimensions.

3598.8 square feet; grate area, 54.5 square

feet.

Driving W'heel.s— Diameter outside. 57
inches; journals, main. 10x12 inches:

others, 9 x 12 inches.

Engine Truck Wheels (Front)—Diam
cter, 30H inches; journals, 6 x 10 inches.

Wheel Base—Driving, 15 feet 8 iiichcs:

leading one the creeping effect i.-' pro-

duced in the left line of rail, while on

roads whose locomotives have the left en-

gine leading it is the opposite rail that

creeps.

That being the case, as is proven by

leading mechanical engineers on both sides

of the water, the problem resolves itself

i!.\[.i)'.viN jio.",i"L For INI)I.\.

total engine, 24 ieet 4 inches: total en-

gine and tender, 53 feet 2 inches.

Weight—On driving wheels, 181,200

pounds; on truck (front), 23,600 pounds;

total engine, 204,800 pounds; total en-

gine and tender. 325,000 pounds.

Tank—Capacity, 6.000 gallons.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, 33'A inches;

journals, 55/2 x 10 inches.

Creeping Kails.

nv THOS. p. W14ELAN
During the past year there has been

CONSOLID.\TIOX FOR SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

Cylinder

—

17x28x30 inches.

Boiler—Diameter, 76V4 inches; wo.-':-

ing pressure, 200 pounds; fuel, soft coal;

staying radial.

Firebox—Length, 108 inches; width,

72'/i inches.

Tubes—Number 442; diameter 2

inches; length, 14 feet 9^^ inches. '

Heating Surface—Firebox, 208.1 square

feet; tubes, 33907 square feet- total,

in some of the railway journals considera-

ble discussion on the question of creeping

of rails on roads having more than a

single main track, on which the trains,

consequently, run always in the same di-

rection.

Investigation thus far has shown this

effect to be traceable to the locomotive,

for it has been found that on roads the

right engine of whose locomotives is the

into a question of locomotive construction

and steam distribution, the combined effect

of which produces an uneven wear of driv-

ing wheel tire that is no doubt the direct

cause of rail creeping, as well as other

evils that have been charged chiefly to

counterbalancing.

The writer believes the so-called "ham-

mer blow so destructive to trestles, bridges-

and permanent way" and which has usually

.been charged to counterbalancing is noth-

ing more nor less than the direct effect

of the locomotive driving wheels, the tires

of which are worn out of round, the

primary cause of which is the effect of

steam distribution, even in the most per-

fectly designed locomotives.

With the right engine leading and right

main pin Standing on upper quarter, we
will note the effect on driving boxes and'

tire during one revolution, with engine

moving under steam, starting train.

When throttle is opened, steam is now
admitted to rear end of right cyli-nder

and the right main pin is pulled forward,

bringing the right main box against the

forward jaw in frame. The power exerted"

on the pin is also e-xerted at right end

of main axle, which, with the forward

jaw as a fulcrum causes the left end of

axle to be forced back against the rear

jaw (or wedge) on left side.

As the right pin leaves the upper quar-

ter, steam is admitted to left cylinder, and
whatever lost motion there may be on

left side, owing to the driving box being

back against rear jaw at time of taking

steam, such lost motion is taken up without

any appreciable jar. as the wheel rolls

forward, carrying the box to its position'

against (its fulcrum) the forward jaw,

and because of the wheel rolling to make
this change of position of box tkere is no-
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unusual wear of tire at iIk- imiiu in contact

with rail at that linii.-.

When lift pin has approached^ to near

the upper quarter position, the exhaust

has taken place on right side, and the pro-

pelling power being now wholly exerted

on the left side, the right end of axle is,

with the box, forced back against the rear

jaw; so we find that when steam is ad-

mitted on right side there is no pound,

as the lost motion has already been taken

up by the box being forced against the

rear jaw or wedge.

But now we come to the point wlicre the

damage to left lire is caused. When right

pin has arrived near the lower quarter, the

exhaust has taken place on left side, and

as the propelling power is now wholly

exerted against right main pin (backwards)

the left end of axle, with driving box. is

forced ahead against forward jaw, so that

when the center is passed the steam pres-

sure on left side must force that bo.K back

against the rear jaw (its fulcrum) before

it can exert any power to aid in moving
the engine ; but in this case it should be

observed that the wheel must move in a

direction (backwards) opposite to that in

which the engine is going, and in order to

do this the wheel must slide back to bring

the driving box against its fulcrum,, the

rear jaw, and it is this continual slide,

slide, slide, once to each revolution of the

Vifheel that develops abnormal wear of left

tire at and immediately following the point

furnishes material aid in tracing from the aster much worse than it would have

effect to the cause of creeping of rails. been with one engine on the train. The
In what manner wheels worn out of en^'incer of the first engine was killed

round cause this peculiar action of the and the fireman severely injured. Double

rails is of course another s'.ory. lu-adinc such a train is criminal beside*

A CRIMINAL WRKCK.

A Criminal Wreck.

The disastrous wreck illustrated here-

with happened on the Columbus, San-

dusky and Hocking Railroad on Febru-

ary 19. and was caused by a broken rail.

being miserable railroading. That en-

gineer was murdered by the want of a

trackwalker, aided by the pressure of an

extra locomotive on the train. •

ANOTHER VIEW—SAME WRECK.

in contact with rail when pin has just

passed the forward dead center.

This action is of course reversed in lo-

comotives, the left engine of which is the

leading one, and that being the case it is

reasonable to believe that the opposite line

of rail W'Ould show a similar effect, which

The conditions invited disaster. The
railroad is in the hands oi a receiver,

Mr. Jos. Robinson, and that official did

not employ trackwalkers. The train

that ran into the hole left by the broken

rail consisted of yi cars and was double-

headed, which tended to make the dis-

Same as Attitude of Switchmen to

Automatic Couplers.

In two important test prosecutions un-

der the Factory Acts which Sheriff

Fyfe, of Glasgow, had before him

last month, the offenses were the

failure of two saw^-milling firms in Glas-

gow to fence the circular saws in their

establishments. The plea of guilty was

tendered in each case, but in one case the

defense was that the workmen "prefer

doing without the guards;" the foreman

considered them "something of a nuis-

ance," and had never known during an

experience of over forty years of an ac-

cident that would have been prevented

by the guards proposed. The Factory

.\cts inspector held that guards were a

means of safety, they lessened the risk

to anyone in front of the saw. and they

unquestionably safe-guarded the "taker-

off" at the back.

In regard to saw-mill accidents gen-

erally, these, he declared, had been

reduced by 60 per cent, in his dis-

trict by the adoption of guards. The

Home-office two years ago issued a cir-

cular to inspectors calling their attention

to the fact that in 1897 over 1,000. acci-

dents had occurred to workmen em-

ployed at unprotected saws, and requir-

ing the more stringent enforcement of

the act. To these statements of facts

the inspector added the opinion, formed

from his long experience, that workmen
generally opposed any recommendation

such as the fitting up of guard--
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Air=Brake Department.

Remodeled Instruction Car.

Instruction car No. i of the Westing-

house Air-Bral<e Company just comes

from the shops, where it has been for sev-

eral weeks undergoing repairs and modi-

CONDUCTED BY F. M. NEI-I<IS.

larger classes. The brake cylinders and
auxiliary reservoirs of this train have been

painted white, while all other parts are

black, as usual. It is debatable whether

the brighter respective and indicative

i'isitors to the car as "Brown's pulpit."

Fig. 4 is a view of the "battery" of de-

fective triples. Each triple valve is made
differently defective purposely to illus-

trate its own action, also its effect on other

triples of the train.

FIG. I.—INTERIOR VIEW OK INSTRUCTION CAR.

fication. It enters commission again as,

doubtless, the most complete and valuable

of all brake instruction cars, from a view-

point of practical utility.

The interior arrangement has been much

colors of the parts as introduced and em-

ployed by the Boston & Albany and the

New York, New Haven & Hartford air-

brake instruction cars, would have been

generally preferable.

FIG. 3.—•BROWNS Pfl.PIT.

Fig. S exhibits the most interesting and
valuable piece of instructive apparatus of

the car, being a feature of marked ingenu-

ity. It consists of a brake cylinder fitted

with tandem-connected quick action triple

valves, slack adjuster and high-speed

brake reducing valve. A service applica-

FIG 2.—HIGH SPEED BRAKES.

changed and improved. Fig. i shows the

general arrangement of apparatus. As will

be seen, the brakes of the thirty-car train

are placed vertically on the side walls of

the car, giving more free floor space for

FIG. 4.—"BATTERV" OF DEFECTIVE TRIPLES.

Fig. 2 shows the first four cars of tlie

thirty-car freight train equipped with high-

speed brake apparatus and suitable pres-

sure gages.

Fig.3 is rapidly becoming known among

tion shows the operation of the plain part

of the triple, through the tandem connec-

tion and the sectional triple; also the ac-

tion of the high-speed brake reducing

valve in ordinary train stopping. An
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emergency applicalioii aotualcs Ijolli llic

service and quick action parts, whicli is

strikingly shown in the sectional valve

through the medium of the tandem con-

nections, the highspeed hrakc reducing

valve operating as in a sudden, emergency

the sectional head, the working of the

valve motion of the steam part of the

pump.

Fig. 8 illustrates, more in detail, the tan-

dem connectinjis and sectional parts of the

valve motion.
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Air Brake Convention.

The ninth annual convention of the Air

Brake ^sociation will be held in Pitts-

burg. Pa., beginning April 29. The Mo-

FIG. 9—TAXDK.M nRAKI-; VALVES.

nongahe!a House has been selected for

convention ' headquarters. The meetings

will be held in the hotel convention hall,

the first day's meeting being cal'ed to or-

der at 9 A. M., Tuesday morning. April

?9. Convention rates have been securid

as follows

:

Anti-Pass Exchange and the Air-

Brake Convention.

The agreement of the different rail-

roads to abolish exchange passes which
went into effect the first of the present

year promises just now to work hard-

ships in a direction least expected and
may amount to considerable before it ends.

The ninth annual convention of the

Air Brake Association, to be held in

Pittsburg, April 29, will doubtless be

very much curtailed in attendance because

I if the inability of the members who are

employed in different branches of air

brake work on the different railroads to

secure transpoilaiion over other Lnes than

their own to Pittsburg. The resu t is that

only inch air brike men as are employed

by the roads e'.nering Pittsburg will be

able to attend the convention, unless the

others see fit to go down into their pock-

ets and pay their own fare with hard cash,

or un'ess the railroad companies choose

FIG. 11.— VIKW 111- El.KCTKIC LIOHTING PLANT.

Monongahela House, American plan.

one person. $3.00 per day and upwards

;

two persons in a room. $2.50 per day.

The Griswold. European plan, one per-

son, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 per day; two

persons in a room. 75 cents each.

St. Charles Hotel. American phm.
$2.00.

The Lincoln. European pl.m. $1.50 and
upwards.

Members are requested to stop at the

Monongahe'a House, which has been se-

lected as headquarters. At Union Sta-

tion, take South Side Electric cars and
ask the conductor to leave you off at the

hotel. The B. & O. Station is diagonally

across the street from the hotel. The
Pittsburg & Lake Erie Station is at the

opposite end of the Monongahela River

bridge from the hotel. The other hotels

mentioned are within two blocks of head-

quarters.

to do this for them. It is to be regret-

ted that such a serious hindrance is to be

put on the effective work of this ener-

getic young organization which has done

so much in the past ten years to bring the

air brake practice of railroads in general

from a condition of total indifference and

neglect to one of active efficiency. The
Air Brake Association has been a valua-

b'e and appreciated feeder to the differ-

ent railway clubs and to the Master Car

Builders' Association. At the present time

it is in close cooperation with the latter

larger organization, dealing in the impor-

tant matter of maintenance of freight

brakes, labor costs, repairs, etc. ; and

while such a critical check to its useful-

ness and activity might not definitely dis-

rupt the association, it would, neverthe-

less, closely approach it, and in one fatal

blow set back the results of years of hard,

conscientious work.

It would seem ll]at the railroads can ill

afford to permit the crushing out of this

active, young, primary organization which

has done its full share in making the train

movement of Atnerican roads the admira-

tion and study of foreign lines, simply

because of an ill-fitting, distasteful fad

that boomerangs unintended and innocent

persons. Possibly the exchange pass

agreement may be annulled or satisfac-

torily modified before the Master Car
Builders and Master Mechanics meet in

June. If it is not, the attendance at tho:e

conventions need not be curtailed con-

siderably, as those who usually attend

will prefer to pay fare rather than fall

out of the moving procession ; but the air-

brake man will be obliged to miss his con-

vention, as he, in almost all cases, cannot

afford to pay railroad fare to attend con-

ventions. The only crumb of comfort for

him in the situation, therefore, is that

the obnoxious agreement may be annulled

before his convention time, or that his su-

perior officers may see fit to buy hiin tick-

ets over foreign roads in lieu of securing

him free transportation as usual.

If all roads would now buy tickets

where before they requested exchange

passes, they could balance up with each

other at the end of the year and find they

stood just about in the same position

they did wlien they issued free exchange

passes. But will they do it? They may,

FIG. 10.—SKCTIONAL TANDEM HIGH SPEED
BRAKE. RhlDUCING VALVE AND

PLAIN TRIPLE.

but it is extremely doubtful. In the

meantime, the air-brake man sees his

chances growing darker for attending his

convention where it has been his wont
to tell of the air brake practices on his

road and learn in exchange the practice

of others; for visiting the Westinghouse
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air brake shops and learning more abir.t

his business; for acpiiring information as

to best and latest practices concerning air

brakes that lie can bring hnnie and give

to his own road. All this makes him feel

blue and uisli there was some known way

to get around the anti-pass exchange

agreement.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Regarding; Q. and A. No. 137.

On page i-'", answering question 137, a

sentence reads: "In full release, both

gage hands should register 90 pounds."

This is a slip. The pressure in full re

lease position ought to be 70 pounds,

through trainline and main reservoir, un-

less the high speed brake is used, which

is evidently not the case with "E. E. C."

Inwood, N. Y. A. P. Payson.

[The pump govemor. being controlled

by main reservoir pressure will permit

main reservoir pressure to run up to 90

brakes went into emergency, causing a

severe shock at the rear end of the train.

The trainmen had not time to locate the

trouble, as they had to makr; the next

station for an express train. When stop-

ping at the next station to take the sid-

ing, thi brakes again went into emer-

gency when the second 5-pound reduc-

tion was being made, causing the loads on

sonic of tl\e non-air cars to shift.

triple, which closely resembles the old,

plain, freight triple. The cap was about

two inches longer, otherwise the two

triples looked very much alike. Thi*

was Mr. W'estinghouse's first quick ac-

tion triple. A number arc still in service

and occasionally give the trouble above

mentioned. They are nearly always mis-

taken for plain freight triples. You can

always tell by length of cap.

—

Ed.]

i)ivn)i;i>, OR TWIN nR.\KKS for si.x WHEEL TRUCKS.

The trainmen, after a time, located th»

trouble on the car next to the engine.

It would not apply with the first 5-pound

reduction, but would go into the emer-

3f=

P1,.\IN VIEW OF DIVIDED OR TVVIX BRAKE

pounds in the train pipe with brake valve

handle in full release position. The ob-

ject of the "warning port" is to keep the

handle out of full release position. The
answer to question 137 is correct.

—

Ed.]

gency when the second reduction was be-

ing made. They cut this brake out and
had no more trouble the rest of the run

—

about 75 miles. How was it the plain

Air 3training Device for Air Pumps.

The accompanying cut shows a strain-

ing device for filtering the air passing to

the air cylinder of the air pump. We
do not know whether there is rny patent

on it or not; but presume theie is not,

inasmuch as similar devices have been

used on several different occasions to our

knowledge several years back.

The proprietors of this device, in ad-

vertising it, seein inclined to make rather

extravagant claims and statements for it,

going so far as to say that almost the

sole cause of a pump running hot, is be-

cause the dust and dirt is not strained

out of the air before it is admitted to the

air cylinder. They further say that they

guarantee to stop all this trouble and

save nine-tenths of the cost of repairs to

air cylinders, valves, packing, rings, etc.,

by installing their strainer device. This

we have very grave doubts they will be

able to do.

Like many other inventors, they over-

shadow the good points of the device by
making extravagant and irrational claims

for it. There is no doubt that a strainer

will largely reduce the amount of dirt

that enters the air cylinder, but it can-

not possibly stop the natural wear of

valves, cages, packing rings and cylinder.

Of course, where grit is admitted, the

Probably First Form of Quick Action

Triplfe \alve.

A train was made up as follows: Con-

solidated engine, 35 loaded freight cars

and a caboose. The engine was equipped

with New York brake apparatus. The
20 cars next to the engine equipped with

the Westinghouse brake, and the rest

were non-air cars. There was a plain

triple on the engine and tender, and on
the car next to the engine, and the rest

were quick action triples. When stop-

ping at a station, the engine rnade a 5-

pound train line reduction and waited for

the train to bunch. When he was mak-
ing the second 5-pound reduction, all

Loilcr Liid. Office End.

LEVERAGE OF DIVIDED OR TWIX BRAKE.

triple going into emergency caused all

the quick action triples to do the same?

George Crawson.
Moncton, New Bruitswick, Can.

[The car next to the engine, instead of

having a plain triple, probably had an

old style, earlier form of quick action

wear is rapidly increased. So far as the

heating of the pump is concerned, it

should be remembered that a natural

heating accompanies the compression of

air, and no amount of straining will pre-

vent the natural heating of pumps due to

air compression.
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Loop Connection for Driver Brake

Cylinders.

The accompanying sketch shows a

"loop" pipe connection for driver brake

cylinders which is he'mg successfully used

on the New York Central. Experience

HAIR STRAINER FOR AIR Pt^MI',

has proved that driver brake cylinders,

fastened to the guide yoke sheet under

the boiler and between the frames, will

sometimes work loose and are difficult to

keep tight. When once loose, a strain

is thrown on the rigid connecting pipe,

and a leak is made, thus spoiling the ef-

fectiveness of the brake. The "loop"' fea-

ture supplies a flexibility that prevents

the pipe from breaking and permits the

brake to remain effective during the in-

terim the inspector is discovering the

loose cvlinder.

all of a sudden it will (l)reak) commence
to blow the same as if you were putting

on the blower; it is the steam going to

the exhaust, and it will act that way may-

be a dozen times in 100 miles. I attribute

the cause to be in the main valve, or a

packing ring broke on the steam piston.

Please say wliether I am right, as the en-

gines are pooled, and we do not get the

same engineer more than once or twice

a week. A.^First look for broken pack-

ing rings. Then observe whether the

slide valve does not climb oft' its seat onto

the ridge beside it in the bushing.

(149) C. .T. C, Gordon, Pa., writes:

I. What pressure per square inch can

you get in air-brake cylinders^ of a 4-car

passenger train, fitted with Westing-

house quick-action brakes, after making

a service application of 10 pounds with

retainer set, then release and share up

to 70 pounds, then go to full emergency?

What pressure do you get in brake cylin-

ders? A.— I. With pistons traveling

about $'/2 or 6 inches, the final pressure

tion in the train line is made—then it

closes. On long trains and heavy grades,

where double and triple headers are used,

and such a device is intended for, there

is no danger from overcharged train line

and auxiliary reservoirs. In the first

place, reapplications follow releases too-

closely to allow very high train line pres-

sures. In the second place, pressures-

above the 70 pounds standard would not

be objectionable on heavy down grades-

if they could be obtained.

(JSi) C. K. H.. Springfield, Mo.,

writes:

I. Does the New York brake give more

pressure in the brake cylinder in emer-

gency than in service? \.— i. No. It

gives the same pressure in both service

and emergency. 2. I understand the

Westinghousc brake gives ten pounds

more pressure in cylinder in emergency

than in service. I have heard the same

claim made for the New York brake and-

have heard it disputed. Which is right?

A.—2. The Westinghousc gives about

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(146) B. E. L.. New London, Conn..

asks:

What main reservoir capacity would you

recommend for an engine hauling trains

of 40 to 65 air-braked cars? A.—About

50,000 cubic inches. In fact, advantage

should be taken to put on 60.000, if possi-

ble. The pump will be operated easier, will

heat less and deposit less moisture in the

train pipe.

(147) C. J. C, Gordon, Pa., writes:

I. How can you release a brake that

will not release by bleeding auxiliary

after car has been cut away from engine

and all air has gone out of trainpipe?

A.— I. First look to see that levers are

not fouled, hand brake set, or retaining

valve turned up, then take oil plug out of

the brake cylinder. 2. Why will this

brake not release by bleeding the auxil-

iary reservoir at bleed-cock? A.—2.

possibly the leakage groove is stopped

up and the slide valve stays on its seat,

because of strong spring on its back, or

sticky oil. Any brake in good condition

should release when bled.

(148) G. W. H., Streator, 111., writes:

I am having some trouble with a 9-

inch Westinghousc pump this last week;

it will run fine for 10 or 12 miles, and then

"OD CD CD CD QT
NEW YORK CENTRAL TYPE OF "LOOP PIPING" FOR DRIVER BRAKE.S.

would be about 62 or 63 pounds. 2. Sup-

pose (the same train) I charge up to 70

pounds train line (set retainers, and they

hold IS pounds in brake cylinders after

making reduction of 10 pounds in train).

I then recharge to 70 pounds train line,

and make as large a reduction as will

equalize train line brake cylinder and

auxiliary reservoir. How much pressure

will I get? A.—2. About 53 to 56

pounds.

(150) P. W. S., Princeton, Ind., writes-

Referring to your published descrip-

tion and illustration of the Automatic

Double-Heading Feed-Valve device on

page Si. Now. as I see it, the device on

the second engine is wide open to main

reservoir pressure when brakes are re-

leased. The pump is recharging the

main reservoir, and the pressure is rising

on the under side of piston 7, and also iii

the train line and auxiliary reservoirs.

These parts will soon be overcharged un-

less the check valve 41 is closed. How
can the check valve 41, under the above

conditions, be closed and not reset the

brakes? A.—As stated in the descrip-

tion, valve 41 remains open until a reduc-

tcn pounds more in emergency than'

in service, due to a portion of the train

pipe pressure passing to the brake cylin-

der along with auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure. The New York gets no train

line pressure in the brake cylinder,

auxiliary reservoir . alone giving pres-

sure to the brake cylinder, in both.

^ Liiui iia"

DRIVER BRAKE 'LOOP" CONNECTION.

service and emergency applications.

The emergency is quicker than the ser-

vice, but no higher in pressure. 3. If

there is 10 pounds difference in the brake

cylinder pressure in emergency with 7

inches travel with the two kinds of
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brakes, would there not be a difTerent

braking on two cars of tbc same weight?

A.— 3. Yes. 4. Or do the New York Co.

make lip this difference in the levers?

S. The New York ^nstruc-

KAII.WAY AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Fired With Rubber Balls.
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lip

A.—4. No.

tion Book, in explaining leverage, gives

the value of an 8-inch cylinder as 3.000

pounds. A.— 5. I'rol)al)ly the in-itnic-

lion book you have is at. old one.

printed before the New York Co. wi^

restrained by the courts from venting

train pii)e pressure to the brake cylinder

in emergency applications. 6. On a car

with a New York triple valve' where the

levers are figured at 70 per cent, of the

light weight of the car, and the false fig-

ure of 3,000 pounds is used, what is the

actual braking power on the car? A.—6.

.\bout what a 50 or 52 pound piston prcs-

ure would give. We wouUl have to know

the measurement of the levers to give the

actual braking power of the car.

Too Cold or Too Hot.

A railroad man talking recently about

the difficulty of keeping an endurable

temperature in cars while moving per-

ishable produce said:

This winter we had two refrigerator

cars arrive here from Florida with or-

anges and the heat in the cars when they

arrived here was over 120 degrees and

the oranges were nearly baked, and the

thermometer here in Buffalo was below

zero. My explanation of that is that in

Florida, at the time those oranges were

loaded, it must have been a very hot

day, possibly at noon; the doors of the

car stood open and accumulated that de-

gree of heat, and after the oranges were

put in it was shut up tight in order to

make it safe to come to Buffalo, and the

result was that they were packed prac-

tically in an oven and the oranges nearly

ruined: they saved a few boxes out of

the 296. When we are drawing fruit

from a southern climate north in the

winter, the ventilation has to be regu-

lated so as to let the cold air in down
there and shut the cold air out up here.

Another experience with bananas last

season: Some refrigerator cars came
from Baltimore with bananas with the

ice doors open, in refrigerator cars;

some one en route closed the ice doors;

when they got here the bananas were

baked; the thermometer stood 14S de-

grees inside of one of those cars. We
are just settling the claim now. The man
wants pay for the bananas and we
couldn't get enough out of them to pay

the freight.

"Well, young fellow," said old Levi.

"you probably did not live in the days

when car springs were made of solid

balls of rubber. It was before French,

of Pittsburg, began to make decent

springs of steel, and I guess all the car

builders thought rubber was the only

thing to use. Them balls were corkcijs,

sure. They'd make the cars bounce over

the joints like a girl jumping a rope.

Often they would get loose and fall off,

and the boys used to steal them and

make rubber balls for the school games.

One day when I was running the wreck

train we were called to B on account

of a—collision. We arrived there and

were at work trying to clear the track

when another train came up and ran

into our caboose, so that we were

blocked between two wrecks. The

worst part of it all was that we ran out

of wood, and as cord wood was the ma-

terial used exclusively for firing then we

could not find any of it and as I had in-

structions to keep my engine alive I de-

termined to do so at all hazards.

"I hunted around for pieces of the

wreck, but they were scarce. There was

one car loaded with old gum springs

which were being sent to the factory, and^

my fireman, Jim Williams, collected about

20 of them and .dumped them into the

furnace of the old Norris. much against

my will, as I did not know what the re-

sults might be.

"After a while the gum commenced to

melt and burn, and you ought to have

seen the fire it made. The draft sucked

the melted rubber into the flues and the

old pot was fire from the firebox door to

the top of her stack, and she stunk worse

than a thousand polecats. She com-

menced blowing off like fury, and the

gage hugged the 130 mark for three

hours. I was afraid she'd blow up. but

she didn't, and we did good work with

her at the wreck.

"I think that I am the only engineer

that ever ran an engine fired with rubber

ha.ns."—Pittsburg Post.

The famous Empire State Express on

the New York Central went through a

unique experience in the floods last

month. On the Hudson River division

the train became stalled in the swollen

Hudson, and the passengers had to be

taken off in boats. That and several

other trains lay soaking in the water for

nearly a week.

The American Westinghouse Company
has under contemplation the building of

an electric road between Rome and Naples,

a distance of about 120 miles. They guar-

antee to cover the distance in two and a

quarter hours. The journey at present re-

quires six hours to make it.

Some curious questions come to this

office to be answered. Among this

month's contributions was one which

Said: "Suppose you were putting a new

firebox into a boiler and found that you

could not put in the braces until the

firebox was in. and when the firebox was

in. you found that there was no room

to reach the braces, what would you do?"

The answer is still under consideration.

Adjust Slide Valves.

E.XPENSE or MISTAKES. FOURTH PAPER

TO ADJUST SLIDE VALVES.

BY F. P. ROESCH.

Another report we frequently meet with

is "Square Valves." Where eccentrics

are not keyed on and engine must be

pinched, it is quite an expensive propo-

sition to square a set of valves, especially

on one of the modern large engines. A
machinist with two or more helpers be-

ing sometimes all day on the job at a

cost to the company of from $8 to $10.

Let us see if wc cannot effect a saving

here.

If the engine goes lame, listen to the

exhausts and note position of CTOi-i head

when the different exhausts take place.

Learn to locate where your troubles ex-

ist so as to report them correctly. It

may save several hours hard Avork in the

round house.

For instance, should your engine de-

velop two loud or two light exhausts,

thus Notice po-

sition of cross head when abnormal ex-

hausts take place, to locate defective side.

You should be familiar enough with your

engine to know which exhausts are nor-

mal and which are not.

There are quite a number of defects

that will cause an engine to "go lame."

but we will only speak of the more fre-

quent ones, things which are of common
occurrence, and liable to happen at any

time.

If the engine starts lame, as explained

above, two loud and two light exhausts,

you can generally look for a broken link

lifter, a slipped eccentric, a loose rocker

arm-pin —either top or bottom—a loose

rocker box, or the nuts working off an

eccentric strap bolt, allowing the strap

to work open.

Should your engine start to hop along

on three legs, so to speak, or develop our

extra loud exhaust, look for a slipped

blade, blade pin working out, or cut. or

key in valve rod where it joins yoke

working up.

When you notice anything going

wrong with your valve- gear it is a good

plan to stop and look for the defect. A
dry valve will cause an engine to go

lame, but any engineer should be able

to locate and correct that. If upon in-

spection everything appears intact, start

up slowly with lever in corner, if engine

sounds O. K. in corner hook her up.

Now if you have two loud and two high

exhausts you can generally figure on

your back-up eccentrics being slipped. If

the engine goes on three legs when

hooked up. but is square in corner, it is

a back-up blade that is slipped—the en-

gine of course is supposed to be work-

ing in forward motion—to find which

side the fault is on watch the cross head.

You can do all this from right side. The

exhausts from right cylinder take place,

as right cross head is approaching ends-
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of stroke, consequently exhausts from

left cylinder must take place when right

cross head is about center of guides;

therefore if the exhausts are normal with

right cross head at either end of guides,

the trouble is on left side, and if the

normal exhausts take place with right

cross head about center of guides, it is

the right side that is at fault. Now if by

noting as above you find a blade is

slipped, you can easily adjust it by not-

ing position of cross head when loud ex-

haust takes place and moving the blade

toward it. Thus, if loud exhaust takes

place with cross head at forward end of

guides, lengthen the blade, and vice versa.

This does not apply to a direct engine.

A back-up eccentric is generally hard to

get at, and if engine is not too lame it

is best to go on without stopping to fool

with it, as you would doubtless need to

have it set exactly right anyway when
you get in.

Now here is where you can avoid the

expense of a mistake and save the com-

pany a few dollars. A little thought and

practice will enable any engineer to tell

whether it is a blade or eccentric that is

slipped, which one it is, and which way,

and on arrival, instead of reporting

''Square Valves," which would require

going over the entire engine, you can

just report. "Set left back-up eccentric,"

or "Equalize blades, right side, go-ahead

blade is slipped." In this way round

house men know just where to begin,

and can often do in one hour what would
otherwise take the major part of a day

when covered by the indefinite report

of "Square Valves."

We will pass to injectors.

If your injectors go back on you and

you have tried everything you know to

make them work, don't make a report on

arrival, ''Overhaul right injector." Give

the repair man some idea of what is

wrong. You can say, "Injector won't

prime," or "won't lift all the water," or

"it breaks when i-unning," etc. The
trouble may be but some little thing that

you are "not on to": something that he

may be able to fix in 10 minutes, while it

would take hours to overhaul the in-

jector. Time is money in the round
house same as elsewhere.

The same applies to your air equip-

ment.

Don't say "overhaul pump," or "brake

valve" or "governor," etc., try to locate

the trouble and specify it.

I recall a case where an engineer with

a new E. 6 brake valve reported "Clean

engineer's brake valve and adjust gover-

nors," three trips in succession. Each
time after valve was cleaned both it and

governor were mounted on testing rack

in back shop, and there adjusted, but still

the trouble continued. The engineer's

complaint being that he could not get

any excess pressure, in fact when ques-

tioned as to symptoms of his valve and

governors he said, "that most of the time

his reservoir pressure did not even equal

his train line." Had he but given it a

thought he would have seen that this is

an impossibility and he would have lo-

cated his trouble where it really existed,

in the gage.

Irlad he located his trouble correctly at

first, lie would have saved the company

$12.50.

This article on the little mistakes of

engineers in reporting and locating de-

fects, and their attendant expense, could

be carried out indefinitely, but there is

no need of it. All I wish to do is to im-

press upon you the necessity of care and

judgment in reporting and diagnosing the

diseases of your engines. It is not hard

to do, if you will only set your mind to

it. And when you do master it in all

its details, so as to be able to say just

what i.s wrong with your engine every

time the round house foreman will rise

up and call you blessed.

feet combustion, eliminating all smoke.

The air is introduced through the pipes

to the firebox in a heated condition, thus

preventing the chilling effect on the fire-

box parts. The boiler head is covereil

with a sheet steel casing, with openings

at the upper edges, through which air

may enter and be heated by passing over

the boiler head surface en route through

the pipes to the firebox. The exhaust

of the engine when running will draw in

sufficient atmospheric air through the

casing and pipes to provide sufficient air

to combine with the firebox gases and

consume the smoke. When the exhaust

ceases, due to the engine not using steam,

compressed air is supplied to the pipes,

thence to the firebox, with the same re-

sults.

The two great achievements of the de-

vice are that smoke is entirely eliminated

and the engine becomes a freer "steam-

er." This should satisfy the most ex-

S.\ND house: and conveying PIPES AT THE 58TH STREET ROUNDHOUSE OF
BALTIMORE & OHIO R.R , PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Smoke=Consuming Devjce.

A smoke consuming device—one which

actually consumes the smoke gases and

thereby contributes to greater heating

and steam supply, instead of killing the

smoke jand the steam, too, has been re-

cently invented, and is now in successful

test on two locomotives of the New York
Central.

The scheme and foundation principles

are simple. In addition to the usual

brick arch, extending back and upward

from below ' the boiler tubes, another

similar arch, of shorter I'ength, projects

forward on a level several inches above

the top of the fire-door opening.

Through the boiler-head, into the fire-

box, on a line a few inches above the

short, level back arch, project a series

of six or eight two-inch pipes, equally

spaced, about 12 or 14 inches long.

Through these tubes, that portion of the

firebox above the brick arches, is sup-

plied with atmospheric air which mingles

witli the smoke gases and form a per-

:icting requirements of a successful

"smoke burner."

The American Brake Shoe and Foun-

dry Company, 26 Cortlandt street, New
York city, has assumed control of the

brake shoe output of the plants of the

Sargent Skeleton Steel, the Diamond
"S," the Skeleton Steel Insert, the Lap-

pin Steel Back, the .Streeter Steel Back,

the Corning and the Ross-Meehan.

Hereafter the agents of the constituent

companies will represent the combined

interests.

The Buffalo Foree Company, Buffalo,

N. Y., are naturally quite pleased with

the recommendation which Mr. William

Garstang, the well-known superintendent

of the "Big Four" railroad, gives their

down draft forges. Those in question

have been in service since i8p5. and are

still giving excellent service. The free-

dom from overhead pipes and the absence

of smoke make the down draft forges

verv desirable.
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Mr. C. SUiiiiuT lias hvvn apiiointcl

master iiiecliaiiic of the C'liicayo ami

Alton at Slater, Mo.

Mr. K. L. Uoolittio has hi-i-ii ai)poiiitcil

foreman of Chattanooga Division of Cen-

tral Railroad of Georgia, at Chattanooga.

Mr. Charles S. Clarke has hccn ap-

pointed general iiianagcr of the Mobile

& Ohio, with head(|narters in St. I.ouis,

Mo.

Mr. S. VV. Crawford has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the shops of the

Chicago and South Eastern at Muncic,

Ind.

Mr. W. M. McCampbcll lias been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the East

Louisiana Railway, with olVire at Florcn-

ville. La.

Mr. \V. A. Garrett has been appointed

general superintendent of the Philadel-

phia & Reading—vice Mr. W. G. Besler,

("esigned.

Mr. J. G. Schrcudcr has been appointed

assistant general manager and chief en-

gineer of The Union Switch & Signal

Company.

Mr. G. A. Goodell has been appointed

general superintendent of the Chicago

Great Western, vice Mr. Tracy Lyon.

promoted.

Mr. C. M. Hunt has been appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis and

Memphis Railroad with olVicc at Car-

ruthersville, Mo.

Mr. Wm. Donahue has been appointed

traveling engineer on Minnesota & Iowa

& Nebraska division, vice Chas. Cart-

wright, deceased.

Mr. John Forster, general foreman of

the St. Louis & San Francisco at Kansas

City, Mo., has been promoted to maste'-

mechanic at Kansas City.

W. E. Chester, master mechanic of

Central Railroad at Savannah, Ga., has

been transferred to Macon shops of same

road as master mechanic.

Mr. Frank DiUinger has been appoint-

ed superintendent of the Chapleau divi-

sion of the Canadian Pacific, with head-

quarters at Chapleau, Ont.

Mr. V. B. Lang has been appointed

master mechanic of the Alabama Great

Southern, with office at Birmingham.

Ala., vice W. N. Cox, resigned.

Mr. Hugh Montgomery has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, at Fiddlers, N.

J., vice Mr. George Thompson, resigned.

Mr. W. W. Richard has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cananea Con-

solidated Copper Co.'s railways, with

headquarters . at 1-a Cananea, Sonora.

Mex.

.Mr. W. I). Lie has been app.jinled

sr.perinteiideiit of the Rio Grande South-

ern, -.vitli hcad'inarters at Ridgway, Col.

He was formerly with the Denver and

Rio Grande.

.\Ir. ICrnesl .Messinier has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Cincin-

nati. Richmond and Muncic at Ricl>

mond. Ind. He was formerly with the

Lake ICrie and Western.

.Mr. John T. Jonds has been ajipointed

round-house foreman of the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey, at E. 22d street.

Jersey City, vice Gilbert H. Hutchinson,

assigned to other duties.

Mr. C. H. Ackert has been appointed

general manager of all lines of the South-

ern Railway except the St. Louis-Louis-

ville lines, with headquarters at Pennsyl-

vania avenue, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Frank Walters is appointed super-

intendent of the Main Line of the Bur-

lington, Cedar Rapids & Northern and

its branches south of Iowa Falls, to suc-

ceed Mr. George A. Goodell. resigned.

Mr. Gilbert H. Hutchinson has been

appointed road foreman of engines of-the

Central Railroad of New Jersey, with

headquarters at Jersey City, vice Mr.

Hugh Montgomery, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. W. G. Besler has been anpointed

general manager of the Central Railroad

Company of New Jersey. The operating,

engineering and roadway departments

will report to him and be subject to his

orders.

Mr. Ira C. Hulibell, president and

treasurer of the Locomotive Appliance

Company of Chicago, has been appointed

buyer for the Kansas City, Mexico and

Orient Railway and the Interstate Con-

struction Company.

Mr. W. D. .Sargent, president of the

Sargent Company, has moved to New
York in connection with tWe ri^ con-

solidation which is called the American

Brake Shoe and Foundry Company. His

office is at 26 Cortlandt street.

Mr. Tracy Lyon has been appointed

assistant general manager of the Chicago

and Great Western Railway. Mr. Lyon

entered the service of the company five

years ago as superintendent of motive

power and his advancement has been

rapid.

The headquarters of Mr. S. D,. Hut-

chins, district traveling inspector for the

Westinghouse Air Brake Co., has been

changed from Buflfalo. N. Y., to Colum-

bus, O. The "genial Sam" may be here-

after found at 30.^. M. & M. Building,

that city.

Mr. William C. Knnis is appointed

master mechanic of the Central New
England Kailroid. with office at Hart-

ford—vice A. ii. Phillips resigned. Mr.

Ennis was long master mechanic oi tlii:

New York, Susquehanna & Western and

is well known.

Mr. Garry R. Sanborn, at present .su-

perintendent of the Sioux City division

of the Chicago^& North Western Rail-

way will succeed Mr. W. D. Cantiilon

as superintendent of the Minnesota &
Dakota division of the same road at

Winona, Minn.

Mr. E. G. Owens has been appointed

chief train dispatcher of the Baltimore &
Ohio, with jurisdiction over the Cincin-

nati, Washington, Louisville and St.

Louis districts, vice Mr. J. NL Mack,

transferred; Mr. C. G. Stevens appointed

night chief dispatcher, vice E. G. Owens,

promoted.

\Ir. A. J. Love is appointed assistant

superintendent of the Alabama Great

Southern Railroad, vice Mr. Chas. E.

Rickey, assigned to other duties. Mr.

Love, who contributes an article on

signaling to this .issue of Railway ani>

Locomotive Engineering, was former-

ly train master at Chattanooga.

Mr. W. J. McQueen has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic of the

New York Central Railroad, with head-

(luartcrs at Mott Haven. N. Y. Mr. Mc-
Queen has been for years engineer 6l

one of the fast express engines running

between New Y'ork and Albany. He
was known for his record in keeping

trains on time.

Mr. Frank P. Sargent, grand master of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men, has been offered the position of

commissioner-general of immigration by

President Roosevelt. Mr. Sargent has

the ofTer under consideration and is like-

ly to accept it. His Appointment will be

a great loss to the Brotherhood of Lo-

comotive Firemen, with whom he is ex-

ceedingly popular.

Mr. A. J. Haaser has been appointed

machinist in charge of the new Steel

Floating Dry Dock at the L'nited States

Naval Station, New Orleans. La. He
was formerly foreman of the Southern

Pacific Company's machine shop at Al-

giers, where he has been for the past

eight years.

Mr. C. H. Hogan. master mechanic of

the >fcw Y'ork Central at Depew. has

been appointed to a similar position on

the West Shore Railroad, with head-

quarters at New Durham. N. J. Mr.

Hogan was celebrated when he was an

engineer for making some of the fastest

runs accomplished on the New Y'ork

Central Railroad.
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Announcement lias been made of the

appointment of Mr. W. D. Cantillon to

be assistant general superintendent of

the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad,

with headquarters in Chicago. The po-

sition is newly created. Mr. Cantillon

has been superintendent of the Minne-

sota & Dakota division, with headquar-

ters at Winona. Minn., and was formerly

assistant superintendent of the Wiscon-

sin division.

Mr. W. F. Buck has been apx)ointcd

master mechanic of the Rocky Moun-

tain Division of North Pacific, vice Mr.

F. P. Barnes, who, we understand, has

been appointed assistant superindent mo-

tive power of Santa Fe system. Mr.

Buck has worked his way up through

the ranks—was a fireman and engineer

on the Intercolonial, then learned the

machinist trade at Moncton, N. B. He

has been with the Nothern Pacific several

years as foreman of shops.

traffic maiia.aer. with office at Louisville,

to succeed Mr. Powell, promoted. Mr.

Ackert, the new general manager, has

been general manager of the Mobile &
Ohio since J\Iay I. 1891, and previous to

that date was president and general man-

ager of the Elgin Joliet & Eastern and

Chicago Lake Shore & Eastern. Mr.

Gulp has been with the Southern and its

predecessor, the Richmond & Danville,

since September I, 1891. He was assis-

tant traffic manager of the Richmond &
Danville until June 30, 1894, when he was

appointed traflic manager of the South-

ern, and was formerly general freight

agent of the Louisville & Nashville. Mr.

Turk was formerly for many years gen-

eral passenger agent of the Southern and

the Richmond & Danville, and has been

assistant passenger traffic manager since

January i, 190I'. Mr. Powell was for-

merly general freight agent of the South-

ern, and has been assistant freight traffic

m!\naa;er at Louisville since July i. 1899

New Quarters of Correspondence

Schools.

The officers oi tlie Railway Depart-

ment of the International Correspond-

ence Schools of Scranton, Pa., which

have been located in the Manhattan

Building at 315 Dearborn street, Chi-

cago, have been moved to new quarters

in the new Bush Temple of Music, on

the corner of North Clark street and

Chicago avenue, Chicago.

Both the offices and the instruction

plant will be located on the fourth floor.

The offices, with 2,500 feet of floor space,

being on the east or Clark street side

of the buildin.g—the instruction plant

having 3,000 feet on the west side.

The operating air-brake room, 54 feet

long by 19 feet wide, contains the sixty-

car freight train: the six-car, high-speed

passenger train; the ten-car air-signal

equipment: the two locomotive brake

equipments and all the tandem apparatus.

NEW QUARTERS OF THE RAII.V.'AY DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAI, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOI.S IN CHICAGO.

The following important changes are Mr. Chas. J. Chapman, formerly fore- Next to the air-brake room is a large

announced on the Southern Railway, ef- man of the Norfolk Shops of the Fre- model room, containing all the sectional

fective on March 15: Mr. C. H. Ackert, mont, Etkhorn and Missouri Valley, has air-brake equipment, valve motion mod-

heretofore general nranager of the Mobile resigned to accept the position of master els, injectors, lubricators, electric head-

& Ohio, has been appointed general man- mechanic of the Eureka and Klamath lights, and other devices which go to

ager of the Southern, with headquarters River Railway at Eureka, Cal. make up the equipment of locomotives

at Washington, D. C reporting to Mr. and cars. There will also be installed an

F. S. Gannon, third vice-president, who instruction plant for the benefit of car-

has heretofore held the title of general Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.. of Chicago ^^^^-^j. j„g„^ consisting of a test-rack for

manager also. Mr. J. M. Gulp, traffic report a marked increase recently in the jgfective triple valves, a leverage lesson

manager, has been appointed fourth vice- export demand for their tool holders. ^^^ apparatus for showing how to clean

president, in charge of traffic, reporting They have lecently established agencies
brake cylinders, piston packing and triple

to Mr. W. W. Finley, second vice-presi- in Australia and New Zealand, which
y^i^.^g

dent, and the office of traffic manager give every promise of developing into
^^^.^.^ ^^^ several study rooms and a

has been abolished. Mr. T. G. Powell, important markets for the company's reference library for the students, a draft-

assistant freight traffic manager at Louis- product. Some time ago the company
j^ig room and offices for the instructors—

ville, Ky., has been appointed freight sent Mr. Nestor Johnson into Norway, t^g i\ooT plan is illustrated in this issue,

traffic manager, with headquarters at Sweden and Denmark, to investigate that Nq expense has been spared in making

Washington, D. C., and Mr. W.' A. Turk, market and to Introduce the Armstrong this the most complete institution of its

assistant passenger traffic manager, has tools, where he met with the most grati- kind anywhere. Students may go there

been appointed passenger traffic manager, fying success. He has recently returned and have the advantages of this plant in

with headquarters at Washington, and to Chicago, after placing the Armstrong demonstrating just how the equipment

the office of assistant passenger traffic agency for the countries of Norway, operates on any length of train up to

manager is abofished. Mr. Lee Mc- Sweden and Denmark with the firm of sixty cars, as well as have the services

Clung, assistant to the second vice-presi- C. S. Christensen. of Christiana, Nor- of competent instructors to explain the

dent, has been appointed assistant freight way. knotty points.
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Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotive for

the Southern.

We illustrate with tins a teii-whecl pas-

senger engine recently built Ijy the Bald-

win Locomotive Works for llie Southern

Railway.

The engine has cylinders 20 x 26 inches,

balanced slide valves and driving wheels

70 inches diameter. The boiler is of the

wagon-top type, 62% inches diameter at

the smallest ring and carries a working

pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch.

The firebox goes above the frames between

the wheels and is 108)^ inches long and

41% inches wide. In front it is y^ inches

deep and at the back sSV.'i inches deep.

There are 290 2-inch tubes, 14 feet 3J/2

inches long. The heating surface is 2,310.3

square feet, of which 2.157.5 square feet

jire in the tubes and 152.8 square feet in

Tthe firebox.

old, which has ijcrhaps seen a life of but

a year or two, is relegated and a newer

and greater improvement succeeds it.

There is no finish. There is no end.

Nothing but a restless striving for

something better which will bring bet-

ter results and increased profits. It is

this spit;it of constantly seeking some-

thiuK better and not being permanently

satisfied with anything which has

brought the American railroads to their

l)rcscnt prominent position.

The Valve Motion That Promises to

Save Forty Per Cent.

In the railway jottiniis from Mr. C.

Rous-Marten, published elsewhere in this

paper, some particulars are given of the

improved valve gear under trial on the

Great Northern Railwav of England,

which raised quite a furor on the other

tried without number on our railroads.

Great promises of their efficiency have

been made concerning many of these in-

ventions and in many cases they have

been promoted and advocated by highly

influential railroad men. Yet the best of

them webt to the scrap heap after their

novelty had worn ofif, and their sustain-

ers became weary of carrying the burden.

There has been no decade in railroad his-

tory in the United States that failed to

I)roducc novelties of valve gear, whose

jturpose was to dispense with the D slide

valve and the mechanism used for actuat-

ing it. The first line of reputed im-

provements were in the form of extra

cut-off valves, and some of them were

held in high favor for many years, and

the only reason why they fell into de-

suetude was, that a plain single slide

valve distributed the stream just as well,

Engines of this kind are very popular

•ior passenger train service on the Southern

Railway, and make the time with heavy

fast passenger trains more regularly than

:any form of engine the companv have ever

ttried.

The restless spirit of Yankee activity

is nowhere better shown than on our

American railroads. The department of

motive power and rolling stock is con-

-stantly enlarging and changing for bet-

-termeiit in engines and cars. The en-

gineering department is forced to keep

pace and consequently is obliged to lay

"heavier rails, put in stronger bridges.

widen tunnels and enlarge shops and

round-houses. Nor will one change suf-

•fice. The long-cherished standards are

things of the past and but memories.

No sooner is one improvement com-

ipleted than another is projected. The

BALDWIN TEN WHEELER FOR THE SOUTHERN.

side owing to reports having been made
that its use saved 40 per cent, of the fuel

that would be required to do the work

with ordinary locomotive valve gear. The
new gear is merely an arrangement of

valve motion that gives remarkably

quick admission of steam and prompt

release. The engineer who has been ac-

customed to studying the changes in

steam distribution effected by improved

valve gears would say that this one was

likely to increase the work producing

capacity of cylinders, but experience

would incline them to doubt the merits

of the invention as a means of saving

fuel.

Inventions -intended to admit steam to

the cylinders of a locomotive as near to

boiler pressure as possible, cut ofif prompt-

ly, hold on to the steam as long as pos-

sible during the period of expansion and

then produce a sudden release, have been

wa.s elemental in design, was seldom out

of order and cost little for repairs and

maintenance.

But the plain slide valve had no special

friends or advocates, and when a novel

valve motion \\as invented, there was no

great difficulty in making many railroad

mechanical men believe that an im-

proved valve motion was badly needed

and they went through the experience of

their predecessors and obtained by very

costly lessons convincing evidence that the

plain slide valve was hard to beat and

that novel valves and gears that promised

so much saving of steam failed utterly

when subjected to the tests of every day

train service. Inventions of this char-

acter and agitations in favor of profiting

by them appear to have moved in cycles

;

and there is no reason to doubt that an-

other period of experimenting with im-

proved valves or valve gears may for a
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time become epidemic annnig us without

warning.

Those who are dissatisfied with existing

valves and valve gearing are generally led

to that condition through the study of

indicator diagrams and through that part

of the history of the steatn engine wliich

is illustrated by the indicator diagram.

This informs them about the great waste

of steam that was inseparable from the

• use of the plain slide valve with station-

ary and other engines and of the great

revolution that was effected by the inven-

tions of Sickles, Corliss, Allen, Meyer

and other improvers of the steam engine.

Indicator diagrams taken from a plain

slide valve engine when compared with

those taken from the improved engines

seemed to tell a tale of reckless extrava-

gance on the part of those who kept unim-

proved engines in use. When indicator

diag,rams taken from locomotives were

compared with those taken from good

forms of automatic engines, the student

was frequently overwhelmed with indig-

nation that the men responsible for the

economical operation of locomotives

should be so blind to the interests of the

company they served. The student de-

termined to change all that. He would

go forth into the wilderness of error and

shout the gospel of improved valve gear.

The shouting was listened to by divers

persons who could put faith into works,

and they proceeded to devise a valve gear

for locomotives that would produce an

indicator diagram that resembled those

taken from automatic engines. The most

successful designer of such a valve gear

was Mr. David Clark, Master Mechanic

of the Lehigh Valley Rai road. There are

illustrations in the Eighteenth Annual

Report of the Master M,;clianics' Associ-

ation of a number of indicator diagram.s

taken from a ten-wheel engine eq^uipped

with Mr. Clark's valve gear. The gear

entailed the use of six eccentrics and their

connections, four rodk shafts, two re-

verse levers, two additional valves and a

'variety of other extras, but the indicator

diagrams were as fine as anything ever

taken from a Corliss engine. The dia-

grams are ideal, and an examination of

them almost re-fires dead enthusiasm

concerning perfected valve motions, and

brings back for a moment fleeting ideals

that have long departed.

Another past master of the art of de-

signing valve motions for locomotives

that would produce a Corliss-like diagram

was the late William Wilson, of the Chi-

cago and Alton Railroad, whose valve

gear will be found illustrated in the

Twenty-third Report of the Master

Mechanics' Association. We shared his

enthusiasm for a perfected valve motion,

we watched the development step by

step of his ingenious labors to produce

one, and we had the melancholy regret of

helping to prove that the perfected valve

nidtion, which produced diagrams such as

no locomotive had ever made before, was

a little mcfrc wasteful in the u.«e of

steam than the plain link motion actu

ated slide valves used on another engine

of the same type, doing the same work.

A highly perfected valve gear, so far as

making indicator diagrams was con-

cerned, was developed by the late A. J.

Stevens, of the Southern Pacific Co.. but

there is no authentic record that it en-

abled a locomotive to do work with less

steam than one equipped with the link

motion and plain slide valve. The fine

diagrams produced by the engines hav-

ing Clark's valve, could be figured theo-

retically as indicating almost ideal steam

distribution, but in practice the engines

used as much coal and water to do a

.given measure of work as a link motion

engine that produced an indicator dia-

gram that resembled a leg of mutton.

These facts are strange, but they are un-

The Panama kailroad.

nv K. W. GRECORY.

Owing to the recent prominence given'

to the Isthmus of PanSnia. perhaps your

readers would like to learn something

about the railroad that crosses that strip-

of land. Well, after a tempestuous voy-

age of nine days, (he good ship "Finance"

landed the wTitcr at Colon, the eastern

terminus of the Panama Railroad.

After presenting my credentials to Col.

J. R. Shaler, the superintendent, I natu-

rally wandered clown to the mechanical

end of the line. The first building I en-

tered vvas the car shop, and you may
imagine, I received a severe "jolt" at

finding a large force of negro carpenters

busily engaged in hammering together an

attractive collection of—coffins. I backed

out of there and entered the paint shop,

where I found more negroes varuishiiiz

>'.\TIVE WOMEN \V.\SHINC, CI,nTIlp;S-C( H.nX,

questionably true, and it is their teaching

that makes us skeptical about the truth

of the reports which credit the valve geir

on trial qn the Midland Railway with

saving 40 per cent, of the steam as com-

pared with a link motion plain slide

valve engine doing similar work. Ameri-

can engineers have labored zealously and

intelligently to produce a valve motion

that would overcome the reputed defects

of the link motion, but when the test

has been performed the engines equipped

with improved valve motion burn more

fuel than those using the discredited

link motion.

The Lake Shore people have a piece of

tiack laid with steel ties which have re-

ceived very close inspection since they

were laid down. It was feared that severe

frosty weather would make their bed so

rigid that fracture would become common,

but they have gone through the ordeal of

an unusually severe winter very success-

fully.

—more coffins, and I began to realize that

every tie in the road represents a dead

man.

The locomotive shops I found to be a

more pleasant place—engines instead of

coffins—and a very well eauipped shop.

They have a blast furnace, brass foundry,

boiler shop, blacksmith shop with steanr

hammer, and lathes, planers, a wheer

press, etc.

The railroad is single track, 47 miles

long and 5 feet gage. It is one of the

"crookedest" roads in the country and

one of the hardest to learn, as it runs-

through a dense swamp, where each mile

of scenery is precisely similar to the one

you left behind. The rails are held to-

gether with lignum vitse ties, which is

the only M'ood that will stand the climate

and is so hard, they have to bore a hole

for every spike.

The train schedule provides four trains-

each way: two passenger and two freight,

and the road is operated with S-wheel"

.\nierican type 17" x 24" cylinders. They
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have a bad hill. lo niilc's long and i8s feet

per mile, over which all freight trains are

double-headed. The frciglu ec|uipnient has

hand brakes, but the passenger coaches

have air, with plain triples. The old

"B, ii" brake vaKe i^ n-ed ..nd is secured

to the side of the eab. uliieh is a very

mental appearance gives one the impres-

sion of runiiinc llirough a continuous

graveyard, and I guess that's about right.

The rains in the tropics seem to contain

a large percentage of grease, and the

harder it conies down, the worse the rail

jiiiv. The only sand obtainable is very

rises at A.M., and sets at I'.M., all

the year around, and there is only about

IS minutes twilight. The railroad follows

the route nf the Panama canal, and every

few miles you meet large sheds full of

locomotives ; or huge, fully equipped ma-
chine shops, all going to decay for want
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Panama, on the Pacific, the rise and fall

is 22 feet. This is what makes locks

necessary in the canal.

Most of the views explain themselves.

That of the native women washing clothes

will explain why clothes do not wear well

in that region. They soap the c'othes, lay

them on a convenient rock (which may or

may not be smooth), and pound them with

a paddle. I may also add that they were
dressed up for the occasion.

While I have endeavored to confine my
notes to a description of the railroad,

there is much to be told about the

Isthmus. I could write of a country where
pineapples line the roadside like weeds,

and where bananas, oranges, cocoa-nuts,

orchids (and alligators and boa-constric-

tors) flourish in an endless tangle. Of a

part of the globe where the earth's crust

is the thinnest, where earthquakes throw

down bridges and open and close great

fissures in the streets, of a land where the

sun rises and sets in the same place—this

being literally true, as a curve in the

Items from Editor's Note Book.

.Ml real friends of humanity must be

gratified with the rapid progress railroad

companies are making in introducing pen-

sion systems for the benefit of their em-
ployees. Americans have been so sturdily

independent that railroad men long re-

garded pension schemes as pertaining to

pauperism : but most of them are now
coming to regard pensions as the interest

on money invested, which they really arc.

Many worn out railroad men who have

gone through the painful ordeal of joining

age and poverty would now be living in

comfort, had the companies, in whose em-
ploy they exhausted their manhood, col-

lected the funds that support a good pen-

sion system. I can see nothing pleasanter

than to witness an old person watching

the sunset of life in comfort and freed

from all the cares of penury and harass-

ment of wants.

There is one shadowed side to the pic-

ture with some old railroad men who
have met compulsory retirement. They

Service for six years, and during that tune

had many acquaintances whose time for

retirement came to pass, and I do not

remember one who fretted or suffered

from being retired from actual service,

and most of them seemed to take on a

new lease of life after they were relieved

from the cares of active service. A
statistically inclined brother of mine, who
is still in His Majesty's service, alleges

that not more than ten per cent, of the

men live to enjoy the pensions they have

paid for ; but the small remnant seems
to me to be a vigorously robust fraction

of the whole.

1 was moved to begin writing about

pensions through having lately learned

about the pleasant way an old friend was
lately retired. Everybody knows Calvin

.^. Smith, so long treasurer of the New
Vork Railroad Club, and still longer

Master Car Builder of the Union Tank
Line. Mr. Smith has always been an ac-

tive, vigorous worker, and withal a very

\K v^
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Takinji; Down Rods on Both Sides.

One of the questions which never grow

old is that of taking clown side rods. When
one side breaks down and has to be dis-

connected, is it necessary to take down
other side ? This is the form it usually

takes, and as it is not easy to explain by

words alone, we have made the accom-

panying illustration.

When the rods are up 011 both sides, one

side is on the quarter, while the other is

on center, and so force 'the wheels around

in unison. Taking down the rods on the

other side, however, and leaving them up

on the side toward us, wc find them as

Fig. I, showing a si,x-couplcd engine on

the lower quarter and moving in direction

shown by arrows. When it reaches the

center it is the position of Fig. 2, and here

is where the chance for trouble creeps in.

While it often—we might almost say usu-

ally—runs along all right, there are too

many cases where the condition shown in

Fig. 3 is found, and then rods or cr.-iuk

pins suffer.

With the rods on center there is noth-

ing to force the wheels in either direction,

as where the rods are up on the other side

The tendency is to continue turning, due

to momentum of the engine, but the ten-

dency does not always prevail.

The main pin continues on its course,

perhaps, while the forward wheel A and

the rear wheel C hesitate, are forced in the

other direction and the crank pins suffer.

While it is not likely that both A and C
would catch at the same time, it is well to

show what might happen, and what can

always be avoided by taking down all the

side rods or the corresponding rods on

both sides.

In the case shown, the side rods are

coupled back of the pin, so that the back

rods are not stiff but can kink up unless

suided by the front rod. This means that

should a front rod (i") break, it is of

course necessary to take down the back

rod (2) of that side. This leaves the con-

dition shown in sketch, so that the rods

on other side must come down also.

Should a back rod (2) on either side

break, it is only necessary to take down
the corresponding rod on the other side,

leaving both front rods in place. This

only in case the knuckle or joint is in the

back rod.

Using this same reasoning on any num-

ber of coupled wheels and we find a gen-

eral rule to be : Should a jointed rod

break, take down the corresponding rod

on the other side. If a solid rod breaks.

the rod jointed to it must come down and

so must the corresponding rods on the

other side. In every case corresponding

side rods on each side must come down.

Onlv the main rod can be run nne-sidcd.

The Burlington management expect to

reduce the operating expenses of the

company by not less than 25 per cent,

within the next year. This will be

brought about by a general reduction of

grades and curves, by double tracking,

and by increments to the power. The
work of double tracking the system to the

Missouri River has practically been com-
pleted. In the prosecution of the work
nearly $3,000,000 has been spent and
about $1,000,000 more will be necessary.

ri(/.i
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niSCONNKCTINC, COUPLED RODS.

Centrifugal Separators.

The B, F. Sturtevant Company, of Bos-

ton, have issued a little folder about their

Exhaust Head, which contains such a novel

illustration of the action of centrifugal

force that we reproduce it.

Water weighs 1,562 times as much as

steam, consequently the pull or tendency

to fly away from the center is 1,562 times

as much. This is why, in centrifugal

separators, the water flies to the outer edge

of the head and drains off, leaving the

steam to escape practically dry. This re-

lieves back pressure and avoids the annoy-

ance of water from the exhaust dripping

over roofs and sidewalks. If you have any

doubts as to how centrifugal force affects

things, study the cut and the figures.

oi lime he found out that there was great

difliculty in making the springs employed
on the traps hold their temper while kept

continuously under water. He proceeded

to question ^all the blacksmiths within ri

week's journey as to what they knew
about tempering springs and ' did not

learn anything. Then he went to the

nearest library and read all there was to

be found about the tempering of springs.

Partly by the knowledge thus obtained

and partly by original experiment, he

succeeded in devising a method of tem-
pering trap springs, so that they held

the temper while under water.

"The making of springs became this

blacksmith's hobby. Delving for infor-

mation about the working of steel was
his favorite amusement. In the course

of time he became foreman of a railroad

blacksmith shop, and then put his hobby
into practical operation, to the end of

making and tempering springs to carry

with resiliance the load they had to bear.

Before that time the formula of spring

construction followed was: "make it

strong neough to bear the heaviest load

or severest shock, then double its

strength for the sake of durability." The
springs designed on that principle had

about as little elasticity as an iron axle,

and locomotives and cars rode so rough-

ly that trainmen complained that the vi-

bration shook their teeth loose.

'.\fter a few years more, the black-

smith with the spring-making affinities,

whose name was ."Karon French, became

the head of a spring-making establish-

ment. One of his first transactions was

to ask permission to put a set of springs

under a car much used by the leading

officials of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The springs he replaced weight 2.800

pounds, and those put in weighed 1.600

pounds. The officials were at first in-

/^S^Jllilr
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AN EXAMPLE OF CENTRIFUG.\L FORCE.
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Aaron French.

.Aaron French, the well-known spring

maker, who has been in failing health for

some months, died in his home in Pitts-

burg on March 24. The following notes

by .'Xngus Sinclair appeared several

years in an article in the Pall Mall Mag-
naiiie several years ago, and constitutes

an obituary notice that reflects the great-

est credit upon the subject of the sketch:

"Fifty years ago in the forests of Ohio,

there was a very bright boy apprenticed

to a blacksmith. This boy was fond of

hunting and trapping. There were plenty

of beavers, otters, muskrats (Ondatra

zibethkus) and other water animals in the

region where this young blacksmith was

in the habit of trapping. In the course

credulous about the springs carrying

the load safely, but a few trips in the car

convinced them that they were mistaken,

and the car rode so smoothly, that the

springs for all the passenger equipment

were gradually changed to conform to

the expert's calculations.

"That was the beginning of the change

which converted American railway roll-

ing stock to the smoothest riding vehi-

cles in the world. The soft-gliding parlor

car. that rushes through space at sixty

miles an hour without a harsh shock or

jar, has been brought to its present per-

fection by a variety of adjusting devices,

but the scientific design of springs has

contributed more than all else to make
it a marvel of easy riding."
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Open Side Extension Planer for Loco-

motive Cylinders.

This planer is a modification of the

regular Open Side Planer.. made by the

Delrick & Harvey Machine Co., Balti-

more, Md., and is intended for planing

the frame seats, saddle joints and steam

chest seat on all sizes of locomotive cyl-

inders between 20 and 36 inches.

The special end to be attained is to be

able to plane the cylinders with the least

possible chnckings. With suitable fix-

tures the cylinders are set on the table

of planer with the valve face and steam

chest seat in a vertical position. The

head on the cross rail is used to plane

the joint between the cylinders and also

the exhaust nozzle seat. The head on

the main post is arranged to plane the

seat for the under side of frame, while

the head on the special outside post is

used to plane the valve seat is well as

the steam chest seat and the seat tor the

top side of frame.

All of these planings that are in par-

allel lines can be done at the same time,

while that for the ends of steam chest

can be done by fitting the outside head

with a power movement, up and down,

and feeding the table for the cut. This

vertical cutting has not been applied to

any of these cylinder planers so far, but

it is in contemplation as with it the plan-

ing of the cylinders can all be completed

in one chucking.

The post upon which the outside head

slides has a movement to and from the

table so as to adapt it to plane cylinders

of different sizes. In order to overcome

any tendency of the table being lifted by

the cut on iiigh cylinders, the table can

be gibbed down to the bed.

The outline drawing shows the position

of the cylinder on the platen and the lo-

cation of the surfaces to be finished. The
following particulars as to dimensions of

this planer may prove interesting.

The distance between main housings i^

7 feet 3 inches, and under the cross ra\l

6 feet. The maximum size cylinder con-

templated in this design is a 36 inch low

pressure compound. The steam chest

seat has a width of 36 inches, and the

saddle joint 45 inches planing width. The
frame seats are 4H inches x s inches.

The head on cross rail has 7 feet 3 inches

horizontal movement and 1 foot 3 inches

vertical adjustment which is by hand or

power. The head on main housing

for planing lower frame seat and center

casting has 12 inches horizontal adjust-

ment by hand, and 51 inches vertical ad-

justment by hand or power. On this

head the tool post can swivel in a full

circle. The head on intermediate hous-

ing for planing upper frame seat and

steam chest seat has 8 inches horizontal

adjustment by hand, and 36 inches verti-

cal adjustment by hand or power.

A tool of this kind will prove a money
saver in any large railroad shop.

The Sargent Company of Chicago,

heretofore operating an open hearth steel

plant at Fifty-ninth street for the man-

ufacture of draw bars, knuckles, coupler

parts for repairs, and a plant at Chicago

Heights, 111., for the manufacture of Tro-

penas steel castings and steel and iron

brake shoes, have transferred the plant

at Chicago Heights, together with the

classes of business done there, to The

American , Brake Shoe and Foundry

Company, which company will hereafter

conduct the business of this department

from its offices at Chicago Heights. The

Sargent Company will continue the op-

eration of the open hearth steel plant at

Fifty-ninth street, where its general of-

fices will be located.

The Sargent Company, manufacturers

of draw bars, knuckles and coupler

parts, located at Fifty-ninth and Wallace

streets, are having plans drawn and speci-

fications prepared for an e-xtension to

cive them approximately three times the

capacity of their present plant.

To Improve Philadelphia Harbor.

The commercial interests of New York

city have long been noted for the energy

expended in maintaining the prestige of

Xcw York as the first shipping harbor

of the Continent. .Ml sorts of schem-

ing, reputable and disreputable, have

been followed to divert business to New
York and to prevent its flowing into

other natural channels. There is noth-

ing that New York business men have

hesitated to do in favor of their fine

harbor, except to put their hands into

their own pockets to help increase its

n;itural .idvantages.

HuUwuy ^ Locuiiiotwt Enf/ineerinff

DETRICK & HARVEV CYLINDER PLANER.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
has been so long located in the Monad-
nock Block that they have become pret-

ty well identified with it, but owing to

their requirements for greater office

room, which they are unable to procure

in that building, they have decided to

remove to the Fisher Building, May i.

-\fter May i they will be located on the

tenth floor of the Fisher Building, cor-

ner of Dearborn & Van Buren streets.

Chicago, where they will occupy very

nearly the whole floor and will be glad

to meet their friends whenever they can

make it convenient to call. Their New
York office will remain as heretofore al

i;.S Liberty street.

A new danger to the commerce of New
York harbor has come up like lightning

out of a clear sky, and the enemies of

New York are calmly asking, what are

you going to do about it? The govern-

ment has made an appropriation of $600,-

000 to deepen the channel from Philadel-

phia to the sea, which will make the port

of Philadelphia an important rival of

New York. The change will be a great

help to the Pennsylvania and the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroads. Schemes are

already in the air for new steamer lines to

trade out of Philadelphia, and the back-

ing of the Pennsylvania Railroad is cer-

tain to ensure the success of such enter-

prises.
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New York Central Standard Box Car.

The problem vvliich is to be solved bv

car designers is to prnvile a box car hav-

ing the inside dimensions which have been

adopted by the American Railway Asso-

ciation and having extreme outside di-

mensions within the clearance points of

11 -e iii almost any design, but ihube who
are designing cars to be run on Eastern

roads will need to make some close calcu-

lations. There are combinations of con-

struction which, if accepted, will simplify

the work. For instance, a steel under-

frame with drawbar passing through the

difference in cost between the wood and
the metal constructions does not warrant

the use of the latter. There seems to be

greater objection to passing the drawbar
through the wooden end sill than there is

to passing it through the steel end sill;

therefore in the wood design it is consid-

- — it})' -

DETAILS OF NEW YORK CEXTR.^L BOX CAR.

those roads over which the cars are to be

operated and having a distribution of ma-
terial suitable for the heavier capacities.

For some roads the problem will not be a

tliflScuIt one, because the allowable clear-

ance dimensions will allow plenty of room
outside of the dimensions prescribed by

the American Railway Association for the

end sill will allow a dropping of the body

of the car, if the lower floor level will not

be objectionable, so that no difficulty will

be experienced with the design in the

vicinity of the eaves. The chief difficulty

is at the eaves. Some roads, however,

while appreciating the advantages of the

metal under-frame, think that the present

ered best to place the drawbar beneath the

sills; this keeps the floor the usual height,

but considerable "shaving" is required to

keep the eaves within the clearances. If

the drawbar is passed through the end

sill, the space for body bolsters and for

truck bolsters is reduced, and considerable

ingenuity will be required to get these bol-
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sters a proper depth to carry the heavier

loads, even though it inay be decided to

carry the load on the sido bearings instead

of on the center plates.

There is shown in the illustration the

box car, class "F-8," of the New York

Central & Hudson River Railroad Com-

pany, and an examination will show the

very satisfactory manner in which the

problem has been solved for wooden con-

struction, in the office of Mr. A. M. Waitt,

superintendent of motive power and roll-

ing stock. The car is designed for a capa-

city of 80,000 pounds rating. The designs

of a box car of this capacity in pounds

were just completed at the time the Amer-

ican Railway Association announced the

inside dimensions which had been agreed

upon by that association, and the design

was changed to that shown to fulfill the

dmiensions of the association.

The design permits the use of a body

bolster of such depth, io>^ inches, as has

been proven ample for cars of 80,000

pounds capacity, and space has been left

for a truck of either the pressed steel or

of the arch-bar type, although the former

will be used ; the latter having a bolster of

sufficient depth to carry the rating. A 6-

foot door opening is provided, and with

such width opening it did not seem desir-

able to put in more than the usual number

of side posts, because the bracing would

be too nearly vertical. The cross-tie tim-

bers are placed directly beneath the door

posts for better support to the door posts.

The door fixtures are those of the "Secur-

ity" car door. No shield is provided for

the door track; there are many cars in ser-

vice which have no shield, and because the

clearances would allow only a very thin

metal one, it was considered that there

was no reason why the shield should not

be left off. The upper joint between door

and body of car is water-tight without a

shield. Cast-iron pockets are provided at

both ends of all posts and braces. In-

stead of tie-rods from plate to plate, joint

bolts secure carlines and plates, and there

is some saving of weight on this account.

The Winslow Improved roof, as furnished

by the Chicago-Cleveland Car Roof Com-
pany, is shown. The roof boards do not

have quite as much slope as do the roof

boards on cars previously built for this

road, but the present roof has a greater

pitch than the roof proposed by the com-

mittee of the Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation. The pitch of the roof was de-

creased so as to give a minimum clearance

between running board and overhead ob-

structions of 20 inches.

With the following unimportant differ-

ences the outside dimensions of this car

meet the requirements of the circular of

December 2, 1901, on "Outside Dimen-
sions of Box Cars," issued by the Master

Car Builders' .Association :

Width of eaves at height of

12 ft. 6)4 in 9 7f^ 9 7\s

The design requires the use of malleable

iron draft arms; the experience on the

road with many thousands in use being

that none of these have been broken.

A Handy Planer Tool.

Leveling work on a planer isn't alway-

an easy job, with the usual collection of

blocks, pieces of iron, brass or tin, and

other junk too often used. The time

it takes counts up in a year, too, and

would buy a number of the little tonl-

shown.

This is the new planer jack made by

Armstrong Bros' Tool Co., Chicago, III.,

which is a neat and inexpensive little

device that will save its cost many times

over. They are made in four sizes to

meet varying requirements.

A Wise Policy.

The most unpleasant feature of chang-

ing the motive power on elevated roads

from steam to electricity is the disposi-

tion of the men on the engines. In the

Oil and Graphite

M C.B.
ft. in.

Top of rail to upper face of

floor 40

N.Y.C
ft. in-

4 Va.
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improved service and lower cost of op-
eration of electrically equipped trains,

sight is generally lost of the engineer's

.md fireman's interest. Usually the en-

gineer is made motorman at reduced
wages and the fireman has to look else-

where for work. A happy solution of

this problem has been made by the Man-
hattan Elevated in New York, which has
just begun to change form steam power
to electric. The engineers are all made
motormen at regular engineer's wages.
Firemen are temporarily employed iii

various capacities at regular wages until

there is an opening for more motormen,
then the oldest ex-fireman is advanced in

the usual way as in steam engine service

The result is that the Manhattan will re-

tain all its old, reliable men, and not be

encumbered with the flotsam and jetsam

which too often flock on the scene to

take the old men's places and work for

lower wages.

FOR

Air Cylinders

A letter that should interest

every engineer and which
should command the atten-

tion of everyone interested

in efficient railway service.

I
HAVE been using Dix-

on's finely pulverized

flake graphite No. 635

in air cylinder of air pump
with most satisfactory re-

sults.

"I mixed about a table-

spoonful with half-pint of

cylinder oil and put it in

squirt can, and have been
giving the air cyclinder

(through oil cup) about half

a teaspoonful in twenty-
four hours. Of course I

keep the contents in the

can well shaken up.

"Before I used the
graphite, pump was run-

ning hot and groaning and
squeaking all the time.

Since using the graphite

and cylinder oil in the man-
ner mentioned, I have not

heard a groan or a squeak,

and the pump runs cool

and will pump all the air

wanted at any time."

Samples free to engi-

neers or others who are

interested

Josepli Dixon Crucible Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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First Cost,

or Wages ?

The first cost of our

tools is more, we believe,

than of any others. We
want it to be more.
Everything must be the

best—the costliest mate-

rial, the highest-priced

labor. We stint in

nothing.

It's after our tools are

at work that their
cheapness shows. You'll

quickly find it in your

pay-rolls, your cost-cards

and your repair bills.

Which is better—to

save once in first cost,

or every day in wages ?

Send for catalog of our
Pneumatic Chipping and
Riveting Hammers, Ro-
tary Drills, Rammers,
etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.

1038 Ridge Ave. , Philadelphia

New York Chicago PittsburKh
San Francisco Boston

Automatic Bolt and Nut Hachinery.

i'lic two machines shown arc the latest

products of the .'Xcme Machinery Com-
p.my, Ccveland, Ohio, and all who under-

stand the difficulties in the way of auto-

malic machinery of this kind will appre-

ciate the ingenuity displayed in their de-

sign and construction.

The working mechanism of the bolt

cutter, except for feeding, is enclosed in

the bo.x bed, the latter being outside for

the convenience of the operator. Thread-

ing is accomplished by two vertical, gear

driven spindles, which are guided by lead

screws running in split nuts. These

spindles are reversed at the proper tinic

by a shifting belt, and the dies back off

at double the cutting speed, two bolts be-

ing cut at each operation.

The bolts are placed in the hopper at

top of machine and are automatically ar-

ranged ill a run way for each threading

spindle, hanging by their heads as they

are fed down into the machine. From
these they are pushed into the vises which

close automatically after bolts have cen-

tered themselves over die heads. The
feeding mechanism then recedes and takes

the next two bolts, which are brought

forward just in time to eject the bolts

after threading.

In case a ragged bolt or piece of scrap

gets in the way, the mechanism throws

itself out of gear so far as that particular

runway is concerned, and prevents break-

age or damage. There is also a relief in

connection with the split nuts so that

a crooked bolt stops the advance of the

die-head spindle and thus avoids a!',

breakage. As soon as the defective bolt

has been forced out or taken out by the

attendant, the machine goes on as before.

The machine will handle anything from

I'c to ;<-inch bolts by 4 inches long and

with any heads except. "T," as these drop

through the slots. One man v,-ill attend

ten machines, and each turn out 8,000

fs-bolts in 10 hours.

The nut tapping machine is equally in-

genious and somewhat similar in design.

There are four tapping spindles in this

case, each with lead screws (the Acme
idea in staybolt cutter it will be remem-

bered), to insure perfect threads. As

with the bolt cutter, they return at double

speed, threading 4 nuts at every operation.

The mechanism is very accessible for in-

spection.

A very simple form of tap is used which

can be made at a much lower cost than

the ordinary nut tap. Provision is made

for adjusting the distance the taps are

driven in before reversing, to suit dif-

ferent thicknesses of nuts.

The nut blanks are olaced in the hop-

per, which is divided into a series of cells

by radiating webs. The nuts are dis-

charged on a revolving plate which throws

the nuts to outer edge by centrifugal force

where they find their way into the four

chutes leading to the taps. At the lower

ACMK BOLT THREADER.

end of the chutes they are pushed to the

taps, held during the threading and arc

ejected after that operation.

Here, too, is the device for relieving

the nut feed should a ragged nut or other

obstacle find its way into the machine.

The action of this is the same as in the

other machine, and effects only the ob-

structed chute. There is also relief to

prevent tap breakage. In fact the ma-

chines are all that one would expect to

see from this firm, which has a reputation

of high order for machinery of this kind.

The range of the nut machine is the

same as the other, and the capacity. 16,000

J^-nuts per day of 10 hours. One man
can attend 10 machines, which makes an

enormous output per man each day.

ACME XIT TAPPER.
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Mog:uls for Japan.

The mogul shown 15 one of twelve

just shipped by the Schenectady works

of the American Locomotive Co. to the

Kuishiu Railway of Japan. They arc

rather heavy engines for 3 foot 6 inch

gage and are the second shipment of .1

good sized order. They are in charge oi

Mr. George H. Jackson on board the

steamship "Veronia," and make up part

of her cargo of i.j,ooo tons.

The route is to Gibraltar, Suez Canal.

Singapore and Yokahama, where they

are to be delivered and erected. Erect-

ing engines in a foreign land is decidedly

different from the same oper?.tion on a

"home" road, both on account of the

native labor and the fact that locomo-

tives are shipped boxed in pretty small

pieces, and erecting means almost all

that the name implies in the home
works. The Japanese shops are, how-

ever, equipped with traveling cranes and

other appliances, so that there is no

trouble on that score. They will be run

by native engineers. The leading di-

mensions follow:

Weight on drivers—7S.000 pounds.

Weight on truck— ij.500 pounds.

Weight total—91,500 pounds.

Wheel base, driving— 11 feet 11 inches

Wheel base total, eng.—IQ feet 5

inches.

Cylinders, dia. .x stroke— 17 inches x

24 inches.

Driving wheels—diameter, 54 inches.

Driving wheels centers mat'l—C. S.

Driving journals—7 inches x 8 inches.

Engine truck wheels—28 inches.

Engine truck journals—5 inches x 8

inches.

Boiler—Diameter, 58 inches.

Boiler pressure—180 pounds.

Firebox, length x width—82 inches x

2g% inches.

Tubes—Number of and diameter, 190

—2-inch.

Tank, water capacity—2,500 Imperial

gallons.

Tank, fuel capacity—2^ tons.

.\rTOM.\TIC CVI.INDKR COCK

Lunkenheimer Locomotive Pattern

Automatic Cylinder Cock.

We illustrate herewith a sectional view

of the Lunkenheimer locomotive pattern

.\utomatic Cylinder Cock, which is being

ONE OF^TWELVE l-o.J J.4P.\N—SCHENECTADY
LOCOMOTIVE CO.

WORKS OF AMERICAN

Tubes—Length, 11 feet i inch.

Heating surface, tubes—1091.22.

Heating surface, firebox—105.67.

H°nt':-g surface, total— 1196.89.

rail- 16.86.

'• :u:i e power— 196.50.

1 . .tvji of adhesion—3.97.

The stem F is arranged to be operated

by a lever from the cab, so that by turning

it to central position both valves B B are

held off their seats and the condensation

will drain out of both ends of the cylinder

to which the cock is connected.

HERE
IS A

Pressure

Regulator
THAT WILL

REGULATE.

DETAII„S OF CYLINDER COCK.

quite extensively used on some makes of

compoijnd locomotive engines. This cock

is very simple in construction and has been

giving excellent results.

The device consists of a valve casing A
containing two wing valves B B connected

together by a loose pin C. These valves

B B open and close alternately as steam is

admitted and exhausted through the oppo-

site ends of the cylinders to which the in-

lets of the cock are connected. In this

manner they are continually in operation

and constantly relieving the cylinder of

condensation.

Fig. 18

Gold's Improved Balance

Valve Pressure Regulator

reduces from boiler pressure to

a fraction of a pound. It will

not vary under any conditions.

It is efficient, economical,

simple and durable.

Catalogue, circulars and fur-

ther information cheerfully fur-

nished.

Gold Car Heating Co.,

Frankfort and Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

This device is manufactured by The Branch Office, 614 Rookery, Chicago, 111.
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ArFAcmyrms
DIRFCT TO THE WEARER

OUR IllustpateoCAtaipoue

l5Ff?EErORTHEASniNG'

m0IC4N(iLOl/fl^O/^,
'̂/rs

/ GLOUEflbVILLE, N Y

r.iinkcnlicimer Company, of Cincinnali. C,
ulio will be pleased to give .ull details

upon application.

TheU&W
Piston Air Drill,

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, 1). S. A.

Burton, Griffiths ^^ Co.. London
F. A. Schmitz, Dusseldurf

123 Liberty St.,
New York

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

I'lather Froj( and Switch Planer.

'I'lie [ilaiier illustrated herewith is a

heavily built machine for steel forges and

switches, and is made by the Mark
•"hither Planer Company, Nashua, N._ H.

It is equip|)ed with two, three, or four

heads on cross rail as desired, and has

power elevation.

The bed is 2i}/2 inches deep, and 3iJ^

inches wide, having sJ/j V. S., 24 inches

from center to center, and planed to an

So degree angle. It is doublc-wcbbed over

long enough to permit of either head being

run out of the way of other to the full

capacity between housings. It is braced

in box form, fastened to the housings by

two heavy binder caps with three \%
inch bolts holding each.

There is a vertical feed of 12 inches, 4

clamping bolts, \'A inches diameter.

Saddle bearing on cross-rail of 24!4 x 2}4

inches. Slide bearing 24 inches long and

slide is 10^ inches wide.

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQIIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHI, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Moiuuilioik I'.ldir,. Cliicai;" 141 Blimdwiiy. Nuw York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE OUST.

KL.^THER FROG AISL .SWITCH ri..\NI-;K.

two-thirds of its length, and given a

length of 20 inches for every foot of table

lengths.

The table is about 14 feet 8 inches over

all. 42 inches wide, 7i4 inches deep and

has four rows of cored holes, or any other

arrangement of holes which may be de-

sired. The return speed is about 3 to i

and the cutting speed of from 14 to 16

foet per minute. Table rack is 8' < inches

wide for the teeth, and 12 inches over all.

The housings are of the box body type

and exceptionally heavy. 9H inches face.

The bearing of cheek is fastened to cheek

by 7 bolts and is also fitted over cheek

and keyed to it, giving unusual rigidity.

Cross-rail raising screw li'g inches diam-

eter, three threads to each.

Cross-rails are 16H inches wide and

The planers are driven by cut cast steel

gears and forged steel pinions, have four

shafts, double train of gearing. All gears

are contained inside of bed, avoiding the

objection of gears outside where the op-

erative can come in contact with them.

Rack gear has 8'4 inch face and two pitch

teeth. Ratio of belt speed to table is about

104 to I. This arrangement gives a most

powerful drive and the gears are entirely

covered with the shield to prevent chips

from going through the table onto them.

Racks are planed and cut from solid steel

forgings.

Special shipper plates, moving but one

belt at a time, preventing the annoying

squealing of belts, all connection rods, etc..

easy of access. Belts can be shifted from

either side of the machine.
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The power feed, longitudinally and ver-

tically is operated by a patent relief

friction which can be easily adjusted

where the machine is running or at rest

without danger to the operator. The
planer is very heavy, weighing about

45,000 pounds.

the body of this paper. This will also

answer your question about the eccen-

trics not being on the main axle.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wisking to have ques-

tions answered in these columns s/tould
send in their names and addresses, notfor
pub/it atlon, but for evidence ofgood faith.
IVe throw all anonymous letters in the
waste basket.

(120) J. R. P. asks:

What is the best composition for

fusible plugs. A.—The leading loco-

motive builders use a mixture if tin and

lead in the proportion of one part tin

and three parts lead.

(I2i) C. B. Du B. asks:

Will you kindly give me a good meth-

od for determining the clearance volume
of a piston valve engine? A.—The most
correct way of finding cylinder clearance

is to put the piston to the end of the

stroke and fill up clearance spaces with

water through the steam port. Then
draw off the water and weight or volume
will give cubical contents.

(1221 G. H. G. asks:

What is the difference in amount of

water that a high and low pressure in-

jector will throw? A.—This depends on

pressures. Kneass, the best authority on

injectors gives a table which shows that

with 40 pounds of steam pressure, 23

pounds of water should be delivered per

pound of steam ; with 100 pounds pres-

sure, 15 pounds of water, and with 200

pounds pressure, 10.3 pounds of water per

pound of steam.

(123) R. A. B. writes:

How can I find out the dimensions

of a boiler that will be capable of supply-

ing steam to an engine that is said to be
capable of developing 30 horse power?
A.—The horse power of a boiler is the

capacity to evaporate 31 pounds of water
per hour from a tank temperature of
100° F. and to a boiler pressure of 70
pounds per square inch. People wanting
information of this character ought to

consult Kent's Mechanical Engineer's
Pocket Book.

(124) H. H. B. asks:

If an engine of any kind breaks a main
pin or wheel so as to disable that side,

is it necessary to take down side rods on
the other side? A.—The rod question is

a common one. Breaking a main pin

necessitates taking down all the side rods

on botJi sides which are in any way de-

pendent on it. With a ten-wheel engine

connected on center wheels as usual all

the side rods must come down on both

sides. The reason for this and other

causes will be explained in an article in

(12>) J. C C., Bowling Green. K\

writes:

What size netting (that is, how many
meshes to the inch and what size wire)

is most generally used by the leading

roads in this country in the front ends of

their engines having extension front

ends and a brick arch in firebox? And
is there any material difference in the

way the netting is put in the front ends

by the different roads? A.—The netting

pretty generally used is two and a half

meshes per inch, and of number eleven

wire. The horizontal portion of the net-

ting when in place in the front end is

about four inches below the top of the

nozzle tips. The oblique portion runs

off at an upward angle of about forty-five

degrees.

(126) C. P. writes:

Please explain the principles on which

a steam gage works. A.—Gages arc-

made on two plans. The Bourdon spring

and the diaphragm types. The former

have a bent tube which the steam fills and
tends to straighten. This is connected to

pointer which it moves. In the other the

steam acts against a flexible diaphragm,

which moves pointer when it is forced out

by the pressure. 2. What per cent, of

o-\ygcn is in the air? A.—Oxygen is 20.7

parts by volume and 23 parts by weight.

Remainder is nitrogen. 3. What is the

igniting temperature of carbon and oxy-

gen? A.—Unfortunately there is very

little actual information on this subject.

(127) B. M. O. asks:

What are the principal causes that

make an engine ride roughly? A.—The
principal cause is the running-gear not

being properly adjusted so that the

weight is transmitted evenly to the

springs and from thence to the axle

boxes. Springs too heavy for weight

of engine will also cause rough rid-

ing. An engine that has the valves

set so that there is too much compres-
sion in the cylinders will ride rough
when working at short cut-offs. A very

common cause for rough riding is dry

or partly dry wedges. Graphite mi.xed

with the oil when applied to wedges
once in fifty miles will be found a royal

remedy for rough riding. An engine

run down so that the wheels are out of

round and differing in size will ride

roughly, and the only remedy is a visit

to the back shop.

(128) A. A. P. asks:

What is the generally accepted water

consumption per horse power hour? .\.—
This varies from about 11 pounds in the

best large stationary engines to probably

100 pounds in very small poorly built en-

gines. Locomotive practice also varies

Otley's

Eureka

Steam

Joint

Cement i
For Making Joints on Locomotive
Smoke Box Fronts, Under Rings
and Doors, Cylinder and Stack
Saddles, Under Expansion Pads
and Around Hud Ring.

Unequaled
As an Iron Cement, fur it expands and contracts
will) tlie metal in heat or cold, and will not burn
or crumble out.

Half the Cost
Being three times lighter in weiglit than red or
white lead.

The Otley Ceient Co.
HANUFACTURERS

CHICAGO, ILL., U, S. A.

AI'KACTU.'AL Railroad bupi>ly Man. with
many years' experience, wide acquaintance

and personal friendships among railroad men,
member of the Eastern clubs and an old attend-
ant at the conventions, could represent any
railroad interest to advantage. Highest refer-
ences from railroad men. Confidential corre-
spondence invited.

Address SUPPLY,
This Office.

BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke.

Contains about Soo practical quest ions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Making. By Wm. M. Barr. The necessary
conditions for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 illustrations.

349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By ROBFRT H. Bi.ACKALL. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Alr-Brake
equipment, containing over i.ooo questions
and their answers on the Westinghouse
Alr-Brake. which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Air-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearlv e\-erv rail-
road in the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By Robert Grimshaw. it asks 1,600

questions and gives 1,600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—yw^^ facts.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing 450
pages, over aoo illustrations, and 12 large
Folding Plates. Bound in Maroon Cloth,
%-2.00.

^W^A Special Circular oj these Books Sent
on Request.
^^Any of these Books Prepaid to any

Address in the world on Receipt of Price.

A6ENTS WANTED '^U^^ \X;
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
books is sent free on application.

Korman A. Henley & Co., Publishers

132 Nassau St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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The SGHROEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansvlllp, Ind.
Maimf-'ictni ers of

KihiihI '11 S<|u;iic Casu

HEADLIGHTS.
Our iicadliKlits arc rtub-

stuntial und well made
to standaid dL-signs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings,"

We are makers for ao or
more leading Railroads.

A. Lesclien &, Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloader«, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFlCr):

920-922 North First St., • ST. LOUIS, MO.

( l.iS E. Lake St.. Chicago. 111.

Hraiich Offices 9? Centre St.. New York City. N. Y.
( S5 FreinoiU St. .San I'raticisco, Cal.

TAVI nn Best Yorkshire

I A I LUtl STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. Mushet's
J^ "SPECIAL"

& "TITANIC"

STEISLS.

These 6o)iJs are the Standard ol Excellence

Sole Representatives in the United States

B. M.JONES & CO.
No. 81 Milk St.. BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

warp:house at east boston.

CHICMo
LOCOMOTIVE
CAB SEAT

ROUGH RIDING
MADE SMOOTH
Just put this seat on the box and lav your cushion
on it. Any sii-.e or shape. Send cash, state size,
gi\e your weight.

Haggard & Marcusson Co.,
417 South Canal St., Chicago, 111,

widely, probaljly ranging from 25 to 50

pounds. 2. If your steam gage should

be destroyed what should be done?
.'\.—This is one of the cases where a

man must use his best judgment and con-

sider circumstances. If you knew your

safety valves were all right, it would

probably be best to keep on and take your

train in. If you get too much steam

your "pops" give warning, and if too

little you fail to make time. 3. How
many heat units in a pound of good an-

thracite coal? A.—Varies from 11,500 to

1.3,000, according to Kent's Pocket Book.

4. How does the temperature of steam

vary with pressure? A.— It rcf|uires in-

crease of heat to produce higher tem-

perature, consequently high pressure

steam is hotter than lov ;. 5. What is

the maximum height of a double acting

pump can lift from? A.—The theoreti-

cal limit is 34 feet, practically 26 or 28

is a high lift.

RACINE BOILER FLUE PLUG.;

A New Boiler Flue Plug.

Plugging a Hue isn't a pleasant job un-

der any circumstances, but it is some satis-

faction to have it stay plugged. Then, too,

the usual iron plug has to be driven in as

best you can, and doesn't help the flue or

tlie sheet either.

The flue shown, which is called the

"Lightning" and is made by the Racine Ma-
cliinery Company, Racine, Wis., is made
up of two peculiar shaped flanges or wash-

ers on a heavy steel bolt and a pulp tube

which can be expanded to fill the tube by

screwing up the bolt. This pulp tube is a

specially prepared composition which

makes an absolutely tight joint and has

such a grip that no steam pressure in use

can blow it out. Another good feature is

that the plug can be used over and over

again by simply renewing the pulp tube,

which can be done at a small cost.

Mr. H. J. Raps, general foreman of boil-

ers of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Railroad, who is well known to

our readers, inserted some of these plugs

at the request of Mr. Bushnell, the master

mechanic, and gives a good report of

them. The locomotive, carrying 160

pounds of steam, made 32,000 miles (in

ten months) after plugs were inserted, and
gave no trouble whatever, being in good
condition when removed. The composi-

tion became as hard as iron and adhered

to flue so closely that it was removed
with it.

This appears to be a big improvement
over anything else in this line, and should

prove popular with railway men generally.

The Ashton patented blow-off valve as

shown in the cut is a new device of con-

siderable merit, which is being rapidly

introduced among the railroads by The

.\shton Valve Co. of Boston. .Mass. The
features of construction which specially

recommend themselves, are the ease with

which it can be opened and closed, giv-

ing a full area of straight opening when

valve is open, and a perfectly tight seat-

ing when closed, combined with great

durability. It does not depend on the

pressure in the boiler to make it tight.

as in some blow-off valves, on account

of the split piston or plug being expanded

by the wedge in the final movement of

dosing.

The ease with which it can be opened

is due to the first movement, which re-

leases the wedge and removes the ex-

pansion of the piston, and allows it to

move up freely into the top r>\ the cas-

ing, there being no drag on the face of

the piston to cut it, for whatever pressure

there is in the boiler carries it back from

the face. The tightness of the valve is

not effected by scale, and whatever ac-

cumulates at the bottom can easily be

removed by taking off the lower cap

Railroads which have had this valve on
trial for the past two years state that it

is the most durable valve they have used.

The manufacturers solicit trial orders

ASHTOX BLOW-OFF VALVE.

from any roads which have not yet had

an opportunity to demonstrate its merits.

Some steam railway companies that are

losing their suburban business by parallel

trolley lines are inclined to adopt the tac-

tics which have been used successfully by

the'r electrical rivals. But most of the

desire to gain back lost business will end

in empty talk.

A curious apparatus for oiling piston

rods, cylinders and guides of locomotives

has been introduced into Sweden. The
principal part of the invention is a vessel

where oil and steam are intermixed and

then the mixture is ejected to the part

to be lubricated. It has worked so well

that orders have been given to apply it

to all locomotives belonging to the

state railwavs.
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This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

-better specify

it in your next

order.

VALVE COMPANY, i

271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON IIASS!

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN i TRUST BUILDING. WASHINGTON, 0. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

PATENT
your novel idea or design.
It Is the onlv way to con-
trol it and make it pay.
Send postal to Stebbins

& Wright. Mechanical Experts and Attorneys,
Station C, Box 333, Washington, D.C.. for full in-
formation. They secure good patents and pro-
tect Ihe whole invention.

Sipe's Japan Oils

MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES B. SIPE & CO.,

400 Federal Street,

Allegheny, = Pa.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Mcholson & Co.

Wilkesbarre," Pa.
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FOR SALE
lO Locomotives

20 X 24 Cylinders, Drivers,

44" Centers.

Consolidation Type.

ONE 19 X 24 SWITCHER
With sloping tank,

Drivers, 44" Centers.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
RIGHT FROM SHOPS.

We are no. broker. TOFbert & PeCkhaill,
but operate our own '

shops and guarantee
everything sold lu he

3-5 Monadnock Block,

as represented. CHICAGO.

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation

i^g:^»^'\

As shown in the illustration it is different from other
Planers. They are strong in construction, neat and con-
venient to handle and care fttr. Circulars are yours for
the asking.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,

Winchendon, Mass.

mmm VaLw
FOR CAR HEATING

Has features which make it superior 1

to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manitiactured b\-

aOSTON
^- -MASS-

A Heavy Flat Car for Plant System.

TIic shipment of extra length-, of lini-

her used in car, ship and bridge building,

from points in the lumber districts along

the lines of the Plant System, made it

necessary to build cars that would stand

extraordinarily heavy loadings. 'Ihc ,34

and 36-foot cars proved entirely inade-

quate in both length and capacity.

Continued service has proved the wis-

dom of the designs as they have been

used for all sorts of loads and have

neither run hot or settled down on side

bearing.

They have 8 sills and 8 ij^-'nch truss

rods having ends enlarged to Iji inches.

The side sills are of long leaf yellow

pine 5J4 inches wide by 13H inches deep,

screwed to end sills by ^-inch through

bolt with large washers. The four in-

termediate sills are of the same material

and are S x 10 inches, while the two
center sills are 5H -^ >o inches. End sills

are g inches wide by 10 deep.

Drawbars are of M. C. B. standard, and

the American Continuous Drawbar At-

tachment is used. Body bolsters are cast

steel with centers conforming to Plant

System Standard.

Westinghousf brakes, McKee slack

adjusters and retainer valves are used

while the hand brakes are located as

shown on plan of car.

Trucks were built to meet the M. C. B.

tests, and standards for 80.000 pound
trucks, the arch bars being as follows

:

Top bars iJ4 x 4J^ inches.

Bottom bars ifi x 4H inches.

Tie bars yi x 4^ inches.

Boxes are cast iron, M. C. B. standard

and have spring covers. Wheels are 33

inches in diameter.

The main dimensions follow :

Capacity 80,000 pounds

Length over end sills 40' 8"
" " " blocks 41' 6"

\\'idth over end sills g feet 8 inches
" side sills 9 feet

" stake pockets, g feet 8 inches

Height of rail to center of drawbar 3454

inches.

From center to center of body bolsters

30 feet iJ4 inches.

The cars were made by the Georgia

Car and Manufacturing Co., Brunswick,

Ga.

Improved Band Rip Saw.

If any of our readers have much rip-

ping to do. the machine shown herewith

is bound to prove interesting, as its mak-

ers claim it will surpass in quality and

quantity anything in this line they are

now using. It is made by the J.

A. Fay & Egan Co., of No. 445 West

Front street, Cincinnati, O., is called

their new No. I Self Feed Band Rip Saw.

Special attention is invited to the

fact that it will rip either hard or soft

wood I to 10 inches thick without chang-

ing blades, and all the different adjust-

ments are made easily, quickly and ac-

curately. It will rip 24 mches wide. It

will accomplish the work of several cir-

cular rip saws, and is besides much safer

to operate, as there is no danger of the

stork striking the operator. Owing to

IMI'KOVED li.A.NU RII> SAW.

the thinness of the saw blade the slight

saw-kerf removed is a point in saving

which will be readily appreciated by all

users of fine lumber.

The straining device, used in connec-

tion with the top wheel hanging on a

knife-edge balance, insures at all times

under all ordinary conditions a perfect

tension on the saw blade—one of the

most important points on a band saw to

prolong its life.

The feed is very powerful and steady,

and the feeding-in and feeding-out rolls

being close together short stock can be

worked to advantage. By a single move-
ment of a lever the machine can be used

as a hand-feed rip saw. For establish-

ments where flooring is made in large

quantities, the machine can be fitted with

a long table, on which are rolls for re-

turning the material for the next cut,

thus saving much valuable time and at-

tention.

The Westinghouse ^lachine Co., Pitts-

burg, are now proprietors of the Parsons

Marine Steam Turbine patents, and they

have effected some improvements upon
the engine and now call it the Westing-

house-Parsons Steam Turbine. They
have recently built a number of engrines

for electric light and electric power sta-

tions w'hich are giving entire satisfaction

and indicates that the reciprocating en-

gine will have some difficulty in holding

its own against the new' rival. One
steam-turbine of 600 horse power re-

cently tested does the work with about

15 pounds of water per horse power per

hour. We understand that a British

ship builder has received from Mr. A. L.

Barbour. New York, an order for a

steam-turbine of 2,500 horse power, to

be used in a pleasure yacht.
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The Central Railroad of New Jersey

people are feeling proud over the , fast

run they made with J. Picrpont Morgan
from Philadelphia to Jersey City. The
distance is 90.2 miles and it was covered

in 84.5 minutes.
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is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

shops in the country.
Union of course. jIt jt

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc.

No. 140 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.

Boston Blower Co
HYDE PARK>
r\ MASS. J We

mako
BIswors

for

Railroad or
other service.
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Wide Pircbox Consolidation Freight

Engine for Norfolk & Western.

The Norfolk & Western Railway has

of late years attracted much attention in

regard to their heavy equipment. Oper-

ating in a territory and with a class of

trafhc requiring the hauling of heavy

tonnage, they have naturally adopted

large capacity cars and engines. Their

standard freight engine is now class

"W," a consolidation type engine, with

probably add several more during lyoj,

an order for S now being on the books.

Of tlic 75 engines now in service, 74

have the ordinary firebox, 41^ inches

wide, resting on the frames. Engine 843

was built with a view to experimenting

with a wide firebox, and the perform-

ance has been such as to decide the

management to adopt the design as

standard, and the above orders are for

engines with wide fireboxes, and in

I.t-iiKlh over all, ciiKinc and tcnrlcr y)' O"

Height, center of boiler aljovc rail 8' 6"

HciKht of stack a!>ove rail 15' 1"

Heating surface, firelwx 156 nq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,jlB sq. ft.

Heating surface, total '.474 8<|. ft.

Crate area... 47.3 sq. ft.

Drivers, diameter 56"

Truck wticels. diameter 30"

Journals, driving axles 8J4" x lo'/i"

Journals, truck a#tle 6" x 10"

Main rod length center to center 10' 4"

Valve, travel f,%"

Boiler, working pressure afxj lbs.

NORFOLK & WESTERN CONSOLIDATION—CL.\SS W.

21 X 30-inch cylinders, s6-inch drivers,

having about 150,00 pounds adhesive

weight. The first lot of these engines,

thirty in number, were made by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works. They had

slide valves, and were delivered in 1898-9.

In 1900 the railroad started to build en-

gines of this class in Roanoke shops,

changing the design in several ways,

providing 5,000-galIon tenders and piston

valves instead of slide valves. They now
have 75 of this class in operation, and 48

more are being built by Baldwin &
Richmond. The Roanoke shops will

accordance with the drawings herewith.

The modifications of the original de-

sign of these engines were made in the

office of Mr. C. A. Seley, mechanical en-

gineer, under the supervision of the su-

perintendent of motive power, Mr. W.
H. Lewis, to whose courtesy we are in-

debted for the description and drawings.

The principal dimensions follow:

W'eight on drivers, lbs 150,000

Weight on truck wheels, lbs iS.ooo

Weight total 168,000

Wheel base, total, of engine 23' 11"

Wheel base, driving 15' 6"

Wheel base, total engine and tender 50' 4"

Boiler, diameter at front sheet 64"

Tubes, number 273

Tubes, material Charcoal iron

Tubes, outside diameter ifC
Tubes, length, over sheets 145^' 6"

Firebox, length l\2%"

Firebox, width 645^"

Tank ca pacity . water 5.000 gallons

Tank capacity, coal 10 tons

Tender truck wheels, diameter 33"

Tender truck axle, journals 55{" x 9"

Tender truck axle, diameter of wheel fit 6^"'

Tender truck axle, diameter of center of axle. .5^"

Length of tender frame over buffers 22' 35^"

Length of tank 19' o"

W'idth of tank 9' o"
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Equipment:
Latrobe Slcel Co. tires.

Nathan sijjht feed lubricator.
Ashton safety valves.
Leach sander.
Monitor injectors.

American driver brake equipment.
Westinghouse tender brake equipment.
Ashton steam gages. .

A. French Spring Co. engine driving and lender
springs.

United States piston and valve rod packing.
Keasby & Mattison boiler lagging.

These engines have given excellent serv-

ice, and are good steamers; their rated

tractive power is 40,160 pounds, and they

have exceeded this in indicator tests.

They will pull 1,100 tons up a 61-foot

grade with moderate curvature.

The Expense of Mistakes.

THE ROUND-HOUSE END OK IT.

(Fifth Paper.)

I!Y F. P. ROESCII.

In considering the expense of mistakes,

it would hardly be fair to the engineer

to cease the subject without a word in

regard to the one man who is almost

equally as responsible for the condition

and maintenance of the engine as the

engineer himself. I refer to the round-

house foreman. I hold him equally re-

sponsible, because, though the engineer

be ever so careful and painstaking in lo-

cating and reporting the defects on his

Railway ^ Locomotive Ent/inctrinQ

CYLINDER OF NORFOLK & WESTERN CONSOLIDATION.

The American consul stationed at Edin-

burgh, Scotland, reports that vessels be-

longing to Scotch ports have been carry-

ing wheat from America for two cents a

bushel. As might be expected, the consul

reports that steamship owners are losing

money and that their vessels do not come
near paying expenses. The condition of

affairs described is the result of unre-

stricted competition. This is the business

that many politicians in the United States

are scheming to share. They want the

people to tax themselves to pay gratuities

that may induce capitalists to enter the

ship-owning business. When owners of

foreign ships have to encounter starvation

conditions while paying sailors less than

half the wages that American sailors must

receive, it takes magic arithmetic to figure

out how American shipowners could com-

pete with foreigners and pay their help.

engine, if the round-house force, either

through indifference, lack of time, or neg-

lect, does not see fit to make the re-

pairs reported, we should not in justice

hold the engineer responsible for any fu-

ture damage that may ensue, through

failure on the part of the foreman to do

his duty as thoroughly as we expect it

from the engineer.

There are not many men in the lower

ranks of railway officials, who can singly,

so increase or decrease, the maintenance

and opperating cost as the round-house

foreman, especially where business is

rushing and power is scarce. Much, very

much indeed, depends on his judgment.

He makes frequent mistakes, but they are

not always brought home to him. Fre-

quently the engineer must shoulder the

onus resulting from the foreman's mis-

takes. I recall a case where the whole

side was stripped off an engine, through

failure to take up the end motion in a

cross-head gib. The foreman who con-

sidered this work—reported—unneces-

sary, escaped scot free, the engineer got

30 days, because the gib broke.

All round-house men do not realize

what road conditions are. They fail to

see, that, what they consider a meic

trifle, may be the cause of no little worry

to the engineer, often resulting in quite

a loss of time, and sometimes in a com-
plete engine failure. For this reason

where round-house foremen have had no

road experience, they should post them-

selves as thoroughly on road conditions

as possible, either by taking an occasion-

al trip over the road—but on an old

freight engine always — or by frequent

talks with engineers, gather all the in-

formation possible, in regard to their

troubles, trials, etc. It is simply to try

to make those who have never given the

subject a thought, realize what it costs

to neglect certain jobs or defects, that I

call attention to the following, and most

frequent mistakes.

A frequent and very expensive mistake

made in the round-house is, permitting

an engine to go out, knowing that she is

not exactly in condition to handle her

full rating, or m '.ce a successful run.

Yet how often do we see and hear lame.

wheezy engines tugging out a string of

cars, trying to get them out of the yard,

where as if the engine were in the con-

dition she should be, she would take the

train without any trouble whatever.

The round-house foreman will tell you,

it is the pressure brought to bear on

him by the train masters, that forces him

to run the engine out in this condition.

This may be true to a certain extent. We
must admit, that it is the transportation

department that keeps the mechanical de-

partment hustling; but the train master,

unless he is a fool, realizes that we are all

working for the common good; that we
must work together, to make our road

a dividend payer, and if the round-house

foreman will take the trouble to explain

to him, that the engine is hardly fit to

make a successful trip until he has com-
pleted some necessary repairs, I believe

the train master would willingly "set the

train back" two or three hours in order

to give the round-house force time to do

so.

Of course this does not apply to pas-

senger, fast freight or stock trains. These

trains should be properly provided for

in advance; ordinary freights are not so

pressing however. There is no economy
in sending out an engine that "can't do

business."

The dispatcher may claim that not be-

ing able to get an engine when ordered,

disarranges his schedule or program as

laid out. Is not his schedule just as

liable to derangement, by the incom-

petent engine after he does get her? Is

not this engine liable to "fall down" on
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the road, and so disarranpe all his cal-

culated meeting points, etc., and in so do-

ing will it not cost the company more

money in overtime and delays to other

trains, than if the engine liad been held

two or three hours until proper repairs

were made? The money all comes out

of a common treasury. The round-house,

the dispatchers and the train masters'

offices should come closer together. I

believe that if all three were located un-

der one roof, each department could

learn considerable from the other. From
the way that engines are often ordered

out by dispatchers or train masters, it

seems as though many of these olTicials

TilK I.F.AKIN<; KNnlNF..

An engine with "weak" flues or "ten-

der" fire-box, should never be sent out

until a competent boilermaker has thor-

oughly worked over all leaking parts,

and pronounces it, in his opinion, in

condition to make a successful trip. A
boilermaker caulking a leaky fire-box

should not be hurried. Let him take

time enough to do a good job. Give him
to understand that it is quality not quan-

tity of work that is required.

This "hurry up" business, in bad water

districts, don't pay. Suppose you dry up

the leaks by caulking the flues slightly,

when they need rolling, what is the re-

You may say, "this engine was properly

caulked before leaving." Begging your
pardon, I must differ from you. We will

follow this engine to the other end of

the road. The fact that the engine gave

up her train is a strong hint to the fore-

man that the fire-box needs serious at-

tention. Consequently the engine is

held and caulked right. She goes out

and makes return trip O.K.; not only

the return trip, but several trips before

she again gives any trouble. Now is not

the very fact, that engine after giving up

train once, is able to make not only one

but many successful trips afterward, con-

clusive evidence that the work was not

ERECTING CARD AND DETAILS OF NORFOLK & WESTERN CONSOLIDATION.

labor under the delusion that the only

difference between the engine and ca-

boose is, that one is attached to the

head end of the train and the other to

the rear. That the former can be

turned and sent back as easily as the

latter. A few weeks in the round-house

would soon undeceive them.

But as it is, the round-house man un-

der pressure, will continue to make the

mistake of sending out engines that

should be held in, and the expenses keep

on increasing.

Under this head, of engines that can

be sent out and may worry a train over

the road are : First,

suit? Simply this. The first few hard

exhausts start flues leaking again. If the

train is not too heavy, or the division

too long, the engine may take her train

through, by hard work on the part of

engine crew, but more frequently the

train must be reduced, or entire train set

out. in order to keep steam enough to

bring the light engine in.

Have you ever figured out the cost of

having an engine give up her train half

way over the road, and come in light?

Or as often happens, be towed in? $50.00

won't cover it!

It is a costly mistake in other ways

to send an engine out in this condition.

done properly on the first trip. Many
of our engine failures, due to leakage,

can be avoided with a little more care

and properly directed attention. Give the

boilermaker plenty of time. Then hold

him responsible.

THE "lame" engine.

A "lame" engine is one of the most
expensive pieces of machinery that

can be operated. Nothing will rack

an engine more than to have her

cutting ofl at three feet at one end

of the cylinder and nine feet at the other

^and a blade need not be slipped

much either to produce this—not only

will such an engine soon pound her-
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self to pieces, but she will take more

time, consume more coal in one trip than

it would cost to square her twice over.

Eccentrics are usually keyed on now-a-

days and do not slip. So the lameness

is usually due to badly worn parts or

slipped blades, but whatever the cause

the engine can be equalized in the run-

ning cut-off in very little time. A wood-

en V block clamped over valve stem to

take up lost motion, same as it is taken

up by pressure on the valve when engine

is working; lever hooked up in running

notch, and engine pinched one revolution

to catch the travel, is all that is necessary.

An hour or two at the most should be

ample time to make all necessary altera-

tions, when eccentrics are not moved.

THE FO.\MING ENGINE.

When an engine requires washing she

should be -held and washed. The extra

cost of running a foaming engine over

a division, if figured in dollars and cents,

would be surprising to many. The loss

of time, extra fuel, oil, and wear and

tear on valves and cylinders, would bring

it up to quite a respectable figure. I be-

lieve more valves are cut on account of

foaming than through any other one

cause. Not only this but when an en-

gine is foaming it is evident that con-

siderable of the foreign matter in the

water is still held in solution, it can there-

fore be readily washed out. If allowed to

remain, it will settle or bake on the

iron, and soon affect the steaming of the

engine as well as the life of flues and

fire box.

SMALLER COMMON MISTAKES.

A common mistake in the round-

house is that a little slack between engine

and tank don't amount to much. It

amounts to from $2.00 to $5.00 every

round trip, according to the price of

coal, to say nothing of the damage to

sills and draft rigging of tank. Draw
bar slack, especially on a fast run, will

waste more coal in one trip, than the

fireman will waste in ten by injudicious

firing. Keep up the slack and see how

your coal record will come up.

Engines frequently come in with driv-

ing boxes reported in need of packing.

The foreman will feel of the wheel hub,

perhaps an hour or so after the engine

gets into the round-house. He finds it

comparatively cool, so makes the mis-

take, especially if a trifle rushed, of think-

ing it don't need packing, and lets it go.

It is not very safe to take chances on a

report of this nature, especially as the

cost of packing is so small, and the dam-

age through neglect can be so great.

Don't take any chances with hot driving

journals. You are as liable to be mis-

taken as to the requirements of the driv-

ing box, as the engineer, and a mistake

of this nature is liable to prove very ex-

pensive indeed. Engineers are not al-

ways furnished oil enough under present

allowances to have any left over to use in

packing cellars. The result is that en-

gineer will either cut the journal, loose

time, or both; either is expensive.

It is on just such things as this that

the round-house foreman's judgement is

liable to be at fault. He will often fix

up side rods, because he can see tlie

brasses loose or gaping open, while the

coal is blowing through the valves or

cylinder packing by the carload. What
harm if an engine does pound a little

so long as she gets the full benefit of

her steam? The side rods don't pull

the cars. It is the valves and packing.

It is in knowing what can safely make

another trip and what needs immediate

attention, that the strictly machinist fore-

man is apt to make mistakes, and tor

this reason, I believe that the successful

round-house foreman of the future will

be an up-to-date mechanic, who has had

some road experience, either as a fire-

man or an engineer.

Let us hope also that he will be paid

according to his responsibilities and de-

serts. A first-class man in this position

deserves first-class pay. A poor man is

not worth keeping at any price.

Railroad Companies Not Responsible

for Death of Deadheads.

A curious law suit was decided last

month by the Circuit Court of St. Louis.

The suit was brought to recover dam-

ages for the death of Harry G. Purple,

who was killed in a rear end collision

between Laramie and Cheyenne, Wyo.,

on October 15, 1899. The train upon

which Purple was riding was a freight

train and was not permitted to carry pas-

sengers. Purple, however, was a for-

mer conductor of the railroad company

and was riding upon the train with the

consent of the trainmen in charge of it.

The railroad company claimed that under

the circumstances it was not liable for

Purple's death even though guilty of

negligence.

Under the decision of the Court of Ap-

peals a railroad company is not liable for

the death of a person riding upon a

freight train which is not permitted to

carry passengers, even though the person

was upon the train with the knowledge

and consent of the men in charge of it.

Some time ago Senator Depew told a

delegation of visiting English railway offi-

cials that the reason their roads were so

far behind American roads in earning

power was because the English managers

lacked the courage to start a scrap heap for

antedated locomotives. Doubtless there is

considerable truth in this assertion, and we
can take much of it to ourselves ; for to an

observing person it will be quite apparent

that while our own scrap heap is started,

it is not kept as busy as it should be, judg-

ing from the still large number of ante-

dated and shrivelled locomotives with

which some of our large roads are double-

heading.

Establishing Railroad Etiquette.

The Erie, which was our pioneer long

line, established various practices of rail-

road etiquette, among them being the

use of the train signal rope. The rela-

tive standing of conductor and engineer

was also first established by train men
belonging to the Erie.

Sometimes the conductor wished to

stop a train between stations, but as

there was no means of letting the en-

gineer know his wishes, except by send-

ing word by a brakeman, who had to

climb and scramble over a dozen freight-

cars before he could attract the engi-

neer's attention, there was often a vexa-

tious delay.

"Pappy" Ayres, the pioneer Erie con-

ductor, hit upon an expedient for sig-

naling to the engineer. He tied a stick

of wood to a long rope, hung the stick

in the engine cab, and carried the rope

over the car tops to the rear of the train.

His plan was to pull the rope and rattle

the stick when he wished the train

stopped.

The engineer of Conductor Ayres'

train was conservative
—

"sulky," the con-

ductor called him—and did not see fit to

recognize such an innovation.

"Why didn't you stop the train when

I pulled that rope?" thundered the con-

ductor, after a flagrant refusal to notice

the stick of wood signal.

"Cause no one told me to stop it,"

was the engineer's surly answer.

"Well, I tell you to stop it hereafter

when I pull on that stick of wood," said

the conductor. "If you don't
—

" he

turned away muttering some sort of

threat.

The very next run the conductor's

vigorous pull on the rope was unheeded

by the engineer. At the close of the

day Conductor Ayres met the engineer

with the words:

"See here, I've stood all the nonsense

I'm going to. Just come out here, and

I'll give you a good licking."

There was fire in his eye, and the en-

gineer, noting it, turned mild at once.

"All right," he answered, amiably.

"I'm willing to wrastle with ye, an' if

ye can throw me I'll notice any signal,

if 'taint more'n a bumblebee's buzzin',

pervided ye can harness him so's to buzz

when ye want the train stopped."

A wrestling match followed, in which

"Pappy" laid the engineer low. The

rope and stick worked to a charm after

that, and soon led to the introduction of

the now universal bell-and-cord system

of signaling.

The apprentices and members of the

Engineering Departments of the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Company have formed the Electric Club,

with rooms in the Hamnett Building,

Wilkinsburg, Pa. They start with about

125 members, and every evidence of suc-

cess.
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New Frefjfht Rnjcine for the Chicago
Great Western.

The Brooks Works of the American
Locomotive Company have recently turned
out the first of the twenty of what they
call the "Lake Shore" type, but which
bears such a close relation to the "Prairie"
type of the Burlington as to make a new
title seem almost unnecessary. The better
way would probably be to designate by
the Whyte system as a 2-6-2, meaning 2
truck wheels, 6 drivers and 2 trailers.
They are very heavy engines of the

tandem compound type, being built on the
same plan as those turned out by the
Schenectady works for the Santa Fe, and
which seems to be tandem compound
adopted by the American Locomotive
Company. They burn Illinois and Iowa
bituminous coal and have a grate area of
485 square feet.

The leading dimensions follow •

Type:

Weight on reading wlieels 28,400 lbs
," ' di-i^ng " xii-ao ••

'

" failing •• 30,100 ••

" 'o'"' " 191.700 •
" tender, loaded ijo.ooo "

General Dimensions :

Wheel base, total of engine 29 feet
" driving u »•

total engine and ten-

der 54 ..

Length over all engine 40 "
" and tender. 64 "

Heightcenterof boiler above rail. 8 "
" of stack above rail ,4 • ,, ..

Heating surface, firebox 179 sq. feet
(iil)es 3,071

" total 3,250 "
IVheels andJournals:
^Wheels, leading, diameter 33 inches

driving, "
63

trailing, " 4,
Journal, leading axles 6x12 "

" driving 51^x12 •
" trailing 7x12 "

Cylinders:

Cylinder, diameter, high pressure 16 inches
low ' 28 "

" stroke 28 '*

Piston rod, diameter
4

Maiu rod length, center to center u feet
halves:

Valves, greatest travel 5}^ i„ches
Boilers:

tlBoiler, working pressure 200 lbs.
diameter of barrel front 70H inches

" " at throat.. .70H
Dome, " •• inside 30

Firebox:

Firebox, length ^ i„^hes
width -. ..

depth, front
74

" back 63
Tubes, number of

2 inches

4 "

2<A
••

II "

9
"

8 "

. . ,
352

™3'^™1 Charcoal iron
o"'s'de 2 inches

" length over tulje sheets. . 16 feet S,^ '•

Tender:

Tank capacity for water 6,coo gallons
<^°a' i2tons

Diameter of wheels
33 inches

and length of journals 5x9 "
Width of tank inside 9 feet 10 ••

Height" " not including collar.5 " H "
Special Equipment.
Brakes, American for drivers.

Westinghouse, for tender and train
seirice.

Pump, 9"4 inches Westinghouse Automatic
Sight feed lubricator, Michigan.
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Safety valves, Ashton.

Injectors, Hancock & Ohio.

Springs, French.

Metallic packing piston rods, Jerome,
valve stem, '*

Mow the Pennsylvania Special Train

Was Run.

BY THOMAS ALLEN.

President's Office, Sunday, March 23,

12.57 P. M.:

Get an engine and special train ready

at once to take Mr. Cassatt to Jersey

City, and at same time orders were given

to restaurant for dinner for five in five

minutes for president's car. "Be lively.

Engine 804, Engineer Martin H. Lee

and Fireman Harry L. Pickel, were se-

lected and at once got ready at 1.13 P. M.,

engine 804 liaving one 12-wheel com-
bined car and president's private car (12

wheels), left Broad street station for

Jersey City. As the notice was so short

of time the road was not cleared for spe-

cial until after passing Holmesburg Junc-

tion, 12 miles from Philadelphia, which

took 17 minutes to run there on account

of stopping twice on elevated ro^d for

red signals and at Zoological Garden for

freight train to cross from one track to

the other and nearly stopped at Frank-

ford Junction for red signal, after whicli

the road was cleared, making the distance

from Holmesburg Junction to Jersey

City, 78 miles, in 62^ minutes, including

a slow down at Bristol, Trenton, New
Brunswick, consuming 4 minutes through

city of Newark on account of elevating

the tracks and at Monmouth Junction

taking water, arriving at Jersey City at

2.32^^ P. M., or total of 79^ minutes for

goj^ miles, or 72 minutes running time,

taking out 7H minutes detention. You
can see this train speeded over the rails

as no train ever did before.

One mile near Rahvvay was made in

305/2 seconds, or nearly 120 miles an

hour, on 25-foot down grade to mile.

This, I believe, is the fastest mile ever

recorded by a locomotive. This train

ran from Rahway to Waverly, near city

of Newark, 7'/s miles, in 414 minutes,

which I also think is the record.

SECOND day's run.

President's Office, Monday, March 24,

11.27 A. M.:

Have an engine and special train ready

to leave Broad street station not later

than 12.15 P- M. for Mr. Cassatt for Jer-

sey City.

Engine 850, Engineer Jos. Rood and

Fireman Jos. Killey, were selected at

once and got ready; 850 left Broad street

station at I2.I9J/^ P. M., having same
^rain engine 804 had the day previous.

The road was cleared for this special

at 12 o'clock noon, nothing being allowed

on its tracks until after it passed. They
had no detention except slowing down
for water at Monmouth Junction and

through the city of Newark and it ar-

rived in Jersey City at 1.38 P. M., cover-

ing 90^ miles in 781/2 minutes, beating

day previous by one minute actual time.

You can see the first day's run was
far faster than the second, also on the

first day they only had 16 minutes to get

the engine ready, while on the second

day they had 52 minutes and in this it

shows the good qualities of both engines,

men and roadbe<l.

Both engineers say that regular trains

can be run at such speeds, but not at

the present time, owing to so many
freight and other trains being on the road,

as the road would have to be cleared for

them, which would be very expensive,

causing many delays to trains and also

would be very hard on machinery, rolling

stock and roadbed.

the 'super' and Old Pete came up, fol-

lowed by the 'con' and half a dozen

frightened passengers.

"The 'super' saw me at my post and
complimented me, and I told him that

rather than forsake the train I would
have sacrificed my life. I was telling a

big fib, and yet felt that no one saw me
breaking my neck to get back over the

tank, and that I ought to accept the

glory that was thrust upon me. Well,

they advanced me for bravery, but I'll

bet $50 no one ever tried harder to get

away from that pipe than I did.

"The big pipe had rolled back in its

place just as it cleared us, and did no

further damage until the next sharp

CROSS SECTIONS OF BROOKS TANDEIM.

How He Qot His Promotion.

"Yes," said the fireman, "they gave me
a big lift rather suddenly. I was pro-

moted to the right hand side of the cab

for bravery, and yet I was the fortunate

victim of circumstances absolutely be-

yond my control. You see it was this

way. I was firing for Old Pete on No.

— , and we were climbing the grade with

two baggage cars, three coaches and two

Pullmans, and had the superintendent

riding with us on the engine. A long

freight train was dropping down on the

westbound track, and about 600 yards

ahead we saw a big 42-inch cast iron pipe

30 feet long swing from its moorings on

a gondola and point right at our engine.

The superintendent and Old Pete

jumped, and I made a grand rush to

get back over the tank into the baggage

car, but the coal caved down with me
and I slipped back faster than I could

crawl up. The last time I rolled down
I came near going into the open fur-

nace door, and then scrambled to my
feet again to find that the freight train

had passed us and no damage was done.

Then I jumped up to the engineer's

seat and put on the air. After a while

curve was reached, when it swung around

again, dropped down and derailed five

cars."

—

Pittsburg Post.

In an address delivered at a banquet

in Philadelphia celebrating the 70th an-

niversary of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, Mr. Stuyvesant Fish, president

of the Illinois Central, made the state-

ment that the West Feliciana Railroad,

now a part of the Illinois Central Rail-

road, was the first interstate railway ever

chartered or built. It was called the

Feliciana and Bayou Sara Railroad, and

extended from Mississippi into Louisiana,

a distance of 27 miles. There must have

been some enterprising citizens in that

part of Mississippi in those days when

they engaged in such an expensive enter-

prise to improve their methods of trans-

portation.

"Life on the Smooth Line" is the

name of a pamphlet published by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J. It is a very amusing little story

and will be sent free to any person in-

terested in keeping bearings running

cool.
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Thei44'8 Opinion ol Pooling.

¥

BY J.
m'cURDV.

Sid McClurc was not only the f.re.nan

on engine .44, but was also in love w.th

that engine and they understood each

Ser well enough to carry on a conversa-

tion when they had .nothmg belter to do^

One day, while Sid was curled up on the

?ea box waiting for No. :. to come m

f om the West, he asked the .44 what she

hought about pooling, and aUo ventured

he assertion, "Uon't you find it a greater

raXcW than anything the company has

ever done?" Engine .44. ^-^"^ '^;'=" "^

the service for some time, and bad gone

through about all of the trials and tr.bu-

latTons that falls to the lot of an eng.ne.

reolicd as follows:

"No, we don't look at it from the same

standpoint that the enginemen <1°- ^"-

gLs are more afraid of the ab-e °f the

engine crews than they are of the neglect

au ed by the pool system. A poor fir -

can explain it. so you will P-^ably un-

derstand it better by repeating an .nter-

eS conversation I overheard one day

wine waiting at Dunbar. You repiemb

The day that the 'pusher' got into No. 31

at HeTnig's bluff and delayed No. .2 at

Du" ar about two hours and forty mm-

"'while we were on the siding waiting

for the track to be cleared a gentle^

,hP name of Lemar Bailey began
man by the name 01 ^

talking about tramps. He saiQ,

A tramp is not ^ hoDo. a
criminal

ra°«.'rpSe.a.-=;-;^-.t
Mr. Baito

«'*S ..tpSio.. and

timt a memlKr oi mt p

»'*•* -irr. e .oit". .im. ..

rJar.Lnfen.c^..-.-„

" :^ ImL to make distinctions

:Le"Teat"Sences ex.t- - ^m

^^r^tdl\"a'rtrd!g'n1tyV.s
,,Hy crewed has a ce

^^^ on that

maintamed by the eng
^^^

p,t to the back sf- P
^^^^^ ^^ ^^,

someone looking after tn
^^^_

particular engine, ^^ho w>U maK

plaints if necessary ^'^^^^

^^J^ i^^i-

-r?fvT;h:%Car^ crtsl that

v.duahty of the r g
.^ ^^^^^
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" 'When the management fmds that the

service can be improved and the traffic

handled more economically by pooling

engines, the dignity of the engines must

necessarily be maintained by the mechan-

ical department, instead of by the engine

crews. When the engine arrives at the

terminals they are turned over to the me-

chanical department, leaving it for them

to say when the engines are to be ready

for service. This method has always been

successful wherever adopted. But there

are times on most railroads, if business is

good, when the transportation depart

ment takes the matter into its hands and

states how long it should require to get

an engine ready for service after its ar-

rival ; the mechanical department work-

ing under the impression that they are

paid to obey orders, will send the engine

out at the expiration of that time,

whether necessary repairs have been made
or not. This is what is termed "chain

ganging." and should not be counfounded

with pooling, because chain gang engines

lose that dignity that the mechanical de-

partment gives to pooled engines , also that

dignity that regular crewed engines get

from the enginemen, so that the employees

from the ash pit to the back shop, includ-

ing the enginemen, has little, if any, re-

spect for the chain gang engines.
" 'When the railroads who have not yet

done so, begin to agitate the pooling ques-

tion the engine crews are decidedly

against it, because they are more or less

familiar with the results on roads where
the engines have been chain-ganged, and
they are unfortunate enough never to have

come in contact with a successful pooling

system.'

necessity requires, but is not able to at-

tain satisfactory results. This engine

reaches a point where it becomes a gratter,

laid up near the roundhouse or back shop

with a cracked firebo.x or broken cylin-

ders, and tells pitiful tales of former bril-

liant prospects. You will see that, if the

chain-gang engine is turned over to the

mechanical department and they are al-

sideration in this case as the box is onlj

33^ inches. Dimensions follow:

Cylinder— 18 inches x 24 inches.

Boiler—Diameter, 56 inches.

Working pressure—160 pounds.

Fuel—Soft coal.

Staying—Iron crown bars.

Firebox—Length, 89 11-16 inches;

width. J.vVi inches.

SIX COUPI.ED TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR CHILI.

lowed to do the necessary work when
needed, it would immediately become ^

pooled engine and a certain dignity would

be restored that was absent during the

time it was in the chain-gang.

Locomotives for Chili and Cuba.

Among the locomotives recL-ntly shipped

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
are some for tlie Spanish-.Xmcrican Iron

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE FOR CUBA.

Engines will reach certain stages which

can be described as Mr. Bailey has de-

scribed the different castes of the tramp

species. The properly pooled engine will

represent the prominent citizen who lives

in his own home and assists, by paying

his taxes, in taking care of the more un-

fortunate or lower classes of mankind.

The chain gang engine will represent the

hobo, who, in a manner, works when

Company, whose mines and plant is at

Diaquiri (Santiago Province), Cuba,

made somewhat famous by the late un-

pleasantness with Spain. They are stand-

ard gage and of the type generally known
as the "Prairie," which seems to be gain-

ing in popularity for freight service. It

is generally adapted to allow of a wider

firebox than can be placed between the

wheels, but does not seem to be the con-

Tubes—Number. 200; diameter, 2

inches; length, 12 feet 6 inches.

Heating surface—Firebox, 122 square

feet; tubes, 1,300 square feet; total, 1,422

square feet; grate area, 21 square feet.

Driving wheels—Diameter outside, 50
inches; journals, 7'/2S.8y2 inches.

Fngine truck wheels (front and back)—
Diameter. 30 inches.

Journals—5x8 inches.

Wheel base—Driving, 11 feet.

Total Engine—26 feet 7 inches.

Weight on driving wheels—81,640
pounds.
Weight on truck, front—16,750 pounds.
Weight on truck, back— 12,850 pounds.
Weight total engine— 11 1.240 pounds.
Weight total engine and tender— 173,-

000 pounds.
Tank capacity—3,000 gallons.

The Chilean si.x coupled engine uses
the rear truck to carry the overhang of

attached coal tank, water being carried
in the side tanks beside boiler. It is a

5 foot 6 inch gage, has European buffers

and carries two sand boxes as shown.
The main dimensions are:

Cylinder—15 inches by 22 inches.

Boiler—Diameter, 40 inches.

Working pressure—160 pounds.
Fuel—Soft coal.

Firebox—Material, copper.
Firebox—Lengtli, 40>s inches; width,

43 inches.

Tubes—Material, copper; number, 88;

diameter, 2 inches; length, 12 feet 8
inches.

Heating surface—Firebox, 53.6 square
feet; tubes, 577.6 square feet; total, 631.2

square feet; grate area. 12 square feet.

Driving wheels — Diameter outside,

45H inches; journals, 6x8 mcties.

Engine truck wheels (back)—Diame-
ter, 28 inches; journals, AYzTf-yVz inches.

Wheel base—Driving, 9 feet 3 inches;

total engine, 15 feet 6 inches.

Weight—On driving wheels, 76,885
pounds; on truck, back, 9.300 pounds;
total engine. 86,185 pounds.
Tank—Capacity, 1,300 gallons.
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General Correspondence.
Injectors and Strainerii.

Improvements of most all kinds have

been made on locomotives in the past 50

years but I see none in the way of taking

water from our tenders made at the pres-

ent time from 50 years ago.

The engineer comes in and reports "In-

jector no good," when in my 15 years'

experience with all kinds of injectors I

have found 99 failures out of 100 are due

to the deplorable condition of our present

method of taking water from the tanks.

I inclose a couple of sketches, one of the

old way as it is used at present, the other

that I would like to see put into use.

The old way the goose neck is too

small and too close to the wheel, only

•clearing J4 to 2 inches. There has been

says, "I forgot to tell you that tliurc was

a new man at the other end that put in

a new check valve and he forgot to saw

off the top end of valve so as to give it

lift. The stem was doubled up where he

used a 4-foot wrench to screw it down,"

said he. "I had to screw darn hard to

get that cover on," and I thought so, too.

Don't condemn the injector until you

give it a little show.

I saw 3 different men work all night

on the left side of an engine to put water

in, and put in 3 different squirts. The

trouble was finally located by putting

my jack knife into the water hose and

opening it the whole length. The lining

was all rolled up into a ball. A new

hose put the injector to work O. K.

lime at every point by switches being

blocked with snow. On one suburban

road this trouble piled up trains all along

the road, when the only block was at the

terminal.

There is a chance for some bright

genius to make a good thing by pre-

venting this. The old "butt" end switches

(which, by the way, replaced the "points"

not so many years ago, but fashion has

changed again) did not give as much

trouble in this respect because there was

more chance to clear themselves. It's

an opportunity for big improvement.

L B. Rich.

Coal Maul nsf</ to

start Air Fuvtp with
ichtn it stops ^\

TANK STRAINER

no less than 12 or 14 pair put on in this

roundhouse in the last 3 or 4 months. I

sent a man miles the other day to make
repairs and both injectors went to work

as soon as engine had steam without any

repairs.

Another one comes in and can't work

injectors (no good, of course). I got out

and put it on first time trying. Found

3 old strainers up in goose neck. That

conical strainer is the curse of the in-

jector. Another one comes in and re-

ports "injectors no good." Take down
water hose but no water. Tank gate

disconnected. Another one telegraphs

to have injector ready to put on.

Three injectors are tried by machinist

but no water will enter the boiler on

left side. Steam is blown off and

boiler check looked at. About the

time machinist is taking off check valve

cap nut engineer comes along and

K.Mu'ii!/ ^ Locinii'lu^ Enyinttring

FOR. INJECTORS.

I would like to see the device shown in

sketch tried. It takes the water out of

the top of tank, and down on the out-

side close to the coal board through the

floor of tender inside of the wheel, out

of the way where a man can get to it to

work. Throw away the strainer in the

water hose and put a reliable one on the

inside of tank I think your injector trou-

bles will mostly disappear. Put a little

oil in them once a week.

Frank H. Brackett,

Foreman B. & M. Round House.

Nashua, N. H.

Delays By Snow.
I traveled quite a little last win-

ter, and with few exceptions all the de-

lays have been caused by the snow block-

ing the "points" or switches in the

yards. On one through train, we trav-

eled right along between cities, but lost

Large vs. Small Locomotives.

In referring to a problem presented by

Mr. F. P. Roesch in April Engineering.

under the title of "Large vs. Small Loco-

motives," the writer will not attempt an

explanation from his standpoint, especially,

Mr. Editor, as you confess being puzzled

by it.

One might properly, I think, suggest

from the data afforded that the large loco-

motive was not worked to full capacity,

that purposely the maximum tonnage de-

sired per train regularly only was given.

With equal steam pressure we should

reasonably expect the best relative result

from the engine best proportioned for

heavy work.

Close observers in locomotive practice,

.some of them at least, have a growing

opinion that 180 pounds to 185 pounds

steam, in the case of single expansion lo-

comotive, is the economical limit of pres-

sure, and, where increase of work is de-

sired it will afford best result to provide

cylinders, wheels, stroke and heating sur-

face, for this pressure. In this view of

the case, the small locomotive was the

best equipped for its share of the hauling

test but, possibly, the result would be re-

versed if the large engine should be given

180-pound steam only, and be worked with

equal care, to full capacity.

The practice on one of the large Eastern

lines favors single expansion 180-pound

pressure engines, and, in its later build of

engines, with large cylinders, well pro-

portioned boilers, etc., they get excellent

results. Fortunately, this is not a ques-

tion between compound and single loco-

motives, and we may thank Mr. Roesch

for his presentation of it in suggestive

form. Geo. W. Gushing.

Chicago, III.

There is talk of moving the principal

division offices of the Santa Fe from To-

peka, Kan., to Emporia. The people of

Topeka are opposing the change, but that

will not have much influence.
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Another Way of Rating Locomotives.

The change that has taken place in lo-

comotive statistics during the past few

years has opened such a broad field of

possible ways and means of showing re-

sults as to raise a question in regard to

the depth to which it is desirable to

delve into figures, economy and effici-

ency both considered. The ton-mile sys-

tem is the outcome of a grand conception

but we sometimes forget the object to

be attaii:ed. and wrestle with problems

that are without foundation. Among the

various results sought, an important one

is to ascertain which are and which are

not the economical engines and engine-

men. To do this we consolidate the in-

dividual performances for an entire

month and under a great variety of con-

ditions, which is absolutely destructive of

comparison; both between the perform-

ance of different men, the performance

of one man during different periods and

the performance of classified locomo-

tives. After spending a great deal of

money to compile figures, it is not known
how much coal should be sufficient to

haul a certain tonnage between specified

points, and it would seem that the only

way to get the exact facts is to compare

the performance of an engineman on a

particular class of engine, over a par-

ticular piece of track, in the same direc-

tion and under like conditions. It is

inaccurate to consolidate the figures

showing a man's performance during an

entire month regardless of climatic con-

ditions, and equally inaccurate to consoli-

date his performance upon dififerent

classes of engines or on different sched-

ules. An elaborate statement may be the

result of carefully compiled figures, and

in appearance be a work of art; indeed

it may carry sufficient weight to make

a general manager fretful or flush, ac-

cording to the circumstances, and still

be founded upon the grossest inaccura-

cies; built up from deceptive fundamental

figures.

It would be cowardly to criticise pres-

ent methods without at least hinting at

something for a substitute. Would not

a record of a permanent character be of

more value? For example: An engineer

is credited with a certain number of ton-

miles per pound of coal, after hauling a

train from Buffalo to Cleveland in good

weather. Make a permanent record of

this, noting the temperature, number of

train, etc. The next time he runs from

Buffalo to Cleveland, record his perform-

ance in the same place, if all conditions

are the same. Otherwise open a new ac-

count with him, noting all conditions. If

this is done with all engineers running

over that particular piece of track, the

record will soon demonstrate what can

be done on a certain class of engines

between the two points going west, and

engineers who continually fall below

what is accomplished by other men un-

der similar conditions, will be positively

known to be inferior and in need of in-

struction. The cost of keeping "a per-

manent record would be much less than

making expensive statements to be filed

away each month undigested, and from

the record could be ascertained not only

the comparative performance of engine-

men but the most economical classes of

engines in service.

In attempting to produce results by

comparison, basic principles should be

without fault, and the most substantial

basis upon which to build is comparison

founded upon figures obtained under cir-

cumstances in all respects uniform. One

of the first embarrassments that presents

itself is the difiiculty in obtaining accur-

ately the amount of coal upon a tank be-

fore and after making a run. This can

be done with a greater degree of accur-

acy than is done under present con-

ditions, particularly where the issues are

made to balance with receipts at coal

sheds by manipulating the figures. Gen-

eral fuel accounts and accounts showing

individual performance should be com-

pletely divorced. An engineman should

receive every pound of coal charged

against him, and the computation should

not be rendered valueless for compara-

tive purposes by including fuel consumed

at round-houses. The amount of coal

put on a tank, can, of course, be ascer-

tained with reasonable accuracy without

weighing, and the one essential to get the

amount of coal consumed per trip, is a

way to find out how much coal remains

in a tank at the end of a run. This can

be done by having ribbed lines on the

sides of tanks at about the slope usually

presented by the top surface of coal re-

maining at the end of a trip, so spaced

and marked that the amount of coal re-

maining will be definitely indicated. If

some slight alteration in the construction

of tanks should be found necessary, the

expense would be justifiable, if by doing

so accurate figures can be obtained.

The thing greatest to be desired is a

substantial basis, and however illogical

methods that differ from present prac-

tices may seem, it must be admitt^ed that

perfection is remote in a matter vital to

the interests of railroad companies.

A. D. ElGENBROADT.

Lincoln, Neb.

from the fact that the head man is giving

"that fellow" a ride, and that the time be-

tween mile posts is I minute 15 seconds to

1 minute 20 seconds. To these figures the

writer will swear.

Now, do you think an engine bal-

anced when only side rods are on, with

pistons and main rods not coupled? Well,

she is not, and lacks considerable of be-

ing, in fact all counter-balances being

"in-step," strikes a harder blow, and if

wheels are left uncoupled nine miles out

of every ten are made with wheels "out

of step," thus reducing blow.

And again, new engines are always

shipped with wedges very loose, and we

all know what becomes of rod bushings

under such circumstances; furthermore,

one man has two engines. Some of our

Western roads will make 80 miles with

only one stop, should a pin get hot on

the engine that no one is on, what will

be the condition of pin when engine

stops?

No, Mr. Editor, it is not justice bo

either the firm that builds the engine or

company receiving same to ship them

with rods up. Curtail the speed to that

which is reasonable, and the track will

not suffer—neither will the new engine.

John Frost.

Kansas City, Mo.

Sliall Rods Be Put Upon Dead Engines?

To Locate Blow in Valve Strip.

I have often read with interest in these

pages, of the different ways different men

had of locating the trouble when a bal-

ance strip in valve drops down or is

broken enough to blow.

I have tried many ways, but think the

following the simplest, and as I have

never heard of it before think I can

claim originality.

When I first feel that peculiar tug at the

reverse lever when a strip drops down, I

take hold of lever and note position of

cross head when the jerk takes place, if

it is at top and bottom quarter on my

side the trouble is there, but if it takes

place as engine passes centers it is on

the opposite side, for the reason that the

jerk comes just at the instant the valve

starts on its return travel, forward or

back, which occurs close to the bottom

and top quarters.

A dry valve, or too tight valve stem

packing, may be located in the same

Your statement concerning the putting manner,

up of side rods in transporting new en- If the least bit in doubt as to which

gines is not entirely in accordance with side trouble is on, I stand engine on top

the views of men that have the engines or bottom quarter on either side, set

directly in charge, and I doubt very much brake, admit a little steam to cylinders

if even theoretically correct.

I am aware that considerable damage

has been done to the roadway of cer-

tain roads, and that some master me-

chanics insist upon rods being on; but if

these M. M.'s were to ride a few of the

dead engines they would find the trouble

existed, not in the rods being off, but

and work reverse lever back and forth.

If it should work hard I know the

trouble is on that side, whichever side

lever works hardest on when engine

stands on quarter on that side is the side

where trouble is.

Frank L. Street,

Neodesha, Kan. "Frisco System."
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An Exhaust Nozzle That Will Not

Cross-Fire.

Some engineers object to the single

nozzle on account of cross-firing of the

exhaust, which is supposed to interfere

with the draft. To prevent this difficulty

I submit the accompanying sketch which

does not require much explaining.

The section view through XY shows
that one cylinder discharges into C, the

other into D. The passage C goes up

the center after leaving XY and D di-

vides into two parts DD and discharges

each side. The exhaust pipe gradually

charges into a round section as shown,

being of the usual shape and size for a

nozzle at N O.

It can be made easily, being merely a

matter of casting with cores of the right

shape. Henry Franklin.

Scranton, I'd.

do, you will sometimes send tlic engine

out on the road with the defcciive in-

jector not working, and an iniporlant

train hitched on. Now, the road is not

the place to experiment with such

troubles since they cause delays to train

service. The round house is the place

for this work, and the repairman is the

man to do it, and should understand his

business well enough to locate trouble

without the engineer writing out in-

structions for him to work to, as there

are a great many causes that will give

the same indications. I also think that

a machinist that will let a job go out

without knowing it is O. K. should be

disciplined as well as an engineer for

failure through neglect of duty. It is

very common for repairmen to do these

jobs as reported by the engineer with-

out signing work-book as having been

Section
through N-0

Section
throttyh It-S

D
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end of the stroke by cushioning against

the steam being admitted in the face of

the advancing piston? These early ad-

mission advocates that put up their

quicker arguments do not explain why
the same engine will act, or be smarter.

4 or 6 months after she has been out of

the shop after the engine has created,

or worn sufficient loss motion from the

eccentric to the valve to wear off their

lead. The most able article I ever saw

on this was in one of your numbers, but

the question did not cove, the point. In

my mind I still adhere to my same opin-

ion, that lead is given a locomotive to

cushion her parts and rest her machinery.

J. N. Keller,

Lock Haven, Pa.

engines, or engines from other divisions,

the tonnage of which is unknown.

Walter S. Hutchins.
Troy, N. Y.

Proposed Cast Steel Guide Yoke.

A lot of new Mogul engines for the

Maine Central have the type of crosshead

illustrated on page 63, by the New York
Central Consolidation, necessitating a

engine, defects in the valve motion, blows

and pounds, anything running hot, or

journals heating, and engines not steam-

ing. In fact, anything that is not likely

to be found out by the engine inspector.

Of course the above work would fall on

the engineer, inspector or not.

The inspectors located at terminals are

supposed to make a rigid examination of

all parts of the engine, frames, springs,

eccentrics, nuts and bolts, fire bars, ped-

Simple Way to Show Hauling Power
of Engines.

The tractive power of a locomotive be-

ing the only standard for comparing haul-

ing capacity of engines, some simple meth-

od is required for comparing tonnage to

insure a uniform load for engines differing

in size. To divide the tractive power in

pounds by the resistance in pounds of one

ton gives maximum tonnage an engine can

haul using full power and at low speed.

The result thus obtained is of small value,

as engines cannot haul this tonnage in

regular service. As a basis for comparing

tonnage of different sized engines, and to

compute readily what new or proposed

power will haul, the following method is

proposed

:

Take as a basis of comparison some
engine in regular service whose perform-

ance is satisfactory. Divide tonnage for

all points on a division by tractive power
in 1,000 pounds. This gives number of

tons hauled per 1,000 pounds tractive pow-
er as a constant. To obtain tonnage of any
engine, multiply constant for each grade

by tractive power of engine in 1,000

pounds. For example, Boston & Maine
Railroad, Fitchburg Division, Eastern Sec-

tion. Engine 34,000 pounds tractive power
used as basis

:

Tons
hauled

1000 lbs.
Tonnage. T. P.

E. Deerfield East 1050-7-34 = 31

E. Fitchburg East 1700-4-34^50
Boston West 1150-=- 34 ^34
E. Fitchburg West 800-4-34 = 23.5

Example : To find tonnage from these

points of engine illustrated on page 33,

January issue. Tractive power, 43,000

pounds

:

E. Deerfield East 31 X 43 = I333 tons.

E. Fitchburg East. .. 50X43 = 2150 "

Boston West 34 X 43 = 1462 "

E. Fitchburg West.. 23.5 X 43= 1000 "

To apply the above rule, have the tract-

ive power of all engines on the division

in table form opposite the class letter.

Then in times of congested traffic it is

very easy to compute tonnage of passenger

PROPOSED CAST STEEL

strap on front side rod. I consider this

a weak detail, and would here suggest a

guide saddle of cast steel, open in back,

as shown by accompanying sketch, to

permit of the use of solid front and side

rods. Frank Rattek.
Manchester, N. H.

Inspection of Engines in the Pool and
Out.

Virtually all engines on most of our

western roads are in the pool ; but on

some roads, certain districts are in the

pool by official decree, and in other dis-

tricts of the same road, the pool exists

by circumstances.

Now there is quite a difference be-

tween the two kinds of pool mentioned.

The pool that is formed by official decree

takes a large part of the responsibility

of caring and inspecting of the engines

from off the shoulders of the engineers

and places it, in a manner, on the round-

house foreman and his corps of assist-

ants. Of course the man in charge of the

incoming locomotive must have a sum-
mary of such work that he is expected to

keep up, such as rod work and defects

noticeable in the general working of the

GUIDE YOKE.

estals, and in fact, everything about the

machine and its tender. Now, this in-

spector by official decree lends a greater

degree of safety to our locomotives, and

of course to the men who are running

them. This, of course, saves time and

annoyance on the road, as chances for a

breakdown are reduced to a minimum
by careful inspection. You will some-

times find, no matter how close our en-

gineers inspect their engines, some little

thing will be overlooked, owing to the

position the engine stands, which will be

discovered later on by the inspector, af-

ter the engine is in the house. I think

as a rule most of our engineers are con-

scientious in looking over their engines,

but there are times when something is

overlooked, but is found later by the in-

spector, and the old saw "that two heads

are better than one" applies here very

nicely.

The pools formed by circumstances are

entirely different, and are caused by a

shortage of motive power. The conse-

quences are that the motive power on

every division, where such is the case, is

virtually pooled. This is to the disad-

vantage of the men who are in this ter-
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ritory. For instance, the engine that

comes into the terminal is the only one in

there. The side tracks and yards are

blocked with loads waiting to be moved,

and this engine is wanted for service as

soon as it can be had. It is out of the

question to expect the crew that caine in

on this engine to go back, for it is very

likely that they have been from twenty

to thirty hours on the road already. So

this crew is replaced by a crew from the

extra board.

Now this is kept up from one week's

end to another, the men assigned to the

engines making a trip and losing a trip.

The engineers are frequently assigned

to regular engines, but the extra men
make most of the money on them. Now
this is what makes a pool by circum-

stances, over which the incn have no con-

trol, but the responsibility is just the

same, and to my belief, greater than

where the pool is official, as in the first

mentioned pool, where the engines get

the benefit of inspection, while in the last

named pool the engines don't. The men
running the last engines named are sup-

posed to be their own inspectors and are

held entirely responsible for the condition

of the engine.

would be a good subject for the consider-

ation of the Traveling Engineers' Asso-

ciation when next they meet.

Neodesha, Kan. Emil Schmelden.

Additional information About ttie Lan-
caster Locomotive Worlcs.

I have been very much interested in

your articles on locomotive building in

the United States, and especially in the

March number, where you speak of the

Lancaster Locomotive Works at Lancas-

ter, Pa., as the writer was an apprentice

in these works from Oct., 1865 to Oct.,

1868.

None of your articles, however, speak

of the Brandt Locomotive Works which

were in Lancaster, Pa., previous to the

Norris Brothers having control of these

works.

The Brandt Locomotive Works was
started in Lancaster, Pa., in the early part

of 1853. It was a stock company. They
were operated until the fall of 1857. Dur-

ing the panic of that year they failed,

the cause being, that they had built a great

many engines for the Southern States,

and when the panic came they could not

get the money for them. The General

writer can remember most of the names
since he was quite a small boy. Follow-
ing you will find some of the names
and numbers, which may be of some in-

terest to you, and the readers of the

Railway and Locomotive Engineehinc.
These engines had the cylinders on

(|uite an incline; the valve seat was on

the same incline, forward and back; but

standing on the side of the cylinders, the

scat was higher on the inside than on
the outside, so that when a man had to

face the valve scat with hammer, chisel,

file and scraper, he had to work up hill.

There was also a brass plate on the end
of each driving axle, on which was in-

scribed the Lancaster Locomotive Works,

J. Brandt, Sr., General Superintendent.

While the writer was apprentice at

these shops, under the Norris Brothers,

these engines went by every day on both

passenger and freight trains.

The writer saw the engine called "Fin-

gall's Baby" No. 188, on list sent

you, still running on passenger trains

during the Centennial year. Engine

"Wheatland," No. 166, is the engine that

hauled the Prince of Wales from Pitts-

burg to Philadelphia in i860.

When the writer went on the Pan-Han-

Photo by Elmer Chickeriug. Boston.

It is quite frequently the case that the

men hardly ever get the chance to prop-

erly inspect their engines by having them
in the house over the pit where the inspec-

tion can be made thoroughly. It is a

noticable fact that when business is dull,

and the men have plenty of time to at-

tend to the engines assigned them, that

engine failures are very few ; but when
business is rushing and inotive power
gets scarce, the number of engine failures

increases to an alarming extent.

The reason for this can very readily

be seen. Between the two extremes 1

think it is necessary to have engine in-

spectors for all engines, not to take any
of the care and responsibility ofJ of the

engineers, but for the betterment of the

service at large, especially when business

is such that it keeps every one connected

with the Transportation Department
guessing whether this or that engine will

make a successful trip or not. This

PRINCE HENRY'S TRAIN IN BOSTON.

Superintendent was John Brandt, Sr. He
had two sons who worked in the shops

at that time. John Brandt. Jr., and Abe
Brandt.

John Brandt. Sr., died a number of

years ago, leaving quite an amount of

property in Lancaster County to his two
sons. About 1870 or 1871 the two Brandt

boys drifted out to Oregon and started

to build the Oregon and California Road.

This is now part of the Southern Pacific.

John Brandt, Jr., was General Superin-

tendent of this road, and died a few years

ago at the Palace Hotel in this city.

Abe Brandt was the master mechanic of

this road, and died about four years ago

in Portland, Ore.

The Brandt Locomotive Works built

a great many engines for the P. R. R.

Co., or rather for the State, as the State

of Pennsylvania owned this road up to

about 1856 or i8s7- Of course the en-

gines were all named at that time, and the

die in 1869 and 1870, there were four of

these Brandt engines running there be-

tween Pittsburg and Columbus, Ohio.
They were numbered 12, 13, 14, and 15.

The 12 was the "Jewett," the 13 was the

"Means," the 14 was the "Cincinnati,"

and the 15 was the "Godfrey Heck." The
last one, the 15. had double domes. These
engines jvere still running there when the

writer left there in 1881. Perhaps Mr.
Fred Nellis could tell when they were
scrapped, as he worked there for several

years afterward.

After the panic of 1857 these shops laid

idle for a number of years. At one time

tlic Pennsylvania R. R. otTered to buy
them, but the company wanted too much
for them, and the Pennsylvania company
built their shops at Columbia, Pa.

Some time in 1863 the United States

Government closed up the Richard Nor-
ris & Sons' shop in Philadelphia, for the

reason that they had refused to do Gov-
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ernment work. Edward and James Nor-

ris, two brothers of Richard Norris,

came to Lancaster about the same time

and leased the old Brandt shop for a

year, with the privilege of buying it when

the year was up. They got some very

good contracts and at the end of the year

bought the shops outright. About this

time James Norris died, and Edward Nor-

ris ran the shop afterward.

When the writer went into the shop

in October, 1865. they were then building

a number of engines for the Western Pa-

cific R. R. of California. These engines

had to be all boxed up and were sent

around Cape Horn in sailing vessels.

Five of these engines are still running

here on the Southern Pacific. At that

time Mr. Fred Currie was General Su-

perintendent and Wm. Norris, Ed Page,

and Cole Stump were the draughtsmen.

Edward Norris made a fortune for him-

self and the family of James Norris, but

it was lost and spent, and finally in the

fall of October, 1868, the works were

closed down, and one banking firm in

Lancaster was involved for a considerable

amount of money.

In 1869 a man by the name of Tyng
came to Lancaster and persuaded this

banking firm to start the works up again,

to try and get their money out of it. It

was called the Tyng Locomotive Works,

and after running about a year, and build-

ing a few engines, mostly for the Penn-

sylvania R. R., the works were closed

down for good. Some of these engines

were afterward sent from the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. to the Pan Handle. For a

number of years these works have been

called the Pennsylvania Rolling Mills ana

have been making railway supplies.

ENGINES BUILT BY THE BRANDT LOCOMOTIVE WORKS FOR THE
PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

NAME.

Keystone
Conowingo
Utah
Minnesota
Clearfield

Clinton
Atalanta
Wheatland
Shanghai
John Gilpin
Tam o' Shanter..
Uncle Toby
Bardolph
Old Fogy
Young America.
Attila
Alaric
Toney Weller. .

.

My Son Samuel.
Yorick
Alert
Corporal Trimm.
FingalVs Baby..
Falstaff
Buchanan
Hiawatha
Breckenridge. . .

.

159
160
161

162

163

164

165
166

172

175
176

177
178

179
180
181

182

183

184

185
186

187
188

189

193
194
195

OF CYLINDER

16 in

16 in

16 in

16 in

16 in

16 in

i6 in

16 in

i(>)4

i6>|
16 in

16 in

16 in

16 in

i6>i

17 in

17 in

16W
t6>|
16 in

i(>}4

16 in,

18 in,

18 in,

18 in,

16/2
i6>^

X 22
X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 20
X 20
X 20
X 20
X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 20
X 20
X 22

22
22

X
X
X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

X 22

Z 22

DIAM.
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The New Commissioner-Cieneral of Im-
migration, Frank P. 5ar}>;ent.

Born and reared in the little village of

East Orange, up in the green hills of

Vermont, he finished a course of instruc-

tion in "readin", 'ritin' and 'rithnietic" at

the district school of his native village,

and left the old home at the age of seven-

teen to seek his fortune in other lands.

Beginning his career in Manchester,

New Hampshire, as an apprentice to a

photographer, he soon learned the art of

pleasing the public by making portraits

that looked handsomer than the subjects.

The life of an artist did not prove

agreeable, however, and longing for a

more active life he enlisted in Company
D, Sixth L'nited States Cavalry, and in

a short time had his dreams realized with

all the activity he desired.

He was located at Fort

Apache, Arizona, under the

command of Captain E. G.

Hentig, and in the summer of

1880 was engaged in Arizona

and Mexico pursuing the then

famous Victoria and his liand

of bloodthirsty Apaches. Ob-
taining an honorable discharge

from the service in November
of the same year, he drifted

into Tucson, Ariz., then a new
railway town. It was there

that Mr. Sargent's railroad ca-

reer began. He applied for

and obtained an official posi-

tion with the Southern Pacific

Company. The position, while

not exceedingly remunerative,

was in a field that permitted

rapid advancement, and he was
appointed wiper at the Tucson
roundhouse. Three months
later saw him firing a work
train engine, and shortly there-

after he went into regular road

service.

His ambition was to wear
a Brotherhood pin, and just

eleven months and nineteen

days after he entered railroad

service he was initiated in

number 94's lodge room, which at that

time was a coal bin near the roundhouse.

He was an enthusiastic member and chron-

ic kicker from the start, and the interest

he exhibited in the welfare of his fellow

workmen led the lodge to intrust to

Brother Sargent's care many of the duties

that always go to those members that

love the Brotherhood and are ever ready

to speak a word in defense of a brother.

He attended the Terre Haute convention

as 94's delegate in 1882 and immediately

made a favorable impression upon his

associate delegates. The following year

he attended the Denver convention, and
was elected Vice-Grand Master. In 1885

at Philadelphia he was elected as the

chief executive of the Brotherhood, and
the fact that he has repeatedly succeeded

himself, indicates with certainty that he

has proved true to the trust reposed in

bin'.
,

The keynote of his success as a labor

leader and of his selection as Commis
sioner-General of Immigration was thai

he studied both the demands of the work-

ingman and the counter contentions of

the employers and decided definitely and

clearly what in his judgment wouM be a

fair solution of the difficulty, and then

worked indefatigably to secure such a

settlement.

"Sargent is daft on being fair. What
we want is to tic up this road and make
the Vanderhilts dance to our music," ex-

claimed an agitator at a meeting of New
York Central firemen during the great

railroad strike in 1894, when the hot-

heads would have paralyzed pretty nearly

every railroad system in .^mcrica. but

FRANK, p. SARGENT.

Mr. Sargent steadily resisted their desire

to strike, and gained his point—and ulti-

mately the gratitude of the men whom he

saved from a serious false move.

Fairness of labor to capital may be set

down as Frank P. Sargent's fundamental

rule of action, and so wedded is he to this

principle that it amounts to a hobby, and
it is probably for this that President

Roosevelt has selected Mr. Sargent to be

Commissioner-General of Immigration,

and to better the conditions that prevail

in that important department of the pub-

lic service.

!\Jr. Sargent has always been a strong

conserving inHuence. He never spoke in

the language of the agitator, whose catch

phrases he abhorred and condemned. He
led the way in teaching organized labor

to regard contracts made with employers

as sacred and binding. He has argued
that the rights of employers were to be
respected, and that thus workingmcn
would gain more surely the recognition

of their own rights. .

President Roosevelt expects that Mr.
Sargent will give the same patient per-

sonal attention to the reception of immi-
grants, and will see to it that all who
pass through that great human clearing
house at Ellis Island receive fair and
kindly treatment. While Mr. Sargent
may be depended upon to enforce the
laws against undesirable immigrants, he
will also put an end to abuses, so far as

an energetic and indefatigable Commis-
sioner-General can. He will not tolerate

callous officialism, and the forlorn for-

eigner coming to grasp the outstretched
hand of America will feel that there is a

friendly welcome for him in

the New World.

Correspondence Instruction

by Telej^raph.

A telegram received by the

American School of Corre-
spondence, Boston, Mass., from
the superintendent of an elec-

tric plant in one of the sections

affected by the recent floods,

requested information regard-

ing the treatment of dynamos
that have been submerged. An
answer was sent immediately
by wire, followed by fuller de-

tails by mail, so that by the

time the water had subsided

enough to permit him to work,
the superintendent knew what
should be done. The Ameri-
can School has a Special In-

quiry Department for answer-
ing practical engineering ques-

tions and the frequent requests

for information, such as this,

show how the privilege is ap-

preciated by the students.

Last month the people of

Chicago voted under the

referendum system on municipal own-
ership of street railroads. The vote

stood- about six to one in favor of

the public owning the street railroads.

Municipal control of railroads has not

worked well in this country, but it works
remarkably well in some foreign cities.

There is a growing sentiment in favor of

the people in cities owning all franchises

that are used to serve the people and the

vote in Chicago seems to voice the senti-

ment. The day is probably not far dis-

tant when the people in cities and towns
will insist on controlling lighting plants,

water works, urban transportation and
various other interests. It is a socialistic

movement but it is advancing and the im-

positions that existing companies inflict

upon the people accelerate the move-
ment.
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The Practical Hechanic vs. The Me-
chanical Engineer.

We do not believe there is any class of

intelligent men whose practical expe-

rience is calculated to eliminate foolish

fads and fancies, that are so much given

to following senseless fashions so blindly

as railroad men. We are not going to

begin criticising those who have pro-

ceded to adopt so slavishly certain fash-

ions that are now prominent in the de-

sign of locomotives, fashions that have

become popular on no more rational

basis than the changes that come regu-

larly over the architecture of women's
head dresses; we are thinking of other

prevailing fashions that have exercised

disastrous influences upon the lives of a

certain class of men and elevated another

class into unexpected eminence. We re-

fer to the fashion, that has come so much
into vogue in the last few years, of ap-

pointing only college trained mechanical

engineers to fill the position of superin-

tendent of machinery of railroads. We
have no intention of disparaging the value

of scientific education for the men who
fill the important positions at the head of

the mechanical departments of railroads:

but we cannot blind ourselves to the fact

that men with purely mechanical training

are nearly always of greater value to rail-

road companies than those who have

been pushed into prominent positions by

the force of scholastic attainments.

Knowledge of chemistry, of thermo-

dynamics and of high mathematics are

fine accomplishments for a superintendent

of motive power to possess; but they

are of little more practical value in the

position filled than a knowledge of music

or acquaintance with the dead languages.

Senator Depew once made amusing re-

marks about a locomotive superintendent

whom he met in Europe, who displayed

a fondness for translating Greek verses;

and the Senator seeined to think that the

man would have been better employed

studying how to make the locomotives

under his charge haul passengers and

freight at less cost, which was a very

practical and rational view to take of the

matter. Yet the class to which Mr. De-

pew belongs have fallen into the habit of

advancing men to the head of the me-
chanical departments of American rail-

roads because they possess educational

attainments which are of no more value

in working out the problems of moving
passengers and freight at the least possi-

ble cost, than were the foreign railway

man's accomplishments as a Greek

scholar.

A superintendent of motive power has

no occasion to apply high scientific

knowledge to any of the duties he is ex-

pected to perform. If locomotives or

boilers or cars have to be designed, the

details are not worked out by a system

of engineering reasoning concerning

what forms and dimensions will produce

the best results. They are worked out

according to records of practice which

have developed the best forms for the

work to be done. The man who is am-
bitious to produce original forms, and

puts them into steel and iron, nearly al-

ways comes to be sorry that he was not

contented to abide by the established

forms which had proven themselves suc-

cessful. The principal duties of the head

of the mechanical department of a rail-

road are to supervise the worK of keep-

ing locomotives and cars in efncient or-

der at the least possible expense, and

the training that will enable him to per-

form these duties with the greatest

efficiency, is the training that will make
him of the greatest value to the company
he serves.

It is not our purpose in any way to

underestimate the value of scientific edu-

cation, for we have always urged young
men engaged in mechanical pursuits to

do all in their power to make any practi-

cal personal sacrifice to acquire the

knowledge imparted in a college c-urse;

but we stand up to oppose the prevail-

ing tendency to sacrifice practical expe-

rience and attainments every time that

they come in competition with college

graduates. Let us look a little into the

kind of training calculated to prepare a

man for performing high executive

duties to the best advantage. If a college

graduate goes through a real cour?e of

shop experience, then passes through

the drawing office and performs the duty

of a mechanical engineer, he may be

fairly equipped to hold the highest posi-

tion in the department; but his success

will depend more upon habits of observa-

tion than upon his scientifi; training.

The man who is purely practical and has

learned most of what he knows of me-
chanical and engineering by practical con-

tact with the work he has done will go
to the top better equipped with practical

knowledge if he acquired as keen observ-

ing habits as the other man. To a rail-

road official the knowledge that comes of

observing habits is likely to be of much
greater practical value than the knowl-

edge acquired in a school or college. The
shop man finishes his apprenticeship

learning to do all kinds of shop work,

and becomes a gang boss, then a fore-

man. These positions both develop habits

of observation if the subject has a tend-

ency that way. Perhaps he is made a

round house foreman and has to diagnose

all defects of locomotives, which we think

is the best training in habits of observa-

tion that a man can go through in rail-

road life. Then he advances to be a di-

vision master mechanic, where he is re-

sponsible for the efficient performance of

the machinery under his charge. In a

few years he stands alongside the college

trained mechanical engineer for selection

for promotion. Who will say that the

master mechanic is likely to prove a less

efficient head of the department than the

mechanical engineer?

Responsibility which the head of our

mechanical department seems never to es-

cape from, is taking the lead in finding

out the cause of and remedying disorders

that delay and demoralize train service.

There comes an epidemic of engine fail-

ures and the management looks to the

superintendent of motive power to go
to the root of the defects and overcome
them. It is the same with recurrence of

hot boxes under passenger equipment.

It is not enough that the superintendent

of motive power should scold responsible

subordinates, such as general foremen,

master mechanics, and master car build-

ers because defects of equipment cause

delays; he must get down to the actual

causes of the defects himself and hurry

out the remedies. This is an instance

where the broad, varied experience of the

man who has plodded his way upwards
through the different positions, is likely

to be much better equipped for making
difficult investigations than the scientific

man who has enjoyed less practical ex-

perience.

An important part of the duties which

the head of the mechanical department

of a great railroad has to perform is,

using means to keep the repair shops pro-

vided with facilities for doing work at the

smallest possible cost. The duty fre-

quently involves the decision to dispense

with obsolete machinery, and the intro-

duction of new methods. If the scientific
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man has clone sufficient shop work to

enable him to jucIkc it tools are turning

out the amount of work which represents

fair efficiency, and when the time has ar-

rived that certain tools ought to be scrap-

ped, he is likely to be more courageous

in his decisions than the purely practical

man who is probably more intimately

wedded to ancient practices and enter-

tains more sentimental interest in anti-

quated machinery than the scientific man.

When (|uestions of effecting radical

changes in methods come up. such as the

introduction of electric motors, the school'

man is likely to prove the more progress-

ive of the two; but the shop man's judg-

ment is likely to be of greater value con-

cerning the efficiency of tools and meth-

ods in use, and as to how far changes

could be economically carried out in the

buildings in use. He is also likely to

have much greater ability to direct

the construction of new shop build-

ings and in the selecting of the tools

by which they ought to be equipped.

Both the purely practical man and the

scientific man. are likely to have strong

and weak points due to their peculiar

training, and it is for the official making

the appointment to decide which is likely

to be the most value to his company as

a whole: but the decision ought not to be

influenced much by the fact that one of

the men is a scholar and the other is not.

In writing of one being a scholar and

the other not. we do not mean that the

latter should not enjoy the advantages of

an ordinary school education. Modern
railroad presidents and managers ought

not to be expected to appoint an illiterate

man to the head of their mechanical de-

partment, no matter what his engineering

abilities and acquirements may be. We
have known men wdio could not write a

grammatical letter and misspelled every

third or fourth word run the mechanical

department of a railroad satisfactorily;

but that lack of mental endowments does

not conform with modern ideas, and the

appointing powers demand that the head

of their mechanical department shall be

able at least to make out a report at any

tim.e, written in a style that indicates a

man with the equivalent of a good com-

mon school education, which is the in-

heritance of all ambitious .Americans. All

applicants for entry into railroad service

are now required to prove that they have

received the foundation of our English

education; so it is only right that the

heads of departments should be as well

endowed.

Few of the railroad presidents and man-

agers who have the appointment of men
to the heads of the mechanical depart-

ments have enjoyed scientific education

themselves, and on that account they are

frequently disposed to overestimate the

value of a college education for their sub-

ordinates. We think if they w-ill give the

question a little critical examination, that

they will be more inclined to act fairly

towards men who have learned in the

heat and burden of the day to i)crform

the responsible duties of superintendent

of railroad machinery.

Leaky Boilers.

There arc numerous theories concern-

ing the cause and prevention of leaky

boiler tubes and fire boxes, which have

promised and efifected relief in many in-

stances when properly applied, but leaky

tubes, cracked firebox sheets, and leaky

staybolts continue to be conditions that

remain persistently with railroad men, and

those responsible for the efficient working

of locomotives are so much burdened with

the delays and demoralization of traffic

due to those defects that we need offer

no excuse for again discussing a subject

which looks a little threadbare. It is gen-

erally conceded that the art of boiler mak-

ing has made substantial progress during

the last twenty years. The material made
for boiler construction has undergone all

the improvements that chemical analysis

and highly developed methods of testing

could suggest. These is little now left to

chance, to good luck, or to skilful super-

vision on the part of steel makers. The
art has reached the condition where steel

of certain physical and chemical proper-

ties may be depended upon as the product

of every furnace heat, so that "poor ma-
terial" ought never to cause failure of fire-

box, staybolts, or flues. With all that as

aids to boiler making, the writer was told

last month by a veteran railroad manager,

who is an engineer, that he had never ex-

perienced so much trouble and so many
failures from leaky fireboxes and leaky

flues as his road endured last winter.

Similar complaints had been heard from

other railroads geographically far apart,

and the impression conveyed was that fail-

ures from leakage of locomotive fireboxes

and tubes are increasing rather than di-

minishing. Assuming that this is true, the

question naturally comes up. what is the

cause of this increasing trouble?

The prevailing tendency for two or

three years has been to lenthen the flues

considerably more than what for many
years had become established practice.

Those who favored making tubes longer

than usual reasoned that the increase

would provide the means of absorbing

more heat from the fire gases and con-

sequently arrest part of the heat that was

wasted through the very high tempera-

ture of the smoke box. So by lengthen-

ing the flues two or three feet, the smoke

box temperature could be reduced 100 de-

grees or more, the saving would be con-

siderable, and it would be effected with-

out any extra attachments being put upon

the boiler. Theoretically there seemed to

be everything in favor of increasing the

length of the flues and nothing against it.

We have not obtained any exact data

lo show the connection between lengthen-

ing the tubes and the increase of trouble

from leakage, but the information which

has come to this office leads us to believe

that there is a close relationing between

the two. There are two causes calculated

to make a long boiler tube leak more

readily than a short one. First, there is

greater movement of the tube in the flue

sheet, since the expansion and contraction

arc in proportion to the length of ihe tube

acted upon by the heat ; the second cause

for long tubes breaking more readily thar»

short ones is that the supports being so

far apart the tubes set up movement in

the middle which tends to shake the tubes

loose in their fastenings.

Another source of weakness in a boiler

with inordinately long tubes is the tremen-

dous strains put upon the firebox sheets

through the long distance between the

back firebox sheets and the forward flue

sheet. The great amount of expansion

and contraction in a boiler 28 or 30 feet

long have destructive effects that are not

present in the short boilers, which seldom

cause much trouble from leakage. A fire-

box 10 feet long secured to a boiler shell

20 feet long presents a form that is striv-

ing to tear itself apart from the first day

that it is fired up. ^nd it is only a matter

of time for disintegration to make itself

felt. This long body is accountable for

the cracked firebox sheets that increase

the cost of repairs, waste fuel and cause

delays on the road, besides putting the en-

gine out of service so frequently that im-

perative boiler caulking or patching may
be done. Locomotives having the short,

wide firebox are not nearly so destructive

on side sheets as those with extremely If'ng

fireboxes and they do not cause so much
annoyance from leaky tubes. It may be

that the development of the locomotive

as a power producer may entail the gen-

eral use of wide fireboxes. The short,

wide firebox provides sufficient grate area

and heating surface while shortening the

distance between the back of the firebox

and the front flue sheet, thus reducing the

strains due to expansion and contraction,

even when long tubes are employed.

In discussing the trouble that falls upon

railroad companies from leaky tubes and

fireboxes, it must not be forgotten that

the prevention of leakage or the causing

of leakage is very frequently due to care-

less work at the fire-cleaning pit. A com-

mon practice is to clean or dump the fire

with the blower going at full blast, draw-

ing cold air like a hurricane into the hot

firebox and tubes. Very frequently an

engines comes in from the road with flues

and firebox sheets perfectly tight and goes

out with them leaking. A little more at-

tention bestowed upon the men who clean

the fires would often prevent leakage.

There is seldom any attention given to

preventing cold air from streaming over

the heating surfaces when the fire is

drawn. It w-ould be a wise thing for our

round-house foremen to adopt the plan,

almost universally followed abroad, of

having the dampers closed and a cover

put upon the smoke-stack immediately
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after llic lire is drawn. It these people

would study the little book on "Care of

Boilers."' by Henry Raps, we are per-

:suadccl it would be the means of saving

thousands of dollars annually to the rail-

road companies they serve. But because
these are little details, they are frequently

neglected, while much attention is directed

to other matters that are not nearly .so im-

portant from a nioney saving or money
wasting staird|)oint.

There is comparative little annoyance
caused by leaky heating surfaces in re-

gions where the feed water is free from
mineral impurities. The scale formed by
hard water puts a partly new conductor

over the heating surfaces, which cause

them to rise to a very high temperature

when the engine is working. The high

temperature induces a wide range of ex-

pansion and contraction and therefore

•causes leakage of tubes and staybolts and
cracking of side sheets. The true remedy
for that is softening the feed water , but

when that plan is not adopted much good
can be done by proper and thorough wash-
ing of the boiler at frequent intervals.

Not a small share of the leakage com-
mon with the enormous boilers used on
some roads is that firing has to be kept

up so constantly that the firebox door has

to be open nearly all the time. The only

remedy for that, as far as we can see. is

the adoption of mechanical stokers. When
that useful invention conies into general

use. as it is destined to do some day. it

will do much to prevent leaky boilers and
will put an end to other evils connected

with hand firing.

The Coming of the Steam Turbine.

The steam engine has uiidcrgune no
radical changes since Watt in Great

Britain and Evans in America developed

the crude atmospheric engine of New-
comens into a motor that was adapted to

all purposes where energy taken from the

combustion of fuel could be employed

more cheaply than any other form of

power. W'alt and Evans both followed

the Newcomen principle of using a piston

in a cylinder to produce reciprocating

motion. To make such an engine adapted

for driving machinery, it was necessary

to convert the reciprocatory to rotary mo-
tion, which was done by means of a crank

or its equivalent. Tlic steam engine had

been applied to manufacturing purposes

only a short time, when engineers began

10 realize that great inconveniences and

disturbing forces accompanied the use of

heavy reciprocating parts, and the guestion

naturally arose, why cannot we have an

engine that will produce rotary motion

direct? In the early engines no counter-

balance weights were used to counteract

the irregular motion due to heavy cranks

tending to accelerate motion during one

part of the stroke and retard it on another

part, so that with the pioneer steam en-

.gine it was difficult to maintain uniform

rotary motion. .Mechanicians soon pro-

ceeded to work out inventions intended

to minimise the distributing forces by

counterbalance weights and other devices

;

but the best of them left u good deal

to be desired, and the demand for direct

rotary motion kept asserting itself.

One of the first inventors to attenip:

the production of a rotary engine was

James Watt. Watt was one of the most

ingenious inventors the world has ever

seen, yet his rotary engine was one of the

most imperfect motors ever put into pal-

ent specifications: Inn he was the first

inventor in that field, and liis successors

naturally profited by his mistakes. The
description of a proposed rotary engine

was made in connection with claims for

improvements on steam engines and read

:

"Where motions round an axis are re-

quired. I make the steam vessels in form
of hollow rings or circular channels with

proper inlets and outlets for steam mount-

ed on horizontal axles like the wheels of

a water mill. Within are placed a num-
ber of valves tliat suffer any body to go

roiuid the channels in one direction only.

In these steam vessels are placed weights,

so fitted to them as to fill up part or por-

tions of their channels, and yet capable

of moving freely in them by means here-

inafter mentioned or specified. When
the steam is admitted in these engines

between these weights and the valves, it

acts equal on both, and so as to raise

the weight on one side of the wheel, and
by the reaction of the valves successively,

to give a circular motion to the wheel,

the valves opening in the direction in

which the weights are pressed, but not

on the contrary."

That specification is interesting to

those who study steam engineerin.g mat-

ters, owing to the fact that it was the

first attempt in modern times to produce

direct circular motion by steam, and it

was the first of thousands of patents

obtained, to perform the same operation.

No line of invention attracted more mas-
ter mmds than the rotary engine, and
no line recorded more hopeless failures,

.\ great variety of mechanism has been

tried to transmit the steam pressure m
rotary engines, the most promising type

having had a rectangular piston rotating

upon a shaft passing through the a.xis of

a cylinder. The fatal objection to that

arrangement was the difficulty in securing

steam-tight packing. When the packing

was made nearly tight, the friction of

the rubbing parts became so great that

a large proportion of the work done wa-,

wasted in friction, making the engme de-

cidedly less efficient than a reciprocating

engine. The principal advantage claimed

for a rotary engine was their simplicity,

but many of them had devices for pre-

venting leakage of steam that made them
ii-cre complicated than any other form

of engine in use. Professor Thurston men-
tions rotarv engines under five classes:

{I) a system of gearing without valves;

(2) a system in which the steam chamber
revolves, the work being done by reac-

tion: (3) a jet of issuing steam impinges
upon the vanes of a revolving wheel; (.4)

an arrangement in which a rotary motion
is effected by a wheel having fixed vanes,

or some equivalent, by introducing slid-

ing alnitmcnts and \alves. between which
and the vanes of the wheel, steam could

be introduced and expanded; (5) revolv-

ing wheels or disks set eccentrically

.with the cylindrical casing, in such a

way that sliding vanes passing into and
out of tlie wheel may intercept the steam
and compel it to ti'.rn the disk. It was
supposed that the two latter types of ro-

tary engines would u-e the steam so

economically that they would do work
with less steam than a reciprocating en-

gine, but they never did so.

.\part from providing an effectual

remedy for the shocks due to the un-

balanced weights of a reciprocating en-

gine, the rotary was calculated to pro-

duce a horse power from much less dead

weight, and it ought to have saved much
of the loss in reciprocating engines, due

to cylinder condensation. When invent-

ive genius failed to make a successful

rotary engine, some one went back to the

most ancient forms of steam engines, and

on its principal developed the steam tur-

bine which is coming rapidly into use.

and bids fair to take the place of the

reciprocating engine for all purposes

where steady revolving motion is re-

quired.

All students of steam engine problems

are aware that Hero, a philosopher who
lived in Alexandria more than a century

before the Christian era, published a de-

scription with drawings, of a reaction

steam wheel, which was worked for vari-

ous purposes. There is good reason for

believing that various forms of this en-

gine survived what is known as the Dark

Ages, and in 1629. a radical improvement

on it was effected by Branca, an Italian

philosopher, under whose hands it

emerged as an impact steam turbine. Why
the pioneer inventors of the reciprocating

engine did not take up the steam turbine

idea is one of the curiosities of inven-

tion.

Whcn^ the designing of a i)ractical ro-

tary engine seemed to be a hopeless

task, inventors began to work on the im-

provement of the steam turbine, which is

really a rotary engine, and very substan-

tial success has been achieved. At the

Columbian Exposition at Chicago, a steam

turbine was exhibited from Sweden

which attracted extraordinary attention,

and many people believed it was going to

push the reciprocating engine out of the

field in a few years ; but tests conducted

by practical engineers demonstrated that

it used too much steam per horse power

developed to be a dangeroi;s rival ot

first-class engines. .About that time Par-
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sons of luinlaiid was wurking on tlu' iin

provL-menl of the steam turliinc. and tlu-

iipplication which he made of it tu tor-

pedo hoats and other sea-goiiiK vessels,

made liis invention famous and is push-

ing it into p(3pularity. The Wcstinghouse

Machine Company of Pittsburg, are now

building what is known as tlie Westing-

house- Par.sons engine, which uses steam

about as economically as the best forms

of reciprocating engines, .md lias already

been applied to several electric generat-

ing plants. The demand for this form of

engine is much greater tlian the means of

sujiply at i)resent. and it is a great favor-

ite in iIk- places where il has been in-

stalled.

In a recent issue of K.mi.w.w .vnh Lo-

COMOTIVK ExGiNEicuiNti. we published a

description of a small steam turbine which

is used for driving the dynamo of the

Edwards headliglit. for which it is ad-

mirably adapted, and does its work with

economy of steam rarely reached with

.small reciprocating engines. It is not

practicable to use the steam expansively

with a simple steam turbine, to the same

extent as can lie done with a reciprocating

engine of the same power, but there are

savings of steam in other ways that make

up for the limited expansion. It is well

known that the ordinary forms of steam

•engines waste an enormous amount of

steam through cylinder condensation.

owing to the alternate cooling and heat-

ing of the metal composing the cylinder.^.

This is seldom less than 30 per cent, of

*he steam drawn from the boiler, and fre-

quently reaches 50 per cent. In the

steam turbine there is no such loss, for

there is practically no fluctuation in the

temperature of cylinder metal, and the

.saving efli'ected by this peculiarity is very

material. The steam turbine has certainly

come to stay, and its prospects for becom-

ing a favorite prime motor appear to be

highly encouraging.

Northern railway, on which iirobably a

higher average rate of speol is main-

tained than on any other English rail-

way, says that of sixty men who were

driving express trains regularly in 18K6

forty-three are still at their posts. Of

the rest only five have died, all from

acute diseases—hernia, pneumonia, etc.,

one being killed by an accident, the oth-

ers having retired. It is doubtful

wdicther better prospects are enjoyed by

sixty men of the same age engaged in

any other responsible occujiation. It

is further stated that no confirmation

can be obtained of the view that habitual

trav(ders suffer from vibration caused by

high s[)eed. and this immunity is attrib-

uted to the comfortable fittings of even

third-class cars on most railroads in Eng-

land.

This is something for that class of our

railroad managers to ponder over, who
scheme to dispense with the services 01

old train men as soon as they begin to

have gray hairs. As long as his eyesight

remains good the services of an old en-

gineer are more valuable than those of a

young one.

High Train Speeds Safe.

The British board of trade returns

show that while a speed of sixty to sev-

enty miles an hour is maintained daily

by many trains, mishaps are rare, com-

pared to those of twenty years ago. It

is, moreover, proved that with the steady

increase of speed and more numerous

trains, the safety of the average passen-

ger has become far greater. Another

popular misconception was also correct-

ed. It is generally believed that the high

speed of express trains unnerves the driv-

ers of the locomotives and brings on va-

rious maladies, besides rendering them

unfit for the strain of the work after a

comparatively short term of service. This

view is not supported by facts. Ori';

of the best locomotive drivers in England

has been at the throttle over fifty years.

and can be trusted any day with the

fastest train in the country. Sir Henry

Oakley, the general manager of the Great

American Standard Specifications for

Steel.

I!V I'ROFESSOR ALHERT L.VDD rol.nV.

The days of taking the word of a steel

maker or seller for the physical and chem-

ical properties of material to be used for

industrial purposes are past and all pur-

chasers require that the material shall

conform to certain specifications. That

the character of specifications should be

uniform is of great importance both to

seller and buyer. Those who will be ben-

efited by uniformity in specifications of

steel will be under obligations to Pro-

fessor Colby for his book on American

Standard Specifications of Steel, the sec-

ond edition of which is before us. The

author is a member of Committee No.

I of American Section of the Interna-

tional .'\ssociation for Testing Materials

and took a very active part in working

for the adoption of American Standards

by the International Association.

In the introduction to the book Pro-

lessor Colby briefly outlines the history

of the work of establishing .American

standard specifications of steel from which

we learn that the Association of Ameri-

can Steel Manufacturers took the lead in

the work in 1895 and that the efforts of

ibis organization resulted in the formation

of the .•\merican Section of the Interna-

tional Association for Testing Material.

This association was the means of bring-

ing together steel makers, steel consum-

ers, engineers, professors in technical

schools, delegates from scientific socie-

ties and others interested in having

standard specifications adopted, A large

and representative committee w^as ap-

pointed, whose members appointed a sub-

committee, which collected and tabulated

the requirements of existing American

specifications which were used as a basis

in forming ten proposed American

standards, which with some modifications,

were afterwards arloplcd. These specifi-

cations were submitted to the Congress

of the International .Association for Test-

ing .Material held at Buda Pesth last year,

and they will be submitted for interna-

tional adoption to the same congress

which will meet at St. Petersburg in 190.3.

The publication of the text of these

specifications in Professor Colby's book

will be a great convenience in letting the

world know exactly what the .\merican

standard specifications for steel are.

Space does not permit us to enter into

detailed particulars. It is sufficient to

say that they are very comprehensive

and seem to cover the entire field. They

are treated under seven headings, viz.:

Process of manufacture; chemical prop-

erties; physical properties; test pieces and

methods of testing; finish and variation

of weight; branding; inspection.

We presume that this work wmII at once

become a text book of steel specifica-

tions. It ought to be in the hands of

every engineer in charge of constructive

material and of every chemist connected

with departments of tests. It is sold by

the author at South Bethlehem, Pa.

Price, $1.10.

Books.

Examination Questions for Promotion.

By W. O. Thompson. R.mlwav .\xu

Loco.MOTivE Enoi.neering. New York.

.Another of the little books wdiich help

pass examinations and keep at the head

of the engineers' list. The writer has

been intimately connected with locomo-

tives for years, much of the time as travel-

ing engineer, and evidently knows just

the points an engineer and fireman is in-

terested in.

It is impossible to give even an idea

as to the variety of questions, but it can

be safely said to cover a great majority

of the subjects examiners touch upon.

It comes in two bindings, one at 50 and

the other at 75 cents.

When a passenger is about to start in a

train in Europe there is a practice of hold-

ing a seat by putting a bag, wrap or other

piece of baggage in the place to be occu-

pied, and habit has led most people to

respect the claim established. The courts

have decided that the baggage method of

pre-empting a seat has no legal status, and

the Western Railway of France, which is

one of the most progressive railways in

Europe, has adopted a novel and sensible

way of holding a seat. Over each place in

a compartment is placed a disk, and as

each is occupied a number is placed on

the disk and a duplicate is handed to the

passenger by the conductor, which keeps

him entitled to the place should he leave

it temporarily.
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A Milholland Locomotive That is Still

in Service.

When we look back at the locomotives

turned out by James Milholland and the

good work they have done we begin to ap-

preciate his efforts toward the advance-

ment and development of the locomotive.

While most of these locomotives have

gone the way of all things human or me-

chanical, there are still a few in actual

service. The locomotive shown is No.

139 of the Philadelphia & Reading road

and is one of the old "swallow tails" built

in about 1874. and so-called from the fire-

box sloping back from 46 inches at the

front end of cab to 32 inches at fire door.

This was done to reduce the weight over-

hanging the back drivers and it gave a

very roomy cab.

The main dimensions were

:

Cylinders—17 x 22 inches.

Drivers—67J/2 inches.

Steam Pressure— 120 pounds.

Weight on Drivers—33,264 pounds.

Weight. Total—57,000 pounds.

Boiler Diameter—40 inches.

Boiler Length—21 feet 4 inches.

Flues—170—iH inches— 11 feet 5 inches

long.

Firebo.x—34 x 84 inches.

This engine is now running regularly

between AUentown and Philadelphia, a

total of 136 miles for the round trip,

makes all stops and hauls 3 to 4 cars the

same as the other engines on this run,

burning about 4 tons of coal for the round

trip. Considering the size of the engine

and steam pressure, this is remarkably

good work and it refutes the claim (in

this place at least) often made, that the

apparent good records made by old en-

gines are due to lighter cars in those days.

These are the standard cars in regular

service.

The engineer, Mr. Lewis Rowland, of

AUentown, Pa., is standing by the engine.

ways and is one of the longest swinging

spans in America. Accordingly, the car

was centered over it, swung around a

half circle and quickly turned. Paderew-

ski smiled at the achievement and mur-

mured: "Besser, besser. Yankee in-

genuity—vat you call him? Oh, yes!

Bully! Good!"

Paderewski's Turntable.

Paderewski, the Polish pianist, he of

the nimble fingers and unpruned mop ot

hair, recently set guessing the yardmen

of the Rock Island road at Davenport.

His private seventy-foot Pullman arrived

from Chicago with the pianist aboard.

After the Davenport concert the car was

ordered back to Chicago on the first fast

passenger train. Then the trouble began.

Paderewski, who could not sleep riding

backwards (or with his feet toward the

engine) any more than he could play a

piece of mi'sic backwards, insisted that

his car be turned. Investigation develop-

ed that there was no turn-table in the

vicinity of sufficient length to accommo-

date the 70-foot private Pullman. It had

almost been determined to run the car

to Colona, 111., and around the Y formed

there with the Burlington tracks, when

one of the yard men suggested that the

car be turned on the draw of the govern-

ment bridge that crosses the Mississippi

river at that point. The draw turn- both

from 4 to 6yi inches, which was finished

by one of their customers in one hour audi

forty-five minutes. When we consider

that the spindle was of 6o-point carbon

steel, that four onc-hundredths of an inch

was removed by grinding, and that the

limit of error was half a thousandth of ani

inch, we get an idea of the capacity of

these machines.

Finishing; PUton Rods.

There is no doubt whatever that much
of the trouble with leaky packing is due

more to the rods than to the packing it-

self. This makes the finishing of tiiese

rods a live problem for progessive rail-

road men, and brings up the question as

to the best and cheapest way of finishing

piston and valve rods.

Those who have studied the subject of

producing surfaces which are round, or

as nearly so as can be had in practice.

Russian Examination of Travelers'

Baggajfe.

\ dispatcli from St. Petersburg gives-

the interesting information that the ex-

amination of passengers baggage at the

frontiers will be much stricter in the fu-

ture than it has been in the past. The
writer has twice had his baggage exam-
ined at Russian frontier stations, and he

could imagine of nothing more thorough

than the examinations that v.ere made.

ONE OF THE MII,HOLI,AND " SWALI.OW-T.^ILS.

"

know that it is necessary to finish by

grinding. But this has always been con-

sidered as an expensive refinement, and

we have, in many cases, put up with

seven-sided piston rods left as they come
from the lathe or improved (?) by filing.

The Norton Grinding Company,
whose grinder we illustrated in the issue

of June, 1901, has succeeded in proving

that the cheapest way is to grind in a

heavy machine built especially for the

work, and should have no difficulty in

securing converts to their way of making
rods, now that they have disposed of the

haunting specter of increased cost.

Their plan of procedure is to take a

roughing cut in a heavy lathe with a feed

of from 6 to 8 per inch, and then put the

rod directly on the grinder for finishing.

This requires less time than turning to

size in the lathe, and, of course, proditces

an infinitely better job.

As an example of the work this ma-
chine is doing, they have favored us with

a sketch of a lathe spindle. 50 inches

long, having nine different diameters.

\\\ the pieces of baggage were arranged'

on a platform which extended along the

four sides of an oblong room. The ex-

amining officers were inside the quad-

rangle thus formed, and the passengers

outside. . Every package had to be
opened and most of the contents were

pulled out, and in many cases thrown

upon the floor. Garments were shaken'

out of the folds and closely searched for

articles that might be concealed in the

pockets. We saw one officer make a
great fuss with a man who had a camera

and insist on its being opened for minute-

inspection. If the Russian government

are going to make inspection of travelers'

baggage more strict they can only do scv

by insisting that the garments be torn

apart.

The Dres.»el Railway Lamp Works are

putting out a long-burning oil fount for

switch and semaphore lamps. They hold

oil enough for seven days and nights with

one filling, and the wick needs no at-

tention in the meantime.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NEI^LIS.

Slid-Flat Wheels in Winter Time.

As before remarked in these coluuiiis,

the winter time gives railroads much more
trouble from slid-flat wheels than any
other season of the year. In confirmation

of this, a Canadian correspondent writes

saying that the aforementioned trouble in

his territory is exceedingly aggravated in

winter time. Two or three major causes

of the trouble will therefore bear dis-

cussion. It is quite apparent to the or-

dinary observer that the rail in the winter

season is generally much more slippery.

due to the presence of frost, snow and

the other hand, a 'hard-pullin« train"

should be an easy train to stop. It is well-

known by engineers who pick up out of

side tracks cars which have been stand-

ing for a number of hours during the

winter season, that they will pull exceed-
ingly hard. This is easily traceable to the

fact that the lubrication of the journal in

the box is either frozen or lacking, thereby

producing a frictional resistance which
makes that car hard to pull. It is reason-

able, therefore, to expect that a poorly

lubricated journal will offer as much re-

sistance to the rolling action of the wheel

while the train is being accelerated or put

in motion. Therefore, the excessive jour-

nal friction acts as additional brake force

to retard the rotation of the wheel, and
finally causes the wheel to sl^de. Possi-

bly a further search in this direction

might reveal some interesting information

and important factors in wheel sliding in

veiy cold weather, when in warm weather
no trouble is experienced.

ice, than during other seasons of the year while the train is being stopped, as it will

when slippery track Irom moisture,

grease and mud must be contended with.

In both cases the adhesion between the

rail and wheel is decreased, and the fric-

tion between the wheel remains the same
as on a good, adhesive rail. The result is

wheel sliding. A thoroughly wetted rail

offers as good adhesion as a perfectly dry
one, the sprinkled rail and greasy rail

being the ones to expect sliding from dur-

ing the summer season.

Another prolific source of slid-flat

wheels in cold climates is that of the hose
couplings pulling slightly apart, just

enough to break the joint and allow the

rubber gaskets to overlap, and thus per-

mit the train-pipe pressure to escape past

the gaskets to the atmosphere. When the

train is standing still, the hose couplings

are air tight; but when it is running and
is stretched, the stiff, frozen hose, being

unable to stretch, will pull slightly apart

and leak away train pipe pressure. If the

pump is unable to supply these leaks, the

brakes will set, causing wheels to skid

and flatten. This is especially true where
apoor quality of hose is used and the hose
becomes rigidly frozen, thereby causing it

to more resemble a tin or sheet iron tube

than a flexible hose coupling. Perhaps an
investigation of the absorbent qualities of

some of the hose now in use would lead

us quite a distance away from the slid-

flat wheel trouble.

There is still another important cause,

hitherto not considered, which, if duly

Incompetent Driver Brakes.

1 he cause for a large number of slid

flat wheels on cars is the underbraking

of the locomotive and tender. Generally

a great deal of attention is given to the

foundation brake gear and the condition

of air brakes on cars, but the same is not

so often true of the locomotive. In too

many cases, the pull-up type of driver

brake is used, which allows considerable

leakage at the stuffing box, decreasing the

power of that brake. Again, the location

of the driver brake cylinder on the fire box
side causes the leather packing to dry out

and not be air tight, thus allowing the

brake to slip oflf almost as quickly as it

is applied. Perhaps one of the greater

causes for the driver brake not holding is

the fact that brake shoes employed are of

a kind which last almost indefinitely and
afiford very little holding power. In these

cases, the train is obliged to do the work
of holding itself, and undue additional

work of holding back on the locomotive

and tender, compelling the greater work
In wheel sliding troubles, it is only too and double duty done by the cars to pick

frequently the case that the leverage i

reduced to a point where wheels will not

slide on a bad rail. This is unquestionably

a grave error. If an engme should slip

on a bad rail, it would be considered folly

to reduce the steam pressure until the en-

gine would not have strength to slip, as it

would have very little power to haul its

train. Likewise with the air brake, if the

brake power should be so reduced as to

prevent wheel sliding on bad rails, the

brake would be weak and could not be

relied upon to supply sufficient braking

power to do ordinary stopping when the

brakes were used on good rails.

It would seem, therefore, that a course

open to the better operation of air brakes
in very cold climates to prevent the slid-

ing of wheels would lie in a better and
more eflicient lubrication of car journals,

and in the use of hose that would not be-

come abnormally stiff in cold weather.

Even the best of rubber hose will stiffen

up in cold weather ; but a low grade of
hose is much more liable to absorb atmos-

up their wheels and slide them.

It is very seldom that we hear of loco-

motive driving wheels being slid flat. If

such flat spots make their appearance, it

is generally because the locomotive has

been reversed when the air brakes were

applied and the engine running, and not

by the driving wheels doing too great

brake dutv.

traced and carefully analyzed, might give pheric moisture and moisture from the

us considerable additional and new infor-

mation as to the causes of slid flat wheels.

We mean the condition of the journal in

!ts brass in the journal box. Frequently
the lubrication of the journal in its bear-

ing is eitlier insufficient or imperfect, and
results in an undue friction there, which
tends to retard the forward motion of the

wheel when running. Such a car will be
hard to pull, and a train of such cars will

very readily be detected by the engineer
and be styled a "hard-pulling train." On

melting snow and from rain than would
a hose well coated with a good quality of

first class rubber.

A "Perpetual" brake shoe—a shoe of

such hard material that it never wears
out, and consequently offers the least pos-

sible retarding or holding power—is like

an indigestible dinner which does not

nourish and is a troublesome trespasser

as long as it remains.

Looks Like It Had Been Cleaned.

There is a new trick in air brakes. The
cleaner of brake cylinders is the inventor

this time. He is one of the old "chalk

cleaners," and the new rules of the Mas-
ter Car Builders and the Air Brake As-
sociation have forced him to abandon the

"chalking" of uncleaned cylinders and get

one step nearer the real thing. It was
getting too hot for him and he was forced

to invent a new trick. Here it is. He
removes the cylinder head and other

parts, but does not pull out the piston.

He wipes the cylinder out as best he can

under these conditions and puts in a dose

of grease. Then he replaces the head and
other parts, puts the date on the cylinder

and demands the twenty cents allowed by
the code. He does not inspect or clean

the leather packing, which may be worn
through in a dozen places, for all he
knows. Neither does he know the con-

dition of the leakage groove, the follower

plate and studs, the expander, or the

pressure end of the cylinder. He should
be watched for and given the same pun-
ishment as the old-time "chalk cleaner."
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Frozen Train Pipes.

The committee appointed by the Air-

Brake Association to report on 'frozen

train pipes, the cause and cure," will sub-

mit a report at the April meeting that

will be second to none ever presented to

the association.

The work of the committee has been

unusually good and painstaking. An ex-

haustive series of tests has been made
during the winter, with intelligent di-

rection and with necessary instruments

to secure unmistakable and full data on

the subject. Persons interested in this

important subject (and there are thou-

sands who are) can look forward to the

committee's report for some very import-

ant and interesting information.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Air Brakes As Affected By Extreme
Cold Weather.

In the February isMie 1 notice an article

by Mr. B. Baker, touching on the sub-

ject, "Canadian Winters and Skidded

Wheels." which should interest every man
handling air brakes in extreme northern

or cold climates. Perhaps the most likely

way to bring this subject to the notice it

deserves would be to come out with the

flat assertion and say that the air brake

with the present average attention is not

what it should be on long freight trains,

but is far from it. when the thermometer

registers below 25 or 30 degrees below

Kir.HT INCH AIR PUMP MODIFICATION USED BY THE "BIG FOUR'
BOILERS A HIGH PRESSURE WATER TEST.

FOR GIVING

make at least 10 to 13 pound reduction

before releasing, even when a 5-pound re-

duction will bring the train to a stop. Of
course, the extra lieavy reduction will not

be necessary during very cold weather,

as immediately the valve is placed on tap,

the train line ho.se couplings will attend

to any further reduction required, after

which comes a tug of war between air

pump and Jack Frost.

I suppose the rubber hose coupling was
adopted to provide a flexible union be-

tween the cars, and, in mild weather, it

is admirably adapted to same. But where
does the flexibility come in when two men,

with a club under the coupling, and a

third man with his hands failed to bend

the hose sufficient to uncouple, and on

train parting, the hose will frequently

break clean off rather than straighten out

and imcouple, on account of being frozen

so solid? Undoubtedly the effect on pack-

ing leathers and triple valve pistons must

be somewhat similar. Of course instruc-

tors will say. and not believe otherwise,

that in exceptional cases, by making an

emergency application, the packing leathers

will expand and stay expanded until again

thawed out : but experience proves the

contrar\.

Would it not be possible for some in-

ventive genius to make a suitable metallic

piston ring, similar to a steam piston, and

a flexible metallic coupling between cars

that would be unaffected by extreme cold,

instead of the present cold weather rubber

failure?

If any individual instances of brake

failures are required in support of above

contention, they may be had by the quan-

tity around this district between the dates

of Dec. I and April i, any year, with train

in the hands of good average air brake

handlers.

Perhaps a little discussion on this sub-

ject would bring out some good points,

and incidentally completely demoralize the

writer. J. Whitehukst.
I^ocomotive Engineer.

Fort irHIiaiii. Can.

A Deserved Appointment.

Mr. Wilbcr P. Garabrant has been reg-

ularly appointed General .\ir Brake In-

spector of the United Railroads of New
Jersey division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. This includes all of the Pennsyl-

vania lines east of Philadelphia. His of-

fice w-ill be at Jersey City, and he will re-

port to and receive instructions from the

Superintendent of Motive Power direct.

Mr. Garabrant has already demonstrated

his fitness for the position, and hard iind

conscientious work has placed him there.

His immediate officials are to be congratu-

lated as well as he.

Brake cylinders should never be so lo-

cated on locomotives or cars that the

heads cannot be removed for cleaning

purposes.

zero. Up here it often dwells around 50

to 60 degrees below.

In reference to skidded wheels my ex-

perience dilifers somewhat with Mr.

Baker's, in the absence of any official

statement of flat wheels entered in my
record. The difficulty here is to get suffi-

cient braking power to make a slow, safe

stop, as one application is all that can

be depended on, as a rule, and sometimes

not that under these conditions. As a

rule one application is sufficient to make

a reliable stop, let alone skidded wheels,

as the air cannot be kept in the cylinders

long enough to even heat the brake shoes.

My belief is that skidded wheels will

be most generally found when a large per-

centage of empties are hauled one way.

I believe the reason for this is light re-

ductions and leaky train line. I find a

good way to overcome the difficulty is to

Tlie successful instructor is not always

the man who has command of a volu-

minous vocabulary and a fine flow of lan-

guage, but is more often the plain talk-

ing man who is able to make himself

clearly understood. It would be better,

in selecting a man for an instructor, to

choose the poorer talker, if he be logical

and intellectual; for he will convey the

idea more quickly, and his results will

be more lasting than those of the mart

who talks fluently and voluminously.

An exceedingly unfortunate feature of

the Ninth Annual Convention of the Air

Brake Association is the threatened

limited attendance, due to the restrictions

of the free pass exchange agreement.
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Reversing Plate Bolts.

Having had consi(k'ra1)k- ixi)cricncc in

air-piimi) maintenance-. I cannot fully en-

dorse tile type of reversing plate bolt

shown on page 4^0, and do not agree

when it ii; claimed that that bolt will re-

duce engine failures; for I am of the

opinion that it will increase rather than

diminish pump failures, .and will here

state my reasons.

Most certainly the H inch bolt now
used is too small in diameter, and is a

fruitful cause of pump failures, for it is

REVERSING PI,ATE liOLTS.

badly strained in setting up and often

broken in attempting its removal.

I have found it necessary to remove the

plate on a hot engine to extract a broken

reversing valve stem, to replace the plate

by a new one. unexpected wear having

developed in the old plate; also to in-

spect the end of the piston-rod. By all

means use the !/>-inch bolt. To rivet

over the end, however, is a bad idea, ac-

cording to my experience.

What I would advise is. a plate de-

signed and shown on page 490. same bolt

head, satne diameter (J/j-inch). and same

thread, tjut of the same length as the ^3-

inch bolt, substantially as shown in at-

tached sketch. FiJ.\NK R.^ttek.

Manchcslcr. A'. H.

Triple Valve Testing Appliance.

The accompanying sketch is a device

used as a triple valve connection when

testing valves in the shop on the tester.

and is designed with a quick coupling in

view, which is done by the upward move-

ment of the lever.

The thumb, or adjusting screw B. is

used to adjust the yoke C. all check

valve cases not being exactly the same

distance as shown. D is a gasket dove-

tailed, so as to be held in place wdien the

apparatus is not applied to the valve. The
lever is raised and just passes the center

line, and is held in that position by the

lock pin E.

This device is being used at the Illi-

nois Central shops at Burnside. and is

found to be quite a time saver, for it

expedites the repair of triple valves.

W. W. UpDegr.xff.
Chicago. III.

Westinghouse vs. Vacuum Brakes.

In your .March issue I see Mr. Xorman
1). .Macdonald takes exception to the re-

marks I made in a former letter as to the

npinions held by drivers in this country

regarding the merits of the Westinghouse
and vacuum brakes. 1 am extremely sorry

that I trod on the toes of such an old

champion of the Westinghouse as I un-

derstand Mr. Macdonald to be; but still

the truth must be told, and although he

has never chanced to meet them. I can as-

sure him there are a good nuiijber of

drivers even in Scotland who prefer the

vacuum to the Westinghouse air brake.

Speaking from the position of a prac-

tical engine driver who has handled both

brakes, personally I prefer the Westing-
house. but this does not prove that every

driver holds the same opinion. It is now
part of my duty to ride upon engines and
look after other men working the brakes,

so that I think Mr. Macdonald will grant

I am in a very gor)d position to hear the

opinions of drivers.

.\s regards his concluding remarks that

the vacuum fitted trains have to be started

constantly w-ith brakes more or less on.

I can only say that in my experience it

has not happened so frequently as to war-
rant me using it as an argument against

this brake. Neither do I think it does

happen very often if the driver is operat-

ing it properly. Wili.i.\m Leith.
Aberdeen, Scollaiid.

of the strainer is not in the hair alone,

but in the oil or other adhesive substances

it is saturated with, simply showing it is

the little things that make a success or

failure.

For illustration we applied one of these

strainers to a new passenger engine pull-

ing from 7 to 10 cars, with g'/S-inch pump
on. After 12 months' service, making a

total of g6,ooo miles, this engine was
shopped. Upon examination of the air

cylinder of the pump. I found the tool

marks as plain as when the pump came
from the factory. Tool marks were also

visible on the packing rings. The air end

was in perfect condition and was replaced

on engine without a cent of cost.

Another engine in the shops at the same
time, having had a new gj/j-inch pump
without a strainer, having made about

20,000 miles, was found in such condition

that it was neces.sary to bore cylinder,

renew packing rings, piston, valves, etc..

costing several dollars, which would in-

dicate the strainer was a very good thing.

Furthermore it seems to me that it is of

equal importance to the rest of the equip-

ment, thus preventing a considerable

amount of dirt from getting into the brake

valve, governor, tripple valve, etc.

Chas. F. Gregorv,
General Foreman Shops. C. St. P. M. &

O. Ry.

Sioux City. Iowa.

Work of an Air Straining Device.

I noticed an editorial in the Air Brake
Department of Locomotive Engineer-
ing presumably referring to the hair

[Undoubtedly this is a very good record,

and reflects much credit on the device

which can achieve such results. However,
the number of miles run and the cars

hauled is a useless and erroneous basis

10 use in making comparisons of air pump

I^nilirajli Loamu>rite h>:ffilittr\»g

TRIPLE V.M,VE TESTING APPLIANCE.

Ninth annupl convention of the .-Kir

Brake .-Kssociation. Pittsburg. Pa.. .April

29, 1902.

strainer recently put upon the market.

Referring to the same. I wish to give my
experience with the device. The editor

is undoubtedly correct in saying that the

claims are somewhat exaggerated; but I

have been much interested in the strainer

since I saw the dirt emptied out of one of

them that had been on but a few trips.

Furthermore. I wish to say that I have

used or seen used, hair strainers for a

number of years, and I find that the virtue

work. The bet;er and correct basis would
be the amount of air pumped, the stops

made, etc.. which would more truly and
accurately represent the actual air pump
work done.

—

Ed.]

The value and popularity of the Exami-
nation Questions and Answers is attested

by the sale of over fiTteen thousand dur-

ing the past year.
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Pressure Retaining and Recharging

Device.

I horcwitli hand you blue-print of a

pressure retaining and recharging device

of mine which you may pubhsh if it is of

enough interest.

Referring to blue-prints 26 is valvo

body. 27 is port for auxiliary pressure

to pass through. 30 is diaphragm. 31

is an adjusting screw. 32 is a cap nut.

33 is a relief port. 34 is a cock to be

kept open when it is not desired to use

the valve. 12 is a valve seat. 14 is a

valve body. 17 is. final exhaust openings.

18 is valve body end. 21 is a coil adjust-

ing spring. 25 is an opening to which

triple valve exhaust is tapped.

Operation is as follows: The threaded

end of the device is screwed into auxil-

iary at any convenient place. To re-

tain full brake-cylinder pressure, coil

spring is set at, say 68 lbs. Now, when

Brake Cylinder Location. scribed graduating feature is performed

I have recently observed some engines without the aid of the graduating spring,

which have the driver brake cylinders in

a bad position, as shown by sketch i.

The prettiest and most sensible posi-

tion that I have ever seen for the driver

brake cylinder, placed forward, is illus-

PRESSURE RETAINING AND RECHARGING
DEVICE.

auxiliaries are charged to 70 lbs. valve 12

stands open. When brakes are applied,

valve 12 will go to seat and remain so un-

til auxiliary pressure overcomes tensions

of spring 21. After brakes are applied

and it is desired to recharge or release,

put brake-valve in release position, and

air will discharge from the brake cylinder,

through triple valve exhaust, into open-

ing 25 and against valve seat 12. As

diaphragm 30 and valve seat 12 are ex-

actly the same size, there is no disturbing

efTect caused by air thus far. As soon

as auxiliary pressure overcomes tension

spring 21. valve 12 will be unseated, and

air from brake cylinder is free to pass to

atmosphere through final exhaust open-

ings 17 in valve cap.

Yours truly,

M. McCemas.

R. H. Foreman, M. K. & T. Ry.

Crceiiville, Texas.

FIG.
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-BRAKE CYLINDER LOCATION.

trated by sketch 2,

new ten wheelers

.\roostook.

Manchester. N. H.

taken from a lot of

for the Bangor &

Frank Rattek.

Improved Air Valve.

I enclose sketch of a new button air

valve, at least, the supposition is that it

is original.

This valve is designed to be attached

to a rubber hose used to blow of:

brass chips, dust, etc., off lathes, work

benches, etc.

With an ordinary cock or valve it re-

quires two hands to operate. With this

valve, which ust fits the hand, all that is

necessary is to push the button and the

air does the rest.

The valve is very simple and e,asy to

make, and has been found very satisfac-

tory in the way of saving time.

St. Paid. Minn. A. Munch.

In fact, on a long train, the triple will

graduate just as well without a graduating

spring as with it.

(153) C. .V. B.. Staples, Minn., writes:

A New York brake releases after being

set. How can it be told whether the

cause is in the cylinder, auxiliary reser-

voir or triple? A.—The release may be

due to an increase of pressure in the train

pipe, decrease in auxiliary reservoir or

leakage of brake cylinder pressure. The

person present must analyze the existing

conditions and determine which of causes

produced the trouble. Then he must

search further and determine what irreg-

ular detail produces the cause. See the

Air Brake Association's examination ques-

tions and answers. Look at the part

which describes the disorders and defects

of the New York brake; also those of the

Westinghouse.

(154) .\. A. C. Rawlins. Wyo., writes:

I would like to have you answer this

RnUva)/ f i.nvmn(i,e Eiujineenng

FIG. 2~BRAKE cylinder LOCATION.

question, as I think it is a hummer. It is

on a New York brake valve, Vaughn-

Mc.Kee style. In making a service appli-

cation, the brake valve will equalize all

right if moved one service notch to

another, right after each reduction has

been made. But if the valve is left stand-

ing in any of the service notches 2 or 3

minutes or more, no more of a reduction

QIESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(152) C. A. B., Staples, Minn., writes:

What duty does the graduating spring

perform with a light service application

with a very short train ; also with a long

train? A.—With a service reduction on can be made in any of the service notches,

a very short train, the graduating spring Furthermore, there was no train pipe

of the triple valve resists the full travel leakage, as the gage did not show it.

of the triple piston, and holds the parts This i.s the only brake valve I ever saw

in position so the graduating feature may do this. A.—There is only one thing

operate without any further movement of primarily that can do this, and that is

the slide valve. As the piston and grad- the moving of the equalizing piston

AN IMPROVED AIR NOZZLE V.'VLVE.

uating valve are the only parts that move

in succeeding graduations, the friction of

the moving parts is exceedingly small, the

graduations are finer and there is a mini-

mum of wear on the slide valve and its

seat. On a long train, the above de-

tovvard train pipe pressure and away from

the supplementary reservoir pressure.

Since there is no train pipe leakage, there

must necessarily be an increase of sup-

plementary reservoir pressure. This in-

crease could only come from the main
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reservoir pressure surroiintling the iiiaiii

slide valve, and probably leaked under

the valve into the supplenu-iuary reser-

voir when the valve handle was left for

-a considerable time in the service notch.

(155) W. C. H., Fitchburg Mass.,

writes:

Tlie slide valve feed valve sticks nie.

Please tell me a good book on air that

will explain it clearly. A.—This is nicely

described and explained in the examina-

tion questions and answers, fornuilated

by the Air Brake Association at their last

convention, and for sale by us for 25

cents, postpaid.

(156) C. A. B., Staples, Minn., writes:

Have you any treatise on the air brake?

I desire very much to take up this line of

work. A.—We have them all. See our

book department which appears in each

issue.

(157) T. F. H., New York city^writes:

In your answer to Air Brake question

147, in April paper, you say, "Possibly the

leakage groove is stopped up," as a reasoti

for brake not releasing after bleeding

auxiliary. I do not understand what the

leakage groove has to do with the re-

leasing of a brake. Please explain. A.

—

When train line pressure has been re-

duced to zero, setting the brake full, the

triple is at its extreme working stroke,

thus connecting direct the auxiliary, reser-

voir and brake cylinder and giving equal

pressures therein. Upon opening the

bleeder on the auxiliary, air from both

cylinder and auxiliary will be drawn out.

When the auxiliary pressure has been

, reduced slightly lower than the tension

of the compressed graduating spring, the

triple piston will move from full stroke

to lap position, thus cutting off commu-
nication between the brake cylinder and

auxiliary reservoir. By this time the

brake cylinder pressure has been so re-

duced that the release spring in the cylin-

der has forced the piston almost home.

If the leakage groove is clear, it will al-

low the remaining brake cylinder air to

leak out and the brake will be entirely

off. However, if the groove is not clear,

and the slide valve seat is well oiled, the

slide valve will resist rue ten.;ency t-f the

brake cylinder air to force it oflf its seal

and to escape into the auxiliary reser-

voir and out throngh the bleeder to the

atmosphere. Hence the brake will st.-'.y

set.

(158) J. S.. Milan, Mo., writes:

Can two 8-inch air pumps be com-
pounded? If so, please give us the

method. A.—Yes. Connect both pumps
up to the same =!team pipe. Connect the

air discharge pipe of piinip No i into

No. I reservoir. Then connect the suc-

tion of pump No. 2 into No. i reservoir,

and the discharge pipe of No. 2 pump
into No. 2 reservoir. With this arrange-

ment you can pump an air jircssure

twice as great as your steam pressure.

Electricians would say these pumps were

connected in "series."

(159) J- S., Milan. Mo., writes:

Will two wheels attached to the same

axle, of different diameters, run to the

low side on straight track? A.—There

would necessarily be a slipping back of

the larger wheel or a slipping forward

of the smaller one to keep them side by

side, even though they were held in place

on the car by the journal box. With
relation to the track, however, the tend-

ency would be for the wheels to seek

the low side.

(160) D. S., Chicago, III., writes:

In regard to the automatic slack ad-

juster question 570 of the examination

(juestions and answers, I would like a

fuller explanation to question 570. As
far as 1 can understand the workings of

the adjuster, if the brakes are applied, it

can't take up only after each amplication

of the brakes. Please explain. A.

—

Slack can be taken up only after an ap-

plication of the brake, and only then if

the piston travel is greater than that

amount predetermined. See questions

568 and 569, which explain the operation

of the adjuster. Question 570 asks

whether it would not be better to take

up the slack in "big bunches" as it

might exist if someone had let out slack

on the dead levers or replaced a broken
connecting rod with one much longer.

The answers say that it is better to take

up in small quantities and have narrow

limits rather than take up in "bunches"

and have wide limits.

(161) P. J. F., Oelwein, Iowa, w-rites:

I. What is the proper angle-cock to

open first when coupling engine to non-

changed cars? A.— i. All those in the

picked up cars, e.Kcept the rear cock,

then the one on the forward end at the

first car. 2. With cars attached to en-

gine and picking up cars already charged,

and why? A.—2. The forward cock on

the section being picked up, because the

pressure in those cars would probably be

lower, and only one emergency appli-

cation would be caused by the coupling

up operation. 3. With ten cars attached

to engine picking up cars not charged?

A.—3. The same as in the preceding

case. 4. How should the engmeer handle

the brake valve in each case.' A.—4. He
had better lap it during the coupling up

operation in all cases to save his mam
reservoir air, as he doesn't know whether

the rear cock is open or there is a possi-

ble broken train pipe on the picked up

cars.

(162) M. H. L., Brooklyn, writes:

Why does the air whistle blow just one

long blast when the cord is pulled two or

three times? A.—The pulls are probably

made too close together. They should be

at about one second duration, and one

second between pulls.

European Railway Jottings.

UV CHARLES ROUS M.\RTENS.

The close of the year 1901 has witnessed

tiic advent at last, after long anticipations,

of a new type of compound engine on the

Midland Railway. They are of three-cyl-

inder design, but as they really belong to

the year igo2, and as the fir-,1 of them is

as yet merely in the experimental stage,

while information available is somewhat

meager, it will, I think, be better that I

should let them stand over to a future

date, as also a new variant of the "2606"

Midland type with large Belpaire boilers,

which has also just emerged from the

Derby shops. During the past year Mr.

S. W. Johnson has continued to build his

standard 7-foot coupled class. The later

number of these, however, have 19-inch

cylinders instead of i9J4-inch. Their

boiler heating surface is only 1,193 square

feet, whereas Mr. Johnson's original boil-

ers of twenty-five years ago, had 1,225

square feet ; but here again the nominal

loss in heating surface area is believed to

be more than compensated by the superior

disposition of the lubes and by the greatly

increased size of the firebox, which is no

less than 8 feet in length. I have some

records of very good work with these en-

gines.

The principal new departure of 1901 on

the North Eastern Railway, as regards ex-

press locomotives, has been dealt with

pretty fully in my earlier letters. I refer

of course to the gigantic six-wheeled

coupled express engines of the so-called

'Ten-wheeler" type with 80-inch drivers

and cylinders 20 x 26 inches, with a weight,

in working order, of 67 tons, exclusive of

tender. Five of these have been construct-

ed by Mr. W. Worsdell, and all, by their

admirable performance, have abundantly

justified their novel design.

Toward the close of the year just ex-

pired, Mr. J. G. Robinson, the new chief

mechanical engineer of the Great Central

Railway, brought out a fresh class of four-

coupled engines for the express service of

that line. They have 81-inch coupled

wheels, leading four-wheeled bogies, cylin-

ders iSj'S x 26 inches, 1.378 square feet of

heating surface and 180 pounds steam

pressure. They weigh 53 tons in working

order. In some experimental trips with

these engines I obtained extremely favor-

atle results, and I understand that more

are to be constructed. On the Lancashire

& Yorkshire. Mr. H. A. Hoy has convert-

ed one of his predecessor's penultimate

standard class, with 87-inch coupled

wheels, into a four-cylinder compound
somewhat resembling the London & North

Western "Jubilee" type. At present suffi-

cient information about this experiment

and its results is not available to enable me
to deal with the matter now. I may have

more to say about it later.

Apart from this single instance there

have been no new departures on either the

Lancashire & Yorkshire, the North Brit-
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ish. the Glasgjw & South Western or Cale-

donian, \vi;Ii reference to express engines.

On the Highland Railway Mr. P. Druni-

mond's new ten-wheeler class, with 5-foot

9-inch six-coupled driving wheels, has

come into regular service and appears to

be doing very well. Like Mr. Aspinall's

"1400" class on the Lancashire & York-

shire, it possesses over 2.000 square feet of

heating surface, these two classes being the

only passenger engine types in the country

to have so large an area.

I have already referred incidentally to

the strikingl) novel departures made by

several British railways in respect of en-

gines intended for freight or mineral ser-
"

vice. Several of these have been con-

structed respectively by the Lancashire &

Yorkshire, Great Northern. London &

North Western. North Eastern and the

Caledonian lines. All have eight-coupled

driving wheels, either 51 or 54 inches in

diameter, but in no case is the American

method adopted of providing a leading

pony truck. They therefore do not belong

to the "Consolidation" class. The Great

Northern, Lancashire & Yorkshire and

Caledonian eight-coupled engines have in-

side cylinders ; the North Eastern has its

cylinders outside : the London & North

Western, being a four-cylinder compound,

has two high-pressure cylinders outside

and two low-pressure inside. All appear

to be giving marked satisfaction, but it is

early days yet for me to offer any ma-

tured results. Mr. J. F. Mcintosh's Cale-

donian engines of this class I described at

some length in a former letter.

Of six-coupled goods engines the most

notable are those recently built by Mr.

Robinson for the Great Central line. These

are noteworthy for the great size of their

boilers, which are no less than 5 feet in

diameter. A batch of very efficient six-

coupled goods engines, which, however,

possess no special features of novelty, has

been supplied to the South Eastern &

Chatham line by Mr. Wainwrigbt.

The new British tank engines of the

year have not been in any special way

nrtewortby.

Crossing the English Channel into

France, one does not find very nnich of

striking novelty. The splendid •.\tlantic"

type of expre s engines on the de Glehn

four-cylinder compound ^vstem are being

largely multiplied by M. du Bousquet for

the French Northern Railway. Eighteen

more are in the course of construction. Un-

like the two pioneers of the type, the next

eighteen will have six-wheeled tenders in-

stead of eight-wheeled, as the adoption of

the track tank and tender-scoop for pick-

ing up water at speed enables a much

smaller tender tank to be used than hither-

to. On the same railway M. du Bousquet

"has lately brought out a very fine twelve-

wheeled tank engine for suburban service.

It has four wheels coupled and leading

and trailing four-wheeled bogies. The

American engines supplied to the State

and Paris. Lyons & Mediterranean Rail-

ways of France are now getting into regu-

lar work. ai;d seem to be giving satisfac-

tion. Most of the French railways built

or procured so large a number of new ex-

press engines in preparation for the ex-

pected Exhibition traffic of i()O0 that they

seem generally now to be "lying on their

oars" for a time, being apparently equipped

Setting Piston Valves.

The setting of piston valves is, for some

people, more or less surrounded by an at-

mosphere of mystery. There is. of course,

no mystery about it. and at close range

even the possible haze in the atmosphere,

disappears.

There are two classes of piston valves

•i
1-4

OUTSIDE ADMISSION—INDIRECT

up to the extent of their existing require-

ments. The Southern Railway of France

is, however, having a few engines built on

the de Glehn four-cylinder principle, but

of the "Consolidation" type, having eight

wheels coupled and a leading pony truck.

These have recently been put to work on

the severe grades of the Pyrennean sec-

tions of that line, which are at the rate of

3 to 3.2 per cent for considerable dis-

tances. The de Glehn compounds are still

being largely multiplied on the French and

Swiss and some German railways, and

continue to give results so exceedingly

satisfactory that I imagine their introduc-

tion into this country, and perhaps also

into America, is only a question of time.

in use; those wbicli admit steam to the

cylinders from their outer edges or ends,

and those which admit steam from the cen-

tral portion, or from the inside of the body

of the valve. The former may. for want of

a better name, be called "outside" admis-

sion valves, and the latter "inside" admis-

sion valves. The outside valves are sim-

ilar to the ordinary "V>" slide valve, and

other things being equal, they are set just

as the "D" valve is set. These outside

valves have the advantage, possessed by

all piston valves, of enabling locomotive

designers to make short steam passages,

and to pretty evenly balance the valve

itself. The inside admission pis"on valve

-I'
I

\r^'
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OUTSIDE ADMISSION—DIRECT.

Enginemen Getting Hit by Obstruc-
tions Near the Track.

is not ex.Tctly like the "D" sliile valve,

but it possesses the additional advantage

Several cases have happened within the over other piston valves, that it is more

last few months of engmeers being killed perfectly balanced, because the valve rod

or injured in the cab by coming in con-

tact with bridges, water cranes, mail bag

catchers. That accidents of this char-

acter are becoming more numerous is ncj

doubt due to the greater width of cab put

upon recent engines, but the convenience

of the men in the cab ought not to be

increased at the expense of their safety.

The greater part of the accidents have

happened on engines where the cab is

on top of the boiler and engineer and

fireman separated. This has given a

stron.s argument for those who are agi-

tating to have a third man put on engines

of this character, and the politicians are

inclined to make the best of it. It goes

without saying that no permanent struc-

ture should project near cnoutdi the

track to hit an engineman who is looking

fuit of the cab. The men responsible for

this kind of accident will be fortunate if

they escape indictment for manslaughter.

works only in exhaust steam and the

valve chamber covers are only required to

sustain intermittent exhaust steam pres-

sure. The valve stem packing has a'so an

easier time of it. and lastly the central

admission feature, has the effect of hold-

ing hot live steam where temperature

losses are less likelv to occur.

The setting of these outside and inside

admission piston valves is inodified by the

method ot connecting them with the links

and eccentric rods. There arc two ways

in which this connection may be made.

The first, and most familiar in locomo-

tive practice is with an ordinary rocker,

pivoted in the center with one arm up and

the other down. This rocker transforms

a forward thrust of an eccentric rod into

a backward valve movement, and is called

indirect connection. The other method,

that of direct connection is where valve
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stem and transmission bar (which latter

terminates in llu- linl< block), are each

attached to rockers, the arms of which

are both above the pivot point. With

direct connection a forward ccccntric-

rod movement produces a like forward

motion of the valve.

Wc have, therefore, before ns. two

types of valves, and two methods of con-

nection. The old ada^e that "two and

two make four," holds good on railways,

as it does elsewhere, and we have four

possible combinations to deal with. Des-

ignating them by the names already u.sed,

we may have an ontsidc-admission, di-

rect-connected valve, or to put it concisely

an "outside-direct" valve. Then follows

the inside-direct ; the outside-indirect, and

the inside-indirect valves.

If one may summarize what has been

said, it will be seen that the inside-di-

rect, and the outside-indirect, valves, have

eccentrics placed on the arrow-head plan.

If any one cares for a possible aid to

memory on this subject, he may say to

himself that to reach the inside, direct, is

exactly what an arrow might be expected

to do; and further Iv a curious associa-

tion of opposite ideas, the other condition,

viz. : outside, indirect, also affects the ar-

row-head plan. The other two valves, the

outside-direct, and the inside-indirect, fol-

low the only method left, and place their

eccentrics in the imfortunate untbrella

position.

On the Central Railroad of New Jersey

they have the two classes of valves, set

on arrow-head principle, but they have

i^

—

O
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INSIDE ADMISSION—INDIKKCT.

In setting anv one of these piston valves

it is necessarv. first of all. to ascertain

to which of the four classes, the valve in

question, belongs. Knowing this, we

further find that the position of the eccen-

trics, when the valve is of the outside-

direct type, is that the belly of each lies

on the side of the vertical center line,

farthest from the crank-pin, or to put it

another way, if the crank pin be repre-

sented by the figure IX, on the dial of

a clock, and the center lines of the eccen-

trics, by the hands, the latter will stand ap-

proximately at 5 minutes past 5 ; all three

lines roughly resembling an umbrella blown

inside out. The outside-admission valve,

we have said, resembles closely the fa-

iniliar "D" slide valve, but its direct con-

nection, in this case, forces the eccentrics

only one "umbrella" on that line, not

intended to keep off rain, as it is of the

inside-indirect type.

In setting the Vauclain-compound pis-

ton valves the C. of N. J. people meas-

ure the valve very carefully, and they

place it so as to give the forward cen-

ter-punch mark on the valve stem. This

is done by examination, with the front

valve chamber cover, oflf. They then dou-

ble the lap of the valve, and lay off that

distance on the valve stem, from the

front center-punch mark, and that point

becoiTies the back center-punch mark.

The valves are then set like ordinary

slide valves, with this point alw-ays in

the mind of the man doing the work,

that if he is setting valves which require

what we have called the umbrella plan.

f++ r<i/r< stttn TT Ti'tnsinissiun bar
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INSIDE .ADMISSION-DIRECT.

to conform to stationary practice. With

the inside-direct valve, the eccentrics lie

on the same side as the crank-pin. and

their lines make, what we may call, an

arrow-head, with the crank-pin on the ar-

row shaft. The outside-indirect, eccen-

trics also assume the arrow-head position,

whi'e the inside-indirect, eccentrics are set

with lines suggesting an umbrella blown

inside out.

the vaKes must be moved iia'ciy from the

crank-pin. to increase the lead, and

tozcard the crank-pin with the arrow-

head kind.

There has been an improvement made
on a number of this company's engines,

which have valve-stems extending

through the front cover. They do away
with gland and packing at the front end,

and enclose the stem in a piece of closely

fitting wrought iron pipe, and plug the

end. First cost, maintenance, charge, and'

general round-house trouble, is thereby

materially reduced.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspotiilents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses. not for
puhlicalimi, hut fur evidence of good faith.

IVe throw all anonymous I, tiers in the
waste basket.

(129) W. M .'\. says:

Brooks engine 655 is a Columbia type

except she is a six-driver engine, what is

the naine of the type? A.—This is a

Prairie type engine or a 2-6-2 type ac-

cording to the Whyte system.

(i.?o) W. H. B. asks:

Will you please inform me if the

smoke-arch of British and German loco-

motives contain a netting for arresting

cinders. -Also the length of arch. A.

—

British and German locomotives have no

netting in the smoke-box. The length

of the smoke-box varies from 30 inches

to three feet.

(131) F. W. R.. Winona. III., asks:

For a definition of a "heavy" and also

of a "light" steam gage? A.—If you

haveaboilcr which is carrying 100 pounds

pressure as shown on a correct, standard

test steam gage, and that at the same

time the gage you are doubtful about,

shows 105 pounds, then the gage in-

question is heavy by 5 pounds. li on the

other hand, this gauge in question regis-

ters only 95 pounds, it is said to be 5

pounds light.

( 13J) J. W. L. asks:

T. What size hole is usually put into a

hollow staybolt? A.—The Falls Hollow

Staybolt Company, whose bolts are rolleJ

hollow their entire length, inform us that

one-eighth to three-sixteenth holes are

usually specified by the railway and ma-

rine trade. 2. Does the air going

through the hollow bolts aid or hinder

combustion? A.^It should assist com-

bustion. 3. Is it better to have a hole

clear through a staybolt or just drillc 1 in

at end? A.—Opinions differ. It would

scetn as though the rolled hollow bolt

would be less apt to break, having no

point at whicli the drill stops. Then. too.

the rolled holes are practically central

while some drilled holes are far from it.

(133") J- A. asks:

What is the best method of blocking a

piston valve, broken within the chamber

or with valve-stem broken within the valve

chamber? A.—The best way is to take

off both valve chamber covers, centre the

valve, put a block of wood of proper size

in each end to hold it central, and put ore

the covers. Vou then take no chances.

If you are in a desperate hurrj' and know
positively whether the valve is an outside
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or inside admission, direct or indirect con-

nected valve, push it to the front end and

secure the stem. This fills the cylinder

with steam. Move the engine so that this

steam will hold the piston against the

cylinder cover at one end or the other

;

disconnect and block. If you are not ab-

solutely sure of what you are doing, adopt

the first mentioned plan.

(134) T. F. L., Sayre. Pa., asks:

Is the method of testing heavy 4-cylin-

<ier for blows through pistons and valves

applicable to high-speed compounds as

well as heavy ones? A.—Yes if the high-

speed 4-cylinder compound is like the

heavy ones in cylinder and valve arrange-

ment. (2) Is the method applicable to

compounds having low-pressure cylinder

on top? A.—Not exactly, as the cylinder

cocks are in the high pressure cylinders.

Tests not involving manipulation of cylin-

der cocks are applicable. With low-pres-

sure cylinders on top, if they are provided

with indicator plugs, slackening oft' one or

both they might be made to do duty as

cylinder cocks for the purposes of the test.

(3) Does Auchincloss deal with a rocker

arm motion in his work on valve motion?

A.—He does. He deals with both direct

and indirect valve motion.

(135) O. J. B., Hopkins, Minn., asks:

What is the raising of water in a boiler?

A.—Foaming is probably what you are

thinking of. When steam is formed in

clear, pure water, each little bubble as

it rises is instantly freed when it gets to

the surface, and passes up into the steam

space comparatively dry. Foaming gen-

erally takes place in greasy or soapy

water. Each steam bubble as it tries to

break away from the surface, is enveloped

in a film like a soap bubble which is car-

ried up a certain distance before it breaks.

When this goes on to any extent a large

amount of frothy water is carried up into

the throttle with harmful results. Another
danger in foaming, is the difficulty of

telling the true level of the water in the

boiler. The remedy is to shut down as

soon as possible and wash out the boiler.

(2) What is wire drawn steam? A.

—

Steam is said to be wire drawn when it is

so throttled that its pressure is seriously

reduced after it has left the boiler, or if

fed into a cylinder through so small an

opening as not to be able to follow up

the piston with anything like the proper

effective pressure. (3) Is there any, and
if so, about how much, difference between

a mechanical and a flesh and blood horse

power? A.—The H. P. was first used by

Watt. It is the raising of 33,000 pounds

one foot high in one minute of time, or

550 foot-pounds per second. A good
horse might be able to do this for a short

time but he could not keep it up. An
average, given by some authorities, is to

place the flesh and blood H. P. at about

54 of the mechanical H. P.

(136) J. 11. W., Georgia, asks:

For rule to find tractive power of an

engine of any given cylinder stroke, steam

pressure and weight. A.—The usual

formula is

D
Where T is the tractive force, d is the

diameter of the cylinder in inches; j is

the stroke in inches; /> the average pres-

sure in the cylinder, taken at about 85 per

cent, of boiler pressure; D the diameter

of the driving wheel in inches. (2) Also

to find weight on drivers and weight on

truck separately. .K.-—It is almost im-

possible to do this without special appa-

ratus. The best way is to run the engine

pilot first on a set of track scales, stopping

just before the leading driver comes on

the scale table. Weigh the engine truck.

Move the engine over the table until the

truck is off, and weigh. Then run the

engine ahead, fully off the scales, and

reverse the operation by backing on,

weighing drivers first, backina: further

until only the truck remains, and weigh-

ing. The average of these weights will

give an approximate figure only. The

re.ason this method is not accurate

is on account of the internal friction of

the machine itself. When standing with

truck on the scales, and drivers on the

solid track, the truck sinks down slightly,

but the driving journals, not being knife

edges, offer a frictional resistance, to-

gether with that of the spring rigging,

bo.xes in jaws, etc., etc., and prevent a

positively accurate result from being ob-

tained. (3) Also the rule to find weight

necessary to counter-balance an engine.

A.—(i) Weigh the reciprocating parts,

piston and rod, crosshead and pin, and

small-end half of main rod. Add these

together and call the total A. The weigh-

ing of the rod is done by placing it upon

knife edges through crank and wrist pin

holes, one of which supports rests upon

a set of platform scales. Reverse the rod

when weighing the big-end half. The

sum of these two weights should be the

weight of the rod. (2) Weigh the re-

volving parts, that is, the side rods as

distributed to each wheel, and to the

weight of the side rod on the main

wheel, add the weight of the big-end half

of the connecting rod, weighed as de-

scribed above. The distrilnited weight

of the side rod on each wheel is ascer-

tained in the same manner as the connect-

ing rod. All the parts of the side rod

should be coupled together, placed on

knife edges, passed through crank-pin

holes, the rod carefully leveled, and the

weighing machine inserted under each

knife edge in turn. The sum of these

weighings should equal the total weight

of the rod. (3) Then % of weight A,

previously found, should be divided into

as many parts as there are driving wheels,

on one side, and added to the weight of

side rod, found for each wheel, together

with the big-end of connecting rod on the

main driver. We have now ascertained

the weight to be balanced at the radius

of the crank pin. (4) Place each pair

of driving wheels successively upon a

pair of trestles with journals resting on

smooth flat strips of iron or steel, and

carefully leveled. Hang weights to one

of the crank pins until it comes down to

a horizontal position, and if pushed

gently in either direction will return to

its position. If then the hanging weight

for each wheel is equal to the weight

found, in each case by the scales, the

wheel is correctly balanced. If not the

balance weight in the wheel should be

adjusted by increasing or decreasing ac-

cording as it is too low or too high.

Each wheel should be separately adjusted.

(5) Example for a consolidation engine.

Reciprocating weights (supposed}:

Piston and rod 525 pounds.

Crosshead. and pin Z'iZ

Little-end half of connecting

rod 239

996

996 = A
996 X ?^ = 664 lbs.

664 ^ 4 ^ 166 lbs. per wheel.

The Industrial Water Company^ whose

methods and apparatus are being quite

largely used by railways troubled with bad

water, have moved their office to 126

Liberty street. New York. Their latest

catalogue shows the apparatus which

forms a continuous automatic water soft-

ening plant, delivering any desired quan-

tity of softened and purified water per

hour.

Revolving weights. lbs. Ji(.-lX?i) Totals

Side rod, LL 97 -f- "66 = 263

Side rod, LI 231 + 166 = 35

Side rod, A/) -f big-eud half Crod 284 -|- 4S5 = 769 -f 166 = 935

Side rod, LT 99 -|- 166 = 265
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Mr. J. II. i\I(.-(;ill has Ihtii appointed

master iiicclianic at Somerset, Ky., vice

Mr. D. Brown resigned.

E. J. Pearson is appointed assistant

general superintendent, Northern Pacific

R. R., office at St. Paul. Mifin.

Mr. J. E. Goodman has been appointed

mechanical insiiector of the Northern Pa-

cific Railway, with lioad(|iiarters at St.

Paul.

H. M. Ctirry will have charge of Fargo

shops of the Northern Pacific Railway,

and mechanical matters of the Dakota

Division.

Mr. Samuel Parslow has been appoint-

ed foreman in charge of all brass work
of the St. Paul shops of the Great North-

ern R. R.

W. S. Clarkson now has charge of

Livingston shops of the Northern Pa-

cific Railway, and mechanical matters of

Montana Divi.sion.

Mr. John Dickson, general air brake in-

structor of the Great Northern Railway

Line, has been appointed superintendent

of shops at Everett, Wash.

J. • H. Sally has been assigned to the

entire Montana Division of the Northern

Pacific Railway, and headquarters will

continue to be at Livingston.

H. H. Warner is now in charge of

South Tacoma shops of the Northern

Pacific and Tacoma terminals except lo-

comotive service in Tacoma yards.

Morris Hickey is now master mechanic.

Northern Pacific Railway, with head-

quarters at Seattle, in charge of me-

chanical matters of Seattle Division.

Mr. R. D. Smith has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Burlington & Missouri River Railroad

in Nebraska, with headquarters at Lin-

coln.

Mr. F. H. Manss has been appointed

passenger agent of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River R. R. Co., at Al-

bany, to succeed Mr. F. E. Barbour, pro-

moted.

S. L. Bean will hereafter have charge

of Brainerd shops of the Northern Pa-

cific Railway, and mechanical matters of

first and second districts of Lake Supe-

rior Division.

Mr. C. S. McManus has been ap_pointed

superintendent of the Charlotte Division

01 the Southern Railway Company, with

office at Charlotte, N. C, vice Mr. W.
B. Ryder, resigned.

Mr. Wm. Donahue has been apj)ointed

traveling engineer of the Western Di-

vision of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha, succeeding Charles

Cartwright, deceased.

Mr. George R. Parker, air brake in-

.structor Iowa Central Railway, has been
appointed general air brake instructor of

the Great Northern Railway Line, suc-

ceeding Mr. Dickson.

Richard Smith has been made master

mechanic, Northern Pacific Railway,

with headquarters at Glendive. Mont.,

and will have charge of mechanical mat-

ters of the Y'ellowstonc Division, includ-

ing l^Lindan terminal.

Mr. C. F. Richardson has been appoint-

ed road foreman of engines for the Balti-

more & Ohio R. R. Co., with head-

quarters at Garrett, Ind. Mr. George E.

Wilson is his assistant.

Mr. C. S. Larrison has been appointed

air brake inspector on the Northern Pa-

cific R. R. Co., with headquarters at St.

Paul, succeeding J. E. Goodman, as-

signed to other duties.

C. E. Allen is now in charge of the

entire Yellowstone Division of the North-
ern Pacific, with headt|uarters at Glen-

dive. and will receive instructions from
Master Mechanic Smith,

Mr. F. E. Barbour has been anpointed

general agent of the passenger depart-

ment, with headquarters at No. 226.3 St.

Catherine street, Montreal, P. Q., to

succeed Mr. H. D. Carter, promoted.

Mr. A. L. Moler has resigned as mas-
ter mechanic and superintendent of the

Macon, Dublin & Savannah R. R. at

Macon, Ga., to accept a position as mas-
ter mechanic on the Queen & Crescent at

Monroe, La.

Mr. I. F. Wallace formerly with the

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha
R. R., has been appointed road foreman
of engines on the St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern in charge of the Central

and Valley Divisions.

Mr. Daniel Willard has been elected

third vice-president of the Erie R. R. Co.,

with oflfices in New Y'ork as before.

Those who have known Mr. Willard in

previous positions will not be surprised

to note his advancement.

Mr. H. C. Shields has resigned his

position as assistant general foreman at

the C. R. R. of N. J. shops at Phillips-

burg, N. J., and accepted a position as

division foreman of the B. & P. Division

of the D. L. & W. R. R. at Bangor, Pa.

C. T. Hessmer is assigned to Dakota
Division of the Northern Pacific Railway,

in place of C. S. Larrison. assigned to

other duties. Mr. Hessmer will have
headquarters at Fargo, and will receive

instructions from Master Mechanic Curry.

Mr. J. D. Hurley, formerly vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the Standard
Pneumatic Tool Company, has been
appointed manager of the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company, with hcadguartcrs
at Chicago.

H. A. Lyddon is now master mechanic.

Northern Pacific Railway, with head-
quarters at Staples, Minn., and will

have charge of mechanical matters of the

Minnesota Division and branches, except

Como shops and car work at Minneapolis
and St. Paul terminals.

James Bruce is appointed master me-
chanic. Northern Pacific Railway, with

headquarters at Head of Bay, Ta-
coma, and will have charge of mechanical
matters of the Pacific Division, except
South Tacoma shops and Tacoma termi-

nals, but including locomotive service in

Tacoma yards.

Newman Kline is appointed superin-

tendent of Pacific Division. Northern
Pacific R. R.. Tacoma, Wash., and
pending the appointment of superintend-

ent, Mr. C. W. Houston, train mas-
ter, will assume charge of the Yellow-
stone Division, performing all duties and
authority of division superintendent.

Mr. Edward N. Hurley, formerly pres-

ident of the Standard Pneumatic Tool Co.,

and now a director in the Chicago Pneu-
matic Tool Co., sailed for Loridon on
April 17, to meet Mr. J. W. Duntley and
complete arrangements for the sale of the
International Pneumatic Tool Co. of

London to the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Co,

Col. Jno. T. Dickinson, who has here-

tofore represented the Consolidated Rail-

way, Electric Lighting & Equipment
Company in Chicago, has been trans-

ferred to New Y'ork as general agent,
with headquarters at the general offices

of the company, 100 Broadway, New
York; and Mr. Geo. W. Carhart has suc-

ceeded Col. Dickinson as general agent
of the company in Chicago and the West.

Mr. W. E. Symons has resigned as su-

perintendent of motive power and equip-
ment on the Plant System, where he has

been for a number of years. The im-
provement in the motive power depart-

ment under his direction has been much
commented on by patrons of the road.

He has accepted a position with the Bald-
win Locomotive Works and will spend
considerable time in Great Britain and
Europe studying modem locomotive
practice in those countries.

President Ingalls of the Big Four, who
is a statesman and a lawyer, besides being

one of the most far-sighted railroad men
ki the country, has expressed himself as

being decidedly opposed to the prevailing

tendency to consolidating railroad prop-

erties. He perceives that the logical result

of the movement will be in a large com-
bination under one man control and he is
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sagacious enough to understand that llv

people of this great country will not stand

that. Mr. Ingalls advises all concerned

to pause in their career of railroad con-

quest if they do not want to have their

property taken under Government control.

Archibald Angus .McLcod, who was at

one time a conspicuous figure in railway

and financial circles, died in New York

last month. Mr. Mcl.eod was for many

years associated with the late Austin Cor-

hin and was advanced by that astute fi-

nancier to be president of the Philadelphia

& Reading Railroad system. While hold-

ing that position Mr. McLcod conceived

the idea of combining all the anthracite

carrying railroads into a comnumily of

interest" arrangement for offensive and

uetensive purposes. It was a stupendous

scheme and he succeeded in securing con-

trol of the Central Railroad of New Jer-

sey and of the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

When he tried to obtain control of the

Delaware, Lackawamia & Western he ran

against financial interests that resented the

enterprise of this comparatively new com-

£r in the financial field and their intluence

was sufficient to wreck Mr. McLcod's

plans. That interrupted what was prc-

viiiusly a career of conquest and ended

Mr. McLeod's railroad career, but greatly

extended "community of interest" schemes

were subsequently carried out, .ilthough

it w-as never admitted that ^Ir. McLcod

was the originator of the idea.

The offices of the general superintend-

ent, general freight and passenger agent,

and engineer maintenance of w-ay, of the

Southern Indiana Railway Company, are

now located at Terre Haute, Indiana.

In a recent issue of R.mlwav and

LocOMOTiVK ENCiiNEERiNX.. a personal

note appeared to the effect that Mr. James

Buchanan had been appointed General

Superintendent of the Richmond Loco-

motive Works. We are informed by Mr.

H. A. Gillis, General Superintendent of

the Works, that the position that Bn-

chanan was appointed to was General

Inspector.

The Consolidated Railway Electric

Lighting & Equipment Company are is-

suing a series of pamphlets which arc

extremely valuable to those having this

apparatus in charge The illustrations are

excellent and show every part of the

mechanism so perfectly that there should

be no difficulty in thoroughly understand-

ing all its workings. Copies of these can

be had on application to the company.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company

are naturally pleased with the result of a

test of their hollow staybolt recenliy

made at McGill University of a piece of

one-inch douljle refined charcoal stay-

bolt iron with a three-sixteenth hole. In

a length of 2sH inches, the equivalent

elongation in 8 inches was over 31 per

cent., while the reduction of area was

nearly 46 per cent. The yield point was

32.000 pounds per square inch and the

ultimate tensile strength 49,300 pounds

per square inch.

How He Protected Strangers to the

Language.

A young man recently appointed travel-

ing passenger agent lor the Milwaukee

division of a certain big railway, who was

starting out on a business trip, had taken

a seat in the sleeping car and was ex-

plaining to a friend the duties and possi-

bilities of his new position. "The secret

of success in a business of this kind is

to make your patrons appreciate what

you do for them," said he. "It does not

do to drop a man as soon as you have

induced liini to buy a ticket and then

chase after new victims. Now, as an illus-

tration, there are two foreigners forward

in the smoking car who cannot speak

English, and I am going with them to

the station where they change cars and

see that they get on the right train and

have the acconnn<ulati<)ns they are en-

Train Burled In Snow for Four Days.

It is a most extraordinary thing to

read about a passenger train being buried

in snow during the last week of March,

yet that was what happened to a passen-

ger train on the Great Northern. There

were about 250 passengers on the train

and they nearly perished from cold and

hunger. There was some of the worst

mismanagement in connection with this

affair that we ever heard of. .^fter the

train was stalled in an arctic tempera-

ture, the engine, that possessed the only

means of keeping the cars warm, was un-

coupled from the train and sent back to

try and reach a station where relief

might be obtained. Of course the engine

got stalled, as nearly always happens when
an attempt is made to back an engine

through heavy snow. Then the people

in the train were left to freeze. The din-

ing car conductor displayed good judg-

ment by cutting down the supply of food

to keep the people from starving by mak-

ing it spread over several days. The
whole train, after a time, became entirely

buried in the snow and the danger of

J. lJui»uiuLLaicki, phot , Ipkytck, Baikal.

TRAN.S ASIATIC RAILROAD.—THE FORTY-MII.E ICK-BREAKINf. TRAIN-FERRIAGE
ACROSS THE LAKE B.MKAL.—(Armstrong, Engineers, Newcastle, England.)

titled to. I have their tickets and told

them to show my card to the conductor

and refer him to me."

The conversation at this point was in-

terrupted by the entrance of the con-

ductor.

"By the way, conductor," he said, as

he handed over his annual pass, together

with the two tickets, "I suppose you

found my two men up forward? Here
are their tickets."

"Well, I don't know," said the conduc-

tor. "I stopped the train at a flag sta-

tion seven miles back here and put ofif

two fellows that couldn't talk United

States, and when I asked for tickets

showed me a card with somebody's name
on it and said tliat was their ticket."

—

Mikviiiikec Sentinel.

freezing to death was decreased. Three

days after the train was stalled art elec-

trician on the train found a telegraph in-

strument and connected it with the wires.

By this means word was sent to the near-

est division point telling about the plight

of the train and a rotary snow plow was

dispatched to their relief and reached the

sufferers without much difficulty.

A very important question that arises

in connection with this affair i.s, why was

the rotary not sent out sooner with re-

lief? It must have been certain enough

that the train was stalled in the snow

somewhere and it was a most extraordi-

nary proceeding on the part of the su-

perintendent or other responsible ofiicial

of that division, to lounge about waiting

to receive a message from the train.
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A Bit of History Aliout New England

Locomotives.

The Uaniel Nasoii wa'^ Imill in 1858, by

George S. Griggs, M. M.. nf llic Boston

Si Providence R; K. Drivers were four

in nunil)er, 4 feet b inclics diameter.

Cylinder^ i(] liy 20 inches. Total wciglit,

52,650 pounds. Tank capacity, 2,00a gal-

lons. It is still on earth, hul not in use.

Of the earlier engines on the Boston it

Providence K. R. the iirst engine—the

King Philip—had outside cylinders, eight

wheels, weight 45,000, and was built by

the Locks and Canals Co. of Lowell,

Mass. The dri\crs were solid, no spokes.

The Old Boston was built in Liverpool,

England. The firebo.>c was covered with

copper. She had English crank throttle;

inside connected. Weight 27.000 pounds.

On a plate on the dome is cast "B. & P.

1\. R., September. 1858, CI. S. (jriggs.

.Maeiiinist
"

Improvements on Alton Shops at

Uloomingtun, III.

Since .Mr. S. .M. i-'elton became presi-

dent of the Chicago & Alton Railroad he

has been carrying out great improvements
upon the properly, (ireat improvements
have been effected upon the permanent

way wliicli will permit the traffic to be

conducted at a material reduction of coit.

IC(,)L'II>MENT.

Since President b'elton assumed the

helm of the Alton, there have been pur-

chased a total of sixty-seven modern pas-

senger cars, built by the Pullman company,

and the old equipment has been provided

with air brakes, automatic couplers, wide

vestibules, Pintsch gas, train signals and
all modern improvements. There has also

been added to the freight equipment 4,367

cars. The average tractive power of the

licomolivcs has been increased fnim 15.000

of lailroad shop-, as could be found any-

wl.e:e in the country. But the increased

size of e'luipment rendered them totally

unfit for handling it, and an almost en-

tirely new ecjuipmenl of machinery was
necessary.

I'OWKR-IIOISK.

In the old e(|uipment of the Blouming-

ton shops the buildings and tools con-

tained in them were divided into two de-

partments, the locomotive and the car de-

par.nicnt, respectively; each one of which

was furnished with power from a large

stationary engine, besides a number of

auxiliary engines for each department.

The steam for these engines was gener-

ated at four different boiler plants. Each
one of these stations had its equipment of

engineer, fireman and helpers. All of this

is now being done away with and in its

place a large centrally located power-house

is erected, that furnishes by means of elec-

AN ENGINE OF 1S5S— BUILT BY GEORGE S. GRIGGS.

One of the early coaches on the Boston

& Providence R. R. There were six of

them there at first. This one is repro-

duced from memory by the late John
Lightner for the World's Fair iti. Chicago.

This coach was in a smash up and for

years was in the attic of the car shops at

Roxlniry. Mass. The B. & P. R. R. prob-

jjbly built larger cars to take the place of

the origmal six. These cars were drawn
from Dedliam to Readville by horses at

•one tiiue. They were designed in 18,54.

A correspondent located at Albion.

Pa., who does not want to have his name
mentioned, writes a letter complaining
about the long hours the trainmen are

required to work on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie. If our correspondent's wail

i« well founded, the Bessemer & Lake
Erie Railroad Company ought to have
a lot of extra men, especially engineers

and firemen.

pounds to 21,000 pounds, and the average

weight of the locomotives has increased

from 62,000 pounds to 88,000. The seat-

ing capacity of the passenger equipinent

has been increased from 4,686 to 7,525.

The tonnage capacity of the freight equip-

ment has been increased from 139,720 tons

to 276,000 tons.

S HOI'S.

Extensive work has been undertaken in

connection with the remodeling of the

shops in Bloomington. This provides for

a thorough modernizing of the shops, tools

and machinery. The most economical ap-

pliances are being provided, and the work,

when completed, will involve an expendi-

ture of $350,000. When the present W "n

shops were rebuilt, after the fire which de-

stroyed all the wooden buildings some
thirty or thirty-five years ago. and when
the new shops were finally completed in

1883. they were considered as fine a plant

trie current the power needed in the vari-

ous shops, as well as lights throughout the

shops, shop yards and railroad yards.

This power plant consists of a brick

building. 134 feet 10 inches long, by 74
feet 3 inches wide, and is divided in a

longitudinal direction into two separate

compartments of equal size and known
respectively as the boiler-room and engine-

room. The boiler-room contains four 350

horse-power water lube boilers, with the

space provided for an additional 700 horse-

power if required.

The e"gine-rooni contains three 300

horse-power cross-compound engines, di-

rect connected to a 200-kilowatt generator,

and one 150 horse-power tandem com-
pound, direct connected to a no-kilowatt

generator, with space left for one 300

horse-power unit to be added at some
future time : all of which are constructed

for a 250-volt circuit and connected in

parallel to a common switchboard from
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which current is distributed to the various

shops for both power and light as may be

required. By arranging the switchboard

connections or the machines to run in

parallel any engine may be started and

stopped at pleasure, according to the in-

crease or decrease of the power required,

wi.hout any interference whatsoever and

without any particular manipulation of the

instruments on the board except those in-

struments which control directly the cur-

rent from any particular engine. The in-

convenience that may result from a break-

down of any one of the units is therefore

reduced to a minimum.

In addition to the main equipment in the

power plant, a number of auxiliary ma-

chines are provided, as, for instance, large

air compressors, hydraulic pumping plant.

feed water heaters, etc., besides which the

boiler-room contains a large water heating

circulating plant of the Evans ."Mmiral

room floor is laid with cement, whereas

the boiler-room floor is laid with brick on

edge in cement.

Every device known in modern engi-

neering has been made use of in the con-

struction of this power plant to make it in

every respect equal to the most modern
plant built, and from an economical stand-

point nothing further could be wished for.

ERECTIXG AND M.\CHINE SHOP.

This building is 408 feet long by 114 feet

wide and contains on one side eighteen

tracks for the erection and repair of loco-

motives and on the other side the usual

machine shop tools are located, the build-

ing being divided in the center by colunms
supporting the cranes. The old facilities

in this shop consisted of overhead, rope-

driven, traveling cranes of the Sprague

manufacture, having a capacity of 22^
tons each. These cranes are taken down

THIS CAR K.AN BKTWEEN BOSTOX AND DEDH.\M. MASS.. IN THE YEAR lS;,4.

system, by means of which heat can be

conveyed to all the shop and office build-

ings throughout the plant.

The coal is brought into the building by

means of conveyors and stored in an over-

head storage from which it is distributed

into the stokers of the various boilers.

The ashes for the boilers are taken by the

same conveyor and put into an ash storage

bin, from which it falls by gravity into a

railroad car placed alongside the building

when desired.

The stack for the boilers is constructed

of steel and is 8 feet in diameter by 175

feet high and lined with fire brick to

three-fourths of its height. The engine-

room is lined to a height of 6 feet with

white enameled brick, capped off with a

line of dark brown enameled brick, mak-
ing a very handsome appearance, and will

facilitate the keeping of the walls in a

cleaner erudition than could be accom-
plished with ccommon brick. The engine-

and replaced with electric cranes from the

Case Manufacturing Company, each crane

having a capacity of 50 tons. The old

runways for the cranes are taken down
and new runways suitable for the increased

power substituted.

On the machine shop side there are two
hand-power traveling cranes which will be

replaced by fast-running electric cranes.

The machine tools formerly promiscuously

distributed throughout the shops and driv-

en with shafting and belt for the large sta-

tionary engine, have been rearranged in

groups, according to the class of work,

and driven by electric motors; besides

which all large tools, such as wheel lathes,

planers, etc.. are driven by independent

motors. The total number of motors to

be installed in tliis shop, excluding crane

motors, will be ten.

BOILER SHOP.

This building, which is of stone, 125X

GRAPHITE FOR

ROTARY VALVES

The following comes to us

from an engineer on a Cana-

dian railway, and it may prove

of interest to those who are

trying to find the best lubri-

cant for a rotary valve :

"I
RECEIVED a sample of

Dixon's No. 635 Graphite

over a year ago, and wrote

yoii some time ago giving you an

idea of how I used it on the rotary

valve of engineer's brake valve

(Westinghouse Brake). To give

you now a more positive idea of

how I prepare it, I send to yoi»

a sample of the lubricant as I pre-

pare it.

" I take enough mutton tallow

and mix the No. 635 Graphite with

it until it just forms a paste, and

then, after facing or cleaning the

rotary valve, I just warm it a little

and apply the graphite very evenly

all over it—just enough to cover

very thinly—and have found noth-

ing yet that will lubricate a rotary

valve so long and keep it working

so finely, especially on freight or

switch engines, where the brake is

in constant nse so much. Have
had these rotaries work on switch

engines for three months, night

and day, and when taken down
they are still well lubricated and

of fine surface." '

We shall be glad to send

sample of Dixon"s No. 635

Graphite to any engineer or

official interested in the sub-

ject of better lubrication for

rotary valves.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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First Cost,

or Wages ?

The first cost of our

tools is more, we believe,

than of any others. We
want it to be more.
Everything must be the

best—the costliest mate-

rial, the highest-priced

labor. We stint in

nothing.

It's after our tools are

at work that their

cheapness shows. You 11

quickly find it in your

pay-rolls, your cost-cards

and your repair bills.

Which is better—to

save once in first cost,

or every day in wages ?

Send for catalog of our
Pneumatic Chipping and
Riveting Hammers, Ro-
tary Drills, Rammers,
etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.

1038 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia

112 feet, is being entirely rearranged. The
roof trusses have been raised to make
room for a 25-ton electric traveling crane

and a large riveting tower has been erected

to contain a 25-ton riveting crane, having

a 50-foot lift. A 17-foot gap hydraulic

riveter will be placed in this shop. This

riveter is of modern construction, and

with the new crane facilities mentioned

above the facilities for taking care of the

most modern locomotive equipment cannot

be excelled.

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

This building is of stone, 200 x 100 feet,

and contains the usual equipment pertain-

ing to the locomotive and car work of a

railroad blacksmith shop. The old ma-
chinery in this building has become some-

what antiquated and is being replaced with

modern steam hammers, furnaces, forges,

bottle machines, bulldozers and all other

auxiliary appliances which are required in

an up to-date blacksmith shop. The small

machines will be grouped and run by belts

from a common shafting, and the larger

machines, such as punches, shears, etc.,

will have independent motors.

ROUNDHOUSE.

This building, which is of stone, may be

said to be practically rebuilt. The out-

side wall has been taken down and moved

17 feet further out to make room for the

large locomotives. The roof has been ex-

tended to the new wall, new modern
smokestacks have been placed on the roof,

pits have been extended, tracks and floor

relaid and a heating system introduced,

besides which there are pneumatic drop

tables, boiler washing facilities, etc., to

give all the attention to locomotives that

may be required in the roundhouse anl

greatly reduce the detention of locomo-

tives in the shops when requiring minor

repairs.

All the other shops have been improved

in like proportion, and the Bloomington

repair shops are now among the best

equipped establishments in the country.

Mr. A. L. Humphreys, the new superin-

tendent of motive power, will find a dream

of perfection compared with the shops he

was accustomed to in Colorado.

in conjunction with two economizers so

that the gases are cooled to about 45a

degrees Fahrenheit.

The fans in this instance are 100 inches

in diameter and are driven at a speed of

about 400 revolutions per minute, equiva-

lent to a pressure of two inches of water

at the fan outlet. All the gaseous pro-

ducts of combustion from the boilers

after passing through the economizers,

are drawn to the fans, which are situated

on a platform above the boilers and dis-

charged upward into the short steel stack.

I Ne

V:

New York Chicago Pittsburgh
San Francisco Boston

cm

A Special Mechanical Induced Draft

Fan.

The direct-connected fan shown here-

v/ith is one of two similar pieces of ap-

paratus which together forms a duplex

induced draft plant installed in a large

electric power plant of Northern England.

Each fan is capable of handling the

gases from four Galloway boilers, each

eight feet six inches in diameter and

28 feet long with a grate area of 48

square feet. The capacity of the fans are

calculated on a basis of a coal consump-

tion of 20 pounds per square foot of grate

surface, using a Durham coal locally

known as "Small Bean." The steam

pressure carried is about 140 pounds per

square inch. These boilers are arranged

Always Want Something Better.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
of,Jersey City have received a number of

very nice letters about the workings of

the Homard lubricators for feeding their

flake graphite into locomotive cylinders.

One cites the case of an old scrap heap

where the valves were in such bad shape

that it was all a man could do to handle

the reverse lever. Using about one and

BUFF.\LO INDICED DRAFT FAN.

a quarter pounds of graphite in 1,500

miles smoothed it down so that it could

be reversed with one hand.

The problem of employing electric

power instead of steam for railroads is re-

ceiving attention in Sweden. It is stated

that the managers of the State Railways

are investigating it, and a recent news-

paper article announces that private con-

cerns are also interested in the matter. A
Gothenburg newspaper reports that the

board of managers for the Falun-Vester-

dalarnes Railroad Company has sent to the

government a petition for the gradual

adoption of electric locomotives, instead

of steam engines, throughout the whole

country, and the utilization of water power.

The petition mentions that a machine firm

in Switzerland has made a proposition to

use the Ruber system, by which an elec-

tric current can be generated when a train

passes down inclines, which current can

be utilized by other trains on the same

road. The petitioners ask the govern-

ment to furnish the money needed.
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Items from the Editor's Note Book.

When Mr. Andrew Carnegie was mak-

ing the address published in the March

number of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering, he got to joking at ihe

expense of Mr. Robert Pitcairn, of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, and said

that Bob bossed the president. Then

he said "by the way, gentlemen, that's a

thing you must always do—never fail to

boss your boss." I have noticed in the

course of years' acquaintance, that there

is always some true hit behind Mr. Car-

negie's jokes. It seems a paradox to say

"boss your boss," but there is a wonder-

ful amount of that going on. According

to my observation, there are a great many

railroad ofTicials from president down-

wards who would make very poor rec-

ords if it was not for the ability of chief

clerks, mechanical engineers and other

highly competent help who do not appear

in the play,- but who practically carry on

the business. One of the most incompe-

tent men I ever was intimately ac-

quainted with was manager of a big

railroad. The only spark of ability he

had was in the selection of competent

help. His chief clerk managed the road

and held his chief above ridicule. And

there are others.

As a class, railroad officers are the

ablest men I have ever had intercourse

with, but some of them reach high posi-

tions by mysterious means not based on

merit. On the other hand there are men

of commanding ability who never succeed

in climbing a single step up the ladder

of official life.

relations that existed for years between

myself and Mr. Goodell stand out like an

oasis in the desert of railroad harass-

ment. He was train dispatcher when I

was engine dispatcher, and we both had

exceedingly trying duties to perform, and

it was highly important that we should co-

operate for the expeditious movement of

trains, and there never was the least fric-

tion. Mr. Goodell had the faculty of

handling a multitude of details and at

the same time took a comprehensive grasp

of his business as a whole. Besides that

he was exceedingly popular with the men

under him, while being a strict discipli-

narian. He advanced quite rapidly to

telegraph superintendent, assistant and

then division superintendent, but he

stuck there for a long time, which was

surprising, considering the number of

small pins that are rattling about in big

holes on Western railroads.

A spectacle which I often watch with

wonder is, a big Iilogul engine workmg

on surburban business and hauling four or

f^ve cars. That is a very common sight

on railroads east and south of Chicago

doing good suburban business. The only

rational explanation I have heard of why

an elephant is put on to do the work of

a jackass is, that the big engine can ac-

celerate the train more quickly than an

engine suitable for the work. That ex-

pression "accelerate the train quickly"

came in with the advocacy of electric

motors, which their friends said were

famous for acceleratingthe trains quickly.

Steam railroad men are noted for follow-

ing engineering fads and fashions. They

are employing engines that will give all

the quick acceleration wanted, but they

waste a large amount of energy uselessly

when they are not lifting trains into

speed.

HERE
IS A

Pressure

Regulator
THAT WILL

REGULATE.

One of the pleasant items of news that

come to me this month was notice of the

appointment of my old friend, George A.

Goodell, to be general superintendent of

the Chicago Great Western Railway. I

have worked in pleasant unison with a

great many men in my time, but my

recollections of the harmonious official

A Baldwin Saddle=Tank Locomotive

of 1861.

BY C. H. CARUTHERS, YEAUON, PA.

The first saddle-tank locomotive which

the writer ever saw was a small four-wheel

connected Baldwin, placed in the yard of

the Detroit & Milwaukee Railway at De-

troit, Mich., in April, 1861.

Fort Sumter had just been fired upon

and people were so engrossed with the

stirring events of the time and the cer-

tainty of civil war as to have little time to

gratify the desire for information of a

mere boy about that which was, to him at

least, a new type of yard engine.

Returning to my home near Pittsburgh,

Pa., later in the summer, one of the first

objects seen in the Pittsburgh yard was a

new Pennsylvania Railroad engine (No.

215) of saddle-tank type, but much larger

than the one in the Detroit & Milwaukee

yard at Detroit.

Later investigation showed the following

leading dimensions of this engine

:

Cylinders—15 x 18 inches.

Driving wheels—44 inches diameter.

Boiler—41 inches diameter.

Firebox—50 inches long inside, 35 inches

wide.

Pitch of cylinders—3 in 12 inches.

Pitch of valve rods—3 in 12 inches.

Top of tank above top of boiler—22

inches.

Curved parts of tank below top of boiler

—20 inches.

Width of tank over all—54 inches.

Weight of engine—64.000 pounds.

Wheel base—Total, 117 inches.

Center of rear driving axle from firebox

front—II 5^2 inches.

Type of boiler—Flush top.

Length of boiler over all—2165^ inches.

Height of dome above boiler—35% inches.

Diameter of dome—28 inches.

Center of dome from rear of boiler

—

$2

inches.

Bottom of boiler barrel above rail—42

inches.

Fig. 18

Gold's Improved Balance

Valve Pressure Regulator

reduces from boiler pressure to

a fraction of a pound. It will

not vary under any conditions.

It is efficient, economical,

simple and durable.

Catalogue, circulars and fur-

ther information cheerfully fur-

nished.

Gold Car Heating Co.,

Frankfortand Cliff Sts.,

NEW YORK.

Branch Office. 6ri Rookery, Chicago, 111.
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TheU&W
Piston Air Drill.

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Length of saddle-lank—108 inches.

Valve gear—Shifting links.

Radius of links—40 inches.

Construction No. 1006.

Although the firebox was evidently de-

ficient in grate surface, this engine was

meant to use anthracite coal or coke; but

the results at that time were not exactly

satisfactory, as a tender containing a sup-

ply of soft coal was soon attached and used

regularly ; but even this arrangement did

not appear to meet all requirements, as the

engine was transferred to the Eastern end

of the line after a brief service.

In 1863 a similar engine (No. 197) was
brought to Pittsburgh, but it evidently

showed little difference in performance

from the "215," as a tender carrying soft

coal was soon attached, and after a few

months' service this engine also was taken

away.

Early in 1865 another of the same type

(No. 346) was brought to Pittsburgh and

installed as passenger shifter at the old

passenger station, corner of Liberty and

Grant streets. This engine met the old

adage that "the third time is the charm,"

as it continued in this service for nearly

Burton, Griffiths & Co., Londo
F. A. Schmitz, Dusseldorf

(23 Liberty St.,
New York

LOCOMOTIVES
Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FRCIGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monadnocl; Bldg,, C'liiiayci 141 BiiKulway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

to fit in pedestals bored out vertically to

form the arc of a circle, and rod brasses

fitted into blocks in a similar manner, the

engine was enabled to curve more readily

than when all the drivers were in pedcstaU

fastened rigidly to the single frame. Four

sand boxes were used, two in front and

two behind, and all below the level of the

frame.

As to the coal bunker shown in my draw-

ing, it is the only part about which I am
not positive as to correctness. There were

changes made on this feature at various

times, and the drawings of the type at

Baldwin's do not show this part ; but I

feel quite certain that that form shown

approximates it closely, and not only do I

recall noticing the inconvenience of climb-

ing over the bunker to enter the cab, but

am sustained by a small sketch made in

water-colors of another tank engine in

1864, which was built about the same time

at Baldwin's as "215." The smokestack

was of diamond type, but the straight por-

tion was double, and formed a receptacle

for cinders.

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQlilPMENT
OLD PENNSYLVANIA SWITCH ENGINE.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK-

two years, and was used without any ten-

der, as was intended by its designer. It

finally was transferred to the freight de-

partment in the latter part of 1866, its

place being filled by another saddle-tank

engine of somewhat different design which,

with a number of others from Baldwin and

still others at later periods from the Al-

toona shops, gave good service until the

advent of shifting engines with sloping

tenders in 1871.

Fifteen engines of the type of No. 215

were built and used on the Pennsylvania

Railroad, between 1861 and 1867, and the

last one was retired from service in 1891.

They all had the first and second pairs of

driving wheels contained in M. W. Bald-

win's patented driver trtick, which he used

on these two pairs of drivers on all en-

gines having more than two pairs of

driving wheels.

This truck is described in so many works

pertaining to the development of the locomo-

tive that it will suffice to say here that it was

so made that by using axle boxes turned

There were probably several causes of

unsuccessful results in the first use of this

type of engine at Pittsburgh. In the first

place, anthracite coal cost rather heavily

by the time it reached Pitt.sburgh, and the

small firebox and smaller space for carry-

ing a supply of fuel formed obstacles to the

use of coke. It is highly probable that none

of the yard enginemen understood how to

handle anthracite coal, and also certain that

few, if any, of the others possessed much
information on the subject.

But one engine used coke as a fuel. It

ran between the outer depot and the Du-
quesne freight station at the "Point," a

distance of about two miles; and as at that

time almost this entire distance was upon
a track laid along the center of Liberty

street, one of the city's busiest thorough-

fares, an ordinance confined the fuel used

in engines traversing it to coke, and lim-

ited the speed to four miles per hour. Ex-
cepting the regular engineman in charge,

few had run this engine ; hence the men
experienced in the use of coke were scarce.
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A Lightning Alachinist.

Who do I think is the oddest character

evolving from the practice of modern

railroading? answered the retired M. M.,

why, without a doubt it is the macliinist

who can cover up a job. He has all the

rest of them beaten by the length of a

division. Of course the line of the road

has its freaks in eccentric engineers and

superstitious firemen, but their work is

more conspicuous than that of the shop-

men, and that is the reason why they get

all of tlie prominence when the queer side

of human nature is under discussion; but

the shop is where you see the vagaries of

personality. I want to tell you a story

about the type I mentioned. You will all

recognize the character, but from the

standpoint of originality in his line, Pud

Allan was the limit.

Nobody ever saw him sweat a drop, yet

he would get away with the hardest kind

of jobs in the easiest imaginable fashion.

He was the hardest man to get on to I

have ever met, though I solved him at

last—but I am getting ahead of my yarn.

I was roundhouse foreman at Hillside

in 1901, I think. The shop had thirty-two

tracks and handled lots of power. Three

divisions centered there, and it was neces-

sary to get the stock out of the house al-

most as soon as it was in. For that rea-

son the machinists on running repairs had

to be a pretty lively lot. Unless a fellow

had learned his trade right there he wasn't

much good to us and couldn't hold his job

very long. Often I have been obliged to

give a man and his helper as many as a

dozen work slips in one day. All of our

engineers could write pretty well, by the

way, and were adepts in covering paper,

especially when they wanted their mill in

the shop for a lay-off. As a rule, though,

the stuff they reported ran pretty much

the same—driving box cellars packed,

valves examined, brasses filed and other

odds and ends; but, as I said before, it

had to be done quickly.

When Pud Allan drifted in there I was

short two men. He asked for a job, and

the Old Man told me to put him to work

right away. He had the usual kit of the

hobo machinist—a hammer, a pair of leg

and a pair of bow calipers and a center-

punch. I gave him one of the odd helpers

and started him in.

Apparently he made good from the

jump. He was the quickest man I ever

saw in my life about a locomotive. It

leemed that the time would scarcely be

ten minutes after I had given him a job,

when he would be standing around his

vise bench with his tools wiped off. Both

myself and the general foreman thought

that we had struck a prize package in

that chap, and we kept him going on the

work in which he had demonstrated his

speed. Presently, however, kicks began

coming in that the work he would do
didn't last very long. Mike McGill, who
ran the "843," said that after Pud had

raised his engine on her springs she was

down as bad as ever before getting to the

end of the run, and various other com-

plaints were filed with monotonous regu-

larity.

You know, a roundhouse foreman with

all that work to get out and the fights with

the yardmaster about supplying a certain

number of engines—to say nothing of

signing a thousand and one orders for

lamp-black, headlamp chimneys and inch

nuts—hasn't time to watch how every in-

dividual job is done. He has to trust his

men to a certain extent, and Mr. Allan

shut up my eye in good shape.

I got on to him all at once, but I did it

through a prearranged plan. It was 4

o'clock on pay day evening, and as he was

one of the regulars and hot after time, I

knew that he didn't care about being stuck

after the whistle blew. There was a bunch

of slips on the hook, about as follows, I

think: The "1321" wanted guides closed

on the right side; the "743" wanted a left

back spring thrown back from the wheel

on which it was riding, and the "837"

wanted an additional piece of wood put

under both front and back right spring

hangers to raise her. In addition to this,

on the "837" I had promised old man
Burns that I would put in some new bolts

in his cylinder saddles, which he claimed

were working, and with this bunch I ap-

proached Mr. Allan.

"Pud," I said, "I will have to get you

to work awhile and clean these slips up

for me. I let Corson off at 4 o'clock;

Murphy's wife is sick and he has got to

go home, so you are the only one I have

left. You will have to work until you get

them done. The cylinder bolts for the

'837' are already turned up in the square

shop, and if anything has to come off

them you can put them in the lathe and

skim them yourself."

He ran his eye over the slips and said:

"Well, I will be here all night, I guess;

these are big jobs." When I went home

at 6 o'clock I told McAvoy, the night

foreman, to hold the engines in until

morning, as I wanted to look them over.

When I came down the next morning

Allan had finished up the entire business.

He had put in an overtime card for a

day and a half, and was sleep on some

waste in the oil house. First I went around

and sized up the "837." Much to my sur-

prise I saw that both cylinder saddles had

been apparently rebolted all around, as

several rows of new nuts testified. It

was so seemingly preposterous that a man
could do such a big job in that time that

my suspicions, already aroused, were con-

firmed that it was not on the level. There

was a ij^-inch wrench lying around and

I removed one of the new nuts. It was

on no new bolt, though. On every one of

those old ones Allan had screwed a new

nut, and the general effect was most

pleasing. Subsequent investigation re-

vealed that not a single bolt had been re-

moved. All had worked so bad that they

had to be drilled out eventually. Then I

For Making Joints on Locomotive
Smoke Box Fronts, Under Rings
and Doors, Cylinder and Stack
Saddles, Under Expansion Pads
and Around flud Ring.

Unequaled
lement. for it expands ;

il in heat or cold, and
t

Half the Cost
&e times lighter in weight th;

The Otley Cement' Co.
HANUFACTURERS

CHICAGO. ILL., U. S. A.

As an Iron Cement, for it expands and contracts

wiili tlie metal in heat or cold, and will not bum
or crumble out

Being three times lighter in weight than red or

white lead.

\A/ANTED.
Voung tiian, age twoiity-three. of meohfliiical turn

of miud, having gooil knowledge of drafting and
steam engines and boilers, desires position with

some railroad company having chance of ailvance-

ment. liest of references given as to character and
reliability. Address

FRED S. LAWSON, East Franklin St.. Portege. Wis.

BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke.

Contains about 800 practical ques' ions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Making. By Wm. M. Barr. The necessary
conditions for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 illustrations.

349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By Robert H. Bi,.\ckall. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Alr-Brake
equipment, containing over i.ooo questions
and their answers on the Westinghouse
Alr-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Air-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearlv every rail-

road In the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By Robert Grimsmaw. It asks 1,600

questions and gives 1,600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—̂ kj^ facts.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty- second edition. Containing 450
pages, over 200 illustrations, and 12 large
Folding Plates. Bound in Maroon Cloth,
$2.00.

^W^A Special Circular of these Books Sent
oil Re^giie:>t. Vn ^^

^M^^Any 0/ these Books Prepaid to any
Address in the world on Receipt 0/ Price.

A6ENTS WANTED ^--.r '^-ITy
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
books is sent free on application.

Norman A. Henley & Co., Publishers

132 Nassau St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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A. Leschen &, Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast tJnloader«, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE:

920-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

iiAS
IC I.iikc St., ChicaKo. HI-

92 Centre St., New York City, N.Y.
S5 Fremont St.. San Francisco, Cal.

The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansville, Ind.
Maiinfncturcrs of

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
t»^ standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

We are makers for 20 or
more leading Railroads.

nr 1 \TJ i\T% Best Yorkshire

lAlLUKSTAY-BOLTIRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. Mushefsi"
STEELS.

PECIAL

"

TITANIC"

These Goods are the Standard ot Excellence

Sole Representatives in the
United States, Canada and Hexico.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAEEBOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

Just put tliis seat on the box and lay your cushion
on it, Any size or shape. Send cash, state size,

griTe your weight.

Haggard & Marcusson Oo.,
417 South Canal St., Chicago, 111.

took a glance al the spring hanger under

which I had ordered an inch piece of

wood to be placed. From the edge of the

pit tlic new piece was plainly visible

—

that is, the new edge of it was. I knew
that there were two pieces under each

hanger on the night before, because I

took particular notice to that efifect. There

was still the same number, only the expert

at covering up had very cleverly split the

edge of the lower piece with a chisel to

make it look new.

So much for the "837," but the limit

was reached on the "1321" and the "743,"

the other two mills that I had left in his

care. The guides which I told him to

close on the former were of the four-bar

variety and the crosshead had brass gibs.

Instead of taking the liners out of the

guides, Mr. Allan had contented himself

with jumping the edge of the gibs up with

A Large Compressor.

The accompanying illustration repre-

sents a Class D. S. C. Air Compressor
having duplex steam cylinders and two
stage-air cylinders, with inter-cooler,

built by the Franklin Air Compressor
Works of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, with offices in the Monadnock
Block, Chicago, and No. 95 Liberty

street, New York, installed in the

Brooks plant of the American Locomo-
tive Company at Dunkirk, N. Y. This

compressor has steam cylinders 20-inch

diameter by 24-inch stroke, low pressure

air cylinder 27-inch diameter by 24-inch

stroke, and high pressure on cylinder

i6j/$-inch diameter by 24-inch stroke,

representing a piston displacement of

1,580 cubic feet of free air per minute at

a working speed of 100 revolutions. The
illustration herewith presented is the first

L.\RGE FR.\NKLIX AIR COMPRESSOR.

a calking tool until they met the upper

guide bar. Then he had nicely scraped

off the entire business with a scraper. It

made a beautiful job to look at.

Passing around to the "743," I ran my
hand between the wheel and the edge of

the spring that rubbed and saw that it no

longer touched. . I thougnt at once that I

had discovered a job on the level, that

the saddle had been jacked out of the box

and a piece of steel put under the low

side ; but no. A little examination showed

that the spring had been pried over with

a bar and a j4-inch nut placed between it

and the tire to hold it off and fool a

casual inspector.

It was with a feeling almost of regret

that I wrote an order for Allan's time a

few hours later. It was certainly with

admiration of so much misdirected ability.

He told me years afterwards, that, from

the time he was an apprentice, he had

never done a job on the level in his life

and had gotten away with his subterfuges

nine times out of ten.

of this type of machine that has appeared

in the press, it being especially note-

worthy that the compressor demonstrated

under test one of the most efficient per-

formances ever attained by a compressor

of this type and capacity. Similar com-
pressors have recently been installed at

the shops of the New York Central and

Hudson River Railroad Company, at De-

pew, N. Y.; Lake Shore and Michigan

Southern Railway Company, at Collin-

wood, O.; New York, New Haven and

Hartford Railroad Company, at New
Haven. Conn.; Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western Railway Company, at

Kingsland, N. J.; Terre Haute and In-

dianapolis Railroad Company at Terre

Haute, Ind., Norfolk and Western Rail-

road Company at Roanoke, Va., Erie

Basin Dry Dock Company, Brooklyn, N.

Y.; United States Navy Yard, Boston

Mass. (Three machines.) The Manufac-

turers build this type of compressor in a

number of sizes, and also duplex and sin-

gle types, both steam and belt driven.
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To meet the demand of increasing

business the Merwarth Metallic Gasket

Co. have moved from 107 Liberty street

into larger quarters in the Beard building

at 120 Liberty street, Rooms 604 and 605.

We have been favored with a copy of

a new book by Prof. W. F. M. Goss called

"Locomotive Sparks," and published by

John Wiley & Sons. Needless to say it

is both interesting and thorough. An
adequate review will be published in a

later issue.

One of the neatest little booklets of the

month is "Mechanical Draft," which is

number 46 of the B. F. Sturtevant Com-

pany's bulletins. It is artistic in appear-

ance, convincing in argument, and should

be read by every one responsible for

power plant economy.

The Union Pacific Railroad Company
have decided to operate in future their

dining-car service. The Pullman Com-
pany have for several years owned and

operated the dining cars on the Union

Pacific, but the service was not satis-

factory, hence the change.

At the present increasing speed of pas-

senger transportation, we may expect be-

fore the end of the present year to reduce

the time required to journey around the

world by nearly two weeks—one week

over the Siberian railway, a day or two in

Europe, one on the Atlantic, one across

the American continent, and perhaps three

days on the Pacific.

March comes in this year like a lion

and went out like a whale for its end and

the beginning of April witnessed more

dangerous floods than the oldest inhab-

itant has seen equaled. Railroads suf-

fered very severely and the floods were

extended over an unusually wide area. It

is not often that a deluge covers most of

the country from the Dakotas to Louis-

iana.

ism, whereby all feed changes are in-

stanty obtained by movement of lever,

the drive being always positive, permit-

ting much heavier and faster cuts than

the old belt-fed mechanism.

An attractive little booklet called

"Who Says So?" has been received from

the manufacturers of the Kincaid Loco-

motive Stoker. The purpose of the

booklet is to show how generally practi-

cal railroad men recognize the necessity

of a mechanical stoker in order to pro-

mote needed economies and reforms in

the operating department of the leading

railways. Opinions of a large number of

prominent railroad men are quoted to

tell the uninformed "who says so."

Officials of the Illinois Central road

have decided to use electricity for switch

and signal lamps at all terminals where

the necessary power can be obtained.

The decision was reached after a series

of elaborate experiments conducted in

the Chicago yards and terminals. At

present contracts have been let for the

equipping of the terminals at Chicago,

Fulton, Fort Dodge and Iowa Falls. In-

candescent lights will be used. The Illi-

nois Central is the first road to- adopt

electricity for signal lamps and the re-

sult will be watched with interest.

Undoubtedly one of the most promi-

nent iqiprovements in up-to-date loco-

motive construction is the use of cast

steel in the various engine parts. A
few years ago a skeleton cast steel wheel,

rocker-arm, eccentric strap, driving, box
and other now familiar steel parts were

exceedingly rare, and even unknown.
To-day, cast steel has almost entirely re-

placed cast iron, even entering largely

into such heavy castings as cylinders,

etc. Nor has cast iron alone given way
to steel. Many parts that were formerly

forged of iron are now made of cast

steel, and truly, steel seems to be king.

Rumor has been very busy for the

last month with reports that the Erie in-

terests are planning to secure control

of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton.

The latter road is a most valuable prop-

erty, and its absorption by the Erie

would lead to radical traffic changes

would result. The through passenger

train line of the Monon between Chicago

and Cincinnati is now formed by its use

of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
into Cincinnati. If the Erie should ob-

tain control of the profitable Ohio sys-

tem it would mean a break between the

Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton and

the Monon.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

—better specify

it in your next

order.

VALVE COMPANY.
271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON MASSI

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN a TRUST BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

PATENT

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Co.,

Cincinnati, O., have just issued a new
1902 catalogue, showing their new line

of milling machines. This is a very hand-

some piece of book-work—illustrations

being in half-tone throughout. A num-
ber of interesting improvements are il-

lustrated and described in detail; among
these, their New .'Mi-Gear Feed Mechan-

Yes, said the western man, there are

several patches of country still left out

our way that will support a few mill-

ion people each. There is a little sec-

tion up in Wyoming, for instance, known
as the Big Horn Basin, which has just

been opened up by a new line of the Bur-

lington Railroad. It covers about 50,000

square miles. It's larger than New York
State. Three times as large as Denmark.

Twice as large as Bavaria. It is covered

with beautiful streams, a never-failing

water supply and the soil is as rich as

any in the world. The possibilities for

irrigation there are enormous and three

big irrigation ditches are built already.

Oh! yes, there are a few scraps of real

good country left. We won't be crowded

off the earth yet awhile.

your novel Idea or design.
It Is the only way to con-
trol it and make it pay.
Send postal to STEBBINS

& Wrigh r. Mechanical Experts and Attorneyi,
Station G, Box 53J, Washington, D.C., for fnll in-

formation. They secure good patents and pro-
tect the whole Invention.

Sipe's Japan Oils

MANUFACTURED BY

JAMES B. SIPE & CO.,

400 Federal Street,

Allegheny, = Pa.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the soUd

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.

Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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FOR SALE
10 Locomotives

20 X 24 Cylinders, Drivers,

44" Centers.

Consolidation Type.

ONE 19 X 24 SWITCHER
With sloping tank,

Drivers, 44" Centers.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,

RIGHT FROM SHOPS.

Torbert & Peckham,

3-5 Monadnock Block,

We are not brokers
but operate our own
shops and guarantee
everything sold to be
as represented. CHICAGO.

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation

As shown in the illustration it is different from othtr
Planers. They are strong in construction, neat and con-
venient to handle and care for. Circulars are yours for

the asking.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,

Winchendon, Mass

The MASON
Reducing Valvo

..FOR..

Car Heating
Has features which make it

superior to all others
on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manufactured by

..THE..

MASON REGULATOR CO.

Boston, Mass.

THE CHAI NLESS

SUITS PRACTICAL MEN

rOR SALE
rnclCHT. PASSCNCER AMD LOCCINC

LOCOMOTIVES
CARS QUICK

DELIVERIES

F. M. HICKS,

It has_Iots of good features but no freaks.

We can't tell all about it here and

you had better write us about it

STEAM, ELECTRICIIY or GASOLINE

Century Motor Vehicle Co.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. .^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Mad« in one of the best

•hops in the country.
Union of course. Jt Jt

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECItLLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., inc.

No. 149 Third Street. Louisville, Ky.
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SHARERS
Back-g-eared, power down feed, brace under box-table, quick return,

friction countersfiaft and many more special features.

BUILT FOR HEAVY SERVICE.

Our new catalog for 1902, now ready for distribution, sent on receipt o£ postal.

THE HARK FLATHER PLANER CO.
NASHUA. N. H., U. S. A.

INCH SHAPER.

L^-,— —.. 4^'rk«^««r This book, as shown ^earn to LlraW, in iHustrat.on, is a^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ self - instructor^
for home study and practice in the art of Me-
chanical Drawing for Engineers, Machinists.
Electricians, Metal Workers and all inter-

ested in Drafting for shop practice, and ^

has been prepared in plain practical O*
language, and illustrated, by the au- v^^"

thor of ** Hawkins' Educational /^.
Works." The book is divided

h comprise the fundamental prin- (

iing being thoroughly treated. -^

igo2

Enclosed find

Two Dollar5ifor
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into 28 different subjr.
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There are 320 pages, 3ut
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size 7 X io''2 in., printed on fine paper. Upon receipt ^i.^/^j^g ^ppy of HawkinS*
$2 the book will be sent to any address prepaid, money / V/

» r»
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Two Large Rogers Locomotives.

Among the recent locomotives turned

out by the Rogers Locomotive Works,

Patorson, N. .].. was a lot ol 15 Consoli-

dations for tile F.rie. one of which wo

illustrate herewith. The firebox is one

of "high Wooten," as they are sonic-

times called, the grate being 8 feet wide

and 9' J feet long, giving 76 s(]uarc feet

of grate area.

It has a clean cut look for an engine

174 Broadway, New York, .June, 1902 No. 6

I lealing

feet.

Heating

feet.

Heating

feet.

Tubes

inches.

Tubes-

Boiler

—

inches

Boil

surface—Tubes, 3.288 square

surface— Firebox, 2,35 square

surface, total—3.523 s;;uare

2 inches: length, 15 feet 4T1

Number. 410.

Diameter, outsid front. 76;/,

Working pressure, 200 pounds.

being modifications of the regular swini;

truck. Illustrated on pages 261 and 264.

The main dimensions are given below.

Fuel—Bituminous coal.

Driving axle journals—9!/$xl2'^ inches.

Driving wheel base— 13 feet 6 inches.

Total wheel base of engine—30 feet 9
inches.

Weight on drivers—130,000 pounds.

Weight on truck—21.500 pounds.

Weight on trailers—23.500 pounds.

Total weight—175.000 pounds.

ROGERS IIIC-TON CONSOLIDATION FOR THE ERIE R. R.

of this class and weight, some of w lich

lack this characteristic. Itwill be noted

that it is well supplied with sanding ap-

paratus and that the main reservoirs are

over the firebox end of the boiler. Pis-

ton valves are used, 'the leading dimen-

sion areas follows:

Cylinder—22x30 inches.

Drivers—Diameter. 56 inches.

Driving axle journals—Main, 9'/.xi2

inches: others, 9x12 inches.

Driving wdieel base— 17 feet inch.

Total wheel base of eng.—25 feet 4

inches.

Weight im drivers— 130,000 pounds.

Weight on truck—20.000 pounds.

Weight, total—200.000 pounds.

Boiler—Thickness of barrel, 13-16 inch.

F.ngine truck—Wheels, 30 inches.

Tender—Capacity. 12 ton coal; 6.000

gallons.

Tender—Wheels. di:imeter, S3 inches.

The Prarie type of engine under its

various names (Lake Shore, Marshall,

etc.) seems to be ' rivaling the Atlantic

(also known as Chataqua. Central-Atlan-

tic, etc.) in popularity. The one shown is

for the Illinois Central, and has 75-inch

drivers, with cylinders 20 by 28 inches.

As will be seen, both injectors are on
the engineers' side and the sanding de-

vice is double pneumatic. The details

are shown in the line engraving as well

as those of the hangers of the trailing

wheels. These need little explanation.

Heating surface, tubes—3.333.25 square

feet.

Heating surface, firebox—201.26 square
feet.

Heating surface, total—3.534-51 square

feet.

Grate area—51.08 square feet.

Tubes—Diameter. 2 inches; length, 19

feet o inch.

Tubes—Number, 335.

Grate—Length. 102 inches; width, 72

inches.

Boiler—Diameter, outside front. 6S

inches.

Boiler—Working pressure. 200 pounds.

Tender capacity—15 tons coal, 7,000

gallons.

Tender wheels—Diameter. 38 inches.
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Heat and flotive Power.

Sixth Paper.

BY ANGUS SINCLAIR.

In an article published in June, 1900, I

briefly followed the development of the

steam engine up to the time that Watt had
ceased to work upon it. When Watt be-

gan his work of improving the steam en-

gine he found the most perfected forms of

Newcomer engines pumping water and
performing about 120.000 foot pounds of

work for each pound of coal used for

steam making. By the time Watt retired

from business his best engines were doing
a duty of 350,000 foot pounds per pound
of coal.

Before proceeding to tell about the work
done by Watt's rivals and successors, t''

develop the steam engine, I must turn

back to say something about what was
done by a French military engineer whose
work on the steam engine is scarcely ever

mentioned.

THE FIRST HIGH PRESSURE STEAM ENGINE.

In the year 1769, when Watt was trying

to improve on Newcomer's atmospheric

engine by using a separate condenser to

prevent the loss of heat that resulted from
condensing the steam every stroke in the

main cylinder, Nicholas Joseph Cugnot
designed and had built in Paris a steam
carriage which he supposed could be used

as a gun carriage. The carriage was tried

in the presence of the Due de Choiseul,

Minister of War, and of other inlluential

courtiers of the French government. Like

most first attempts this steam engine was
not a success, but the inventor was en-

couraged to try again and he produced a

second engine which is still preserved in

the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers,

Paris, a museum where a great many in-

teresting engineering inventions and cu-

riosities are preserved, some of them be-

ing of particular interest to Americans.
I have examined the engine very carefully

several tiines and consider that it was a
wonderfully well designed and substan-

tially built motor, much superior to the

first high pressure engines built in Eng-
land thirty years afterwards.

DESCRIPTION OF CUGNOT's ENGINE.

Cugnot 's engine, shown in the annexed
engraving, is a tricycle with a heavy frame
consisting of two strong wooden beams
set parallel and extending from end to

end, to which the wheels and running
gear are secured in a most substantial

manner. The single wheel is in front

and carries the engine and boiler. It has
blocks on the periphery for the purpose
of biting the ground and preventing slip-

ping, a very necessary arrangement for the

adhesion would not be sufficient to hold
down much tractive force. The single

wheel is turned by two single acting en-

gines, one on each side, which operate
ratchets that convert the reciprocating

motion of the pistons into rotary motion.
This arrangement was tried by several

improvers of pioneer steam engines before
they realized that the crank, whose action

in connection with the turning lathe is as

old as civilization, was the simplest way
to convert to and fro motion into circular

motion. To me the boiler seems to be
the most defective part of the apparatus.

It is made in the form of the cooking
caldrons used in the kitchens of feudal

castles in olden times. As may be noted,

the vessel is a section of a truncated cone
made of copper sheets riveted together.

At the bottom is a small furnace which
was undoubtedly too small to supply steam
for more than a few minutes when the

engine was working. This shortcoming

doubtless proved that the motor could not

perform the work for which it was in-

tended.

port of a load of nearly 5 tons, is mounted
upon a pair of large wheels, r r. The
front frame supports the boiler, c, and
engine. The boiler has a fireplace, grate
bars and ash pit at the bottom, and two
rectangular flues, serving as chimneys,
which rise vertically through the water
space. A steam pipe, 0, conveys the steam
to a pair of single-acting cylinders, a a,

the admission being effected by a four-way
cock, zv. The pistons in these cylinders

have rods working downwards, and con-

nected with pawls, f, engaging with a

ratchet wheel, c. on the driving axle, each
stroke of one piston turning the driving

wheel one-fourth of one revolution. The
two pistons are so connected together that

the descent of each causes the ascent of
the other, and an effective if not elegant

Fiy. a. - CuffUot'ti Locomotive, 3771.

^ «•,

J-'jf/. 3.

Fiu. 4.

Railway J Licomulne £nif\nt«rUij/

ri,j..-,.

CUGNOT'S ENGINE.

Zerah Colburn, speaking of this engine,

says : "It has a good sized copper boiler,

poorly contrived, however, for the rapid

generation of steam, and it has a pair of

13-inch single-acting cylinders, and a sin-

gle driving wheel 4 feet 2 inches in diam-

eter and 7 inches broad at the tire. We
speak of this engine in the present tense

because it is at this moment fit for serv-

ice, although its performances would not

be likely to compare advantageously with

those of modern locomotives, combining

arrangements of which it is possible that

Cugnot had some idea without having

hazarded an experiment upon them. The
framing of the engine is in two parts,

joined together by a swiveling pin at e,

exactly over the driving wheel m. The
hinder fi-aming, /, intended for the sup-

connection is made between the piston

rods and the four-way cock, w. The
steering gear is exceedingly simple and
effective, and the driving apparatus is ar-

ranged to work the engine in either direc-

tion, the progressive motion being ob-

tained entirely from the adhesion of the

driving wheel, m, to the ground, the tire

being roughened to increase its 'bite.' If

we take the weight of this engine and its

intended load as 12 tons, and its speed at

234 miles an hour on a level, it would
have about 5 actual horse power. The re-

sistance at the periphery of the driving

wheel may be estimated as 840 pounds,

and with a 13-inch stroke of the pistons

this would require a pressure of 19 pounds
per square inch above the atmosphere, and
this, therefore, may be taken as about the
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datum upon wliicli Cugnot's calculations

were made. The engine, it appears, was

tried but two or three times, for, having

accidentally overturned in the neighbor-

hood of which the Madelaine is now the

center, il was immediately locked up in

the arsenal, and all hopes of its ultimate

success apparently abandoned. The en-

gine in its present state bears evidence,

however, that even under the most favor-

able circumstances it could not compete

commercially with horse power; and when
we recall the generally wretched state of

the roads, alike in France and in Eng-
land, in the last century (i8th) we have

abundant reason for the discredit which

then attached to all schemes tor steam

locomotion."

more important than the work of experi-

menting with a sleam engine. Cugnot
lived till 1804 and saw other forms of

steam engines made a commercial suc-

cess.

So far as the mechanical part was con-

cerned, Cugnot's high pressure steam en-

gine possessed all the valuable elements

of those that were afterwards made suc-

cessful by others. Cugnot, like our own
Oliver Evans, worked out the problem of

improving the Newcomen atmospheric

engine into a high pressure steam engine.

Had Cugnot been an Englishman, he

would to-day be credited with being the

inventor of the high pressure steam en-

gine. Rut having been a Frenchman, en-

cyclopedia writers on the history of the

Early in life Evans had the opportunity

of examining a Newcomen engine. After

studying the working of the machine he

remarked that it would be better to use

the pressure of the steam direct for driv-

ing the piston, instead of providing the

means of creating a vacuum in the cylin-

der to utilize the atmospheric pressure as

a means of performing additional work.

EVANS' ENGINE.

He proceeded to design an engine on
this idea, and in 1786 he applied to the

legislature of Pennsylvania for a patent

on the engine, but it was refused. He
afterwards built several engines which
were employed on mill work, and I saw
one of them in 1884 driving the fan of a

SECTIONAL VIEWS OF JAMES MILHOLLAND'S ANTHRACITE COAI, BURNING PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE "HIAWATHA," ABOUT 1874.

The wheels are of the kind that were

used for field artillery in the seventeenth

century and are very strong, as might be

expected, and the whole of the running

gear and engine connections were evi-

dently made to endure rough usage. The
pioneer locomotives and automobiles or

road steam carriages built thirty-five

years afterwards in Great Britain caused

great annoyance, expense and delay

through the parts being too weak and

failures happened so frequently that the

introduction of steam into land transpor-

tation was delayed for years, but there

was no fear of Cugnot's carriage break-

ing down on account of structural weak-

ness.

The political troubles that were brew-

ing in France about the time Cugnot's car-

riage was tried eave the military engineer

something to do which was considered

steam engine ignore his name. In spite

of the very important engineering work

which he began, Cugnot's name is not to

be found in any American encyclopedia.

OLIVER EVANS' WORK ON HIGH PRESSURE

ENGINES.

Cugnot's high pressure engine was the

first one to receive practical application,

but Oliver Evans did much more to fur-

ther the development of this type of en-

gine. This great inventor who was a na-

tive of Delaware, was born about 1755, re-

ceived a country school education and

passed through a wheelwright apprentice-

ship. He was a born mechanical genius

and possessed in a high degree the inven-

tive faculty with an analjtical turn of

mind which readily perceived the short-

comings of any apparatus and the lines

on which it might be improved.

large blacksmith shop in Philadelphia.

Poverty prevented Evans from making the

success of his high pressure engine that

Watt achieved with the condensing en-

gine ; but his voice was heard in the wil-

derness crj'ing that his engine was des-

tined to perform great services for man-
kind. He realized that it could be em-
ployed to propel ship and to drive rail-

road trains, and he did all in his power
to make the world of his day understand

the benefits his invention was destined to

perform in abridging the distances on this

great continent.

The Columbian engine built by Evans
had a single vertical cylinder which trans-

mitted movement to a horizontal beam
supported on one end by a rocking col-

umn which was connected to a main rod

that transferred the power to a crank.

The "Columbia," as shown in all pictures
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had a peculiar valve motion actuated by

spur gearing which received motion from

the driving axle. The engine which I saw-

had a valve driven by an eccentric.

EVANS' PREDICTIONS .\BOUT INL.\ND

TRANSPORT.\TION.

In Evnns' time the question of inland

transportation was beginning to receive

much attention from scientific and intelli-

gent citizens in all the larger cities. Phil-

adelphia, which has always nurtured the

men of this nation most progressive in art

and science, appeared to be a center of

engineering investigation, and Oliver

Evans did his best to keep the people of

that city thinking about improved meth-

ods of inland transportation.

It is now about a century ago since

Evans told people that his engine would

propel boats against the current of the

Mississippi and move wagons on turnpike

roads. Later he made the memorable pre-

diction "A carriage will start from Wash-

ington in the morning, the passengers will

breakfast at Baltimore, dine at Philadel-

phia and sup in New York." Evans was

an inventive genius and one of the seers

of mankind whose vision penetrated the

gloom of the future, but his labors and

aspirations were strangled by adverse con-

ditions.

"Chill penury repressed their noble rage

And froze the genial currents of the soul."

But Evans did not waste his life on

saturnine complainings or permit his dis-

appointments to generate resentment

towards his fellow men, as has happened

so often with inventors whose work has

not been justly appreciated. He devoted

himself to various mechanical pursuits

and labored very successfully on the im-

proving of milling machinery and in ex-

tending the use of his steam engine. He
wrote "The Young Steam Engineer's

Guide" and the "Young Millwright's

Guide," both books having the best au-

thority for practical men in their day.

Had Evans met a powerful coadjutant

such as Watt enjoyed in Boulton, the

world would now be according Evans

proper credit for his work on the improv-

ing of the steam engine.

watt's fah-reaching patents.

James Watt covered the field of prac-

tical and possible inventions for improv-

ing the steam engine so thoroughly with

letters patent, that he almost completely

suppressed the efforts of others who
wished to introduce inventions intended

to increase the efficiency of the steam en-

gine.

There is a disposition on the part of

people in the British Isles, to consider

that an individual or a firm that origi-

nates and builds up a new business has a

sort of vested right in it, apart from any

legal protection provided by law. Watt
and his friends made the most of the priv-

ileges accorded to them as engine builders,

and they savagely prosecuted everybody

who dared to build steam engines or iheir

attachments of forms that came within

sight of infringing Walt's far-reaching

patents. A rival inventor was looked upon

as a robber, and it is wonderful how many

people, in no way connected with the en-

gine builders, took part against other in-

ventors in that line. Thirty years after

Watt's death John Bourne, author of an

admirable history of the steam engine

called some of Watt's competitors pirates

because they tried to develop inventions

that had been proposed by Leupold twenty

years before Watt was born. In 1825

Stuart, author of "Anecdotes of the Steam

Engine," referring to Jonathan Horn-

blower, wrote, "it must always be a sub-

ject of regret that this ingenious man
should have wasted the best part of his

life and ruined his fortune in a series of

selfish attempts to copy Mr. Watt's in-

ventions, without coming within the letter

of his patents."

There were very few improv.uT.-nts ef-

fected on the steam engine during the life

Batltt/ttji ^ Lteamotwt Engintenng

CYUNDERS OF FIRST COMPOUND-
ENGINE.

of Watt's patents that did not originate in

the Soho Works. Many people believed

that Watt's grasp of the steam engine was
oiTiniscient and that other men wdio tried

to improve the Engine wasted their time.

\ few engineers held ditTerent views, how-

ever, and one of them, Jonathon Ho!"n-

blower, was a most persistent rival. He
invented the first compound engine, and

he was the first inventor to patent an en-

gine in which claims were made for ad-

vantages to be derived from steam used

expansively.

THE FIRST COMPOUND ENGINE.

The annexed engraving, taken from

Stuart's "History of the Steam Engine,"

illustrates the cylinder arrangement of

Hornblower's compound engine, and it will

interest our readers as being the first in-

vention of a type of engine which has be-

come so popular of late years. Both pis-

tons were connected to a walking beam
and moved together. They are shown at

the top of the cylinders drawn there by

the weight of the pump rod at the other

end of the walking beam. In starting the

engine the valves Vx and I'i are opened

and V2 and F4 are closed, when the stean

from the boiler enters through .')' I' above

the H P C piston. At the same time the

valve /'5, in the eduction pipe, is open,

cold water is applied to a surface con-

denser which creates a vacuum, and the

engine makes a stroke. When I
'2 and V4

are opened, and I'l and V3 shut, a com-

munication is established between each

side of the respective pistons, and as an

equilibrium of pressure is thus produced,

the pistons rise again and are ready for

another stroke. Means were provided for

operating the valves to suit the events of

the stroke.

It will be noted that the engine was

single acting, a very common arrange-

ment in those days, but it embraced all

the elements of the modern compound en-

gine. A novel feature about this engine

was that a surface condenser was em-

ployed for the first time in connection

with a steam engine.

Hornblower built several of these com-

pound engines and put them to work prin-

cipally on the pumping of water,. but none

of them was successful. Hornblower had

advanced ideas about the advantage of

using steam expansively, but the boiler

pressure of 10 or 15 pounds above the at-

mosphere, then common, did not provide

a suflicient range of tension to justify the

use of a second cylinder. It is now well

understood that one of the principal ad-

vantages of compounding is that it limits

the range of the temperature of the steam

used in the c.vlinders. thereby keeping

down the' heat losses due to cylinder con-

densation. The difference between the in-

itial and the exhaust temperature of the

Hornblower engine was so limited that the

heat saving effected by dividing the pres-

sure in two cylinders must have been very

trifling, and the gain from expansion of

the steam could have been obtained in a

simpler fashion by expanding in a single

cylinder.

,'Mthough Hornlilowcr's efforts to im-

prove the steam engine were not crowned
with success, he indicated a line of prog-

ress that others subsequently followed to

honor and glory. A very different fate

was reserved for Hornblower. He was
prosecuted by Boulton & Watt for in-

fringement of their patents, the court de-

cided against him and inflicted a heavy

fine and the payment of royalties. Being

unable to pay, the inventor was impris-

oned and suffered many of the indignities

so notorious in the indigent debtor pris-

ons of the period. He died a broken and

impoverished man.

The Chicago Great Western Railroad

Company are displaying a great deal of

enterprise in extending and bettering

their property. .-Vmong promised iin-

provements is a cut-off which will shorten

the distance between Chicago and Omaha
ten miles. About $1,200,000 will be ex-

pended on construction and betterments

this season.
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Mow They Treat l-lood Sufferers in

Turkey.

The .N'lirtli Amcriciii continent was not

the only region which has suffered from

disastrotis floods tliis spring. Mr. W. E.

Curtis, of the Chicago Record-Herald, re-

cently sent a letter from Constantinople

describing some incidents of the floods in

Turkey and giving some amusing infor-

mation about how flood sufferers are

treated on Turkisli railways. The Orient

express, which lie mentions runs every

second day between Paris and Constan-

tinople is supposed to be one of the

most luxurious trains in Europe, although

it compares very unfavorably with any of

our through trains carrying sleeping

cars. During one trip which the writer

made on that train from Vienna to Paris

it seemed that nearly all the men were

lying with Uieir clothes and even thci''

boots on.

The people in charge of tlic train seem

to be cudgling their brains all the time

to put new and annoying impositions upon

passengers. The Hoods afforded them a

golden opportunity whfch seems to have

been worked for all it was worth. Mr.

Curtis writes:

There has recently been a flood up the

country between Constantinople and Bud-

apest, and a large section of track was
washed away. The trains going west re-

turned to Constantinople, but the trains

comin.g east from I?udapest and Vienna
were not notified of the obstruction and

were allowed to start as usual and ac-

cutnulated at the washout, where there

were no accommodations for the passen-

gers, no place for them to eat or sleep.

When the cars were finally sent back to

Adrianople, the nearest town, the pas-

sengers were compelled to pay full fare

to that point. The mails for several days

were allowed to accumulate at the wash-

out and were held there for nearly three

weeks, when they might have been taken

back a few miles to Adrianople and sent

around by another route, via Bukharest,

but no one seems to have thought of it,

although such accidents and interruptions

of traffic occur every year.

Passengers by the Orient express,

which is the most expensive train in the

world, were carried to the washout.

Tickets were sold to London, Paris, Ber-

lin, Vienna and other distant points and
full sleeping car fare was collected and

all tickets are limited to one day—the date

stamped upon them. The railway com-
pany would not extend them or refund

the money or give rebates, and even com-
pelled the passengers wdio were carried to

the blockade to pay not only the regular

fare, but what is termed a "speed supple-

ment" charged upon express trains, and
also the full sleeping car rates. Those
who attempted to secure a rebate or the

return of their money were calmly in-

formed that it was not the practice of the

railway company to redeem its tickets,

and persons who started for London and

other places by the first train after the

break was repaired were compelled to

buy new tickets and pay again the regular

sleeping car charge and the "speed sup-

plement."

The Inventor of Pneumatic Tube Trans-

mission.

Nearly all mechanics and engineers wh j

use compressed air for the transmission

of power imagine that the using of it for

such purposes is something new, but that

is not correct. To be sure its use for

mechanical purposes has been greatly de-

veloped since George Wcslinghouse used

it for transmitting power to lirakes, but

it is more than one hundred years ago

since William Murdock, so closely asso-

ciated with James Watt, transmitted

power through the engine works at Soho,

near Birmingham. He drove the machin-

ery of several shops by air compressed by

tlie blowing engine, and he built a lift

which also was operated by compressed

air. Among other purposes to which

Murdock applied compressed air was the

transmission of packages through tubes.

He was really the inventor of the pneu-

matic air tube transmission which has

been used so successfully of late years.

first make the country familiar with its

provisions, and to receive suggestions

from all parties interested. Next year the

measure will be pressed to a conclusion,

with such amendments and alterations as

may be found necessary.

To Prevent Strikes in Canada.

The Dominion government has intro-

duced a bill into the House designed to

settle in Canada all railway labor dis-

putes and strikes by compulsory arbitra-

tion. This applies to the ditSculties aris-

ing between the railroads and the em-

ployees. The bill makes strikes and

lockouts, illegal and includes all steam

and electric roads including those owned

by the governments, making the of-

fenses above named illegal and punish-

able.

The matters will be handled by pro-

vincial boards. In case the matter in

question is not wholly in one province,

it will be handled by the Dominion

board. The provincial boards will be

composed of three members, one chosen

by the employers, one by the boards and

the third by these two. In case these

two cannot agree on the third, he will

be chosen by the governor in council.

The Dominion board is to be composed

of five members, two elected by the rep-

resentatives of the railway owners on the

seven provincial boards, two by the em-

ployers' representatives on these boards,

and the fifth by the other four, or by the

Dominion government. Each employee

has one vote. The elections are to be

held every three years, that being the

limit of time each member of an arbitra-

tion board serve, .\wards are to be cur-

rent for one year, or until superseded by

another award of the same arbitrators.

It is also provided that no court shall

have power to review, amend or quash

awards. The bill will not be passed by

Parliament this year, it being desired to

Too Credulous.

"Congratulate you on the fine reception

which I heard you were honored wi;h out

in Indiana," some one yesterday remarked

to Senator Fairbanks, who had just re-

turned from the Republican Convention in

Indianapolis.

"That reminds me," said the Senator,

"of an old but always good story. In a

sleeping car a man was snoring most

loudly and nobody else in the car could

sleep. Finally it was decided to awaken

him and compel him to quit snoring or

stay awake. So after much difficulty, he

was aroused.

"What's the trouble?" he asked.

"Your snoring keeps everybody in the

car awake and it has got to stop."

"How do you know I snored?" ques-

tioned the disturber of the peace.

"We heard you," was the reply.

"Well," said the man who snored, as he

turned over to go to sleep again, "Don't

believe all you hear."—IKa,s/nng/o" Post.

Advice Gratis.

The following poster is to be seen in

a station at Pittsburg, being designed to

give consolation to chronic kickers:

"If trains are late be patient and "go

way back and sit down.' Remember the

old adage, 'Everything comes to him

who waits,' and don't make yourself con-

spicuous and everybody else nervous by

'throwing down' the road. The company

is just as anxious to have the trains on

time as you are.

"If you think you are short-changed

or have lost a mile, don't get out your

hammer. A kindly word to the agent will

fix matters if an error has been made. If

you get more change than is due you,

please make good, because the agent

needs the money.

"If you see cuspidors around, kindly

bear in mind that there should be no

spitting on the floor. If you see the

agent is busy with the questions of a

brother who may be just as rushed as

you are. be considerate, 'tis your turn

next. Don't grunt, growl or grumble.

Don't be a knocker.

"It you can say a good word, say it

like a prince. If you are full of bile and

disposed to say something mean, keep

your mouth shut. Don't be a knocker.

Xo man ever helped himself up perma-

nently at the expense of his neighbor.

Give up a kind word. Give it liberally.

It won't cost you a cent and you may

need one yourself some day. You may
have thousands to-day and next year be

without the price of a shave. So don't
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be a knocker. You can't afford it. It

won't pay. There is nothing in it.

"If you must kick, go around behind

the station and take a good kick at your-

self; for when you feel that way you are

the man who needs it. AU'ays remem-
ber that no man is the whole show. Be

careful, therefore, and don't be a knock-

About Iron and Steel Rails.

Steel rails sell at from $28 to $30 a ton

and cost considerably less than half that

sum, which enables the Steel Trust to

make a little more than a living profit.

favor, but after a trial they forced them-

selves into use, but many railroad man-
agers could not see where there could be

economy in using steel rails at the enor-

mous price charged tor them. The de-

velopment of the Bessemer steel process

gradually reduced the price of steel until

that material pushed iron out of use.

A statement published two years ago

by the Raihvay Age says: "In 1868 rails

sold at $174 a ton, but even at this price

a few railway companies had decided that

it was economy to begin to use them in-

stead of iron. Ten years later, in 1876,

the price had dropped to $41.50, and

and the battered relics of the iron age

that still linger in scattered sidings ana

spur tracks will soon disappear. Al-

though the price, $26, fixed by the mills

for the coming year, is an advance of $8

over the price at the commencement of

1899, it is less than tlie average quotation

for that year. But it is a higher figfure

llian the large purchasers expected to

pay, and if maintained may somewhat
diminish the amount of new construction

and renewals which had been planned on
the expectation of a lower price. Still,

compared witli $174 a ton, even $26 seems

cheap."

.^ li'tUuray ^ Locomotive Ens/inciring

DETAILS OF NORFOLK & WESTERN CONSOLIDATION—DESCRIBED ON PAGE 195 OF MAY ISSUE.

Rails have always been dear on this con-

tinent, which has greatly enhanced the

cost of railroad building. When rails 80

pounds to the yard are used it costs close

on four thousand dollars a mile for

rails alone, and fastenings put up the cost

nearly one-half more.

The first heavy heavy rails made in this

country were iron, of course, and were
rolled in 1844 at the Mount Savage roll-

ing mills in Alleghany county, Maryland.
The first rail rolled was of U pattern and
the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia

awarded a silver medal to the makers.

The first steel rails tried were introduced

in 1866 and cost $200 a ton. Engineers

did not at first regard steel rails with

about one-quarter of tlie railway mile-

age of the country was of steel rails.

During the next ten years the price

doubled, reaching $85 in 1880, and then

declined to $31.50 in 1888, by which time

there were 130,388 miles of steel tracks,

against 52,979 miles of iron. At the end

of another decade, in 1898, the price had

fallen to $18, and there were 220,800

miles of steel tracks; only about 24,000

miles of iron remaining. The following

year, 1899, saw nearly g.ooo miles of stsel

added, although, in the course of the

year the price had almost doubled. To-

day the mileage of steel is about 230,000,

as compared with 20,000 of iron—that is,

92 per cent, steel and 8 per cent, iron

—

It's a heap of satisfaction to passengers

to know the cause of delays and also pre-

vents lots of wasted energy in the form

of cuss words. Why not let the brakeman

announce "Blocked by landslide—prob-

ably start in an hour, etc."

There seems to be a growing feeling

among engineers that the saving of oil

is being overdone. There is not such a

broad space between the extremes of

actual waste and actual need, and it is

equally wrong to approach too closely

the one extreme as the other. Brains

and jud,gment will do much to properly

conduct the economical use of oil.
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Good Work of a Tandem Compound.

Our readers will reniciiilier the tandem

compound illustrated in our issue of Oc-

tober. iQOi, and will be interested to know

of its i^ood work. Now that tandems

are the style it is well to be posted on

the different designs, and we repeat the

drawings as tliey are somewhat differ-

ent from the di-siKu of tandem usually

seen.

Balanced slide valves are used with in-

side admission on llie high pressure and

outside admission on the low pressure.

This does away with the necessity of

crossed steam ports. Live steam enters

at end of valve chamber and goes only

to high pressure clicst unless the by-pass

valve is turned so as to open port giving

low pressure cylinder live steam for start-

ing, as is shown in cut. Steam is admitted

to valve through center of balance plate.

The low pressure cylinder exhausts

through center of valve and balance plate.

In this case the high pressure is not doing

work as the steam is on both sides of the

piston. In starting (and this is common
to all the tandems) the low pressure (27

inches in this case, is getting boiler pres-

sure and can start a train without diffi-

culty. This is one feature that makes the

number 1,705 popular with the engineer

on the Rnltiniore and Ohio, as it can

take its full tonnage out of the yard with-

out a helper, but, of course, the boiler

would not make steam enough for this

except at low speed. As the boys express

it, "It seems as though there was another

engine pushing behind" when they throw

it into "simple."

Another convenience is the ease of tak-

ing out pistons for examination of pack-

ing rings. The low pressure end of the

sleeve between cylinders is loosened by

removing bolts—and after slacking up on

the packed joint on the high pressure

head, the sleeve is pushed right into high

pressure cylinder. This makes a very

neat design but if all the engines are like

the one in question it will not prove as

useful as might be imagined, for our best

information is that although the engine

has been in constant use for nine months

it has never been necessary to remove a

cylinder head or examine the valves in

that time. Considering that the engine

has received no favoritism this is a good

recommendation.

It will also be noticed that in drifting

the engineer can raise the balance plate

from the low pressure valve, thus giving

a by-pass the whole size of the cylinder

ports. This is so effective that the en-

gineers report it as "drifting as easy as

a box car and fanning the fire less than

a simple engine."

As a rule too little attention is paid to

by-pass valves and some that have been

used are altogether too small to be effec-

tive. One case comes to mind where they

were used and then discarded. On figur-

ing up the effective area it was found to

be a lillle over one square inch for a .35-

inch cylinder. It is no wonder that it was

not an entire success.

Another lest is also at hand where a

cross compound with a by-pass or "drift-

ing valve" was allowed to drift down to a

90-foot grade and would not run over 8

miles an hour on account of compression

in the low pressure cylinder. Then the

but llie engines would drift like a simple

engine.

This demonstrates the necessity of a

suitable by-pass on any large cylinder,

whether simple or compound, and it will

be difficult to find a simpler or more effec-

tive method than that of lifting the bal-

ance plate as is done in the engine men-

tioned.

-:r-s^3
CYLINDERS OF T.\NDEM No 1705 ON BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

2j) 3)-

Ptg.3

Fig. 4

DET.\ILS OK T.'^NDEM No. 1705 ON B.ALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

valves were taken out leaving an opening

of four square inches at each end of

cylinder.

This allowed the speed to increase to

20 miles an hour but the noise made by

the air rushing in and out of the small

openings could be heard a mile. Finally

the low pressure side was disconnected

and the engine would drift at any speed

it was safe to run.

As a result of this test, the low pressure

cylinders was equipped with a four-inch

pipe (about laj^ square inches) from one

head to the other and a plug cock in the

center. This added greatly to the clearance

When a new locomotive can "run the

rounds," as this has done with little or

no attention, it is pretty good evidence

that tandem compounds are thoroughly

practical.

The latest use proposed for compressed

air is to operate a platform that can be

raised to the level of a baggage car floor,

so that trunks and heavy baggage can be

lowered without damage. It is a great

scheme, but the only persons interested in

its introduction are baggage owners, and

they have no influence.
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B. & O. Does Not Belong to the Pa.

At a hearing of a Senate Committee.

President Loree. of the Baltimore &
Ohio, insisted that a great mistake had
been made in stating that the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Company owned the Bal-

timore and Ohio road. He said the

Pennsylvania did not own that company
and had on its directorate only four of

the twelve directors. The Baltimore and
Ohio Company had it within their power
at any time to nullify the influence of

these four directors in case they did not

approve of their management. As it is

now these four directors are being up-

held in their ideas concerning the man-
agement of the road to such an extent

that they do practically manage it. As
long as their management is approved by
the other eight directors they will be up-

held, but he said that when these other

eight directors cease to approve it they

will be voted down. If they desired it,

they could put out these four directors.

The managers of the St. Louis World'.^

Fair are determined to encourage the de-

velopment of the balloon-making interests

which always have had headquarters in

France. Two prizes, one for $100,000, th:'

other for $50,000 are ofTered for a balloon

race. The inducements to make money
is likely to attract balloon makers, but it

is almost certain to do no good. Gififard,

the inventor of the injector, was very
much interested in ballooning and the in-

jector was invented in connection with
high power designed to propel balloons.

That was over fifty years ago, and no
progress in balloon control or propulsion

has been made since that day. For indus-
trial purposes the balloon is worthless and
it never will be improved; but a balloon

race will make an attractive show.

The most important event during last

month in the transportation world has
been the securing by the Morgan capi-

talists, of control of the principal steam-
ship lines in Europe. It is said that a

syndicate with $150,000,000 capital has
bought control of the leading steamboat
interests of the world and that the man-
agers of the merger will use their power
to promote harmony in transportation

rates. That probably means the kind of
harmony that the man who pays will not
enjoy.

The new shops of the Philadelphia
Pneumatic Tool Co., at Twenty-first

street and Allegheny avenue, are nearing
completion, and the company expects to

remove from its present location to the

above address at once. The power
plant is now installed and every-

thing will be in readiness for the
full operation of their new plant in

the course of two weeks. They have or-

dered about $10,000 worth of new ma-

chine tools to be delivered to tiiem early

in June, and with these they shall soon

l)e able to relieve their very much over-

crowded condition and be able to make
inore prompt delivery than heretofore.

About one hundred and fifty men will be
required immediately to do the work
which they, are at present trying to do in

their crowded quarters with ninety-five

men. They have recently placed upon
the market two new sizes of rotary drills

and have perfected an improved riveting

hammer which is being made in three

sizes, having capacities varying from 14

to 1%-inch rivets. They have re-

ceived orders aggregating nearly two
hundred tools, from one of the largest

shipyards in the country, and this, to-

gether with a lot of railroad and other

trade, makes an unprecedented rush of

business.

a day. and 200 to 300 skilled workmen
will be employed. The company will

send part of its product to Japan.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey
arrangement to run trains every hour be-

tween New York and Philadelphia is

highly popular with a great mass of busi-

ness men who find it necessary to make
trips between these two stations.

The locomotives, cars and " Pullman
cars are the most modern,- the roadbed is

rock ballasted, and as only hard coal is

used there is no smoke or cinders. Every
train runs direct to Reading Terminal,
Philadelphia, without change, and many
of them cover the distance in 1 hours.
The Reading route, by which the Phila-
delphia line is often known, is not only
a short way to Philadelphia, but it is like-

wise the scenic route. This service goes
into efifect on May 18, but in no way does
it impair the fast and elegant service of
the Royal Blue Line, which will run in-

dependently of the Philadelphia line.

It is reported that the oil burning lo-

comotives built for the Santa Fe at the
Baldwm Locomotive Works a few
months ago are not giving the good re-

sults anticipated. They have three cor-
rugated furnaces each having an arrange-
ment of burners. Those who criticise the
performance say that the fuel supply is

too much divided up in the three fur-

naces and that it is difficult to keep them
from smoking. It is also said that when
one furnace is smoking it is difficult tell-

ing which one is causing the trouble.

Eastern car builders are likely to have
some dangerous rivals in the far West,
where timber needed for the manufacture
of many thousand of cars can be secured
within easy reach. There is talk of vari-

ous car building companies being formed
in various parts of the Pacific slope, and
a company, composed of Tacoma capital-

ists, has been organized for the purpose
of building a large plant at Tacotna for

the manufacture of railway freight cars,

constructed of Washington fir. The ca-

pacity at first will be eight to ten cars

Purdue University has now in process

of erection a temporary building for the

accommodation cf its collection of his-

toric locomotives. The building is 60 by

64 feet, and contains four tracks, three of

which are already occupied by locomo-
tives. The list includes the "James Tol-

man." an engine of English design, the

B. & O. engine No. 173, known as a

Hayes Ten-Wheel "Camel." and a 16 by

24-incli .\merican type engine from the

Chicago & Northwestern Railroad. We
understand that the university very much
desires to obtain an inside-connected en-

gine which it can add to its collection.

Neilson. Reid & Co., locomotive build-

ers. Glasgow, have adopted a novel meth-

od of encouraging their workmen to make
full time. They intimated in January that

every employe who loses not more than

eighteen hours' time until the end of June

will receive a present of a week's pay. In

busy times a great many men get careless

about losing two or three hours a week,

and their absence from the shop frequent-

ly costs much more than their wages. The
experiment of the Neilson people is said

to promise success, for the most of the

workmen are already getting, in punctu-

allv in the morning.

Those who know Daniel S. Pedrick will

not be surprised to learn that he is mak-

ing numerous improvements in the shops

of the Flanders Machine Works, Phila-

delphia, which he now controls. Old
tools are being replaced by the latest and

best, and there is a general air of better-

ment all around the place. This is re-

flected in their boring bars which are

now more simple and better than ever.

Mr. Pedrick speaks very highly of their

27 horse power Otto gas engine which

is always ready for business and has

proved very economical.

Tlie telephone people come pretty close

to "bearding the lion in his den" when
they display their sign "Don't travel

—

telephone" over their booths in railroad

stations.

Experienced machinists are being ad-

vertised for by the Baltimore & Ohio
road. L. G. Haas, the new general su-

perintendent of the Pittsburg division,

has been instructed to secure as many
machinists from Pittsburg as possible to

be distributed to various points over the

system. There is a great demand for

expert workmen of this kind over the

entire system, including the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern. More machinists

are needed at the Glenwood shops as the

facilities for both light and heavy repair

are being increased.
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General Correspondence.
Kepairs at the nechanicsville Shop.

The accompanying i>utun' sliuw^ the

first large passenger engine to receive

general repairs at new Boston & Maine

shop, Mechanicville, N. Y. The men
shown in picture are, commencing at the

engine. Henry C. Manchester, asst. mas-

ter mechanic; Wm. H. Nolan, engine

dispatcher; M. J. Alicarn. fireman; E. \V.

Hines, engineer, and Henry A. Sunth-

worth. gen. foreman.

Engine 113.3. shown in picture, lias

cylinders 19x26 inches, has 66-inch driv-

ing wheel centers, weighs 126.000 lbs.,

was built in 1900 at Schenectady Loco-

motive Works. This engine is in heavy.

fast passenger service between Green-

As a road for the trials to take place

on, I would like to see the London &
Southwestern Railway chosen, from Lon-

don to ICxeter (172 miles); the .'Vtnerican

locomotives would then be able to show
their pulling and fast running capability

combined and would settle a point that

has been discussed for some time. Of

course I am well aware that this would

incur a big expense, but as American en-

gineers claim that they build a machine

tliat pulls heavier loads at a greater si)eed

I certainly think the money so c.xpended

would be laid out to great advantage.

E. J. DUNSTAN.
Sluiiif^hai & W'oosung Railway, Woosung,

China.

they should add much to our general

knowledge and be of value to both our

English cousins and ourselves. We all

want the best and shrjuld overlook even

nationality in trying to find it.—Ed.]

Reportinj; Work.

I notice in May issue, an article from

our friend G. W. Gravcss, headed "Re-

ported Work. Be Fair tf) the Engineer."

The latter part of this article strikes me
as a little bit sarcastic and brings this

thought, that if more hirmony, followed

by a little good feeling on both sides, and

a inotto that both are working for each

other and a common good, viz : that of

the company whicli employs them, tliat

FIRST LOCOMOTIVE TO RECEIVE GENER.^L REPAIRS .\T MECHANICSVILLE SHOPS. BOSTON & MAINE R. R

field and Troy, on Fitchbnrg Division, of

Boston & Maine R. R., and doing ex-

cellent work. H. C. Manchester.
Mechanicsville. A'. )'. Asst. M. AL

American vs. English Locomotives.

Since taking your valuable paper I

have been greatly interested in many of

its articles, and the above has proved a

very interesting subject to me; the argu-

ments in favor of both have been very

good. I would su.ggest to our American
cousins that they build an engine to what-

ever design they think proper and send

it to England to compete against the

English engines on e.xpress passenger

trains; we could then decide which is the

best engine. Should the trial prove fa-

vorable to the Americans, it would be a

decided benefit to their market.

(It would probably be both interesting

and instructive from en engineering point

of view to have a thorough test of this

kind made. We would not, however,

confine it to fast passenger work nor to

the other side of the Atlantic. A pas-

senger' and a freight locomotive of sim-

ilar weight and power to our own might

very well be tried on our roads in as fair

a manner as possible. We should have

outgrown' the spread eagle days when
everything of our own was perfect and
all else defective and look at it from a

purely engineering point of view.

Running time. coal, water and oil con-

sumption, delays and repairs should all

be carefully watched, and it is quite likely

that all of us would be surprised in inany

particulars. If the tests were carried on

as they should be. fairly and without

prejudice, as far as human nature is able.

such a state of affairs would be eliminated.

Friend Gravess should remember tliat

an engine standing in the round house

with a poor working injector is not always

surrounded by the same conditions as one

running on the road. How often do we
see the report, "injector don't work good."

If the round house man is lucky enough

to catch the engineer before he gets away.

and has a conversation with him, he may
learn that the greatest trouble exists when

the water is tow in the tank, or may
flutter when curving on one side or the

other, due to leaky feed pipes, bad tank

hose or what-not.

Now, (with permission) some of the

round house men do not ask the engineer

to write the prescription, but to give fair

play to both sides, the engineer should, in

his report, give some of the symptoms of

the ailment, thus atTording the other man
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some foundation on which to base his

line of work.

To help one another is not a bad idea,

and the mere report that the injector don't

work good, is too vague, as the man in

the shop is not with the injector from four

to twelve and sixteen hours and has not

the opportunity to view it under all condi-

tions, both running and lying in a side

track. If an engineer cannot or don't tell

"where it hurts him most" how can he

conscientiously expect the doctor to write

a prescription to cure.

A preat many things can be said detri-

mental to both sides, but that only en-

courages bad feeling and consequently

poor work, so let us take the other view
of it, and look upon each other as em-
ployees of a common employer, who has
a right to expect that we will work to his

good, and not let such trivial personali-

ties affect our working, and cause us both
trouble.

Ilagcrstown, Md. H. Van Horn.

nore About Flat Spots.

I have just read articles in January
number regarding flat spots on driving
wheel tires. I thought I would give you
one or two of Jim Skeever's object les-

sons of my own experience.

I did my firing on the same road
which I have been running on for the

past twenty-five years, and I used to think
when I was throwing blocks of wood into
the Baldwin we had, that if ever I got to

be an engineer I would make great prog-
ress in running, by hooking up about two
or three notches higher, as all those old

timers in day time would look down
when hooking up to see if all was right,

and in night time you would see them
feeling with bare hand to locate the same.
The last two years I fired was on a

passenger train, and the engine ran over
two years without putting flat spots in

the tire, making thirty-hve hundred miles
per month. We used to have to side-

track about ei-ery other station for some
freight train, so that when we had a

chance the engine was ri'n as fast as she
could run. A few years passed, and, after

I was put on to pull a passenger train, I

ran this same engine and the time was no
faster than when 1 was doing honors on
the left side. And with my modern ideas,

working the lever two or three notches
higher than the old timers, with wide
open throttle, I succeeded in putting a

place in the left main tire as flat as .-

country preacher's pocket book just

before conference. This engine had
never been changed, so I made up my
mind that the firm that made the tires

did not understand the science of temp-
ering a tire without leaving .t soft spot

some place; but about all the engines I

ran were the same and I took years to

discover that the soft spots, instead of

being in the tire, were under my own hat

Now I do not believe that these flat

spots come as a result of slipping, for if

they did both main tires would be flatten-

ed opposite each other, for one wheel can

not slip without the other going with it.

But while all wheels flatten some, the en-

gines could make fairly good mileage it

It was not a fact that the left main wheel

is so much worse than the rest. Now 1

would as soon attribute a poorly ren-

dered solo to the fact that the performer

was too lazy to keep the left side of his

fiddle in as tfood tune as the right, on

account of having the trouble of going
over to the left side.

I noticed that about the time the roads

began to figure on higher speed they also

began to figure on heavier engines, but

on account of existing difficulties, such

as bridges and rails, the power was about

as heavy as it was safe to run, so they

overcame the difficulty by getting some
new engines with an inch larger cylinder,

without enlarging on the boiler, nnd I

have noticed that I could run a 17-

inch cylinder longer on some trains

than I could an 18-inch cylinder with

same sized boiler. I believe the reason

to be that we have to have the larger

cylinder nozzled down more in order

to make steam, and on hills where you

could drop the smaller to use more
steam, with the larger you can't for if you

do you will not hold up in steam, con-

sequently, using the larger engine hooked

up more, shows up on the tire. And I

believe the larger engines you get with

their correspondingly larger pistons,

cross heads and rods, necessitating more

counter balance, makes tires shorter

lived.

I used to run a sixteen-inch cylinder

on a freight. This engine would run

steady as a clock up to about 40 miles

per hour. .Any faster would set her to

jerking so bad that the fuel would all

start for the deck of the engine. This

engine was taken into the shop and ad-

ditional counter balance, in shape of large

iron blocks, put in between counter bal-

ance and hub. I afterward ran this en-

gine in passenger service. She could run

65 miles an hour and rode steady as a

clock. Now I think this is prima facie

evidence that the higher the speed the

more counter balance it takes, and I

would like to be present when some en-

gineer got in after running an engine

over a division on one of our schedules

to-day; to hear him give his experi-

ence (if he was able), for I think he

would have the appearance of an over-

enthusiastic standard bearer 'for a foot-

ball team after an attempt to pass through

the opposing lines—slightly out of breath.

A few months ago I went to the con-

vention of engineers, held at Milwaukee.

On my return I got up to ride with one

01 my neighbors, who was running a

large modern standard engine. When
we started out of town it did not take

long to discover that the engine had a

very flat tire on the side I was riding on.

I asked the fireman how long the engine
had been out of the shop.

,
He said about

five months. When we got to going, the

engineer began to hook back the lever,

and when he got in where he let it stay, it

was in about the position I would have

thought it should be if I was going in an
opposite direction. The engine was
hitching around. I thought she acted

as though she was trying to get cross-

wise of the track, and it put me in mind
of driving a hobbled horse in a pacing
race, who had inclinations of his own to

go at some other gait.

This engine was run by three different

men, and if they all used the same medi-

cine, it was no wonder she was flat.

There is always some man among others

who is a coal saving fiend and will work
an engine anywhere to save a few pounds
of coal, and will do most anything, even

to laying out his neighbor a little, if

necessary, at meeting point. While I

believe in working for the interest of the

company, I think there is a happy medi-

um to most everything. If superintend-

ents of motive power would take my ad-

vice, they would plug some of the cen-

ter notches on the quadrant, so that some
of tlvese great expansionists would have

to sit and hold the reverse lever or put

it where, in a master mechanic's opin-

ion, it ought to be. Then if there was

any complaint from headquarters about

using a little too much coal, I would fix

every fire box while I had the engine in

the shop, so that it would be in con-

dition to carry a full sized arch.

Minneapolis, Minn. R. T. St.\fford.

[We had intended stopping this discus-

sion on flat driving wheel tires, but we
publish this letter because we think the

writer makes points that are worth not-

ing about cutting ofif very short. We do

not think the practice even saves fuel.

—Ed.]

Flat Tires on Egyptian Roads.

I have read with very great interest

an article in your January number on

flat spots in driving tires. Without stop-

ping to enter into a discussion, allow me
to push on to the practical side of the

question.

I have been driving an American loco-

motive for a year and during that time

the driving tires have developed flats

twice. Once after a month's work, and

the second time after three month's work.

When first the engine was given me, I

found she did her work well with the

lever just one notch from the center, and

with just sufficient steam to work her

lo time. As remarked above, the en-

gine had to have her wheels turned up

after three months, though she was all

right in other respects. After the engine

came out of the repair shops, thinking

to remedy the evil of flat spots to some

extent, at least. I decided to work her
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with the lever further out and less steam

if possible, but I found on the contrary

that more steam was necessary; the en-

gine seemed to be struggling along.

I very naturally attributed the cause to

the trucks (cars) being more loaded than

formerly, and therefore did not attempt to

pull the lever up. \\1iat was by sur-

prise to find that the fiats developed worse

after three months' work than after the

first tliree months. Latterly, we being

allowed a little more time to do the run,

I pulled the lever up to one notch from

the center, and lo and behold, the engine

seemed to work all at once as free as at

first, and I had to case off the throttle.

As tliis struck me as very strange, I put

the lever out again, and again the engine

began to lag. I tried this three or four

times, always with the same result.

After a perusal of the above, what de-

ductions can you arrive at but that the

fault lies in the throw of the valve?

In trying to locate this fault, I noticed

that the rocker arm, having a circular

motion, imparted at the same time an

up and down motion to the valve spindle,

this latter motion being also, to some

extent, detrimental to spindle packing

and weak rings. Now by having an elon-

gated eye in top of the rocker arm and

the necessary guide, this up and down
motion is obviated. The valve spindle-

pin, working either back or forward in

the eye. allows of a little more throw to

the valve and thereby regaining the lost

motion.

I am not acquainted with many Ameri-

can types of engines, but from a glance

at many of the illustrations in your in-

teresting journal, I see they are nearly

all designed alike in respect to the rock-

er arm.

The British practice always having

the elongated eye or a die block for the

rocker arm, and it is not so common in

British-built engines to develop flat spots

and driving tires. In fact, alter twelve

years' experience this is the first time I

have ever come across it.

Therefore, in my humble opinion, by

having the elongated eye in the top of the

rocker arm and thereby allowing the

valve to have its full throw, the driving

tires will not, I am sure, develop flat

so soon as eight months I do not pro-

fess to say that this alone is the cause

of the evil, but that it will to some ex-

tent remedy it.

J. White,
Engine Driver.

Soudan Covenintcnt

Railway, Soudan.

thing to do with the flat spots is beyond

conception. He does not say what place

on tires are flattened or whether they

occur in same place each time. There

are many things that cause tires to have

flat spots, such as soft places in them,

engines out of balance, running with too

short cut off, valves not properly set,

working engine heavily while sand is

being used, etc., none of which can bi:

cured by carrying back end of valve rod

in straight line." D.

Those Old Locomotives.

If your interesting correspondent, Mr.

II. C. Frazer, thinks that his notes on

and names of old "John Brandt engines

are not interesting reading, he is count-

cast iron finished, nuts and all, cylinder

heads turned and bronzed. The cylinders

were naked as the day they came out of

the foundry, except a coat of black

paint. Why the importance of lagging

the cylinders and covering the steam

chests was overlooked, is not known.

The Shanghai and John Gilpin were

the first to come to the road with cylin-

ders lagged and cased flush. You will

notice the political drift of some of the

names, Buchanan, Brcckcnridge; and

Wheatland was the home of jimmy

Buck. In reading over the rest of the

names it is not hard to name the class

of books in the library of the Gen. Supt.,

Mr. Joseph B. Baker. Toney Wells

spoke of his son as "my son Samivel"

(not Samuel, as printed).

Says a good authority on locomotive

practice : "Your correspondent fails to

say at what speed engine is run. What
point of cut-off the first or any other

notch will give, that has worked the en-

gine. One has little to base an opinion

upon. So far as the vibration of valve

rod at rocker connection having any-
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METHOD OF PREVENTING LEAKY FLUES—SEE NEXT PAGE. 1

ing without his host." I knew every one

in the list. But I must ask Henry to

stand up and be corrected. The legend

on the hub plates of the Keystone, Con-

owingo, Utah, Minnesota, Clearfield, Clin-

ton, Shanghai, John Gilpin, Yorick and

Corporal Trimm. did read N. J. L. & M.

Co., Paterson, N. J., John Brandt, Supt.

Yes, they were all Brandt engines, but

not all built at Lancaster, Pa. And they

were all smart, steady running engines,

and one of the factors contributing

towards their steadiness was, well just

look at the stroke and diameter of cyl-

inders. The old man's head was level on

those two points.

The Keystone and Conowingo were the

first engines with wagon top boilers and

link motion on the State road. The

wagon top was covered with brass, and

with two brass covered domes, and en-

gine and tender handsomely painted,

they did look fine. The steam chest was

Mr. Frazer quotes some of the Norris

engines built for the Western Pacific.

The writer had the honor of running one

of them, the Sonoma, letter H, not num-

bered at that time, afterward, 173; her

mate, the Merced, 172, was the first en-

gine to get an extension front end, in

Sacramento shops, put on by A. J.

Stevens. There was another lot of the

Norris engines that came to the C. P.,

but were built for a five-foot gage. When
then came here (around the Horn) the

driving tires were set in and engine and

tender trucks changed to standard gage.

One of them, the "Mojave," old number

37, is still in service at Fresno, on the

S. P.; her number at present is, I think,

1 108.

There were locomotives built in Lan-

caster, Pa., a long time before the estab-

lishment of the Brandt works.

W. De Sano.

Kern. Ccl.
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Prevent Leaky Flues.

Referring to your article on "Lcaliy
Boilers," page 2n. May number: For
several years past we have had consid-

erable trouble with leaky flues (especially

on engines carrying 180 pounds steam
pressure), and it was not unusual to put
an engine in two or three times a week
for flue work. On February u we put
an engine in, and removing five flues,

applied five one-inch braces extending
from flue sheet to flue sheet. In order to

give additional stiflness to sheets, and to

prevent rods from sagging, a iJ4-'"ch

pipe was put over the rod, which fit up
snug against the plugs on inside of

sheets. The firebox end was hammered
over, and a hex. nut (making a ball

joint) put on the front end.

Since applying the above we have done
flue work on this engine but twice, and
then but a few flues each time.

Later we equipped three more engines
in the same manner, whose performance
in this regard has proven equally as sat-

isfactory as the first.

I take pleasure in sending you here-

with blue print of braces, trusting that it

may be a benefit to some other fellow

who has trouble along the same line.

B. B. C.\RGO,

Lorain, O. Master Meclianic.

What Ailed this Engine.

An engine was turned in by a road

man who reported a broken valve yoke.

The engine was examined and the valve

and yoke found in good condition. The
engine would move ahead all right and
make the exhaust all right, but when put

in the back motion with the right side on
center it would stand still with the throttle

wide open and blow straight through the

valve and out the stack. H. W. O'Neil.

[Here's a chance for several hard thinks.

—Ed.l

The Grand Triink Railway has recently

contracted with the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company for the equipping
of fifty additional cars on their line with
the Pintsch system of lighting. The
Pintsch Gas Works at Moncton. N. B.,

which has been in the course of construc-
tion for the past two months, is now
completed, and gas is being made there
for use in the cars of the Intercolonial

Railway.

That the locomotive works of this city

are very busy is shown by the fact that

ten engines were turned out and shipped
this week, five each from the Rogers and
Cooke shops. This perhaps more than
equals the "palmy" days that old locomo-
tive men like to talk about, as the en-

gines of to-day weigh double and often

three times as much as those turned out

25 years ago.

The New Packing Inspector.

liV K. E. MARKS.

I dropped into the shops of the Blim-
town road the other day and inquired for

my friend Jack Johnson. "Room No. 3,

second floor front," said the watchman,
and I began to think I'd struck a trunk
line instead of the little jerkwater where
I used to run. However, I followed di-

rections, and on the door of room 3 (never
had but two offices before) I found
"Packing Inspector," and through the
partly open door I saw Jack.

"Come in, Marks, old b'oy—where have
you been all winter? I have lots to lell

you."

"What's the new game. Jack—packing
inspector is new on me."
"Well, it's just this, Marks—-last fall we

began having engineers report 'packing
blowing' every trip. Sometimes it was
valve rods, sometimes piston rods, more
often both. You know I used to make the

packing rings in the shop, and it hadn't
got far into November before I was
working nights and Sundays making rings
and putting 'cm in. We just cast 'em in

an iron mold, you remember; always
thought it was a great money-saver, too.

that mold.

"I got knocked out last Deceinber—
grip the doc. called it, and then the old

man was up against it for fair. Wanted
to know how he could get along, and I

suggested he order a lot of rings from the

packing company till I got round again.

"That came pretty nearly losing me the

job, for they lasted a darn sight better

than mine ever did. So I wrote to them
to find out the whys and wherefores of th;

case, sending 'em a set of rings I'd just

made.

"About the third day a young fellow

caiue around asking for Jack Johnson,
and when I pleaded guilty of owning that

name he said he'd just come down to see

me make rings. Kinder flustered me, of

course, but I mixed up some metal, 9
parts tin, i part copper and i of antimony.

"Pretty fair mixture says he, but not as

good as ours, and cost just as much.
Better try 831/3 parts lead, 8^ parts tin

and 8'/3 antimony, then cast in a mold that

will allow finishing all over. Then he
showed me how to make a spring chuck
for holding the rings and a forming tool

for trimming them, and told me that was
why their rings outlasted mine.

"I supposed their mixture was a secret

and the turning was just to give 'em an
e.xcuse for charging a round price, but
he told me just how they did it and that

they liked to make the rings because they
fitted and wore better, but that I could

do as well if I tried. Trouble was I'd

been putting in chunks of metal that

didn't fit either the rod or the packing
chamber, and then expected it to hold

steam.

"Well, we got things to running along
fairly well, the packing troubles we cured

easier on account of our rods being
ground round and true on that Norton
machine, when those 500 class of niston

valve engines began to arrive. I don't

know who ordered 'etr, but whoever did

wanted to be in style, I suppose.

"It wasn't long before the old man
came to me again. 'What in thunder is

the matter with your packing rings, now,
Johnson? Thought you hail cured that

trouble w^ith your new packing mixture,
and turned rings, but look at these.' .And
he handed over a fistful of engineers' re-

ports. 'Every blamed one of 'em is pack-
ing blowing—now what's to be done?'

"I was stumped—knew the rings were
just the same as before, and I couldn't

see why this epidemic should strike 'em
all at once.

"Better take a trip on the 513, Jack,"
he said

—
"she fogs up like snow storm

around the front end. Perhaps you can
get a pointer or two before you come
back. That's a way he has, and a mighty
good one, too, I think. Lets you see

things and ferret 'em out.

" 'Twas just as he said—the 513 looked
like a fog bank as soon as she started.

Steaiu coming out in every direction. But
I also noticed there was as much in front

as behind the cylinder, and I called the

engineer's attention to it. Then I asked
him if he'd had any such trouble on the

400 class, with the balanced valves. Said

they were all right. They had extended
piston rods, too.

"Coming back I waited for number
seven, with the 408 hauling her. Nothing
wrong with her packing, but there cer-

tainly was with the 513, as well as the

other blows. Why was it?

"In the first place I concluded that the

rod packing was being blamed promiscu-

ously for all blows—but it had a few of

its own, too. These I had remedied

largely by following the packing com-

pany's advice, and we'd saved a good many
dollars by doing so—lengthened the life

of rings from one day, in some cases, to

months—but here was another problem.

"So I called on the old man that night

and told him that all the blows were on

the new engines and not many of them
were really rod packing troubles. Wanted
to know why, of course. Then I gave

him my theory—thought it out on the

way home.

"There wasn't any question but thit all

the cylinder and valve chest heads leaked

—

but why? Just one reason and one word

tells the story. W.\TER. Bound to

work a little water sometimes. No bal-

ance plate to lift, something has to give.

Water don't compress for a cent, bolts

and studs will stretch. Result, leaky

heads. This afifects packings, too—sudden

shock forces water out around rod and

every place possible, and steam doesn't

miss a chance to follow a mighty small

leak after it's once started.

"Old man said I was a crank, but when
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he fcjund every hlaiiied pislon valve en-

gine leaked and llie others didn't—he

came round on my side of the fence. Now
he thinks Jack Johnson does have a stray

idea once in a while, and he caged nie up

in here so they woiddn't get away.

"But our rod packing Irouhks hive

quieted down on the regular engines, and

when they get over the piston valve fever

we expect our troubles will be over. The
packing is getting the attention it de-

serves, and the expense account is cut

in half.

"And say, Marks—I've done something

no one else ever did—talked so fast yon
haven't had a chance to get in a lick side-

ways, and—there comes one of the fog-

banks now, and it isn't the packing,

either."

just back of the rear drivers), and they

operate two levers of the second class,

with push pieces which hear upon the

equalizers which lie between the rear

drivers, and the small carrying wheels.

These push pieces press upon the equal-

izers just in front of the ordinary pivot.

This normal or ordinary fulcrum is at the

oblong hole shown in the illustrations.

When the equalizer does its duty, in the

usual manner, without the traction in

creaser, there are 94,800 pounds on the

drivers and 38,600 pounds on the carry-

ing wheels.

When it is desired lu increase the

tractive force of the engine, an air valve,

operated from the cab, is <>\>ened, the two
vertical cylinders fill with air, and the

push pieces are forced down on the

chinist and a laborer stand iacmg each
other, holding with arms at full length,

a plank between them. Suppose that a

boy stands upon the center of the plank
;

and we have a rough approximation to

the equalizer. The boy represents the

fulcrum, and his weight presses down-
ward; the man's arms, like the spring

hangers, are holding up. Suppose now
the boy walks a step or two toward the

laborer, that worthy will find his load

has increased, while the machinist will

bear less weight. The way to find the

actual weight each will carry, is of

course, knowing the boy's weight, to

multiply his weight by the length of the

machinist's end of the plank, and thai

gives the laborer's load. To find what

the machinist is carrying, multiply the

DET.\ILS OF NEW YORK CENTRAI, ENGINE No. 2950. (Il.LrSTR.\TED IN THE JANUARY INSERT.)

The N.y. C. Traction Increaser.

We have had so many inquiries in re-

gard to the details of the New York
Central locomotive, illustrated in our

colored supplement, and especially con-

cerning the traction increase, that we
present the following by George S. Hod-
gins:

The device known as the traction in-

creaser, and used on the Central-Atlantic

type of engines on the New York Cen-

tral Railroad, is a most interesting and

ingenious piece of mechanism. A pair of

air cylinders are bolted to suitable plates

secured to the frames (they are placed

equalizers. That has the effect of trans-

ferring the fulcrum from B to A, Fig. 2.

It brings the fulcrum ^'A inches nearer

the drivmg wheel, and the weights re-

distribute themselves. The trailers or

carriers then have .M-^oo pounds and

the drivers 104,800 pounds. There is not

much observable motion at the fulcrum

B. but weight is very effectually shifted.

If anyone thinks it worth while to

prove the effects produced by the long

and the short arm of a lever, like this

equalizer, he can do so in many ways.

One way. which may be tried in any

shop at the noon hour is to have a ma-

boy's weight by the laborer's plank

length. To put this more concisely and
in figures: If the plank is 5 feet long,

the boy 100 pounds, and if he stand 2

feet from the laborer, the machinist will

sustain a weight of 200 pounds, and the

laborer will hold up joo pounds.

The traction increaser simply takei

weight off the carrying wheels by mov-
ing the fulcrum, and transfers it to the

drivers, just as the boy puts more weight

on the laborer by walking toward him.

There is nothing mysterious about it all.

although some of the non-technical

papers seemed to imph- that there was.
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Shifting weight from the carrying

wheels and putting it on the drivers, is

not the whole work of the traction in-

creaser. At the same time it does this,

it takes some weight off the front truck,

and adds to the drivers. Normally there

are 42,600 pounds on the engine truck.

When the traction increaser is used, the

truck weight is reduced to 37,000 pounds.

At first sight, it appears as if the engine

truck should really carry more weight

than usual, wlien the traction increaser

is used, and the interesting point is to

know that it does not, and to see why it

actually carries less. An experiment can

be made with a two-foot rule, which may
throw some light on the how and why
of the matter.

A seeker after truth, using perhaps two
of Mr. Joseph Dixon's three-sided lead

the equalizing fulcrum forward, and in-

creased the overhang at the back. More
weight then came upon the drivers, as

was proved by the machinist and laborer

experiment. The increased back over-

hang had a tendency to tilt the engine
backward and so reduced the load on the

truck. No appreciable tilting takes place,

because the carrying wheel springs do
not permit it, they are not fully relieved

of this tension. The limiting position for

the engine, if one may so say. would be

to take out the carrying wlieels alto-

gether, and ascertain the weight then

carried by the engine truck. It would
certainly be considerably below the nor-

mal figure.

The engine is not supported upon
knife edges, as the rule was supposed to

be. It is held in place upon a system

Jiailwai/ ^ L<fOomotii'e £nffiuctri<ii/

DET.AII.S OF TR.\CTION INCREASE USED ON ENGINE No. 2990 OF
THE NEW YORK CENTRAL.

"You needn't go around the corner,"

responded the scalper, whose patience

was exhausted. "You can go right

through our back door. It opens into

the regular offices."

Steamers Burning Oil Fuel.

The immense supply of liquid combus-
tible flowing from the Texas oil wells

has directed the attention of certain ship

owners to the saving in cost of fuel they

could make by using oil in their steam-

boat furnaces instead of coal.

Last month a trial voyage was made
with the United Fruit Company's steamer
"Breakwater" burning oil and she was
the first oceafi vessel to be equipped with

oil burners at any Southern port. The
trial was a complete success. Using

only six of her twelve burners, a steam

lOU lOs.
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HOW THE TRACTION INCREASES
WORK.

pencils as improvised knife edges, may
lay the doubled up rule upon them, plac-

ing the pencils lJ4 inches from each ena.

Nov.' keeping one of them stationary, he

may move the other pencil toward the

center of the rule. He is now shorten-
"

ing the base of support. The overhang ai

the stationary pencil's end is lyi inches,

but the overhang at the other end in-

creases. If the motion of the moveable
pencil be continued, the weight on the

stationary pencil will steadily decrease,

and eventually there will come a time

uhen the rule will tip up off the station-

ary pencil, and it will then not carry any

weight at all. This is what mathemati-

cians would probably call the "limiting

position." This limiting position serves

to show by the tilt of the rule what has

really been going on while the moveable
pencil slid inward. With increased over-

hang at the back of the rule, weight was
reduced on the stationary pencil, as the

base of support was shortened.

Now applying this method of reasoning
to the engine, we find that the traction

increaser when put in operation, moved

of springs and equalizers which is in-

tended to provide for the very adjustment

which takes place. The engine responds

at once to the altered conditions and re-

adjusts the load on all the axles when the

traction increaser comes into play. This

cleverly designed piece of mechanism has

the effect of quickly concentrating weight

upon the drivers when it is so desired,

and of taking it from carrier wheels and
truck. When in operation, the traction

increaser adds about 10,000 pounds to

the weight on the drivers, and reduces

that on the carrying wheels by 4,400

pounds, as well as relieving the engine

truck of 5,600 pounds, at the same time.

Scalper and Regular Close Together.

The man in the brown ulster had hag-

gled with the scalper for ten minutes over

the price of a ticket to Minneapolis.

"There's no use talking." said the

scalper. "I can't sell you a first class tick-

et to that point for less than $8 to-day."

"I can go to the regular offices right

around the corner," contended the other,

"and buy one for the same figure."

pressure of 104 pounds, the regular work-

ing pressure, was easily maintained. It

took only four hours to get steam up for

the voyage, a saving in time of twenty

hours over the use of coal.

Manager Ellis, of the United Fruit

Company, stated that the use of oil

meant the saving of fully 50 per cent, in

fuel bills. "The cost of coal on one of

the Breakwater's round trips to Centr.al

.America." he said, "has averaged about

$i,ico. The cost of oil for a round trip

will not run over $550. In addition, the

service of three firemen and three coal

passers are dispensed with. Eventually

every vessel belonging to the United

Fruit Company's fleet will burn oil, and

we will use oil exclusively in Central

America on our locomotives and for our

stationary engines. We bum annually

500,000 tons of coal in Central America."

A. L. Roy, manager of the Mexican-

American Steamship Company, was one

of the party aboard the Kreakwater on

her trial trip. He said Ih-it the vessels

of his company, too, would be immediate-

ly equipped for burning oil.
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The cost of installing tlie oil biirntr.

on the Breakwater was something less

than $4,000. The principal cost was the

building of the two 750-l)arrcl tanks.

About 800 barrels of oil arc consumed in

making a round trip.

A Novel Staybolt Threading Hacliine.

These machines have a capacity up to

l}4-'nt"'' '1 diameter and 12 inches long,

and will turn out about 150 6-inch bolts

This form of bolt can proh.ibly l)C pro-

duced in larger quantities in ,1 given time

by other known methods, but this method
has a distinction of reducing the torsional

Mr:iin mi ilu- internal (ibirs nl the bar to

a minnumn.

We also find that more of these bolts

are in perfect repose after being screwed

in position in the boiler, than is the case

with other forms of bolts which we have

used at this point, for the reason that an
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Instruction of Car Inspectors and
Others.

One of the subjects under investigation

by a committee of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association is headed "Examining

Car Inspectors." The principal work of

this committee is to devise some means

of increasing the efficiency of car inspec-

tors by imparting training concerning

rules of interchange of cars. There are

chronic complaints that many car inspec-

tors are densely ignorant concerning the

details of interchange rules, and that they

make no attempt to study the code that

is annually provided for their guidance

after the Master Car Builders have made
all tne changes that the different tastes of

the association consider necessary.

In failing to study the rules of inter-

change of cars the car inspectors are not

different from other railroad employees

who are supplied with rules which they

are supposed to make themselves familiar

with. Providing each inan with a copy of

the rules is done in a prefunctory fashion.

and the men receive the book in the spirit

it is given. They hy it aside and forget

that they liad ever received it. The Mas-
ter Car Builders' .Association intend to

devise means for making the c ir inspectors

study the rules of interchange and make
themselves sufficiently familiar with the

rules to do their work as the rules direct,

which is a very commendable movement,

but it is one which ought to be carried

out by the officials of the different rail-

roads who are responsible for the car in-

spector's work being done as the rules of

interchange of cars demand. In this re-

spect car inspectors, trainmen, signalmen

and others who are required to perform

duties laid down in established rules

ought to be treated alike. They ought to

be examined periodically concerning their

understanding of rules, for it is notorious

that nearly all rules are suscentible of dif-

ferent interpretation. If this practice

were adopted, a vast reduction would be

made in the disputes that are constantly

arising in the interchange of cars, and

fewer accidents would happen through

trainmen and others misunderstanding

train rules and train orders.

The inanagement of the Queen & Cres-

cent system have established a system of

instructing employees concerning their du-

ties that deserves to be followed on all

railroads. The men in char.ge do not as-

sume that because a trainman, telegraph

operator or other person required to per-

form responsible duties has received a

book or rules defining his duties the re-

sponsibility of the management ends there.

They make it their business to see that the

men have inade themselves familiar with

the rules and understand them. This

calls for considerable instruction and ex-

amination, which are given in classes es-

tablished for the purpose. No man can

begin work on the road as a trainman,

operator or in other capacity where a

knowledge of signals, air brakes and train

rules is necessary without attending one

of these classes and obtaining a certificate

of efficiency. When men are attending the

instruction classes some of them frequent-

ly understand rules about signals, brakes,

etc., differently, and it leads to discussions

which are edifying and instructive to all

the people present. The effect of this

training is that the men who have to

carry out movements regulated by rules

do not have the knowledge of what ought

to be done vaguely in their tninds, but

have it as positive inspiration which

leads to the doing of the right thin.g, no

matter what cause for excitement may
surround the tnan. .A. trained soldier is

braver than a raw recruit, even if he may
not have been under fire before, and the

eiigineman or operator rigidly schooled to

perform certain actions will perform them

no matter what sudden emergencies may
arise to unsettle his nerves. The training

which keeps men's minds keyed up to

perform difficult duties properly at all

times is worth much to a railroad com-

pany. The training does not end with

the ability to pass one examination. The

men concerned are rctiuired to attend the

instruction classes a certain number of

times annually and an air brake certificate

of efficiency must be obtained every year

by all conductors, engineers, firemen, por-

ters, brakcmen, car inspectors, repairers,

baggagemen and all shopinen who have

to handle air brake equipment. We in-

cline to think that the car inspectors be-

longing to the Queen & Crescent will not

require any attention from the M. C. B.

comtiiitlce.

It is not easy to estimate the money
value of highly instructed employees as

compared with those who do their work
without the regulation of knowledge, and

on that account it is difficult to convince

railroad companies that it would pay them

to have their men instructed concerning

their duties so that the work might be

done by exact rule instead of by haphaz-

ard. There is no question that the Queen

& Crescent road has saved many thou-

sands of dollars under the working of the

knowledge system through the avoidance

of train wrecks and other accidents, and

many people are alive to-day and enjoy-

ing the pursuit of happiness who would

have been in their graves under the pre-

vailing .system of railroad management.

We understand that Mr. Samuel Spencer,

president of the Queen & Crescent, takes

a keen interest in what we might call the

"knowledge plan" and that humanitarian

reasons may induce him to recommend its

extension to other lines. Many of the

men who have to go through the routine

of instruction are reported to prefer the

old free and easy going, know nothing

practices, but the spirit of railroad prog-

ress favors the new methods and they

are bound to become popular in the end.

What is the Best Size of Smoke Box?

The size of smoke box that is best cal-

culated to produce a free steaming loco-

motive is still a matter of controversy

among those who devote any attention to

the subject. There has been plenty of

public discussion about the merits of

large and small smoke boxes, but very

few of the men in charge of locomotives

have exerted any intelligent efifort to find

out what volume of smoke box gave the

best results in proportion to the quan-

tity of heat units generated in the fur-

nace. When locomotives were first

brought into use the designers consid-

ered that all the volume of smoke box
necessary was the providing of suffi-

cient space to permit the gases from the

fire to pass from the tubes into the

smoke stack without restriction. At

first the space allowed was remarkably

small, little more than an extension of

the cross section of the flues, but the

volume was gradually increased until

there was about three cubic feet of cubi-

cal content in the smoke box for every

square foot of grate area. This propor-

tion was no doubt discovered by a ten-
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tative process, the cut and try again

method by which nearly all proportions

of locomotives were established.

D. Kinnear Clark, in his treatise on

railway machinery, which has been the

guide and counselor of locomotive de-

signers for fifty years, recommends three

cubic feet of smoke box capacity for ev-

ery foot of grate area. That came very

close to American practice until the

fashion of using extended smoke boxes

came into vogue which entirely changed

the proportions that had previously found

favor. The old practice in establishing

the size of smoke box to suit a certain

size of engine was settled on the founda-

tion of experience, and was not likely

to be far wrong; the practice of using

extended smoke boxes was introduced to

follow a fashion, just as it is the fashion

now to use piston valves, and there was

much probability of proportions being

adopted that would not produce a good

steaming engine, or at least not the best

steaming engine that could be made with

the size of boiler and grate area pro-

vided.

There is still conflict of opinion among
locomotive men concerning the merits

and the shortcomings of the extension

smoke box. When it was first intro-

duced, it received undeserved credit as a

promoter of free steaming which rightly

belonged to the open smoke stack. The

plate diaphragm, employed in connection

with the extended smoke box and open

stack, offered much less obstruction to

draft than the cone and netting in the

diamond stack, which, with the result

that it produced a better steaming en-

gine, prejudiced many master mechanics

and engineers in its favor, for every

change is popular that will improve the

steaming properties of a locomotive.

When the extended smoke box was

first brought into use, the intention was

to make it a reservoir for sparks, and on

that account it was made very large; of

much greater capacity than was consid-

ered adapted to the easy regulation of

draft appliances. As the blast of the

exhaust steam has to create a partial

vacuum in the smoke box, a large smoke

box will take a stronger blast than a

small one to produce the same effect

upon the fire, but the action created

upon a small smoke box may be too

violent for easy management of the fire.

There is a mean size of smoke box vol-

ume somewhere which is best adapted

to producing a free steaming locomotive.

We frequently hear the remark made

that an engine does not steam so well

after the smoke box begins to fill up as

it did when the space was empty. That

proves that the larger space is more con-

ducive to free steaming than the smaller

space, or that there is a size between the

entirely empty and the filled up space

that produces the best results. The men

in charge ought to find out which is the

most satisfactory mean and design their

smoke boxes accordingly. If the small

space or the large space was the normal

size, the draft appliances would be ad-

justed to make the engine steam as free-

ly as possible with that condition. The
investigator trying to find out what pro-

portions of draft appliances will make

the most efficient locomotive, ought to

have no great difficulty in demonstrating

what size of smoke box is most condu-

cive to free steaming.

The Battle of Saratoga.

The above caption does not relate to

the battles fought annually for several

years in the conventions of the Master

Car Builders and of the Master Mechan-
ics' .Associations, but to a battle fought

during the War of Independence, which

was the most important in that great

struggle and is rated in history as one

of fifteen decisive battles of the world.

In writing about this famous battle we
deviate a little from our recognized field;

but we do it because the people who at-

tend the Saratoga conventions seldom

display any interest in seeing a battle

field which is of greater importance to

patriotic Americans than the field of

Waterloo is to the nations whose safety

was assured by the defeat of Napoleon.

It is a melancholy fact that many of the

people who attend the Saratoga conven-

tions never heard of the battle of Sara-

toga.

The Stamp Act which imposed taxes

upon the colonists without representa-

tion was passed by the British Parlia-

ment in 1765. A_ hurricane of rage

passed over the American colonies.

Meetings and conventions were held all

over the colonies and violent resolutions

were passed denouncing the Stamp Act

and its authors. The opposition was so

furious that the Stamp Act was repealed

the following year; but in 1767 a still

more obnoxious act was passed which

proposed putting duty upon certain im-

ports entering America. That brought

out a more violent storm than the

Stamp Act, and culminated, so far as

duty on imports were concerned, in the

Boston Tea Party. In due time the Brit-

ish forces and the rebellious colonists

were in open conflict. Massachusetts

took the lead in rebellion and there the

battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill

proved that the descendants of the Puri-

tans were ready to fight for justice. The

New England colonists were the prin-

cipal hot beds of rebellion and their sons

did much to keep the flames of revolt

alive in the other colonies. Bunker Hill

was fought in 1775 and the following year

the Declaration of Independence was

adopted. There had been various battles

between the Continental army and the

British troops in these two years, but

nothing of great importance had been

done by the rebellious colonists to invite

the aid of Britain's enemies. M\ the col-

onies were in rebellion but most of the

fighting was done by proclamations and
resolutions. About the bcginninK of 1777

the British military authorities concluded

that the best plan for ending the war

was to insulate what is now the New
England States from the other colonies,

and for this purpose General Burgoyne

led a powerful army from Canada
through the lakes for the purpose of re-

ducing all the strongholds in his route.

He was to meet a British army at Al-

bany sent up the Hudson destroying the

obstacles to royal rule wherever found.

The two victorious armies would make
short work of the rebels still in the field-

Burgoyne carried out his program un-

til he reached Bemis Heights on the

right bank of the Hudson River about

seven miles from Saratoga Springs.

There he found a strong army of the

colonists ready to dispute his progress

in a camp planned by the Polish patriot

Kosciusko. On October 7 a fierce battle

was fought and Burgoyne's army was so

shattered that he retreated next day, but

was compelled to capitulate a few days

afterwards at Schuylersville, a few miles

from the battle field.

Numerous monuments have been

erected to identify the different events of

the battles and the plan of the defend-

ers can be easily understood by a short

visit to the place.

The entertainment committees of the

various railroad mechanical conventions

held at Saratoga have had so much

money to spend in different years that

they had difficulty in disposing of it, yet

there has never been an excursion ar-

ranged to permit visitors to see the scene

of the greatest battle fought by the pa-

triots 01 the Revolution.

High Speeds and Wind Resistance.

The startling high speed records of one

hundred and one hundred and twelve

miles per hour that have been purported

to have been made some years ago with

light standard engines have always been

regarded with slight distrust. With the

known capacity and performance of the

swift, powerful express locomotives of

to-day, and more accurate and perfected

recording apparatus now obtainable, these

purported high speeds seem more sus^

picious than ever.

When we recollect that 112 miles per

hour is almost twice as fast as 60, and

that a train running at the former speed

is kicking back distance at the rate oi

165 feet each second, we are inclined to-

become credulous and to regard these:

high speed statements as extravagant

and loosely made. M such abnormally

high speeds, the error of a fraction of a

second in snapping a stop watch will

sometimes make a difference of five to

twelve miles per hour in the corrected

time of an electrically operated measur-

ing instrument, .\gain, these last runs

are frequently based on the time a train
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is reported by telegraph operators as

passing certain stations, in which event

there is an easy chance for a large error

to creep into the record.

While the ability of a locomotive to

accelerate the speed of a train when run-

ning at a high rate is the prime factor, it

is not the only considerable one. The

resistance of the atmosphere and winds

enter largely as controlling factors, and

are very much greater :it high speeds than

low. An ordinary passenger locomotive,

on level grade, can easily push a holt-

through it at fifty or sixty miles per hour;

but quite a little before the lOO mile per

hour mark is reached, the atmospheric

and wind resistances become surprisingly

effective. A side wind, in fact, retards

speed more than a head wind, because of

the flange friction it produces. . In future

high speeds these resistances must neces-

sarily be given more prominent consider-

ation than formerly; and doubtless some

of the old. time-honored and "well done

faithful servant, etc.." formulae will need

considerable mending or be permanently

retired.

Agitating for Increase of Train Speed.

One day last month, a party of New-

York Central Railroad officials was trav-

eling along the Lake Shore Railway to-

wards Cleveland, and the temptation to

indulge in fast running, promoted by the

unusually fine track, was too mucn to be

resisted. An unusually fast run w-as made

and the rumor was immediately started

that the fast run was not an accident

due to opportunity, but was a test of

speed deliberately undertaken to find out

the shortest time in which a train could

te run over the Vanderbilt .system from

New York to Chicago. The capabilities

oi the engines for maintaining a high rate

of speed were declared satisfactory, and

the would-be molders of public opinion

informed the world that trains would be

immediately introduced to make the run

between New York and Chicago in i8

"hours. The distance is about 946 miles so

the average speed would not be much over

52 miles an hour, a velocity not con-

sidered great in these days of fast spurts.

Particulars about this new train having

been settled by the reporters, something

new for paragraphs was in order, and so

in a day or two the Pennsylvania people

were reported to have decided upon put-

ting on a new Chicago Limited which

would make the run of 912 miles in 17

hours, or an average speed ot 53-6 miles

an hour. Those who have watched the

regular running maintained by the Empire

State Express of 53.5 miles an hour for 440

miles, do not anticipate that tnere would

be any mechanical difficulties experienced

in maintaining a speed of 53 miles an

an hour, between New York and Chicago.

The report that the fast trains were about

to be put in operation, caused consider-

able talk among the traveling public and

railroad men, but after a few days both

the railroad companies made official de-

nials that such acceleration of trains was

contemplated and so for the present the

incident is closed, or rather, never was

opened by the railroad companies.

The incident illustrates the great inter-

est taken in fast trains, for nearly every

newspaper in the country published some-

thing about it, and many of them aired

their ignorance of the difficulties that rail-

road companies encountered when they

proceed to increase the speed of fast trains

ten or fifteen per cent. As people become

accustomed to very high train speed, and

find that there is nothing alarming in the

sensation of passing through space at 60

miles an hour or more, they develop a

desire for more of it, just as a boy wants

faster and faster speed in sliding down a

hill on a coaster, and as the overgrown

boy endangers the lives of pedestrians by

speeding up his automobile to its highest

velocity. An eighteen hour train between

New York and Chicago would no doubt

be very popular and a train that would

cover the distance in ten hours would be

more popular still ; but the traveling pub-

lic are not prepared to pay the cost of

moving trains at abnormal velocity, and

until they are prepared to do so, railroad

companies will continue to keep close to 50

miles an hour for their highest average,

except in special cases like the runs be-

tween Philadelphia and Atlantic City

which have elements of advertising that

stimulate the motive power more than

questions of utility.

The experiments that were made in

Germany last year, with electrical traction

on a short railway between Berlin and

Zossen, indicated that electricity could be

employed to propel railway cars at enor-

mous speed, but they were more in the

nature of scientific experiments, than

work done for commercial purposes. A
speed of about 100 miles an hour was

reached when the inspector in charge inti-

mated that the limit of safety had been

exceeded on account of the yielding na-

ture of the track. Since those experi-

ments were made we have been hearing a

great deal about the necessity for acceler-

ating the speed of express trains to one

hundred miles an hour average. A curi-

ous thing about the agitation maintained

about the desirability of trains being run

at one hundred miles an hour gait is, that

scientific men and sensational newspaper

writers give it nearly all the sup-

port received. The people who would

have to pay the expense of run-

ning trains at extraordinary speeds

are not heard from at all. The

scientific men are solicitous to see our

prevailing train speeds doubled because

the bringing into action the concentration

of great physical forces for speed pur-

poses would imply scientific progress ;
the

newspaper man advocates abnormally

high train speed because it is a good sub-

ject to write about and no knowledge be-

yond glittering generalities is needed In

the production of an article on the sub-

ject.

If the traveling public should at any

time make an earnest demand for trains

to run from New York to San Francisco

at an average speed from start to finish of

50 miles an hour they would be accom-

modated ; but they would have to p;iy for

the luxury in rates considerably higher

than those now charged on existing ex-

press trains.

The distance between New York and
San Francisco is close on 3.200 miles, a

long journey which could be passed over

in about 64 hours if the speed including

slops were maintained at 50 miles an

hour. To accomplish this would require

every railroad in the long chain to have

its machinery, its road bed and its train

movement keyed up constantly to the

highest pitch of efficiency. The experi-

ments made by the management of the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad,

with fast and slow train speeds, and re-

ported to the Railway Master Mechanics'

convention last year, demonstrated that to

double the speed of a train from 30 miles

an hour required double the quantity of

water and coal and double the drawbar
pull. From the particulars given in that

report, we concluded that the expense of

running trains 60 miles an hour are double

that involved in running them 30 miles an

hour, which is the prevailing speed for all

except fast express trains. Although the

wages of train men are not increased by

increase of speed, a variety of other ex-

penses are greater. None but first-class

engines in excellent condition can be em-
ployed in hauling very fast trains, and

they must be very rigidly inspected fre-

quently, and substitution of parts made
prematurely to guard against breakage or

heating. A train that has to run a long

distance at an average speed of say fifty

miles between start and finish, has to be

kept going ten or fifteen miles faster than

the average to make up -for slow downs
and stoppages. When the New York Cen-

tral Railroad Company made the fast run

from New York to Buffalo of 60 miles

an hour, as a preliminary to putting on

the Empire State Express, the writer was
time keeper and he found that the engine

was losing time when one mile failed to

be passed in 50 seconds. That is an aver-

age of 72 miles per hour, and it was

well kept up, yet there was very little

margin left when the train arrived

in Buffalo. The route traversed was

nearly level, with light gradients at in-

tervals that put no particular stress upon

the motive power. It was found that

while the engine would maintain a speed

of 70 miles an hour on the level, a moder-

ate gradient if longer than a mile pulled

down the speed to about 50 miles an hour.

The distance of 440 miles was very well

adapted for pushing a train through with

the least possible detention. Had the dis-

tance been doubled considerable time

would have to be lost putting a fresh sup-
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ply of w.itcT and ici' in llu- lars, ami in

inspcclin),' llic rnnninfi gear of the Irain.

From what the writer has seen of the

inside dirficuhies that have to be over-

come in maintaining high speed for long

distances, he does not believe thai an

average speed over 55 miles an hour, with

a paying train, will ever be maintained be-

tween New York and Chicago with steam

locomotives, unless some new form of

boiler should be perfected which will boil

water much faster than the existing multi-

tubular boiler.

Safety of Railway Travel.

It is a long time sinee statisticians first

informed the people that the safest place

in tlie world was riding in a railwa" train.

People occasionally lose their lives in

America wdiiie traveling in railway trains,

but it is becoming so rare in proportion to

the volume of people carried that safety

may be considered the rule. There was a

time when nervous people were afraid to

undress in a sleeping car for fear that an

accident should happen and they would be

exposed in nakedness to the rigors of

the night. Exemption from accident has

almost entirely dispelled fears of that

kind.

The safety of travelers by rail is even

greater in Great Britain than it is in

America. Reports issued by the Board of

Trade last month, the government bu-

reau that has supervision of railway oper-

ating, show that not a single passenger

was killed in the year 1901. This is the

first time that a whole year has passed

without a single passenger being killed

and it is a splendid record, for the num-

ber of people traveling is immense. The

fatalities to railway cmoloyees were extra-

ordinarily few ; eleven persons were killed

and 161 injured, which includes railway

employees and persons trespassing upon

railways.

The Fellow Servants Iniquity Law.

We know of no single law which has

been employed to inflict so much injustice

as the so called "fellow servants" law.

which is an inheritance of the Englisli

common law imported into this country

before the Revolution. In times when this

law originated, fellow- servants were all

acquainted with each other and if there

was a reckless, careless or incompetent

man among them whose dangerous char-

acteristics were likely to put the persons

of his fellow servants in jeopardy, they

were expected to protest against that per-

son being kept in the same employment.

Under the industrial conditions that have

developed in centuries, there are fellow

servants whom others never come in con-

tact with and whose personal characteris-

tics other fellow employees have no means

of judging. Nevertheless when an em-

ployee of a firm or company performs an

act which results in the death or injury ot

another employee, the company is ex-

onerated from responsibility and the

blame phued ujion the fellow servant.

.Some of our State legislatures have modi-
fied and others have repealed this out-

rageous law, among them the State of

.^rkansas.

A very good illustration of the injustice

tliat the unmodified fellow servant law

would inflict was recently given in a de-

cision made by the United States Court
of Appeals. A fireman on a railroad in

.\rkansas received very severe injuries in

a collision caused by the failure of a tele-

graph operator to deliver a train order.

The fireman sued the company and was
awarded ?i6,ooo damages on the ground
that the fireman and operator not being

fellow servants according to the Arkansas
statute. Of course the case was appealed

and the Court of Appeals has sustained

the verdict of the lower courts.

We cannot think of any change of laws

that would be more calculated to restrain

flagrant injustice than a general repeal of

this relic of barbarism, the fellow servant

law. Labor unions ought to maintain

unceasing agitation against these laws.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspotiihnls ivishitif; to have oues-

tions answered in these columns should
send in their names and addresses, nutfor
publication, but for evidence of good faith.
We throw all anonymous Utters in the
waste basket.

Aluminum in Locomotive Con-
struction.

Only a short while ago cast iron en

tered largely in the structural parts of

locomotive construction, and was, to a

large extent, dead weight. In recent

years, the desire to diminish the dead
weight as far as possible has caused the

substitution of cast steel for cast iron in

many parts. This has materially light-

ened the useless load.

But in the future, in our pursuit for

still less dead weight and lighter parts,

may we not find further relief in the use

of aluminum for reciprocating parts, etc.?

Even that metal at present is prohibitively

expensive and consequently beyond the

reach of locoinotive use: but may not its

reduction be cheapened to a degree that

will permit its use in locomotive con-

struction? Might it not be so developed

that it could at least be mixed with the

iron or steel of reciprocating parts? A
few years ago the use of cast steel for

driving wdieels, boxes, pawls, etc., was

considered ridiculous: yet it came. Then

why not cheapen aluminum?

A Case of Hisplaced Cuts.

By a strange error the wrong cut was

used as a detail of the Norfolk & Western

consolidation, the outline of the New-

York Central Atlantic type being shown

instead. It was a case of "all cuts look

alike" to the printer and the proof-reader,

but it isn't likely to happen again.

The right cut appears on page 240 and

the other is used in the article on the

traction increaser by Geo. S. Hodgins.

"Firing Locomotives" is the name of

a new book by Angus Sinclair, recently

published by this office. It is a very

readable elementary treatise on combus-
tion, suitable for the pocket. Price 50

cents.

fi.S?) ) F. B. asks:

(1) If an American has greater heat-

ing surface, in proportion, than an Eng-
lish engine, is it true that the former
burns more coal, and if so why? A.— (i)

The American engine has more heating

surface, and usually burns more coal than

a British engine. The .Anierican engine

has longer, heavy, steady pulls to make
than the British. The practice in this

country may not be economical from a

purely engineering point of view, but it

suits the needs of American roads. The
British engine is not forced as much as

the American. English railway require-

ments are diflfcrent to ours. Their freight

business is more like a magnified express

business, or a huge parcels post. Here
we haul coal, grain, and ore in bulk in

solid trains for long distances and we are

expected to pick up an extra car or two
at a w-ay station when necessary. Eng-
lish coal is often more gassy than ours.

Each practice suits the needs of the coun-

try using it.

(2) Is it true, and if so whv does an
.-Xmerican engine use more oil than an
English engine? A.— (2) The British en-

gine probably uses less oil because climatic

conditions are more favorable to fine ad-

justment of oil cups. etc. Here we often

have cold mornings, warm days and cool

nights. Often a hot sun on one side of an

engine, and cool shade on the other. The
cliiuate of Great Britain is more equable

than ours.

(3) Is it true, and why. if so. does an

.American engine cost more for repairs

than an English engine ? A.—(3)The .\mer-

ican engine is worked harder all round,

and there are few-er of them per mile of

road than in Great Britain.

(4) Is it true that machine work on

an American engine is inferior to that of

an English engine? A.— (4) Theimportant
working parts of an engine are finished as

well or better in America as they are in

Great Britain, but the general all round
finish of an engine over there is better.

(138) J. R. writes:

(i) A Western engine with 2-inch

diameter flues, 114 inches long, with fire-

box no-inches long by 34 inches wide, and

39 inches high, having ribbed grates with

plenty of air opening, and using a 3'/2-inch

nozzle burns hard coal, does not steam

well: why? A.— i. Anthracite coal gives

the best results, in wide, long shallow-

fireboxes. The dimensions given are not

those of an engine designed exclusively

for hard coal.

(2) The tires wear fast, though the

valves are carefully set: why is this? A.

—

(2) The wear of these tires is hard to

account for the steel mav be soft.
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(3) What is the best kind of tire-

drawing brake shoe? A.^— (3) A shoe with

steel inserts in flange and outside con-

tacts generally gives very good results.

(139) T. G. E., Bandolng, Java, asks:

In what way are the springs of locomo-

tives and carriages hardened? A.—It is

usual to have a cast iron water cistern

about 4 feet long by 3 feet wide, having a

running water supply and overflow. With-

in this is another cast iron cislcrn about

12 inches wide and 12 inches deep and

about 3 feet 6 inches long, supported with

its top edge a little above the water. This

inner cistern is filled to about the water

level with whale oil or sea oil or other

suitable mixture, of which there are many,

to suit the hardness of the steel used.

The red hot plate, after having been set

to the proper radius, is dipped into the oil

and kept there until it gets to about 550

in the center of the oil chamber opens

close to the top and receives the oil as it

rises and flows over the upper edge of

this central pipe. The oil having entered

the pipe, passes down. At the bottom of

the pipe two branches lead, one to each

of the sight-feeds or glass tubes at the

sides of the lubricator. The sight-feed

glasses are full of the water of conden-

sation from the condenser, with which

they communicate. The oil forced along

the branches passes up through the very

small openings in the little nipples of the

sight-feeds and leaves them in the form

of drops, which being lighter than water

struggle up through the glass and reach

the passages which communicate with the

tallow pipes. These are also full of

steam and the water of condensation, and

oil, water and steam flow down to the

steam chest, which is fitted with a suit-

able valve adjustable to any pressure in

AN .AUSTRALIAN SM.'SHUP.

degrees F. or 600 degrees F. (light or

dark blue), according to the grade of

steel, and then it is immediately cooled

ofl in the water bath. Much depends

upon the experience of the operator.

the steam chest. A glass in front of the oil

chamber serves to show the relative quan-

tities of oil and water in the oil cham-

ber.

(140) "Constant Reader" asks us to de-

scribe the manner in which a sight-feed

lubricator works. A.—A sight-feed lubri-

cator consists essentially of two chambers

placed one on top of the other. The up-

per one is- called the condenser and the

lower one the oil chamber. Into the top

of the coiidenser a pipe is introduced

through which steam from the boiler en-

ters. As soon as the steam turns to

water it passes down through a small

pipe leading to the bottom of the . oil

chamber. A valve placed at the back of

the lubricator closes or opens this pipe,

and admits or shuts off pressure in the

oil chamber. The oil chamber having

been previously filled with sufficient oil

the accumulation of the water of con-

densation at the bottom of the chamber

forces the oil up. It being lighter than

water floats upon the top, always being

under pressure. An upright pipe placed

(141) C. K. J. asks: What is the effect

of lead or no lead ? A. Lead is the amount

of port opening when the piston is ready

to begin its travel. In order to be open

at this point it must begin opening be-

fore piston reaches end of stroke and so

form a cushion for piston as well as

warming up parts and cylinder with live

steam. Compression also aids in this.

Many consider lead necessary to start an

engine or make it smart, but we must

consider that the crank pin is on the

center when lead takes place, and that

it can do almost no useful work until the

piston has traveled two or three inches.

By this time the port would be wide open,

whether it had lead or not, and in the

meantime the other side has started the

engine. At slow speed there is no trouble

about getting sufficient steam into cylin-

der, and with an engine hooked up, the

port is open as wide as it will be by the

time the piston has traveled three inches.

(142) K. J. B. says: .A. claims that

in maiJng a flying switch the tendency

to prime could be reduced by opening
the fire door at the commencement of

the "fly." B says it would increase prim-
ing and be injurious to the boiler. Who
is right? A. The more rapidly steam
is generated the greater the tendency to

prime, but we do not believe opening
the door will affect this to any extent.

It is not good practice to have furnace

door wide open when working hard, as

the cold air drawn in has a tendency to

set flues leaking. Best practice is to

open door just far enough to prevent

tearing fire too much.

(143) A. V. E. writes:

We have an engine nere that the engi-

neer complains of being lame. When, in

running over the valves, I get them
square in full gear, the cut off is out, one

end cutting off at 3 inches while the other

cuts off at 9 inches. Can you give me any

information as to how the valves can be

made to cut off evenly at all points of the

stroke? A. The fault is probably in the

planning of the valve motion and may not

admit of a perfect, remedy. Moving the

suspension stud might help, but that is by

no means certain. The usual course in

such a case is, to square the valves at the

point where most of the work is done,

and let the other point hop along as best

they can.

If George H. Daniels "forte" had not

been in the make up of the best general

passenger agent we believe that he would

have worn laurels as the best editor. His

work on the Four Track News is suffi-

cient to prove that Mr. Daniels knows

what readers with traveling affinities like

and he knows where to find people who-

can write the things that will please his

readers. His latest attraction is the story

of The Prophet's Chamber. The mention

of that will send the minds of people

trained in Bible lore away back to the

Shunamite woman. If any of our read-

ers hanker after full particulars they had

better send five cents to George H.

Daniels, Grand Central Station, New
York, and they will receive the entire

story and several others. It will be of

special service for people in the country

looking for summer boarders.

Another new departure to be taken by.

the Reading in connection with the in-

auguration of its hourly express train

service between Philadelphia and New

York will be the uniforming of the en-

gineers and firemen on those trains. The

suit, or uniform, consists of overalls and.

jumper of black duck, with a white

stripe,- and two caps, one for summer, the

other for winter, with the name "Read-,

ing" on the front of the crown. The.

idea, while new in the East, is largely in-,

vogue upon western roads.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NELI^IS.

The Air Brake Association Con-
vention.

The nindi annual convention of the Air

Brake Association was held in the As-

sembly Mall of the Monongahcla House,

Pittsbnrg, Pa., begiiming April 29 and

continuing in session for three days.

The convention was duly opened by the

representative of the mayor, who spoke

of the advantages of Pittsburg and wel-

comed nu'nibcrs of the association to the

city.

President Best then read his address to

the convention. It was a review of the

past year's progress in the air brake art,

and an outlook for the coming year. It

contained many valuable suggestions, part

of whicli were acted upon at the conven-

tion, and part which will be acted upon

hereafter.

The reports presented by the commit-

tee were good, as usual, and provoked

lively and instructive discussion. While

all papers were especially fine, the paper

on frozen train pipes was unusually so,

inasmuch as it contained the practical ex-

periments which the committee made on

the Boston & .Mbany Railroad and N. Y..

N. H. S: H. Railroad with a view of de-

termining the direct cause for the ice

formitig in train pipe in winter time. The
report was excellent in detail, and, when
summed up, it believed the principal

cause to be due to too short a delivery

pipe from the air pump to the main reser-

voir, thus permitting air pressure to be

delivered to the main reservoir in an ex-

treme heated condition. The inain reser-

voir was unable, therefore, to cool the air

down mucli further before it was delivered

to the train pipe. As the air passed back

in the train pipe hot. the moisture, which

should have been deposited in the main

reservoir, was deposited in the train pipe.

A more liberal length of delivery pipe was

recommended by the committee as a gen-

eral remedy to obviate the difficulties

above mentioned.

An excellent programme of entertain-

ment was arranged for the members and

ladies of the convention. On Tuesday

afternoon, the ladies were taken in car-

riages to Carnegie Hall, where the gen-

tlemen joined them later and were en-

tertained by an organ recital, after which

they visited the Carnegie Museum and

art gallery. Wednesday afternoon the

ladies were trken carriage riding. Thurs-

day afternoon, the members visited the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company's
works at W'ilmerding. In the evening the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company enter-

tained the members and their ladies with

a theater party. Thursday afternoon a

special train carried the members to the

Homestead Steel Works.

The convention adjourned Thursday
afternoon after electing the officers as fol-

lows :

President, J. E. Goodman ; first vice-

president, W. P. Huntley ; second vice-

president, E. G. Dcsoe ; third vice-presi-

dent, John Hume ; member executive

committee, P. J. Langan ; treasurer. Otto

Best ; secretary, F. M. Nellis.

Colorado Springs was selected for the

next convention, the time of meeting to

be later arranged by the executive com-

mittee.

Air Brake Convention Items

It was the ninth annual convention.

Nearly two hundred names of mem-
bers were placed on the roll call.

The ninth annual convention is past.

Colorado Springs will get the next one.

The entertainment programme was a

good one. and the committee deserves

niucli credit for its work.

Not such a poor convention, after all,

even though refusal of transportation

kept many members at home!

It was one of the most successful con-

ventions in the history of the associa-

tion, both in point of work done and in

attendance.

Quite a number of familiar faces of

older members and their ladies were

missing, and was, no doubt, an eflfect of

the curtailment of passes.

To cool the main leservoir air the com-

mittee on frozen train pipes found an ad-

ditional length of pipe between the pump
and first main reservoir would give best

results.

After considering the findings of the

committee it is quite apparent why frozen

train pipes are almost invariably found on

engines havinf' a very short pine between

the pump and main reservoir.

If any higher tribute to the Air Brake

Association's value and work were ne-

cessary, it was supplied by the consid-

erable number of members present who
paid their own railroad fare and expenses

to attend the convention.

Three committee reports proved ample

this year. The convention occupied three

days, and no time was found for topical

discussion. Possibly still fewer commit-

tee reports and two or three lively top-

ical discussions would be better yet.

The names of the ex-presidents of the

Air Brake Association are herewith giv-

en in the order of their election, as fol-

lows: Robert Burgess, C. C. Farmer, S.

D. Hutchins, M. E. McKee, C. P. Cass,

R. H. Blackall, W. F. Brodnax and Otto

Best.

Only one of the ex-presidents. Otto

Best, is an active member in railroad em-

ploy. Mr. Brodnax is with a firm out-

side of railroading, and the remainder of

the list have accepted service with the

Westinghouse company since sitting in

the presidential chair.

The committee on yard testing plants,

while submitting a comparatively brief

report, presented some valuable practical

information that could be used with ben-

efit by many railroads at present having

primitive and inadequate methods. The
paper provoked a lively discussion.

Mr. Clendenning's indefatigable efforts

to elect Colorado Springs were deserving

of success. Many of the members voted

with this in view, rather than a knowl-

edge of the place being a desirable one to

meet in. However, Mr. Clendenning's rec-

ommendation and the West deserve a

trial.

For the first mechanical railroad con-

vention to meet since the anti-exchange

pass agreement, the Air Brake Associa-

tion did very well; but there is no doubt

that the pass restriction was severely felt,

and hit hard where the agreement did

not intend it should.

A longer deliverj' pipe between the air

pump and main reservoir will oermit the

heat in the compressed air to radiate and

dissipate before the main reservoir is

reached. Hence the moisture is deposited

in the reservoir where it should be. So

the committee's tests have demonstrated.

One notable feature of the convention

was that part of the discussion which dis-

closed the practice of some roads to at-

tempt no work on air brake parts on the

engine, but to substitute a part in good

repair for the reported defective part

thus making all the parts "first in, first

out."
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There is moisture in all compressed air,

and if it is not deposited in the main

reservoir, it will be found somewhere

back in the train line. A goodly quan-

tity of deposited moisture in the main

reservoir is a favorable indication. No
water in the main reservoir after hard

pump work is a correspondingly unfavor-

able indication.

The committee on round house air

brake work submitted a commendable

paper. The observations of the commit-

tee were thorough and effective. Their

recommendations were varied, concise

and comprehensive. Besides containing

valuable advice and suggestions to shop

men, the paper was liberally illustrated

with devices intended to ease the air

brake man's work and render it more

efficient.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company

did itself proud, and showed substan-

tially its appreciation of the selection for

a meeting place the city where nine years

ago. the Air Brake Association was for-

mally organized. The special train which

carried the members and their ladies to

the Wilmerding works, the trio through

the works, the theater party of nearly

four hundred persons, the organ recital

in Carnegie Hall and carriage drives for

the ladies will long be remembered as

happy incidents of a most successful con-

vention.

The discussion brought out the fact

that a very considerable number of roads

now remove the brake valve, pump gov-

ernor, air pump and other parts from the

engine to make repairs, and attempt to

do no work on these parts while they are

on the engine. This is undoubtedly a

good practice, as experience has proved,

for better examination can be made of

the parts in the air brake room than on

the engine, especially if the engine be

cold and the work report insufficient or

faulty. Again, better work can be done

under favorable conditions at the vice

bench than on the engine where room is

scanty and operations are restricted.

A number of souvenirs were distributed

by the different supply firms. The West-

inghouse Company presented each visitor

to its works on Thursday afternoon with

a very neat iluminum model of the brake

valve and seat. Locomotive Engineer-

ing presented a handsome purse for

coins. The International Correspond-

ence Schools gave away a pretty

aluminum-cased lead pencil. The Kent

Lubricating Company distributed a neat

little celluloid case on which was a 1902

calendar, and contained sticking plaster

and a holder for postage stamps. The
Fireman's Magacine distributed hand-

somely gotten up Desoe charts of the air

brake system and signal line which, when

rolled up, fitted into a neat black tube

with a cap.

Probably one of the best papers ever

presented to the .\ir Brake .Association

was the committee report on frozen train

pipes. -At least this is true so far as prac-

tical utility goes. The subject of frozen

train pipes has been a prominent one for

a few years back, and has been an ever

possible menace to train safety. Various

schemes have been tried to remedy the

trouble, but none have contained sulfi-

cient merit to warrant their general adop-

tion as a sure prevention. The commit-

tee, after thorough and careful test, have

discovered a sure preventative, viz.: Cool

the compressed air in the main reservoir

to the temperature of the surrounding

atmosphere before permitting it to pass

back into the train pipe.

An amusing incident transpired when

President Best called on "the man from

Mexico" to speak to the convention on

the air brake situation in Mexico. There

were two such men present, each una-

ware of the other's existence and pres-

ence. Both rose simultaneously from

opposite sides of the room and began

talking. The facts quickly dawned on

the members. A murmur ran around the

room, gradually grew into suppressed

chuckle, and finally ended in merry ap-

plause. The president's gavel fell with

a rap on the table and called the con-

vention to order. "The man from Mex-
ico" in duplicate grasped the situation,

crossed the room, met each other in the

main aisle, introduced themselves and

greeted each other like the Two Dromios.

It was fitly and truthfully said in the

corridors of the Monongahela House, the

convention headquarters, by an old time

air brake man who had recently joined

the association and was attending his

first convention that the Association

conventions were schools of instruc-

tion where a man is kept up-to-date

in air brake practices. He was right

and could have gone farther; for not

only is the convention hall an instruc-

tion room, but each group at table, in the

lobby, in the rooms, on trips about town

—

all are schools where the timid, hesitat-

ing member unloads himself and tells far

more than he could on the convention hall

floor. The whole substantial talk of a

convention does not appear in the printed

proceedings. The comparing of notes and

practices after convention hours tells a

good deal more. There is not a single air

brake man that a railroad company can

really afford to keep away from .Associa-

tion conventions.

He had taken in the organ recital

tendered the convention Tuesday after-

noon at Carnegie Hall by the Westing-

house Air Brake Co., simply because it

was free and he didn't have anything else

to do. He didn't know a thing about

music and didn't pretend to ; but he seemed

to get considerable enjoyment out of it

nevertheless, as his following account of

the entertainment will attest

:

"Gee whizz ! Bill, ye orter been there

an' seen that little pale chap do the wiggle

up at the music foundry this af. Say ! he

could cover more territory llian any base

ball player or prize fighter you ever seen.

Tan my hide if he didn't play that organ

more with his feet than he did with his

hands! Side step? Why! he's a won-

der ! An' a hitter, too ! Say ! he soaked

more straight punches, swmgs an' upper-

cuts into that ole music Dox than would

put nineteen hurdy gurdies out o' business.

.\n' how she did beller an' screech ! He
started off with a bit of a wiggle up in

them little yellow pipes in the left hand

corner o' the shootin' match, an' sounded

like workin' the water out of a cold pump.

She jiggled a bit an' then took holt. It

seemed as though the little, pale music

chap seen it was up to him to make good,

an' he went ahuntin' the lucky numbers.

He found 'em, too. an' was up to speed in

a second. Say ! ye orter heard the roar

!

The Empire goin' over a steel bridge was

dead quiet beside that racket. There was

a bellerin', an' roarin', an' thunderin' up in

them long pipes at the right, that I felt

sure they'd bust an' a million car wheels

come arollin' out an' down on the stage

any minute. Say ! this aint no kiddin',

fellers, it's on the dead. 1 can't see, for

the life of me, where that little, sorrowful

lookin' chap with the pale complexion and

long hair got the muscle to do it all. Say I

he was all to the good ! .An' don't ye

think for a minit he couldn't mix things

up, too. He'd go limpty-lirnp down the

line like a duplex pump. Then his 90-

pound governor 'd check him an' he'd

steady up a bit, an' she'd clickety click

like a six-wheel truck over an open joint.

Then he'd land a straight left lead hard

into her solar plexis, an' Hully Gee, she'd

squeal like a hard brake shoe on a chilled

wheel ! Tan my hide if it wasn't fine

—

out o' sight! But when he turned into

the homestretch an' made fer the wire, it

was a hair raiser sure. Cracky !
He

kicked with his feet an' handed out swings

an' uppercuts with his hands, till I thought

he'd fall off the stool. Then I made a

fool o' myself. "Hold 'cr down, Bill,"

says I, pretty loud, for he had me all ex-

cited. "Give 'er sand! Ye may have to

slide, but fer crack sake bring in that run

!

Slide!" Two or three guys—one o' them

from Mexico, called me down an' said fer

me to be decent. But I couldn't help it,

fer I was enjoyin' it so. Say, he was a

winner ! Finally he sidetracked the trem-

olo business, an' kicked both feet into the

bass at once, an' ye orter heard the thun-

der and earthquakes, and boiler explo-

sions and head-end collisions. Hully

Gee! When he quit he was all in

He mopped the sweat off his lace
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like a back-shop feller packin' a

hot pump. Then them swelled up

guys what pretended they knowcd music.

clapped him, an' so did I, for I

guess we all enjoyed it. I pitied the pnor

duck, fer workin' sfi hard. ;in' after it was

all over, an' thinkiu' he ortcr he com-

plimented fer niakin' good. I went up to

him an' says, says I, 'Ol' man, yer all

right ! If you'd only had about two more

hands and three more feet, an' about

forty pounds more beef on ye, ye'd busted

the ol' nncliine, sure. Yer aces up an' all

to the good. An' yer my friend! If ye

ever drift over my way, an' arc broke,

I'll chuck a square meal into ye, an' have

ye deadheaded over the road, any time.

Ye did yer stunt bully. I took more
stock in it than anything I've bucked up

against since the Jefifrics-Fitzsimnions

scrap at Coney Island three years ago.

Yer all right, put 'er there,' says I. He
must have 'prcciated the compliment for

he shook hands and laughed."

CORRESPONDENCE.

Slid Flat Wheels in Cold Climates.

I notice in your May issue the first arti-

cle in the Air Brake Department, the sub-

would be capable of pulling ,ill these air

cars with brakes set.

The fact is, I do not understand this

article, but I want to, and that desire is

what
I
rompted me to ask this question.

Very respectfully.

C. W. h'KITSCH,

Western Maryland R. R.

riagcrsldwn, Md,
[A person having had air brake experi-

ence on long freight trains in very cold

climates, has observed that air hose will

freeze so stiff that it is with much diffi-

culty that the hose can be coupled and

uncoupled. They will stick out like prongs

from the end of the car and bafHe all ef-

forts to place them in the ordinary dummy
coupling. A train with hose in this condi-

tion may be tested when standing still

and be practically tight: but as soon as

the train is stretched, the draft springs

compress, lengthening the distance be-

tween the cars, and the hose, instead of

stretching or straightening out, will re-

main rigid and cause the coupling faces to

slightly slide along on each other, until a

considerable leak is made. .-\ number of

such leaks will waste away a surprising

amount of train pipe pressure, cause the

pump to heat and the brakes to drag. A
stuck brake on a standing car will easily

ROLLING AND EXPANDING DEVICE FOR TRIPLE VALVE BUSH.

ject of "Flat Wheels" caused by leaky

gaskets in the hose in cold climates, that

the leak is so great that the pump will

not supply it. This you say causes a re-

duction in the train line, the brakes to

apply, and slide the wheels.

In reading this over, a few thoughts

have presented themselves : If, as you
say. when the train is standing still it does

notleak. and when it is started this leakage

does occur, the brakes would go on, and

it would seem to me, stop the train and

not let it get up to any speed or go any

distance.

Again, what is the engineer doing all

this time? Does he never look at his gage

and see his excess pressure going away,

with the hands doing the "skirt dance*'

down the dial, or feel his train stopping

or slowing down and his dropping her

down a notch or two does not help her

any? If the gaskets leak like this, would
they pull a train far enough to flatten the

wheels? for if one car went down, surely

all the rest of them would do the same;

or, perhaps they do not give them "drag

outs" up in the cold north, and his engine

skid a pair of wheels when the train is

started. .A.1I br&kes are not affected alike

Iiy train pipe leaks. Some triples are

more sensitive than others, due to their

condition. The same is true of brake

cylinders also. The leakage groove may
be stopped up in some, and packing leather

leak in others. It must not be under-

stood, therefore, that train pipe leakage

will affect all brakes alike and produce

similar results on all. The "skirt dance"

referred to would not be experienced, as

the pressure would not fluctuate, but in-

stead would merely fall and severely ta.x

the pump to keep it up.—Ed]

About Frozen Train Pipes.

I w-ould suggest that the hose coupling

between the engine and tender would be

made in one section instead of two, as I

think the cast iron coupling that connects

the two parts retains a lower temperature

than the hose, and having a small pas-

sage through the coupling it will freeze

a great deal quicker than the hose will.

When we look back in the first years we
used the air brake, the hose between the

engine and tender was never kn.>\vn to

freeze. Now it is a common occurrence

in cold weather.

A. J. OIIaka, Erie R. R.

Port Jervis, N. J.

(We had short trains then, and the air

pump did not have to work hard to sup-

ply the quantity of air used by the brakes.

Consequently hot air was then unknown

SECTIONAL VIEW, VERTICAL PLANE,
TRIPLE VALVE BUSH ROLLER.

to pass from the main reservoir to the

train pipe, to cool and deposit its mois-

ture there, as it does nowadays with a

hard-worked pump and long trains. See

condensed summary of the Air Brake

Association's committee report on this

subject elsewhere in this department.

—

Ed.l

Slid-Flat Wheels Due to Journal Fric-

tion.

Regarding the matter of slid-flat wheels

being more numerous in winter time, due

to the friction between the axle and the

brass in the journal box I would say that

it did not occur to me that this feature

was an important one, or one which

would materially contribute to slid-fiat

wheels ; but the more I think of it, the

more I believe your views in the case are

correct.

We all know that a train is harder to

pull in winter time, because the oil in the

journal bo.x is frozen and does not furnish

the lubrication that it does when warm
and thin in summer time. Again we have

SECTIONAL VIEW, HORIZONTAL PL.ANE
OF TRIPLE BUSH ROLLER.

all had the experience of a train pulling

harder when there were two or three hot

boxes in the train. I believe that a very

large proportion of the slid-flat wheels in

winter time, especially in our extreme

northern climates, is due to insufficient or

improper journal lubrication.

I would suggest that some of our north-

ern friends would experiment with this
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feature next winter, using thin. light-

bodied oil in winter time for journal lubri-

cation in comparison with the ordinary oil

that is used on journals, the wliole year

is, the bursting of the hose between the

cars. The cars are not quite all equipped

as yet. and when they will be, I fear that

it will be more than one 9'->-inch pump

MARSHS COMPOUND AIR PUMP ON ENGINE.

round. I believe we would get some good

practical information on this subject in

pursuing such a course.

Boston, Mass. Amos Judd.

can conveniently take care of, with all the

leaks there is to be supplied on a train

of 80 or 85 cars.

We find a number of men who will

say that this can be done satisfactorily.

I also say it can be done if the train

line is perfectly tight; but the every-day

train is not tight. Nor is it nearly so.

It is far from it. It is about all a good
pump will do to keep the train line up.

Now if we have to handle those trains in

the above mentioned condition, and I

think we will, I suggest that we be

furnished with another pump, or a larger

pump. .\lso larger reservoirs, so we can

keep up train line recharge quickly with-

out burning up the pump.
Now getting back to the hose burst-

ing proposition. That is probably more
serious than many would think it was on

the first look and thought. Upsetting the

conductor's furniture by the shock is con-

sidered bad. Shifting the load in the cars

is still worse; but the bursting of a hose

on a partly equipped train does not stop

at that, it goes farther; and throws the

cars on the rear of the train olT the

track, and too often over on the oppo-

site track. This is pretty serious to think

of, especially when you are on a fast train

running in the opposite direction at the

rate, say, of 50 miles per hour. Do not

think for a moment the hose will wait

until the fast train passes. They are liable

to burst any time or place.

Now that we know this is the situa-

tion, what are we going to do about it?

I suggest we take ofif the quick action

valves. By doing this we reduce the

brake power from 10 to 15 per cent.,

which will reduce the shock on the rear

A "What Is It?" Puzzle.

I enclose you a print of a compound air

pump as a puzzle for your readers to

guess what it will do. All the cylinders

are the same size, and the high-pressure

steam piston is driven by the old eight-

inch Westinghouse valve motion. One of

the pumps has been made and tried, and

the result known to myself. Let us have

some guesses on it. G. W. Marsh.
Oakland, Cat.

[In a later communication Mr. George
Marsh sends a solution to the puzzle and

says: "This is a compound air pump. It

will pump one more atmosphere each

stroke than will the Westinghouse eight-

inch pump, of which it is a double of

cylinder area, and with the same amount
of steam which the eight-inch pump uses

in pumping one atmosphere, which is

a gain in economy of one-half. The com-
pound makes but half as many strokes.

half as much noise, and runs much cooler

than the high pressure pump, while doing

the same amount of work. It will pump
one-third more air than the eight-inch

pump at about the same temperature."

—

Ed.l

mmmmmm

Suggestion to Abolish Quick Action.

Now as our cars are getting pretty

well equipped with the air brake, it brings

us face to face with another dangerous

feature that is more dangerous than it

was to nm witluuit the air brake. That

'^^.:>.4ij^ m̂^
SECTIONAL VIEW OF MARSH'S COMPOUND AIR PUMP.
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of the train to a great extent. Now I do

not want to be understood that I want

the companies to go to the expense of

buying new triple valves and scrapping

the old ones. I would make the change

by taking the quick acting valve spring

out and putting a thimble in its place,

thereby blocking the valve so it will not

work. We will not miss it as we never

use it.

I think this wiiuld be tlic means of

saving many wrecks that we are liable to

liave. As we become more fully equipped

valve out and whether you think the D8
brake valve will be in use long enough to

justify investigating such an improve-

ment.
WiM-iAM L. Terrv.

Ilcarne, Texas.

[We would not encourage one to spend

money on any arrangements to work with

the D8 or 1890 model brake valve, as this

valve is rapidly passing out and is already

extinct on a large number of roads. The
manufacturer has offered such attractive

inducement'; to railroads to turn in the

done so that the pump shall not be an

obstruction to the engineer's view. Again,

the arrangement of the fixtures on the en-

gine is sometimes so that there is more
room for the pump on the left side.

ItuOwiiu i iowoiuftiic Knt/inttriitg

THE COFFIN MEGEATH I,OCK NUT FOR AIR PUMPS.

with air brakes, the more hose we have

and the more chances of bursting.

A. J. O'Hara,
Engineer, Erie Railroad.

Port Jcrvis, N. J.

[We have very good reasons for doubt-

ing that the many break-in-twos of trains

and consequent damage to cars, etc.,

such as are credited to bursting hose and

the quick action feature of the triple

valve are justly due to the causes cited by

our correspondent. We would invite

criticism and discussion of our readers on

this subject.—Ed.]

Oood Record for Air Pump Piston

Lock Nuts.

We send you herewith drawings of the

McLaughlin lock nut. owned and manu-
factured by the Coffin-Megeath Supply

Co. This is a lock nut that locks. It is

in use on nearly 900 locomotives on the

Boston & Maine Railroad, and such a

thing as nuts working oflf the piston rods

of these air pumps is a thing of the past.

J. S. Coffin.
Franklin. Pa.

Feed Valve Attachment for " D8 "

Brake Valve.

I have invented a valve, or rather a feed

valve attachment that will or can be at-

tached to the 'D8" engineer's brake valve,

that will make the "D8" valve as good on

any kind of a train, as the "F6" or "D5,"

by connecting the governor to the main
reservoir pressure.

This valve can be so constructed, that

all that is necessary to attach it to a "D8"
valve, is to unscrew the cap nut for ex-

cess pressure valve, and screw- in the feed

valve, connect the governor with the main
reservoir pressure, and you have a brake

valve that will do the same work as the

"F6" or "D5" brake valve.

I would thank you very much to advise

me whether or not there would be a de-

mand sufficient to pay me to bring this

D8 or 1890 inodel valve in exchange for

the F6, iSt)2 model, that many have done
so and others are now doing it. Again,

the 1892 model has so many advantages

over the 1890, or D8 valve that the older

one will naturally be replaced in a short

time by the newer one. Hence, our ad-

vice.—Ed.]

OIESTIO\S AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(137) S. L. M., Cincinnati, O., writes:

Is the high-speed reducing-valve so con-

structed that it will reduce pressure from

the cylinder as fast as the graduating-

port of the triple will permit it to expand

in to the cylinder, in making a service-

application? A.—Yes, by a very liberal

margin.

(138) J. S., Oshkosh. Wis., asks:

Why must brakes be fully released be-

fore uncoupling hose to set out a car?

A.—For the reason that cars are usually

set out on a siding by "kicking" them

;

and should the brake be partly set, it

would drag and probably stop tne car be-

fore it got in the clear, tnus causing the

unnecessary work of a second attempt.

(139) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B.,

Canada

:

Why w-as the old feed valve attachment

replaced by the slide valve feed valve? A.

—The old feed valve attachment would

charge up quickly to within 3 or 4 pounds

of what it was set for, then finished very

slowly. The slide valve leed valve at-

tachment feeds right up quickly to what it

is set for, and closes quicklv.

(140) G. E. C. Moncton, N. B.,

Canada

:

Why is the air pump now placed on the

left side of the engine. A.—This is the

practice of some few roads only, and it is

(141) S. L. M., Cincinnati, C, writes:

As the high speed reducing-valve is

intended to reduce cylinder-pressure

while the speed of the train is being re-

duced from a high to a moderate rate

—

how many seconds does it require to

reduce the pressure from—say a lo-inch

cylinder with an 8-inch piston travel from

the maximum pressure obtained by no
pounds train-line pressure to 60 pounds

in the cylinder? A.—About 20 seconds.

(142) J. S., Oshkosh, Wis., asks:

If several cars with brakes cut-out are

placed together in an all air train what

effect will it have on the brakes? A.

—

Quick action application on the cars be-

hind the cut out cars can not be had, as

a violent enough reduction cannot be

made in the train pipe of the cut out cars

to actuate the emergency parts of the first

quick action triple behind those cars cut

out.

(143) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B.,

Canada

:

Is the feed groove of a passenger triple

larger than that of a freight triple, and if

so, why? A.—Yes, in modern triples. The

endeavor is that all trinles shall charge

their auxiliaries in the same given time,

about a minute. The passenger auxiliary

reservoir, being larger, if it shall charge

up in the same time as a smaller one, must

have a triple with a larger feed groove

than a triple whicn charges a smaller

auxiliary.

(144) J. S., Oshkosh, Wis., writes:

Why was the quick action adopted in

place of the plain triple, and why is it so

called? A.—The plain triple applied the

brakes on a long train in emergency too

slowly, causing the head brakes to set

much earlier than the rear ones, thus per-

mitting the slack to run in with destructive

force. The quick action triple sets quicker

(in the emergency), and with about the

same speed that the slack runs in, thus

doing away with the shock. For this rea-

son it has been given the name.

(145) J. S., Oshkosh, Wis., writes:

Under what conditions, and why will a

leaky graduating valve in a triple valve

cause that triple to release the brake? A.

—The slide valve must leak too. or it

won't do it. With this combination of

leaks, auxiliary pressure can leak out into

the atmosphere, or into the brake cylinder,

if the brake is not fully set, thus reducing

the auxiliao' reservoir below the train line

pressure, which has been undisturbed.

This is equivalent to slowly reducing

auxilian.' reservoir pressure at the bleeder

cock, and the triple will go to release po-

sition and the brake whistle off.
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(146) J. S., Oshkosh. Wis., asks:

Why is it that with a train of quick act-

ing triples you cannot obtain quick action

by making a gradual reduction of train-

pipe pressure? A.—The pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir can escape through the

graduating port into the brake cylinder as

fast as the pressure in the train pipe is be-

ing reduced. If the train pipe reduction is

faster than the auxiliary reservoir reduc-

tion, the triple piston will be pushed by

au.xiliary reservoir pressure oast graduat-

ing position to full stroke, and a quick ac-

tion application will result.

(147) J. S., Milan. Mo., writes:

In reference to Ouestion 158 in May
number, what connection can we make on

the 8-inch air pump suctions to com-

pound? A.—Special connections must be

provided. On the inlet at the side for the

upper receiving valve, a suitable brass

casting may be made and fitted to the

side of the air cylinder. This should be

air tight, of course, and have a union con-

nection for a pipe. The lower inlet, for

the lower valves, may easily have a piece

brazed to it to give a pipe connection.

This is assuming that the pump in ques-

tion is the second, or high pressure pump

in the combination.

(148) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., wrhes

:

A 5-pound reduction is made on a train

of 25 freight cars equipped with Westing-

house quick action triples, and all brakes

apply. In a minute or two another 5-

pound reduction is made, and one triple

goes into emergency, causing the rest to

do likewise. What caused this triple to

go into emergency while the second 5-

pound reduction was bemg made, having

applied its brake in service when the first

S-pound reduction was made. A.—Possi-

bly there was a leak in the slide valve in

graduating position which permitted auxil-

iary pressure to leak to the top of the

emergency piston. This, assisted by a

broken graduation pin would cause the

triple to act as described.

(149) J. K. F., Oelwein, Iowa, writes:

If a man has a slow order to come
down to four miles per hour, could he, by

wheeling them up close, then making
about ten pound reduction and bring his

train down to the required speed (4

miles), release and have less chances of

breaking the train in two than he would

by making his application earlier and only

use about a 5 or 6 pound reduction ? With
a long freight train would he not be just

as likely to break the train (by releasing

at slow speed) with the heavy reduction

as with the light one? A.—The chances

of breaking in two would be greater with

the heavier application, no matter whether

it were made as one whole one or two
partial ones. The lighter the application,

the less the chance of breaking in two.

cent, braking-power when the train-line

pressure is seventy pounds, and the high-

speed attachments were placed on these

cars for no pounds train-line pressure,

with the train running at 40 miles per

hour and the brakes applied in the emer-

gency from some cause, is it likely that

the wheels would skid before the train had

reduced speed to 30 miles per Imur and

continue to slide until the train had

stopped? A.—There might be such dan-

ger with the old practice of fitting the

saiTie sized reducing valve to all brake cyl-

inders, regardless of whether they were

10, 12, 14 or 16-inch. The result might

be that the large cylinders would reduce

too slowly with the trouble above men-

tioned. However, with the present prac-

tice of fitting each brake cylinder with a

specially adapted reducing valve, no

trouble may be apprehended.

(151) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., writes:

In your answer to Air Signal Ouestion

162 in the May issue, you say the pulls

are probably made too close together, and

that they should be of about one second

duration, and one second between pulls,

as the whistle gives one long blast when

the cord is pulled two or three times close

together. Would it not require two or

three seconds between pulls on a long

train, and especially so if the diaphragm

stem of the signal valve worked stiffly in

its bushing? Would not one second

between pulls produce the same efifect as

though the pulls were made too close to-

gether? A.—On long trains the two scc-

. onds intermission between pulls would

doubtless be more satisfactory, especially

under the conditions you mention. The

longer the intermission the less is the

tendency for the blasts of the whistle to

run together and make one long con-

tinuous blast.

(150) S. L. M., Cincinnati. O., writes:

With cars that are calculated at 80 per

(152) R. S., Invercargill. New Zealand,

writes

:

On page 19 of Conger's 1898, air brake

catechism, it says: "The brake piston

travels an inch further when train is run-

ning than with a standing test." Will

you please explain the reason in your air

brake questions? A.—The slack in

the brake rigging, the lost motion

in the center bearing of the car body

where it fits into the center bearing of the

truck, and the lost motion in the journal

bo.xes, brass bearings and pedestals can be

taken up closer as the car jolts when run-

ning ; hence, the greater piston travel

when running. This may be compared to

a bag filled with apples or potatoes. The
apples or potatoes may be placed in the

bag until it is full, but if the edges o. the

bag are held and the contents jolted down,

the bag will hold more apples or potatoes.

In tlie case of the car, the tilting of the

truck also contributes to greater running

travel. This subject is fully treated in

the Baltimore proceedings of the Air

Brake Association.

(15,0 G. E. C. .Moncton, N. B., writes:

In your answer to Question 147 in the

April issue, you say possibly the leakage

groove is stopped up and the slide valve

stays on its seat becau.se of strong springs

on its back, or sticky oil. In answer to

Question 157 in the May issue, you say if

the leakage groove is not clear and the

slide valve seat is well oiled, the slide

valve will resist the tendency of the brake

cylinder air to force it ofif its seat, and so

on. Which is right, sticky oil, or well

oiled? Does it not depend inostly on the

tension of the slide valve spring whcthel

the brake cylinder air lifts the slide valve

or not? A.—It doesn't matter in this

case whether the slide valve is well oiled

with clean oil or whether the oil is sticky.

Both conditions will resist a straight up-

ward effort to lift the valve from its seat.

Take a rotary valve (in brake valve), for

instance, oil it well, and try to lift it

straight upward without any twisting or

tilting movement, and you will find a sur-

prisingly strong resistance. It is this con-

dition that holds the slide valve to its

seat, in the case mentioned, even more

than the spring on the back of the valve.

(154) A. P. P., New York, writes:

If, as you say on p. 173 of current

issue, the pressure in train line and main

reservoir is 90 pounds with handle in full

release position, where does the surplus 20

pounds escape to when the handle is

placed in running position? If it docs not

escape, where is your excess for releas-

ing ; also, wheels may lock with such hi^h

pressure in brake cylinders. If it docs

escape, hou' does it—through where? .'\.

—If the brake valve handle is left in full

release position, the ultimate result will

be that 90 pounds pressure will be had in

main reservoir, train line and au.xiliary

reservoirs. Should the handle be now
brought to and left in running position,

there will be no communication between

main reservoir and train line until the

line pressure leaks down to 70 pounds,

when communication will be established

through the feed valve attachment. If the

train line was absolutely tight, the pres-

sure therein would remain at 90 pounds

and there would be danger of slid-flat

wheels. If it leaked, however, the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure would reduce also,

either by feeding back into the train pipe

through the feed port of the triple, or by

passing into the brake cylinder by actiorf

of the triple. If the leakage grooves of

the brake cylinders were stopped up, the

brakes would drag and require "kicking

ofif." If the train line was absolutely tight

and the pressure was 90 pounds in both

train pipe and main reservoir and a 10-

pound reduction was made to apply

brakes, there would be an excess pressure

of 10 pounds (90 main reservoir and 80

train line) to release the brakes. This

amount would doubtless be sufficient for

a high speed train of usual length.
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Locomotive Firinj!:.

Firsl Paper.

BV T. J. IIOSKINS, TRAVELING FIREMAN,

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

THE SriENlE OF LIGHT AND HKAT—THEO-

RETICAL AND I'KACTICAI. lOINTS.

The aiu-iciU philosoplu-rs ri-gardctl ihc

sun as a iiioltcii, fusing l)0(ly. The hghl

and heat, as well as the mode of its for-

mation, engaged their attention and was

regarded as infinitesimal particles of its

own body which were hourly being shot

away. They gloomily pictured an age

when this process, with its constant drain-

age, would reduce the sun to nothing and

leave the earth in the desolation of life-

less and frigid darkness. But the learn-

ing of ihe day provides us with a more

happy sohition, It is now supposed that

a medium, diuominated elher. exists ev-

into a hundred pieces, next into a thou-

sand, next a million, and so on. Soon a

particle is so small that we cannot see it

separately, but only as a part of a mass

unlike in character to the original, but we
must of necessity know that the atoms are

separate, because we have seen them in 1 he-

process of separation. Introduce an agency

among them now that sets each atom into

violent motion. Against each other ihiy

clash and rebound only to clash again un-

til the rapidity of their motion rivals the

lightning's tremendous tlash. As the con-

flict goes on atom after atom retreats, and

we see them whirling and surging in the

smoke above like a column of frightened

soldiers in. the distance retreating from

the deadly carnage of battle. Touch your

hand against this mass— it is hot
;
gaze

intently upon it and your eye is ruined by

its glare. Had we but Nature's "match-

ihiugs, as the artist by a mixture of paints

makes them yield his desired . effects upon
the canvas. But in Ihe process of sepa-

rating atoms that are united and reuniting

atoms that arc separated, there is pro-

duced a motion, technically styled "molec-

ular motion," commonly called heat. We
place our coal upon the grates of an en-

gine, the heat of the fire beneath it lib-

erates the atoms of carbon, and in the

firc'box space above they unite with

atoms of oxygen from the air to form

carbon dioxide gas. This is the process

of combustion which, if complete, fills the

fire-box with a motion which we would

say, speaking technically, is molecular, but

commonly, a white heat. These atoms of

carbon and oxygen, being themselves in

such an awful motion, according to the

laws of nature, yield a part of their mo-
tion to the atoms composing the sheets

ROGERS PRAIRIE LOCOMOTIVE FOR ILLINOIS CENTRAL-SEE FRONT PAGE.

erywhcre throughout the universe, nii.\ed

with and surrounding the particles con-

stituting the common air. That as the

molecular particles of the sun are in rapid

vibration, they produce in this ether a

series of waves which chase each other

away at the rate of one hundred and

eighty-six thousand miles per second, and

striking upon the earth's surface are man-

ifested to us as light and heat. Thus it

is, as air is the conductor of sound, ether

is the conductor of light ; as sound is a

series of waves produced by the vibrating

of an object in the air. so is light a series

of waves produced by the vibrating of a

particle in the ether. However strange in

comparison with our comprehension of

them, each is but a "mode of motion."

LIGHT AND HE.\T.

"The mill of the gods grinds slow, but

grinds to atoms." In that mill we may
place an object and stand by to see the

process. At first, perhaps, it is broken

less eye" we might behold the atoms in

the stone, as they separate lie, when it is

cold ; or, as when hot, they move in ma-

jestic circle around their perfect poles un-

til the widening sphere moves them be-

yond the power of mutual attraction and

they fly away, not destroyed, but to exist

as first they were, in nature, separate en--

tities all. But as it is we can only see

them, when at rest, a gray and sullen

stone ; when in motion, a hot and glowing

mass.

HEAT CONVERTIBLE INTO POWER.

Not only has one atom the power to

attract another atom, but it has the power

when set in motion to put an adjoining

atom into motion also; and, in conjunction

with other atoms they unite to form com-

pounds and substances, the result of which

is seen in earth and w-ater. in plant and

tree, in bird and beast; all classified by

their admixture, made by an unseen mas-

ter hand, to yield the harmonious order of

and tubes which in turn yield their mo-

tion to the molecules of water surround-

ing them. This motion continues until it

reaches the point which would be indi-

cated by an ordinary thermometer as the

boiling point, which varies according to

pressure, when the motion is then so

great that the atoms composing the mole-

cules of the water are shaken apart and

forced to exist as a gas, or what we com-

monly call steam, requiring many times

their former space for existence, and by

the pressure thus created we perform the

work of moving the commerce of the

world.

PROPORTIONS OF CARBON AND OXYGEN.

In ordinary bituminous coal such as is

burned in our locomotives there is about

70 per cent, of fixed carbon. For each

pound of carbon consumed there must be

one and one-third pounds of oxygen.

W'ithout the necessary supply of oxygen

the particles of carbon contained in the
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coal would be as powerless to produce

heat as if they were bits of sand. The

fireman should remember that in burning

his coal more than half the product of heat

is derived from the oxygen contained in

the air which is drawn in through the

grates and combines with the fuel to pro-

duce heat. If the passage through ihe

grates is restricted by carrying too heavy a

fire, or otherwise, the flame will be what is

known as carbon monoxide, not possess-

ing one-third the heating power of a car-

bon dioxide fire.

PROPORTIONS OF HYDROGEN G.\S AND

OXYGEN.

In addition to the fixed carbon in the

coal there is another product constituting

about 20 per cent, of the whole, known as

hydrogen. To burn one pound of hydro-

gen requires eight pounds of oxygen.

These gases are volatile in character, and

when combined with the requisite amount

of oxygen burn with the hottest possible

flame. In burning these the fireman should

remember that the power of heat is de-

rived from the coal, only by combining

with the oxygen taken from the air.

COMPOSITION OF .\IR.

Common air is a mixture of o.xygen and

nitrogen in the proportions of one pound

of oxygen to one and thirty-five hun-

dredth pounds of nitrogen. Thirteen

cubic feet of air weighs one pound, but at

the earth's surface it has a pressure aver-

aging about 14.7 pounds per square inch.

This is said to be its actual or absolute

weight, and is proven by the fact that at

a higher altitude the pressure is less.

AIR REQUIRED FOR EACH POUND OF COAL.

Actual tests have proven that for each

pound of coal burned there is required the

amount of o.xygen contained in eleven and

one-half pounds of air. As each cubic

foot of air occupies thirteen cubic feet

there is required one hundred and sixty

cubic feet for each pound of coal burned.

Even more. In order to burn the coal

economically there must be a surplus of

o.xygen, so that there is needed not less

than twenty pounds or two hundred and

si.xty feet of air for each pound of coal.*

LOSS OF FIRE GASES.

The process of combustion is a rapid

one. The fire gases will average passing

away through the flues at the rate of

thirty miles per hour. There is nothing

easier than to fail to have the required

amount of air in the fire-bo.x, and allow

a portion of the gases to pass away un-

consumed. A single pound of hydrogen

gas, combining with eight pounds of oxy-

gen, will produce an explosion, the force

of which will equal that of the falling of

a mass weighing 47,000 pounds from an

elevation of 1,000 feet.' Yet for want of

air this amount of heat may be lost in an

engine every minute. There is twice this

amount of hydrogen in every shovelful of

coal thrown into the fire-box.

THINGS TO BE OBSERVED BY THE FIREMAN.

To avoid loss from w:inl of oxygen the

fireman must see that air is passing freely

into the ash pan, that the grates and fire

are kept open and that air is passing

through the fire-door. Every possible ef-

fort must be made to keep the fire clean.

If there is a ventilator in the door, as

soon as the fire is heavy enough to pre-

vent cold air from passing through the

grates it must be opened. When there is

evidence that clinker is forming on the

grates the hook should be used, working

the points through the fire at different

places and drawing it enough to move the

clinker and allow air to gain admission

through the grates. The fire should be

kept level without excessive shaking of

the grates. Puddling and smearing the

fire over with the hoe is a bad practice.

TEMPERATURE OF THE FIRE GASES.

A fire when just visibly red is at about

1,000 degrees; when bright red, at 1,650

degrees ; when clear orange, nearly 2.200

degrees, and when bright and dazzling,

above 2,700 degrees. Herschel invented a

prism by which he separated the rays of

the sun and proved them to be a combi-

nation of many colors. By the same

method he proved that the flames, and

their color as well, which constitute a dull

red fire, exist when the fire is bright and

dazzling, its condition and temperature

being changed by the addition of other

rays. Thus it may be seen that the color

is a true indication of the condition of the

fire. The last colors added are violet and

ultra-violet, these last colors indicating

that the process of combustion is com-

plete. When the fire assumes the color of

an arc light the fireman may know that

nothing is going to waste.

IGNITING POINT—CARBON AND HYDROGEN.

Carbon ignites at about 1,650' degrees,

hydrogen gas at 2,200'' degrees. If the

fire-box be cooled below these tempera-

tures, a portion of the gases will be lost.

Thus it will be observed that in order to

consume the gases from the coal econom-

ically there must be an adequate supply

of air and there must be a temperature

high enough to ignite them. The ingen-

ious fireman will soon learn to distinguish

the imperfect from the perfect fire by the

color alone.

dustrious about. If you spend all your

time and strength in polishing pans or

blacking your boots your industry won'b

carry you very high. The industrious

mind in a rested body plans in an hour

what brings in more money than a tin

pan polisher may earn in a year. People

who work only or mostly with their bod-

ies have as good a right as the capitalist

to work with their minds. The world

always wants newer things, more curious

things, more improved things, more

amusing things. No workman in any

trade, any art, any profession, should be

content with doing what some one has

done before him, even though he does it

well. He should aim at doing something

better than any one has done before him.

When he can do this he must next push

it on the world's notice.

Push is a talent as much as skill in

any art. You can commence pushing

by imagining yourself as a pusher. Keep

yourself before yourself in your mind as

a pusher, and such frame of mind will at

length make you push. There is a power

in a continual imagination of yourself in

any certain character which does make

you more and more like such character.

Imagine that the best belongs to you and

you will find the best coming to you.

Imagine the worst, see yourself in the

poorhouse, and the poorhouse comes to

you. Success, like charity, must com-

mence at home in the mind. If now you

are compelled to live in a poor room

and on poor fare, do so only under pro-

test. Keep your mind on the better

room and the better fare. Don't say,

"I 'spose I must always take up with

this." Say instead. "I am going to have

better things than these." You are then

creating for yourself strength, not weak-

ness. You are then ever strengthening

this inexplicable mental attraction which

will bring these things to you.

•See article on combustion ''Engine Running
and Management," Sinclair.

ISee " Practical Points"—Farnum

Properly Directed Industry.

People who are industrious have the

best physical or mental equipment for

making their way in the world; but in-

dustry to be fruitful must be guided by

good judgment and common sense. We
wish to warn young people that industry

unless properly directed is like a boat

without a rudder, for success in life to

the diligent depends on what you are in-

^This is approximate, not demonstrated.

Selection of Trainmen for Queen and

Crescent System.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific Railway Company have adopted

the practice of selecting firemen and

brakemen from men already in the com-

pany's service. This gives the opportunity

of advancement for trac'.cmen, shop help-

ers, bridge laborers and others of that

class. Before being accepted for what is

regarded as superior positions, the men

have to pass an examinatian to prove that

they have the education required, and

care is taken to see that they have the

natural intelligence required for good

train men. If they are accepted they are

sent out for a few trips to learn the road

and to become familiar with the work

they are intended to perform. Before be-

ing put on the list of employees they are

again examined on signals and other sim-

ple matters, which is a good test of their

intelligence.
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Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
Consolidation Enjcine.

Our illustnai.,,, oi the anthracite burn-
ing consolidation engine represents a
type that ,s in satisfactory deration on
he Lackawanna. It is an engine em-
bodying the principal features and stand-
ards so long preserved on that road to-
gether with the modern touches which
g.ve evidence of the progressive ideas of
the designer and builder in meeting the
reriu.rcments of the road. The engine i.s

designed to burn the fine anthracite coal
so abundantly mined on the Lackawanna
line. This requires an immense grate
94.9 square feet, which, with the heating
surface provided, 2,772.83 square feet
makes a successful and economical'
steamer, when the character of the fuel
's considered. In this connection the ac-
companying description will be of in-
terest. The engine is one of the recent
productions of the Schenectady works of
the American Locomotive Company, who
have also built for the same railroad
within the past year some heavy eight-
wheel passenger engines and also some
wide firebox bituminous coal burners
the latter being of the consolidation type'
but somewhat lighter than the engine
herewith illustrated and described.
The oblong casting under the side of

firebo.x attracts attention along the road.
It IS an air blower arrangement to blow
the ashes out of the •'corner" left in the
ash pan where the wheel cuts in under-
neath. The main reservoirs (two 16 by
126 inches) are under the running board
and away from the f5rebo.x, which is now
considered one of the best places for it.The throtile in the side of dome is prov-
ing quite a favorite in many places.
The rod packing is the United States-

valves are Richardson balanced; injectors'
Hancock composite; American brakes-
VVest.nghouse pj^-inch pump; Leach '

Sanders; Gollwar bell ringer; Crosbv
gages and Consolidated safety valves are
used. The main dimensions follow:
Weight in working order—186,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers— 166.000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving-15 feet 10 inches.
Uheel base, rigid—15 feet 10 inches
\\'heel base, total—24 feet 8 inches.
Cylinders—21x26 inches.

Horizontal thickness of piston-s'/S
inches.

Diameter of piston rod-jjcj inches.
Greatest travel of slide valves—s'^

inches.

Outside lap of slide valves—fg inch.
Diameter of driving wheels—57 inches.
Diameter and length of driving jour-

nals-9 inches and 8'A inches diameter by
12 inches.

Diameter and length of main crank pin
journals—main. 6*^x6'^ inches; F. & B.,

5 inch diameter by 3^i inches.

Diameter and length of side rod crank
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pin journals—main side, 7'Axsl4 inches;

inter, 5^2 inches diameter by 4^s inches.

Engine truck journals—6 inches diam-
eter by 10 inches.

Diameter of engine truck wheels—30

inches.

Boiler, outside diameter of first ring

—

7L 7-16 inches.

Working pressure—200 lbs.

Firebo.x, length—126 inches.

Firebox, width—io8^i inches.

Tubes, number of—350.

Tubes, diameter—2 inches.

Tubes, length over tube sheets— 14 feet.

Westinghouse .-Xmeriean combined
brakes on all drivers, tender and lor

train; g'4 inch R. H. air pump.
Leach sand feed. E double.

Sterlingwnnli ?ilarden patent brake

beams.

Gollmar bell ringer.

Crosby steam gage.

Two Consolidated safety valves; one
muffled, one encased.

Court Ruling Against Common Sense.
'1 he benefits which railiii;ul employees

enjoy under the Safety Appliance law, arc

tender was not a car within the meaning
of the act. That was contrary to com-
mon sense liut il knocked out the man
who was injured by tke negligence of

the railroad company.

President A. A. Robinson, of the Mex-
ican Central Railroad, says that work will

begin soon on the 200-milc extension of

this road from Torreon to Trevenio. The
last named point is near Monterey. Pres-

ident Robinson says furthermore that the

purchase of the St. Louis. Kansas City

and Colorado road by tlie Rock Island

-190 IS'IO Driving Wheel Base
296' 24 8" Total Wheel Base-

Jtaiitvaj/ ^ Liicijmottiie Ent/ineertng

DETAILS OF THE SCHENECTADY CONSOLIDATIONS FOR THE LACKAWANNA.

Heating surface, tubes—2,548.45 square
feet.

Heating surface, firebo.x—224.38 square

feet.

Heating surface, total—2,772.83 square

feet.

Weight of tender—47,700 lbs.

Wheels, diameter—33 inches.

Journals, diameter and length—5 inch-

es diameter by 9 inches.

Wheel base—15 feet 9V2 inches.

Water capacity—6,000 U. S. gallons.

Coal capacity—10 tons.

Total wheel base of engine and ten-

der—53 feet 4J/2 inches.

beginning to be seen in court decisions in

favor of persons who have been injured

by cars not properly equipped with the

safety appliances which the law calls for.

As a rule the judges are very fair, but a
case was decided lately in which the judge
seemed to strain the law to favor the

railroad company. A switchman was in-

jured coupling a car to a tender, which
was not equipped with an automatic
coupler, and a suit was brought against

the railroad company. The United States

Circuit Court directed the jury to return

a verdict in favor of the railroad com-
pany, on the grounds that a locomotive

would be of advantage to the Mexican
Central, the headquarters of which are

soon to be moved to St. Louis. The an-

nual meetings of the stockholders of this

road, however, will continue to be held in

Boston, as the Mexican Central is a Mas-
sachusetts corporation.

The fan illustrated and described on
page 227 of the May issue was made by
the Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, N.

Y. This is only one of tke many sizes

and styles made by them, but gave a good
idea as to the increased use of mechanical

draft.
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Atchison, Topeka and Santa l"e Tan-
dem Compound Consolidation.

The' iMndcin iniii|iiiund consolirlalion

engine, illuslraleil herewith, was ])iiilt at

the Rhode Island works of the American
Locomotive Company for the Atchison,

To|)eI<a ami Santa l''r Railroad. Tliese en-

gines have given very satisfactory results

in the short time they nave been in serv-

ice, not only in tonnage hauled, Imt in

economy of fuel and water.

Unless we are very much mistaken the

Santa Fc now has more tandem com-
pounds than any otlicr mini or in f-ict of

all of them togetlier. Their performance

will be watched with a great deal of in-

terest by all who are interested in com-

pound locomotives of any kind as well as

by their enemies. The tractive effort

(working compound) is cil.T.latcd at 40,-

Diameter of engine truck wheels 31 "4

inches.

IJiamcter of boiler, 68 inches.

Working pressure, 210 pounds.

I-'irebox, length, loi^^ inches.

Firebox, width, 71% inches.

Tubes, number of, .355.

Tubes, diameter 2 inches O. D.

Tubes, length over tube sheet, 15 feet

10 inches.

Heating surface tubes, 2.7X7 sipiare feet.

Healing surface firebox. 178 square

feet.

Heating surface, total, 2,965 square feet.

(irate surface, 50 square feet.

Tender weight empty. 46.400 pounds.

Wheels, diameter of. 34'/^ incites.

Journals. 5 inches by g inches.

Wheel base, 17 feet 6 inches.

Water capacity. 6,000 gallons.

The Advantages of An Oil-Burning
Locomotive.

nv G. n. VON IIODEN, MECHANICAL DRAFTS-
MAN, .S. P. CO.

In the past few years oil as fuel for

locomotives has been brought forward with

great rapidity. Owing to its economy and
satisfactory service a number of railroads

on the Pacific slope have been using oil

as fuel quite extensively.

Ill burning oil it is very important that

the volatile gases should be properly con-

sumed before they leave the fire box, as

they contain high heal producing quali-

ties. The average bituminous coal con-

tains about 25 per cent hydro-carbons, and

about 65 per cent, carbon. About 16 per

cent, of the hydro-carbons is hydrogen pas

which makes the hottest fire that is obtain-

SANT.\ FE COMPOUND BUILT BY RHODE ISLAND WORKS OI" AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY.

000 pounds, .\mong the general dimen-
sions are

:

Weight in working order, joi.ooo

pounds.

Weight on drivers, 176,000 pounds.

Wheel base, driving, 15 feet 4 inches.

Wheel base, rigid, 1 5 feet 4 inches.

Wheel base, total. 24 feet i inch.

Cylinders, 16 inches and 28 inches by 32

inches.

Diameter of driving wheels, 57 inches.

Driving journals, gVL- inches by 12

inches, main, g inches by 12 inches, F. &
B. & Int.

Diameter and length of main crank pin

journals, 6^ inches by 6^ inches.

Diameter and length of side rod crank

pin journals, F & B.. 45^ inches by 4

inches. Int., 5V2 inches by 4!^ inches.

Engine truck journals, 6^S inches by

loj'^ inches.

Total wheel base of engine and tender,

53 feet g'A inches.

The special equipment includes West-

inghouse-American combined brake on

drivers, tender and for trains; 11 -inch L.

H. air pump ; Westinghouse engineers air

signal : Le Chatelier water brake on cylin-

ders ; Sander, Leaches D-2 ; brake beams,

^lonarch ; Westinghouse friction draft

gear, Crosby steam gage. 6y^ inches face

;

three 3-inch Crosby pop safety valves,

simplex injectors.

Mr. H. S. Peters has recently received

several orders for overalls from Great

Britain and other foreign countries. The
experiences with these overalls are likely

to create a lively discussion. Mr. Peters

thinks Railw.w and Locomotive Engi-

neering had something to do with his

receiving the orders.

able. As a very high temperature is re-

quired to burn this gas. it is essential to

have an even temperature in all parts of

the fire box. When such is not the case,

the oil passes away unconsumed in the

form of smoke, thereby causing an un-

necessary waste of oil. Philips states in

the Engineer Chemistry that the perfect

combustion of one pound of crude oil

produces 20,260 heat units. One pound
of first-class coal produces about 15,000

heat units. This merely shows how im-

portant it is to have all the gases con-

sumed and to have an igniting tempera-

ture in all parts of the fire box.

To obtain these results it is first neces-

sary to have a good hydro-carbon burner.

The Southern Pacific Company for loco-

motive practice has adopted a simple form
of burners that gives no complications.

"The Sheedy and Carrick Gravity Bum-
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er," which was illustrated on page 300 of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

last year.

Owing to the constantly varying con-

dition of a locomotive when in service,

practical experience with oil burning loco-

motives, has demonstrated the fact that

the more "Complete Atomizers" have failed

to supply the required amount of oil when

most in demand. The permanent suc-

cess of the oil burning locomotive depends

upon the method of the introduction of

large quantities of oil through the burn-

ers when large quantities are needed.

It is the practice of the Southern Pacific

to chain-gang their engines, or in other

words, to run them by the pool system,

and. as it is desirable to obtain the most

economical results for oil burning loco-

motives, in the equipping of the same,

simplicity should be adhered to. From

recent tests made from the "Witt Pres-

sure," and the "Sheedy and Carrick Grav-

ity Oil Burner" which were taken on the

Los Angeles Division from Engines No.

1,722 and 1,723; with the Vanderbilt Cor-

rugated Fire Box, the following results

were obtained:

Pounds of water evaporated from and

at 212 degrees, Witt 11.86 and Sheedy

14.10, ton miles per gallon of oil, Witt

64.16, Sheedy 92.85. Gain in efficiency of

the S. P. burner over Witt burner 15.8 per

cent.

It has generally been the practice in

equipping oil locomotives to eliminate the

grates and to substitute them by building

a pan called the inner pan. On account of

the necessity for draft appliances it has

become the practice to admit air under the

arch and under the mouth of the burner

through air cavities cut in the floor of the

inner pan. As the draft appliances have

much to do with successful conditions, ii

has been found from recent experiments

made on the Western Division, that a

grate with two rows of oblong openings

has proven more satisfactory than air

cavities. It has eliminated the drumming

and explosions that had been experienced

in the past.

With the latest arrangement of fire

boxes for burning oil the grates are placed

on the old grate bar bearings, serving to

support the side walls and arches. These

grates are covered with fire brick except

where the air is admitted under the arch.

The air being admitted through these

grates, mingles with the oil and serves to

complete the combustion most effectually.

It will be noticed that the fire box is

bricked up all around the sides and ends

to about the height of the arch. In cases

where the fire box is 7 feet or more in

length, the front wall is constructed at a

distance not over 72 inches from the boiler

head. The object of this is to restrain the

flame and maintain an even temperature

in all parts of the fire box.

The brick work is so arranged as to

maintain an even temperature, and, there-

fore, there would be no necessity for re-

taining a deflective plate or a petticoat

pipe.

The capacity of the oil tanks is from

2,000 to 3,500 gallons. At present there

are two different methods of heating oil

in these tanks. One is the direct heater,

or in other words, the heating of oil by

live steam. This method of heating is

very rapid, heating oil to 140 per cent. F.

or still higher. But the temperature

should not exceed 90 per cent. F. or blood

heat. The only drawback to this method

of heating is that often times improper

handling accumulates considerable water

in the oil.

The method I would recommend for

heating oil is by steam coils. There are

cases, I will admit, where the coils have

failed to heat the oil to a temperature

that would cause it to flow freely. But

in my estimation if there are a sufficient

number of coils placed in the bottom of

the tank, coiled around the oil supply

valve, no water could be admitted into

the oil. Furthermore, after the oil is

heated to a temperature of 90 degrees,

the globe valve which controls the sup-

ply of steam to the coils should then be

cut down to less than quarter of a turn,

thus supplying a continuous amount of

steam to the coils, and keeping the oil at

an even temperature.

Oil is conveyed from the tender to the

burner by a pipe and hose, similar to those

used for injectors, with the exception that

they are an inch and a quarter in diam-

eter.

At times it is desirable to have a very

small supply of oil for the burner, espe-

cially when standing at stations, or drift-

ing down grades. In order to accomplish

this the passage way through the valve,

regulating the supply, is made diamond

shape.

The levers for operating and adjusting

the burner, oil supply, and steam jet

should be placed inside the cab, and con-

veniently near the fireman's seat box, that

he may remain seated. This enables him

to watch for signals on the line, and ob-

serve closely the movements of the engi-

neer adjusting the oil supply accordingly.

The use of oil is certainly an improve-

ment on the coal burning system. If care-

fully fired the burning of oil results in no

smoke or sparks, laborious terminal work,

such as cleaning fires, hauling away ashes,

and loading coal, which is quite an item

on most roads, is not e.xperienced with an

oil burning locomotive.

This labor in some cases amounts to 50

cents for each ton of coal burned and

should be taken into consideration when
comparing cost between coal and oil.

Another great advantage is that the

locomotive is always ready for service,

that the fire is always clean and therefore,

there is no danger of its being torn up by

heavy exhausting or slipping on the en-

gine.

(Illustrations of the oil burning sys-

tem described by our correspondent ap-

peared on pasc 300 of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering last year and

they have been reproduced in our book

Care and Management of Locomotive

Boilers, by Henry Raps.

—

Ed.)

Westinghouse steam turbines are to be

adopted in the electric generating sta-

tion to be built for the Metropolitan

Railway Company, of London, the con-

tract having just been given to the Brit-

ish Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

of Manchester. The latter are now fill-

ing a similar contract for the Metropol-

itan District Electric Traction Company,

and as there will be a general similarity

in the two stations, it will be easy to ar-

range for connecting the two and mak-
ing them interchangeable, as far as the

supply of current is concerned, which

feature was required by the terms of the

franchises of the two roads. The Metro-

politan power station will be located at

Neasden, in the northwest of London,

and will contain three sets of 3,500 kilo-

watts capacity each. The Chelsea sta-

tion of the Metropolitan District Rail-

way will contain four sets of 5,000 kilo-

watts each. The electrical machinery for

both stations will also be supplied by the

Westinghouse Company. The current

will be three-phase alternating and of

10,000 volts, to be transformed in sub-

stations to direct current for use in the

car motors.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad, through Chief Engineer W. K.

McFarland, has awarded the Union
Switch & Signal Company of Swissvale,

Pa., and order for 125 Union Electric

2-arm Semaphore Signals, Relays and

other material, for the equipment of 40

miles of double track with Automatic

Block Signals. This order was placed

upon the recommendation of Signal En-

gineer A. H. Rudd and is the third large

order placed with the Union Switch &
Signal Company for this type of signal,

of which 286 are now in use on the D.,

L. & W.

Some rather amusing improvements

have been made on locomotives by peo-

ple who could only see one thing at a

time. Not long ago a master mechanic

conceived the idea of putting a pony

truck under the firebox of a locomotive

that was too heavy behind. His first

difficulty was with the ash-pan. After

infinite scheming he got in the truck

and then could not get up the ash-pan.

The truck was moved from under and

an ash-pan planned that went into place,

but the truck had to be removed every

time the ash-pan had to be taken dowii.

Messrs. B. M. Jones & Co., the well-

known representatives of the best English

iron and steel, have removed to 159 De-

vonshire street, Boston. Mass., where they

will be glad to see their friends and busi-

ness acquaintances.
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Mr. Garret Vliet, assistant master me-

chanic of the Grand Trunk Railway, has

been transferred from Gorham to Port-

land, and will have supervision of all the

motive power interests at that point.

Gorham station will, in future, be sub-

sidiary to l-'urtlan<l and under the jnri.^-

diction of Mr. Vliet.

The office of general master mechanic

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Rail-

way has been abolished and Mr. Jas. Mc-

Donough assigned to other duties.

Mr. Dennis Brown, formerly general

foreman for the Cincimiati, New Orleans

& Texas Pacific Railway at Somerset, Ky.,

has resigned to accept a position as master

mechanic for the Southern Railway at

Mr. C. E. Vorhis, train master of the Cin-

cinnati division, will become superintend-

ent of the Wellston division. Mr. S. B.

Floeter, superintendent of the 1). & M.

division, will also hold the same position

on the F. Ft. W. & Western division.

Mr. W. C. Shoemaker will be ])roinoted

from assistant superintendent of the D.

& M. division to the position of superin-

tendent of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and

Indianapolis division with headquarters at

Connersville, Ind.

Mr. A. J. Cunningham, formerly gen-

eral foreinan of tlie Chicago and Western

Indiana and Belt Railway, has been ap-

pointed erecting shop foreman of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey at Jersey

City, N.J. .

Mr. J. Schilling, formerly with the

Wabash, has been appointed division mas-

ter mechanic of the fourth division of the

Denver and Rio Grande at Alamosa, Col.,

to succeed Mr. G. H. Shone, resigned.

Mr. S. T. Park has been appointed di-

vision master mechanic of the Southern

California Railway at San Bernardino,

Cal., to take the place of C. F. Lape, re-

signed. Mr. Park was formerly master

mechanic of the Santa Fc Pacific at Win-
slow, Ariz.

Mr. J. A. Davis has resigned the posi-

tion of division superintendent of the Mis-

souri. Kansas and Texas at Parsons,

Kan., to become superintendent of the

Iowa Central, with headquarters at Oska-

loosa, Iowa.

3'3-

DETAILS OF ILLINOIS CEXTR.\L TR.MRIE TYPE

Princeton, Ind. Mr. Brown left a good

many friends, as was fittingly shown by

presenting him with a nice silver set.

Mr. C. W. Huntington has been ap-

pointed general superintendent of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey, vice Mr. W.
W. Wentz, Jr., resigned.

Mr. A. Galloway, superintendent of the

Cincinnati and the Cincinnati. Hamilton

and Indianapolis divisions of the Cincin-

nati. Hamilton and Dayton Railway, has

resigned. He will not engage in railroad

work at present but will go to the Pacific

coast for a much needed rest. He may
return to railroad life later. His resig-

nation will make the following changes

:

J. A. Gordon, formerly superintendent of

the Wellston division, will become super-

intendent of the Cincinnati division, which

division has been extended from Cincin-

nati to Lima instead of from Cincinnati

to Dayton ; headquarters Dayton, Ohio.

Mr. R. A. Dugan, assistant to the presi-

dent of the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern, has

resigned to accept a position with the

Southern Railway.

Mr. F. S. Hunt has accepted the posi-

tion of division engineer on the New York

Central and Hudson River Railroad. He
was formerly chief engineer of the St.

Joseph and Grand Island Railway.

Mr. Wm. B. Hoeck. roundhouse fore-

man of the Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway at Topeka, Kan., has been ap-

pointed general foreman of the Fort Worth

and Denver shops at Fort Worth, Texas.

Mr. Chas. Wincheck has been appointed

master mechanic of the Mexican Central

Railway at .A.guas Calientes. Mexico. He
was forinerly general foreman of the loco-

motive department of the Santa Fe Pacific

at Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Mr. \\'. F. Eberle, general car inspector

of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona,

Pa., has been appointed assistant general

foreman of the car shops of that road with

office at same place. Mr. Eberle has been

with the Pennsylvania since 1875.

Mr. P. M. Crosby has been appointed

general foreman of the Chicago Great

Western Railway at Oelwein, Iowa.

Mr. H. A. Fergusson has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Chicago Great Western Railway

with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn.

Mr. W. E. Symons, so well known

through the work he did in reorganizing

the motive power department of the Plant

System, has left there and taken a posi-

tion of mechanical superintendent of the

Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway at

Cleburne, Texas.
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Mr. W. J. Hartman, the well known air

brake expert, has resigned his position on

the Monon Route and accepted the posi-

tion of air brake instructor of the Chicago,

Rock Island and Pacific Railway with

headquarters at the Chicago shops.

vision of the Great NortEieni Railway,

with lieadqnarters at Larimore, North

Dakota, vice Mr. W. H. Hill, resigned.

Mr. .Andrew Gibson has been advanced

from the position of assistant engineer

on the Northern Pacific to that of division

superintendent. Mr. Gibson is a native of

Scotland and has been with the Northern

Pacific for nineteen years.

Mr. G. J. Bury has been promoted from

assistant general superintendent to be gen-

eral superintendent of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway with headquarters at North

Bay.

Mr. J. R. Michaels has been appointed

superintendent of the Tennessee Central.

He began his railway work in the West

as telegraph operator and rose to be train

dispatcher. He was superintendent of

telegraphs on the Northern Pacific for

several years and left there to go to the

Tennessee Central.

Mr. C. W. Spencer, general superin-

tendent of the Lake Superior divisions of

the Canadian Pacific Railway, has been

appointed vice-president and general man-

ager of the Pontiac Pacific Junction.

Edward B. Clark, superintendent of the

Pittsburg plant of the American Locomo-

tive Company, has resigned to become

superintendent of the Rogers locomotive

works at Paterson, N. J. J. R. Howgate,

assistant superintendent of the Schenec-

tady plant, will become superintendent of

the Pittsburg works.

Mr. E. E. Snyder, at present superin-

tendent of the Memphis division of the

Louisville & Nashville Railroad, has been

promoted to be superintendent of the First

division, with headquarters in Louisville,

succeeding Mr. Daniel Breck. Mr. Breck

goes to St. Louis, as superintendent of the

Terminal Association at that point. Mr.

F. N. Fisher, now train master on the

Memphis division, will become superin-

tendent of that division, succeeding Mr.

Snyder. The latter has been with the L.

& N. for many years and is a valuable

traffic man.

Mr. David Meadows has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Canada

Southern Division of the Michigan Cen-

tral Railroad, with headquarters at St.

Thomas, Ont.

Mr. M. S. Monroe has been aopointed

master mechanic of the Macon, Dublin &
Savannah Railroad Company, with head-

quarters at Macon, Ga.

Mr. .\rthur M. Sharpe has been ap-

pointed acting superintendent of the Min-

nesota Division of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul & Sault Ste Marie Railway with

office at Endcrlin, N. D., vice Mr. C. P.

Eckles, resigned to accept service else-

where.

Mr. S. .\. Walker has been anpainted

assistant superintendent of the Montana

Division of the Great Northern Railway,

with headquarters at Havre, IMontana,

vice Mr. Frank Bell transferred.

Mr. E. D. Sewall has been appointed

assistant general superintendent of tbe

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway,

with office at Minneapolis, vice C. A. Cos-

grave, resigned.

Mr. Jacob N. Barr. the well known
superintendent of motive power, has left

the Erie Railroad to become general su-

perintendent of the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul. Mr. Barr's strong point is

organization in which line he has dis-

played masterly ability in all the posi-

tions he has filled. We anticipate that

he will make as much of a success in

the larger field he is about to enter, as

he has achieved in the mechanical de-

partment, which is saying a great deal.

Another strong attribute possessed by

Mr. Barr is his success in handling men.

The policy he has always fo'lowed was

to keep in touch with the men under him

and inspire them with the confidence that

their interests are safe in his hands. Har-

mony and good feeling are sure to pre-

vail where Mr. Barr holds the helm.

Mr. Frank Bell has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the Dakota Di-

Mr. W. S. Morris, for the last ten

years superintendent of motive power of

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, has

resigned to accept the position of me-

chanical superintendent of the Erie Rail-

road just vacated by Mr. J. N. Barr. Mr.

Morris has enjoyed a course of expe-

rience and training that makes him

eminently fitted for the difficult duties he

has undertaken to perform. In some re-

spects his experience has been ideal, and

his training all that could be desired to

enable him to manage the mechanical

department of a great railroad system in

a way that will satisfy the company and

promote the efficiency of the mass of

men under his charge. The foundation

of his training was the old fashioned ap-

prenticeship in a machine shop, his leis-

ure time being devoted to learning me-

chanical drawing and to the study of en-

gineering science. It has been from such

youths that our most successful railroad

officials have risen. The steps that he

rose by were machinist, locomotive fire-

man, locomotive engineer, shop foreman,

assistant master mechanic, master me-

chanic, the latter position having beem

felled on several railroads, snaking good
training for superintendent of motive

power. A friend, talking lately about the

caresr of Mr. Morris, reiuarked tha.t

he was a first-class man in e^^ery occu-

pation he worked at. There is not an

operation performed in his diepartment

that he cannot tell from his own knowl-

edge if it is well done or otherwise. Be-

sides having the valuable eqtripraent of

his experience, Mr. Morris is an e.xcel-

lent executive officer and a popular lead-

er of men. He is a past president of the

Railway Master Mechanics' Association

and high up in the coimcils of the- Mas-

ter Car Builders' .Association.

Mr. C. A. Seley has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the ChiicagO',

Rock Island and Pacijfic Railway, with

headquarters at Chicago. He will have

charge of the drawings and laboratory

tests and will perform the duties u-stralty

assigned to mechanical engineers. Mr.

Seley is one of the most successftrl me-

chanical engineers in the country arrd is

recognized as an excellent authority on

the designing of all railway machinery.

He is remarkably well posted on steel

cars and his experience on the Norfolk

and Western has given him an excellent

opportunity to watch the weak points

which have developed in steel car con-

struction. Mr. Seley has been an occa-

sional contributor to Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering, and his writings

are in high favor with the scientific part

of our readers.

An office has been opened by Clarence

P. Day at 140 Nassau street, New York
city, where he carries on the business of

advising counselor. His plan is to give

advise to advertisers concerning the best

mediums for reaching customers. The ad-

vertiser defrays the expense of obtaining

counsel with the result that the very best

mediums for advertising are recommend-

ed instead of those that will pay the

greatest commission as is the general

case with advertising agencies. Among
recent customers obtained by Mr. Day
is the Tabor Manufacturing Company, of

Philadelphia.

The City Electric Railroad Company, of

Kief, has lately received two Pullman

cars, which were ordered by the munici-

pality as an experiment. The cars were

shipped from Berlin in separate parts and

are now being put together at the Kief

City Railroad Works. They are of the

double-truck type and have four- electro-

motors of 25 horsepower each. The cars

at present in use at Kief have two motors

of 25 horsepower each. The new cars

are equipped with all the latest improve-

ments, including electric brakes and elec-

tric lights.
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"
I he New Cuban Railroad."

BY WALUON lAVVCETT.

The project now being carried out by

Sir William Van Home and his asso-

ciates for ihe construction of a complete

railroad system throughout the length of

the island of Cuba constitutes one of the

most interesting and most daring railway

ventures which has been presented in

many years. The new system will em-

brace, all told, some four hundred miles

of track between Santiago and the Port

of Nipe in the province of Santa Clara,

and it is claimed that in influence upon

industrial, agricultural and commercial

development the new transportation sys-

tem will be entitled to rank with the

trans-continental railroads of the United

States, the Trans-Siberian Railroad of

Asia and the Cape to Cairo Railroad of

Africa.

The present railway system of Cuba is

entirely inadequate in bringing the ex-

come in its construction. Sir William

Van Home had already organized a com-

pany with a capital in ihc neighborhood

of $10,000,000 when owing to the scandals

growing out of attempted "franchise

grabbing" on the island the United States

Congress passed what is known as the

"Forakcr Resolution" prohibiting the tem-

porary government of Cuba from granting

any rights, concessions or franchises. So

strictly was this resolution enforced that

even the right to extend existing rail-

ways was refused, and it appeared at the

outset as though any new enterprise

which would find it necessary to use the

public highways or even to cross them
would be efifectually blocked. However,

Sir William Van Home did not propose

to allow his enterprise to be balked, and

therefore inaugurated a new method of

railroad building, namely, construction

work without governmental sanction.

.'\s a first step heavy purchases were

completion of the Cuban railway would

assuredly have been delayed for several

years. As it is the company has had

about three thousand men at work from

the time of the commencement of active

operations, employing them in grading,

building bridges and track-laying, and after

the harvest of the sugar crop the force

was increased to upward of six thousand

men.

The construction of the line has, be-

cause of the peculiar mountainous charac-

ter of the country, presented many diffi-

culties. Moreover, it has been necessary

to devote exceptional care to the con-

struction of bridges and tracks in order to

provide against the rainy seasons of this

tropical climate when water in torrents

descends upon the roadbeds. The main line

of the Cuban Railway will probably be

completed in May or June, 1902. It is

between three hundred and fifty and four

hundred miles in length, extending from

Grading for iotli mile. Culvert at Station 154S.

VIEWS ON EASTERN DIVISION OF NEW CUB.\N RAILW.W.

treme ends of the island together, San-

tiago and Havana being as far apart, in

point of time, as New York and San

Francisco, though separated by a gap of

little more than three hundred miles. To
remedy this defect is the object of the

new Cuban railway, and it is doubtful if

any other one enterprise will prove of

such vast benefit to the island. Indeed,

it is declared that no revolution could

have existed in Cuba had such a railway

been completed by the Spanish govern-

ment. Not only will the possibility of

future political turbulence be in a great

measure eliminated and the entire island

opened to commerce, but land now unpro-

ductive and of practically no value will

be worked. Moreover, the seaport towns

will experience a wonderful impetus in

their trade relations for it is proposed to

construct numerous branches extending

from the trunk line to the seaboard.

From the standpoint of railroad inter-

ests generally, however, perhaps the most
interesting phase of the Cuban railway

project is found in the peculiar obsta-

cles which it has been necessary to over-

made of land in the districts through

which it was sought to carry the line.

After the private right of way had thus

been secured the line of the road was sur-

veyed and graded and stations were

erected at convenient points on the prop-

erty owned by the company. .All this was
in strict accordance with the rights of the

corporation as a land owner, for there

are over a hundred private railways on

the large plantations of Cuba. Under this

plan of construction no attempt was made
to cross the public highways, and thus

there were breaks in the railway line at

every point of intersection with a public

road.

Finally when the enterprise had pro-

gressed sufiiciently far to afford a clear

indication of its character Sir William

and his associates presented the case to

the Military Governor of Cuba, and he,

after giving careful consideration to the

matter, granted what are known as "re-

vocable licenses" for crossing public roads

which give promise that the military gov-

ernment will not interfere with the under-

taking. Without this daring procedure the

Santa Clara to Santiago, and is in every

respect a first-class line, equal in all re-

spects to the average line in the United

States. The bridges, of which there are

a great number owing to the volume of

water which falls in the rainy season, are

of steel construction, and the rolling

stock and equipment are thoroughly up to

date.

It is planned to construct as feeders to

the main line feeders to the north and
south coasts which will reach the ports of

Nipe, Gibara, Baracoa, Sancti Spiritus,

Santa Cruz del Sur and Manzanillo.

These branches will bring the aggregate

length of the entire system to the neigh-

borhood of one thousand miles. The con-

nection at the City of Santa Clara, with

the western system of railroads of the

island, is most important, enabling a pas-

senger to go by rail the entire length of

the island, from Pinar del Rio, the cap-

ital of the westernmost province, to San-
tiago, the capital of the easternmost prov-

ince. In this connection it may be noted

that the officers of the Western Havana
and Cuban Central Railways, two of the
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most important of the existing lines on

the island, have looked with such favor

on the Van Home project that they are

understood to have given financial sup-

port to the new project.

As having a direct bearing upon the

field in which this new railroad enter-

prise is to operate, it inay not be amiss

to give a momentary glance to the public

railways already in operation in Cuba.

turn these saw mills into private hands
and organize companies to cut the timber
for commercial purposes. The Van
Home company is also encouraging im-

migration from Spain, the Canary Islands,

Central and South American countries,

and if the effect of the climate is not found
to be injurious to .Americans, colonies

from the United States will be taken to

Cuba.

Air Line Griefs.

BV .\, SUP. LV.M.'kN.

STEEL SPAN AND TRE.STI,E WORK, EASTERN DIVISION.

Second Paper.

The "old man" had been in the little

office an hour, just long enough to glance

at a stack of 653 reports : record of yes-

terday's failures and only half way devour
the last of a continued string of com-
plaints that the superintendent had sent

in, when he jumped up and, kicked the

dog.

If anyone else had a.s much as intimated

that the dog deserved kicking there would
have been a row. Why, those two big

fellows that wore the old man's name and
called his wife "ma" brought that pup
home ; they were running on the branch

now and the dog was, "ma's."

Thin.gs had not been running in the old

smooth way on the Air Line, business had
picked up at an alarming rate, at least to

the men who were expected to handle it,

the power once adequate was spread, like

butter on church sandwiches, over too

much territory, trying to operate two thou-

sand miles of road with just about en-

gines enough for one thousand, the new
P. A. had cornered the slack coal market,

the departments had found it necessary

to "make" a great many new men. You
can put a fireman on the turn table and

make an engineer out of him but like

other jobs they need a little breaking in.

The few that came along for jobs were not

There are on the island seventeen sep-

arate systems of an aggregate length of

1.225 miles, although nearly all of these

lines have their ownership vested in five

companies, which between them practi-

cally control the transportation situation

on the island. The longest single system

has a length of 417 miles. The cost of

these seventeen systems has been some-

what in excess of $57,000,000, and the

earnings amount to $6,212,000. Three of

the systems each show earnings in excess

of $1,000,000, and in the case of one sys-

tem, the United Railways of Havana, lb ;

earnings exceed $1,500,000.

The new Cuban Railroad is but one

step in the enterprise which Sir William

Van Home and his associates have evolved

for the development of the natural re-

sources of Cuba. Vast tracts of hnJ
have been purchased in the central and

eastern provinces, including forests, pas-

tures and first-class agricultural land.

LTpon these tracts it is proposed to es-

tablish colonies, giving the preference in

every case to the best men in the con-

struction gangs. During the construction

of the road the Van Home syndicate has

erected a number of saw mills in the tim-

ber areas for the purpose of getting out

logs and lumber and ties for the use of

the road, and as soon as the work of con-

struction is completed it is proposed to

ANOTHER BRIDGE ON TH •: EASTERN DIVISION.

A correspondent sends an account of a

"wild run by a mad engineer" who ran

his train 50 miles without a stop, passing

stations at top speed, etc. If the fireman

could do nothing, as stated, we fail to

see why the conductor or a brakeiuan

could not have discovered this speed with

the conductor's valve in any car. An ap-

plication of air in this way will cure any

case of this kind in short order.

of the best, and when the hours over the

division reached si.xteen to twenty-four

the crews began to ask for "eight hours"

where they had formerly doubled back,^

and the next blow was the one that killed

father, that was the "old man"—they

pooled the engines.

Had it to do, that bright clever lot of

freight grabbers that Smith, the general

freight agent, brought over with him had
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by reason of superior ability, several "an-

nuals," and a liberal expense account

taken most of the Central's fruit, stock,

and rush merchandise business, and that

on top of a heavy grain movement kept

things up in the air. Most of the rush

biz was contracted for on basis of time

delivery, and as the boys all carried Pull-

man's paste boards, and private cars are

generally lied to rear ends, they saw more

of the G. M. than motive power men have

time to do and they poured their talc of woe
into his ear on all occasions. The G. M.

knew that they didn't make better motive

power men than Barker was ; he could

turn out an engine for freight service, a

ten wheeler with fifty-inch wlieel center

that could make up ten minutes on the

flyer her second trip, and not sweat a

hair doing it as Hogan was often heard to

say. The old man was a doctor of the

old school, had his peculiarities, felt priv-

ileged to scorch his own men, but would

not stand for anyone else criticising them.

and they liked him, swore by him even as

he swore at them. His roasts the men
took quietly, knew th.il was the end of it

save that it was considered good policy to

brace up if bracing was needed.

Things had about reached a climax that

morning; every foreman on the job from

McAdams, of the round-house, who was

a stem winder, to LeCIare, of the boiler

shop, had worked and slaved night and

ing's troubles his best engineer (Jlson,

tlie Swede, ha<l been ordered off, over-

liioki'd an orange train running on special

schedule, the despaleher dropped the

board in front of the "fruit" so there was
no inquest, but if anything hurt the "old

man" it was to have a good man walk the

plank. The dispatcher who saved the

day wore his ui'sought laurel wreath mod-

main pin, of a pair of injectors that took

all of one man's skill to keep working, he

forgot the orange train and his fifteen

years of flawless service was forgotten, of

course he made a splendid example, alas

the human family won't follow good ex-

amples. The dcspatchcr was a good man,

competent, generous and deejily sorry for

the Swede, he knew something of Olson's

TWO CILVERTS ON THE E.\STEKN DIVISION. Cl'B.\X R.\II.W.\V.

SCRAPER WORK ON THE WESTERN DIVISION.

day to keep things moving, but still the

653's and superintendent's kicks piled

higher and higher. The old man could

have quit, he was comfortably fixed ; bitt

to a man whose life had been as active as

had been Barker's the thought of idleness

was a nightmare, besides it would look

like confessing that the game was too

tough, early in life, very early, the old

man might have prayed, but he never con-

fessed. To add to this particular morn-

estly a few days, until the episode was

swallowed up by later happenings.

There was nothing said about this

train's schedule being put out to the

Swede seven hours before he met it, noth-

ing said about the Swede receiving twenty-

nine orders subsequent to the schedule,

no mention of the fact that his fireman

was making his first trip, had only been a

student two trips, that Olson always

helped new men out, no mention of a hot

trials, working two districts, each heavy

enough for a man, he was compelled to

take short cuts in order to keep things

moving at all. By having the terminal

operators copy 'leven and trace the rest

he saved much time, caught a few more

O. S.'s in that way, of course it put the

schedules a long way in advance of some

trains ; but self defense is the first law of

nature, anyway the Swede that knew his

engine like the voice of his wife, and never

made mistakes in reporting work, was sac-

rificed.

.About the time that the dog began to

resume confidence in the administration

some one came up the steps, whistling

like a supply man who had just

"placed," say about fifty squirts, squirts

that deserve good branch pipes. As the

old man suspected it proved to be

Turner. He was a frequent visitor at the

old man's office, a welcome one. the ofd

man liked the younger one's confident

style, not fresh, just seemed to know his

business, always pleasant, willing to put

on a suit of overclothes any time for a

couple of days, or nights for that matter,

most things happen in the night, if by so

doing he could help out his own or em-

ployer's friends, he straightened out the

old man's compound complications years

before, the engineers were not overly

prejudiced in their favor then but he won

them over by just taking hold and doing

the act, most of the human family respect
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the man who does things rather tlian

people.

Turner had barely time to say "Good

morning, Mr. Barker, have a good

cigar" when the gentleman addressed

gasped "Where in thunder have you

been? I've wanted to lean on you for a

week, I'm up against the real thing and

she's getting hotter every day," with that

he mopped his head and fell into a chair.

"Well I put Tom down for three dozen

number seven's for his little Bloods this

morning ; what's your trouble, asked to

resign or what?"

asked ; "you are too infernal lazy to even

guess at the number" he continued; "they

went up to seventy-three last week, there's

the list, the worst of it is that the bill is

a true one." Turner relit his cigar and

read

:

Mk. Thos. B..\rker, M.M. :

Dear Sir :—.\ttached you will find a re-

capitulation of engine failures on Middle

division for week ending March 17.

You will note that our failures are on

the increase, although they reached alarm-

ing proportions some time ago. I am of

the opinion lint thi*; is a matter that

One of tlie Bridges. Pier at CiKiiuniciim River.

BRIDGE WORK ON THE EASTERN DIVISION.

"What do you think of tliat?" shrieked

the old man, "about eight per cent, honest

failures, no wonder you fellows rather

sell supplies than take a preliminary

course in hell," he continued. "Size up

that thing, those new Schenectady's are

gagged now with five-inch tips, bridges a

half inch thick in most of them, they

howled with steam a year ago on straight

5V4 tips, it was a hanging offence to

bridge a nozzle then, now they walk up to

the book and report "larger bridge put in

nozzle." Now, take those pump failures,

first class pumps not ninety days old, some

of them, do you hear that one out there

now?" the 516 was on the cinder pit, the

groans of both air and steam end rising

above the roar of a half dozen blowers;

"it seems as if every man on the job has

laid down except the fiend that edits those

infernal reports."

When the old man's breath was spent

the supply man ceased smiling and said

:

"you remember old man Roberts that

pulled one and two opposite dad, Sallie

Roberts' pa? I was a kid calling crews,

you were doing the round house work

then, well Sallie always rode down to the

depot when her pa took one out. I used

to go down on the engine myself occa-

sionally, there was a cardboard motto

worked by Sallie in the 29's cab, Roberts

suggested the motto, his favorite one,

"refuse to get excited" was the whole

thing. I have tried to keep that idea in

mind myself, perhaps on Sallie's account,

don't you think it a good one? If you

don't mind I will hang around a week or

so and size up the situation, the office

won't expect to hear from me for a week

"Resign the devil" replied the old man,

"they wouldn't accept it unless it was

made in copying ink on a 653, that's all

the literature that's current now, got two

hundred engineers and conductors work-

ing overtime on them: what's the trouble?

here look over this mess while I go after

LeClaire and his gang about the new

Brooks, five of them mud burnt in less

than ninety days, if that stack is not

enough you will find, several thousand in

the lower drawers."

Turner did not trouble himself to look

over the old man's hard luck reports, he

had heard enough of the trouble in ad-

vance to size up the situation fairly well

;

the experience of the Air Line was that

of the Belt, the High Line and other

neighboring roads, perhaps a trifle worse,

but the same disease, and as the young

man had an honest liking for the old

man he made up his mind in an instant to

help him out, if asked. When the old

man had returned from "stirring up the

animals" as he called it, he found Turner

taking things easy in the office chair, the

throne, some of the boys called it, his

feet resting comfortably on the much-

cursed stack of "failures."

"Did vou look at that mess" the old mm

WORK TRAIN AND INSPECTION CAR.

should receive your closest attention, there

certainly should be some end to this "no

steam" question. Respectfully yours,

T. H. Williams, Supt.

No steam, set out train and returned to terminal 33

Flues, side sheets cractced
and nuul ring leaking 16

.'Vir pump failures (constituti -g engine failure) 7

Broken valve yoke, eccentric straps, cut valve.

.

3

Piston broken in crosshead 2

Dirty fire, unable to clean it on road. 7

MisceUaTOus .s

Total 73

or so." "Do," said the master mechanic,

"take the whole place if you want it, and

say, confidentially, if you will kill that

young cub of a trainmaster I will leave

you all I've got." "I've a better plan for

caring for trainmasters," replied Turner,

"I'll take them into full partnership and

together we will try to make stockholders

out of a few of your engineers, yes take

in some conductors, too, preferred stock

if they insist on it. I will be around after

dinner, don't forget Sallie Roberts' card-
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board motto, she was a little peach, you

remember that dude tiuiekeeper, she mar-

ried him, last lime I went home they had

two small timeUeepers, double h-ader, one

wears pants, stout chiuiky cuss, built like a

Piltsy consolidation, the other a girl, a

sixleen-inch cight-whecler, trim and neat,

brass bands, built for a two-car branch

run, looked like Sallic did fifteen years

ago."

The old man followed Turner out

toward the cinder path that led to the

street, there seemed to be something he

wished to say to the young fellow. In-

stead the supply man keenly sensitive to

the trials of his old friend anticipated

what was coming.

"Mr. Barker," he said, "if every man

would do his part in limes like this in-

stead of laying down and trymg to un-

load on someone else things would soon

straighten themselves out. That applies to

every man from general manager to those

laborers of yours over there;" before the

master mech.mic could make reply he con-

tinued :

"I heard a good one on that new engi-

neer of yours, you know who I mean, that

big fellow ofif the Western, it seems as if

he had a hard time of it with firemen,

hits 'em too hard for some of the boys,

so much so that they hold occasional curb-

stone inquests on his remains, the body

absent. Some of the boys filled up a stu-

dent about ready for graduation with hor-

rible tales of the way that Murphy hit

them, done it all with the reverse lever,

too. The student made up his mind to

watch the handling of that lever if he

went out with the hard hitter. Sure

enough he got his first trip with the bad

man and then and there resolved to call

the first suspicious move. When the en-

gineer got his train under headway and

reached for the lever to hook the links

up the reformer suddenly dropped the

scoop and bracing up to the engineer said

:

"Here, I've heard all about you and your

getting students' hide, you can just put

that thing back where you got it or I un-

load, you can't do me up." The reverse

lever went back towards the corner sud-

denly, while pausing to reflect, and inci-

dentally blow up, two miles farther on

the engineer took a lesson in mutual for-

bearance, while the fireman was given a

rudimentary lesson in valve motion. The

"old man" was laughing immoderately

when the supply man said "good bye, you

will hear from us in a few days."

Details of troubles and the aids given

to effect remedies will be given in subse-

quent papers.

much higher heat than usual without fear

of injury, but care must be taken that it is

thoroughly heated. To harden the tool

it must be reheated to a full yellow heat

(lemon color) and placed immediately

into a cold blast from a vacant forge or

in the hole in a blower pipe until quite

cold. It can also be hardened with per-

fect safety in hot water which, however,

must be so hot that one cannot bear his

hand in it. It is a universal steel, being

suitable for all kinds and shapes of tools.

It is annealed in the ordinary way so

that it can be machined and filed into

any shape, and then hardened as above.

Even the finest edges of thread tool tap,

milling euHer or die remain sharp, and

there is no likelihood of cracking, one of

the greatest dangers of all carbon tool

steels.

It must be worked at a hiKlier heat

than usual.

A tool I by 2 inches roughed an llj/j-

inch diameter shaft for a hoisting engine

at 93 feet per minute, taking a Vs-mch

cut with a variation of feeds from 1-32,

1-16 and Yfi: 4 feet being the length re-

quired to cut. The same tool did the

finishing cut of 70 feet per minute and

was in perfect condition at the finish.

On cast iron the Novo air steel cut 35

feet per minute, 54 "ich deep cut, "4 inch

feed on roughing cut, and the same tool

finished the cast iron at 165 feet per

minute with l-16-inch feed.

A tool i^xlfi roughed a nickel steel

tail shaft 11 inches diameter by 18 feet

long, for a steamer, at 35 feet per minute,

yi inch deep cut 1-16 feed over the en-

tire length, and the same tool finished

the shaft and came out in perfect condi-

tion.

Another test was made with a 7-16-

inch square Novo piece in a tool holder.

Eight pieces of 1^ inch round machin-

ery steel 34 inches long were roughed out

to I 9-16 inches at 108 feet to the minute,

and the' tool came out in perfect condi-

tion.

These tests indicate that this is a steel

that will reduce the cost of turning va-

rious metals and is of interest to shop

men from master mechanics down. Her-

mann Boker & Co.. 101-103 Duane street,

New York, are the United States sell-

ing agents.

Clcdc Car Company, of St. Louis, has

been awarded the contract for the cars.

Westinghouse motors will be used and

the cars will be equipped with the West-

inghouse magnetic brake.

Mr. hill on the Nicara^uan Canal

Scheme.

There is no great question before the

American public to-day, on which the

average Congressman displays so much
tendency to follow ways that arc dark,

as on that of the Nicaraguan Canal. Mr.

J. J. Hill, the railroad magnate, is a hard

headed gentleman noted (or his common
sense. He appears to understand Con-

gressmen, and paid his respects to them

recently in the following scathing ar-

raignment:

"Every one who has made any scientific

investigation of the subject knows that

Nicaragua is one of the most volcanic re-

gions of the earth and that earthquake

disturbances await any great public

works that can be erected there. But

what does your average congressman

care about that? What does he care

about a volcano, if it is not in his own
district? You may lay before him the

history of all the forty or more volcanoes

of Central America, with a century rec-

ord of earthquakes brought down to the

last sixty days, and your Congressman

who is talking 'Isthmian Canal' in glow-

ing rhetoric will ignore the scientific

facts completely and vote to spend $100,-

000,000 or $200,000,000 of the people's

money right in the midst of the eruptions.

"You may stand him before a belching

volcano and he would never see it. un-

less as I say. it were right under him in

his own district, and then he would feel

it. if he couldn't see it.

"Nicaragua is a dangerous and unfit

place for any great works of a public

character and. most of all. for a vast

canal system built of concrete and ma-

sonry to which any earthquake or vol-

canic disturbance would be fatal. It is

a nasty, crooked route, anyway, curving

and dodging about among the volcanic

peaks. It is not a safe place to put any

big vessel."

A New Air hardening Steel.

Messrs. Jonas & Colver. Ltd.. Shef-

field, England, have lately placed upon

the market a remarkable high speed steel

called Novo air steel, which is not only

an air hardening, but also a hot water

hardening steel. It can be forged at a

The Homestead & Mifflin Street Ry.

Co., financed by business men of Home-
stead. Pittsburg and vicinity, has recently

begun the construction of a line from

Homestead. Pa., to Lincoln Place, in

Mifflin township, a distance of three and

a quarter miles. It will cost $100,000.

and is expected to be in operation by

July I. The new road will prove a great

convenience to the people of the Third

Ward of Pittsburg, Homestead, and to

the residents of the hill district south of

the borough, where there are practically

no transportation faci'ities. The La

.A legacy of one thousand dollars has

been left to the .\merican Railway Mas-

ter Mechanics' Association by Jerome

Wheelock, an old associate member who
was at one time regarded as one of the

best authorities in the association on

valve motion. His legacy may prove a

bone of contention in the association, as

the money known as the Boston Fund

was until it was spent for scholarships in

the Stevens Institute of Technology-. We
think the Wheelock legacy should be

spent for a similar purpose without loss

of time. A scholarship in Purdue Uni-

versity would be a very fitting use for

the legacy. That institution is wonder-

fully popular among railroad men.
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The IJHeaviest Locomotive — Baldwin

Decapod lor the Santa Fe.

Once more the heaviest locomotive has

been built, this time by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Work for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe road, and the illustration is one

of a large order.

There are many interesting details in

these engines most of which will have to

be held over until next month on account

of not being able to get the necessary

engravings ready. These will appear next

month.

Among the noticeable details, however,

are the cranes (one on each side) for han-

dling the high pressure cylinders should

it be necessary to remove them for re-

pairs or to handle cylinder heads and

valves. These are hardy appliances and

with the main and side rods now in use,

a similar device for this purpose would be

welcomed by many. It will also be no-

ticed that the cylinders have a slight in-

cline (i inch in 2/'* and that the whistle

is on its side to save head room.

The tractive power figures up to 62,593

pounds. The leading dimensions are as

follows :

High
inches.

Low
inches.

Boiler diameter,

radial.

Firebox, length.

Tubes, iron ; number, 463

;

inches ; length 19.0 inches.

Heating surface,

feet.

Tubes, 5,155.8 square feet.

Firebrick tubes 23.9 square feet.

Total, 5,390 square feet.

Grate area 58.5 square feet.

Driving wheel, diameter, 57 inches.

Journals, 11 by 12 inches, others 10 by

12 inches.

Engine truck wheels (front) diameter

29^4 inches.

Journals, 6% inches by io,'/2 inches.

Wheel base, driving, 20 feet 4 inches.

Total engine, 29 feet 10 inches.

Total engine and tender, 59

inches.

Weight on driving wheels,

pounds.

On truck, 30,000 pounds.

Total engine, 267,800 pounds.

Tank, capacity, 7,000 gallons.

Tender, wheels, diameter, 34^ inches.

Journals, 5 by 9 inches.

pressure

pressure

cylinders, ig by 32

cylinders, 32 by 32

78H inches, staying,

108, width, 78.

diameter 2j4

firebox, 210.3 square

feet 6

237,800

We have received from the Wabash
Railroad Company the schedule of a re-

markably fast run made by the Continen-

tal Limited from Decatur to Granite City.

The distance of 105 miles was made in 95

minutes at an average speed, including

stops, of 70 miles per hour. One stretch

of six miles was made in 4 minutes at

the rate of 90 miles an hour. The engine

was of the Atlantic type with cylinders 19
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by 26 and drivers 79 inches diameter. J.

B. Sanford, engineer: F. W. Gliere, fire-

man; W. JI. Kicran, conductor.

A fast New Jersey Central passenger

train tliat never heretofore stopped at

Coalport was brought to a standstill re-

cently at that point by prayer, says a press

dispatch. A clergyi,ian who had been

called to .iltend a funeral at Coalport was
told that the latter was no stopping place.

"Then, I'll pray for the train to stop," said

he; and he did so, silently. As the train

approached Coalport Engineer Lowder
slowed down and brought the train to a

standstill at the station. He said a secret

influence impelled him to stop there. We
have made inquiries about the case, but

the silence of the officials is as mysterious

as the secret promptings felt by the engi-

neer.

1,821 square feet and there is 54.5 square

feet of grate area. Liberal bearing surface

has been provided, the main journals being
H^xi2 inches and the engine truck

journals 7.\i2 inches. The estimated

weight with half supply of water and coal

is 165,000 pounds.

Steel Ties Coming;.

Wood has been so abundant on the

American Continent that people are re-

luctant to believe that it is becoming
scarce, and that the consumption is

greatly in excess of the supply. Wood is

so easily worked and there have always

been so many workmen capable of

manipulating it for all purposes, that rail-

road companies from their first incep-

tion became lavish users of wood. That

material was employed in constructing

all their buildings, it was used in build-

a few years, and steel makers encouraged
the" building of steel cars as a means of

disposing of their product and the in-

dustry o( steel car building jumped into

giant proportions in a few years. That
success was in its infancy when the steel

makers began looking for another field

vvhere their surplus product might be
employed and their attention was di-

rected to the short lived wooden track

tie. They were preparing to begin the

conquest of that source of demand when
the revival of business intervened, and

all their product was demanded for es-

tablished industries. In the case of steel

cars, the supply stimulated and even

originated the demand, and there is good
reason for believing that had railroad

companies been oflercd a good steel tie

at a moderate price, they would have
bought it as readily as they bought steel

n.^LDWIN SUBl-RB.\N EXGINE, BITLT FOR NEW JERSEY CEXTR.^L

Jersey Central Suburban Engine.

The engine here illustrated, which was

recently built at the Baldwin Locomotive

Works for the Central Railroad of New-

Jersey, has been designed especially for

the heavy suburban service performed by

the road for which it was built. As will

be seen by the cut the engine is a novelty

for American railroad work, being a

double ender with the water tanks set at

the sides of the boiler, an arrangement

which is greatly in favor in Europe and
makes a very compact engine. The en-

gine is unusually powerful for suburban

passenger service, having cylinders 18.X26

inches, driving wheels 63 inches diameter,

and a boiler carrying 200 pounds pressure.

That makes the traction power over 22,000

pounds. The boiler is straight, 60 inches

diameter at the smallest ring. The fire-

box is designed for burning hard coal and
is 109 inches long, 72 inches wide, 55'/i

inches deep in front and 4434 inches deep

in the back. The total heating surface is

ing all the bridges and trestles from the

single span leading over a small creek

to splendid structures spanning great

rivers. All the railroad cars were made
of wood and for many years nothing

else was ever dreamed of for track ties.

That was the age of wood, but it has

gradually changed towards metals; first

with iron as a stepping stone, and now
we have reached the age of steel.

Heavy railroad traffic was in its in-

fancy when the officials responsible for

the safe movement of freight and pas-

sengers began to realize that wood was

a very unsatisfactory material for bridges.

That led to the gradual introduction of

iron and then steel. The popularity of

wooden cars was so strongly fortified by

universal use. and by the machinery de-

signed for building and repairing them,

that nearly everybody believed that no
material could ever displace wood in car

construction. A depression in the steel

industry cheapened the price of steel for

cars. The demand has languished for

want of a good article being offered and
pushed.

There are good reasons for believing

that railroads will not long be com-
pelled to put under their rails, the evanes-

cent wooden tie for want of something

more permanent and durable, for there

is a concern possessing ample capital

erecting works which will be devoted to

the manufacture of steel ties on a large

scale, and the ties will be sold at a price

enabling them to compete with the

wooden article. The moving spirit in

this enterprise is Mr. James E. York, a

metallurgical engineer of mature expe-

rience, who has been engaged in the

rolling of iron and steel for nearly fifty

years. Mr. York has devoted himself

lately to studying out the problem of

making steel ties that secure the rails

noiselessly and are as convenient to han-

dle as wooden ties. He has patented a

variety of forms, but his favorite tie is
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an I-bcam of unequal flapges, which pos-

sesses much greater resistance than any

other form of tie that could be put upon

the market at a practicable price. He
uses a variety of I-beam forms, some of

them having dished heads, some of them
have flat heads, and there is considerable

diversity in the relative sizes of base and

head. The ties are rolled out of old

rails, a practice which secures cheap raw
material with a minimum of labor in the

manufacture of the finished tie. A worn-
out steel rail is just as good as a fresh

bloom for rolling ties by the process fol-

lowed by Mr. York, and the form
adopted seems to overcome all the points

of weakness that have developed in other

shapes of steel ties under heavy traftic.

Mr. York learned the trade of a roll

turner and there is nothing about rolled

sections he has got to learn. He was
the first iron master to roll iron I-beams
adapted for building purposes, and he

did it at a time when Mr. Abram Hewitt
insisted that the operation was an im-

possibility, and the latter only admitted
being convinced that it could be done
after Mr. York showed him specimens
of the finished beams. This line of ex-

perience is of very great value in super-

vising the work of converting steel rails

into quite a different form. The opera-

tions involve much ingenious labor at the

beginning, but after it is once well started

the work goes on as expeditiously as the

rolling of ordinary rails.

Although the use of steel ties has been
very limited in America, they have been
largely used in other countries where
wooden ties are more expensive than they

are here. The perishable character of

wood induced people interested in main-
tenance of permanent way to experi-

ment long ago with metal ties. Cast

iron ties, and composite ties of wood
and iron were used unsuccessfully, break-
age making them more expensive than
wood. As soon as mild steel began to

be cheap, that material was tried and
many railways in Europe are using noth-
ing else. There are some parts of India

where wooden ties cannot be used owing
to the destructive ravages of ants, and
railways built in these regions nad to

find metal ties many years ago, and the

experience is to-day valuable to the rail-

way world. The Madras Railway Com-
pany rate the life of a metal tie as 56
years, which is a very satisfactory guar-
antee of durability.

The experience of a great many rail-

road companies indicates that a steel tie

is just as resilient as one made of wood.
Besides the growing scarcity of wood,
other considerations demand the use of

more suitable material. The heavy rails

becoming common, and the immense
wheelage hammering them all the time,

quickly draws the spikes out of wooden
ties and presents a constant menace of

spreading rails. A steel tie is a satisfac-

tory guarantee against this line of weak-
ness, for it keeps the rails absolutely the

same distance apart. For these reasons

we anticipate that steel ties will come as

rapidly into popularity as steel rails did.

Effects from the Kennicott Water
Softener.

One of the most troublesome difficulties

that railroad men have always struggled

with in regions where limestone and mag-
nesia abound, has been the scale-forming

ingredients in the feed water of locomo-

tives. Remedies without number have

been tried without success, the principal

source of failure having been the practice

of treating all hard water with the same
method or compounds, and the attempts to

KENNICOTT WATER SOFTENING PLANT.

precipitate scale-forming impurities inside

the boiler.

The Kennicott water softener, which is

controlled by J. S. Toppan Company, 77

Jackson Boulevard. Chicago, softens the

water in a separate tank before it is put

in the tender. The water of each water

station is treated according to the nature

of the impurities which have to be taken

out of the water. That is a highly sensible

and practical method and it is meeting

with gratifying success wherever a purify-

ing plant has been installed.

The annexed engraving illustrates the

most recent installation of a water softener

made by the Toppan people at Rossville

on the Chicago & Eastern Illinois. Those
interested in results will find the purifying

process effected on that water deserving

of the most serious consideration. In the

well the water contained 20.52 grains of

solid matter to the gallon, which is not

an obnoxiously hart water as coinpared

with that in many of the wells that sup-

ply water stations. Yet there are 11

pounds of solid ingredients in that water
for every tankful of 4,000 gallons used.

It is then not surprising that the heating

surfaces soon get covered over with scale

with all the destructive results so well

known to every one connected with loco-

motive operating. After this Rossville

water was treated with the Kennicott

process only 3.97 grains of scale forming

solids was left in it. That is quite soft

water and its exclusive use on a railroad

would put a stop to all the expense, an-

noyance and delay resulting from cracked

sheets and leaky flues. We do not know
of a better paying investment than it

would be for a railroad traversing a calca-

ious district than that of installing a Ken-
nicott water softening plant at every water

station on the road.

One of our friends at The Needles,

Cal.. writes us: The Santa Fe has lost

some of its best talent, and the engineers

and firemen a friend in the departure of

Mr. George Smith, late General Master

Mechanic of Coast Lines of the A. T. &
S. F. System. Mr. Smith in the past

four years has brought order out of

chaos. Power and shops were at a low

ebb; to-day some of the best shops and

power on the A. T. & S. F. System are

on the coast lines, the most flattering re-

sults have been obtained. It is seldom

that the new man finds everything as Mr.
Smith's successor will find it. No un-

finished business: no grievance commit-

tees sitting on the steps or disgruntled

employees: power and shops of high

standard. Prior to ]\Ir. Smith's coming,

-Mbuquerque west was considered a good
place to keep away from; the reverse is

true at present. Mr. Smith's departure

is regretted from division superintendent

to wiper—all who could, wished him
Godspeed. Committees of engineers and

firemen, en masse, met him to wish him
good by. He will be pleasantly remem-
bered for many a day on the coast lines.

The pace he set wi'.l keep his successor

hustlinjf.

Mr. S. ^L \"auclain, general superin-

tendent of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, of Philadelphia, and inventor of

the Vauclain compound locomotive, lec-

tured before the engineering societies of

Lehigh University a short time ago on
"The Locomotive."

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

Company have issued a very attractive

card directing the attention of the pub-
lic to the 36th annual encampment of the

G. A. R.. which will be held at Wash-
ington, D. C, October 6 to 11. On the

back of the card is a synopsis of the

events of the Civil War which happened

in the neighborhood of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad. We advise people

interested in this historical route to ap-

ply for the card, which will be sent free.
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An Engineer's

Experience

With Graphite on a New

Engine.

iij MIX Dixon's Graphite witli valve

* oil and feed it through the relief

valves, but we seldom get a chance to do

this going to the train through a yard

where several switch engines are work-

ing, as it lakes a little speed to get the

required suction at relief valve ; and when
we couple to train it is fast and, as the

engine is only shut off four or five times

going ovjr the division, and at places

where neither the fireman nor myself can

leave the cab, it is almost impossible for

me to use tlie graphite as often as I would

like.

"On September 10, 1901, I was assigned

to a new Richmond passenger engine,

Atlantic type, 19x26 inches, cylinder 79

inches, drivers 200 pounds steam. I used

Dixon's Graphite freely on driving boxes

and through relief valve. I am still run-

ning the same engine and have never had

a hot driving box, and during the month

of October, I run this engine (939 miles

in fast passenger service without one

minute's delay or a message from the

despatcher. • We call this quite good for

an engine that has only been in service

twentj' days.

"I estimate that the liberal use of

graphite adds at least ten per cent, to the

speed and haulmg capacity of a locomo-

tive, and at the same time prevents wear

of the most important parts."

We are trying hard to get accti-

rate data on the subject of graphite

as a lubricant for all parts of the

locom:)tive. We feel that practical

experience of engineers is what we
require to convince railway officials

of the peculiar value of graphite as

a lubricant.

• We have followed the matter up

so thoroughly that, so far as we can

see, the use of graphite affords not

only immediate relief but lasting

value. It is not a makeshift, that

has good results for the moment
and bad results later on.

We invite correspondence from

all interested, and shall be glad to

send samples on request.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Go.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Practical riechanit vs. The Prac-

tical Engineer.

After carefully reading editorial, cn-

lillcd "TIk- Practical Mechanic vs.

The Mechanical Engineer," in your

paper for this month, I have concluded

that the article was written, not because

the author of same believed in the views

expressed, but to bring out a discussion

of the matter.

It is undoubtedly a fact that there has

been a gradual increase in the number

of college-trained mechanical engineers

who have become superintendents of ma-

chinery on railroads; the same is true of

college-trained civil engineers who have

forged to the front as railroad ofificials.

In the railroad world it is customary to

judge men by results obtained, and up

to the present time the appointment of

college-trained engineers to positions of

responsibility has not brought about bad

results. College-trained engineers are

pre-eminently numerous and prominent

on the Pennsylvania Railroad, which,

taking all things into consideration, it

must be admitted, is a great system.

The editorial states that. "If locomo-

tives or boilers or cars have to be de-

signed, the details are not worked out by

a system of engineering reasoning con-

cerning what forms and dimensions will

produce the best results." I must differ

with this statement. The designing of

equipment for railroads is being con-

ducted on more scientific principles every

day; one great reason for this being the

necessity of producing locomotives and

cars of the greatest capacity with the

least dead load.

The superintendent of machinery on a

large railroad, of all things, must have

plenty of executive ability. This is

something which is born in a man and

cannot be acquired. On the other hand,

if he naturally has executive ability it

will necessarily be improved and broad-

ened by a liberal education. The edi-

torial states that "Few of the railroad

presidents and managers who have the

appointment of men to the heads of me-

chanical departments have enjoyed scien-

tific education themselves, and on that

account they are frequently disposed to

over-estimate the value of a college edu-

cation for their subordinates." It has

been my privilege to be acquainted with

a number of railroad presidents and man-

agers, several of whom were fortunate

enough to obtain a college education,

. while the others were not. I have found

that the railroad presidents and mana-

gers with a college education are more

desirous of having college-trained men
for their subordinates than the presidents

and managers who have not enjoyed this

advantage.

Practical experience is a good teacher,

hut sometimes slow and expensive; and

the engineer with a college training, after

obtaining a certain amount of experience.

should be able to get results with a less

expenditure of time and money than a

inan who has to depend upon practical

experience alone. I do not think there

is any inclination to be unfair to the men
who have obtained their knowledge by

practical experience, but I contend that,

everything else being equal, the college-

trained man is the one that eventually

obtains the best results, and that is what

the railroads are after.

S. HiGOINS,

Supt. M. P. & M.

Dodos, Brakes and Valve-Qears.

I am sorry to say I have been so busy

that I have only now had time to read

the whole of your issue for January,

and to note that at page S therein my
good friend C. Rous-Marten genially

falls foul of me for a statement I made

in my lecture before the British Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science

at its Glasgow congress.

I declared emphatically that, "The

single-driving wheel is as dead as the

dodo." He says I forgot your sage say-

ing, "Not to prophesy unless you know,"

for, "it did not take a month to see that

iiTiplied prediction that no more single-

wheelers would be built absolutely falsi-

fied."

Of course, I never said, nor meant to

say. that; since I well knew such types

were still in a very few cases being

built. My whole paper was based on

the future as judged by the present and

entitled, "Railway Rolling Stock: Pres-

ent and Future." .^t the outset I took

care to say, "I only dwell on the first

half of my subject—the Present—so far

as it contains finger-posts, lessons and

admonitions as to the Future." Consid-

ering, therefore, types suited for mod-

ern and economical work, and the fact

that the world at large had ceased long

ago to build them. I marked down sin-

gle-driving wheels as antique birds.

There are of course hundreds of them

still running about Great Britain, but

they hardly come into practical politics.

As to Mr. Leith's letter in your May
issue, page 217, I fear we shall have to

differ, I would only add that it is in

England as well as Scotland that I find

drivers who have to work both brakes,

who so strongly prefer the Westing-

house. And I am glad Mr. Leith per-

sonally takes this view.

.An article in your .\pril number, page

179, on the new valve-gear in use on

the Great Northern speaks of a saving of

40 per cent, in coal. I hardly think such

a claim has been made—as a matter of

fact, the average over a large range of

tests was from 10 to 15 per cent., taking

no account of the fact that the old en-

gine with the new valve-gear took much

heavier loads. The fact, however, is,

that no one can dogmatize from the re-

sults beyond what the Great Northern
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Railway officers say themselves, viz., that

there is a great deal in it. This gea"-

has lately been fitted on a new express

engine for the fast main line services and

is giving excellent results, especially up-

hill. I should advise your readers to

possess their souls in patience; mean-

time, since the valve gear will shortly be

fitted to various types of locomotives in

all classes of service, and after a time

plenty of information should be avail-

able. The tests on the old engine have

been kept a secret so far as possible,

since the Great Northern people wished

to have the credit of bringing out, what
seemed such a good thing, themselves.

NOEMAN D. M.\CDON.\I.D.

Edinburgh. Scotland. May. 1902.

pressure in the port pressing upward on

it, and it would, therefore, be lifted oflf

its seat. It has therefore been necessary

to underbalance valves by this amount to

prevent their lifting at this position.

In this valve this pressure in the port

is counteracted by the fact that the steam

Fig I.—CENTR.\L POSITION,
A New Balanced Valve.

In designing this valve, Mr. J. T. Wil-

son, of the American Balance Slide Valve

Company, of Jersey Shore. Pa., has taken

steps to remedy the imperfect balancing

due to the effect of the balanced area re-

maining constant while the pressure un-

der valve varies at the different points of

the stroke.

To do this he makes the balance plate

a counterpart of the valve seat and uses

the valve shown which automatically va-

ries the balance so as to maintain an even

pressure at the different points of stroke.

The valve is light and double ported, as

will be seen, but different from an Allen

valve. By arranging the ports in this way
the valve can readily be made of any de-

sired length so as to have the ports

straight at the ends of cylinder and secure

the advantages claimed for a piston valve

without its bad points.

Referring to the sectional view of the

valve in its central position on the seat.

Fig. I, we find the valve in its heaviest

position; that is, subject to pressure on

its back the entire area of the valve face

if there was no balance on the valve. It

is balanced by the large ring usual in the

American valve which prevents the steam

from exerting a pressure on the back of

the valve, according to the area contained

in its diameter. This area is all that is

possible to take off of the valve and not

cause it to leave its seat. Here, then, is

the maximum balance that will maintain a

steam tight joint at the face of the valve.

Moving the valve to the position shown
in Fig. 2, the valve begins to admit steam
to the cylinder port. As soon as the cyl-

inder is full of steam, or when the valve

has returned to point of cut off the

steam in the cylinder exerts an up-

ward pressure on the face of the valve

equal to the area of the steam port. If

this upward pressure, on the face of the

valve at this position, was not counter-

acted, it would, of course, lift the valve

off its seat. The valve, being fully bal-

anced in its central position, would not

stand this increase of balance by the

lutii'ii LntjinMring

Fig 2 —OPENING STEAM PORT.

gets on the top of the valve through the

ports in the valve, and the pressure is

equal on both faces of the valve. This,

in turn, leaves an upward pressure on the

balance plate on top of the valve, in the

pocket port "//," which would lift the

plate off of its seat if we did not coun-

Railwa]/ ^ Locomotitv Lnj/i'ituiring

Fig. 3.—WIDE OPEN.

Fip. 4.—EXHAUST JUST OPENING AT LEFT.

teract this pressure on top of the plate.

The steam, therefore, is admitted to the

interior of a small ring through the pas-

sage "K," the small ring having an area

equal to that of the steam port. The
pressure in the port is, therefore, coun-

teracted entirely and has no effect what-

ever upon the valve.

Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-
ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder
and stays there, while grease
forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Co. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

IN PRI
8vo, Cloth, with Illustrations and Diagrams.

THE

Slide Valve
AND ITS FLNCTIONS.

With Special Reference to Modern

Practice in the United States.

JULIUS BEGTRUP, M. E.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I.—The Common Slide

Valve.

Chapter II.—Improved Slide Valves.

Chapter III.—Four-Valve Systems.

Chapter IV.—Independent Cot-Off.

Chapter V.- The Slide Valve on

Pumps.

Chapter VI.—Angfularity of Con-

necting Rod and Eccentric Rod.

D. Van Nostrand Company,
Publishers and Bookseller?,

23 Murray and
27 Warren Streets, NEW YORK.
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"Day after

Day.
In field work, erecting;-

large tanks, etc., our pneu-

matic yoke-riveters have

driven eighty to one hun-

dred rivets an hour, day

after day.

That's why it is cheap-

est to equip your shop with

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools
for it's the " day-after-

day " work that counts.

It's throwing away money
to buy cheap pneumatic

tools.

Send for our new catalogue. It is

full of good ideas for using Pneu-
matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry
Rammers, Yoke-Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.

1038 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia

New York Chicago Pittsburgh
San Francisco Boston

The ordinary valve has another position

HI which it is in danger of lifting if it is

properly balanced in its central position,

that is, at the point of extreme over trav-

el, shown in Fig. 3, marked wide open.

In this position the ordinary valve is sub-

jected to an upward pressure on its face

to the amount equal to the area of the

face of the valve exposed by overtravel-

ing the seat. This exposed area is the sam;

as that of the port and is taken care of in

the Wilson valve, so that the overtravel is

entirely neutralized by the valve travel-

ing out from under the upper seat, at the

same time that it travels over the lower

seat. The seat is so proportioned that the

valve will travel to the edge of the seat

at tlie least possible cutoff at which the

cnirine can work. This allows the use of

as great a valve travel as is deemed nec-

essary and at the same time maintains a

.(HD

EDW.\RDS ELECTRIC HEADLIGHT EQUIP-

MENT WITH REFLECTOR FOR
VERTICAL TiEAM.

uniform frictional contact of the valve and

seat, and, with the one change in the bal-

anced area and the balancing of the valve

at overtravel seems to meet the require-

ments of a valve at the different points

of its travel.

Another feature in tliis valve is the

double opening for e.xhaust which is more

to be desired than for the admission of

steam. This feature is optional, however,

and can be dispensed with if desired, and

the valve is susceptible of many modifica-

tions. They are made for internal or ex-

ternal admission, and for the lowest pos-

sible cylinder clearance, as well as for

seats made for the ordinary slide valve,

or they can be applied to any existing en-

gine at a moderate cost. They are guar-

anteed under any pressure as high as 250

pounds, and mechanics will note that

there is not a screw, bolt, spring or other

small part about it.

The valve shown is an application to an

old engine, being made without changing

steam chest cover, pressure plate or steam

chest, the only change necessary in ap-

plying the valve being iti the yoke.

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany have appointed the Compressed

.\ir Machinery Company of San Fran-

cisco, Cal.. to represent them on the

Pacific coast.

riaster Car (iuilders' Important Air-

Itrake Subject.

At this year's convention the master

car builders will lake up in the form of a

committee report a subject of greater im-

portance, perhaps, than any which has

been acted upon by that association (or

a number of years past. That subject is

the "Standard Methods of Cleaning Air

Brakes and Additional Prices for Labor

and Material."

At last year's convention this subject

was simultaneously presented to the mas-

ter carbuilders by the Air Brake Asso-

ciation and the Rocky Mountain Rail-

road Club in the form of a petition for

better prices for cleaning and testing

triple valves and brake cylinders. The

petition was passed to the committee on

prices and standards and was refused.

The convention body, however, disagree-

ing with the committee's refusal, and be-

lieving that 25 cents was an insufficient

amount to pay for cleaning and testing

both brake cylinder and triple valve,

overruled and reversed the committee's

decision. After a lengthy discussion and

a committee session, a decision was ar-

rived at which increased the price to 20

cents each for the triple valve and brake

cylinder, making a total price of 40 cents

against the former price of 25 cents for

both parts. This price was a compro-

mise, the petitioners asking for a flat

price of 50 cents against the former flat

price of 25 cents. It was also considered

probationary in a degree, being adopted

for a year's trial, after which it could be

rejected, modified or accepted.

The burden of the discussion of the op-

position was that while the committee

had possibly given its decision somewhat

hastily and without duly investigating the

real and full merits of the petition, the

subject was, nevertheless, one demand-

ing extreme conservatism in its treat-

ment. The opposition believed the re-

sponsible and conservative body of mas-

ter car builders should make haste slowly

in the matter, and retain the old recom-

mended price, even though it be insuffi-

cient, rather than hastily, without proba-

tionary experience, increase the price to

the figure petitioned for by the Air

Brake Association and Rocky Mountain

Railroad Club.

The supporters of the petition argued

that it was manifestly unfair to expect a

man to clean, oil and test a brake cylin-

der and triple valve for 25 cents; that the

price would encourage negligence and re-

sult in hasty half-finished work: that

"chalking" would be resorted to. and the

whole end in a fiasco or burlesque. They

believed that the placing of a price was

made with the object of having the work

done; that experience had proved the

price too low. and unless it was in-

creased, the object sought for in the bet-

ter maintenance of air brakes would be

defeated and lost. They did not believe

that "chalking" would be perpetrated
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very long after the increased price went

into effect, if that feature was closely

watched and railroads were fairly honest

in these matters as in other things. How-
ever, there would doubtless be disputes

and arbitration cases until this matter

was fully launched and received the same
prominent attention and understanding

as other similar matters now enjoying the

master car builders' supervision and

guidance.

Thus the matter was disposed of last

year. This year the committee appointed

to report on "Standard Methods of

Cleaning Air Brakes and Additional

Prices for Labor and Material" will

doubtless present a most interesting

and valuable paper. Not only will

it probably tell whether the in-

creased price for cleaning, oiling

and testing triple valves and brake

cylinders adopted at last year's conven-

tion was too high or too low, but it will

probably go deeper into the subject than

the Air Brake Association and Rocky
Mountain Railroad Club had hoped to

encourage in making the petition for

higher prices. At least it will not be like

the past work of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association if this is not done.

The resolution as presented contains an

incongruous slip that will probably be

searched out and eliminated by the com-
mittee. By some error the resolution as

presented requires that both the brake

cylinder and triple valve shall be removed
from the car for cleaning and testing.

This is plainly a mistake, as there is no
intention to or reason for removing the

brake cylinder from the car for cleaning

or test. The triple' valve alone shall

come off.

The Pullman porters on the parlor cars

running via Reading system to Atlantic

City complain that there is so little dust

on that line, due to extremely perfect bal-

last conditions, that they never get a

chance to use a whisk broom, and as a

consequence the tipping system is becom-
ing obsolete, or would become so, if it

were not for the fact that the roadbed is

so smooth and the trains run so swiftly

that it keeps the passengers in such a good
natured frame of mind, that they natu-
rally have to hand out something to some-
body to show how pleased they are. The
engines on the Reading burn hard coal-
there is no smoke.

Some Recent Developments in Loco=
motive Practice.

This is a book of 75 pages, 6^x4 inches,

written by C. J. Bowen Cooke, assistant

running superintendent, locomotive de-
partment, London & Northwestern Rail-
way, and sent to us by the Locomotive
Publishing Co., London. The book is an
adaptation of two lectures delivered at the
Royal Engineers' Institute, and is devoted
mostly to descriptions of the desi.?n, con-

struction and operation of locomotives be-

longing to the London & Northwestern

Railway; but in describing the motive

power of that line the author produces

a series of pictures which reflect rather

faithfully the locomotive practice of the

British Isles. The work is quite lavishly

illustrated by excellent cuts and will prove

a useful reference to people desiring in-

formation about foreign locomotive de-

signs.

The Lunkenheimer Fusible Plug.

The Treasury Department, in enforcing

the provisions of Section 4436 of the

United States Revised Statutes, regard-

ing the specifications as to the manu-
facture of fusible plugs, have directed

attention to this well-known article, and

require that all plugs used on boilers of

steam vessels should be made of bronze

and have no other filling but pure Banca
tin. Many fusible alloys have been used.

f • SHm™S"'''?

r-»:KJ[J
irj ti D t TYPE. OUTSIDE TYPE

which, although melting at very near the
same point as Banca tin, were not abso-
lutely reliable. Since the disaster at

Philadelphia last fall, the United States

Steamboat Inspection Service of the
Treasury Department, has taken cogni-

zance of the fact that inferior plugs were
being used, and issued a circular requir-

ing that all fusible plugs should be filled

with pure Banca tin and stamped with the

manufacturer's name, and that an affi-

davit setting forth this fact should be
filed with the inspector having charge of

the boiler inspection at whatever point
the plugs are used.

Two forms of plugs, namely, the out-

side and inside patterns are shown with
this. They are made to be screwed in,

either from the inside of the boiler or
from the outside through the fire-box

or shell. They are manufactured by the

Lunkenheimer Company, of Cincinnati,

Ohio.

The C. W. Hunt Company, West New-
Britain, N. Y., supply all kinds of coal-

ing apparatus for railroad coaling sta-

tions. Those who contemplate making
any changes in their equipment at coal-

ing stations ought to send for an illus-

trated catalogue of the Hunt Company's
appliances.

Joint

Cement
For Making Joints on Locomotive
Smoke Box Fronts, Under Rings
and Doors, Cylinder and Stack
Saddles, Under Expansion Pads
and Around Hud Ring.

Unequaled
ement. for il expands ;

il in heat or cold, and ^

t.

Half the Cost
;e times lighter in weight tha

Tk Otley Cement Co.
riANUFACTURERS

CHICAQO, ILL., U. S. A.

As an Iron Cement, for it expands and contracts
with the metal in heat or cold, and will not bum
or crumble out.

Being three times lighter in weight than red or
white lead.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTIESEY,

LOAN i TRUST BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke.

Con tains about 800 practical quest ions and
their answers on the Science of .Steam
Malting. By Wm. M. Barr. The necessary
conditions for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 illustrations.
349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By Robert H. Bl.^ckall. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Air-Brake
equipment, containing over i.ooo questions
and their answers on the Westinghouse
Alr-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Alr-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearly every rail-
road in the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By Robert Grimshaw. It asks i,6oo

questions and gives 1.600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—:;'&-^' facts.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing: 45«
pages, over 200 illustrations, and 12 large
Folding Plates. Bound in Maroon Cloth,
$2.00.

^^^A Special Circular of these Books Sent
on Request.
^^Afiy of these Books Prepaid to any

Address in the world on Receipt of Price.

AGENTS WANTED ^- ,'3'^ %r^
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
books is sent free on application.

Norman A. Henley & Co., Publishers

132 Nassau St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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A. Lesclien &, Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloader*, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE:

920-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS. MO.

113s H. Laku St.. Chicago. III.

92 Centre St., New York City, N.Y.
S5 Fremont St. .San rrancisco, Cal.

The SCHRQEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansvlllo, Ind.
Manufacturers ot

Round or Square Ca.se

HEADLIQHTS.
Our He.irl'.iKhts are sub-
stanliaJ and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Conipanies'
drawings.

We are makers for all

the leading Railroads.

•y * Try fin Best Yorkshire

1A I LUK STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Crane Safety Valves.

The i)riiui|);il and most iniporlant fea-

ture of this valve is the self-ad-

justing feature which obviates a trou-

blesome requirement that is usually neces-

sary. This refers especially to the pat-

tiilid auxiliary valve and spring which

are independent and entirely automatic in

i^iperation.

It is necessary in pop valve construc-

tion to have a "huddling" chamber into

which the slcnm expands when main valve

opens, thereby creating an additional lift-

ing force proportionate to this increased

area and greater than the force of spring,

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. Mushet's;^
STEELS

SPECIAL

'

TITANIC

These Goods are the Standard of Excellence

Sole Representatives in the
United States* Canada and Hexico.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAREHOUSE A T EAST IIOSTOK.

Just put this seat on the box and lay your cushion
on it. Any size or shape. Send cash, state size,

give your weight.

Haggard & Marcusson Co.,

417 South Canal St., Chicago, 111.

New York Central Railroad, for the pur-

pose of putting on a watch dial. It was

put on two or three dials and a firm of

watchmakers were prepared to put it

upon the market, but no active demand
was made for it.

No. 2ri LOCO. OPEN POP.

thus holding the valve open until pressure

is relieved. Means for relieving this

chamber of pressure in order to allow the

valve to close promptly and easily. This

is accomplished by the self-adjusting

auxiliary valve and spring, which permits

a greater range in setting pressures with

the least waste of steam and prevents

chattering or hammering, as the action of

closing is easy and gradual. These valves

are made both open and muffled and the

Crane Co.. Chicago, will be glad to ex-

plain further details and operation.

"Royal Blue." the monthly illustrated

magazine of the Baltimore & Ohio for

May, is a particularly attractive issue.

"Trouting in the Mountains" is a beauti-

fully illustrated and well written article

which carries us away from stuffy offices

into the fresh air of the mountains. The

whole of the magazine is got out in re-

markably fine shape. Readers interested

in outing will receive a copy on applica-

tion to the Passenger Department of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore,

Md.

The new passenger station to be erect-

ed by the Pennsylvania Railroad in

Washington, D. C, is described from the

plans as "the finest structure of its kind

in the world." It will be of white mar-

ble, 700 feet long and is estimated to cost

nearly $5,000,000. Arrangements have

been made to lay twenty-one tracks in the

station train shed and there will be room
for seven additional tracks. The tunnel

under Capitol Hill will cost about $1,640,-

000 and the entire cost of the proposed

joint terminal improvements in Washing-
ton will be about $12,361,000. Of this

amount the federal government and the

District of Columbia will pay $1,670,000.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. write

us: Our president, Mr. J. W. Duntley, has

just returned from a trip through Eu-
rope. While there he secured orders for

an aggregate of 2.700 "Boyer" and "Lit-

tle Giant" pneumatic tools, as well as

for 25 of our "Franklin" Air Com-
pressors, for early delivery. Mr. Dunt-

ley states that the Europeans now realize

the absolute necessity of using labor-

saving tools so as to reduce the cost of

manufacture and counteract the influence

of the ".American Invasion" and enable

them to compete for the markets of the

world. The company inform us that they

have received as many orders during the

first two weeks of May as they had pre-

viously received in any entire month.

We have been favored with patent of-

fice specifications from Mr. O. P. Holt,

of Colorado Springs, Col., showing his

substitute for the link motion for loco-

motives and other engines. This has a

shifting eccentric together with the nec-

essary connections for moving it into

the various positions. While the motion
thus obtained is practically identical with

that of the link motion it has never been

found practical in locomotives, although

tried many times. In stationary work,

where the service of the eccentric is con-

trolled by the governor, it is a much
easier problem than inducing manual

control from the cab of the locomotive.

A number of railroad companies have

begun • the practice of publishing our

speed table on their official time cards.

That table has worked itself into great

popularity and is carried by thousands

of railway officials and is referred to

daily. It was first worked out by Mr.

.\. G. Leonard when he was assistant to

Mr. H. W. Webb, vice-president of the

A very neat little illustrated booklet

has been issued by the Niles, Bement,
Pond Company, illustrating a few of their

best known tools. It is convenient for

the pocket and will be found useful by
shop foremen and others as a pocket

reference. It is the intention of the com-
pany to distribute the booklet at the

"Crystal Palace Exposition" in England.
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A Planer for General Work.

One of the tirst requirements for a good

planer is a rigid bed and housings. This

has been recognized by the Mark Flather

Planer Company of Nashua, N. H., as

will be seen from the accompanying illus-

tration. Added to these is a powerful

gears drive, all of which are inside the

bed, making a tool that is capable of doing

hard work and lots of it. Care has been

taken, however, to adapt it to light work

as well and it is well adapted for general

shop work.

This is the 36-inch size, which w^ill

plane nearly 37 inches wide and high. It

is supplied with three heads as shown and

weighs 15,000 pounds just as it stands.

360 miles long. The cars built by this

company have practically revolutionized

the present methods for freight car trans-

portation, the pressed steel car being

much lighter in proportion to the carry-

ing capacity than the old style wooden

cars in use prior to 1897. The works of

this company are pushed to their fullest

extent, delivering over 100 finished cars

per day, in addition to a large number of

trucks, bolsters, center plates, and other

pressed steel specialities for wooden and

steel cars.

The VVestinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

has recently issued a very interesting and

attractive circular describing "Electric

Motor-Vehicle Equipments." This com-

On March 20, engine 27, on passenger

train on the F. W. & D. C. Ry., in Texas,

while running at the rate of 30 miles per

hour, broke a side rod, injuring Fireman

R. Bigger and Engineer J. H. Kelley, but

did not break air pipe connection so as

to apply brakes. Mr. Kelley recovering

from the shock saw^ ttie situation and

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EOIIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monndnock )ilils;., Cliicngo 141 Broudwny, Now York

ABOn^ERMAKER, experienced in loconiotive

linilding and repair and roundhouse worli,

desires position as foreman or assistant foreman
;

eleven vears' experience ; satisfaction guaranteed.
BOII,ERM.\KER.

Care of Railway and Locomotive Kngineering.

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation

As shown in the illustration it is diflereni from other

Planers. They arestrong in construction, neat and con-

venient to handle and care for. Circulars are yours for

the asking.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,

Winchendon. Mass.

NEW 36 BY 36 INCH PL.-VNER BY THE MARK FL.\THER r[,ANER COMPANY.

pany has for five years supplied motors to

the electric vehicle industry and now of-

fers a complete line of standard automo-

bile equipments comprising everything of

an electrical nature, except storage bat-

teries, pertaining to the motive power of

an electric vehicle of any type or size.

This circular will be sent upon request.

The industrial business of the country

is exceedingly active. The railroads

have all they can do, and more. Every

available engine and car is in use, and

still the cry for more comes from the

shipper. Delays in freight shipments and

consequent complaints are numerous.

Pittsburg seems to be the most congested

of all cities, frequently more than a week

being required to move a car from the

shipper to the outbound train, or vice

versa. So says the complaining shipper.

The sixty thousand mark has been

passed by the Pressed Steel Car Com-

pany of Pittsburg, Pa., in the manu-

facture of pressed steel cars. The com-

pany's output up to March 27, 1902, ag-

gregated over 60,000 finished cars, or

sufficient to make a solid train of cars

climbed over the top of broken cab on

running board and opened angle cock on

front end of train pipe, thereby stopping

train. After stopping the train he dis-

covered Fireman Jordan m a dazed con-

dition in cab and rescued him before

serious injury from escaping steam. The

good judgment and bravery displayed by

Engineer J. H. Kelley is of high order

and very commendable.

JOHN WILEY & SONS'

Scientific

Publications-

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

have issued a "Mail Card" containing

about a yard of illustrations showing

bridges and other structures where the

Dixon silica-graphite paint has been ap-

plied. That paint does not require any

recommendation from outsiders, tor it is

a standing advertisement of its own mer-

its. The mail card will be sent to those

interested on application to the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City,

N. J.

.Armstrong Brothers' Tool Company,

617 Austin avenue, Chicago, III., have is-

sued a 1902 catalogue. It contains their

full line of tool holders, as well as their

new lathe log and planer jack.

LOCOMOTIVE SPARKS.
Bi- W. F. M. (>"S<. Dcim of the Schools of Engineer-

ing mid Uireitorof the Engineering Liihoiatory, Purdue

University. 8vo, vii+lrS pages, G > ligltres. (loth, !i2.ll(i.

POWER AND POWER TRANSMIS-
SION.

Bv E. W. Kerr, M.K,, Assistant Professor of Mecluin-

ical" Engineering, Agricnltnral and Mechanical Colh'ge

of Texas. 8vo. xii -|- 356 pages, 2J4 tigures. Cloth,

LOCOMOTIVES: SIMPLE, COMPOUND
AND ELECTRIC.

Being the Fourth Edition of Locomotive Mechanism

and Eiigiueering. By H. C. Reagan. ISmo, cloth,

illustrated. S2.0O.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE RUNNING
AND MANAGEMENT.

Shinviiig How to Manage Locomotive in Eunning

Different Kinds of Trains with Economy and Dis-

pateh ; Giving Plain Descriptions of Valve-gear.

Injectors, Brakes, Lul)ricat<irs, and Other Locomotive

\ttaehments ; Treating on the Economical Llseof Fuel

and Steam ; and Presenting Valuahle Directions About

the Care, Management, and Repairs ol l,o( .imnlivw

and Tlieir Connections. By Angus Simiair, .M.t.,

Editor ••Locomotive Engineering.'' Iweiity-nrBt

Eilitioii, Rewritten. l-2mo, xxxvi + t'JH pages, 55

tigures. Cloth, ii.03.

43 and 45 East I9th St..

NEW YORK QTY.
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This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

- better specify

it in your next

I order.

ml H^

VALVE COMPANY, i

271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON OASSi

«-^ A -- — ^ I

"" your novelldea or desig^n.

LF A I r |\l I It Is the only way to con-

§ f\ I |_|^ I trol It and make It pay.
Send postal to STF.BB1NS

A Wright. Mechanical Kxperts and Attorneys,
Station G. Box 333, Washington, D.C., for full IB-

formation. They secure good patents and pro-
tect the whole Invention.

The MASON
Reducing Valve

..FOR.

Car Heating
Has features which make it

superior to all others

on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manufactured by

..THE..

MASON REGILATOR CO.

Boston, Mass.

Among llic publications which the Post

Office Deparlment changed from second

1 lass to third class was "The Pocket List

of Railway Officials." An appeal from

this ruling was taken to the Supreme

Court of the District of Columbia and a

decision has just been rendered against

the postmast r general. The Pocket List

again enjoys the privilege of being carried

by pound rates and Manager J. Alexander

Brown is again smiling.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

j^iicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.

The new catalogue of the Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Company shows their line

of tools and their application as well. It

also contains much useful information

concerning the capacity, weight and air

consumption. This is information that all

shop men are interested in.

Spon & Cliambcrlain have left their old

address on Cortlandt street and now oc-

cupy large and better quarters at 123

Liberty street, New York.

The Phenix Lubricator Pump is an

apparatus which provides a positive feed

for valves and cylinders. It puts the oil

to the parts where it is wanted in the

quantity wanted. It is made by the

Phenix Metallic Packing Company, 7

South Jefferson street, Chicago. Ill

Those interested ought to send for an

illustrated catalogue.

The Cleveland Twist Drill Company

have issued a very neat catalogue of their

tools. As they have been in this line of

business since 1874. their line is large and

varied, and will interest any mechanic.

Their snap and limit gages for in-

spectors are both simple and practical.

The American Steam Gauge & Valve

Mfg. Co., of Boston, are sending out a

very neat pamphlet of their pop valves

and gages.

The Bement, Miles & Co. branch of

the Miles. Bement. Pond Company have

issued a steam hammer catalogue which

is a fine piece of catalogue making. The

half tones are beautifully done and the

text is clear, concise and interesting.

The section on general instructions in-

cludes erecting, starting and maintenance

and should be in the hands of every man
handling steam hammers.

The Handy Car Equipment Company.

Old Colony Building, Chicago, has tak-

en over the sale of the American Dust

Guard, manufactured and formerly sold

by the American Dust Guard Company
of Columbus, Ohio.

The American Locomotive Sander

Company, Philadelphia. Pa., have had

plans made of a practical sanding

house, which they will mail free to any-

one who can make use of them. Iso

claim is made for originality and the old

cast-iron drying stove is shown (although

they feel that probably there is a better

way) but they wish to assist railroads in

obtaining at small cost, sand that will

give entire satisfaction with the modern
Sander.

The Ashton Valve Company have moved

their New York office from 121 to no
Liberty street, with Chas. H. Buckelcn in

charge.

The J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of Cincin-

nati, will be represented at the convention

by their second vice-president, Mr. A. N.

Spencer.

A. Lcschen & Sons Rope Co., St. Louis,

have favored us with a small catalogue

showing their rope and appliances. It

also contains full directions for splicing

wire rope which is of value.

Engineer W. H. Eaken, of the Clifton

Forge Division, Chesapeake & Ohio

Railway, is loud in his praises of the

Kincaid stoker on engine 375 of that

road. He says he never has plenty of

steam on these big engines when fired

by hand and that the stoker keeps a uni-

form pressure, prevents nearly all the

smoke and is easier on flues.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany recently received an order from one

European concern for 150 pneumatic

tools.

Engineer James B. Sanford, of the

Wabash, at Decatur. 111., is very enthusi-

astic over the performance of the Rich-

mond locomotive No. 607 which he is

handling on fast runs. He attributes part

of his success and freedom from delays

to the use of Dixon's graphite mixed with

his valve oil. He recently made a run of

105 miles in 95 minutes, including two

station stops (5 minutes total) and a

water stop.

That the American locomotive has out-

grown its clothes is graphically evidenced

by the tearing out of the turntables of

a few years ago. and the widening out of

roundhouse stall entrances. In some in-

stances the roundhouse itself is being

dismantled and replaced by a larger and

more commodious one.

The Bowery Bay Building and Im-

provement Co., of New York city, are

to be furnished by the Buffalo Forge Co.

with a 200 horse power horizontal center

crank engine for electric light plant

This firm bought the BuflFalo Forge Com-

pany's engine awarded gold medal at the

Omaha Exposition in 1898, which has

been in active ser\-ice at their plant since

date of purchase. The order just en-

tered calls tor the same type engine of a

larger horse power.
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The U & W
Piston Air Driil,

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton, Griffiths i'i: Co.. London
F. A. Schmitz, Dusseldorf

SmJllie

Tender

Coupler

Double Shank.

Smillie

,n
Tender

Coupler

Single Shank.

Why Locomotive Engineers prefer

••The Smillie."

Because it couples without force. The

Smillie couples by slow impact.

" Come Back Easy."

THE SMILLIE COUPLERS

MANFG. COMPANY.
New York Okfice : 39 Cortlandt St.

Office and Works : 95 Clay St., Newark, N. J.

Newark Telephooe, 600 Newark.

New York Telephone, 3667 Cortlaadt.

CONTENTS.
PAGE
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Standard Method of Cleaning 279

Air Line Griefs 270
Car Inspectors, Instruction of 250
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Flues:
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Improved Machine Tools.
SLOTTING MACHINES.

—The slotting bar is counterbalanced so as to run without jarring, antf
Is driven by a variable crank with quick return motion. The bearinf
for the slotting bar is adjustable vertically to suit different height* ef
work.

Uneqaaled for Corfoenience and Durabitity.

CRANES, TURNTABLES, INJECTORS, ETC., ETC.

PIPE THREADINQANDCUTTINO-
MACHINERY

40 Years' Experience

has enabled us to produce ma-
chines which for quality and
general excellence are as near-
ly perfect as can be made.

Send for Catalogue.

YONKERs. DSAUNDERS* 5DN5 newyork
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THE NORWALK IRON WORKS CO.,
South Norwalk, Conn.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressois
For all Purposes.

Seml/or Catalop.

The Greenwood Check Valve
FOR

LOCOMOTIVES AND STATIONARY BOILERS

will give vou better service than any other, stays

light longer, does not become coated, and helps

y 'ur Injectors do good work. Used on Sandy
River R. R. more than three years. Are also giv-

ing eLtire satisfaction on other roads. Will be

made to interchange with anv railroad standard
on receipt of sample. If your checks are working
bad. better try one.

For further information write to

. , ^Ar^^NTi E. GREENWOOD, PHILLIPS, ME.

CHEAPEST AND BEST DEVICE FOR RE = RAILING
ENGINES and CARS

Send for Catalogue

me Alexander Gar Replacer
A Necessity on Every R. R.

Hears Building, Room 509. SCRANTON, PA.

FOR SALE
FRCICHT, PAStENCKR AND LOCCINC

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

ALL ^ADO 4UICK
Sizes. W>%RO DEI-IVERIES

Fmjt LJI^l/C >•» Ot»«»ORN ST.
• IVI. niwl\9| CHICAGO, ILL.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
^always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

shops in the country.
Union of course. ^ J^

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., inc.

No. 149 Third Street. Louisville, K.v.
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photographs
of Locomoti-ves from tail'ways all over the globe.

The Largest collection on earth. Over 10,000 •varie-

ties ofLocomotivesf cars and trains from American,
British, French, German, Italian, etc., etc., ralU

luays. Samples, 6x S inches, 25 cents i S x 10 in-

ches, 36 cents, postage paid.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE.

The Locomotive Magazine.
Fall of railivay pictares and information,

6 cents a copy, postage paid,

SEND DIRECT TO

Locomotive Publishing Co., Ltd.,

The World's Railway Photographer,
102 a Charing Cross Rd., W. C, London.

London Agent Locomotive Engineering.

AVXILIARY
GOUPLIMG-

AinXWIATIC
roK

SHAIff'

emvfs

RAILWAY APPLIANCES CO chicaco

BAKER CAR HEATERS. =HOT WATER=
Single and Double Circulation.

THE JOINTLESS FLEXIBLE STEEL, FIRE-PROOF HEATER.
FIVE OTHER STVLES.

Steam Attachment for Baker Heaters.
Special Pipe Fittings for Balcer Heater Work.

> WILLIAM C. BAKER,
jfi Successor to Baker Heater Co.

> 143 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.

Learn to Draw. ]^l^^
ok, as shown

^^^^^^^^^^™ self - instructor
for home study and practice in the art of
chanical Drawing for Engineers, Machinists
Electricians, Metal Workers and all inter'
ested in Drafting for shop practice, and
has been prepared in plain practical O"
language, and illustrated, by the au-/.;
thor of " Hawkins' Educational /^

. _ Works." The book is divided/./ Enclosed find
into 28 different subjects which comprise the fundamental prin- o^ cr r\ n r
ciples of drawing, each heading being thoroughly treated. -^ ' ItVO Dollars,Jor
There are 320 pages, 300 illustrations and diagrams. The book 0°

Z, i, Z, v *
is handsomely bound in green cloth, gold edges and titles, ^/ 2^^^'^^ -f^v"^^^* ^''''''

size? X lo'S in., printed on fine paper. Upon receipt of .LA'^-^ .^a^ ^f Hawki?lS*$2thebook will lie sent to any address prepaid, money/Cp/ One £Opy Of naWRlJlS

returned if Dot as represented, order today; see order/ / Mechanic/il Drawinz*
coupon. y/ / °

$^ THEO. AUDEL & CO.
//^ame

Price/ Educational Book Publishers // Address

63 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

•' Hu^hson"

Eclipse

Regulating

Valve

The most simple and reliable valve for thi« purpoH
f^i the market.

Has been adopted and is now in use on a number
t( leading roads.

Has been in constant use on several roads for the past
«ree years and not a dollar spent in repairs.

Has only one working part.

Also, Manufacturers cf

The Climax Blow-Off Valve»
The Climax Reducing Valve,

fhe Climax Flexible Metallic Joint.

POR

Car Heating

Service.

The John Davis Co.
oiichigan and Orleans Sts.. CHICAGO. ILL, U.S.A.

The Acme

'StS;;?'' Bolt Cutters
Nut Tappers, Bolt
and Rivet Headers.

THE ACME MACHINERY CO.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Also Separate Heads and Dies.

BRADY BRASS COMPANY,
DANIEL n. BRADY, President

A°.nufacturer. CypFus BroiizG fOF LoGOiiiotive and Gar Bearing Use
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IIV ( IIAKI.l-S KULS-MAKTI'..N.

TEN-WIIEF.I. PASSENGER ENGINES BECOM-
ING POPULAR.

No information is as yet available as

to the work done by the new Great

Western ten-wheeler to which I referred

recently. (Illustrated on this page.) I

hear she is now in the paint-shop, so

I anticipate that ere long she will take her

Another point of difference, although

the divergence is less widely marked,

consists in the fact that whereas Mr.

Warsdell employs 1,750 square feet of

total heating surface with 200 pounds
steam pressure, Mr. Dean uses no less

than 2,400 square feet of heating surface

with the same pressure and with the sup-

plementary advantage of a Belpaire fire-

box. This apparently gives an advantage

totlie Great Western engme, but on the

cylinders, 10 inches in diameter willi 26-

inch piston stroke, are placed outside the

frames.

This has not been done on the Great
Central Railway for ninciccn years, the
previous outside cylinder engines being
the well-known twelve single-driver ex-

presses designed and built by the late Mr.
Charles Sacre, originally numbered 309
and 500-510. These were among the few
of the outside cylinder type ever used on

C.KKAT Wp;sTI-;RN XKN-WHKPn.KR KKKKKKKl) To IN MR. ROVS-MARTEN'S LETTER.

place in the regular running. It will be

very interesting to note the result. In

respect of her sik coupled 80-inch wheels,

Mr. Dean's engine. No. 100, stands on

the same footing as Mr. Worsdell's

North Eastern engine, No. 21 11, which

also has 80-inch wheels. But as regards

their cylinders, there is almost the widest

possible difference. Mr. Worsdell's loco-

motive has 20-inch cylinders with 26-inch

piston stroke. Mr. Dean's has 18-inch

cylinders with .lo-inch piston stroke.

Here then will be afforded a useful

chance of comparing the two strongly-

contrasted methods.

other hand the North Eastern engine has

always seemed to me to possess abund-

ance of steam.

Yet another British locomotive super-

intendent has joined the movement in

tlie direction of using six-coupled loco-

motives for passenger service and eight-

coupled for freight work. Mr. J. G.

Robinson has designed and is building

at the Gorton works of the Great Cen-

tral Railway, near Mancnester, two en-

gines of types quite new on that line.

One is a ten-wheeler with six-coupled

driving wheels, ^2 inches in diameter,

and a leading four-wheeled bogie. The

that railway where inside cylinders have

always been preferred. They have done
excellent service in their time and are

still at work, but renumbered 104-115.

Single-wheelers have seldom appeared or»

the Great Central, but just before his re-

tirement Mr. H. Pollitt designed and

built si.K very fine loco::iotives of that

type, with Q3-inch drivers and cylinders

19^^x26 inches, and a leading bogie. In

these, however, the cylinders are placed

inside as they are also in the earliest ex-

press engine designed by his successor.

Mr. Robinson, the present chief me-
chanical engineer. Ttius the employ-
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ment of outside cylinders is almost as

much a novelty on the Great Central as

the use of six-coupled drivers for express

duty and eight-coupled for freight pur-

poses.

Tlie boilers of the new Great Central

tcn-wlieelers are 57 inches in putside

diameter, and have 1,760 square feet of

total heating surface, with a steam pres-

sure of 180 pounds per jquare inch. The

eight-coupled freight engines are identi-

cal in the dimensions of boilers and cylin-

ders, and have the same steam pressure,

180 pounds. The coupled wheels are 55

inches in diameter and there is no bogie

or pony-truck. The tenders used with

these new engines are the same in both

classes and carry 3.250 gallons of water.

Mr. Robinson is also bringing out a

new class of tank engine for the Great

Central suburban services which are ex-

tensive in the neighborhood of Man-

chester and Livoipool. I'he tank en-

gines hitherto employed on this railway

have been eight-wheeled, the two middle

pairs of wheels coupled, and single pairs

of wheels with radial axles being placed

under the leading and trailing ends re-

spectively. The new engines will differ

from these in being mucli larger and in

having a four-wheeled leading bogie,

thus becoming ten-wheeled locomotives.

They will have 67-inch coupled wheels

and 1,143 square feet of heating surface.

Their tanks will carry 1,450 gallons of

water.

A DEC-APOD SUBURBAN ENGINE.

But the most tremendous and startling

new departure of all is that just taken by

Mr. James Holdcn—of liquid fuel-burn-

ing fame—on the Great Eastern Railway.

Everybody who knows anything at all

about British railways is aware that the

Great Eastern Railway carries on a

suburban traffic whose magnitude is

simply stupendous and unparalleled. It

is no uncommon thing for I, too trains to

be despatched in a single day from the

Liverpool street terminus, which is the

largest station in London, and has no

fewer than eighteen separate platforms

for trains to arrive at and depart from.

The suburban trains which serve a vast

residential area inhabited chiefly by what

is called "working class," usually consist

of sixteen coaches, each seating 50 to 60

persons, and often taking a standing

complement of fully 50 per cent. more.

These trains, inoreover, have to stop

every half mile and sometimes oftener.

Thus it is a matter of supreme im-

portance to be able to start and stop

them quickly in order to get them out of

the way and clear the road, as high

speed cannot possibly be attained in those

short-station intervals.

For this class oi duty Mr. Holden first

introduced a small and handy, but power-

ful, six-wheeled tank engme with 48-inch

wheels all coupled, and cylinders 16x24

inches. They were in fact an enlarged

edition of Mr. W. Stroudley's famous

little "Terriers" on the London, Brighton

& South Coast line. These did excellent

work but are becoming "outclassed" by

the enormous growth of the traffic which

has compelled broader vehicles to be

used, as the stations and sidings will not

accommodate longer trains. Thus the

new five-compartment coaches seat six

a-side instead of five, and so hold 60 in-

stead of so seated passengers. More-

over, it has become urgent to send more

trains and therefore to clear the road

more quickly than hitherto.

Keeping in view the needs of the situ-

ation, Mr. Holden has Just designed a

type of suburban locomotive which is

absolutely novel, not only in Britain, but

also, so far as I am aware, in the whole

world, for the class of duty it will have

to perform. Mr. Holden has not been

content merely to advance from six to

eight coupled wheels. He has boldly

"gone one better still" and adopted the

Decapod type. His new locomotives will

run on ten 54-inch wheels all coupled.

This in itself would be a breath-taking-

away departure. But Mr. Holden has yet

another surprise for us. " He has also

adopted a three-cylinder non-compound
design for the new locomotive. There

will be one inside cylinder and two out-

side ones, each 18^^x24 inches. So that

the engine will be a simple high pressure

one but with three cylinders instead of

two or four. The crank will be disposed

at suitable angles to give easy and prompt

starting effort, and it is estimated that a

speed of 30 miles an hour will be at-

tained in half a minute after starting from

a state of absolute rest.

The three cylinders will be supplied

by a huge boiler, the largest ever yet

seen in British practice, being no less

than 63 inches in diameter with a length

of 14 feet 9 inches. The heating surface

of the tubes will be 2,638 square feet;

of the firebox, 131 square feet, giving a

total of no less than 2,769 square feet,

and the grate area will be 36 square feet.

The ten-coupled wheel will be got vvithin

a total wheelbase of 19 feet 8 inches. The
weight of the locomotive in working

order will be 60 tons. The wing-tank

will hold 2,000 gallons of water and the

hunkers 3J/2 tons of coal. I shall have

more to say about this novel locomotive

when she comes out of the Stratford

shops.

POWERFUL FRENCH ENGINES.

One of the most interesting features of

the latest continental practice has been

the use of large engines of the consolida-

tion type for the heavy grades which oc-

cur on some sections of the Chemin de

Per du Midi, or Southern RaiUyay of

France. These grades are in some cases

as steep as 3.3 per cent., one of which

extends for ten miles on end, from

.^guessac to Engayresquc. Hitherto

these severe gradients have been worked

by the four-cylinder compound engines of

the ten-wheeler type, to which I have

previously referred. Thtjc enabled the

loads of passenger trains to be increased

from 8s to 135 tons behind the tender

over those grades. But it was deemed to

effect a proportionate increase in the

loads of the freight trains, viz., to 200

tons or more.

Accordingly the new locomotives were
designed by Monsieur MofTre, chief me-
chanical engineer, and have been built at

Belfort by the Societe Alsacienne des

Constructions Mecaniques, on the four-

cylinder compound system of Monsieur

de Glehn, the directeur generale of that

company. The two high-pressure cylin-

ders (placed outside) are 14H inches in

diameter, and the two low-pressure

(placed inside) 23^^ inches; each pair has

a piston stroke of 25^ inches. The
boiler is 14 feet 3 inches in length and

5 feet 4 inches in mean diameter. The
total heating surface is 2,750 square feet

of which the tubes provide 2.600 square

feet and the firebox 150. The steam

pressure is 213 pounds per square inch.

The eight-coupled wheels are 55 inches

in diameter, and there is a leading pony
truck. The top of the chimney stands

14 feet above the level of the rails. The
total weight of the engine in working
order is 71 tons, of which the large

amount of 64 tons rests on the coupled

wheels.

With this powerful engine some fine

work has already been accomplished and

as I have been invited to inspect its work-
ing personally, I hope to be able ere

long to give some account from my own
observations. I learn, however, that when
tried the first engine of the series took
a load of 253 tons up the grades of 1.25

per cent, at average start-to-stop speeds

of .22 to 25 miles an hour, and 207 tons at

12 miles an hour up the 3.3 per cent,

grades.

Another piece of misdirected ingenuity,

worthless patience, and wasted industry

is calling for the praises of a practical

world, when we fear nothing more than

pity will be accorded. The performance

is the constructing of the smallest engine

ever made, which has been completed.

It is a horizontal engine, and can stand

on a lo-cent piece. One has to look

through a microscope to see plainly its

various parts. It runs as accurately as

the best engine ever built. It is made of

gold, silver, copper and steel.

It is interestingly calculated by a me-
chanical expert that if the 20,000 horse-

power engines of the modern transatlantic

liner were duplicated by human muscles

of that power, three shifts of 200,000 men
each, working eight hours each day, or

600,000 men total, would be required. This

would give below decks a population of a

city of second grade.
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The I arjjest Oeared Locomotive Ever
Built.

The accompanying engraving illustrates

.a new Sliay Patent Geared Locomotive,

•rocenlly liuill l)y The Lima Locomotive

.& Machine Co., for The El Paso Rock
Island Route.

Tliis locomotive is the heaviest on driv-

ers ever built, which is shown by com-

parison with the recent heavy locomotives

Ijuilt by Schenectady works of The .Amer-

ican I^ocomotivc Company for the .'\.. T.

& S. F. Ry., which h:ive a weight on driv-

ers of 232.000 lbs., whereas, the Shay loco-

motive has a weight on drivers of 291.000

lbs. ; the weight on drivers of the Shay
locomotive being also the total weight of

engine and tender. The total weight of

engine for the .'V., T. & S. F. Ry. is 259.800

lbs., and total weight of tender loaded

expense and repairs to engine and road

lied, this engine will commend itself to

motive power officials who have divisions

of road with steep grades and sharp

curves, and from the arrangement of its

wheel base, can be safely used over light

bridges where direct connected locomo-

tives of less weight would set up destruc-

tive stresses, by reason of the fact that the

most of their weight comes on a single

bridge panel at one time. Since space

will nfil permit of a more extended de-

scription of this locomotive, a table of

dimensions is given for a better idea of

its proportions.

general di.mkn.sions of .siiav locomo-
tive for f.l paso rock i. route.

General—
Gauge of road s6'A inches

United States Coal Trade.

IIV IKLUKKKK F.. SAWARD.

A review of the coal trade shows that

the United Stales holds first place among
the nations, in the matter of coal produc-
tion; this position it first attained in the

year 1899, and has since increased the

lead. The total for 1901. according to the

figures at present available, which are

very largely based upon official returns

from the authorities in the several States,

represented 288,927,726 net tons. This

compares with a total production in Great

Britain of 219,037,240 gross tons, or about

246,000,000 net tons. With France 32,301,-

757 metric tons, and Germany 136,010,072

metric tons. Of course a very particular

item in the American production is that

of anthracite coal, which by the mine in-

spector's report is put at 58,819,626 gross

LIMA SHAY LOCOMOTIVE.

134.900 lbs., making a total for engine and

tender of 394,700 lbs. The Shay locomo-

tive therefore, while not the heaviest total

weight, is heavier on drivers than the

heaviest direct connected engine built, up

to the present time.

The principal features of the locomo-

tive are as follows: It is carried on four

center bearing swiveled trucks with four

wheels to each truck, or a total of 16

wheels, spread over a wheel base of 57

feet 4 inches. This distribution of weight

gives an average wheel weight of 18,125

lbs., and enables the engine to be used on

a lighter rail and sharper curves than di-

rect connected locomotives of equal pow-
er, having shorter wheel bases, but a much
longer rigid wheel base.

As a locomotive adapted to heavy grade

duty, giving a ma.ximum of power at a

minimum of cost, both as to the operating

Fuel used soft coal

Water capacity of tank. .. .6,000 gallons

Coal capacity, coal bunk .9 tons

Working pressure of boiler 190 lbs.

Total wheel base, engine and tender,

57 feet 4 inches

Total length engine (boiler frame),

44 feet 5 inches

Total length engine and tender,

71 feet 9 inches

Height rail to center of boiler,

7 feet 7 inches

Height rail to top of smoke stack,

14 feet 6H inches

Height extreme over pop valves.

14 feet 10 inches

Weight on drivers in working order,

291.000 lbs.

Weight total in working order,

291.000 lbs.

Weight of tender empty 62,500 lbs.

tons, of which 53,568,601 tons were shipped

to market, the remainder being used at

and about the colleries.

In addition to this anthracite tonnage,

exclusively a Pennsylvania product, the

same State sent out 82,805,578 net tons of

bituminous, of which perhaps 21.000.000

tons were used for making coke. Now
Pennsylvania, while an important factor

in the production of the country, has by

no means a monopoly of the coal deposits,

for there are according to recent statistics

prepared by the geological survey^ some-

thing over 280.000 squi»rc miles in this

country underlaid with coal, comprising

as it does a product in 28 States, from the

.A.tlantic to the Pacific coasts, and about

one-half of this area is productive, or at

least work is going on at some point in

each of the coal-producing States within

the area. The .\ppalachian coal field, with
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which eastern people are most familiar,

contains 70,000 square miles, and extends

from northern Pennsylvania to northern

Alabama. The western-interior and south-

western field, e.xtends from northern Iowa

to central Texas, and covers about 90,000

square miles, while the Rocky Mountain

field extends from the Canadian border

southeastward, and contains about 44,000

square miles. The extent of the deposits

on the Pacific coast are not determined

;

important coal deposits are noted there

from time to lime, and an important dis-

trict in western Washington is already a

large shipper of coal. Michigan has a

separate and distinct coal field, covering

about 11.000 square miles, and yet the

tonnage has not enlarged because of the

ability to secure a ready supply and better

quality of coal, from more distant points.

By far the most important of the coal-

producing districts in the country are

those found in Pennsylvania, Maryland

and West Virginia; these are more widely

known than any others and the aggregate

of their production is about one-half of

the entire output of bituminous coal in

the Union. The hard coal tonnage is a

separate feature of the trade, one of more'

than ordinary importance to be sure, and

yet at the same time in comparing our

production with that ox other countries

this may be laid aside for the moment,

for with 223,049,000 tons of bituminous

alone we are able to show a respectable

total as against that of Britain, Germany

or France, and any other great coal pro-

ducers throughout the world.

There are 20 counties in Pennsylvania

which are set down as producers of coal

of the bituminous variety, with a tonnage

in some instances aggregating 15,000,000

net tons annually: such as in Fayette and

Westmoreland. The largest carriers of

coal in this stale are the Pennsylvania R.

R., the Baltimore & Ohio and the Phila-

delphia & Reading, for the latter is doing

quite a large bituminous coal trade

through its connections.

Maryland is the source of supply of the

best blacksmith coal in the Union; it is

served by the Baltimore & Ohio and the

Pennsylvania railroads, while the produc-

tion of West Virginia mines, from the

Fairmont, the New River and Kanawha,

and the Pocahontas districts, is shipped to

market over the Baltimore & Ohio, the

Chesapeake & Ohio and the Norfolk &
Western railroads, togetTier with the

Kanawha river slack-water navigation.

This State is the most heard from of any

of the sources of seaboard supply, inas-

much as from the ports of Baltimore,

Newport News and Norfolk, the name of

West Virginia coal has been famous

throughout the world by reason of the

multitude of foreign vessels taking on

supplies at these ports.

The southern coal field is one of the

most important in the country, embracing

as it does portions of Kentucky, Tennes-

see, Georgia and Alabama. It practically

coincides with the Cumberland plateau

and its outliers, Walden Ridge, Sand

Mountain, Lookout Mountain, Blount

Alountain, etc., its eastern boundary facing

for the most part upon tlie .Appalachian

valley, and its western boundary being

like its southtrn margin, extremely irreg-

ular. From ;t breadth of about fifty miles

from the Kentucky-Tennessee line, the

field tapers to its narrowest point, less

than thirty miles, opposite Chattanooga,

and then broadens southward to eighty-

five miles in northern central Alabama.

The three main districts of this field are

the Jellico, the Chattanooga and the

Birmingham, each named from its most

important town. The Jellico district, in-

cluding the Jellico, the Wartburg or

Brushy Mountain, and the ^liddlcsboro

basins, e.xtends from the Emory river

northward a short distance beyond the

Kentucky line. The ChattaiTooga district,

including the Sewanee, the Walden and

the Lookout basins, extends from the

Emory river southward a short distance

beyond the Georgia and Alabama lines.

The Birmingham district, including the

Warrior, the Blount Mountain, the Cahaba

and the Coosa basins, extends from a line

connecting the southern point of Lookout

Mountain and the great bend of the

Tennessee river southwest to the south-

ern limit of the coal field. Dr. Hayes does

not think it probable that any important

extension of the coal field as now known

need be expecled.

In Indiana, the cannel coal of Cannel-

burg, the "Indiana block coal," and the

semi-block coals, lying in small basins,

cover Central, Fountain and Parke coun-

ties, nearly all of Clay, western Greene,

practically all of Daviess, Dubois and

Spencer, the eastern portions of Pike and

Warren and western Perry. Very thin

between the basins, the coals attain a thick-

ness of from three to five feet in the cen-

ter of each basin. What is commonly

called the bituminous field in Indiana,

covers that portion of Indiana lying west

of the block coal field. It is found in

Vermilion, Wabash, Vigo, Sullivan, Knox,

Parke, Clay, Greene, Warrick, Gibson,

Vanderburg and Posey counties, in beds

averaging probably six feet in thickness.

The workable coals of Illinois underlie

vast areas in beds of from less than three

to about ten feet in thickness, and so near

the surface that in very many instances

the coal is mined by stripping. Beginning

with the Danville field, Vermilion county,

on the northeast, these fields are north in

Will county, thence west to Rock Island

county, on the Mississippi river, and thence

southward, embracing practically all the

rest of the western, central and southern

parts of the State. There remains a large

area in the eastern part of the State, from

Kankakee county to White (Vermilion

excepted), in which the workable coal,

if, as is likely, such exists, lies probably

from 300 to soo feet aeep.

In western Kentucky, the coal of this

field, in beds averaging probably five feet,

occupies the whole or part of seven or

eight counties lying in or near the angle

of the Ohio and Tennessee rivers; Hop-

kins, Webster, McLean, Muhlenberg, Han-

cock, Henderson, Union. These beds lie

comparatively near the surface. .\s com-

pared with the average of Indiana and
Illinois coal, it would appear that the

Kentucky coal was richer in fixed carbon,,

but poorer in gas, and with a greater

quantity of ash and sulphur.

The Colorado coal fielOs are the only

ones for which a fairly accurate estimate

of workable coal beds and available coal

can be given. A conservative estimate

places the workable beds at about 50 per

cent, of the total 18,100 square miles of

coal-bearing area, and the available coal

at nearly 34,000,000 tons. The Coloradch

fields have been divided into three groups,

the eastern, the Park and the western.

The coals of Wyoming, lying largely in

the plains region, are of a lower grade,

on the whole, than the mountain coals of

Colorado and Montana. No good coking

coal nor any workable anthracite has yet

been found within its limits.

The coal fields of New Mexico lie chiefly

in the northern part of the territory. Only
those parts adjacent to railroads have been

thoroughly explored. The great value of

these fields is in their pro.ximity to an ex-

tensive region in Arizona, Texas, southern

California and Mexico in which very little

coal of value has been found.

The areas of the coal-bearing rocks irr

Utah have been so little explored that the

probable productive area of the State can-

not be accurately estimated. The coal

from the producing mines is nearly all

bituminous.

Michigan is producing more coal. Com-
ing at a time when the vast forest re-

sources of the State must be husbanded

with care, the assurance of invaluable coal

deposits presents at once a very likely

possibility of a great industry, to provide

work for the laborer and enterprises for

the capitalist. The development of the

coal mines of Michigan would prove an

almost invaluable auxiliary to the mining-

of the minerals of the upper peninsula.

The importance of the facts, as set forth

in this report, as bearing upon the com-

merce of the State, would be difficult tO'

exaggerate. The steam-producing quality

of the Michigan coal is said to be as good

as that of the Mahoning and Hocking

valleys.

A considerable development is reported'

in the States of Missouri, Kansas and
Iowa. The development of the coal min-

ing industry in this field has been deter-

mined chiefly by the location of the trans-

portation lines. Thus, in Iowa, the Fort

Dodge mining district, in Webster county,

the Boone county mines, the Dcs Moines-

mines, in Polk county, the Oskaloosa

mines, in Mahaska county; the mines-

from Oltumwa, in Wapello county,

through Monroe to Cleveland, in Lucas

county ; the mines in Appanoose and

Wayne counties and the mines in Adams,.

Taylor and Page counties. In Missouri,,
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llie niiiu's in I liiutsvillc, l<,iii(liil|ili couiily,

llie mines at Kicli Hill, Bates county, and

at Mindcii, Barton county; the mines in

Schuyler, Putnam and Adair counties; the

Lexington district, in Ray and Lafayette

counties; in Kansas, the Leavenworth

mines, the Clierokcc coal district, in Cher-

okee and Crawford counties; the inincs in

Linn and Btjurlion and Franklin and

Atchison and Osage counties. These have

all heen determined by the main east and

west railway lines and their branches, the

Illinois Central, the Chicago & Nortli-

westcrn, the Rock Island, the Burlington,

the Wabash, the Missouri Pacific, the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Santa

Fe.

The district comprised within the Slates

miles eastward from the State line, nar-

rowing from fifty to twenty-five miles
iKlu-een the sciithern foothills of the Bos-
Ion Moiuilains and the northern ridges

of the Ouachita Mountains. The two
main beds of Arkansas coal are known as

the Huntington coal, from three to six

feel thick, in the western division, and the

Spadra coal, between three and four feet

thick, in ihe eastern division. The mining
operations ,ire in Sebastian. Logan, Frank-
lin. Crawforrl, Johnson and Pope counlies,

at Jenny Lind, Hackett, Ilimtington,

Montana, Spadra and elsewhere, and the

coal produced is bituminous, semi-bitumi-

nous and semi-anthracite, good for steam,

coking and domestic use.

The north Texas field extends from the

Yellowstone county about 45 miles north-

east of Billings, on the Xorihern Pacific

road. The bed is from 10 to 16 feet of
lignite coal. But little coal is now mined
there. The Clarks' Forks district crosses

the Yellowstone 22 miles west of Billings

and extends north to the Musselshell
river, though without known valuable beds.

SfHUhward the beds are workable in the

Big Horn basin district of Wyoming. The
bed worked is from three to five feet thick

and produces a good lignite coal, chiefly

marketed over the Northern Pacific at

Butte. The Rocky Fork district, three

miles west of Clarks' Fork district, has
five workable beds of coal between lignite

anrl bituminous, excellent for domestic
and steam fuel. The only mine operated

WRECK CAUSED BY BOILER EXPLOSION.

of Arkansas and Texas, and in the Indian

Territory, has shown a tomarkable growth
in lecent years. The Indian Territory

coal field is directly connected with the

Kansas coal field on the north and the

Arkansas field on the east. The northern

part and the extreme western part are

undeveloped and little known. The field

includes a small part of eastern Oklahoma,
the western half of the Cherokee, the

whole of the Creek, and northeastern cor-

ner of the Chickasaw and the northern
third of the Choctaw nation, and has an
area of approximately 20,000 square miles.

There are seven beds of coal in the Indian

Territory coal field thick enough to be
commercially workable, besides others

which may be locally of workable thick-

ness.

The Arkansas coal field runs in the

hasin of the Arkansas river, seventv-five

south side .of the Colorado river valley,

between Lampasas and Concho counties,

northward to Red river, in Montague
county. It is nearly 250 miles in length,

with an average width of about 45 miles,

and has, therefore, an approximate area

of 15,000 square miles. The productive

portion is divided by the watershed be-

tween the Colorado and the Brazos rivers

into the Brazos coal field and the Colorado

coal field.

The coal fields of Montana form a

nearly continuous belt extending in a

northwest-southeast direction entirely

across the State ; but most of the fields

have not been investigated in detail. As
in Wyoming, the plains region east of the

Rocky Mountains, extending into the

Dakotas, is underlaid by beds of lignite

coal of varying quality. The Bull Moun-
t.iin district of 55 square miles lies in

is at Red Lodge, owned by the Northern
Pacific, which gets from it much of its

Licomotive fuel.

The Pacific coast coal comes from
Washington, Oregon and California, bnt

the production is not of any moment ex-

cept in Washington. Four large field?

may be mentioned, the northern and the

southern Puget Sound coal fields, the

Roslyn basin, and the southwestern 'ield

in Lewis and Cowlitz counties. The
northern Pu.get Sound coal field includes

the coal mines of Skagit and Whatcom
counties, in the northern part of the State.

The southern Puget Sound field lies in

King and Pierce counties in that portion

of the Puget Sound basin directly east of

the cities of Seattle and Tacoma. In

production this is the most important field

of the State, and it includes the Wilkeson-

C?.rbonado district, in Pierce countv. and
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the Green river, Renton-Cedar river, and

Newcastle-Issaquash districts of King

county. The other field of western Wash-
ington lies about 40 miles southwest, in

Lewis and Cowlitz counties. The Roslyn

field is in Kittitas county, near the center

of the State, and on the eastern slope of

the Cascade Mountains.

An experienced engineer not long ago

referred to the ordinary headlight as be-

ing of little real use when running, it

merely lighting far enough ahead, that if

he struck anything and lived through it,

he might be able to tell in the investi-

gation what it was.

Four-cylinder locomotives are not as

modern as might be supposed. In 1826

the Wilsons, of Newcastle, built one for

the Stockton and Darlington road hav-

The Roasting Hot Box.

BY Sn.\NDY M.\GUIRE.

Thinking that a few minutes I have at

my disposal can be well employed giv-

ing some experiences I passed through,

which "made my hair lift." metaphorically

speaking, I beg to state the following

true tale:

Less than a score of moons ago, I had
an epidemic of hot boxes. The first one

simply got a gait on me to do ji little

talking to the galvanizer. The second

one got me to talk more. The next train

which arrived at this end of the pike

brought in another hot box, making
three in as many trips; also a letter call-

ing my attention to No. I, with the ad-

monition to "get after this vigorously,

and do not let it occur again." I read that

brief sentence as many times as a young
fellow in his teens ever read the tender

from the juryroom, accompanied by his-

associates, before he speaks. The train-

man's reply was laconic enough. Here it

is, "Hot as hell!"

"Angels and ministers of grace defend

us," thought I. I was not able to speak

it. "Any mail?" I faltered. "Yes, there's

a Scranton letter in the car." Sure

enough, there was. That letter was an

inquiry regarding hot box No. 2, and
two more yet to be heard from. I got

tired of the "three for a quarter" busi-

ness, and thought I'd get away from

modern methods of packing boxes to the

habit of the days that had gone bv, when
the engine I was running was taken care

of by myself. I sent the coach out again,

after putting a bar of brown soap where

it was supposed to do the most good.

It came back blooming hot. "Now irr

the name of all the gods at once" what

GREAT HORSESHOE, NEW RIVER CANON ON CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILWAY.

ing two cvlinders for each pair of

wheels. It was not a success, and a col-

lision put it out of commission.

We recently noticed an item in press

dispatches saying that an electrical ex-

perimenter somewhere had generated a

sufficiently powerful current to melt the

hardest steel. It is wonderful what com-
mon things may be made wonders to or-

dinary press dispatches. A youth must
be very defective in observing habits

who has reached paragraph writing age
without learning that "the hardest steel"

is very easily melted. Every blacksmith

who forges iron and steel has to be care-

ful not to "burn" the steel, and in that

case burning is melting.

Too many seem to forget that after all

is said and done, the boiler and cylinders

are what count, rather than the number
of drivers or trailing wheels. The boiler

is what counts in persistent running.

admission of a mutual feeling in the

breast of his first love, but, oh! with how
different a sensation. Well, my tongue

ran hot as well as the box; and in reply

to my conversation, I was informed to

play galvanizer myself, to see if I could

do any better. I accepted the invitation,

rolled up my sleeves and got to work. I

have had a little e.xperience in my day

with hot boxes, so I bent every energy

to repacking the contumacious cuss that

was looming up before me in my dreams

at night. Out went the car again, with

a half gallon of oil to the trainman, and

"three for a quarter," to keep an eye on

it till his return. I wanted to obey the

admonition "don't let this happen again."

and also to let the galvanizer see that I

was a better man than he.

In came that coach next morning, and

as I looked into the trainman's eyes, it

was with the same sort of a sinking dead

gone feeling a felon is supposed to look

at the foreman of the jury, on his return

am I to do? I thought of the old ex-

perience of when the soap failed, how I

bought a bag of salt, and when the salt

failed, how I chucked in the bag, and
so on, and so on. I could see no way
out: and hot boxes three and four yet to

be heard from, with the compliments of

the M. C. B.

In the days of my youth, a good
mother intended I should grow up a

model of manly virtue and sanctity. She

kept me very close to the church. I was

thoroughly conversant with the rubrics

of religion. The good Father took care

of me also. He watched over my
spiritual weal. For any infraction of

God's law my penance was the Litany

of the Saints twice a year—six months

each time. I was well acquainted with

all the saints in the calendar. I knew
what each one was the patron of; but

amongst them all. there was not one to

take a hot box unfortunate under his or

her protection. Had there been. J
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would have become a devotee, and pros-

trated myself before the shrine, suppli-

cating intercession in my behalf, to save

me from annihilation.

Before hot box No. 5 arrived, inquiry

regarding box No. 3 came duly to hand.

Attached to the M. C. B.'s letter was a

letter from the foreman of the first station

from me, answering an Inquiry of tire

cause of so many hot boxes in train so

and so passing his station. It said:

"Everything looks O. K. It must be

negligence at Oswego." "The devil damn

thee black, thou cream faced loon," I

said, when I read it, and at that particu-

lar moment I would have assisted to

blacken him, had he been close at hand.

In came box No. 5, smoking as freely

as a sand-dryer's chimney. Well, I

didn't drop dead. On the contrary, I

began to get used to it, like the man
hanging. I said to the galvanizer:

"We'll take out that pair of wheels."

He replied: "It's about time." The

straight edge was applied to the journal.

Nothing showed up wrong. The gauge

was put on the wheels, the same results.

There was no indication of anything to

cause the trouble that could be dis-

covered, unless the X-ray might discern

a demon inside the journal, and I had

no X-ray to apply. I examined the dust-

guard. It was apparently in good shape.

I remembered that hail is formed by the

moisture of the atmosphere attaching

itself to a molecule of dust, when con-

ditions are favorable above our heads;

but I didn't see any opportunity for dust

to play a prominent part in the box, and

I also thought of the time I used dust

on a cut tank journal with good results,

and without the knowledge of the master

mechanic. I then gave "personal atten-

tion" to the truck. If it had been stand-

ing north and south I noticed from the

northwest of me, supposing I was stand-

ing on the center casting, a very bright

appearance of the underneath part of the

equalizing lever where it rested on the

box. "I wonder," thought I, "if I am
on the right track this time, or am I

growing mad nor' nor' west?" The side

bearing, on the same side of truck hot

box was on, showed a polished surface

also. The bolster spring did not measure

within % of an inch what the other three

bolster springs did. I applied a new
bolster spring; reduced the side-bearing

block fg of an inch, put in the same pair

of wheels again, packed the box myself,

gave the trainman a dime to buy a plug

of "Navy Sweet," and washed my
hands, just in time to take a Scranton

letter from the train-mail distributer. I

felt it in my bones that there was some
vinegar and gall inside. I reconciled

myself with the knowledge that it was

not the first time the vinegar and gall

was administered to one laboring in a

good cause, and tore open the envelope.

"Farewell, a long^ farewell to all my
glory," I ejaculated as I read that letter.

which concliirled with this admonition:

"This businiss must immediately stop."

I merely murmured "God grant it may."

The night of that day, in this town,

there was lying dead an honest old citizen

"who had done nothing worse than to

die." I went to the wake, determined to

sit up all night, with a few kindred souls,

to pay our respects to the deceased, and

his living relatives, and also, on my part,

to await the retuin of the coach, to see

if on its arrival I would find myself as

dead as my friend on his bier or not.

The hours tripped by on winged feet.

We talked rcminiscently and pleasantly

of the poor fellow gathered in, and for-

ever done with the daily damnation of a

railroading life. There were more than

one of our squad in the corner ready

and willing to console the widow every

burst of grief she'd sob uncontrollably

with; and whisper to her of happier days

to come. In the intensity of one of her

gushes of anguish she screamed out

the breast of poor Jack Reynolds, and

won the everlasting thanks of his buxom
widow, who smiled sweetly through her

tears at the delightful way her d(;ar de-

parted was going to the grave, all covered

with forget-me-nots and roses.

Plans and specifications have been pre-

pared for a new locomotive shop for the

Great Northern R. R. in St. Paul. These

are reported to be modern in every way
and some of the buildings are already

under construction.

According to recent reports there are

about 225 locomotives in operation on the

railways of Norway.

The fires which have too often re-

sulted from the dining car stoves or

ranges are said to be absolutely out of

the question with the Stearnes steel

range. This has a top and covers which

lock automatically and prevent fire be-

MODEL OF JOHN' FITCHS STE.\MBOAT— r.S').

audibly: "Jack, darlint, I wonder who'll

be the next to go." "I'll be able to

answer that question when train 909

comes in," I whispered to my partner

on my right. "Oh wirra, wirra," she cried

"but it was you, darlint, that always took

good care of me." I wondered how he'd

make out trying to get down a hot box.

"I wish it was meself that was goin' to

me grave instead of you this blessed

mornin'," she again sobbed. "That's a

blooming lie," said Tom Purdy to us,

and we grinned acquiescence.

"Night's candles were burned out,"

and we took our leave of the poor dis-

consolate widow in a tender manner.

The train came in on time. It no

sooner stopped than my hand was on the

box, which I found cool. The train-

man had arrived to where I stood by this

time, and he said: "It ran bothersome

all the way out, but I kept close watch

of it, and got it down for you all right

by the time we arrived at Binghamton.

Give us a quarter to get a shave." I

felt so delighted with the results, that I

went round with the hat and gathered

shekels enough to purchase a wreath

of beautiful flowers, which I placed on

ing scattered in case of accident. These

ranges are used by every road running

out of Chicago and many in other paris

of the country.

The First Steamboat?

What was probably the first steamboatwas

built by John Fitch and is shown with this.

It was only 4 feet long and at first only had

paddle wheels. This was run in a pond

near Davisville, Bucks county. Pa., in 1785.

Five years later. 1790. he fitted a boat with

steam-driven oars and ran it on the Dela-

ware river near Philadelphia.

The photograph is from a 26-inch model

of a yawl which ran with a screw on Col-

lect Pond. New York city, in 1797. The

construction can be seen from the photo-

graph and is of course very crude and open

to criticism, but the boat ran and John

Fitch deserves much more credit than he

receives from the world at large.

In the popular mind everything in steam

engines is due to Watt, in steamboats to

Fulton, in locomotives to Stephenson, and

in electricity to Edison. Needless to say

—and without detracting a particle from

the true fame of each—they are all wrong.
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Compound Consolidation for the Wheel-
ing and Lake Erie.

Tlie Wheeling & Lake Erie has re-

cently received some compound consoli-

dation engines from the Pittsburg shops

of tlie American Locomotive Co. The
cylinders are 22 and 33 by 28 inches, the

low pressure cylinder being on the right

side. The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type, having a diameter of 60 inches

at the front sheet. The gusset sheet is

j)laccd forward of the dome and the diamc-

Vjr of the boiler at the throat sheet is

70 "/8 inches, which gives ample steam

space. A noticeable feature about the

.spring rigging is that a half elliptic spring

at the rear of the whole system replaces

the usual hellical spring at that point. This

Length over all, eugine. 38 ft. 6"'iin.

total, engine

and tender 62 " 6 "

lleiglU of stack above rails 14" 10 "

Heating surface, firebox 159 sq. ft.

tubes 1,849''

" •' total 2.008 *' '*

Grate area 30
" '*

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.

Drivers, diameter 57 in.

Truck wheels, diameter 3° "

Journals, driving Sxii "

" engine truck 5J4 x 10 "

Main crank pin, size 6^ x 7 "

CYLINDERS.

Cylinders, diameter 22 & 33 in.

Pistons, stroke 28 *'

" rods, diameter 4 "

Main rod, length, center to

center 123 "

Seams; horizontal. Initt joint, double welted, sex.

tuple riveted.

Seams; circumferential, doubly riveted.

Thickness of tube sheet J4 in.

Dome, diameter 30 '"

Safety valves Three 3 in. pops.

Crown sheet supuorted l)y radial stays ij^ in. dia.

TUBES.
Nuniber 260

Outside diameter 2 in

Length over tube sheet 13 ft. 8 in.

Material iron

FIREBOX.
Length loS in.

Width 40K "

Depth at front end 67^^ *'

" "back " 64,%
"

Material steel

Thickness of sheets, crown -/g in.

" " " sides it back ^ "

tube ^ "

WHEELING & LAKE ERIE CONSOLIDATION.

is not new practice by any moans, it is a

revival of a long-ago method of arrang-

ing spring rigging. All the driving

wheels are flanged, and are 57 inches in

diameter. The tractive power of these

engines is 35,000 pounds. The total

weight is 251,700 pounds. Some of the

principal dimensions are as follows:

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
Type Compound Consolidation

Weight on drivers 146,300 lbs.

" truck w'.iec Is 2 r , 1 00 "

" " total 167,400 "

" of tender, loaded i:4.,^oo "

" total of engine and tender 2.si,7co "

Tractive power 35,000 "

DIMENSIONS.
Wheel base, total of engine 23 ft. 10 in.

driving 15" 8 '*

total of engine

and tender 52" 3%

"

H. P. L. P.

Steam ports, length is in. 21 in.

" " width lYi
"

2 "

Exhaust ports, length 18 " 21 "

width 3 " 314 "

Bridge, width 1% "

VALVE.S.

Type Richardson balanced

H. P. L- P.

Greatest travel 5 in. 6 in.

Outside lap i " ^ *'

Inside clearance ^ " ]/2
''

Lead in full gear ^^
" ^ "

BOILER.

Type Extended wagon top

Steam test 220 lbs.

Working pressure 200 "

Material in barrel steel

" " " thickness J J in.

Diameter of barrel at front sheet 60
" " " " throat " 7oJ^ "

" at backhead 70J4 "

bi% in.

64K "

.5K in.

Water space; width; front,

sides & back

SMOKEBOX.
Diameter
Length from tube sheet to end.

.

OTHER PARTS.
Exhaust nozzle, diameter

1 1^ in. below center line

Smoke stack, least diameter 15 in.

" " greatest " 16 "

height above
smoke box 45 "

Track sander pneumatic

Power brakes Westinghouse-American

TENDER.
Type eight wheeled with swiveled trucks

Tank, capacity, water 4,000 gallons

coal 8 tons

Type of truck: Diamond; American Steel Fdy.

Co 's bolster.

Type of back drawhead: M. C. B. coupler and

Westinghouse friction draft gear.

Tender truck springs Double Elliptic
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General Correspondence.
Why Large Locomotives Lack Econom-

ical Hfficiency.

iiv I . I', UDF'.srii.

Some lime ii«o 1 had tlic good fortune

to obtain possession of a small i)am-

plilet, written by Prof. W. F. M. Goss—
wlio needs 110 further introduction—en-

titled "Notes Concerning the Perform-
iince of the Purtlee Locomotive. Schenec-

tady," a careful study of which gave me
an insight into a problem in mechanics

•which had always been a puzzle, and
consequently a source of continuous

worry to nic—because I could nut hit

•upon the proper solution— viz., The rela-

tive efficiency of large and small loco-

juotives on comparatively level grades.

Upon learning the theory as advanced
by Prof. Goss, I proceeded to prove the

same as far as possible, in actual road

tests, at every opportunity, until con-

vinced that it was practically correct for

all locomotives as stated.

Upon the publication of the compari-

tive tests on the Illinois Central Railroad

the same problem was again prominently

brought- out, so I determined to bring

the matter before the readers of R.\il-

WAY AND Loco.MOTivE ENGINEERING, be-

lieving it to be a question of vital in-

terest, and also to learn if others had
noticed the same apparent discrepancy

in the power developed and utilized by
the two types of locomotives, and to in-

vite discussion to obtain their version or

solution of the question involved.

I fear, however, that the problem has

either been passed unnoticed by many,
•or they are in the same position I was in

before receiving the light referred to,

and as some have admitted, viz^. puz-

zled, and therefore have nothing to say.

I will therefore give what I believe to

be the coirect explanation, based on
Prof. Goss' critical speed theory, and
proven, to my personal satisfaction at

least, by actual road tests.

THE SOLUTION.

In experiments with the locomotive

"Schenectady" at Purdue, Prof. Goss
proved conclusively that there is a point

where the power of the locomotive no
longer increases with the speed. We will

quote from Prof. Goss direct. In para-

graph 4. entitled Power and Speed, in

the "Notes" referred to, he says:

"In general the power of an engine is

proportional to its speed, that is, if the

speed is doubled, all other conditions

remaining tlie same, the power is dou-
bled. This general relation must, of

course, exist to a locomotive, but in this

particular type of inachine it is not

possible to change the speed and main-

lain all other conditions constant. In

fact when speed is changed, a number
of other factors insist upon changing
also: and herein lies the chief difficulty

which must be met by all who enter upon
an analytical study of locomotive per-

formance."

"An important factor which is af-

fected by a change of speed is the steam
distribution in the cylinder, arising from
the changed time interval during which
steam must enter and leave the cylinder.

It is evident that a higher speed must
result in an increase of power excepting

under conditions which make the loss of

mean effective pressure equal to, or

greater than, the gain in speed; that is

excepting where the loss in the amount
of work per revolution is equal to or

greater than the gain in the number of

revolutions, * * * thus, for a cut-

oflf of 6 inches the mean effective pres-

sure is reduced from 43.5 pounds at 15

miles per hour, to 18.3 pounds for the

same cut-off at 55 miles per hour"
It will be seen by the above that the

power of the locomotive is directly af-

fected by the speed of the valve and pis-

ton, and as the speed of piston and valve

is governed primarily by the diameter

of the drivers, we can readily see that a

locomotive can easily be "killed" for

certain work, by having the drivers too

small for the work required.

Quoting again from Prof. Goss: "The
boiler is most efficient when working
under its lowest power, while the engine

is most efficient while working at its

maximum power. The efficiency of the

two combined is highest somewhere be-

tween the limits of the power developed
at 35 and at 15 miles per hour. . . .

Prof. Goss is speaking of Purdue en-

gine "Schenectady." ... It has been
shown that with the throttle fully

open and the cut-off constant, the

power of the locomotive increases as the

speed is increased up to a certain point,

after which the power does not increase

even though the speed is increased. I

have called that point on the scale, where
the power ceases to increase, the critical

speed. * * * It is an interesting fact

that the steam consumption per horse

power per hour is lowest when the en-

gine is running at its critical speed and
equally interesting is the fact that the

coal consumption per horse power per

hour is practically constant for all points

below the critical speed. These rela-

tionships are of such a character as to

make it appear probable that they will

be found true for all locomotives, in

which case the critical speed becomes an
important factor to be considered by the

designer of locomotives. For the loco-

motive tested, the critical speed is about

35 miles per hour," etc.

That the conclusions arrived at by
Prof Goss are practically correct, and
apply to all locomotives, with few mod-
ifications, will not be denied by any
practical locomotive engineer; any en-

gineer who has run one certain engine

for any length of time can tell you the

point of relationship between the speed

ajid cut-off of his engine, where the loco-

motive will perform the maximum of

work on a minimum of coal and water,

over every portion of the road, accord-

ing to variations in grade.

This is Prof. Goss' critical speed, and
can only be determined on the various

locomotives by careful tests, but assum-
ing the factors as found for Purdue loco-

motive "Schenectady," as approximately

correct for all locomotives, basing same
on the piston speed per minute, we will

apply these factors to engines 35 and 639
tested on the I. C. R. R. and see how
we come out.

With engine "Schenectady" it was
found that the combined efficiency of the

boiler and locomotive was somewhere
between the limits of 15 and 35 miles

per hour; taking the mean between these

two figures we have 2$ miles per hour,

which I believe Prof. Goss will admit

to be practically correct for average

road service, under all conditions.

.At the rate of 25 miles per hour we
find the piston speed of engine "Schenec-

tady" to be 532.5 feet per minute. The
equivalent for this speed in engines 35

and 639 is found when running at the

rate of 21.38 and 18.05 miles per hour

respectively. From this it would appear

that both engines 35 and 639 had reached

their critical speed and that any further

increase in speed must necessarily re-

sult in a loss of power and a consequent

reduction of tonnage in train. This no
doubt would apply to engine 35, but from

the fact that engine 639 with but 76% of

theoretical rating as applied to engine

35, shows but an average speed of 17.71

miles per hour, would lead us to believe

that this engine had already attained and
passed the point of critical speed, which

in all probabilities was the case.

There are several causes which might
all contribute toward this actual falling

off to below the theoretical critical speed,

but which could be easier and more con-

clusively determined by means of indi-

cator and dynomometer tests than by
simple theoretical deductions; however,

the fact remains that engine 639 was not

loaded to the most economical rating,

nor handled at the most economical
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speed, but that a large percentage of her

theoretical tractive power was absorbed

in the engine itself.

In order to prove this assertion, let us

see the diiYerence in the amounts of

tractive power exerted by each loco-

motive per ton of freight moved, includ-

ing the weight of each engine and tender.

We will again rate engine 35 as 100%.
Eliminating the speed entirely, we have

T
= P. In which T tractivew -yt

power, in pounds w = weight of engine

and tender, in tons / = tons in train,

and P = pounds tractive power to move
one ton.

empties—would result in an increased re-

sistance of 3i.739f-

Neither could we claim that engine 639

had all hard pulling trains; while engine

35 had all easy ones; nor that the tractive

power exerted by engine 35 was stronger

than that of engine 639. Neither could

we well claim that engine 35 used a

greater per cent, of the theoretical

tractive power than engine 639, for if en-

gine 639 did not use the same per cent.,

that is, if it was there to spare, but

simply not used, why wSs it not. when
it was in competitive^ test? At le^st why
was not enough of it used to at least

haul the trains at the same speed as

639 was absorbed in the locomotive
itself.

This loss is certainly sunictliing enor-

mous, especially when we take into con-

sideration that w-e made no deduction

whatever for internal friction in engine

35, neither did we make any allowance

for the increase in resistance which must
necessarily follow an increase in speed
from 17.71 to 20.24 miles per hour.

All this goes to prove that at 17.71

miles per hour engine 639 had already

passed her point of critical speed, or
point of fullest economical operation.

. There is no doubt but what for a very

short distance this speed coul4 have

DETAII.S OF BALDWIN TANDEM—SEE PAGE 274 OF MAY NUMBER.

Substituting known valves, we have

, 25,600
for engine 35 ,^^^,^,5 = 21.24, and for

46,770
engme 639, Y^^j-qj^^_

== 27.9S, showing

that it required 27.98 — 21.24 = 6-74

pounds more tractive force to move each
ton in the trains hauled by engine 639,

than in those hauled by engine 35.

Now what became of this extra 6.74

pounds of tractive power?
Surely no one could have the temeritj

to claim that an increase of 36^) in the

length of the train—especially when 46%
of the total increase consisted of

made by engine 35? There is little need

of building locomotives with more
tractive power if we don't intend to

use it.

No. In my opinion none of the above

mentioned excuses are tenable. There

is but one plausible explanation, and that

is that the critical speed of engine 639

was so low, that the speed of train

could not be accelerated enough through

sags or on the higher grades to carry it

over the harder pulls, same as was possi-

ble with engine 35. In other words, that

the greater part of this extra power, or

24% of the total tractive rorce required

to haul each ton of freight by engine

been exceeded with this tonnage, but we
question very much if it could have been

maintained even for a distance of 25:

miles without some change in the front

end draft which undoubtedly would have

resulted in quite an increase in the

amount of fuel consumed; as an in-

creased speed with the same tonnage,

would necessitate an increased length

of cut-ofif, which in turn would require

more steam and consequently more coal.

The fact that the average speed was but

17.71 miles per hour, would seem tcy

imply that the boiler, large as it is, was-

not adequate to supply an increased de-

mand for steam.
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'I'liis fact is also commented ugon "by

Prof. Goss in the "Notes" before quoted,

in which he states, page 2, "An attempt

to lengthen the cut-off beyond the

limits for which results are given in table

I, failed through lack of steam. The 10-

inch cut-ofY test at 35 miles per hour

"was successfully run only after the double

exhaust nozzle had been reduced from

3 inches diameter to 2.)4 inches diame-

ter."

In some extensive road tests con-

ducted by the writer with 22X28-inch

consolidation locomotives, 57-inch 'vheel.

it was found that in order to accelerate

and maintain the speed on a 1% grade,

attempt to accelerate to and maintain a

higher speed, without a corresponding

reduction in train tonnage, or to haul

an increased tonnage at the same speed,

rcfjuiring a longer cut-of?, and of course

an increased steam consumption, soon

met with as decided a reduction in boiler

pressure as we previously met with in

M. E. P. or cylinder pressure, notwith-

standing the fact that these engines had

by far a more liberal heating surface

tlian the average up-to-date locomotive,

that the coal was first class, and the en-

gines were properly fired.

The point nearest where the all im-

portant factors balanced, that is, the

was from 22 to 25 miles per hour or

more, that a locomotive having 9.000

pounds less tractive power, but a cor-

respondingly slower piston speed (larger

drivers) could haul almost the same ton-

nage as the consolidations before men-

tioned, and with much less coal, all of

which goes to prove the intimate rela-

tion that must exist between the speed'

desired and the general locomotive di-

mensions, or to quote again from Prof.

Goss, "In designing locomotives for any

given grade, the critical speed is one of

the vital points that deserve serious con-

sideration."

In conclusion we wish to emohasize-

iLidteag f Li^'Mf^ut Knginttrimf

CYLINDERS AND VALVES OF BALDWIN TANDEM—SEE PAGE 2r4 OF MAY NV.MBER.

from 10 to 22 miles per hour, it was neces-

sary to reduce the tonnage behind the lo-

comotive 37.5% : while with a 20x24-inch

ten-wheeler, 63-inch wheel, it was found

necessary to reduce the tonnage but

13-67% to accelerate from 12 to 25 miles

per hour.

The relationship between cylinder vol-

ume feet per minute, and port opening,

that is. the volume of cylinder to be

filled through a given opening in a given

time, was plainly brought out by the in-

dicator, which also helped materially to

determine the point of critical soeed.

With an increase in speed it was found

necessary to shorten the cut-oflf, which in

turn showed a very sudden drop in the

admission line, a decided reduction in

M. E. P., and of course a corresponding

effect on indicated horse power. Any

highest speed at which we could handle

the most tonnage on the lowest con-

sumption of fuel per ton mile, we fixed

upon as the most economical speed for

this (consolidation) type of engine on

this district—ruling grade 1%—which we
found embraced between the limits of

13.5 and 15.8 miles per hour, according

-to weather conditions, etc.. and which

we found could be obtained by a reduc-

tion of 10% of train tonnage from the

maximum or "drag" rating. Any
marked deviation from tfie factors thus

found, in either direction, either by in-

creasing the tonnage and decreasing the

speed, or decreasing the tonnage to in-

crease the speed, resulted in an increase

in coal consumption per ton mile, and

consequently in a loss in operation.

We also found when the speed desired

some of the points brought out in Prof.

Goss' article, and which are continually

being proven in actual road practice, by

making a few predictions.

LOCOMOTIVES OF THE FUTURE.

It takes no far glance into the future

to see that railroading in all departments

will soon be reduced to an exact science.

Locomotives will no longer be ordered

indiscriminately for any road or for all

districts of one road, as in the past.

Mechanical men are waking up to the

fact that because a certain type of loco-

motive gave excellent results in Florida

or some other level country, it can not

be accepted as a criterion of equally good
performance in mountainous districts, or

on roads where grades run from I to 4%.
Consequently we feel pcrfectlj' safe in
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prophesying that the near future will sec

a gradual breaking away from estab-

lished standards, and the dawning of an

era when every particular order for new

power will be of a type especially de-

signed for the district on which it is to

be operated, and the service for which

it is intended; when it will no longer be

a question of what type of locomotive

will handle the greatest tonnage, but

what type will prove the most economical

for the service required.

It is not always the most powerful loco-

motive that proves the most economical,

as, in order to obtain great power, with

our present limitations of gauge, etc.,

the powerful locomotive must necessarily

have .•iuiall drivers and long strokp, con-

sequently, as explained above, the critical

speed of this type will fall so low that it

could only be operated at a loss on dis-

tricts where trains are frequent and time

is fast, or on practically level roads

where the possible train behind one of

these modern heavy locomotives would

be of such a length as to make it diffi-

cult for two or more trains to m^et and

pass at the average siding without the

delays of sawing, etc. For these reasons

we feel perfectly safe in saying that it

is only a question of time when the

large consolidations are relegated to

those roads where grades exceed 1%.

while freight trains on the more level

roads will be handled by perhaps slightly

less powerful but much more speedy lo-

comotives, as with the continual increase

in traffic it will soon be seen that time

is an important factor as well as ton-

nage.

Denver, Col.

has arisen by the inirnduction of heavy

flue sheets.
C. F. L.\PE.

San Bernardino, Cal.

Mechanical Index.

Section A of the Mechanical Index,

comprising machine tools and metal w^ork-

ing machinery, has just been issued by the

Industrial Press of New York. The book

is divided into eight departments, dealing

Counterbored Flue Sheets.

I am sending you a blue print showing

a patent I have taken out on flue sheet

for steam boilers. Patent consists of

the counter boring of the flue holes in

sheets. Ow-ing to the increased pres-

sure now carried on boilers, it has be-

come necessary to use heavier flue sheets

than when we were carrying a lighter

pressure. By the method of counter bor-

ing we decrease the amount of flue that is

exposed to the heat not protected by
water.

The blue print show-s the different

thickness of flue sheet, namely: Yz inch,

5^ and ^i. In fact we can use any thick-

ness of flue sheet wanted by simply deep-

ening the counter boring to any given

dimensions desired. I have quite a num-
ber of engines running with flue sheets

with the dimensions given above or shown
on blue print, with good results. Also

claim for the device that it is a protection

of the bead from the intense heat and

cinders.

There has been a great deal said and

written in reference to the using of heavy

flue sheets in the protecting of flues. This

device will overcome any difficulty that

LAPE'S PATENT COUNTER-BORED
FI,UE SHEET.

with bicycle machinery, blacksmiths' tools

and appliances, bolt and nut machinery,

machine tools, machine tool accessories,

machinists' small tools, metal working ma-

chinery and wire making and wire work-

ing machine and tools. The general index

is printed in English, German and Spa;;-

ish, and the classified index of English.

The American Steam Gage and Valve

Mfi?. Company, Boston, make a specialty

of testing and repairing gages of all kinds

and makes. The name of the makers

guarantees that the work will be well

done.

Locomotive Firing.

Second Paper.

BY T. J. HOSKINS.

B.\D TIRING.

A bad tireman will jerk open the door

to admit fuel just about at the time when
the fire has begun to get at its best. He
will admit five, six or seven scoops of coal

as his fancy may dictate never looking to

see whore the fire is lightest then slam

the door with a deafening noise and lean

out to watch the slack—and well he may.

While he held open the door the air cooled

the arch the fresh coal covered the carbons

lying on the grates so that their heat was

momentarily lost to the fire-box and the

air passages were obstructed. He has

neither the temperature nor the air neces-

sary to the consumption of the fuel. One

who continues such a practice is a hope-

lessly bad fireman.

GOOD FIRING.

The fireman should try to reach his en-

gine in time to do his work without hurry.

He should ascertain the water level and

steam pressure, and in arranging the fire

should consider the time he has before

leaving. When it is necessary to stir

down the fire the blower should be started

lightly, and if there is a large bank, only

a portion will be knocked down at first,

and when the fire has burned sufficiently

to prevent a cloud of smoke, the bank may

be further leveled. Before starting, the

fire should be heavy enough not to be torn

to pieces and in proper condition for the

admission of fuel. The fire should be fed

until there is a strong red flame, then the

door should be closed and the fire allowed

10 burn until it is white, when the work

of steady firing should begin. More than

one or two shovels of coal should not be

admitted at each firing, and they should

be scattered over the whitest portions of

the fire.

CROSS FIRING.

Cross firing as a system or method has

many good points. The rule is to fire

with one shovel of coal in one corner of

the fire-box and then with the next one

in the opposite corner, always placing the

last shovel of coal in a different region

from the former. This enables the fire-

man to carry a level fire and always leaves

a portion of the fire without fresh fuel.

The gases rising from the shovel of coal

just admitted will chance to come in con-

tact with gases from another regi<jn of the

fire-box which is hot enough to ignite

them. In this practice the fireman must

not forget to observe the color of the fire

before admitting the coal, as the engine

might be burning too much coal in front
'

or at the door, in which case there would

soon be a bank.

THE BRICK ARCH.

So mnny firemen have been mortified by

an engine suddenly failing for steam, and

placing the poker in the fire have found

a bank against the arch or a hole under
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it, often a bank and a hole beyond it, that

they have failed to inform themselves as

to ils possible benefits and can sec noth-

ing in the brick arch bnt an encumbrance

designed lo harass and lunnrnl ihcni
;
bnl.

in fact, it has a high place in the list cjf

appurtenances aiding combustion. If a

shovelful of coal be placed in the fire-box

the gases arise and move away in a col-

umn, and unless they are disturbed in

their journey will enter the flues without

having touched a temperature high enough

to ignite them, only as they are encroached

upon at the edges of the column, by the

flames from the uncooled regions of the

fire-box. If an arch be placed in an en-

gine it will remain steadily at a temper-

ature approaching that of the hottest

flames and being inserted in the path of

the gases they will be in part borne

against it and will thus be ignited. Fail-

ing to touch the arch the reduced space

above and below naturally forces them

into close relation. After passing the

arch they incline upward and downward
and rush together in the receptacle be-

hind if. Besides its aid to combustion it

prevents the rush of cold air into the flues

and may be turned to excellent account by

the skilful fireman.

FIRING DIFFERENT ENGINES.

The work that keeps one engine hot

may not be effectual on another engine

;

nevertheless, a fireman must not always

conclude that because an engine don't

steam she won't steam. When an engine

is fitted with a small nozzle and open

grates the draft is usually powerful

enough to tear down any piles that may
be reared or to shred any amount of coal

that may be admitted, but once a nozzle

of proper dimensions is fitted in the en-

gine and the fireman finds maintaining

steam easy. Sometimes when a fireman

has been firing for a "slugger" and an

extra man is put on the run. the fireman

fails to adjust his work to the needs of

the nicely worked engine and there is

trouble for steam. In a compound engine

the draft is more mild and greater atten-

tion is required to keep the fire in proper

condition. If the fireman thoroughly

comprehends that the work in the fire-box

is the combining of the atoms of carbon

and hydrogen from the coal with those of

oxygen from the air, and will be careful

about the color assumed by the blaze, he

may be assured that one rule holds always.

It is best to keep up the fire as heavy as

possible with a white blaze, admit small

quantities of coal at a time and never fire

upon a clouded spot or where fresh coal

can be seen. By carefully attending to

these matters and watching the fire to see

that there are no holes or banks and that

clinkers do not obstruct the passage of

air through the grates anyone may become
a skilful fireman with gas coal.

DISE.\SES OF THE FIRE.

Often the fireman may look into the fire

and see the carbons lying on the grates

and but lillic or no blaze ri.sing from

them; al that point the fire is loo light.

In an engini- with long fire-bf)x the fire

near the door begins to jump and the

gases are rising thick and muddy towards

the front; there is a bank under the arch.

Suddenly the engine fails of steam, the

fire is level biit seems to have lost the

briskness with which it burned before;

the blaze is red and coal admitted lies for

a time withoiU being consumed : there is

a hole in front. In a deep fire-box the

blaze leans away from the door, and in

the intervening space there are seen little

glowing particles like golden fly wings;

there is a hole under the door. If the fire

suddenly ceases to burn and there is noth-

ing wrong in the fire-box, the dampers

may have fallen down, the front is full

Setting Wedges.
Properly fitted n)ain driving boxes an(t

main wedges are what really constitute

the foundation of a "smooth-working en-

gine," and if the foundation be solid,

ordinary defects in the fitting of other

bo.xes, and the adjustment of other

wedges, will, as a rule, pass unnoticed,

when the same condition existing in the

main boxes or wedges, would cause a

very poor working engine, and the life

of i-ide rods, straps, pins, as well as tire,

is influenced largely by the condition of

main boxes and setting of main wedges.

The word main as applied here, means.

all that it can imply wherever used, for

the main rods, jaws, boxes and maim
tires represent the chief agents through

which steam energy is transmitted to the-

EVOLCTION OF C.4R BRASSES.

of sparks or the netting stopped. When
the engine arrives at a station or water

tank and on examining some portions of

the fire are made up of a pile ot sparks a

little higher than the other and appearing

much cooler, perhaps admitting a blue or

discolored blaze, it indicates a clinker.

The same may be distinguished when en-

gine is working by the appearance of the

sparks and by the fire heaving up around

the edge of the clinker. The fire may be

relieved some by taking the hook and

breaking or setting the clinker on edge.

At the first opportunity the fire should be

allowed to cool down and the clinker re-

moved.

.Evo(ution of the Car Brass.

During the past few years a great deal

has been said and written in regard to the

increased size and capacity of railway

freight equipment. .\ person passing

through a railroad car shop can get no

better object lesson than in the increased

size of journals and brass bearings. The
enclosed will show the evolution of car

brasses for 30 years on the Central and

Southern Pacific.

H. EXGLEBRIGHT.

blaster Car Repairer.

Oakland. Cal. Southern Pacific Company.

main working parts, so as to develop'

the tractive power of engine, and it

naturally follows that, in the proper fit-

ling and adjustment ot these parts, the

smooth working of an engine depends.

How tight should main wedges be set?

They should be set loose enough to prop-

erly feed oil down between it and the

shoe and wedge, and tight enough to-

prevent pounding in a properly fitted

driving box, and when that position is-

once found, there that wedge should be

kept by being adjusted as often as wear

will permit its being moved, even a

quarter turn of the wedge bolt. Don't

wait until "she pounds" before setting

the wedges, set them regularly, or when-

ever you think the wear sufficient to-

enable their being moved the distance al-

ready stated, and this practice will pro-

long the life of the box, as well as all'

other related parts.

Other wedges should not be run as

"tight" as the main wedges, and this rule

applies to any and all locomotives of

whatever design.

The chief source of trouble with a-

wedge comes from not knowing "where

it is." Working by guess. Setting it

up a little now and then until it perhaps-

sticks, then pulling it away down, therr
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moving it up again a little at a time until

it sticks once more, which practice soon

puts it in such condition that it is diffi-

cult to tell, by the riding of the engine,

whether it is stuck or not. The sticking

point may be found, excepting in odd

cases, without taking that risk. Kach

time the wedge is adjusted it should be

first moved as high as it will go, to as-

certain the extent of wear, then it

should be drawn down the distance ex-

perience has taught proper, and that rule

should govern in setting the wedges at

all times, while the knocks, jars and

pounds, which ar^ bound to develop

with service, should be taken as a matter

of course.

The wedge should be used as a pre-

ventative and no; as a remedy.

_ Thos. p. Wiielan.
Bfllcvue, Ohio.

Repairing Reservoir Rolling Stock.

The accompanying illustration shows

liydraulic w'leel press designed and built

at the Nawn & Brock repair shop in the

Wauchusett Reservoir. We have a sys-

tem of water works with nearly 50

pounds pressure in the pipes supplied

from a large storage tank at 100 feet

elevation, so we get almost 50 pounds

pressure to the square inch on the ram
£)f the press. The additional pressure is

easily furnished with the hand pump on

the left, as shown. The ram is 8 inches

diameter. Space between the rails, 3

feet 2 inches, which will accommodate

the largest driving wheel on the job.

during the three winter months we took

xifif and replaced 600 car wheels. The steel

rails are 35 pounds to the yard, we have

jiad a strain of 75 tons on this machine.

I also inclose two views of tools in shop

>where press was built.

West Boylston. W. C. Ovenden.

M. C. B. Committee on Draw Gear.

The committee appointed by the Master

Car Builders' Association to report on

draw gear has done a good deal of very

important work. It has conducted a se-

ries of tests, in which eleven different

styles of draw gear were handled. Under
the M. C. B. drop hammer these gears

were tested to destruction. The weight

used was 1,640 lbs. and was dropped, be-

ginning at one foot above the coupler, and

this height was increased one foot at each

succeeding blow.

A second series of tests, conducted at

the Perdue University, was for the pur-

pose of ascertaining the efficiency of the

diiTerent styles of rigging, and also their

relative standing under shocks and under

steady pulls. These tests were made in

the 300,000-lb. capacity tensile testing ma-

chine in the engineering laboratory of that

Milholland Engines.

I note an error in the date assigned on

page 237 of your June number to James

Milholland's anthracite coal-burning pas-

senger locomotive, "Hiawatha," which is

stated to be "about 1874." As a matter

jof fact this engine was built in 1859, and

its mate, the "Minnehaha," about the same

time, I think.

Illustrations of a substantially similar

engine, although of slightly smaller size,

the "Vera Cruz," which was built by Mr.

Milholland in 1857, will be found in the

l.ondon Engineer of February 8, 1861, page

.90. The "Vera Cruz" was the first engine

having a long firebox extending over the

rear driving axle, a construction which

was introduced by Mr. Milholland, and

has been extensively adopted both for an-

thracite and bituminous coal.

J. Snowden Bell.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

way matters the vast strides which have
been made in railroad signaling during

the past few years. It has not been so

long since human muscles were applied to

moving the switches. Then came the com-
bining of switch levers in such a way that

several of these could be operated by one
man, and as tracks and switches multi-

plied, tlie intricate interlocking systems of

operation came into use, and at last the

problem of transmitting power from one

station was solved. First small pipes

served for this purpose. Later hydraulic

power was introduced, and finally this sys-

tem was supplanted by the pneumatic sys-

tem which has been brought to such a high

degree of perfection.

At the new operating plant of the Penn-

sylvania Company, in Pittsburg, the com-

bined efficiency of electricity, compressed

air and steam power is brought into play.

HOME-M.^DE WHEEL PRESS IN WAUCHUSETT RESERVOIR.

institution. Manufacturers were per-

mitted to view each his own product un-

dergoing test, but not to witness the test

of a rival gear.

If you are worrying about a coming

examination study Sinclair's Locomotive

j;ngine Running.

New P. R. R. Switch and Signal Station

at Pittsburg,

One of the most complete switch and

signal power plants is that recently installed

at Pittsburg by the Pennsylvania system.

In railway parlance this station is a "tow-

er." It is, however, a handsome two-story

brick building standing a short distance

east of the new Union Station. Strictly

speaking, it is not a tower, but a complete

and modernly equipped power station for

the operation of the hundreds of switches

and signals of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

the Allegheny Valley tracks, the Pitts-

burg, Fort Wayne & Chicago, and Pitts-

burg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

which comprise the Pennsylvania lines

west, all of which eminate from the new

Pittsburg Union Station.

This mechanical operating station or

tower, shows to those interested in rail-

From the station 231 switches and all the

semaphore signals of fourteen tracks with

their maze of cross-overs and double cross-

overs, are operated. The operating me-
chanism is grouped in a large case, 20x5

feet. This nerve center is divided into

three sections, each of which is under the

care of one operator. The operator has

before him a large, framed blue print, a

di.igram of all the tracks and switches,

wilh which his section is in communica-
tion. By the movement of one of the

numerous small cranks in front of the op-

erator, an electric current is sent to the

proper switch where the current vitalizes

a magnet, and the hitherto inert bit of soft

metal instantly opens a valve, which per-

mits air at a pressure of 100 pounds to

the sq. in. to enter a cylinder, pull a rod

connected with levers, and thus move the

points of an adjacent switch, in accord-

ance with the requirements of the train

dispatcher. Such is the condensed story

of the electro-pneumatic switch and signal

system now in operation at Pittsburg and

in use at other great railway centers.
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The power house which generates the

electricity and compressed air is located

.a quarter of a mile down the tracks from

the switch and signal station. In the

lower part of the station are placed storage

batteries. The experimental operation of

this system in Pittsburg soon demon-
strated the fact that the impure and smoke
laden air of that city could not be used

for the purpose, and it has been necessary

to install a system of air filtering. In

spite of the advances represented in this

system, the Pennsylvania is now consid-

ering the matter of installing other im-

proved apparatus for switch and signal op-

eration. The cuuipany is also installing

the duplex system of telegraphy whereby

four operators can send or receive mes-

sages, using llu- same wire.

twecn the jaws and the clamp is then

tightened up, A few of the principal

dimensions are as follows:

I)i;SCRII>TION.

Type Consolidation.

f.auKC 4 ft. R>^ in.

Kind of fuel to lie used Ilituniinous coal.

W'cijiht on U-nding wheels iS.ooo lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 140,000 "

Weight total 158,000 "

Weight tender loaded 202,000 *'

grni:kai. dimensions.
Wheel base, total of engine 25 ft. o in.

Wheel l)ase, driving.., 16 " 9 "

Wheel base, total engine and
tender 52 " 4i4

'*

Length over all engine 38 " 854 '*

Length over all, total engine and
tender 62 " 6 '*

Length of stack above rail M " iil4 "

noiLKR.

Extended wagon top
Working preuure 300 lbs.

Thickness in tul>e sheet y. In.

Diameter of barrel front 64^4 "

of throat.... 69J4 "

Seams, horizontal Quintuple lap
" circumferential Doulile

Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays

PIREBOX.
Type Wide
Length <)o in.

Width 74 "

Depth, front 65^^
"

back ^2'A
"

Brick arch On water tubes
Water space at top 6 in. back, iH In. sides

Tubes, number of 306
" material steel
*' outside. 2 in.

" thickness No. 12B. ' G.
length over tube sheet.

.

14 ft.'- j.

NICKEL PLATE CONSOLIDATION.

Simple Consolidation for the New York Heating surface, fire-box 136.5 sq. in.

Chicago and St. Louis. Heating surface, tubes 2353

The Brooks shops of the American Heating surface, water tubes.... 23.8 "

.
Heating suriace, total 2513.3

Locomotive Company have recently orate area 45.2 •

turned out ten simple consolidation en-

gines for Mr. John McKenzie, Supenn- WHEELS and journals.

tendent of Motive Power of the Nickel
Driving wheels, diam I62in._

_, . ... Journal, leading axles 6 in. x 12 in.
Plate Line, ihe engines are intended ,, .. ,. „i,eei fit 6 in

for fast freight service and have cylin- • drivingmain 9 in.xuiu.

•ders 19 X 28 inches and 62 inch drivers. " " otners s;^ • x n "

Instead of the coil spring at the back '' " niain wheel fit. 8^4 in.

. , ,. , . , ,. others *' " S^-a
"

of the equalizer system, there is a halt

elliptic spring, similar to those which rest cylinders.

upon the driving boxes. The ash-pan Diameter 19 m.

hopper doors are operated by linked con- " T ^,','
j'l,'-

^
,^ ..'^^

, '^ -^ Piston Rod, diameter 3^^
nections, and m some general respects Main Rod, length center to center .37 •

resemble the Player ash pan, which we steam Ports, length 24.2 "

illustrate in another column. The ped- " " width 2'/J

, 1 1 . J T i J ,- ii Txhaust'' least area 6550. "
estal binders are new. Instead ot the „ ., .. ^ ., .,Bridge width 3A
tisual brace or bolt at that point the

ends of the jaws are bound together L E .

, , 1 • t • , ,- , ,
Improved piston

by a clamp which is made to t^t closely steam lap (inside) i in.

-around them, and which has a screw and Exhaust clearance (outside) o "

ran adjusting nut. A filler is placed be- Lead in full gear "

OTHER PARTS.

Exhaust Nozzle, dia 5 in.

Stack, straight or taper Taper.
" least diameter, taper 14^ in.

*' greatest diameter, taper.

.

16 "

'* height above smoke box.

.

32 **

TENDER.
Type 8 wheel oak frame.

Tank type Water bottom.

capacity for ^ater 5,000 gallons.
" " *' coal 10 tons.

Type of trucks Brooks all metal.
" springs Triple elliptic.

Diameter of wheels 33 in.
" length of journals. .. 5X9in.

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern Railway system has been ab-

sorbed by the Rock Island, under a lease

of 999 years. The stockholders of the

Cedar Rapids route in annual meeting

decided to accept the proposition of the

Rock Island, under which the stock in

the former is exchanged for stock in the

latter, share for share.
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Editorial Change.

In the beginning of June Mr. George

S. Hodgins became a member of the edi-

torial staff of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering. We bespeak for him tlie

favorable consideration of our numerous

friends. Mr. Hodgins is not a stranger to

the readers of this journal, as he was for

years a correspondent whose writings

were read with interest. He received a

sound engineering education in the shop

and in the drawing office and held sev-

eral important positions on one of our

leading railways. Mr. Hodgins was for

some time editor of the Railroad Digest,

so he is not new to the routine work of

the office of a railway journal.

Valve Oil.

In one pint of valve oil fed through a

lubricator in good repair at the rate of S

drops feed per minute, there is not less

than 6,600 drops. The valve oil on leav-

ing the feed nozzle of the lubricator passes

drop by drop through the water in the

sight feed glasses and in that condition,

drop by drop reaches the steam chest. The

valve oil on passing into the oil pipe is

not sprayed or atomized as is supposed by

many, but travels entirely by gravity, and

it will therefore appear plain that anything

which may interfere with or delay its pas-

sage will cause the valves and cylinders to

become dry. The oil pipes leading from

the lubricator to the steam chests, or air

pump, should have a gradual fall from

the lubricator to these parts. When the

oil is fed at the rate of S drops feed per

minute, it will require 12 minutes for the

oil to flow from the lubricator to the

steam chest on a consolidation engine, and

it is a good practice before putting an en-

gine in service, to guard against possible

defects or pockets in the oil pipes, by

starling the lubricator to work at 5 drops

feed per minute, disconnecting the oil

pipes at the steam chests, noting the

length of time it requires for the oil to

flow from the lubricator to this point. If

the time required is in- excess of 15 min-

utes it is safe to conclude that there is a

pocket in the oil pipe, which, of course,

ought to be remedied, and as we know
that it requires this time for the oil, under

the very best of conditions, to flow from

the lubricator to the steam chest, engineers

should be instructed on this point, so that

they may start the lubricator working a

sufficient length of time before starting

their trains as will allow of the oil reach-

ing the steam chest about the time or a

little before the engine starts on its trip.

Knowing as we do that the oil will not

flow up hill, it would seem that the best

results in air pump lubrication might be

obtained by attaching the lubricator pipe

to the highest point on the steam end of

the air pump. When attached to the pump
at that point, I drop feed of oil per minute

is all that is required to lubricate a g'A-

inch or a 11 -inch pump.

Five drops feed per minute will ordi-

narily be found sufficient for the largest

engine and heaviest service ; for smaller

engines or light service a proportionately

slower feed of oil will be found sufficient.

Intelligent and economical results cannot

be obtained unless enginemen know the

rate at which the oil is being fed to the

air pump and steam chests. Before com-

mencing to ascend a heavy grade, it is a

good idea to quicken the feed of oil a few

minutes before reaching the foot of the

grade, and as it has been conclusively

proved that when a full throttle is being

used on high pressure engines, especially

at a low rate of speed, that the oil does

not flow continuously to the steam chest.

It is an excellent practice to occasionally

close the throttle partially to allow such

oil as has been held in suspension in the

oil pipes to flow into the steam chest, the

object of this being to momentarily reduce

the pressure in the steam chest below that

in the oil pipes. If a small quantity of oil

is put in the lubricator, time should be

allowed for the condensation to fill the cup

and raise the oil to the top of the feed

pipes or a sufficient quantity of water in

addition to the oil applied should be added

before the feed valves are opened. Imme-

diately after the lubricator is filled the

steam or water valve should be opened

:

the steam valve should always be opened

first and opened full and should be shut

last. If this practice is followed the water
in the feed glasses will remain clear and
there will be no loss of oil by syphoning^

If the feed glasses become dirty they may
be cleaned by rubbing a little glycerine on
the inside of the glasses. If the lubricator

is in good repair there will be very little

variation in its feed between using steam

and with the throttle closed ; if the feed

of the lubricator slackens when the throttle

is opened or quickens when the throttle is-

closed, it may be concluded that the choke

plugs have become enlarged and in that

case satisfactory results cannot be ob-

tained until the defects have been reme-

died. In most of the lubricators now on
the market the choke plugs arc located in

the upper feed arms, and by disconnecting

the oil pipe at that point can be conven-

iently reached and easily removed with a

small monkey wrench, and as they are sold

for about 50 cents a dozen, the expense

attached to their renewal is very slight.

.\t times it will be noticed that the drop-

of oil forming at the outlet of the feed

nozzle takes a balloon-like shape and is

slow in separating itself from the nozzle.

This is due to a slight corrosion occurring

at the tip and inside of the nozzle, and

may be easily removed with a pin or any

other small device. If the opening in the

choke plug becomes stopped up. it can be

opened by shutting the steam valve of the-

lubricator and opening the throttle valve

of the engine, the pressure passing out

through the oil pipe will force the sub-

stance in the lubricator down into the feed'

glass. If the feed valves become stopped

up they can be opened by closing the con-

denser or water valve and opening the-

drain valve ; the pressure will then force

everything up into the lubricator.

In order to prevent small particles of

waste or other matter getting into the oil

cans in use on the locomotive, strainers

should be used at all oil houses in the

funnels used at those places.

The temperature of steam at 200 pounds

pressure is 380 degrees ; the fire test of

valve oil is 550 degrees. The object of

having the fire test of valve oil so high

is to insure the retention of its lubricating

qualities, even when subjected to a very

high temperature. When valve oil is used

extravagantly it is thrown out of the cyl-

inders, lodged in the exhaust pipes, where

it soon fo.rms a very thick coating, reduc-

ing the size of the exhaust pipes and noz-

zles, increases the consumption of coal and

interferes with the free working of the

engine.

By the fire test of an oil is meant the

temperature at which that oil will ignite.

The fire test of valve oil is 550 degrees,

the fire test of winter engine oil about 300

degrees, the fire test of summer engine oil

about 400 degrees, the fire test of winter

car oil is about 300 degrees, the fire test

of summer car oil about 400 degrees, the

fire test of winter coach oil about 300 de-

grees, the fire test of summer coach oil

about 400 degrees, the fire test of signal'
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oil about 310 degrees. By the gravity of

oil is meant its density as compared with

water.

To lubricate is to facilitate the motion

of bodies in contact by reducing friction.

As an illustration of the dilference be-

tween the gravity of oil and that of water,

a pint of water will weigh i 1-25 lbs., while

a pint of oil will weigh considerably less

than a pound. A lubricating oil should

have sufficient gravity (density) to sustain

the weight carried by the journal; the

gravity of an oil is taken at 60 degrees of

heat ; an increase in the temperature of an

oil causes a decrease in its gravity; for

instance, if the gravity of an oil is given

as 28, it means that that is its gravity at

60 degrees, and if the temperature is in-

creased to 70 degrees, the gravity of the

oil would then be 29. Therefore the grav-

ity of an oil intended for fast passengei

service is better than an oil intended for

slower trains. On fast trains making long

runs between stops the temperature of the

journals and bearings is liable to become

higher than on slower trains, and if an oil

of poor gravity is used to start with, the

result will be that as the temperature rises

the film of oil between the bearings and

journals becomes so thin as to allow

these parts to come together. The con-

sistency of an oil should be such as to

allow it to flow freely to the parts requir-

ing it; if a thick, sluggish oil is used it

will not reach the parts requiring it until

by heat it becomes sufficiently thinned, and

as it requires friction to cause heat, the

use of a thick oil on locomotive or car

journals means a hard-pulling train, less

tonnage moved and an increase in fuel

consumption. The feeders in oil cups and

the packing in locomotive and car journal

boxes should be such as to assure the oil

intended for those parts being there before

the engine or train is started on its trip.

The packing should be thoroughly satu-

rated with oil and in close contact with

the journals, for no matter how much oil

may be in the oil box or cellar, if it does

not reach the journal it does no good,

hence the necessity for close and frequent

inspection of the packing in car and tender

truck oil boxes, also in driving box and

engine truck cellars ; a frequent loosening

up of the packing in those parts is abso-

lutely essential to efficient lubrication. It

must, however, be borne in mind that no

matter how high the quality of oil, it will

not give good results if the mechanical

conditions are not good, or when indiffer-

ent attention is given to the application

of the oil.

If car or locomotive journals are taper-

ed, or the brass removed from a journal

worn to 4% inches is applied to a journal

414 inches in diameter, a hot journal will

be likely to follow. Before wheels are

applied, dirt, rust, paint or other substance?

should be removed; to do this a roughly

sawed piece of hardwood will be found an

efficient tool, as it will cut off the dirt and

rust and will not scratch the journal.

The Practical Hechanic v.s. 1 he He-
chanical Bnginecr.

In a comparison of the relative value

ui the above important factors in the

administration of motive power affairs,

we took occasion in our May issue to put

the practical man to the fore, giving him

a precedence denied so zealously by a

certain class, who are seemingly actuated

by self-interest rather than a desire to

be just in the premises. The policy of

pushing the college-trained man into

places of preferment, and that too often

without the necessary requirements to

make his record other than a common-
place one, has been fostered for a few

years past by the technical graduate, to

the detriment and undoing of a class of

men who deserve better things at the

hands of employers of practical talent.

A correspondent takes occasion in our

June issue to make good the claim so

ardently pressed, that the college-trained

man is best fitted to cope with the trials

of the railroad machinery department

and produce net results not possible to

the less fortunate practical man. In that

article, the author takes occasion to say

that, in his belief, our article was written

to bring out discussion of the matter; this,

we desire to say, was to some extent our

object, although these columns are always

open to the discussion of anything of in-

terest to the railroad man. Our object,

however, was to bring attention to a state

of things that appear to us to need a little

light, and in our touching on the 'ques-

tion of design we simply stated what is

notorious to all designers, namely: that

the best past practice is used as a basis

for new work. This is well understood

and goes without refutation, but origi-

nal designs of either locomotives or cars

involve no principles in engineering not

possessed by our superintendents of mo-
tive power of the practical school, for

there are few of them who have reached

their position through the ranks, to

whom bending and resisting moments
are strange terms.

Some great stress is laid by our cor-

respondent on the need of executive

ability in the successful head of the ma-

chinery department. What is executive

ability but the knowledge of how to

handle a body of men so as to give

paying results? This ability, it seems to

us, is the natural result of the mastery

of the details of one's profession, and it

is obvious that such knowledge can only

be acquired by long years of experience,

and it is not received with the much-

prized parchment on the day of matricu-

lation. Executive ability is another name
for getting the other fellow to do the

work, while the head receives the credit

for duties actually performed by those

fitted by experience to transact the busi-

ness—no matter whether the head has

the advantage of a college course, or just

simply a common school training. Our
contention is well proven by the success-

ful careers of men at the head of our

motive power departments, men who
have dug their laurels out of the solid,

with no capital except a common school

education and a trade.

The average college graduate has not

shown a disposition to get down into

the details of the practical side of his pro-

fession, and that fact is the one impor-

tant element that is lacking to produce

success in his career. We can recall but

a few instances where he has accepted the

advice of those interested in his wel-

fare, the advice of practical men, and
worn the overalls long enough to be of

any lasting benefit. This is where the

graduated mechanical engineer falls

down. In this connection, because it has

a direct bearing on the above, and also

because the sentiments, while old, are ut-

tered by a man who is at the head of one
of the most powerful corporations, but

who never saw the inside of anything but

the commonest of common schools, we
will quote the words of President Charles

M. Schwab, of the Steel Trust, who, after

donating $60,000 to the State College of

Pennslylvania a few days ago, spoke in

part as follows to the students: "The
college man must start at the bottom.

One reason why practical men are at the

head of organizations is because the col-

lege man depends too much on his di-

ploma. The college man who will not

start at the bottom will be outstripped

by those he finds fault with." This ad-

vice coming from a man who has

reached his present position through a

study of the details of his business by
long service in the ranks ought to be of

value to those young men.

An earnest following of such a course

as proposed above would do more to break

down the aristocratic tendencies absorbed

at school and retained in after life than

any other one thing, simply because the

student would see and understand from

the practical man's standpoint. This could

not be other than beneficial to the service,

for nothing can be more subversive of

discipline or esprit de corps than to have

cliques on any department of a railroad.

That this is true it is only necessary to

point to a department dominated by either

mechanical or civil engineers, or any other

cabal, for proof.

There is no bias intended in these lines,

we being content to simply voice the sen-

timents of some successful railroad men.

We have no war with the college-bred

man, nothing but the highest regard for

his welfare, as our course with reference

to the Stevens Institute scholarships will

attest, and also our proposition that a re-

cent bequest to the Master Mechanics' .As-

sociation be applied to the same purpose,

but we do object to the relegation of the

practical man to retirement to make room

for the man who is no better equipped than

he to handle the problems of motive power

management, and all because of a fad well

nurtured.
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Starved Genteel Occupations.

There once was a time in the history of

the industrial world when the son nearly

always succeeded in following the trade,

art or calling of his father. In all cities

there were certain guilds that dominated

trades, arts and regular occupations of

all kinds and exercised an influence not

unlike what is now exercised by well

managed trades unions. These guilds

permitted no one to enter into appren-

ticeship in any business who was not en-

titled to the great privilege by being the

son of a member of the guild or for some

other special reason. We believe that the

habit engendered of the son following

the father's occupation developed heredi-

tary skill, and that the splendidly artistic

artisan work, found among the product

of our earlier industrial period, were the

product of this highly developed skill,

just as we see breeding traits in animals.

This tendency for the son to follow the

father's occupation is still very common
in Europe, even railway men, who fol-

low almost the newest line of work, are

encouraged to introduce their sons into

the same employment and willingly do

so. Strangely enough there is very little

tendency in the United States for the son

to follow the father's occupation, espe-

cially in mechanical pursuits and in rail-

way train service. We believe that the

wives of train men are to a great extent

responsible for turning their sons into

other lines of business. The mothers of

the last few generations have been be-

coming so genteel and snobbish that they

cannot endure the idea of their sons hav-

ing to wear overalls and put their hands

to greasy work. They must have their

sons following a genteel occupation,

where they can wear a starched shirt all

the time and never need to soil their

hands with hard work. Very often the

woman who has herself been a servant or

something else calling for hard, honest

work before marriage, displays the great-

est anxiety to have her sons enlisted

among the class that wear collars and

cuffs while at work. These mothers very

often inflict a life of penury and drudgery

upon their offspring by pushing them

into the overcrowded genteel occupa-

tions. A clerk is the worst paid and the

most dependent worker in our midst, and

he has to endure the hardship that comes
from hundreds always being ready to take

his job for even less money. While first

class workmen are never idle in the hard-

est of times, a first class clerk who loses

his position has the very greatest difficulty

in finding another one.

A very interesting statement concerning

the condition of the office clerk as com-
pared with that of the artisan is given in

a recent number of the Saturday Evening

Post, by Mr. Henry Chapman Watson,

editor of Dun's Review. Duns agency is

devoted to showing the financial condition

of companies and people doing business

in all lines of trade. Among the facts

given by Mr. Watson of special interest

to wage earners are:

''The wage earner has been so well

employed that he has swelled the de-

posits in savings banks beyond all rec-

ords, and is able to carry a larger life

insurance, besides putting money in

building and loan associations. These

forms of investment appeal to the man
in moderate circumstances, and his suc-

cess or failure is quickly reflected in the

reports of these companies."*****
''Though artisans, skilled labor in every

branch of manufacturing, and the agri-

cultural communities have prospered re-

markably in the past few years, the en-

hanced cost of living has been met with

most difficulty by the office employees

in the big cities. With them the supply

is always greater than the demand, even

when there is an urgent need for skilled

labor in the trades. To some extent this

is due to the national passion for excite-

ment; the desire to be where there is

the greatest activity and the most varied

forms of amusement.

"But another and powerful influence

is the ambition of parents to have their

sons engaged in what they deem a 'gen-

tleman's' occupation. The father is a

skilled mechanic, earning $4 or $5 a day,

and always able to find employment. The
son has the advantage of a good free

school education, and when he graduates

he is sent to the nearest city to work in

an office. His parents want him to have

social advantages which they fear can

not be had if he follows his father's life

of manual labor. The result is an army

of clerks, who can never earn above $18

or $20 a week, and who are confined in

more or less poorly ventilated offices,

instead of following the healthier and

more productive lives led by their pa-

rents, which are deserted in the effort

to gain social possibilities. It is no ex-

aggeration to say that a capable car-

penter, plumber, or skilled machinist sel-

dom seeks long for work, and earns $24

a week readily, whereas office assistants

are abundant at $15. Industrial activity

stimulates the demand for skilled labor

and puts a premium on good mechanics,

but a large mercantile house can extend

its office force of clerks with little ex-

pense. Hence, the enhanced cost of liv-

ing is felt by this one class more severely

than by any other because they seldom

share proportionately in the benefits of

greater general prosperity."

All students of the International Corre-

spondence Schools of the Locomotive

Running, Air Brake or Trainmen's Courses

who are entitled to bound volumes and

have not yet received them, may do so by

sending their correct address and class

letter and number to W. N. Mitchell, Man-
ager Railway Department, Bush Temple

of Music. North Clark street, Chicago, III.

Proposed Changes in the n. C. B.

Code of Car Interchange Rules.

The Western Car Foremen's ,\ssociation

suggested changing section 2 of rule 3 to

read: "Shelled out: wheels with defective

treads on account of pieces shelling out;

if the spots are over 2'/2 inches on wheels

under cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity or under,

and if over 2 inches on wheels under cars

over 60,000 lbs. capacity, or are so numer-

ous as to endanger the safety of the

wheel."

The arbitration committee of the M. C.

B. Association which has this matter in

hand did not recommend this change,

and it consequently had small chance of

being adopted.

The suggestion is, however, worthy of

this much consideration. A car foreman's

association has seen fit to link size of

shelled out spots on a wheel and car ca-

pacity together. Whether or not the sug-

gestion just in that form was advisable,

we do not pretend to say. We wish to

point to the significent fact that a body

of practical men who have to deal with

car interchange problems at close range,

recognize capacity of cars, as of impor-

tance in determining the relative danger

or safety of certain defects.

Some years ago the M. C. B. Associa-

tion made it one of the rules in the code

that all cars should be stenciled with ca-

pacity, because size of azle and capacity

of car were closely inter-related.

Intelligent inspection, for safety pure

and simple, cannot be had if any car is

let run without its proper capacity being

plainly stenciled upon it. To run a car

without marked capacity is is much
against the M. C. B. rules as if it had

no brakes, yet there are private line cars

running to-day on which no capacity is

stenciled, and it is utterly impossible for

a car inspector to tell whether the axles

he sees under such a car are within the

limits of safety or are a direct menace to

life and property. A car without stated

capacity has absolutely no legitimate

place upon a steam railroad to-day. The
fact that the cars upon which capacity

figures are not painted, are the property

of lines which do not own a mile of oper-

ated railroad track, speaks volumes.

When one considers that certain sized

axles are permitted by the M. C. B. rules

under cars of definite capacity, and that

the M. C.B. Association took expert opin-

ion upon the relation of the one to the

other before enacting the rule, it is appa-

rent that capacity stenciled upon the sides

of a car is as much a safety appliance as

a grab iron or vertical plain coupler, and
that to disregard the rule which states

that capacity must be given, is a reckless

attempt to defy efforts to secure safety in

railway operation, by those who are not

compelled to face the grave responsibili-

ties of the situation. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission has as direct an inter-

est in any violations of the "capacity

rule," as it has in the failure to apply effi-
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citnt brakes, automatic couplers or safelj'

hand holds for railway employees.

Railway companies should be empow-
ered to examine all cars, stencil correct

weight and capacity, and charge owners,

neglecting capacity statement, with an

amount representing the full cost of doing

the work, plus 10 per cent, as a fine for

non-compliance with the M. C. B. rules.

Piece Work in Railway Shops.

"In regard to supervision, piece work

does not take nearly as much time or give

as much trouble as day work does ;" so

said Mr. C. A. Ilubbs, the general car

foreman, O. R. & N. Ry., at a recent meet-

ing of the Pacific Coast Club. He ex-

plained that the reason for this was that

after the contract was given out the work
remains in the hands of the machinist un-

til completed, and the foreman knows how
long it will take to do it. The point was

also brought out that, under the day work
system, a rapid worker is apt to become

discouraged after a time, and will prob-

ably drop back to the slower pace of those

about him. The strong point about piece

work when honestly carried out is that

one price is not paid to-day and another

to-morrow.

Mr. W. C. Fitch, looking at the ques-

tion "which in the long run pays our

railway companies the best, piece work or

day work, supposing both receive the same
supervision," said that in the light of his

experience in the car paint shop he be-

lieved piece work was a benefit to the

company. There is less worry for a fore-

man where piece work is the rule, because

supervision consists mainly in seeing that

the work is properly done, whereas when

accomplished by day labor, it consists not

only in seeing that work is properly done,

but also in seeing that it is done in a cer-

tain time.

On the other side of the question Mr.

R. B. Prideaux pointed out that piece

work had a tendency to take a workman's

pride out of his work, and that if his work

is not examined closely, there is a chance

for a man to slight his work. Interior

car painting, the speaker said, does not

show up until it has been in service for

some time, and if badly done the com-

pany is at a loss. Mr. Prideaux, how-

ever, thought that piece work was the

more economical system in a great many
cases. Such work as cleaning a car, coat-

ing, varnishing, striping, rubbing rough

stuff, and all work which can be executed

without interruption were good piece work

subjects.

Several other speakers also gave their

experience of piece work, and were favor-

able to it, where the system is fairly ad-

ministered. In the discussion which fol-

lowed, Mr. Wren, foreman blacksmith of

the Southern Pacific, pointed out that good

judgment by the foreman in charge was a

very important factor in the case. Often

a man in a railway shop working on piece

work and having all his tools and appli-

ances ready is suddenly comijcllcd to

abandon what he is at and turn in and help

repair an engine which has come in,

broken down. After the emergency is

over, he certainly loses time getting his

appliances in place again to go on with
piece work. Good judgment and fair deal-

ing are the keys of the situation on both

sides in such a case.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should send

in their names and addresses, not for publi-

cation, but for evidence of good faith. We
throw all anonymous letters in the waste
basket.

Standard Pipe Unions.

The report of the Committee on stand-

ard pipe unions, made to the M. C. B.

Association at the June convention at Sar-

atoga, contained a brief history of the

events leading up to the report.

Originally there was a committee ap-

pointed by the M. C. B. Association, the

American Railway Master Mechanics' As-
sociation and the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, to consider the sub-

jects of (i) Square Bolt Heads and Nuts,

(2) Standard Pipe Threads, and (3)

Standard Pipe Unions. In order to facil-

itate the work and have each subject given

proper attention, the subjects were divided

between the three associations, the Master

Car Builders' Association taking charge of

the first subject, namely, Square Bolt

Heads and Nuts ; the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association the second

subject, namely. Standard Pipe Threads,

and the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers the third subject, namely,

Standard Pipe Unions.

The first two subjects have already been

disposed of, and the report of the com-

mittee of the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers on this subject was

submitted to the M. C. B. Association.

Among other things, it was suggested to

use the letter "S," enclosed in a circle on

each nut of the Standard pipe union, in or-

der to distinguish it from all others. It

is safe to say that a standard of this kind,

adopted by three such influential associa-

tions as those mentioned above, will in

time become standard practite all over

the country.

The Board of Trade of Great Britain

have general supervision of railways in

the British Isles and the regulations which

they require to be followed are sometimes

very embarrassing to the people who trav-

el. One rule they have promulgated is

that the speed of tramway cars shall be

limited to eight miles an hour. This is

very inconvenient in country districts

where cars could be safely run at double

the speed allowed by the Board of Trade.

Those who are pot to inconvenience by

the slow speed allege that the rule is

enforced in the interest of surface rail-

ways which fake this means of damaging

competilflfs. We doubt the correctness of

this, for the Board of Trade have to bow

to JHiblic opinion, and the rural authori-

ties have influence enough to restrict the

speed of any vehicle moved by anv^hing

withotit a tail.

(144) J. C. C, Bowling Green, Ky.,

asks:

Why will a head lamp blow out run-
ning with part of the glass broken out,

when if you break all of the glass out it

will burn all right? A.— If a hand lamp
be used out on lop of a train, or even in

a yard, with the glass globe broken, it

will surely be blown out. Standing in a

room or other secluded place, however,
where there are peculiar drafts, it might
be possible for a flame to exist longer

on a lamp with no globe at all than on
one with a piece so broken out as to assist

the draft. But we cannot agree that a
lamp would act as the case is stated.

(145) W. H. K., Hagerstown, Md.,

writes

:

I. Please explain fully what is meant
by the "viscosity" as well as "specific

gravity" of oil? A.—Viscosity in oil

means the thickness, stickiness, the gum-
miness. Water and kerosine are less

viscous than valve oil. The specific grav-

ity of an oil is the weight of any volume
of it compared with that of an equal vol-

ume of water. 2. What are the vital or

essential features to be considered in lubri-

cating oil ? A.—It must successfully com-
bat friction, eliminate it, and leave little

or no residue behind it. 3. What amount
of oil is necessary to properly lubricate a

75-ton consolidation engine under ordinary

conditions in cylinder and engine oil?

A.—It depends entirely on the existing

local conditions, such as condition of the

parts and work performed by the engine.

No hard and fast rule can be laid down.

4. What effect does the different kinds of

cylinder oil have in stopping up the ex-

haust nozzle or tip, also the effect on the

metal in the steam chests and cylinders?

A.—An excessive and superfluous amount
of any kind of cylinder oil will more or

less choke up the nozzle. Almost any

kind of high grade cylinder oil has a least

possible bad effect on the metal in steam

chest and cylinders. Tallow has a de-

teriorating influence on cast iron parts.

5. Will oil be carried uniformly in a steam

pipe with steam, or will it go along the

sides? If so, where and why? A.—It is

popularly supposed to vaporize when
brought in contact with the heat of the

steam, and be carried in suspension with

the steam, and doubtless does to a greater

extent, still much adheres to the sides and

is carried along the bottom of the pipe.

6. If oil and water will not mi.x, will

steam and oil mix? It so why? A.

—

.\nswered in above question. 7. How
many square inches of cast iron should

one cubic inch of good cylinder oil lubri-
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cate properly, under 160 pounds of steam

pressure? A.— Impossible to answer with-

out making a specific test under known
conditions. Depends entirely on condi-

tions, and will vary with character of

work, etc. 8. Are there any works pub-

lished on this particular subject? If so

where can they be obtained? A.—We do

not know of any. The oil men could

probably help you to the information.

(146) W. E. R., Philadelphia, Pa., asks:

Does the working of a full or light

throttle have anything to do with the

working of a lubricator? A.—Yes. With

a wide open throttle and reverse lever cut

well back, the steam reaches the steam

chest faster than the slide valve can pass

it to the cylinder. Consequently the pres-

sure and temperature both in the steam

chest are nearly equni to that in the

boiler. The result is that the current

necessary to carry the oil along is lacking,

and the oil will hang back until the throt-

tle is closed or eased off, then it floods to

the valve and cylinder.

Oood Service from Car Lubricator.

Mr. E. B. Gilbert, master mechanic of

the Bessemer & Lake Erie, writes very

flatteringly about his experience with a

lubricator supplied by the American Lu-
bricator Co. He says:

"We have had your lubricator in service

since February 12 applied to our coach

No. 28, running between Grove City and

Erie, a distance of 182 miles, daily, ex-

cept Sundays. This car has made over

12,000 miles. Each machine when placed

in journal box was suppplied with three

pints of oil. No additional oil has been

used and enough oil remains in the

boxes to run the car for some time yet.

"This car had all new bearings at the

time the machines were applied, and the

thermometer was 14 degrees below zero

at the time this car was started out and

zero weather continued for a week.

"I am of the opinion that a passenger

car with two four-wheeled trucks will run

10,000 miles with an oil consumption not

exceeding one gallon ner car.

"Will also state that the entire train

that this coach is running in has been
equipped, including the tender of the en-

gine, and has run over 6,000 miles and is

running entirely satisfactory."

Railway Employees in the United
States.

Statistics about the number of railway

people employed in the United States

are compiled very slowly; but the figures

may be relied upon as being fairly cor-

rect. We have recently received a table

of statistics which says that in the year

1900 there were no less than 1,017,653 rail-

way employees in the United States, no
other business owning so many except
agriculture, and that upon the earnings
of these men 5.000.000 persons were de-

pendent. Engineers, firemen and con-

ductors alone constitute an industrial

army of 116,000 men. Including other

trainmen, station agents, switchtnen, tele-

graph operators and dispatchers, one-

third of the million employees are en-

gaged directly in the operating of trains.

Over a quarter of a million men are need-

ed to keep tracks in repair, while an-

other quarter of a million are required in

shops and elsewhere to maintain the

plant. This vast army is controlled by
10.000 offices, containing 30,000 clerks.

The accident rate—annual loss by death-
is I in 339, and the annual injuries

amo nt to i in 39.

into exact quarter without putting them
through the quartering machine again cir

otherwise measuring them up; thus saving

a great deal of time and labor handling

heavy drivers a second or third time. This

gauge was gotten up by J. D. Young, ma-
chine foreman of the Burlington & Mis-

souri River Railroad shops at Havelock,

Nebraska, where it has been put to the

practical test and has been satisfactorily

used for some time.

Gauge for Twisting Wheel Centers.

The accompanying sketch illustrates a

very handy gauge for throwing locomotive

High Speed Brakes for the Pennsyl-
vania.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has been

making extensive trials with the West-

inghouse high-speed brake, and has de-

termined to equip all its passenger rolling

3=^ooa=^iK>

GAUGE FOR TWISTING WHEEL CENTER.S.

driving wheels into quarter, either new
ones or where new axle has been put in

and where it is desired to not remove the

crank pins or to save the stock in hole

where crank pins have been removed.

As illustrated the stand of this gauge is

held firmly on the axle by means of a

coil spring. By striking a line on spoke

or hub of wheel center and bringing up

the graduated face of gauge at the radius

of center of crank pin the gauge recedes

as the wheel is pressed on showing by a

64-inch graduation, the amount the wheel

is being thrown. If it has been ascer-

tained how much a pair of wheels are out

by means of this gauge they can be thrown

stock with this safety appliance. Lines

east and west of Pittsburg will use the

brake, and the cost of putting it on the

cars is estimated at about $130,000. The
high-speed brake is about 25 per cent,

more efficient than the ordinary air brake,

and depends for its efficiency upon the

fact that a rapidly rotating wheel may re-

ceive, and be simply retarded by, brake

shoe pressure, which would slide the

wheels if rotating more slowly. As the

speed of the train is reduced the brake

shoe pressure also is lowered, so that

maximum retardation, without wheel

sliding is the constant effect of the high-

speed brake.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NBI,I,IS.

Disadvantages of a Temporarily Ap-
pointed Air Bral<e inspector.

There is a linn belief, burn of exten-

sive experience, that every railroad

should have a regularly appointed air

brake inspector. The mere appointment

of some man from the ranks to tem-

porarily fill the position will not bring

good results. This method of teniporiz-

Flg.l

mildly informed the temporarily appoint-

ed inspector that work was a little brisk

just now. and to wait until the engineer

of the locomotive in question should reg-

ularly report the disorder mentioned,

when the work would be done. This was

rather a harsh rebuff to the temporarily

appointed inspector, who was endeavor-

ing to make a good record for himself,

ing has been tried and found to be sadly

defective. The only proper way to pro-

cure the best and lasting results is to

appoint a man of ability and give him

the support of the superintendent of mo-
tive power or some other high official.

In this way the man regularly appointed

carries weight, and his suggestions and

advice will be taken and acted upon by

foremen and other officials in lower ca-

pacities. In this event, when the gen-

eral inspector informs a round-house

foreman that the brake valve on a certain

engine, or the pump, or the triple valve,

or the brake cylinder packing or some

other part of the air brake apparatus on

that locomotive should have inspection

and repairs, the suggestion is at once

acted upon, as the foreman feels that

the suggestion coming from the regular-

ly appointed air brake inspector is vir-

tually an order supported by the super-

intendent of motive power or other per-

sons backing the air brake inspector, and

not merely as a suggestion coming from

a locomotive engineer, from whose ranks

the temporary inspector has probably

been appointed.

An illustration was recently afforded

by a temporarily appointed air brake in-

spector on one of our large railroads

who went to the foreman of a round-

house and informed the foreman that

the brake valve on a certain engine upon
which he had just been riding needed the

rotary valve reseated and the equalizing

piston cleaned. The foreman, not con-

sidering the suggestion from the tem-

porarily appointed inspector as being a

very weighty one, and it acted upon
would require the services of a man who
he had working on some other job,

hoping thereby to later on secure the per-

manent appointment; but he was obliged

to submit to the foreman's decision.

Should such efforts be rebulifed at all

points of the road, a temporarily appoint-

ed inspector had far better remain on his

Fig. 4

RniUvay ^ Locomotive Eni/ine«Hng

engine, or any other place from whence
he came, rather than to attempt to make
a record as an insoector that would en-

title him to consideration in the eyes

of his employers. The only way to se-

cure the desired good results is to make

A Patented Hose Couplin};.

The accompanying illustrations show a

hose coupling device invented by A. S.

Cummins and A. J. Bland, of Crewe, Va.

Il closes inside the hose when uncoupled,

and keeps dirt out of the hose when un-

coupled.

Fig. I shows the hose coupled with the

valve open. Fig. 2 shows the valve closed.

Fig. 3 is a plan view of the coupling con-

nected and valve open. Fig. 4 illustrates

the coupling head with the operating stem

to the valve.

nisunderstanding of tlie Quick Action

Triple Valve.

We have a letter from a correspondent

suggesting the abandonment of the quick

action feature of the triple valve, where-

in he says that the quick action feature

is so largely responsible for break-in-

twos of trains. To those persons who
have not been in air brake practice for

more than a few years this subject will

prove interesting and doubtless instruc-

tive and is well worth considering.

We do not believe that the break-in-

twos which our correspondent mentions

are very largely due to the brakes, but

rather to the uncoupling of worn
knuckles of the couplers. Investigation

in the recent past has proven that many
of the break-in-twos and resultant

smash-ups are due to this cause, rather

than to the unexpected emergency appli-

cation of the brake, hose pulling apart

and hose bursting. It would seem,

therefore, from these recent investiga-

tions that the air brake is oftener cred-

ited with damages such as smash-ups,

etc., than it should be.

It is interesting to note the growth
and history of the quick action triple

valve. In the Master Car Builders' brake

tests in 1887. the 50-car train presented

a careful selection of a good man, clothe

him with proper responsibility and back-

ing, and demand good results of him.

Temporizing does vastly more harm than

good.

Correspondents will confer a favor by
sending their communications to us as

early as possible in the month.

Fifj.S

by the Westinghouse Company for trial

in the competition with other brakes,

was equipped with plain triple valves,

such as our correspondent would now
recommend in place of the quick action

form. The result was that the plain

triples, while working entirely satisfac-

torily on a short train, were wholly in-

adequate to meet the demands of long
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train service. When the emergency ap-

plication was made on the so-car train,

the slack ran in with so much force as

to produce a tremendous shock to the

rear cars and the caboose. This shock

caused all of the loose articles of fur-

niture in the caboose to be transferred

to the forward end and the freight in the

rear cars were either transferred to the

forward end of the car or knocked clean

through it. So disastrous were these

shocks on the long 50-car train equipped

with plain triple valves that the train was

obliged to withdraw from the contest.

The following year the Westinghouse

Company again appeared in the competi-

tive trials with a so-car train equipped

with quick action triple valves. At first

the shocks to the rear cars and caboose

were nearly as bad as those produced on

the train equipped with the plain triple

valves. After some modification of the

CORRESPONDENCE.

Crane for Air Pump.

Interested in the novel detail of a crane

being sent out with new engine, as

shown on Page 27, Santa Fe Decapod,

prompts me to ask why did not these

people also send one over the air pump,

for I consider that is the proper place

for a crane if anywhere. I have seen

the time that a crane in the position illus-

trated in accompanying sketch would

have soon paid for itself.

Manchester, N. H. Frank R.\ttek.

tory service on long trains. The quick-

action triple was invented to take the

place of the plain triple, and as its action

is so much quicker (each triple in turn

reducing train line pressure in emer-

To Abolish the Quick Action Feature.

Referring to Mr. A. J. O'Hara's sug-

gestion in June number of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering, to abolish

quick-action features of triple valve.

PROPOSED CRANE FOR AIR PUMP.—CRANE WHEN NOT BEING USED.

quick action triple valves the shocks to

the rear cars were done away with en-

tirely, and the furniture in the caboose

and the lading in the rear cars remained

stationary and were unmoved.

It should be observed that the quick

action triple valve applies the brake on

each car simultaneous with the running

in of the slack and thus prevents the

shock above described and referred to.

In fact, the quick action triple valve

really accomplishes that which our corre-

spondent believes it does not do, and

that which he would not get if he were

to so modify the present standard triple

valve as to annul the quick acting fea-

ture. He should brush up a bit on air

brake history and air brake practices.

Quite a spirited discussion was had on

the High Speed Brake at the May meet-

ing of the Central Railway Club.

At the Burlington brake tests of 1887

there were 50 cars equipped with West-
inghouse plain triples, and the shocks

at the rear end of the train were so se-

vere that it was found impracticable to

use loaded cars in making these tests,

as the loads would go through the ends

of the cars.

If, with a train of 50 cars, all equipped

with plain triples, the head brakes apply

so much sooner than the brakes on the

rear of the train, that it allows the slack

to run in and produce such disastrous

shocks at the rear end, I think it would

produce still worse shocks if the train

was only partially equipped with air

brakes.

The removal of the quick-action parts

would practically convert the quick-ac-

tion triple into a plain triple, and it has

been practically demonstrated that this

style of valve would not give satisfac-

Rnilway j- Locomotive En^inecHnff

CRANE IN OPERATING POSITION.

gency application), the brakes are ap-

plied at rear end of train before the

slack has a chance run in and produce

shocks sufficient to shift loads or start

ends of cars.

I do not think it would be practicable

to abolish the quick-action valves in

triple. The statement made by Mr.

O'Hara that "we would never miss it, as

we never use it," is not exactly right,

if it read "They are used a great many
times when it is not necessary" I think

it would be nearer the truth.

E. S. BOTTOMLY,
Foreman Car Inspectors N. Y., N. H. &

H. R. R.

NeTV Haven, Conn.

DETAILS OF CRANE.

The proceedings of the Pittsburg con-

vention of the Air Brake Association

should be out about August 15, and will

doubtless be interesting and instructive as

usual.

At no time in the history of the air

brake art has frozen train pipes received

so much attention as at the present

time.
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Slack Adjuster Device.

I submit to you, a sketch of a device

which I consider is an improvement on

the McKee slack adjuster. The cut

shows the usual arrangement of the slack

adjuster itself and my improved attach-

ment /?; B is to be fastened securely

between the truck bolster and the spring

plank, with a universal joint at X, to al-

low for the swaying of the truck.

Coolin); ('ipc for Air Pumps.

The problem of frozen train pipes was
at the late convention pretty well ham-
mered on, and was quite interesting then.

In ycnir p:ii)er. Page 255, you advocate

mcjre strongly and urge a longer deliv-

ery pipe to the pump, giving the air a

chance to cool.

Now, I have found out that it is not

always the long pipe that allows the air

is believed to be a bolter plan than the

long, straight pipe. Twenty or 30 feet of

pipe in a spiral as shown and in an ex-

posed position will be quite effectual.

Manchester, N. H. Frank Rattek.

Raltwajf ^ tiieomoliie h'nuiitwring

PROPO.SEI) MODIFICATION OF THE SLACK ADJU.STER.

When the car is unloaded the piston />

will ascend in the position shown in the

cut in this addition, the air coming from

the brake cylinder to the attachments

goes into chamber E and there remains,

not being permitted to pass to the cyl-

inder of the adjuster to turn the screw

and take up the slack.

When the car is loaded, the piston p
will be pushed down to the position b,

where the air from chamber E passes to

the outlet of the device B and goes to

the adjuster cylinder, where it will take

up slack.

The improvement lies in the fact that

when the car is light or unloaded the de-

vice B will not permit the adjuster to

operate, but when the car is loaded, the

device £ permits the air to pass as usual

to the adjuster cylinder, thus taking up

slack on a loaded car, but not on a light

car, A. J. O'Hara,
Engineer Erie R. R.

Port Jcrvis. N. Y.

to cool. A s-foot pipe e.xposed to the

wind will cool the air better than 20 feet

of pipe that is wrapped around the fire-

box; for this long pipe may be at all

times hotter than the air delivered from

Slid-Flat Wheels Due to Journal

Friction.

Touching on the question of axle fric-

tion as a factor in the slid-flat wheel
problem, I would say that while much
attention has been given to slid-flat

wheels in the past, that no particular

reference has been made to slid-flat

wheels caused by the excessive friction

between the axle and the brass bearing.

It seems entirely reasonable that this

friction should have a very great in-

influcnce on slid-flat wheels, in cold cli-

mates especially. It is reasonable to sup-

pose that in very cold weather the jour-

nal will not turn as freely in the brass

as it will in warm weather.

It will be interesting to observe dur-

ing the coming winter just what effect

this journal friction has on slid-flat

wheels, for I have ofttimes noticed that

wheels will slide after water had been
poured in a box to cool off a hot journal.

I have also seen wheels slide that were
clogged with snow between the brake

Slid'Flat Wheels.

I have seen wheels under a freight car

slide in cold weather when the brake

shoes did not touch the wheels at all. It

would seem from this that the cause of

the wheel sliding is entirely due to the

presence of some influence, either in the

journal box between the axle and the

journal bearing, or between the circum-

ference of the wheel and the rail. It is

therefore reasonable to suppose that, if

the brake is reasonably clear of snow
and ice, and the rail is fairly good, that

the trouble must lie in the journal box.

Possibly this trouble is due to either the

poor quality of lubricating oil used or

to the absence of any oil at all, or the

frozen condition of the oil between the

journal and its bearing. M. F. Burns.
Utica, N. y.

PROPOSED COOLING PIPE FOR AIR PIMPS.

the pump. Then what is gained by the sho? and wheel, and I have no doubt
long pipe? that the main trouble was not with the

Give the air a chance to cool. In the snow between the shoe and wheel, but
sketch sent you, a scheme is shown that rather in the excessive journal friction
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in tlie box clue to cold weather, frozen

oil, or something of this sort. Let us

prepare to watch this thing next winter.

A. B. Crutchfield.

St. Paul. Minn.

Larger Brake Cylinders.

Referring to the air brake equipment

on the new freight cars of 80,000 and

100,000 pounds capacity, a great many

of these cars weigh from 40,000 to 45,000

pounds and are equipped with eight-

inch brake cylinders. In order to get

the proper braking power it is necessary

to us a total leverage of ten or eleven.

If the slack is adjusted for a 6-inch

piston travel when the car is standing, it

will probably have from 7 to 7J.-2 inches

travel when the car is running; and

with this high leverage it will only re-

quire one-half inch worn oH the brake

shoes before the piston will strike non-

pressure head, and the brake on that car

will be worthless.

If it was considered necessary to place

10 and 12 inch brake cylinders on pas-

senger cars, I do not see why it is not

necessary to use larger brake cylinders

on freight equipment, thereby keeping

the total leverage as low as possible and

not requiring so frequent adjustment of

brakes to keep piston within proper lim-

its.

With the new cars of 80,000 and lOO,-

000 pounds capacity which are braked

from 65 to 78 per cent, of the light

weight of the car, a difference of four

or five inches in piston travel makes a

great deal of difference in braking

power; and when we consider that with

a total leverage of ten, one-half inch

worn off the brake shoes increases the

piston travel five inches, it seems nec-

essary that a larger brake cylinder should
be used to do the work. I would like to

hear what some of the air brake men
have to say in regard to this subject.

E. S. BOTTOMLV,
Foreman Car Inspectors.

Manchcsiey, N. H.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(155) E. C. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

asks:

Can the excess pressure valve of the

New Y'ork brake valve be cleaned with-

out drawing off the whole main reservoir

pressure?

A.—No. All the main reservoir pres-

sure must be drawn off before the valve

can be cleaned. However, time and trou-

ble may be saved by cleaning the excess

pressure valve before the pump has been
started and pressure gotten up.

(156) P. S., Murphysboro, 111., asks:

.\re the New York and Westinghouse
air brakes in general use in England,

Germany and France and other coun-

tries? If so. what system of levers do

they use, the Hodge or Stevens?

A.—Quite a number of Westinghouse

air brakes are used in Europe and a few

New Y'ork brakes. The system of levers

applied on European railways is some-

what different from the systems used on

our cars, but their systems abroad are

usually a modification of either the

Hodge or Stevens systems.

(157) E. C. P., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

writes:

One of our New York brake valves

will sometimes carry 20 pounds excess

pressure and other times 30 or 40.

There is no regularity about it. W'hy is

this? \.—The excess pressure valve is un-

doubtedly gummed up and needs clean-

ing. There is probably too much oil be-

ing used in the air cylinders of the air

pump. Reduce this amount of oil used

and clean the excess pressure valve, and

you will probably find your trouble will

disappear.

(158) R. M. W., St. Louis, Mo., asks:

Why does the red hand drop so quick-

ly in releasing brakes with one engine

and much more slowly with another,

when the length of the train is the same?
A.—With trains of the same length, as

you mention, the difference must lie in

the capacity of the main reservoir of the

engine. Possibly the main reservoir on

one engine is larger in volume than an-

other. Again, the presence of water in

the main reservoir may largely reduce its

capacity. The smaller the capacity the

quicker will the red hand drop when a

release and recharge of the brakes is

made.

(159) G. P. W., Lexington, Ky.. writes:

Why does the 8-inch pump stop at the

end of a down stroke and refuse to come
up? I have taken off the cap and taken

out the reversing piston, put it back and

the pump would make the down stroke

all right, but would refuse to reverse and

come ' up. What is the trouble? A.

—

Possibly the parts need oil, and maybe
the packing rings blow by badly, allowing

the steam pressure to escape to the ex-

haust with a bad blow, instead of remain-

ing to do its work. Particularly is this

true when the pump is in a worn condi-

tion. Frequently the pump can be started

by removing the plug from the lower

head to let the pump start, after which

the pump will proceed all right and give

no further trouble until it is started up

again.

(160) D. S., Murphysboro, 111., writes:

Y'ou did not explain the McKee Slack

-Adjuster as I would like to know. Now,
for instance, if we had a car weighing

.38,000 pounds light-weight, starting from

St. Louis to Mobile, light with piston

travel 6Y2 inches. When it reaches Mobile

it will be liable to have 8 inches travel,

as it will have worn the shoes that much.

Now, we will load the car at Mobile, and

start it back to St. Louis, 640 miles.

The car being loaded, the travel will be

10 inches. How many applications must

the engineer make of the brakes to bring

it back to the predetermined travel, namely,

8 inches? A.—In the instance cited, we
will assume that the car is equipped with

a slack adjuster, but has not been operat-

ing. However, upon leaving its terminal

at Mobile the adjuster begins to work, and

finds 10 inches of slack on the brake pis-

ton. In this case about 1-32 of an inch

would be taken up at each brake applica-

tion until the predetermined piston stroke

or travel would be reached. Then the

travel would remain at that point.

(161) O. M. E.. Wilkesbarre. Pa.,

writes

:

Will a New Y'ork pump make more

water in the main reservoir than will the

Westinghouse Air Pump? A.—The main

causes for moisture accumulating in the

main reservoir and train line are due to

the heated condition of the air, the leak-

age of steam from the piston rods, and

the vapor rising therefrom and entering

the suction valves of the pump. If the

New York pump does not run any hotter

than the Westinghouse pump, does not leak

at the stuffing boxes, and does not draw

in vapor at the suction valves, the differ-

ence in the deposit of moisture between

the two pumps should be inconsiderable.

However, the moisture delivered to the

reservoir by the New York pump is some-

times greater because of there being two

stuffing boxes to leak and the consequent

rising of the vapor to the suction valves.

In this case the deposit of moisture in

the main reservoir or train pipe would be

greater with the New York pump.

(162) B. R. J., Montreal, Can., asks:

Does the graduating spring compress

and expand again each time the quick

action triple operates in the graduating

position? A.—The very early forms of

triple valves depended entirely on the

graduating spring for the graduating fea-

ture, and each time the train pipe pres-

sure was reduced in service application,

the graduating snring would compress and

remain compressed a certain amount un-

til after the auxiliary reservoir had given

up its aiTiount of pressure to the brake

cylinder, then the spring would expand

to its normal position, thus shoving the

triple piston and slide valve to lap position.

Each time the brake was graduated on,

the graduating spring would compress and

expand. In the later form of plain triple

valve and the quick action triple valve,

the graduating spring does not compress.

It is only cotnpressed when full on. The

piston and slide valve are moved to their

full stroke in emergency application, or

at the finishing put up a full service appli-

cation.

(163) P. A. C, Trenton, N. J., writes:

We have a three car passenger train,

all cars equipped with New York triple

valves. When a service application is
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iii;i(I«, tlicre is a s])itting, or sputlcring, al

the triple valve under the car. similar to

ihf sound which happens when ilic brake

-goes into the emergency application. Does

this valve vent train pipe pressure to the

atmosphere in service application the same

as it does in emergency application? A.

—

No. The New York triple does not vent

train pipe pressure to the atmosphere in

service application. The train pipe pres-

sure is drawn olY at the brake valve. In

•emergency application, however, the triple

does vent train pipe pressure to the at-

mosphere, as you are doubtless aware.

The spitting, or sputtering, of air at the

triple valve umU-r the car in service ap-

plication shows that the triple, for some

reason or other, has gone into quick

action. This is probably due to either a

harsh reduction of pressure at the brake

valve, or to the small port in the inside

piston of the triple being partially or

wlicilly stopped up.

(164) E. C. P.. Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:

One of our New York brake valves will

set the brakes when the handle is moved

from full release position to running po-

sition. Westinghouse brake valve does

not do this. Will you kindly answer

why? A.—Your trouble evidently comes

after brakes have been released. You
probably leave the brake valve handle too

long in release position, allowing the main

reservoir pressure to equalize with the

train line pressure. When the valve

handle is then moved from release to

running position no more main reservoir

pressure can get into the train pipe until

the pump has accumulated 20 pounds

more pressure in the main reservoir, or

whatever pressure the excess pressure

spring is set for. In the meantime if there

should be any leaks in the train line

the brakes will apply. The Westinghouse

valve does not do this because of the spe-

cial feed valve attachment which is open

until the full train line pressure has been

accumulated before it closes. This is the

great advantageous feature of the feed

valve attachment.

(.165) T. T. E.. Morris Park. L. I.,

writes

:

One of our engines on a three-car train,

after the pressure has been pumped up,

will stand with the pump shut of?. In a

few moments the pump will make several

strokes, then shut down again. This will

keep up as long as the train stands there,

the pump running for an interval and then

resting awhile. I can find no leaks in the

train pipe, and think when the pump is

once shut down it should remain shut

down until some air pressure has been

used. What causes this? A.—While you

have not been able to find any leakage,

there is, nevertheless, leakage from the

system somewhere, else the pump would

remain shut down when the governor

once shuts it off. There is a leak at the

•escape port of the governor, and

possibly the check valves in the air pump

leak main reservoir pressure back into the

air cylinder of the pump which cannot be

observed. Wliile there appears to be no

leakage there arc, undoubtedly, more or

less infinitesimal leaks which in the aggre-

gate amount to considerable. These,

taken together, will furnish enough total

leakage to cause the pump to start up

again after it once shuts down.

(166) A. B., Louisville, Ky., writes:

Why does not the reversing plate rub

on the reversing valve rod and cause the

pump to "jiggle" when the air pressure

is low as well as it does when the air

pressure is high? Two or three of our

pumps do this "jiggle" act, but it is

only when the governor is about to shut

down the pump. My question is, why

does this "jiggling" occur just as the

governor is about to shut off the pump,

and does not do it at the lower press-

ures? If the reversing plate and rod

rubs at high pressure, why does it not

rub at 1 w pressure? A.—The "jig-

gling" rLlerred to is not always due to

the reversing plate rubbing on the re-

versing valve rod. When this "jiggling"

is caused by this rubbing of the parts it

will occur at low pressure as well as

high. But when the trouble occurs as you

describe, just as the pump is about to

be shut down by the governor, the cause

of the trouble is due to the steam press-

ure leaving the steam chest quickly to

go to the top side of the main piston,

thereby permitting the reversing piston,

which has steam on it, to force the valve

motion down and reverse the pump.

(167) M. F. O., Jersey City, writes:

We have the Westinghouse slack ad-

juster on two of our copper cars, and

are experiencing some annoyance irom

them. The brakes on these two cars fr-^-

quently stick while the others release with

ease. When this' train does not have

these two cars in, the trouble does not

occur, but as soon as they are again put

in they give the trouble above mentioned.

Why is this, and what should be done to

overcome the difficulty? A.—Most prob-

ably the piston travel on the two cars

equipped with the slack adjuster is main-

tained at a shorter stroke than on the

other cars which do not have adjusters.

As the short travel cars are always the

ones which stick, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that these cars, with the adjusters

on will hang back in the release and be

the last ones to let go. It is a similar

case to long and short travel cars in the

same train, where the long travels will

go first, and the short ones afterwards.

To overcome the trouble, try taking up

the slack on the cars without adjustors,

so that they will all have the same piston

travel as the cars equipped with adjusters,

and the trouble complained of w'ill doubt-

less disappear.

(i68)O.M.E.,Wilktsbarrc. Pa., writes:

We have a locomotive equipped with a

New York brake valve. When we re-

lease the brakes and try to apply them

again, we invariably get the emergency ap-

plication. Why is this? A.—If brakes

have been applied in service application,

with the New York valve, and brakes are

"kicked off" or released by a quick move-

ment of the valve handle to release posi-

tion, and attempt is made to re-apply the

brakes by bringing the brake valve handle

to the same notches that were before used,

there will be no action of the brakes ;
be-

cause, in order to re-apply the brakes, the

valve handle must go into the notches

beyond those which have been used in the

first application, or there will be no result

obtained. The reason for this is that the

first application in the first notches causes

the equalizing piston in the brake valve

to move toward the train pipe pressure

end of the valve, where it will remain

unless the brake valve handle is left in

release position long enough to discharge

the pressure from the supplementary

reservoir. If this is not done, the notch-

es first used are "dead." Your harsh ap-

plication probably comes from over-anxi-

ety to obtain a response from the brake

valve in the first notches, and you go

too far, perhaps into the emergency po-

sition.

(169) P. W. G., Jersey City, N. J.,

asks:

In recharging a long train, going down

a long, heavy grade, should the brake

valve handle be left in full release posi-

tion, or in running position? Please an-

swer and settle a controversy. A.—The

brake valve handle should be left in full

release position on long trains descend-

ing grades, and should be left there until

the pressure is fully up to the 70 pounds

standard, or, preferably. 5 or 6 pounds

higher. The idea is to force the air into

the auxiliary reservoir as rapidly as pos-

sible in order that the brakes may again

be re-applied as early as possible. By fre-

quent recharging in this manner, the pres-

sure in the auxiliary reser\-oirs will reach

the normal amount before all of the brake

cylinder air has escaped from the retain-

ing valves. In this way more than the

ordinary ten or fifteen pounds may be re-

tained in the brake cj'linder and the

highest possible pressure be maintained in

the train pipe and auxilian' reservoirs.

On very short trains the running position

will recharge the train pipe and auxiliary

reservoir rapidly enough, as the port

opening through the feed valve attach-

ments is amply large to send back pres-

sure as fast as the feed grooves in the

triple valves can take it into the auxil-

iary reservoirs.

The Master Car Builders adopted an

important paper on air brake cleaning

and prices for testing, etc., at their June

convention.
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Clinging to Ancient Locomotives.

At various times articles have appeared

in British journals praising the durability

of British built locomotives and making

invidious comparisons between them and

the shortlived American locomotive. Ao
extraordinary case of longevity of a Brit-

ish locomotive has recently come to light

and we suppose it will form the text for

many more comparison reflections on the

locomotives built on this side of the At-

lantic.

According to the London Colliery Guar-

dian, one of George Stephenson's locomo-

tives, which was placed in commission in

1822 on a railway running from the Hel-

ler colliery, Durham, to the Wear, a dis-

tance of eight miles, is still in daily use.

Very little of the original engine, of

course, remains, but worn parts have al-

ways been replaced by duplicates. The

two cylinders are placed vertically on the

top of the boiler, one above the front pair

of wheels and one above the after pair.

The piston rods point upward, and have

cross arms from which four long con-

necting rods convey the power to the

four wheels.

That engine will be identified as the

same type as Stephenson's "Locomotion."

It would hardly be conceivable that the

owners of an American railroad would

keep such a collection of wabbling scrap

in use for so many years. The case very

well illustrates the difference in policy

which prevails in Great Britain and in the

United States. There they seem to coddle

and patch and repair a locomotive as long

as it can be held together; here when an

engine becomes decrepit the owner figures

on the cost of a new one and sends the

worn out article to the scrap heap. That

is one of the secrets of our low cost of

moving freight.

two Norris engines, one named Wyoming
and the other Northumberland. These

engines had 17x24 inch cylinders and five-

foot drivers, and pulled the local freight

trains between Kingston and Northum-

berland.

There was one little engine named L.

Hakes. This engine was built in the

Kingston shop, and had cylinders 14x22

inches and drivers 60 inches in diameter.

It also had a Milholland boiler and fire-

box, and was such an excellent steamer

that a very young man could fire her. I

remember one wreck this engine was

in. She ran full speed into a flat car

loaded with railroad iron, which had be-

come detached from a train load of the

same material. This train had no ca-

boose, and nobody on the rear end. On
their arrival at the terminal this one car

was not missed; and as it was dark, En-

gineer William Robins, on the L. Hakes

pulling the evening passenger train,

saw the car of iron rails in time to warn

his fireman, and both men jumped be-

hind the boiler head just in time to avoid

the rails from the car, twelve of which

came through the cab where they had

been stting when the car was seen a

few seconds before. I think five of the

rails entered the front end of the boiler

and went through the flue sheet. The lit-

tle pet engine of the road was a sorry

looking piece of machinery when she was

towed into Kingston, but Mr. Charles

Graham, our M. M., soon put her in run-

ning order again.

I could give you a history of several

engines on the old L. & B., but I guess I

have bothered you long enongh for this

time. The picture of the old Erie set my
mind running on incidents which oc-

curred thirty-three years ago, and in a

country I have not seen for twenty-six

years. C. D, Creig.

on the railway line, a short distance from

Tunis, between an incoming passenger

train from Algiers and an outgoing

freight train The investigation of the

causes of the collision developed a good

deal of conflicting testimony as to who
was in fault, but one engineer asserted

that the origin of the whole trouble was

the unmanageableness of the locomotive

(of American manufacture) attached to

the outgoing train. He declared that on

observing the signals ol the incoming

train he promptly reversed and put down
brakes, but ineffectually, owing to the

impetus gained by his engine.

"In order to clear up all doubts as to

who was responsible for the collision it

was decided to reconstitute the train in

precisely the same conditions as when

the accident occurred. One of the most

reliable engineers on the road was put in

charge of the engine, and repeated ex-

periments proved that the train could be

easily stopped at a distance of 150 feet

from the spot where the collision oc-

curred. The ease and certitude with

which the huge locomotive answered the

handling was considered nothing short of

miraculous by the authorities of the road.

"As it is probable that important rail-

way extensions will be effected in Tunis

in the near future, this circumstance wilt

very likely be a factor in opening nego-

tiations for supolies of material frotn the

United States."

Reminiscences of Old Engines.

I enclose my renewal to you to-day,

and wish to say that you have made your

paper so interesting that it is a good

deal harder to give it up than it is to

pay the $2 for it.

I was pleased to see the Dickson Lo-

comotive Erie No. 16 picture in the Feb-

ruary Engineering. I fired that engine in

the Winter of i86g-7o for William Wol-

cott on the Lackawanna and Blooms-

burg Railroad between Scranton and

remember of one wreck this engine was

as smart as anything I ever put a foot

on. There was one other engine on the

same road, just like the Erie, she was

named the James Archibald No. 20. both

built by the Dickson Locomotive Works
at Scranton. There were two Swinburn

engines, one named Susquehanna, which

was a wood burner; the other one was

named Nanticoke; both were passenger

engines, and both had direct valve mo-

tion, the steam chests being inside the

frames under the smoke arch, and the

valves stood up edgewise. There were

Biaming tlie Locomotive for Acci-

dents.

Blaming defects of locomotives or of

brakes as an excuse for a collision is a

practice known to all railway men, no

matter where the railway may be or by

what color of engineer the train is han-

dled. American locomotives are to be

found on nearly every railway where the

sun shines, and it is not surprising to

find that some of them are roasting in

the Land of the Hot Sand, with Tunis

for their headquarters

It seems that when an accident hap-

pens on the railway of that infidel coun-

try and the engineer proves himself an

accomplished heathen liar and blames

the locomotive, his word is taken for

what it is worth, and an exhaustive inves-

tigation follows of a character never

heard of under the Stars and Stripes

In a report made to our State Depart-

ment recently Vice-Consul Touhay at

Tunis says:

"A serious collision recently took place

Quicic Measuring.

The other day a man was standing on

the platform of a country station when
an express was signaled.

A few minutes before it was due, he

was surprised to see the whole staff

of the station come on to the platform

and range themselves in a line (military

fashion) facing the metals. His sur-

prise was in no way diminished when he

beheld (as the train dashed through) a

little, bald-headed man standing at the

window of one of the carriages, evi-

dently taking stock and making notes

rapidly.

Seeing one of the porters after, he in-

quired: "Inspection day, I suppose?"

"Oh, no," he replied, "that's the com-
pany's tailor; been measuring us for new
togs."-

—

Raiki'ay Times, Queensland.

Railroad men, as a rule, are not enthu-

siastic concerning the benefits they have irt

prospect under a pension system that pro-

vides superannuation for men who have

reached the age of seventy years, and

have been in the service for thirty con-

secutive years. The pension schemes are

regarded with considerable suspicion and

their growth into popularity will depend

very much on the way the railroad com-

panies treat men who have been incapac-

itated from service through accidents.

This is probably a case of "time will tell.'"
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Crank Pin Bf f ort.

HV IHA A. MOORE.

What is mcanl by crank pin effort?

It may be dclincd thus: It is the pull

(or thrust) due to the i)ressure in the

cylinder, on the crank pin, at right angles

to the center line of the crank.

Its magnitude for any position of the

crank pin may be shown by a diagram

like (d) Fig. 25.

To construct the crank effort diagram

it is necessary to have the indicator dia-

grams from the cylinder in which the

work was done. If the actual diagrams

are not to be had, the theoretical dia-

grams can be constructed and used in-

stead, if the point of cut-off, length of

stroke, point of exhaust closure, clear-

ance and boiler pressure are known.

Di'igram (d) was constructed from the

But to return to the crank effort dia-

gram.

For the benefit of any who may wish to

know how the diagram is constructed the

following explanation will be made as

plain as possible:

The length of the main rod is assumed

to be three times the length of the stroke

of the piston, or 6 feet.

At a convenient distance below the in-

dicator diagram draw the line in a par-

allel to the atmospheric line r s.

To locate the point g in (d), which rep-

resents the forward dead center, lay off

from 12' in (6), on the line m n, a distance

equal to the length of the main rod
; g i

equals the stroke of piston to the same

scale as the indicator diagram ; h is the

center of the driving axle and is midway

between i and g. With A g as a radius

corresponding to the crank pin positions-

laid off on the crank pin circle i c g are

found in this way.

The position of the points i and 11, in-

clusive, in the irregular curve in {d) can

now be found in the following manner:
Draw the lines e f and k 12' perpen-

dicular to m n and touching the ends of

the indicator cards x' and y.

The points f and 12' arc, of course,

the position of the piston when the crank

pin is on the dead centers.

To find the point 3 in the curve, con-

nect in (d) with 3' in (b), by a straight

line.

This line shows the direction of the

main rod when the pin is at and

the piston at 3'. The curve e t w \n'

(b) represents the forward pressure on'

the piston, and the curve x z k, the back

!/' I h tl k f^Ts'3' 4' a' O' 7' « 'J'loT,]2'

c
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pounds per square inch of piston area.

All the other points in the curve are found

in the same way as 3 was.

From the intersection of the curves e

t w and X z k \n (6), to the end of the

stroke, the back pressure represented by

" ^ is greater than the forward pressure,

which is represented by z lu. Hence while

the pin is moving from the position corre-

sponding to the position the piston has

when the curves intersect, or cross each

other, to the center, the curve of tangen-

tial pressures will be inside the crank pin

circle, showing that the steam in the cyl-

inder is hindering, instead of helping,

the forward movement of the engine.

To locate the point where the curve

crosses the crank pin circle, draw a line

through s in ((>), at right angles to m n,

then with the intersection of this line with

m n as a center and the main rod length as

radius, draw an arc across the crank pin

circle (arc not shown in the figure) which

will give the crank pin position sought.

In the diagram (d) this position is at

c, showing that the steam is holding back

on the engine during a little more than

one-fourth of the half revolution of the

crank pin. The diagram also indicates

that the upper forward, or the lower back-

ward eighth, is the proper place for the

pin, when keying main rod brasses, since

the pressure in the cylinder, at this point,

is the same on both sides of the piston,

consequently the pressure on the pin, due

to the steam pressure is zero, at this point

and the greatest diameter of the pin will

be parallel to the direction of the main

rod. The diagram (rf) shows that the

effect of the steam, in moving the engine,

is far from being uniform.

When the pin is at i, or the back cen-

ter, the piston is at f and the distance

between the forward and back pressure

lines, at this point, is 1.98 inches, indicat-

ing a cylinder pressure of 1.98x60= 118.8

pounds. The diameter of the piston is 18

inches and its area is 18 x i8 x .7854 =
254.47 square inches. The pull on the pin

is 254.47X118.8 = 30,231 pounds, but this

force only pulls the driving bo.K against

the pedestal jaw and has no efifect wh:it-

ever on the traction of the engine.

When the pin is at I and the piston at

l', the cylinder pressure and pull on the

pin are practically the same as before, but

the force now has the same effect on the

movement of the engine as if the pin were

on the quarter and the cylinder pressure

were represented by a line equal in length

to / e, which length is .46 inch, repre-

senting a pressure of .46 x 27.6 pounds per

square inch, or, in other words, if the pin

were on the quarter and the cylinder pres-

sure were 27.6 pounds, the engine would
start as many cars as it will with the pin

at / and a cylinder pressure of 118.8

pounds.

Again, the diagram shows that the pin

is making its greatest eflort when it is

about midway between the upper back

eighth and the top quarter, or in the cor-

responding position when the pin is below

the center of axle.

The semi-circle drawn outside the crank

pin circle represents the average effort on

the pin. The distance g' i is equal to the

length of a line representing the mean

effective pressure in the cylinder, multi-

2
plied bv T-

3.1416.

The method of constructing the theo-

retical diagram, shown in Figure 26, from

the same cylinder, and with the same

point of cut-off and exhaust closure, as

diagram x' in (6), will now be described.

Let I inch of the length of diagram =
6.78 inches, of stroke of piston and clear-

ance = 8 per cent, of the stroke; i inch

of the height = 60 pounds per square

inch. Boiler pressure is 145 pounds ab-

solute.

Then the length of e b, which repre-

= 3.54 inches

compressed steam are now known and tho

curve r i can be drawn in the same man-

ner as the expansion curve.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

sents the stroke,
24

IS -

6.78

and the length of a e, which is the

clearance, is 3.54 x.08 =.28 inch. Draw

the line a b and make its length 3-54 +

.28 = 3.82 inches. At a, erect the per-

pendicular a c. To find the height a c,

divide the absolute boiler pressure by the

spring of indicator. By absolute pressure

is meant pressure above vacuum and it is

equal to the pressure shown by the gage,

plus 14.7. Hence the height of t'ne dia-

above the vacuum line is
'?9.

gram at a c, „..„.. .... -
^^

= 2.62 inches. Through c draw c d par-

allel and equal to o b. and d b parallel to

a c; k is the point of cut-ofif, which takes

place at 7 inches and since l inch of the

length of diagram represents 6.78 inches

of stroke, /^ ^ is .97 inch
; g h is the at-

'"^ — .24 inch abovemospheric line and is
60

To find the points through which the

expansion curve k in, is drawn, draw a

number of lines froin a, across k d; a s n

is one of these lines. From n draw n

at right angles to o & and from s draw

s at right angles to e f. Then is a

point in the curve.

Any number of points can be located in

the same way. To locate the points in

the compression curve in this way, the

pressure at the end of compression must

be determined.

The indicator cards shown in Fig. 25

show that the exhaust closes at 16 inches

of the stroke, or at i. Fig.. 26.

The volume of steam to be compressed

is g i or 2,519.25 cubic inches, and its pres-

sure a g, or 14.7 pounds. At the end of

compression the volume is a e, or 483.4

cubic inches.

The pressure at end of compression is

2.5iq.i?X 14.7 ^.5 6 pounds
483-4

and r is—^^1.27 inches above e. The
60

volume u e and the pressure c r of the

Rules for Examination of Car In-

spectors

The report of the committee on this sub-

ject to the Master Car Builders' Con-

vention, deals principally with the tests

of eyesight and hearing. The color test

is advised as a matter of record, but the

committee does not believe that an in-

spector should be rejected on account

of defective color sense. There are

nineteen questions submitted, as samples

of the kind which should be put, in

examining an inspector on the M. C. B.

rules. The inspector should have suffici-

ent education to enable him to write

legibly and he should be able to read

manuscript as well as printed matter.

There is a practical mode of test, not

mentioned by the committee, which would

determine, relatively at least, a man's

powers of observation, which is something

quite different from simple normality of

vision. A car having four or five defects,

which come clearly within the operation

of the M. C. B. code, might be selected

by the examiner. The candidate might

then be required to find as many of them

as he can. The severity of this test could

be increased by shortening the time given

in which to find the defects. .

High Water Engines Planned.

The railroads which are blocked at cer-

tain places by high water two or three

times every year have about decided to

build wading engines. Superintendent of

Motive Power L. H. Turner, of the

Pittsburg & Lake Erie, is a genius, says

the Pittsburg Post, and to obviate the

trouble at Saw Mill run he is about to get

up a unique engine. This machine will

be placed on four high wheels (driving

wheels) with the fire box so arranged

that it will occupy part of the diameter

of the boiler and be almost as high as the

wheels, which can be made seventy inches

in diameter. Such an engine could pull

passenger coaches through- water that

might reach the floors. Mr. Turner has

no plans for this monstrosity to make
public, but he admits that it could be

called an amphibious locomotive. Mr.

Turner could build a successful amphi-

bian if he was ordered to do so. He will

insist however, that such an engine could

be called with much more scientific pro-

priety a batrachian.

Apparent Disappearance of Energy.

If a clock spring is wound up fully and

fastened so that it cannot unwind there is

a certain amount of energy stored up in it.

If the spring so set, is placed in a bath of

strong acid capable of slowly eating up or

dissolving the material of the spring, what

becomes of the stored energy?
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Vauclain Compound for the Choctaw,

Oklahoma and Clulf.

We illuslratc- lurcwitli a lialdwiii com-

pound consolidalioii eiisiiK', one of 12

which has rcccnUy been built for the

Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railway.

The fuel which these engines have to

burn is of very inferior quality, and this

fact counts for the Wooltcn firebox and

the centrally placed cab. In the language

of the road, however, these engines are

"dirt burners." They have given ex-

cellent results in service. The cylinders

are 15 and 25 .x 26 inches, and the driv-

ing wheels are 56 inches in diameter. As
can easily be seen from the half-tone,

the general design of the engine is neat

and symmetrical, and the disposition of

injectors, reservoirs, etc., appears to be

very satisfactory. The tank is carried on

feet; tubes, 2,016.8 square feet; total,

2,191.4 square feeet ; grate area, 70 square

feet.

Driving Wheels—Diameter outside, 56

inches; diameter of center, 50 inches;

journals, main, 9 x SVa inches; others,

8x81/2 inches.

Engine Truck Wheels (Front)—Diam-
eter, 2954 inches; journals, 5x8 inches.

Wheel Base-—Driving, 15 feet o inches;

rigid, K feet, o inches; total engine, 23

feet I inch; total engine and tender, to

turn on 60 foot table.

Weight—On driving wheels, 142,490

pounds; on truck (front), 19,380 pounds;

total engine, 161,870 pounds.

Tank—Capacity. 5,000 gallons.

Tender—Wheels, No. 8; diameter, 33

inches; journals. 4'<i x 8 inches.

Service—Freight.

will thank you fur my time. I am very

much obliged to you what you look my
time and Send it to at Caslano. the Sr.

faustino de Hoyos, and he Sr. f. Give

me the time and. if not I come at the

Station of castano for my time you will

oblige me very much, do not refuse me
your assistance I pray you. I Shall be

be very grateful, pray don't forget me.

Mr. Kced. . . .1 am much obliged to you."

Sanliago de Laray.

Pneumatic TooU for Clyde Shipyards,

We learn from a Glasgow paper that

the ship builders of the Clyde are wak-
ing up to the truth that they must use

improved methods of working or fall out

of the industrial race.

The secretary of the Clyde Shipbuilders'

Association, in conjunction with Messrs.

CHOCTAW, OKLAHOMA & GULF LOCOMOTIVE.

a Steel underframe and has a capacity of

5,000 gallons. The principal dimensions

are as follows:

Gauge—4 X 8V2 inches.

Cylinder— 15 and 25 x 26 inches.

Valve—Balanced piston.

Boiler—Type, Wootten, straight; diam-

eter, 66 inches ; thickness of sheets, JJ
inches; working pressure, 200 pounds;

fuel slack coal : staying, radial.

Firebox—Material, steel; length, loSrg

inches ; width, 96 inches ; depth, front,

61 !4; back, 48^; thickness of sheets,

sides, % inch; back, ^% inch; crown.

% inch; tube, Vz inch; water space, front

4 inches; sides, 3V2 inches; back, 3%
inches.

Tubes—Material, iron ; wire gauge. No.

12; number, 241; diameter, 25-4 inches:

length, 14 feet 3I4 inches.

Heating surface—Firebox, 174.6 square

Hexican English.

A wiper in a Mexican railway round-

house took it in his head that he could

handle an engine and without having

authority he proceeded to try his hand,

with the result that he bumped against

the roundhouse wall and knocked the

pilot ofT. For that he was discharged,

and he sent the following amusing letter

to the master mechanic in charge, whose

name is Kidd:

"Good morning Sir how do you do Mr.

Keed. I am glad to see you well. I

am much obliged to you. Mr. Keed ask

you this, it is a mistake you are deceived,

upon my honor, that cannot be. I deny

the fact and will lay it is not. this is

a false. How unfortunate I am. I am
what a shame for me. I Know not

w-hether I am asleep or awake. Mr.

Keed, why do you not Give my time. I

John Macdonald & Sons, local agents for

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
W'hich was recently amalgamated with the

Tait-Howard Pneumatic Tool Company,
have arranged for a six weeks" trial of

pneumatic tools of all kinds in the yards

of Messrs. Scott & Co., Greenock. Three

of the best American workmen from

Chicago will, along with three of Messrs.

Macdonald's men, start work in Messrs.

Scott & Company's yard on Wednesday.

The tools operated will be those used

recently on the American liner Zeeland

at Southampton, and later on the Cunard

liner Etruria at Liverpool. A new stem

piece was put on the Cunarder, which re-

quired i^-inch rivets through 9 inches of

material, one of the heaviest jobs that

have been done either by hand or ma-

chinery.

At Messrs. Scott & Company's yard
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the work will be mostly on a merchant

vessel of 8,000 tons. All kinds of ship-

yard work will be done—shell riveting,

deck riveting, caulking, chipping, boring

and reaming—so that all the different

kinds of pneumatic tools will be experi-

mented with. Practically all the leading

shipbuilders in Great Britain have ac-

cepted the invitation of the Clyde Ship-

builders' Association to visit the yard

while the work is being carried on, and

arrangements have been made for having

a specified number of them present each

day of the six weeks, so that they may
all have an opportunity of judging for

themselves as to the merits of the work

done by pneumatic tools.

tcrial m the hoppers. As far as the doors

are concerned, the ash pan should be

thoroughly air-tight.

Conservative Engineinen.

"An Expert," writing in the Madras

Mail on English and American locomo-

tives, tells the following amusing anec-

dote: "Locomotive drivers, it is gener-

ally admitted, are one of the most con-

servative types ot men in this world.

They are not less thought of for this

characteristic, which is a desirable trait

in many ways, though possibly disad-

vantageous in others. I recollect a case

of this e>traordinarily conservative spirit.

On a certain railway it was found nec-

cugincs had to run without brick arches.

The result was unexpected. Loads had

to be reduced, engines would not steam,

traffic and trains were delayed, and the

whole railway appeared to be more or

less in a disorganized state. The excuse

in every case, given, I believe, in per-

fectly good faith, was that it was impos-

sible to run engines without brick

arches. It is this conservative spirit that

makes one hesitate to accept drivers'

statements and opinions concerning Eng-
lish and American engines. If American
engines were exclusively used on an

English line sufficiently long to enable

drivers and the staff generally to grow
up with them, it would probably be

ifipay t Lueomttive Jinj/inMring

PLAYER ASH PAN.

Player's Improved Ash Pan.

A gravity door-closing ash pan suitable

for wide fire box engines has recently

been designed and patented by Mr. John
Player, of Chicago. The upper part of

the pan is made of sheet steel and is con-

nected to the mud-ring in the usual man-

ner. Each of the discharge doors is hung
in the center, to links which are attached

to the ash pan sides. A shaft passing un-

der the center of the pan is operated

from the cab. This shaft is attached to

the door hangers, and a quarter turn of

the shaft causes the links to assume the

position shown by the dotted lines in the

illustration. The doors are slid up each

way close under the pan clear of the open-

ings. The action of gravity tends to keep

the doors always positively closed, with-

out reference to the weight of the nia-

essary, owing to the introduction of some
inferior coal, to use brick arches in the

fireboxes. The result oE the innovation

was that every engine on the system lost

time in a most hopeless manner, and it

was a common experience for engines to

stick between stations for want of steam.

These complaints lasted, not for a few

weeks or months, but more than a year.

The officials of the railway refused to

give way to the drivers' entreaties that

the brick arches should be removed, and

brick arches were used from that time

forward. In the course of time matters

righted themselves, the drivers got used

to the brick arches, and trains kept time.

About five years after the introduction

of the brick arches the supply of bricks,

owing to an accident, ran out, and, as

a consequence, for several months many

found that an English engine would not

be kindly received on that railway. The
converse, of course, would no doubt be

equally true."

—

English Mechanic.

Passenger Cars with Cupolas Like
Cabooses.

The C. P. R. is constructing at its

Hochelaga shops, Montreal, an observa-

tion car for service in the Rocky and Sel-

kirk mountains. It will be 56 feet in

length over frame, with seating capacity

in the body of the car for 14 passengers,

and with a cupola at each end that will

seat six passengers each. It will be pro-

vided with revolving chairs, and the win-

dows will be made as large as possible.

If it proves satisfactory the company will

probably build additional cars like it.
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Of Personal Interest.

3'7

Mr, Louis Wcllisch lias been appointed

master mechanic of the Louisville and At-

lantic Railway at Richmond, Ky.

Mr, E. W. Gregory has been appointed

master mechanic of the Rockdale Rail-

road with headquarters at Hoffmanvillc,

Md.

Mr. W. A. Brown has been appointed

master mechanic of the Central New Eng-

land Railway with headquarters at Hart-

ford, Conn.

Mr, Louis W. Hill has been elected

president of the Spokane Falls and North-

ern Railway with headquarters at St.

Paul, Minn,

Mr. H, Baker has been appointed

superintendent of the Charlotte Division

of the Southern Railway with headquar-

ters at Charlotte, N. C.

Mr, A, T. Perkins has been appointed

superintendent of the Kansas City, St.

Joseph and Council Bluffs Railroad with

headquarters at St, Joseph, ]\Io,

Mr. N. J. O'Brien, superintendent of

the Greensboro division of the Southern

Railway, has resigned to accept a posi-

tion with the Long Island Railroad,

Mr. W. J. Wilco.x, master mechanic of

the Mexican Central Railway, has been,

transferred from the City of Mexico to

Monterey, vice B, B. Horrop resigned.

Mr. H. J, Beck has been appointed road

foreman of engines on the Lebanon Di-

vision of the Philadelphia and Reading

Railway with headquarters at Reading,

Pa,

Mr. H. C. May has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Louisville division of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.

Louis, with headquarters at Louisville,

Ky,

Mr. Jos. Clare has resigned his position

of general foreman of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton and Dayton Railway to accept

one on the Clover Leaf, at Frankfort,

Ind.

Mr. R. H. Dwyer has been appointed

superintendent of terminals of the St.

Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Rail-

way with headquarters at Little Rock,

Ark.

Mr. Joseph B, Stewart has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Boston and

Albany Railroad at Boston, Mass, He
was formerly chief trainmaster of the

same road,

Mr. David Meadows has been made gen-

eral road foreman of engines of the Mich-

igan Central Railway, at St. Thomas, Ont.

He was formerly traveling engineer of the

same road.

.Mr. William B. Leeds has been elected

president of the Choctaw, Oklahoma and

Gulf Railway. lie holds the same posi-

tion on the Chicago, Rock Island and

Pacific Railway also.

Mr, P. T, Bauman has been appointed

general superintendent of the Tennessee

and North Carolina Railway at Newport,

Tcnn, Mr. Bauman was formerly agent

on the Southern Railway.

The business of the Gold Companies

has increased enormously during the past

few years, and now extends all over the

world, wherever railway cars are oper-

ated by steam or electricity.

Mr. Chas. Wincheck, general foreman

of the locomotive department of the Santa

Fe Pacific Railway, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Mexican Central

Railroad with headquarters at Mexico

City.

Mr. S, E, Crance having resigned the

position of general superintendent of the

Hannibal and St, Joseph Railroad, at St.

Louis, Mo., the duties of that office will

be assumed by Air. C. M. Levey, general

manager.

Mr. James Rowland Bibbins has re-

signed as Assistant Electrical Engineer of

the Detroit United Railway to accept a

position in the Westinghouse Company's

Publishing Department, Pittsburg and

New York.

Mr. Alexander Stewart has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Wyom-
ing division of the Union Pacific Railway

with headquarters at Cheyenne. He was

formerly foreman of the Cheyenne shops

of the same road.

Mr. Samuel AI. Nicholson has been

elected president and general manager of

the Nicholson File Company, the largest

file and rasp concern in the world, which

controls si.x large plants, with home offi-

ces at Providence, R. I.

Mr. E. H. Coapman has been appointed

superintendent of the Danville division of

the Southern Railway with headquarters

at Greensboro, N. C. Mr. Coapman was

formerly trainmaster of the Santa Fe

Pacific at Needles, Cal.

Mr. James F. Walsh has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway with head-

quarters at Richmond, Va. Mr. Walsh

has for a number of years past been with

the Galena Oil Company as mechanical

expert.

Mr. H. P. Greenough, vice-president of

the Rock Island and Peoria Railroad, has

been appointed assistant superintendent of

the Illinois division of the Chicago, Rock

Island and Pacific, of which the Rock

Island Peoria is now a part. Headquar-

ters Rock Island, 111,

Mr, J. G. Metcalfe, general manager of

the Evansville and Terrc Haute Railway

has been made president of the Mexican
International. Mr. Metcalfe was for

many years connected with the Louisville

and Nashville Railroad as superintendent

and later on was appointed general man-
ager.

Mr. F. E. Place has been appointed

master mechanic of the Burnslde Shops

of the Illinois Central Railway. He en-

tered the service of this company in 1884

as clerk and has served consecutively as

machinist apprentice, machinist, foreman

of engine house and general foreman up

to the position he now holds.

Mr. Edwin Manchester has been ap-

pointed traveling engineer of the Mis-

souri, Kansas and Texas Railway at Se-

dalia, Mo. Mr. Manchester is an engineer

of wide and varied experience in freight

service and an expert in handling long,

heavy freight trains over rolling country.

The appointment gives general satisfac-

tion and is a deserved tribute to merito-

rious service.

Mr. David Briggs, general foreman of

the Louisville and Nashville shops at

Montgomery, has been appointed master

mechanic of the same road at Anniston.

Mr. Briggs has been general foreman of

the Montgomery shops for a little over a

year and has made many warm friends

who will be sorry to lose him although

glad to see him advanced. He is the son

of R. H. Briggs who was at one time

president of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation and who is now. master mechanic

of the Frisco System at Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. W. R. McKeen has been promoted

from the position of master mechanic to

that of superintendent of motor power of

the Union Pacific Railroad with head-

quarters at Omaha, Neb. Mr. McKeen
went to the LTnion Pacific four years ago

from the Vandalia Line to take the po-

sition of general foreman at North Platte,

and was promoted about a year ago to be

master mechanic at Cheyenne. His father

was for twenty-nine years president of

the Terre Haute & Indianapolis Railway

and he has a brother a superintendent on

the \'^andalia Line. Those who are ac-

quainted with Mr. McKeen predict for

him a very successful career in railroad

life.

Mr. S. Higgins, who left the position of

Superintendent of motor power of the

Lehigh Valley Railroad about a year ago,

to accept a similar position on the Union
Pacific, has resigned to go to the Southern

Railroad as general superintendent of

motor power. Mr. Higgins was one of

the first of our engineering school gradu-

ates to commend himself for promotion
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on his attainment as a practical mechanic

After leaving college he went into a ma-

chine shop and passed through the grades

of apprentice, journeyman, foreman and

from that to be division master mechanic,

then assistant superintendent of motor

power, all of which happened on the Erie.

An objection which we have found to

many engineering school graduates in rail-

way work has been, that too few of them

have displayed willingness to pass through

the course which has made Mr. Higgins

one of the most efficient motor power of-

ficials in the country.

Mr. .Alexander Stewart has been pro-

moted from general foreman to master

mechanic of the Cheyenne shops of the

Union Pacific. The Cheyenne Leader says

:

"No more able or efficient official on the

Union Pacific could have been secured to

fill this important post. Mr. Stewart

learned his trade with the Union Pacific

and has steadily risen by merit to the po-

sition he now holds. He went to work

for the road in 1882, entering the shops

as a machinist apprentice until he learned

his trade in 1885, when he left for the

east to study in a school of mechanics

until 1890, when he returned to North

Platte and again went to work as a ma-

chinist. In 1897 he was promoted to the

position of district foreman at North

Platte and was successively district fore-

man at Sidney, Neb., in 1898; Laramie, in

1899; Evanston, in 1900, and again fore-

man at North Platte in 1901. On June

20 of last year, he was promoted to his

present position."

Lord Kelvin.

Professor Crocker tells us that the

part played by Lord Kelvin in connection

with the laying of the Atlantic cable is

undoubtedly his strongest claim to high

rank in the history of science and engi-

neering. He possesses a twofold mental

makeup which was clearly exhibited in

his work in connection with the cable.

His mathematical knowledge and ability

is of the very highest order, and it is,

strangely enough, combined with the

greatest amount of common sense and

practical faculties. He not only has car-

ried on scientific research in abstruse and

abstract fields, but he is also a man who

can "do things." He has accomplished

practical results from the application of

scientific discoveries. Among his many

achievements may be mentioned his re-

flecting galvanometer, ampere balance,

electrometers, siphon recorder, marine

compass and deep-sea sounding appar-

atus. His ideas and methods are orig-

inal. He always views any subject dis-

tinctly from his own standpoint, and

without prejudice.

What the Engines Said.

At the time of the completion of the

rail connection between the Atlantic and

Pacific, Bret Harte wrote the following

poem which will be read with new interest

on account of the poet's sudden death

:

What was it the engines said.

Pilots touching—head to head

—

Facing on the single track.

Half a world behind each back?

This is what the engines said,

Unreported and unread.

With a prefatory screech.

In a florid Western speech.

Said the engine from the West

:

"I am from Sierra's crest

;

And, if altitude's a test.

Why, I reckon it's confessed.

That I've done my level best."

Said the engine from the East

:

"They who work best talk the least,

S'pose you whistle down your brakes;

What you've done is no great shakes

;

Pretty fair—but let our meeting

Be a different kind of greeting;

Let these folks with cnampagne stuffing.

Not their engines, do tne puffing.

"Listen ! Where Atlantic beats

Shores of snow and summer heats;

Where the Indian autumn skies

Paint the woods with wampum dyes

;

I have chased the flying sun.

Seeing all he looked upon

—

Blessing all that he has blest

—

All his vivifying heat.

All his clouds about my crest.

And before my flying feet,

Every shadow must retreat."

Said the Western engine, "Phew!"
And a long, low whistle blew.

"Come now, really that's the oddest

Talk for one so modest

—

You brag of your East! you do?

Why I bring the East to you.

All the Orient!—all Cathay-
Find through me the shortest way.

And the sun you follow here

Rises in my hemisphere.

Really—if one must be rude

—

Length, my friend, ain't longitude."

Said the Union : "Don't reflect, or

I'll run over some director."

Said the Central : "I'm Pacific.

But when riled I'm quite terrific.

Yet to-day we shall not quarrel,

Just to show these folks this moral.

How two engines—in their vision

—

Once have met without collision."

That is what the engines said.

Unreported and unread.

Spoken lightly through the nose,

With a whistle at the close.

Valve Motion Model.

Every ambitious cngincnian and rail-

road shopman wishes to learn how the-

valves of locomotives operate to admit

steam to the cylinders.

There is no easier way to learn that

than to watch the movements of valve

and piston in a model. If the model
can be purchased so cheaply that every

man wanting to learn can keep it in his

own home so much the better, for he is

likely to experiment with it often.

We sell a small valve motion for $io.co.

It is a working model and is suitable for

parlor or library table, is an ornament
to such a place, and, although only i6-

inches long, is as complete as the large

models sold for about $100. Has slide

valve and piston working in the cylinder,

with ports and steam passages plainly

shown. There is a main rod, driving

wheel, a shifting link, and two eccentrics-

with their straps. The eccentrics are

movable and permit a learner to prac-

tice on the setting of the valves.

If you want the model and cannot
spare the money, a little work in secur-

ing 24 subscribers for Railroad and-
Locomotive Engineering will entitle-

you to become owner of this very useful,

apparatus.

Overheating Boilers.

In a paper on the overheatnig of boil-

• ers prepared by Mr. C. E. Stromeyer and.

presented before the Institute of Naval!

.Architects, two effects of high tempera-

ture on the metal of the boiler are con-

sidered. One is the internal effects, due
to the temperature gradient in the thick-

ness of the metal. The other is the action'

of the pressure modified by distortion

caused by change of shape. An internally

fired furnace, he tells us. of 40-inch inter-

nal diameter, clean and free from scale or

grease, will be distorted so as to measure
about 41 inches along its horizontal diam-

eter, while the vertical diameter will be-

come about 39 inches.

In dealing with the effects of scale and

grease Mr. Stromeyer assumes that scale

i-io of an inch thick offers as much resis-

tance to the passage of heat as a film of

grease does when about l-ioo of an inch

thick. These resistances are comparable,

he shows, to that of a plate of steel lO'

inches thick.

If these figures are anything like correct,

we can only say that the frequent washing

out of boilers is not only a very important

means of boiler preservation, but it vi-

tally affects the economical value of the

boiler's evaporative performance.

We find that a great many railroad offi-

cials take an active part in automobiling,

and some of them are prominent mem-
bers of automobile clubs.

We have ready for delivery Sinclair's

new book on "Firing Locomotives." It

is a convenient book for the pocket, con-

tains plain instruction on combustion of

fuels and costs only 50 cents.

Pensions for Employees on the Inter-

colonial of Canada.

A plan for providing pensions for em-

ployes of the I. C. R. who have been 40^

years in the service has been elaborated at

Moncton. and will be laid before Parlia-

ment during the session.
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M. C. B. & M. M. Convention Notes

President Ilcnnesy proved an ideal pre-

siding officer, Ijeing able at all times to

keep accurate record of business, quick to

observe and to act, and to speed tbe con-

vention work without slighting it. This

being his first year in the chair, he has

proved by his admirable presiding, that

two years in the chair is not necessary to

produce an able chairman, and that natural

ability will reach further in such work

than artificial training. The one year

rule is a good one, and will permit a

larger number of deserving men to oc-

cupy the chair.

case a car has two brake staffs, the li

end is the one toward which tin- brake

cylinder push-rod travels.

Under the head of "Handholds." a

representative of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission called attention to the

great variations in heights of handholds,

and suggested that a more definite loca-

President Hennesy's address to the con-

vention was a clear, concise review of the

past year's progress in M. C. B. matters

and probabilities of future contingencies.

He had the matter well in hand and was
therefore able to make numerous sug-

gestions, which, if acted upon, cannot help

but add to the valuable work of the M. C.

B. Association and redound to the bene-

fit of the railroads which the association

serves.

A High Official Commends the fie-

chanical Conventions.

Most of the railroad men who attended

the railroad mechanical conventions at

Saratoga, got there without much difficulty

about transportation ; but some of them

had to go by roundabout routes. Those

who refuse to admit that the members of

the associations are entitled to transporta-

tion courtesies, take a very narrowminded

view of the case. Mr. I. D. Underwood,

president of the Erie, took a stand in the

granting of transportation that ought to

have shamed a good many railroad man-

agers. He was not backward in urging

that the members of the Master Car Build-

ers' and of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciations were entitled to all the courtesies

that railroad companies could grant them.

He said that these associations had done

valuable work which resulted in making

the repairs of cars and locomotives less

costly to railroad companies. That all the

standards which did so much to facilitate

the movement of freight cars, were pro-

posed and established by the labors of the

mechanical associations and that that work

alone entitled the members to the favor

and good will of railroad companies.

delegation from the Air Brake Associa-

tion, its members were given the privi-

leges of the floor of the convention and,

what is more to the point, the remarks of

its spokesman were listened to with in-

terest and instruction. There is evidently

a disposition on the part of the members

to modify to some extent the conclusions

tion should be spccifiea for these hand- expressed previous to the consultation

holds, and that more attention should

be given to correctly locating them.

The committee recommended that in

each place where the location is men-

tioned, it be changed from reading

"about twenty-seven and one-half inches

above the center Ime of drawbar" to read

"not less than eighteen inches, nor over

thirty inches, above center line of draw-

bar."

'Ihis is as it should be. Both associations

are in many lines working toward the

same end. It neither derogates from the

dignity of the association of higher oflS-

cials nor has any tendency to magnify the

influence of the younger association be-

yond reasonable bounds. They can work

together to mutual advantage and to the

benefit of the railways by which the mem-
bers of both arc employed.

The remarks of Secretary Mosely, of

the Interstate Commerce Commission be-

fore the convention proved that the com-

mittee is on the alert in railroad doings,

and that it believes a friendly source of

reliable information lies in the mechanical

railway conventions. He spoke freely and

frankly of the service of his commission,

and expressed a desire to co-operate with

these associations to the end of securing

reliable railroad data and information

rather than antagonize and oppose in its

work. That this feeling was recipro-

cated was evidenced by the speaker's re-

ception by the convention.

The pass restriction visably affected the

attendance at the Saratoga convention this

year. While many roads have paid the

railroad fare of their representatives, still

there are some roads which have kept

their men at home rather than pay it. The
convention assembled, passed a resolu-

tion that a request be made of the Passen-

ger Association to remove the anti-pass

exchange restriction from the railroad

men attending the railway mechanical

conventions. It is hoped that the request

will be honored ; for nothing has so con-

tributed to the phenomenal progress of

the .American railroads as the conventions

of the mechanical railway associations.

It would certainly seem that a reconsid-

eration of the anti-pass agreement could

be advantageously had, since the result

of the agreement has been seen to most

seriously affect railway men, and slightly,

if at all. does it affect those at whom it

was aimed.

n. C. B. standards and Recommended
Practice.

The M. C. B. Committee on the Super-

vision of Standards and Recommended
Practice of the Association approved the

suggestion of the Central Railrcad Club,

which is that the letters "A" and "B"

shall be stenciled on either end of all

cars. This is done to facilitate the cor-

rect making out of defect cards. The B
end of the car is the brake staff, and in

Joint Work of the Railway Mechani-

cal Associations.

Air-Brake Association.

The .\ir-Brake .'Xssocialifm is an or-

ganization brought into existence through

the desire of various men engaged in tak-

ing care of air brakes on a few of the

leading railroads in the country. Keeping

air brakes in good working order and

finding out the cause of defects gradually

became specialties that were understood

only by those immediately in charge of

the brakes, and it was natural that these

men should desire to meet periodically

for the purpose of exchanging accounts

of experience. An association with that

object in view was formed in 1894 and it

has proved one of the most useful me-

chanical organizations in existence. The
influence of the association in promoting

the efficiency of air brakes has been very

great indeed and seldom has received the

recognition deserved.

The declared object of the .Air-Brake

Association is "by co-operation with the

other railway associations, to furnish such

information concerning the construction,

best methods of operating, defects result-

ing from service, and most agproved

means of maintenance of air brakes as

will contribute to the maximum of brake

efficiency at the minimum expense." That

these declarations have been faithfully ful-

filled is known to all railroad men con-

nected with train operating and a multi-

tude of troubles have been avoided by the

faithful work of the members of the .\ir-

Brake Association. In some respects this

association shows an example to others

that would be well worthy of imitation.

Their conventions are noted for the close

attention devoted by the members to the

business of meetings. They accept no

favors or entertainment from supply men

It is eminently satisfactory, says the but pay the expense incurred for the en-

Rail'd'ay Age, to note the unaffected re-

lations existing between the various rail-

way associations, as evidenced by the ac-

tion taken in the consideration of

the report on cleaning air-brake parts and

the prices to be charged therefor. The

committee (Master Car Builders') called

to its assistance in matters of detail a

tertainment of their friends and this year

not a few of them had to pay railroad

fare part of the way to Pittsburg where

the annual convention was held. It is to

be hoped that the railroad companies for

which these people work will refund the

money expended in the effort to increase

the eflSciency of air brake equipment.
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The Consolidated Railway Electric

Lighting and Equipment Company.

A vcn' enjoyable trip for invited

guests, going to the M. C. B. convention,

•was provided by the Consolidated Rail-

way Electric Lighting & Equipment Co.,

of New York, in a private car which was

attached to the "Buffalo Limited." Apart

from the fact that this car was the one

used by H. R. H. Prince Henry of

Prussia, it is most thoroughly equipped

with the Axle light system which is used

by this company. This system, in com-

inon with all others which derive power

Irom a revolving axle, has the advantage.

that it can be used on any railway which

can haul the car. No attachments to

•engine or other cars are necessary. The

generator is a bi-polar, shunt-wound

dynamo, driven by a flat rubber belt, from

a pulley clamped to an axle. This dynamo

is placed on the truck. It is able to swing

to and from the axle liy being mounted on

a rocker shaft, and the ability to move in

this direction allows for the up and down

motion of the truck. As it is fastened to

the truck frame it can at all times swing

with the truck. It is equipped with spring

device for maintaining a constant tension

on the belt. The motions of the truck

and the stretch of the belt are thus pro-

comfort is experienced, especially during

the heat of the summer by the use of fans

which keep the air of the car in constant

motion. A fan, however, consumes about

as much current as three incandescent

lamps, and in sleeping cars some of them

can be used on hot nights with advantage

when the lamps arc all out.

Within the car. contained in a suitable

cabinet or locker, is installed (in any

convenient location) the automatic regu-

lator. This little piece of mechanism

operates automatically to vary the resist-

ance in the field circuit of the generator,

to correspond with varying train speeds.

The output of the generator is thus main-

tained constant for all train speeds above

what is called the "critical speed." The

critical speed is simply that at which the

generator begins to deliver sufficient cur-

rent to the car, and below which Jitllc or

no effective current flows. The critical

speed on through trains is from 12 to IS

miles per hour. The regulator has for its

principal function the regulation of cur-

rent. First to charge the storage battery,

when the car is in motion, with light and

fan system not in use. Second to control

the supply for lights and fans with cur-

rent, when the car is in motion, with

either or both of these circuits in use.

at the same time, evenly distribute the

load along the center line ol the journal.

The exhibit of the National Car Coup-

ler Co.. of Chicago, contained specimens

of the National steel platform and buffer

for passenger cars. The Hinson friction

draw gear and the Hinson draw gear at-

tachment, also the National freight car

coupler. Mr. J. A. Hinson, president of

the company, and Mr. J. G. Sanborn

were on the ground.

j\Ir. A. O. Norton, of Boston. Mass.,

exhibited his ball bearing lifting jacks,

track jacks and handy compact little

journal-box jacks. Mr. Norton has a

branch establishment in Canada.

The American Steel Foundry Com-
pany, of St. Louis. Mo., e.xhibited

models of its trucks and bolsters,

and was represented by Mr. J. V. Bell.

This company makes basic open hearth

steel castings and builds steel cars of all

kinds. The ."Kmerican steel truck is one

of its specialties.

vided for. The life of the belt is said to Thirdly it regulates the supply of supple-

be from 30,000 to 75.000 miles. The belt

and pulleys are covered with a sheet iron

case ha-i-ing dust guards around the axle.

The machine is equipped with self-oiling

and self-aligning bearings.

A very ingenious device for maintain-

ing, what electricians would call the con-

stant polarity of the dynamo, is in use

here. The armature shaft carries a worm,

operating a gear cam. which throws a

•switch when the direction of rotation of

tfhe armature is reversed. In other words,

•no matter which way the car may run, a

rpositive current is supplied.

The use of electricity for passenger car

flighting has been recognized in Europe

tfor many years as a very desirable sys-

tem, probably among other reasons, be-

cause there is very little heat generated,

and no odor is produced, by these lights

the air which passengers breathe is not

vitiated and the safety, in case of wreck

or disaster, of electric lighting is beyond

question. In the matter of simple con-

venience the electric system is certainly

entitled to some consideration, because

each light can be placed just where it is

of the most use to the passenger. In

addition to the clear story lights, lamps

may be provided, if one may so say, al-

most for each individual reader, and in

sleeping car berths, lights can be so ar-

ranged that after retiring, a passenger may

read without illuminating the car to the

annoyance of his fellow passengers, or he

may flash on a momentary glow at night

mental battery current, to assist the direct

dynamo current, when taxed by the use

of all the lights and fans at once; and

fourthly it adjusts the flow of direct or

battery current to maintain steady light-

ing, etc., when the train is starting or

stopping or standing still. The mechan-

ism by which these various results are

obtained is very ingeniously constructed.

It contains a switch whic.i automatically

connects the generator in multiple, with

the storage and lamp circuits at the

critical speed. The lamps are always con-

nected with the storage battery, so that

current of proper voltage is always sup-

plied to them. The voltage maintained is

about thirty, and this permits the use of

lamps which have short strong filaments,

admirably adapted to railway service. The

full number of lights in each car can be

maintained for 10 hours without the car

being moved. The batteries are known as

the Chloride Accumulator type. Upwards

of thirty-one of the leading railroads in

the United States and Canada, are using

this system, either separately or in con-

junction with well-known systems of

lighting, not depending upon the motion

of the car.

.-\lthough the .Atlantic Brass Company,

of New A'ork. did not have an exhibit

at the convention, the company was rep-

resented by Messrs. Bosworth and

Cooper who were busy answering en-

quiries concerning the A. B. C. self-ad-

The Kindl Car Truck Company, of

Chicago, in addition to its own patents

now controls those of the Cloud arch

bar and Pedestal trucks. Models of the

trucks were on exhibition at the Sara-

toga convention. The Kindl truck is

made from standard rolled shapes, and

the company claim to give a car inspect-

or a chance to do intelligent work.

The Crosby Steam Gauge & Valve Co.,

of Boston. Mass., had on exhibition a com-

plete assortment of Crosby spring seat

globe and angle valves, locomotive plane

and muffled pops. Improved locomotive

gauges, in which no solder is used, neither

are the joints brazed. The improvement,

which is applicable for high pressures, is a

screwed tip and screwed socket at either

end of the two branches of the expansion

pipe. The original Crosby chime whistle,

the Johnson blow off valve. Improved

engine indicators with compact reducing

mechanism, revolution counter, and steam

gauge tester. The exhibit was in charge

of Thos. R. Freeman, of Chicago, and Mr.

W. T. Johnson, of New York.

The Mason Regulator Co., of Boston,

Mass., displayed a complete line of steam

regulating appliances. This company

makes a specialty of locomotive steam

regulators. Mr. Wm. B. Mason, presi-

dent, and Mr. Frank A. Morrison, were in

charge of the exhibit.

and ascertain the time, or find a missing justing car journal bearing. The idea in

(handkerchief. One of the apolications of designing this bearing was to produce

electricity which appeals to the traveling a brass and wedge which, while conform-

public is the use of electric fans. Great ing to the M. C. B. standard, should,

The Harrison Dust Guard Co., of

Toledo, Ohio, had on exhibition the Har-

rison Dust Guard in four sizes, viz. : 354x

7 inches for 40,000-pound capacity cars,

4^^x8 inches for 6o.ooo-pound cars, 5x9

inches for 80,000-pound cars and S'Axio

inches for loo.ooo-pound cars. Also a
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coliiuiii guide for car truck bolsters, and

the Harrison journal lubricator. This is

a new device which has received much

favorable comment. The exhibit is in

charge of Mr. F. B. Harrison, president

and general manager, and Mr. L. Y. Will-

iams, mechanical engineer.

The Walworth Manufacturing Co., of

Boston, Mass., displayed an attractive as-

sortment of ratchets, Stilson wrenches,

stocks and dies, pipe taps, pipe vices, pipe

cullers, nippcl holders. Mack's locomotive

injectors. Smith's railway track ratchet,

etc. Messrs. G. E. Pickering and G. F.

Elliot were in charge.

choice Havana in most approved style.

The top of the valve is removable so that

the cutter may be sharpened, and we are

authorized to state that all parts arc strict-

ly interchangeable, between the company

and the mechanical fraternity. The curi-

ous thing about this useful desk ornament

is that those who smoke pipes, enthusias-

tically claim the valve as a "pipe fitting,"

while those who use the weed in another

form, regard it as more as "fitting a

cigar," while the cig'arette users who
can't have it at all. are green with envy.

This "pipe-fitting," cigar-cutter will be

given to any bona-fide railroad official who
cares to make application for it, to the

Crane Co., Chicago, 111.

The exhibit of the Armstrong Brothers

Tool Co., though small in size was full of

interest. It comprised a full line of the

tool holders designed for the use of in-

serted cutters of self-hardening tool steel

for lathe and nlainer work, also a line of

improved plainer or levelling jacks, clamp

dogs, drill holders, and a number of the

well-known Armstrong gang tools for

plainer work. The company was repre-

sented by Mr. Paul Armstrong.

The Crane Company, of Chicago, had

an interesting display of gun metal angle

and globe valves and blow-off valves for

high steam pressure. Tlie new locomotive

muffler pop attracted attention on account

of its self-adjusting feature. It is possible

to set a valve at 150 lbs. and subsequently

raise the pressure up to say 200 lbs. or

lower it down to 125 lbs. by turning the

very conveniently placed outside regula-

tor, operating the gearing inside the muf-

fler, and so raising or lowering the adjust-

ment ring, as the pressure is increased or

decreased. In these adjustments the min-

imum waste or loss of steam of 3 lbs. is

constant under the greatest range of

pressures. The unique point about all this

is that it can be done while the boiler is

under pressure and without taking the

valve apart.

One of the most popular souvenirs of

the convention was the one, generously

given away by the Crane Co. It is a

genuine souvenir, as it was made by the

company itself and is a clever adapta-

tion of one of its own products to a novel

use. Fancy a neat, little, nickel-plated

^-in. angle valve, mounted on a dark

colored malleable tray, and used as a ci-

gar cutter ! It positively invites a man to

smoke. The souvenir is not more highly

finished than the company's ordinary

make of valves, because it is one of thein

up to a certain point. A boss in the cen-

ter of the ash tray, tunneled through to

catch the cigar end, is the base upon

which the little valve stands. The angle

opening is reamed out. taper, to fit the

cigar, and the internal mechanism of the

valve consists of a circular cutter which,

when sharply pressed down, by a blow

on the valve handle, nips ofT the end of a

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

of Jersey City, N. J., exhibited its graph-

ite paint for iron and steel, the preser-

vative merits of which are widely known.

Mr. H. A. Nealley was in charge of the

exhibit.

The McCord Co., of Chicago, had on

exhibition the McCord journal box with

its tightly closing lipped box cover, and

the McCord spring dampener, which is

briefly, a device, the object of which is

to make a coil spring do, as far as possi-

ble, the work of an elliptic spring. With

this device in operation, a shock, instead

of causing the spring to vibrate freely,

dampens its motion by the friction of two

sleeves sliding upon one another, and so

causes it to settle down slowly and come

back to rest with only one vibration.

jected to this process is bound to be

ground true.

The Gold Car Heating and Lighting

Company, of New York, exhibited several

systems of car heating. Conspicuous

among these was the system of water cir-

culation which is used with the Pullman

steel heater of the Frumvellcr type. By
this device heat can be so regulated as to

produce and maintain any desired tem-

perature in a passenger car. The Gold

improved plain pipe system, which takes

steam direct from the locomotive was

shown in full operation. All of the Gold

Company's specialties were there, in-

cluding pressure regulators, automatic

steam traps, duplex coils, gravity traps,

etc. A line of straight-port steam

couplers was also exhibited. These coup-

lings have full Ij/j-in. openings and pro-

vide_a square area for the passage of

steam, larger than that given by a ij^-in.

pipe.

The Handy Car Equipment Company

showed the Snow car and locomotive re-

placers, which are certainly handy tools.

The American Dust guard was also on

view. Some printed information regard-

ing the Handy Car was distributed, but a

model of the Handy Horizontally swing-

ing pilot coupler attracted most attention.

The coupler is arranged to swing hori-

zontally, and disappear within a pocket

in the pilot. When in this position the

outside edge of the coupler presents a face

sloping at the same angle as the rest of the

pilot. When running forward there is

nothing on the pilot to catch or knock

down stock or other obstructions on the

track, and throw them under the wheels.

It is much more "handy" to throw them

off clear of the rails altogether.

Mr. H. G. Hammett, of Troy, N. Y.,

had an exhibit which included the Rich-

ardson and Allen-Richardson balanced

slide valves. He also showed the "San-

som" air-operated locomotive bell ringer.

A link grinder of simple construction and

handy manipulation was examined by

many interested in railroad shop econo-

mies. This tool holds a link, with ad-

justment for proper curvature of link, and

swings it with a pendulum motion upon

a rapidly rotating grinder. A link sub-

The Economy Car Heating Company,

of Portland, Ore., has developed a system

or car heating by using the air-pump ex-

haust steam, instead of live steam from

the boiler. A full sized equipment in

operation was used to demonstrate the

feasibility of the scheme. The idea is to

use the exhaust steam to the full for

heating purposes, and to supplement it

with live steam when necessary, and not

call upon the boiler to do it all, all the

time. A suitable regulator valve controls

the flow of live steam from the boiler.

The American Balance Valve Company,

of Jersey Shore, Pa., had a good exhibit

of balanced slide valves and piston valves.

The J. T. Wilson high pressure valve was

open for examination, several sections be-

ing used. The point of interest about this

valve is that the balanced area of the valve

is changeable, the area of balance cor-

responding with the changed condition of

the valve on its seat at different points

of its travel. The exhibit also included

specimens of the American metallic pis-

ton rod and valve stem packing, and the

Nixon safety staybolt sleeve. Mr. J. T.

Wilson was in charge.

The J. S. Toppan Co., of Chicago, had

among its list of exhibits the Martin

steam and air specialties. For steam heat

and air, between cars a full port flexible

metal conduit is provided, also the same

between engine and tender. All joints

are absolutely guaranteed against leaks.

An entire metallic flexible connection has

been devised for conveying liquid fuel

from tender to burner in oil burning loco-

motives. This connection always insures an

unrestricted opening, and the walls of the

conveyor pipe carmot be acted upon by

the passing through of the liquid, as is

the case where rubber is used.

The Toppan Co. also exhibited a model

of the Miller permanent grain door, and
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a working model of the Kennicott water

softener for railroad use.

The W'aycott Supply Co., of St. Louis,

Mo., had an exhibit of very substantial

Damascus brake beams, made of struc-

tural steel I-beams, with web horizontal.

Mr. Albert Waycott and Phillip T. Han-

diges represented the company.

ley, Geo. H. Widner, W. F. Richards, and

Dr. C. W. Gould represented the com-

pany.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., of

Chicago, 111., showed a full line of Pneu-

matic hammers, drills and other pneu-

matic tools. It is announced that this

company has purchased the works of the

International Tool Company, of London,

whose works are at Chippenham, Eng-

land. It is said that the acquisition of

this plant gives this company practically

a monopoly in its line of business in

Great Britain and Europe.

The Commonwealth Steel Co., of St.

Louis, Mo., had an exhibit with model

truck and bolsters. The company will,

when its plant is completed about Sep-

tember 12 of this year, be prepared to

build Commonwealth trucks, swing

trucks, end truck castings, truck swing

end castings, truck bolsters, body bolsters,

and separable body bolsters. Mr. J. S.

Andrews and Mr. C. T. Westlake were

in charge of the exhibit.

The Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co..

of Philadelphia, had a good assortment of

chipping, caulking, and riveting hammers,

yoke riveters, rotary drills, breast drills,

and a complete pneumatic equipment.

The large size of the chip cut off by the

chipping hammers showed that these tools

can certainly do plenty of hard work, and

the foundry rammers in action, certainly

appeared to "know enough to pound

sand." An ingenious arrangetnent of

hexagon and circular tool shank enables

one to hold a chipping hammer with

chisel horizontal, while a flue caulking

tool is free to turn round as required.

The claim is made that these tools are

economical in the use of air.

The Gould Car Coupler Company, of

New York, exhibited its improved malle-

able draw gear for freight cars, with spring

buffer blocks, also its improved M. C. B.

coupler which is applicable to 100,000

lbs. capacity freight cars. An improved

locomotive and tender coupler intended

for heavy equipment was also shown. The
Gould passenger and freight car brake

slack adjuster was on exhibition, as well

as the improved M, C. B. journal boxes,

with their bevel joint lids, which are in-

tended to be absolutely dust proof. It is

claimed that no jolting or vibration will

open the lid or displace it, and so the

liability of loosing lids is obviated and
no dust can drive in at the edges of the

lid, because the sides of the box protect

them. Messrs. C. M. Gould, F. P. Haunt-

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Co., of New York, had an exhibit in its

customary corner in the Grand Union of-

fice, which was up to the usual standard of

attractiveness. It however, proved of

especial interest to the railroad represent-

atives in attendance at the convention, ow-

ing to the fact that a variety of new

styles of lamps were displayed. The new

designs are unusually attractive and we
understand are proving very popular.

The model of the Safety System of

Steam Heat which was shown this year,

was a fine piece of workmanship and was

perfect in every detail, so the advantages

of the system were apparent. It is cer-

tain that the Pintsch exhibit was one of

the most popular at the convention. The

white and gold of the exhibit frame, and

the brilliancy of the light, in addition to

the soft rugs, easy chairs, and beautiful

palms all tended to make that corner of

the office a cheerful one and it was crowd-

ed at all times, both day and night.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore, of New
York, were represented by a very in-

teresting display of steam valves, check

valves, strainers for locomotives, and

inspirators. Mr. Geo. E. Sevey, Mr. C.

E. Randall and Mr. F. P. Smith, repre-

sented this well-known firm.

The Chicago Railway Equipment Co.,

of Chicago, 111., had an exhibit which

prominently displayed the "Diamond
Special'' passenger brake beam for the

high speed brake. This company now
handles Monarch solid, the National hol-

low, the Sterlingworth, the Kewanee,

the Diamond Central, and the "Ninety-

Six" brake beams. Roller side bearings

for all classes of freight and passenger

cars and locomotive tenders were shown.

A roller bearing with several hundred

thousand miles of service behind it, was

also on view.

G. S. Wood & Co , of Chicago, was a

new railroad supply house which ex-

hibited at the June Saratoga conventions.

This firm luanufactures a passenger car

vestibule diaphragm, of heavy cotton

belting, double sewed with waxed thread.

It is leather bound inside and out. It is

made to suit Pullman, Gould or Ameri-

can Car & Foundry style of vestibule.

It is claimed that by its form of construc-

tion it prevents sagging at tlie top, and

is very durable. The company whose of-

fice is at 100 Lake street, Chicago, also

deals in furnishings for dining cars,

sleepers, private cars and coaches.

Messrs. G. S. Wood, H. H. Schroyer and
Stanley Woodworth. compose the new
firm.

The Railway Appliances Co., of Chi-

cago, 111., were represented at the Sara-

toga June conventions. This concern

deals in Ajax canvas vestibule dia-

phragms, auxiliary couplers, and the Gil-

man-Brown emergency knuckle. Mr.

George H. Sargent represented the com-
pany.

The Smillie Coupler and Manufactur-

ing Company, of Newark, N. J., was rep-

resented at the convention by Mr. C. H.
Taylor, the exhibit consisted chiefly of

blue prints and photographs of the com-
pany's products.

The Piper Friction Draft Gear Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, had an interest-

ing exhibit of its products. In the Piper
draw gear the springs are set at right

angles to the line of thrust and pull, and
their compression is brought about by
the movement of two castings, each

shaped like a bow-window, these cast-

ings are pressed upon by wedge-shaped
pieces, which develop enormous friction

while compressing the springs under
shock. Dr. X. C. Scott represented the

company.

The Bath Automatic Universal com-
bination grinder was exhibited by Hill,

Clark & Co.. of 123 Liberty street. New
York. This machine attracted a good
deal of attention. It is very convenient

to operate on account of the vertical arm
movements, which can be varied fast or

slow as desired. It has a large range of

speeds and gives an opoortunity to use

large wheels, and large wheels cut faster

and keep their size longer than small

ones, and thus do more work.

W. W. Converse & Co., of Palmer,

Mass., showed samples of the Converse

Headlight Cleaner, which is used on
many of the leading roads of the coun-

try. It is a preparation for cleaning the

silvered surface of head light reflectors

and is guaranteed to be free from grit,

acid or any ingredient which can wear
or injure the surface which it cleans.

The Carborundum Company, of Ni-

agara Falls. N. Y., had on view a full

line of the goods in which it deals, such

as carborundum wheels, paper, cloth, car-

borunduiTi grains and other specialties.

The crude materials out of which

carborundum is made are, sand, coke,

sawdust and salt. These are heated to

an intensely high temperature in a spe-

cially constructed electric furnace. At

the end of about 36 hours the current is

cut off and the now collapsed furnace is

allowed to cool. Carborundum crystals

arc formed during the process, which are

broken up or ground into the required

sized grits. Carborundum is the nearest

to the diamond, in composition of any

artificially prepared substance in the

world.

The General Electric Company, of

Schenectady. N. Y., exhibited an 8 H. P.
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motor, conveniently placed, driving a 48-

in. portable Newton slottcr, and also two

large sized Chapman gate valves were

opened and closed by the operation of a

small motor boiled to the valve spindle

frame. The motor was connected by a

tr.iin of gear wheels to the main wheel

used in raising the gate valve. The pres-

ence of the motor does not prevent the

valve from being opened or closed by

hand power when desired.

The I'".dwards Railroad Electric Light

Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, had a half

section of a full sized electric head-

light generator and steam turbine,

which admirably displayed the con-

struction of the various parts. The

small steam turbine wheel is a most

interesting piece of mechanism, with its

miniature pressed steel buckets, and its

reiTiarkably perfect balance. The portion

of the headlight case, usually intended to

carry off the smoke from the lamp, is in-

geniously used to hold the adjustment

for the upper carbon. The glass of the

headlight, instead of being in one piece,

is composed of vertical strips of glass like

those of a search light. In case one or

more of these strips become broken, the

whole headlight glass is not thereby de-

stroyed. The Edwards headlamp throws

a vertical beam of light into the night, as

well as project 60 per cent, along the

track in front of the engine.

The Economy Locomotive Sander Co.,

of Baltimore, Md., had on exhibition in

working order, locomotive sanders, single

and double, outside and inside. The com-

pany claims to be able to use any grade of

sand with both economy of sand and

economy of air. The new engineer's

single, and engineer's double sander lever

valves were shown in operation. A fea-

ture of these valves is that on moving

the handle slightly, a warning port

is uncovered which allows a light

escape of air and thus assures the opera-

tor that air is actually flowing. A fur-

ther movement closes the warning port

and introduces air into the sand pipe,

and carries the requisite amount of sand

to the rails.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing

Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, had among other

exhibits, a 28-in. lathe (Lodge & Shipley)

in operation driven by a type "N" Bullock

electric motor neatly placed at the head ot

the machine. The speed is controlled

by the Bullock multiple voltage system.

This system of control is adapted to vary-

ing the speeds of direct current motors by

supplying the armature with ditTerent

voltages, while the fields are constantly

excited from any one specific voltage. Mr.

F. G. Bolles and Mr. Wm. Cooper were

in charge.

1). & H. cylinders 21 x 30, piston valves

and drivers 56-ins. diameter, built at the

Schenectady shops ; another Schenectady

consolidation for the D. L. & VV. with

cylinders 21 x 26-ins., and drivers S7-ins.

diameter. A Schenectady tandem com-

pound consolidation for the N. Y. C. &
H. R. was also on view. Cylinders 15

and 28 X 36-ins., driving wheel diameter

63-ins. A Brooks Atlantic Ivpe passenger

engine was also shown, built for the C.

Kd. of N. J., cylinders 21 x 26-ins., and

drivers ,S7 ins. in diameter.

J. S. Thompson, of the American Brake

Shoe & F'd'y Co., exhibted a pass issued

by the Penna. R. R. Co. to his father,

Mr. J. Thompson, who was a member of

the M. M. Association at the convention

at Pittsburg in 1869. This pass is more

interesting owing to the fact that it was

on this train that Mr. Geo. Westinghouse

first demonstrated that a train could be

slopped by air.

The American Brake Shoe and Foun-

dry Co., of New York, had on view an

assortment of the various brake shoes

made under the patents of the American

Brake Shoe Co., the Ramapo Foundry

Co., the Sargent Co., the Lappin Brake

Shoe Co., the Streeter Brake Shoe Co.,

the Corning Brake Shoe and Iron Works

and the Ross-Meehan Foundry Co. The

shoes made are the Diamond "S," the

Sargent, the Lappin, the Corning, the

Streeter, the Heron, and the Cardwell.

One of the interesting features of this in-

teresting collection was the reinforced

back which is applicable to shoes used in

connection with the high speed brake.

Cast iron, the ideal metal for the brake

shoe from the frictional standpoint is too

weak to stand the excessive requirement of

modern railway service—loads and speeds

have increased until the work demanded

of the brake shoe is beyond the endurance

of cast iron.

A steel back, applicable to all shoes,

has been introduced, to give the shoe

strength sufficient to prevent fracture and

permits it to be worn out completely. The

endeavor of the company has been to

provide shoes which will have maximum
retarding power consistent with the abil-

ity to stay at work until worn out. Tire

dressing shoes are made to suit heavy or

light tire wear, due to rail pressure. They

are made with steel inserts, and have

wrought iron or steel hooks which cannot

pull out and do not fracture. All vari-

eties of brake service are appropriately

met by some specially designed shoe. The

company also makes oil cups of the

Tropenas steel which are more durable

than brass, and less expensive. A va-

riety of cast steel wrenches for locomo-

tive and car work were shown. They are

tempered in oil, and are of all sizes.

Universal Ratchet. This handy little tool

has surprising ability for drilling holes in

close places, where, for lack of room, it is

most difficult to use a tool. Mr. H. G.

Hoadley was in charge.

T. H. Symington & Co., of Balliinore,

Md., were among the convention exhibit-

ors, with railway journal boxes and dust

guards. Mr. Symington and Mr. W. R-

Bean were present.

The Standard Paint Company, of New
York, in addition to its "color scheme"

had several models of refrigerator cars,

showing insulation. Samples of insulat-

ing paper and sheeting, iron and wood

preservative paint and car flooring and

roofing were shown. Messrs. J. C. Shain-

wald, Chas. Earnshaw and J. N. Rich-

ards looked after the company's interests.

The John N. Poage Manufacturing Co.,

of Chincinnati, Ohio, had a very com-

plete exhibit of the Williams grain door.

Mr. Paul Fenner, Jr., and M. E. F. Luce,

explained the construction and operation

of the door, to those seeking information.

The New Jersey Car Spring and Rub-

ber Co., Jersey City, N. J., displayed a

full assortment of railway hose and rub-

ber packing. Mr. R. H. Boaz in charge.

The National Railway Specialty Co., of

Chicago, exhibited the Durham car door.

Security car door, the N. R. S. hose clamp

and the National adjustable journal bear-

ing. Mr. P. M. Elliot was in charge.

The National Malleable Castings Co.,

of Cleveland, Ohio, had as its -piece de

resistance" the Tower coupler. The

representatives on the ground were

Messrs. Davidson, Call, Whitlock, Angle

and Coffin.

The Nathan Manufacturing Co., of

New York, had on view a full line of its

various sight feed lubricators and injec-

tors, with which the railway public is SO

familiar. The company was represented

by Messrs. W. Tooth, Minor, Currie, E.

Tooth and G. Royal, Jr.

The Keystone Drop Forge \yorks, of

Philadelphia. Pa., exhibited samples of

drop forge work such as the Keystone

connecting links, safety shackle hooks, and

the Keystone crocodile wrench. Boiler

stays and other special drop forgings were

shown. The use of drop forgings as part

of the staying system in boilers is grow-

ing in favor. Mr. A. Morris Hall took

charge of the exhibit

The American Locomotive Company
exhibited a consolidation engine for the

The Waterbury Tool Company, of

Waterbury, Conn., exhibited the Williams

The Jenkins Brothers, of New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston and Lon-

don, had a full line of the various sizes

and shapes of the well-known Jenkins

valves, and valve packing. Mr. J. H.

William. A. A. Langston and Chas. W.
Martin. Jr.. represented the firm.
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The Davis Pressed Steel Co., of Wil-

mington, Del., had a solid truss rod brake

beam. One in which the truss rod is in-

cluded in the rolled section, and is cut

off, in a shears, within four inches from

the end of the rolled bar. The bar hav-

ing the truss rod cut from it, is upset

three inches, so that, although the body

of the brake beam is compressed, the

truss rod is bowed out sufficiently to re-

ceive a strut between beam and rod.

There are few parts to get out of order,

and none which can be lost. Altogether,

the beam is a very ingeniously designed

one.

Mr. S. A. Crone, of New York, had an

exhibit of the railway specialties which he

handles, among which may be mentioned

his well-known spiral nut-lock and

rocker side bearing. Mr. Crone was in

charge of his own exhibit.

The Buffalo Forge Co.. Buffalo, N.

Y., displayed fans for induced draft

for boiler furnaces, also down draft

forges, blowers and exhausters for use

in railway and other shops. The repre-

sentatives were Mr. E. T. Lyle and Mr.

W. H. Carrier.

The Brady Brass Co., of New York.

had an exhibit of Cyprus bronze for loco-

motive and journal bearings. Cyprus

bronze ingots, and some samples of loco-

motive castings after having been ma-

chined. Messrs. D. M. Brady, C. M.

Rubens and F. C. Cameron were the com-

pany's representatives on the ground.

The Boston Belting Co., of Boston,

Mass., had on exhibition various samples

of the steam and water hose which it

makes. Mr. Geo. H. Forsythe, assistant

manager, with Messrs. F. T. Alden, G.

S. Wood and J. F. Muldoon, represented

the company.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

of Pittsburg, Pa., it is needless to say,

had a suitable and comprehensive exhibit.

Among other things was a triple valve

testing rack and a pair of model cars fitted

with Westinghouse brakes, friction draw

gear hose couplings and all the appliances

for cars handled by this concern. The
company was represented by Messrs.

Blackall, Kidder, Nellis and Hutchins.

The Metal Plated Car and Lumber
Company, of New York, exhibited a sec-

tion of a passenger car in which each

piece of wood used in construction had

been covered with oxidized sheet copper.

The copper fits skin tight over the wood,

and gives a highly finished smooth sur-

face, which is absolutely water tight, and
weather proof. Mr. Garrett Burgert rep-

resented the company.

360 cb. ft. of free air per minute. An
8 X 8-in. compressor beU driven of 165

cb. ft. per minute capacity, and two 6x6-
in. compressors, one electrically driven

and one driven by a gasoline engine.

Messrs. Traver, Castle and Mackie rep-

resented the company.

The exhibit of the J. A. Fay & Egan

Co., of Cincinnati, was chiefly composed

of photographs of the various wood work-

ing machinery made by this firm. In a

neatly framed receptacle, were arranged

some three hundred gold, silver and

bronze medals received by the company

as a recognition of the excellence of their

product in numerous exhibitions. One
valuable medal received by the company

was from the exhibition held in the Crys-

tal Palace in London in 1851.

The Standard Coupler Co. showed two

types of the Sessions-Standard friction

draw gear, called respectively "A" and

"C." The C type is adaptable to steel and

wood underframing, and for both narrow

and wide spacing of draw timbers. A
small model was used to demonstrate the

action of the gear' and to show its ability

to absorb shocks. The draw gear consists

of coil springs, three wedge pieces and a

case. Mr. G. A. Post, president, and Mr.

H. H. Sessions, vice-president, were both

on the ground.

The Railway Materials Company, of

Chicago, exhibited the Ferguson flue

welding furnace, the fuel for which is

oil. The claim made for this furnace is

briefly that the complete combustion it

gives, insures that there are no unburned

particles of carbon left on the scarfs to

prevent cohesion.

The McConway & Torley Company, of

Pittsburg, Pa., had on exhibition four

styles of couplers. They were the Janney

coupler (reinforced), the Kelso for loco-

motive pilot, the Kelso all steel, and the

Kelso malleable iron couplers. The re-

inforcement feature, which was exempli-

fied in all these couplers, is intended to

lessen the number of pin breakages. The

back of the knuckle is made with a hook

which engages with the coupler head back

of the pin. In pulling, this device relieves

the pin of a good deal of strain, and so re-

duces its wear and the liability to failure.

The Rand Drill Company, of New
York, had on exhibition four kinds of

air compressors. The largest was one

of the company's Imperial type, capacity

The Bethlehem Steel Company, Beth-

lehem, Pa., was among the new exhibitors

at Saratoga. Beside a handsome series

of mounted photographs showing views

of the well equipped shops of the company

and some of the finish-machined forg-

ings for which it is noted, there was dis-

played a full-sized hollow nickel-steel lo-

motive piston-rod cut longitudinally, and

a similar rod bent cold to show the tough-

ness of the Bethlehem nickel-steel. Solid

and hollow crank or wrist pins, and a

hollow locomotive driving axle, were also

on exhibition.

To show the advantages obtained by the

use of nickel steel in locomotive construc-

tion the company displayed a very inter-

esting set of mounted tensile tests and

bending bars. Each series of mounted

test-specimens was accompanied by pho-

to-micrographs showing the uniform fine

crystalline structure obtained with nickel-

steel after receiving its proper heat

treatment.

The Baltimore Ball Bearing Co., of

Baltimore, Md.. had an exhibit of the

Norwood ball-bearing center plate and

side bearings. Mr. J. E. Norwood, the

superintendent of the company was pres-

ent to explain the action of his various

devices. The balls in all these bearings

are made of tool steel and are so hard as

to be practically indestructible. One fea-

ture which always attracts attention, is

that the balls are suspended in the upper

bearing and cannot possibly clog. If de-

sired, an effective dust guard may be pro-

vided, as shown in one design exhibited

for the center plate, by which it is impos-

sible for dust or grit to get to the ball

race. It is claimed that a truck with

these bearings, slewed by a curve, on en-

countering a tangent will easily right

itself, and so reduce flange wear.

The Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Com-
pany, of Detroit, Mich., had on exhibitiorj

a sample of its wheel truing brake shoes

for cars, coaches and locomotive driving

wheels. Dr. Griffin, who was in charge,

tells of an amusing experience he had

with a railroad company which, after a

month's trial of these wheel truing shoes,

complained that neither shoes nor tires

were left. These shoes are only intended

to be kept in serivce long enough to do
the work for which they are intended,

viz. : truing up flat wheels.

The .Auto Coupler reappeared among
the exhibits at the M. C. B. convention

this year, with certain improvements. This

coupler, v/hile of the vertical plane type,

has one or two attributes which are pe-

culiarly its own. It consists essentially of

three parts—the shank, the head and the

knuckle. The shank and head are joined

together by a substantial pin, which allows

the head to swing a certain distance to

each side. That secures flexibility. The

knuckle is pivoted about this same pin,

and the projecting portion, which engages

with another knuckle, moves to and fro

in the usual way, but without exposing

or hiding, a shank which in regular prac-

tice is held or released by the locking pin.

The sum total of the arrangement of

parts is that the coupler somewhat resem-

bles a human right hand, the wrist acting

as the pivot point, with the thumb as

guard arm. The index and little fingers,

being held rigidly in position, the two

center fingers, with additional motion,

roughly resemble the knuckle.
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III practice one auto couijlor will couple

with anollier auto coupler with both

knuckles open, or with one sliut. It will

go a step further, and two autos will

couple together with both knuckles closed.

This latter performance is good.no doubt,

but the auto has no foolish preference for

couplers of its own name. It will couple

with any other M. C. B. coupler, with

its own and the opposing knuckle shut.

The auto makes light of knuckle position.

It does not waste time thinking about

how a knuckle stands. It has the knuckle

"in its head" all the time. The auto says

in effect, "Don't prepare things for me,

let me go up against any M. C. B. coupler

and I will hook it every time." In thus

boldly speaking out its mind, that posi-

tion is not everything, the auto regards

itself as simply true to its name.

In switching, if you kick a car with an

auto into a long siding full of cars, and

want to draw it out subsequently, you will

have to go to it and uncouple it person-

ally, because it will Infallibly have

"caught on" to whatever was there, no

matter how much trouble this entails upon

you. But the auto has its kindly and

genial side, even when attending strictly

to business. You can take a car with an

auto coupler at the end of a string of cars

handled by an engine, and push it down a

siding to get a lone car at the far away
end, and you won't have to go with it, for

the auto will ask no questions, but will

hook that car securely and you can draw

it out, as an angler draws a lusty trout out

of some cool, still pool. It does this, as

the auto, ought to.

Stevens' Automatic Stoker.

The annexed engravings reproduce

photographs of an automatic stoker

which has been tried on the Southern

Pacific system. It is the invention of

Mr. Fred A. Stevens, a son of the late

A. J. Stevens, who was for years super-

intendent of motive power of the South-

ern Pacific, and was inventor of a well-

known valve motion. Mr. Stevens has

designed his stoker to be a coal con.-

veyor, or a coal crusher and a stoker.

Describing his invention, Mr. Stevens

writes.

"My invention relates to a device which

is designed to mechanically supply and

prepare coal or other similar solid fuel for

use in boiler or other furnaces and to de-

liver it therein, in a steady, uniform man-
ner. This mechanical stoker will handle

the usual size coals as commercially used,

crushins: them to the desired size, as cir-

cumstances may require. Directly in front

of the door is a vertically journaled hop-

per, into which the fuel is first delivered,

as follows: An elevator or conveyor ex-

tending to the fuel pile and having within

it either an endless traveling belt with

buckets driven by chain and sprockets, or

it may be provided with any other well-

known conveying device. The lower end

of the conveyor is so shaped that the

fuel can be delivered to the carrying

devices and they will carry it up and

will deliver it into the crusher above the

hopper.

"The crusher is provided with rollers,

between which the fuel must pass, so as

to be crushed or broken to any desired

size. These rolls are arranged so that

coarse or fine coal can be had instantly

by enlarging or diminishing the space

between the rolls, which can be done

while the machine is in motion.

"The roller shafts have pinions fixed

to them, which engage with and arc

driven bv a worm or screw upon the

main shaft. The upper end of the con-

veyor is so constructed as to form a de-

livery chute for 'the fuel which is brought

uo by it.

"The conveyor sprocket is driven from

injector is caught by the blast thus pro-

duced and driven into the furnace

through the tube. This is an essential

feature of the device. In order to prop-

erly distribute this coal from side to

side, a hopper, delivery pipe or injector,

turnable in vertical supports or journals,

are used and arranged so that the injector

nozzle may be made to swing from side

to side of the door opening. This is ef-

fected by means of a link, connecting the

injector with a crank pin, at the bottom
of a vertical shaft, to which a rotary mo-
tion is imparted, so that as the shaft is

rotated the discharge pipe is caused to

swing from side to side of the door

opening, thus delivering the fuel from

one side to the other of the furnace,

imitating hand firing.

"In order to distribute it evenly from

front to rear, a deflector, attached to a

STEVENS' ."VUTOMATIC STOKER.

the horizontal shaft, journaled across the

boiler front, and connected with a motor
with intermediate gearing, to regulate the

movement of the conveyor, the speed of

motor to be regulated either by hand or

automatically by the steam pressure of

boiler as may be desired.

Below the hopper, into which the coal

is delivered from the crusher, is an in-

jector, which in the present case is shown
of globular form, having a tube extend-

ing from it directly into the lower part

of the door opening.

"The rear end of the chamber is open

for the admission of air. and centrally

within it is fixed an injector, through

which compressed air or steam may be

delivered by means of a pipe, with a

swivel-joint connection to the interior of

the chamber.

"The prepared coal falling down
through the hopper into the chamber or

horizontal shaft, the shaft being jour-

naled or supported in front of the door

opening, so that the deflector plate pro-

jects into the furnace, and when the plate

is turned downward it intercepts the dis-

charge of the fuel from the injector

pipe, and deflects it down into that por-

tion of the furnace nearest the door, the

injector pipe distributing it at the same

time from side to side.

"When the deflector plate is raised, it

allows the discharge from the pipe to

pass toward the opposite end of the fur-

nace.

"The vertical motipn of the deflector

is constant and works in connection with

the horizontal motion of the pipe, or in-

jector. The deflector plate is arranged

so that it can be operated so as to deposit

a greater amount of fuel in either end of

the furnace, or to deposit the fuel evenly

over the entire grate surface."
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notor Driven Air Compressors.

We have just received tlie catalogue of

the Christensen Engineering Company of

Milwaukee, Wis., dealing with motor-

driven air compressors. It is well illus-

trated with half tones and full descriptions

of the various types of compressors made
by this company are given, with sizes and

capacity of each. Among the claims made
is that nearly all the working parts oper-

ate in a bath of oil, and the other parts

are continuously lubricated in a very thor-

ough manner. An item worthy of notice

which at^ects the economy of the machine

is that the coinprcssor operates only when
air is being used. The automatic governor,

supplied with each machine, stops the

number who have tried to gain them.

There is a constant influx of farmer boys

into railway service, and many of them
who succeed in finding employment make
the mistake of their lives in leaving farms.

Many of them while pursuing the monot-

onous labors in the fields watch the trains

passing to and fro and imagine that the

people manning the trains must have a

delightful time, with little to do, follow-

ing an eventful existence where fatigue

and weariness are unknown. There is

little time for weariness among train-

men, but there is daily hard work of a

character so trying, so wearing and so

exacting that the farm youth never did

work to approach it. Seldom a week

STEVENS' AUTOMATIC STOKER.

motor as soon as the pressure reaches a

predetermined maximum, and starts it

again when the pressure is reduced to a

minimum.

Copies of this catalogue may be had by
persons interested on application. The
company's New York office is at 135
Broadway.

Farming Preferable to Railroading.

Some of the most successful men in

railway life have spent their early youth
on farms. The training of hard work re-

ceived on farms has been valuable in de-

veloping the quiet perseverance and the

uncomplaining endurance that do so

much to insure the success of men in rail-

way work; but the prizes gained by farm-

raised boys are small in proportion to the

passes when we fail to receive letters

from farm hands, many of them sons of

substantial farmers, asking us to advise

them how to proceed so that an appoint-

ment as fireman can be secured. A
farmer is about the most independent

man in the community, and improved
machinery has done much to lighten his

laliors. To the youth who is striving to

escape from that occupation we have one
answer—don't.

The Q. & C. Company have resumed
active business at the old stand in Chi-

cago with our energetic old friend, Mr.

C. F. Quincy, holding the throttle. His
presence as the active manager insure

activity, energy and the pushing of mod-
ern business methods.

THE
'REASOJW
OF IT

There is no deep, dark
mystery as to why Uixon's
pure flake graphite so read-

ily cures hot journals and
bearings.

A proper application of

flake graphite to the bear-

ing surfaces changes the

nature of the friction from
metal to metal to graphite

to graphite; or metal to

graphite.

All practical engineers
know that friction of like

metals is very great. That
is why brass journals are

used instead of steel. Brass
upon other metals gives the

least frictional resistance,

yet the friction is still so

great that oil is used as a
lubricant.

The heavier the duty the
heavier the oil must be, and
the heavier the oil the

greater is its internal fric-

tion and the less its lubri-

cating value.

Pure flake graphite fills

up all the microscopical in-

equalities of the bearings,

and having no internal fric-

tion, makes a surface of

least possible friction and
far more enduring and far

more economical than oil.

Write us for samples and
pamphlet and we think we
can convince you.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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PNEUMATIC
TOOLS

Q & C Hammers have

only one moving part,

the striking piston. ..

Q & C Hand Riveters

Q & C Yoke Riveters

Q & C Drills

Q & C Hoists

Q & C Metal

Sawing Machinery

Also the Dustless

Roadbed Process of

eliminating dust

through the use of oil.

The Q & C CO.
114 Liberty St., New York

Western Union Building, Chicago

One Locomotive to livery 10,000 In-

habitants of This Earth.

At the close of the ninetienlh century

there were between 130,000 and 140,000

steam locomotives in operation upon the

railways of the world, according to an

estimate made by M. Edouard Sauvage

in a paper read before the Societe d'En-

couragement de I'lndustrie Nationale.

This estimate gives about one locomotive

for every 10,000 inhaljitants of the earth,

and the total value of the engines is prob-

ably between $800,000,000 and $1,000,000,-

000. About half a million men are em-

ployed, operating, tetuling and repairing

these machines.

In Great Britain freight trains of mod-

erate weight are hauled at fair speeds.

On the Continent slow heavy trains are

the rule, while in the United States very

heavy trains drawn by colossal locomotives

with eight coupled wheels are found. The

axle load of these engines being from 18

to 22 tons.

M. Sauvage points to the deep impress

which the work of the engineer has made
upon the civilization and industry of the

world.

Very curious facts appear to have been

developed concerning the influence of

grease in boilers. He says that there is no

doubt tliat the introduction of grease will

cause furnaces to bulge and tubes to burst,

but at the same time an examination of the

injured parts shows grease to be absent

from them, although present in other parts

of the boiler. It may be, he says, that

grease undergoes a chemical change which

renders it a far worse conductor of heat

than it was. The action of grease in

boilers is fully established, though no one

has so far come forward with an adequate

explanation.

Fellow Servant Law of North Caro-

lina.

The State of North Carolina has an

ideal law which was passed as a substitute

for so-called Fellow Servants Law which

has done so much injustice to unfortunate

railroad men. The North Carolina law

was enacted greatly through the efforts of

Mr. B. R. Lacy, an old locomotive engi-

neer, who is now State Treasurer. The
law reads

:

Section I, That any servant or employee

ARMSTRONG MFG. CO.'S NIPPLE HOLDER.

A new nipple holder has been made by

the Armstrong Mfg. Co., of Bridgeport,

Conn., to be used in connection with their

No. 00 pipe threading machine. It holds

pipe from I to 4 inches inclusive by using

different threaded rings and backing

pieces. It will also hold dose nipples

either right hand or left hand, no change

of parts being necessary to hold the nip-

ple for threading it left hand. When
thread is cut the nipple can be removed

with the fingers by loosening the screw in

the back of the holder. This nipple

holder can be furnistted to hold as small

as J4-'nch if required.

Grease in Boilers.

Some interesting computations were

given by Mr. Stromeyer in a paper read

before the British Institute of Naval Ar-

chitects, showing the very short time re-

quired for metal to become overheated

under conditions which may occur in steam

boilers. He emphasizes the important

matter of the reduction of strength which

takes place ur.der even moderate over-

heating.

of any railroad company operating in this

State, who shall suffer injury to his per-

son, or the personal representative of any

such servant or einployee who shall have

suffered death in the course of his serv-

ices or employment with said company

by the negligence, carelessness or incom-

petency of any other servant, employee or

agent of the company, or by any defect in

the machinery, ways or appliances of the

company, shall be entitled to maintain an

action against such company.

Section 2. That any contract or agree-

ment, expressed or implied, made by any

employee of said company to waive the

benefit of the aforesaid section shall be

null and void.

Section 3. That this act shall be in

force from and after its ratification.

"Firing Locomotives" is the name of

a new book by Angus Sinclair, recently

published by this office. It is a very

readable elementary treatise on combus-

tion, suitable for the pocket. It contains

as much real information as many big

books. Price, 50 cents.
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International Cable Directory.

We hnve received from the Interna-

tional Cable Directory Company, 17

State street, a copy of the International

Cable Directory of the World, issued in

conjunction with the Western Union

telegraphic code system. This book, to

users of the wires, both for domestic or

cabling purposes, is to the business pub-

lic exactly what the telephone book is

to users of the telephone, as it furnishes

the cable addresses of prominent cor-

porations, firms and individuals in all

parts of the globe, and is therefore in-

valuable for reference. The Directory

contains the only classified list of Amer-
ican manufacturers extant.

No. 4 Vertical Hollow Chisel Car

riortiser.

One of the most powerful machines for

mortising, especially in car shops, is

herewith represented. Much care has

been exercised to make it strong, simple

in construction, and powerful in opera-

HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISING MACHINE.

tion, doing away with the necessity ot

laying out the work or cleaning the

mortises.

The chisel ram carries the boring

spindle that prepares the work for the

chisel, there being stops to regulate its

vertical and lateral travel. The vertical

movement is 16 inches, the extreme
lateral motion, 14 inches. The recipro-

cating motion is produced by reversing

the friction and gearing. The table is

454 feet long, and has stops to regulate

the length of the mortise. It is easily

operated, and has an adjustable clamp for

firmly holding the work.
A boring attachment is at eacli end

of the frame, at a distance enabling them
of being adjusted to an angle of 30 inches

in either direction. They are especially

convenient for joint-bolt boring, and save

much handling of material and much
valuable time. They have vertical adjust-

ment of 20 inches, and lateral adjust-

ment of 12 inches.

This machine is made by the J. A.
Fay & Eagan Co.. No. 445 West Front
street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Two rotary converters of 300 K. W.
each, have recently been purchased by

the Manchester, N. H., Traction Light

& Power Company from the Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Co. They will

be located at Hookset, N. H., and will

deliver power for the operation of the

Concord and Manchester branch of the

Boston & Maine Railroad, this road

having entered into a contract for power

with the Manchester Traction, Light &
Power Co. The machines are to be sup-

plied with three-phase alternating cur-

rent and will deliver direct current at

600 volts.

The annual statement just issued by the

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., show-

ing the number of Pintsch lighting equip-

ments supplied to the railroad companies

of the world, during the past year, as well

as furnishing the total number of cars

which are equipped with that system

throughout the world, brings to mind the

general subject of car lighting, and by re-

ferring to earlier statements issued by

the Pintsch Co., we find that in the pe-

riod already specified, 8,800 additional

Pintsch equipments have been supplied to

the Railroads in Germany, and 8,300 to the

railroads in the United States. These

have been satisfactory, or what might be

called normal increases in the Pintsch

business in England, France and Austria,

but the greatest increase has been in

this country and Germany.

Grinder for Piston Rods, Etc.

The Morton Grinding Co., of Worcester,

Mass., has brought out a machine for re-

grinding piston rods, crank pins, valve

stems, etc. The machine is arranged with

suitable gap which can be placed at any

point required, and of any depth, up to

24 inches. It can be used to grind piston

rods with pistons in place. The gap

enables the machine to swing 29 inches in

the clear, and the grinding wheel and its

cover are so arranged that a rod can be

ground very close up to the piston. The
builders are prepared to suit customers as

to the size of gap and table. They say

that the machine will regrind a piston rod

in from 15 to 30 minutes, according to

the condition the rod may be in, which is

very much quicker than could be done on

a lathe. The claim is made that as grind-

ing removes less material than is usually

taken off in a lathe, the life of the rod is

prolonged if trued up by grinding, and
also that a reground rod is not so hard

on rod packing as one which has been

been turned up in a lathe. The advantages

are, briefly, work done in less time, and

so done as to insure longer life to the part

thus treated.

We have just published a new edition

of "Book of Books." If you are looking

for books relating to railway business

send for the book named.

"Wind-broken
'

In most pneumatic ham-

mers, the valve is tlie weak
spot. Such hammers are

like wind-broken horses

—

all sound except their lungs;

fine horses, as long as they

stand in the stable.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools
have lungs that enable them
to work at tremendous

speed week after week with-

out breaking down. While

other hammers are being

repaired, Keller hammers
are doing double work.

Can wind-broken ham-
m jrs be cheap ?

Send for our new catalogue. It is

full of good ideas for using Pneu-
matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mer.s. Rotary Drills, Foundry
Rammers Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
2 1 St St. and Allegheny Ave.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago Pittsburgh

Sau Francisco Boston

un
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Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-

ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder

and stays there, while grease

forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express

on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Go. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monadnock Bldg., Chicago 141 Broadway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

Cotter Tank Valve.

The tank valve here illustrated is said

to possess the following advantages over

the old-style four-wing valve:

1st. It has its advantages as a time of

labor saved.

2d. It will give perfect service in all

kinds of weather.

3d. Its seat is on an angle so as to

protect it from any obstruction, having

an angle of 45 degrees, and nothing can

remain on its seat.

4th. No hanging of tank valve; no

leakage when off.

Sth. It is simple and durable in serv-

ice, and will give greater satisfaction

than any up-to-dalc improvement of the

old-style four-wing valve.

6th. The valve can be placed on the

new goose necks with very little expense

to the railroad companies.

7th. No changes to be made in the fit-

tings now in use on locomotives. This

phase, 11,000-voIt transmission line to a

sub-station at Round Lake, where lower-

ing transformers and a 250 kilowatt rotary

converter operating A. C. to D. C. are to

be installed. This sub-station will supply

power to the recently completed Saratoga

Division of the system connecting the

main line at Mechanicville with the

Saratoga-Balston line at Balston Spa.

After the alternating current generating

plant is installed next year on the Hud-
son river, the generating and sub-station

apparatus now in use and in course of

installation will be displaced by 8,300 kilo-

watts, 6oo-volt, D. C. rotary converters.

All of the electrical apparatus for the

temporary installations and also for the

permanent equipment of sub-stations is to

be built and furnished by the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany.

COTTER'S TENDER VALVE.

valve is to be placed on the inside of

tank. Can be procured from Frank P.

Cotter, 1027 Ellis street, Augusta, Ga.

The Smooth-On Manufacturing Com-

pany, of Jersey City, has moved into new

quarters. The offices are now at 547 and

549 Communipaw avenue and the works

are at 53 and 55 Harrison avenue. In its

new laboratories the company has the

best apparatus for general chemical analy-

sis. A new treatise on the subject has

just been issued by the company. It

shows deep knowledge, and the style is

plain and simple. Another book describes

the Smooth-On iron compounds, Smooth-

On paint and Smooth-On cements for

iron, steel and brass. Both these publica-

tions are free for the asking.

A flcctfooted, fiery Arab steed makes a

splendid and alluring form of locomotion

in certain Oriental countries, and we are

not surprised to learn that any of the lat-

est rival mechanical methods of locomo-

tion have many prejudices to overcome.

Mr. John Tyler, American Vice-Consul-

General at Teheran, reports that bicycles

have reached Persia and had a few ad-

mirers, but have made a very homely look-

ing rival to the fine horses for which that

country is famous. He says, however,

that the bicycle is making its way slowly

into favor, and expects that among cer-

tain classes it will soon displace the more

expensive horse. He says that American

machines are the favorites, and he thinks

that a good trade in American bicycles can

be worked up if someone had the enter-

prise to keep a stock on hand.

During a visit which Mr. H. H. Wesf-

inghouse made to Mexico some time ago

he was riding in a private car attached to

a train which ran into an open switch

causing a bad wreck. The car which Mr.

Westinghouse was in had on his com-

pany's friction buffer and it absorbed the

shock so effectually that the occupants

were not aware that a wreck had hap-

pened until they were informed by the

train men.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

At the Hudson Valley Railway Com-

pany's power station in Saratoga, there is

to be installed a 400 horse power engine

and 250 kilowatts. 2,200-voIt, belted, alter-

nating current generator with raising

transformers. From this power station

power will be transmitted by a three-

The advocates of the Ship Subsidy Bill

wax eloquent in Congress about the ben-

efits that would accrue to the American

people if the ocean liners and other sea-

going craft were under the Stars and

Stripes. There are several great steam-

ers belonging to the American Line

which are British built and fly the Ameri-

can flag by a special act of Congress.

These ships are manned almost exclu-

sively by foreigners, who keep their fam-

ilies in Liverpool, and they spend no

more of their earnings in America than

do the employees of the British, German,

French and Dutch lines.
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Auxiliary Coupling.

The annexed engravings illustrate an

auxiliary coupling put upon the market

by the Railway Appliance Co., Chicago,

which permits the M. C. B. coupler to he

coupled on the shortest of curves, and

fills a want which has been badly felt all

over the country. This is a device which
is exciting a great deal of interest among
railroad men due not only to the agproach-

of a recently devised improvement in their

construction. On account of this improve-

ment the working capacity of the Chip-

ping and Riveting Hammers is increased

at least 25 per cent, and the vibration, in-

separable from any pneumatic tool, is re-

duced very materially. This applies to

both Chipping and Riveting hammers.

Recent large orders have been received

from the Southern Pacific Co., Newport

News Ship Building & Dry Dock Co.,

Pennsylvania Railroad Co., Lackawanna

Steel Co. and others.

GII.M.'VN-BROWN EMERGENCY KNUCKLE.

ing abolition of the link slot and pin hole

but also the investigation which has been
carried along for some time by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission regarding
the methods used by railroad companies
for handling cars on sharp curves. Two
of the largest switching roads in Chicago
are using this device and it is in test on
many others, its great advantage being that

it is automatic and does not require the

presence of a switchman between the cars.

The Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co.

is now entirely settled in its new shops

The World's Waste of Coal.

The yearly output of the world's coal

mines is estimated by Prof. John Perry

in a letter to Nature at between six or

seven hundred millions of tons yearly.

The best and largest steam engines to-day

utilize less than lo-per cent, of the en-

ergy liberated in the burning of the coal,

and smaller engines utilize perhaps about

I per cent. These figures serve to show
the enormous waste of fuel which is go-

ing on all the time. The consumption

of coal is steadily increasing the world

over, and the heat losses stand as stated.

Professor Perry suggests that a few mil-

lions of dollars should be placed at the

disposal of some prominent scientific

men for the purpose of enabling them

to experimentally study the problem of

improving the steam engine, or of finding

some substitute for it, so that practically

all the energy stored in the coal might

be used, and the waste reduced to a

minimum. Lord Kelvin and Lord Ray-

EMERGENCV KNUCKLE IN USE.

at Twenty-first street and Allegheny ave-

nue, Philadelphia. Considerable loss of

time naturally resulted from moving, and

the company reports being somewhat be-

hind in making shipments. The works
are being run night and day, however, to

catch up, and orders will be filled with

usual promptness at no distant date. A
great deal of attention is being attracted

to the Keller Pneumatic Hammers, made
by the Philadelphia company, by reason

leigh are the two men Professor Perry

had in mind in making the suggestion.

The F. M. Hicks Equipment Locomo-
tive and Car Works seem to be very

busy with the repairs of old rolling stock

and the building of new, for various rail-

roads. The company make a specialty of

repairing of locomotives and cars and
have good facilities for doing the work.

The U & W
Piston Air Drill.

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton, Griffiths & Co., London
F. A. Schmitz, Dasseldorf

BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke,

Contains about 800 practical quest Ions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Making. By Wm. M. Barr. The necessary
conditions for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 Illustrations.

349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By Robert H. Blackall. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Alr-Brak«
equipment, containing over 1,000 questions
and their answers on the Westlnghouse
Air-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Alr-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearlv every rail-
road in the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM,
By Robert Grimshaw. it asks 1,600

questions and gives 1,600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—ywi-/ facts.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing 45*
pages, over 200 illustrations and 12 largo
Folding Plates. Bound In Maroon Cloth,
$2,00.

^^^A Special Circular oj these Books Sent
on Request.
^^Any of these Books Prepaid to any

Address in the world on Receipt oJ Price.

A6ENTS WANTED i°V,^« \r«
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
books Is sent free on application.

Norman A. Henley & Co., Publishers

132 Hassan St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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A. Leschen &, Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloader«, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

iioMi': ori-iciv:

920-922 North First St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ir^S
H. I.ake St.. Chicago. 111.

92 Centre St., New York City, N.V.
Ss b'reniont St. .San T'rniirisco, Cal.

The SGHROEDER HEADLIGHT GO.,

Evansville, Ind.
Manufacturers of

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

We are makers for all
the leading Railroads.

T* A \TJ fiT% ^®^* Yorkshire

1A 1 LUK STAY-BOLTIRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads

R. Mushet's;;
STEELS

SPECIAL "

"TITANIC"

Tliese Goods are tlie Standard ot Excellence

Sole Representatives in the
United States, Canada and Hexico.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WABEBOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

Just put this seat on the box and lay your cushion
on it. Any size or shape. Send cash, state size,

rive your weight.

HaKgard & Marcusson Co..
417 South Canal St., Chicago, 111.

The Allis-Chalmers Co.

"It is only when the whole product is

appropriate to the purpose intended that

it is entitled to be termed the best." This

interesting definition of the word best is

given by the Allis-Chalmers Co., and that

concern has expressed a desire to live up

to its own standard. This company, it

may be remembered, has absorbed the E.

P. Allis Co., of Milwaukee; Eraser &
Chalmers, ChicaTo; the Gates Iron

Works, of Chicago, and the Dickson

Mfg. Co., of Scranton, Pa. The Allis-

Chalmers Co. make air compressors,

equip power plants and manufacture

mining, smelting and many other kinds

of machinery. The general offices are in

the Home Insurance Building, Chicago.

A Handy Drill Jig.

This little tool will save its cost many
times over in almost any shop having a

drill press and very few have not. Used
as a vise without the jig attachments it

clamps work firmly and quickly and is a

great saver of time. The vise has a rigid

GRAHAM JIG VISE.

substantial base and does not tilt under ihe

drill as is apt to be the case when angle

plates are used. The work is simply

clasped in the vise and slid under the drill

—saving time over the usual method of

swinging the table or arm.

The drilling jig is attached to stationary

jaw of the vise and the work is simply put

in place and the drill is accurately located

every time. For a small tool it has about

as many possibilities in the way of saving

time and labor as any known of. It is

made by the Graham Mfg. Co., of Provi-

dence, R. I.

Suggestions for Broken Cylinder Head.

It is pretty well known by all en-

gineers who take the trouble to find out

the workings of the Vanclain compound
locomotive, that in case a high pressure

piston rod should break that engine

could continue to pull her full train

even if the cylinder head is broken. That

is if we can arrange to plug the hole in

the back end of cylinder and find a head

of some kind for the front end of the

cylinder.

I have seen it suggested in print in

some of the journals, that we should

carry an extra head on the engine for

this purpose. But as this breakdown

does not happen very often. I think if

we carried an extra head, when we

wanted it we could not find it. It would

be like the clamps for locking the valve

stems. They are very scarce when they

are wanted. I have been thinking it

would be a good plan to make a cylinder

head of the number plate on the front

end of the smoke arch for the high pres-

sure cylinder when the engine is built,

as we can run without the head on the

low pressure cylinder. We only feel the

loss of the steam as blast for the fire,

and the power of course. But we can

keep the train going by tiigh pressure on
the broken-down side and put the blower
on to make up for the loss of exhaust.

But getting back to the extra head for

the high pressure cylinder, if it was
made for a head, holes drilled in it and
fitted to the cylinder so there would be
no mistake about it going on in a hurry,

and have a boss cast on it in the middle
and have it tapped out so it would screw
onto a stud heavy enough to hold it, then

it could be ornamented so it would look

well. .\% the most of number plates are

about 18 inches diameter and the high
pressure cylinders are somewhere about

that size, I think this would work all

right, and we would always know just

where to look for a cylinder head.

To those who have not given this sub-

ject a thought, I would say take out pis-

ton rod, plug from the front end of

cylinder, put on your cylinder head and
you are ready to go. As the valve opens

to admit steam to the H. P. cylinder, the

steam will run through the H. P. cylinder

and enter the tubular part and go right

to the front of the low pressure cylinder

and will work that way alternately at

both ends. A. J. O'Hara.

A Wave Motor.

A novel and ingenious method of rais-

ing water has been in successful opera-

tion in Santa Cruz. Cal., for some time

past. On a cliff on the sea coast two
wells have been sunk in the rock, one
eight feet in diameter and the other five

feet. The wells extend thirty feet above

high tide something below ebb tide. The
bottoms of these wells are connected with-

the sea by a horizontal tunnel. In one

of the wells is a counterbalanced float,

which rises and falls with the action of

the waves. In the other well a long force

pump, the plunger of which is actuated

by the rising and falling float. In this

way water is pumped to a height of 125

feet above sea level.

The Armstrong Bros. Tool Company,

of Chicago, had the misfortune to go

through a fire lately, which put it to

great inconvenience, but the plant is

now completely re-equipped and is in a

better position to turn out work more

rapidly than ever. The company has

largely increased the shop force and has

30.000 square feet of floor space. Their

exhibits at the late conventions attracted

much attention.
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Rapid Growth of the Pintsch Light

System.

An interesting statement has been issued

by the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.

showing the remarkable increase in the

use of the Pintsch Light System during

the past twelve months, as well as giving

the total number of cars, locomotives,

buoys and beacons equipped with this sys-

tem throughout the world. Upon refer-

ence to the table, we find that there are

at present in the United States and Can-

ada 18,653 cars equipped with the Pintsch

System of Lighting, while in the territory

controlled by the American Company there

are sixty-six Pintsch gas manufacturing

plants in operation. The complete state-

ment appears below

:

CARS, LOCOMOTIVES, BUOYS. &C.. USING
PINTSCH SYSTEM OF LIGHTING,

TO MAY, 1902.

Loco- Buoys

mo- Gas and

Cars, lives. Works. Beacons

Oermany 40.156 4,786 71 124

Denmark 45 3 -'

England 18,859 '8 87 272

France 6,741 27 240

Holland 3.487 5 10 86

Italy 1.528 5 15

Switzerland 360 2 1

Austria 4.218 10 1

Russia 3.041 "2 13 '3

Sweden 679 43 4 2

SenHa 216

Bulgaria 98 '

Turkey 114

Egypt 42 3 "8

Canada 166 3 65

Brazil 974 31 I 33

Argentine 1.096 lo 2

Chili 46 2
•

India 9,584 16

Australia 2,053 '3 38

United States 18,497 63 172

Japan 100 2 4

China i i5

Mexico 81 I

Total 112,191 4,997 347 1,211

Increase for the year 6,527 525 11 49

Accident Bulletin No. 2.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has issued the second accident bulletin,

which includes the months of October,

November and December, 1901. It will

be remembered that the railroads are re-

quired, under the provisions of the "Ac-

cident Law," to furnish the commission

with particulars of all accidents which

may occur from time to time, with the

number of persons injured in each. In

tabe No. I, which is a summary of casual-

ties to persons, the greatest number of ac-

cidents were due to collisions, and the

greatest number of persons killed were in

this class. There were 47 passengers and

152 employes killed, though injuries to

both passengers and employes were

greater from other causes.

In the matter of coupling accidents, in

a table of twenty-one classified causes, the

"not clearly explained" cause, contains the

greatest number of victims. Eleven em-
ployes were killed and 147 were injured.

The significance of these figures, where

information appears to have been scanty,

comes out when one sees that the total

killed for all causes was 38, and the in-

jured numbered 574.

It is probable that as the work of the

commission in analyzing and tabulating

the information sent in by the railroads,

progresses, and furthermore, as the rail-

roads themselves become more accus-

tomed to furnishing accurate information,

the classification of indefinite causes will

decrease. The value of these coupling ac-

cident records depends entirely upon their

accuracy. It was to do away with or miti-

gate the dangers incident to coupling cars

that the safety appliance law was passed

and the M. C. B. coupler introduced. If

the information given in each case is defi-

nite, tables prepared from such returns

will reveal what weak points there yet

may be in our otherwise excellent system

of coupling cars. It is directly in the in-

terests of all employes, for the employes

themselves to co-operate with railroad

officials in giving the fullest details of each

accident, so that not only may statistics be

tabulated, but that remedies may be ap-

plied where any preponderance of casual-

ties from some cause or causes, points to

defects either in appliances or in opera-

tion.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

—better specify

it in your next

3 order.

VALVE COMPANY.
Z7I FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON HASSi

PATENT
your novel Idea or design.
It Is the only way to con-
trol it and make It pay.
Send postal to Stebbins

& Wrioht, Mechanical Experts and Attorney*,
Station G, Box 333, Washington, D.C., for toll IB-
formation. They secure goud patents and pro-
tect the whole invention.

WANTED.
Steady work and sooci wages to a first class,

expcrieuced locomotive draughtsman, to do gen-

eral detail and elevation work. Communicate at

once with

H. K. PORTER CO.,

,4.1th Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WANTED.
Salesman for jobbing line of dynamos, motors,

switchboards, arc lamps, transformers, etc.

Agency Crocker-Wheeler Co, We build our own
switches and switchboards. Salesman should
have general experience. Familiarity with sup-
plies and incandescent lamps desirable. State
experience, references and salary. Address

SALESMAN,
care of Railway & Locomotive Engineering,

Qeneral Manager's Report of the Na-

tal Government Railways for 1901.

The annual report of Sir David Hunter,

general manager of the Natal Government

railways, shows that traffic and receipts

during the year 1901 have increased in a

very satisfactory way. Now that peace

has been declared in South Africa, it is

probable that a further very substantial

increase of traffic may be looked for.

During that year the department added

to its rolling stock 25 "Reid" engines and

365 wagons of 20 tons capacity. Addi-

tional orders for engines having been

placed, the department will eventually

have 100 heavy engines for working main

line traffic, in addition to the existing

stock. The engines referred to above

were designed by the locomotive superin-

tendent of the line, and they locally bear

his name. They were built by Messrs.

Dubs & Co. of Glasgow, and have ten

coupled drivers, with a 4-wheel truck in

front and a pair of carrying wheels at the

rear. In fact they are what we would call

4-10-2 engines, according to their wheel

arrangement. They are tank engines

with tanks carried on the running-boards

and fuel space behind. They have out-

side cylinders, and with familiar headlight

and pilot have thus something "American"

about their appearance. The cylinders are

19x27 inches, and the boiler pressure is

175 pounds. The engines weigh in work-

ing order 68.17 tons each. The gauge of

the road is 3 feet 6 inches and it has

numerous i in. 30 grades and curves of

300 feet radius.

These engines are not an unqualified

success, if we are to believe an editorial

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN a TRUST BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.

Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't g:ive

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything: from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Mcholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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FOR SALE
FRirCHT, PASSINCER »N0 LOOGINC

LOCOMOTIVES
SIZES. V^MKO DELIVERIES

FKA UmUC '" DIARBOBN ST.

. M. nIOKO, CHICAGO, ILt.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your

watch from falling out no mat-

ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

•hops in the country.
Union of course. 1^ J*

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

^

writer in the Natal Industries, z paper

conducted by Mr. Robert Dives, M. I.

M. E. It is stated that these engines were

intended to haul 50 per cent, more load

than the Dubs engines which had been

on the road for 12 years. Wc are told

that, so far, they have not come up to

this promised standard.

An interesting side light is thrown on

the methods pursued by the government

in obtaining these engines. The critic,

who is certainly hostile to the administra-

tion, professes to quote from the general

manager's own notes, in a parliamentary

paper on the subject. He says, "Between

the time when Mr. Reid's first outline

was made, and the arrival of the experi-

mental engine, nearly seven years elapsed,

and during the whole time very im-

portant discussions on every point involved

took place between the cngineer-in-chief,

the consulting engineer, the locomotive

superintendent and the builders."

It seems somewhat strange that after

all this careful deliberation and manifest

caution displayed by everybody concerned,

an engine should finally have been pro-

duced which would be open to criticism

from any quarter. It may be, however,

that practice which was modern, and

strictly up-to-date or even in advance of

the times, when Mr. Reid's first outline

was made, had withered away and had

been forgotten by the time it had been

wrought into iron and steel, and delivered

to the Natal government nearly seven

years later. We do not know how far the

strictures contained in Industries may be

justified; but it reminds us of the story

of the sick man who called in half a dozen

famous physicians to relieve him, and

while these eminent practitioners were

consulting together most carefully on the

very best and most highly efficacious

method of treatment, the patient died.

able patents covering electrical appara-

tus.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal.

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.

Boston Blower Co,

HYDE PARK >^
^

. MASS. >

''

The Detroit Lubricator Co. are pre-

paring to put upon the market a valve and

piston lubricator designed to feed graphite

with the oil. Those who are using

graphite systematically on valves and pis-

tons escape much of the trouble others

have to endure from cut rubbing surfaces

and particularly from trouble with metal-

lic packing.

The Gold Car Heating and Lighting

Company, which has just been incorpo-

rated under the laws of the State of New

York, with a capital of one million dollars

($1,000,000) has purchased outright the

entire business of the Gold Car Heating

Companv of New York, Chicago and

London, and also the entire business of

the Gold Street Car Heating Company.

It takes possession on July I, 1902, of

all of the property of both of these com-

panies, and in addition to nearly one

hundred patents already owned by them,

has acquired a number of new and valu-

W. H. Nicholson & Co., of Wilkes-

barre. Pa., had an exhibit comprising a

full line of the Nicholson expanding

mandrels. These handy appliances take

everything from i to 7-in. holes, and

occupy very little room. Mr. Wm.
Lloyd represented the firm.

A lady desirous of seeing a very gor-

geous private car at the Saratoga con-

ventions, happened into the one belong-

ing to the Railroad Gas Lighting Com-
pany, of Chicago. On getting inside she

made some disparaging remarks on the

undoubted plainness of the interior fur-

nishings, but her attention was immedi-
ately called to the neat and compact
nickel-plated gas range in one corner

of the car, w-hich compels the admira-

tion of all. Thus, like Tom Sawyer's

experience in fence coloring, "those who
came to scofT, remained to whitewash."

The car in question, named Acetylene,

was brilliantly lighted by Acetylene gas.

The generator is charged both with car-

bide and water from the outside, and
it is claimed that this makes the system
here employed very convenient and safe

for use in passenger and private cars.

Our chief, Mr. Angus Sinclair, leaves

New York July 2 on his biennial trip to

visit his friends and relatives in Scotland.

This year he goes on business connected

with Railway and Locomotive Engineer-
ing and with the Automobile Magazine,

which he controls. That will take him to

several continental countries and he in-

tends to make a careful investigation of

the automobile business in addition to the

notes which he always makes for Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering of the latest

phases of railway machinery and operat-

ing in Europe. He expects to visit by

automobile trips many places in his native

country, among them Skibo Castle, the

home of Mr. Andrew Carnegie.

Those who were financially interested in

the Pan-American Exposition, held at

Buffalo last year, are called upon to mfet

a deficit, the receipts having fallen short

of the expenditures. Of course they are

looking to the general government to make

up the loss and a strong body is at work

in Washington wrestling with Congress-

men to help them to secure what they

want. If that charity is granted, the next

applicants will be those connected with the

Charleston exhibition. After that will

come the St. Louis World's Fair. These

exhibitions are held for the benefit of cer-

tain individuals and to bring outside

money to the places where they are held

;

there is very little reason beyond that for

their existence and it is only fair that those

benefited should be left to pay the bills.
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IS

EASY
WITH

" Headlight

Cleaner."

NO GRtT, ACID OR
POISON

MAKES NO OU ST-
CLEANS QUICKLY
AND EASILY.

WRITE US ABOUT IT TO-DAY.

W. W. Converse & Co., Palmer, Mass,

will be pleased to send full-sized sample on appli-
cation to Supts. M. P. and M. Ms.

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation

As shown in the iUustraiion it is different from other
Planert. They are strong in construction, neat and con-
venient to handle and care for. Circulars are yours for

the asking.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,

Winchendon, Mass.

REDUCING VALVt
FOR CAR HEATING

Has features which make it superior i

to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manu/ai-tured /'V

SMOOTH-ON IRON CEMENT
Unequalled for patching and stopping leaks in boilers. SJVI00TI1-0N
when mixed with water becomes a hard metallic Iron that expands and
contracts with the Iron and will withstand fire, steam, water or oil.

Write for 60-page illustrated book— It is free.

SMOOTH-ON MFG. CO , ^^j^RtV^cTrT"""r u^s"."
VREELAND TOHPKINS, Chemist nml Managrer. Telephone 76 Bergen.

The Stearnes

Patented Safety

Car Ranges
Absolutely safe in case of accident. Auto-
matic Lock Tops and Covers. In use by
nearly every railroad in the country.

Stearnes Steel Range Company
31 MARKET ST., CHICAQO, ILL.

Referknces :— Pullman Co., li.imev & Smith Co.,

and every railroad out of Chicago.

"[he f\merican

Locomotive

Shown in our Locomotive Chart should
be found in every railroad man's home.

25 CENTS EACH.

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.,
174 Broadway, New York.
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Ten-Wheel Passenger Engines for the

Central Railroad of New Jersey.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey

have just received from the Brooks Works
of the American Locomotive Company
some passcni^cr len-wlieel engines. The
cylinders are 19 x 26 inches, and the

diameter of the wheels 69 inches. The
total weight is 161,000 pounds. Capacity

of tender, 5.000 gallons.

The most noticeable feature is, of

course, the fireman's cab, which is a com-

plete steel hood, sloping inward toward the

top, with a door at each side, which can be

entered by means of a most convenient

ladder. The engine frames are extended

174 Broadway, New York, August, 1902

uIktc llir sidi- iliru^t and lurch, (hie to (

high speed, is never in exact unison with
that of the engine. In winter, curtains

over the doors will iriakc the "coal digger"

decidedly snug, and furthermore, he

can't fall out.

Another advantage in this plan is that

it .ifTords a very neat and compact ar-

rangement for the shaker riccing. The
whole is enclosed in a sheet metal box,

close up against the firebox, and the lid

is on the slant, so that the least room is

occupied, and any coal which may lly off

when the scoop "coes home" is not lost,

1)111 f.ills upon the deck, from whence it

n ay he swept into the tender again.

No. 8

eai)ped pipe, and so do away with front

gland and packing.

The valve motion is direct ; the connec-
tion rod and rocker-arm being made of
cast steel. '1 he valve is of the piston type

with inside admission. There is a half

elliptic spring placed at the back of the

spring .system, where a coil spring is

generally used. The sand pipes come
down in front of the leadintr driver and
are arranged so that the air valves are

lielow the running board, and the pipes

distribute themselves from that point to

the various wheels. This gives a clear

space between the main driver and the

leader, and between the main driver and

TEN-WHEEI. PAS.SENGKR LUCq.MuTl VK—CKNTK.^L RAlLKO.\D OF NEW JERSEY.

back so as to carry a very roomy deck,

upon which the fireman stands, while he

feeds the wide furnace through two fire-

doors. The tender has a water bottom,

and the coal space is sloped from the

back, and comes out flush with the fire-

man's deck. The fire doors are not

high, and the lift of the coal scoop is

consequently not great. An advantage of

having the fireman "on deck," and not

working from the tender, is tliat, with all

the motion of the engine, the fireman and

the firehole door maintain the same rela-

tive position with reference to each other

all the time. The fireman, as he works, ex-

periences the heave and swing and sway of

the huge machine, and his aim with the

scoop full of coal, as he throws it forcibly

forward, is more true and is attained

with less effort than if he was compelled

to stand on the sliifting deck of the tender

The arrangement of fittings in the cab

is all that could be desired, and may be

accurately described by saying that every-

thing is "handy," in full and real sense

of the term. Tlie cab is large and com-

fortable, and is provided with doors

through which a man may walk without

having to double up or squeeze througfi.

There is not a cock, lever or valve of any

kind on the fireman's side. This says

more clearly than words, that on this en-

gine the fireman's sole duty, with his

steam gauge in front of him, is to "keep

her hot." and the provision made for him

by the company fully enables him- to

do so.

The engines are very popular on the

road. tlicv_are well liked by tne men. and

are doing exceTlcm—wiQrk^^^^The Jersey

Central people intend to encToTe- the pis-

ton valve rod extension in a piece of

the trailer, which is very useful in enabling

a man to readily get inside, between the

wheels.

In the cab the water gauge is of ample

size. but is enclosed in a case, which

shows about 8 ins. of glass, so that

when the water is "just in sight." the

crown sheet has an ample supply above it.

This glass enables an engineer to easily

keep a more even water level, avoiding

extremes and taking no chances. The re-

sult is comfort in the cab and a reduc-

tion of piston packing failures to be

handled in the shop.

A few of the principal dimensions arc

as follows

:

CYLINDERS.
Cylinder dia —19 x 26 ins.

Piston rod dia.—sK ins.

Steam ports, length—24.3 ins.

Steam ports, width—2 ins.

Exhaust port, least area—65 sq in.
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Kind of fuel—Fine antliracite coal.

Weight of leading wheels—41.000 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels-120.OCO lbs

Weight, total— 16:.000 lbs.

Weight lender, loaded— 106,000 lbs.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Total wheel base of engine— 14 ft. iH ins.

Wheel b.ise, driving— 13 ft. 3 ins

Wheel base, total engine and tender-51 ft gY, ins.

Length over all engine—3S ft. 5 ins.

Length over total engine and tender—60 ft. 5 ins.

Center of boiler above rail— 9 ft. sH ins.

Height of stack above rail— 14 ft. i" ins.

Heating sni face, fire bo.\— 156 sq ft.

Heating surface, tubes—2,031 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total— 2,187 sq ft.

Grate area—67.70 sq. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.

Wheels, truck, dia.—.^6 ms.

Wheels, driving, dia.—69 ins.

Material of wheel centers—Cast steel.

Journal leading axles—sf^ x 12 ins.

Journal driving axle—S^ x 11 ins.

VALVES.
Valves—Piston.

Valves, greatest travel—sJs ins.

Valves, steam lap (inside)- I'/s ins.

Valves, exhaust clearance (outside)—o.

Lead in full gear—^ in.

BOILER.
Boiler—Wagon top, radial stayed.

Boiler, working pressure—210 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel—Steel.

Boiler, thickness of material in shell— {i ; M ; i°s :

H: in.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet—ii in.

Boiler, dia. of barrel front— 6o'4 i"S.

Boiler, dia. of barrel at throat—69W ins.

Seams, h' rizontal—Sextuple riveted.

Seams, circumferential—Triple riveted.

FIREBOX.

Firebox—Wide type.

Firebox, length— 109 ins , width 91 ins.

Firebox, depth, front—59H ins.

Firebox, depth, back—46 ins.

Firebox, material—Steel.

Fiiehox, thickness of sheets—crown ^ ins., lube

Hin,, side !j in.

Firebox, mud ring width—3M ins. back, 3'A ins.

side, 4 ins. front.

Firebox, water-space at top—4^ back, 6 ins. sides,

4 ins. front.

Tubes, number of—282.

Tubes, material—Charcoal iron

Tubes, outside— 2 ins.

Tubes, thickness—No. 12 B. W. G.

Tubes, length over tube sheets—13 ft. lo'/s ins.

Grates—Rocking and water tubes.

OTHER PARTS.

Exhaust nozzle—Single, 5 ins. dia.

Stack—Taper.

Stack, least dia. taper— 15 ins.

Stack, greatest dia.—17 ins.

TENDER
Type—3-wheel, steel frame.

Tank—Water bottom.

Tank, capacity—5.000 gallons.

Tank, capacity for coal—10 tons.

Type of underframe—Steel channel.

Type of trucks—All metal C R.R. of N. J. standard.

Type of springs—Triple elliptic

Dia. of wheels—33 ins.

Size of journals—5 x 9 ins.

Dia. of center of axle—5*4 ins.

Lengthof tender over bumper beams—21 ft. i!i ins.

Length of tank inside—19 ft. 6 ins.

Width of tank inside—10 ft. ins.

Heighth of tank, without collar—5 ft.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.

Brakes—New York automatic brake for drivers,

tender and train service.

Pump—No. 2, N. Y. A. B.

One Hundred Miles an Hour.

The results thus far attained by the ex-

periments at Zossen. in Germany, where

an electric road was especially equipped

for solving the high speed problem with

electric motors, show that the most im-

portant item is the roadbed. At speeds

of one hundred miles an hour the track,

which consisted of sixty-nine-pound rails,

began to give way, and caused serious

side-sway of the cars. Both the rails

and the metal tics proved too light for

the strain, and the experiments were

stopped on this account. The original in-

tention to run at speeds up to 125 or 150

miles an hour, while apparently perfectly

feasible, so far as the motors and trolley

mechanism were concerned, has had to be

abandoned until a heavier roadbed can be

laid.

Boiler Seam With Diamond-Shaped
Welt.

Mr. Samuel M. Yauclaiu. superintend-

ent of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Philadt;lphia, has recently designed and

patented a horizontal boiler seam, which

is claimed to have 96 per cent, of the

strength of the solid plate. This is a

'' O

come to the double welt itself, there are

17 holes in it, with 19 rivets in the half

diamond of the lower welt. All the riv-

ets in the row along this welt are in

double shear. This means that they pass

through three plates, thus giving two

planes where shearing forces act. Rivets

in double shear are very nearly, though

not quite, equal to twice the value of

rivets in single shear, or those which pass

through only two plates.

Adding together all the advantages

and subtracting the disadvantages, if one

may say so, or more correctly, taking the

algebraic sum of all the additions to

strength, and all the reductions of

strength in this arrangement of plates

and rivets, it has been found by test

that this seam is about 90 per cent, as

strong as the original plate itself. The

diamond-shaped welt here used, secures

this advantage, that on each line of riv-

ets, the holes are comparatively few and

far between, and as the seam itself is

approached, the total number of rivets

outside each succeeding line, almost

make up for the loss due to the holes

punched.

Like the breast pocket in a suit of

I

Oif
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locomotive is not at work no power is

being used or vvasleil.

The energy for the daily operation of an

electrical locomotive is furnished by a

storage battery, vifhich is recharged at

night or at intervals during the day vifhen

the locomotive is not in use. Very fre-

quently it is possible to so arrange inter-

enough power to slip the wheels on the

track. In electrical locomotive practice,

11 is the custom to estimate the draw-bar

pull as one-tifth of the weight on the

drivers.

In electric locomotives, the motors arc

not mounted between the wheels, as is the

practice in street railway cars, because of

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR INDUSTRIAL R.4ILWAY SERVICE.

missions for recharging during the day,

that no time need be devoted to this work
at night. For the total recharging of the

batteries there is required about one-

quarter as much time as the locomotive

has been in service since the last recharg-

ing.

The battery on the regulation electric

locomotive is divided into sections which

are connected through the controller with

the motor armatures and fields in various

combinations of series-parallel connec-

tions, thus obtaining the variations of

speed and draw-bar pull required. Excep-

tionally large and heavy battery plates

are used in order that there may be no

X>ossibility of overstrain in starting the

load. In fact, an idea of the proportions

of the storage batteries may be gained

from the fact that they are required to de-

liver but two watts per pound of lead.

Tlie battery cells are not sealed, but are

simply covered with a loose rubber plate

intended to keep out dust and lessen the

evaporation of the electrolyte. No rheo-

stats or resistance coils of any kind are

used. An effort has been made to so pro-

portion the motors to the normal output

of the batteries and to the weight of the

locomotive, that they can not be over-

loaded by the driver.

The ordinary locomotive utilizes two in-

dependent electric motors, either in series

or in multiple. These motors are so ad-

justed as to pull hardest, when the load

is being started and the speed is the slow-

,
est, gradually lessening the pull and in-

creasing speed as the car gains headway.

The locomotives in addition to bein^ so

designed that every wheel is a driver, are

usually so geared that the motors have

the limited space below the platform. In

many of the most modern types of elec-

trical locomotives, however, the driving

mechanism is entirely enclosed so that it

would be possible for it to pass through

half a foot of water without any working

part getting wet. AH gear wheels have

machine-cut teeth and are mounted on

steel shafts, which are ground true on

dead centers and run in bearings with re-

or with the short grades found in manu-
facturing establishments, they appear to

meet all requirements. Storage battery

locomotives, as compared with the trolley

equipment, which they have in many in-

stances displaced, are claimed to have the

advantage of economy in the long run,

and the storage machines have, of course,

the advantage that they may be operated
wherever tracks are laid, whereas trolley

wires cannot well be run in erecting shops,

machine shops or under overhead cranes.

Considering the subject of operating ex-

lienses, as applied to the storage battery

locomotives, it may be said, generally

speaking, that the current will cost about
five cents per horse power per hour. The
recharging of the batteries may be ac-

complished by an independent steam or

electric-driven dynamo and accessories,

exactly proportionate to the number and
capacity of the cells. One charging set

may be utilized to charge two or three

locomotives in ordinary service.

The standard electric locomotive is

tliirteen feet in length over all, 52-in.

width, 66-in. height over all. without can-

opy, and loo-in. height with canopy.. The
approximate weight of the locomotive in

running order is 5 tons, and it is operated

on a track of 21 ^-in. gage measured out-

side of rail heads. The speed per hour is

variable, from one to four miles and the

range in the usual run of shop and yard

work is ten hours. A locomotive of the

dimensions given, hauls, on the level, 50

tons ; on i per cent, grade, 25 tons ; on 3

per cent, grade, 15 tons; on 3 per cent,

grade, 10 tons ; on 4 per cent, grade, 7

tons, and on 5 per cent, grade, 5 tons.

The most approved practice for industrial

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR STANDARD GAl'GE.

movable bushings. By means of a tight,

circular case, the gear wheels are enabled

to run in a bath of lubricating oil.

The great weight of the lead batteries,

in proportion to the energy which they

are capable of storing, precludes the con-

sideration of storage battery locomotives

for long hauls or high speeds, but for shop

or vard work on tracks substantially level

railways, now prescribes the use of rolled

steel rails 2iV2-in. from outside to out-

side of rail heads ; riveted to cup-shaped

steel cross-ties, spaced two feet apart and

fitted
' with four bolt fish plates. The

straight sections of track are 20 feet long

and the curved sections 12-ft.' radius. In

most cases the curved sections are so con-

structed that the outer wheel of the car
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runs on its flange, and die inner wheel on

the tread of the rail.

In addition to their nse on industrial

railways, storage battery locomotives are

coming into use to an increasing extent

for switching work on standard gage

track. These larger locomotives which

are, of course, constructed especially for

this class of w-ork, are built in accordance

with Master Car Builders' standards and

are in most instances arranged with two

motors, so that every wheel is a driver,

thus rendering the whole weight available

for traction. The switching engines arc

of various capacities and a number have

been built to suit particular services in

yard work. Our illustrations show nar-

row gauge and standard gauge electric lo-

comotives.

The First Successful Coal Burner and

Its nodern Successor.

The upper picture in tlie annexed en-

gravings is the reproduction from an in-

teresting model, which is an exact copy

on a reduced scale of what is reported to

have been the first locomotive on the

American continent to burn coal success-

fully. It was a standard passenger engine

on the Philadelphia. Wilmington and Bal-

timore for some years before 1865. The

advances made in the design of locomo-

tives since that time is graphically illus-

trated by the second engine, which is a

picture of one of the latest locomotives

built for the Philadelphia, Wilmington

and Baltimore.

The introduction of coal for locomotive

fuel is now a chapter of history with

which few railroad men of the present

generation are acquainted. The first loco-

motive to do work on a railroad in this

country was Peter Cooper's "Tom
Thumb." which demonstrated on the Bal-

timore & Ohio tint traction by locomo-

tives was practicalile. That small engine

used anthracite as fuel, but its successors

for many years burned wood and (hat.

too, on railroads whose principal business

w-as hauling coal to the markets. Wood
was the fuel of the people when railroads

first were introduced, and the supply

seemed illimitable, so it was natural that

wood should be regarded as the proper

fuel for locomotives.

Railroads had not, however, been many

years in operation when firewood became

scarce in some sections, and railroad man-

agers began to urge the use of coal as fuel.

The but-ning of wood had become the uni-

versal practice of locomotives and nearly

everybody connected with their operation

opposed any change. The conservative

tendencies of railroad train men were dis-

played very strongly against a change of

fuel ; and those wdio were trying to in-

troduce the use of coal met with open

and covert resistance that discouraged the

most strenuous efforts.

Among the most active advocates of the

use of coal was Mr. S. M. Felton, who

was an influential railroad manager be-

tween 1845 and 1865. In the latter year

he retired from the position of president

of the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Bal-

timore, and was the recipient of nuinerous

evidences of esteem and respect from his

former associates and from business men
generally. Among numerous costly pres-

ents presented to Mr. Felton at a public

banquet in his honor, was a miniature

locomotive made of silver and gold, which

was an exact model of the "Webster," an

engine alleged to have been the first that

successfully burned coal wdiile hauling

passenger trains. The construction of this

engine was the result of long and per-

sistent efforts made by Mr. Felton, who
was determined that coal should be

burned if the thing were possible.

The illustration shown was made front

a photograph of the miniature model fur-

nished us by Mr. S. M. Felton, president

of the Chicago & .Alton Railroad, who is a

son of the celebrated railroad president to-

whom t4ie model was given. At the ban-

quet at which this model was presented,

according to Ringwalt's "Development of

Railroad Systems in the United States,"

Mr. Felton said

:

"This beautiful and exact model of the

first really successful locomotive for burn-

ing coal on passenger trains, is a touch-

ing and appropriate memorial, for it will

always remind me of my trials, as well

as my final success in that department.

Many years ago while I was upon the

Fitchburg Railroad, I came to the con-

clusion that if railroads multiplied in the

future as they had done in the past, our

beautiful and green hillsides would be

stripped of their foliage and become bar-

ren wastes, unless some other fuel than

wood could be found for locomotives.

.Accordingl}' in 1849 I got up a locomotive

for burning coal. It succeeded, by a good

deal of nursing, in making now and then

a trip when all the circumstances con-

spired in its favor. It, however, served

no useful purpose, save as a scarecrow to

those who furnished wood, persuading

them through their fears, that it was or

would be a success, to reduce the price

THE " D.^NIEL WEBSTER ' W. & B
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of wciod at oiicc 50 cents a cord. So far

so good ; but it was not a success as a

coal burner. It only paved the way to

better things. . . .

"In 1855 i\Ir. Wni. ,\. Crocker, of

Taunton, and myself built at our own cost

and trouble, a passenger locomotive for

burning coal on Mr. Dimpfel's plan. We
were very sanguine of its success, but the

subject was comparatively new. En-
gineers and firemen were used to wood,

and coal was black and dirty to handle,

and there were a thousand prejudices to

contend with. We obtained leave to try

some experiments on the Worcester and

Western Railroad, as the locomotive was
then in Massachusetts. Our second ex-

periment there was with a very heavy

passenger train loaded mostly with emi-

grants bound for Kansas. We proceeded

successfully for twenty or thirty miles,

and began to think that the problem was
successfully demonstrated, when the en-

gine began to lessen its speed. The pulsa-

tions of life grew less and less, vigorous

till finally the train came to a standstill.

Then a' storm of indignant rage was
showered upon our heads by the delayed

passengers. We were glad to retire from

the crowd and procure another engine to

speed the emigrants on their way. Then
we examined at our leisure the cause of

this most mortifying failure. The damper
had been imperfectly secured in its open

position. The motion of the engine had

jarred down the damper so that no air

was adiTiitted to the grates and naturally

the fire went out, as any w'ood fire would
have done. Our engine, however, was
condemned for this one failure, although

it made successful trips before and after

on other railroads, but we sold out at a

loss of about eight thousand dollars.

Thus ended the second chapter.

"The effort to burn coal was not, how-
ever, abandoned : but resulted in the build-

ing of the Webster, of which this is a

model. The Webster was from the start

an entire success, never making any fail-

ure. It ran at half the expense of wood
burners of the same class and made the

lime so regularly and luiifornily with the

.p,Teat express train ihil the residents

along the line were in the habit of setting

their watches by its passage past their

houses."

Laying Two Miles of Track a Day.

Some very gDoil track-laying work has

been done recently on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie Railroad by the use of a track

layer, wdiich consists essentially of ma-
chine car, from the front of which pro-

jects a 65-ft. steel cantilever truss. This

truss is fitted on the under side with power

rollers which move the rails forward. A
tender car at the back of the machine car

contains the boiler, fuel and water, all of

which are carried on a raised platform.

A train of about 14 to 16 ordinary flat

cars follow this machine, and each car

carries two 3-in. iron rollers, placed in

the center of the car. one over each side

sill. Rails are loaded upon the rear cars

of this train and are roughly connected

up one by one on each side and move
forward over these rollers as the power

rollers on the machine car are operated.

Ties are loaded on the forward cars of

the train, the lower tiers being laid Ion-

git udin.illy between the strings of rails,

and on top of these lower' tiers the ties

are piled crosswise, so as to clear the

moving rails. As the rails move forward,

pulled by the power rollers on the machine

car. ties from the front carload are laid

crosswise on the rails, roughly spaced, so

that the rails carry about the same num-
ber of ties as they will ultimately lie upon.

Rails with ties across them move forward

and pass under the raised platform of the

tender car and enter the machine car.

Here the rails move forward on the same

level as formerly, but the ties are caught

upon an endless chain and are taken up

an incline until they reach the top of the

projecting cantilever truss. They move
forward along the top cord and are even-

tually slid down an incline 25 feet ahead

of the last rail end.

The operation of track laying may be

briefly summarized thus : When a pair of

rails has passed out through the power

rollers and reach the required point, they

are grappled by speciall)' constructed

tongs and dropped upon ties already

laid. .X temporary connection of these

rails with those in place, permits the ma-

chine car and the whole train to move

forward. While this is being done ties

are dropping oflF the down incline in front

of all and are hastily straightened and

placed. By the time the rails just dropped

have been traversed by the machine car,

ties enough have been laid to receive the

next rail, which has gradually been pulled

forward in the meantime. The stops made

to allow rails to be connected up in front

afford the men on the rear cars the neces-

sary time to connect rails at the back end

of the string.

The power for all this is supplied by a

pair of 100 horse power engines. In the

work already done by this track-laying

machine no difficulty was experienced in

moving 15 loaded cars up a 40-ft. grade.

.\ crew of between 30 to 35 experienced

men working this machine will lay two

miles of track a day. Mr. Hurley, the

inventor, expects to do away with the

tender car in the next track layer he

builds, and carry engines, boiler and all

on the machine car.

The spring hangers on some of the

heavy modern locomotives seem very

light and frail. Unquestionably they are

heavy and strong enough, but seem of

insufficient material in comparison with

the old-fashioned, cumbrous hangers as

one is accustomed to see them. Since the

light, modern hangers have proved a

sufficiency of strength in service, the

logical conclusion is that the old hangers

were larger and heavier than was actually
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Canadian Ten-Wheeler.

Our illustration shows a new ten-

wheel passenger engine built by the

Canadian Pacific Railway, at the Mon-
treal shop, from designs made by Mr.

E. A. Williams, superintendent of rolling

stock. This locomotive was designed to

haul the transcontinental trains of the com-
pany, which have been gradually growing

heavier and time faster during recent years.

The engines are simple with 20 .x 26-in.

cylinders, and 69-in. drivers. The boiler

is 64 ins. inside the smallest course.

The general appearance of the engine con-

forms to the regular C. P. R. design,

which is plain and neat, and with rounded

steel cab and turtle back tank, gives what

may be called a smooth outline, all

through. These engines are even more

"clean" in appearance than usual, as

there is no piping above the running-

board, and on looking at the half-tone

illustration, the puzzle is to find the sand

box. It is made circular and fitted up

dow may be noticed a little glass shut-

ter or wind guard, which is very

popular with the men on the road.

It consists of a light frame con-

taining a pane of glass perhaps 4 or 5

ins. wide. This frame folds forward,

flat against the cab window when not in

use. but when in service it is drawn back
and held by a small rod at right angles

to the cab window. This enables the en-

gineer or fireman to put head outside the

cab, and sheltered behind this face guard,

to see clearly ahead. It is very useful in

rainy, snowy or stormy weather. It re-

sembles the wooden wind guard used by

the Pullman Car Co., for the convenience

of patrons who desire to open the window
but who do not wish to experience a

violent draught of air.

The main drivers are not flanged and

the engine wheel base is 24 ft. 11 ins.

Haulage of engine at a speed of ten

miles per hour on a straight and level

track about 4,100 tons back of tender.

Height of center line of boiler above rail—y ft.

6^ ins.

TENDER.
Total wheel base— 16 ft. 9^ ins.

Truck wheel base—5 ft. 5 ins.

Dia. of truck wheels—40 ins.

Dia. of truck jonrnals— sfj x to ins.

Type of tank—Hopper, with turtle top.

Tank capacity—.s.ooo imperial gallons.

Tank coal capacity— lotons.

Tender frame— Steel throughout.

Special equipment W. A. B. driver and

train brakes, etc. Commingler system of

heating, Pyle-Nation electric headlights,

Washburn flexible pilot coupler, Tower
tender coupler, three 2j^-in. "Star"

safety valves, nickel steel piston rods from

Bethlehem Iron Co. Magnesia sectional

block lagging, Crosby steam gauge, one

Michigan and one Detroit lubricator.

Leach sand traps, GoUmar bell ringer,

two No. 10 Gresham & Craven Automatic

Restarting Injectors, steel cab, hopper

tender, spring buffer between engine and

tender.

r.^.SSEXGi;K TK.X WHKEI, EXCINE-C,\NA1iI,\.N r.\CIKIL- r.meway.

around the radius of the boiler under-

neath, which gives a clear boiler above

the running boards, also taking away the

sand pipes. The motion arrangement is

somewhat of a new departure from C. P.

R. standard, as it has a straight arm

rocker, which does away with connecting

bars passing under leading wheels, this

allows these wheels to be taken out with-

out interfering with the motion. The
cast steel eccentric and straps with

bronze liners are also a new feature on
these engines and have given every satis-

faction. One may notice the absence of

main air reservoirs hanging under the

running boards of the engine; these res-

ervoirs have been made to fit in between
the steel frames of tender.

There were 12 of theoe engines built,

of which the last three are compounds
of the Pittsburg system. The tank

holds 5,000 imperial gallons of water

which would be in the neighborhood of

6,00Q U. S. gallons, and the coal capacity

is ID tons. On the center of the cab win-

Some of the principal dimensions are

as follows:

Haulage rate — 1 20 per cent.

Total wei^ht of engine in working order— 173,830
pounds

Total weight of drivers—136,700 pounds.

Total weight on truck—37,130 pounds.

Total weight of engine and tender—300,430 pounds.

Total wheel base of engine—24 ft. 11 ins.

Driving wheel base— 14 ft. 6 ins.

Wheel base of engine and tender—.^2 ft. .s 7-i6 ins.

Cylinder—20 ins. dia. by 26-in. stroke.

Driving wheels—69 ins. over tire.

Driving axle journals—gx l2-ins.

Engine truck journals—6 x lo-ins.

Connecting rod, big end—6^ x 6 ins.

Main side-rod bearing—6?.^ x 4%.
Boiler—Radial stayed with extended taper course.

Working steam pressure—210 pounds.

Boiler inside smallest course—64 ins.

Number of tubes— 328.

Dia. of tubes outside— 2 ins.

Length of tubes between tube sheets— 13 ft. zYz ins.

Length of firebox inside—10 ft.

W'idtli of firebox inside—3 ft. 5j^ ins.

(Irate area—34.9 sq. ft.

Firebox heating surface— 166 .sq. ft.

Tube heating surface—2.262.9 sq. ft.

Total heating surface—2,428.9 sq.

Cab—Steel, wood lined, C. P. R. Standard.

Height on top of stack— 15 ft. 2 ins.

The following details are made of cast

steel : Motion radius links, rocker arms

and boxes, crossheads, driving axle

boxes, expansion brackets, eccentric

straps, spring hanger brackets, dome
ring and cover and all driving wheel

centers.

Edison's Storage Battery.

Mr. Thomas A. Edison has an article in

the North American Review for July in

which he predicts the successful comQle-

tion of experiments which he has been

making for some time past. He has made
four successful tests and the fifth is un-

der way. The inventor claims that the

battery is reversible, and is said to re-

ceive and give out current like a dynamo
without any deterioration of the mechan-

ism of conversion. The latter is, of

course, very much lighter than any now in

use. This battery has been promised for a

long time: its actual appearance, if it does

all that is claimed for it, will make it very

welcome, indeed.
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COMIUNATION COACH.-C. R. R. OV N. J.

New Vestibule Coaches on the C. R. R.

of N. J.

The CciUral Railroad of New Jersey

people have recently received some very

handsome vestibule coaches from the fac-

tory of the Harlan & Hollingsvvorth Co..

of Wilmington, Del. The bodies measure

64 ft. over end sills, and 9 ft. 8 ins.

over side sills, and there is comfortable

seating capacity for 74 persons. These

coaches are perfectly plain outside, no
striping or ornamental scroll work is to

be seen. They are painted in what is

known as Pullman color and present an

elegant appearance, probably due to the

fact there is nothing striking to catch the

eye, or take it from the rich, clean finish

of the coach. The windows are arranged

in pairs, the upper sash being filled with

ornamental glass. This arrangement is

what is known as Gothic, the windows
having a long segmental top. The term

Gothic, though understood to mean this

form of construction in car building, does

not appear to be a strictly accurate word
when so used. The vestibules are of the

latest Pullman extended type, with trim-

mings of bronze, and is supplied with

spring roller curtains. The trucks are

standard C. R. R. of N. J., 4-wheel type

and are without striping or ornamentation

of any kind.

The clearstory is very wide, and gives

a roomy and airy appearance to the inte-

rior and should be an aid in solving the

problem of ventilation. The interior

is plain, well-finished mahogany, the

striping effect being produced by strips of

light colored wood, inlaid. The headlin-

ing is painted apple green, relieved with

light ornamentation. There is nothing

unduly severe in the decoration of these

cars ; good taste has been employed, and

a very pleasing effect is the result. The
cars should be easy to keep clean, as there

is a complete absence of dust-collecting

moldings and raised work.

A thermometer is placed on one side in

been exhausted. The candles would not

give very brilliant light under the cir-

cumstances, it is true, but they are only

intended for use in such an emergency as

would make "half a loaf better than no

bread."

The combination baggage and smoker

is the same size as the passenger coach,

and has accommodation for 50 passengers.

The combination car-seats are uphol-

stered with Pantasote; the rcgulaf

coaches are upholstered with crimson

colored plush.

The cars are well finished throughout

and are good examples of railroad design

and car builders' skill. Our illustrations

show a first-class coach, exterior and

interior views, and the outside ot

the combination smoking and baggage

car.

INTERIOR OF FIRST-CLASS COACH.-C. R OF X. J.

the center of the coach, and across the

aisle is a steam heat pressure gauge.

There are also two ornamental brass

candle-sticks placed diagonally fore and

aft in the car for use should the car

have to be used after the gas supply had

FIRST-CI.ASS \ ESTII I LH i.i.i.iCli.-C. K-

A Huge Success.

The hourly trains between New York

and Philadelphia via the New Jersey Cen-

tral have not only proved a great success,

but have met the demands of the traveling

public in every instance. Hourly trains

were indeed an up-to-date move, and when

the schedule is fast, the stops few. and

the time so convenient to remember, (a

train every hour and on the hour) there

is no wonder at the hit they made. The

New Jersey Central is trap rock balasted,

the rails are new and hea\-y. the trains are

the latest models, lighted by gas, the aisles

carpeted, the attendants courteous, hard

coal is used exclusively, hence no dust,

cinders or smoke. Every Philadelphia

train has a modem Pullman attached, and

such conveniences serve to make the New
Jersey Central the model railroad of the

world. Write to C. M. Burt, Gen'l Pass.

.."^gent. New York.
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A niniature Railway.

A short time ago a visitor to Central

Park, New York, would have found at the

north end a regular railroad, but of laj-^-

in. gauge. The engine used on this line

was an eight-wheel type, roughly speak-

ing, about % full size. It had cylinders

2 x4-in., with 10-in. drivers, and top of

stack 28-in. from rail. This little machine

weighs about 600 lbs. The tender is 3 ft.

5 in. long, 18 in. wide, with 15 gallons ca-

pacity. The engineer in charge occupies

the whole of the tender, and so cannot

legitimately claim the services of a fire-

man. He sits on a seat above the tank

top, with his feet in the coal space, much
as Gulliver might have sat upon the royal

train of the king of Lilliput, supposing

that monarch to have had one. The en-

gine and tender arc 8 ft. 9 in. long, over

all.

This Lilliputian railroad doesn't haul

frciglit, never has to give a defect card,

ara Falls, N. Y. There are two sizes

made, the one we have described on l2->^-

in. track, and the other suitable for 15-in.

gauge. This latter weighs about 1,000

lbs., and the top of the smoke stack is 36

ins. above the rail, cylinders 2^x4 ins.,

drivers 16 ins, diameter. The builders tell

us that they were compelled to design this

larger engine "in order to retain the min-

iature size and at the same time furnish

a locomotive which will do the business,

which since their introduction, have in all

places been heavily overtaxed, and which

have necessitated the purchasing of extra

outfits to acconnnodate the crowds which

clamored to ride upon the smallest steam

railroad in the world."

These little railways are scattered all

over the country, and have been seen at

many of the State expositions. Among the

other things, it may be mentioned that the

. West Side Street Railway Co.'s jiark in

Chicago has a miniature railway which is

The President Remembers the Engine-

men.
President Roosevelt entertains a very

kindly feeling for locomotive engineers

and has repeatedly manifested his good

will towards delegations of engineers. An
incident connected with the finish of a

recent journey is thus described in the

press dispatches

:

"President Roosevelt and party arrived

in Washington on a special train over the

Pennsylvania Railroad at 10.35 o'clock

this morning.

"The President walked briskly ilown

the station platform on reaching Wash-

ington, and almost had reached the gates

when he recollected that he had not bidden

adieu to the engine crew, his invariable

practice on returning from a trip. Quickly

retracing his steps, he reached the side

of the big engine that had pulled him

from Philadelphia, and vigorously shook

the hands of the engineer, fireman and

l,IIvI,irUTIAN LIMITED—MINI.^TURt; R. R.

and does not bother about ton-mile sta-

tistics, as its entire length of line was

about % oi a mile lone. It devoted itself

to the pleasant task of carrying delighted

passengers, and it is probably the only

road in the world where passes are not

demanded by all sorts of people for all

sorts of reasons. The train consisted of

ten cars, each holding two people com-

fortably, and the speed was about 10 miles

per hour.

On seeing the railway one might be

tempted to suppose that the whole thing

was the work of some ingenious mechanic

with a taste for model making, combined

with an eye for the commercial value of

novel enterprises, but this is far from the

fact. The miniature railway is a cold,

money-making, business "proposition," al-

beit a doll's railroad patronized by chil-

dren, nurses and curious people generally.

These miniature locomotives are built

at Cagney's Locomotive Works, at Niag-

said to be the best money maker on the

ground ; there is one on the Midland Beach

pier, Staten Island ; Rockaway Beach, N,

Y., has one; another is at Chestnut Park,

Philadelphia ; one at Tolchester Beach,

Baltimore, Md. ; still, another at Richmond
Beach, Staten Island, and there are three

in South -America. Our illustration shows

the miniature railway as it was at the

Pan-American.

The Cagney Locomotive Works, how-

ever, do not simply build engines for a

joke, another and more important part

of their business consists in the building

of light locomotives for logging railroads

and for narrow gauge industrial service.

If one calls at 301 Broadway, New York,

one will find that they have locomotives for

the light work of pure amusement and fun,

and also light locomotives for very serious

work, which are worked nearly 24 hours

a day and never see a laughing child, from

the "ladle to the scrap heap."

another trainman wlio had climbed into

the cab to share the honors."

"All speed records on Colorado rail-

roads were lowered by the Pueblo real

estate exchange special, run by the Col-

orado & Southern Railroad over the

Santa Fe tracks," says a press dispatch.

"The train covered the distance of 218

miles in two hours and thirty-one min-

utes, the actual running time being two

hours and seventeen minutes. A portion

of the run was at the rate of eighty miles

an hour." That statement has very much
the odor of the press dispatch order

about it. A train that ran 218 miles in

two hours and seventeen minutes would

make a little more than ninety-five miles

an hour. If the run was 118 miles, the

distance between Denver and Pueblo,

the speed was about fifty miles an hour, a

poor thing to brag about.
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General Correspondence.
Answers to "What Ailed this EnRine.'

Referring lo your arlicic on "Wliat

Ailed Tliis Engine," in June issue, on page

246, will say that the bridge between the

steam port and exhaust port was broken

or frame was broken between steam chest

and main drivers on L side, which would

allow it to spread and let the valve lap

over the exhaust port and blow directly

through the stack. J. F. KuuTii.

Pond (In Lac, ll'is.

In answer to question "What Ailed This

Engine," oh page 246 of June issue, would

say: It was a back motion eccentric

slipped, or the rod. I once had an expe-

rience with a Baldwin cotnpound engine.

I was sent out to see what was the matter

with the engine. When she was on the

dead center on the right side she would
not move with 180 pounds steam pressure,

but would stand perfectly still, but after

she was started she would go. I had her

brought into the roundhouse and I exain-

ined the left valve and found a piece

broken out of the valve. A Baldwin com-

pound will go with the valve stem broken

off if it is inside the steam chest, but will

pound terribly.

Now here is one for you with the an-

swer attached. A passenger engine with

the throttle valve ground in and perfectly

tight, with full pressure of steam and no

sign of a leak whatever, but the moment
the throttle was opened she was as if she

was wide open and could not be shut off

at all. This is an experience I had with a

passenger engine from the Reading shop

when she arrived at Palo Alto. This is

what was the matter : The engine had a

steam pipe connected to the throttle cham-

ber and the bolts became loose. When the

throttle was shut before the engine was
fired up the pressure would hold it shut,

but when the throttle was pulled open a

little the dry pipe would open and the

steam would get between the joint and

blow through and could not be shut off.

The air brake would not hold her, so had

to block her. W. W. H.\y.

Pottsvillc, Pa.

Comparative Mileage of Freight Cars.

It may be of interest to car men and

others to know what statistics show as

to the comparative mileage of freight

cars, before and since the adoption of

the present practice of car interchange.

The result may surprise them, for I think

most of us have felt justified in claiming
that we have helped to meet the demand
of modern conditions in freight move-
ment and are keeping pace with the other

departments in the strenuous effort to

move larger tonnage more expeditiously

'than formerly, and that each one is en-

titled to his own measure of commenda-
tion, whether he has contributed directly

by recommending changes, or indirectly

by carrying out the recommendations of

others.

Referring briefly to the changes which

have been made. One of them has been

tlie adoption of agreeinents at large in-

terchange points, whereby disputes be-

tween car inspectors of connecting roads,

and consequent delay to cars, are avoid-

ed. There are two kinds of such agree-

ments, one of which is called joint in-

spection, and the other a joint agree-

ment, whereby the freight goes, wliether

the car does or not; if the receiving road

refuses a loaded car, it must transfer and

forward the load and return the empty
car to tlic delivering road. Both plans

have their advocates ; the latter avoids

the expenses of a chief joint inspector

and his assistants, but it requires an out-

lay for transferring freight and return-

ing empty cars, which is largely avoided

by having joint inspection. I under-

stand there are still some important in-

terchange points where neither method-

is in force, and the old vexatious con-

ditions prevail, but "the world do move,"

and all will doubtless get into line some
time.

Another change wliich has contributed

to the desired end, is the change made
in the M. C. B. rules a few years ago,

making car owners responsible for most

defects on their cars. This renders an

inspection for protection, so called, un-

necessary, and the inspection of to-day

is one for safety only, at least that is the

theory, although there are roads that

make a fad of wrong repairs and annoy

their neighbors with trifling claims,

which, if the practice became general,

would again make an inspection for pro-

tection necessary.

It is by avoiding an inspection for pro-

tection that the prompt movement ot

loaded cars past junction points is made
possible. That there is need enough of

all our efforts to get the most service

out of the freight equipment is illus-

trated by the following quotation from

the Wall Street Journal.

"Few people outside the railroad busi-

ness and perhaps not everybody in the
railroad business, realize 10 what an ex-
tent the equipment of the railroad stand
idle and unproductive. It may be inter-

esting to note the experience of the New
York Central on this point. This road
is one of the largest in the country and is

extremely well equipped w-ilh tracks of

all kinds. Its average freight car mile-

age shows 10,597 miles per car.

This gives in a year with, say an aver-

age of 300 days for freight cars, an av-

erage daily mileage of 35 miles.

Reckoning an average speed of aliout

IS miles per hour for freight trains, gives
an average of about two hours and twen-
ty minutes' work in the day for freight
cars out of the twenty-four hours.
Remembering that about ,30 per cent, of

the freight car mileage is run empty in

connection with the return and distribu-

tion of cars, it appears that a freight car
on the N. Y. Central road is earning
money for about an hour and forty min-
utes during the d.iy, is running empty
for about forty minutes, and is idle for

twenty-one hours and forty minutes, dur-
ing which time it earns nothing. Thus
freight car equipment, for aVjout 93 per

cent, of the time, earns no money.
It certainly seems strange that freight

cars should be able to earn money for

practically only twenty-one days of the
year, or less than two days in a month.
It is impossible to doubt that a great im-
provement can be made in the earning
capacity of equipment by careful study
on the part of railroad managers. Just
at present when equipment is so expen-
sive, the matter well deserves attention."

The efforts of the Car Department to

avoid delays to cars at interchange points

has been supplemented by the efforts of

the Transportation Departinent to accel-

arate the speed of freight trains, therefore

one would expect to find gratifying re-

sults shown in a comparison of mileage

years ago and now, but it seems that the

figures do not bear out our expectations

and there are even some who assert that

the mileage per car is less to-day than

it was years ago and that we are not

getting the same service as formerly.

When we come to analyze that statement,

we find it based on the claim that the

average mileage twenty or more years

ago, was seventy to ninety miles per

car per day, but it is found that those

figures include the mileage of special

classes of cars. A careful review of

such statistics as may be obtained, leads

the Official Equipment Register and other

competent authorities to state that they

believe that the average of twenty years

ago was in the neighborhood of 24 to 30

miles per car per day for railroad com-

panies' cars and that the present average

will be found to approximate those figures.

If the facts are that, at uest, the mileage

is only about the same as years ago,

how can we explain it? There must be

some factors that counter-balance our ef-

forts to expedite the interchange of

cars and the increased speed of trains in

recent years.

I find two causes assigned, and will sug-

gest a third reason. It will be noticed

that the averages referred to relate to

mileage only, but we all understand that

more tonnage is handled per car mile than

formerly, both on account of increased

capacity and also in the present practice

of loading cars to their limit, and right

there is one of the causes for the mileage
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not showing up better; to load cars up to

their capacity requires more time at ter-

minals than if but part of a full load was

put in.

Another cause is that terminal facilities

for loading and unloading have not kept

pace with the enormous increase in equip-

ment. One writer states that since 1882

the equipment has increased 344 per cent,

while the tonnage has increased only 200

per cent.

In addition to these explanations, I

would suggest that perhaps our safety in-

pressure, 1,190, and at 200 pounds pres-

sure, 1. 198. Thus the fireman may know
that when once the water is hot enough

to evaporate at a given pressure, it is

nearly hot enough to evaporate at a higher

pressure. Furthermore, one pound of

water evaporated into steam at atmos-

pheric pressure occupies 1,644 times its

former space ; at twice this pressure it

occupies about 832 times its former space.

When at 150 pounds pressure its space is

reduced to 173 times, and at 200 pounds it

occupies but 132 times the space of water.

spection is not accomplishing what we Thus the fireman may understand that

expected. It must be admitted that one

result of making owners responsible for

most defects on cars is that the cars are

not kept up as well as when delivering

roads were made responsible for many
more defects than they are at present, so

that now the safety inspection naturally

cuts out more cars at inspection points

that are in unsafe condition and more than

under the former practice, and to that

extent neutralizes the results expected

from the elimination of inspection for pro-

tection. However, we know that our ef-

forts are in the right direction, and we

may flatter ourselves that if it were not

for such efforts the average mileage would

not be as great as it is, and not as much as

in former years.

Cleveland, O. J. D. McAlpine.

The Expense of Mistakes.

In May issue, page 196, The Expense

of Mistakes. If train dispatcher would

ask engineer condition of his engine

—himself and his fireman, before arriv-

ing at terminal, the engineer could let

him know and also the roundhouse

foreman. Then all concerned could tell

within a very short time when they could

get the engine—and train department

could order trains accordingly. I think

this would create a better feeling among
all concerned. In my own experience I

know that engine crews don't like to see

the caller step on engine before she stops

at round house. It is annoying to have

call boy hand you the book and say,

"Want you to go right through."

If you have been consulted before

your arrival, you and the fireman have

had a chance to make all preparations and

time is saved—the round house knows
what to do with engine and train dis-

patcher knows when to order trains.

Try it and see if you don't save time.

Arnavillo, Texas. R. G. Knoll.

Advantages of High Pressure.'

To raise a pound of water from 32 de-

grees temperature and evaporate it into

steam in open air requires about 1,146

heat units;' to evaporate it at 50 pounds

pressure requires 1,167 heat units ; at 100

pounds pressure, 1,181 ; at 150 pounds

iBased upon the table given in Barrs work on

Combustion.

SHeat Unit.—The amount of heal required to

raise i pound of water i degree Fah.

the efficiency of steam increases as we ap-

proach a higher pressure at a ratio far

exceeding the additional heat required to

raise it.

IMPORTANCE QF CLEANING ENGINES.

By careful study one may master the

subject of combustion and be conversant

with the details of locomotive engine run-

ning, but to accomplish success in a high

degree requires labor and studious atten-

tion to business. There is no higher mark
of efficiency than to see a fireman coming

into a terminal with a ,clean engine. No
kindly word spoken by the well-wishing

engineer can so forcibly commend him to

the consideration of his employers. But

the fireman who arrives with paint work
and windows smeared over, inside of cab

dirty and disarranged, headlight casing

. not wiped at all, the globe and signal

lamps smoked, drain holes in tank stopped,

voluntarily marks himself as a negligent

and unprogressive man.

NECESSARY DEPORTMENT.

Duty must always be uppermost in the

mind of him who is ambitious of success.

Distrust and misfortune follow in the

wake of him who would shirk his duty.

The age is yearly demanding more strict

conformity to the best rules of society

and making more apparent the expediency

of avoiding offensive habits. A fireman

should inform himself well, but never be-

come arrogant and full of suggestions.

He should manifest a kindly disposition

towards his engineer, a willingness to ac-

cept his criticism and an eagerness to do

his will. It has often happened that a

novice at the throttle has looked down

upon a genius in the gangway, destined to

soon succeed him in knowledge and skill,

but it becomes a fireman not to conclude

that this is about to be the case of him

and his engineer, and if he cannot escape

the consciousness, to scrupulously conceal

it. Submitting to those who are in a po-

sition of superior responsibility, is by no

means a lack of self respect, but a mark

of good discipline. T, J. Hoskins,

Traveling Fireman. Knoxville Division,

Southern Railway.

the Mulholland engines with long fire-

box extended over the rear a.xle. I have,

therefore, to correct my statement that

the Mulholland engine, "Vera Cruz,"

built in 1857, was the first of this type,

the fact being, as I now recognize, that

the old "monster" engines of the Cam-
den and Amboy Railroad, which date

from about 1839, as well as the engines

built by Richard Norris & Sons in 1854

or thereabouts, with Phleger boilers and

with the modified form of the same

termed the Norris boiler, fully embodied

the feature which I have erroneously

credited to Mr. Mulholland. The fact

that the earlier engines referred to were

not perpetuated in practice, while the

Mulholland design was very generally

adopted, may be a partial excuse for my
oversight, but in any event, it is desir-

able that the facts of early history should

be as correctly stated as is warranted by

the data which is available.

Pittsburgh, Pa. J. Snowden Bell.

Correction Re Mulholland; Engines.

A friend, whose recollection proves to

be more accurate than my own, calls my
attention to an error in my communica-

tion, on page .300 of your July issue, as to

Savages Enjoy a Ride on the Cars.

Ubunu, the young King of Swaziland,

appeared in full court dress, that is to

say a forty-shilling slop suit, with a bowl-

er hat, and attended by his "tail" of In-

dunas—about a dozen nearly naked Swa-

zis_on the station platform at Barberton

and waited patiently until it was almost

dark, when the rumble of the train could

be heard in the distance. With straining

eyes they watched the track to see the

flying wonder they had heard of. But

when the engine, with screaming whistle

and two great lamps glaring like the eyes

of a monster dragon, rounded the curve

and came screaming toward them, they

fled like panic-stricken rabbits to the near-

est cover, leaving their chief and the few

white men on the platform to face the

danger.

Next morning the chief reappeared on

the platform with his "tail," and begged

the acting stationmaster to show his In-

dunas the locomotive in less bellicose

mood, and if it were humanly possible

to give them a short ride behind it. As

there was really nothing doing at the sta-

tion, the stationmaster decided to humor

the young chief's wish, and hooking an

empty coal truck onto the locomotive, he

told the driver to take them for a few

miles' run along the line. Ubunu and his

"tail" got into the coal truck, the station-

master into the cab of the engine and off

they set. It was ''fair and softly" for a

short distance from the start, and the

Swazis seemed delighted with the new sen-

sation, but the driver put on speed, and

when it got to about twenty miles an hour

his passengers were clearly in a great state

of alarm; they grasped the side of the

truck, and gazed like paralytics at the rocks

and trees flying past them.

Ubunu did his best to reassure them, but

in vain, and some of them were on the

point of jumping overboard to escape a
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worse fate, when lIlMinu shouted to the

driver, and asked him please to slacken

the pace. No sooner said than done, and

in little more than a minute their speed

was reduced to that of an ox wagon. The

Swazis were quite reassured, and were

soon laughing and talking again as lively

as ever. At a siding, half way to Avoca,

they halted, the engine changed ends, and

the return journey began. Ubunu gave the

sign that he would like a bit of speed put

on, and the driver, nothing loath, whipped

her up until she was going between thirty

and forty miles an hour. He imagined that

the Swazis would get the funks again, for

the road was not very smooth, and the

truck was jumping about a good deal, but

he was mistaken. The Swazis had seen

enough to satisfy them that he was master

of the "Smoking Horse," and a hundred

miles an hour would not have shaken their

confidence.

On returning to the station they got out

of the truck with evident reluctance, but

highly delighted with their adventure. The

stationmaster was no longer a person of

consequence. They crowded around the

cab of the engine, made their most dutiful

obeisance to the master of the Smoking

Horse and his mate, and departed with

shouts of "Inkoos, Inkoos." (Thank you,

my lord, thank you.) Scotsman.

the reports as arc necessary, the delivering

agent forwardinp- one to his car account-

ant and two to the agent of the connect-

ing line (or as many as may be desired),

already signed by the delivering line agent.

One copy sent to car accountant of the

receiving line, one copy filed with the

agent of delivering line. This will de-

crease the labor and do away entirely with

the present receiving reports.

"These reports will be worked as here-

tofore by the clerks in the car record

office. They will then give them to the

junction card clerk who will report cars

to the owners, showincr the car number,

road delivering and point delivered.

"Many roads have agreed to send state-

ments of car days in bulk at the end of

the month. The car days will be figured

from records the same as under the old

mileage plan. In the statement of settle-

ment at the end of the month, where the

discrepancy is great enough to warrant

checking, a detail statement will be re-

quested which will then be checked against

the records. Otherwise no detailed re-

port is necessary.

"Under the plan outlined above, or a

similar one, the e.xtra work involved by

the 'Per Diem' system will be reduced to a

minimum."

common. Bridges and trestles were made

of wood and were not substantial. Bridges

are now made of steel.

INCREASED WE.IGHT OF ENGINES.

"The reason for the increase of the rails

and for the greater solidity and evenness

of the roadbed is that the weight of the

engine was gradually increased. It was

made heavier in order to obtain more ad-

hesion to the rail when a long and heavy

train was being pulled. The tractive pow-

er, or the power exerted on the wheels,

has also been increased in proportion to-

the weight of the locomotive. It is well

to say in passing that all builders have

been making heavier engines than the

roadbeds could carry, and this accounts

for the necessary increase in the strength,

of the roadbed. The railway companies, in

order to show proper earnings, were

obliged to move freight at a reduced cost.

As a result the locomotive was obliged

to pull longer and heavier trains without

extra cost for train service and fuel. The

cost of repairs and principally, economy in-

the use of fuel, were necessarily very care-

fully considered. These conditions were

met by improvements on the locomotive

and so it was gradually changed for the

better, until those in common use to-day

have attained a high degree of perfection.

Per Diem.

A prominent railroad official, well

versed in car service matters, recently dis-

cussing the effect of the new system of

car rental, made the following observa-

tions :

"With the adoption of the 'Per Diem'

system of settlement for use of freight

cars there will necessarily be an increase in

the clerical force of the Car Accountant's

Department to start with at least.

"In discussing this subject with car ser-

vice oflScers I am of the opinion that many
are overestimating the additional cost of

the new plan while others are not figur-

ing enough. As I have given the subject

years of study it seems to me that there

is only one way to handle this thing prop-

erly, and that is to have the fewest pos-

sible number of blanks and reports and

to have them as simple as they can be, and

yet give the desired information, or in the

words of President Ramsey, of the Wa-
bash, in regard to rules governing per

diem, 'The fewer and more simple, the

better.'

"After thorough investigation into the

matter recently under the American Rail-

way Association ruLs I believe that the

following is the plan which will be intro-

duced in most of the lines in the Central

Traffic Association territory, which was

unanimously adopted at the meeting of a

number of car agents and distributing of-

ficers at Chicago, May 17 last.

"The present interchanee reports of cars

delivered from one road to another will

be made out with the use of carbon

sheets so as to furnish as many copies of

A Boy's Essay on the Locomotive.

A pri^e of $10 was given by the Union

Classical Institute for the best essay de-

livered at the annual commencement, and

it was won by Albert Huntley White, sev-

enteen years old, son of Mr. A. M. White,

superintendent of the Schenectady Loco-

motive Works. The essay shows that the

youth has imbibed a great many clear

ideas about locomotives and locomotive

building. He received no help from his

father. The following are the principal

parts of the paper

:

RIVALRY AMONG BUILDERS.

"In order to understand clearly what a

truly remarkable and wonderful feat is

accomplished each time a new locomotive

is made, let us devote our attention to the

conditions existing twenty-five years ago,

first, in regard to the firms or individuals

that manufactured them ; then, in regard

to the locomotive itself as compared with

the one which is constructed to-day.

"There was always the greatest rivalry

and competition between the locomotive

building firms. Usually one man owned

the entire plant and he was in absolute

control and was guided entirely in his

work by rules and ideas of his own, and

he was extremely adverse to following out

the ideas of those who purchased and used

the locomotives. The manufacturer con-

structed locomotives according to his own

specifications, and when a railway com-

pany desired a new locomotive, one could

usually be obtained at once from the stock

on hand at one of the shops.

"For many years the roadbed of the rail-

roads was very uneven and the rails were

very light, 45 pounds to the yard being

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.

"A heavy freight locomotive now weighs

about 200,000 pounds as compared with

one less than half that weight twenty-five

years ago. The heaviest freight engines

built in America are of the Decapod type.

This engine has five pairs of driving

wheels and a two-wheel or pony truck.

Besides the Decapod there are four other

types which are in common use. The ten-

wheel engine has three pairs of driving

wheels .ind a four-wheel truck ; the Mogul,

three pairs of driving wheels and a pony

truck; the Mastodon, five pairs of driving

wheels and a four-wheel truck; the Con-

solidation, four pairs of driving wheels-

and a pony truck. These engines are

built especially hea\-y and strong, and not

so much attention is paid to speed. Al-

though speed is sought for to some little

degree in the construction of a freight lo-

comotive, yet, in locomotives used for pas-

senger service speed is naturally the most;

important element.

LIGHTER TO GAIN SPEED.

"In order to obtain this high degree of

rapidity with which a train can travel, the

total weight of a passenger engine is much

less than that of a freight. We have said

that a freight locomotive is built especially

hea\T in order to obtain adhesion to the

rail. In passenger senice the trains which

are drawn are so much lighter in weight

that less total adhesion is demanded. The

weight on a pair of driving wheels of a

passenger engine is to-day about 45.000-

pounds, but twenty years ago it was only

25,000 pounds. The styles of passenger

engines are not so varied as are those con-

structed for freight service. There are
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but few different passenger types which

tire now used. The principal ones are

:

The eight-wheel type, which is most com-

mon, having two pairs of driving wheels

and a four-wheel truck; the Atlantic type,

having two pairs of driving wheels, a

four-wheel truck and one pair of trailing

wheels which are back of the driving

wheels and directly under the fire-box.

The ten-wheel type is largely in use on the

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern rail-

way. These engines are similar to the

ten-wheel freight engines, but are espe-

cially designed for passenger service. They
differ from the freight type in that they

have larger driving wheels, increased bear-

ings and journals and have considerable

attention paid to lubrication, in order to

prevent hot-boxes and troubles of a similar

character which would cause a delay in

train service. The passenger engine not

only is taxed to the utmost to obtain a

high rate of speed, but it also is obliged

to carry a boiler which is large enough to

heat all the cars and supply the steam re-

quired for air pump and the electric head-

light. However, there have been many
inventions which have tended toward the

perfection of the locomotive as a whole.

Among others, the following are some of

the most important : The automatic air

brake, various methods of filling the boiler

\vith water, an automatic sanding device,

and different means of lubricating the

wearing parts. The boiler has received a

large part of the attention of mechanical

experts who desired to increase its steam-

ing efficiency and its strength without in-

creasing its weight.

ENGINE BOILERS.

"The boilers of freight and passenger

engines do not vary a great deal in size

and power, but those of passenger engines

are generally a little larger than those of

freight service, and they are, consequently,

more powerful. The grate area of a re-

cently constructed Decapod is a little over

58 square feet, while 25 years ago it was
about one-half that area. The heating sur-

face of the firebox is 210 square feet as

compared with that of 139 square feet,

and the heating surface of the tubes is

SiiSS square feet, as compared with that, of

1,370 square feet. We find that an engine

then had a boiler, the smallest ring of

which was 50 inches as compared with the

toiler of a Decapod, which measures 79

inches diameter. The result of this in-

-crease in heating surface and area of grate

surface has been that the amount of fuel

consumed is much less in proportion to the

work done. The consumption of fuel and

the generation and economical use of

steam have always received great attention

in the designing of a locomotive. The re-

sults of much investigation and thought

have been the balanced piston valve and

various methods of compounding steam.

THE PISTON VALVE.

"The balanced piston valve is, to a great

<xtent, displacing the flat slide valve.

which works in a steam chest. This valve

works in a circular chest, is entirely sur-

rounded by steam, and is perfectly bal-

anced. Although this invention lessened

to some considerable degree the amount of

steam used, yet by far the greatest econ-

omy was obtained by the system of com-

pounding.

CO.MPOUNDING STILAM.

"There are four methods of compound-
ing steam in use to-day. Twenty-five

years ago the subject of this double use

of steam was not considered practicable on

a locomotive. The Von Borries system

or the two-cylinder cross system is the

most common. This system consists of

having the high pressure cylinder on one

side and the low on the opposite connected

by a large pipe called the receiver pipe,

which passes through the smoke-box
where it receives some additional heat

from the hot gases before they go out of

the stack. This steam must also pass

through a valve called the intercepting

valve which has been the subject of many
patents. The object of this valve, which
contains a reducing valve, is to allow the

engine to be worked as a simple engine in

case of necessity. The function of the

reducing valve is to reduce the high pres-

sure steam to the proper pressure before it

enters the low pressure cylinders, so that

the power on the two sides of the engine

will be about equal. The area of the low

pressure cylinder is generally a little over

twice that of the high pressure, so that

the ste.im admitted to the low pressure

cylinder will be about half that admitted

to the high pressure cylinder.

THE TANDEM.
"Another system of compounding is

known as the tandem, which consists of

having two cylinders on each side of the

locomotive with the high and low pres-

sure cylinders being directly in line with

one another, the smaller or high pressure

being in front of the larger, or low pres-

sure. These cylinders are connected with

balanced piston valves.

ANOTHER SYSTEM.

"A third system consists of having the

high and low pressure cylinders on each

side of the engine with one above or be-

low the other. This system is ktiown as

the Vanclain system and is the one advo-

cated by the Baldwin Locomotive Works
of Philadelphia. These cylinders are joined

with one another and connect with one

crosshead.

THE FOUR-CYLINDER FASHION.

"A fourth system consists of four cyl-

inders, the two high pressure being con-

nected with the outside of the driving

wheels and the other two of low pressure

being inside the driving wheels and con-

nected with the crank axles. The value of

compounding steam lies in the fact that

the result of less use of steam means a

saving in the amount of water evaporated

and in the amount of fuel consumed. A

reduction in the amount of water con-

sumed means a longer life for the boiler

because not nearly so much sediment and

lime is deposited around the flues and the

firebox. This is especially true of the en-

gines which are used on the western rail-

ways, where the water is charged with

lime to a much greater degree than in the

Eastern States. The actual results in the

use of compound engines during the past

three or four years have been a saving

in fuel from 15 to 20 per cent, over

simple engines.

CO.MPOUNDING BEST ADAPTED TO FREIGHT
EJIGINES.

"It is generally conceded that the most
effective work in the use of compound en-

gines has been accomplished in freight

rather than in passenger service on ac-

count of the long, hard, steady pull re-

quired of the freight engine. We have

seen how. by means of compounding and
various other improvements, the locomo-

tive of to-day has reached an almost per-

fected stage. The locomotive of 25 years

ago presented an outward appearance

which would have contrasted strongly

with the somber, graceful machine of to-

day. One of the principal points then

sought for was the presentation of as gay

an outward appearance as possible. The
engines were painted with bright colors

and brass knobs and other brass fixtures

were very common. To-day. most loco-

motives are painted black and no brass

knobs are in evidence. The aim is to ob-

tain a graceful, symmetrical appearance

and to gain a high degree of perfection in

the construction and working of the inner

parts."

If you are going to travel be sure to

take your eyes with you ! Too many peo-

ple travel blindly, without getting all the

recompense to which they are entitled.

They merely co Somewhere, they do not

travel in the true sense. There is hardly

a mile of railroad in this country that is

entirely devoid of interest. From the car

windows one can, at almost every mile

post, see something scenic, historic indus-

trial or unique, that is worthy of notice.

The traveler who does not anticipate his

journey, and who l.nows nothing of the

country througn which his route may lead,

misses the best of the trip.—From Four-

Track Nczi'S for July.

[Mr. Daniels means that the traveler

shall not only take with him his eyes,

but shall make use of the Sherlock

Holmes observing faculty, the necessity

of using which we speak of more fully

in our editorial columns.—Eds.]

The Great Northern Railway is build-

ing new locomotive shops in St. Paul.

Minn, at a total cost of about $180,000.

The work is being pushed rapidly as it is

desired to occupy them in the coming

fall.
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Caledonian Railway Ambulance Corps.

All aiiiljulancc cumpclitioii rccciilly tuuk

place- between six squads of Caledonian

railway employees at Stirling, Scotland.

It was an entirely new departure in the

annals of tlic "First Aid to the Injured"

tournaments, which are a well known
feature on British railways. In this in-

stance the vice-president of the Stirling

liranch of St. Andrew's Ambulance As-

sociation offered four gold medals to be

presented to the members of the best

team. Each competing squad was com-

posed of four men, so that altogether

twenty-four men participated. The exer-

cise took the form of an outdoor demon-
stration of treating and transporting the

injured. So-called patients were placed at

certain points, and each team was given a

paper detailing the nature of the supposed

injuries from which each patient was suf-

fering. The teams were driven in ambu-
lance wagons to the places where the pa-

tients were, and immdiately on arrival the

work of "relief" was begun in earnest.

On completing the necessary dressings and
bandagings, the patients were placed in

the aiubulanccs and driven to the railway

station, where a physician in attendance

made a minute and thorough examination

of the work done. The time occupied in

each case was also noted. No. 6 team
won, though No, 4 made a very close

second.

These railway ambulance competitions

are very popular in the British Isles. Com-
petitions are often held at various divi-

sional centers on a railway, and the local

chatnpions later on compete for the cham-
pionship of their own line. The cham-
pions of each railway are eventually pitted

against one another in an annual tourna-

ment for the championship of Great Brit-

ain. Railway officials and many prominent
people attend these exhibitions of skill in

"First Aid." In preparing for this work
classes are formed, lectures are given, and
certificates of proficiency are granted ac-

cording to merit. The competition feature

is added, to give a zest to the prosecution
of this humane work.

Standard Hethods of Cleaning Air
Brakes and Additional Prices.

The M. C. B. Committee having con-
sideration of the question of reducing, if

possible, to a standard form the methods
of cleaning air brakes, came to the con-
clusion that a standard could not very
well be established, because of the vary-
ing conditions and facilities for doing this

work in various railway yards. The com-
mittee, however, outlined in general terms
what may be called "good practice," and
among other things advised that triple

valves should always be removed from a
car for cleaning and that others previously
cleaned should be substituted. The triples

should then be cleaned carefully in the
shop, gum and dirt should be taken off by
the action of kerosene oil ; metal tools

shcjuld not be used f(ir this purpose. The
ciimmittee pointed out that care must be

taken, in cleaning, nut to enlarge the feed

groove.

After cleaning, the triple valves should

be subjected to tests, the form of which

were given as follows:

Test No. I.—The tightness of the slide

valve, the emergency and check valves and

all joints should be determined by paint-

ing with soap suds. Test No. 2.—Main-

taining a pressure of 90 pounds in the

train pipe, the auxiliary pressure should

reach 70 pounds in not less than 45 sec-

onds or more than 60 seconds. Test No.

3.—To test repaired triples for release,

charge the auxiliary to 70 pounds pres-

sure and make a full service reduction of

20 pounds, or until the auxiliary and cyl-

inder pressure are equal. Place the spe-

cial cutout cock in such position that

pressure must pass through the 3-64-inch

port, and turn main reservoir pressure of

90 pounds into the train pipe. If the

triple does not release under these condi-

tions it should be condemned. Test No.

4.—The triple piston packing ring should

be tested for leakage by blocking the pis-

ton in the graduating position, maintain-

ing the train pipe pressure at 70 pounds.

L'ndcr these conditions the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir should not increase

faster than 15 pounds per minute.

Curious Trees.

The tallow tree grows in Malabar. It

owes its name to the fact that from its

seed, when boiled, is produced a firm

tallow, which makes excellent candles.

The butter tree was discovered by

Park. It is a native of the central part

of Africa. Its kernel produces a good

butter, which will keep in excellent con-

dition for a year.

The Palo de Vaca. or cow tree, grows

upon a rock in Venezuela. If incisions

be tuade in its trunk a kind of milk

oozes out, which is tolerably thick and

possesses an agreeable smell. At sun-

rise each day the natives of Venezuela

may be seen hastening from all quarters

with large bowls, into which the milk

is allowed to drip after the tree is tapped.

In Madagascar is the travelers' tree,

so called because of the copious supply

of fresh water which it yields to the

thirsty traveler. It is a native of arid

countries, and even in the driest weather

a quart of water may be obtained by

piercing a hole in its leaf stalk. These

leaves are of enormous size, varying from

ten to fifteen feet in length.

Some one has said that a modern de-

partment store might be furnished from

the date tree. This tree is a species of

palm, and its every part is valuable. It

is a native of tropical climes. The bread-

fruit tree also supplies many wants. For

the inhabitants of the islands of the

Pacific Ocean and the Indian Archipelago

it furnishes clothing and food. Its fruit

is nearly oval, and about the size of a

child's head. The pulp is white and
mealy and of a consistence resembling
that of new bread. It is prepared for

eating by being put in a hole dug in the

earth and lined with hot stones. It is

then covered with leaves and earth and
left for half an hour. At the end of that

time the outside is generally nicely

browned, and the inside is a yellowish

pulpy substance, highly nutritive and not

very unlike whcaten bread,

A tree called the life tree grows in

Jamaica. Its leaves grow after being cut
off. Nothing kills it but fire.

A strange tree is the sorrowful tree.

It blooms only in the evening, its first

bud opening with the first star. As night

advances the whole tree appears like an^

immense, fragrant white flower.

.^t dawn it closes every blossom and'

looks blighted all through the day.
while a sheet of flower dust as white as
snow covers the ground at its feet.

If this tree be cut down close to the
root another plant shoots up and attains

maturity with incredible rapidity.

In the vicinity of this tree there usually
grows another, almost an exact counter-
part, but. strange to say. it blooms only
in the davtime.

"/Made in America."

The new supplementary volumes to

bring the twenty-fivc-year-old "Encyclo-
paedia Britannica" up to date are about
to be published; and as befitting a

British work on an English subject,

the article on railways has been "made
in America." From the three spec-

imen pages we have seen we fear that

there are a number of mistakes in the

article, as we discovered two in one page
and a third on another. The most se-

rious was the description of a type of

locomotives as "single-coupled." What-
ever that may mean we must leave to the

imagination of our readers. "Single"

locomotives we know, and "coupled"

locomotives we know, but we are un-

acquainted with any type that can be dis-

tinguished by the compound appellation

of "single-coupled."

—

Rail'^ioy Magacinc

(London).

Railway Gauges of the World.

An interesting table prepared by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, of Philadel-

phia, shows the various gauges of rail-

ways for which they have built engines

in all parts of the world during the years

1901 and 1902. They range from 18 ins.

up to S ft. 6 ins. The table is as follows

:

I ft. 6 in. 2 ft. iiii in. 3 ft. gH in.

I ft. 9 in. 3 It o in, 4 ft. o in.

1 ft, 1 1^8 in, 3 ft. 3^ in 4 ft. I in.

2 ft, o in, 5 ft. 4 in. 4 ft. 85^ in,

2 ft, 2ii in, 3 ft 5 in. 4 ft. 9 in,

2 ft, 3 6 in, 3 ft, Shi in. 4 ft. 9,07 in.

2 ft. 5 in. 3 (t. 6 in. 5 ft, 3 in.

2 ft 6 in. 3 ft, 7H in. 5 ft. 5.83 in,

2 ft. II in. 3 fti 8 in, 5 ft. 6 in.
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n. N. Forney's Feed-Water Heater for

Locomotives.

A British tliernial unit is the quantity

of heat required to raise one pound of

water through one degree. If the aver-

age temperature of water in a locomotive

tender is 60 degrees, it will take 1,171.1

units of heat to raise each pound of

water to steam at 200 pounds pressure.

If each pound of feed-water is increased

12 degrees in temperature, by waste,

heat, before it enters the boiler, it will

be equivalent to a saving of one per cent,

of fuel required to convert it into steam.

There can be no doubt that an amount
of heat more than sufficient to produce

this and a much higher degree of econo-

my, escapes from the chimneys of lo-

comotives; the difficulty is to utilize it

by heating the feed-water, and doing it

without costing more than is saved.

Mr. M. N. Forney, 501 Fifth avenue.

New York, has recently designed and

patented a locomotive feed-water heater,

which he has described and illustrated

in a pamphlet of 16 pages, from
which the foregoing is a fragmen-

tary extract. He has arranged the

heater in two parts, one he calls the

.exhaust heater, because some of the ex-

haust steam is made to come in contact

with pipes containing teed-water, and
the other part he calls the fire heater,

because the waste gases of the smoke
box are made to augment the tempera-

ture of the feed-water, which has re-

ceived its first increase of temperature

from the exhaust steam.

The description of the apparatus is

briefly as follows: Fig. 2 is a longi-

tudinal section of the front end of a

locomotive boiler and smoke-box, with

an exhaust and fire-heater; 13 is the fire-

heater, which is bolted to the front end
of the smoke-box by angle-iron flanges

23, and 26 is the exhaust-heater located

below the fire-heater. Fig. 3 shows the

two vertical half-transverse sections.

The exhaust-heater 26 consists of a

crescent-shaped vessel made to conform
to the contour of the cylindrical fire-

heater 13 above it. The outside shells

of both are made of boiler-plates, ex-
cepting the ends 28 28' of the exhaust-
heater, which consist of cellular castings
having double plates with water-spaces be-

tween them. It is provided with a s.-ries

of bent tubes 27 27' 27", Fig. 3, which
are connected to the inner plates of its

heads. The spaces between the plates are
divided by partitions, one of which, 32, is

shown to the left side of Fig. 3, and an-
other, 32', is represented by the serpentine

lines in Fig. 5, which is a half sectional

view of one of the heads of the heater.

The tubes are bent to correspond to the

form of the heater and to permit them to

be expanded and contracted by changes of

temperature.

The feed water is conducted from a

pump or injector to this heater. The
.direction of the flow of water is indicated

by the arrows in pipe 30', Fig. 5. From
the latter figure it will be seen that the

water passes from the pipe 30' to the

chamber 30" and downward to 30"' and

thence into the tubes 27. In order to

indicate in the end view of the tubes, in

Fig. 5, the direction of the flow of the

water a X mark is used to show that the

flow is from the observer and a — mark

drawn ofT from the little well by blow-off

cock 37. The exhaust heater has 88 tubes

2 inches in diameter, giving about 200

square feet of heating surface.

It is a well known fact that the efifect of

heating various kinds of water is to cause

a deposition of impurities as soon as the

water becomes hot. To facilitate the

cleaning of these tubes, each has a hand

FORNEYS FEED-WATEX HEATER.—LONGITUDIN.^L SECTION.

that it is toward him. From the two fig-

ures last referred to it will be understood

that the water enters the lower series of

tubes 27 27—which are represented by

dotted lines on the right side of Fig. 3

—

and flows through them to the chamber

33 on the left, as indicated by the arrows.

There the current is reversed and flows

back toward the right, through the tubes

27' 27', to a chamber at the right hand and

adjacent to 28', where the current is again

reversed and the water flows back through

the tubes 27" 27" to the chamber 34, from

which it is conducted to the fire-heater 13

above by the passage 35.

Exhaust steam is conducted from the

exhaust pipes 21, of the cylinders, to the

exhaust heater, by pipes 22, 22, Figs. 2

and 3. The bent heating tubes' 27, 27',

27" are thus surrounded and exposed to

exhaust steam while the engine is work-

ing. The water has to flow to and fro

three times through these pipes and it

takes up a good deal of heat from the

steam. The water of condensation is

hole and cover 29. Figs. 3 and 4 opposite

its end. It is thought preferable to catch

impurities of this kind before they enter

the boiler, even if a certain amount of

trouble is entailed keeping the heater tubes

clean. If this expectation of depositing

impurities in the heater is realized, the

economy resultirrg therefrom would, in

many places, be very great.

The fire heater 13, Figs. 2 and 3, con-

sists of two series of heating tubes 51 5i

and 7i 7i Fig. 2 enclosed in a cylindrical

shell attached to the front of the smoke
box. This shell has suitable heads to

which the heating tubes are connected,

and it contains around the tubes the water

to be heated. The waste gases from the

boiler are caused to pass through these

tubes before they escape out of the

chimney, and thus impart some of their

heat to the feed water.

The heater represented has 412, 2H-inch

tubes, 3 feet 8 inches long, and has 890

square feet of heating surface. The tem-

peratures in the smoke-box when a loco-
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motive is worl<inff under steam, vary from

about 400 to 1,200 degrees. With that

amount of heating surface and such tem-

peratures a very large amount of licat

would doubtless be transmitted to the

feed-water—how much cannot, of course,

be determined, excepting by actual test,

but, as already pointed out, these figures

indicate not only the possibility, but the

probability, of a saving of a very large

percentage of fuel, and, in places where

bad water is used, a very material saving

in the cost of boiler repairs may be

secured by arresting the solid constituents

in the water and depositing them in the

heater-pipes and thus excluding them

from the boiler.

When a fecd-waler heater is used the

consumption of steam by an injector is a

matter of much importance. It is a fact

established by careful experiments that

with a steam pressure of 200 pounds it

takes about 10 ner cent, of all the steam

generated by a boiler to operate the in-

jector, or in other words it takes i pound

of steam to put 10 pounds of water into

not heat the water, but if a boiler is fed

with a pump and the feed-water is heated
by exhaust steam or the waste gases, then
clearly there is a saving of about 9 per

cent, of all the steam generated, because
the pump takes only about one-tenth as

much steam to work it as an injector does,

and if the feed-water from the pump is

heated it may be delivered into the boiler

at the same temperature as it is by an in-

jector.

To get the full advantage of heating

feed-water it is therefore essential to feed

with a pump and not with an injector, ex-

cepting when the engine is standing still

or in emergencies. It is therefore pro-

posed, in using the feed-water heater here

described, to feed the boiler in regular

service with a pump having a variable

stroke, so that the quantity of water fed

can be accurately regulated to the amount
of work done.

The fire heater is so arranged that its

tubes are placed opposite those of the

boiler, and the former being of larger

diameter, a boiler tube can be taken out

FIG 3

Mf=Js^^3^
FORNEYS FEED-\V.\TER HE.^TER —TR.\NSVERSE SECTION

a boiler. It is true that a considerable

•quantity of the heat of this steam is im-

parted to the water and is returned to the

boiler, so that it is not wasted, but a

pump operated by steam working ex-

pansively will require only about one-

tenth or one-twelfth as much steam as an
injector, to force a given quantity of water
into a boiler. The pump, however, will

and passed through the heater tube with-

out disturbing anything,

A modification of this heating arrange-

ment, intended for use on engines sup-

plied with water full of rapidly incrusting

impurities, has been designed. It can be

more easily removed from the smoke box
in its entirety and affords increased facili-

ties for cleaning out the deposit.

Ollsprinkled Roadbeds.
It is reported that the Boston & Maine

and the Boston & Albany Railroads arc
about to discontinue oiling their roadbeds,
after a three-year trial. The N. Y., N.
H. & H. has also given up the practice,
and the Long Island Railroad discon-
tinued the practice about a year ago. Sev-
eral of these roads are ballasting the per-
manent way with broken stone which,
after the rain has thoroughly washed it]

gives no further trouble from dust.
Elsewhere the oiled roadbed is giving

every satisfaction. On the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, when the road was
first oiled, enoueh was put on to pene-
trate the ballast to a depth of 4 inches.
From 2,000 to 2,200 gallons to a mile of
single track is used at a cost of from $35
to $45. The treatment leaves the fine sand
which flew in clouds about a train firm-
ly anchored to mother earth and with the
appearance and consistency of brown
sugar. It is claimed for the oiled roadbed
that the oil destroys vegetation along the
line and thus saves the cost of weeding,
also that it helps to preserve the ties by
rendering the track waterproof and that
it deadens the noise. Many ordinary
highways in the West have been "oiled"
with satisfactor" results.

Japan Tries Some.
Our Consul at Tokio reports that in 1901

six American locomotives were ordered
for the Hokkaido Government Railways,
says The Mechanical World, and a num-
ber for private institutions in the Main
Island and Kiushiu. The Government
Railway Bureau for the Main Island had
specified for British locomotives only for

some years past, but the last tenders,

opened about the end of 1901, included one
American maker, the Schenectady Loco-
motive Works, and four British makers.
The order went to the United States, the

cheapest British price for all thirty loco-

motives being £86,795; the amount for

which the contract went is £77,442. This
is the first time that the Government have
placed British and American makers in

competition on the same specification. The
makers were given a free hand as regards
design, and. with the exception of the

tires, they were not bound to any partic-

ular manufacturers for the material. One
reason assigned for the preference thus
given to American locomotives is the

presence in Japan during the past year of

a representative of American locomotive

builders, including the Schenectady Works.
and no doubt his labors were instrumental

in carrying off the work to the United
States.

The Falls Hollow Stay-bolt Co. have
lately received numerous orders from the

Government for stay bolts to be used in

boilers belonging to the na\-y. The stay

bolts for the navy are of steel, and some
of them are over 2 inches in diameter.
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Using the Eyes.

It is expected that one ol the com-

mittees to report at the mechanical con-

ventions will devise some method of

training that will develop the observing

faculties that all persons possess as a

natural inheritance, but which are stifled

and in some cases almost obliterated by

want of use. Nearly all readers of fic-

tion, and theater goers, have received

much entertainment from the stories of

Sherlock Holmes in which Conan Doyle

has wonders performed by the power of

keen observation, and by the acute re.i-

soning between cause and efifect. It may
be that some detectives have their powers

of seeing things abnormally developed

by incessant use, but the ordinary per-

sons, especially those living in cities,

have their powers of observation stunted

through disease from their youth up-

wards. Readers of Fennimore Cooper

are familiar with the importance of keen

habits of observation among the Red In-

dians, and how sharp their perceptions

were to note the meaning of things that

would seem trifling to others. The
Leather Stocking Tales, of course, are

fiction; but the real habits of the Indians

are portrayed faithfully from life. The
existence of wild tribes was to a great

extent dependent upon observing signs

of enemies, and of the animals on which

they subsisted, and so their education

consisted to a great extent in learning

to see things and to reason upon them.

The trend of modern education has the

opposite effect upon young minds. It

tends to educate the memory at the ex-

pense of all other faculties, and the fac-

ulty of observation appears to suffer

most. .A boy or girl reared in the coun-

try is likely to develop the observing

faculties much more strongly than the

city youth, because their pleasures and

pastimes depend very much on phenom-
ena that appeal to the senses of sight

and hearing. The educators of half a

century ago were fond of providing read-

ing matter that dwelt on the wonderful

knowledge which could be gleamed by

observing habits; but modern school

books almost entirely ignore the train-

ing that conies through the eyes. Here

is a story from an old fashioned school

book:

One day a monk was traveling alone

in the desert, when he met two mer-

chants. "Holy man," said one of the

merchants, "we have lost a camel."

"Was he blind in his right eye and

lame in his left leg?" asked the monk.

"He was," replied the merchants.

"Had he lost a front tooth?" asked the

monk. "Yes, he had," said the mer-

chants.

"Was he loaded with wheat on one

side, and with honey on the other?"

"He was," answered the merchants.

"Then I have not seen your camel," said

the monk.
The two merchants were now very

angry. They declared that the man must

know all about the camel. They there-

fore seized him, and carrying him to the

nearest town, dragged him before the

judge.

The merchants told their story to this

judge, who was inclined to think the

monk knew more about the camel and

the thieves than he chose -to tell. How-
ever, he commanded the monk to an-

swer his accusers before he condemned
him.

"How did you know the camel was

blind of one eye?" asked the judge. "I

knew the animal was blind of one eye

because it had cropped the grass only on

one side of the path," said the monk.

"How did you know it was lame in the

left leg?" inquired the judge. "I knew
it was lame in the left leg because I no-

ticed that one of the footprints on that

side was not so deep as those on the

other," replied the man.

"How did you know the camel had lost

a tooth?" asked the judge. "Because,"

said the monk, "wherever it had grazed

a small tuft of grass was left in the center

of its bite."

"But how could you tell with what it

was laden?" cried the merchants. "Tell

us that." "As to what the beast car-

ried." answered the man, "the busy ants

on one side and the llies on the other

showed me that wheat and honey were

its burden.

"And more than this, my friends,"

said he, "I think the camel has only

strayed away, and is not stolen, as there-

were no marks of any footsteps cither

before or behind."

The judge listened very attentively to
all the monk said, and then, turning to-

the merchants, bade them go and look

for their camel. They did so, and found
the animal only a few miles from the
spot whence it had strayed.

The boys belonging to one school

where that book was used were in the-

habit of playing at what they could see

by walks in the neighborhood. To be
sure the school master encouraged that

kind of play, and used to ask the chil-

dren what they had seen, and the older

ones became very grasping in taking in>

details that were not apparent to every

eye. We have no doubt that the ten-

dency instilled by that kind of amuse-
ment stuck to most of the players-

through life, and that their ability to see

things increased their usefulness in the

walks of life they were destined to fol-

low.

Having certain employees possessed of

well developed faculties of observation

is of very great importance to railroad

companies. An engineer whose eye.s^

have been trained to notice the condi-

tion of every nut, bolt, joint and connec

tion as he makes his rounds at the en-

gine house or on the road, is likely to-

apply the stitch in time that repeatedly

prevents serious breakage and in many
cases expensive accidents. Another en-

gineer may be of even more careful hab-
its than the first one, but nature or de-

veloped practice has not given him the

same keen vision for seeing details that

the other man possesses, and in the prac-

tice of inspecting his engine, he occa-

sionally overlooks a loose nitt or a bolt

missing and an engine failure results.

The man is not to blame for the accident

for he has done his best; but it is highly

probable that a course of training in see-

ing details would greatly sharpen his

powers of noting details. There is an-

other class of man who has no faculty

whatever to see details without going

laboriously over every part, and such a

man is nearly always in trouble. He i.s

of the same type as the painter who can

portray an attractive landscape which is

faithful to nature in the general outline

but contains no details. He can see that

the engine has a boiler and cab. he

would miss the dome or a pair of driv-

ing wheels, and he has an eye for every-

thing being clean and cheerful, but

small details do not touch his conscious-

ness.

Something ought to be done to find

out if other men doing important work

have the facnlty of seeing things, and'
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when they are found defective they ought

to be subjected to training. Car repair-

ers, car inspectors, traciv wall<ers, and a

variety of other railroad men are em-

ployed on work where it is important

that they should have keen powers of

observation; but it is safe to say that no

inquiry is ever made when they are ap-

pointed as to men's capabilities for doing

their work properly. The faculty of see-

ing things can be cultivated as easily as

the memory. It is said that Macaulay,

the historian, had such a quick grasp of

details by vision that he could walk past

a shop window and on glancing at the

contents tell all there was to be seen.

That is a special form of training whose
value is not appreciated.

President Waitt's Inaugural Address.
The address delivered by President

Waitt at the opening of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' convention

formed an ideal introduction to the pro-

ceedings of that association's annual

meeting. It was an excellent review of

the progress made lately in locomotive

engineering, and contained numerous
suggestions concerning the work which

the association ought to carry out in

the future, besides expatiating in a sug-

gestive way about numerous problems

which railway men are doing their best

to solve. Limited space prevents us

from publishing the address in full, but

we expect to place before our readers

in other pages the parts that will be

read with the greatest interest.

The sections of the address relating to

the development of the locomotive deal

with facts well stated and about which

there will be no difference of opinion.

We were glad to hear the very sensible

remarks which Mr. Waitt made on the

subject of tonnage rating, and trust that

they will be read by all the operative

railroad officers in the country; for it is

true that tonnage rating became a fad

in many quarters and engines were

habitually rated beyond their capacity,

with the result that trains made such

slow time that the movement of freight

was seriously impeded instead of being

accelerated. Much tribulation taught

many railroad companies that giving a

locomotive a load which could be hauled

on the level at twenty miles an hour or

over was a much better and more ex-

peditious method than loading an en-

gine to a ten miles an hour pace. We
believe that the New York Central was

one of the roads that profited by ex-

perience which proved that a moderately

traveled locomotive earned much more

revenue than one loaded to its last car.

Those who have not yet come round to

this way of thinking are behind the

times.

The remarks made about the advan-

tages of organization in conducting the

mechanical department of railroads de-

serve to be carefully considered by the

class of motive power men who try to

do all the supervising themselves. An
overworked official is an expensive

luxury for any establishment employing
labor, and its expensive effects are by

no means confined, on railroads, to the

mechanical department.

"Good shop practice and methods"
is a department where good organiza-

tion proves particularly efficient. It is

a melancholy fact that many very in-

ferior mechanics claim to be capable <jf

doing railroad work, and exacting su-

pervision is necessary to prevent inferior

work being covered up and left to give

trouble on the road.

The discussion of piecework for shops

was very fair. It is a sad commentary
on the history of the piecework system

for shops that its advocates have to use

so many "ifs" in commending its intro-

duction. On this head Mr. Waitt said:

"In introducing piecework it must be

done with absolute fairness, and in a

manner to show the mechanic that if

he maintains a fair output, he is guar-

anteed the equivalent of his day rate of

pay, and is given the privilege of great-

ly increasing his wages by means of an

increased output, and will not be cur-

tailed because he puts in unusual efforts

and draws high monthly pay. A piece-

work basis should be made clearly ad-

vantageous to the mechanic, while re-

taining part of the benefit for the com-

pany. A price should be carefully es-

tablished, and it should be understood

tliat when it is established it will stand

for three, or better, six months, before

revision, unless some material change is

made in the tools or facilities for getting

out the work. In revisions ot prices an

equal division may properly be made be-

tween the mechanic and the company.

"Above all, straightforwardness and

fairness, by all concerned, is necessary to

success in introducing a piecework sys-

tem, or any new system affecting rela-

tions between the employer and em-

ployees."

The railroad companies who wish to

be fair toward their workmen in the in-

troduction of piecework have to fight

against an inheritancy of injustice in-

flicted in the past which has set work-

men against all forms of piecework, for

they reason, from past experience, that

piecework is going eventually to in-

crease their burdens without increasing

their compensation.

The recommendation made of em-

ploying a specialist to devote his time

to studying coal and the methods of

handling it deals with a question which

has been repeatedly discussed in these

columns. We do not know ot any

official who would save so much money
a; that one if the selection were judi-

ciously made. Under this head Mr. Waitt

said: "Among the means lor improve-

ment in locomotive service 'a careful

and systematic study of engine failures'

will be found productive of great good.
In order for this to be the most bene-
ficial there is necessity for complete in-

formation, and a record oi each case,

followed by the weekly or monthly
tabulation of the cases under their ap-

propriate headings, and a careful study

of each class, and the causes producing
them. Such a study will enable the weak
parts or those ot defective design to be

quickly located, and necessary mwJifica-

tioh in design made. If bad practice

exists it will be clearly shown, and the

remedy can be applied."

A variety of other subjects were dis-

cussed in a wide comprehensive spirit.

The ties of friendliness and confidence

between the whole strata of railway em-
ployment would be much closer drawn,

if Mr. Waitt's recommendations were

followed.

Air Brake "Parasites."

The consumption of air pressure

generated by the pump of the air

brake system for use by other devices

than the air brake, on locomotives anil

cars of the modern railroad train has

become quite an important matter.

Originally the full work of the air

pump on the locomotive was to supply

pressure for the use of the air brake

system. Now it is quite different. Per-

sons recognizing the conveniences and

characteristically favorable qualities of

compressed air for other purposes began

using it. Its first use, aside from air

brakes, was to raise water in sleeping

cars from tanks underneath the floor of

the car. In the early days this operation

gave much trouble to the air brake sys-

tem. Air was taken direct, through a

non-return check valve, from the train

pipe of the sleeping car to the water

tanks under the floor. Later, an im-

provement was made whereby the pres-

sure was made to pass through the

triple valve and auxiliary reservoir of

the air brake, through a governor and

non-return check valve to the watei

tanks. This arrangement prohibited the

water-raising system from receiving its

air until after the air brake sys-

tem had accumulated almost its own
maximum pressure of. «ay, about 60 lbs.

This system has given very little trouble,

and is in successful operation at the

present time.

The use of air pressure for operating

auxiliary devices on locomotives is

greater than is such use on cars, and

to-day we see on the modern locomotive

such pneumatically operated devices as

the automatic sander. traction increaser,

fire-door opener, grate shaker, smoke

consumer, bell ringer, water scoop and

other similar devices. In the aggregate

these devices consume a very consider-

able quantity of air, and. in fact,
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equally as much as, if not more than,

the air brake system itself. It is, per-

haps, not the actual amount of air

required for the legitimate operation of

these devices that demands attention, so

much as it is the waste or leakage

from indifferent and careless mainte-

nance of these devices. If they and their

pressure connections were carefully in-

spected and properly maintained the

amount of air consumed would be very

much smaller, and the complaints made

against such devices would be much

fewer.

So serious have the complaints against

these devices commonly known as air

brake "parasites" become, that relief of

some kind has been asked for, and in

some cases, demanded. An investiga-

tion into the situation and a careful con-

sideration of means for meeting the

issue has pointed out two or three ways

of escape from the trouble. One is to

use steam pressure on all such devices

on the locomotive as will permit of it.

This, however, has its objections, inas-

much that steam leakage leaves a sedi-

ment which is unsightly and unclean,

and is quite diflferent from that caused

by clean air pressure. On the other

hand, with the use of steam, leakage

would manifest itself at the several bad

joints by the forming of sediment and

scale, thereby directing the attention of

the inspector to the leakage, when the

repairs could be easily and quickly

made. On such devices as the sander,

the use of steam would, of course, be

impossible. The other devices, how-

ever, or a large number of them,

at least, would do as well with

steam for their operation as they do

with air.

Another means of overcoming the dif-

ficulty mentioned would be to supply

engines with a second air pump,

whose duty would be to deliver pressure

to a reservoir separate from the air

brake system, and thus independently

supply the "parasites." Still another

means would be to use a larger pump

than is now used on engines, pumping

into the main reservoir of the air brake

system, then reducing out of that to a

second and separate reservoir for the

"parasites." This would be similar to

the arrangement of the water-raising

system on sleeping cars. The first men-

tioned remedy would undoubtedly be

preferable, inasmuch that the "para-

sites" would be independent of, and

isolated from, the air brake system, which

it could not interfere with as It does at

the present time. Possibly an attach-

ment might be made to send the over-

supply of the "parasite" reservoir to

the main reservoir of the air brake sys-

tem, thus aiding and assisting the air

brake system, instead of interfering with

it and taking from it, as at the present

time.

The seriousness of the situation seems

to be sufficient to warrant some such a

scheme for relief. Even at the present

time, with the above named devices or

"parasites " in operation the air pump
is frequently overtaxed in supplying the

train pipe leakage of the train, leaving

very little pressure to be diverted for

the use of the "parasites." In the fu-

ture we may expect to see additional

pneumatically operated devices such as

reversing gear, throttle opener, whistle

operator, oil distributor and smoke con-

sumer for the locomotive, and window

hoists, seat turners and ventilating lans,

etc., for the coaches, to say nothing of

possible coupling and buffing devices

operated by compressed air. With the

experience of the past, the conditions

of the present and the possibilities of

the future, some disposal of this extra

work on the air brake pump should be

made, else complications will surely

arise, and, at a critical moment, may

seriously interfere with the operation of

that great safety device, the air brake,

ending possibly in disaster.

The Power of Public Speaking.

The class from which master car

builders and master mechanics are

drawn, lead such a busy life in devoting

themselves to mechanical duties that

they have very few .opportunities for

the study or practice of oratory; and

accordingly we find that many men pos-

sessing commanding ideas on all ques-

tions relating to railroad machinery are

incapable of explaining their views in a

public meeting. When a man who

labors under this disability becomes the

head of his department, the inability to

express his views consecutively in pub-

lic is a decided source of weakness, for

the modern railroad manager has conie

to expect that the head of his mechani-

cal department will represent the com-

pany in public meetings and make his

voice felt in advocacy of the policy

favored for the road he serves.

The powerful influence e.xercised by

good public speakers has been striking-

ly shown in certain work done by the

Master Car Builders' Association. A
good many years ago the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company began using the

Janner coupler, and a few years' trial

convinced the officials of that great rail-

road system that the principle of close

coupling on a vertical plane was the

best form that could be adopted by the

railroad companies of the country: and

they proceeded to proselytize with the

view of convincing others that the Jan-

ney form was the best coupler for- gen-

eral adoption. It was necessary to con-

vince the majority of the members of

the Master Car Builders' Association

that the link and pin coupler, which

most of them used and were satisfied

with, was an antiquated device which

had passed its days of usefulness, and

that it must be abandoned and the verti-

cal plane coupler introduced in its place.

It was well known that a battle royal

must be fought and won before the

Pennsylvania Railroad interests could

induce all the other railroad companies

of the country to change from the link

and pin coupler; and they proceeded

skilfully to organize their forces. They
stopped sending the practical car build-

ers as their representatives to the Mas-
ter Car Builders' convention and sent

in their place educated mechanical en-

gineers, such as R. H. Soule, E. H.

Wall, and John W. Cloud and others,

who were as ready in debate as they

were capable of explaining the details

of a car coupler. By their skill as de-

baters and by their ability in manipulat-

ing votes, these men carried a vote in

favor of the vertical plane type of

coupler when three-fourths of the mem-
bers voting were against the type. The
expression "vertical plane coupler" had

not become common, and most of the

members had no idea what it meant,

when one of the Pennsylvania trio

arose and moved a resolution that "it is

the sense of this convention that the

vertical plane type ought to be the stan-

dard coupler adopted by the railroads of

this country." Some of the strongest

opponents of the Janney type of coupler,

F. D. Adams, for instance, supported

the resolution without knowing that

they were striking the death blow to

their favorite link and pin coupler.

When the majority realized what the

vote meant, they made an effort to have

it reconsidered, but the Pennsylvania

men, by skilful parliamentary tactics,

prevented that from being done. That

was a powerful beginning of the edu-

cating process which led eventually to

the adoption of the vertical plane

coupler as a standard of the Master Car

Builders' Association. It was a great

tribute to what the power of alluring

argument can do.

The necessity for railroad officials be-

ing able publicly to hold their own in an

argument is much more pressing to-day

than it was fifteen years ago, and the

men who aspire to reach the head of the

mechanical department ought to work as

diligently to acquire the accomplish-

ment of speaking in public as in learn-

ing about the mechanical details and the

principles of caring for and operating

railroad machinery. We have known of

several cases lately where deserving men

were passed over when their promotion

was under consideration for the sole

reason that the managements did not

think that they were capable of repre-

senting satisfactorily the interests of the

company in public meetings. The rail-

road clubs now constitute an excellent

school of practice for those who are

ambitious to learn how to express them-

selves in public. To the novice we
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would say, do not attempt to make a

speech at first. Get in the way of hear-

ing your voice by making or recording

motions and then acquire the practice of

saying a few words on questions you are

well acquainted with. The ordinary man
will at first forget most of what he in-

tended to say when he gets on his feet

and sees the people looking at him; but

that is the effect of natural timidity,

which will soon disappear under per-

sistent practice. Some of the most

fluent speakers now heard at conventions

and at club meetings began only a few

years ago with timid flights of oratory,

which seldom lasted half a minute, but

persistent practice developed their nat-

ural talents for lucid expression. To
most men the ability to speak in public

must be acquired, but it constitutes a

power worth laboring for.

A Railroad President on Compound
Locomotives.

The president of one of our leading

railroads in the course of a conversation

with the writer a few weeks ago asked

the question, What has been done in re-

cent construction of locomotives to re-

duce the cost of moving freight? We
answered by describing a few examples
of the increased capacity of locomotives

built within the last year and ventured

to express the opinion that compound-
ing was steadily reducing the quantity

of coal required for moving the ton

unit, and that locomotive designers had

no reason to think that they were fall-

ing behind in the race of engineering

progress. The question was then asked.

Do you think that a compound locomo-

tive moves freight at less expense than

a simple engine? The answer was. It

burns less coal. Then this president,

who exercises very great authority and

is a close observer of every detail of

railroad operating, proceeded to de-

nounce compound locomotives in the

most vigorous terms. He did not re-

gard the saving of a few pounds of

coal per train mile as being of any con-

sequence, compared with regularity of

service, and he knew that compound lo-

comotives spent much more time under-

going repairs than those of simple build.

On that account he would have no more
compound locomotives built for his sys-

tem. When a compound locomotive

missed a trip undergoing repairs and

when it failed on the road, both of

which events happened frequently, he

said, the loss to the company was great-

er than a gain from coal saving would
amount to in a year. But one case of

missing a trip and one case of failure

on the road were not incidents of rare

occurrence, they were happening every

week, and he was determined to stop

that cause of the demoralizing of train

serv'ice.

We are sorry to say that this official

is not alone in his views of com-
pound locomotives, and the objection al-

ways raised is that these engines are

not so reliable for every-day service as

simple engines. The compound loco-

motive has made remarkably rapid

progress into service in the last ten

years, but much of the influence that

forced them into use came from above.

The men immediately in charge of mo-
tive power were inclined to move slowly

in making changes. They wished to see

the compound prove itself a better and

more acceptable engine under the or-

deal of hard service than the single ex-

pansion type, before they introduced it in

large numbers; but their conservative

instincts were often overruled by the

higher powers, and compounds were in-

troduced where they were not wanted

by the men best able to judge of their

utility. The railroad president whose

views we are writing about, is not a

man of silence or one likely to

restrain the expression of his views.

These will be heard by other presidents

through no uncertain tone. If the friends

of compound locomotives wish to see

their favorite medium of motive power

prosper, they had better devote them-

selves with vigorous energy to the over-

coming of the weaknesses which prevent

compounds from making the same mile-

age per month as simple engines.

A Transportation Paradox.

"The best thing that could happen to

every railway in the United States—or

elsewhere, for that matter—would be to

have a waterway paralleling every mile

of its track, and the deeper the water-

way within reasonable limits the greater

would be the benefit derived by the rail-

way." So says Mr. S. A. Thompson in

an article in the July number of the £11-

gineeriug Magazine. This appears to be a

somewhat extravagant statement, but

the author cites some remarkable in-

stances where the increased business of

the waterway seems to have a very di-

rect bearing upon the prosperity of the

railway. He tells us that during the fif-

teen years in which the channel of the

River Elbe, in Bohemia, was being deep-

ened, the river traffic increased fivefold,

while the traffic of the competing rail-

ways increased still more largely. Again,

it appears that in Germany after the

River Main, between Frankfort and

Mayence. had been converted into a ca-

nal, the tonnage of water borne freight

grew 36 per cent, the first year and 58

the second, while the railroads along that

stream in the same years increased their

business 64 and 42 per cent.

Other examples are given, but the ar-

gument that waterways, by increasing

traffic, are rather auxiliaries than com-

petitors of railroads, is based upon the

fact that water transportation is cheaper

than that by rail, and that, therefore, it

facilitates the shipment of raw materials

and thus encourages manufacturing, and
so furnishes a higher grade of freight

and more of it for the railroads. When
the canal is treated as an antagonist of

the railroad and war is declared, it is

likely to bring about a very serious loss

to the railway, as was shown some years

ago, when an investigation by the direc-

tors of the Great Western Railway of

England disclosed the fact that the man-
ager, who was trying 10 put the canal

out of business, was using 58 per cent.

of the total equipment in a traffic which
produced only 14 per cent, of the total

revenue. Traffic carried expensively

when a more economical method is

available brings about a loss to the com-
munity at large as well as to the com-
pany using the expensive method.

Mr. Thompson makes out a very good
case for the canal as the handmaid of

the railway, with its comparatively slow

but cheap transportation of raw ma-
terials and rough freight in bulk, which,

when manufactured, or employed in the

arts, places the finished product in the

hands of the railways, where its en-

hanced value demands more rapid trans-

portation at consequently higher rates.

Having reasoned his way satisfactorily

to this point, the author goes on, we
think, a step too far, when he says: "If

by some cataclysm of nature the Great

Lakes should be dried up the enormous
traffic now carried on their waters would
not be divided among the railroads. It

would simply cease to exist."

In other words, if a cheap and satis-

factory street car system of transporta-

tion between a suburb and a large city

was suddenly to be destroyed, nobody
from the suburb would ever go to the

city again.

Water transportation .ind rail trans-

portation each have their legitimate

fields, but to assert that one holds per-

manently what the other can under no
circumstances ever possess, seems to go
a trifle beyond what a careful study of

the facts reveals.

Electric Drives for Shops.

In the installation of electric drives in

railroad shops we have arrived at a point

where a pause, in the selection of some
details, should intervene long enough to

make a proper choice of the best method
of transmitting power to the tools to

meet the requirements of the situation.

The need for this is quite apparent to all

who have had the opportunity of seeing

what has been done in the revolutioniz-

ing of shop drives by means of electric-

ity.

Shall shafting be used, and to what ex-

tent? This is one of the questions that

will confront the inquirer into the mer-

its and advantages of this kind of power.

Here, as in other mechanical proposi-

tions, the size of the plant and character
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of the output are the factors to deal with,

and before a decision is made as to

whether the power shall be transmitted

to the tools singly or in groups, some

consideration must of necessity be given

to every phase of operation—whether

the work is of an intermittent kind and

what the effect of a break-down in the

motor would be, on each tool with either

system of drive, also the relative first

cost, cost of maintenance and cost of out-

put. These are recounted as a few of the

pomts that are sure to present them-

selves, and there is no doubt some re-

liable data available at this time con-

cerning these probems, which may assist

in their solution, even though electricity

for shop power is yet practically in an

experimental state.

The kind of drive for heavy tools, both

wood-working and for metal, is pretty

well settled upon, as the direct method,

that is, the many cases in which that sys-

tem has had a fair trial would seem to

indicate this to be a fact. There is no rea-

son to take exception to this proposi-

tion as far as it relates to heavy tools

where speed is constant and service con-

tinuous. It also holds in case, of metal-

working tools which demand a variable

speed arrangement, the speed changes be-

ing accomplished by means of variable

voltage. The latter case is not, however,

as surp of its position as the former, from

the fact of its not having had a trial of

sufficient severity to develop any weak-

nesses that may be inherent in a system,

necessarily complicated. In any event,

the general efficiency and flexibility of

the electric drive is now so well under-

stood that no shop plant can be said to

be "up to date" mechanically, that is not

arranged with electrically driven tools.

This is not all. While the power for

tools is one of the questions of prime im-

portance in shop economy, the very wide

field opened up for electricity in other

directions about the shop, for cranes,

transfer tables, light, etc., make it prac-

tically indispensable in thoroughly effi-

cient shop management.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should send

in their names and addresses, not for publi-

cation, but for evidence of good faith. We
throw all anonymous letters in the waste

basket.

Experience Counts.

If an ordinarily bright man were put on

the engine pulling the Empire State E.x-

press, .under instruction he would learn

to handle the engine as well as an experi-

enced engineer. But his work would be

satisfactory only as long as everything

went all right. He would possess none

of the equipment that enables an engineer

of mature experience when an emergency

is staring him in the face to do the right

thing to avert disaster before the mind has

time to think of what ought to be done.

Habit and training become more useful

than reason. The reason high-speed auto-

mobilists meet so often with disaster is

that they have not gone through the ex-

periences "hich make action precede

reasoning.

(147) W. K., Victoria, Australia, asks

what position would release cocks be in

when steam is shut off when engine is

drifting for 30 or 40 miles, at about 25

miles per hour—open or shut—and what
about lubrication ? The engine referred to

is a Vauclain, four-cylinder compound
goods engine, with low pressure cylinder on

top. A.—The engine should be run with

cylinder cocks open, and lubricator feed-

ing. If possible on the more level places,

on down grades, it would be well to

work a little steam, not enough to ac-

celerate the speed, but to give a vehicle

for the distribution of the oil which flows

in from the lubricator. Light working

of steam also prevents the sucking of

smoke into the exhaust passages.

(148) E. C. C, Du Bois, Pa., writes:

How can one locate a blow, and de-

termine whether it is through piston

packing or through the piston valve?

Which side is it on, and if the valve,

which end is the blow at? The engine

in question is simple, with internal ad-

mission piston valve. A.—The blow,

through the valve, is a continuous blow.

The side may be determined by opening

the smoke box door, if the exhaust has

a double tip. If the e.xnaust is single

it is very difficult to distinguish the side.

It is of no practical importance to de-

termine at which end the piston valve

blows, that will be discovered when the

proper valve has been removed tor re-

pairs. The blow through piston packing
is intermittent; the side it is on may be
found by the use of the cylinder cocks.

(149) F. J. H., Indianapolis, Ind., says:

(l.) I would like to ask what is meant
by a "lap order?" A.—A lap order is the

usual railroad name given to a crossing

order in which, by mistake, the dispatcher

directs a train moving down the alphabet,

to cross, at say, station M, a train moving
up the alphabet ; and at the same time

orders a train moving up the alphabet to

cross the down train at station L. If

both obey the orders they have receivsd,

they will collide at some point between

stations M and L.

2. How many pints of valve oil does an

ordinary lubricator hold? A.—A No. 2

lubricator holds about three pints.

(150) J. A. H., Pine Blufif, Ark., says he

has an old style Monitor injector which

used to work at 200 lbs. pressure, but now
works at only 160 lbs., and then works very

poorly, most of the water and steam going

out of the overflow. If while working

badly the frost plug is screwed down, the

injector will work all right. What is the

trouble? A.—The so-called frost plug is,

of course, the waste valve. The injector

may be more or less coated with lime or

other deposit in the interior or the delivery

tube may be very much worn.

(151) R. J. S. asks what is the proper way
to test for a broken valve strip or spring,

and how can one tell on which side the

break is? A.—This cannot be satisfactorily

tested in the shop with the engine standing

still. A very good way to find out where

the trouble lies is when running. The
blowing valve will have lost a great deal

of its balance, and may be found by the

investigator if he walks out on the run-

ning board and grasps first one valve rod

in his hand, and then the other. The one

with the blowing valve attached, will in-

dicate it by dragging more than the other.

The experimenter will notice a difference

in the "feel" of the two rods, in the way
they are working.

(152) J. S., Milan, Mo., writes:

We have a piston valve, 20x26-in. en-

gine, with direct motion. When we shut

off and drop the lever down to the corner,

she kicks and pounds, but if we hook her

up to half stroke she goes along smoothly.

What is the cause of this? A.—This may
be due to different causes, and careful in-

spection would alone reveal the real rea-

son, (i) Compare the travel of the valves

in full gear with the throw of the eccen-

trics, and the distance between the con-

nection of the eccentric rods to the expan-

sion link, with the total travel of the link-

block in the slot. Such comparison may
show that the expansion link reaches too

great an angle with the vertical center line

to produce the best results. Note if there

is any tendency to cutting between the link

and block.

(2) Is the valve driven by a rod in the

center, or on one side?

(3) Is there any indication of dryness

in the valve when running shut off

(4) Is there any signs of wear in the

valve bush, in the center of the travel ?

(153) J- F., Litchfield, 111., writes:

Given the draw bar pull or tractive pow-
er of a locomotive with 2ox28-inch cylin-

ders, to be 34,000 lbs., kindly give formula

to find rating in tons of this sized loco-

motive on road with one per cent, grade.

A.'—Minimum resistance due to friction at

about 6 miles per hour, 6% lbs. per ton.

Resistance due to gravity (i per cent, of

weight), 20 lbs. per ton. Total resistance

per ton on I per cent, grade, 2654 'bs. Then

34,000
-

, , / = 1,29s tons gross weight of tram.
20/f

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, have purchased a

tract of land on Hawthorne and Second

avenues, and will at once begin the erec-

tion of modern factory buildings.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTBD BY F. M. NKI^LIS.

Yard Test of Triple Valves.

A special valve for use in coiiucclion

with the yard test o( triple valves is shown

in Figure i. It is so designed that, re-

gardless of the length of train, or amount

of leakage, the rise of train-pipe pressure

/•ipa

Fig. 1 —VAtVE FOR TRIPLE VALVE
TESTING DEVICE.

is always at a predetermined number of

pounds per minute. This rise corresponds

to the conditions existing at the end of

a long air train when a release is made,

if the usual main reservoir pressure and

a main reservoir of recommended capacity

be employed.

Operation of Device. As air from the

yard plant or engine enters the valve at A
(Fig. !)> it is free to pass through port

B into chamber D. Train-pipe pressure

can always be maintained in chamber L
under diaphragm 2 by means of ports H
and M. Air in port B is free to pass

through small pin hole /, thence through

port C, and out at E to the controlling

reservoir. Owing to the unchanging vol-

ume of the controlling reservoir, a con-

stant predetermined rise of pressure is ob-

tained, and this pressure is always free

to reach chamber G. When the pressure

in this chamber is greater than that in

chamber L, connected with the train pipe

through ports M and H, diaphragm 2 is

/I, B, U, II and /. With a long train, valve

I is forced farther from its seat, tlius per-

mitting a faster feed, while with one car

the valve is barely oflf its seat ; hence, re-

gardless of the length of train, or the

amount of leakage, this valve will cause

a rise in train-pipe pressure of a prede-

termined number of pounds per minute,

which feed is governed by the size of the

controlling reservoir and of port /.

Yard Test. The device illustrated in

Fig. 2 is for use in connection with a yard-

testing plant. It may also be used between

the tender and first car of a train when

an engine is to be used for testing same.

The object of this apparatus is to con-

demn from road service to the cleaners

any valve which will not release a brake

when tlie rise in train-pipe pressure cor-

m rn-4^^^^^m m^^^

Fig. la.—VALVE FOR TRIPLE VALVE
TESTING DEVICE.

forced downward, thus unseating valve i

and establishing a direct connection from

the supply pipe to the train pipe through

fully charged to 70 pounds, make a serv-

ice reduction of 10 pounds ; then turn

cocks A and B to their closed position

and release. Any triple valve which fails

to release the brake when the train-pipe

pressure has reached 70 pounds should

be removed, sent to the cleaners, and be

replaced by a triple that has been cleaned.

If an engine is used to test brakes, the

supply pipe of the testing device should

be coupled to the train pipe or the tender

and the other hose to the car. In this

case cock C should remain closed through-

out the test and the brake valve handle

be left in full release position ; otherwise

the manipulation of the cocks is the same

as just described in connection with a

yard-testing plant.

To avoid the escape of air, when the

Fig. 3.-TRIPLE VALVE TESTING DEVICE MOCNTED.

responds with that at the end of a long

air train ; controlling valve N accom-

plishes this result.

If this device is always to be used in

connection with an engine for testing

trains, the brake valve and equalizing res-

ervoir are unnecessary. In the event of

the brake valve not being used, the supply

pipe should be joined to the test appa-

ratus at point D.

Test. To use with a yard-testing plant,

connect hose as indicated and turn cocks

A and B as shown. Cock C should al-

ways remain open when the yard-test

plant is being used. The air now feeds

through the brake valve, and the usual

tests to locate leakage, faulty piston travel,

triple valve, etc., should be made. When
this has been completed and the train is

brake valve handle is in full release po-

sition, the warning port in the rotary valve

should be plugged.

If always to be used between a tender

and train and never with a yard-testing

plant, omit the brake valve and equaliz-

ing reservoir and pipe as already ex-

plained. The manipulation of the cocks

is the same as with the yard-testing plant.

The disposal of any triple valve failing to

release when the train-pipe pressure has

reached 70 pounds should be as already

explained.

In making the release test from an en-

gine the engineer should keep the train-

pipe pressure as near 80 pounds as pos-

sible by leaving the brake-valve handle in

full release position as much as is neces-

sary to accomplish this result.
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Driving Wheel Brake Location.

We have a letter from a correspondent

in which he justly criticises the brake

cylinder location on some locomotives

which is decidedly objectionable, inas-

much that such faulty location prohibits

the ordinary inspection and maintenance.

Ratltva^ i toeumurtc* EnjiHeering

END VIEW OK TRIPLE VALVE TESTING
DEVICE.

and is likely to cause serious trouble

by the failure of these cylinders to do

their share of the work.

The prime complaint is of the locating

of the brake cylinders in a horizontal

position between the frames, immediately

back of the cylinder saddle. This hori-

zontal position is not as desirable as the

vertical position, inasmuch that the

leather packing rubs on the bottom of

the cylinder, due to gravity, and thereby

tends to wear away the bottom portion

of the leather. The vertical position

would correct this and permit the pack-
ing to -wear evenly on all sides of the

cylinder.

Perhaps the greatest objection is that

the packing leathers are subjected to as

great heat from the steam passing
through the cylinder saddles as they
would be were the cylinders in their old

position on the frames at the side of the

fire-box. The continued use of steam
on a long run would send as much heat
into the brake cylinders located back of

and close to the saddle as would the fire-

box with the old location of cylinders. In

the location above mentioned there is no
opportunity for partial cooling by the cir-

culation of atmospheric air, which is a

disadvantageous feature as compared with
the position of the driving brake cylin-

ders on the side of the fire-box. It would
seem highly desirable to earnestly urge
a change in the location of these cylin-

ders, setting them further back from the

cylinder saddle and giving them a verti-

cal position, taking care that the top head
of the cylinder shall not be too close to

the bottom of the boiler, thereby pre-

venting the removal of the pressure head
for inspection and repairs of the interior

parts.

This is a matter which should be taken

up at once and corrected, if we are to

obtain anything like a maximum service

from our driving-wheel brakes.

As to Abolishing the Quick Action
Feature.

In regard to the suggestion to abol-

ish the quick action feature of the

triple valve, as recommended by a cor-

respondent in a recent number, it would

If such difficulty as cited by the above

mentioned correspondent is experienced

from the air brake on railroads, it is

doubtless due to either the bad order

of the brakes, flagrant misuse of the

brakes, or something else of a kindred

nature. It is not due to the quick action

principle involved. It would probably

repay this correspondent, for his own
information, to read up the history of

the development of the quick acting

brake ; he will certainly be very much
benefited thereby. He will also, doubt-

less, change his views as to the desira-

bility of abolishing the quick action fea-

ARRANGEMENT OF SLACK ADjr.STER FOR DRIVER BRAKES.

seem hardly necessary to say that this

suggestion is not in line with good
modern practice. The peculiar needs of

long freight trains in service some time

ago demonstrated the necessity for a

brake which would apply very quickly for

in case of emergency, thereby reducing

the length of the stop in emergency,
and not interfering with the service

feature of the brake in service stops.

The extensive tests held by the master

car builders on the Burlington road in

1886 and 1887 demonstrated the neces-

sity for a brake of this kind, and after

careful consideration and extensive ex-

ture of the triple valve, and will become

an earnest convert of the device.

Didn't Know a Flat Wheel When He
Heard It.

Some of the cars that run on Thirty-

fourth street, writes a "kicker" in the New
York Sun who signs himself "Indignant,"

are an absolute infliction. When a car

is in motion incessant pounding begins

and continues with the regularity of the

ticking of a watch. I have often been

kept awake at night by this nuisance, for

you can hear these cars two or three

Railway ^ Zoetantftwd Engineering

NEW DESIGN OF SLACK ADJUSTER FOR DRIVER BRAKES.

periments, the present form of quick act- blocks away as they come thumping down
ing brake was adopted by the master car the street, clouds of dust following in

builders and the railroads of the United their wake. Can nothing be done by the

States, and it has been in satisfactory ser- people living on Thirty-fourth street to

vice ever since. abate this nuisance?
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Air Pump Piping and Main Reservoir

Location.

Figure I of the attached sketches shows

the piping on several eastern engines. It

70 freight oars, and 45 or 50 of them
equipped with air, running 30 or 35 miles

per hour. The engineer is suddenly

flagged, or on rounding a curve the rear

end of the sleeper of a passenger train

suddenly looms up, and the engineer

places the handle of the engineer's valve

-FAULTY DESIGN OF COOLING PIPE AND LOCATION FOR
MAIN RESERVOIRS.

is quite evident at a glance that those who
detailed tliis arrangement of pump piping

knew little of air. Notice how nicely they

fit the piping to the fire box, to keep it

from freezing, somebody thought, and no-

tice, too, a dip is shown at a. This is the

most foolish business of piping that has

ever come to my notice. Think of the

frozen brakes next winter

!

Figure 2 shows detail of piping that is

believed to beat any yet noticed. Both

reservoirs are on the same side, with 20

or 30 feet of pipe between the pump and

the first reservoir, and is arranged with

returns. At b is shown a water trap, and

the details are shown in Fig. 3.

Frank Rattek.

Manchester, N. H.

:Fig-

Valve

'is Hole
3.—WATER TRAP FOR

RESERVOIRS.

in emergency position (which he would

do in this case). If the quick action fea-

kill a lot of people, which might have

been avoided had not the extra braking

power been lost by the blocking up the

quick action feature of the triple valves.

Lots of collisions have been saved by the

extra braking power that is got by using

the quick action triples. What is a few

drawbars drove in or broken, or a

car or two thrown off the track to

two engines broken up, or an engine

and a sleeping car ruined, and a

lot of lives lost?

Mr. O'Hara says as we are becoming

more fully equipped with air brakes the

more hose we have, and the more chances

there are of bursting them. That is very

true, but the more air cars, the less non-

air cars, and consequently the less damage
will be done by the hose bursting. Abol-

ishing quick action seems to me to be like

going back from the plain triple to the

old straight air with only a train pipe and

brake cylinder. Geo. E. Crowson.

Moncton, N. B., Canada.

Proof of the Pudding I5 the Eating.

In reference to Mr. A. J. O'Hara's sug-

gestion in June number to abolish the

quick action part of triple valve, on ac-

count of the danger of derailing the rear

part of train in case of an air hose burst-

ing, I would like to say that here on the

Northern Pacific Ry., where we have near-

ly all air. such an accident is an unheard

of thing. I would consider it a much bet-

ter idea to equip all cars with up-to-date

air brakes, which I think would do away

with any such danger.

The quick action feature of the triple

valve has, in my experience, saved more

than one life, considerable property and

no doubt some men's jobs, and I would

certainly consider its removal a long step

backward.

We have no serious trouble in handling

a solid air brake train of 75 cars on ordi-

nary grades with one gj^-inch pump.

However, his suggestion of a larger or

additional pump would be a very good

Objection to Abolishing Quick Action

Feature of Triple Valve.

With reference to the suggestion in the

June issue to abolish the quick action fea-

ture on account of hose bursting, I think

the writer will not find many to agree

with him. When we used to use the old

style of pin and link drawbar, there was

a lot of slack in a $0 or 6o-car train ; and

if a hose burst on a train of this kind

only partly equipped with air, it would
often drive the drawbars in and some-

times throw the cars at the rear end oft

the track. But now. as the cars are all

equipped with the automatic drawbars,

and as the trains are generally from ^ to

% air cars, the bursting of a hose does

not any more than upset the teapot on

the stove in the caboose, and maybe dis-

turb the conductor's sleep.

Now, we will take a train of say 65 or

i.—PROPOSED COOLING AND MAIN RESERVOIR LOCATION.

ture of the triple valves were blocked, we
can form an idea of the damage that

would be done to the train, even if the

engine did not crash into the sleeper and

thing when handling very long trains on

mountain grades.

J. A. B.. Engineer Xor. Pac. Ry.

Logan, ifoitt.
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Cutters for MakinR (jaskets From Old

Air-Brake Hose.

Thinking that you may be interested

in our method of utilizing scrap air-brake

hose, as has been our practice for sev-

SUli' Victv

: u 1

DEVICE FOR CUTTING GASKETS FROM
OLD HOSE.

eral years, by cutting them into gaskets

for packing throttle stems, valve stems,

etc.. of locomotives, I send you sketch

of the tools used for cutting the gaskets

from scrap air-brake hose. These gas-

kets cost only a trifle and are superior

to those purchased in the market for

packing purposes.

E. A. Miller, M.M.
Nickle Plate R. R., Conneaut, O.

Duplex Retaining Valve.

I am sending to you a drawing and de-

scription of a duplex retaining valve, for

which I have recently secured a patent. I

would be pleased to have you publish the

inclosed, which I think would interest

many brother engineers, especially those

who are handling trains on mountain
grades, which I have done for the past

six years on the Montana Central Divi-

sion of the Great Northern Ry., between

Helena and Butte, Mont.
The difficulties and dangers attending

the operation and control of trains upon
steep and mountainous grades, whatever
be the relative arrangement of the cars

comprising the train, are well known to

practical railroad men and need not be
herein recited. The use of my invention

will wholly eliminate such difficulties and

dangers, as it provides means for retain-

ing such pressure within the brake cylm-

ders as will contr6l' the individual car

according to its weight or weight and load.

The object' of my pressure-retaining

valve is the provision of means for re-

taining limited pressures within the brake

cylinders when the engineer recharges

the auxiliary reservoirs, said pressures

corresponding to the weights of the indi-

vidual cars comprising the train.

Fig. I is a sectional view of the duplex

retaining valve with the handle in posi-

tion of full release.

Fig. 2 shows the handle in the position

it occupies when a relatively low pressure

is retained within the brake cylinder.

Fig. 3 shows the position of the handle

when a relatively high pressure is re-

tained in the brake cylinder.

The springs determine the pressure re-

SlftppiTS
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DETAILS OF CUTTER.

tained, which may vary from 10, IS or 20

pounds for the lighter cars up to approx-

imately full or completely full pressure

for the heavier cars.

In my valve construction modifications

may be introduced and equivalents used

for parts of the valve ; for instance. I

may substitute weighted valves for the

valves and springs shown, and the parts

may be differently disposed, changes

which will not affect the modes of oper-

ation to secure the desired results.

JOH.V A. TOAL.
Clancy, Mont.

OlESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(170) E. B. E., Newark, O., asks:

With the same brake pressure upon the

shoe, what effect will a higher speed have

on brake shoe friction? A.—The friction

between the brake shoe and the wheel,

which is termed coefficient of friction, re-

duces as the speed of the train increases.

(,171) J. M. E., Buffalo, N. Y., writes:

The New York Air Brake Company's
train pipe strainers on some coal cars

here are placed in a slanting position;

that is, they do not stand straight and
square. Is there any harm in this? A.

—

A slight deviation from an upright po-

sition of the strainer will not interfere

with its proper operation. The strainer,

however, should be given a position as

nearly upright as possible, as it does its

best work in this position.

(172) E. B. E., Newark, O.. writes:

So long as wheels do not slide, where is

the holding power of the brake? A.—The
greatest retarding power exerted by the

brake shoe is at the time of impending

slip: that is, just before it begins to skid.

After the wheels have begun to slip, the

retarding power is greatly reduced. For

convenience we might say that the rail is

pulling backward on the wheel, keeping

it revolving, and the brake shoe is pulling

in the opposite direction, tending to stop

its rotation. As soon as the brake shoe

pull becomes greater than the pull of the

rail, the wheel will cease to revolve, will

slide, and will not hold nearly as much as

when the wheel is rolling along on the

rail with the brake shoe threatening to

stop the rotation.

Front View
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DEVICE FOR CUTTING GASKETS FROM
OLD HOSE.

(173) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., Can-

ada, writes

:

Can the brakes on a 60-car train be

released one at a time, beginning at the

first car, next to the engine, by making a
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quick movement of the handle of the en-

gineer's brake valve from lap to running

or full release position and back again ?

Is it not mere chance work on a train of

any length? A.—It is the merest chance

work, and would be next to impossible to

accomplish. If all triple valves were ex-

actly and uniformly filled, in (he same con-

dition and all brake pistons traveled the

same stroke, such an operation might be

possible. However, with even these con-

ditions existing, the chances would be

very greatly against getting such results,

and would be almost absolutely impossi-

ble.

(174) G. E. W., Fort Worth, Tex.,

writes

:

How long will it take to charge a train

Jiullu;ii, .y ii«:.„„„f„,. £„y,„„

of thirty cars to 70 lbs., after the engine

is coupled to the train, with 90 lbs. in main
reservoir to start with? No leaks. Nine
and one-half inch pump in first-class con-

dition. A.—If the pressure in the train

pipe at the triple valve on each car were
maintained at 90 lbs., each auxiliary res-

ervoir would probably receive its full

charge from zero to 90 lbs. in about two
minutes or thereabouts. However, if it

were not possible to maintain go lbs. at

each triple, the time of charging would
be considerably lengthened, depending

upon the variation of pressure at the triple

valve. Leakage in the train pipe would
also have its effect in increasing the length

of time of charging, and would vary with

the degree of leakage in the train pipe,

large leaks causing slower charge.

(175) C. E. B., Port Casta, Cal., asks:

What would be the efifect if the grad-

uating valve were lost or removed from a

driving brake triple valve? A.— If the

triple was nicely fitted, in good repair and
well cleaned and oiled, the absence of a

graduating valve might not be felt on a

train of considerable length when a serv-

ice application was made. However, if

the train was very short, or the light en-

gine was alone, the piston and slide valve

might be able to graduate the auxiliary

reservoir pressure into the brake cylinder

without going to full stroke, but the

chances would be against it. If the pis-

ton and slide valve were gummy, tightly

fitted, or otherwise in poor condition, the

piston and slide valve might pass to full

stroke position in an automatic service ap-

plication, causing a quick flow of auxiliary

pressure to the brake cylinder, then the

brake releasing. Again, it might not.

Fiff. 1

Fig. 2

Fifj. 3

DUPI,EX RETAINING VALVE.

(176) O. H. L., Baltimore, Md.,

writes

:

At the end of our run we cut the

engine off the train and allow the tram
to run down to the roundhouse, and
the engine goes on another track. Then
the engine is turned and placed on the

opposite end of the train. Sometimes
the train will not run, due to the brake

sticking. If the bleeder cock on the

sticking car is opened and left open, the

brakes will set on the whole train. Why
is this? A.—The brake first sticking is

probably due to the leakage of pressure

from the train pipe, or failure to release

the brakes fully before the engine is

cut of? when "swinging" the train. To
bleed ofT a sticking brake in a case like

this, the bleeder cock should be merely

opened until the triple is heard to

whistle off, then promptly closed. If.

however, the bleeder cock is left open,

the air is drained from the auxiliary

reservoir, and pressure from the train

pipe flows in through the triple valve 10

the auxiliary reservoir on this car to take

the place of the air escaping throi'gh

the cock. This train pipe pressure,

feeding into the auxiliary reservoir on
the sticking car, causes a reduction in

the train pipe pressure of the other cars,

thereby setting their brakes.

(177; J. B. li., Allen, Neb., asks:

Is not the excess pressure valve and the

slide valve feed valve the same, or are

they different ? A.—The two valves are

different. The excess pressure valve

merely maintains a higher pressure in the

main reservoir than in the train pipe, due

to the tension of the spring in the valve.

If the spring has a 20-lb. tension, the

brake valve will carry 20 lbs. excess with

the handle in running position. This 20-

lb. excess, or 20 lbs. difference in main
reservoir and train pipe pressures, will be

the same at low and high pressures, and

in fact, at any pressures. The slide valve

feed valve attachment not only carries the

excess pressure, but does not have excess

pressure until after the standard train line

pressure has been pumped up. Should

there be any leakage in the train pipe sys-

tem, the slide valve feed valve attachment

will open up, feed these leaks and close

the valve when the train line pressure has

reached its maximum. .Again, the slide

valve feed valve opens up widely during

its time of feed, thereby giving the fastest

possible rate of feed until such time as

the maximum pressure is reached, then it

closes quickly.

(178) P. -M. E., West Albany, N. Y.;

writes

:

Some ol our engines are equipped with

12-in. brake cylinders, arranged in a

horizontal position, and are located di-

rectly back of the cylinder saddle of the

engine. These cylinders are butted up

against the cylinder saddle so closely that

it is impossible to get off the cylinder

head to work on the piston packing.

We have been obliged to take several of

these cylinders down, in order to clean

them, and find the leather packing burned

out. It seems to me that is as hot a place

for the leather packing as we get by put-

ting the brake cylinder on the side of the

fire-box. What is your opinion regard-

ing this? .\.—The object originally

sought by placing the driving brake cyl-

inders forward, between the frames, was

that they might be located in a cooler

place, thereby securing a longer life to

the packing leathers, greater tightness

during operation, and convenience for

cleaning. In the case above described

these objects have not been at all met.

and are fully as faulty in every respect as

though the cylinders were located in their

old position on the frames beside the fire-

box. This location should certainly be

changed, and another given the cylinders,

which would bring about the results de-

sired and originally sought.
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Making the Locomotive a Better

Steamer.

In the course of his address at the

Master Mechanics' convention Mr. Waitt

said:

"The tendency in locomotive design

at present is toward a greatly reduced

ratio of the grate surface and heating

surface to the weight on drivers for en-

gines burning bituminous coal, and it

would appear, from the satisfactory re-

sults obtained from locomotives of re-

cent design, that the former standards

of good practice recommended by this

association must be materially revised.

It is an uncontroverted fact that greater

attention is now being given the careful

designing and proper proportioning of

locomotives than ever before, and dur-

ing the past three years the American
locomotive has taken long strides ahead

as a steam producer and speed maker.

"In past years failures to make steam

in sufticient quantities to reliably handle

heavy passenger trains at high speed

have been rather frequent. This con-

dition has developed the fact that there

has been some error in the basis of

design of locomotives for heavy or

fast service. A little examination of

the relation between the heating surface

and the work expected from the loco-

motive will readily indicate the neces-

sity for very dififerent ratios than have

been used in past years. It is a con-

ceded fact that the weight on tlie driv-

ing wheels gives the limit to the power
that can be exerted by a locomotive in

handling a train. It is a known fact that

engines designed ten years ago fail for

lack of steam when assigned to haul at

fast speed trains which they are abun-

dantly able to start. It is known that

locomotives designed during the past

two years have overcome this diiificulty,

and make an abundance of steam, so

that even with coal poorer in quality

than ordinary, and with head winds, and

an extra car or two, little difficulty is

experienced in producing plenty of

sfeam, and maintaining a fairly uniform

pressure. Taking the weight on the

drivers as an indicator of the power c.<-

pected from the locomotive, and assum-

ing a proper proportioning of the cylin-

der and diameter of drivers for the

work to be performed, we must natur-

ally look to the source of steam pro-

duction, which is the boiler. The
amount of steam produced, of course,

depends upon the coal consumed (either

economically or otherwise), and the

evaporative efficiency of the boiler. As-
suming a boiler of reasonably good de-

sign, the evaporative efficiency will be

closely proportionate to the amount of

effective heating surface provided to

conduct the heat from the incandescent

fire and hot gases to the water. An
analysis of the vital proportions of en-

gines that were considered marvels fn

their day, ten years ago, shows the ratio

of heating surface in square feet to the

weight on drivers in pounds as about

I to 45 for passenger service. The once-

famous 999 of the World's Fair period

had the ratio of I to 43.5. Engines built

with the same weight on drivers for

heavy or fast passenger service during

the past two years have this ratio i to

30.5. Though both are capable of start-

ing trains of corresponding weight, the

1893 class fails in the long run, con-

sumes more coal per unit of work per-

formed, and as a consequence has been

consigned to services without either

honor or good record. The 1901 class,

with the 1 to 30 ratio, and same driving

wheel weight, does more work with

less fuel, and with rare failures, and is

naturally the idol of the hour. As a

suggestion worthy of consideration, and

the result of no small amount of ob-

servation and computation, let me
recommend that in new locomotives de-

signed for the best results under present

conditions, that for passenger service,

engines burning bituminous coal should

have a ratio of heating surface to weight

on drivers of not more than i to 30.

Some of the best working locomotives

now in service have this ratio as low

as I to 27. For heavy freight service,

where the speed in going over a di-

vision of from 100 to 150 miles averages

from 15 to 20 miles per hour, the ratio

should not exceed i to 50. For switch-

ing service, where demands for steam

are less continuous, a ratio of I to 75

will produce excellent results.

New York to Chicago in Twenty
Hours.

On June 15. 1902, a new fast express

train service was inaugurated between

New York and Chicago by both the

New York Central and Hudson River

and the Pennsylvania Railroad com-
panies.

The new trains are known respectively

as the "Twentieth Century Limited" and

the "Pennsylvania Special," and are

scheduled to cover the distance between

the two cities in twenty hours, which

time they have made every day since

they went into service.

Our illustrations on the opposite page

show these trains photographed when in

rapid motion, the "Twentieth Century

Limited" being drawn by one of the New
York Central's new Atlantic type of en-

gines, No. 2960, and the "Pennsylvania

Special" by one of the Pennsylvania's

class "L" engines, No. 1395.

The trains are composed of four cars

each, all of which are Pullman equip-

ment, except that a Pennsylvania Rail-

road dining car is used on the "Penn-

sylvania Special." These cars are fitted

up in the most approved and luxurious

style known to the car builders' art.

They are lighted by electricity and are

provided with electric fans to add to the

passenger's comfort in hot summer
weather.

The distance between New York and

Chicago is 912 miles by the Pennsylvania,

requiring their train to run at the rate of

45 3-5 miles per hour, exclusive of stops,

and by the New York Central it is 980

miles, requiring their train to run at the

rate of 49 miles per hour, exclusive of

stops, but as the trains make certain reg-

ular stops and are subject to many slow-

downs en route, it is necessary for them

to run at a much higher rate of speed,

and they often reach a 60-mile per hour

speed in order to cover the distance

within the schedule time.

It will be noticed that the distance by

the Pennsylvania is 68 miles shorter than

by the Central, but this is compensated

for by the fact that the Pennsylvania

train has some very heavy grade climb-

ing to do in crossing the Allegheny

Mountains, which materially reduces

their rate of speed for a considerable dis-

tance.

There has already been one recond run

made by one of these trains, this oc-

curred on June 30th, when the "Twen-
tieth Century Limited" was considerably

detained at Albany and the lost time had

to be made up in order to take the train

into Chicago on time. On this occasion

the train ran from Albany to Syracuse,

a distance of 148 miles, in 145 minutes,

including several slow-downs and the

regular stop at Utica.

The New York Central cars, which

without the dining car weigh altogether

454,800 lbs., may be more particularly

described as follows : The buffet library

smoking car contains a smoking room,

seating thirty persons, equipped with

easy chairs, a library equipped with

standard literature and all of the best

periodicals, a completely appointed barber

shop and bathroom, a writing desk with

suitable stationery, and a buffet from

which light refreshments are served. The
dining car weighs 109,400 lbs., it has

five double tables, seating four per-

sons each, and five single tables, seating

two each. These cars are very attrac-

tive, being finished in Santiago mahog-
any.

The sleeping cars contain twelve sec-

tions and a drawing-room and a state-

room, the rooms being connected by

folding doors, so that they may be used

separately or en suite. These cars are

finished in Vermillion wood and mar-

quetry. The observation car has eight

compartments, finished m mahogany.
Circassian walnut, satinwood and prima

vera. The large observation room is fin-

ished in vermilion wood and equipped

with comfortable chairs and sofas and a

writing desk. A large observation plat-

form affords an exceptional opportunity

for viewing the scenery.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY LIMITED.

NEW YORK CENTRAI. & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.

Photos by F, W. Blauvelt, N. Y.
THE PENNSVLV.ANIA SPECIAL.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILRO.\D.

THE NEW FLYERS AT FULL SPEED, NEW YORK TO CHICAGO IN TWENTY HOURS.
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M. M. Convention Notes.

The American Railway Master Me-
chanics" convention was held so late this

year that we were unable to publish a

report of the proceedings in our July
issue, so we will have to make a be-

lated apology in our present number.
The convention opened with an unusu-
ally interesting and valuable address by
President Waitt, which was followed by
papers and discussions that mamtained
the high average which the proceedings
of this association have attained.

A Year's Progress in Locomotive
Building.

In his opening address before the blas-
ter Mechanics' convention President
Waitt said:

"Statistics compiled for the year 1901

showed the total output of the eight prin-

cipal locomotive building plants of this

country as 3,384. This was the largest

output on record, and is 7,^,) per cent,

more than in 1900. For the year ending
June I, igo2, the record of locomotive
building has exceeded even.Jhe year 1901.

The reports of five locomotive, manufac-
turing companies indicating an output of

3,638, which is a total result beyond what
has ever before been reached. Of these

locomotives about 540 were for passen-
ger service, 2,380 for freight service, and
the balance for switching and miscellane-

ous uses; 80 per cent, were for use of bi-

tuminous coal; ID per cent, for anthracite,

and the balance, 10 per cent., for oil or
other fuels. Of the bituminous coal burn-
ing standard-gauge engines, about 50 per
cent, were constructed with so-called
wide fire-bo.Kes, extending beyond the
outside of frames. During the past year
about 30 per cent, of the total of passenger
and freight engines built by the two larg-

est locomotive manufacturing companies
were of the compound type. The heavi-
est engine built during the past year
weighed, not including the tender, 267,-

800 lbs., 237,800 lbs. of which were, on
the driving wheels. This was a loco-
motive of the decapod type, built for

heavy service on the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Ry.

"The past five years have shown a

wonderful development in the main
features of locomotive design and con-
struction. No longer than 1897, passen-
ger engines with 2,200 ft. of heating
surface, and freight engines with 2,900
ft., were spoken of as marvels of prog-
ress, and comment was made at that

time of the fact that boiler pressures

were being raised to above 150 lbs., and
might possibly reach 180 lbs., on simple
locomotives. The past year engines
have been constructed for passenger
service with over 3,500 ft. of heating
service, and freight engines with 5,390 ft.

Most of the simple engines constructed

carry 200 lbs. pressure and some have

been designed for 225 lbs. At the pres-

ent time it seems to be a conceded fact

that with 200 lbs. pressure the economi-
cal limit for simple engines has been
reached, and that for higher pressure

the compounding feature is necessary

for economy in fuel consumption.

"During the past two years the limi-

tations of the two-cylinder compound
engine have been reached and passed.

The required dimensions for the low
pressure cylinders for two-cylinder type

on the heavy engines of recent con-

struction exceed the possible clearance

limits for side tracks and switch stands,,

and the space between the necessary

location of the center of cylinder and
top of rail. In the present state of

the art two alternatives seem to be pre-

sented, namely, the tandem or the four-

cylinder compounds, both of which
types have enthusiastic adherents and
ardent opponents.

Ton-nile Statistics.

The ton-mile statistics committee in

their report pointed out that the, cost of

operating was very seriously aflfected by
the various conditions under which
work may be done by a locomotive. The
effect of grades was alluded to as fol-

lows: "Assume that 5 lbs. is the draw-
bar pull necessary to keep a ton of train

in motion at a speed of eight miles per
hour on a level track. The introduction

of a grade as slight as one-fourth of one
per cent., or 13.2 ft. per mile, doubles
the resistance per ton, reducing the ca-

pacity of a given locomotive from one
thousand to five hundred tons, and
doubling the operating and motive
power costs per ton-mile.

In dealing with what the committee
called the "unit of statistics," it was
stated that "Work is measured by the

unit horse power, which is the power re-

quired to raise thirty-three thousand
pounds one foot in one minute, and
therefore contains the elements of

weight, distance and rate of speed. The
element distance, alone has until com-
paratively recently been used as the

unit, as in the engine mile and train

mile, which in reality are only units of

distance, as the engine and train cannot

be properly considered units because

they have no fixed value. . .
."

".Assuming that we have the average

pull and speed, no matter how obtained,

these must be multiplied together, and
tlic product by the distance through

which the pull was exerted, and then

divided by 33,000 to find the desired

horse power. It is evident that the

problem is a difficult and costly one to

solve." The committee did not consider

it advisable to introduce the "time" cle-

ment into these statistics at present.

They further said: "The ideal system of

tonnage ratings would be one which

would measure accurately the resistance

a train will develop, regardless of the

number of cars, load, empties or partly

loaded cars it contains or their weight

or capacity, as it is the resistance a lo-

comotive is capable of overcoming
which a tonnage rating should measure,

rather than the number of cars or tons

It is capable of hauling. Several sys-

tems of tonnage ratings which take into

account the varying resistance of empty,

loaded and partly loaded cars are in use

which have resulted in more uniform

trainloads and time between terminals,

thus increasing the efficiency of the mo-

tive power and reducing costs."

"Theoretical considerations show and

careful tests have proved that the re-

sistance of a ton of empty cars compared

with,, that of a ton of fully loaded cars,

decreases with an increase of grade and

increases as the speed increases. . . .

"In view of the facts presented, it seems

best to use the actual rather than tlie

adjusted tonnage for motive power sta;

tistics, until a practical method of deterv

mining the actual horse power developed

by locomotives or a single system of

adjusted tonnage ratings has been de-

vised, satisfactorily tested and adopted."

"If the ton mile, cither as ton miles

per locomotive or cost per ton mile, is

used as a basis for operating statistics,

it will show the benefits of grade reduc-

tion, more powerful locomotives and

larger capacity cars, both -in increased

ton mileage per locomotive and reduced

cost per ton mile, as a little thought will

show."

The committee was continued another

year for the purpose of determining

what is the proper credit for ton mileage

for switching locomotives, and also to

present the subject to the .\merican Rail-

way Association.

Electric Driving for Shops.

Mr. C. A. Seley, of Chicago, presented

a paper on the subject named above.

The argument for and against group

driving for railway shop machinery as

given, is briefly: One machine requiring

I H. P. may be taken as a unit ; indi-'

vidually motor driven, this machine,

would take a i H. P. motor to operate it,

even if it ran but one-half the time, and

average machine tools are idle or run-

ning light at least that amount, for

work or tool adjustment. Two or three

such tools grouped would not require

their full multiple of the unit power, but

the full value of grouped driving will,

be reached first, when the number of

machines in the group will enable the

use of a motor of sufficient size for a

near approach to good electrical effi-

ciency, which is not possible with small

motors; and second, when the number

of machines is such that the proportion

of idle time may be so distributed over

them as to be practically continuous and

efTect a proportionate reduction in the
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power needed in llie motor. For ex-

ample, if one unit take i H. P., and is

idle one-half the time, two such units

can be driven by a i H. P. motor, pro-

vided the machines are run alternately,

but if both arc operated together the

motor will be subjected to 100 per cent,

overload.

On the other hand, many shops em-

ploy gear connections between their mo-

tors and machines, especially the modern

heavy machinery, much of which is now
built to be directly driven. Where the

gearing can be covered and protected it

may do very well, but wear is inevitable

and gear breakages arc expensive and

at times exceedingly inconvenient. There

is a very desirable flexibility in a belt

connection, and if there should be a fail-

ure of the motor an extra one can be

readily installed if standard types are

employed. Some of the electrical com-

panies have developed systems of mul-

tiple voltage, which, in connection with

double or triple gearing, give a large

range of adjustment of cutting speed of

tools individually driven, enabling maxi-

mum output after proper speed has been

determined by experiment. These sys-

tems involve the use of considerable

gearing, additional wiring and a generat-

ing set arranged with reference to the

number of the voltage desired.

Remarks on Electric Driving.

In the discussion on Electric Driv-

ing for Shops it was pointed out by

Mr. Fowler that certain tests have

been made in machine shops where it

has been possible to make a compari-

son between the cost of driving by elec-

tricity and with the ordinary shaft meth-

ods. In both cases it has been found

that there is comparatively little differ-

ence, and what difference there is, is in

favor of the shafting; that, if it is a shop

where all of the machines can be con-

sidered as one unit and driven from a

line of shafting, it is cheaper to belt all

the machines directly to the shafting

than it is to put in an electric drive

either in large or small units; but that

is a comparatively insignificant factor in

the total of shop expenses, and if the

other savings which come in from the

use of electric driving are taken into

consideration, there can be no compari-

son whatever in the favor that would

be shown to the electric method.

The treasurer of the association stated

he nad interested himself in the subject

to some extent, as it has been developed,

and was struck with the advantages got

from the individual drive. He said:

"When I was out West I talked to a

master mechanic who is building new-

shops and who is about to introduce

electrical power for driving machinery.

I expressed the belief that individual

method was better than grouping, but

he favored the idea of grouping. He

came into my oflice about a month after-

wards, and said that he had gone into

a shop of a well-known tool manufac-

turer and that they were using the group
system. The foreman expressed the

opinion that the group system was all

right, that it was better than the indi-

vidual system, and that there were fewer

tools to look after. They went along to

a place where there were five machines

standing idle, and he found an accident

had happened to the dynamo which was

driving that group and the men were all

standing idle waiting for the dynamo
to be repaired. Now, that was what I

call an object lesson, and illustrates the

advantage of individual motors.

Up-to-Date Roundhouses.
In the report on roundhouses Mr. D.

Van Alstine, superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago Great Western

Ry., summarized the requirements of

what would constitute an ideal round-

house as follows:

The ideal roundhouse is the one which

handles engines with the least possible

delay at the lowest possible cost. It

provides in-bound tracks of sufficient

length to store a large number of en-

gines, on which are located coal chutes,

sandhouse and cinder pits. The coal

chutes consist of forty or fifty ton pock-

ets on scales, into which hopper-bot-

tom cars may be unloaded. The track

above the pockets is reached by a 4 per

cent, or S per cent, grade. At one end

of the coal chute are the sand pockets,

which are filled from cars the same as the

coal pockets. After the sand is dried it

is stored in elevated pockets, from

which it is drawn into sand boxes. The

cinder pits are 150 ft. long and depressed

tracks about 8 ft. below bottom of

cinder pits to allow of cheap loading of

cinders into cinder cars. There should

also be short cinder pits in out-bound

tracks for cleaning ash pans of out-

bound engines, and cleaning fires oi

switch engines. Stand pipes should fur-

nish water to engines on in-bound and

out-bound tracks. The turntable is 70 ft.

long and operated by power. The

roundhouse is 80 ft. long in the clear,

with doors 12 ft. wide and 16 ft. high.

It is heated by hot air from heater and

fan, which passes around the house

through an underground duct on the in-

side circle, and is distributed to pits

through underground pipes. The air to

be lieatsd is not taken from inside the

roundhouse. A hot well into which

drained all the exhaust steam from the

plant, as well as steam from engines

blown off. furnishes hot water for wash-

ing out and filling up. and for stationary

boilers. The power house boilers are

arranged to burn front end cinders where

the price of coal makes the burning of

cinders profitable. The engine room is

provided with engine, dynamos, wash-

out pumps, fire pump and air com-
pressors. The machine shop is provided
with lathes, bolt cutter, drill press,

shapcr, grindstone, planer, screw press,

blacksmith forge and anvil. The store-

room contains all necessary supplies, ex-
cept oil, and a tool room for small tools.

The engineer's room is located close to

the roundhouse foreman's office and
contains bulletin boards and desk. The
roundhouse foreman's office is centrally
located. The lavatory is provided with
wash basins, shower baths, closets and
lockers for engineers, firemen and round-
house men. The oilhouse should be con-
veniently located for taking oil cans to
and from engines. In the roundhouse
are tool racks between pits for pinch
bars, wrenches and heavy tools, work
benches on outer wall supported by
brackets, drop pits for engine truck and
driving wheels. An overhead track for

lifting smokestacks, smoke-box fronts,

steam pipes, steam chests, pistons, cylin-

der heads, cross-heads, etc., electric

lights, electric and air motors for cylin-

der boring, etc. The overhead track has
trolleys and chain hoists. The drop pits

have hydraulic jacks on carriages for

raising, lowering and moving wheels.

The rod man is provided with a work
bench on wheels. A wheel storage

yard is conveniently located lor getting

wheels into and out of the roundhouse.
If fuel oil is used for fire kindling, a

6,000-gallon storage tank underground
is located so that it can be filled from
a tank car, and oil easily pumped from
it for use in the roundhouse.

Details of Recent Roundhouse Con-
struction.

Mr. G. M. Basiord, in that portion of

the report on up-to-date roundhouses,

the preparation of which was assigned to

him, has covered the ground very fully.

Among other things he remarks on the

subject of heating and ventilation. For
good ventilation the volume of air re-

quired from the fan is much greater than

is required to pass through the fan for

heating alone. A gooo rule is to require

the air to be renewed every eight or ten

minutes. Practice in heating and ven-

tilating is not by any means uniform,

and an attempt has been made to secure

information which shall be a guide to

good practice. The variable factors are:

Volume of house per stall, outside tem-

perature range, character of exposure,

use of live or exhaust steam, location

of fafihouse, space available for fan and

amount of heated air to be returned to

the fan. In a roundhouse the air should

not be returned to the fan. The form of

roof affects the heating. An average of

about 33.000 cu. ft. of space per stall

seems to represent usual construction.

About 2.000 cu. ft. of air delivered per

minute per stall gives good results.

In tlie matter of smoke jacks nothing
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new has come before the committee.

Wooden jacks, fireproofed with paint

and sand, appear to be growing in popu-

larity. They do not corrode. Telescopic

jacks continue in favor where they are

used, also those of tile and those having

swinging lower sections to accommo-
date slight displacements of the engines.

Relative Cost of Running Trains of

Slow and Fast Speed.

The committee having thi.s matter in

hand reported that among the members
there was a feeling that the whole ques-

tion is one of many variables, and that

it is properly much more an operating

question than one affecting the design

of equipment. The committee also felt

that the excellent work accomplished by

its predecessors in office, and especially

the results reported last year by Mr.

Delano, indicate the general results

which would be obtained in any investi-

gation, however extensive. Mr. Mafk-
intosh presented a short report, printed

in an appendix, in which he gave

some information regarding a test made
on the C. R. R. of N. J., in which a

train of eight empty passenger coaches

and a dynamometer, weighing altogether

309 tons, had been hauled from Jersey

City to Somerville and return twice by

the same engine on the same day. The
idea was to run one round trip at be-

tween sixty and seventy miles per hour,

and the other at not more than thirty

miles per hour, and analyze the results.

Unfortunately the "slow" train had to

be run too fast to give satisfactory re-

sults, but the "ground plan" of the test

is good and should be repeated.

Fast Time Through Tunnels.

The Shah of Persia, who is making a

tour of Europe, has original ideas on the

limits of railway speed, and in Italy

some amusement has b^en afforded by

the Shah's prejudice against rapid rail-

way traveling. On reaching the Italian

frontier he gave orders that his train

should not travel faster than 20 miles an

hour, and on finding that during the

night the velocity had run up to nearly

25 miles an hour he called up the official

in charge, and told him to slacken the

speed. The only exception to this rule

was during the passage of the train

through the numerous tunnels which
characterize Italian railways. Upon these

occasions the Shah let it be understood

that he wished the train to rush through
the tunnels at full speed, so that he might
remain as short a time as possible "in the

bowels of the earth."—Ex.

The Lunkenheimer Company, of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have recently purchased a large

number of Westinghouse induction mo-
tors for the equipment of its new works
at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Physical Tests of Bethlehem Carbon
and Nickel Steel.

The following interesting table of tests,

being a comparison of carbon steel and
nickel steel forgings, has been sent to us

by Mr. Albert Ladd, Colby Metallurgical

Engineer of the Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany:

COMPARISON OK CARBON STEEL AND
NICKEL STEEL FORGINGS.

Teusile Elastic Ext, Cont.

Strength. Limit. Per Per
Phy.sical Tests. Pounds. Pounds. Cent. Cent.

Annealed :

Carbon steel 109,500 51,440 19.50 36.31

Nickel steel 100,330 66,720 25.00 54.56

Oil tempered :

Carbon steel 129,360 67,230 17.50 38.53

Nickel steel '°3,79o 76,390 25.00 61.56

COMPARISON OF CARBON STEEL AND
NICKEL STEEL LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING-

WHEEL AXLES.

Tensile Elastic

Strength. Limit. Ext. Cont.

Carbon steel 87,600 45,320 22.00 39.15

Nickel steel 91.530 58,800 25.00 4S.23

"Bethlehem" nickel steel forgings and
nickel steel castings for a narrow gauge
locomotive built for Bethlehem Steel

Company showed the following physical

properties, determined from standard 2]^

X J/-in. tensile specimens and I x Yi-m.

bending tests

:

NICKEL STEEL FORGINGS.
Tensile Elastic

Strength. Limit. Ext. Cont.
Driving-wheel axles 99,310 64,170 25.00 53.76

Piston rods 90,140 6o,ogo 25.50 54.08

Main crank pins.... 93,570 65,450 24,00 49.37
Front crank pins 92,180 64,170 24.50 51.00

Connecting rods and
guides 92,040 59,820 26.00 53,01

NICKEL STEEL CASTINGS.
Crosshead 84, ,540 53,980 18.50 31.10

Furnace bearer I o ^ ,-

Bearer guide / • • ^5'°5° 54.49" iS-oo 26,04

Assuming three cents per pound as the

cost of introducing nickel into the forg-

ings and castings for this narrow gauge
locomotive, it actually cost only $70 to

increase certainly twofold the life of the

working parts of this engine ; and most of

this extra cost is returned to the pur-

chaser when he sends the nickel steel

forgings and castings to the steel maker
for scrap.

How Labor Increases the Value of Iron.

The value of skilful labor is very well

illustrated in the increase in the value of

iron products through the agency of labor

alone. The ore of iron is so plentiful on
this continent and so easily reached that

it can be delivered to blast furnaces for

three or four dollars a ton, which repre-

sents the work of mining the ore and
transporting it to the point where a smelt-

ing plant is ready to separate the iron from
the impurities which are always mixed
with the ore in its natural state. Iron is

never found pure, but some ores are much
richer in iron than others, and some are

much more easily refined than others.

Under the refining processes the value

of iron rises very rapidly. In one of his

reports Carroll D. Wright, of the Labor
Bureau, says that 75 cents' worth of iron

ore when turned into bar iron is worth

$5. If you make it into horseshoes it is

worth $10, or if into table knives $180.

Seventy-five cents' worth of iron ore man-
ufactured into needles is worth $6,800, and

when converted into some kinds of fancy

buttons it is worth about $30,000. If the

iron is made into watch springs the prod-

uct is worth ten times more than the but-

tons, and when turned into hair springs it

will sell for the enormous sum of $400,000.

All that great enhancement of value is

of course due to the labor expended upon
it. The converting of iron into hair

springs is, to be sure, an extreme case,

but every industry devoted to manufac-

ture of appliances from iron give illus-

trations of the enhancement in value due

to labor alone.

Baldwin Record of Recent Construc-
tion No. 35.

This number of the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works publication is devoted to the

consideration of rear truck locomotives.

There are, however, some observations

on boilers in the opening pages. In deal-

ing with rear truck locomotives, the

"Bicycle" type or single drivers of the

Philadelphia and Reading comes in for

mention, then the Atlantic type, the

Prairie type, and now comes a new type

name, though the wheel arrangement is

not novel. The new type name is the

"Mikado." This is, if one may so say, a

consolidation engine with a pair of car-

rying wheels at the back. We sincerely

hope that this Mikado of the Bismarck,
Washburn and Great Falls Railway, like

its great namesake in Gilbert's comic
opera, will be able to "make the punish-
ment fit the crime" when hauling freight.

Firing Locomotives.

This book by Angus Sinclair tells

about the various methods of firing

locomotives and gives all the informa-
tion about the principles of combus-
tion that an engineer or fireman needs
to learn. The lessons on that science, al-

though brief, are comprehensive and teach
as much as a big volume devoted to de-

tails that are of no practical value. A
striking feature about the book is the sim-

plicity of the instruction, scientific prob-

lems being discussed in every-day lan-

guage that can be understood by every in-

telligent person who can read English.

The Angus Sinclair Co., 174 Broadway,
are the publishers; price, 50 cents.

Colors for French Railway Tickets.

The French railways have agreed upon
standard colors for their tickets. For the

future, all first-class railway tickets will

be yellow, second-class green, and third-

class brown. The colors of the return

tickets, dog tickets, and half-tariff tickets

will be uniformed in a similar manner.
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Mr. A. Tripp has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of the Charleston

division of the Southern Railway, with

headquarters at BlacUsburg, S. C
Mr. G. F. Wentworth has been ap-

pointed assistant division superintendent

of the Northern Pacific Railway, with

headquarters at Missoula, Mont.

Mr. C. H. Ackert has been appointed

general manager of the Augusta South-

ern Railroad at Washington, D. C. He
succeeds Mr. F. S. Gannon, resigned.

Mr. F. G. Dunbar has been appointed

assistant general foreman of the new
shops of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
and Southern Railway at Baring Cross,

Ark.

Mr. W. B. Leach has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Boston
and Albany Railroad, vice Mr. C. H.
Barnes, resigned. Headquarters, Spring-

field, Mass.

Mr. John N. Faithorn has been ap-

pointed vice-president in charge of

traffic of the Chicago & Alton Railway,

with offices in Monadnock Building,

Chicago, 111.

Mr. T. F. Dreyfus, motive power in-

spector of the Pennsylvania Lines, has

been appointed general foreman of the

Cincinnati and Muskingum Valley Rail-

road at Lancaster, O.

Mr. H. B. Spence has been appointed

general superintendent of the Ottawa
Northern and Western, with head-

quarters at Ottawa, Out., to succeed Mr.

P. W. Resseman, resigned.

Mr. Wm. Meikle has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cincinnati and

Muskingum Valley Railroad at Lan-
caster, O. He was formerly general

foreman of the same shops.

Mr. A. Machim has been appointed

traveling engineer of the Central and

Valley divisions of the St. Louis, Iron

Mountain and Southern Railway, vice

Mr. I. F. Wallace, resigned.

Mr. W. W. Wentz. Jr.. general super-

intendent of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, has been appointed to the same
position on the Choctaw. Oklahoma &
Gulf Railroad at Little Rock, Ark.

Mr. Sanmel M. Nicholson, who has

been for a number of years president of

the Nicholson File Company, of Provi-

dence. R. I., has recently been elected

president of the American Screw Com-
pany.

Mr. A. C. Ridgway has been made gen-

eral manager of the company which is

about to construct the Denver. North-

western and Pacific. He was formerly

general manager of the Colorado Springs

and Cripple Creek Railroad.

Mr. D. E. Cain has been appointed

general superintendent of the western

grand division of the Atchison, Topcka
& Santa Fe Railway, with headquarters
at La Junta, Col. He was formerly as-

sistant to the general manager of the

same road.

Mr. J. E. Hurley, formerly general

superintendent of the Western Grand
division of the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway, has been appointed
general superintendent of the Eastern
Grand division, with headquarters at To-
pcka, Kan.

Mr. Thos. O'Day, road foreman of en-

gines of the Erie Railroad, has been
transferred to the New York division of

the same road, with headquarters at

Jersey City. He succeeds Mr. J. W.
Johnson, who will have charge of the

Delaware division.

Mr. Charles H. Kenison has retired

from the office of master car builder of

the Maine Central Railroad, at his own
request, after a long term of faithful serv-

ice. In future the jurisdiction of Mr.
Philip M. Hammett, superintendent of

motive power, will extend over the Car
Department.

Mr. Roger Atkinson has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the Phila-

delphia & Reading Railway, with head-

quarters at Reading, Pa. He will have

charge of the new repair shops as well as

the roundhouses at that point. Mr.
Atkinson was formerly with tne Ca-

nadian Pacific.

Mr. E. H. McHenry has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Canadian

Pacific Railway. The position was ren-

dered vacant by the resignation some
months ago of Mr. P. A. Peterson, who
became consulting engineer of the com-
pany. Mr. Vautelet will be assistant to

the chief engineer.

Mr. J. J. Dowling, formerly locomotive

foreman of. the Great Northern Railroad

at Havre. ?iIont., has been appointed

traveling engineer of the Montana di-

vision, vice Mr. Geo. Herren, transferred

to other duties. Mr. Dowling's long ex-

perience as engineer and shop foreman
eminently fit him for his present posi-

tion.

Mr. J. A. Sheffield, who for the past

fifteen years has conducted the depart-

ment of sleeping, dining, parlor cars and

hotels over the entire system of the Ca-

nadian Pacific, has sent in his resigna-

tion. Mr. Sheffield has contemplated this

step for some time, owing to ill health.

The position vacated by Mr. Sheffield, it

is understood, will be filled by his assist-

ant. Mr. W. .\. Cooper.

Mr. G. W. Hepburn has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railway at Covington. Ky.

He was formerly assistant master me-
chanic at the same place, which position

will now be filled by Mr. W. R. Morris.
Assistant Master Mechanic W. F. Jones
has been transferred from Richmond to
Fulton, Va., and Mr. J. A. Quinn, here-
tofore assistant, has been made master
mechanic at Clifton Forge, Va.

The many friends of Mr. S. H. Draper
will be pleased to hear of his recent pro-
motion from the position of engineer on
the Northern Pacific Railway to that of
t'aveling engineer of a district on the

Rocky Mountain division of the same
road. Since 1883 Mr. Draper has handled
an engine throttle with such careful ex-
cellence as to gain the complete satis-

faction of the officials. He is an expert
with the Westinghouse air brake, the
system employed by the Northern Pacific,

and the lectures and papers he has

prepared, on the proper handling of such
equipment have been found very helpful

for enginemen on the Rocky Mountain
division.

Mr. W. H. Corbett has been appointed
traveling engineer of the Michigan Cen-
tral Railway, and the following resolu-

tion has been passed on his promotion
by the Lake Michigan Division, No. 300.

of the Brotherhood of Locomotive En-
gineers, of which he is a member: "At
Division No. 300 last meeting a motion
was made to send a letter of congratula-

tion to Mr. E. D. Bronner, superintendent

of motive power and equipment, in secur-

ing Brother W. H. Corbett as traveling

engineer. He is a man who attends

strictly to business, and much as we re-

gret to lose him we feel the promotion
is to his own interest. Division 300

will lose a good and faithful member.
Our best wishes go w'ith him."

The following changes have been made
on the Chicago. Rock Island and Pacific

Railway: The office of assistant superin-

tendent of motive power has been abol-

ished and Mr. A. L. Studer has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Kansas
division, with headquarters at Horton,
Kan.: Mr. W. E. Anderson has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Colorado
division, with headquarters at Goodland.
Kan.; the position of general foreman at

Goodland has been abolished; Mr. A. C.

Adams has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Oklahoma division, with

headquarters at Chickasha. I. T. ; Mr. D.

D. Robertson has been appointed master

mechanic of the El Paso division, with

headquarters at Herington. The position

of general foreman at Herington has

been abolished; Mr. E. O. Cole has been
appointed master mechanic of the Ne-
braska division, with headquarters at

Fairburg. Neb.
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Rogers Consolidation for the Louisville

& Nashville.

An order of fifteen consolidation

freight engines for the L. & N. has

been partly completed by the Rogers

Locomotive Works, of Paterson, N. J.

The engines are simple, with cylinders

21 X 28 in. and drivers 56 in. in diameter.

The total weight of the machine is

173.000 lbs.

The frames arc braced together just

back of the cylinders by a cast steel plate

57' long. It is flanged again-^t and

may be easily got at without taking

down the hose. The cab is large and
comfortable, with ventilator on top. The
boiler is of the extension wagon-top
type, with a belpaire fire box. The en-

gines present a very substantial appear-

ance and are reported to be doing good
work.

A few of the important dimensions

are as follows:

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Cylinders. 21 x 2.S in.; drivers, dia., 56 in.

Driving axle materia!, steel.

Thickness of barrel, ^s in.

Thickness of dome course, {}^ in.

Thickness of crown, /„ in.

Thickness of tube, ;4 in.

Thickness of side, ^ in.

Wheels, eng. truck dia , 3J in.

TENDER.
Capacity, 5,000 gals ; frame, white oak.
Trucks, arch bar type; wheels, dia.. 3310.
Safety valves, 2, 2^4 in., mufiled.

Lubricators, No. q. triple sight feed.

Brakes. Westinghouse American

.

Boiler covering, magnesia.

Injectors, i No. 9 and I No. 10, lifting.

Springs, half elliptic; brake beams, iron.

ROGERS CONSOLID.\TION FOR THE LOUISVII,I,E & NASHVILLE RAILROAD.

lipped over the frames, and has vertical

and horizontal bolts through the frame,

and helps also to stififen the front frame

splice. Altogether it makes a very rigid

form of construction. There are three

belly braces from frame, the front one

being very wide and extending up above

the running board. The expansion link

is a steel casting with stiffening rib run-

ning down the front face. It is sus-

pended by the solid bushed hanger which

attaches to both sides of the link. The
lifting shaft arm has a bearing 7 in.

long. These bearings are larger than

usual, and as the link is suspended from

both sides, it always retains its true

vertical position, wthout the tendency

to "lop" over to one side, as is the case

when supported in the usual way, from

wear of the saddle pin.

The eccentric rod extension is of cast

steel, hook-shaped, which passes round

the forward driving wheel, with bottom

ends bolted together, with filler piece, so

as to completely surround the axle.

The eccentric rod extension hanger is

also of cast steel with long pin bearings,

and has ample oiling facilities.

The tender frame is made of wood.

The tank-well has a convenient arrange-

ment at the outer end of the front end-

sill whereby the strainer and tank valve

Journals, 9 x u in.

Driving wheel base. 16 ft 6 in.

Total wheel base of engine, 24 ft. g in.

Weight on drivers 155,000 lbs.

Weight on truck 18,000 lbs.

Total 173.000 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes 2,280 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 195 sq. ft.

Total

Grate area. 33.3 sq. ft.

2,475 sq.ft.

ECCENTRIC ROD EXTENSION

TUBES.
Dia., 2 in.; length, 14 ft.

Thickness, No. 11, B. W. G.

Number, 311; material, iron.

Grate, length, 120 in.; width, 40 in,

BOILER.
Belpaire, ext. wagon top,

Dia., outside front. 65*4 in.

Working pressure, 190 lbs.

Mr. Walter D. Crosmau has resigned

as Western representative of the Gold

Car Heating Company, to accept the

position of sales manager of the railway

department of the Western Roofing &
Supply Company, 195 Lake street, Chi-

cago. He will handle a complete line

of roofings, linings and coverings, in-

cluding 85 per cent, magnesia locomotive

laggings, roofing and insulating materials

for cars and for all classes of railway

buildings, pipe coverings, cold water

paints, asphalt paints for boiler fronts,

etc.

A cat-ilogue issued by the Mark Flather

Plaraer Co., of Nashua, N. H., has been

received. It is devoted principally to the

description of the planers made by this

company and contains half-tones of the

various tools with descriptive letterpress

opposite. A number of shapers are also

catalogued in the same way. Tke book

will be sent to any one interested who

makes application.

Those who have had trouble with dyna-

mos on automobiles on account of

brushes, would do well to test Dixon's

graphite brushes. Those who have tried

them have been greatly pleased.
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New Passenger Engines for the

nissouri Pacific.

The engine jnst tnrncd out of the

Brooks works of the American Locomo-

tive Co. for the Missouri Pacific is a

4-6-2 engine with 20 x 26-in. cylinders and

69-in. drivers. Some years ago an engine

with this wheel arrangement was built for

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

road, and one of the technical papers

subsequently described it as the "St.

Paul" type for that reason.

For purposes of comparison we may
mention one with similar wheel arrange-

ment for the Chesapeake & Ohio, now
under construction at the Schenec-

tady shops. Both these engines are

simple. They have large grate areas

and heating surfaces, and are intend-

ed for heavy passenger work. The
former is somewhat the smaller of the

two. but is able to e.xcrt a tractive force

of 25.600 lbs., while the C. & O. ma-

tlie work of changing springs comes to

be done.

On examining the frame, one sees

that the pedestal binders for the main
and leading drivers are of the usual

form, with deep notches for the pedestal

ends. Where the trailing driver is placed

the frame lends itself more readily to a

pedestal binder of the clamp form,

which is accordingly used. The bottom
of the jaws for the carrying wheels is

secured by a bolt, in each case, with

filling piece between jaws. The Player

patent ash pan with gravity closing

doors is part of the equipment.

A novel feature, where simplicity of

construction, lightness and strength are

apparent, is in the reach rod, which is

made of a piece of wrought iron pipe,

screwed into steel joints at each end.

The e-xpansion link is of cast steel with

stiffening rib running down the center

of its forward side. The valve trans-

ance for free play, a corresponding
notch in the packing ring fits. One side

of each outer ring touches the fol-

lower and the inner is against the
valve's central piece. The whole ar-

rangement keeps the packing rmgs, bull

rings, and followers in the same rela-

tive position to one another, giving am-
ple facilities for minimum renewal in

case of wear. The notched bull and
packing rings permit the latter to fulfil

their function without the possibility of

springing out into a port in case of

accidental overtravel, and if broKcn the

parts are held securely in place. The
loose bull ring permits a sort of auto-

matic self-centering process when the

packing rings are in working order and
holds them tightly against the walls of

the valve chamber.

A few of the principal dimensions of

the Missouri Pacific engine are here

appended

;

FAST PA.SSENGER ENGINE KOR MISSOURI PACIFIC R.\II.\V.AY.

chine, with 72-in. drivers and 22 x 28-in.

cylinders, develops a draw bar pull of

32,000 lbs. The comparison of the co-

efficient of adhesion, or in other words,

the ratio of tractive power to weight on

drivers of these engines is interesting.

The C. & O. engine gives 4.09, while the

Mo. Pac. engine gives 4.68 as the co-

efficient of adhesion. The former will

pull a greater load, but the latter is thus

seen to make very good use of its adhe-

sive weight.

The Missouri Pacific locomotive has

steel castings used in its construciiun

wherever it is desirable to reduce weight.

The driving wheels and the carrying

truck are all equalized; steel equalizer

castings pivoted upon circular pins are

used throughout. The spring hangers

have top joints made of steel castings

of hook-shaped section, with side webs.

They grasp a slightly raised knob on the

ends of the springs. This makes a

strong though flexible form of construc-

tion, which has advantages which will be

appreciated in the round house when

mission rod is also of cast steel, and

passing over the leading axle gives a

direct connection to the valve, and per-

mits the removal of the forward driver

without any disturbance oi the valve

gear.

The main valves are of the piston

type, inside admission. They are de-

scribed in the specification as of im-

proved form. The valve is made up of

three pieces, a center portion, hollow

and flared out at each end : and two fol-

lowers. Against these ends the followers

are held tightly by the valve stem, with

collar for the forward follower, and a

pair of nuts at the back end. Each follow-

er is keyed to the valve stem to prevent

lotation. The followers each carry a bull

ring, in each of which two packing rings

are placed. The bull ring is prevented

froin rotating by a suitable key fitted

into the follower, and each packing ring

is prevented from turning on the bull

ring by horizontal dowel pins. The bull

ring is notched on each side, with slight

overhang, into which, with due allow-

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
Kind of fuel to be used. Bituminous coal.

Weight on eng, truck wheels 31.000 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 120.000 lbs.

^V eight on carrying wheels 22,000 lbs.

Total weight of eng 173 oco lbs.

Weight tender, loaded, 110,000 lbs.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Wheel base, total, of eng., 30 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, dri\-ing, 12 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base total, engine and tender, 5.S ft. i>a in.

Length over all, engine, 44 ft. S^i in.

Length overall, total, eng. and tender. 67ft. 9% in.

Height of stack above rail, 15 ft. 4^ in.

Heating surface. firelx)x. 152 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes, 22 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes, 277S.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total, 2952,5 sq. ft.

Grate area, 42.4 sq. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.
Wheels, eng. truck, dia.. 33 in.

Wheels. dri\'ing. dia.. 69 in.

Wheels, carrj-ing, dia . 49 in.

Material of wheel centers, steel.

T>-pe of carr>-ing truck, improved radial.

Journal, eng. truck axles, 5^5 x 12 in.

Journal, driviflg. 9 x 1 2 in.

CYLINDERS.
Dia. 30 X 26 in.

Piston rods. dia.. j^s in.
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Steam ports. Icnit'i, 254 \n.

Steam ports, width, i "^ in.

Exhaust ports, least area, 65 sq. id.

Bridge, width, 5 in.

V.\LVES.
Improved piston; greatest travel, .sA in.

Steam lap (inside), i^ in.; lead in full gear. 0.

BOILER.
Type of. radial stayed wagon top.

Working pressure. 200 lbs.

Thickness of material in shell. 54. iJ, {n, '3 in.

Thickness in tube sheet, J-4 in.

Dia. of barrel, front. 64,^^ in.

Dia. of barrel at throat. 69^^ in.

Seams, kind of horizontal, sextuple riveted.

Seams, kind of circumferential, triple riveted.

FIRE BO.\.

Type, wide; length, 78 in.; width. So in.

Depth, front, 77j'a in.; dept h , back, 63 in.

Thickness, crown }i in.: tube h in.; sides H in.

Brick arch, on water tubes.

Mud ring, width, 3'4-in, back; jj^-in. sides; 6-in.

front.

Water space at top. 6-in. top; 6-in. sides; 6-in. front.

Tubes, number of. 2.s6; outside, 2% in.

Tubes, thickness, No. 11, B. W. G.

Tubes. len.gth over tube sheets. iS ft. 6'/4 in.

talk about the ennui and monotony ot

an ocean voyage, but these mental bur-

den oppress only those who have ears

and hear not, eyes and see not. To the

observing person the voyage is a con-

tinuous drama with varying touches of

comedy and tragedy appearing every

hour. The table where I eat my meals

forms a small world in itself, even for

the portion where conversation can

reach. Close beside me a small comedy
goes on when the weather is good, and
it turns into semi-tragedy when the bil-

lows roll, "which is frequent and free,"

as Bret Harte says. There is a young
girl on my right, about nine years old,

who has exceedingly dignified manners,

and is prim in her walk and conversa-

tion. On the other side is a boy of

about eight, who is evidently the tyrant

of a household, and is accustomed to

have his own way. He makes attempts

at intercourse with the girl, but she re-

Hailway i Lucvmi/tut £ni;intert^ii

PISTON VALVE.—MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILWAY.

SMOKE BOX.
Stack, taper; least dia., 15 in.

Stack, greatest dia., 17 in.

Stack, height above smoke box, 37 in.

TENDER.
Tank, type, water bottom.

Tank, capacity for water, s.ooo gal.

Tank, capacity for coal. 10 tons.

Type of under frame, steel channel.

Type of trucks, all metal.

Type of springs, double elliptic.

Dia. of wheels, 33 in.

Dia. and length ot journals, 5 x gin.

Dia. of center of axle. 5^3 in.

Height of tank, not including collar, 5 ft. i^ in.

Type of draw gear, M. C. B. coupler.

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT.
Brakes, Westinghouse automatic, for tender and

train service.

Pump, American outside equalized on all drivers.

9)4 in., W, A. B.

Crossing the Atlantic.

BY ANGUS SINXLAIR.

A man who is accustomed to observ-

ing things for the purpose of writing

about them is likely to find on an ocean

voyage many strange facts and incidents

that make good subjects for description.

Some philosopher says that the most in-

teresting entity in nature to study is

man. On a sea voyage one finds this

entity in a concentrated form, and pre-

senting along with his sister woman, an

entertaining subject to dwell upon. The

denizens of an ocean line.r constitute

a miniature world in themselves, and

their varied features and idiosyncrasies

are seen like an open book. People

ceives his advances very frigidly. In

revenge he makes faces at her and she

has lowered her dignity sufficiently to

make a mou, as the French say, at him.

But there is amusing side play going

on all the time. The older people dis-

play their own peculiarities, but I must
not begin writing about them or tliere

would be no room in this letter for

"practical" writing.

I shall merely mention one incident

that has amused me. George Westing-
house, Jr., is a passenger. He is a

wonderfully modest young man, thor-

oughly free from self-consciousness.

Yesterday he remarked to me "the peo-

ple on this boat seem to be as free in

their manners as they are said to be in

the far West. All sorts of people, men
and women, come up and talk to me
without any introduction. I never saw
such friendly people." I did not take

such a good-natured view of the friend-

liness. Not a tew of them were snobs
who wanted to be able to say that they
had made the acquaintance of young
George Westinghouse during the voy-

age.

Nearly all who are responsible for

the care of transportation machinery
think that they have a little more
tribulation than the people in other
lines. We all know about the griefs that

arise from bad steaming locomotives,
and from the provoking failures of the

They Ridiculed the

Locomotive.

We read in The Engineering

Magazine that when Stephenson,

before a tremendous crowd of

curious and for the most part in-

credulous people, drew a train of

nearly thirty wagons loaded with

passengers and coal at a speed of

12 or 15 miles per hour, he was un-

mercifully ridiculed by the majority

of people; nor was this ridicule

confined to the ignorant classes ;

the ablest engineers contended that

it was ridiculous to suppose that

steam could ever be practically em-

ployed in competition with horse

power for transportation.

In much the same way has the

Dixon Company labored to establish

the fact that far better lubrication is

possible by means of a pure flake

graphite. Thousands of able and

practical engineers have testified

that Dixon's graphite has been the

only thing that they could depend

upon to cure hot pins, groaning

cylinders and many other troubles

about an engine caused by friction

and too heavy loads or imperfect

fitting of parts.

Many able and educated officials

have failed to see why oil would

not answer every requirement.

They would not for a moment
think of running a journal without

brasses, and yet in the cylinder,

steel piston heads run against

steel. The introduction of graph-

ite, which fills up all the micro-

scopical inequalities, changes the

nature of the bearing surfaces and

we have graphite against graphite.

Therein lies one of the secrets of

the success of graphite lubrication.

Many railroads are now making
requisitions for Dixon's flake

graphite, yet it is very slow and

hard work to bring about a reform

which all superintendents of motive

power will some day welcome.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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For 0. & C,

Pneumatic Tools!

They accomplish better woik,

at one-third the cost, than liand-

work with lianimer or sledge.

Pneumatic
Hammers,

Riveters,
Hoists,

Drills,

Etc.

What keeps you from investi-

gating ? Our catalog is free.

The Q. & G. Company

114 Liberty St.

New York

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.
Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wnkesbarre, Pa.

machinery. Some of us have had ex-

perience with automobiles that stall tar

away from home from no comprehensi-

ble cause and leave us to the humilia-

tion of escorting our best girl home
un the trolley car. But there is an

impression that marine machinery is

exempt from the ills of locomotives and

automobiles and that the engines keep

up their rote of work from continent to

continent without shadow of fault or

failure. I know better. I am aware that

forty feet below the deck of this good
United States mail steamer St. Louis

there is tribulation and murky sweating

;ind swearing low and deep because the

boilers are not making steam as freely

as the cylinders want to use it in driv-

ing the twin propellers.

This condition of affairs is nothing

strange or novel. When I crossed two
years ago on the "Majestic" Chief En-
gineer Barber was nearly tearing his

hair, over the quality of the coal which

lay on the grates like lumps of stdkie

and, as he alleged, would not make heat

enough to roast a herring. Here bad coal

is also the cause of complaint, and the

coal strike is held responsible. Be that

as it may, the lack of steam has re-

duced the speed three knots per hour

and has increased the time of the voyage

about one day. The boilers are, how-

ever, seven years old, and there may
be something besides inferior coal pre-

venting them from steaming freely.

There is no doubt considerable an-

noyance experienced with marine boil-

ers failing to supply steam so rapidly as

it can be used by the engines, but

marine machinery is remarkably free

from breakdowns that cause serious de-

lay or put the power temporarily out

of use. In looking over statistics of

steamship operating for a series of

years, I find that in 1892 about 4,000

steamers left both sides to cross the At-

lantic, and out of that number there

were only seven breakdowns that

caused serious delay, and only three that

caused total disablement. The locomo-

tive and the automobile must hide their

diminished heads before that record.

The steamer St. Louis embodies the

most advanced practice in marme en-

gineering, and forms a good illustration

of the great progress made since steam-

ships first began to cross the Atlantic.

The first attempt to put a passenger

steamer in service on the Atlantic trade

was made in 1838 with the "Royal Will-

iam," a vessel 145 ft. long with a

carrying capacity of 720 tons and having

simple condensing engines of about 400

horse power. This boat was not a shin-

ing success, but she cro^sed the Atlan-

tic in about twenty days and stimu-

lated thereby the public taste for rapid

transit. The sailmg ships took from

thirty to forty days, so the pioneer

steamer; were a decided improvement.

By this time railroads were becoming
common, and extraordinary speeds of

thirty miles an hour and over were
sometimes attained, so it was natural

that people, who were compelled 10

undertake the hazardous experience of

crossing the ocean should insist on being
transported at more than a walkmg
speed, which was about the pace of a

sailing vessel.

The first really successful steamboat
to enter the .Ulantic trade was the

"Great Western," of Bristol, England,
which made the first passage between
Bristol and New York in thirteen and
a half days and kept up an average of

about fifteen days. At that time all

marine engines used jet condensers, so

that the boiler was fed by sea water,

which caused much trouble from salt

and lime deposits. The steam pressure

seldom exceeded twenty pounds per

square inch, which entailed the use of

enormously heavy machinery for the

power developed. It is calculated that

were the St. Louis required to develop

her present power with engines and
boilers of the kind used on the "Great
Western," the ship would be completely

loaded with engines and boilers alone.

The first radical improvement effected

on marine engines was the introduction

of the surface condenser. This is a

vessel into which the steam from the

cylinders passes through small tubes

that are surrounded by cold water cir-

culated from the sea. In these tubes

the steam is condensed and then

pumped back into the boiler. By this

means the water in the boilers is always

soft and free from mineral impurities.

First-class steamers now carry distilling

appliances to provide fresh water re-

quired by leakage of the boilers, so

that no sea water is now used.

The surface condenser made its way
slowly into favor, and with it came
higher boiler pressure. That in its turn

led to compound engines, and the de-

velopment in that line, is quadruple ex-

pansion engines, which are the kind

used on the St. Louis. In tnat system

the steam from the boiler passes into

the high pressure cylinder and then

through three others before being ex-

hausted into the condensers. As the

vessel is driven by twin propellers, two

sets of engines are required to turn

them, which, in themselves, form a great

aggregation of machinery. When to the

main engines are added electric light

machinery, refrigerating machinery,

steering and pumping machinery, it will

be understood that engineers have an

immense number of details to attend to.

The perfecting process carried out on

the marine engine has effected a very

important saving on the cost of power.

The earlier forms of marine engines,

such as those employed by Fulton, re-

quired about ten pounds of coal per
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hour lor eacli horse power developed.

The use of surface condensers with

higher boiler pressure gradually reduced

the coal consumption to about four

pounds per horse power per hour; then

compound engines also with higher

pressures reduced the coal consumption

to about two pounds per horse per hour;

and now with quadruple expansion the

St. Louis uses only about 1.5 pounds of

coal per horse power. An eminent Brit-

ish statesman once remarked in address-

ing a meeting of farmers, "the man who

maEces two blades of grass grow where

one grew before is a benefactor to his

countrymen." In view of the fact that

the stored forces of coal are limited it

is surely just to say that "the men who

have made one and a half pounds of coal

do the work that previously took ten

pounds are benefactors of mankind."

The engineer is the modern magician.

He controls the most potent forces of

nature, and turns those which have

been running to waste since the birth

of time into useful channels.

The steamers St. Louis and St. Paul

of the American line were built by Wm.
Cramp & Sons, Philadelphia, in 1895,

and are of the same general dimensions.

The length on the water line is 535 feet

and over all 554 feet by 63 feet wide and

42 feet deep. These figures do not ap-

peal to an ordinary person unless he

measures off the distances and studies

them at leisure. The promenade deck

IS cut off by considerable length at the

bow and stern, but we found by actual

measurement that seven turns around

it made a mile.

There are ten Scotch boilers for sup-

plying steam that have an aggregate of

over thirteen miles of tubing. The two

sets of engines are capable of develop-

ing 20,000 horse power but they are

only worked to develop about 16,000

horse power. It is difficult for the or-

dinary mind to grasp the meaning of

the immense force of 20,000 horse

power. It is more than the hauling ca-

pacity of twenty of the largest consolida-

tion locomotives.

A distinguished Englishman recently

compared a vessel propelle~d by such en-

gines with an ancient galley propelled

by oars. "Take her length as being

some si.K hundred feet and assume that

place be found for as many as four hun-

dred oars on each side, each oar worked

by three men, or two thousand four hun-

dred men in all; and allow that six men
under these conditions could develop

work equal to one horse power; we

should have four hundred horse power

as the result of the work of the two

thousand four hundred men. Double

the number of men, and we should have
eight hundred horse power, with four

thousand eight hundred men at work,
and at least the same number in reserve,

if the journey is to be carried on con-

tinuously." Contrast the puny result

thus obtained with the power of the en-

gines of the St. Louis and St. Paul.

either of which are capable of develop-

ing on the above mode of calculating

a power equal to that of one hundred

and seventeen thousand men, and that

is without allowing for constant relays.

And it must be remembered that while

these engines are the prime motors of

the ship, she is equipped with over fifty

smaller ones for ventilation, refrigerat-

ing, hoisting and the almost innumer-

able functions in.volved in operating her.

It is a good thing to have ships of

this character built in the United States,

but the talk about the advantages of

having them sailed under the American

flag is deceptive sophistry. All the peo-

ple employed in this line have their

homes in Europe, and they are paid tlie

same wages as the seamen, firemen,

stewards, engineers and officers of

foreign steamship lines trading to the

same ports.

New Book on Electricity.

A careful review of "The Electrical

Cathechism," compiled from the regular

issues of Poiver, impresses us with

the fact that it is a valuable ; book

for students of electricity. It is not

only for the educated college man,

but is wholly within the reach of

the man with an ordinary school educa-

tion. The elementary portion is simple,

comprehensive and gives an excellent

start to the beginner. As the book pro-

gresses, and higher and more cpmph-

cated matters are brought in, it is evi-

dent that some knowledge of mathe-

matics becomes necessary; but no-

where in the book does mathemat-

ics become so complex or abstruse

as to seriously check or block the stu-

dent. Of course, a little more mathe-

matics is necessary than mere addition,

substraction, multiplication and division,

and this is true of all electrical works

beyond elementary electricity. Simple

and elementary algebra is used, but in

so doing much greater things may be,

therefore, handled and higher knowledge
brought within the scope of the student,

which he would not otherwise be able

even to touch with the four simple

rules of arithmetic. .Mgebra should not

be objectionable to the ordinary rail-

road man. He had better prepare him-

self in simple algebra in order to enter

the fields of practical electricity.

While there is nothing essentially new
in the subject, still the method of its

treatment, its cathechism f-orm and its

originality appeal strongly to the stu-

dent who is satisfied to go a little be-

yond ordinary arithmetic in his work.

The book contains 205 pages, and is pub-

lished by the Hill Publishing Company,
New York, 1902 edition. Price, $2.00.

A Race.
Three ])ncumatic drills were

recently tested by a great

bri dge-building concern—each

drill to make a 15-16 hole

through three-inch steel.

The B— drill took 3 min. 35

sec. Stalled four times.

The P— drill took 4 min.

50 sec.

The Keller drill went

through in two minutes.

Draw your own conclusions.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools
always beat other makes at

actual work. That is where

their cheapness is seen. They
cost more at first, do double

the work, and last twice as long.

So we had to have a big new
factory.

Send for our new catalogue. It

is full of good ideas for using pneu-
matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry Ram-
mers, Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
2ist St. and Allegheny Ave.

Philadelphia

New York Chicago Pittsburgh
San Francisco Boston

.[ED
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Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-

ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to hottoin of cylinder

and stays there, while prease
forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Co. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
courses in- LA FA > ETTE, INDIANA

MKCH.\NIC.\L ENGINEKRING
ELKCTRICAI, ENGINEERING

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Special atteiUion givt-ii to work in Railway Engi-
neering and Management, and to Locomotive Test-
ing. Extensive and Well Ecinipped Laboratories.

Catalog Sent on Application

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, fRtlGHI, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monadnock Bldg., Chicago 141 Broadway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

Of Interest to SiKnalmen and Others.

Sir Robert Hall, the eminent English

.nstronomcr, when in this country, was

asked about the probable success of any

system of signaling to the inhabitants

of Mars, supposing there are any. He
replied that if the wig-wag system were

Id be eiTri)loyed, the people on this earth

would rcqu'ire to use a flag 200 miles

wide by 300 miles long, waved upon a

]>ole 500 miles high. He also said that

if LaUe Superior was filled with kerosene

:iiid 'iet on fire, tlic conflagration which

would result, might possibly be seen by

a Martian astronomer if he was partic-

ularly vigilant and very observing. The
Martians will not be signaled for a few

days.

Philippine Cruisers.

The I'hilipiiiiu' Insular Government,

which is the name under which United

States authority is exercised in our new
possessions, are building 15 small

cruisers for use in the waters of the

archipelago. The Tabor steam engine

indicator, made by the Ashcrott Manu-
facturing Company, 85-89 Liberty street.

New York, has been specified as part of

the equipment of these ships.

The Hayden & Derby Manufacturing

Company of New York have also been

informed that their "Metropolitan, 1898,

injector, model "O" has been adopted

as standard on these class "A" cruisers.

The contract for the injectors was se-

cured by F. W. Horn & Co., of Yoko-
hama. Japan, who are the agents for the

Hayden & Derby Co., of 85 Liberty

street, New York.

of electric headlights and a perspective

section showing all pans in place, but the

catalogue deals with each of the details

very fully, so that anyone desiring infor-

mation as to how these arc lamps are made

and how they operate, can get it from a

perusal of the pages of the Edwards cat-

alogue. This is the headlight which

throws a vertical beam of light up to the

sky in addition to the regular, brilliant

track illumination. The catalogue will be

sent to anyone interested, who applies to

the company; principal office, corner Sixth

and Baymiller streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Light Reflected on Signal Arms.
.\n engine driver of the North-Eastern

Railway, of England, has designed an ar-

rangement of the signal lamps, by means
of which the light is reflected on to the sig-

nal arms at night, thus enabling drivers

to distinguish "home" from "distant" sig-

nals as easily by night as by day. That

some such arrangement is necessary all

enginemen must admit, especiall)' when
drivers are working over roads with

which they are not thoroughly acquainted.

It is also claimed that by thus showing

the arms, engine drivers are better able to

"read their road" at places where several

signals are placed on a gantry, the mere

lights of which are often confusing.

The practice of projecting a light

upon platform indicators, which are pro-

vided for the guidance 01 drivers at ter-

minal stations, such as London Bridge

and Cannon Street, has been in vogue for

some yeaTS.^Raikcay Magasine.

Perpetual notion.

It may seem almost inincccssary to

state that the principle known as the

"conservation of energy" is still in force,

and so long as it lasts, perpetual motion

is impossible. The connection between

these two may not be plain at first, but

they are closely allied nevertheless. En-

ergy once produced never goes out of ex-

istence. Some force must always pro-

duce it, and after it is produced it can

only give out an amount equal to the

stock on hand at the commencement of

operations. If it were possible to realize

all of this in useful work, perpetual mo-

tion would only be possible to the extent

of making a machine revolve without do-

ing any work whatever. In all cases

some energy is dissipated in overcoming

friction, and this makes the energy that

can be utilized less than the amount put

into any machine, therefore perpetual mo-

tion in the ordinary sense of the word

is, and must be forever an impossibil-

ity.—Ex.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW VORK.

Edwards Railroad Electric Light Co.

The Edwards electric headlight cata-

logue has been received. This is a very

interesting little publication from the fact

that not only does it contain excellent

half-tones of the various sizes and designs

Oils Which Do Not Drip.

Superintendents of motive power, mas-

ter mechanics and air brake officials will

be interested to learn that the New York

and New Jersey Lubricant Co. have is-

sued what may be called a vest-pocket

brochure on the subject of "Oils Which

Do Not Drip." In this little explanation

of the work done by their product they

point out the well-known fact that fluid

oils, although undoubtedly friction re-

ducers, are not only very liable to drip,

hut do drip, and are consequently wasted.

In addition to this waste, the dripping of

oil rots wood, makes a mess upon the

floor, and increases the danger of fire

both from oil-soaked wood and from

spontaneous combustion. Wiping up

this drip oil, uses waste. If an oil user

is desirous of escaping all this and "flies

to grease." if one may so say. then the

writer of this little pamphlet points to

the fact that grease when used in bear-

ings allows them to grow warmer than

they would with fluid oil, in order to

soften the grease sufficiently to make it

feed on to the journals, and, further-

more, that grease leaves a gummy resi-

due which is deposited between the bear-

ing surfaces. This increases the friction.
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and so actually takes more power from

the engine, and this means more fuel

used.

Fluid oil, then, drips and wastes,

grease does not drip, but requires a bear-

ing to warm up. before it will cool it

down, and its residue is a friction pro-

ducer. At this point the non-fluid oil

steps in as the "golden mean," with none
of the disadvantages of either, but the

good qualities of both. All this sounds
very much like an oft-told tale, but the

point which will interest railroad men is

not so much that this lubricant is the

very thing for the cams of looms and
machinery in textile mills; but that it

will take hold of the insdde of an air-

brake cylinder and will lubricate it, with-

out working its way to the bottom, or

forming into little balls, and ceasing to

act.

This non-fluid oil, it is said by many
large users, will keep the pores of the

packing leather full, making it pliable

and effectually putting an end to leaks.

It will remain on the walls of the cylin-

der spreading evenly and smoothly over
the surface, and will keep at its work
longer than the "oldest leather" in air-

brake service has ever known. Users of

these non-fluid oils also say that this

non-fluid oil will lubricate triple valves

and slide valves of air-brake equipment,
and will not run down to the emergency
seat of a triple valve and destroy it. and
th?t the cutting of the face of the triple

slide valves has been reduced one-half.

The company comes out with this of-

fer at the end of the pamphlet, to show
that these statements are made in good
faith: "We offer to send a large testing

sample, express prepaid, free of charge.

We are sure we are right, but, right or
wrong, we want your judgment." There
are the claims, there is the offer; 14 and
15 Church street. New York city, is the

address.

The Bull-Pup Wins.

"C, H. & D." are the magical letters

that every fortunate holidayer who can af-

ford the time and money writes upon the

tablets of his mind ere hay fever marks
him for her annual own. "Cincinnati,

Hamilton and Dayton" is the obvious
signification of these magical letters, but

there is hidden in them something even

more mysterious—the key-words to a

pretty tale of a summer girl, her dog and
a young man. in the wilds of Northern
Michigan. Cupid dons many disguises to

accomplish his ends, but few would rec-

ognize the gentle god, incarnate in a fe-

rocious bull-pup of uncertain temper
whose loss involves Mr. J. Bruce Chal-

mers and Miss ]\Iaud Hamilton in a cor-

respondence that eventually leads to the

hymeneal altar, via Mackinac, via the C,
H. & D. ! But so the story runs in the

pretty and unique folder "On the Way
to Michigan," issued by the passenger de-

partment of this road. The magical in-

itial letters are, after rer.tling this story,

seen to disclose the identity of the chief

actors in the little comedy of love :

—

Chalmers, Hamilton and Dog!
As the train speeds on, the united lov-

ers, just beginning the honeynioon, smile

at each other, and Maud says: "Isn't ir

Charming, Happy and Delightful?" To
w-hicli he replies: "Certainly, my dear,

that is C. H. & D."

Commonwealth Steel Company.
The catalogue of the Commonwealth

Steel Company has been received. Thr
cuts are all printed on tinted paper and
the letter press concerning each is phcril

on the opposite page. This concern

makes an arch bar truck, combined willi

a sw'ing motion bolster, so arranged tli.Tt

it does away with truck transoms. The
bolster swing with the spring seats which
are pivoted to the top of the truck col

umns. These columns are connected to-

gether at their I^wer ends, thus . form-

ing one piece. The catalogue will be sent

to any one, upon application. Bank of

Commerce Building, St. i^ouis. Mo.

A Safety Feature of Bascule Bridges.

A short time ago there were, with a

few minor exceptions, no other type of

drawbridge used in the United States but

the swing bridge, requiring a central pier

and swinging in a horizontal plane. Many
fatal accidents have occurred with this

form of bridge by trains running into an

open draw owing to some accident by

which control of a train was lost. In

Chicago and Cleveland there have been

recently erected drawbridges of the

Bascule type, known as the Scherzer roll-

ing lift bridge. These bridges are built

on the same principle as that of the

drawbridge of an ancient castle^-that is.

they lift in a vertical plane instead

of swinging horizontally. An acci-

dent recently occurred in Chicago on ,t

rolling lift bridge on the line of the Met-

ropolitan West Side Railway that

brought out, incidentally, a safety fea-

ture of this type. The motorman of an

electric elevated train disregarded the

danger signal, or lost control of his train,

and ran into what corresponds to an

open draw, but because of the angle at

which the span stood, the cars ran part

way up and then stopped and ran back-

ward without causing serious damage to

either the cars or passengers.

Hydraulic flining Stopped.

Hydraulic mining having been prohib-

ited by the National Government in many
parts of California, the hydraulic develop-

ment companies are turning their atten-

tion very profitably to power and irriga-

tion projects. The Central California

Electric Co. has recently purchased twn

i,ooo-k.w. Westinghouse alternating-cur

rent generators, which will be direct con-

TlieU&W
Piston Air Drill.

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton, Griffiths & Co., London
F. A. Schmitz, Dusseldorf

BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS,

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke.

Contains about 800 practical questions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Making. By Wm. M. BaRR. The necessary
conditionB for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 illustrationt.

349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By Robert H. Blackall. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Air-Brako
equipment, containing over 1,000 questions
and their answers on the Westinghouse
Alr-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Alr-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearlv every rail-

road in the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By Robert Grimshaw. It asks 1,600

questions and gives 1.600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—y«.j/ facts.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing 450
pages, over 200 illustrations, and 12 large
Folding Plates. Bound In Maroon Cloth,
$2.00.

l^^A special Circular oj these Books Sent
on Request.
^W^Any of these Books Prepaid to any

Address in the world on Receipt of Price.

AGENTS WANTED '^UT "t^?
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
books is sent free on application.

Norman A. Henley & Co,, PuWisliers

132 Hassan St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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A. Leschen &, Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacture! s

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

IIOMK OFI'ICH;

920-922 North First St., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ii-^S
E. I,ake St.. Chicago. 111.

92 Centre St.. New York City, N.Y.
He, l-'retiiont St., ban l-raiicisco, Cal.

The SGHRQEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansvlllo, Ind.
Manufacturers of

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

"We are makers for all
the leading Railroads.

'T* A Try AT) ^^®* Yorkshire

1A I LUK STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads

R. Mushefs;;

STEELS.

SPECIAL'
& "TITANIC

These Goods are the Standard of Excellence

Sole Representatives in the
United States^ Canada and Hexico.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAREHOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

MONEY NOW WASTED
IN FORGING, TEMPERING
AND GRINDING

LATHE AND PLANER TOOLS

CAN BE SAVED
by adopting the

/^.Tmstrong System
of Toot Holders using cutters
of Self-Hardening Steel.

Used by 75 Railroads

Write for Catalo;; O

ARMSTRONG
BROS. TOOL CO.

The Tool Holder People,

Chicago, U. S. A.

ncctcd to water wheels and used to sup-

ply power to Grass Valley, Nevada City,

Sacramento and adjacent towns. This is

the tliird station to be installed by the

company, two other stations having now
been in opcratioti for a number of years.

The Central California Electric Com-
pany's system is a part of that of the

South Yuba Water Co., which controls

400 miles of main ditch line in the heart

of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. For-

merly the water was used for hydraulic

mining, but this having been stopped on

account of the filling up of the rivers with

"slickens," the water is now supplied to

ranchers and fruit growers for irrigation

purposes. Before being sold to the farm-

ers, however, it is transmitted in pipes to

stations at different points along the sys-

tem where electric energy is produced and

conducted 35 to 50 miles to adjacent

cities.

will organize agencies and representa-

tives. The termination of hostilities there

has opened up a fine market for the

products of the company, and with their

usual activity they are losing no lime in

taking advantage of this opportunity to

introduce their wood working machinery.

The address of Mr. Altenberg while in

Europe, will be at No. 51 Wharton Road,

Kensington, London, VV'., luigland.

A New Pattern Haker's Lathe.

We illustrate a new tool just brought

out by J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of No. 445

West Front street, Cincinnati, O. This

new lathe, which has an iron bed, will

be found invnlu.nble in wood-working es-

tablishments, and has double face plates,

Boring Tool, 6 sizcif

.

J. A. FAY & EGAN LATHE.

movable carriage rest, foot post and floor

stand; it is capable of swinging 30

ins., and is constructed as strongly as

possible. The spindle is of large diameter,

lead-ground and fitted with a 12-in.

face plate on one end and an l8-in., on

the other, the outside face plate being clear

of the end of the shears, will allow

turning extra large circles. The tail stock

is operated by hand wheel and screw, and

locked by a hand wrench, it is absolutely

true with the head stock. The movable

carriage is gibbed to the shears and sup-

ports a cross slide which carries the rest,

and tool post ; it is moved by rack and

pinion feed, operated by a hand-wheel, and

is very useful in turning cylinder patterns

and other long material. This machine

will be supplied with or without the bed.

The manufacturers will furnish prices and

full particulars on application, and will

also forward their large new illustrated

poster free.

Off for Europe and South Africa.

IMr. G. P. .-Mtenberg, foreign man-

ager of the J. A. Fay & Egan Co.,

has just left on his annual trip to

Europe, where he will visit the principal

countries in the interest of his firm. He
will also go to South Africa, where he

To Find the Widthjof a River

To measure the width of any ordinary

stream or even of a good-sized river, it is

necessary to make use of only your eyes

and the brim of your hat. That seems

queer, doesn't it? But it's true, and here

is the way to do it

:

Select a part of the river bank where

the ground runs back level, and, standing

at the water's edge, fix your eyes on the

opposite bank. Now, move your hat

down over your brow until the edge of

the brim is exactly on a line with the

water line on the other side.

This will give you a visual angle that

may be used on any level surface, and if.

as has been suggested, the ground on your

side of the river be fiat, you may "lay off"

a corresponding distance on it. To do

this you have only to hold your

head perfectly steady, after get-

ting the angle with your hat

brim, supporting your chin

\'\V'^> _ ^^'''^ your hand, if necessary,

C^ and turn slowly around, until

^ your back is toward the river.

Now take careful note of

where your hat-brim cuts

the level surface of the

ground as you look out over the latter,

and from where you stand to that point

will be the width of the river—a distance

that may readily be measured by stepping.

If you are careful in all these details you

can come within a few feet of the river's

width.

—

North American.

Pratt & Whitney Catalogue.

The Pratt & Whitney Co., of Hart-

lord, Conn., have just issued a small cat-

alogue concerning their new lo-in. x 5 ft.

toolmakers' engine lathe. The pamphlet

is illustrated by half tones, showing the

end view, the rear view, a view of the

lathe head, with draw-back collet in posi-

tion, and showing threaded and conical

section of the head spindle end. and a

view of head with step chuck and closer

shown in position. A line engraving il-

lustrates the cross section of the bed

through the center of the carriage. The

letterpress gives full information re-

garding this lathe and all its parts. A
copy of this catalogue will be sent

to anyone interested, on application,

either to the Pratt & Whitney Com-
pany or to the Niles-Bement-Pond

Company. 136 and 138 Liberty street.

New York.
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Little Giant Reversible Drill.

\Vc illustrate herewith a new re-

versible drill of the "Little Giant" type

recently developed and put on the mar-

ket by the Chicago Pnueniatic Tool Co.

This machine was primarily designed to

meet the wants of customers who re-

quire a drill for general use. but whose

work is not sufficiently specialized to

warrant the use of any one of the "Lit-

tle Giant" machines, designed exclu-

sively for reaming and tapping.

The motor in the reversible drill is

of the same general construction as all

of the now well-known "Little Giant"

drills, the distinguishing feature of which

are four single-acting pistons coupled

to one crank shaft at an angle of 90

degrees. Each piston of each pair travel-

ing in opposite directions all the

time, insures a well balanced and dur-

able engine. .Ml moving parts work in

S^

selves to the mechanic requiring a ma-

chine of this kind. Like parts of these

drills are interchangeable with the plain

drill of same size.

Some of the improvements appreci-

ated by mechanics who have used these

drills are that all bearings are furnished

with removable brushings; the crank

journals have been increased by 50 per

cent.; the crank pinion is now shrouded

on both ends (formerly on one end only)

—this prevents teeth from breaking; the

upper and lower bearings for crank shaft

are bronze; sleeves of ball and socket

form, easily removed—no screws re-

quired to hold them in place. This form

of bearing always insures perfect align-

ment and allows of increase in speed

and power; hardened steel eccentric

straps connect valves to crank shaft in

place of bronze, formerly used; oil plugs

liave been dispensed with; oil is poured

in through the handle, and, as it

is impossible to use this drill with-

out its own handle, and as nothing

but the proper handle will fit the

hole, it will have to be replaced,

even by the most careless work-

man, and this fact insures long

life to the working parts. A
leather-packed stuffing box is sup-

plied to keep the oil from escap-

ing, and every moving part is

hardened and ground to fit.

LITTLE GIANT" REVERSIBLE DRILL.

FOR SALE
PREICHT, PASSENGER AND LOCCINC

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

ALL -^ADO ^UICK
SIZES. W^%^l9 DELIVERIES

FWlM LJIOl/C ^'S DEARBORN ST.
. IVIa niOrxdj CHICAGO, ILL.

385 DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

The Philadelphia Pneumatic

Tool Co. have concluded arrange-

ments for representation in South

Africa with headquarters at Jo-

hannesburg. Their agency will

be in charge of General Samuel
Pearson, late of the Boer forces,

Mr. Pearson has been in the

an oil-tight case, and each pair of cyl- United States for some months, and

inders is controlled by one balanced now that peace has been declared

piston slide valve. These features are he returns to his former business in

fully covered by United States and for- machinery lines, and will handle the

eign patents, and are not found in other accounts of the Philadelphia Pneumatic

pneumatic drills. To this form of con- Tool Co. and others. Before coming to

struction has been added a simple re- America Gen. Pearson saw active service

verse valve, the same as is used in Nos. in the field and was for a time in charge

II and 12 machines, but the valve is so of railway traffic.

situated that it does not interfere with The illustrated catalogue of this com-

the feed-screw, when machine is being pany has come to hand. The various air

used as a simple drilling machine. The tools made are fully set forth. The

controlling lever may be removed from Keller pneumatic hammer, in its various

motor when not required as reversible sizes, is shown and tabulated, with illus-

machine. The drill can then be con- trations of the kind of work it may be

trolled by the ordinary throttle, which employed on. The Keller pneumatic ro-

is situated at side of machine, as in the tary drills are also enumerated, with

plain drills. short description of each size and style.

The reverse valve can be used as a The Keller pneumatic foundry rammer,

throttle valve, however, when very rapid "the tool that can pound sand," comes

and accurate reverse motion is required, in for mention. In working this tool

as would be the case when the motor there is next to no jar on the hand of

was used in connection with a machine the operator. Molds can be rammed
for setting locomotive slide vaives, or much harder and more quickly than can

for tapping to a given point or to bot- be done with hand work. Catalogues

tom, and also for various other appli- supplied to those interested upon appli-

cations which will readily suggest them- cation.

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-'

tion.

Made in one of the best

•hops in the country.
Union of course. <^ .^

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.
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THE

CHAPMAN JACK SCREW.

PATENTED.

A neat little catalogue has just been

issued by the American Air-Compressor

Works, whose office is at 26 Corllandt

street. New York. The merits of a few

of the American types of air compressors

made by the company are set forth. The
catalogue will be given away upon appli-

cation. This company also makes gas

pumps, vacuum pumps, tar pumps, air re-

ceivers, air hoists and coniprosscd air

tools and appliances of all descriptions.

Always Lubricated and Ready for Use.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.
CLEVtlAND, OHIO.

Jones & Lamson Machine Co.,

Main Office and Works:

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U.S.A.

A . B. C. and LUber^s Code used.

English Office : Room 6, Exchange Building, Stephen-

son's Place, Birmingham. France and Spain : Ph. Bon-

villatn, 6, Rue Blanche, 6, Paris, France. Germany,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Austria-Hungary,

M. Koyemann, Charlottenstrasse 112, Dusseldorf,

Germany.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

—better specify

it in your next

i order.

VALVE COMPANY.
Z7I FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON flASSi

PATENT
yournoveHdea or design.
It Is the only way to con-
trol It and make It pay.
Send postal to STEBBIN3

& Wright, Mechanical Experts and Attorneys,
Station G, Box 333, Washington, D.C., for full In-
forniatton. They secure good patents and pro-
tect the whole Invention.

Patents.
CEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN* TRUST BUILDING. WASHINGTON, 0. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

The Tabor Manufacturing Company

have recently received an order from tliu

Bethlehem Steel Company for ten mold-

ing machines which will be the largest

molding inachines ever built. They will

be used for molding the steel castings

that will form the lining of the great tun-

nel to be built by the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company under the Hudson river,

lo connect the railroad system with a great

underground station about to be con-

structed in New York city.

The Otley Cement Company, of Clii-

cago, have recently changed their name,

and have been incorporated as the

Otley Manufacturing Company. The new

concern will continue to manufacture

Ei;reka steam joint cement and asbestos

goods. In addition, the manufacture of

Eureka fireproof iron paint, Eureka

graphite pipe cement, Eureka iron fillers.

Eureka graphite paint, and Eureka front

end luster, will be taken up. The com-

pany's office is in the Chamber of Com-

merce Building, Chicago.

The Fort Wayne Electrical Works

(incorporated) has issued Bulletin No.

1024, which deals with Type M. P. L.

direct connected generators. The illus-

trations in this bulletin show the various

parts of the generator, and in connection

with the description of the general con-

struction give information as to how

these machines are made and how they

operate. \ couple of Ime engravings

with tables of general dimensions are

given. The bulletin will be sent to any

one who addresses this company at Fort

Wayne, Ind.

The Herron & Bury Manufacturing

Co.. of Erie, Pa., are willing to distrib-

ute a neat little catalogue on air com-

pressors, particularly of two types re-

cently designed. They are the "Straight

Line" compressor, Class ".\. S.." and

the "Center Crank," Class "B. B." Ta-

bles of sizes are given, but no descriptive

matter accompanies the illustrations, be-

cause the manufacturers believe they can

give more useful and comprehensive in-

formation by answering inquiries from

interested persons direct.

A Whitney Planer

is absolutely a

Whitney creation

As shown in the illuitratton it is different (rom other
Planers. They are strong in construction, neat and con-
venient to handle ind care for. Circulars are yours for
the asking.

BAXTER D. WHITNEY,

Wincbendon, Mass.

touciNO Valve
FOR CAR HEATING

Has features which make it superior

to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Afanufactured M'

feO?
•^^5S?i-a6>-

.gOSTOM
.o(?:).. -MASS-

The Union
Switch &
Signal Co.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS AT

SWISSVALE, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

New York: Central Building. 143
Liberty Street.

Chicago: 1536 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis : Terminal Station.
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Acme Four-Inch Upsetting Machine.

This 4-in. upsetting and forging ma-
chine has been designed to meet the re-

quirements of locomoitive builders, car

builders and other users of heavy forg-

ings where the constantly increasing size

of product has demanded the use of

larger and heavier parts entering into the

construction of the tools used. This ma-
chine has a bed which is a single steel

casting weighing 18H tons ; this makes
it as strong as a cast iron bed of four

times the weight would be. The shaft

is a fluid-compressed steel forging. The
grip-slide, toggle-head and moving die-

block are steel castings, the toggle Hnks
are heavy tool steel forgings, hardened.

These links are four in number, thus

A spring is so placed that, when there is

only about 10,000 pounds pressure on the

spring, it exerts a pressure through the

dies of 65 tons. .Any pressure m excess

of this causes the spring to yield and the

machine is instantly relieved. The factor

of safety throughout is 15, and altogether

it is probable that this is one of the most
powerful and satisfactory mechanical up-

setters ever constructed.

Atchison's Educational Plan.

About a score of special apprentices en-

tered dirifcrent shops of the /Vtcliison, To-

peka and Santa Fe on July i to take a

course of three years' training in actual

work, which will entitle them to be desig-

nated as full-fledged machinists. All are

young men who graduated from educa-

tion institutions where the teaching of me-

clianics is a special feature.

The Canadian Pacific new Imperial

Limited, a tri-weekly train making the

2,906 miles between Montreal and Van-
couver in 97 hours, was inaugurated June

IS last. The route from Montreal is over

the short line to the Central Station, Ot-

tawa, then to Hull over the new Alexan-

Jacob Miller, Sons & Co., of Philadel-

phia, have recently purchased, through

their engineer. Dr. W. A. Drysdale, a

l8o-k.w. Westinghouse, two-phase, belted

alternator, complete with direct-connected

exciter.

giving a perfectly even motion to the die

block as it moves to its place in closmg,

no matter whether or not the dies are at

either extremity of the die blocks. This is

of great importance in forging close to

size, because so wide a die block as this

(about 2 ft.), if moved with a single pair

of links, when the dies were at one end

of the block, would be very apt to close

the dies unevenly. The mechanisin wliich

closes the dies is designed to give the

very largest measure possible of what is

known as "time," that is, the period the

dies remain closed with reference to the

advance of the upsetting plunger. This

advance is known among mechanics, fa-

miliar with these machines, as "gather."

This means that the dies themselves close

quickly enough, and after they are firmly

closed, the plunger has as long a distance

to travel as it is possible to get. The up-

setting begins after the dies are firmly

closed, and it is desirable that the

plunger shall travel as far as it is possible

to make it, and yet to have the piece be-

ing upset carry straight. The machine is

able to give a plunger pressure of i.)0

tons, and to give a die pressure of 65 tons

before the automatic relief becomes oper-

ative. This automatic relief is of new and

novel construction, on which the com-
pany has already been granted a patent.

ACME FOUR-INCH UPSETTING MACHINE.

dra bridge, into the Ottawa Union Sta-

tion, and thence westerly. This schedule

is all but 30 miles an hour.

A steam railway 40 miles long, the Cin-

cinnati, Georgetown & Portsmouth Ry., is

shortly to be converted from steam to

electric traction. The Tennis Railway

Equipment Co. have the contract.
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Baldwin Fast Freig;ht Ten-Wheel En-
gine for the Northern Pacific.

The Baldwin Lucnninlivc Works have

lately been building forty Vanclain com-

pound ten-wheel engines for fast freight

service on the Northern Pacific Railway.

The design of these engines is not exactly

new as far as that railway is concerned,

but the engines, nevertheless, present

some interesting features. The cylinders

are 15- and 26-in. by 30-in. stroke, thr

high pressure cylinder being on top. the

driving wheels are 63-in. in dia., and the

total weight of the engine is 189,900 lbs.

The engine is intended to run and also

to pull! The tractive power which will

be required. The corresponding spaces

on the round-head are occupied by two

washout plugs. The tubes are made of

steel, No. 13 W. (I. in thickness, 378 in

number, and 14 ft. 8 in. long.

The front fraire splice is a very strong

and substantial piece of work, as will be

seen in the illustration. The pedestal

binders are 2j4-in. bolts, passing through

the lower ends of the jaws with a cast

filler piece between. The valves are of

the ordinary Baldwin piston type, and the

valve-rod extension bar is bowed up,

so as to pass over the forward driving

axle, and being attached at its front end

to an ordinary up-and-down arm rocker,

opened and closed from the cab by two
small steam cylinders hung from the

lower frame bar, and so placed as to make
a "straight-line engine" for that pur-

pose. This arrangement, by doing away
with the ordinary ashpan rigging, is eco-

nomical of space. The air pump is placed

on the right side, with the greater part of

the air cylinder below the level of the

running board, for the purpose of giving

the "man behind the throttle" a better

view ahead. The headlight is carried on

a bracket in front of the smoke box. This

arrangement brings the lamp down below

the level it would have to be at, if placed

on too of the smoke box.

COMPOUND TEN-WHEEL FAST FREIGHT ENGINE.—NORTHERN P.\CIFIC RAILWAY.

be developed is about 30,380 lbs., and the

ratio of tractive power to weight on driv-

ers is 6.25.

The boiler is of the wide fire-box type,

with two circular fire doors, and the fuel

is soft coal. The crown sheet is radial

stayed, and is made in the form of a seg-

mental arch. On each side of the longi-

tudinal center line, three rows of stays

are screwed in from below, with heads

9-16-in. thick. This gives six rows with

ready formed heads on that portion of the

crown sheet which, in case of shortage of

water, would bo first uncovered. The
crown sheet also slopes toward the back

head. Two spaces have been left in the

flue sheet, for water tubes, or bearers for

a brick arch, if such should at anv time

makes this an indirect connected engine.

The arrangement provides for the removal

of the leading pair of driving wheels

without interference with the valve gear.

The back spring for the rear driver is

half elliptic, supported at one end by a

hanger depending from a saddle of ex-

tended double bar form, resting on top

of the box. The back end of the spring

is also supported in a hanger, and the

center of the spring rests against the un-

der side of the upper frame member.

In addition to automatic bell ringer and

air-sander. there is one other "parasite."

if one may so speak of a useful device.

It is, however, a very harmless parasite,

being operated by an ingenious piece of

steam mechanism. The ashpan slides are

As this engine works over a moun-

tainous country it is equipped with the

back pressure brake, as made at the Bald-

win works. Its operation is briefly as

follows : When the engine is driving for-

ward, the reverse lever is thrown in back

gear, the Le Chatclier valve in the cab is

opened, which supplies steam to the ex-

haust passages of the cylinder, and the

damper over the exhaust nozzle is closed.

air being admitted to the exhaust passages

through the inlet valve. The steam is

compressed in the cylinders and steam

passages, thus retarding the motion of the

pistons, and through the medium of the

connecting rods, the wheels also. Accu-

mulated pressure may be relieved through

a gate valve which is operated by a lever
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in the cab, so that the engineer can con-

trol the pressure to suit varying condi-

tions. A safety valve is placed in the cyl-

inder saddle to protect the passages

against excessive pressure. This device

is so arranged as to have the e.xhaust

fron> the "brake" pass out through a pipe

which runs up the side of the smoke bo.'c,

near the smoke stack.

The engines are simple in construction,

and are designed to keep the repair ac-

count within close limits, while satisfac-

torily performing the exacting service re-

quired in the movement of what is gen-

erally known as "fast freight." Engines

of this class can take hold of a passen-

ger train when required to do so, and

give a good account of themselves.

As we look at the ample proportions of

these N. P. engines we are reminded of

the strong contrast to the same, contained

in the words attributed in one of Kip-

ling's stories to an outgoing fast freighter,

when the latter v\'as referring to the char-

acter of the merchandise he was responsi-

HK.\TINC. SURFACK
Fire box. 173 .sq. ft.

Tubes , 2,886.3 sq . ft.

Total. .S.O.S9-3 sq. ft.

Grate area, 50.94 sq. ft

DRIVINC, WHEKLS.
Dia., outside. 6,^ in.; center, 56 in.

Journals, 9 x 11 in.

Engine truck wheels, front, dia., 30)^ in.

Journals, 6x11 in.

WHEEL BA.SE.

Driving. 14 ft 10 in. Rigid, 14 ft. 10 in.

Total engine, 26 ft. 5 in.

Total engine and tender, 53 ft.

WEIGHT.
On driving wheels i43..^oo lbs.

tirTtruck. front 46,600 lbs.

Total engine i,S9.900 lbs.

Total engine and tender, 2S9.000.

Tank, capacity, 4,500 gals.

TENDER.
Wheels, dia.. 33'- in. Journals, 4'^ x 8 in.

FRAME SPLICE.—NORTHERN P.ACIFIC

ble for in service. He was heard to say,

deep down in his smoke stack, as "he

rolled forward majestically to the turn-

table and swung like a man-of-war in a

tide way, till he picked up his track

:

'Costly—perishable—fragile— immediate

—

that's me ! S'long.'
"

Some of the principal dimensions of this

engine are as follows

:

Cylinders, 15 and 26 x 36 in.

Valve, balanced piston.

BOILER.
Type, wagon top. Diameter, 70J4 in.

Thickness of sheets, ^ in.

Working pressure, 200 lbs.

Fuel, soft coal. Staying, radial.

FIRE BOX.
Material, steel. Length, loiJJ in.; width, 7o> in.

Depth, front, 775-2 in.; back, 60^ in.

Thickness of sheets, sides, j'j in.; back, ,»5 in.;

crown, a in; tube, H in.

Water space, front, 4ii in.; sides, i% and 4 in.:

back, i\i and 4\i in.

TUBES.
Material, steel. Wire gauge, No. 13.

Number, 378. Dia., 2 in.; length, 14 ft. 8 in.

/ ,5 Luciniiutive Enuineeriny

Some Personal Recollections.

BY SHANDY MAGUIRE.

Part I—The Attack.

In eighteen hundred and sixty-four

I tossed the blocks through the firebo.x

door of the locomotive "Skinner."

I think these lines can be given to the

reading public of railroad doggerel as the

first gush emanating from a brain sup-

posed to be slightly tainted with what

is known as the "divine afflatus." It re-

lates to the calling; and from which brain

a vast amount of grist has been ground

out since those old days of 'sixty-four.

It also gives the date of my first experi-

ence tossing blocks. I really liked the

work. I "caught on" to how to deck the

wood, the sawed end to the push hand,

and then with an active fling and dex-

terous curve, to throw so that the stick

would go to the right place and get as

close to the flue-sheet as possible. The

"Skinner" was a difficult engine to fire.

The cylinders were 15 x 24 ins. and

the wheels 54 ins. dia. Put about 16

cars. of those days behind, then a coach
and baggage car, and the stoker did not

have much time to admire his beautiful

"phiz" in the small mirror in front of

his seat; nor to be star-gazing at the

houses passing, so as to waft over a little

decoction of "maple-sugar moonshine"
to the darling in the distance—at least I

didn't. I credit myself with the invention

of an original conundrum in those days.

One day I had poor wood. It consisted

of black ash, swamp elm, and wet hem-
lock. It required the whole vim of two
good stalwart arms, well supplied with

muscle and willingness, to get in on time.

The first man I met was the master me-
chanic. I had what is known to the

nautical boys of the old school as a

"bo'sun's nip" in me ; and for the bene-

fit of the uninitiated, I may say that a

bo'sun's nip is three fingers and a

thumb in the glass—many hold the

fingers vertical. This lubricated my
"jawing tacks," as a sailor would say. I

stepped up in front of his royal nibs,

and asked him "What is the greatest

nonsense in the world?" He appeared to

wince a little at the familiarity of a

"block-dispenser" naving the impudence

to "come betwi.xt the wind and his nobil-

ity," much less address him—remember,
the Grievance Committee hadn't yet be-

gun to circulate, and "low-downer's im-

pudence" wasn't tolerated so extensively

as later on, as it was recently designated

to me by a chap whom I know. However,
the nip answered the same purpose, and
as he knew he couldn't very well get a

slave to perform the same duties assigned

to me, at the same wages, he condescend-

ed to say, "I don't know, sonny; do you?"
"Putting a cushion on the fireman's side

of the 'Skinner !'
"

My engineer at that time was a dear old

soul. He has long since been gathered

in to receive the reward of "happy-go-

lucky - come - day - go - day - God - send-

pay-day" boys ; boys who are not yet ex-

tinct. I loved him. I was young and

strong, he going down life's grade. We
used to leave Oswei?o at 8 P. M. daily.

We had three hours to go 35 miles and

assisted by the great Master Mechanic of

the universe, and the dexterity of the block

tosser, we sometimes %^t there. Two
thousand feet from the starting point he

was snugly cuddled in the arms of Mor-

pheus, and I "monarch of all I surveyed."

I loyally poked him in the ribs when it

was necessary for him to be awake. We
carried no head breakman. I do not re-

member if we knew what the word meant.

A white light was hung out on each

side of the coach—our train was a mixed

one—so were we—and when the curves

were right for his side, he'd look back

to see if the cars were all coming, except

at night, when I'd look at both sides. The

train crew consisted of a baggage man,

a conductor, an engineer and fireman.

Everything in the shape of mail and small
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packages were niaccci in cliarge of the

baggage man, who was compelled to re-

main in his car according to the rules, for

the protection of tlic property, and the

conductor had to do the switching at way

stations. The freigiu was strewn along

promiscuously in tiic cars, and the only

lock or seal was a wood cleat nailed

against the door. The fireman and the

engineer were then in an organization

consisting of two, witii the fireman the

ranking officer, duly pledged to ascer-

tain what liquids were on the train, so

that we could profit thereby. Gin, rum,

brandy, wine and other choice stuflfs were

a godsend to us, and were often sent,

about every train. It was my duty to help

the conductor to unload at stations. This

duty was self-imposed, the corporation

conscience then being limited, and only

asking the fireman to toss blocks and

scour brass at 50 cents a trip of six hours

duration. I stood right in with the ticket

puncher, who often tossed me a quarter

to help me along. In the meantime, I was

locating the schnapps, so as not to miss

the car, when myself and my partner in

thirst would attack it, while wailing for

time. The method prevailing for tap-

ping kegs or barrciS ere I entered the

service on the train was to give a good
crack of a coupling pin on each side of

the bung. This would make the stave

tremble and the bung would fly out. Af-

ter drinking and filling the "soger," as the

canteen was called, those being war times,

and canteens numerous, then the bung
was restored, and a little dust applied to

the wet spots, so as to defy any one to

be able to detect the pilfering. I thought

the modus operandi crude. I applied as

much mind to its improvement as a man
could do to the improvement of- valve

motion. I got a small gimlet to let the

blood out of the veins of the dearly be-

loved, and a goose quill that would fill the

hole made by the gimlet. I organized

ourselves into two committees. I was

chairman sf the one whose duty it was to

locate the nectar, jump in, tap it, take

the first swig, leave the quill undisturbed,

so that the chairman of the other com-

mittee could get down to work, after I'd

jump out to relieve him from sentry duty;

he'd then till up and drive in the

"spigot," rub a little dust on the spot

where the mischief was committed, and

we were ready to go, on signal.

One day I searched the train from en-

gine to baggage car to get the "best the

house afforded," and I could find nothing

but one barrel about four cars back from

the engine, marked "old rye." I came to

the duke and informed him of the success

of my explorations. He was sitting on

his seat looking towards me as I came

into the cab through the left gangway.

If there is a reward, after man shuffles off

this mortal coil, that dear soul is en-

joying it, and has been for many years.

Perhaps, I may see him again in the

Great Beyond. If I should, I presume I

shall behold his good old comely "phiz"

entirely transformed, so as to meet the re-

quirements of the New Jersusalem, orna-

mented with a most seraphic smile. I

shall hope so, and if such a consumma-
tion so devoutly to be wished dawns
upon my vision, the first chat we shall

hold after the "how-do-ye-do," I'll tell

him of the old woe-begone, miserable and

heart-rending look of disgust he wore

on his face that day, when he heard there

was nothing to be had but the barrel

marked old rye, as he replied : "Well,

when all fruit fails, welcome haus. Take

the 'soger.' " With my usual alacrity I

jumped into tlic car, and inside ten sec-

onds I had a hole in the right spot, the

gill of a swig had passed down and the

next a close second, when I made a jump
out of the car, landed on the ground,
gagging as furiously as a jackass pre-

paring to bray. My partner then got a

"gait on him" to vault into the car, but

ere doing so, turned a look on me, who
was yet speechless and gagging on the

ground, and said : 'Well, by Jove, it

must be great stuflf when it makes you
shake your head that way." He per-

formed about the same contortions I

did, in less than half a minute; and about

the time he flopped on the ground, I had

recovered my speech sufficiently well to

ask him if it was kerosene, or did he

think it was lard oil.

Gate Valve

S^., Iron Pipe

M.S. only

Railvay f £«<x,inoti(« EnyintcrtMg

BALDWIN BACK PRESSURE BRAKE—NORTHERN PACIFIC.

quill inserted, and my mouth in loving

clasp over it. Talk about tight joints on

pump-pipes ! Why I believe the most

perfect vacuum ever discovered existed

between my mouth and the liquid in that

barrel. I made a mighty suck. There

was no time for fooling at that business,

and it required expedition, so as to not be

caught entering the car either by the

station agent, the baggage man or the

conductor. So rapidly had the stuff to

pass into our stomachs, that the first

swig was landed there, and the next one

on its way, before taste took hold. It was

so with me on that occasion. Tlie first

In a future issue of Railw.w and Lo-

comotive Engineering I shall relate to

you. gentle and patient reader, how the

fluid we gulped down from the barrel as-

similated with an official dose adminis-

tered to us a few days later by our holy

terror of a superintendent.

(To be continued.)

We have ready for deliverj' SiiKlair's

new book on "Firing Locomotives." it

is a convenient book for the pocket, con-

tains plain instruction on combustion sf

fuels and costs only 50 cents.
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Proportions of Locomotive and Sta-

tionary Boilers.

Common questions which come to this

oftlce relate to the horse power of lo-

comotive boilers and of stationary

boilers. A stationary boiler with

natural draft is allowed 34 sq. ft.

of heating surface to supply steam for

one horse power. A locomotive boiler

is not designed with any special view

to the developing of certain horse pow-

er, but to supply steam for cylinders of

a certain size, but there is a fairly uni-

form relation between the power of a

locomotive and the boiler.

The following notes about locomo-

tives and stationary boiler proportions

are taken from a paper read by Mr. J.

A. Carney, M. M. of the C. B. & Q. at

a meeting of mining engineers:

A locomotive boiler with a shell 60 in.

in dia., tubes 12 ft. 4 in. long, and a 9

ft. fire-box, has a heating surface of

1,689 sq. ft., and develops 1,000 horse

power when doing maximum work.

The evaporating surface is 96.5 sq. ft.

Therefore 0.59 horse power is developed

per square foot of heating surface and

10.3 horse power per square foot of.

evaporating surface. On the other hand

a stationary boiler with a shell 66 in. in

dia. and 18 ft. long, has a heating sur-

face of 736 sq. ft. and develops lOO horse

power. The evaporating surface is 84

sq. ft. Therefore, 0.13 horse power is

developed per square foot of heating

surface and 1.19 horse power per square

foot of evaporating surface.

The ratio between heating surfaces of

stationary and locomotive boilers per

horse power is, therefore, stationary:

locomotive = 4.36:1. And the ratio be-

tween the evaporating surface per horse

power is stationary: locomotive =
7.70:1. In other words, a stationary

boiler has 4.36 times as much heating

surface per horse power for making

steam, and 8.70 times as much surface

per horse power for the escape of the

steam after it is made as a locomotive

boiler. Since foaming is determined oy

the rate of formation and the escape of

bubbles of steam, it will feadily be seen

that a stationary boiler with 8.70 times

the evaporating surface per horse power

will run successfully on a quantity of

alkali in the water that would render the

locomotive boiler useless.

Mean Effective Pressure.

In a short article on the subject named

above. Mr. W. W. Edwards makes an

interesting point in the pages of Science

and Industry. M. E. P. is generally de-

fined as the average of all the varying

pressure on one side of the piston, minus

the average of all the back pressure that

is exerted on the other side. It is

usually computed by dividing the area

of the card by the length and multiply-

ing by the scale of the spring. It may

also be found by dividing the card into

any number of equal parts, and taking

the average lengths ot the ordinates

erected in the middle of each of these di-

visions; this average multiplied by the

scale of the spring gives the M. E. P. In

any card the pencil line made up of the

steam, expansion and exhaust line repre-

sents, to some scale, the varying press-

ure on one side of the piston during one

stroke, while the back pressure line on

the card really represents the pressure

on the same side of the piston durin.g the

following stroke, and not, as generally

assumed, the back pressure on the op-

posite side of the piston during the same

stroke. The back pressure retarding the

piston during No. i stroke is not shown
on the diagram made for that stroke, but

is represented by the back pressure line

of another card. Two indicators, one at

each end of the cylinder, are necessary

for taking cards from which the M. E.

P. is to be accurately calculated. The
variation of load or of conditions, how-
ever, is so small from half revolution to

half ren-olution. that the diagram of one

stroke may be paired witli the diagram

of the one immediately following, for all

practical purposes.

The writer gives two diagrams, one

with comparatively large area, where the

M. E. P. is reduced 55 per cent, by a

cramped exhaust at the other end, caus-

ing considerable back pressure, and the

second diagram, that of the following

stroke, with small back pressure, gives

a M. E. P., in which the usual method

of computation would have given an er-

ror of 36 per cent, too little. In both

these diagrams the actual back pressure

is used. When the two cards are simul-

taneously taken the errors just balance,

because in the summation of the M. E.

P. of the cards, it makes no difference

in the final result whether the back press-

ure of the cards was taken from the

mean pressure of the card on which it

appears or from the other diagram.

Enormous Iron Production.

The United States is fairly running

away from the rest of the world in the

production of iron and steel. For the

first half of the present calendar year,

the production was 8,803,574 tons, an in-

crease of 1,130,000 tons, or 14 per cent,

over the same period a year ago. A no-

ticeable feature about the industry is that

it has made this wonderful increase m
the output while the export of iron and

steel has very considerably fallen off.

The decrease in iron and steel export the

last fiscal year is placed at $20,000,000.

So enormous and rapid has been the

growth of the home demand, that it not

only offset the partial loss of the foreign

markets and the huge increase in do-

mestic supplies, but also drew heavily

upon what may be called the home re-

serve supply.

New Grand Trunk Railway Qeneral
Offices in Montreal.

The Grand Trunk Railway officials late-

ly moved into what may be described as

one of the finest buildings of its kind

in America. The company's offices were
formerly situated at Point St. Charles, an

outlying portion of the city of Montreal,

and one of the reasons given for this lo-

cation is that the then general manager,

Sir Joseph Hickson, thought that people

who did not have any important business

with the company would not take the

trouble to go to Point St. Charles, and so

the uninterrupted work of the employees

would result in a practical economy of

time, but of course in those days local

competition did not amount to much.

The building is constructed of Bedford,

Ind., limestone, resting on a base of Que-
bec granite. The polished pillars, which

are a feature of the front, are also of

Quebec granite.

The vestibule is one of the handsomest

entrances to a public building on the con-

tinent and is composed of four kinds of

rare marble ; the lower portion of the ves-

tibule being of black and gold marble from

Italy and green marble from Greece ; the

rose tint marble is from France, and the

large panels were brought from the south

side of the Pyrenees Mountains in Spain.

The three panels between the doors at the

head of the steps are of a very rare spe-

cies of marble from Nubia, Africa. They
are composed of variegated colors of

bright hues and are a most interesting

study, while the panels on the sides are

beautifully marked.

The vestibule is decorated with tile

work from Gloucester, England, and is a

magnificent piece of work, being glazed

porcelain, embellished with embossed de-

signs which give the appearance of Italian

Majolica. The tout-cnscmblc is a work of

great beauty.

The building is modern in all its ap-

pointments, being equipped with high

speed elevators, and the Sturtevant venti-

lating fans, which will be found a great

boon in the summer, as these fans, when
working, will distribute cool air through-

out the building ; and in the spring and

fall they can be utilized to distribute hot

air when necessary to take the chill from

the atmosphere on raw days when the

steam heat would be more powerful than

that required.

An idea of the increase in the business of

the railway may be had when it is stated

that in the year 1880 there were in the gen-

eral office 299 employees to look after the

business of 1,312 miles of road, while to-

day 550 attend to the working of 4,197

miles. This means that formerly there

was on the average one employee to 4.3S

miles of road, while now there is one to

7.63 miles.

The will to do well is the next thing

to having the power.

—

Martin ChuzzlnvU.
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The Hayes Ten-Wheel Camel.

nv I. II. CAUUTIIEKS.

Ihninj; realized the efficiency of the

Wiiiaiis canii-'l oiigiiK-s, the master mo-

chanic of llie Bahiinorc & Ohio Rail-

road, Mr. S. J. Hayes, in 1853, designed

and placed in service on that line a type

of camel engine supposed to be better

adapted to rcgidar service on the freight

trains of the road. These engines dif-

fered from the VVinans camel in having

shorler tire-bo.xes; tliree pairs, only, of

drivers, 50 in. in dia.; a four-wheBl

IrucU, and cylinders placed at a slight

angle. The dome was placed on the mid-

dle sheet of the boiler barrel, and was

surmounted by a pair of "buckhorns,''

having a safety-valve on each horn and

the whistle between; a type of moimting

used on nearly all the Smith and Per-

kins engines, and also on some othc-s

used by the Baltimore & Ohio R. R.

The dome of this Hayes camel-type wis

much smaller than that of the Winans
camel; made so, probably, to overcome a

I lie pumps were of the B. & O. (ype

—

one CHI each side of the fire-box and driv-

en from return cranks on tlie ends of

the pins in llie rear drivers. The tenders

were of the same type as those used with

the Winans camels after the "chutes"

were removed, having a long "firing pit"

at the friiiil, and on some, protected by

a roof.

The cabs were of the type used by the

B. & O. on all camels, having glass win-

dows 111 the sides instead of canvas cur-

tains, as originally used by Winans on

his camels and retained by most of the

other roads using those engines.

These Hayes camels also had the boil.r

barrels covered vviili lagging of wood and

this in turn by Russia iron secured by

bands of the same material.

The first of these engines was B. &
O., No. 138, built by A. & W. Dcnmead
& Sons, of Baltimore, Md., and was

placed on the road in May, 1853.

Quite a number were built for the B.

& O., and one for the Northern Cenlril

CyliiidefH, iq x 22 in. UrivtiiK wheels, join. dia.

PhicH, 134; 2}4 in. dia. Pirc* \*tjxctt, 42 x 60 in,

WciKht on drivcffl 5?,*loo ^^^

WeiKiit on Irncks 17,200 lbs.

Total weight ^ 71,coo Ib«.

Weight of tender loaded, 56,oof) lbs.

WorlcinK preMure, 120 llm.

The Oldest and the Newest.

A strange contrast is oflered by the

oldest and the newest locomotive in tht

world. TIm; former, built by Slephcns.jn

in 1822, is now, after 80 years' continuous

service, still working, hauling trucks it

Helton in England. The principal di-

mensions of this "old timer" are: Diam-
eter of the cylinders, lofi in.; piston

stroke, 24 in.; diameter of the wheels, 3

ft. The weight of the engine is 15 tons,

and it has a haulage capacity of about

129 tons at a speed of 10 miles an hour

on a fairly level track. Its general de-

sign (excepting the cab) remains as

originally constructed, while some parts,

notably the steam dome, ar; actna"y por-

HAYES TEN-WHEEL CAMEL.—BALTIMORE & DHIO RAILROAD.

weakness shown 111 some Winans boilers

at that point.

The valve-gear was original'y of a type

similar to that used by Winans; although

a drawing is in e-xistence which shows

one of these engines with a double-deck

steam chest, having what is evidently an

independent cut-off valve on the top of

the main valve. The parallel rods were

fitted with straps, keys and split brasses.

The writer cannot say positively

whether the frames of these engines were

originally extended to the rear of the

fire-box, but all coming under his notice

were so arranged, and their appearance

rather indicated original construction in

that manner. These frames were of bar

type to the front of the lire-box and then

changed to a slab of about 8 in., as in the

Smith and Perkins engines, and were

united behind the fire-box to a cross

frame containing the draft attachments

similar to a consi>lidation engine of to-

day.

Railway, and then for some reason the

construction ceased, but was revived

later by John C. Davis, who built quite

a number in the early '70s. Many re-

mained in service until within very re-

cent years.

The photograph from which the illus-

tration was made, was taken from B. &
O. engine No. 160, in 1894. while

in regular service in the yard at Bea-

wood, W. Va.

This engine, as will be observed, had

been somewhat modernized, having link

motion, injector, straight stack, etc.. but

yet gives a very good idea of the gen-

eral appearance of these engines as orig-

inally built.

.According to B. & O. records, some

of these engines were also built at the

New Castle Locomotive Works, Wil-

mington, Del.

Their principal dimensions, as nearly

as can be ascertained, were as fol-

lows:

tions of the engine as constructed in

1822.

After this long and faithful service it

is not surprising to learn that the engine

is at last becoming unequal to the ever-

increasing demands made upon it. and

the directors of the Hetton colliery,

therefore, shortly intend to withdraw the

relic from Hetton, and it will in the

course of a few weeks find a permanent

"resting place" at the Durham College

of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne. where it

will be preserved to this and future gen-

erations as a worthy example of the

earliest period of locomotive engineering.

Stephenson's "Xo. I. Locomotion." built

for the opening of the Stockton and

Darlington Railway in 1825, continued

working on "the first public railway ' un-

til 1850, when it passed into the hands

of Messrs. Pease and Partners, by whom
it was used for colliery purposes until

1857. at which time it was placed on a

pedestal for exhibition at Darlington
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Station, where it is to be seen to-day.

The newest locomotive may be said to

be the New York Central tandem com-

pound, No. 2399, built recently at the

Schenectady Locomotive Works. A few

days ago it took a train of 108 loaded

cars from De Witt to Albany in II hours.

The 108 cars were loaded with 4,500 tons

of freight. It also drew 50 loaded cars

up the Schenectady hill without assist-

ance.

KIREBOX,
Type. Belpaire. Material, copper.

Length, 6 ft. 3 in. Depth, 6 ft, loU in.

Width. 4 ft, 4J4 in. Grate area, 20 sq, ft.

No. 2 is one of two good engines re-

cently purchased from Kitson and Com-
pany, of Leeds. They are magnificent

machines and can easily handle within

reasonable limits as many wagons as can

be strung behind.
Cylinder.s, 17 x 24 in.

Driving wheels are 5 ft. 2 in. diani

IRISH EIGHT-WHEEL ENGINE,—M. G. W, R,

Smoke Abatement, Abated.

In the course of an agitation recently

carried on against ihe smoke nuisance in

cities caused by the burning of soft coal

in furnaces, the statement was frequently

made that gas could be burned as fuel

nearly as cheaply as coal. We cannot see

how this can be true. About thirty per

cent, of the heat of the fuel is lost in

converting it into gas. How the gas fuel

can produce as much heat as the coal it

was taken from is an assertion that will

not be accepted as gospel by the sensible

men who comprise the engineering fra-

ternity.

There was once existing in England an

organization which was called the Smoke
.•\batement Society. Like all one-idea so-

cieties this one was celebrated for its in-

tolerance towards smoky chimneys and to

all furnaces that failed to consume their

own smoke. This society prepared to dis-

seminate its principles by means of a

smoke abatement exhibition which was

held at South Kensington, London. The
principal exhibits were patented smoke-

preventing furnaces. Some of them did

not seem to work satisfactorily when they

were on exhibition, for the local author-

ities prosecuted the society for creating a

smoke nuisance, and the managers were

fined.

Irish Engines.

We are indebted to Mr. E. L. Clough,

of Dublin, for information concerning

these two Irish engines. The first is an

eight-wheel locomotive, the latest pas-

senger machine on the Midland Great

Western Railway. She is just out of the

Broadstone Shops and is said to be the

largest engine in Ireland and the first

passenger engine to have a Belpaire fire-

box. This class of engine, of which there

are to be four, was designed to pull a

heavy corridor train from Dublin to Gal-

way, 126 miles, in syi hours. Owing to

numerous stops and severe curves and
gradients high speed has to be maintained.

The engine has two Gresham and
Craven injectors and steam sanding de-

vice; automatic vacuum brakes to coupled

wheels and si.x wheels of tender.

The principal dimensions are as follows

:

Cylinders, iS x 26 in.

Slide valves placed between the cylinders and
operated by Stephenson's link motion,

WHEELS,
Drivers, diameter, 6 ft. 3 in.

Bogie, 3 ft. 6 in. Tender, 3 ft. 6 in.

Tender carries five tons of coal and 3,000 Imperial
gallons of water and is fitted with water gauge.

Weight on drivers 17 tons 18 cwt.
Weight on trailers 15 tons 18 cwt.
Weight on bogie 16 tons 15 cwt.
Weight on tender 35 tons 16 cwt.

Total 86 tons 7 cwt.

BOILER.
Diameter, 4 ft. 10 in.

Length, 11 ft. 3 in. 235 brass tubes.

Pressure 180 lb. per sq. in.

Heating surface in tubes 1.213 sq ft.

Firebox 150 sq. ft.

Total l,363sq. It.

Weight on leaders 13 tons

Weight on drivers 13 tons

Weight on trailers 11 tons

Weight of tender in run-

ning order 27 tons

Total 66 tons

BOILER,
Diani., 4 ft. 2 in. Length, 10 ft. 3 in.

Heating surface tubes. 873 sq, ft.

Heating surface firebox, 108 sq, ft.

Firebox has 17 sq. ft, grate area.

8 cwt.

II cwt,

14 cwt.

8 cwt.

I cwt.

Wlien Our Coal is Done.

In our July issue we referred to a let-

ter written by Prof. John Perry in

Nature, in which he pointed out that the

consumption of coal in the world is in-

creasing yearly, and that the best en-

gines to-day utilize less than 10 per cent.

of the energy set free in the burning of

coal. He therefore thought something

IRISH GOODS ENGINE.

A press dispatch from "up State" says

that the New York Central's new tan-

dem compound, No. 2399, built at the

Schenectady Works, took a train of 108

cars containing 4,500 tons of freight from

De Witt to Albany in eleven hours. Some
idea of the size of the load can be gath-

ered when it is realized that 9,000,000

pounds of freight were moved.

ought to be done to reduce this enormous

waste.

When all our coal has been burned or

wasted its place may, according to Mr.

D. E. Hutchins, of Swellendam, Cape

Colony, be supplied by wood, Mr, Hutch-

ins, who is a forest officer, replying in

Nature to Professor Perry, shows that

in the warmer latitudes of the earth, such
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as Australia or South Africa, the eucalyp-

tus will produce 20 tons of wood per

acre, "which has an equal or higher ther-

mal power, bulk for bulk, than coal."

This statement will surprise most read-

ers. The world's yearly output of coal

is 630,000,000 tons; its output of wood is

thirty times as large, and, it is said, could

be made 120 times as great.

densalion by the stream of hot gas which

rushes out with it, but as the cool air

strikes it, condensation takes place, and

forms the fleecy cloud which hangs in the

air above the train.

English Flyers.

Last month wc presented two pictures

of the twenty-hour trains between New
York and Chicago—the Pennsylvania

Special and the Twentieth Century Lim-

ited on the New York Central. These

trains were photographed while passing

at full speed. On this page are presented

two English flyers, also "caught in thi-

act" of rushing past the camera at full

speed. One of these, on the Midland, is

drawn by an ordinary eight-wheel en-

gine and consists of seven coaches. The
typical English hedge which forms an al-

most impenetrable fence along the rail-

way track may be seen on the left side of

the illustration, the perspective of the

picture showing it just about the level of

the chimney. We allow ourselves to use

this word instead of smoke stack, as we
are now writing of English engines. The
Scotch E.xpress on the Midland runs via

Leicester, Leeds, Settle and Carlisle, from

which point the North British Railway

takes the train to Edinburgh. The dis-

tance is about 404 miles, and is run in

somthing over Sjj houras.

The other photograph is of the Great

Northern Express, taken while passing

Power Brakes Are Used On Street

Cars.

A committee appointed by the Board

of Public Improvements, St. Louis, Mo..

to investigate the advantages of powi-r

voluntarily; that the number and espe-

cially the severity of street car accidents

is materially reduced by the adoption of

these brakes; that the regularity of the

intervals of time between cars is more
easily maintained and the daily mileage

of each car is greater when equipped

with these brakes; that first cost is re-

paid within three to five years by reduc-

tion of expense for accidents." The com-
mittee, from practical experience, found

SCOTCH E.Kl'RESS, NEAR IIKNDON.—MIDI.AN I) RAILWAY.

brakes, recently reported on the subject.

The committee visited Pittsburg, Wash-
ington, Philadelphia. New York, Boston.

Buffalo, Chicago, Milwaukee and Indian-

that the average distance required to

bring a car to rest in emergency cases,

was as follows: Running at 15 miles per

hour, within 30 ft. ; running at 8 miles

per hour, within 8 ft.; running at 4 milei

per hour, within 2 ft.

GREAT NORTHERN. RAILWAY EXPRESS PASSING HORNSEY.

Hornsey, a suburb of London. The en-

gine "working" this train is what we
would call a 4-2-2 type, but in the United

Kingdom it would be described as one of

the Great Northern "singles." The train

consists of four coaches. In looking

closely at this picture it is interesting to

observe how the steam, as it leaves the

chimney, is momentarily kept from con-

apolis, in all of which, with the exception

of Washington, they found street car

power brakes of various designs more or

less in use. The report says: "Your
committee found that 12,000 power brakes

are in every day service, and have been

in such service for from two to six years;

that the street railroad companies now
using these brakes have put them on

Asbestos.

Asbestos is used so much for lagging

the boilers carrying very high pressure

and therefore very hot steam that all per-

sons connected with locomotives are be-

coming familiar with the appearance of

this material, but few of them understand

what it consists of; they only know that

it does not burn or char when subjected

10 intense heat, heat that would melt or

bum up almost any other substance. As-

bestos lagging supplied by the Franklin

Manufacturing Company can be made red

hot without showing any signs of oxyda-

tion, which is the process of burning.

Asbestos is a product of nature and is a

silicate of magnesia. A common form con-

tains 59.75 parts of silica, 21. i parts of

magnesia and 14.25 parts of lime. The
coloring comes from protoxide of iron. A
writer in the New York Evening Post

says

:

"There is probably no production of in-

organic nature about which there is so

much popular mystery and misconcep-

tion as asbestos. It is vaguely under-

stood that the principal claim of this re-

markable product to attention is that it

cannot be consumed by fire, and not m-
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frcqueiuly ihc effect of llie mciuion of

asbestos is to carry the hearer back lo

the days when the people of the Pha-

raohs wrapped their dead in cere-cloths

woven from the fiber, in order to pre-

serve them, the body having been first

embalmed. Romantic stories have also

come down to ns of ancient demonstra-

tions of magic in which asbestos has

played the leading part, bnt the real in-

terest in asbestos centers in the present.

It is of more importance to the human

race to-day than it has been in the whole

range of history.

"Asbestos has been found in all (|u.-ir-

ters of the globe. It comes from Italy,

China. Japan, Australia, Spain. Portugal,

Hungary, Germany, Russia, the Cape, Cen-

tral Africa, Canada, Newfoundland, this

country, and from Southern and Central

America. The asbestos generally found in

the United States, especially in Virginia,

the Carolinas and Texas, also in Staten

Island, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, is

in appearance like fossilized wood.

"Notwithstanding this wide dislribulion

of asbestos, the only varieties which at

present appear to demand serious consid-

eration, from a commercial point of view,

are the Russian, the South African, the

Italian and the Canadian. The principal

claim possessed by the Russian fiber to

a place in this quartet is based on the

enormous extent of the deposits which

have been discovered in East Russia, be-

yond the Ural mountains, and Russian

Siberia. So far their specimens have

been of comparatively poor quality. The

yield is used almost entirely in Europe.

where it is mixed with the Canadian for

spinning, making paper and other pur-

poses where an inferior grade can be

utilized.

"Before the development of the Cana-

dian fields, the Italian asbestos was su-

preme in the market. For nearly twenty

years Italy has been looked to for the

best grades of the fiber. But the Italian

asbestos industry, once so important, is

already on the down grade. The diffi-

culties of mining are very great, and un-

duly increase the cost of production. The

asbestos itself, judged by the latest stand-

ards, is of inferior quality; it is not easy

to spin, and it does not pulp well in the

making of paper. .\s a matter of fact,

Canada contains the great asbestos region

of the world, in the sense that while its

mines are practically unlimited in pro-

ductive capacity, the product is of a qual-

ity which fully meets the requirements of

the newest and most exacting of tlie in-

numerable uses that are daily found fur

it."

becomes \ery vague. Tnis subject is not

new, but attention has been again called

to it by a writer in one of the scientific

magazines. The writer very truly re-

marks that the term horse power applied

to steam boilers conveys to many minds

something concerning the size ot the en-

gine the boiler is capable oi supplying

with steam. To other minds, and we l)e-

lievc to the great majority, it has prac-

tically no meaning and suggests no idea

nf the real capacity of the boiler for gen-

crating steam. This is because different

engines take different quantities of steam

to develop one horse power. The rule

for calculating the horse power of boil-

ers is not a hard and fast rule as shown

by this writer, who tells the story oi two

perfectly honest agents who, having boil-

ers of 700 and 670 sq. ft. of heating sur-

face respectively, used laj-i sq. ft. and

ioJ<j sq. ft. as the unit of surface equiv-

alent to one horse power each for his

own boiler, and by so doing offered to a

prospective buyer a 55 horse power and

a 65 horse power boiler. The nominally

lar.ger boiler of the two turned out in

practice to be the smaller, with unhappy
results to the buyer. He tells us that

the average steam consumption of single-

valve non-condensing engines is about

30 pounds per horse power; four-valve

engines, 26 pounds; compounds, 22

pounds; for condensing 15 per cent. less.

The way it ma}' work out is shown by

the following example: .\n engine of

100 horse power using 30 pounds of

steam i)er horse ]>ower will require a

boiler capable of evaporating 3,000

pounds o[ water per hour. If the en-

gine only required 22 pounds, the boiler

could furnish ,3,000 -^ 22 = 137 horse

power. In the first case the boiler looks

like a 100 commercial horse power, and in

the second case one of 137 horse power.

The term horse power as applied to boil-

ers seems like saying that a bookcase

will hold 150 books, without specifying

whether paper-covered dime novels or

volumes of the Encyclopedia Britannica

are on the shelves.

eciual a large leak. Possibly the educa-

tion of shop men is the way to stop these

small leaks, and by making them feel

the importance of their own department,

by stimulating discussion among men re-

garding the work which they are doing,

and by having them organize local as-

sociations, is one way in which problems

may be solved. Such associations

throughout the country would be of as

much importance as the Master Car

Builders' Association itself. If these

smaller associations should solve this, or

similar problems, the work of the older

and larger association would be corre-

spondingly lessened.

New Steel Molding Process.

The steel casting industry has made
wonderful strides within the past decade.

One who has contributed in no small de-

gree to its advancement is Mr. Frederick

Baldt, Sr., general manager of the Penn
Steel Casting Works, Chester, Pa. For
months he has been engaged in develop-

ing ideas that have resulted in the intro-

duction of a new system of steel molding.

Patents were recently issued to him,

covering a process that will simplify the

molding of steel. The method consists

in first making a master mold from any

pattern and then casting from this as

many fusible patterns as may be re-

quired. The fusible pattern is put into

an iron box of suitable size, after which

the box is filled with molding sand and is

run into the drying oven, where the fusi-

ble pattern is melted out. The castin.g

is then made from the dried mold. An
important feature of this process is that

the sand is conducted and driven by com-

pressed air into all parts of the box. The
castings are absolutely seamless and with-

out fins, and no chipping is required after-

ward. The process is particularly appli-

cable to the c:isting of interlocked articles.

Horse Power of Boilers Indefinite.

One horse power is defined as the

raising of 33,000 pounds one foot high

in one minute, or its equivalent. When
the term horse power is applied to a

boiler which simply generates steam, the

term hises its original significance and

Shop Leaks.

The topical discussion at the recent

M. C. B. convention on meters for stop-

ping leaks in car work expenses, was

opened by Mr. G. W. Rhodes. Mr.

Rhodes always believes in looking after

little things. By so doing one may help

in solving large problems. Cases were

cited in the discussion, of lighting head-

lights early in the afternoon; the waste

of gas in the passenger cars ; nuts, bolts

and screws found around the floors of

shops, and to the fact that the full

amount of work was not always obtained

from shop machines. Where this is the

case it is clear the meter is somewhat

out of order and employees are not as

watchful as they should be. Such leaks

do exist and in the aggregate probably

The Metric System.

The bill providing for the adoption by

the United States of the metric system

has failed of consideration through the

delay on the part of the Committee on

Rules in setting a special order for its

discussion. The committee was favorably

disposed toward the bill, and had prom-

ised that the Cominittee on Coinage,

Weights and Measures would be granted

a day for the consideration of any meas-

ures it might bring forward. This pledge

was made at the time when it was expect-

ed that Congress would remain in session

until the middle of July to consider the

Cuban Reciprocity bill. The metric sys-

tem bill might have been taken up under

an order known as "suspension of the

rules," but as it would then have been

required to be put to a vote without de-

bate, its friends were unwilling to as-

sume the risk of its defeat without the

opportunity of explaining its operation to

the House.

—

Iron .-Jgc.
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General Correspondence.
What Ailed This Engine?

Mr. O'Ncil docs nut say if ihc cngiiu

would make more than one exhaust bc-

J'orc blowing in the forward motion, but

when in the back motion, with the engine

on the center on the right side, steam

would blow straight through the valve,

in which case the left front bridge would

be broken, and steam would pass through

the break into the exhaust passage, and

when the lever is moved to the front

corner llic blow would cease. 1'". L. D.

.Point of Suspension of Expansion Link.

My only excuse for writing upon such

it subject as the point of suspension of the

Imk is that I have discovered something

.so entirely at variance with everything 1

have read on the subject that it may prove

as much of a surprise to many of your

readers as it was to me.

In every work I have ever read which

<liscusscd the location of the point of sus-

pension of the link, the author has as-

sumed, at the outset, that this point 's

placed inside the link arc in order to rec-

tify the error due to the angularity of the

main rod.

Recently, however, I had occasion to

make a very careful analysis of a link mo-

tion, and during the course of this work

laid down the motion assuming a slotted

crosshead or Scotch yoke as a substitute

for the main rod. To my infinite sur-

prise, I found that the point of suspen-

sion necessary to produce an equalized

cutoff at both ends of the cylinder, in-

stead of being much farther inside of the

link arc, was almost over it. This dis-

covery led me to make a further investi-

gation which developed the following

facts:

If either the angularity of the main rod

or that of the eccentric rods be consid-

ered separately, the point of suspension

of the link necessary to produce an equal

•cutoff at the two ends of the cylinder will

in each case be outside the link arc. Fur-

ther, if these two irregularities be con-

sidered together and separate from any

other, this point will assume a position

outside the link arc and at a distance equal

to the sum of their individual corrections.

On the other hand, however, if the ir-

regularity consequent upon the offset of

the eccentric rod pins be considered alone,

it is found to be rectified by placing the

point of suspension inside the link arc

and at a distance considerably greater than

the sum of the two just mentioned are

•outside.

The resultant of the three corrections,

then, places this most troublesome point

in the position wdiere it is universally

found, somewhat back of the link arc.

Hempslcad. L. I. C. A. Crandilll.

Cars of No Capacity.

In the Gilbert and Sulli\an opera of

"lolanthe," the Right Honorable thj

Lord High Chancellor jxiiiits out to two

peers of the realm that he had, as a

lover, been compelled to apply to him-

self as chancellor, for the hand of his

own ward. He had. he said, been acting

in two capacities. The peers were very

thankful, they told him, that they were

persons of no capacity whatever. On
railroads also we have cars which occa-

sionally act in two capacities. For in-

stance, we have the handy car, which, as

a box car, can make an exemplary rec-

ord, while for rough freight it may even

rival the gondola. We have box cars

which may have perfectly level doors at

one time, yet can be converted into hop-

per bottomed cars on short notice. The

J. G. Pir'l convertible summer or winter

street car can act in two capacities with

all the ease of the Lord Chancellor him-

self. Candor and honesty, however, com-

pel us to acknowledge that on railways

there are also to be found cars of no ca-

pacity whatever—simply because it is not

stenciled on them, as it should be, and

again, candor and honesty force us to

say that nine times out of ten these cars

belong to private lines.

Now for a moment imagine what may
at any time happen and what has actu-

ally taken place, with cars of "no capac-

ity'' on a railway, and judge if it may
not some day be worthy of representa-

tion on the stage in comic opera. A car

inspector is solemnly given a book of

rules sanctioned by the M. C. B. Asso-

ciation, in which it is stated that all cars

must have capacity stenciled on them.

Furthermore, a table connecting capacity

with size of axle is before him. and he

sallies forth to inspect "for safety only."

One fine day he comes across a car of

"no capacity." He cannot stop it, be-

cause it contains important rush freight.

He can't tell if the axles are too light

for the capacity of the car and he lets it

go because he can't do anything. Even-

tually an undersized axle breaks and

wrecks the train. The railway company

then has on the debit side of its ledger

a blocked line, the expense of a wrecking

train, cars damaged, track damaged, pay-

ing load damaged, cost of transfer of load

in disabled cars, loss of time all round

and a general disorganization of traffic.

But stop, gentle reader, the railroad com-

pany has one inalienable right conferred

upon it. by this very wreck, which gives

one item to place on the credit side of

the ledger—they can charge the owners

for replacing one axle which has failed

under fair usage; all the rest of it is sim-

ply consequential damage. It is just as

if, after your hou.ie has burned down, you
find ten cents in the ruins. But, by the

way, was that a failure under fair usage?

Yes, certainly it was— in the Gilbertian

sense. The railroad had not run the car

over cobble stones, or nicked the axle

with a cold set. They had simply not

inspected the car intelligently, because,

under the circumstances, that could not

be done.

The car owner comes right up to the

footlights and sings, "Don't look at my
freight cars as they go by, but if they

cause a wreck, you will get it in the neck,

and the axle I will pay for by and by."

The railroad chorus in the background

replies, "That's because they are cars of

no capacity whatever," while the laughter

and applause from boxes, gallery and

orchestra chairs, becomes simply uproar-

ious, because it's comic opera, don't you

know, and not a hard, serious business

transaction in which hundreds of dollars

are involved, and men with reputations

take part.

The thing to remember is. that if the

railroads applied a simple remedy, which

they have in their hands at the present

moment, and which would not delay

trains or cost them anything, the whole

of the comic opera aspect of the thing

would disappear as if by magic.

If cold, hard, soulless railroad corpora-

tions, "working for their pockets all the

time," ever arrange U< stencil capacity on

all cars now running without such sten-

ciling, and to charge the neglectful own-

ers with the cost of doing it. why. the

bottom drops out of this kind of comic

opera for all eternity, and you wouldn't

get the price of an undersized wreck-

producing axle in a month of Sundays.

The M. C. B. Association can do the

whole thing by passing one resolution.

They may easily and at any time act in

a new capacity and do away with "no

cipacity" cars on railroads.

R0CKB.\LI..\ST.

The Care and Management of the

Locomotive Boiler.

The boiler is the vital part of an en-

gine, being the source of power and on

its integrity rests a Tnost important fac-

tor in the business of all steam railroads.

In view of this nothing should be left

undone in its proper care and manage-

ment. When we come to consider the

vast amount of water which is evaporated

in a boiler holding from 1.700 to 2.000

gallons, in a round trip, using four or

five tanks of water, each containing from

3.500 to 5.000 gallons, and when we re-

member that each gallon contains from

20 to 30 grains of solid matter, which re-
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mains in the boiler, it will be seen how
great is the problem of keeping the in-

terior of the boiler free from scale and

deposit. When a steamship arrives in

poi' her boilers are washed and scaled

and her flues are cleaned, under the care-

ful eye of one of the engineers. The sta-

tionary engineer and fireman at the end

of each week or perhaps two weeks, let

their boiler cool down and carefully

wash it, scrape and clean the flues,

fill it, and get it ready to fire up again.

These men know the great benefit this

care is, both to themselves and their em-
ployer; they know the saving in fuel

which they can effect, and as a rule,

they try every means in their power to

do it. Some years ago the locomotive

engineer and fireman used to see th.it

the boiler was properly taken care of, as

there were several hours in which the

boiler was cooled down, washed out,

10 to 30 minutes, either w-itli the fire in.

or dumped out. There is no longer any

excuse for allowing flues to remain

stopped up. When we come to figure

out the lost heating surface of 50 or ioj

flues that may be stopped up. we can

see the great advantage of having them

clean. If the bottom flues are allowed to

remain stopped up the water circulation

will be sluggish and sediment will settle

around them. If they are kept clean, ;!S

they should be, so that ebullition can take

place in the lowest part ot the l)arrel of

the boiler, the sediment will be kept

stirred up and will be precipitated in the

boiler legs where it can be washed out.

Then again, when the "boys at the scoop"

have to work to generate steam through

1-16 or Yz in. of scale that intervenes

between the heating surface and the

water, we can see why their task is so

laborious. That means so much more
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English engines; but the outcome of the

trial was the ordering of some more Amer-
ican locomotives from Schenectady. The
Japanese, however, do not maintain that

the American locomotive is perfection, or,

on the other hand, that the English loco-

motive is without its merits. They claim

that the English engine burns less coal

and does not need to go to the repair

shop so often as the American-made en-

gine. This later fact is probably correct,

for the English build their locomotives

with the greatest care, and each part

is made equally well, so that they last

forty or even fifty years, while the Amer-
icans build theirs so that the locomotive

of to-day may to advantage be discarded

for something better in fifteen or twenty

years hence. The Japanese are all agreed

on this point, however, that the cab of the

American locomotive is away ahead of

the cab that is tacked on to English en-

gine. A favorite designation of the Eng-
lish locomotive is an "engi" (Japanese

word for locomotive ; corrupted from en-

gine) with standing room at one end

!

Although the English call the American

locomotive an absurd-appearing conglom-

eration of steel and iron, yet when it is

placed alongside or coupled to an English

locomotive an American cannot but help

noting how much more symmetrical and

graceful she appears as she towers above

her rival from the opposite side of the

world. To the American even the blast

from her whistle or her puffing has a good

wholesome sound.

Japan is quite cosmopolitan in respect

to locomotives, the writer having ridden

behind English, Japanese, German and

American-made locomotives. But of all

these the American stands out far beyond

the others in its sterling qualities.

The rolling stock is as yet most of it

English in style. But here again I was
pleased to discover a change for the bet-

ter. When I left Japan there were no such

conveniences as sleepers or dining cars.

and cars on eight wheels were as scarce

as "flies in January." Now all the through

trains have sleepers and diners lit up with

electricity and heated with steam. One
company just recently adopted the Pintsch

lights. Vestibuled cars are now also seen.

From what I have said it must not be in-

ferred that the trains are as luxurious as

the express train of Pullman sleepers are

here in the United States, but compared

to what they used to be in Japan the cars

are vastly improved.

As to the speed of the trains, not very

much can be said in praise, for their fast-

est mail and lightning express trains make
on the average the extraordinary speed of

thirty miles per hour! However, this

speed generally accommodates all the pas-

sengers in Japan, for they compare the

speed with what it used to be, when they

traveled on foot or in jinrikisha (a small

carriage hauled by one or more men) at

the rate of five miles an hour. Even the

foreigners arc satisfied when thev remem-

ber that, what took five days of the hardest

kind of traveling on foot, or by pack-

horses or in the jinrikisha, can now be

accomplished while they take their case in

the sleeper between the setting of the sun

and the next dawn.

Thirty years ago Japan had but two
short lines of railroad (one of twenty

miles, the other of eighteen), concerning

which a rather imaginative student wrote

in an essay that they spread over the Em-
pire like a vast net work of steel ; to-day

she has three thousand miles. That

amount may seem small to the American,

but it must be remembered that the Jap-

anese are Orientals just awakening from
the darkness of superstition and heathen-

ism of centuries duration, and that the

Empire is no larger than Montana, and

half of that is so mountainous as to be

Manufacture of Rubber Hose.
liV CIIAKI.KS DI'.SN.

The process of manufacture of rubber

hose to be used in connection with air

brakes and steam heating differs in detail

at the several makers' works. This ar-

ticle attempts only to describe one of the

methods in vogue.

Air and steam hose consists primarily of

an inner tube of rubber, several plys or

layers of duck on the outside of this

inner tube, and the outside covering of

rubber.

The rubber is purchased by, and deliv-

ered to, the hose manufacturer in the

crude state, just as it is cut from the free.

This crude rubber, when being worked up
at the factory, is passed between corru-

gated rollers over which a constant strcairr

of water flows. This method of manipu-

HXPLODSD BOILER THROWN' .SEVENTY FEET .\HE.-iD ON TRACK.

uninhabited. An expert has said that

seven thousand miles is all the railway

that can be utilized in Japan, so that the

Japanese have reached nearly the half-

way mark in respect to its mileage, which

is more than the United States can say

!

Geo. H. Winn.

B. & M. Resorts.

Have you chosen your vacation

ground for the summer? If not. now is

the time. The vacation resorts are now
thronged with an army of summer tour-

ists, and to the first arrivals come' the

choice. New England has a large list to

choose from, and the best way is to se-

cure a Boston & Maine Summer Excur-

sion Book published by the General Pas-

senger Department, Boston. A copy of

this most interesting "directory" will be

mailed upon receipt of address, and it

will be sent promptly.

lation takes out all of the dirt and bark

and is continued until the rubber is thor-

oughly cleaned. The rubber is then sus-

pended in a dry place to season, which

seasoning should last for t least a month.

After this process, the rubber is passed

between heated calenders and compound-
ed with certain other materials, so that

the proportion of pure rubber in the re-

sulting compound varies from 40 to 60

per cent., depending upon the grade of

base in which it is to be used. The calen-

ders are large hollow rolls, heated by
steam, which is admitted through one

end of the shaft.

After compounding, the rubber is passed

between the finishing rolls and brought to

a thickness of about No. 24 gauge. It is

then doubled and given a second and final

pass, leaving the rolls at the required

thickness which is about No. 18 gauge.

The rubber as it passes through the fin-

ishing mill the last time, is rolled with a
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layer of clotli between the folded layers

of rubber. At this stage the rubber is of

such consistency that it will stick to-

gether and form a coherent mass.

This sheet of rubber and cloth is now in

condition to be taken to the cutting tabic

and cut into pieces the proper length and

width to make iimcr tubes for SO-ft.

lengths of hose. The width varies in ac-

cordance with the diameter and thickness

.of the inner tubes, this width being made

such that, when rolled the desired num-

ber of turns on the iron tube upon which

the hose is built up, the thickness of the

rubber will be as specified, usually about

,V32 of an inch. The length is slightly

in excess of 50 ft., to allow for trimming

at the ends.

The frictioncd duck, as it is called, is

ne.xt rolled on the inner tube, making 3,

4 ur 5 complete turns, according as 3, 4

or 5 ply hose is desired. The frictioncd

duck is prepared by taking duck of the

specified width and weight per yard (the

width varying from 38 to 40 in., and the

weight from 20 to 22 ounces, respectively,

per yard), it is passed between heated cal-

enders, upon one of which is a coating of

rubber of the same quality as that used in

making the inner tube. As the duck

passes between the calenders a portion of

the rubber is forced into the pores of one

surface of the duck. The rubber on the

.calender is constantly renewed as used.

Both sides of the duck are "frictioncd.

"

and for the best hose, where a layer of

rubber is specified to be between the dif-

ferent plys, the "friction" coat on one

side of the duck is made quite heavy and

when the duck is rolled upon itself a dis-

tinct layer of rubber will be formed.

After the duck has been "frictioncd,"

it is taken to the cutting table and cut

on the diagonal, or as ladies would say,

on the bias, the width on the diagonal

"being such that when wrapped around the

inner tube it will give the desired number
of plys. These pieces of duck, cut as de-

scribed on the diagonal, are turned so that

the original edges are brought together,

lapping about i in., the "friction" on the

duck being sufficient to fasten them to-

gether. This brings the warp of the duck

on the diagonal when rolled in the hose.

When the "frictioncd" duck is rolled in

place on the inner tube, a layer of rubber

is wrapped around it, forming the cover.

The ends of the hose are then cut off even

and caps put on. These caps are made of

sheet rubber to suit to the size of the ends

of hose. The label and table of dates is

then put on the cover.

In placing the duck on the inner tube,

cover on duck, label and table of dates on

cover, and caps on ends of hose, the rub-

ber in all of these parts is of such con-

sistency that it will unite to form one

whole, by the manipulation of hand or

machine rolling, which these parts receive

when being put together.

The hose is now completely formed and

-the next process is to wrap it tightly about

with a strip of wet cloth. The strip is

al.iout 4 in. wide, and is fastened at one

end of the hose and wound spirally to the

other end, overlapping itself fully 5^6

of its width, thus making about 6 layers

of cloth on the outside of hose.

The strips of wet cloth are rolled on

wood rollers having handles projecting

from both ends. In wrapping the hose

with lliese strips it is revolved by machin-

ery and the roller upon which the wet

strips are placed is held by the operator,

who can vary the tension on the strips by

the friction of the roller handles in his

hands.

The hose is now ready for the vulcan-

izing or curing process, which consists oi

placing it in a steam-tight cylinder about

52 ft. long. Stsam is then turned into

the cylinder until the desired temperature

is reached, which varies from 240 to 280

degrees, all depending upon the grade of

rubber in the hose. The time required

to thoroughly cure hose also depends on

the grade of rubber, the purer the rubber

the higher the temperature required and

the longer the time necessary to cure it.

After the hose is cured and removed

from the cylinder, the cloth strips are

taken off and the hose is removed from

the iron tube, and if intended for air and

signal hose, it is cut into 22-in. lengths,

and if for steam hose, into 25-in. lengths.

The freshly cut ends, which, of course,

expose the duck, are then covered with

rubber paste and a cap is stuck on. Iron

bushings are pushed' into the ends, press-

ing the caps firmly against the ends of

hose. These lengths of hose are then

placed in the vulcanizing cylinder again

and left there until the caps are vulcan-

ized.

When these short lengths of hose are

taken from the vulcanizing cylinder and

the iron bushings removed, the ends

are somewhat rough and require

dressing up on an emery wheel. The

roughness is due to the fact that in or-

der to insure having the ends thoroughly

covered with rubber the caps are made

somewhat larger than the ends of hose.

The hose is then considered to be com-

pleted, and ready fur inspection and use

as required.

First Aid to the Injured.

A press dispatch from the West says

:

"Conductors, firemen, engineers and train-

men on the Chicago & Northwestern

Railroad are to be made amateur sur-

geons. All train crews in the employ of

the big system will be given instruction

in the rudiments of surgery—the dispens-

ing of first aid to the injured and the

dressing of wounds received in wrecks

and other accidents. By means of written

instructions, special demonstrations, and

a course of lectures by several of the

company's district surgeons, all of the

men on the road are to be made thor-

oughly acquainted w-ith the proper

thing to do first in each injury.

These employees will be furnished

with a kit of necessary materials

for dressing wounds. On each train,

freight as well as passenger, there

is to be a stock of necessary instruments,

bandages, antiseptic dressings, and medi-

cines."

The practice of calling men instructed

in first aid, "amateur surgeons," may be

a harmlessly pleasant or humorous way
of describing them, but it is far from ac-

curate. They will not be surgeons in any

sense of the word; they will be men who,

possessed of ordinary common sense, will

be enlightened by instruction and train-

ing, so as to do the right thing, or the

simple, necessary thing, in case of emer-

gency, to relieve suffering or to stop a

bleeding wound until proper medical aid

can be secured. It is often comparatively

easy to do this when one knows how,

but it niav mean much to the sufferer.

Broken Whistle Valve Causes Ex-
citement.

A broken whistle \al\e on the loco-

motive pulling a tram into President

Roosevelt's home. Oyster Bay, L. I.,

recently caused quite a stir among the

summer visitors and residents of that

hamlet. For twelve mdes in approach-

ing the town, and for fifteen minutes

after arriving there, the broken valve

emitted a shrill, continuous shriek. Some
persons thought the unusual sound was

an attempted ovation to the President.

Municipal authorities hasted to the

station and ordered the engineer to de-

sist. Residents and visitors swarmed

from houses and cottages and "rub-

bered," Girls and boys left the water in

bathing suits, and joining men and

women in duck suits and lawn dresses,

hastened to receive the prominent visi-

tor, whoever he might be. who was

being heralded in noisy fashion to the

peaceful town of Oyster Bay. One old

salt declared that only the admiral of

the navy was ever given such an ova-

tion, and he rushed to the water front

expecting to see that functionary ap-

proaching in state, supported by the

whole White Squadron. He was disap-

pointed, however, as were the other peo-

ple. The unusual disturbance was ex-

plained and village equilibrium restored

when steam was blown off the boiler and

the broken valve repaired.

B. of L. E.

Toronto, Canada, was host to 350 dele-

gates who were there in July attending the

annual union meeting of the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers and the meet-

ing of the Grand International Auxiliary

to the Brotherhood. The delegates came

from all parts of the United States and

Canada. They were hospitably enter-

tained while there and enjoyed the sights

of the Queen city of Ontario.
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New Iron Elevator.

A most rciii.irkaljlo grain elevator was

recently put into service by the Iron Ele-

vator & Transfer Co. of BufTalo, N. Y.

This structure, which is shown in the ac-

companying illustration, is formed entire-

ly of concrete and steel. It is situated

on the line of the LaUe Shore & Michi-

gan Southern, and all grain passing eaU

over that road is weighed and transferred

from western into eastern cars at this

elevator, which has an actual working

capacity of 60 car loads of grain in and

out, in a lo-hour day. In addition to

the regular work of transferring grain in

transit, the elevator is equipped for clean-

ing and separating mixed grains, and, for

this purpose, has a storage capacity of

650,000 bushels. The storage space is

divided into 90 separate steel bins with a

capacity of from 1,000 to 12,000 bushels

each. The bins are of rolled steel plates,

cylindrical in shape; they are 65 ft. deep

and the largest ones are IS ft. in diame-

ter. The foundation is of concrete and is

built at a suflicient altitude above the

ground to form a working story, or basa-

ment, 10 ft. high under the bins.

Grain is handled throughout the build-

ing by means of endless rubber belt con-

veyors, and elevating legs, which are

driven entirely by induction motors lo-

cated at various points in the structure.

Tlie aggregate power provided amounts

to 280 h.p., which is divided among 5

Westinghousc, type "C" induction mo-
tors, varying in size from 30 h.p. to 75

h.p. each. The power is transmitted from

the motors to the machinery by rope

drives in every case. Electric power is

received from the Niagara Falls power

circuits in the form of 3-phase. alternat-

ing current at 2,200 volts. This voltage

is transformed to 400 volts for distribu-

tion in the elevator. All motors are con-

trolled from a fireproof electrical room
in the basement of the elevator by means

of a switchboard, from which the wires

pass through iron conduits to the mo-

tors. In this manner all sparks attendant

upon the starting and stopping of the

motors are confined to this room and all

possible danger of dust explosions and

fires originating from the electrical ap-

paratus is entirely avoided.

Compressed air is distributed to all

parts of the elevator at a pressure of 100

pounds per square inch, and is used for

blowing dust out of the motors, for

sweeping floors and beams and for si-

phoning any water that may collect in

the drain pits under the elevator. A
blacksmith's forge is also supplied with

air from this system.

In addition to the iron elevator just

described, this company owns a wooden
transfer elevator and a very large feed

grinding establishment, the latter known
as the Diamond Mills. The former is a

railroad grain elevator of the old-fash-

ioned wooden crib type, which has been

operated with great economy heretofore

by steam, owing to the fact that duit

and grain clip|)ings were burned as fuel.

The Diamond Mills, also, received power
from the steam plant of the wooden ele-

vator. Both establishments will here-

after be operated by Westinghousc type

"C" induction motors, receiving current

from Niagara Falls. This change has

been made as a result of the mark;'d

saving in cost of operation of the new
iron elevator, as compared with even the

imdoubted economy obtained in the

old house. The power equipment for

these two plants is now being installed

and will aggregate about 500 h.p.

All the electrical apparatus has been

furnished by the Westinghousc Electric

& Mfg. Co. The credit for the engineer-

floating in the air. Mills and elevators

or places constantly filled with fine in-

flammable dust are liable lo accidents of

this kind.

What really happens when a so-called

dust explosion takes place may be briefly

explained as follows: Suppose a large

log of wood to be left in the open air

for an indefinite length of time; it will

rot. Now rotting is just a vtry slow

process of burning, and the log will per-

haps be entirely consumed in 50 years.

It will, during that time, give out a cer-

tain definite amount of heat. Suppose,

however, the log had been split up into a

number of large pieces, like railroad ties,

and piled close together so that air could

practically only get at the surface; if set

on fire the ties would slowly burn, per-

IRON ELEV.^TOR AT BUFFALO. N. Y.

ing and construction work is due to the

Macdonald Engineering Company, of

Chicago.

Explosions of Dust.

. In another column we give an account

of a new elevator recently constructed by

the Iron Elevator & Transfer Co. The
starting and stopping mechanism for

the electrical machinery of the plant is all

contained in one fire-proof room, so that

danger from fire or explosion of dust

may not be caused by the sparking of con-

trollers at the moment a contact is made

or broken. An explosion of dust, as it is

generally called, is not an explosion in the

true sense of the word at all. It is really

an extremely rapid burning of finely di-

vided particles of solid matter which are

haps for a week. The quantity of heat lib-

erated would be exactly the same as that

evolved by the rotting log, though the

time element is much shorter. If the log

had been cut up into cordwood and the

sticks sawed into stove lengths, and piled

in a loose heap so that air could pass in

between the sticks, the time required for

complete combustion would be much
shorter, probably a few hours, though the

total heat given out remains the same as

in the two former cases. If. however, the

log had been split into kindling wood, it

would have been burned in much less

time. To push this method of reasoning

a step further, one may conceive the

whole log reduced to a huge pile of

shavings, thrown together so that air

would readilv intermingle; the whole
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flimsy mass might be burned up in a few

minutes, and the liberation of heat, al-

ways the same definite amount, would

take place, of course, very rapidly. If

the log could be ground up into exceed-

ingly minute particles of wood, fine

enough to float in the atmosphere, each

particle fully surrounded by air, yet each

close enough to be at once affected by

the combustion of its neighbor, it is not

hard to see how a spark setting fire

to a few particles of this inflam-

mable dust might cause the combustion of

the whole desiccated log in a second.

It would be like a fiash of fire with an

alm»st instantaneous production of the

total heat, which had hitherto been spread

over easily appreciable periods of time.

Such a sudden flash and such sudden

production of heated gas would certainly

display some of the characteristics of a

violent explosion.

The Sun's Heat.

Sir Robert Ball, professor of astronomy

and geometry in the University of'

Cambridge, England, in a book re-.'

cently published, called "Ihe Earth's

Beginning," tells us of the sun's heat.

He says: "Suppose that we extracted

from this earth every ton of coal

which it possesses in every isle and every

continent ; suppose that this mighty store

of fuel, sufficient to supply all the wants

of the earth for centuries, were to be ac-

cumulated, and that by some mighty effort

that mass were to be hurled into the sun

to be burnt to ashes ; there can be no

doubt that a stupendous quantity of heat

would be produced. But what is that heat

in comparison with the daily expenditure

of the sun's heat? How long, think you,

would the combustion of so vast a mass

of fuel provide for the sun's expenditure?

We are giving deliberate expression to a

scientific fact when we say that a con-

flagration which destroyed every particle

of coal contained in this earth, would not

generate as much heat as the sun lavishes

in the tenth part of every single second.

During the few minutes that you have

been reading these words, a quantity of

heat has gone forever from the sun, which

is 5,000 times as great as all the heat that

ever has been or ever will be, produced by

the combustion of the coal that this earth

has furnished."

can never be raised above the tempera-

ture.

But while ice can never be warmed
above 32 degrees, it will go as much below

that as the weather does. An iceman de-

livering ice one zero day in January was
asked whether his ice was any colder than

in July. He thought not. But, as a mat-

ter of fact, a piece of summer ice, if he

had had it, would have been something of

a foot warmer for him, as it would have

been 30 degrees warmer than the air of

the bottom of his wagon.

Mi.xing salt with ice makes it much
cooler. The ice in a wine cooler goes

down to about zero. This is why the point

zero on our common thermometers was
fixed where it is. It was supposed to be

the lowest point which could be reached

by artificial means. Since then we have

reached about 383 degrees below zero by

chemical processes.

Ice will cool down with everything else

on a cold night to zero or below. What
should prevent it ? On a day when it is

.just freezing a block of iron, a block of

ice outdoors will stay at 32 degrees. If

"the weather grows warmer the iron will

warm up with the weather, but the ice will

slay at 32 degrees and melt away. But if

the weather grows colder the iron and the

ice will cool off, and one just as much as

the other.

• As the ice grows colder it gets harder

and more brittle. There can be no hickory

bend on a skating pond on a zero day, for

ice is then too brittle. Slivers of ice

dipped in liquid air become so hard that

they will cut glass. Water thrown on ice

in the Arctic regions will shiver it like

pouring boiling water upon cold glass.

This is because the ice is so much colder

than the water.

Peculiarities of Ice.

Melting ice has a temperature of 32° F.

'and there is a popular impression that

ice is always at that temperature because

it is frozen water and cannot change its

condition except by melting. This is one

of the popular mistakes about common
things.

If a thermometer is buried in ice in

summer it will indicate 32 degrees : If

you throw a piece of ice into boiling water,

and leave it there until it is almost gone,

what is left will be still at 32 degrees. Ice

Model of An Old Locomotive.

Through the courtesy of Mr. R. P. C.

Sanderson, superintendent of motive

power, acting with the approval of Mr. J.

M. Barr, vice-president of the Seaboard

.Mr Line Railway, Purdue University is

in receipt of a full-sized model, accurate

in all of its details, of an early locomo-

tive. Mr. Sanderson states that the

model represents the locomotive "Tor-

nado," which was the second owned by

the parent roads now forming the Sea-

board Air Line Railway. It was pur-

chased in England and placed in service

in March, 1840. It has a single pair of

drivers, a four-wheel truck, and a cyl-

indrical firebox. A tender carried on

four wheels is attached.

A Railway in nid Air.

A railway, if so it can be called, reach-

ing 2,000 ft. in the air, with steel ropes

for tracks and iron buckets for cars, is

the regular means of transportation over

Deep Gulch in the Rocky Mountains of

Colorado. The system was built by Les-

chen & Sons Co.. of St. Louis. The line

is 4,200 ft. long, extending from the

works of the American Gold Mining Co.,

situated in the valley, to the mine which
is perched like an eagle's nest some
2,000 ft. up amid the crags of the moun-
tain.

There are two sustaining cables se-

curely anchored at each end. Loaded
buckets run on a rope 1% in. in dia.,

while empties return on a i-in. rope. The
buckets are propelled by an endless steel

wire rope }i in. in dia. Each of the

buckets has a capacity of 6^ cu. ft. and
is so placed as to swing freely. The dif-

ference in elevation between the two
terminals is, as already stated, about 2,000

ft., and the weight of the loaded buckets

going down is sufficient to bring supplies

up to the mine.

Railway Accidents in Great Britain.

The British Board of Trade returns

have been issued, and they show that the

working of trains did not cause the death

of a single passenger during the whole

year, though 1,142,277,000 passengers

were carried, and 402,065,000 train miles

were run. There were 476 passengers in-

jured. The accidents to employees be-

ing 511 killed and 4,243 injured for 1901.

Of these 8 were killed and 156 injured

fas against 24 and 180 in 1900) by the

working of trains.

In this connection it is interesting to

remember that the railway mileage of

Great Britain is, roughly speaking, about

one-ninth that of the United States, but

the passenger traffic is much more dense

in tiie British Isles than it is here.

Dealing with the failure of tires, axles

and rails, the report says: Of the 199

tires which failed there were 9 engine, 2

tender, 4 coach, 23 van, and 161 wagon
tires; of the wagon tires no less than 125

belong to private owners; 120 tires were

iron and 79 steel; 177 by failure of bolts,

rivets, or screws; 18 tires broke at bolt

or screw holes, 64 in the solid, and 117

split longitudinally or bulged.

Of the 17s axles which failed, 116 were

engine axles, viz., 95 crank or driving,

and 21 leading or trailing; 10 were tender

axles; I was a coach axle; and 48 were

wagon axles; of the wagons, 24 belonged

to private owners.

Of the 324 rails which broke, 77 were

double-headed, 209 were single-headed,

I was a bridge rail, and 37 were Vig-

noles' rails; of the double-headed rails,

35 had been turned; I rail was iron, and

323 steel.

Both Sides to fleet.

We are informed that it is intended to

hold a national conference of employers

and employees in Minneapolis Septem-

ber 22 to 26 inclusive. This will be an

attempt to inaugurate a campaign of ed-

ucation on the labor problem, with a

view of promoting a better feeling be-
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Iween employers and employees and fur-

thering the work of social and industrial

bettermcjnt. This national gatheriuK i»

•designed to afford an opportunity for tlic

free exchange of ideas on the present

labor problem. The promoters of this

movement have no cure-all to advocate

and no propaganda to spread. Their one

aim is to afford an opportunity for the

two opposing sides in the present labor

disputes to get together on neutral

ground and calmly talk over the situa-

tion. Mr. G. L. Rockwell is secretary,

with headquarters at Minneapolis.

[^ Narrow (iau^e Engine for the

riexican Southern.

The Cooke Works, the Paterson, N.

J., plant of the American Locomotive

Co., has recently turned out some nar-

row gauge engines for the Mexicano

IJriviiin wiiccls— IJia. ,1 ft. n ins.

Driving; whci-l center*—Cast htecl.

IviiKine truck wheels— I>ia., 50 ins.; cast Hlccl cen-

ter with 2-in. tirc8.

DrtvinK axle journals—7 x 7 ins.

Undine truck axle journals—jK x 7 i"^-

Iloiler—Straight to]), radial stayed.

Working presriure— 160 lbs.

Holler dia., firfct course—52^8 ins.; lliickness of

shell, ,"„ in.

I'ire box, length— iy,''a ins.; width, 44% ins.; rock-

iuK (irate.

Boiler lulic.s— 134; dia. 2}^ ins.; length, 11 fi. 7 ins.

HeatiuK surface tubes—997 sq. ft.; fire box, 77 sq.

ft.; total, 1,054 '»q. ft.; Krale surface, 1..S38 sq. ft.

Slide valve—Richardson balanced; travel. 5'/^ ins.

»

Steam ports— Widtli, i '/( ins; length, 14 ins.; ex-

liausl ports, 3V2 X 14 ins.

I,ap tif valve

—

\i in. outside; line and Hue inside.

Smoke box—Extended; netting, 5 nie&h 15 W. G-

placed in stack.

Ceuler of boiler from rail—5 ft. i^ ins.; top of

stack from rail. 13 ft. 9 ins.

Tender— I* rame. 8 ins., steel channel.

Truck—Arch bar, combination bolster.

Truck axle journal—;/.; x 7 ins.

turned at all. For coal could be carried

at one end and water on the other, and no
tender would be needed. But if the Yar-

row type does not answer there are several

others available."

This reminds us somewhat of the pre-

diction regarding the locomotives of the

future made by Mr. S. M. Vauclain, of

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It is in-

teresting to know that some eminent au-

thorities regard the water-tube locomotive

boiler as a possibility. It would be still

more interesting if some one would come
forward with a definite design for such a

machine.

English Concern Bought Up.

The head of the International Pneu-

matic Tool Company, of London, Eng-

land, was in the United States arranging

the final details of the transfer of that

NARROW GAUGE TEN-WHEEI, ENGINE FOR MEXICAN SOUTHERN.

del Sur. These engines are of the ten-

wheel type, and have some peculiarities

of construction, one of them being the

outside frame, and the crank on the end

of the axle, which somewhat resembles

the English method. They are heavy

engines for narrow gauge service,

weighing 187,000 lbs. in working order,

and running upon a track of three feet

gauge. The cylinders are 17 x 20 ins., and

the driving wheels are 47 ins. in dia., out-

side tires. The boiler is of the straight

top type, radial stayed, and is 52^^ ins.

in dia. at the first course. The tender

carries five tons of coal and 3,000 gallons

of water.

A few of the principal dimensions are

given below:

Cylinder— 17-iu. bore, 20-in. stroke.

Weight on drivers— ,s8,ooo lbs.

Weight on trucks—29.000 lbs.

Total weight in working order—87.000 lbs.

Loaded weight of tender—67,000 lbs.

Driving wheel base— 13 ft. 2 ins.

Total wheel base of engine— 22 ft. 1 in.

Wheel base of engine and tender—42 ft 7 ins.

Truck wheels—Cast steel center, with 2-in. tires;

dia.. 30 ins.

Tank—Water capacity, 3,000 gallons; coal capacity,

5 tons.

Boilers for Locomotives.

The Engineer (London) in speaking ed-

itorially in a recent issue of "boilers for

locomotives," saj's, among other things,

"There does not appear to us to be any

reason, up to a certain point, why a very

successful locomotive should not be made
with a water-tube boiler, say of the Y'ar-

row type, which, having straight tubes,

seems to lend itself better than any of the

bent-tube types to this particular purpose.

An extremely powerful engine of moderate

weight might be made by mounting a

water-tube boiler midway between two

four-wheeled bogies, each provided with a

pair of cylinders compounded. Any de-

sired grate surface could b"e had. The ob-

jection is that the engine would be too

long to fit existing turntables, and we
recognize the importance of the objec-

tion. Yet such an engine need not be

company to the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company. The latter will consolidate

the factory of the International Pneu-

matic Tool Company with their plant

in London. The Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company have been compelled to

operate two of their plants in A'merica

extra time, and this addition to their

London plant will give them a much
needed increase in manufacturing facd-

ities. At the present time the Chicago

company have a force of experts in Glas-

gow, giving an exhibition of ship rivet-

ing and ship construction with pneumatic

tools under the auspices of the Glasgow

Federation of Ship Builders, and it is

anticipated that all of the yards on the

Clyde will very shortly be equipped with

pneumatic tools.

If you entertain the supposition th:it

any real success, in great things or in

small, ever was or could be wrested from

Fortune by fits and starts, leave thjt

wrong idea here.

—

Bleak House.
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To Make the Hetric System
Compulsory.

Some of our lawmakers are intensely

anxious to force the French system of

weight and measures upon the people,

and they imagine, because there is no ac-

tive opposition manifested, that the peo-

ple are indifferent and will accept the

change to the metric system without a

murmur. The people in the United

States are so much accustomed to the idle

vaporing of legislators that they do not

trouble themselves to make protests

against proposed laws, however vicious or

idiotic they may appear; but when at-

tempts are made to enforce laws that en-

tail extra expense and daily inconve-

nience, the voice of the people is heard in

a fashion that strikes terror to the hearts

of the worst cranks in Congress. We
suspect that Congress will insist on mak-

ing the use of the metric system com-

pulsory, and that the members will not

estimate the magnitude of the opposition

until enforcement is attempted and pains

and penalties are inflicted for violation of

the law.

Those familiar with the metric system

think that machine shop owners and man-

ufacturers of machinery will be put to

the greatest inconvenience and expense

by a change of measurement, and few

advocates of the change have a realizing

sense of the magnitude of the changes

that would be involved. The size of all

>crew threads are established in fractions

of the inch. .As changing the size of

screw threads to coincide with metric

units is out of tlie question, the denom-

inations of the existing standards would

have to be made in millimeters. There

are 25.38 millimeters in an inch, which

is too small for a convenient unit, a

highly important detail when rapid and

accurate production of finished machine

work is considered. The owners of manu-

facturing establishments would have to

scrap all their gauges, templates, jigs and

measuring apparatus. Railroad compa-

nies would have to change all their

standards to make them accord witli

metric units and their men would have

to acquire knowledge of new dimensions

in a strange language that wouil cause

great confusion.

The weights would all have to be

changed from the pound universally used

in English-speaking countries to the

gramme, 15.4323 grams, or to the kilo-

gram, 2.2046 pounds. The housekeeper

might soon fall into the habit of calling

for half a kilogram instead of a pound of

tea, but the change would require the al-

tering of a multitude of weighing scales

that would be an intolerable tax upon the

community.

The liter, v^hich is the unit of the

measure of capacity, would not perhaps

give so much inconvenience as the other

as it is 1.760773 pints, or practically one

pint and three-quarters. But the adop-

tion of the metric measure would in-

volve the changing of all capacity meas-

ures, a most stupendous undertaking.

Intelligent people in the habit of mak-

ing quick calculations would soon be-

come accustomed to the new metrology,

but the great mass of the people are not

intelligent, and those who are ignorant

would be a prey to rogues who were

ready to cheat them by the confusion of

the new weights and measures. These

victims are the people who would make

their complaints aloud, and their griev-

ances over the change would make excel-

lent capital for political demagogues to

agitate upon. .\\\ attempt may be made

to enforce the introduction of the metric

system, but it will bring misfortune to

the political party supporting it. Its in-

troduction into France nearly caused a

revolution at a time when that country

had no industries of any consequence to

be disturbed by the change. We can im-

agine the furore it would make in the

English-speaking countries, where three-

quarters of the manufacturing industries

in the globe are carried on.

Steel in Car Framing.

It is difficult to reconcile the actual

practice in car construction with well-

known requirements, when it is seen that

so few builders embody in their cars the

recommendations often readily made in

discussing the needs of the service. There

are all kinds of propositions made on tlio

sill question with reference to the use of

steel, and among these we find a re-

markable unanimity as to the need of

steel in sills, but there appears to be no-

well settled policy as to the treatment of

all sills—some seeming to favor center

sills of steel in combination with other

sills of wood
In view of the well-known weakness of

a composite construction, it is strange

that such a proposition should find any
adherents, with our present knowledg^
of the art. There is enough data in ex-

istence at this time to show the fallacy

of any attempt to harness steel and wood
together in a place requiring rigidity.

The lesson very plainly taught is that

composite construction has no place in

car framing any more than in body or

truck bolsters, but there are men who-

have the temerity to put up bolsters on

the sandwich plan to-day, even in the

light of repeated failures.

The fact that the center sills are di-

rectly in line with impact stresses has in-

fluenced, to a large extent, the advocacy

of steel for center sills alone, losing

sight of the equally important fact that

the remaining members of the under

frame are called upon to absorb a certain

proportion of the buffing shocks. Since

there is no question as to the relative

value of wood and steel to withstand im-

pact, there should be no doubt about a

choice of material for sills.

A good reason having been found for

the use of steel, in its superior trans-

verse strength, it would seem that a like

reason could be adduced for buffing

strength also, but there appears to be a

failure to grasp the idea of the column,.

when weighing the functions of car sills.

The paramount need in the underframe

is rigidity, and this is to be obtained only

with steel sills, an absolute divorce from

wood being the rational solution of the

problem.

There is an important advantage

gained in making steel center sills deep-

enough to withstand excessive deflection,

aside from the advantage of taking bet-

ter care of impact stresses, and that is the

increased life of draw-gear attachments,

by reason of the stresses more nearly

approaching the line of the neutral axis

of the sills—the ideal condition, of

course, being when the center line of

pull is coincident with the horizontal'

center line of sills. Under the latter con-

dition the destructive action of shocks

due to buffing is at the minimum. The

magnitude of such shocks is terrific when

acting through a lever arm of 8 or lo-

inches, as they do in the ordinary draw

timbers as bolted t.. the underside of

sills.

With the center lines of draw gear and

center sills in coincidence, all bending

moments disappear, and the stresses are:
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simply those of tension and compres-

sion. This feature of draft-gear design is

one that cannot be ignored in the heavy

equipment now going into service, and it

presses also for recognition in the

wooden underframing to an extent that

should be heeded, if repair bills are to be

reduced.

What has been said with reference to

composite undcrfranics applies witli c<iual

force to the superstructure of a freight

car, but a sliglitly different line of rea-

soning may be found to apply, since it

has not yet been determined that it is

necessary to use steel with the idea of

utilizing such material as a truss to as-

sist the underframc. While it is true that

such use of the ujiper frame may be re-

garded as the proper one l)y the designer

who has absorbed bridge construction

ideas, the fact is a patent one, that if the

superstructure is designed to perform

truss functions, and thus carry a part of

the paying load, it will likely be found to

carry with this advantage a high per-

centage of dead weight in the majority

of types of freight cars, although we are

fully alive to the fact that such design

lias been well worked out in some few in-

stances. It is very doubtful if success

would attend the attempt in the case of

box cars. When, however, the super-

structure is built of steel with the single

purpose of protection to the load, as has

been the aim in design of most of our

wooden equipment, there is no doubt

that a lighter and stronger design is pos-

sible with steel than with any other ma-
terial, and this is of special significance

now that the American Railway Asso-

ciation has fixed upon dimensions for a

standard box car, these dimensions

agreeing practically with what many
roads had adopted as standard for an

80.000 pound car. and we therefore now
have the opportunity to design standard

dimensions for the details of one type of

car at least. It is hoped that there may
be some action taken at an early date

by the Master Car Builders' Association,

with steel as the basis for such design.

There are no insurmountable difficulties

in the way of adoption of standard di-

mensions for the parts of any car. if the

question is approached in a spirit eager

to reach results, and we have every con-

fidence that the deliberations of the

above named body would crystallize

quickly into figures that would be a

lasting improvement on present meth-

ods, if the M. C. B. Association would
take the initiative, as they no doubt will.

Some Observations on Accident
Bulletin No. 3.

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has published Accident Bulletin No. 3,

covering the first quarter of this year.

In comparing the tabulated analysis of

accidents here presented with the figures

given in Bulletin No. 2, which dealt with

the last three months of 1901, we sec thit

fewer pcoijle have been killed and in-

jured, fewer accidents have taken place

and the money value of the property de-

stroyed has been less. Nevertheless the

figures arc large; 813 people, passengers,

employees and others, were killed in the

last months of 1901, as against 665 in

first quarter of 1902. There were 10.2,^5

injured in the same period last year as

compared with 9.558 in the opening
months of this year. The closing quar-

ter of 1901, cost $2,075,091, while the ac-

cidents in January, February and March.

1902, destroyed $1,914,258 worth of prop-

erty. These figures are interesting, no
doubt, and show some improvement, but

if the loss of life and injury to human
beings progresses at even the lower rate

with which this year has opened, there

will have been 2.6f« persons killed, and
upward of 40.000 injured, by the end of

December.

Table No. 3, giving causes of accidents

to employees in coupling and uncoupling

cars, shows, when placed side by side

with the similar table in the preceding

bulletin, that the "not clearly explained"

cause, has been most satisfactorily re-

duced. In Bulletin No. 2, under this

head, there were 11 employees killed and

147 injured, while in the bulletin before

us this scanty information item, shows
only 2 killed and 51 injured. This does

not mean that the grand totals differ in

anything like this proportion ; as a mat-

ter of fact the difference is only 3 less

killed and 24 less injured in the first quar-

ter of 1902. The decrease referred to,

means that more accurate information

has been given regarding coupling acci-

dents, which is very important. Not-

withstanding this improvement, the "mis-

cellaneous," and the "not clearly ex-

plained" causes very much outweigh all

the 19 other causes which appear in the

table. The significance of accurate in-

formation, and the relative importance

of things, may be seen by a glance at

two items given in this table. There

were 6 employees injured and i killed

due to parts of couplers sticking, while

there were 12 injured and 4 killed in coup-

ling, by reason of overhanging loads on

platform cars. This turns the searchlight on

dangerous loads on flat cars. In table

No. 2, giving the total number of the vari-

ous kinds of accidents and the amounts

of loss due to each, we find, imder the

head of derailments due to defective

roadway, etc., that there were 143 acci-

dents. The derailments due to defective

equipment brought about 369 accidents.

This latter is at the rate of 123 a

month, or more than 4 a day. We think

if it were possible for the commission to

split up both of these items, the figuros

then given would be much more valua-

ble. For instance, if defective equipment
was resolved into derailments due to

failure of wheels, failure of axles, failure

of trucks, brake parts falling upon track,

and other causes, it would give to the

students of such matters an idea of the

relative importance of the parts which
failed. If, for example, it were shown
that wheel failures accounted for the

bulk of the defective equipment accidents,

a united effort on the part of manufac-
turers and users of wheels all over the

country to apply a remedy, would result

at once.^most as a matter of course.

Defective roadbed might, perhaps, be
made to include rails breaking, track

spreading, failures of bridges or culverts,

accidents at switch points and frogs, and
other causes.

Accident statistics are valuable, not
only as revealing progress toward safer

operation or the reverse, but they are ('f

enhancid value in proportion as they
show up the weak spots. The Interstate

Commerce Commission is to be congrat-

ulated upon the undoubted care and ac-

curacy with which their work has been
done, and it is in no spirit of idle or

carpHg criticism that we have ventured

to suggest the securing of still further

detail, the collection and tabulation of

which, though exceedingly valuable,

woidd be by no means an easy matter.

The Evolution of Per Diem.

The per diem system of paying for

cars by the day, as the name implies : went
into effect July i last, but although the

date marked a definite period, there had
been work done for a long time previous-

ly, which led up to. and made the reali-

zation of per diem, possible. In fact, per

diem is in a certain sense, the result of

evolution.

In former times when the responsi-

bilities of car owners were not as clearly

defined as they are now, per diem would
have been very difficult of operation, not

to say impossible. In the days when the

center-plate-and-bolt fad tied up hun-

dreds of cars in repair tracks, or when
the wrong-draw-bar iaea held a promi-

nent place in car interchange, the pay-

ment of rental by the day would have

added to the burdens which the railways

were then caro'ing without much benefit

resulting. The car owner has been com-
pelled year by year, as the M. C. B. code

was periodically revised, to gradually as-

sume more and more, until now he prac-

tically bears the entire maintenance charge

of his own cars. He makes good that

which fails under fair treatment; the

user paying for what is damaged or

broken through rough handling or care-

lessness. Inspection for safety only, as

it has been called, did not, like Jonah's

gourd, come up in a single night; the in-

spection we have to-day was the result of

a process of education, in which the art

of "cut and try" had a place. With the

simplifying of car interchange, per diem

came naturally in sight. At the present

time, the operation of the principle of
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owners' responsibility, and the per diem

rental arrangement, have reduced the

whole thing to as businesslike a basis as

that upon which a good livery stable is

run. You take out a vehicle at so much

:an hour ; if the carriage breaks down with-

•out ill-usage on your part, the liveryman

has to stand the loss ; if you smash the

vehicle by careless or reckless driving,

you pay for what you break in addition

to the hourly rental. The principle in-

volved, works out with perfect justice in

everyday life.

Per diem is thus seen to be not so much

a sudden change from established customs

as it is a step in the orderly advance

which the spirit of progress toward

simpler and fairer business methods has

-produced. The ground having been

•cleared, it comes, almost as a matter of

course.

In time other steps will be taken for-

ward. Perhaps the question of "conse-

quential damage" will some day come in

for revised treatment. As it stands now,

it is somewhat out of touch with the

spirit of present practice. The history of

the past has been the record of gradual

and healthy growth in sentiment and

method. Readjustments are sure to come,

and many questions which now look as

•if fully settled, may find new, adequate

.and thoroughly equitable solutions in the

iuture.

Piston Valve vs. Slide Valve.

After a careful survey of the locomo-

tive valve situation, there appears to be

as little definite or reliable information

showing the value of the piston type of

valve, now, as a settled unit among loco-

motive details, as at any time in its his-

;tory.

One of the claims made for the piston

valve IS that of absolute balance, and

such claim is pressed as a prominent

feature in its superiority over the old

slide valve. The word balance is here

understood to mean an equality of forces

on a valve, that is, the pressures a're of

the same intensity in all directions. It is

true without doubt that this condition

obtains with the piston valve, but it can

hardly be claimed that the valve is bal-

anced in the sense we understand it when

applied to the balanced slide valve. In

the; latter case we are able to reduce

pressure on top of the valve to any de-

sired e-xtent, and thus diminish resistance

to motion. A valve so treated may
properly be said to be balanced, since the

pressures above and below are nearly in

equilibrium, and such a valve will move
with very little resistence. In the case of

the piston valve, however, we may have

this condition of balance as far as the

equality of forces is concerned, but the

valve has not been relieved of friction,

especially if there is any ring surface ex-

posed to the action of the steam by which

the rings are forced against the steam

<hest walls. It will be seen that there

is something of a difference in the mean-

ing of tlie word balance when used in

connection with the two types of valves.

In the one case we have a partial balance

with low resistence, and in the other, a

"balance" with high internal friction.

The evils attending a high valve re-

sistance, unfortunately do not remain

where they originate. Their influence is

felt from the valve back to the eccentrics,

and all parts must be made heavier and

stronger to overcome them, more espe-

cially the rockers where the forces are

made to change their direction. The re-

sult in all such cases is a springing of

the eccentric rods and valve rods to such

an extent as to very often give an un-

even valve action.

There is no doubt that failure to

properly lubricate a valve would aggra-

vate the case, but the fact remains that

there is too much internal friction on

the piston valve with rings as generally

constructed. A prominent eastern road

has recently gone to the expense of

scrapping a pair of new piston valve cyl-

inders in order to apply balanced slide

valves, simply because the engines could

not deliver to the draw bar the power de-

veloped in the cylinders. This engine

now shows the effect of the change in

valves by an increased hauling capacity.

At the last Master Mechanics' conven-

tion there was a discussion of this sub-

ject, during which mention was made of

the use of the ordinary plug piston valve

fitted up to replace the slide valve. It

was stated that after six months' trial

no perceptible wear was found. It was,

however, decided that there was little ad-

vantage in its use. It is possible that the

plug valve may be made to overcome the

objection as to friction, and it may also

be made to prevent the loss now ex-

perienced by leaking packing rings—

a

loss representing a considerable waste of

steam and one not realized, except as

measured at the coal pile. It would be

interesting to know whether the plug

valve can be made tight enough to be

steam tight, and yet free enough so as

not to seize when, contraction of chest

takes place when running shut-oflf. If

this plug valve is a mechanical possibil-

ity, then one of the most serious objec-

tions to the piston valve vanishes.

Among the advantages cited by friends

of the piston valve is the liberal port

area gained by that design. It is to be

observed, however, that little is said

about the enormous clearance which us-

ually goes with that design, amounting

in some cases to as much as 15 per cent,

of the cylinder volume. There is no

excuse for such an extensive use of steam

space, since clearance can be cut down
to equal the best showing of slide valve

cylinders in that regard. A well main-

tained steam admission line on an indi-

cator card is an exhibition to bring joy

to the heart of the steam expert, but it

is well known that those who give the

best thought to ways and means for pro-

ducing horse power on the least expend-

iture of fuel, are disposed to look upon
such excellence as dearly bought when
obtained at the price of such clearance as

is common on most of the piston valve

locomotive cylinders.

One of the important counts urged

against the piston valve, is the want of

flexibility of the valve when subject to

accumulated water pressure in the cyl-

inder. This rigidity is provided against

by the use of relief valves and by-pass

valves, all of which introduce new com-
plications, and this fact is made the most

of by those who see no good in the pis-

ton valve. In the attempt to furnish an

avenue of escape for these pent-up forces

the use of a sectional packing has been

proposed, made something like the old-

time Dunbar. This looks as if it might

be within the range of possibility, if de-

signed so that the rings could be kept

out of the bushing ports. Something of

the sectional type has been devised, we
believe, and has been put in service

abroad. We have, however, no data that

will be of service in application to our

conditions. It is open to question

whether such a solution would give the

required relief as quickly and with the

same certainty of freedom as that which

obtains with the balanced slide valve,

which from its construction permits a

lift from the seat of such amplitude as

to relieve the cylinder at a critical mo-
ment.

It is not our contention that a pistOM

valve cannot be made to give satisfac-

tory results; we simply aim to make
clear the fact that there is a large num-
ber of mechanical men who agree with

our sentiments, and who believe that the

piston valve is a device capable of much
improvement before it should be ac-

cepted as the proper thing for steam dis-

tribution. Among the legion of these

valves coming under our observation,

there is but one, in our opinion, which
may fairly claim the attention of loco-

motive men. Nearly all of the objec-

tions noted here are absent in this par-

ticular valve, which, by the way. is not
in universal use for the reason that the

inventor of it thinks he should have roy-

alty as a condition precedent to its use,

seemingly oblivious to the fact that the

merits of a mechanical device are best

recognized when not under the protec-

tion of the patent office.

Where a Locomotive Gets Its Energy.
Coal is the result of natural processes

which have gone on in the world thou-

sands of years ago. iThe vegetation of a

bygone age, in the process of growing,

did what the trees and plants about us

to-day are doing. In the presence of

sunlight, through their leaves, they ab-

stract from the atmosphere, which al-

ways contains a certain amount of car-

bonic acid, the carbon which they need.
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and set free the oxygen contained in this

compound. They absorb water through

their roots and so get the oxygen and

hydrogen which they require for the for-

mation of tissue. Now the carbon, oxy-

gen and liydrogen arc in far different pro-

portions, in this tissue or cellulose, than

they arc when combined as water and as

carbonic acid. The plant then, takes in-

organic ciimpijimcls ;ind separating their

constituents, builds its own organic struc-

ture on its own plan. The point to be

noted particularly is that the plant has

broken up existing chemical compounds

for its own purposes; and to separate a

chemically combined substance, re-

quires the expenditure of energy. This

work can only be done in the presence

of sunlight, and so all plants, in grow-

ing, store up energy received from the

sun. The carbon now in the plant is

ready to fly back to the oxygen of the

air and form carbonic acid, if only the

appropriate conditions can be secured.

This ancient flora buried in the earth,

compressed and hidden away under tons

and tons of mineral matter, unable to

rot, which is but to slowly burn, has all

the time retained the power to reunite

its carbon with the oxygen from which it

had been torn. This coal has in it,

stored up, energy which may be called

the potential energy of chemical separation.

Coal heaped upon the tender is ready

to give back in the kinetic or active

form the energy it once received from

the sun. It is like a stretched bow, ready

at the moment of release to shoot its

arrow toward the mark. The necessary

temperature condition is found in the fire-

box, and a rapid and powerful reunion

with the oxygen of the air takes place.

This combining again of previously sep-

arated elements gives out heat most rap-

idly. The burning coal gives back faith-

fully, in quantity, all the energy received

from the sun which had been stored up

in it in the days when the earth was

young. The amount of energy given

out as heat by the burning coal in min-

utes may have taken the ancient plants

years to accumulate.

It may be that the tropical heat and

light of the sun poured lavishly upon the

luxurious, spreading, growing vegeta-

tion of the early days, when plant life

flourished vigorously on the earth—the

energy stored tip day after day in un-

broken sequence for long periods, by

all the various forms of plant life

—may now be liberated and changed

from the potential state and rendered in-

tensively active in the few short hours

in which a train rushes from New York
to Albany, or flies from Philadelphia to

Pittsburgh.

The liberated heat from the burning

coal strikes the sheets and interior of

the flues and passes into iron and

steel. The molecular motion which we
call heat, comnnmicates a like motion

111 the particles of the steel plates and the

iron tubes; with slight loss in passing

through these, it leaps out into the film

of water lying around the flues and

against the plates on all sides. Here the

heat motion is transferred to the parti-

cles of the water, these expand, rush off

toward the surface, rolling and tumbling

and foaming witli steam.

This heat, which is still energy derived

from the sun, has to do a large amount
of work in dealing with water. If the

engine is carrying a pressure of 200 lbs.,

the water must be heated to a tempera-

ture far above 212 degrees F. Energy is

expended in doing internal work in

changing water from that state into

steam. In this case the water has to be

heated up to a temperature of about 392

degrees F.

The energy which has been commu-
nicated to the steam h believed to have
a somewhat different form of molecular

activity to that of a liquid or a solid. In

the case of a heated solid the molecules

vibrate without passing over each other

or changing their relative positions. In

liquids they can move about in all di-

rections and seethe and boil. In a gas

they tend to fly completely away from

one another. If the gas be confined, such

as the steam here considered, pressure is

maintained by a ceaselfcss bombardment
of the walls of the containing vessel by

the particles within, trying to fly off.

When the throttle is opened, steam

rushes through the dry pipe to the steam

chest and cylinder \vith some loss of heat,

taken to warm the walls of chest and

cylinder. When the bombarding of the

piston takes place by the myriads of par-

ticles of the steam, the piston is not able

to resist the continuous blows of the tiny

molecules of steam at high pressure. It

therefore gives way and moves in the

cylinder. It is here that molecular mo-
tion becomes molar motion, and the en-

gine moves.

We have traced in brief, the cycle of the

energy radiated by the sun as heat and

light. It was stored up through the sep-

aration of carbon from oxygen thou-

sands of years ago by the plants

of that remote era. It has been

kept for us all these years poten-

tially in the coal. It has given out its

energy as heat and light again by the re-

combining of carbon and oxygen in the

firebox; it has passed as molecular mo-
tion through steel plates, changed the

physical state of water from liquid to

gas, it has, as molecular motion again,

caused to move the pistons of a locomo-

tive, and so to turn its wheels.

We now use the stored-up energy of

a long, and long-gone-by age to minister

to our wants to-day. We dissipate in an

hour the accumulated energy of years,

and the power which draws grain from

the wheat fields of the west, or lays the

metropolitan newspapers on the break-

fast tabic of a country hotel, was con-

tracted for by our earth and its plant

life, and delivered by the sun, ages be-

fore the very beginnings of our race had
found any place in the scheme of created

things.

European Railway Notes.

BY ANGUS SINCLAIR.

^ Past Trains.

There is no subject connected with

transportation which excites at once the

interest of the public and of railroad men
to the same extent as high-train speeds.

I have seldom met people connected with

any railway of the least importance who
were not prepared to claim that some train

on their lino had made speed at one time

or another which had broken all records.

This sentiment is not confined to any par-

ticular country. It prevails wherever lo-

comotives arc found pulling trains. From
what I have lately seen and heard, some
French railways are claiming to lead the

world at present in respect to high-

train speed, but there is very little

difference between the speed of their

fastest trains and that of the fast-

est trains in Great Britain and Ameri-
ca. The Empire State Express con-

tinues to deserve the credit of being the

most extraordinary fast train run in the

world, although one or two French trains

make a higher average between termi-

nals. This is helped by shorter runs be-

tween terminals and by lighter trains.

British railway companies demonstrated

years ago that they could maintain speeds

of 60 miles an nour over runs exceeding

500 miles with very light trains which

scarcely reached the paying load. Since

that time they have all been contented to

drop down to a comfortable 50 miles an

hour or less. That is about the highest

average speed a traveler may expect to

find in the British Isles, but he will be

accommodated with trains making that

speed very frequently. On most of the

railways connecting London with Scot-

land one may get a fast express train al-

most every hour.

Nearly all the trains are very light,

seldom exceeding 150 tons behind the

tender. But one marvels at the small en-

gines that pull them. There are, of

course, heavy engines pulling the prin-

cipal hea\Tr express trains ; but the or-

dinary engine is four-coupled with cyl-

inders about 18 X 26. driving wheels about

six feet and a half diameter, and a 56-

inch boiler providing about 1.300 square

feet of heating surface. Most of these

engines steam admirably, but they as-

cend the grades very laboriously and make

up the average speed by rushing at high

velocity down the hills. There appears

to be more care taken to keep the lines

clear for express trains here than there

is with us, for a through train is seldom

checked by an adverse signal, but the

freight trains, which on our lines ob-
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struct the passenger traffic so olten. are

here very light and short and keep dodg-

ing from siding to siding, their principal

mission apparently being to avoid pas-

senger trains.

THE AMERICAN ENGINES.

I have been trying to find the cause of

the prejudice against American-built lo-

comotives in Europe and have learned

some things that may interest our read-

ers, but I will have to delay the recital

at present. The tendency of locomotive

designing in Europe may also as well

wait for description in my next letter.

ABOUT DINING CAR ETIQUETTE.

It used to be that the rivalry between

British railway companies was directed

principally to passenger train service and

the desire to excel each other in speed

and comfort brought about the rapid in-

troduction of the corridor train with

heavy, steady-running cars and the pri-

vilege of enjoying meals on the train. This

was a very desirable change from the

small four-wheeled comparlnicnt car

which formerly was used exclusively on

through trains, even for the longest dis-

tances. Now dining cars and lavatory

conveniences are found on all the im-

portant through trains. They have what

we would call peculiar fashions here with

dining cars. The passengers sit in the

dining cars throughout the whole of the

journey. Only passengers first-class can

go into the first-class dining cars, and

once they have taken possession of their

seats the passengers in other first-

class cars must remain hungry unless

some of the people in the second-class

dining car will move to the smoking part.

This was my experience on the London

& Northwestern. This is a case where the

railway companies might well take a les-

son from the American book of experi-

ence and let people take their turn in the

dining car. So long as a person pays for

the meal, the railway company ought to

be satisfied no matter what class he or

she belonged to. But class distinctions

are here very rigidly drawn.

In a run made on the Midland Railway

since the above was written, I found that

the dining car was used much in the same

way as such cars are used in the United

States. Every person who desired a

meal found the necessary accommoda-

tion.

MOVEMENT OF FREIGHT.

The rivalry nowadays between British

railway companies is beginning to be di-

rected to the economical movement of

freight. Until very recently railway man-

agers on this side have paid no attention

to moving freight at low cost. At the

beginning of the railway era the coal

truck, an open four-wheeled car of about

four tons capacity, similar to the van-

ished "jimmies" of our coal roads, was

adopted as a freight car and with very

little enlargement is the "goods wagon"

of to-day. In the ordinary way of load-

ing, the dead weight is about twice the

paying load. You see locomotives all

over the country dancing about with from

ten to twenty of these cars and the train

load can seldom exceed lOo tons. Freight

moved under such conditions must neces-

sarily be costly and consequently the rates

are so high that they put an excessive tax

upon certain industries away from water

transportation. The first general railway

in England was promoted by the people

of Manchester because they needed

cheaper and more expeditious carriage of

freight from the seaboard at Liverpool.

40 miles distant. All these years since

the Liverpool and Manchester Railway

was opened the freight rates have

continued to be excessively high, so that

in self-protection the Manchester mer-

chants a few years ago, at an enormous

expense, built a ship canal between Man-

chester and Liverpool so that ships could

bring cotton and other raw material to

the city where it is manufactured into

cloth, etc. If the railways between Man-

chester and Liverpool had built cars ca-

pable of carrying thirty tons and made

locomotives that would haul one thou-

sand tons, they could have moved the

freight so cheaply as to defy the compe-

tition of water routes. There is a large

canal between Manchester and Liverpool

built before railways were introduced and

which is principally devoted to the trans-

portation of coal.

During the agitations that have been

periodically raised about deepening the

Eric canal, the New York Central people

have offered to carry all the freight that

the canals could transport for the inter-

est on the money proposed to be spent

upon the canals. If the railway companies

with lines between Manchester and Liver-

pool had been as enterprising as their

American compeers and had known how
cheaply freight could be transported by

large capacity cars and powerful engines,

they would have introduced new and im-

proved methods which would have ren-

dered the construction of a ship canal un-

necessary. But the railway managers

acted as if the primitive methods of rail-

way operating were perfection, and a great

opportunity was lost. It was the

custom to move freight in small driblets

that cost about five cents per ton per mile

and the shippers had to pay the high

price for they could not help themselves.

If the railway managers had displayed the

enterprise that other business men must

practice to achieve success, they would

have found out the cost of moving freight

in other countries and that might have

moved them to adopt a new policy; but

they had no desire or inclination to depart

from the ways of their predecessors and

so they moved along in the old rut.

INTRODUCTION OF HEAVY FREIGHT CARS.

To change the terminal facilities of the

great railways of the United Kingdom to

provide for the use of thirty-ton cars

would be a stupendous undertaking, bur

it would not have cost a ruinous sum to-

changc the sidings in Liverpool and Man-
chester so that large capacity cars could

be accommodated. However, the will for

such enterprise was not present with the

men who could carry it out and it prob-

ably never was thought of.

A move has now been made to introduce

heavy freight cars upon the railways of

the British Isles, and the success achieved

by one line is leading others to follow.

The railway managers of tlie British Isles-

are very much like sheep. When one

breaks away from the beaten path and
finds pastures that promise to be rich,.

the others follow at a break-neck pace.

A few years ago Mr. John F. Mcintosh^

locomotive superintendent of the Cale-

donian Railway, prevailed upon his di-

rectors to permit him to build two 30-

ton freight wagons as an experiment. The-

cars were put into special service where

they could be fully loaded and they did

so well that others were ordered and the

prospects are that a large proportion of

the minerals and other heavy freight

moved by the Caledonian Railway will

be carried in thirty-ton cars. The other

enterprising railway companies are profit-

ing by this success to do likewise. Large

capacity cars will never be used to carry

all the freight on British railways as they

are used in America, but a great improve-

ment will be gradually effected. .At pres-

ent the greater part of the coal is carried'

in cars of about 8 tons capacity belong-

ing to private owners and it will be al-

most impossible to induce these people to-

adopt larger cars for their yards and sid-

ings are not adapted for long cars.

SCRAP STEEL CARS FROM THE UNITED STATES.

The Caledonian Railway Company had

a most annoying experience with a lot of

steel cars which they ordered from the

I'nited States. Their large cars were-

earning so much money that the manage-

ment were anxious to put more into ser-

vice as expeditiously as possible, and they

contracted with one American firm which

promised delivery in twelve weeks. To-

begin with they were not delivered for

twelve months, and after they arrived in

the Clyde the workmanship and material

were found to be so bad that the company

refused to accept them, and they are now
lying in a yard with a good prospect oF
being sold for scrap steel. I have ex-

amined the cars and they show evidences

of scandalously bad workmanship. I

have a collection of photographs of these

cars which wilPshow our readers the kind

of work some American car builders try

to push upon British railways. The thing

has done a great deal of harm to Ameri-

can steel car builders, for many railway

officials went to see the cars and the con-

clusion that most of them came to was

that they would not look to the United

States when they were ordering steel

cars.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NELI.IS.

INew York Central Air Brake Instruc-

tion Car.

We illustrate herewith some views of

the New York Central's new air brake

instruction car which has been in com-

mission about two months.

Instruction cars are necessarily very

similar and we do not believe it advisahli-

those higher officers read carefully the re-

ports and discussions of this youthful

body. If they do not, they neglect an im-

portant part of their training in the pro-

gressive art of railroading.

Then the Cacclle continues, in discuss-

ing the subject further, to forcibly and

plainly s'.-t forth the brake situali m from a
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onmiendations on isolated cases, and

should take as" a I3!islsii> those cases best

serving the general good and general

practice. It should not be too quick in

its defiberation and decisions, and "should

be very observant and unusually careful i:i

recommending practices to the larger as-

sociations. Thus it will indefinitely rc-

carries no prestige whatever with him,

and is therefore unable to effect results.

It also seems to the men that ihis man
has been put in a place to merely fill it,

because someone is expected to be in that

position, and he has not really been placed

there for any oilier purpose tlian to fill

the place.

Were another man regularly and per-

manently appointed to this place, there is

so much work that he could do that the

railroad could not but see that the air

brake subject is an important one, and

that very substantial results therein can

be accomplished by a good man in the

right place.

T. B. Watson.

St. Paul. Minn.

NEW YORK CENTRAL INSTRUCTION CAR

—

ROOF OF CAR. HATCHES RAISED.

tain the high position it now occupies and

the good opinions above expressed.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Temporary Air Brake Inspectors.

I have noticed the editorial in your last

number on the disappointing showing of

a temporarily appointed air brake inspec-

tor. I can say that a similar case has come
under my observation where a man has

been temporarily appointed air brake in-

spector and sent out to do the work of a

regularly appointed inspector. The results

he has obtained are similar to those men-

NEW YORK CENTRAL INSTRUCTION CAR.
—THE DEFECTIVE TRIPLE VALVE R.\CK.

tioned in your editorial. He has been

unable to make a good showing because

the men look upon him as a man only

tefnporarily filling the place, carrying no

weight or responsibility and who w 11

shortly be placed back on his engine. He

found. This introduces the man as a

person of inferior ability and handicaps

him with a stamp of inferiority that does

him no good and will very shortly prove

his work defective and inferior. The same

may be said of the temporarily appointed

air brake inspector; and no road who
wishes a better performance of their air

brakes, and wishes to put them in the

hands of a competent man, will appoint a

man temporarily. Make the place one of

responsibility and important and put a

good man in it.

Amos Judd.

Bo.<:ton. Mass.

Air Brake Inspectors.

I note what you say in your last number

about the temporary appointment of a gen-

eral air brake inspector. It is undoubtedly

true that a man thus temporarily appointed

to the position carries little, if any, weight

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(179) J. F. McG., Corbin, Ky., asks:

Why is the equalizing port put in brake

valve? A—The equalizing port is put in

the brake valve to charge and feed cham-

ber D and the equalizing reservoir in run-

ning position at the same time the train

Av \U ^r J/w iiiii/l^^^^s. .i^

,
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atcd, and how? Could a service or emer-

gency stop be made? Could brakes be re-

leased ? Could excess be carried ? D5
and D8 brake valve. A—With the hose

couph'nRS wrongly coupled, as you de-

scribe, it would be impossible to practical-

ly operate the brake, either to apjily or re-

lease.

(182) B. J. L., Chicago, Hi., writes:

You say in No. 166, July issue, that

when the main piston of the 8-in. pump
is moving down, there is steam on top

of the reversing piston. Is it not true that

when the main piston is moving down
that both sides of the reversing piston are

connected to the exhaust? A—Our an-

swer to question 166 is in error, and

should have stated that when the main

piston is moving downward, there is ex-

haust steam on both the top and lower

sides of the reversing piston.

sible to satisfactorily fit these packing

rings by hand for such service, as was
done several years ago when the trains

were very much shorter. We would dis-

courage you from attempting to do this

work by Iiand, and instead to have t!ie

triple valves sent to the manufaclurer s

works to have the work done.

(185) J, F. McG., Corbin, Ky., asks:

Why is the engineer's brake valve reser-

voir supplied with two ports instead of

one? A— In the full release position the

brake valve has two ports conveying pres-

sure from the main reservoir to the cham-

ber D and the equalizing reservoir. In

the running position there is only one. In

ihe full release position, the two ports

supply pressure more quickly to the top

of the equalizing piston, and thereby hold

down the piston against the larger vol-

ume of pressure going to the train pipe.

equalizing pressure m tin- auxiliary reser-

voir is gra<lually and al iiost infinitesj:nally

Ijeing compressed by the movement of the

triple piston from graduating to lap posi-

tion. There are two combined forces

—

NEW YORK CKNTRAt, I.VSTRUCTION CAR.—A PORTION OF THE OFFICE.

(183) T. J. S., Chicago, 111., asks:

Why will the pump start by taking the

plug out of the bottom end? A—Fre-

quently the head will stick and hold fast

against gum and sediment on the face of

the bottom head. Again, the suction valve

is sometimes pretty well fast to its seat,

and is difficult to break loose; but after

once lifting, will not stick as fast as before.

The taking out of the plug gives a free

entrance for air into the bottom end of

the cylinder, thereby permitting the pump
to be started when otherwise it would be

more difficult to do, and- is sometimes im-

possible.

(184) A. J. M., Montreal. Can., writes:

I have been advised to apply to you for

information regarding tools for truing

triple piston bushings and also for fitting

triple piston rings to avoid springing.

They advised me to apply to you for a

copy of the Air Brake Proceedings, Nash-

ville, 1897. A—Since the advent of long

freight trains, it has been found impos-

which tends to raise the piston from its

seat. Even then the ciiarge on the under-

side of the piston is greater on a short

train than that on the top, and will cause

the piston to rise and produce a flash ai

the angle fitting of the brake valve. In

the running position, one port, equalizing

port g, is sufficient to feed pressure to

chamber D and the equalizing reservoir.

(186) J. F. McG., Corbin, Ky.. asks:

Why is it when you make a 5-lb. reduc-

tion and 5-lb. passes from the auxiliary

to the brake cylinder, and train line and

au.xiliaries are equalized, the triple piston

moves up to the slide valve and closes the

graduating valve and stops? Why does it

not move the slide valve? A—The reason

the slide valve is not pushed to full re-

lease position when the triple graduates

is because the auxiliary reservoir pressure

on the back of the slide valve holds the

valve to its seat, and supplies a certain

amount of friction between the slide valve

face and its seat. At the same time the

NEW YORK CENTRAL INSTRUCTION CAR.—
A GLIMPSE INTO THE WASH ROOM.

that of the friction of the slide, valve and
that of the. additional compression in the

au.xiliary reservoir, which prevent the

triple from going to release and compels

it to remain in lap position.

(187) G. W. P., Keokuk, la., asks:

Why is the small port drilled through

the emergency valve piston of theiquick

action triple valve? This hole is not in

all valves, and I note that -it is only in

some valves I have run across. A—All

J^^^
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packing ring. The reason for making this

change is that as much train pipe air as

possible may be sent from the train pipe

to the brake cyhnder in emergency appli-

cation, and as little as possible kak past

the outer 'edges of the emergency piston.

These outer edges frequently wear quite

rapidly and uncertainly, thereby letting a

considerable quantity of pressure leak past

in the emergency application. With the

packing ring no air is supposed to leak

past the edges of the piston, and all leak-

age is obliged to pass through the small

port in the piston. The freight valves are

Soine few roads now using the high speed

brake, having equipped hurriedly, neg-

lected to replace the old plain triple with

a quick action triple at the time the change

from ordinary brakes was made to high

speed brakes. These roads, however, are

now taking off the plain triples from their

tenders and putting on the quick action

triples. This is good practice. We do not

feel that it would be good practice, how-

ever, to equip tenders in ordinary service,

that is, not in high speed brake service,

with quick action triple valves. If your

tender seems to be so heavy that the plain

Fig. ).—TKIPLE V.\LVE TESTING MACHINE, CKKEN ISI,.\XD SHOPS, I^EI.AWARIC &
HUDS3N RAILRO.\D.—C0URTE=;Y ,OF A. BtlCHANAN, JR., MASTER MECHANIC.

rot so equipped inasmuch that their train

pipe is larger and there is less necessity for

looking after the amount of air passing by

emergency piston in emergency application.

(188) J. E. G., Needles, Cal., writes:

The question of plain or quick action

triples for tenders has arisen, owing to

poor service given on one of our large

freight engines. Is it good practice to

equip engines with quick action triples?

Are there any roads that do so? A

—

There are no roads using quick action

triple valves on their tenders in ordinary

air brake service ; but those roads using

the high speed brake for their tenders are

equipped with quick action triple valves.

triple valve does not do satisfactory work,

it might seem better to increase your

braking power through the medium of

your foundation brake levers, rather than

by changing the plain triple valve for a

quick action valve. Possibly the tender

needs a larger brake cylinder and it would

seem so if your present brake arrange-

ment does not hold well enough. If you

could send us the loaded weight of your

tender, a sketch of the foundation brake

gear, the size of the brake cylinder and

other important data we would be pleased

to go over the matter for you and see

what can be done to correct it and bring

it up to its highest efficiency.

(189) T. J. S.. Chicago, 111., writes:

I wish to take exceptions to some state-

ments printed in your June and July is-

sues. The first one is No. 137 in the June

issue. You say that the port leading to

the atmosphere in the high speed auto-

matic reducing valve is capable of reduc-

ing the pressure in the brake cylinder as

fast as the graduating valve is capable of

supplying it. This being a fact, it would

not be possible to increase the brake cyl-

inder pressure above 60 lbs. to the sq. in.

This has been tested and the pressure in

the cylinder can be run up to 70 lbs., or

even higher, and the reducing valve will

blow from 5 to 10 seconds. A—When the

pressure is a trifle higher than 60 lbs. in

the brake cylinder, the triangular port in

the slide valve of the reducing valve be-

gins to open at its smallest point. As the

pressure increases, a wider portion of the

triangular port registers with the port in

the seat, thereby gradually giving a larger

opening until the full opening is obtained.

This wide open port was what we meant

would e.xhaust the brake cylinder pres-

sure as rapidly as the graduating port

would supply pressure to the brake cylin-

der. Of course, until the triangular port

is in register at its widest point, we can-

not say that it is a full opening. This full

opening is sufficient to discharge brake

cylinder pressure as rapidly as the grad-

uating port in the triple can send it from

the auxiliary to the brake cylinder. The

reason that five or ten seconds is required

to reduce the pressure, as you mention, is

because the triangular port is gradually

moving in such a way that it becomes

gradually smaller. The amount of pres-

sure discharged would have escaped in

much less time had the larger portion of

the port been constantly open.

(190) J. J. O., Abbottsford, Wis.,

writes

:

-An engine equipped with a gVi-'m. pump

and a D-8 brake valve, carrying 70 lbs.

train line and 105 main reservoir pressure

and hauling fifty empties east and fifty

loads of iron ore west, all air brake in-

cluding caboose, would several times per

day upon a service reduction of seven or

eight pounds throw the entire train into

quick action. This would only happen

when the train had been charged up for

some time and then only on the first ap-

plication. This had been going on for

several weeks and experiments had been

made of cutting the tender brake out,

then the driver, then both. Finally the

brake valve was changed and the trouble

disappeared entirely. An examination of

the brake valve revealed nothing wrong,

still it must have been there in the valve

somewhere. A—Most probably the major

part of the cause of your trouble lay in

the brake valve; possibly the equalizing

piston did not work as freely as it might.

Again, it is possible that the movement

of the piston might be a trifle impeded by

the presence of small particles of grit or

\
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sediment, or the piston inighl be tigluly

fitted. As you say that the truuhlc gcii-

-erally occurred at the time of first appli-

cation when the train was fully pumped

up, would lead to a belief that possibly

there were leaks at the hose couplings or

in the train pipes which were greater when

the train was stretched and at the time

of application of the brakes in service

application. Willi the train thus stretched,

immediately after shutting off the engine,

the leaks would probably assist very much
in making the reduction. Possibly this

leakage was sufficient, when added to the

reduction at the brake valve, to cause the

cars nearest to this leak to jump into

<juick action and draw the others in also.

This would seem a plausible solution of

•the problem, as a change of brake valves

eliminated the trouble.

(191) T. J. S., Chicago, III., writes:

You state in your June issue tliat a leaky

graduating valve will not release a brake

without a slide valve leak. Admit this to

be true under certain peculiar conditions.

Your theory is no doubt that the slide

•valve will assume a position in which tlie

j)ort leading to the brake cylinder is

lapped. Is it not a fact that a body in

motion must be acted upon by a force

equal or greater than the opposing force

or the body will continue to move on?

What will stop it then until the piston

strikes against the wall of the chamber,

that being release position? Is it not also

true that more force is required to put a

body in motion than that necessary to

keep it moving? My theory is that if a

triple slide valve starts to move from

service toward release position, that it will

go clear to release position. It has been

tried and found that on four different

triples with a thread drawn through the

graduating port to keep the graduating

valve off its seat, that it will release every

time. These triples w^ere new from West-

jnghouse works and released after a five-

pound reduction in the train pipe. A

—

Unless the slide valve or its seat does

Jeak, either a considerable or infinitesimal

amount, a leaky .graduating valve cannot

cause the triple piston and slide valve in

good condition to go to release position

and let oflf the brake. As soon as the slide

valve comes to that position on its seat

where there is no opening between the

brake cylinder and the atmosphere, there

can positively be no leakage from the aux-

iliary reservoir to the atmosphere or brake

valve unless there is a scratch or other

leak in the face of the slide valve or its

seat. The auxiliary pressure can flow past

the leaking graduating valve or its seat,

but can get no further than the slide valv;

face unless, as we say, there is an imper-

fection present which will permit an es-

cape of this pressure. Otherwise it will

be bottled up in the port in the slide valve,

and will get no further. The piston and

slide valve will not generally move to full

release position after it has once been

started from service position, because as

the parts travel toward release, the air

in the auxiliary reservoir is actually being

compressed by the movement of the piston

toward release. Of course this is a very

small amount, but nevertheless is an ac-

tual compression, and will usually pre-

vent the piston from going to full re-

lease. A piston and slide valve which

works "jerky," however, might jump past

lap. It is true that more force is required

to put a body in motion than is necessary

to keep it moving. The triples which you

tested, while being new, undoubtedly had

a small leak somewhere on the face of the

slide valve or its seat, or else "jerked"

into release because of the friction of the

parts.

(192) J. I. M., Rensselaer, N. Y.,

writes

:

In talkiuK with an engineer he made

would stay apart. Please explain. A.

—

With two trains, one with a locomotive

and five passenger coaches, and another

with the same engine and ten coaches,

precisely the same in condition, such as

weight, braking power, brake shoes, etc.,

the longer train could be stopped in a

shorter distance than the shorter train, the

reason being that the coaches are braked

to 90 per cent, of their light weight, and

the engine is not braked so high. Usually

the tender is braked to 90 per cent, of its

light weight, the brake on the driving

wheels to about 75 per cent, and the for-

ward truck brake (if any) is braked to

about 50 or 60 per cent. This leaves a

greater percentage of unbraked power on

the engine than it does on the cars. This

percentage of unbraked weight of the en-

gine must be held back by the brakes on

the cars. Ten cars can hold back more

KlG. •,>.—TRIPLE VALVE TESTING UEVICE, GREEN ISL.^ND SHOPS. DEL.\WARE &
HUDSON RAILROAD.—COURTESY OF- A. BUCHANAN. JR.. MASTER MECHANIC.

the statement that he could stop a pas-

senger train of four cars quicker than

he could ten cars, running 50 miles an

hour, everything else being equal (each

coach weighing same, brakes being in first-

class condition. quick-acting valves

and cylinders alike). I claimed there

should be no difference, with this excep-

tion, that the engine had more braking

power in proportion to its weight than a

coach, and the excess would be greater

on our cars than ten, but he claimed

that was not where the difference was,

but said it was the weight of the trains.

I asked him if it was possible to couple

four or ten coaches together, 4 ft.

apart, with a chain and have them

that distance apart when the brake

was applied? Would the rear coaches

come together and shove the forward ones?

He did not thmk so. that the coaches

than five cars can. Of course, there will

be a little longer time consumed in apply-

ing the brakes on the ten cars than on the

five, but this difference in time would not

amount to any more than one-half a sec-

ond at the most and would hardly be con-

siderable. If the special train of five

coaches, or ten. for that matter, was

fitted up with long air hose and couplings

so that the cars would stand four feet

apart, as mentioned in your case, and

brakes applied, there would be a tendency

for the rear cars to be a trifle nearer to-

gether after the brakes were applied in

quick action than would the forward cars,

but this would also be very small and

perhaps inconsiderable. The cars would

certainly be apart and would not run to-

gether. The quick acting feature of the

triple valve would apply the brake quicker

than the slack could run m.
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Compound Consolidation Engines for

the Denver & Rio Urande.

The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad

has recently bought 30 consolidation

engines of the Vauclain compound type

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
and also some lo-wfheel engines. The
cylinders of these consolidations are 17

and 28 in. by 30-in. stroke with low

pressure cylinder on top. The driving

wheels are 54 in. in dia., and the total

weight is 188,095 'bs. The work cut out

for these heavy machines is between

Denver, Pueblo and Salida. The first dis-

trict of this division, between Denver and

Pueblo, is about 120 miles long and is over

the "divide" separating the South Platte

and the Arkansas rivers. From Pueblo to

Palmer Lake there is a continuous rise

of 2,569 ft. in distance of 67 miles, and

from Palmer Lake to Denver, the re-

maining S3 miles, a descent of 2,039 ft. is

made. This means that in passing over

the division an engine has a long, hard

pull to the summit and a long, steady

drift down the other side of the "moun-

of the trip. It is expected that by the

more economical use of the steam in the

cylinders due to the compound feature

of the new engines, together with the

consequent lesser tax on the boiler,

these machines will do away with the

necessity for the doubling of engines go-

ing up the hill. Whether or not this an-

ticipation is to be realized will be de-

termined by actual test.

The engines in question have wide

fireboxes, which is an innovation on the

D. & R. G. The balanced piston valves

are driven by direct connection gear, and

the engine truck center castings have

3-point suspension links. The main and

intermediate drivers are not flanged, and

the stroke being 30 in. brings the center

of the crank pin within 12 in. of the out-

side of the tire. The theoretical tractive

power of these mountain climbers on level

track at slow speed is about 43,180 lbs.

The brakes were furnished by the Amer-

ican Brake Company.

A few of the principal dimensions are

given below:

The Imperial Military Railways.

On July I last the railways of the

Transvaal and the Orange River Colony

passed from the department of the army
in South Africa into the hands of the

civil government. The railways of the

two colonies will continue to be worked
together, but the name. Imperial

Military Railways, has been changed

to that of the Central South Afri-

can Railways. For a time, how-
ever, the system of modified military con-

trol, says the Johannesburg Star, which

worked so well in Cape Colony and NataU

will be retained. Col. Sir Percy Girouard,

who has had extensive experience on
Egyptian and Soudan railways with Lord

Kitchener and who was the military di-

rector of the South African railways dur-

ing the war, has been retained by the civil

government as commissioner of railways.

In the war between France and Ger-

many in 1870, the latter country adopted a

system of railway control by which the

actual working of the roads was left to-

the civil stafif. In the Orange River and

COMPOUND CONSOLIDATION.—DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD.

tain," both of which are a hard tax on
the engine. The maximum grades be-

tween stations vary from less than I per

cent, to 1.42 per cent., and the curves

encountered in the steepest climbs are 6

degrees. From Toluca to Husted, a dis-

tance of 40 miles, there is no compensa-
tion in the grading to allow for the pres-

ence of curves, which adds to the work
the engines are called on to perform. On
the second district, from Pueblo to Sa-

lida, there is a continuous rise of 2,378

ft., the minimum grade being 0.66 per cent,

and the maximum 1.42 per cent., with

curves ranging from 3 deg. to 12 deg. 30
min.

In November. 1900. the Baldwin works
supplied the Denver & Rio Grande with

some very similar simple consolidations,

with 22x28-in. cylinders, 54-in. drivers

and weighing 183,790 lbs. These en-

gines were used on the Denver-Pueblo
division, but the continuous climb for

the first part of each trip necessitated

double-heading to the summit of the di-

vide, and one useless engine then drift-

ing either home again or for the rest

Cylinders, i7and2Sx 30 in. Valve, balanced piston.

BOILER.
Type, straight. Diameter, 74 in.

Thickness of sheets, ^-- in.

Working pressure, 200 lbs. Fuel, soft coal.

Staying, radial,

FIREBOX,
Material, steel. Length. ic2'8 in. Width, 65,^/^ in.

Depth, front 70 in,, back 62^^ in.

Thickness of sheets, sides, \% in,, back, % in.,

crown, ,"g in., tube, V^ in.

Water space, front, 5 in,, sides, 5 in,, back, 5 in.

TUBES.
Material, iron. Wire gauge. No. 11.

Number, 344. l>iameter, 2 in. Length, 14 ft. 6 in.

HEATING SURFACE.
Firebox, 172.5 sq. ft. Tubes, 2,596 sq. ft.

Total, 2,768,5 sq, ft. Grate area. 46,75 sq, ft,

DRIVING WHEELS,
Diameter outside, 54 in. Journals, all cf*2 x :2 in.

ENGINE TRUCK WHEELS.
Diameter, 30 in. Journals, 6x12 in,

WHEEL BASE,
Driving. 15 ft. Total engine. 23 ft. 10 in.

Total engine and tender, 53 ft, 6^ in,

WEIGHT,
On driving wheels, 163,44s lbs.

On truck, front, 24,650 lbs. Total engine, 188,095 'bs,

TANK.
Capacity, 6,000 gals.

TENDER
Wheels, diameter, 33 in. Journals, 5x S^ in.

Transvaal this system could not be ap-

plied. The staff of the Netherlands Rail-

way in particular declined to serve, and

the work had to be undertaken by the

army of occupation.

When the report of the commissioner

is published it will be interesting to have

the complete figures of the numbers of

men moved by rail in the last two years,

the tons of supplies distributed over the

whole system, the guns and horses trans-

ported and the heavy ambulance work

which was done. From the first a con-

siderable civil population had to be pro-

vided for, and a large amount of con-

struction work was undertaken in the

interest of that population. The coal

line along the Rand was completed alt

but laying the rails. This work will not

only be of great benefit in the future, but

while being built, provided employment

at a critical time for 10,000 natives. The

difficulties encountered in keeping the

railway lines open even after the block-

house system had been inaugurated will.

we fed sure, form a very interesting

chapter in the commissioner's report.
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BAGGAGK, UUFKET AND STATK ROOM CAR— N. V., N. 11 >V 11

New Passenger Equipment on the

N. Y., N H. & H.

Through the courtesy of Mr. William

Appleyard, master car builder of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad, we are enabled to present to

our readers some information concern-

ing the handsome passenger coaches re-

cently built at the company's N^w
Haven shops for service on the Knick-

erbocker Limited, running between New
York and Boston in 5 hours. These cars

are thoroughly well built and are similar

in style and decoration to those con-

structed by the Pullman company for the

Bay State express about two years ago.

The baggage car, or rather baggage

and state-room car, shown in the illus-

tration, consists of a modern baggage

compartment, occupying about half the

car and a passenger compartment in

which is a buffet and two state-rooms

with toilet rooms attached. The state-

rooms have each two comfortable easy

chairs and a sofa, the latter is divided

into three seats by arm rests which,

turning upon a hinge, can be moved out

of the way, after the manner of English

arm rests in first-class carriages, and

this transforms the three-seat sofa into

a reclining couch.

The observation car contains at one

end a parlor with revolving chairs. These

chairs do not interfere with one an-

other, even if rotated in opposite direc-

this car is mahogany, decorated with in-

laid work, while the smoking compart-

ment is finished in quarter-sawed English

oak, also inlaid. The color scheme all

through is most artistic, the various

shades are harmonized in a way most
pleasing and restful to ihc eye. The
head lining used in the observation par-

lor is made of glucd-up whitcwood

veneer, painted and decorated. It is

known as the "groined" style of ceiling

from the fact that the panels are arched

from all sides, the arches intersecting

irul forming groins.

These cars have structural steel plat-

form timbers, if one may be allowed to

say so, which add very much to the

strength of the underframe, and in case

tions or brought back to back, a feature of severe shock there is nothing to

which passengers no doubt appreciate break up and splinter. A feature of the

very much. These seats are so arranged buflfets is a Pintsch gas range, which is

that it is possible to put up an individ- supplied with gas from the same reser-

ual table, which one person can use. This voirs as the lighting system draws from.

SMOKING ROOM AND BUFFET. KNICKERBOCKER LIMITED.-N. V. N. H, & H.

also is a most satisfactory arrangement. The two gas holders under the car each

.\n au.xiliary buffet occupies the center contain 213 cu. ft. at a pressure of 10

of this car. the rear end of which is a atmospheres.

handsomely furnished and comfortable A glance at the illustrations will show

smoking room. The general interior of that outside decoration has been reduced

to a minimum, the finish, however, is ex-

cellent, like '"beauty unadorned, is

adorned the most." These cars are ele-

gant, convenient, strongly constructc'l,

and handsomely furnished, and shouKl

give the greatest possible satisfaction

both to owners and patrons for many
vcars to come.

OBSERVATION CAR, KNICKERBOCKER LIMITED—N. V.

The Fort Wayne Electric Works, Fort

Wayne. Ind.. have issued a folder in

which the merits of the "Wood" power
circuit arc lamp are set forth. This lamp

operates on 220 to 250 volt or 500 to 550

volt direct current circuits with two to

five lamps in series across the line. The
lamp is made in various styles and sizes.

Send for the f'llder if you are interested.
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QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondeiils zvishiiig to have ques-

liions answered in these coliwins should send

in their names and addresses, not for publi-

cation, but for evidence of good faith. We
•throw all anonymous letters in the waste

basket.

your description we imagine you had one

good gib on outside of crosshead. If the

switching was very urgent you might liave

put in an oak gib. firmly secured, in place

of the broken one. that is if you had time;

but the safer course under the circum-

stances was not to work the engine heav-

ily in Inck gear.

An Instantaneous Unloader.

A short time ago we were invited to

view the Lawson improved dumping car

at work in the Newark yard of the C. R.

R. of N. J. The car used, ij reproduced

in our illustrations. It is made of wood,
but steel will be the material of which
the'ie cars are to be built in the future.

(154) E. H. B., Little Rock, Ark., writes;

In disconnecting a piston valve, with

engine to be used on one side, can the

valve simply be pushed ahead or back in

the steam chest, and will it stay in that

position without fastening? A.—There

is no tendency to move a locomotive

valve, either slide or piston, caused by the

steam in the steam chest, but it is not

good practice to leave the valve without

blocking or fastening in some way, be-

cause with a disconnected engine one

cannot be sure that no unforseen coinpli-

•cations will arise. With valve pushed to

one end of chest, the cylinder is always

full of live steam from one end. You
can come home with valve in the center

or at one end, but the safer way is to

block or fasten the valve every time, after

choosing its position. A piston valve

with an extension rod in front if pushed

forward and not blocked might be forced

back if the engine struck some object on

the track.

(15s) Crosshead writes:

I was running an i8.x24-in. ten-wheel

Schenectady engine in heavy freight serv-

n

THE LAWSON UL'MPING CAR.—30,000 POUNDS CAPACITY.

The American Brake Shoe & Foundry

Company, of New York, have purchased

the brake shoe plant of the Ross-Meehan

Sectional Elevation. Shotcing Position of

Cylinders and Door Fasteners

Leading to

End Elevation Shotfing one side Dump*:d and
Catches to prevent Boxes from moving

PRt.fo ° °\ 3^ ^;-., 3

^/7/'/7/m/////.o-////^/.^/.--y////

Air Cj/lintlep
Door h'ltsttners

Batl Trarks

3 llf.f/ Vulvtit
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the load, as a man might chimp a hod of

mortar. As tlie box was moved outward

the side door-loclcs let go and the door

being hinged at tlie top, offers no re-

sistance to thi- full and complete dis-

charge of the load. The bo.\ tips past

the angle of rest of any known debris,

and can be given whatever shock is rc-

<|uircd, as it turns over, so that if loaded

with clay soft enough to make bricks, the

whole of the sticky mass would reach the

ground withnut having had time to ex-

postulate.

In the matter of shock, we may say

that inside the air cylinder at the piston-

rod end there is a coil spring which takes

7,200 lbs. to compress it; this absorbs

the shock caused by the box going over

when dumped, as it can be, by hand. A
certain amount of air, however, is intro-

duced into this end of the cylinder which
acts as a cushion of the most approved

atirl being extremely simple and substan-

tial it should not cost very much
to build ur to keep in service and

hard at work all the time. It can,

of course, be unloaded by an op-

erator on the engine or by a man on

the car when detached from the Ifjco-

motive. It can be dumped by hand if by

any chance the air gives out. It can

handle all kinds of rough freight as well

as material for railway construction and
handle it all economically. The train line

air pipe fills the brake auxiliary reser-

voirs first, and then fills two large res-

ervoirs for the dumping mechanism. The
car positively cannot be dumped by ac-

cident. It must be unloaded knowingly
by a person intending to do .so. There
are two automatic trip levers which hold

the boxes in place back to back, and there

they stay.

The Lawson steel car can handle anv

their load out hard, that's what the wordl
"dump" means. They do not depend
much on gravity, they arc dump cars.

Locomotive kaiiii];.

The weight of a tram is made up of
two components, the weight of the cars-

and the weight of the paying load. All
this weight is mounted on wheels, and
other things being equal, the fewer the
wheels the total weight is carried on, the-

greater the paying load. An engine gives
a certain definite drawbar pull, and it

rests with those in authority to use that

drawbar pull to the best advantage. A.

train, the weight of which is 1,000 tons.

made up of 20-ton cars, may be hauled
by an engine developing maximum draw-
bar pull. In such a train there would be-

50 cars, with a total of 200 axles. If this,

total weight had been disposed in 70-101*

cars there would be only 14 cars in the

INSTANTANEOUS UIMPKR CAl GHT IN THE VERY ACT BY AN INSTANTANEOUS CAMERA.

kind. The inventor intends to adopt a

simple arrangement whereby, toward the

end of the stroke, air will be automatic-

ally introduced into the front end of the

cylinder something on the principle of

the hydraulic recoil apparatus used on

quick-firing guns, so that the boxes on

the car may be tilted suddenly, or with-

out shock, or held rocking at any

angle required for the comparatively

slow dumping required in a moving

train. After discharging, the box is

tilted back and drawn in over the smooth

steel balls until in place, when the door-

locks hold the sides in place, and the

car is ready for another load. The car

can be dumped and boxes returned ready

for another load in less than one min-

ute, so that perhaps with full regard to

flawless truth it is not absolutely cor-

rect to say that it is instantaneous.

This car. made of steel, will very ma-
terially reduce the cost of construction.

material, hot or cold, and just here a

very useful function for this car looms
up. A few Lawson steel dump cars made,
as is quite possible, of any desired height,

could be run close in, below a steel trestle

on the ash track at a round house. En-
gine ash pans may be raked out so that

the material will drop directly into these

cars, a spray of water cooling the hot

ashes. After filling, the cars may be
taken away, dumped without loss of time

and brought back to serve the same use-

ful purpose again. Used this way, the

man who rakes out. loads the cars, and
as the dumping is the work even less than

one minute—not absolutely instanta-

neous, mind you—the tedious loading and
unloading of ashes at an engine house
by a gang of men. ceases to be the

serious or expensive matter it is now.
Handling locomotive ashes fresh from
the ash pans, the Lawson cars are '"hot

stuff." In construction work thev throw

train, 56 axles, and about 33 to 40 per

cent, of the available drawbar pull would
not have been utilized, though the i.ooo-

gross tons would go over the division.

There are a number of good reasons,

given for this state of affairs by Mr. J.

^L Daly in a pamphlet in which he ex-

plains the operation of his quick action

train resistance computer. He points out

that for long trains of light loaded cars

the company usually makes a "conces-

sion to the engine," that is, the company
permits the engine to haul something less

than the theoretical rating which stands

against it: but in case of short trains of

heavily loaded cars, the engine, he says,

should make some concession to the

company. The whole matter in a nut-

shell is: How to use the whole of the

available drawbar pull every time and in

no case overdo it.

Mr. Daly has devised a cabinet for the

purpose of facilitating the "making up of
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trains" in which blocks 01 wood repre-

senting cars of various gross weights are

capable of being grouped so that the

total resistance in every case is the thing

considered. When the groove in which

the bloclcs are placed is tilled up to the

engine rating figure, the proper train has

been indicated, whether it be long or

short or whether carried in light or heav-

ily loaded cars. Much time and labor arc

said to be saved thereby.

The Train Resistance Computer Com-
pany, Woolmer Building, Peoria, 111., are

prepared to forward the pamphlet re-

ferred to, or to give inquirers any infor-

mation which they may desire.

The Pocono Hountains.

The Lackawanna Railroad has issued a

neat little pocket folder, dealing with

Lenape, and a tally-ho party on Mou'it

Pocono, form part of the series. In-

formation is given about the train for

week end trips, with condensed time

table for east and west. D., L. & W. is

the way to spell the name of the road,

pronounced Lackawanna, 429 Broadway,

New York.

The "Straight Tip" on Tips.

.\ new burner has been perfected by

the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.

It is called the He.xagon Tip. Through
its use the illumination afforded by a

standard Pintsch lamp can be increased

by about 40 per cent., while the addi-

tional consumption of gas amounts to

something less than 10 per cent. The
Tip is applicable to any standard 4-fiame

Pintsch lamp—of which there are 140,000

m use. One large railroad system in the

Combination,Feed on Slotting flachine.

An ingenious workman succeeded in

slotting the oblique portions of a loco-

motive frame by combination feed, says

the .-liiicrican Maclu)iisi.

In a certain large locomotive works
there is a double-head slotter running

night and day shaping locomotive

side frames, many being of the

type having several surfaces at ob-

lique angles, the obliquity differing.

The oblique surfaces in a Lirge number of

these frames were machined by moving

one end of the frame oiif the table and

placing it on horses, thus bringing these

surfaces into line with the normal tool

travel. It is evident that this was a cost-

ly operation. Lately a set of frames were

removed from the large double-head slot-

ter and it was found that the oblique sur-

what the officials call their Pocono
Mountain Special. The run from Hobo-
ken to the summit is fully described.

Here in the mountains the air is cool,

bracing and invigorating, for the altitude

is more than 2,000 tt. Although the

Lackawanna engine, powerful as it? is,

has brought a train of luxurious cars,

weighing many tons each, up into the

heart of these highlands, it has not been

able to elevate the thermometer. That

refractory article is stated, upon good, ex-

pert authority, to be fully 10 degrees be-

low New York city at the end of the

JGurney. The folder shows, in excellent

little half-tones, a party of golfers .it

Delaware Water Gap, an angler standing

in mid-stream, with taut line and bowed
rod, in one of the famous trout streams

of "Lackawanna Land," if we may so

name this region. A scene on Lake

DELAWARE WATER GAP, ON THE
LACKAWANNA.

faces were all nicely finished. It was
done by using the lateral and longitudinal

feeds simultaneously. The combinations

thus obtained caused the point of the tool

to travel in the direction desired, taking

both roughing and finishing cuts and pro-

ducing a very fine piece of work. One ob-

lique surface shows a ratio of 3 to I : so

feed gears having six teeth for the longi-

tudinal to two for the lateral feed were

used, and siniilarlv with the others.

rXust Be the Best.

Drummer—Let me sell you some good
East has already had many of their lamp;

fitted with the hew burners, and all tips

hereafter ordered by that company will glue, sir; we handle a very fine quality.

be of the new type. The catalogue nuni- Customer— I want only the best kind,

ber of the new fitting is No. 222a. The remember.

general office of the company is 160 Drummer—Ours is what the railroads

Broadway, New York. Send for further use to stick down their coach windows

information if you want it. with! (Large order booked.)
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Of Personal Interest.
Mr. H. D. Judsoii lias been appointed

superintendent of the Illinois Lines, with

headquarters at Galesburg, 111.

Mr. J. W. Walker has been appointed

superintendent of terminals of the Atchi-

son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway at San
Francisco, Cal.

Mr. N. L. Rand has been appointed

master mechanic of the Intercolonial Rail-

way of Canada, with headquarters at

Moncton, N. B.

Mr. J. M. Robb has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the Ca-

nadian Northern Railway, with headquar-

ters at Winnipeg, Canada.

Mr. H. D. Hunter has been appointed

division superintendent of the Missouri

Pacific Railway at Osawatomie, Kan., vice

Mr. E. J. Ward, resigned.

Mr. G. F. Malone has been apponued
assistant superintendent of car service of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railway, with head-

quarters at Baltimore, Md.

Mr. R. R. Sutherland has been ai)pomt-

ed general superintendent of the Cincin-

nati, Richmond and Muncie Railroad, with

headquarters at Muncie, Ind.

Mr. John R. Christie has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the San Fran-

cisco and San Joaquin Valley Railway

;

headquarters, San Bernardino, Cal.

Mr. W. B. Throop has been appointed

superintendent of the Chicago Division of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rail-

road, with headquarters at Aurora, III.

Mr. J. L. Forepaugh has been appointed

superintendent of the Breckenridge Di-

vision of the Great Northern Railway,

with headquarters at Breckenridge, Minn.

Mr. R. M. Kimber has been appointed

superintendent of the Galesburg Division

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad, with headquarters at Galesburg,

111.

Mr. John D. Jones has been appointed

master mechanic of the Washington and

Columbia RivL-r Railway, with headquar-

ters at Walla Walla, Wash., in piace of

Mr. J. W. Ashton, assigned to other du-

tie.~,.

Mr. L. W. Bowen has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Northern

Division of the Great Northern Railway,

with headquarters at Grand Forks, No.

Dak.

Mr. W. J. Griffin has been appointed

assistant superintendent of the Denver
and Rio Grande Railway at Salida. Col.

He was formerly trainmaster on the same
road.

Mr. George McL. Brown has been ap-

pointed superintendent of tho sleeping,

dining and parlor car department of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, vice Mr. J. A.
Sheffield, resigned.

Mr. J. W. Sherwood has been appoint-
ed manager of the Union StatioT a<id ler-

nnnal Association of Detroit, Mich. He
was formerly general superintendent of
the Detroit Southern Railway.

Mr. A. E. Wclby has accepted the po-

sition of general manager of a new rail-

road to be built in Peru, from Arroya to

Cerro de Pasco. He was formerly super-

intendent of the Rio Grande Western.

Mr. J. B. Flanders has been appointed

general superintendent of the Detroit

Southern Railway with headquarters at

Detroit, Mich. He was formerly general

superintendent of the Cincinnati Northern.

Mr. M. V. Ham, foreman of locomotive

and car departments of the Texarkana and
Ft. Smith Railway at Beaumont, Tex.,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the same road, with headquarters at Tex-
arkana, Tex.

Mr. T. P. Cullen has been appointed

superintendent of the San Pedro, Los An-
geles and Salt Lake Railway, with head-
quarters at Los Angeles, Cal. He was
formerly with the Northern Pacific at

Helena, Mont.

Mr. B. F. Egan has been appointed

superintendent of the Kalispell Division

of the Great Northern Railway, with
headquarters at Kalispell, Mont., vice Mr.
L. W. Bowen, acting superintendent, who
has been transferred.

Mr. G. J. Bury has been promoted to be
a general superintendent on the Canadian
Pacific Railway. He was formerly super-

intendent of the Lake Superior Division of

that road, which position will now be

filled by Mr. R. Chappie.

Mr. Geo. McGil! has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Mohawk
Division of the West ShOre Railway, vice

Mr. M. C. Dean, who filled that office

for two years successfully and has now
gone back to his old run.

Mr. F. C. Rice has been appointed gen-
eral superintendent of the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy Railroad, with head-

quarters at Chicago, III., vice Mr. J. D.

Besler, who has been transferred to the

staff of the second vice-president.

Mr. A. Price has been appointed super-

intendent of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way on the lines west and north of To-
ronto Junction, with headquarters at To-
ronto. Ont. He was formtrly division

superintendent on the same road.

Mr. D. E. Barton, at one time mister me-
chanic of the Dunmore Shops of the Erie

Railroad (formerly the Erie and Wyo-
ming Valley), but later with the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, has been ap-

pointed general master mechanic of the

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad,

with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. H. W. Clarke has been appointed
superintendent of transportation of the
Mobile & Ohio Railway, with office at

Mobile, Ala. He was for twelve years
superintendent of the St. Louis Division
of the same road, which position will now
be filled by Mr. E. W. Moore, heretofore

trainmaster of that division; headquarters,

Cairo, 111.

Mr. Wm. L. Kendrick has resigned the

position of foreman painter of the New
York, Susquehanna and Western Rail-

way at Stroudsburg, Pa., to accept one in

the new Penna. R. R. Y. M. C. A. build-

ing at Conway, near Pittsburg. Mr. Ken-
drick leaves a host of friends who showed
their appreciation of his many kind acts

by the gift of a neat gold watch.

Mr. A. E. Mitchell has accepted the po-
sition of superintendent of motive power
of the Northern Pacific Railway, with
headquarters at St. Paul, Minn. Mr.
Mitchell was for many years superintend-

ent of motive power of the Erie Railroad,

which road he left last November to be-

come assistant superintendent of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway.

Mr. A. A. Sharp has resigned as su-

perintendent of the Memphis Division of
the Yazoo and ^Iississippi Valley Railway
to accept the position of manager of the

Roundaway Manufacturing Company, of
Mississippi, in which several officials of
the Illinois Central are interested. Mr. J.

T. Paul, formerly trainmaster at New
Orleans, will succeed Mr. Sharp as super-

intendent of the Memphis Division, with
headquarters at Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. W. L. Kellogg, for the past year

road foreman of engines on the Arkansas
Division of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
and Southern Railway at Little Rock,
Ark., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Missouri Pacific Lines at Fort

Scott, Kan., at which point he started in

years ago as a fireman. Before going with

the Iron Mountain he was for a long time

with the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
and Omaha Railway. His many friends

will be pleased to learn of his deserved
promotion.

Mr. Fred Mertsheimer, superintendent

of motive power and machinery of the

Kansas City Southern, has been appointed
superintendent of machinery of the Den-
ver and Rio Grande Railway at Denver,
Col., to succeed Mr. Henry Schlacks, re-

signed. Mr. Mertsheimer was for many
years connected with the Union Pacific

as master mechanic, division superintend-

ent and superintendent of motive power.
He left that road in August, 1897, to be-

come superintendent of motive power of

the Kansas City. Pittsburg and Gulf, and
the following December he was appointed

general superintendent of that read and
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held tlie position until June, i8yy. He re-

mained as superintendent of motive pow-
er and machinery of the road and its suc-

cessor, the Kansas City Southern, until

October, 1901. Mr. Schlacks has been

with the Denver and Rio Grande since

December, 1893, and previous to that time

was, for a number of years, superintendent

of machinery of the Illinois Central Rail-

way.

Valve Setting With Air.

BV A. J. HANNIG.^N.

The accompanying illustration .=.hows a

valve-setting machine operated by a No.

I Little Giant air motor. The gearing

used was taken from an old-style boring

bar and is geared 17J/2 to i. The rollers

are of cast iron, 6 in. in diam. and 2-in.

face; they are held in position on the

of ratchet into shaft. When main driv-

ers are nearing dead center, the operator

shuts ofl motor and uses ratchet to move
wheels the remaining short distance. The
use of this machine renders it possible

for two men to set a pair of valves in

four hours, to move all blocks and blades

and set thcni in proper position.

The old pinch bar system requires six

men, twelve hours to accomplish the

same amount of work. This machine has

been in constant use in the Cleveland,

Lorain and Wheeling R. R. shops at

Lorain, Ohio, since .August. 1901. and

has given every satisfaction. It was de-

signed by the writer, now employed as

machinist at these shops, and who hopes

the day has at last come when bars are

no more to be used for this kind o( work,

and that the design shown here may be

cally printed in red ink. The pamphlets

concludes with detailed specifications of"

these milling machines. Those who de-

sire to obtain information about these-

new tools should apply to the company.

The New York Rapid Transit Tunnel.
The Rand Drill Co., of 128 Broadway,^

New York, have issued an illustrated

pamphlet showing the uses and applica-

tion of their drills and air compressors-

in the work of driving the rapid transit,

tunnel in New York city. The publica-

tion is not only concerned with the va-

rious kinds of work done by the Rand
machines, here shown in a series of ex-

cellent half-tones with descriptive letter-

press, but it deals with facts and figures-

of population, growth, early history of

rapid transit, and the needs for further

Dfitlgnett by A.J,Hanuiga ii

,

JLovtiiit, O.

yOTE; Vnivevkal Rati-hft ntedto inorr Whttla
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H.\NNIGA.\-.-^ ARRANGEMENT OF AIR VALVE-SETTING MECHANISM
ii.iilway i u^„m'!\re Enjinuri'^

shafting by the use of gib-end keys re-

cessed in roller hub at gib end to admit

a S-i6-in. machine screw into the rollers.

The gib end of the keys are let into the

rollers sufficiently to allow the head of

the machine screws to come flush with

hub face of rollers. The keyways in the

shafting are K in. longer than width

of rollers to allow for lateral placing;

this prevents the rollers from break-

ing or chipping off. Two sprocket wheels

and chain belt are used to transmit mo-
tion to back rollers, and two stay plates

of wrought iron are used to keep rollers

from working sideways.

A most interesting feature of this ma-
chine is a left-hand ratchet attach-

ment. Without this attachment the

machine could not be termed a success.

The ratchet is placed opposite the air

motor and is held in place by a ^ ma-

chine screw which goes through center

helpful to fellow workmen by dispensing

with the old pinch bar with its prover-

bial "bad heel," which we know by expe-

rience, once in a while, slips and causes

the operator to "bless" the man who in-

vented the pinching method.

Brown & Sharpe's Catalogue.

The Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing

Co., of Providence, R. I., have issued a

catalogue illustrating a new line of uni-

versal milling machines, which embody
many novel features, among which may
be mentioned the method of clamping

the overhanging arm, the table-tripping

mechanism, the positively driven feed

and the new method of indexing, by

which all divisions from i to 3&0 can be

obtained. Engravings and line cuts illus-

trate the reading matter. The catalogue

is printed in paragraphs, with an index

or "finding-word" in the margin, artisti-

development of the system of urban,

passenger traffic. A map and profile rf

the railway is given, together with a de-

scription of the general construction .; f

the subway. The geology of Manhattan.

Island is taken up and a map showing,

various sections of rock formations

through which the tunnel passes, is pre-

sented. Drift, liinestone and gneiss-

form the prevailing constituents of the

south, middle and north portions of the

island. Altogether the Rand Drill Co.

have prepared a work, which will be

perused alike by professional and lay

readers with interest and profit.

The coke oven blowers in the Buffalo

plant of the Lackawanna Iron & Steel Co.

are to be operated by direct-connected

electric motors. Ten induction motors ot

75 h.p. each have recently been supplied •

by Westinghoiise Elec. & Mfg. Co.
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Tandem Compound for the Erie.

|'he Eric Kailiuad lias received from

the Cooke plant of the American Loco-

motive Company some tandem com-

pound consolidation engines. These ma-

chines weigh 209,000 pounds in working

order, of which 185,500 pounds is on the

driving wheels. The cylinders are 16 and

,30 in., by 30 in. stroke, and the tractive

force is 45,900 pounds. The cab is central-

ly placed, or, in the language of the road,

the engine has a "Mother Hubbard"
cab, and this disposition leaves the fire-

man protected by the regulation steel

hood at the rear.

The firebox has two circular fire

doors, in the straight up and down
back sheet. The injectors are both on

the right side and just above, and be-

tween the two top checks a washout

plug is placed, so that the portion of the

I)oilcr below tlie chocks, where a dcposi-

cab. All the driving wheels art Hanged
and the front pair arc equalized with

springs above each box. Tlie back

'

wheels, main driver and trailer, are also

equalized with one semi-elliptic spring

between them, the outer hangers termi-

nating in coil springs.

The tandem cylinders have between
them a floating sleeve carrying the pis-

ton-rod packing. As this rod and pack-

ing seldom sees the light, the self-adjust-

ing feature provided by the floating

sleeve allows for wear, and, indeed, pro-

vides for slight unequality in any direc-

tion. The valve is of course of the piston

type and is driven by indirect connection

in the usual way.

What one may call a safety feature is

the providing of engineer and fireman

each with a set of gauge cocks. The
lower gauge is so placed that when it

"runs water" the crown sheet is covered

Driving wheel centers, matcri.al, main, cast «tc.;l:

ift. 2f\ and 4th. catil iron.

KnKine truck wheels. <lia., 30 in.; kind. "Stand-
ard"— oust iron center. Htce! tired.

Driving axle journald, dia., main, lo in.:olherii,

9 in,; lenxlh, main, uin,; olhern, iz in.

Enuine truck axle journaN, dia . f, x f, in

IIUII.KK

Strainht top. wide elevated fire Ixjx. rad. stayed.
WorkinK pressure, jjolbs.; hori/.<intal seams, sex-

tuple riveted.

Dia,, first course, outside, 70}^ in.; thickness of
shell. ,«, to a in.

I-irelKjx, lenKth, ii4'/ii in ; width i;6'/i in.

Tut)e.«. nunilKT, 369; dia,, 2 in,; length, 14 ft. 6 in,

Keating surface tutxs 2,784 fl.

Firebox 199 ft.

Total j"yy ft.

Crate surface. 76.27 sq. ft.

Slide valve, pi.ston type; travel, b in.

Lap of valve, high and low; ouUide lap. 54 in : in-
side lap, high, line and line, low, % in. clear-

ance.

Center of boiler (rem rail, 9 ft. 5 in; top of sUck
from rail, i.s tt, 6^ in.

Hr,'ik'- Wr^tint,'h'Mt>if-,^nierican.

TANDEM COMPOVND CONSOLIDATION—ERIE RAILRO.AD,

tion of sediment usually forms, can be to a depth of 4 ins. This sheet is hori- tender.
easily washed out. The main reservoir zontal when the engine is standing level.

''"'""=' '- '" ^te^l channels.

s placed over the firebox, between the The double set of gauge cocks gives two ^: ':^:^^Z:;J:'e::::'::::.Zf:^^
cab and the fireman s steel hood, where men a chance to watch the water 10 tons.

it is certainly out of the way. The en- level, instead of one. as is in line with
gine is liberally supplied with hand rails, the wise policy of having responsibility ^^^ ^^° Behind the Throttle and the
which the occupants of the cab will no divided on important matters connected ^^" Behind the Gun.
doubt appreciate. In fact, the front part wMth locomotive management, just as re- The Johannesburg, South Africa, Star
of the running board has a guard hand sponsibility for the observance of train of July i, in speaking of the Imperial
rail running along the outside, and in a dispatchers' orders is shared equally. Military Railway service, says: "To the
way reminds one of the "good old days" when both men know^ what they are whole railway staff, both the army and
when the running boards and front foot expected to do. the civil population of these colonies owe
plate were all fenced in with a neat rail- A few of the leading dimensions are no small debt of gratitude. Where all

ing. On this engine, however, and in the as follows: have done so well it may seem invidious
busy present time, the fireman does not Fuel, fine anthracite coal. to discriminate, but there is one body of
have to go out along the running board Cylinders, 16 and .w x 30 in, stroke. men in particular to whom no one wi!l
tallow pot in hand, as in those days re-

weigh, „„ d.ivers .s.s.500 lb.«.
j ^ j^, ^^.^^^ ^- acknowled?-

ferred to as "0-onH " Weight on trucks 23.500 lbs. °
,, . ,. , , f

',
Kouu.

.j.^j^l weight of engine in working ment. the engine drivers who so freely
The connection which supplies steam order 209,000 lbs. and heroically risked their lives and for

to the "fountain" in the cab. comes from Loaded weight of tender. i2o,coo lbs. 18 months faced dangers in the perform-
the dome, and is placed as high up as pos- ?„t'i°",""i'h' "''^Z

" "'
' '"

r.
• ^nce of their daily task, compared with

„:ui • -i ^ • , r .
Total wheel base of engine. 24 ft. -i ms. -^ y ^ <.

sible m It, so as to insure the use of dry wheel base of engine and tender.;, ft. n in. "hich the dangers of battle call for little

steam for the various mountings in the Driving wheels, dia. outside of tire. 56 in. fortitude."
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Appointments at Purdue University.

The following additional appointments

to the faculty at Purdue have recently

been made: Mr. J. R. McColl, to be As-

sociate Professor in Thermodynamics

;

and Mr. Fritz B. Ernst, to be Instructor

in Car and Locomotive Design.

Professor McColl is a graduate of the

department of Mechanical Engineering,

Michigan Agricultural College, and has

done work as a graduate-student both m
that institution and at Cornell University.

After serving for a time as an assistant

he was in 1892 placed in charge of the

department of Mechanical Engineering of

the University of Tennessee at Kno.xville,

and for ten years has devoted himself to

its development.

Mr. Ernst is a graduate of the depart-

ment of Civil Engineering of Purdue Uni-

versity, and since graduating has been a

member of the editorial staff of the Rail-

way Age, of Chicago, in which position

he has had much to do with certain

phases of railway design.

Injector's Action Explained.

The most convincing proof that there

was notliing paradoxical in the action of

the injector was given by Bourdon. This

proof is of a purely experimental char-

acter, and is as follows: .\n air gun con-

nected to a compressed-air reservoir has

the open end of its barrel just opposite

a valve opening inward in the said com-
pressed-air reservoir. When the trigger

is released, a bullet in the gun barrel will

easily force the valve open and penetrate

inside the reservoir. It is merely by
momentum or vis viva acquired that the

bullet overcomes the pressure in the res-

ervoir. The same action takes place in

the injector.

Blue Prints Hade by Electric Light.

The making of blue prints by electric

t light lias been carried to the point where
plate glass disappears from the apparatus

used. riie machine consists of a large

wooden cylinder, which is made to re-

vr.lve slowly in front of the laiii|i. and

any good photo-engraver's lamp will do.

A transparent traveling apron nio\es wiili

the drum. The apron is reeled up on

small drum .it the bottom of the michine
and this and the upper roller upon which
it is wound keep it in tension sufiicient

to always hold the tracing and priming

paper close together, and against the

large drum. The tracing and sensitized

paper arc fed in under the moving trans-

parent apron at the top and both are re-

ceived in a I)o.\ placed below the large

drum. The driving mechanism can be

operated by belt from shop shafting or

run by a small electric motor. The whole

apparatus may be arranged so as to re-

ceive sunlight upon fine days by being

mounted upon a truck. It has the ad-

Axle Light.

The Consolidated Railway Electric

Lighting and Equipment Co., of 100

Broadway, New York, has contracted

with the Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-

cific, to equip with its "Axle Light" sys-

tem of electric lights and fans all the

cars now being constructed by the Pull-

man Company to be used in the new lim-

ited trains that go into service in Novem-
ber, between Chicago and San Fran-

cisco, via the Rock Island and Southern

Pacific. This is the same "Axle Light"

system of electric car lighting that is now
in use on the twenty-hour trains of the

New York Central and Lake Shore and

Pennsylvania Limited, and also on the

finest trains of the Atchison, the Grand

Trunk; Chicago, Great Western; Mis-

souri Pacific and St. Louis and San

Francisco, and on the dining cars of

other leading railway lines; also on all

private Pullman cars, and on nearly all

the official cars of railway presidents and

general managers.

BLUE PRINT APPARATUS.

v.intage that it does not take up much
space. The Spalding Print Paper Com-
pany, of Boston, arc the makers of this

apparatus.

The Lima Locomotive and flachine

Works.

The new plant of the Lima Locomotive
and Machine Company is now und'T

construction at Lima, Ohio. The plant is

located on 15 acres of ground, having
connection with 3 railway systems, which
give unexcelled shipping facilities. The
buildings are all in accordance with plans

furnished by the Osborn Engineering
Company, Cleveland, O., who also su-

perintend their erection. The structures

are connected with a conveniently ar-

ranged system of railroad tracks, on

which one of the company's Shay loco-

motives delivers material from one de-

partment to another. The entire plant

has a complete sewerage, fuel gas and
water systems, and the different build-

ings are heated by hot air, delivered by a

blower system, furnished by the New
York Blower Co. The entire plant is

well lighted by electricity.

M.\CHINE SHOP AND ERECTING ROOM.

This is of steel construction, 120 x 200
ft., with side and end walls of brick ; the

whole covered by a tile roof. The mid-
dle span of the building is 60 ft. wide

and 38 ft. from the floor line to the top

of the crane track. On each side there

are 2-story bays, 30 ft. wide, on which

floors are machine tools. The middle

span will be used for erecting purposes,

having 4 tracks running the full length of

the shop, of sullicient capacity to hold

20 locomotives at one time while in the

process of erection. This erecting floor

will be served by 2 electric cranes of suf-

ficient capacity to handle the largest size

locomotives. There is a cement floor on

the ground and a slow-burning floor on

the second story of the side bays, making
the entire structure as nearly fireproof as

possible.

The casting storage building is a

frame structure, 93 x 100 ft., where gray

iron and steel castings are stored and

classified, so that a large stock can be

kept on hand at all times. This building

has several cranes, with railroad tracks

which run inside, so that material can

be handled quickly and economically.

The blacksmith shop is of brick, witli

slate roof. It is well equipped with all

modern oil and gas furnaces and the

latest design forges, steam hammers,

forging machines, etc. The frame and

truck room building, 74 x 125 ft., is also

used as a truck and frame shop, and is

connected with the blacksmith shop. It

is well equipped with wheel borers, axle

lathes, wheel presses, arch bar drills,

punches, cutoff saws, etc. The power

house is a substantial 40 x 117 ft. fireproof

building of brick construction, tile roof

and cement floors. The boilers are of the

internally fired design, with Morrison

corrugated furnaces and are of 20-H. P.

units. The engine is of 4S0-H. P. capac-

ity, which furnishes power for 2 100-

K. \V. generators, manufactured by the

Sprague Electric Co., which furnish

electric power for lighting the buildings

and operating the various motors at-

tached to line shafting in the different

buildings, and also serves a number of

individual machines throughout the

plant. The air compressor, blowing en-

gine for the steel foundry and hydraulic

plant for operating the flanging presses

and riveting machines in the boiler shop

are also located in this building. We
next come to the mill, which is built of

brick and has a slate roof. It is used as

a planing mill and woodworking de-

partment, and is fully equipped with all

the necessary machines. It is equipped

with a shaving exhaust system.

DOILER SHOP BUILDING.

This is of steel frame construction,

120x140 ft., with brick sides and tile

roof. The center span is 60 ft. wide and

the 2 side spans each 30 ft. wide. The
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An Engineer's

Letter

of interest to other engi-

neers and to all railway-

officials having charge of

motor power.

" It is witli much pleasure that

I write you concerning my ex-

perience will) the samples of

Dixon's flake graphite. As I

formerly stated when I wrote you

for the samples, I was running a

Rhode Island passenger engine

that had a driving box running

hot continually regardless of the

amount of oil applied, which, in

fact, was enough to oil the entire

engine.

" Now, to make a long story

short, I mixed the sample of coarse

graphite with valve and signal oil,

about half and half, put part of it

on the box under the packing, the

rest on top of the packing, and the

box has never run hot since.

" The finely pulverized graphite

you sent I used in the air pump and

engine brake valves. A little

mixed with valve oil used on the

rotary seat makes the brake valve

work as easy and smooth as a ball

bearing. A little of it I used in

the pump and surely that is where

it belongs, for it makes a pump
run as smooth as glass. I cannot

speak too highly of Dixon's pure

flake graphite."

Dixon's pure flake graph-

ite is now enjoying a

world-wide reputation and

is made only by the Dixon

Company^ See that you

get it in unbroken pack-

ages, then you will know
you have the genuine.

electing tuwcr is m one end and equipped
with hydraulic riveter of the latest de-

sign. A 15-ton electric crane travels the

whole distance of the center bays, while

several smaller traveling cranes operate

in the side bays. All of the large tools,

such as bending rolls, punches, etc., are

driven by motors attached direct to the

tools. The smaller ones are driven by
a belt from the line shaft, which is also

driven by a motor. The hydraulic power
operating flanging presses, etc., is

piped from the accumulator in the power
house. The brass foundry is of brick,

with slate roof, and has ample capacity

lo furnish all brass castings required.

The new pattern storage is of brick con-

struction, with tile roof, supported by
steel trusses. There are no outside win-

dows, the light inside coming wholly

from skyliglits in the roof, the building

being fireproof.

GU.W IKON 1--OUNDRV HUILDING.

This building will be of steel-frame

construction, with brick side walls and

tile roof; the center span 60 ft. wide and

the two side spans each 30 ft. wide. .'\n

electric traveling crane will serve the cen-

ter span the entire length of the building,

while smaller traveling cranes will oper-

ate in the side bays. The cupolas and

converters for steel castings are on the

sides well toward the middle of the

building, while the core ovens, drying

ovens and annealing furnaces are in the

same bay. The middle span and opposite

bay will be used as molding and pour-

ing floors.

When finished this will make one of

the most complete locomotive plants in

the country, and one that can be ex-

panded to treble its capacity, as each

building is so arranged that it can be

largely extended without conflicting with

its neighbor, and the machinery is also

arranged with this end in view. The

company manufactures Shay geared loco-

motives from 10 to 140 tons weight; also

small direct locomotives of several

classes up to 45 tons weight, and will

have a capacity of I locomotive per day

as soon as this new plant is in operation.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY QTY, N. J.

New Steel Car Float.

The keel has been laid for the second

of the big steel car floats that the Fore

River Ship and Engine Company is build-

ing at its yards on Quincy Point, Boston

Harbor, for the New York, New Haven

and Hartford Railroad and the first

frames are already up. The other float is

now well under way. These barges are of

unusual size, each having three tracks

with room on them for setting 23. 50-ton

cars at one time. Steel construction was

adopted in preference to wood because of

the protection against accident which it

affords and because its greater stability

works a considerable saving in ordinarj-

repair expenses.

Bridge Over the Strait o» Canso.

Kngiiiccrs say that a tunnel under the

Strait of Canso, between Xova Scotia and
Cape Breton Island, would be impractica-
ble, and an ambitious bridge over the
stormy waters is projected. The cost is

expected to approach $5,000,000. Bridges
over our East river in New York are vast-

ly more expensive, but no great outlay for

approaches will be required in Cape Bre-
ton. It may be predicted safely that the

problem of dealing with huge masses of

pushing, jostling people at either end of

the Nova Scotia structure will not over-

whelm the local auihr»riti(->. for many a

generation.

New Book.

Foreign Trade Requirements. 1902.

New York: Lewis, Scribner & Com-
pany, 125 East 23d street.

This book covers the export field and

is designed to answer the questions con-

stantly arising in connection with the

conduct of foreign business. It has been

carefully classified, condensed and ar-

ranged in the following sections:

Trade Conditions of the World; Trav-
eling Salesmen; .Agencies and Advertis-

ing; Credit Customs of the World; Com-
mercial Laws of the World; Trade-Mark
and Patent Laws of the World; Trans-

portation Facilities of the World; Ency-
clopedia of all Principal Commercial
Cities, Coins and Currencies of the

World; Postal Regulations; Cable Rates;

and Weights and Measures of the World,
with United States equivalents.

The section on Trade Conditions gives

a resume of the commercial situation in

each country with especial attention lo

the prospects for the ensuing year, in

each important line of coinmerce, and to

the most favorable openings for the ex-

tension of American trade. The ma-
terial for this section has been collected

by resident and traveling correspondents

in the important trade centers of each

country and the statistical information

has been drawn from the latest figures of

the various governments.

Of the book as a whole it may be said

that a vast amount of time, labor and
careful investigation has entered into its

compilation. This volume, with the sup-

plements that will follow it, is an earneu
attempt to assist the manufacturer and
exporter in their conquest of foreig;i

markets and to present in condensed
form the information that will be of ben-

efit and use to all those who are inter-

ested in the development of foreign trade.

New and Old Bookf .

Some time ago a verj' popular work
entitled "Burning Soft Coal Without
Smoke" went out of print. The newer

work on "Firing Locomotives." by Angus
Sinclair, now takes its place. The price

of the latter is 50c.
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rtotor-Driven Tools.

This is bulletin No. 24, issued by the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, of Ampere,

N. J. It is well printed and is bound in

a reddish-brown cover made of a material

resembling burlap, upon which is a shaft

in section of black paper, to which is

keyed a sleeve in bright red, the whole

giving to the catalogue a striking and

attractive appearance. There is no

lengthy descriptive matter or tables in

this pamphlet, the information is given

by a number of clear, definite half-tones

showing the applications of the electric

motor which have been made for the

distribution of power. Upwards of 40

machines of different kinds are shown,

all with individual drives. The company

invite correspondence, and will send the

catalogue to those who write for it.

Steam Railway to be Operated by
Electrical Machinery.

The last of the main generators and

engines intended to be installed in the

power plant of the Mersey Tunnel Rail-

way, at Liverpool, are about to be shipped

from the Westinghouse works at East

Pittsburgh. These generators are of the

railway type and are to be direct con-

nected to vertical cross-compound West-

inghouse Corliss engines of 1,500 h.p.

each. The power generating plant will

have an aggregate output of about 6,600

h.p.—6,000 h.p. for the railway proper,

and 600 h.p. for lighting. The cars will

be equipped with Westinghouse high-

speed air brakes. The rolling stock will

consist of 60 cars, each about 60 ft. in

length. The trains will be formed of five

cars each, the first and last cars of a traic

being motor cars equipped with four 100-

h.p. motors each.

The Mersey Railway connects Liverpool

and Birkenhead and passes under the

river Mersey. The tunnel is double

tracked. The route of the railway is about

four miles and a half long. Its situation

is unique, joining two such important

business cities between which the only

competition in the transportation of pas-

sengers and freight is given by ferry

boats on the river, and the traffic on the

line is large. The number of passengers

carried amounts to between seven and

eight millions per year with the steam lo-

comotive system.

The railway is standard gauge, laid in

accordance with heavy steam railway

practice, the rails being of the ordinary

English "Bull-head" type weighing 86 lbs.

per yard. The line is to be fitted with th-

third-rail system, the conductor rail to be

bid alongside and just outside of the run-

ning track. The running rails will not be

used as the return electrical conductor,

but a fourth rail is to be placed between

them solely for this purpose. This will

entirely prevent any destruction of the

track rails or buried pipes in the vicinity.

by electrolytic action. The third and

fourth rails will be similar in size and in

arrangement. They are to be of T-sec-

tion, 60 ft. in length and to weigh 100 lbs.

per yard. They will be effectively bonded

and carried on stoneware insulators

spaced at intervals of 7 or 8 feet.

It is expected that the trains will run

on a three-minute service. The tunnel

and the seven stations of the system are

to be electrically lighted throughout. The

power generating station, the machinery

and the track work are all being pushed

rapidly to completion.

Capital as Stored Force.

Capital is stored force, and as such

falls under substantially the same laws as

other stored forces. Great aggregations of

capital may easily be the menace of so-

ciety. They make it possible for the un-

scrupulously strong to conquer or crush

the timid weak; they make it possible for

vast organizations, it is not of the slightest

consequence whether we call them corpo-

rations, combines, trusts, or corners, to

cite fictitious values on the one hand, and

to destroy those that are real on the other.

They make it possible to produce a ficti-

tious scarceness of the necessaries of life

where there is none, and practically to

annihilate values when weaker men refuse

to vield to their decrees.

American Steel & Wire Co.

The American Steel & Wire Company,

of Chicago, New York, Denver, San

Francisco and Worcester, have publishctl

a catalogue containing the dimensions and

weights of pure copper wire, the capacity

of conductors, weights and lengths of iron

and steel and many other tables useful

to those who have to do with wire, cables,

conductors, etc. A very useful page is

No. 17, which is devoted to the statement

of eight rules for the safe handling of

light, power, and line wires. Now that

electricity plays such an important part in

railroad and industrial operations, infor-

mation of- this kind is of great import-

ance, not only to the electrician, but to

the layman as well. The catalogue will

be forwarded to any one interested

enough to apply for it.

Removing Boiler Scale with Petroleum.

For several years petroleum has been

used extensively in Germany to remove

scale from steam boilers. The oil was

introduced with the feed water. When
the water was drawn from the boilers,

the oil, floating on top, would be depos-

ited on the scale and dissolve it. There

was no thought of danger in connection

with the operation, but in a recent report

issued by the government, attention is

called to several accidents that have re-

sulted from this method of boiler clean-

ing.—E.x.

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.
Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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More than a

Drill.

Our rotary drill is

called a drill because
life is too short forlong
names; but in fact it is

a portable power-plant
for drilling, reaming,
tapping, stay-bolt
screwing, cutting out
boiler - tubes, flue-roll-

ing, and various other
uses that are daily in-

creasing in number.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools
whether drills, ham-
mers, rammers, or
riveters, all have that
rugged strength and
keen appetite for work
that you find in all the
world's great money-
makers.
Send for our new catalogue. It

is full of good ideas for using pneu-
matic Chipiiingand Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry Ram-
mers, Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
; 7St St. and Allegheny Ave.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago Pittsburgh

San Francisco Boston

.ED

Extra Heavy Urlvinj; Wheel Lathe.

.\ driving wliccl lathe weighing aljout

Xo.ooo lljs. has been built at the Nilcs

liMjj Works, Hamilton, Ohio, for the

Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania. This

machine was designed to take very lieavy

cuts in turning tires on the tread on driv-

ing wheels ranging from 52 to 68 in.

dia. The present standard high-grade,

self-hardening tool steel is used.

The power is supplied, as will be seen in

I lie illustration, by a variable-speed

motor of 25 h.p., the range of speeds

I)cing from 600 to 840 revolutions per

minute. The motor connects to the gear

train by means of a magnetic cIutcK

suitable change gears being provided in

addition to the range of speeds in the

motor to give a cutting speed oi from

10 to 30 ft. per minute.

The magnetic clutch is double-ended

and is so geared to the motor that when
driving through one end the tire is

turned at the speed given above. To
cut out hard spots in the tire, the other

end of magnetic clutch can immediately

be brought into action, reducing the cut-

ting speed to 4 or 6 in. per minute. The

tering attachments, however, can work
simultaneously only on pairs of wheels

having left-hand lead. The smallest

radius to which the quartering attach-

ment can be worked in this lathe is 13

in. Modifications can be made, how-
ever, to permit of working smaller

radius.

We understand that the Eastern Texas
R. R. have ordered a combination passen-

ger and baggage car to be rebuilt by the

Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, of Chi-

cago. Mr. F. M. Hicks recently sold a

logging engine to the D. S. Pate Lumber
Company. The engine had been rebuilt at

the works. The St. Louis & Gulf Ry. have

ordered a so-ton mogul engine, cylinders

19 X 24, to be rebuilt at the Hicks Loco-

motive Works. Mr. Chas. B. Goes has pur-

chased from F. M. Hicks a theatrical car.

rebuilt at the works. The St. Louis &
Gulf Ry. have placed an order calling for

40 flat cars to be rebuilt. The Empire

Steel & Iron Company, Catasauqua, Pa.,

have purchased a four-wheel switch-engine

from this concern ; it was rebuilt by Mr.

Hicks before the sale. The Colorado &

EXTRA HEAVY DRIVING WIIEEI, LATHE—NII.ES WORKS.

change from the ordinary speed to the

extremely slow speed is instantaneous

and is performed by throwing a switch.

For adjusting the right-hand headstock

a 3-h.p. motor is mounted at the end

of the bed. The face plates are 72 ins.

in dia. and fitted with internal cut gears,

made of gun-iron. The former are pro-

vided with openings to receiv£ the crank-

pins, so that the wheels may be placed

close to the face plates.

All of the shafts from the motor to the

face plates run in bronze bearings. All

of the large gears are of strong gun-iron

and the pinions, of steel forgings. All of

the gearing and shafts are designed to

safely transmit a pressure of 18,000 lbs.

to each tool.

The cariages and tool rests are massive

in construction, the rests being provided

with lateral adjustment on the carriages,

as well as with swivel movement, to turn

the necessary taper on the thread. The

feed to the tool rest is by ratchet, driven

positively from one of the driving

shafts. By a suitable modification of the

carriages an arrangement for turning

journals can also be applied.

Quartering attachment can be applied

to both heads if desired. The two quar-

Southern Ry. has ordered three baggage

cars to be rebuilt at the Hicks Locomo-

tive & Car Works. These are in addition

to the previous order for passenger

equipment, and the El Paso & South

Western R. R. is having a private car re-

built at the Hicks Works.

Growing Timber for Ties.

The Boston and .\lbany Railraod has

set out 10,000 catalpa trees near Westfield,

Mass., as the beginning of a plant for the

production of timber for railroad ties.

These trees, it is said, grow very rapidly

in the West, and are ready for use in

about sixteen years. The wood is

straight-grained and of a quality very

desirable for railroad ties. There is some

uncertainty as to whether the catalpa tree

will grow as well in the eastern climate as

in the western and southern states.

Not in the Standard Code.

Every one has heard of the Irish rail-

way on which a large sign was erected at

one narrow part of the line, to the ef-

fect that "When two trains meet here,

they must come to a standstill until they

have passed each other."
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Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co.

The Philadelpliia rncumatic Tool Co.

reports an unprecedented rush of business

and its manufacturing capacity is taxed

to the utmost, running night and day to

keep up with orders. The increasing de-

mand for the Keller Rotary Drill is a

particularly noticeable feature in this

company's business. Four of the large

Eastern steel companies have recently pur-

chased Keller Tools to the aggregate num-
ber of 237. One of the Western trunk

line railroads has recently made a contract

with the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co.

to purchase at least 1,500 Keller tools

within the next eight months. A cable

order for Keller tools was received last

week from Bilbao, amounting to several

thousand dollars.

In consequence of this it is stated that

the company will increase their capital

stock to $2,000,000 in order to adequately

deal with' its rapidly growing business and

to prosecute extensions of it into all parts

of the world. Negotiations have been

progressing for some time for the trans-

fer of the European patents now owned
by the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co.

to a syndicate composed of men promi-

nent in shipbuilding and railway inter-

ests in England and Germany. It is pro-

posed to form a European company with

about $1,000,000 capital to manufacture

the Keller pneumatic tools for the Euro-

pean trade. Mr. J. W. Tierney, president

of the Philadelphia Co., will shortly sail

for Europe to conclude these arrange-

ments.

Draw Gear Tests.

The draw gear tests seem to have

brought ottt much useful information. In

fact, those tests are probably considered

of greater importance than any conducted
since the air-brake trials and vertical plane

coupler tests. Again we find one manu-
facturer watching the other and accusing
each other of submitting for trials draw
gears which have been specially prepared

to meet and pass the conditions of the

tests, rather than supplying a device that

will give superior service results. How-
ever, such keen scrutiny and rivalry will

again redound to the advantage of the

railroad companies, and especially so, if

one feels that he must protect himself and
his device by watching the other.

A little pamphlet on "New Tools" has
been received. It is a supplement to Cat-
alogue No. 16, of the fine mechanical tools

manufactured by the L. S. Starrett Com-
pany, of Athol, Mass. Among the tools

made may be mentioned, mercury plumb
bobs, steel tapes, pocket rules, screw pitch

gauges, spacing center punches, microm-
eters, etc., etc. Prices are given in each
case, with sizes and description sufficient

for ordering. The pamphlet will be sent

to any address.

Atchison's New Wage Agreement.

.-\. press dispatch says, on .\ugust i the

new agreement concerning wages be-

tween the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad and the Brotherhood of Rail-

way Car Men went into effect. Under
the terms decided upon, the change will

be gradual and will not be extended over

the entire system until about January i.

Certain cases, where the need is most
pressing, will be given advantage of the

raise first. The increase will affect about

7,000 men and amounts to an average of

from 10 to I2;^2 per cent. The agreement

also provides for a lo-hour day and .1

possible hour off on Saturday.

The Rogers and Hubbard Company, of

Middletown, Conn., appear to fully agree

with Solomon that "a good name is

rather to be chosen than riches." We
judge this to be the case because in look-

ing over the little pamphlet wliich they

have just issued entitled, "Twenty Years

.\go," we find that about that length of

time back they placed upon the market

an excellent granulated raw bone case

hardening, without knowing the value of

the word "granulated" as a name, and it

was imitated. In order to get the real

thing now they say it is necessary to

order Hubbard's Black Diamond Gran-

ulated Raw Bone. Their pamphlet on

"How to Case Harden with Granulated

Raw Bone" is sent free to any address.

A paragraph in the new'spapers says

that the general passenger agent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad has authorized the

statement that through passengers on the

new twenty-hour limited express between

New York and Chicago will get a rebate

on their fares if the train is late. The
fare by this train is eight dollars more

than the standard fare. If the train is

tw^o hours late the passenger gets two
dollars back: if three hours late, three

dollars, and so on up to four dollars.

The catalogue of the National Car

Coupler Company shows the Natioml

coupler by line cuts and in perspective in

half-tone. The latter is intended to as-

sist in recognizing the parts when order-

ing. The National steel platform and

buffer is shown in plan and in perspective.

This is followed by a complete order sheet

in which all parts are outlined and num-
bered. The Hinson draw-gear single-

spring pocket and the Hinson gear with

tandem springs with friction buffer are

shown in outline and explained. The
catalogue is full of information, clearly

illustrated and easy to order from. The
company's works are situated in Con-

verse, Ind., and the office is in the Mo-
nadnock Block, Chicago. Catalogues for-

warded on application.

Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-
ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder
and stays there, while grease
forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
fitrnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Co. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

Railroad Stories for

Summer Reading.
Stories of the Railroad $150
Jim Skeevers* Object Lessons 1 00
Express Messenger >•>!
lales of an Engineer i.as

THIS OFFICE.

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQIIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monadnock Bliljx,, Chicago 141 Broadway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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Piston Air Driil.
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quired position, the clutch may be in-

stantly disengaged by pressing in the knob

on the front of the hand wheel, thereby

pre\enting any accidental change from

their fixed position, and also preventing

the hand wheels from revolving when the

automatic feeds are thrown in. The knee,

which is of box type, provided with a tele-

scopic elevating screw, makes holes in the

floor unnecessary and allows the machine

to be placed, regardless of beams or foun-

dations. The thrust of the screw is

taken by ball bearings.

In designing these machines the great-

est care has been taken to secure the

highest efficiency, together with accuracy

and simplicity. Nevertheless, the parts

are so arranged that they are within easy

reach of the operator and of sufficient

strength to prevent breakage from undue
strain. Metal distribution has been prop-

erly proportioned, the base being very

solid, and capable of absorbing vibration.

The arm is a straight steel bar, so that

any of the regular att.ichments can be

placed in position without the necessity

of removing the arm.

Messrs. Gould & Eberhardt, of New-

ark, N. J., are sending to their friends

a neat celluloid-backed desk blotter, of

convenient size, with several sheets at-

tached. The blotting paper is intended

to take up ink, and the user is intended

to absorb the idea that this firm makes

gear and rack cutting machines, in 18

styles and sizes, drill presses in 8 sizes,

and extension base shapers in 14 styl-'-^

and sizes. Other high class tools are

also made. Gould & Eberhardt will sup-

ply blotters or machine tools to those re-

quiring them.

A. Lesclien & Sons Rope Co.,

If you take an india rubber band about

two inches in diameter and stretch it over

a package of papers about three inches

square, the rubber holds the papers tight-

ly. If left in this condition on a shelf for

perhaps a year, the rubber will have "lost

its stretch," and when taken off the papers
will not spring back to its old size, or
indeed spring back at all. Its elasticity

has disappeared. Where has the stored

energy gone?

The Union Switch & Signal Company,
of Swissvale, Pa., have just issued Sec-
tion No. I of their catalogue of inter-

locking and signaling devices. The cata-

logue is very neatly and tastefully print-

ed, and is illustrated with excellent line

cuts and half-tones. .-MI parts of the va-

rious machines, and there are many of

them, are described, shown and cata-

logued with price, so that ordering may
be facilitated. The company say that so

many changes and improvements have

been made in signaling appliances since

the last general catalogue was issued in

1894. that it has been found necessary to

revise that edition almost entirely; and,

in order to place the information before

the public as quickly as possible, the re-

vised catalogue and price list will be pub-

lished in sections as rapidly as they can

be prepared.

The newest railroad tie, made of Mora
wood, comes from British Guiana. The

Pennsylvania Railroad have taken the in-

itiative, and have placed an order, it

is said, for Mora wood sleepers to

be used on their roads. Mora wood

is a dark colored hardwood of great

strength and durability, and is said to

last 50 years. This is just five times as

long as the average life of the ordinary

oak tie.

Manufacturers

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOMK OFFICE:

Mr. Baxter D. Whitney, of Witichen-

don, Mass., announces that he has enteral

into a partnership with his son, Mr. Will-

iam M. Whitney. The firm name there-

fore becomes Baxter D. Whitney & Son.

In making the pleasing announcement.

Mr. Whitney says: "The same business

principles which have ruled from the

founding of my plant over 60 years ago

will remain in force." The firm makes

woodworking machines. Circulars sent

to any address on application.

920-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

( 13=; K. Lake St.. Chicago, III.

Branch Offices JgVCentre St., New York City, N.Y.
(85 Fremont St., San I-rancisco, Cal.

The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT GO.,

Evansville, Ind.
Manufacturers of

Rouud or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

We are makers for all
the leading; Railroads.

The general manager of the Chicago

and Northwestern railroad has reported

to President Marvin Hughitt that the

work of double-tracking the main line

iif that road as far as Ogden is

completed. This will make an important

improvement in the facilities of both the

Northwestern and the Union Pacific for

handling of transcontinental traffic.

An Englishman who came to Canada

some years ago was very much mystified

by the way our northern cousins are in

the habit of speaking of their great

transcontinental railway. They invaria-

bly use the initials of the road to desig-

nate it. "I am going to take a trip over

the Canadian Pacific." he said, "but be-

fore I do, will you please show me the

'S'ecpiar?' Is it a lake?"

The tipping habit oversteps the limit

when a man growls all through a meal at

the inattention of the waiter, and then

"turns to" and fees him as a reward for

his abominable service. The tipping sys-

tem should at least have the extenuating

excuse of being reformatory, by making
a fee dependent upon good service.—From
"Vest Pocket Confidences," in Four-

Track News for July.

X 4 TTT f\T\ Best Yorkshire

1A 1 LUK STAY-BOLTIRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. MUShCt S&"TrrANic"

STEELS.

These 6oods are the Standard of Excellence

Wcstinghouse, Kerr & Company an-

nounce the removal of their New York
office from the Havemeyer Building, 26

Corflandt St., to the Maritime Building,

Nos. 8 and 10 Bridge St., opposite new
Custom House and near Bowling Green.

The change is the result of a largely in-

creased business. Three floors, the first,

second and third, will be devoted to their

uses. The future official address will be,

Westinghouse. Church. Kerr & Co., 8-10

Bridge St.. New York city.

Sole Representatives In the
United States, Canada and Hexlco.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAREHOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

MONEY NOW WASTED
^^.i..Mn "*l fORGING, TEMPERING

AND GRINDING
UTHE AND PLANER TOOLS

CAN BE SAVED
hy adopting the

Armstrong System
of Tool Holders using cutters
of Self-Hardening Steel.

Used by 75 Railroads

Write for Catalog O

ARMSTRONG
BROS. TOOL CO. g—

.)

Tha Tool Holder People, i!/^^^
Chicago, U. S. A. Boring Tool, 6 sizes.
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FOR SALE
FREIGHT, PASSENGER AND LOGCINC

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

ALL ^ADC (tUICK
Sizes. W>%r\0 DELIVERIES

Fftii l-JI/^l/^ aBS DKARBORN ST.
. IVI. PlIOKOj CHfCACO. ItL.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

i*oad the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

shops in the country.
Union of course. Jt J^

H. S. Peters J

New Cut-Off Saw and Qainer.

This cut rcprc.itiits a new and improved

machine especially built for car shops,

bridge and agricultural works and ship

yards.

Special altenlion is invited to .some of

its features. It will carry a saw 40 inches

in diameter, cut-off material 13 inches

s(|uare, or 26 inches wide by one inch

thick, and when proper gaining head is

used, will cut a gain 6 inches wide and

lYi inches deep. The head expands from

3 to 6 inches. The column is securely

bolted and has a large base, thus decreas-

ing vibration.

The feed raising the arbor consists of

frictions operating on two large screws

resting on ball bearings, nuts being fitted

to take up all wear. The arbor is easily

adjusted, controlled by treadle conven-

ient to operator, and the travel regulated

by adjustable stops. The table is mounted

on a stand, adjustable to and from the

arbor, and can be swung to an angle of

30 degrees. It has friction rolls on each

side, and provision is made for securely

DOVER, N. J.

•^ Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating:

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENOEK.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO,, Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville. Ky.

CUT-OFF SAW .\ND GAINER.

holding the work. The machine can be

belted either ov^r-head or from below, the

swinging idler being reversible to bring

the weight into action for either position.

Further particulars, cuts fully describ-

ing it and terms, will be sent willingly by

the makers, J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of No.

44S West Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio, who
will also send free their new 450-page

catalogue showing all their machines, to

those interested, who will write for same,

mentioning Railway axd Locomotive
Engineering.

Mr. R. C. Fraser, for the past three

years eastern sales agent of the Monarch
Brake Beam Co., Limited, has been ap-

pointed manager of the railroad depart-

ment of the U. S. Metal and Manufactur-

ing Co., 25 Broad St., New York. This

company is selling agent for the Johnson

Hopper flush box car and refrigerator

doors, the National Raflway Specialty

Co.'s adjustable bearing and wedge, the

combination steel draft rigging and under-

frame, and railroad agents for the Cliflf &
Guibert automatic hose reel.

A Loving Cup.

A tribute of sincere alTection and re-

gard, in the shape of a sterling silver lov-

ing cup, tastefully inscribed and decorat-

ed, was recently presented to the Hon.

John A. Walker, vice-president of the

well-known Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany, by the Dixon staff. The occasion

of the presentation was the return of Mr.

Walker from an English and Continental

tour. An informal dinner at "the Arena"

in New York, presided over by Mr. Harry

Dailey, was where the presentation was

made, and it is needless to say that all

present greatly enjoyed honoring the

guests of the evening. Letters and tele-

grams from "absent friends" were many
and hearty. Mr. Walker has been with

the company 35 years, and the evidence

here given of the record he has made

with all who come in official contact with

him is one of which any man may feel

justly proud.

The Buffalo Forge Company's cata-

logue of improved ventilators shows in

engraving and section the construction

of the device. The ventilator is so de-

signed that any movement of outside air

across the top of the ventilator causes

an upward flow of air in the ventilator.

It is storm and rain proof. The Buffalo

fan system of heating and ventilating is

also explained and illustrated.

The Blacksmiths Have Het.

The National Railroad Master Black-

smiths' Association met in annual con-

vention at the Wellington Hotel, Chi-

cago, August 19, 20 and 21, with a large

attendance of members. President W. P.

Savage was in the chair. Many able pa-

pers were presented by the committees

and the discussions on these papers

brought out much valuable information

as to the most modern methods of han-

dling work in the smith shop. Among the

various papers presented may be men-

tioned those on the subjects of Flue

Welding, Oil as Fuel, Track Tools, Best

Form of Oil Furnace, The Reduction of

the Art of Blacksmithing to an Exact

Science. The following officers were

elected for the ensuing year: President,

John McNally, Chicago; first vice-presi-

dent, George Lindsay, Evansville, Ind.',

second vice-president, Thomas F.- Keane,

Hillburn. N. Y. ; secretary and treasurer,

A. L. Woodsworth, Lima, O. ; chemist,

G. H. Williams, Boston. The associa-

tion will meet next year at Buffalo, N. Y.

The San Gabriel Electric Co., of Los

Angeles, Cal., have recently purchased a

750-k.w., two-phase, engine-t>-pe Westing-

house generator which is to be installed in

a sub-station of the Pacific Light &
Power Co. The latter company have

recently acquired the San Gabriel Co.
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THE

CHAPMAN JACK SCREW.
PATENTED.

Always Lubricated and Ready for Use.

THE CHAPMAN JACK CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

FOR CUR HEATING
Has features" which make it superior

to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manufactured by

Jones & Lamson Machine Co.,

Main Office and Works:

SPRINQFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A.

A. B.C. and Luber''s Code used.

English Office : Room 6, Hxchange Building, Stephen-

son's Place, Birmingham. France and Spain -. Ph. Bon-

villain, 6, Rue Blanche, 6, Paris, France. Germany,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Austria-Hungary,

M. Koyemann, Charlottenstrasse iiz, Dusseldorf,

Germany.

Oil Burning in Locomotives
is described in our new book,
Care of Locomotive Boilers,

Traveling Enginers' Association.

I Ik- leinli aiiminl convciiliim of ilic

Traveling Engineers' Association will Ix-

held at Chicago, 111., commencing at 9
A. M., September 9, 1902, The Strat-

ford Hotel, corner of Jackson and Mich-
igan boulevards, has been selected as the

headquarters. This hotel is on the Eu-
ropean plan. -Arrangements have been
made with the Pullman company for a

rale of one-half fare for members and
their families to and from the convention.

To obtain these rates, pay fare going and
take receipt. Some time during the

meeting, call upon Mr. C. R, Wager, Pull-

man Building, Chicago, district superin-
tendent, present receipt together with
membership certificate for 1902 or 190.3.

and pass will be issued for return trip.

On and after August 15, 1902, the office

of the secretary of the Traveling Engi-
neers' Association will be No. 7 Mannin.c
s[|uare, Albany, N. Y.

Elbert Hubbard's Idea of Pay.

Every employee pays for superintoiid-

cnce and inspection. That is to say, a

dollar-a-day man would receive $2 a day
were it not for the fact that some one has

to think for him, look after him, and sup-

ply the will that holds him to his task. In-

competence and disinclination require su-

pervision, and they pay for it and no one
else. The less you require looking after,

the more able you are to stand alone and
complete your tasks, the greater your re-

ward. Then if you can do your own work
and also intelligently direct the efforts of

others, your reward is in exact ratio, and
the more people you can direct the more
valuable is your work.

—

Graphite.

The British government has arranged
to send Col. H. A. Yorke to the United
States in September for the purpose of
investigating and reporting on our
methods of operating railroads.

50c. - This Office
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Whitney Planers

ARE DESIGNED TO ELIMINATE VI-
BRATION BETWEEN MATERIAL
PLANED AND CUTTING KNIVES.
THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED AND RAPID,
FINE,SMOOTHWORK ISTHERESULT

Send for booklet telling

more about them

Baxter D. Whitney & Son
WINCHENDON, MASS.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

-better specify

It In your next

I

order.

VALVE COMPANYr
271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON riASS^

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN* TRUST BUILDINC. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

PATENT
your novel idea or deslg:n.
It is the only way to con-
trol It and make it pay.
Send postal to Stebbins

& Wrioht. Mechanical Experts and Attorneys,
Station G, Box ^33, Washington, D.C., for fnll in-
formation. They secure good patents and pro-
tect the whole Invention.
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Fast Passenger Engine for the Chesa-

peake & Ohio.

In our .\ugust issue we illustrated a

4-6-2 type of engine for the Missouri Pa-

cific Railway. We are now able to pre-

sent an engine of similar wheel arrange-

ment for heavy fast passenger traffic on

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, built

at the Schenectady plant of the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company, from designs

by Mr. W. S. Morris, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power on that road.

The 4-6-2 wheel arrangement is not

new. An engine of this type was built

by the Schenectady Locomotive Works

174 Broadway, New York, October, 1902

The firebo.x is wide and the back sheet

slopes forward 141/2 in. to give more
room in cab. The cab is made of steel,

with front corners neatly rounded, but

it is without the clearstory on top

which many of the C. & O. engines have.

The side windows arc arranged so that

the rear one has two sashes and is twice

the size of the one in front, so that the

engineer has plenty of light and lots of

window room.

The engine is so proportioned that the

wheels do not look as large as they real-

ly are. The center of the boiler is about

9 ft. above the rail, and the height to the

No. 10

I.cad of valves in full gear, line and line.

WHEELS. ETC.
Dia. of di iving wheels ouLside of tire, 72 in.

Driving box mateiial. cast slecl.

Dia. and length of driving journals, 9 in. dia. x iz.

Dia. and length of main crank pin, 7ii x 4^ in.

Main driv. pin. side red, 7x6% in.

Dia. and length of side rod pin, 5 x 4% in.

Eng. tnick journals. 6 in. x 12 in.

BOILER.
Style, extn. wagon top, wide firebox.

Outside dia. of first ring, 66 in.

Working pressure, 200 lbs.

Thickness of plates in barrel and out'-ide of fire

box. U. ^. J^, 53'".

FIRE BOX.
Length. 90 in.; width. 75 in.
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The De Glehn Compound.
All interesting letter from Mr. A. G.

de Glehn, written from France, on the

merits of the four-cylinder cor.po ind with

which his name is so closely connected

:aijpeared in a recent issue of the American

Jinginccr. The inventor says that the

•compound which he introduced in his own
country seems now in a fair way to be

tried in Great Britain and the United

Slates. In dealing with the objection

generally made, that two sets of valve

gears are an unnecessary complication h.-

says in effect that for people wedded to

two-cylinder engines, four cylinders be-

come a "complication." A locomotive is a

very hard worked machine, and all its

parts can only have relatively small wear-

ing surfaces, in proportion to the work

done, principally for lack of room. Be-

to his four-cylinder engine with two sets

of valve gears, as one which shows
that this flow of steam is freer than in

the case of a four-cylinder engine with

one piston valve on each side to regulate

the steam distribution of the two cylin-

ders on that side. The gridiron openings in

these valves and bushings interpose ob-

structions to the free steain flow. A sin-

gle valve and casing distributing high and

low pressure steam he considers as un-

economical. Piston valves are much more
difficult to keep tight than flat valves, and

they can not lift off their seats for the re-

lief of cylinders as flat valves do. When
not tight the leakage of steam constitutes

a very serious loss. .A really satisfactory

piston valve may yet be found, but it is

hardly in sight as yet. In four-cylinder

compounds with separate gears and font

if one wants to get all there is out of an

engine—maximum rapidity and certainty

in starting, greatest power for a mini-

mum of weight, ma.ximum smoothness in

running at high speeds, maximum adapta-

bility to varying circumstances, to say

nothing about perfect balancing—one can

get these best by a four-cylinder

compound with H. V. cylinders out-

side, placed about the middle of

the engine and driving one axle,

and the L. P. cylinders between the

frames and the smoke box, and driving

the crank axle, and with separate valve

gears for high and low pressure cylinders,

and an intercepting valve.

Air Resistance to flovlng Trains.

The tests of speed made on the experi-

mental Berlin-Zo;en electric railwav have
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the acc(.[)ti.il law thai air rcsistancL- va-

ries directly as the s(|uare of the velocity

ii correct, but that the coefficients of re-

sistance have been too high. The formula

P = .0027 V " has been deduced from these

tests.

Some Personal Recollections.

BY SH.\NnY MAGUIRE.

Part II—The Defense.

A few days after our oil debauch
Larry Dale, the conductor, cr "Old
Larry" as he was familiarly called,

got a note from the superintendent noti-

fying himself and baggageman, engineer

and fireman to be at his (the superin-

tendent's) office at 10 A. M. of the follow-

ing day. Rumors had been blown around

by the tongues of talking machines that

things were not right on the local. The
Stove Pipe Committee existed then, as

well as now. We—the engineer and my-

tr.iin. His baggageman was also an at-

tendant of the same shrine of Christian-

ity, and as line a hypocrite as ever me-
andered around the sisters, with as

unctious and sonorous an "amen, dear

Lord" emanating from his lips, as the

slickest of some railway Y. M. C. A.

swaddlers whom I know of, going around
to-day, and who might pass unnotice-

able; but that in the making up of the

annual committees, they persistently in-

sist on being placed on the Divine Wor-
ship Committee.

The superintendent's clerk was dead
on to the whole racket, I knew. I had
a friendly acquaintance with him. He
was one of those genuine good fellow's,

whose hand never felt flabby in one's

grasp. He has since become distin-

guished in the railroad world, and pros-

perity hasn't turned his nead. The same
sized bat ills him to-day as the one did

"He believes that whoever has been
tampering with the packages and kegs
of first-class freight in the local cars,

that it is neither old Larry nor the bag-
gageman."

"Then the business simmers down to

a suspicion of Tom and myself?"

"Less than that."

"Then I'm to be hanged?"
"It looks a little that way."
That was all I wished to know. I

foresaw my doom. I saw Tom before
going up stairs. He was as forlorn look-
ing as if he had said a fistful of prayers
over the grave of his mother-in-law. He
merely looked at me. My countenance
then, as now, was an open book.

"The jig is up," he said.

"What did you hear?" I asked.

"Nothing, but your looks will hang
us two."

•'['11 save your head from the halter.

SCENES ON THE LACKAW.\NNA.

self—got after Larry, to get a pointer, if we
could, so as to be ready when we got on

to the "sweat cloth," in front of his high

mightiness, the Super. You will note that

what is now called going on "the carpet"

was then the "sweat cloth." There have

been leveling down in the official conceit

since those days. They are much easier

to approach now. Time was when we
had to kow-tow to a general manager,

wherever he existed, in the same manner

a Chinaman has to approach a man-
darin, and a superintendent had to be

viewed through a piece of smoked glass,

just the way we would try to get a

glimpse of the sun.

Larry didn't know anything. He was

one of the pillars of the most fashion-

able church we had in our city, and it

broke him all up to think that any sus-

picion of wrong would be directed to his

about forty years ago. God bless him

and all his kind! May his tribe increase!

I tipped the wink to Charlie—the clerk

—

that I would like an interview. He
tumbled, with a smile, as much as to say

"one!" We m.et behind the building.

He said, "What's up?" That's what I

want to find out, Charlie, old boy, and

you must tell me. You know that we
are all to go on the sweat cloth at ten

o'clock, and we don't know for what.

"Whose been tapping the kegs on the

local?"

"What kegs?"

"Say, now, be honest. Confess and

I'll save you."

"I don't understand you."

"In about twenty minutes from now,

you'll understand the old man."

"Has he any proof that any of us did

anvthing wrong?"

It's five minutes to ten. l^et us brace

up."

The cold formalities of official niggard-

liness were our portion as we entered

the office of the lord of life and death.

Old Larry sat looking like abysmal hor-

ror? of hopeless grief. His factotum sat

beside him. with a smirking-didn't-care-

a-fig sort of a smile directed at Tom and
myself. The old man lost no time con-

vening the court. We were left standing,

Tom and I. A preliminary glance at

Charlie by the super opened the ball.

"Are you men aware of what you've

been doing right along on your train?"

No reply.

"Dale, can you explain why it is that

you get first class freight at Syracuse

for delivery to our patrons along our

line and it seems to be tampered with

before it is delivered to them here?
"
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"It never happened on my train, sir, to

my knowledge, I can positively say."

"What have you got to say to that,

Bcckman?"
The factotum stood up and said: "I

never leave my car, sir, since you told

me to stay where I could watch the

packages and the mail, so I cannot tell

you anything, because I cannot say sure-

ly, or if I could I would."

"Sit down, Mr. Beckman, that will do."

"Bennett, what do you know about

this?"

"Not a Ihing. sir," said Tom.

It was my turn now, and I got a

breathing spell while he was delivering

his introductory harangue, before order-

ing my head on to the block.

"For some time complaint has been

coming to my office from shippers that

their goods have been tampered with in

transit. I have been keeping a close

watch, hoping to catch the guilty party

or parties employed in this nefarious

work. I now have a clue that points

so strongly to the guilt oi one or more

on the local; it will be e:itablished when

this investigation is ended beyond perad-

venture. The chief source of complaint

is the tampering with liquor kegs, and

causing a shortage. Last Saturday, a

barrel of machinery oil was found in

car 2341 on its arrival, with a quill in-

serted in a small hole, and evident marks

indicated by shavings on the head of the

barrel, that a gimlet had been employed.

This points to a very systematic method

of tapping the kegs and barrels, and

gives me a clew to the business. In the

case of the barrel in question, in which

the quill was found, it was marked 'old

rye,' and nothing showed about it to

tell that machinery oil was contained

in it. .\nother thing which leads direct-

ly to the door of truth, and convinces

me that I am on the right track, is a

complaint from Mrs. Donovan, who lives

on the borders of the 'Goose Pasture,'

in Syracuse, where the empty cars are

stored, that from a flock of forty-two

geese she had this spring, sound in wind

and limb, she now complains that

mostly all of them have gone lame, or

go 'hippidy hop,' as she calls it, caused

by parties on the local stoning them,

when they go over there to get empty

cars, which h about daily. This leads

me to unhesitatingly conclude that the

geese are stoned, so as to temporarily

disable them to obtain quills, to manip-

ulate the kegs. Now," said he, looking

directly at me, "you see I have sufficient

evidence to act on the case, and I ask

that this investigation be not one mo-

ment delayed by any equivocation. What
do you know about this?" he sneered at

me.

I saw by this time, and the smile of

Charlie that my name was Dennis, and

I thought I might as well be hanged

for a sheep as a lamb, for when I heard

of Mrs. Donovan and her lame geese

coming into the court martial, I knew

the result. I did not hesitate one sec-

ond in my reply, and I answered "Not

a darned thing."

"Do you mean to inform me, sir, that

you did not on several occasions stone

Mrs. Donovan's geese?"

"I mean to inform you, sir, that I could

not hit a flock of barns, if within fifty

feet of me flying."

"Do you know anything about who
left the quill in the machinery oil barrel

last Saturday?"

"I do not, and it I did I wouldn't tell

you. This job of mine is 'neither a bar-

gain nor a dead job,' and I don't propose

to turn informer, provided I know the

guilty ones, to throw in with my block-

pitching and brass polishing for a dollar

a day of sometimes twenty-seven hours.

Laborers get a dollar and a half a day

for ten hours now, and besides, bounties

of eight hundred dollars are being paid

to soldiers; so you had better give me
the few hard-earned ducats I have com-

ing, and I'll be off to the wars."

That was my last card. I played it

with a face of bluff worthy of a nobler

cause, and walked out of the office as

independent as a conductor's wife airing

a new hat, costing about thirty dollars,

passing the humble home of her hus-

band's poverty-stricken engineer.

The caller came after me that evening

as usual. I heard no more of the hip-

pidy hop business, except a shot Char-

lie fired at me as we were pulling out

that same night. He said, "Let up on

the goose question, if you take my ad-

vice." I did. Soon after I joined a temper-

ance society, and I yet live up to its rules.

with close fitting ash pan between. The
engine has been built on .Mallet's system.

It has its rigid wheel base divided into

two sections, of six wheels each, so that

the axle load is not greater than the light

rails it runs on can bear, and the sharp

curves can be taken with comparative ease.

The locomotive is fitted with Hardy's

vacuum brake, and also with an air com-

pression brake for regulating the speed

on grades. This air compression brake is

on the same principle as those used on all

Swiss mountain rack railways. Atmos-

pheric air is allowed to enter the exhaust

pipe through a valve which is operated

from the footplate. The trials to which

the first of these engines was subjected

have resulted so satisfactorily that four

others are being built. They are spoken

of as i2-wheel coupled compound duplex

tank locomotives, built on the Mallet sys-

tem, and we believe their wheel arrange-

ment would tax even the Whyte system

of nomenclature to adequately express.

A Meter Gauge Locomotive.

A peculiar locomotive for service on the

meter (39.37 in.) lines of the French De-

partment of Railways has recently been

built at the Swiss Locomotive Works at

Winterthur. The grades are heavy and

the curves are sharp, and consequently the

necessary tractive force required the use

of six coupled axles. The engine is a 12-

wheel tank, four-cylinder compound, with

cylinders about 12 and 19x211/2 in., and

the drivers are about 40 in. The leading

three pairs of wheels are driven by two

cylinders, in the usual position opposite

the smoke box, while the rear three pairs

of wheels are driven from cylinders placed

about midway between smoke box and

cab. Each three pairs are coupled, to-

gether, but the first three pairs are entirely

independent of the rear three pairs. The

cylinders in mid position are the high-

pressure cylinders, and have short direct

steam pipes from the dome. Steam ex-

hausted from the high pressure cylinder

passes into a long straight receiver (one

for each side), from which it reaches the

low pressure cylinders in front. The

valves are ordinary slide valves, and the

valve motion being all outside, the fire-

box is placed over the rear set of axles

Ratio of Expansion.

To find the number of expansions of

the steam in any engine, simple or com-

pound, divide the final volume by the ini-

tial volume. This is approximately the

same as the initial pressure divided by

the terminal pressure where the pressures

are expressed in pounds per square inch

absolute. Then the number of expansions

equals the volume of the low pressure

cylinder divided by volume of high pres-

sure cylinder to point of cut off. Suppos-

ing the volumes of the cylinders of a two-

cylinder engine, compound, were as i to

4, and the steam being supplied to the

high pressure cylinder through the whole

stroke and then exhausted into the low

pressure cylinder, the number of expan-

sions would be final volume divided by

initial volume, equals volume of low pres-

sure cylinder divided by the volume of the

high pressure cylinder=4. But in case the-

steam is cut off in the high pressure cyl-.

inder at one-third of the stroke the num-
ber of expansions would equal final vol-

ume divided by initial volume equals vol-

ume of low pressure cylinder divided by

one-third the volume of the high pressure

cylinder, which would be 4 divided by

1/^=12.—Ex.

The C. W. Hunt Company, of 45 Broad-

way, New York, has issued a neat little

pamphlet setting forth the advantage of

what are called Industrial Railways. Thi^

is the name given to narrow gauge or

other railways which run through the

grounds and shops of large manufactur-

ing establishments at home and abroad.

The Hunt Co. are prepared to supply

electric locomotives, cars, tracks, etc..

suitable for such a railway, or give in-

formation relative thereto. The works

of the company are on Staten Island, N.

Y., and a great variety of small railway

machinery can be seen there. The pam-

phlet will be sent tn any address.
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nountain Climbing in New Zealand.

This picture shows a train handled by

three locomotives ascending a very steep

grade on one of the New Zealand rail-

ways. The make-up of the train is inter-

esting, the locomotives are not placed as

a triple-header, b\il arc distributed in

the forward part of the train. The first

engine is separated from the second by

four cars, the second is separated by

four from the third, and the third has

six cars behind it. The view point

chosen in taking the picture has been well

selected.

Axle Urease as a Luxury.

Every one knows, of course, that Es-

quimaux like fat foods. Ningiuk would

not hesitate long in choosing between a

pound of marshmallows and a box of de-

licious axle grease. It is necessary to

feed the tiny people upon eggs, bread and

vegetables in our warm climate, however,

and Mr. Smith, who brought them from

Labrador, has to maintain rigid diet rules.

At Buffalo, he was in the habit of giving

them bits of tallow candle at bedtime,

but when he found that they ate them

and went to bed in the dark, he provided

a nice, fat incandescent light for the use

of the whole village. His charges seldom

get homesick, and their diet keeps them

in excellent health. They are of a cheery

disposition, and like America.—From
"Our Polar Suburb." by James H. Collins,

in Four-Track Ai-;w. for Septcmljer.

The Compound is Twenty = five

Years Old.

The coming of age of the compound
locomotive happened four years ago, and

as this year is the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the application of the compound prin-

ciple to locomotives in France, the type

may almost be said to have reached years

of discretion, at least in ancient Gaul

The first compounds were designed by A.

Mallet and were operated between Bay-

onne and Biarritz. They had one high

and one low-pressure cylinder, and could

be worked in simple or in compound.

There are said to be about 15.000 com-
pounds of all kinds in use in Europe at

the present time, two-thirds of which are

of the Mallet type. The growth of the

compound in this country has been very

tr.uch slower than abroad. The first nota-

ble compound here was Dunbar's engine,

which had five cylinders, and which ran on

the Boston & Albany in 1883. The Dun-
bar engine was not satisfactory and no

further progress was made in the United

States until 1888. In this and the fol-

lowing year, Webb's three-cylinder com-
pound was tried on the Pennsylvania, the

first Vauclain compound was built for the

B. & O., and the first Schenectady com-
pound with intercepting' valve was
operated.

Increased Longevity.

.\n increase in the longevity of the

[lopulation is shown by the last census
of the United States. A computation
was made of the median line, which is

the half-way station between birth and
the average age reached by the people.

of Caucasians in the United States has,

during nine decades, risen 7.4 years.

There is no doubt that it is to the

wide dissemination of the laws of hy-
giene and sanitation in civilized coun-
tries that the increased longevity is

due.

.'iN .\NTirODE.\.N' MOfNT.\IN TR.MX M.\KE-ir

-•Vccording to the statisticians the

median age of all whites in the Ameri-
can republic advanced from 18.3 years

in 1890 to 23.4 years in 1900, and what

i-- more the increase in the median age

Blinks.
—"Our friend Rails, who stut-

ters, told me he had never traveled on a

limited train in all his life."

Jinks.
—

"I suppose that's because he

can't express himsrlf."
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A "Type" of South African Railway.

We present herewith an ilKistration of

an engine and train from South Africa.

The engine and cars appear to have been

built at the Remington works. Most
trains are drawn by an engine, but this

one. we are informed, was drawn by a

typewriter. Mr. E. G. Denning, of Cape

Town, S. A., sends this clever little s'<etch

to the Strand Magazine, of London. He
says

:

"I send you the sketch of an engine,

tender and three coaches drawn by my-
self entirely with a Remington typewriter,

not a stroke of any kind being added by
hand. For those not familiar with the type-

writer. I will explain that: the general

outline is a continuation to various lengths

of the '—
' (dash) used in underlining,

the different angles being produced by
shifting the paper in the machine; the

windows and bufifers are inverted com-
mas

; the wheels and roof-lamps were
formed by placing a strip of paper over

the carriage body and striking 'O' and 'A'

respectively in such a manner as to show
only a portion of each letter in the draw-
ing; the dome of the engine is an inverted

'U'; six brackets in different positions in-

dicate steam ; the somewhat excessive

quantity of coal in the tender is a com-
position of 'dashes' and "full stops'; and,

lastly, the telegraph wires and posts are

made of dots and dashes."

from this lamp pass through a lens, and

are thrown upon a large white screen, so

as to make the figures life size. This

celluloid band contains a series of tiny

photographs, each about one inch wide by

}i of an inch high. These are really sep-

arate pictures absolutely devoid of the

least suggestion of motion, each differing

from the preceding one in an almost

imperceptible degree, yet no two e.x-

actly alike. The machine runs at

a speed which will move about

46 photographs past the lens every

second. A moving picture lasting

45 seconds would therefore require a band
of celluloid about 130 ft. long. The spec-

tator as he views a picture full of varied

life and movement, showing perhaps a

gang of section men getting clear of ju

express train, at full speed, will enjoy th'

reality of the scene. At the same tim^

lie may not realize that the laws of me-
chanics and optics, acting together for h;''

entertainment for the brief period of

three-quarters of a minute, require the il-

lumination, obscuring and shifting of n-)

less tlian 2,070 separate photographs.

A Financier's Opinion.

In a recent interview with a reporter

of one of our leading metropolitan even-

ing papers. Mr. John W. Gates, an im-

portant Wall Street magnate, said, in dis-

cussing the railroad situation :

l^^ifT
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TYPEWRITER TR.AIPJ FROM CAPE TOWN, .SOUTH AFRICA.

Moving Pictures.

-\ny railroad man who has ever taken

indicator diagrams on a locomotive, or has

had a view of the permanent way, from
the front footplate, when traveling at

high speed will have in his memory a

vivid recollection of all that he saw. He
may. if he wishes it, have his experience

duplicated, in part, as he sits comfortably

in the orchestra chairs or gallery of any

of Proctor's theaters in New York, look-

ing at some of the admirable railway

scenes which the Kalatechnoscope throws

upon the screen in front of him. Many
of these pictures have been taken from
the ground and may exhibit a "limited"

train rushing past, and possibly making up

time. Others are taken from the front

of a rapidly moving locomotive, and these

show the public how a railroad looks to

the occupants of the cab.

The wonderful projecting machine with

the name derived from three Greek
words, is all the time busy reeling up a

ribbon of transparent celluloid in front

of a powerful electric lamp. The rays

"The railroad interests of this country

are to go through a continual process of

consolidation. Small lines will be ab-

sorbed by larger ones. The tendency of

freight rates in the United States will

within the ne.xt ten years be lower, and

yet the profits of the railroads will, in my
judgment, be even greater with the lower

rates, owing to the improvements in roll-

ing stock and motive power, roadbed, the

cutting out of curves and cutting down
of grades and increasing train loads. A
railroad president told me that within

four months he will be hauling 3,000

tons net, of coal per trainload, where
formerly—not more than five or six years

ago—600 tons w'as considered a fair train-

load on this same road, and this road at

that time was in good physical condition.

The standard of railroad men is be-

ing elevated. Closer comparisons are be-

ing made ; the cost of maintenance of

road, rolling stock and maintenance of

equipment is being reduced. Greater care

is exercised in the purchasing and en-

gineering departments. Many men who

twenty-five years ago were presidents or

general managers of railroads would not

to-day be considered sufficiently efficient

to operate a logging road. The system of

accounts has become a science and has

been brought down to the finest possible

point. Directors are not so reliant upon

the operating men of their road, for the

reason that they can now make compari-

sons for themselves. The amount of

money paid out by railroad companies in

rebates since the passage of the interstate

commerce law in 1886 would, in my judg-

ment, almost pay the national debt. What
has made the railroads poor has been the

carrying of people for nothing and cutting

nominal tariffs actually in two in many
instances. The railroad situation in the

United States to-day is better than ever

it was."

Highly Elevating.

The practice of making inanimate ob-

jects converse with one another, which

has been so ably employed by Rudyard

Kipling in several of his stories, has been

adopted by the poet who wrote the five

stanzas called the "Song of the Elevator,"

printed in a booklet which lately found

its way into our office. It seems that two

elevators in a large building in the city of

Boston were overheard by the night watch-

man comparing notes. One of them was

suft'ering from the defective-cable-malady,

and wished for something which would

"stop this constant stopping—constant

slopping for repair." From an elevator

existing in that city of refinement and

culture, the words used appear to be

somew-hat redundant. It should, perhaps,

with more propriety, have expressed a de-

sire to possess a suspending medium of

such enduring quality as would reduce the

recurring periods of enforced inaction

hitherto produced by lack of ability to suc-

cessfully resist the frictional trituration

of the pulleys, and the internal stresses

induced by the attraction of gravity. Ele-

vator No. 2, however, with a practical

turn of mind, suggested as a remedy the

use of a patent flattened strand wire rope

made by A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

920 North First street. St. Louis, Mo.
That was the "burden of his song."

A press dispatch from the West says

that a fast freight run was made over

the Montana division of the Great North-

ern by Engineer C. C. Smith w-ith engine

806. The trip w-as from Havre to Glas-

gow, 154 miles, with 26 cars of cattle, in

4 hours and 26 minutes.

The gross earnings of the Chicago Great

Western Railway (Maple Leaf Route) for

the third week of June, 1902, show an

increase of $7,986 over the corresponding

week of last year. Total increase since

the beginning of the fiscal year (July i) to

date, $527,082.79.
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Ten-Wheel Eiig;ine for the Canadian
Pacific.

Tlie Aiiicritan Locomotive Company
have just turned out of their Sclicnec-

tady shops some lo-whcel engines for

passenger service on the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway. These engines are cross-

compounds of the Schenectady type.

with cylinders 22 and 35 x 26 in., with

driving wheels 69 in. in diameter.

The tractive power of these ma-
chines is about 25,530 pounds. In

the matter of weight they are

somewhat lighter than the lo-wheel-

ers lately built at the company's own
shops in Montreal, which we illustrated

in August, the Schenectady engines

weighing 168,000 pounds, of which 124,-

000 pounds rests on the drivers. These
engines represent the latest practice in

the design of heavy lo-wheel powt-r. .md

have what may, without flattery, be

called a most pleasing appearance.

The cab is made of steel, wood lined.

in accordance with C.P.R. practici-. and

I'hc valve motion is indirect, the valve

r(jd extension bar passes over the lead-

ing axle. The valve itself is of the pis-

ton type, with outside admission. The
crosshead is of the four-guide-bar type,

with wrist pin cast solid, and the piston

rod is extended through the front cylin-

der cover. The springs arc all undcr-

Iiung, antl the driving box hangers rest

on top of the boxes with broad flat feet,

which insure an even bearing.

The boiler is of the extended wagon
top type, the gusset sheet sloping for-

ward to the smoke box. gives plenty of

steam room. The injectors are placed

one on each side, the delivery pipe en-

tering the boiler on the center line, i8K'

in. back of the front flue sheet. About
24 in. below each top check a hand hole

is placed, which facilitates the removal

of sediment which is usually deposited

below the checks. The steam dome has

no mountings, the safety valves are car-

ried on a separate mounting placed be-

hind tlie dome. The whistle grows

too near the sloping edge when taking

water. A too! box between the trucks

under the frames provides a neat, con-
venient, safe and clean receptacle for

jacks, bars, etc. These tools when oiled

and put away in this box are ready for

immediate use without having to be dug
out of the regulation bed of fine cinders

usually carried on the back of tanks. The
turtle-back form of tank not only gives

artistic finish to the tender, but em-
phasizes the fact that only useful fuel is

to receive free transportation, the cin-

ders have to look out for themselves as

best they may and arc expected good
humorcdly to fall in with new conditions

and to take up their permanent position

along the right of way with as little

show of heat as possible.

Part of the equipment of these engines

ii Wcstinghouse-.^mcrican combined
brakes on all drivers; Westinghouse
tender and train; 9 1-2-in. air pump.
Westinghouse engineer's air signal.

Two main reservoirs, 20 1-2 x 84 in.. 50,-

TEN-WHEEL COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—C.\N.\DIAN PACIFIC RAILW.iY

is painted inside a light green. It is en-

tirely without sharp corners, and the

tops of the windows repeat, as a detail.

the general rounded appearance of the

well-lighted and roomy cab. This form

of cab has been used on the road for

many years. Formerly, when the pres-

ent chairman of the board was general

manager, he paid a great deal of atten-

tion to the details of construction of the

engines turned out of the Montreal

shops. On one occasion when the ques-

tion of cab construction came up. the

well-known artistic instinct of Sir Will-

iam Van Home manifested itself. In

conversation with the chief draftsman

he expressed a desire to have the cab

made with the sharp corners removed.
He hurriedly sketched a bird's win.g on

a piece of paper lying near, and handed
it to the chief draftsman, saying, "Can
you not make it something like this?"

The draftsman readily responded, and the

neat, flowing outline of the steel cab

which has since become standard on the

Canadian Pacific was thus evolved. The
idea is both artistic and appropriate.

straight out of the boiler just behind the

pop valves. In former designs the whis-

tle was part of what is often called the

auxiliary dome, and was placed inside

a deflector plate used to carry the steam,

when blowing ofT. up clear over the cab.

The ash pan in these engines is large and

comes down well below the trailing axle

which gives the man who cleans the fire

a broad flat surface to rake over. There is

a hand hole s'A in. diameter in the bottom
of the boiler about 30 in. forward of the

throat sheet, and there are eight wash-

out plugs on each side of the boiler on
the level of the crown sheet. Altogether

the important matter of providing wash-

ing-out facilities has received very care-

ful attention.

The tender has what is called a turtle-

hack tank, which, taken in conjunction

with the rounded outlines of the cab.

helps to enhance the pleasing outlines of

the whole machine. .^ hand rail, we had
almost said, but perhaps more correctly,

a foot rail, is run around the back of the

tank which is intended as a kind of warn-
ing to the fireman in case he should step

000 cubic in. capacity. Some of the more
important dimensions are appended:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Fuel, bituminous coal.

Weight in working order. i6S,ooo lbs.

Weight on drivers. 124 000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving. 14 ft. 10 in.

Wheel baee. rigid. 14 ft 10 in.

Wheel base, total. 25 it. 11 in.

CYLINDERS.
Dia. and strolie of cylinders. 22 x ,-5 x 20 in.

Dia. of piston rod. 3*4 in.

VALVES.
Slide valves, piston tvpe. 6 in. travel.

Outside lap of slide valves. H. P. iV in.. L P- I in.

Inside lap. clearance. H P. ^t in., L. P. H in.

Lead of valves in full gear, line and line.

WHEELS, ETC.
Dia. of drivnng wheels outside of tire, 69 in-

Driving journals. 9x12 in.

Main crank pin. 7 in. dia. x 64 in.

Side rod crank pin. main. 7^ x 4^4 in.; F. & B.. 5
in. dia. x 4!^ in.

BOILER.
Style, extension wagon top.

Outside dia. of first ring. 62^^ in.

Working pressure. 210 lbs.

Tbickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire.

box. b and -'4 in.

Horizontal seams, butt joint, sextuple riveted,

with welt strips inside and outside.
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Circainferential seams, double riveted.

Firebox, length. loS in.; width, 41 in ; depth,

F. 76^ in., B. 64,'2 in.

Firebox, crown staying, radial I'/g dia.

Firebox, stay bolts, iron, 1 in. dia.

Tubes, 2 in, die , No. 11, B. W. G.; 312 in number.
Tubes, length over tube sheets. 14 it.

Heating surface, 2273.,^ sq. ft : firebox, 171.96 sq. ft.;

total, 2445.26 sq. ft.

Orate surface, 30.71 sq. ft.

Smoke stack top at)ove rail, 14 ft 5^^ in.

TENDER.
Weight, empty, .50,500 lbs.

Wheel base, 17 ft. 4'.^ in.

Tender flame, 10 in. steel channels.
Tender truck.s. 2 4 wheel, with steel bolsters.

Water capacity, 5.000 imp. gals. Co,il. 7j< tons.

Total wheel ba.se of engine and tender. 54 ft 6 in.

Testing Tube Welds.
The defectixe welding of wrought iron

was recently proved by Mr. D. Wood-
man by chemical means. A number of

boiler tubes had given very bad results,

corroding rapidly, though another sim-

ilar set had resisted well. Analysis de-

tected nothing wrong with the quality

of the material, which was practically

identical in both cases. The welding
was tested by laying sections of each

tube in a lO per cent, solution of sul-

phuric acid. The good tubes were at-

tacked uniformly all round, the line of

the weld showing merely by its color.

The other tubes were eaten away very

rapidly in the line of the weld, a deep
slit being formed there, indicating that

the metal was porous and open.

Speeds of Wheel Gear.

The following are considered the

greatest speeds at which it is safe to run
toothed wheels. The speed is that at

the pitch circle in feet per minute. In

bevel wheels the pitch circle is taken as

that at the largest diameter of the wheel:
Ordinary cast iron wheels, i,8oo ft. per
minute; helical wheels, 2,400 ft. per min-
ute; mortise wheels, 2,400 ft. per minute;
machine-molded cast iron wheels, 2,000

ft. per minute; machine-molded steel

wheels, 2.500 ft. per minute; machine-cut
wheels, 3.000 ft. per minute.

—

Ex.

Chattanooga.

The city which the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen chose for their

eighth biennial convention has been po-
etically called the "Gateway of the

South." It is situated in the valley of

the Tennessee River, and is surrounded
by Walden's Ridge, Missionary Ridge,

and the famous Lookout Mountain. It

is an important city with a population of

upwards of 50,000.

Near Chattanooga are the famous bat-

tlefields of Chickamauga and Missionary
Ridge, while right in front of the city

and visible from all parts of it, is the

mountain upon which was fought "the

battle above the clouds." The most
oted landmark in Chattanooga is the old

prison on the southwest corner of Fourth

and Market streets. This is a three-

story brick building and was used as an

army prison by both North and South,

as the city was successively held by both

sides. The Read House, where the con-

vention delegates stayed, stands on the

site of the old Crutchlield House, whicli

was used as a hospital during the war.

After the Federal forces under General

Rosencrans had gained possession of

Chattanooga, the Confederate general.

Bragg, wdio had withdrawn to Chicka-

mauga, determined to force a general

engagement for the purpose of retaking

the city. His design of Hanking the Fed-

eral force was, however, discovered early

on the morning of the igth of Septeni-

licr, 1863, and the battle of Chi,.kamauga

began. It was one of the bloodiest of

the war, and- wa& continued on the fol-

lowing day. It is estimated that the

L nion forces lost, killed, wounded, and
missing, 16,179 men, while the Confed-

erates sustained a total loss of 17,801.

Neither army was victorious and each

withdraw from the field. General Bragg,

failing to retake the city, disposed his

forces on Lookout Mountain and Mis-

sionary Ridge for the purpose of besieg-

ing the enemy. The Federal troops, cut

off from supplies, were on the point of

surrendering, when the arrival of General

Grant, on October 23, changed the as-

pect of affairs. By November 18, his

plan was laid to have General Sherman
attack the Confederates near the north

end of Missionary Ridge. Sherman did

so on November 23, but was repulsed

and forced to retreat. At the same time

General Wood's division advanced
against the strongest point in the Con-
federate line, on Orchard Knob, and
after a sharp engagement captured the

hill.

Next day General Hooker was ordered

to take Lookout Mountain. He had a

force something over 9,600 men. He
crossed the river at Brown's Ferry and
marched up the west side of the moun-
tain and around to the front, where on
the plateau below lookout rock he en-

countered the southern forces, com-
manded by General Walthall. The fight

lasted until 2 or 3 o'clock in the after-

noon. The Confederate troops with-

drew during the night to Missionary

Ridge. The "battle above the clouds"

was really fought in a cloud and not

above it. as that side of the mountain
was shrouded in mist while the conflict

was in progress.

The last of the battles in this vicinity

was that of Missionary Ridge. General

Grant commanded the Union army from
Orchard Knob, which had previously

been captured by Wood. Orders were
given to take the entrenchments at the

base of Missionary Ridge by assault. .\t

a quarter past three the whole of the

Union line charged. The positions were
carried and instead of stopping, the

army dashed up the slope, in the face

of a deadly fire, and captured the ridge

simultaneously in six Qifferent places.

Thus ended the conflict about Chat-

tanooga. The whole historic ground is

covered with monuments which recount

the valor of the "brave boys in blue and
gray." As show-ing how time has soft-

ened the bitterness engendered by the

war, the inscription on the peace mon-
ument raised by Kentucky to the Union
soldiers and to her own sons who fought

at Chickamauga may be mentioned. The
inscription reads: "As we are united in

life and united in death, let one monu-
ment perpetuate their deeds, and one peo-

ple, forgetful of all asperities, forever

hold in grateful remembrance the glories

of that terrible conflict, which made all

men free and retained every star on the

nation's flag."

Heavy Four= Wheel Cars.

Nearly all the railways in Great Britain

are building a few freight cars of large

capacity in an experimental way, being

urged to that course by the reports of

low cost of transportation made possible

by the large capacity cars used in Amer-
ica. Most of those designing large cars

carry them on two four-wheel trucks, and

the designs do not differ much from the

large-capacity steel coal cars becoming

so common on this side of the .•\tlantic.

A somewhat bold experiment has, how-
ever, been made by Mr. James Holden,

locomotive superintendent of the Great

Eastern Railway of England, who has

designed cars to carry twenty long tons

of coal on two pairs of wheels. His ob-

ject in following this form of construc-

tion is doubtless to keep down the dead

weight, and in this he is fairly successful.

The dead weight of the car is 18,700

pounds, which is made to carry 44,800

pounds, being 20 long tons. That puts

tremendously heavy weight upon each

axle, and we should be afraid that there

would be difficulty in keeping the jour-

nals running cool.

To Calculate Diameter of Circles.

"I wonder how many of my brother en-

gineers know that the diameter of a cir-

cle, or a pipe, with an area equal to that

of any two other ones, may be found

without any calculation by means of noth-

ing but the square corner of a board and

a rule. The process is simply to lay off

the two diameters on the two edges of the

board and measure diagonally from one

to the other. If you have a carpenter's

square the process is reduced to the sim-

ple diagonal measurement. Where three

or more pipes are to be led into one, con-

vert two into an equivalent and work as

with only two pipes. I find this simple

method of great assistance in the engine

room, as you can see at a glance, almost,

what size pipe is required without any

calculation,"

—

Tlie Engineer.
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General Correspondence.
Adhesion and Tractive Power.

Tlic old-slylo engine of the past, with

the high wlieels, low steam pressure, and

small cylinders, had, as a rule, a fair

amount of adhesion as compared to trac-

tive force, and if the engine did prove

"slippery," the resultant damage to train

or equipment was comparatively light,

•owing to the limited power developed by

the locomotive.

With the present type cf mastodon, con-

solidation or decapod locomotive, how-

ever, a case of slipping will have a far

different result, and for that reason the

ratio of adhesion to tractive force should

receive careful attention. In no case

should it be less than 4.5.

The writer has in mind a number of

large consolidation engines built in igo2,

which, while first class in all other re-

spects, are sadly crippled through lack of

adhesion sufficient to balance the tractive

power developed. Consequently it is only

under the most favorable circumstances,

no wind, good rail, etc., that the full

tractive force of these engines can be

utilized.

This unemployed tractive power can

thus be considered almost as a dead loss.

or if not exactly as loss, at least as money
deposited where it earns no interest.

However, it is not in the unutilized trac-

tive power that the greater loss is de-

veloped.- On the contrary it is in the

damage resulting through insufficient ad-

hesion, which produces what is termed a

"slippery engine," which wastes fuel and

wears itself out prematurely.

Railroading is too far advanced to per-

mit old time car ratings to obtain, as in

the past. The present-day engme is rated

by tons, the rating based on the tractive

power developed. In making ratings the

weight on drivers is seldom taken into

consideration, the power of the engine be-

ing calculated from the size of cylinders,

steam pressure, etc.. the natural inference

being that the engine is properly propor-

tioned in regard to adhesion ; but as cited

above, this is not always the case, even in

the present enlightened age, consequently

there is trouble in store for the man run-

ning the slippery engine.

The four principal causes of "break-in-

twos" of long freight trains can be

classed as follows : First. Hidden dam-
age to draw gear, etc., while making
up trains in yards, due to rough handling

by switchmen. Second. Rough handling

on the road, due generally, to engineer

getting in a hurry in starting. Third, Re-

leasing brakes at slow speed. Fourth.

Slippery engines. The slippery engine be-

ing rated by tractive power, is generally

overloaded. Consequently on slow, hard

pull, or in starting trains, where the full

power of tlie cnyine is called into action,

the engine will "lly up" or slip.

An engine slipping practically comes to

a momentary standstill; the acquired mo-

mentum of the train, however, forces the

cars forward, up against the engine,

bunching the slack ahead, compressing all

the draw bar springs, etc. About this time

the engineer has the sand running, the

engine grips the rail and starts forward,

while the compression in draw bar springs

forces the train back and—out come the

draw bars. The engineer is censured for

a fault that proptrly belongs to the engine.

In speaking of causes of break-in-twos,

the slippery engine was assigned to fourth

place, but when cost of break-in-twos is

considered, the slippery engine easily

ranks first, as the break-in-twos from

the three first-mentioned causes generally

take place at a terminal or a siding where

the passing of other trains can be facil-

itated, but the slippery engine is liable

to tly up and part her train at any point,

and consequently demoralize the traffic—

•

on busy lines—by delaying other trains

while chaining up, etc.

The above applies only to our modern

heavy freight engines capable of exerting

a high tractive efifort. and consequently

hauling long heavy trains. Passenger en-

gines do not require quite such a high per-

centage of adhesion ; in fact, owing to the

limited number of driving wheels, it is

not always possible to obtain it without

so increasing the weight on bearings as

to cause undue heating at fast speeds.

However, as before stated, the full

amount of adhesion is not often required

of passenger engines. In the first place

passenger trains are proportioned to the

speed required, consequently the full trac-

tive power of the engine is not called into

action in starting the train, and after the

train has been lifted to the required speed,

the tractive efifort decreases with the de-

crease of M. E. P. and the balance still

remains in favor of the adhesion weight.

F. P. ROESCH.

Denver. Col.

Incompetent Boiler Attendants.

Nearly all men need pushing and re-

minding to keep them alive to the re-

sponsibility of the duties they perform,

especially those in charge of steam boil-

ers and of machinery liable to unexpect-

ed failure. From the reading of yours

and of other railroad papers, I am in-

clined to think that the locomotive engi-

neer gets more than his share of cau-

tioning to be careful, but there are oth-

ers who receive too little attention from

the guardians of public safety. Fore-

most among the class that need more

supervision is the small boiler owner.

Self-interest Is too often depended

upon to make a boiler owner keep his

boiler safe, but that is far from being

sufficient to guard against reckless prac-

tices, and there are hundreds of boilers

under the sidewalk in Chicago that

would not pass an easy inspection.

Self-interest does not even induce

boiler owners to employ help that will

run the boilers at moderate expense.

Most employers do not take into consid-

eration that one engineer can consume

from 25 per cent, to 50 per cent, more

fuel than another; also, that expenses on

repairs and other matters will be in the

same proportion. The man has run an

engine, and that is all that is required

of him in the employer's opinion. As

long as employers are of this opinion,

who can wonder at boiler explosions? I

simply wonder that there are not more.

when we look about us and see how

boilers are managed; blown out when

the masonry is overheated: safety valves

overloaded and corroded to their seats;

gauge cocks stopped up; rpressure

gauges out of order: boilers corroded;

flues choked, and other bad disorders.

When we come to see all this, we won-

der there are not more crystallized, dis-

torted, sagged and twisted boilers, and

not more explosions.

I once knew an old flue boiler that

was so thin that the back end fell down,

forcing the support through the shell.

This boiler had been in constant use for

many years; but business became dull.

and it was allowed to stand for a short

time nearly full of water: and when the

engineer came into the boiler-room the

day previous to starting, he found the

boiler in this condition, evidently too

weak to sustain its own weight.

I was once called upon to run an en-

gine in a large leather manufactory. I

found that the gauge cocks had not been

in use for a long time, and could not

start them from their seats. On making

inquirj- I found that the engineer had

for two years depended solely upon an

automatic water gauge. Now we all

know that any automatic arrangement

for indicating the water level in a steam

boiler is not a reliable device, nor is it

possible to construct one that is reliable.

When boiler owners become convinced

that patent damper regulators, automatic

boiler feeders, low water alarms, fusible

plugs, etc.. do not, with an ignorant en-

gineer, make a boiler safe and prevent

explosions, the better it will be for the

community, although I do not condemn

their use, but rather encourage their

adoption, if properly cared for by a

competent man: but it would be far bet-
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ter to pay tlioir equivalent to a good
man, rather than use them with a com-
mon laborer as engint-cr. I. for one,

wonltl not trust myself to labor in a

building where they use an automatic

boiler feed for pumping the water, and

a common laborer to shovel the coal.

Chicago, III. Boiler Inspector.

Lake Shore Front End.

There seems quite a general inquiry

from railroads using the master me-
chanic's front end for something new in

the way of a standard drafting arrange-

ment for bituminous coal burning loco-

motives. The master mechanic's arrange-

ment has never been satisfactory for

steam, and because being so constructed

as not to clear itself of cinders, extreme-

ly expensive on account of burning,

warping and cracking the smoke box
front if leaking air at all. It requires

careful repairs to make a front air tight

which has been warped or cracked by

pensc of frequently adjusting it lor some
four-flusher who is oniy guessing. It

never falls down, and when the front is

once put together the engine steams

right along day in and day out.

That other unornamental source of an-

noyance and expense, the cinder hopper,

is eliminated also. Now it never burns,

cracks or leaks. The hand holes on the

sides of the smoke box are, of course,

not needed. The absence of these things

improves the appearance of the smoke
box, and if it gets any care whatever it

always looks black and neat. On new

engines the additional length of box

made necessary by use of the cinder well

may be cut down to what is necessary

for the internal arrangement, thus

adding much to the general appearance

of the front end.

If the few parts of this arrangement

are well put up nothing will get out of

line or fall down, and the front need not

be opened except for the inspection of

netting.

Railway i LMomotut En</i'teennj

L. S. & M. S. FRONT END.

heating. The theory that some cinders

must be retained in the smoke box was

unfortunate and a fearfully expensive

mistake, as is proven by the thousands

of burned, warped and cracked smoke

box fronts which disfigure the locomo-

tives of railroads using this arrange-

ment.

Instead of a spark retainer we want a

spark extinguisher and smoke box
cleaner, and, as can be demonstrated in

court or elsewhere, it is more practica-

ble and safer to construct and operate

the latter arrangement than the former.

I am pleased to hand you a sketch of a

front end which is standard with us and

in use on all our engines, and which, for

simplicity of construction, steaming

qualities, freedom from failures and re-

pairs and general efficiency for the pur-

pose, I consider ideal.

You will note that ancient fake, the

petticoat pipe, has disappeared. We
have put it where it will be of a little

use and cause no trouble, on the scrap

pile. Now it is never out of plumb, there

are no holes in it, it is neither too high

nor too low, and the round house fore-

man is relieved of the trouble and e.x-

Referring to the sketch, we have called

plate A the diaphragm, plate B the

table plate, and plate C the deflector, be-

cause it deflects the draught to the bot-

tom of the smoke box for the purpose

of cleaning it. D is, of course, the net-

ting and extends straight from the table

plate to the top of the smoke box.

The distance "a" from the flue sheet

to the diaphragm we make six inches. We
formerly made it four, but found the en-

gine steamed better if it were increased.

Fault has been found, because in the

M. M.'s front end arrangement this

sheet was set too nearly perpendicular,

and it has been supposed that there was
a resulting "back lash," so called, of the

draft into the top flues. This has been
compared to the action of a jet of water
thrown from a nozzle at a right angle

against an obstruction, some of the

water coming back, of course, outside the

lines of force.

I do not think any such action could

take place, inasmuch as the impulse or

pull comes from in front of this point.

Probably, whatever the angle, the cur-

rent must always be in the direction of

the pull. However, a good space be-

tween the flue sheet and the diaphragnt

and as much pitch as practicable to the-

diaphragm no doubt gives better draft

through the top flues.

The table plate B rests on top of the

exhaust pipe and underneath the flange

of the nozzle base. It should be cut out

sufticiently to allow of the exhaust pipe

being removed without disturbing the

plate, the opening being closed by two-

small plates fitting closely around the

nozzle and exhaust pipe joint. The ex-

haust pipe should be of such a height as

will bring this plate a distance above the

bottom of the smoke box eiiual to about

40 per cent, of the inside diameter of

smoke box.

The deflector plate C should be ad-

justable and set at a distance above bot-

tom of smoke box equal to about 21 per

cent, of the inside diameter.

This adjustment is not too low for

steam and will, if the front is not too-

long from the exhaust forward, cleait

the front completely. Should the front

be too long, the table plate may be car-

ried further forward before being

flanged down for deflector plate.

We use brick in the firebox with this

front, but it can be made to steam prac-

tically as well without.

We use with it in our large 20 1-2 x 28-

in. passenger engine a 5 3-4 exhaust noz-

zle, and in the 21 x 30-in. freight engines

a 5 ,3-8-in. nozzle, but, of course, as alf

practical men know, the size of nozzle

with any front will depend much on heat-

ing surface, grate area, kind of service

and quality or fuel used.

The feature of selt-cleanin.g of this

front does not, as might be presumed,

result in throwing fire. We use a-

2 1-2 X 2 i-2-in. mesh netting and throw

no fire at all, the sparks being broken-

so small that they are completely extin-

guished before being expelled.

O. M. Foster,

L. S. & M. S. Ry.

CdUiini'ond. 0.

How to Locate a Blow.

On the seven-by-nine railroad we have-

a man who can locate blows in pistoa

valves, etc., to beat the band. Archer,

who runs a 4-8-2 engine of the "Mon-
goose" type, has a way of his own. He
runs out of Grafton and has a pretty

long lay over at Farhaven at the other

end of the division. Up at Farhaven the

boys are good natured and like to keep-

things "a-moving," and they help Archer

out a lot. The other day going up he

thought he heard a left piston valve

blowing. He didn't test her any when
he got to the round house, but just

booked the left valve, as cool as yovt

please. Well, when the valve was ex-

amined it was as tight as a drum, and
they chaflfed Archer a bit, but he didn't

say much—just thought. After he got

back to Grafton he made a bang-up test
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right 1)cforf a lot ai wipers aiul engine

men and all. On the ash pit siding he

put her on the hottoni center, right side.

plus three-fourths of an inch back, close

measurement, applied the brake in the

emergency, opened and closed the throt-

tle three times in succession, listened

like blazes at the fire door, and whistled

twice, lit his torch and held it to the

right valve stem packing, and then said,

very wise-like: "It's the right valve,"

After they had the valve out and found

he was right, every one crowded round

and wanted him to explain how he got

"next" so fast, but Archer said he

hadn't time to tell it all, for it was simple

enough when you knew how, but pesky

hard to get straight without practice.

His fireman stood there and guyed those

gaping rustics, and said Archer caught

it flat like the King of Siam every time

by his "method." So he did, but if the

engine had eight valves Archer'd need

seven constructive round houses before

he could work his method ofif. We call

it the "King-of-Siam-plan" for short, but

it's a dead right dandy, every trip. Sure!

I. C. TlIRUER,

Road Foreman of Engines.

to pa>s underneath them ;iiid piston

head when running with light steam; but

new rings put a stop to all the lameness.

I have not bothered any more about

writing to the A. B. S. V. Co. And
with "Mr. Topping the Second," the

chap with the broken rings, down to

myself, it has been a nine days' wonder.

Fr.\nk Anschan.
Maryborotigh, Queensland, Australia.

American Balance Valve Co.'s Valves
All Right in Australia.

The letter I sent to the American Bal-

ance Slide Valve Co. at Jersey Shore.

Pa., was returned to me through the dead

letter ofifice. About their balance valves

we discovered the ailment after the en-

gines. tw'O of them, had been in service

for about is months. When running in

first or second notch out of center and

light steam they went "lame" only three

beats; more times only two, and a roar

as if valve was stuck up in buckle; but

you could start out of a station or go up

a hill. When engine was pulling hard

everything worked O. K., but as soon as

you eased throttle she got to her lame

tricks again. Some of the men got fright-

ened at them and reported valves stuck

in "buckle," or "valve yoke" to exam.

Valves were examined. Nothing wrong
could be found with them. Well, as one

belonged to your humble servant, and I

had about a thousand and one questions to

answer. I wrote to the American Balance

Slide Valve Co. about them. And fancy

Mr. Harrow when my letter came back

through the D. L. O. However, one of

the other chaps who had a sister engine

came in one night and reported "piston

rings broken to exam." Piston rings

were broken in a dozen pieces. New
rings were put in and all went O. K. So

then the others came to the conclusion

that my rings were broken and I did not

know it. I won drinks that rings were

not. And on examining them the fitter,

who had put them in new. did not give

them enough draw; so that when they

wore a bit thin and were tight against

the walls of the cylinder the steam used

Some Reasons for the Auxiliary Dome.

With tlic advent nl the ponderous

freight locomotives and the large passen-

ger machines, so common now, the

auxiliary dome has been introduced, and

for two distinct reasons: First, suppose

a heavy consolidation was blowing off

hard under 210 pounds pressure, from

pups whicli were located in the steam

dome proper, only a few inches above the

throttle valve, and, at the same time, the

throttle was thrown open, the large

amount of steam rushing out of the boiler

at practically the same point would be

very likely to draw more or less water

into the dry pipe, and thence into the

steam chests and cylinders, which, as we

all know, w'ould cause trouble and prob-

ably delay and expense. On the other

hand, if some steam is rushing out at

one point, and some at quite at another

place, the tendency to lift the water into

the dry pipe is much lessened, since the

two, exhausting at the same time, coun-

terbalance one another, so to speak.

With the safeties and whistle in a sep-

arate dome (the prevailing location just

novvf") this equalization is more nearly

realized. Second, if the relief valves and

whistle are removed from the steam

dome the boiler diameter may be in-

creased from 3 to 6 in. vi^ithout interfer-

ing with bridges and tunnels. Every

master mechanic can appreciate the dif-

ference between the generating capacity

of a boiler 66 in. dia. and one of 72 in.

Hence, besides lessening the chances of

engine priming, the auxiliary dome al-

lows more boiler room, which means

more power, which means ability to haul

a bigger train, which means time saved,

which means money earned.

And as long as giants like the A.. T. &
S. F.'s Mastodons, or the New York
Central's "Atlanticers" continue to be

built, we may confidently look for the

auxiliary dome, in spite of the fact that

it makes "another hole in the boiler."

as some one expressed it not long since.

Armour P. Payson.

Inii.'ood-on-thc-Hudson.

We understand that Mr. George Gould's

private car. Atlanta, now being completed

at the car works at St. Charles. Mo., and

which, it is stated, will be a veritable roll-

ing palace, costing $150,000. is being

equipped with the consolidated "Axle

Light" system of electric lights and fans.

Conditions on the Air Line.

BY A. SUP LYMAN.

Third Paper.

A week had passed since the supply

man had said good-bye, in the meantime
the 653's poured in faster than ever. The
"old man" felt that a crisis was at hand,

felt like he did at 3 o'clock of the 21st

day of the boy Tom's fever years before;

he thought it about time for the turning

point—or the end. when the 8g6 rolled

up to the cinder pit and two begrimed

individuals dressed in soiled overclothes

and carrying grips, dropped off on the

side next the little office.

The old man had seen Turner in uni-

form before, he recognized his quick bus-

iness-like step; but who was the

stranger? They were both up on the

rtalk before he discovered Grayham, the

trainmaster, through a veneer of coal

dust, the first time he had made his ap-

pearance in that vicinity without a stand-

ing collar and clean patent leather shoes.

The old man recalled the fact that Tur-

ner had mentioned his intention of tak-

ing Grayham out with him, but the tak-

ing and his return in his present condi-

tion was a surprise, his cordial greeting

and warm handshake was another. The
old man and the "ofifice" had never met

this w^ay before, they generally ex-

changed compliments over the 'phone,

and the little lady that sang "hello" in

contralto, repeatedly complained that the

language used over this particular wire

was not always complimentary.

"Boys, where did you come from?"

was the old man's first greeting, a warm
wave seemed to have struck the office

suddenly—the morning was a chilly one.

"Out the front, doing the strenuous,"

was Grayham's reply "We've been over

the second district to be explicit " added

Turner. The trainmaster seemed to have

taken on a new attitude toward the mas-

ter mechanic, who in turn was quick to

respond, and, Grayham, continuing, said:

"When Turner offered to buy me a suit

of clothes and a box of cigars if I would

go on a week's outing, I could not resist.

I'm glad I went, Mr. Barker, I've picked

up a few things, too, and I might as well

be frank and say that the things I learned

will help us to get on better in the future,

I believe. The Air Line ought to make
Turner assist G. M.. though, really, we
need him, we have a great many things

to tell you of after we get a bath."

"Boys," said the old man, with a per-

ceptible tremor in his voice. "I don't like

to discourage white ribbon work—Han-

nah is president, you know, but kick that

door to and take a bath with me."

As Turner closed the door (he had

bathed there before) the old man dove

into the lower drawer of his desk and

produced the—tub. "Here, boys, this is

old enough to vote, smooth as signal oil,

I keep it for Parsons when he comes.

Pity, isn't it. the way the governor is go-
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ing—won't last long, the smartest motive

power man in the South, too. You both

need one. Grayham. take the bottle with

you, I wouldn't trust Turner, he is not

used to good stuff. John Stewart, the

general manager, is to be up on four this

evening; Williams has got him stirred up.

The general opinion is that there will be

some change in our manner of operation.

We are all to meet in his car to-night for

a council of war. Come up, boys, and

tell what you saw; it may help us to reach

a partial solution at least. I dread this

Winter coming on, our power is away

behind what it was a year ago, and you

know what we had to fight last Winter

—

I've been here 30 years, and somehow
things seem to get harder every year.

Meet me at the depot when four comes

in, and talk some, too, I want to listen

to-night." Mr. Williams wired me to

come in for this meeting," said Gray-

ham; "Turner will be there, don't fear, he

would break into a Chinese funeral, be

welcoiue, too, in twenty minutes, chief

mourner in thirty, and be using chop

sticks in forty. We will let him talk, he

can do it; I'm sorry we had to come in

before we got over the third, that is the

real storm centre, you know." ''Does the

300 carry any old signal?" asked the sup-

ply man. "If it does I will cancel a few

engagements with prominent people and

struggle up for a moment."

That evening the party, Mr. Barker,

Grayham and the supply man were at the

depot waiting for number four. She was

reported out of Gray's Lake on time, but

she rolled into the depot thirty minutes

late. Superintendent Williams was in

the 300 with the G. M. He went down

on five to meet him and a hot main pin on

the 486 gave him material to discourse

on. He had the G. M. soaked full of the

idea that the grease cups that the old

man had adopted as standard was the

"last fool move" when the train stopped.

When the handshaking was over and the

dinky had pushed the car in on the sup-

ply track, the G. M. opened' the ball by

saying: "The Air Line seems to be up

against it, Tom, what seems to be the

difficulty?"

The master mechanic had rare confi-

dence in the ability and discernment

of John Stewart. He knew that every

man and everything received a fair trial

at his hands before he rendered judg-

ment. Of late the acquisition of new road

had taken him entirely away from the

operation, and now that he was on the

ground he felt that things would soon

loosen up on the Air Line. "John, we
have too many troubles to even try to

mention them in one evening; shortage

of power, too much business for the fa-

cilities we have, too many new men of a

certain kind, insufficient help of another

kind, and most of all, John, you expect

too much of what you term the monthly

men. .i

"We had a job two years ago; we are

slaves now. When the whistle blows

the shop men go home, clean up and

read the paper, their time is their own,

then is when our real work commences.

We all go back after supper, I've got

eleven of Mr. Parson's men cooped up

in different places. There's McAdams.
he has swallowed round house gas for

twenty-four years. Ask Williams there

as to his capacity, he will tell you that Mc.

gets engines out when the train sheets

don't show one in the terminal. He is

at the house until one and six get out,

after midnight, seven nights a week. Le-

Clair, my boiler man, is in his shop

with an evening shift until II. They

each get the same wages that we paid in

the hard times when the shop worked

forty hours a week, and we borrowed a

saint's calendar to hunt new holidays

from to shut down on. There's the road

men. When business was dull we de-

pended on the old men to assimilate and

educate the few—very few—new ones

that broke into our exclusiveness. We've

put them out so fast of late that the old

men have all they can do to take, care of

their lives. We never thought an exam-

ination worth while then, passed up the

air car even when it was offered us. Now
we seem to be all adrift. Sane men do

things daily that are not on the records

of the worst road in the country, and

here we are a trunk line, three first-class

terminals, too.

"Williams here has five of my best men
off on the second district. I had to pick

up what I could to put in their places.

Two of the five are over on the West-

ern. The road end is not looked after.

John, and that is why the money is

made, where the 653's are made, too."

The superintendent raised his head at

this sally. "We seldom have engine fail-

ures in the shop and round-house, though

we fix for a few, I think.

"I must have some help on the road,.

I've ran an engine myself, but things

get away from a man who is off the road

six months. It is twenty years since I

made a close run for water. Things were

different in those days. We agreed that

we could not afford a traveling engineer.

Williams has one trainmaster for 452

miles of busy road. He couldn't touch

the high spots with an air ship. I want

more money for my men, the engineers,

firemen and shop men all were given a

raise. McAdams, LeClaire, Haskins and

the rest know that as well as the time-

keeper. You've bought enough road

now to put this line past the stage where

it would run itself; you will have to pay

for the running if it is to be well done.

Here's Turner paid a salary by the in-

jector people; he got Grayham into the

first suit of clothes that really became

him, and together they went over the

second district for a week. They can

tell you more of the road than I can, I've

been swamped for four months; they told

me of things I did not know." The G.

M. nodded to Turner, who was quietly

smoking, and who in reply to the nod,

said:

"You know, Mr. Stewart, I have lots of

spare time. Besides, Mr. Barker and

father were old friends, and as I had

promised Grayham here an outing, he

went over the second, just got in this

evening. I agree with what Mr. Barker

has said—the engines could do the work

if they were properly rated, kept up and

moved. The rating that exists at pres-

ent would paralyze any division. We
came up on first twenty this morning,

caught it at the junction. They doubled

five hills, forty-six miles, ran fourteen for

water. That makes sixty added to one

forty-two made a division over 200 miles

long. The fire was so dirty that the

flues began to leak, and after the fire-

man gave out they reduced 50 per cent,

at the junction. There's a light engine

gone after the head end now; they get a

hundred miles for sixty-eight. Grayham

refuses to discuss the rating question;

perhaps you know where it comes from?"

The G. M. looked at Williams, but said

nothing.

Continuing, the supply man said:

"Then the rush swamped the men, and,

worse still, your officials, who simply

cannot touch things, as they have gone

without help. Your men get the best

pay in this section. They are good men,

they know that their work is miserable,

but they are milling like a bunch of

Texas steers, the leaders in the center

going round with the rest. You will have

to get some good men on the outside to

quiet them. Half of the engine failures,

yes, two-thirds, are due to lack of steam.
^

The engines that have the least heating

surface steam the best. That shows that

the trouble lies more in the condition

of the engines, the arrangernent of draft

appliances, and the firing than it does in

the coal used. Those 6oo's you bought

a year ago want going through, the

steam and exhaust pipes and front ends

want touching up, and they want coarser

grates put in them. The refuse in this

coal must be gotten rid of. Through the

grates is the only way to rid the firebox

of it on the road; that calls for self-

dumping ash pans, you need them worse

than you do those "merry-go-'rounds"

you put up in the cab. Men cannot

stand fighting the heat above the deck

line between stops and then tackle the

dirt, heat and gas of a full ash pan when

on the siding. Clean ash pans would

double the capacity of your cinder tracks

that are overworked at most points now.

"Outside of the steam and dirty fire

question your failures are not so nu-

merous, a little organization out on the

road can cut out half of what is left.

There's them new pumps on the 6oo's,

they are not the best pump in the world,

but they will do if taken care of, give

very little trouble, in fact; there are worse

parts of the apparatus than the pump.
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tlii-y won't slaiid speeding. Most of tlic

men conilenin them when they sign the

eall book and open them up wide when
they reach the engine, then failing to get

any free air in the high pressure cyl-

inder, they heat and the rings contract

and jam in the piston, and they are done

till they go through the shop. Bill John-

son is getting good work out of the one

he has on the hill, been up there two

years. He just runs it slow and oils it,

that's all. The two departments should

organize and form a partnership to fight

delays, change the gait to a quick step,

even if you have to cut the trains a couple

of loads. The last two on first twenty

this morning cost a hundred dollars."

The general manager looked over

toward the superintendent again, but said

nothing. With scarce!" a pause, the sup-

ply man continued: "As a first step I

would suggest that you give every divi-

sion its share of the power. The engines

that once belonged to the men on cer-

tain districts don't even belong to the

district now; guess the stockholders must
claim theiTi, though, for you can find Air

Line on the side of the cab by wiping

hard. The present plan guarantees an

absolute lack of responsibility and inter-

est on the part of everybody; I won't

exempt master mechanics even. The
pool cut the men's interest out, but this

second pool cut the foremen out after

them. If an engine has developed a

weakness, bad flues, mud burnt fireboxes,

sharp tires, anything, in fact, instead of

remedying the trouble, every trainmaster

and round-house man schemes to give

her to the other fellow; they kick her on

and finally she comes in ten cars back in

the air. If Grayham here on the second

rushes up four or five lights to clean up
old loads, Casey on the third takes them.

That doesn't encourage our friend on
the second; you can't blame him for tak-

ing a half day off to see the home nine

wallop the nine from Casey's terminal.

You must have some good, wide-awake
traveling engineers, practical men, who
can jump out on a heavy night run and
give the new beginner some pointers and
incidentally a little confidence. Don't do
as the O. & B. did, though, grab up all

the committee men regardless of ability.

What you want are men who know an

engine and a man at the same time. If

the Air Line has not got them, hire them
from some other road. I would call those

men road supervisors. Give them au-

tliority enough over train men to at least

drag the rear brakeman away from the

hypnotic influence of the lunch counter
girls, those at the eating stations, I mean.
Since Mr. Parsons took sick Mr. Barker
has been the real head of the machinery
department. He is overloaded, some of

Mr. Parson's men are here, the rest up
at Jamestown; that makes the work
harder still; he is willing to do all he
can. but he deserves help. I would cut

out this suspension business, go back to

the Brown system make it a record sys-

tem, if you don't want to use the marks;

put some of the old men back—there's

Olcsen, you can't afTord to lose that kind

of a man, make efifort and character

count, and don't be too hard on promoted
men. It takes two years to get them
lined up, you can cut that to ninety days

if you will organize an educational policy

like the Bee Line has gone into. They
pay for educating their men, no salary de-

ductions made on their pay roll. You
want instructors here, class rooms and an

air car without any coupon attachments,

I could talk all night, that's one of my
weaknesses, but I see Grayham is nod-

ding, he is not used to riding tonnage

trains,"

"Gentlemen," said the general manager,

rising, as if to dismiss the party, "I will

be here for a day or two, the board

meets on the 31st, and if you will kindly

meet me here at 9 in the morning we
will plan a few changes; I think we can

get together and accomplish something.

Mr. Turner, I wish that you would wire

your president, he is an old friend of

mine—wire to-night and say that I would
esteem it a favor if you were to stay

with us a few months. You will oblige

Mr. Barker in this case, I am sure. Mr.

Williams, kindly remain a few moments."

With gentlemanly courtesy, he stepped

out on the platform to say "good-night.

9 in the morning, gentlemen," and shak-

ing hands with the old man, he bowed
him off the lower step,

"I see light ahead," remarked the old

man, as they stopped at the hotel for a

cigar, "Did I tell you of Gibbs' experi-

ence with pooling on the third?" re-

marked Turner, who always parted with

a story.

"You know he was over the road for

the brake people. Down at Carson they

don't enjoy a steam laundry, and Gibbs
gave the hostler's helper his laundry. All

coon helpers there, you know. Next day

he met a sporty looking coon wearin"

a familiar looking shirt, with the initials

E. L. G. on the front. Tackling the

helper for an explanation, he was in-

formed that 'de gent waring yu shut, sah.

was Henry Clay Jones, fren of mah wife's,

sah, potah at de deepo, sah. Heh
brunged it back, sah; heh won't hurt it

sah.' When Gibbs mentioned the matter

to Carpenter, the foreman, he advised

him to follow his example and get his

shirt so dirty that the washlady's 'frens

wud not wah dem sah,' guessed that pool-

ing was a contagious disease, anyway.
Gibbs said he didn't know whether to call

it pooling or chain ganging.

Which Type Is This?
The great ".Mogul," riding on a sim-

ple "decapod," met the "Mikado" out
hunting. By "Columbia!" he exclaimed,

"I would like to join you." So he did,

and this "consolidation" of forces

roamed over the "prairie" to the "At-
lantic." They caught nothing, though

their "single driver" was an "American,"
as "mastodons" arc extinct, but their

"lo-whecl" auto ran like a compound
"4-2-6," and they returned with great joy.

Wants Convention Held at Colorado

Sprinjrs.

I have heard it whispered many times,

of late, that there is a strong pressure

being brought to bear to have the Mas-
ter Mechanics' and Master Car Build-

ers' conventions meet in Chicago dur-

ing the season of 1903.

Now, I, for one, wish to enter a pro-

test against the convention being held

in Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, New
York, or any place where there is a lia-

bility of the members being kept away
from convention duties because of the

nutnerous other opportunities and in-

ducements which are to be found in such

cities.

I think it should also be considered.

owing to the trouble to get transporta-

tion for the members and their families,

to hold the convention at some other

point than Saratoga, although we must

admit that that place is well fitted for it.

still, I believe that it could be held at

Colorado Springs, there being extensive

accommodations at Manitou and Col-

orado Sprin.gs, I believe it would be

beneficial to our eastern members to

have an opportunity to meet in the west-

ern country, and I hope you will use

your best endeavors to defeat any at-

tempt that may be made by any com-
mittee which is aiming to have the next

meeting; held in any of the cities men-
tioned, John Tont.e.

M, M, and M, C, B,

Minneapolis. Minn.

We have reduced the price of Machine
Shop Arithmetic from 50 cents to 25
cents. A limited number are on hand,

so persons wishing a good book for a

trifling sum should send their quarter

without delay. Postage stamps will be
acceptable.

Stations and Passengers.

In the course of the report which the

London County Council tramway ex-

perts have drawn up regarding their re-

cent visit to .-Vnierica to study the Shal-

low Underground Tramway system,

there is an interesting table setting

forth the number of passengers using.

per year, some of the most important

termini in the world. The table is as

follows:

Grand Central. New York 14.000.003

South L'nion, Boston 21.000.000

North L'nion. Boston 23.108.000

Broad Street. London 27.coo.ooo

Park Street, Subway. Boston. .27.400.000

Waterloo. London 28.659,000

St. Lazare. Paris 43.032.000

Liverpool Street, London 44.377.000
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New Cars on the nanhattan Railway.

The Manhattan Elevated Railway

Company, commonly called in New
York the "L," has, with the gradual

electrification of their lines, introduced

some new cars, which are here illustra-

ted. The regular motor coach does not

differ materially from the coaches which

have Ion" been in service. The scats.

therefore, has seats for merely two pas-

sengers less than the old steam pro-

pelled train of same length. The
motorman sits at the proper height

on a stool which can be folded

out of the way when not required. He
has before him the controller and a

Westinghouse engineers' brake valve

somewhat similar to that used on a loco-

STANDARD TRAIN OF CLOSED CARS, MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAILWAY.

easily within reach of the guard, is the

knob for operating the conductor's valve.

When this compartment is not in use the

door which shuts the motorman in, can

be opened back against his window and
locked in that position, so that controller

and brake valve are effectually beyond
the reach of meddlesome hands. A
hinged seat when let down provides for

two passengers, who, if they be con-

genial spirits, may have a snug little

tete-a-tete together. The outside of the

car shown in our illustration represents

ihc motorman in his box, with side and
front windows at his disposal. The elec-

tric headlight is on the roof with the col-

(ired side lights to indicate destination

or character of train.

When we come to examine the open

car we find a further manifestation of ex-

ceedingly clever design with an appre-

ciation of conditions and means to meet
them, which is deserving of great praise.

The open car, which is not a motor car,

has wooden seats with overturning backs

similar to those of an ordinary street car.

At the end of each seat, the wooden par-

tition whose top constitutes the arm rest,

is made so as to inclose a sliding door,

which, when the car is in motion, blocks

about seven-eighths of the passageway.

These doors stand upon a bar of iron

which runs upon rollers on the car sill

and is operated by the guards at each

end, each guard moving half the number

with the exception of accommodation for

16 persons in the middle of the car, are

arranged along the sides. The total

seating capacity is 48, which is not large

when the size of the floor space is con-

sidered, the car being 47 ft. i in. over all

and 8 ft. 9^ in. in width. The side seats

have individual cushions, but the divi-

sions do not form arm rests as in the

older cars; they indicate the space for

each passenger. The cars are very sat-

isfactorily lighted and heated by elec-

tricity, and no dust and germ-collecting

matting is used upon the floor, wear be-

ing provided for by narrow raised slats

of hard wood screwed to the floor.

The arrangement made for the motor-

man is admirable, and shows consider-

able ingenuity in the economy of space.

The motorman is inside the car in a

small compartment measuring 2 ft. 7'^

in. by 3 ft. 4 in. He faces the window

at the right side of the door, and while

fully protected against wind and weather

in his well-lighted, warmed and venti-

lated "box," he has an unobstructed

view of the line ahead, and is completely

shut off by a curtained door from any

interference from the passengers. Each

motor car has two such compartments,

but in the whole train only a single one

is used, and those compartments not oc-

cupied by the motorman are each avail-

able for the accommodation of two pas-

sengers. The electric closed car train.

ST.\ND.\RD OPEN CAR, MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAILWAY.

motive, with this difference, however,

that it has a deep notch for lap position.

The brake valve handle is carried by the

motorman. and it can only be removed
when the valve stands on lap. A brake

valve, out of service, always has its ports

blanked. Both controller and brake

valve are close to the window sill, while

overhead are the electric switches, fuses

and the conductor's valve. Outside is

an air whistle for warning section men
or others on the track, and beside it.

of doors on each side by levers placed on

the small platforms with which these

cars are provided. On the right side, for

instance, when the car is at a station

platform, the forward guard opens and

closes the front half of the car doors

on the right side by the movement of a

lever, and the rear guard, by a similar

operation, opens and closes the back half

of the car doors on the same side.

The lever operates a bell crank with two

links provided with universal joints, all
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•of wliicli rigging is neatly boxed in, on

•each platiorni. The closing of all the

doors on a side is, therefore, very easy

and is only the work of a nionicnl. The

car has canvas shades which slide in

grooves and which ninain in whatever

position they may be put. Ample light

is obtained at night from a row of in-

candescent lamps arranged along the car

Toof close to the clearstory. In the

•open cars smoking is permitted on the

eight rear scats and the total seating ac-

commodation is exactly double that of

the ordinary closed cars. These cars un-

load themselves, if one may so say, very

much faster than the closed cars, so that,

although more people are carried in

them they have the advantage of actually

saving time for the company at stops, as

well as being exceedingly popular with

the public. This open car is a distinct

advance in the matter of elevated railway

car design, and tlie only regret is that

its ample seating capacity and its ready

Newark, C. while the new motor cars

were built by VVason, of Springfield,

Mass.

Ten-Wheel Enjcine for the Mexican

{National

.

The lo-whcel passenger engine here il-

lustrated was built at the Brooks Works
of the American Locomotive Company for

the Nacional de Mexico, and is one of an

order of ten. The engine is simple, with

20 X 28-in. cylinders and 68-in. driving

wheels. Among the points of interest it

may be mentioned that the starting power

is 28,000 pounds. Tlie adhesive weight is

:).75 of the maximum tractive power. This

valve insures the maximum draw bar pull

under average conditions of rail, without

the use of sand. The total weight of the

ingine is 172.000 pounds.

Cast steel has been used very freely in

the construction of this engine, and it

may lie lucntinncd that the lifting shaft

of a well proportioned machine, in which

the clear cut lines of the various mechan-

ical details help to make up a harmonious

whole. The headlight has an acetylene gas

burner, and the gas generator may be seen

as an upright cylinder on the running-

board just in front of the fireman's cab

window. The 7,000-gallon tender, with

12-ton fuel capacity, indicates that this

engine has about reached the limit for

passenger service in this respect.

The Mexican National Railway has re-

cently widened its gauge to the standard

width used in this country, and incident-

ally has caused the ^klexican Central to

awaken to the fact that standardization of

gauge is a most important factor in suc-

cessful competition. The Mexican Central,

though standard gauge, had the "long

haul" without transfer at interchange

(loints, while the Mexican National, when
narrow gauge, had the "short haul" with

transfer. The widening of the gauge,

however, will give the Mexican National

TEN-WHEEL SIMPLE P.\SSENGER ENGINE—MEXICAN N.\TIONAL.

means of ingress and egress have not

yet been applied in some suitable form

to the regular motor cars. The officials

of the Manhattan "L," however, may not

jret have exhaosted their undoubted abil-

ity in car construction and design.

Not only has the opportunity for a

most enjoyable trip been afforded to

-patrons of the road by the introduction

of these admirable open cars, but with

them overcrowding is a thing of the past.

When the open car is filled that is all

-about it, and as passengers are not per-

mitted to stand, wedged in between the

seat backs and the knees of those who
are seated, the side doors are then not

opened. The recognition by the com-

pany of the principle that when the seats

are all occupied, the maximum permissi-

ble load is being carried on the car is

most important, even if such recognition

is restricted at present to the popular

open car.

The cars are substantially built and
neatly finished. The open ones come from
tlie shops of the Jewett Car Works.

arms, guide yoke, engine truck frame,

center plate and suspension links, are of

this material. A clever oiling arrange-

ment is to be found in the cast steel ex-

pansion links. Small projections are cast

on, just above the eccentric rod pin holes.

These projections are each drilled almost

through, transversely, thus forming a 5-i-

in. hole. This cavity is intended to be

tilled with curled hair, kept in place by a

small plug. An oil hole J4-in. in dia. is

drilled from the top, through to the eccen-

tric rod pins. These are inclosed in case

hardened steel bushings. The inner faces

of the link are also case hardened. The
crosshead is of the two-guide bar type and

is made of cast steel, as are also the driv-

ing wheel centers, pistons, driving boxes,

motion rod hangers, and spring saddles.

The boiler contains 348 iron tubes, and

the total heating surface is 2,753 sq. ft.

The staying is radial, and the position of

the crown sheet, which is level, insures

large steam room. The diameter of the

barrel outside the first course is 67% in.

The appearance of the engine is that

the shortest route between the border and

the City of Mexico and connecting points.

The engine here illustrated is built for

standard gauge track, and is as modern in

its design as the road over which it will

have to run.

A few of the leading dimensions are as

follows

:

Fuel, bituminous coal. Cylinders. 20 x 28 in.

Weight, leading truck 30.000 lbs.

Weight, driving wheels '33.000 lbs.

Weight, total 172,000 lbs.

Capacity, tender, water. 7.000 gal?.: coal, 12 tons.

Wheel base. dri\'ing. 14 ft. 6in : total engine. 25 ft.

7 in.; total engine and tender, 56 ft. 3"^ in.

Heating surface, firebox 177 sq.ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2.553.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2.753.7 sq ft.

Grate area. ii5-isq. ft.

Boiler, type, extended wagon top. radial stays.

Tubes. jjS; length. 14 ft. i| in.: dia.. 2 in.

Size of firebox, length. 124 in.; width. 42 in.

Valves, lap inside. I'.i in. Lead in full gear, ,'j in.

Wheels, leading truck, dia.. 3354 in.; driving, dia..

68 in : tender truck, d'a.. 33K in.

Journals, dri\-ing. dia.. 9 in.; length. 12 in.

Journals, leading truck, dia . 554 in.: length, 12 in.

Journals, tender truck, dia.. 5S in-:length, loin.

Kxhaust nozzle, dia.. 5^5 in.

Stack, dia. inside, 15 in., tapered.
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Back Numbers of "Locomotive Engi-

neering" in Demand.
We have been asked to supply a com-

plete file of Locomotive Engineering

from the first issue, which appeared 15

years ago. We will be obliged if any of

our readers will communicate with us.

stating what numbers they may have

which they would be willing to part with

for a consideration. Portions of the com-

plete file will be acceptable, if thereby

we can collect a complete set of volumes.

Write to 174 Broadway, New York.

Useful Phases of Self- Help.

The time was when the majority of

railway enginemen and trainmen de-

spised information concerning their busi-

ness, which was taken from books. The
book studying engineer was looked upon
with pitying contempt by those who
boasted they knew nothing, and did not

wish to know anything, which was not

acquired by observation and practical ex-

perience. This class of men never

learned more than the simplest and most

rudimentary knowledge of their busi-

ness, but their views or prejudices

were popular and for long obstructed the

growth of sentiment in favor of en-

lightenment. A locomotive engineer who
is now a prominent road foreman of en-

gines, and a strong advocate of book in-

struction, recently told the writer an in-

cident of his early ambition to learn all

he could about the locomotive. He
bought a well known instruction book
on the locomotive and he was so much
pleased with it that he told the engineer

he was firing for about it. The eng;ineer

asked him to bring it along ne.xt trip and

lie would look at it. This was done and

when the engineer looked it over he

pitched the book mto the fire-box, at the

same time using some profane language

about books and people who read them.

When the period came round that re-

quired engineers to pass an examination

concerning air brakes, this engineer was

taken ofT passenger service, owing to his

ignorance of air brake mechanism and

for the notoriously rough way he braked

trains. This is only one of numerous
cases where the cultivation of ignorance

proved an expensive practice.

The sentiment in regard to acquiring

knowledge is very much changed to-day,

especially among younger men. The
prevailing feeling is not against book
learning, but thousands of men are striv-

ing against great obstacles to acquire

knowledge about their business from
books, from periodicals of an educational

character like Railway and Locomo-
tive Engineering, and from technical

school instruction papers. The desire for

education is very active; but a large pro-

portion of those who are willing to pur-

chase educational facilities find that they

are unable to make use of what they

have purchased for want of training in

study. However ambitious a person may
be to acquire knowledge, he will find it

difficult to learn things by private effort

unless influences are around him which

tend to stimulate him to persevere in

study. We have often heard it asserted

that the most valuable influence of a col-

lege course is that it trains a person to

study. This training is remarkably hard

to acquire by one who has been in active

work for eight or ten years since leav-

ing school, and has given no thought to

learning things. This is why so many
persons fail to persevere in the study

of subjects relating to their business,

after they have purchased papers, books,

or a school course with the intention of

acquiring knowledge.

People who have been for years en-

gaged on active physical work nearly al-

ways become mentally indolent, and it

takes a wonderful amount of self-deny-

ing perseverance to overcome this indo-

lence. Unless this indolence is con-

quered a person will make very unsat-

isfactory progress in studying any sub-

ject. A common spectacle is to see a

man go home after the day's work is

over, with his mind made up to begin

studying, say his air brake catechism.

After supper he goes out to take part in

some active amusement, or perhaps he

devotes himself to working in the gar-

den or doing some household work

which is cheerfully undertaken, and bed-

time comes without the catechism being

reached. And so the distasteful studies

are put off from day to day, and good
intentions bring forth nothing but pro-

crastination, that thief of time.

The writer in his youth belonged for

years to mutual improvement societies,,

and he has the best of reasons for be-

lieving that their influence kept alive a

love of study, and did much to direct his-

studies in useful channels. Every town
where ten locomotives lie up over night

have now enough railway men interested

in learning their business to make the

material for forming a mutual improve-

ment society or a class for study. We-
advise the men in such places, who are.

anxious to study the science of their

bi'siness, to associate themselves to-

gether and form a class of the kind men-
tioned. The saying that "in union there-

is strength," applies very forcibly to the-

irfluence which union exerts in stimu-

lating men to study, br to any other self-

denying labor. A solitary student early

in his search after knowledge, encounters

something that he does not understand,

becomes discouraged and very often

throws up the work as being beyond his-

capacity. When two or three work to-

gether the difficulty which floors one

person is likely to be solved by one of

the others, and this process goes on with

every hour of study. Helping each other

over difficulties is a very valuable feature

of mutual help; but even of greater value

is the influence it has in keeping up the

interest in study.

The cheapening of literature, which has

progressed so rapidly in the last quarter

of a century, and has brought the best of

books and the most valuable periodicals-

within the reach of wage earners, has

done much to spread the taste for read-

ing. The person who cannot spend an

evening pleasantly reading a book is now
an exception. The majority of books

read by young people are neither of an-

instructive or an edifying character; but

it often happens that by reading tra.shy.

sensational stories, a person acquires a'

taste for reading of a more valuable char-

acter. The writer is a case in point. He
was reared in a reading household and"

acquired a passion for reading stories be-

fore he was two years into his teens. For

five years he devoured every novel or

book of travel he could beg or borrow,

and often walked ten miles to a library

to obtain a book, after a hard day's

work. One day a school fellow asked'

him if he Had read "Dick's Christian

Philosopher." a book then having a pop-

ular run. He had not. but no time was

lost in borrowing it. Its contents turned'

his mind to more useful reading and he

did not read another novel for years.

Reading books or periodicals that

treat of the science of a man's business is

a useful and instructive pastirne and'

brings much incidental information; but
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careful sliuly is required to master prin-

ciples and det^iils. Reading engineering

literature gives a person good general

ideas about the subjects treated, but

reading will not impress the exact knowl-

edge necessary to pass an examination.

An intelligent reader learns that steam

is made by the boiling of water and that

the steam is employed to drive pistons

which transmit power to turn the driving

wheels, but study is required to find out

how the different operations arc per-

formed. It is the same throughout all

lines of knowledge. Reading will im-

part information about outlines, but

study must be exerted to master particu-

lars.

A common and popular medium for

imparting exact information concerning

railway mechanism and engineering prin-

ciples or particulars, is catechisms of

various kinds, the most up-to-date speci-

men being our questions and answers. It

i."! not enough that a student should read

these to acquire the information im-

parted. If he merely reads them they

will pass away from his memory within

a few weeks. If he wishes to acquire

the knowledge embraced in the answers

I he ought to have some one to catechise

him periodically It is not necessary that

he should answer in the exact words

given in the paper. It is sufficient if he

gives the correct answer in his own lan-

guage. Trying to learn the exact word-^

of answers is not a good practice. Any
mutual union of persons to help e:ch

other in this sort of study will bring ex-

cellent results

econumically as it otherwise would. Thc.s

tractors are not allowed to draw more
than one barge at a time, though the

advantage of taking a string of barges

at once is obvious. The tow-paths, which

are owned by the Government, are in a

bad condition, and improvements are dif-

ficult to obtain. That such results can

be obtained under these conditions is

best proof of what might be done by an

independent concern owning the canal

line itself and establishing a straight

service.

Operating a Canal by Electric Traction.

Americans have taken the lead of all

other countries in the application of elec-

tric transmission of power, but in one

department of industry they have per-

mitted Belgian electricians to take the

lead. This is in using electricity for the

propulsion of canal boats and barges.

The reason for this may be that the per-

sonages in charge of American canals

are too much occupied securing State

aid in the expense of operating to give

any attention to improved methods of

moving their barges.

While our canal men are devoting

their energies to the increasing of ap-

propriations, their Belgian compeers are

operating by electricity a canal between

Brussels and Charleroi, covering fifty

miles. Triple wires run on poles above
the towing-path, tractors running along

the paths taking their current from them.

Where, owing to the canals passing

through cities or similar reasons, no
towing path is available, electric launches

are used.

The speed obtained is about double

that of horse traction, and the cost of

haulage is nearly 3 per cent, lower. But
various regulations hamper the com-
pany, and prevent it from working so

The Fireman in the White house.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men, by their representatives, at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn., last month, admitted

President Roosevelt to membership,

by giving him the sign manual and

the passwtjrd of the order. At

the conclusion of the secret ses-

sion, in which this interesting cere-

mony was performed, an open meeting

was held in the Auditorium, at which

the newly elected brother spoke to a

large and representative audience. Presi-

dent Roosevelt's speech to the firemen

was a stirring address. The three

cardinal virtues which he believes go

to make up the manly type of citizen-

ship—Honesty, Courage and Common
Sense—were dwelt upon. He told his

audience how General Sherman had said

that if he was in another war he would

endeavor to get as many railroad men
as possible in his command. The old

soldier valued these men, he said, be-

cause they have, on account of their pro-

fession, developed certain qualities which

are essential in a soldier. They are ac-

customed to taking risk. They are fa-

miliar with danger and hardship, and

they are used to acting on their own in-

itiative, and they obey orders quickly.

Turning to the work done by the

Brotherhood, he said: "I believe em-

phatically in organized labor; I believe

in organizations of wage workers. Or-

ganization is one of the laws of our so-

cial and economic development at this

time." The Brotherhood of Firemen

now has about 44,000 members, and has

paid into the general and beneficiary

fund close upon one and a half million

dollars. More than six millions and a

half have been paid in since the starting

of the insurance clause in the constitu-

tion, and more than six million and a

half have been paid to disabled mem-
bers and to their beneficiaries. Over 50

per cent, of the amount was paid on ac-

count of accidents. These acts, said

the President, are a sufficient commen-
tary upon the kind of profession which

is yours. You face danger and death in

time of peace as a soldier does in time

of war. The two lessons taught by the

organization is how much can be ac-

complished by organization. which

means the helping of a man by teaching

him how to help himself, and the indis-

pensable means of keeping absolutely un-

impaired the faculty of individual ini-

tiative. But while it teaches these things

the organization of necessity must keep

to the forefront the worth of the indi-

vidual qualities of a man.

The speaker pointed out the supreme

importance of character, when he said

that the organization which he was ad-

dressing might have the same constitu-

tion it has now, the same laws and the

same system, yet if composed of poor
men the system would not save them.

Reverting to the Spanish war, for an il-

lustration, he said, I want to see each

m.an have the best weapons, but if the

man is a poor creature, no matter how
good is his weapon, he will be beaten by

a good man with a club.

As President Roosevelt is now a mem-
ber of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen, in good standing, might not an

appropriate name for the next new lodge

be the "White House Lodge," or

"Roosevelt Lodge," or perhaps "Oys-

ter Bay Lodge." The name of "Rough-
rider," was said by a fun maker at the

convention to be applicable only to the

conductors of the Chattanooga street

railway lines.

Blows in Packing Rings.

The waste of steam and consequent

loss of economy in fuel, due to worn or

ill-fitting packing rings, is one of the

most important items chargeable against

an engine that has gained a record, for

heavy coal burning. There are no fig-

ures available to show these losses up

accurately, and indeed such data would

be of little value, since the effects of

blowing rings are well enough under-

stood, unless .we except the fact that they

would serve to remind us that a little

more attention to maintenance of the

cj'linders of a locomotive might have

the effect of reducing the charges on coal

account. That this question is receiv-

ing some attention from the man on the

right hand side, is quite evident from the

letters we receive, asking for light on the

results of inattention to the condition of

packing rings, and requesting informa-

tion as to how to test for leaks or blows.

The following may be of interest to these

men and to others as well:

A leak in the balance strip of an ordi-

nary slide valve is detected by placing

the valve in the center of its seat so that

it laps the ports equally, and blocking the

wheels. When steam is admitted to the

steam chest a leak will allow it to pass

by the strip and thence down through

•the leakage hole in top of valve into ex-

haust cavity and show at the nozzle. If

a double nozzle is used the side the blow

is on is apparent at once: if a single noz-

zle, it will require sharp sight to locate

the side, but the sense of hearing will as-

sist to this end.
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Leaking cylinder packing rings are

more easily determined, since steam will

show at cylinder cocks at opposite end

from admission, if there is leakage past

the rings. A piston valve of either out-

side or inside admission type will show

a blow due to leaking rings by placing

the valve centrally on its seat and ad-

mitting steam, which will be in evidence

at the nozzle and also at the cylinder

cocks.

Blows in piston valve of two-cylinder

compounds may be determined by

placing the valve in the center of its

travel as in previous cases, and the in-

tercepting valve in position to work sim-

ple, which will admit steam of boiler

pressure to the steam chest. This posi-

tion allows a blow to show at the nozzle

and cylinder cocks, as in the case of

single expansion engines, for the reason

that the high-pressure steam chest takes

steam direct and has a separate exhaust

opening.

In the case of tandem compounds, a

blow in the rings of the high-pressure

valve is found by the same method as

that explained, for the simple engine hav-

ing piston valves—except that the blow

will be found only at the cylinder cocks,

as the low-pressure valve controls the

passage to exhaust nozzles. To test the

low-pressure valve the engine is placed

on center on the side to be tested, and

the starting valve put in simple position.

Steam admitted at this time will reach

the low-pressure valve through the by-

pass valves of high-pressure cylinder, and

any leak in rings will appear at the noz-

zle and also at the cylinder cocks.

The American Invaders.

The above is the name of a book by

F. .\. McKenzie. an Engjish journalist,

recently published in London. It has

created a sensation among certain

classes of the invaded, but the majority

of British people who have read the

book pooh-pooh its statements and as-

sert that it gives warnings of dangers

•which are trifling or imaginary.

The American invaders are our man-

ufacturers who are flooding the British

markets. Twenty years ago very few

vaders have made wonderful advances

•within the last five years, and in some

lines of business threaten to drive Brit-

ish manufacturers out of their own home

markets. Twenty years ago very few

articles of .American manufacture were

to be found in Europe, except agricul-

tural machinery. In engineering estab-

lishments. American-made milling ma-

chines began first to find favor, and as

far back as 1889 we found in the Paris

exhibition a variety of German imita-

tions of our milling machines, but the

imitators never succeeded in diminishing

the demand for Brown & Sharpe and for

Pratt & Whitney milling machines. The

milling machine may be regarded as the

entering wedge destined to open favor

for all kinds of American-made special

tools. To-day there are few labor-saving

machines produced in the United States

that are not used in European work-

shops, and in some lines of industry,

such as shoe manufacturing and watch

making, nothing but American-made

machinery is employed. But even with

American-made appliances, the British

manufacturers are unable to produce the

finished article so cheaply as it is made

in our workshops, and in a variety of

lines our manufacturers are "invading"

the British market to such a serious ex-

tent that the native manufacturers see

ruin staring them in the face. .•\mong

the lines in which we have routed the

British manufacturers are: Iron and

steel, boots and shoes, electric ma-

chinery of all kinds; telephones, photo-

graphic appliances; all forms of special

machines, tools and labor-saving ap-

pliances, and an immense variety of

other minor manufactured articles.

According to Mr. McKenzie, we have

failed to worst the British manufacturer

in the making of bicycles and of locomo-

tives. The American bicycle makers

failed in the British Isles because they

used wooden wheel rims, which were not

so well adapted for a humid climate as

the steel rims used by British makers,

and there were other defects which ex-

cited prejudice against the American-

made wheel. In regard to locomotives,

those which our makers have supplied

to British railways suffer more from

prejudice than from inherent defects.

There is no question that they burn

more coal than the Brttish-built loco-

inotives of similar capacity, but that is

due to the valve motion which could

easily be changed if there was a desire

to make the engines work as econom-

ically as those of British make. All the

American engines have about 1-4-in.

less valve lap than the British engines,

which in itself would account for the

comparatively wasteful use of steam.

They use more oil than the British loco-

motives, because the method of feeding

the oil is different from that used on

the latter and the drivers are strange to

it.

The purpose of the book is to warn

the British manufacturers of the danger

that is threatening to take away their

business. The warning will not be heed-

ed, and so the invasion will continue to

increase and the range of goods to mul-

tiply. Britain was so long the princi-

pal manufacturing country in the world

that those who carry on the business

nowadays are sunk in prejudiced self-

complacency and imagine that no new

means of defence is necessary to keep

out invaders. The writer talked to a va-

riety of British manufacturers about the

statsments made in the book, and all of

tlfem declared that they were wild exag-

gerations. One large manufacturer al-

leged that the author was a Yankee and

that the whole story was a piece of

Yankee boasting. The author is not an

American, and how Americans would

be interested in warning British manu-

facturers against the dangers threaten-

ing their business is a thing that none

but an Englishman could suppose to be

rational. The book ought to be read by

every American manufacturer who is

looking for a market abroad. It can be

ordered through this office.

The Locomotive flagazine.

The proprietors of the Locomotive

Magaciite, now published monthly at

io2.-\ Charing Cross Road, London,

have determined to convert their attract-

ive magazine into a weekly. This im-

portant step has been taken after very

careful consideration and the publishers

are assured of receiving as much support

for the higher-priced weekly as they have

received for the modest monthly. The

Locomotive Magazine has climbed into

popularity to a great extent through the

interesting pictures of locomotives and

other railway appliances which have been

its strong feature from the beginning.

The president of the company, Mr. A. K.

Bell, is a practical railway engineer, hav-

ing been for years assistant to Mr. James
Holden, locomotive superintendent of the

Great Eastern Railway. He is also an

expert photographer, a good linguist, and

travels the wide world over, losing no

opportunity to use his camera. That has

enabled him to collect a wonderfully fine

assortment of photographs illustrating

railway equipment, railway scenes and in-

teresting places in all parts of the globe.

There is no fear of the publishers of the

Locomotive Magazine getting short of il-

lustrations that will be attractive to near-

ly all readers.

Curious Question of Spark Throwing.

A curious discussion has lately been

heard in the Supreme Court of Virginia

concerning a lawsuit about fire raising

from sparks thrown from locomotive

smokestacks. In giving an opinion a

Judge used the words: "When, there-

fore, a large cinder does escape, it is evi-

dence tending to prove that the spark

arrester is not in good condition." To
that the attorney defending the railroad

company answered:

"I have recently had before me this

question in a very important case, and

went to Philadelphia to familiarize my-
self with this question of spark arresters

in the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and
have also been through the machine

.shops of the Norfolk & Western Rail-

way. I have in my office cakes of cin-

der nearly as large as my hand, and

which were found on the upper part of

the wire ncttin.g. These cakes of cinder
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were taken from a spark arrester in an

absolutely perfect condition, the meshes

of which were approximately the size

mentioned in your opinion. It has both-

ered the mechanical department of the

Norfolk & Western for many years to

know how these could be formed. The

solution of it has been discovered and is

as follows: Cinders in small particles

pass through the netting when the engine

is steaming lightly or drifting, and there

is not sufficient power to throw them

out of the stack. They fall down upon

the horizontal portion of the netting and

fuse into large cakes, and when the ex-

haust is applied they are thrown out of

the stack in chunks as large as one's

thumb, or even larger. I wish that I

could send you a specimen of this cin-

der. You could look at it and see that

originally it was composed of small par-

ticles which have fused together. The

evidence of all those familiar with the

fact is that this occurrence in coking

coal is inevitable, and no mechanical

contrivance has yet been devised that

will prevent it."

Our opinion has been asked about this

case, but we cannot throw any new light

upon it, as there is no one in this ofifice

who has had experience of spark matter

fusing above the netting. If any of our

readers can give notes of experience

with such phenomena we shall be very

glad to hear from them.

which will very largely compensate for

the loss of the 20-ton cars. Many of the

important roads in the West have se-

cured new equipment since last year's

car famine, but with the "grain rush"

coming on even those companies which

have been looking ahead may find their

resources severely taxed by the disap-

pearance of so many 20-ton cars, desir-

able as that may be in the long run.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
Correspondents wishing to have ques-

tions answered in these columns should send
in their names and addresses, not for publi-
cation, but for evidence of good faith. We
thrmv all anonymous letters in the waste
basket.

One Result of Per Diem.

The new state of affairs brought about

by the per diem system is showing itself

conspicuously in the Central West. It

is stated that some of the trunk lines

with headquarters in Chicago intend to

scrap a great many of the old-fashioned

20-ton cars which have been returned to

owners as a result of the day rental plan

of car accounting. If these cars are

scrapped, it is estimated that about 15.-

000 will go out of service. The market-

able material which will be thus made
available is probably about four tons of

steel and wrought scrap from each car

and three tons of cast and malleable

iron scrap.

The trunk lines are reported to be

willing to dispose of s6nie of these 20-

ton cars, with the understanding that

they shall be used for local traffic only

and not delivered to the trunk lines un-

der any circumstances. While a few such

cars will doubtless be absorbed by
private car lines for local traffic, the ma-
jority of the smaller railroads throughout

the country will be compelled to have

larger and stronger cars in order to han-

dle their traflic and be able to inter-

change without trouble.

Under the per diem rale and demur-
rage system, now in force, the larger

railroads will be able to obtain far better

and quicker service from rolling stock.

What Automobiles Are Doing With
Superheated Steam.

There is a probability that the steam

automobile may be the means of con-

vincing locomotive users that great

economy of heat may be secured by the

use of highly superheated steam. The

White automobile made in Cleveland,

O., has a sort of flash boiler which de-

livers steam at about 700 degrees Fahr.

In tests, and in ordinary every-day ser-

vice, this machine has displayed extra-

ordinary economy in the use of steam

and there appears to be no difficulty ex-

perienced with the lubrication of valves

and pistons. Another automobile hav-

ing a flash boiler is the SerpoUet, a

French machine, which holds a fine rec-

ord for speed and efficiency. A peculiar-

ity of these high steam automobiles is

that there is no objectionable escape of

exhaust steam, the vapor passing out

being nearly imperceptible.

Of course, a flash boiler would be im-

practicable for a locomotive, but super-

heating might be accomplished by means
of the smoke box gases. This is a line

of experiment worthy of the attention of

Mr. M. N. Forney and other engineers

who are laboring to improve the loco-

motive engine.

There is a great deal of humbug Lbout

the growing practice of railroad publica-

tions getting out congested numbers on

every and any excuse, the enlargement

being effected by big spread advertise-

ments. These advertisements are secu ed

by giving ridiculously low rates and by

granting free space to favored parties.

Cutting rates for one set of advertisers is

stealing from those who pay schedule

prices, for it swamps their advertise-

ments among a mass of strange an-

nouncements, and leaves them to pay

the same amount as they do when their

advertisements have the prominence re-

sulting from limited displays. For

months before the mechanical conven-

tions our agents were repeatedly request-

ed to give free space as other two railroad

papers were doing. If we give free pages

to one advertiser at any time we will

make it a free issue for all our patrons.

Our Book of Books, which is sent free

on application, ought to be in the hands

of every person who loves reading. The

leaders of men are those who keep

posted.

(156) J. T. S., Buffalo, N. Y., writes:

A friend claims that after the eccentric

blades on one side of a locomotive are
taken down, that you can move the valve
on that side with the reverse lever. I

claim that you cannot. Who is right?

A.—You are right. The valve is moved
according to the position of the eccen-

trics, and if they are disconnected the
link will slide up and down on the link

block without moving the valve when
the engine is reversed.

(57) Apprentice Boiler Maker writes:

Can you give me a rule for finding the

safe working pressure of a boiler that

does not call for high mathematics?
A.—Take a boiler 60 in. diameter, made
of steel 1-2 in. thick, having a tensile

strength of 60,000 pounds to the square

inch. The factor of safety required is 4.

That is, the strength must be four times

the working pressure. We take 60.-

000 X 1-2 (thickness of plate) x 80

(strength of riveted joint), divided by 30,

the radius of the boiler. When figured

out that makes 800 pounds as the ulti-

mate strength. That divided by 4, the

factor of safety, gives 200 as the safe

working pressure.

(158) A. X. G., Pittsburg, asks:

(i) When were paper car wheels first

used and by whom were they invented?

A.—We do not know. (2) Are they

in general use now, and in what kind of

service? A.—They are not m gen-

eral use. When used they are employed
in passenger service. (3) Are there any

paper wheels made without the side

plates, and having no reinforcement?

A.—We have never heard of any be-

ing so made. (4) Are they being applied

now? A.—Not to any extent; the

larger roads do not use many of them.

(S) What is claimed for them and what

advantage have they over steel wheels?

A.—They were intended to soften to

some extent the jars incidental to rough

track and hard service and to deaden

noise.

(159) Apprentice Boiler Maker writes:

What are the proper tests that steel

for a first-class boiler ought to go

through? A.—The steel ought to be able

to stand a pull of from 55.000 to 60.000

pounds to the square inch. That is

called its tensile strength. Besides high

tensile strength good boiler steel ought

to have ductility that will enable the ma-

terial to adjust itself to the strains

caused by expansion and contraction. The

tests for ductility turn on the elongation

of the test piece in pulling it asunder and
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in the reduction of area when breakage

occurs. A common specification requires

that the reduction of area at the point

of fracture shall not be less than 56 per

cent. Ductility is very important and is

the reverse of brittleness. Sometimes

chemical tests are required to guard

against the presence of certain impuri-

ties, such as phosphorus and sulphur.

(160) M. R., Philadelphia, Pa., writes:

We have a dispute about the condi-

tion of steam in boilers. Several of my
friends say that the lower the pressure

of steam the wetter it is, and that on

that account using low steam is waste-

ful of heat. I say that the pressure has

nothing to do with the wetness of steam.

We have decided to have you settle the

dispute. A.—The pressure does not af-

fect the humidity of steam. Steam in

contact with water, as in a boiler, con-

tains only sufficient heat to keep it in

the gaseous form no matter what the

pressure may be. If any of the heat

needed for vaporization is taken away

part of the steam becomes water. Steam

in the presence of water is called "sat-

urated"; when it is passed into a dry ves-

sel and more heat applied the steam then

becomes "superheated," and can part

with all the heat applied over and above

that needed for vaporization before con-

densation takes place.

(161) W. A. S., Michigan City, Ind.,

asks:

(i) Suppose you were on a fast pas-

senger run and were using the Stevens

mechanical stoker and it broke down,

how long would it take to disconnect

and get ready for hand firing. A.—The

feed chamber funnel and nozzle are

supported upon a framework which is

journaled upon a vertical standard and

they are normally held in place by a

link. By disconnecting the link this por-

tion of the apparatus may be swung back

out of the way so as to leave the door

opening entirely free. The inventor says

it takes about five seconds to do this.

(2) With two fire doors, please explain

how to arrange the Stevens automatic

stoker A.—Two machines may be

used where there are two furnace doors.

Mr. Stevens claims that one machine will

do. if there is room enough on the boiler

head for a machine of the required capac-

ity. Address F. A. Stevens, 1872 Fol-

som street, San Francisco, Cal., for fur-

ther information.

(162) B. L. B., Middleport, O., writes:

We have a tank which, when water is

a few inches over half gone, the injectors

will refuse to work. If hose is taken

down and steam blown through and con-

nection again made the injector will work

fairly well. The injectors are Sellers No.

S'/i. in good condition, new tank valve,

with more lift than formerly, and results

as stated. Same injector on another en-

gine worked all right. What is the trou-

ble? A.—Several things may cause this.

The tank valve may have been too small.

A lift of one-fourth of the diameter of

any valve gives an opening equal to the

area of the valve, so that beyond that,

additional lift does not add to the volume

of water which can pass through. The

trouble is more likely to be in the

strainer, especially if of bell-shaped form.

In such strainers the holes are frequent-

ly so few in number, especially near the

bottom, that it is impossible for the

water to get through fast enough, and

the injector breaks. A good form of

strainer may be made with fiat bottom

of ample area of holes to compensate for

the friction produced in the stream by

the interposition of the strainer. A well

below the strainer of about one cubic

foot volume is often a great assistance.

apply to the Secretary American Loco-

motive Company, 25 Broad street. New
York.

American Locomotive Company.

\\'e have received a copy of the first

annual report to the stockholders of the

above company, and find it a remark-

ably attractive pamphlet. A brief his-

tory of the company is given with some

particulars about the eight locomotive

building works purchased by the com-

pany and operated under one manage-

ment. During the first fiscal year the

directors have expended $1,629,227.90 for

additional land, new shop buildings, fix-

tures, machinery and other machine

tools. The object of this was to in-

crease the output, and it proved very

successful, for the production was in-

creased 25 per cent. Intimation is given

that this policy will be continued with

the view of still further inc.-easing the

output of the principal plants.

The advantages of the consolidation

have, the report says, demonstrated:

"Greatly improved facilities, through

the infusion of new capital, thereby re-

ducing the direct as well as the indi-

rect labor cost.

"The utilization of shop space at the

different plants to the best possible ad-

vantage, thereby enabling the company
to take orders for future delivery with

better assurance of their prompt fulfil-

ment.
,

"A minute, constant comparison of

manufacturing processes, and the grad-

ual unification of shop methods through

the interchange of ideas.

"Some steps, at least, toward the

standardization of locomotive design.

"The reduction of cost through the

purchasing of material in larger quan-

tities.

"A more intimate knowledge of the

detailed costs of engine construction,

through the adoption of a carefully clas-

sified uniform system of accounting."

The pamphlet contains seven fine

wood engravings, illustrating the latest

locomotives built by the company. Per-

sons interested desiring a copy should

Where Will the Next Conventions

Be Held ?

We are in entire sympathy with the

views expressed by Mr. John Tonge in our

correspondence columns concerning the

desirability of holding the next conven-

tions of the railway mechanical associa-

tions in some western city, as a change

from Saratoga. Personally we are quite

indifferent about where the conventions

are held, but we think it would only be

fair toward the numerous western mem-

bers, who cannot get away from their

duties long enough to go to Saratoga,

if the meetings were held within easy

reach of their headquarters. Another

reason why a change ought to be made

is that many of the general officers are

beginning to look with suspicion upon

Saratoga being chosen so often, and we

know that the difficulties in obtaining

transportation to the conventions would

not have been so great had they been

held somewhere else.

The naster Mechanics' Standard Front

End.

Lawyers and others frequently write

to us asking for particulars about the

most approved spark arresting appliances

for locomotives. Information of a very

exhaustive character on that subject is

to be found in the Twentieth and Twen-

ty-first Annual Reports of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association.

There is also a good illustrated article

i:! Sinclair's Locomotive Engine Run-

ning. We are frequently asked for par-

ticulars of the Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation standard front end. and we take

this opportunity to say that there is no

such standard.. A variety of front ends

have been illustrated in the proceedings

of the association and their merits and

shortcomings exhaustively discussed, but

no agreement was reached about any

particular form.

Confidence in Signals.

Commenting on the performance of

one of Mr. F.' W. Webb's engines on

the London and Northwestern Railway,

which in twenty years' service appeared

to have been in the hands of only two

crews, London Engineering says: "Evi-

dently driving an express locomotive in

all weathers does not involve the nervous

strain that we are apt to suppose, else

men could not continue to run backwards

and forwards between two cities daily,

for years. It argues absolute reliability

ill the signaling system, that this can be

done, for were the driver not perfectly

confident in the line being clear when

the signal is down, he would be worn out

with anxiety."
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NEI<I<IS.

Shop Repairs and Tests of Triple

Valves.

After rccciviiiK the necessary shop re-

pairs, triple valves should undergo a

thorough test upon a suitable rack as

shown in Fig. i. On it may I)e testeil

the "High Speed;" and /-.'./, the old-

style plain triple formerly used on pas-

senger equipment (it is now found in old

tender equipments and occasionally in

driver-brake equipment where small cyl-

inders are used).

the cylinder, and, at tlie same time, be

perfectly free when revolved in its

groove. Entire freedom from dirt, and

the lubrication of the triple-piston pack-

ing ring, the bush in which it works, and

the slide valve only, with a small amount

AiiJ-lllfiry lUn.Ji- Train l.tnr Oauj-)

.< 1 1 X H r.

fiilffic^i' i iucpmufiiinJi'iffii-Mrirtff

s:ior TisT RACic I'OR rk;paired triples—side view.

the "Freight," "Passenger" or "Pull-

man" triple valves.

The purpose of the weighted valve K is

to maintain a certain difference in pres-

sure between that in the train-pine, and in

the auxiliary reservoir. If the triple

valve is sufficiently sensitive, its piston

and slide valve will be forced to release

position without the weighted valve be-

ing lifted, when the pressure in the train-

pipe is slowly increased.

A triple valve leaving the shop should

receive the following tests aside from the

general examination to condemn the

graduating spring, emergency-valve rub-

ber seat, check-valve spring, gaskets,

strainer, etc.:

Test No. I—Examination of fit ot

packing ring.

Test No. 2—For packing-ring leakage.

Test No. 3—Feed-groove test.

Test No. 4—For release.

of high-grade oil. are important.
TEST NO. 2.

With all cocks closed excepting F and

H. turn screw / to its extreme inward

position; then close cock F and open cock

B very slowly to avoid forcing the triple

piston back with sufficient force to bend

its stem when it strikes screw /, which

screw is supposed to hold the triple pis-

ton midway between the service and

graduating positions. The maintenance

5HOP TEST R.\CK FOR REP.\IRED TRIPLES —TOP VIEW.

The weight to be used with each valve

should never be other than as indicated

on the weights themselves.

The B-25 is the old 3-in. plain freight

triple valve; F-2/. the "Passenger" triple;

F-36, the "Freight;" G-^4, the new-style

triple for tenders, known as the "Modi-

fied;" F-^s, the "Driver Brake;" F-46,

Test No. 5—For tightness of slide,

emergency, and check valves, and general

freedom from leaks of castings or gas-

kets.

TEST NO. I.

The triple-piston packing ring must be

fxamincd and known to be fitted so that

the ends come neatly together when in

of 80 pounds pressure in the train-pipe

should not result in leakage by the piston

sufficient to give more than 15 pounds

pressure in reservoir M in one minute.

When this test is completed, close cock

B, open cock F, bleed the air from reser-

voir M, and turn screw / to its outer

position.
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TEST NO. 3.

With the triple piston in i-elease posi-

tion, no air in the auxiliary reservoir, and

80 pounds in tlie Irainpipe, the auxiliary

should charge from o to 70 pounds, using

an F-s6 triple, in from 60 to 85 seconds:

an F-2/, in from 28 to 45 seconds; and an

F-29, in from 16 to 25 seconds.

To make test, close all cocks excepting

F and H: opening cock F will exhaust

all air from the train-pipe side of the

triple piston; then close cock /•", open

cock 6, and note the number of seconds

necessary to charge reservoir M to 70

pounds. When fully charged, coat the

exhaust port with soapsuds to be sure

that no leakage exists when the slide

valve is in release position.

TEST NO. 4.

With all cocks open excepting E. A
and F (Fig. i). permit reservoir M to be

sure to release properly if placed at the

end of a long air train.

^l(: CniU-V

i (:i::^S^Jm^
]

TRIPLE VALVE TESTING M.-iCIIINE—
END VIEW.

charged to a pressure of 70 pounds; next

close cock B, and, by means of cock A,

slowly reduce the pressure, as shown by

the train-pipe gauge hand, until it regis-

ters 60 pounds, at which time cock A
should be gradually closed; coat the ex-

haust port with soapsuds to be sure the

slide valve is tight in service position;

now close cock H, and open cock E; un-

der the conditions now existing the triple

valve should release the air from brake

cylinder without valve K being lifted

from its seat; if this valve should be

forced from its seat, the movement de-

notes that the triple valve is not suffi-

ciently sensitive, and the defect should*

be remedied. The rise in train-pipe pres-

sure is retarded by controlling vale jV.

and any valve passing this test will be

TEST NO. 5.

The tightness of the slide valve in

CORRESPONDENCE.

A Handy Tool.

I send vou herewith a sketch of

emergency position and the gencr.-d free- boriiii; tool fcir the main valve bushing

I 32 r/ireir.fK jio' Incll

HuiluH^ij i LucujiutCii'il Jinitnittririff

A H.WDV Tool. I'OR .\1K I'lMT WORK

dom ol the triple from leaks through

castings or gaskets should be detcrniine<l

by painting the exhaust port and the

triple with soapsuds when all cocks ex-

cept F are closed. Passing these tests,

the union should be uncoupled and tlie

train-pipe connection of the triple cov-

ered with soapsuds to detect any back

leakage by the emergency check valve or

gaskets.

Air Brake Association Proceedings
for 1902.

The proceedings of the ninth annual

Convention of the Air-Brake Association

is just out of the press, coming a little

late, but will be welcome nevertheless,

inasmuch that they contain some very

good and reliable data on modern air-

brake practice. Especially good papers

were submitted on round house air-

brake repair work, frozen train pipes,

their prevention and cure, and yard test-

ing plants. These papers were thor-

oughly discussed by the members pres-

ent and brought out a great deal of val-

uable information. We would especially

recommend these proceedings to those

who wish to be brought right up to

date in what is doing in the air brake

field.

Cold Weather Troubles.

.'\s wmter approaches we are forced to

a remembrance that this season brings

us more troubles than all others of the

year combined; for it is winter that brings

for llie 9 l-2-in. pniiip. W'lien this bush-

ing becomes worn so that its removal

is necessary, this arrangement may be

attached to the head and the bushing re-

bored, which, of course, will necessitate

a new head for the main piston. This

method of reboring the bushing and

making a new head for the piston is bet-

ter practice, I think, than bushing the

bushing, because of the fact the bushing

may become loose and steam blow by it,

or if it is not securely fastened, it may
turn so as to completely close both the

steam and the exhaust ports.

The left support for the boring bar

is arranged so that the projection A will

fit the bushing as does the left cylinder

head; i. e., a snug fit which holds it in

a central position. Tlie holes in the

right support may be enough larger than

the cap screws which hold both sup-

ports in position (but not shown in

sketch), so that the tool may be shifted

to suit the old bore.

The feed arrangement is a fine thread

on the boring bar which works in a nut

on the left support, and is held in posi-

tion by a lock pin B when taking a cut.

It is not necessary to add that this is a

useful tool, etc., but we will let the

reader judge for himself.

Chicago. W. W. Up De Gr.\ff.

Long Air-Braked Freight Trains.

I would like to state that we are haul-

ing as,many as eighty-five freight cars in

DETAILS OF A HANDY TOOL FOR AIR BRAKE WORK.

US flat wheels in greater abundance and our trains, all coupled up and air brakes

troubles from frozen train pipes. working on all of them. And this is with

Properly designed brake leverage and a nine and a half inch pump, too. I think

the two application stop are good safe- this is a good record for long freight

guards against the former, and a liberal trains.

length of pipe between pump and main J. B. !\Il-rrav.

reservoir will offset the latter. Topeka. Kan. A., T. & S. F. Ry.
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Recently Patented Brake Valve.

The brake valve illustrated in Figs. 1,

2 and 3 was recently patented by Mr. Paul

Synnestoedt, the well-known air brake

man and patent attorney formerly of Chi-

at the train pipe exhaust when the handle

was placed in full release position and a

large volume of air permitted to pass from

the main reservoir into the train pipe. This

flash, which is now had with the G-6 valve

Coinu-ctloii

Connection

NEWLY p.\tf.nt;;d brake valve-fit.i, kei.ease_ position. ;

cago, but now of Pittsburg, Pa. It is

evidently designed to reclaim some of the

old advantageous features of the C-y

brake valve as manufactured several years

ago by the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The main improved feature seems to be

in the provision of two small check valves

whereby air may be fed directly to the top

of the piston in both full release and run-

ning position at the same time that pres-

sure goes to the train pipe and under side

of the equalizing piston.

When the handle is placed in full re-

lease position, the air from the main res-

ervoir passes through the port in the slid;

valve, down through the passageway past

the check valve to the top side of the

equalizing piston.

In the running position the pressure

feeds by another port through the slide

valve and to the top of the piston, thence

around the piston, as shown by the direc-

tion arrows, to the under side of the equal

izing piston. This feature of the brake

valve is similar to that one of the C-y

valve where the main reservoir pressure

passed through the rotary valve direct to

the upper side of the equalizing piston,

thence through the perforated equalizing

piston, past the check valve on the under-

side to the train pipe. With the C-y type

the check valve was quite large and pre-

sented an area which, when gummed,

would cause the check valve to stick

tightly to its seat against the under side

of the equalizing piston, thus closing off

and preventing any feed of pressure from

piston, past the check valve on the under

side. The smaller check valve, as de-

signed by Mr. Synnestoedt, has a much

smaller area, and the trouble experienced

with the C-y would be largely reduced and

almost entirely eliminated.

With this arrangement, there was in the

C-y valve, an entire absence of the flash

would be entirely eliminated in a valve

made as per the patent specifications of

Mr. Synnestoedt. Of course the figures

T~7

NEWLY PATENTED

• IJnijinceriny

BRAKE VALVE.

Are These Three the Only Causes?

KeferrinK to article in Jiily number

about slid flat wheels due to journal

friction and signed Mr. A. B. Crutch-

field, I beg to state that I am not of

the same opinion as he is. I think that

there are only three causes for slid flat

wheels, first, triple valve sticking, sec-

ond, emergency application, third, hand

brake set. Most wheels are slid pulling

out of stations.

Mr. C. says: Slid flat wheels are

caused by excessive friction and it is rea-

sonable to suppose that in very cold

weather the journal will not turn as free-

ly in the brass as it will in warm weath-

er. Now, if there is excessive friction,

the wheel turns and cannot slide, because

friction is caused by two objects rubbing

against each o.ther. Furthermore, if the

friction is excessive, there will be prob-

ably a hot box and the oil in the journal

box will become warm. So I think that

the journal and journal-bearing have

nothing at all to do with the question

of slid flat wheels, but if there is very

poor lubricant used for triple valves and

cylinder, brakes may probably stick in

cold weather.

Here in Mexico, where we, so to say,

never have any cold weather, we get a

slid flat wheel occasionally, but we gen-

erally find the cause of it lies in the

triple valve. I think that the weight of

a car will turn the wheels, after car is

started, even if the weather be ever so

cold. Luis Miller.

Car Inspector. Ferrocarril

Internacional. Mexico.

Monterey, Mex.

as shown in the patent paper are merely

diagrammatic ; that is, the drawing merely

shows the principle involved, and not nec-

essarily the actual construction of the

New Arrangement of Slack Adjusters.

I am sending you some new arrange-

ments of slack adjusters for engines and

cars, which I believe will be interesting

JIailt Ilrset-

Cottit*'rfion

Train Pipe
Connection

A NEWLY PATENTED BRAKE VALVE-RVNNING POSITION.

valve as it would be when practically man-

ufactured.

The drawing merely conveys the prin-

ciple employed.

to your readers. Their application is new,

and I think interesting.

Amos Jtn)D.

Boston, }fass.
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Emergency Test of Air Brakes.

It lias long been my opinion that

brakes should be tested by an emergency
application as well as by service. Rail-

road managers were induced to equip

their trains with continuous power
brakes so that when an emergency arose

they could be stopped quicker than by
the use of hand brakes, and thereby re-

duce the number of accidents and make

that when the road engine is attached at

the terminal station the only thing nec-

essary is to prove that there is open
communication from the engine to the

rear car. Do we know, from the test

that is generally made, that the train

pipe is wide open?

The operation of these improvements
depends on a quick flow of the air

through the train pipe, and this can only

SLACK AI)JU.STER ON KREIOHT CAR BRAKES.

it safer for the traveler and their em-
ployees. Later they were induced for

the same reason to adopt an improved
triple valve, known as the quick-action,

that their trains might be stopped still

more quickly when an emergency arose.

And now they are on the eve of advanc-

ing another step by adopting an im-

provement known as the "high speed

brake," the use of which will again short-

en the distance in which a train may be

stopped when an emergency arises.

These improvements have all been

adopted in the interest of safety. Do
we know, when a train starts out, that the

benefit of these improvements can be

realized, should occasion arise for an

emergency stop?

There is probably no steam road in

the country to-day but what has strict

rules which require the brakes to be
tested before leaving a terminal, and
after any change in the make-up of the

train on the road, or hose separated for

any cause. The reason why these tests

are so important, and therefore the prin-

cipal reason why they are made, is the

great danger resulting from a stoppage
in the train pipe, such as an anglecock
being closed near the head end. In other
words, the principal reason a test is

made, is to prove that there is open com-
munication from the engine to the rear
car. To be sure, when the test is made,
some roads require that the piston travel

on all the cars be noted, but this is not
the principal object of the test, and in

my opinion, piston travel, leakage by
packing leathers, and many other things
should be noted when making the test

in the yard with the yard plant, before
the engine is attached, when there is

time to make repairs found needed, so

be obtained when it is wide open, that

is, if an angle-cock is not wide open, or

there is a partial stoppage of the hose

or pipe, the air cannot move quickly

enough to operate the quick action fea-

ture of the triple, on which the improve-
ments depend. Therefore, a train with

cars equipped with quick action triples

cannot be stopped any quicker or in any
shorter distance, than if it were equipped

with plain automatic triples, should there

application is made. This condition of

things, I think, we are all familiar with
and needs no explanation.

When the stoppage is such that the
fiovv of air is restricted more than it is

through the train line service exhaust
of the engineer's valve, it may be de-

tected when brakes are tested by a ser-

vice application, but when it does not
restrict it quite as much as the train

line service exhaust, then it cannot be
detected by a service application test.

The obstruction, which by far is most
likely to occur, is a partly closed angle-

cock, that is open sufficient to obtain a

service application, but not enough to

permit quick action, or emergency ap-

plication, back of this point

Trainmen and inspectors should be re-

quired to fully open all angle-cocks. But
why should we be satisfied that they

have done so without proving it by a

test any more than we should be satis-

fied that they have opened them at all?

And so I would ask, should not brakes

be tested by an emergency application

as well as by a service application?

E. G. Desoe.
Gen'l A. B. Inspt., Boston & Albany

R. R.

S'l^ringfield. Mass.

Don't fail to get a copy of the proceed-

ings of the Air Brake Association for

1902. Its treatise on "Frozen Train

Pipes, their Cause and Cure," is alone

worth the price of the book. Price. 50
cents in paper, and 75 cents in leather

binding, at this office.

SLACK ADJUSTER ON DRIVER BRAKES.

be a partial stoppage of the train pipe

at the forward end of the first car. And
with a freight train, say of 50 cars, and
the partial stoppage was in the train

pipe on, say the 20th car, the danger re-

sulting would be, in addition to the long-

er distance necessary to stop in, a severe

shock to rear part of the train. In

fact the result would be similar to that

which occurs on a train of 50 cars with

only 20 cars in use and an emergency

Brakes Dragging on Long Freight

Trains.

I would like to ask whether the ii-in.

pump would not cause train pipe leaks

to be neglected and become worse in-

stead of better. J. E. Moorall.

[While the ii-inch has a greater capac-

ity, its use would probably be attended

with greater neglect of train pipe leakage.

—E0.]
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QIESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(193; B. R. 0., New York city, asks:

Wlint is tlie best Ideation tor a driving

trake cylinder? A.— It must be a re-

mote position away from the heat of the

firebox, and the cylinder saddles also.

The location largely depends upon tlic

arrangement of the other parts on the

engine.

(194) D. B. E., Springfield, O., asks:

Is it the right thing to put i 1-4-in.

train pipe on tenders? A.—While there

is a little advantage to be had from a

I 1-4-in. train pipe when the tender is

equipped with a quick action triple valve

in emergency application, there is no ad-

vantage gained in the service applica-

tion. Some roads have their tenders

equipped with i 1-4-in. train pipes, but

we do not believe they are obtaining any

material advantage from such a prac-

tice. Possibly there is a lesser tendency

to give an emergency application in

service operation on the light engine.

(195) E. R. B., Baltimore, Md., asks:

(1) What is the small nipple and nut

-on the back side of the air pump gov-

ernor for? A.—This is a connection

for a small pipe, whose duty is to carry

away the steam condensation and air

pressure accumulating in the chamber

of the governor under the piston, due to

leakage past the stem of the steam valve

and air pressure above the piston past

the packing ring. (2) What would hap-

pen if this pipe were stopped up?

A.—The leakage of steam and air

pressure would accumulate on the under

side of the piston, and would not per-

mit the air pressure coming on top of

the piston to seat the steam valve.

(196) C. L. S., Kaslo, B. C, writes:

With Westinghoufe air brake, turn up

a retainer supposed to hold 15 pounds.

then make a full service application and

release. Then recharge and make a sec-

ond full service application. Will you

have any more pressure in the brake cyl-

inder after the second application than

the first? If so, how much? A.—Yes.

there will be about three or four more
pounds pressure in the brake cylinder

after the second application, due to the

fact that the brake cylinder does not have

to be refilled at the start of the second

application, and 15 pounds is there to

start with.

(197) J. R. S., Boston, Mass., writes:

If the reason that the brake on a car

holds better at a slow speed is on ac-

count of the rough places on the wheel

and the brake shoe having time to get

a deeper hold on each other, would it

not increase the braking power of a car

to apply longer and wider brake shoes?

Of course the pressure per square inch

would not be as great on the large shoe.

but there would be more rough surface in

contact with the wheel. A.—Brake shoes

are usually made the full width of the

wheel, and the full width of the shoe and

the tread of the wheel is therefore obtain-

ed. It has been found in practice that the

best length of brake shoe is about 13 or

14 in. After that the ends of the shoe

stand away from the wheel and do not

give the pressure that might be calculat-

ed according to the shoe area. In other

words, the ends of the shoe do not bear

as hard against the wheel as does the

middle part. It can be seen, therefore,

that the brake shoe as now used is about

the proper size and dimensions to ob-

tain best frictional results.

(198) D. B. E., Sprmgfield, O.. asks:

Why are some of the railroads putting

quick-action triple valves on their

tanks? A.—The quick-action triple valve

properly belongs to the tender equip-

ment, when the tender is equipped with

high-speed brakes. Recently, however,

several of the roads have been putting

quick-action triple valves on their mod-

ern heavy tenders. Just what is to be

gained from following such a practice

is not exactly clear at the present time,

unless it is their belief that the quick-

action triple will give better service on

these very heavy tenders than will the

plain triple. It would seem that the in-

sufficient braking power (if that is the

cause) on these heavy tenders is due

more to an undersized cylinder than to

the triple valve itself. The quick-action

triple valve on the tender will likely

cause considerable trouble in making

turn-table and ash-pit stops, unless it is

supplied with a very heavy graduating

spring, or the man handling the engine

is very careful.

(199) W. A. W.. Baltimore. Md.,

writes:

On our new engine there is a cock on

the main reservoir pipe just below the

brake valve. From this cock are two

pipes, one connecing to the exhaust

pipe fitting and the other connecting to

the lower cap near the exhaust pipe fit-

ting. There are also two small pipes

running from this cock, one to air

gauge and one to the pump governor.

Could you give me any information

about this arrangement? A.—The cock

to which you refer on the new engine

is doubtless the standard cut-out cock

adopted a few years ago by the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company for use

when two engines are double-heading

on a train. The arrangement permits

of the second engineer reading the train

line pressure and also admits of his ap-

plying the brake, should such become

necessary, without cutting in any cocks

in the train pipe. We have illustrated

this device two or three times in the

past, and we believe you will find the last

illustration somewhere in your files of

the past two years.

(200) J. F. McG., Corbin, Ky.

I notice that with New York triples

that after a 5-, 10- or 20-pound reduc-

tion in service be made, then go to

emergency, you get a discharge of air

out of the emergency exhaust port of

the triple. This is contrary to the prin-

ciple of the brake. I have tried it 011

the road and in the air car, and this dis-

charge came at every trial. The instruc-

tor said it was impossible, but it proved

to be a fact that this discharge was ob-

tained. We are led to believe, from

your letter, that the train pipe in the

case mentioned has been overcharged.

In other words, that after a reduction

has been made, the brake has been re-

leased, a heavy excess thrown into the

train pipe, and a reduction made before

the auxiliary reservoir has been charged,

thus making a condition where the train

pipe was charged higher than the auxil-

iary reservoir. In this event it would

be possible to reduce 5, 10 or 20 pounds

in a service position, and get the emer-

gency action immediately following, as

stated above. Possibly the packing rings

in the triple were leaking past badly.

and with a very light and gradual service

reduction, air would be drawn from the

train pipe and au.\iliary reservoir with-

out moving the triple pistons.

(201) W. W. L., Bakersfield, Cal.. asks:

Why do the pistons on some freight

cars come out regularly and contin-

uously when the brake is set and others

come out with little jerks, making seven

or eight stops before the brake is finally

set? A.—Y^ou will observe that the pis-

tons come out more regularly and con-

tinuously when the train is short. This

is due to the fact that the pressure in

the train pipe is being reduced at the

same rate that the auxiliary reservoir

pressure is being reduced and sent into

the brake cylinder. This permits the

graduating port in the slide vals'e to be

kept open continuously, thereby supply-

ing a continuous flow of pressure into

the brake cylinder. Hence the gradual

movement of the piston. On long trains

the train pipe pressure is not reduced

in service application as rapidly as the

graduating port in the triple valves re-

duces the auxiliary reservoir pressure

and passes it to the brake cylinder. This

causes the triple valve to close its grad-

uating port after the auxiliary reservoir

has given a supply to its cylinder, until

such time as the pressure in the train

pipe is again slightly below that in the

auxiliary reservoir, when the triple will

open up again and pass pressure from

the auxilian.' into the brake cylinder.

Hence the jerky operation. Again, poor-

ly lubricated packing leathers in the

brake cylinders may cause the pistons

to travel out in a jerky manner: but the

difference in action on the long and short

trains is primarily due to the first ex-

planation.
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The Perfection Fuel Economizer and

Smoke Consumer.

It has been said that the best way to

consume smoke is not to make any. but

the Perfection Fuel Economizer people do

not believe that theory is capable of being

put in practice. Their position may prob-

ably be more correctly stated by saying,

"You make the smoke, we do the rest."

At the same time the inventors of this

smoke consumer are fully alive to the fact

that little or no smoke issuing from the

smoke stack may, under certain circum-

stances, mean very uneconomical burning

liberate the carbon ; this latter must now

be combined with oxygen or it will go

out through the stack unconsumed, in the

form we call smoke. If sufficient oxygen

be present to fully burn this liberated car-

bon, the whole of the carbureted hydro-

gen gas will have been accounted for. If.

having burned the hydrogen, only enough

oxygen is left to partly burn the carbon,

then a gas called carbon mon-oxide, CO
w-ill be formed, which, though it does not

produce smoke, represents very little econ-

omy. So much for the carbureted hydro-

gen.

tends horizontally into the firebox about

20 in. A space of about 17 In. is left, and

a long sloping brick arch overshadows the

rest of the grate and terminates at the

flue sheet just below the level of the

tubes. The products of combustion, coal

dust, smoke, unconsumed gas, all have to

pass through an opening, the area of

which, 17 in. wide, and as long as the fire-

box is wide. On top of the short, level

arch at the back of the box are a num-

ber of air tubes, made of material capable

of resisting heat. These draw their sup-

ply of air from outside the back sheet, but

3Vi« Holes

"Cut through both sheets ^

\ooQ-'-r---poo/

Fi<j. 1

Fig. 5

~ check
Steam enters

Extend to Front End
Same an otiter Blower

^"HT

rig. 4

Sailwag i Locimotivt Eiiffinetring

of coal. When a shovelful of coal is

thrown into the firebox of an engine, a

certain amount of very fine dust is caught

up in the strong draught and is hurried

through the tubes and out of the stack in

the form of unburned coal dust. That is

not smoke, however, but large or small, it

constitutes a loss. The shovelful of coal

on reaching the bed of burning fuel on

the grate, gives off carbureted hydrogen

gas. This is the hydrogen in the coal

which is combined with carbon. The ig-

niting temperature being present, the oxy-

gen of the air begins to combine with it,

but the oxygen, with a curious preference,

will combine with the hydrogen first, and

What is left after the volatile gas has

been distilled off, is coke, and this has yet

to be consumed. If sufficient oxygen is

present, with the required temperature, the

combination is complete, and carbon di-

oxide, CO2 is formed and no smoke ap

pears. If an insufficient supply of oxy-

gen reaches the coke, the smokeless but

uneconomical carbon mon-oxide is formed,

and CO will have to be still further

burned to CO2 in order to get the maxi-

mum heat units from the coal.

All these contingencies are provided for

by the apparatus known as the Perfection

Fuel Economizer and Smoke Consumer.

A brick arch just above the fire door ex-

the air, as it passes to these tubes, is made

to flow down along the hot boiler-head

between it and a sheet metal wall. A
small steam jet may be used, if desired

to stimulate the draught. Air at

a temperature, said to be about 1,700 de-

grees F., is thus supplied to the firebox

at the 17-in. opening between the brick

arches, where everything rising from the

grates must pass up and intermingle. This

contracted opening forces the coal dust to

encounter its igniting temperature before

it reaches the flues, uncompleted combus-

tion is completed Jicre. on account of the

high temperature maintained by flame and

gas rushing through with the constant
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supply of very Iiol ;iir. The ()ro(lucls of

combustion tlicn pass out of the stack, not

only showing no smoke, but what is of

more importance, liaving given up all their

available heat units to the water in the

boiler. This, when attained, means maxi-

mum economy. The New York Central

Railroad has tested this device, and is so

satisfied that it has passed the experi-

mental stage, that 25 Atlantic-type engines

are being equipped with it. A saving of

one ton of coal on a run with one of the

heavy trains between New York and Al-

bany is credited to this economizer. We
arc informed that the Maine Central has

ordered four engines to be equipped, the

New Haven is giving this consumer some
attention, and the Pennsylvania has be-

come interested to the extent of making
an investigation of its operations. About

twenty-five railroads arc looking into the

merits of this device.

The device is owned and controlled by

CofRn-AIegeath Supply Company, Frank-

lin, Pa. Messrs. S. W. Symonds, former-

ly master mechanic at Mott Haven, and J.

S. Fulton, formerly road foreman of en-

gines on the New York Central Railroad,

are the inventors. Practical men are here

dealing with a railway and locomotive en-

gineering problem.

New World Hethods.

The success of American production,

chiefly in the line of machinery, has at

last startled Europe, and the United

States is at present receiving some im-

portant visitors, such as the Count von

Tiele Winckler, a noted Berlin finan-

cier, and Colonel Yorke, chief inspecting

officer of the British Board of Trade,

whose mission is to learn the secret 01

her being able, with her dear labor, to

compete with the cheaper labor of Eu-

rope. Had not the element of artificially

expensive labor entered into the prob-

lem, these investigations would have had

to be made long ago. Methods of pro-

duction and machine-made articles is

probably the answer these gentlemen will

take back with them.

When the Sirdar of Egypt wanted a

bridge to carry his railway over the At-

bara to get to Khartoum he applied to

British bridge builders, any of whom
could furnish him with a bridge accord-

ing to specification in a year or two. Tlic

United States bridge builders, when ap-

plied to. only wanted to know how much
bridge he wanted and they had a bridge

ready to ship. In the one country each

bridge was a separate engineering work;
the other, to speak roughly, kept ready-

made bridges in the piece, and cut them
off to order. In doing business on this

scale the United States manufacturers are

able to put the highest order of intelli-

gence at work, to tempt which from
Europe or anywhere, money is no object.

—Montreal JVitiiess.

The Environs of Chattanooga.

LOOKOUT MOUNTAI.N IN'CLINE RAILWAY.

Lookout Mountain is, of course, one
of the most interesting places of resort

in the neighborliood of historic Chatta-

nooga, and the way to get to the sum-
mit is at once curious and interesting.

There is, of course, a good mountain
road for teams, bul the inclined railway

gitudinal wooden stringers are shown at

BB, while the cable attached to the car

already far down the slope, below our

viewpoint, is marked C. Each car is

made with scats raised one above the

other, like those in a theater, so that

when on the incline each passenger sits

approximately on the level. Both cars

are raised and lowered by cable; in fact.

INCLINE RAILW.W—LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN. TENN

up to the summit ahvays interests the

visitor. Our illustration is from a pho-

tograph taken just about wdiere the car-

riage road crosses the incline on a high

bridge. The railroad has two tracks.

although only three rails appear,

marked AAA, the center rail being used

by both cars, the flanges of whose
wheels, contrary to usual practice, run

along the outside of each rail. The lon-

the cars are really at the ends of a dou-

ble cable, and each car helps to balance

the other, much as elevator and counter-

poise do in a high building. The double

cable passes round a wheel or drum in

the power house at the summit, and as

one car is drawn up, the other is let

down. The speed is always slow, and

when it is necessary to stop one car the

other must also halt. From this form
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of construction and operation it is ob-

vious that the meeting point for the

cars, as one goes up and the other

<omes down, is at a certain point just

Tialf way up the incline. Above and be-

low that particular point the cars can-

not possibly meet. Here there is a

switch and the line widens out into two

tracks with four rails; this slight devia-

tion in the track does not effect the line

of pull of the cable to any noticeable ex-

tent. It is. of course, only at the

switch that the four rails are necessary.

The flanges of the wheels run on the

outer side of the rails, and the frog lies

on the center line at the point, where it

branches out into the two rails required

at the switch. This arrangement has the

effect of making the outer rail, for each

car. continuous all the way. and witli

flange of wheel on outer side, it is the

continuous rail which deflects the car

away from the center line of pull at the

RAIDERS' MEMORIAL, CHATTANOOGA

switch, both in going up and coming

down. There is therefore less risk of

the flange taking the wrong path in

passing through the frogs. In the

upper halt of this incline the grade is

^7 ft. in 100 ft., and the top of Lookout

Mountain is 1,700 ft. above the city,

and from the top a fine view may be had.

The arrangement of the wooden guard

stringers is interesting. If a derailed

car was going down and got off toward

the left side of the illustration it could

only proceed out of line until the wheels

Tjelonging to the middle rail caught the

left stringer, and though the car might

tip over at a considerable angle, it would

probably be held by the cable. If it got

off the track so as to move toward the

right side of the illustration the guard

stringer would at once engage the outer

wheels and prevent the car from moving
over and cutting or fouling the cable of

the car below it. If derailed cars on

either track were going up the pull of

the cable would tend to keep them on a

fairly straight road, and the wooden
guard stringer would protect the cable

of the other car.

THE NATIONAL CEMETERY.

This cemetery contains 75 1-2 acres

of beautifully kept grouna, in which rest

the bodies of upward of 13.078 soldiers,

out of which 4,969 are "unknown." Per-

haps the most interesting monument in

the cemetery to railroad men is that

raised by the State of Ohio to the mem-
ory of the "Raiders." Upon a suitable

pedestal is placed a bronze replica of a

locomotive, probably about one-eighth

the full size. This engine was No. 3.

and belonged to the Western & Atlan-

tic Railway. It was named "The Gen-

eral." The story of the Raiders, briefly

told, is that Captain James J. Andrews.

U. S. A., and nineteen volunteers cap-

tured "The General" at Big Shanty,

April 20. 1862, while train crew and pas-

sengers were at breakfast. The object

was to destroy bridges on the Western

& Atlantic Railroad, and so break an

important southern line of communica-

tion. Conductor Fuller, Engineer Jeff.

Cain and Anthony Murphy, foreman of

the W. & A. shops, pursued the raiders

on foot for some distance. Finding a

handcar, they continued the pursuit in

lietter style. Later they came upon an

engine, the "Yonah." at Etowah, and the

chase became so hot that the raiders

were not able to stop long enough to

do any damage. "The General" was

finally abandoned on account of lack of

fuel and the closeness ot the pursuers.

.\ndrews and several of his comrades

were afterward executed.

The engine itself stands in the South-

ern Railway passenger station at Cliat-

tanooga. She is a Rogers engine of the

ordinary eight-wheel type, with cylin-

ders 14 X 22 in. "The General" was in

war times a wood burner, but being sub-

sequently used in regular road service,

coal was burned and the smokestack

was changed. It was while in burning

coal that the model was made for the

monument, but when the engine was

placed in the passenger station as a war

veteran, the smokestack was changed

to the original pattern. The engine has

no guide yoke, as we know it. the ends

of the guide bars being carried by a

short bracket, which is bolted to the

frame. Although this engine is now a

relic of the past, there is one tiling

which is strangely modern to the eye of

the motive power employee of the present

day—the forward side rod. brass oil cup

on the left side had been stolen.

classes were built, with an aggregate

value of $27,121,063. In addition, 272 lo-

comotives, valued at $3,276,393, were

constructed at 26 railroad shops, making

a total of 3,046 locomotives, valued at

$30,397,456, built in 54 establishments

during 1900.

Our locomotives owe mucli of their

excellence and cheapness to the effi-

cient machines, tools and processes

used in their manufacture. The
boiler is built in two sections, entirely

by power riveting, practically the only

rivets set by hand being those in the sin-

gle ring where the halves are united. In-

stead of finishing connecting and cou-

pling rods singly, several are clamped to-

gether and planed or milled simultane-

ously, with an expenditure of practically

the same time and labor that would be

required to finish one. Similarly and

with even more marked economy, four

or six frames are planed and slotted as

one piece. This same principle of mul-

tiple work is applied in the manufacture

of many of the minor parts. The as-

sembling of the finished parts and the

erection of the complete locomotive are

characterized by the same time and la-

bor saving methods that are applied in

the making of the component parts.

Practically everything is finished and

fitted before being transferred to the

erecting floor, so that putting the parts

together is a rapid operation.

Locomotive Building in the United

States.

The Census Office has completed a

special report on the building of locomo-

tives in this country during the year

1900. In this year there were twenty-

eight establishments, the sole or chief

product of which was locomotives. At

these works 2.774 locomotives of all

The Whole Thing Turns, on Qraphite.

A foreman on one of our leading rail-

ways writes to Graphite to say that re-

cently he had had some trouble with a

6o-ft. turn table. He says the weight of

the engine and table on the center point

is about 200.000 pounds, the bearing is an

8-in. steel pivot, running on an 8-in. loose

bell metal disc. This table, with an en-

gine properly balanced on it, took six men
to turn it, after having the center pivot

cleaned and oiled with sperm oil and beef

tallow. The experiment was tried of

lubricating it with graphite, which proved

very successful. Some of Dixon's Water-

proof Grease was reduced by the addi-

tion of sperm oil to the consistency of

butter and put in the pivot socket. One
of the heaviest engines in the shop was

then turned in one minute by two men.

A certain newly appointed general

manager once made himself temporarily

famous by discharging a number of old

hands as soon as he "took hold." A
stranger accosted the throttle-puller of

an outgoing passenger train with an in-

quiry concerning the G. M. "Is there a

man named Blank on your road?" "Yes,"

replied the engineman, "he's on the road

all right, and has been for some time,

but he's 'firing' out of Bluetown now."

This kind of firing may not make much
smoke, but it certainly produces some

heat.
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"Kailroad Telephone Service."

liY WAI.nON FAWCETT.

Tlic introtliution of the tclcplionc in

connection with railroad service lias been

made simultaneously on several of t'lc

great transportalion systems of Amer-

ica, and, singularly enough, the utiliza-

tion of this means of communication has

assumed several different forms, each in

its way, of distinct value, either as

adding to the convenience of the trav-

eling public or promoting safety in the

operation of the railway lines. Prob-

ably the most interesting emplovment
of the telephone in this new field is

found in its use in general train dis-

patching, a class of work in which its

value has been proved by installations on

the Illinois Central, the Lake Shore and

other railroad svstems.

cceding winch was likely to entail a de-

lay of from three to five hours and se-

liously discommode traffic on that en-

tire section of the line. Under the new
plan the engineer has only to connect

the wire attached to the telephone trans-

mitter in the locomotive cab to the line

of the main telephone system attached

to the telegraph poles alongside the

track, and within a few minutes at the

outside he can call up any station de-

sired. Under this new plan it has fre-

quently been proved possible to have

a fully equipped wrecking train en route

to clear the track withm thirty minutes

after the occurrence of a wreck. The
telephone system has another advantage
in that in the event of a serious wreck
it enables the conductor to report at

length to division headquarters, answer-

AT THE TELEPHONE BOARD

KEEPS TRAIN CONSTANTLY IN TOUCH WITH
HEADQUARTERS.

The safety telephone system as in-

stalled on these and other railroads per-

mits the engineer of any train to stop

anywhere on the main line of the r.il-

road and instantly establish telephonic

communication with the nearest station

or a more distant point for the purpose

of securing orders, or iri the case of an

accident to summon assistance. The

possibilities of the telephone as an ad-

junct of railroad administration must

be readily apparent to any person at all

familiar with present-day railroad pr.ic-

tice.

Under the old plan when a train en-

countered a washout or found its prog-

ress blocked by a serious obstacle of any

kind, ten or twenty miles from a station.

the only course open to the operatives

was to send a flagman to the nearest

station to telegraph for help, a pro-

ing questions and thereby giving the ad-

ministrative oi^cials a much clearer idea

of actual conditions at the scene of trou-

ble than would be possible were it nec-

essary to depend on the telegraph.

IMPROVEMENTS WILL PROVIDE WRITTEN

RECORD OF MESSAGES.

The only objection which has been

advanced to the use of the telephone in

train dispatching is found in the fact that

it does not provide any written record

of the orders given or received, but it is

probable that even this difficulty will ere

long be obviated, for inventors have all

but perfected for railroad use a tele-

phone which not only conveys the mes-

sage to the ear, but by means of a code

records all that passes over the line.

Moreover, it is to be borne in mind that

the most progressive railroads are do-

ing everything possible to minimize the

responsibility of the train dispatcher.

The responsibility 01 the engineer and
conductor is being increased propor-
tionately, and nothing could be more
conducive to this than the introduction

of telephonic train dispatching.

USED ON ROVAL TRAIN ON CANADIAN
PACIFIC.

However, this by no means exhausts

the lately developed possibilities of the

telephone in connection with train ser-

vice. When the Duke of Cornwall and
York recently passed through Canada
the officials of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way anxious to do everything possible

to minister to his comfort, installed on
the special train a telephone service

which enabled the members of the royal

party to communicate from car to car.

This idea has since been elaborated by
other railroads and on the latest trains

as now equipped the engineer in the cab

is brought within talking distance of the

conductor at all times, and the brakeman
at the rear of the train may at any time

call up the engineer so that the old sys-

tem of signaling by means of a rope is

entirely done away with.

The telephone instrument used in this

class of train service differs somewhat
radically from the familiar style. Ob-
viously the greatest difficulty to be over-

come in telephoning from car to car on
a moving train is constituted by the

vibration which drowns the speaker's

voice. A solution of the problem has

been accomplished, however, by the in-

troduction of a combined transmitter

and receiver which can be hung on the

wall of the car when not in use and

taken down bodily when required for

purposes of conversation. It has been-

found that if the telephone is held in the

hand there is little if any more noise

from vibration than in an ordinary

building.

CONNECTS PARLOR CARS WITH OUTSIDE

WORLD.

Still another new and emphatically up-

to-date use for the telephone has been

discovered on the Chicago & North-

western and other railway systems. On
these lines the parlor and sleeping cars

of all through trains are equipped with

telephones, and the business man reach-

ing the train a few minutes before the

time of departure finds that he has op-

portunity to converse with persons at

his home or office. A messenger boy is

in charge of each telephune terminal on

board a train, and if notified in advance-

he has connections made and a line open

for the use of the busy man of affairs

the minute he steps aboard, so that the

latter may continue to transact business

up to the very moment the train pulls

out. Likewise at the station in every

large city where the train stops tele-

phone connection is established not only

with the local exchange, but w^ith the

long-distance system as well, and thus a-
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business man may literally keep in touch

with his affairs while traversing the con-

tinent.

PROMOTES SAFETY.

The tendency to remove a major part

of the old responsibility from the shoul-

ders of the train dispatchers and dis-

tribute it between conductors, engineers

and automatic devices as well as the

proposed extensive use of the telephone,

serves to direct attention to other elec-

trical devices designed to play a part

in this new order of things. The most

important of these is the Miller electri-

cal system, which is now being installed

on fifty miles of the track of the Chicago

& Eastern Illinois Railroad between

Chica.go and Momence.

This remarkable invention will give

the engineer of a train moving at a

speed of a mile a minute absolute knowl-

tion it will bo possible for express trains

to maintain full speed while passing

through congested track districts—here-

tofore one of the most serious causes of

delay to through passenger trains.

Great development has also taken

place recently in the electric headlight.

Certain western systems are now using

an electric headlight, the gleam of which

may be seen fully five miles away on a

straight track. The light is not only

projected a long distance in advance of

the locomotive, but a shaft of light rises

in the air perpendicularly to a height of

100 feet. This latter light is designed to

serve as a preventative of collisions by

warning an engineer of the approach of

another train.

which make a mileage of about 30.000

for every 1-16 inch of wear. That basis

would insure about one million miles for

the steel wheel. The guarantee required

by the M. C. B. Association from mak-

ers of cast iron wheels is that they shall

run 60,000 miles.

The Cast Steel Wheel Coining.

Ground was broken last month for

new works to be erected at Butler. Pa.,

TELEPHONE IN LOCOMOTIVE CAB,

edge as to whether there is any train

either ahead or behind endangering the

safety of his own train. More than that,

this wonderful mechanical signaler ap-

prises the engineer if a rail is broken, a

switch misplaced, a signal set wrong, or

if any other unexpected contingency has

arisen. All this is accomplished by

means of an intricate system of wires

and batteries which become operative

three-quarters of a mile distant from

any obstruction. The contact causes the

illumination in the cab and directly in

front of the engineer of a white, green

or red incandescent bulb, as the case

may be. The white light indicates a

clear track; the green light signals that

the train may proceed only with cau-

tion, and the red glow calls for a dead

stoppage of the train at once. It is

claimed that with this device in opera-

tor the purpose of rolling solid steel car

wheels. The works will be under the

control of that veteran steel engineer,

Mr. Charles T. Schoen, who was the

pioneer in the building of steel cars that

competed successfully with the wooden

car and is steadily pushing it out of ser-

vice for carrying heavy freight. Tests

of the machinery will be made at the

works of the Bethlehem Steel Co.,

where it is being built, before it

will be set up, in the new Butler

plant. The contracts for the build-

ings for the works have not yet been

let, but will be awarded within a short

time. Mr. Schoen says that the plant

will begin business with a daily capacity

of 400 car wheels, which, he explains,

will show a tensile strength of 85,000

pounds, their durability equaling that of

the rolled steel tire locomotive wheel.

Using Discarded Bo.\ Cars.

Owing to extraordinarily heavy traffic,

the Illinois Central is badly in need of

equipment for freight. Unable to get

cars which have been ordered, the man-

agement has taken a novel method of

increasing its freight shipments.

Orders have been issued to assemble

every discarded box car on the entire

system and patch them up for emergency

business. Hundreds of such cars are

fitted up as houses and dot the tracks

of the Illinois Central from Chicago to

New Orleans and from Omaha to Chi-

cago,

Before depriving the working gangs

of house and home the management dis-

tributed tents to replace the box cars,

and the tentrs will be used until new

homes can be rigged up.

A novel method is also being em-

ployed to replace the box-car homes

taken away from the workmen. All the

discarded flat cars on the entire system

have been assembled in the various shops

and are being reconstructed into houses

which resemble the box-car house.

When boarded up and "sided" the flat

car makes a more commodious home

than the box car. The substitution is

costing the company considerable money,

but it will add materially to the carrying

capacity.—A^ F. Commercial.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Co., 160 Broadway, New York, have is-

sued a very handsome catalogue illus-

trating new forms of Pintsch Gas and

combination gas and electric light lamps

for railroad cars. The engravings are so

beautifully done that it is a source of real

pleasure to one of artistic tastes to look

at the pictures.

In the Cleveland Press, of September

20. there is an advertisement calling for

railroad men to send 25 cents for ex-

amination blank to find out if they are

suitable for employment. The thing is

a fraud upon the face of it. We have

directed the attention of the Post Office

authorities to the matter, but mean-

while we advise railroad men not to lose

their money in this transparent swindle.

On September 7, engine 1 102, one of

the newest type, belonging to the Le-

high Valley, pulled a train of 104 loaded

cars weighing 4,013 tons, from Sayre to

Weldon, a distance of 82.4 miles, with-

out assistance. This was one of tl".e

heaviest trains ever handled.
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Of Personal Interest.
Mr, N. L, Kami has bcuii apixiiiiled

niasttr mechanic on tlic Intercolonial

Railway of Canada with headi|uarters at

Moncton, N. B.

Mr. VV, R. Wright has been appointed

superintendent of terminals of the Si.

Louis. Iron Mountain and Southern

Railway, at Little Rock, Ark.

Mr. W. S. Lawless has been appointed

master mechanic of the St. Louis and

North Arkansas Railroad, with head-

quarters at Eureka Springs, Ark.

Wni. Apps, formerly master car build-

er of the Canadian Pacific Railway, has

accepted a similar position on the Algo
ma Central & Hudson's Bay Railway.

Mr. W. H. Williams, assistant secre-

tary of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Company, has been appointed an assist-

ant to General Manager G. L. Potter.

Mr. W. B. Casey has been appointed

chief engineer of the Chicago. Lake Shore

and Eastern, and the Elgin, Joliet and

Eastern, with headquarters at Joliet, III.

Mr. R. A. Billingham has been ap-

pointed general master mechanic of the

Pittsburg. Shaw-mut and No:thern Rail-

road, with headquarters at St. Marys, Pa.

l\Ir. G. L. Morris has been appointed

general superintendent and auditor of the

Little Rock and Hot Springs Railroad at

Hot Springs, Ark., vice Mr. H. E. Martin,

resigned.

Mr. F. C. Smith has been appointed

general superintendent of the Colorado

Springs and Cripple Creek District Rail-

way with headquarters ai Colorado

Springs, Col.

Mr. T. N. Gilmore has been appointed

master mechanic of the Terminal Rail-

road Association of St. Louis, at St.

Louis, Mo., vice Mr. W. C. Wilson, as-

signed to other duties.

Mr. T. R. Gould has resigned as gen-

eral foreman nf the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railway at Huntington, W. Va., to ac-

cept the position of assistant master me-
chanic of the same road at Clifton Forge.

Va.

Mr. B. E. Greenwood, formerly gen-

eral foreman of the Lake Shore & Mich-

igan Southern, at Collinwood, Ohio, has

accepted a similar position with the Sea-

board Air Line Railway at Portsmouth.

Va.

Mr. F. P. Hickey has been appointed

master mechanic of the first, second and

third divisions of the Seaboard Air Line,

with headquarters at Raleigh. N. C. He
was formerly master mechanic at Ports-

nxiuth. \'a.

Mr. W. F. Kersel has been appointed

assistant mechanical engineer of the

Pennsvlvania Railroad at .Altoona. Pa., to

succeed Mr. A. W. Gibbs, resigned. Mr.
Keisel was formerly assistant engineer

at the same place.

Mr. K. Pcard, superintendent of the

Canadian Pacific at Brandon, Man., has

been transferred to a similar position at

Souris, Man. Mr. J. G. Taylor will take

his place at Brandon, with the title of

acting superintendent.

Mr. D. W. Jackson, who has been f<jr

several years round house foreman of the

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western at

Hallstead, Pa., has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic on the same road at El-

mira. succeeding Mr. Lonergan, super-

annuated.

Mr. E. P. Mobley, roadmaster of the

eastern half of the eastern division of the

Chicago Great Western Railway, has

been appointed division engineer of the

southwest division, headquarters Des
Moines, Iowa, to succeed Mr. W. B.

Causey, resigned.

Mr. John A. Dodson has been appointed

assistant to the general manager of the

Southern Railway, with headquarters at

Washington. D. C, vice Mr. C. S. Mc-
Manus, who will take Mr. Dodson's for-

mer position as general superintendent of

the same road at Chattanooga. Tenn.

Mr. John McGie, master mechanic of

the Central Railroad of New Jersey, has

resigned to accept the position of gen-

eral master mechanic of the Choctaw,
Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad. Mr. Mc-
Gie was formerly general master me-
chanic of the Montana Central Railway.

Mr. A. S. Grant, master mechanic of

the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and South-
ern Railway at Baring Cross, Ark., has

been transferred to the same position at

Sedalia, Mo., to succeed Mr. A. Harrity.

who will take the position vacated by
Mr. Grant. Mr. S. P. Weller, assistant

master mechanic at Sedalia. Mo., has

been moved to De Soto.

Mr. James Lonergan, who has been
lor many years master mechanic of the

Elmira division of the Delaware. Lack-
awanna and Western Railroad, has been
retired on a pension. Mr. Lonergan was
born in Ireland seventy years ago, and
has spent the whole of his working life

on the Delaware. Lackawanna and West-
ern, except a few months when he went
railroadin.g in South America.

Mr. M. J. Drury has been appointed
master mechanic of the second and third

districts of the Santa Fe Pacific Com-
pany with headquarters at Winslow.
.\riz. Mr. Drury began work for the

-Vtchison. Topeka and Santa Fe at To-
peka as a machinist in 1889. and rose

through the positions of gang foreman

and general foreman to that of master
mechanic. Mr. Drury is considered a
remarkably able shop man in which ca-

pacity he made his mark at La Junta and
Arkansas City.

Mr. Walter L. Giimorc has been ap-
pointed superintendent of motive power
of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Railway, succeeding Mr. John Macken-
zie, resigned. Mr. Gilmore was for
many years on the Lake Shore Railroad,
having gone there from Concord. N. H.,
where he learned the machinists' trade.

He rose successively from machinist to
foreman to be master mechanic. He
was for three years division master
mechanic of the Cleveland, Columb-s
and Cincinnati at Cleveland.

Mr. George W. Wilden. mechanical
engineer of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, has been one of our most regu-
lar callers. His visits stopped suddenly
a few weeks ago and we were thinking
of sending out an alarm notice when we
received the notice: Mr. George Wash-
ington Wilden, Miss Josephine Fish,

married September 15. Our assistant

says he had suspicions something was
coming to Mr. Wilden, and tried the
pump, which was answered by a stare.

George Washington could not tell a lie.

The following changes have been made
in the mechanical department of the
Burlington and Missouri River Railroad
in Nebraska: Mr. F. J. Kraemer has
been appointed master mechanic of the
Wyoming division, Newcastle East, with
headquarters at Alliance, Neb., vice Mr.
J. P. Reardon, assigned to other duties.

Mr. A. B. Pirie has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the southern division,

with headquarters at Wymore. Neb., vice

Mr. F. J. Kraemer. transferred. Mr. W.
F. Ackerman has been appointed master
mechanic in charge of the Havelock
shops, vice Mr. A. B. Pirie. transferred.

Mr. Joseph Adna Baker, a well-known
railway man, joins the editorial staflf of

R.-MLWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE EnGIKEER-
ING. Mr. Baker on graduating from an
engineering school entered railway serv-

ice as a fireman and rose to be traveling

engineer. He is an earnest believer in

labor organizations and is a member of

the firemen and the engineers' brother-

hoods and of the Air Brake Men's
and the Traveling Engineers' Asso-
ciations. He hns lately been employed as

inspector with the Georgia Car Company.
Mr. Baker will have charge of the sub-

scription department with headquarters

in Chicago. We commend him to the

good will of our numerous friends.

The following changes have been made
on the Chicago and Northwestern Rail-
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way: Mr. H. T. Benilcy has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power at Chicago, 111. Mr. Bentley

was formerly master mechanic of the

Iowa division at Clinton, Iowa, which

position will now be filled by Mr. Frank

G. Benjamin, transferred from the Mad-
ison division. Mr. W. H. Huiman has

been promoted from the position of

division foreman of the Iowa civision at

Boone, Iowa, to succeed Mr. Benjamin

as master mechanic of the Madison di-

vision at Baraboo, Wis. Mr. Hufman
will be succeeded at Boone by Mr. John

P. Neflt, who has been transferred from

the w'est sub-division of Minnesota and

Dakota division.

R.\iLWAY AND Locomotive Engineer-

ing has recently lost a very warm friend

in the death of Mr. Ira F. Wallace, who
was killed on August 31. Mr. Wallace

was pulling the fast mail on the Chicago.

Master Mechanics' Associations and it

will be hard to fill his place, for he was

particularly punctual in attending the

meetings and his practical insight o.'ten

helped to settle ditlicult questions in in-

terchange of cars. He was for two years

president of the Railway Master Me-
chanics' Association and his energetic

proselytising brought many new mem-
bers into the Association at a time wl.en

they were sorely needed.

President Ingatis' Long Service.

President Melville E. Ingalls. of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.

Louis Railroad, celebrated his sixtieth

birthday recently. On November i. of

this year, he will have completed thirty-

two years' service as president, receiver,

and then president of the Big Four lines.

Mr. Ingalls is one of the most popular

railroad nflficial': in the conntrv. and is

Six-Wheel Switch Engine for the

Lal<e Shore.

This latest Lake Shore & Michigan.

Southern Railway switch engine has been

turned out of the Pittsburgh works of the

American Locomotive Company. The en-

gine stands on six coupled wheels and has^

I9x26-in. cylinders, 52-in. drivers, and a

total weight of 130.700 pounds. These

engines were designed for heavy yard

service and are strongly built with a view

of easily meeting the e.xacting require-

ments of this kind of work, and of re-

maining out of the shop the full limit of

time. The maximum effort of which

these engines are capable, viz., 26,000

pounds, shows them to be well to the front

in the matter of power, and the weight..

which gives a ratio to traction of 5, indi-

cates that the machines may be depended

upon to exert the full energy developed,,

under anv conditions of rail.

SIK-WHEEI, SWITCHI.NC. KNCINK—LAKK SllORK .\NU MILHU.A.N .sijl IHKRN k.MI.WAV.

St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha when
he ran into a washout with the result

that it ended the career of a very bright

and useful man. He was for years a

correspondent of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering, and his letters

were always thoroughly practical and

readable. He was one of the patentees

of the Wallace and Kellogg Variable

Exhaust Nozzle and of Several other

railway appliances. He obtained two ap-

pointments as road foreman of engines,

but each time preferred to return to h's

familiar work of running a locomotive.

We do not recall the name of any man
who has dropped out of railway service of

late years, who left such an aching void

as that which stands open through Mr.

John Mackenzie having resigned the po-

sition of Superintendent of Motive

Power of the Nickel Plate line which he

has held for about twenty years. Mr.

Mackenzie has been a particularly active

worker in the Master Car Builders' and

regarded by every person under his charge

as a friend who loves justice and fair

dealing. There are never to be heard ru-

mors of storm and strife on the Big Four

System, because the president has a

heavy hand for the petty tyrants whose

actions kill esprit de corps.

The value of the locomotives made by

the twenty-eight engine works in this

country in 1900 was $35,209,048; and the

amount of money invested in these works

was $40,813,793.

A conductor on the Canadian Pacific

Railway, at Winnipeg, has invented a de-

vice which is intended to do away with

torpedoes, used for stopping trains. It

consists of a gong and hammer which

can be attached to the rail in such a way

that the passage of every wheel through-

out the length of the train registers a

stroke on the gong. The device is pat-

ented.

The driving springs are behind and be-

tween the wheels, with the exception of

the forward spring, which is placed over

the axle box, but on a very high spring-

saddle. The connecting rod drives the

rear wheel and this arrangement provides

a long connecting rod, with corresponding

advantages. The valve gear is, however,

driven from eccentrics placed on the cen-

ter axle and the connection is direct, by

reason of the fact that any movement of

the reverse lever lifts or lowers the link

block, which is attached to a valve-rod

extension bar which passes up over the

front axle at a considerable angle. Though
the practice of driving on the rear wheel

and actuating the valve motion from the

axle in front, is not a new feature, it has.

seldom been employed in engines as heavy

as the one we are considering. The tak-

ing down of the side-rods for any cause-

between main driver and middle wheels,

effectually puts the engine "out of busi-

ness." The Forney engines used on the-
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"The
Rule of
Thumb"
Many think the so-called

"Rule of Thumb" is simply

a rule havinj^ its only foun-

dation in common sense

and practice, whereas every

good rule has its foundation

not only in common sense,

but equally so in theory and
science

The nature of friction,

the cause of heating, the

effects of temperature and
pressure, the laws which
govern friction and lubri-

cation, all contribute to

the reason why pure flake

graphite is such a prime
favorite with locomotive
engineers.

The locomotive engineer

knows that when he has a

box of Dixon's pure flake

graphite in his cab seat, he

is prett}^ certain of getting

his engine in on time and
that he will have no trouble

with hot pins or groaning
cylinders. The engineer
may not be able to tell his

superior officer why the

flake graphite cools the

bearings, but he knows be-

yond any question that it

does it.

The use of Dixon's pure
flake gi^aphite on an engine
means better time, less

wear and greater life of the

engine.

Manhattan elevated road in New York

have valve gear so operated, and these

latter are regular road engines, worked

where traffic is dense, and where the

value of an unobstructed main line is in-

comparably greater than in a terminal

yard. The main valves are of the piston

type, and pressure carried, 170 pounds.

The smoke stack, which is of cast iron,

is flared out at the bottom, and is bolted

directly to the smoke box without the

intervention of a cast saddle or other

connecting piece, thus giving a very

clean appearance to the front end. One
air reservoir is hung under the cab on

the left side. There is also another main

reservoir placed between frames, back of

the cylinder saddle. These provide am-
ple air capacity. The air-pump is

sunk below the running board to

the level of the top of the air cylinder.

The slope-back tank is mounted on a

structural steel underframe, and has a

water capacity of 3,500 gallons and fuel

space capable of holding y% tons of coal.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Commonwealth Steel Company's
Plant.

It has been but a few years since cast

steel was first introduced, in a small

way, into the construction of rolling

stock, and it has proven of such advan-

tage in the reduction of the number of

parts and weight and the increase of

strength that it is now recognized as a

permanent factor in car and locomotive

design.

The demand for it in this field has en-

couraged the erection of modern plants

for the exclusive production of railroad

specialties of low carbon steel by the

open hearth process.

The latest one of this nature is that

of the Commonwealth Steel Co., which

began operating the first week of the

present month, and is a splendid exam-

ple of the most advanced ideas of mod-

ern foundry design. ' The plant is lo-

cated at Granite City, 111., upon an 18-

acre. triangular plot of ground, bounded

upon two sides by three trunk lines and

the Terminal Railroad, thus affording

ideal traffic facilities.

The buildings are entirely of steel and

brick, of light and strong design, and

every foot of floor space is traversed by

electric cranes. The arrangement of the

buildings is such that the different raw

materials come into the worlcs by inde-

pendent routes, all converge at the cast-

in.? floor and the products go out by

other routes, thus avoiding all conflic-

tion of raw and finished material.

The melting house is equipped with

five furnaces, four of them are 20-ton

basic and one is 2S-ton acid, all of special

stationary type for burning either gas

or oil, and three are now in operation.

They are charged by an electric ma-

chine of unusually heavy pattern, built

especially for this plant. The furnace

doors and tapping spout arc operated

by compressed air cylinders of cast iron,

metallic packed.

The main foundry building is cquippcif

with two 3S-ton traveling cranes, cither

one capable of handling the largest

heats poured and they operate in inde-

pendent territory, never interfering with

each other.

The specialties arc moulded by machine

in two buildings immediately adjoining

the main building, and, as all the cast-

ings are all made in green sand, the

moulds are carried direct into the main

building by the moulding travelers anil

"poured" without being further trans-

ported.

The castings are shaken out by the

large cranes and placed upon an in-

clined transfer table, which conveys

them to the transfer building, where

they are subjected to the first stage of

finishing by being sand blasted and in-

spected. The product is here assorted,

the scrap being loaded on cars and sent

back to the charging machine, while the

castings are passed through continuous

annealing furnaces to the finishing de-

partment, where they are completed for

shipment, tested, inspected and loaded

on cars.

The laboratory is complete in all de-

tails for the rapid and accurate determi-

nation of all the chemical and physical

properties of the raw and finished prod-

ucts.

The powTr plant is compact and all

boilers, engines and power generators

are in duplicate, one complete set of

machines being held in reserve to pro-

vide for emergencies and assure con-

tinuity of operation. The electric gener-

ators are direct connected to heavy

duty, double eccentric Corliss engines.

and the air compressors have duplex

steam and compound air cylinders with

separate intercoolers. .'Ml machines are

regulated automatically and are being

equipped with an automatic lubricating

system.

The capacity of the plant, operating

three furnaces, is 150 tons of finished

castings in 24 hours, and it is now being

run day and night.

When the present difficulties of ob-

taining building material and machinery

are taken into consideration the man-

agement deserve great credit for their

aggressive energy in completing the

plant in five months from the time

ground was broken for the foundations.

The main offices of the company are

in St. Louis, ^lo. Mr. James Hopkins,

vice-president of the Diamond Match

Company, is president; Messrs. William

F. Niedringhause and J. S. .Andrews,

vice-presidents; Mr. L. J. Hayward,

treasurer; Mr. O. S. Pulliam. secretary

and general manager, and Mr. C. T.

Westlake. works manager. The last

two being practical steel men of long ex-
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perience in this line, and Mr. Andrews

having been in the railway supply bus-

iness for several years, they are receiv-

ing iitimediate recognition by the rail-

roads in the shape of substantial orders.

Traveling Engineers' Convention.

The Tenlh .Vnnual Convention 01 the

Traveling Engineers was held in Chi

cage, beginning Tuesday, the 9th ins..,

and continuing for four days.

The Convention opened up promptly

at nine o'clock with President W. G.

Wallace in the chair. The Convention

was opened by prayer. Then followed

the address of welcome by City .\ttorney

Taylor, representing the Mayor, who

was too busy to leave his duties to re-

spond to the invitation to open the Con-

vention.

The address of Mr. Robert Quayle,

Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad,

next followed. This address was un-

usually good, teeming with important

suggestions and practical advice. The

address will appear at length in our next

issue.

President Wallace then delivered his

address to the Convention body. The ad-

dress was terse, concise and reviewed

the Association's work of the past year.

Secretary W. O. Thompson next sub-

mitted his report. It showed the

growth and progress of the Traveling

Engineers' Association for the past year,

and also reviewed the important features

of the Association since its conception.

Among other things Secretary Thomp-

son said: "Too much credit cannot be

given to Sinclair and Hill, the owners

and proprietors of Locomotive Engi-

neering for their excellent support of

and interest in the Traveling Engineers'

Association, the Association having been

organized in the offices of Locomotive

ExGiNEERTNG eleven years ago." Mr.

Thompson also gave Hill and Sinclair

further credit for having encouraged and

carried the Association over rough places

in the early years of its org-inization.

The report showed that 55 new members

joined the Association during the past

year, bringing the total membership up

to 430. The assets of the Association

were shown to be $704.25.

The treasurer's report was given in

detail and showed a balance of $.100 in

the treasury after all bills had been paid.

Altogether the reports of the secretary

and treasurer showed the Association

to be in a very healthy and prosperous

condition.

.\fter transacting some routine busi-

ness the Convention took up the discus-

sion of the several papers. These papers

were well selected and prepared, and the

discussion which followed was very in-

teresting and instructive, coming as it

did from men in daily contact with rail-

roading. The subjects discussed were:

What is the best method for draught

ing locomotives for all kinds of fuel,

stack included? What qualilications

should a man possess to fill the position

of engine inspector? What is the best

method of securing complete and intcl

ligible reports of work needed on an ca

gine to fit her for the next trip? Proper

air-brake instruction to all concerned to

prevent the ruination of wheels by skid-

ding and handling of air-brakes on

freight trains.

These reports were discu.-sed at 1 -iiLtli

:ind the discussions will prove a valuable

addition to railroad literature and will

l,c published in the Proceedings of the

Convention which will doubtless be is

sued in a month or two.

The election of officers resulted as fol

lows:

President, D. Meadows, St. Thomas,

Ontario.

Vice-President, R. D. Davis, Chicago,

111.

Second Vice-President, G. W. W il Im.

Jersey City, N. J.

Third Vice-President, J. D. Benjamin,

Milwaukee. W'is.

Secretary, W. O. Thompson. Albany,

N. Y.

Treasurer, James McDonough. I em-

ple, Tex.

Executive Committee. J. R. Belton.

Covington. Ky.; C. B. Conger, Chica.go.

111.; J. S. Seeley, Franklin, Pa.

Chicago was selected as the place for

the next meeting.

Priest Snow
Flanger

Properly located to give clean

rails for iill wheels. Prevents

derailments due to engine truck

wheels mounting hard-packed

snow or .sand. Costs nothing to

operate. Is controlled by engi-

neer and operated by compressed

air. Does not interfere with use

of a pilot plow of any size. Runs

leadilv through 10 to 12 inches

of hard-packed snow and sand.

Construction the strongest pos-

sible. Erie Railroad have just

ordered fifty. Now used on more

than 30 railroads. I>et us send

circular and references regarding

tlunr efficiency. To serve you

this winter they must be ordered

at once.

The Q & C Company
CHICAGO NEW YORK

Western Union BIdg. 1 1 4 Liberty St.

Entertainment Features of the Trav-

eling Engineers' Convention.

The Tenth Annual Convention oi the

Traveling Engineers' Association, which

was held in the Stratford Hotel, Chicago

September 9, 10, II and 12, was not de

void of entertainment feature.^. Thc

Committee on Arrangements had formu-

lated an exceptionally good program of

entertainment for the members and their

ladies, which was as follows:

On Tuesday, the opening day, car-

riages were supplied, for the hours of 2

to 5 P. M. In the evening, members

and their ladies were guests of Mr. W.

N. Mitchell, General Manager of the

Railroad Department of the International

Correspondence Schools. The enter-

tainment began with a reception, passed

to a vaudeville performance, and then to

a banquet and ball, the entertainment

ending about 1.30 A. M. The committee

had then scheduled "Eight Hours Rest

On Wednesday morning the ladies

were supplied with theater tickets for

the evening performance of the "Sleep-

ing Beauty and the Beast" at the Illinois

Theater. The morning's entertainment

consisted of visiting the big stores and

shopping district and the Art Institute.

After luncheon a tally-ho ride to Wash-

ington and Jackson Park was arranged

to leave at 2.30 P. M. In the evening

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic

Won't use solid Mandrels.

Cost too much, talie up too

much room and don't give

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and

you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
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Quick Work.
The Penn Steel Castint(

Co., at Chester, Pa., recent-

ly invited our chief compet-

itors to show their chipping-

hammer at work. They

were well pleased with the

test, too,—until the Keller

hammer came along and did

in three minutes what the

other had done in eight.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools

cannot be approached by

others in speed. A slight

change in the hammers has

now made them 25 percent,

faster even than before, and

added that much to their

money-making power.

Send for our new catalogue. It

is full of good ideas for using pneu-
matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry Ram-
mers, Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
2 1 St St. and Alle.sfheny Ave.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago Pittsburgh

I

San Francisco Boston

lIHD

llic ladies attended the theater party.

The men were busily engaged in lobby

'liscussions and the ladies were requested

to excuse them for the evening. At 11.45

I he commillce had scheduled "Take
Siding Until Daylight."

On Thursday carriages and automo-
biles were supplied for the ladies for the

hours of 9,^0 to 12 o'clock noon. After

limchcon the steamboat Easton was
lilaced at the disposal of the meml.ers

.ind their ladies from the hours of 2 to

5 P. M. for a trin on Lake Michigan.

In the evening members and their ladies

were escorted to the Studcbaker Theater,

where at 8.15 began the performance of

"King Dodn." "There is no such a king

as Dodo."

The entertainment was brought to a

close because of the early departure of

members for distant places. The enter-

tainment features of this Convention

were decidedly successful, surpassing all

Iiast attempts.

Exhibits at the Traveling Engineers'
Chicago Convention,

The Railroad Supply Company exhib-

ited the E. R. Cook acetylene gas loco-

motive headlight generator, pressure reg-

ulator and headlight burners. Also the

Kahrig aluminum bearing metal.

Sellers & Co. exhibited their 1887 im-

proved injector.

The Michigan Lubricator Company ex-

hibited their No. 3 improved lubricator,

their automatic driver brake retainer for

locomotive brakes, a sight feed lubricator

for air cylinders of the air pump, and

their automatic steam chest plug.

The Crane Co. had their usual exhibit

of safety valves, mufflers, globe and gate

valve.

The Illinois Malleable Iron Co. ex-

hibited the Westmark flue rattler, and the

Bruyn automatic swinging smoke jack.

The Federal Supply Company exhib-

ited their Toltz automatic ash pan. the

Rogers car axle box receptacle, the Rog
ers improved journal packing, and the

Robertson ash and cinder conveyor.

The Safety Train Order Signal Com-
pany exhibited their apparatus, their

model being connected up with air pres-

sure.

three-way steam cocl<s, water gauges,

steam gauges, gauge cocks, injectors,

lubricators, oil cups, graphite lubricators,

grease cups, oil gauges, and the many
products of this well known concern.

In fact the catalogue seems to say, "If

you don't see what you want, ask for it."

The New York branch office is at 26

Cortlandt street. ,\ copy of the cata-

logue wdl be sent to those interested, on
application.

A Railroad Kecruiting Office.

The Chicago & Alton Railway has

made what may be called a "new de-

Iiarture" in the matter of picking up
men for the service. The company has

established an employment bureau, the

purpose of which is to recruit employees
from among the people living along the

line of the Alton road. In a certain

sense the bureau is like an army recruit-

ing station, only there are no showy
imiforms wherewith to catch "recruits."

The officer of the road in charge of this

department meets citizens living in the

towns upon and adjacent to the railway

for the purpose of getting in touch with

young men of good habits and high

character who wish to become and who
would make desirable employees. Stu-

dents in telegraph offices, clerks in va-

rious departments, operators, brakemen.
firemen, etc., are recruited from persons

whose record is kept by the Alton's Em-
ployment Bureau, the selections being

made from those who are best suited

and qualified after having passed mental

and physical examinations which have
been made a part of the requirements
for employment. The Chicago & Alton
is thus able to secure "good quality"

among those who take up the respon-

sibilities nf railroad work.

The "L.arge Car" in Great Britain.

The success is noxv assured of the large

40-ton railway cars on the Caledonian

Railway. The Midland Railway Company
have now ordered 30, 30-ton cars with

pressed steel under frames, the total

weight when empty being 10^ tons, and

therefore 40 tons loaded. Three pairs of

doors are fitted on the sides to facilitate

unloading. It follows that these cars re-

quire heavier locomotives to obtain the

highest tractive economy.

The Lunkenheimer Company's
Catalogue.

The catalogue just issued by the Lun-

kenheimer Co., of Cincinnati. O., is a re-

vised edition of that issued several years

.igo. New tools and appliances for doing

work have been added to the company's

shops, and methods have improved, so

that prices quoted in former catalogues

have changed. The book, of 208 pages

contains cuts, descriptions, dimensions

and prices of valves of all kinds, checks.

pipe fittings, pop safety valves, low water

alarms for steam boilers, indicator cocks,

whistles, locomotive cylinder cocks,

Erie's New Cab Service.

The Erie Railroad management has es-

tablished a new cab ser\'ice whereby pas-

sengers are transferred direct from the

station in Jersey City to any part of New-

York at a very moderate rate. The ser-

vice has become so popular that the

company has supplemented it by the ad-

dition of a number of hansoms.

The Association of Railway Superin-

tendents of Bridges and Buildings will

meet in annual convention on October

21 at the \Vest Hotel. Minneapolis.
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Chicago Pnuematic Tool Co.

Mr. J. W. Duntlcy, prcsidont of the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, has

just returned from a five weeks' trip to

Europe and talks entertainingly of the

business situation there.

His company now own the New Taite

Howard Pneumatic Tool Co. and the In-

ternational Pneumatic Tool Co., of Eng-

land, having recently taken over the lat-»

ter company, and having reorganized

these companies under the name of the

Consolidated Pneumatic Tool Company.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company

expect to arrange to duplicate their De-

troit plant in Scotland for the production

of tools required in the shipbuilding work

in that country. The exhibition before

the Shipbuilders' Federation in Glasgow,

which has recently been concluded, was

highly successful, and the pneumatic

tools have practically been adopted for

all the shipbuilding work in the Scot-

land yards. The American workmen mak-

ing the exhibit of pneumatic tools on

shipbuilding <-re now in Germany, and

from there will go to France for the pur-

pose of making other exhibits.

While in France Mr. Duntley took an

order for 130 pneumatic riveters for one

of the largest French ship yards.

generally winners. A neat little pocket

note book and a fireman's neckerchici

were distribtited as souvenirs and were

very popular.

Jenkins Brothers' catalogue of valves

has been received. It contains informa-

tion concerning "all and sundry" valves,

parts, keys, handles, etc. They make

brass angle valves, iron globe valves,

checks, "Y" or blow-off valves, safety

valves, .whistle valves, and numer-

ous other kinds. They offer to sup-

ply a perfectly tight valve for the worst

place which can be found, or refund pur-

chaser's money. A copy of the pam-

phlet will be forwarded to any one de-

siring it, who will apply to them at 71

John street, New York, or 31 North

Canal street, Chicago.

The F. P. Sargent Glove, so called out

of compliment to the popular retiring

grand master of the Brotherhood of Lo-

comotive Firemen, was represented by

Mr. A. Leo Kent and Mr. Horace G.

Lobenstine at the Firemen's convention

at Chattanooga, Tenn. The compan)'

manufacturing this glove is the Detroit

Leather Specialty Company, of Detroit.

Mich. On the palm of glove is a clear

reproduction of Mr. Sargent's portrait

and a fac-simile of his signature. The
glove is strong and well made, and, in

fact, if an engine is at all inclined to lie

down on the road, a first-class fireman

has only to "put on the gloves" with

Mr. Sargent's name on each, and the

outcome of the contest will not long re-

main in doubt. The fireman may have
to do some fine "side stepping" on the

foot plate, it is true, but these gloves

have full non-cominissioned rank and are

Mr. H. S. Peters, "the Brotherhood

Overall man," of Dover, N. J., was pres-

ent at the convention of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen held in

Chattanooga. Tenn. He did a good

business among the firemen and had a

little souvenir to give away, which was

exceedingly popular among the ladies.

It was a miniature suit of overalls with

ribbon for braces. We have, however,

not yet heard if Mr. Peters booked an

order for overalls for the new fireman

who lives in the Executive Mansion,

Washington, D. C. No doubt he se-

cured it.

Mr. J. G. Clark, vice-president of the

Oshkosh Clothing Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Oshkosh, Wis., was at Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., during the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen's convention.

This company makes the "J. & C." suits.

The material used is striped cloth, which

is manufactured expressly for the Osh-

kosh company. Mr. Clark's portrait, as

it appears on his business card, shows

a fine looking gentleman who supplies

firemen with union-made suits.

A practical example of "how you

look" in one of the Sanders "Broad

Gauge" suits of overalls was given to

the delegates and visitors at the Fire-

men's convention at Chattanooga,

Tenn,, by Mr. Ed. G. Sanders, who
dressed up as a fireman in one of his

smart-looking suits. These garments

are made from soft weave Massachu-

setts denims, and are said to be un-

shrinkable. The Sanders Manufacturing

Company, of TuUahoma. Tenn., make
bold to say of their goods, "The union

label cannot be legitimately used on
trash."

Among the recent contracts awarded to

the Buffalo Forge Company, of Buffalo,

N. Y., is one of particular interest. The
Continental Coal Co., of Gloucester. O.,

liavc ordered three fans installed in

their mines for the purpose of ventila-

ting and exhausting fumes, smoke and all

dangerous gases constantly met with in

coal mining. The fans are 250 in., hous-

ing of the J4 type and of the special

width of 72 in. The blast wheels of these

fans are of the usual centrifugal typo.

The radial blades or vanes with backward-
ly curved tips are supported by two spi-

ders of wrought iron tees springing from

cast iron hubs. The fan shaft is supported,

independent of the housing, by two stand-

ard Buffalo self-aligning, chain oiling out-

board bearings, moimtcd nn masonry
pedestals.

Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-

ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder

and stays there, while grease

forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Co. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

Railroad Stories for

Summer Reading.
Stories of the Railroad $i so
Jim Skeevers* Object Lessons i oo
Express Messenger i.ae
Tales of an Engineer i<a5

THIS OFFICE.

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQLIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER and BtSINESS

Mouadnook Bldt,, Chicago 141 Broiidway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention of Smoke.

Contains about 800 practical qtiest Ions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Making. By Wm. M. Barr. The necessary
condltioDB for the Economic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 iUustratlonH.
349 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By Robert H, Bi.ackali.. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Alr-Brake
equipment, containing over 1,000 questions
and their answers on the Westlnghouse
Air-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Air-Brake Instruc-
tors and Examiners on nearlv every rail-

road In the United States. 1902 Edition.
264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By Robert Grimshaw. It asks i,6cx)

questions and gives i,t>oo simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—/w^/ fact$.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing 45*
pages, over 300 illustrations, and la large
Folding Plates. Bound in Maroon Clotn,
$2.00.

^^A Special Circular oj these Books Sent
on Request.
^^^Any of these Books Prepaid to any

Address in the world on Receipt oJ Price.

AGENTS WANTED 'Z^^T "^Z^
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
booki is sent free on application.

Norman A. Henley & Co., PnMsliers

132 Nassau St. NEW T6RK, N.Y.

Price Gut in Two
Every Engineer and Fireman

ought to be familiar with

Machine Shop
Arithmetic
Bv CoLviN & Cheney

Gives very plain rules for calcu-

lating by decimals, square and
cube root, and contains much valu-

able information on questions fre-

quently coming up in shops.

We wish to clean out our stock

and have reduced the price from 50

cents to

25 cents
Our Book of Books sent free on

application.

Railway and Locomotive Engineering

174 Broadway, New York City

The Hconomy Car Heating Company's
Catalogue.

The Economy C'ar Jlcatiiig Company's

catalogue issued from 281 St. John

street, Portland, Me., has for its open-

ing sentence the apparently paradoxical

statement that "Waste Steam Saves

ImicI." The paradox disappears when
I he reader understands tlie way in

which this company intend that "waste

steam" shall be used. It is briefly that

the heating of passenger trains shall be

accomplished by the exhaust steam

from the air pump instead of by live

steam from the boiler. In case the ex-

haust from the pump should not be suf-

ficient as might be expected with long

through trains in cold weather, the de-

ficiency is automatically made up by live

steam drawn direct from the locomotive.

Live steam in any case only supplements

the air pump exhaust and so reduces

the amount of live steam used. The
draft on the fire usually made by the

air pump exhaust disappears, and the

panting noise in the stack, heard when
the pump is working, of course, is ab-

sent. The catalogue will be sent free to

those interested on application.

The Fayette Manufacturing Co. will use

electrical power transmission for driving

their new plant for the manufacture of

refractory brick at Chester, Pa. The en-

lire power for mixing and grinding the

ingredients and for conveying them to and

from the various machines, and finally

pressing them into shape, will be furnished

by induction motors. The Fayette Com-
pany has recently purchased from West-

lnghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. a 3-phase

equipment, including an engine type alter-

nator, exciter, switchboard and alternating

current motors aggregating 290 horse

power.

The Hayden & Derby Manufacturing

Company, 85 Liberty street, New York,

have issued a catalogue devoted to the

consideration of metropolitan injectors,

and it opens with a table of contents

which is a very useful thing. There are

paragraphs on a number of topics con-

nected with injectors, among which may
be mentioned, "Suggestions as to the

proper type of injector to select," "The

proper size to get," "Steam range of the

metropolitan injector," "Reasons why in-

jectors do not work," etc. Half tones,

sections and line drawings illustrate the

various sizes made. Tables of dimen-

sions and full information are given.

The metropolitan automatic injector, the

"i8g8" model, double-tube metropolitan

injectors, H-D ejectors, H-D noiseless

water heaters, strainers and funnels,

Hancock "swing" check valves, Hancock
globe and angle valves are included in

this catalogue, which closes with "A
word to the buver."

Ihe Union Switch & Signal Com-
pany's Catalogue.

This very neatly printed catalogue is

section 3 and deals with station signals

used as train order or telegraph block

signals. So many types of these signals

and operating devices are in use

throughout the country that they cannot

all be included in catalogue form, so

that section s is occupied only with tlic

latest and best known types. Prices are

given and each style of signal is illus-

trated with a very clear line engraving,

with description sufficient for ordering,

placed upon the opposite page. The
Union Switch and Signal Company, of

Swissvale, Pa., state that, although they

intend to issue one section each month,
until the entire nineteen sections are out,

yet they do not intend to issue them in

numerical order. Catalogue sections

will be supplied on application.

The Industrial Works, of Bay City,

Mich., one of the largest manufacturers

of railroad wrecking cranes in the world,

will shortly install a large amount of ad-

ditional electrical apparatus for the opera-

tion of its shops. A recent purchase from

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. in-

cludes a 150-k.w. direct-current generator,

which will be used to furnish current to

eighteen or twenty direct-current motors

already in use in the plant, a 200-k.w.,

two-phase alternator, and a number of in-

duction motors. The alternating current

apparatus will be used entirely for power

distribution. In addition to wrecking

cranes the Industrial Works also manu-

facture smaller cranes and transfer tables.

The plans for the new plant of the

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company are

about completed. The company has just

opened up an oflSce at No. 411 Park BIdg.,

Pittsburg, Pa., represented by Chas. L.

Nelson, and at No. 34 Lemoine St., Mon-

treal, Canada, represented by N. J. Hol-

den & Company.

The contracts for the new plant have

been awarded to Messrs. J. A. Reaugh &
Son, of Cleveland, Ohio. It is expected

that all will be completed within ninetj-

days and be ready for operation. The

plant will be equipped with the most

modem machinery and appliances.

The Iron Age is authority for the state-

ment that the Pennsylvania Railroad

have changed their plan for building

their own locomotives next year. The

Baldwin Locomotive Works has re-

ceived what is probably the largest order

for engines ever given to a single con-

cern by a railroad company. The order

is for 250 high-class freight locomotives,

the total cost of which will be about

$3,250,000. All these engines are to be

delivered within the first six months of

1903.
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Q. & C. Metal Saw.

The accompanying illustration shows

one of the latest type of metal sawing ma-

chines manufactured by the Q. S: C. Co.

These machines are part of the new line

of saws that have recently been brought

out by this concern. Machines of the

type shown here have recently been in-

stalled in the new shops of the Lake Shore

and Michigan Southern Railroad, and

by the Chicago City Railway Co., Chicago,

to be used principally for frog and switch

work, but also when required they are

suitable for a wide range of work on

structural shapes, plates, bars, etc. The

machine consists of a heavy bed saw-

carriage, feeding and driving mechanism

and two work tables which are fitted to

the bed. The work is bolted to either

of these tables and is cut off by the mo-

be obtained from The Q. & C. Co., West-

ern Union Building, Chicago, or from the

office at 114 Liberty street, New York.

Handling Locomotives.

One of the most valuable books for

railway men ever published is "Handling

Locomotives," by W. O. Thompson, sec-

retary of the Travenng Engineers' Asso-

ciation. Mr. Thompson has had a great

deal of experience in examining firemen

for promotion, and this book is the re-

sult of his experience. Every line of it

contains plain facts that every intelligent

engineman ought to know. The keynote

of the book is : "A fair examination is the

competent engineer's protection." We
are not acquainted with any book which

contains so much useful information in

such small space. It is sold by Rail\v.\v

A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacture! s

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

THE Q. & C. NEW METAL SAW.

tion of the saw, the carriage being fed to

it. The saw blade is 27 in. in dia., fine

tooth, of the arbor-driven type. It has a

longitudinal travel of 30 in., giving it a

capacity for cutting I-beams up to 15 in.

high, or 8-in. round material. The arbor

is of extra large diameter, made of cruci-

ble steel, and the pinion on the arbor is

formed solid with it, thus doing away

with the possibility of weakness which

could arise where they were keyed to-

Kether. The worm-wheel shaft, on which

the driving pinion is also formed solid, is

of hardened crucible steel, the worm be-

ing of hardened steel and the worm wheel

of phosphor bronze.

As will be seen by the engraving, the

entire machine is of exceedingly heavy

construction, the section of the bed be-

ing such as to afford the greatest possible

rigidity in heavy cutting. All of the gears

are entirely inclosed and while exceed-

ingly simple, the saw is provided with

every possible facility for economically

cutting off work. In these machines there

is Syi in. of the blade available for cutting

above the upper side table and with its

30-in. travel makes it an e.xtremely desir-

able machine for splitting rails or other

material where it is necessary to make
long cuts.

Further information and catalogue may

AND Locomotive Engineering. Price, 50

cents, cloth
; 75 cents, leather.

The Illinois Glass Company have re-

cently purchased an extensive electrical

equipment from the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Mfg. Co. This apparatus will be

used in the machine, blacksmith and

molding shops and for blowers, etc. The
equipment includes a 250-k.w., two-

phase, 440-volt, 6o-cycle belted genera-

tor, twenty "Type C" induction motors,

thirty-eight "Type O.D." transformers

and arc and incandescent lamps.

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOME OFFICE:

920-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

( 135 E. Lake St.. Chicago, 111.

Branch Offices j 92 Centre St., New York Citv. N. V.
( S5 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

The SGHRDEDER HEADLIGHT CO.,

Evansville, Ind.
Manufacturers of

Rouud or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

We are makers for all
the leading Railroads.

•y* i \TJ i\T\ Best Yorkshire

1A 1 LUK STAY-BOLTIRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

The Pittsburg Valve & Fittings Com-
pany is building new works at Barber-

ton, O., and has placed a contract with

the Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

for the electrical equipment, which in-

cludes generators, motors and switch-

boards.

Used by the Leading Railroads

R. Mushet'Sfc"
STEELS

FECIAL"
TITANIC"

These Goods are the Standard of Excellence

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company
announce that Mr. T. F. De Garmo,

3116 Clifford street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

has been appointed their eastern agent.

Mr. De Garmo has had many
years' experience in the railway supply

business, principally in the mechanical

line, and has a host of friends in the

railway field.

Sole Representatives in the
United States, Canada and riexico.

B. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

VAREBOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

lOANl TRUST BUILDING. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

Oil Burning in Locomotives

is described in our new book,

Care of Locomotive Boilers,

50c. - - This Office
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FOR SALE
FREIGHT, PASSENGER »MD LOCCING

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

Sizes. ^MRw DEi-ivERiES

. M. HIOKb) CHICAGO, ILL.
al5 DIARBORN ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. .^ Insures your

watch from falling out no mat-

ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or. on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

•hops in the country.

Union of course. <^ <^

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

Double-Cylinder "Lljchtnlnjc" Floorer.

\Vc arc pleased to sliow our readers

an improved flooring machine, which the

makers claim has embodied in its con-

struction the necessary qualities to in-

sure successful work. It was patented

March 20, 1900, and is designed for those

who make flooring, ceiling, siding,

casing, etc., in large quantities. Special

attention is invited to some of its prin-

cipal features. It planes four sides, 9

and 14 in. wide and 6 m. thick, and by

the use of the belt-tightening apparatus.

I i-2-in. stock can be matched to ad-

vantage, this last device being an im-

proved feature. The frame is massive,

preventing vibration, and resists all

strain, and the machine can be run at a

very high speed if desired, being always

under control of operator. The feed is

six large powerfully-driven rolls, hav-

ing expansion gearing, and can be easily

raised and lowered, and the feeding-out

one is provided with scrapers. Rate of

feed can be furnished as desired. The

matching works are very heavy, the cyl-

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO,, Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.

of tloor space. The Pratt & Whitney

company will be happy to mail a copy

o: this 16-page pamphlet to any one in-

terested enough to apply for it.

li there is anything that intelligent en-

gineers pride themselves in understand-

ing better than any other part of an en-

gine, it is the valve motion. A man can-

not make much progress in the study of

valve motion by looking at the eccen-

trics, straps, rods and links, which arc

the only parts of the motion exposed to

view. To understand the whole mechan-

ism, drawings and description are neces-

sary. These can be found in fine shape

in Halsey's "Link Motion." It is the

simplest treatise ever written on the sub-

ject, and costs only one dollar in this

office.

Boston Mechanics' Fair.

The Boston Mechanics' Fair was

opened September 22, and will continue

until November I.

The fair this year is the first that has

No. 15 LIGHTNING FLOORER.

inders four-sided and slotted, and fur-

nished with chip-breaking lips to work

cross-grained or knotty lumber, and the

shaving hoods swing outward to give

access to knives. The pressure bars have

easy and quick adjustments, and possess

many. new improvements for facilitating

their work. Altogether, this machine

will be found to have incorporated in it

many points for giving satisfactory work,

inasmuch as this class of machinery has

been one of the most successful special-

ties of its makers. J. A. Fay & Eagan

Co.. of No. 445 West Front street. Cin-

cinnati. 0., the makers of this tool, will

willingly furnish any further details, cuts

and prices, together with their new and

complete catalogue, free to those inter-

ested who will write mentioning Rail-

w.\Y .^ND Locomotive Engineering.

The Pratt & Whitney Company, of

Hartford, Conn., have issued a neat lit-

tle catalogue, showing a one-spindle and

a two-spindle profiling machines of en-

tirely new design. They are specially

adapted for finishing parts of guns,

sewing machines or other accurate and

interchangeable work. The two-spindle

machine has the aavantage of being able

to take a roughing and finishing milling

for one setting of the work. The ma-
chines are strong and compact, and very

sensitive, and occupy a minimum amount

been held in four years, and will un-

doubtedly be the finest exhibition ever

given by this well-known association.

Mechanics' Building is already being

crowded with enormous crates con-

taining the most modem and deli-

cate machinery of every description.

This is fast being put in place,

and by the 22d of this month visi-

tors will have the pleasure of witnessing

not only the manufacture of some of the

most interesting products of New Eng-

land and other States, but also have the

chance of viewing all kinds of rare pro-

ductions that are the result of man's

handiwork.

Hopes for Improvement.

That our English cousins occasionally

feel that they are very tightly bound

by government red tape, is perhrps

evidenced by a reference to the

visit of a distinguished officer to

the United- States. Our transatlantic

contemporary in the railway field,

remarks: "LieuL-Col. H. A. Yorke.

R. E., the Board of Trade's chief in-

specting ofticer of railways, has gone to

.America to have a look round. It is

hoped that the result of this visit will be

a considerable relaxation in many direc-

tions of the Board oi Trade's present

onerous requirements as regards the

construction, equipment, and working

of railways."
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If Per Diem Had Come Earlier.

Tlie Southern Railway has some Inter-

esting figures covering the cost of for-

eign car service and the profit whicli

would have accrued to the company if the

per diem system had been in operation on

its lines last year. In 1902 this railway

company paid $692,155 for mileage on for-

eign cars on its lines, and received $657,-

922 from other roads for mileage made

by its cars on their lines, which left a bal-

ance against the Southern of $34,233. The

average mileage of all cars on the

Southern Railway line was 24.61 miles

per day. Average miles per car day made

by Southern Railway cars on foreign lines

was 18.76. There was 57 per cent, of the

total freight equipment of the company

on the company's own lines and 42 per

cent, was in service on foreign lines.

With 42 per cent, of the company's equip-

ment in service on foreign lines 37

per cent, of the total car mile-

age on the company's lines only

was made by foreign cars. The reporc

gives the following table showing the

availability and cost of its own and for-

eign cars as follows

:

Foreign freight cars on Southern R.'.il-

way lines

:

Total car days 3,961.164

Total mileage 100,068.082

Average miles per car per daj' 25.262

Average cost to Southern per car per day
(cents. 17.473

Average cost to Southern per car per

mile (centsj 0.692

Southern Railway freight cars on for-

eign lines

:

Total car days 5,174.495

Total mileage 97, 142.074

Average miles per car per day 18.766

Average earn, per car per day (cents)... 12.714

Average earn, per car per mile icentsi. .

.

0.677

Taking these figures as a basis and as-

suming the new per diem system in opera-

tion, that is, that payments for the use

of cars be inade on a time instead of on a

mileage basis, the Southern Railwaj- as-

sumes that its receipts would have been as

follows

:

UNDER THE PER DIEM SYSTEM.

Southern cars on foreign lines:

5.174,495 days at 20 cents per day $1,034,899

Foreign cars on Southern railway;

3.961,164 days at 20 cents per day $792,233

Net bal. in favor of the company $242,666

As the company paid out $34,233 more

than it received for car service Iast_jear

it will be seen that under the new system

the net saving to the Southern Railroad

Company for the year would have been

about $276,899.

.surrounded with romantic association

than are to be found in any other journey

on the American continent. Nor is the

picturesque part confined to scenery; there

are a great many illustrations of the hu-

man denizens along the Santa Fe Trail

who make attractive settings to their wild,

weird surroundings. Every person who
goes to California, or who is thinking of

making that attractive journey, ought to

read this interesting book, which can lie

obtained from the Passenger Department.

Santa Fe, Chicago.

On the Santa Fe Trail.

"To California over the Santa Fe
Trail," is the name of a book by C. A.

Higgins, published by the passenger de-

department of the Santa Fe. It is a most

interesting book, finely illustrated, and

carries the reader through much pictur-

esque scenery, and in sight of more places

Montreal to London in Four Days.

It is planned by the Canadian Pacific

Railroad to make a landing on the west

shore of Ireland for its proposed line of

fast steamers from the eastern terminus

of its line to the British Isles.

The Galway coast landing is only 2,150

miles from Halifax, which will be the

eastern terminus of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway. When the distance be-

tween New York and Liverpool is stated

to be 3.150 miles, the advantage of the

Halifax-Galway route for speed will be

appreciated. The Canadians expect that

a twenty-four knot steamship can make

the ocean trip in three days and that

London can then be reached in twelve

hours from Galway. On this side, the-

distance from Montreal to Halifax can

be covered in fifteen hours, making the

whole time from Montreal to London

lOur days, nearly.

An ingenious card device for display-

ing the colors of Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint in such manner as will permit of

an exact idea of each color, is being is-

sued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com-
pany. The color chart carries with it

suggestions as to the class of construc-

tion that can be protected with this paint,

also instructions as to best methods of

applying protective paint. The new color

chart can be secured by request to the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey

City, N. J.

A strike is threatened at the plant of

the Rome Locomotive works, a notice

having been served on the company by

the Machinists' Union that they would

demand a day of nine hours for ten

hours' pay. There are about twenty ma-

chinists who belong to the union in the

plant and they also demand that only

one apprentice be employed to every five

journeymen, and that only union men
be employed.

"Catechism of the Steam Plant." by

F. F. Heminway, costs 50 cents and gives

more information for the money than

any book we are acquainted with. Its

study is a good introduction to steam en-

gineering.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

—better specify

it in your next

order.

VALVE COMPANY.
271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON MASS!

mmm Valve
FOR CAR HEATING

Has features which make it superior

to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manufactured by

Jones & Lafflson Machine Co.,

Main Office and Works:

SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT, U.S.A.

A. B. C. and LUber''s Code used.

English Office : Room 6, Exchange Building, Stephen-

son's Place, Birmingham. France and Spain; Ph. Bon-

villain, 6, Rue Blanche, 6, Paris, France. Germany,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Austria-Hungary,

M. Koyemann, Charlottenslrasse 112, Dusseldort,

Germany. '

MO\EY NOW WASTED
IN FORGING, TEMPERING
AND GRINDING

LATHE AND PLANER lOOLS

CAN BE SAVED
by adopting the

Armstrong System
of Tool Holders using cutters
of Self-Hardening Steel.

Used by 75 Railroads

Write for Catalog O
ARMSTRONG fcj"
BROS. TOOL CO. T!=:^

The Tool Holder People,

Chicago, U. S. A. Boring Tool, 6 sizes.
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IMPROVED
LOCOMOTIVE-

POP VALVES
Muffled and Plain.

Single Bell

Chime Whistles.

Kxlra Heavy Auto-

matic Water (lagcs. Other Standard

Appliances.

Star Brass Manufacturing Co.

Main Office and Worlts Boston, Mass.

Western Office—g34 Monadnock nidg. Cliic.igo, III.

Non-
Corrosive

Locomotive

STEAM
GAGES.

Australian Transcontinental Line.

The c.iiinH.iiwL-altli of Au^-tralia is

again cullsl(l^^ln^; tlie project oi Ijuilding

a transcoiUincntal railway to connect

the inhabited eastern part with the

sparcely settled west. The first sections

of the railway, which will run through

.South Australian territory for the whole

of its length, have already been built by

the South Australian Government. About

1,000 miles of line have yet to be con-

striicted. The existing sections are built

on a 3 ft. 6 in, gauge and where travers-

ing the great stretches of level country

the rails are held on the plain with very

little earthworks and no engineering dif-

ficulties.

Whitney Planers

Are built with ample weight so as to give the
rtquired solidity to entirely eliminate vibra-

tion and ijsure a smooth even surface.

For particulats, write

Baxter D. Whitney & Son
WINCHENDON, MASS.

FOREIGN AGENTS : Henry Kcllv & Co., 26 r.Tll

Mall, IMatichcster. Ens- Schucliardt & Schutte,
Berlin, Cologne. Brnssels. Vienna. Stockholm. St.
Petersburg. Sussfeld, L,orscli&Co., Paris, France.

lyfODEL LOCOMOTIVES...

Better than ever! Latest N. Y. Cen.

Standard. High Saddles—Big Drivers—

4 sizes. Something extra nice. 4c. in

stamps for catalog.

A. S. CAMPBELI-,

P. O. Box 28(i, Monticelli", N. Y.

A position in shop as Foreman
of General Repairs or as Air Brake
Man,

,Address "FOREMAN," this office.

The credit of having reached the high-

est altitude on record is given to Dr.

Hersen and Dr Suring, of Berlin. They

first went up to the height of 30,000

ft., losing consciousness for brief inter-

vals. They continued to ascend to 33,-

790 ft,, when one of them became com-

pletely unconscious and could not be

aroused. The other aeronaut, after mak-

ing a great effort in opening the valve

to descend, also became insensible, and

neither of them recovered till the balloon

dropped to 16,000 ft.

Interlocking.

Referring to the litigation between the

Kettle Valley Line and the Vancouver,

Victoria and Eastern Railway in connec-

tion with their respective lines between

Grand Forks, B. C, and Republic, Wash.,

the general manager recently stated that

one company had a record of 22 injunc-

tions against its opponent, which itself

was the authority for 19 counter-injunc-

tions.-

Transportation Problems.

A press dispatch from Belfast states

that the engineering section of the Brit-

i.sli Association has been much inter-

ested in the model of an electric ex-

press train, maintaining full speed which

paradoxically "stops at all stations." The

idea is that a simple train composed of

several corridor carriages as it passes

each station drops off behind one car-

riage containing passengers who want

to alight there, and picks up in front

another from that station, all this being

done while the train is traveling at full

speed. The carriage to be attached has

to start in advance and get well under

way by the time the train catches it,

and is coupled by a patent automatic

arrangement. The scheme is only pos-

sible where each carriage has its own

motors on the multiple unit system. The

dropping of a coach from the rear of an

express without stopping the train is

nothing new in England. A vehicle so

handled is called a "slip coach."

The Union
Switch &
Signal Co.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS AT

SWISSVALE, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

New York: Central Building, 143
Liberty Street.

Chicago: 1536 JVIonadnock Building.

St. Louis: Terminal Station.

that

^he

NRS
the POINT

PARKER
"Lucky Curve"

FOUNTAIN PEN

A Pen that has the 0. K. running all the way throueh.

9,000 DEALERS SELL THEM

"trCKY C '^'-E"— it s easy to remember. KHFT i.N'

REPAIR FREE ONE YEAR. We have a catalogue

waitin.^ tor you. as well as the name of a dealer ywu
kn.iw \^h.. sclU them. Bmh await your request.

THE PARKER PEN CO. 24 Mill St., Janesvilte, Wis.

Handling of Locomotives

By W. O. THOMPSON

IS A BOOK OF

Questions and Answers About Every-

tiling Concerning Locomotives

COSTS ONLY 50 CENTS AND IS AS

VALUABLE TO A PRACTICAL MAN
AS A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

COURSE . LEATHER BINDING. 75c

ANGUS SINCLAIR COMPANY
174 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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The W. C. Hunt Company, of West
New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.,

have now ready for distribution cata-

logue No. 029, vifhich is concerned with

cable railways for handling coal and

merchandise. The pamphlet is well illus-

trated throughout, with views taken

from actual installations, and full descrip-

tions are given. Cable railways arc ca-

pable of almost any amount of power,

strength and flexibility, and are well

adapted for heavy grades, and are suit-

able where may changes of curvature in

the line are necessary. Write the C. W.
Hunt Co., 45 Broadway, for catalogue

or further information.

People looking for books ought to

look over the list of books in our adver-

tising pages. All the engineering publi-

cations of most interest to railway men
are to be found there. But our book de-

partment does not confine itself to rail-

way books. It undertakes to supply

every kind of book, magazine or other

form of publication in print. It will give

prompt attention to any order received.

On a recently constructed electric road

the State Board of Railway Commission-

ers sanctioned the use of an inverted

trough for the overhead construction

where the 'electric road crossed a steam

railroad. This insured the trolley against

jumping from the overhead wire and stall-

ing the car in a dangerous place. Such

an excellent precautionary feature should
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Accurate Definition.

A green fircnian of foreign extraction

was recently put to fire a heavy, freight

train on one of our leading roads. On his

run was a tunnel passing through a high

hill, and there happened to be a very con-

siderable grade up to the center of the

tunnel. This fireman, however, suc-

cumbed to the accumulation of gas in the

tunnel as the engine was working hard

and moving slowly. When taken out he

was revived bv heroic means, as one nii;.;hl

instead of a four-wheel truck. The

gearing attached to the side rod is a

speed indicator. These are not steam

drums on the top of the firebox, but

the main air reservoirs for the engine.

We need give no further description of

this odd-lookinj; locomotive, for the pic-

ture speaks for itself. We are indebted

to Mr. A. K. Bell, president of the Lo-

comotive Magazine Company, London,

for the interesting photograph from

which this picture is made.

is published, which reads as follows:

"My only reason for accepting the in-

vitation of the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association to be heard again

on the subject of running trains at high

speed is, that there seems to be, through

lack of interest, or some other cause, very

little said by those who are competent to

speak, and who could throw useful light

on this subject. From the start, the dis-

cussion on this subject has been confused

as between the question whether high

FHKNCH i:\I'KESS ENCINE.

suppose. He thereafter refused to fire on

the division with a "hole in a hill and a

hill in the hole."

Paris, Lyons and Hediterranean Loco-

motive.

The man who travels much through

the world has occasion to see a great

many curious-looking locomotives, but

for oddities French railways appear to

be ahead of all others. We show a half-

tone herewith of what is quite a modern
locomotive belonging to the Paris,

Lyons & Mediterranean Railway of

France. The engine was built in i88o,

but the fact can be noted that it is the

Atlantic type of engine, except that

there is only one pair of leading wheels

Cost of High Train Speed.'

W'e are not aware of any railway en-

gineer having devoted as much intelligent

attention to finding out the cost of high

train speed as Mr. F. A. Delano, general

manager of the Chicago. .Burlingtqn &
Quincy Railroad. Several years ago he

submitted a paper on the subject to the

Western Railway Club, and in igoi he was

chairman of a committee of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' .Association,

which reported on cost of running trains

at high speed. That report contained more

original information on the cost of high

train speed than all the other reports, pa-

pers and discussions previously given to

the public. In this year's report of the

American Railway Master Mechanics' As-

sociation another report from Mr. Delano

speed pays, and the question of what high

speed costs—obviously two verj- dilTerent

and distinct questions.

Two prominent trunk lines between

Chicago and Xew York have recently put

.QTi traiiipi.to tu^lve, ,the, distance in twenty-

hours ; both of these trunk lines express

their willingness to make the distance in

eighteen or even sixteen hours. These

trains start from Chicago equipped with

powerful engines, hauling four cars, in-

cluding the dining car. It is not for me
to say that such trains do not pay ; the

question is for the officers of the com-

panies concerned. The question which, as

an engineer. I am concerned with is, what

it costs to operate such trains, taking all

phases of the problem into consideration.

In a sworn statement before the Senate
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and House eornmittee on Postal Service,

when urged to make an estimate or give

an expression of opinion as to the cost

of running trains at high speed, I stated

that while I ventured only a guess, based

on very insufficienl data, I thought the

c6st of operating trains at speed increased

in a greater ratio than the speed, and in

a ratio amounting to perhaps i 1-2 times

the speed. The more I thought about the

question and studied the evidence, tlie

more I have coiue to the conclusion that

this statement was no exaggeration.

I shall not attempt to rehearse at tlic

present time the analysis of the subject

which was made in my original paper to

the Western Railway Club, subsequently

referred to the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association for discussion, but

there are some phases of the subject which

a better opportunity for studying has en-

abled me to appreciate more fully. Many

railroads have spent immense sums of

money for reducing curvature, simply to

make high speed possible, and in such

cases high speed service should bear a

very large share of the interest on this

expense. I know a valley line, about 23

per cent, of which is curvature ; the curves

are generally from 3 to 5 degrees, and

v.ith trains running up to 35 or 40 miles

per hour, were never considered objection-

able. Furthermore, as the grades of the

line are excellent, for freight traffic this

line could not be excelled. The accelera-

tion of some passenger trains, however,

to 4S or 50 miles per hour, on this valley

line at once demonstrated that the curva-

ture must be greatly reduced, and to bring

the line up to possibilities for trains

scheduled at from 50 to 60 miles per hour,

inclusive of stops, would necessitate an

expenditure of millions of dollars.

In my original paper I dwelt at some

length on the interference to freight traf-

fic and other slow speed traffic on account

of high speed trains. New light I have

gotten on this subject makes me venture

the following assertion based partly on

estimates. Given a single track railroad

of water grade

:

A large volume of coarse freight traf-

fic amounting to say 150,000 tons per

track mile per month, chiefly in one direc-

tion, or of nearly double this if the traf-

fic is evenly balanced, could be readily

handled, providing there was little or no

passenger traffic to interfere with it. The

number of passing tracks, and the length

of these passing tracks would not have to

be very great, and the "factory" cost (to

use the political economists' expression)

of doing the work, would not exceed 15

mills per ton mile. If on this railroad,

with this amount of traffic it was at-

tempted to add one, two or more passen-

ger trains, the effect would be immediate

;

first, in the detention of the freight trains,

which would cause a congestion and pre-

vent the normal movement, and we would

immediately require long passing tracks

so that passenger trains might lucet and

pass freight trains.

I venture the assertion that the capacity

of the railroad would at once be dimin-

ished and the cost of doing business would

at once be increased on the entire freight

tonnage handled by not less than 20 or 25

per cent. If several high speed trains

were run the capacity of the road would

he so far curtailed that double tracking

would probably be necessary for a greater

pari (if the line.

Without further argument I submit that

either my statements are very wide of the

mark, in which case they should be chal-

lenged, or else that it is high time that

railway managers and engineers, both me-

chanical and civil, should consider this

sulijcct.

The belt conveyor in handling materials

represents the continuous forward move-

ment of material, and the amount carried

by any given conveyor is proportionate to

the speed. The more nearly railway train

service in handling tonnage over a rail-

road approximates the conditions of the

belt conveyor in carrying material, the

more economical will the work be done."

but the mileage made on his feet was con-

siderably less than that traversed by the

packet, and in the same way, a moment's

calculation will show that the crosshead

of a locomotive makes far less mileage

than does the engine on which it works.

For example, if the stroke of an engine

be 24 in., and the diameter of the driving

wheels 72 in. it will turn out that the

crosshead has a comparatively easy time

of it as far as mileage is concerned. For

every revolution of the driving wheels, the

engine will move forward 18.85 ft- while

the crosshead will move down the guides

2 ft. and back 2 ft., or a total of 4 ft. in

all. The driving wheels will make ap-

proximately 275 revolutions in one mile,

and each revolution will mean a 4-ft. ex-

cursion 'for the crossheads. It will travel

up and down the guides about I. too ft..

while the engine makes a mile. In 100

miles run by the engine the crosshead

will have traveled just something over 20

miles, or more accurately 20.83 miles. In

this particular case the crosshead makes

a little over 20 per cent, of the engine

mileage, though it rides, along with the

bell and smokestack, the other 80 per cent,

of the total distance traveled by the engine.

An Automatic Speed Controller.

The men running locomotives in most

couiitries on the Continent of Europe dis-

play so little judgment about speed that

nearly all the locomotives are provided

with speed indicators. Some of the

French lines have gone further than

merely indicating the speed. They pro-

vide an apparatus which automatically ap-

plies the brakes when the speed becomes

excessive. It is thus described:

One of the locomotive axles drives a

small centrifugal pump sending water

from the tender into a small cylinder, the

piston of this cylinder being raised by the

water against the compression of a spring,

moving up and down, according to the

speed of the puiup or locomotive. A reg-

istered apparatus, tracing a speed curve,

is connected with the piston, which latter

—on the speed rising above the appointed

limit—acts upon a device connected with

the air brake pipes. A certain quantity of

air is thus permitted to escape, throwing

on the brakes.

The First Valve notion.

To whom who hath, much shall be

given, is a saying that comes home to us

frequently, as we read of credit given for

inventions to people who had nothing to

do with the invention. In some remarks

published recently about valve motion, we
read the assertion made that the valves of

pioneer steam engines were turned by

hand and that James Watt invented the

first motion that operated the valves au-

toinatically. That was done before Watt
was born. Thtre was a boy natned Hum-
phery Potter, employed opening and clos-

ing the valves of a Newcomcn engine. It

was a tedious job and gave no time for

play or "scoggan," as play was called in

the north of England in those days. Hum-
phery was fond of play and possessed the

inventive faculty. He devised a system

of strings connecting the walking beam
and the valve handles, which opened and

closed them automatically. It improved

the operation of the engine about 25 per

cent.

Crosshead flileage.

/\n Irishman crossing the Channel was

observed to resolutely pace the deck of

the steamer from the time she left until

she arrived at the other side. He subse-

quently demanded the return of his pas-

sage money on the ground that he had

"walked every step of the way." On much

the same line of reasoning the crosshead

of a locomotive might claim that it had

traveled from one terminus to another

with the engine, but that it had also

moved up and down the guide bars all the

time. It is true that the Irishman had

walked continuously during the voyage,

The Pennsylvania Railroad adopted

six years ago specifications for basic

open hearth steel passenger car axles as

follows: Carbon, 0.35 to 0.50 per cent.;

phosphorus, not over 0.07 per cent.;

manganese, not over 0.60 per cent.; sul-

phur, 0.03 to 0.05 per cent.: silicon, not

over o.io per cent. Only four of these

axles out of 380.000 used have broken in

service, says the Iron Age. Many rail-

road companies persist in using Besse-

mer steel for axles, and that material is

infamous for the number of axles that

break in service.
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High Water in Chill.

One of our readers sends us the plio-

lograplis from which the annexed higli

water views were made. Writing from

Coneepcion, he says: "Owing to heavy

rains and floods and bridges being cut

and others falling down, 1 have been

cut olY from home and headquarters fnr

over a month. I enclose you a phciin ul

the Rio Clara bridges on llic third sic

tion of the Stale Railway taken from

the north, and on the south side you will

see half nf llu- ciriginal briclne that fell

them alic>\e all nilur peoples when those

qualilies were all in all. But they lacked

intelligence and despised it ; and, lacking

intelligence, they fell from their high es-

tate as soon as the world's prizes began

to lie awarded only to those who brought

a trained and disciplined intelligence to the

undirstanding of its laws—moral, eco-

noniioal and physical.

A Pair of Friends and Consequential
Damage.

liiMun .01(1 JcruiN are bulb r.iilroad

Kaii.wav .sn(j Locomotive Enoi.seer-

i.s<; burned to a crisp, the arm o( his

easy chair scorched, and the waste basket

in ashes, and a hole burned in the carpet.

He madd out an inventory of his losses

as follows: Table cloth, $2.00; box of

cigars, $io.co; prospective value of man-
uscript, $io.co; repairs to easy chair.

$1.50; waste basket, $1.50; damage to

carpet, estimated. $5.00. Total, $30.00.

Brown and Jones failed to agree (though

they were perfectly friendly) on the

actual amount of loss Jones' visit to

I'rown had caused, for which Jones was
responsible. At length they determined

to leave it to a committee for arbitration.

The committee very carefully divided

the damage into primary and conse(|Ucn-

tial. They found that Jones had helped

himself to one of Brown's cigars—unin-

vited—and had consumed it, this was the

primary loss, for which Jones was fully re-

sponsible: all the rest was consequential

damage. Jones paid 10 cents for the

cigar, and generous fellow that he was.

said nothing about his car fare when he

ii September, i8gg. the Hood washing

away about 200 yards of grading. This

was built up with a temporary pile bridge

made by riveting two rails together, whicli

in turn fell in the following June, a lit-

tle to the niirlli of where the group is

standing, letting a Roger ten-whccler and

four cars into the river. Rebuilt again,

and fell on the 25th of June last while

a passenger train was crossing it, with So-

ton Dubbs, 18 .x 24-in. cylinder coupled

6-ft. 6-in. drivers. The locomotive i^

entirely out of sight, buried in the sand.

Coupled to engine arc horse and baggage

cars, which you see in the water. Sec

tion engineer and bridge carpenter were

drowned in this accident, all the others

being saved.

'T naturally suppose you are interested

in the railway world's doings. Things

h.ive taken a turn for the better of late,

owing to the Chili and .\rgentine Gov-

ernments coming to friendly terms over

their long disputed controversies, which

have caused exchange here to jump up

from 13 to 15.)^ pence per Chilian dollar,

a big item for us, viz. a raise of 30 cents

per day. Passenger men get $5.80 and

old freight hands $5.55. Chilian cur-

rencv."

Hlwll \\ A 1 hK

Funeral Dirge and British Manufac-
turers.

The losses which British manufacturers

have been sustaining through .American

competition are slowly arousing the peo-

ple to a sense of their weakness in com-
petition with the young giant. Even the

slow thinking Times, of London, is real-

izing the danger and thus warns its coun-

trymen in the form of a ponderous epi-

taph :

Here lies a people whose rare gifts of

energy, good sense and integrity raised

n.en. and great ineiuls. Bruuu has a

comfortable room at his boarding house,

furnished by himself. Jones called the

other day when Brown was out and the

landlady, knowing both men to be

friends, let Jones go up to Brown's room

to wait. Jones sat down in Brown's easy

chair, and seeing a bnx of cigars on the

table, helped himself to one and smoked

it in ease and comfort. When Jones had

finished the cigar he rose to go. as

Bmwn had not returned. He threw the

Initt end of the still lighted cigar into the

waste paper basket and went out; the

ci.a;ar did not: it smouldered for a little

while and then set fire to the papers and

other debris in the basket. Flames soon

reached the table cloth and were leaping

up preparatory to a general conflagra-

tion when the landlady rushed in. and

with several pitchers of water and much
outcry, put out the fire. When Brown
came home he found his table cloth de-

stroyed, the box of cigars gone up in

smoke, the manuscript of his article for

came over on the trolley to pay it. and

so the incident closed. Brown now
wonders if he was not guilty of con-

tributory negligence in having anythmg

in his room that anybody could possibly

set fire to or damage in any way.

English Engine With Cylindrical

Fire-Box.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-

way have recently designed a powerful

goods locomotive of the eight-coupled

type with a cylindrical fire-box. The en-

gine has been thus equipped for experi-

mental purposes. Boilers with cylindri-

cal fire-boxes have been used before now
on English railways, but chiefly in those

engaged in switching service. The L.

& Y. engine has 2.017 ft. of heating

surface. This fact proves that boilers

with this style of fire-box can be made

with large heating surface. Commenting

on this engine. The Engineer (London)

says, "It may yet come to pass that a

system which has been tried on the con-

tinent may come into use in England.

The engine would run fire-box end first

and a bogie would be placed partly un-
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der the foot-plate, and partly under tlie

fire-box, or Mr. Stroudley's system

might be tried, the leading and driving

wheels being coupled and a bogie put

under the fire-box. The good points in

favor of the cylindrical fire-box are so

many that if the experience of the L. &
V. Railway do not falsify our anticipa-

tions, it will be worth while to sacrifice

some prejudices and make a new depart-

ure in locomotive design."

Atlantic Type for the C. & O.

The American Locomotive Company, at

their Schenectady shops, have recently

turned out some Atlantic type engines

for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. The

type here shown is a splendid second for

the 4-6-2 machine recently made for the

same road, which we illustrated in our

October issue. This engine is simple, with

2ix26-in. cylinders, 72-in. drivers, and

weighs 173,000 lbs. There are 93.000 lbs.

on the drivers under ordinary circum-

steel, has the familiar C. & O. ventilators

in the roof. An additional air reservoir

is carried on the back of the tank. TIk-

cnginemen's tool boxes arc permanent

steel ones on each side of the tank, and

the lid shuts down .so as to make what

looks like a very satisfactory and coal-

dust-proof box.

A few of the principal dimensions are

as follows

:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS,
t'.aufje, 4 ft. 9 in. I'nel, bittimimious coal.

Weight in working order. 173,00c lbs.

Weight on drivers. 9,^,000 lbs.

Wlieel base, driving. 7 ft.

Wheel base, rigid, 16 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total, 27 ft. 6 in.

CYLINDERS.
Size of cylinders. 21 in. x 26 in.

Dia. of piston rod, 3J4in.

VALVES.
Greatest travel of piston valves, 6 in.

Ontside lap of piston valves, i in.

Inside clearance, 'gin.

Lead of valves in full gear, line and line, v. in. lead

at 6 in. cut-off.

Total wheel base of engin-and tender, 5,5 ft..^^in.

Weslinghonse aut. air brake on all drivers and
trailer and for tender and train; 9)^ in. air

pump. Westinghouse engineer's air signal.

Westinghouse high speed attachment. Main
reservoirs, capacity of, 60.000 cu. ins.

How Terry Bennett Got the Bouquet.

FY SIIANTIY .MAiaiRE.

It was on a bleery afternoon in Feb-

ruary several moons ago, when the wind
was tossing the snow into drifts in the

cuts, that Terrcnce Bennett, the foreman

of Pendleton roundhouse, was saluted by

one of his men as follows

:

"Come to the 'phone, Mr. Bennett.
"

"Do you know what I am wanted for?"

-"No, sir. Acker said you are wanted in

a hurry."

.^cker should be general manager, in

his own estimation, and to nag Terry—as

he was known familiarly—he would not

give messages for him to any one else

through pure, unadulterated cussedness.

C. & O. LATEST ATLANTIC TVl'E E.XFRESS ENGINE.

stances ; the traction increaser, which is

similar to that used on the New York

Central, will put about 12,000 lbs. addi-

tional on the driving wheels. We illus-

trated the action of the traction increaser

in our June issue. The C. & O. engine

has piston valves, and the cast steel valve

rod extension-bar passes up over the for-

ward driving axle in an easy curve and

terminates in a rocker, with arms hanging

down, so that the engine has therefore di-

rect connected valve motion. The cross-

head is of the two guide bar type and is

secured to the piston rod by a nut. The

fire-box is, of course, of the wide type

for bituminous coal, and the total heating

surface is 3,505 sq. ft., or curiously

enough, just one square foot less than the

amount in the Atlantic type engines on the

New York Central, an account of which

we published in August, igoi.

These C. & O. engines have the run-

ning boards which pass right out to the

end of the smoke box, and the "front

foot plate" as such, has disappeared, the

buffer beam being the only place in the

front where a man can stand. The head-

light is electric and is of the Pyles-Na-

tional type. The cab, which is made of

WHEELS. ETC.

Dia. of driving wheelsoutside of tire, 72 in.

Dia. and length of driving journals, 9!.^ in. dia. x

1 2 in,

BOILER,
Stvle, straight top.

Outside dia. of first ring, H in.

Working pressure. 200 lbs.

Thickness cf plates in barrel and outside of fire

box, ^4, %, Vg and i in.

Fire box, length, 96f.8 in. Fire box, width. 7,sH in.

Firebox, depth, So'^ in. H.; 69 in. B.

Fire box, plates, thickness, sides, /^ in. ; back, ^'s

in.; crown, fa in.; tube sheet, % in.

Fire box, water space, 4 in. x .s in. front. 3'^ in. x

5'.-2 in. sides, 3J4 in. x 4U in. back.

Fire box, crown staying, radial, i^s in. dia.

Tubes, material, charcoal iron No. 12, W. G.

Tubes, numlier, 396, Tubes, dia,, 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets, 16 ft.

Fire brick, supported on water tubes.

Heating surface, tubes, 3,298.08 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes, 27.09 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box, 180.7 .sq. ft.

Healing surface, total, 3 505.87 sq. ft.

Grate surface, 50,32 sq. ft.

Smoke stack, inside dia., iS in.

Smoke stack, top above rail. 14 ft, 10 in,

TENDER.
Weight, empty, 51.800 lbs.

Tender frame, 10 in. steel channels.

Tender trucks, 4 whl. center bearing with wrought

iron side bars and chan. boLsters.

Water capacity, 6,000 U, S, gallons.

Coal capacity, 9 tons.

Terry often winced at the hisiguiticance of

some of the messages he had to leave his

men to take. He was factotum general

to everybody, so he went to the 'phone.

In reply to his "What is wanted?" came

this : "Get a pair of wheels as soon as

possible and go to train 44 at Sed.gwick's

Crossing ; a car is broken down."

"What capacity?"

"I don't know."

"Find out if it is a 50, 60 or So journal

is required."

"The wires are busy and if I go to

break in, he'll throw open his key."

"You open your key and do not let him

work until he answers you. If there is

anything more important on the line go-

ing on than a crippled freight train to be

gotten out of the way, so as to let passen-

ger train pass, which is due to leave

here in 24 ininutes more, we would like

to know it."

If there be those who think that the

proper thing Terry should have done was

to get a pair of wheels of each capacity

and go out to the trouble, as Paddy Ryan

would say to his wife pay nights, when

she'd be calling for a bill of items to find

out how much of his pay he collared
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on her: "Ilould on awliilc. Mary, dear,

and you'll be answered." Every lracl<

was gorged with snow. 'I'herc was nn

way of loading the wheels hut by impro-

vised skids, as no derrick car was kepi,

and as Terry had but four men to com

mand, it was enough for him to play with

one pair—there goes the 'plinne again :

"He says now that it is .-i truck is want-

ing."

"What capacity?" .said Terry.

"He'll not answer me if I ask."

With an exclamation tliat would not

get a pious response from ti hand of an-

cient spinsters occupying the amen corner

.of a country church. Terry luade .1 jmnii

ing to this debate, doing nothing, and I

going out with four men lo clear a

wreck."

"I'll do as Dougherty says, and to hell

wid ye."

Bennett coidd get no information at

h'raser. He took a truck from under one

uf the cars and pushed it ahead of his

engine to the broken down car. In one

hour and 45 minutes, by intelligent work,

.iiid tlie assistance of spectators, he re-

p.iircd the car and got back to Fraser,

li.iving run .3 miles each way in the mean-

lime. When he returned he found the

pas.senger train there awaiting his return

!•> jjn aliead. and the snow plow behind

ahead of several others. He read it and

whistled. It was a letter from the Div.

.Supt. to the fien. Supl., then forwarded

to the M. C. B., then to Terry, comment-
ing on the time the passengers were held

on Fraser siding without supper, all ow-

ing to there being no car truck at Pen-

dleton. He replied back that he supplied

a truck quicker than it could be got out

of the snow. The correspondence kept

coming and going between Terry, the M.

C. B., the Gen. Supt., and the Div. Supt.

for fidl two months, apparently crowding

the M. C. B. Dcpt. into a hole. Terry

was loyal to his chief, and swore a mighty

o-iih he'll make a clean breast of the whole

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC PENINSfLAR EXTENSION-LAYING TRACK IN AN UNFINISHED CUT.

out of the office, telling his brakeman tn

nose into a 50.000 and 60,000 pound empty

car and push them to Fraser (Fraser was

a station half way between the station

Terry was at and the crippled train) ex-

pecting to get information there from the

brakeman who brought in the news. He
then went to Deegan, the sec:ion boss, for

some men to help at the job. Deegan said

in reply to the request for the six men

:

"Dougherty tould me to keep me niin

shovelin' the snow."

"But there is a broken down train up .it

Sedgewick's Crossing, and right here is

a train full of passengers, due to leave,

which I have running rights over. Do you

refuse me help?'

"Dougherty will discharge nie if I don't

do as he tells me."

"Damn you and Dougherty for a pair of

D. D's. There are sixteen D.iaos listen-

ihe passenger train standing on a siding.

When Terry had reported himself in.

the conductor of the passenger train was

asked if he wanted the plow to run ahead

of his train. He replied; "I can go

tlirough alone."

The Puddinghead stuck in the snow

about 5 miles up. The plow followed

him, and helped him out.

Terry chuckled to hitnself as he saw the

way things were moving. He did an ac-

tive three hours' work to clear the track

and return to the starting point in that

time, and he felt safe from official cen-

sure, when a review of the affair would

take place. In fact, he expected a bou-

quet. He got it.

About two weeks after the occurrence,

as he was perusing his train mail, he lit

upon a letter in the handwriting of the

M. C. B.'s chief clerk, and opened it

affair, and sent for his confidential chum,

Paddy Ryan, to talk it over before doing

so.

"Say, Paddy." said he, "look at this big

bundle of blatherskiting about that break-

down at Sedgwick's last February. To
read it is enough to make a civil dog

strike his father, or throw his old mother

into the ditch. The Operating Dept. is

magnificent at letter writing, but where

is the blame? In the first place, the con-

ductor of the crippled train should have

clearly stated what was broken when he

asked for help. Secondly, the despatcher

should not let the passenger train leave

till the track was reported clear. Third,

its puddinghead conductor should not be

asked about what he knew nothing.

Fourth. Dougherty's head should have

been pounded down to normal propor-

tions in a pulp mill, to restrain him from
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giving such orders as lie fired at Deegan,

and lastly, Deegan should be sent back

to keep a lookout for fairies on the top-

most crag of the Rocks of Kerry. :U

Dougherty's expense; all this I'm going

to say in reply to this wind-bag of a let-

ter, and put the saddle on the right horse."

"No, yer not," says Paddy.

••Why?"

•'Because the General Super, the super,

Dougherty, and Deegan will light on yer

back like a bee on a posey the first

chance they get if you do."

"Am I to be put in the hole?"

"Sure! 'Twill save trouble to go into

the hnle and pull it in after you."

minute, to meet the demands made for the

use of air, owing to increased yard ca-

pacity. The car's arc now cleaned with

air as well as having brakes tested and

reservoirs charged in the yard. The com-

pressor was made by the Laidlaw, Dunn,

Bordert Co., of Cincinnati.

The station, shops and yards are now
bting lighted by electricity, with arc and

incandescent lamps, supplied from two

dynamos lately installed.

The car <lepartment at this point has

orders to build 30 box cars of 60,000 lbs.

capacity, with wooden frames, and Buck-

eye trucks; also three standard 4-wliecl

cabooses are in hand. Fifty wofidcn 40.-

cause its finest ingenuities were yet. by

contrast, inferior to nature
—

"the narrow-

est hinge in my hand." Whitman said,

puts to scorn all machinery." One of

the judges of a court in this country finds

the advirlisements of engineering jour-

nals capable of yielding him a whole even-

ing's entertainment. They are illustrated

as fully as the advertisements m popular

magazines. But he complains that he does

not find ihem quite so absorbing as in the

days of the contest between link-and-pin

and vertical-plane car couplers. Then

page after page was filled with rival ex-

ploitations. Finally, aided by the decision

of the Interstate Connnerce Commission,

TRACK I .\YIXC. IN THE WOODS.

"So there is nothing left for me to

do?"

"Yes, there is."

"What it is?"

"When you're nicely slicked up in the

hole, grin and bear it. Tisn't one cint

out of your pocket how much they make

jackasses of themselves, but don't you be

one."

Terrv took his advice.

Chattanooga Shops of the C. N. O.

& T. P.

In addition to the new coal handling

plant now being installed at the Chatta-

nooga shops of the Cincinnati. New Or-

leans and Texas Pacific Railway, the

company has put in a new air compressor

with capacity of 250 ft. of free air per

000 lbs. capacity gondolas are bting con-

verted into side dump ore cars. The in-

creased business of the road has also com-

pelled the company to construct a freight

yard, outside the city limits, capable of

holding about 600 cars, wor'rc on this is

being pushed rapidly.

Fascinations of Machinery.
The fascination of mncliiTiery Nuffers no

decline, as one may see from the number
of citizens who stand interested b?fore the

simplest operations of drills a'ld der.-icks

in the rapid transit subway. The point of

view, as revealed by the comments of the

lookers-on. is that of Ruskin r.ilher than

tl;at of Walt Whitman. To the first a lo-

comotive was full of wonder because it

was so nearly a hunrin thing: to the other

the cleverest mechTiiism was interesting bc-

ihe vertical-plane coupler overcame its

simple, old-fashioned, finger-jamming

cumijetitnr, and the war slopped.—N. Y.

I'niled States Consul B. H. Warner, of

Leipsic, reports to the State Department

that the directors of the Prussian State

railroads have recommended to the Min-

ister of Public Works that a bill be intro-

duced in the Prussian Parliament provid-

ing for the construction of pressed steel

coal cars of 20 tons carrying capacity. The
minister, after giving the matter careful

consideration, has suggested that the pro-

posals be somewhat modified, and as soon

as the bill is amended it is believed that

Prussian State railroads will place pressed

steel cars in commission.
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The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Shops at Collinwood, Ohio.

The (..s|>rcs>iiin "L'|i-li)-(l;iic" is far luo

Iiackiicyul tn fairly express the general

sclicMK- In ccimomic railmad shop con-

striiclioii and c)i)cralii)n which is to 1)0

seen at the L. S. & M. S. town of Col-

linwood, which lies a few miles outside

the city of Cleveland, O. The ground

owned by the company is ample for pres-

ent and future needs and the entire design

of the "works," for so they may be called,

is such that no shop will block the fur-

ther extension of any other as' occasion

may require. The shops arc not only what

the "Lake Shore" need to-day, but are

capable of being made what the larger

A 60-tiin electric crane covers the entire

ana of ibis shop and renders the trans-

portation of material an- easy matter.

Passing from tlie boiler shop to the

right, between a rcjw of steel pillars, but

practically under the same roof, is a belt

of shop tloor 50 ft. wide, containing the

light machine tools, the heavy tools being

arranged still further to the right, this

latter area being served by a 15-ton elec-

tric crane. Next conies the erecting shop,

over which, with a span of 68 ft. a crane

of too tons capacity travels, with a 25-ton

crane serving the same area for individ-

ual parts, but at a lower level. The heavy

machine tloor is 50 ft. wide, and contains

a longitudinal track about 18 ft. from the

in the area set ajjart for the light tools

is the wash room, for the men. This san-

itary department, as it may be called, con-

tains closets, wash basins, etc., which a

modern hotel of good class, might envy.

.Above the wash room are to be arranged

lockers, so that every employee of this

huge establishment will have a safe and

convenient place to keep his clothes. The
grooping of the tools is excellent, all arc

so placed that work as it enters the ma-
chine shop, be it heavy or light, will not

be moved backward and forward as it

goes through various stages, but will pro-

gress in orderly fashion with minimum
handling and movement, toward its final

position.

RAILRO.^D MAKING IN THE WOODS.

requirements ol the luturc may demand.

A neat little brick building close to the

street contains the offices of the master me-

chanic, and in time, when the car depart-

ment moves to Collinwood, the master

car builder will have his headquarters un-

der the same nxif. .At present the loco-

motive department only is represented

principally by a building of three sections

which measure in all 245 ft. front by 532

ft. long. The structure is made of brick

with steel columns supporting the roofs.

The lighting of the shops is excellent,

both from roof and side windows.

.As one enters, the boiler shop i> to the

extreme left and extends the full length

of the structure, and is ^^ ft. wide, the

side wall being pierced by large high win-

dows. The riveter tower is at the far end.

erecting shop posts. .\ll the erecting shop

pit tracks, which are at right angles to the

length of the shop, are extended back so

as to meet this longitudinal track in the

heavy machine shop, and this 18 ft. space

behind engines in the erecting shop be-

comes a most important area for the fit-

ting up of heavy work, the storage of

wheels and the collecting of material from

engines as they are stripped.

The space behind the engines is not

only devoted to assembling the various

parts, but is used for fitting driving boxes

on axles, and other heavy work of a sim-

ilar kind. .\ small jib crane brought to

the workmen by the overhead traveler,

and placed in sockets on one of the shop

posts, provides temporary facilities for

handling heavy pieces.

.\n engine, when booked for general re-

pairs, arrives on the turntable outside the

boiler shop, and is headed in on the cen-

tral cross track and moves forward to the

erecting shop. It is then lifted high in

air by the lOO-ton crane and carried over

others in the shop to the pit upon which

it is to stand. Here the stripping process

i; begun. The parts as they are taken

down are placed in a huge iron basket

which stands on the track behind the pit

in the 18 ft, strip, to which we referred,

and which is claimed by the machine shop.

This basket full of parts is carried by the

crane to the central cross track, over

which is moves to the spaces on either side

of the turntable, where it is lowered in'"

cleaning vats, and sunk in a liquid which

eats off the grease and dirt in short order.
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The basket wlien drawn up out of this

vat is placed so that each part can be sent

at once to the machines where the first re-

pair operation is performed. As each ar-

ticle is completed it moves to the appro-

priate space behind its own engine.

All the tools are electrically driven,

those in the heavy machine department

each by a separate motor, the light ma-

chines are groop driven. The Crocker-

Wheeler Company have furnished the

necessary electric equipment. The heat-

ing and ventilating system has been put

in by the Buffalo Forge Co., and is such

that in the winter warm air is blown into

the shop through a number of pipes, placed

In the smithy the Buffalo Forge Com-
pany's down draft forges are to be seen,

so that smoke will be unknown in the

blacksmiths' shop. Two large Acme bull-

doscrs are at present in place in this shop.

In the matter of smoke disposal the

erecting shop is decidedly up to date.

When it is necessary to fire up a boiler

for testing or other purposes, a galvanized

iron pipe with easy curve, leading from

the smoke stack to the fioor. is put on by

the crane. A cover plate in the floor is

removed and this at once connects the

galvanized iron pipe with a long tube run-

ning the full length of the shop, which

terminates in an exliauster. and not only

grasp sonu of tlie modern refinements in

machine design or capacity which our

leading tOLil makers have been able to de-

velop in that commercial rivalry in which

all are engaged, and which means the "sur-

vival of the fittest'' in the highly special-

ized work now required by a prosperous,

busy, dividend-paying workshop, such as

that of the Lake Shore and Michigan

Southern.

That superb equipment and carefully

designed shop facilities are not the "be

all and end all" of shop economics, is evi-

denced by a study of this company's

methods. The Lake Shore people intend

that wli;it lias been provided, shall be

if
I*-

KAILHOAU MAKING IN THE WOOD.t..

at regular intervals, and in the summer
cool air is supplied in a similar manner.

The power house and store house stand

on the erecting shop side of the establish-

ment, and are so placed that when the car

shops are built, (the foundations of which

are laid), both store and power house

will be in a central position 'for the dis-

tribution of material, and of compressed

air and electricity to all portions of the

plant. The foundations for the air com-

pressors and dynamos are very heavy,

solid masonry piers, extending about l8

ft. below the floor level of the power

house. The boiler room is supplied with

link-belt conveyors for ashes and coal,

and a chain grate mechanical stoker feeds

the furnaces.

draws all the smoke out of the shop, but

enables the engine to be "nred up" from

cold water in about one hour and thirty

minutes. The time-honored custom of

filling a whole shop with a murky cloud

because one boiler has to b; tested is a

thing of the past at Collinwood.

The entire equipment in the shops is

new, only one or two of the most modern

tools from the old shop in Cleveland have

been considered of sufficient capacity to

find a place on the floor of a shop which

has been stocked with the best and latest

designs from the works of the leading ma-

chine tool makers of the United States.

It was humorously said that some of the

most skilled machinists in the company's

employ have been for a time at a loss to

worked to the very best advantage. For

that purpose they intend to introduce a

new system in the erecting shop, which for

want of a better name may be called the

"house building" system. It is briefly

this : A certain number of erecting shop

pits are to be placed under charge of a

gang foreman. This gang foreman will

be held responsible for expeditious work
on his pits. He will have men to strip

engines and handle material, but when the

erecting work comes on, he will receive

visits from certain gangs, who will do cer-

tain work all over the shop, and do it all

the time. He will, when required, have

the gang, work for him, who have handled

all the wheels in the shop, another gang

will do the boiler mounting work, still an-
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other gang will put up piping, another will

ctpiip the engine with air l)rakes, another

will set the valves, and so on. Each gang

will do its own work ahv:iys and all the

time all over the shop. Ihe gang boss

will arrange with the general foreman as

to when certain kinds of work will l)e

done. While on his pits, he will be the

master of each gang, bnt when they go

their way, he will know thein no more

for the time. The system is as if one had

-a house to build, and should know when

to get the lathers in, when the plasterers,

the gas fitters, the paper hangers, the

painters, etc. No set of'-artisans should

interfere with one anollu-r. none should

the various gangs. The determining if a

suggestion is good or bad will rest with

him. If good, he is to have drawings

made and submitted to the master me-

chanic, if approved, he will get the "rig"

made and put in operation and report up-

on its degree of cxcdllerfce. ' He might

perhaps be called the "sKbp^l^ink expert,"

tliough a more appropriate' title may be

decided upon. The point is, however,

that the Lake Shore people are in the

market, so to speak, for "brains," and the

man who shows he has some will be rec-

ognized. That is another way of being

"up to date," and perhaps one which in

the long run will help pay dividends.

4 1-6 round trips between the earth and

the moon. In all these years no passen-

ger riding behind it has suffered any ac-

cident. It has been out of service only

12 per cent, of its lime and has cost for

maintenance i.28d. per mile run. It has

in twenty years burned 27,486 tons of

coal, or 32 pounds per mile, and has

evaporated 204,711 tons of water. It hat

made 186 odd trips as occasion required,

and early in August it completed 5,312

round trips between Manchester and

London, and so is probably qualified to

tell a "tale of two cities" in its own
steady-going fashion. The trains pulled

arc very light.

R.\II.ROAD MAKING IN THE WILD WOODS.

be too early, and so become idle, and none

too late, .^t Collinwood sufficient gangs

to handle the work will be provided, but

the gang boss will have to see that the

required material for each has been got

ready, and that each gang works without

hindrance. Each doing its quota, and mov-
ing on. steadily, regularly, quickly and

economically. In this way maximum out-

put will be secured without fuss, rush or

delay.

A new functionary will also be put in

charge of a very important feature of work
all through the shop. He has no definite

•name at present. His duty will be to

look into all suggestions for tools, rigs or

appliances for expeditiously doing work.

suggested by machinists or members of

which is what the mechanical department

officials of the Lake Shore and Michigan

Southern have in view just now.

An "Uncommercial Traveller."

.\ very notable engine on the London

and North-Western Railway has just com-

pleted twenty years of active service.

The "Charles Dickens" was turned out

of the company's shops at Crewe in 1882,

and is well known to persons who travel

lietween Manchester and London. Dur-

ing the time it has been on the road it

has made two million miles, which, com-

pared with the average in England of

20,000 miles per year, equals 100 years of

service. The mileage made amoimts to

Things Left in Cars.

Scotch people are reputed to be very

careful in clinging to their possessions,

but there must be many exceptions if we
are to judge by a report recently pub-

lished by the Glasgow Tramway Corpora-

tion. The report says:

It is interesting to note that during the

year 7,258 articles were left on cars, of

which 1,162 were umbrellas, 814 bags, 294

baskets, 725 parcels of clothing, 577 purses,

16 watches, and 32 sums of money. The

articles claimed" at the tramway office num-
bered 4.235. and the remainder were sent

to the Central Police Office. The own-
ers of American cars do not bother the

police to look after the articles left in

anv of their cars.
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The Future Engineer.

"Are we taking the right course to

educate the coming engineer to tliat

state of efficiency at which he must ar-

rive in order to become useful as well as

ornamental?" so spoke Mr. F. W. Dyer
at a recent meeting of the North-West
Railway Club. The usual course, he

said, is to make engineers out of wipers.

Neatness is one of the qualifications of

an engineer. Is the pit the place to in-

culcate neatness in the future engineer?

Wiping is not conducive to neatness; a

man surrounded by filth soon becomes
accustomed to it. The wiper also comes
in close contact with the fireman and his

ear is open to all this worthy ni;ij' say

in disparagement of the engine and

things in general, and may let ignorant

prejudice rule his actions when promoted
to the position of fireman.

The speaker proposed that only those

be prompted as firemen who have had at

least one year's experience as helper to

a roundhouse machinist. He believed

the future engineer should learn how an

engine was constructed by jacking up en-

gines, taking off steam-chest covers, tak-

ing down rods, dissecting air-brake

pumps, and, in fact, every portion of the

engine that is dissected in a roundhouse.

1 his would certainly give a helper an op-

portunity to learn a great deal about an

engine in one year. When he became an

engineer he would know how to report

work advantageously, as well as know
how to fix up a disabled engine.

ihe smaller end being a solid blunt point

about the usual staybolt size and thread-

ed. The larger end may be any desired

diameter, though 2 in. is the preferred

size. The hole in the inside sheet of the

firebox is to be cut to receive the larger

end. .\ copper ring is placed over the

tube before its insertion, and when the

stay is screwed home in the outer sheet

the copper ring covers the joint between

cone and sheet. The larger end is then

rolled, and flanged down over the ring

and the smaller end is riveted in the

usual way. This form of hollow stay is

intended to provide increased heating

surface.

gazed out ni the corner of his eye at the

approaching hat and the flowers were his.

One quick bite with his old. yellow, dull

teeth put the flowtrs in his mouth and

jerked the li.it from the lady's head. She

screamed, and the hat fell to the curl>

from where it was rescued, a little disor-

dered, by one of her companions. "It was

the bright-colored flowers that did it,"

said one companion sympathizingly. "No>

it was her perfume," said the other. "I

don't care what it was." replied the lady^

looking ruefully at the damaged hat.

"I've half a mind to cry, anyway." The
old horse looked sheepish. The ladjr

Inoked—will, very angry, indeed.

A ROAD INSPECTION AUTOMOBILE.

We understand that the Southern Pa-

cific Railway Company, in connection with

the Rock Island, has adopted the Consol-

idated ".\.\le Light" system of electric

lights and fans for electrically lighting

and ventilating all the new cars to con-

stitute the "Golden Gate Limited," which

goes into service between Chicago and

California in November. This is the

same system of electric car lighting that

is used on the "Twentieth Century Lim-
ited" of the New York Central & Lake
Shore, the "Pennsylvania Limited" and on

the best trains of many other leading rail-

way lines, as well as on all private Pull-

man cars. One of the advantages of the

".\xle Light" system is that each car car-

ries its own lighting apparatus, making
its own electricity as it moves, with the

power taken from the revolving car axle

and storing up sufficient electricity in bat-

teries underneath the car to keep it il-

luminated while stationary, so that, no
matter if the car should be detached from
the main train and sent to some other

point, it is always electrically lighted.

A New Hollow Staybolt.

A new form of hollow staybolt has

been designed by a fireman on the B. &
O.. Mr. J. D. Shaeffer. The stay is in

the form of a short, hollow, conical tube.

The Horse's Histake.

I Ic was only an old gray plug—a Pitts-

burg cab-horse of long experience. Many
years ago he spent his colthood on a But-

ler county farm, in a large green pasture

where grew pretty fresh ferns and sweet-

scented, bright-colored flowers. That was
long ago, and was only a memory now

;

and although the dirty cobble-stones and

smutty bricks of Pittsburg had been his

only scenery for thirty odd years, the

bright colors and sweet scents of the pas-

ture were still his in memory. He stood

dozing by the curb at the foot of the steps

leading up into Carnegie Hall. The beau-

tiful pasture memories were doubtless the

theme of his day-dreain.

One of the Air Brake Convention

ladies, accompanied by two others and

wearing a spring hat of wondrous

millinery design and resplendant colors,

came jauntily down the steps from ttie

organ recital on her way to her carriage.

She unsuspectingly approached danger-

ously near the dozing cab-horse. His eyes

suddenly opened wide at the sight of the

bright flowers on the lady's hat as did his

nostrils to her perfume of violets or wild

rose. Instantly he became a transformed

creature. His drooping head rose high.

The old bent knees straightened out and

the curve left his backbone. He was a

colt again in his native pasture, as he

Internal Combustion Hotor for Rail-

ways.

In a small way the oil motor is invad-

ing the domain of steam, a car for track

inspection purposes having been con-

structed by Mr, F. R. Simms, principal of

the Simms Jilanufacturing Co., Ltd., Lon-

don. The motor is of 7 h.p. and is capa-

ble of propelling the car at a speed up to-

30 miles an hour, its stock of fuel, which

may be either gasoline or kerosene, being

sufficient for 200 miles. The motor is

fitted with the Simms-Bosch magneto-

electric ignition gear by means of which,.

and constant level fuel feed, the action is

entirely automatic. The transmission is

l)y gear of Panhard type, giving three

speeds up to the ma.ximnm, either back-

ward of forward. This form of vehicle

will probably find a sphere of usefulness-

soon.

A smaller vehicle for the same purpose

is doing good service in South Africa on>

the Sir Lawry's Pass and Caledon line.

It was built by De Dion-Bouton, Ltd., of

London, and is fitted with one of their

.3 i-2-h.p. water-cooled motors, which is-

capable of maintaining a speed of 20 miles-

an hour.

The makers of American hand cars

might find a useful suggestion in this;

one.
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Air=Brake Department.
CONDUCTED BY F. M. NEI/LIS.

Combined Automatic and Straight

Air-Brake.

The combined automatic and straight

air-brake which we ilkistrate herewith,

is a device containing much merit. As
will be seen, and as its name implies, the

combined brake is a double brake, con-

taining both the straight air and auto-

matic features. It was originally de-

signed for switch engines whose peculiar

work required them to handle trains

made up and equipped with automatic

brakes, and also to do switching in the

yards, where the straight air brake is

inore serviceable.

The automatic brake has never been

thoroughly satisfactory for switch en-

and has rcnilercii possible the handling

of trains with air brakes on exceedingly

steep grades where it was formerly im-

possible to do it without the assistance

of hand brakes.

As will be seen from the illustration,

the device is quite simple. To operate

it, both brakes should be cut in and kept

ready for cither kind of an application.

When the automatic brake is used, the

straight air brake valve should be left

in release position. When using the

straight air brake the automatic brake

valve should be left in running position.

There is no cutting in or cutting out of

either brake when it is desired to use

the otlicr. llic double check valves in the

to riperatc both his controller and hand-

brake, and at the same time to keep a

lookout on the track ahead.

Doubtless there is sufiicient occasion

for the complaint of this correspondent;

but rather than supply an extra mart to

ride on the forward platform of the or-

dinary streets car to merely apply the

hand-brake, it would seem much better

to equip the car with power brakes. In-

asmuch that power brakes are so rapidly

coming into general use for street cars,

it would seem that more attention should

be given to this subject. While the sug-

gested remedy of our correspondent

would not seem the best one available,

still it all goes to prove the inadequacy
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gine service, inasmuch that its applica-

tion is indirect and tardy and the release

is somewhat slow. The breaking power
cannot be increased or diminished as

readily as it can with the straight air

brake. Therefore the straight air brake

is much more preferable for switch en-

gine service than the automatic.

Recently the combined automatic and

straight air brake has found its way into

a new field not originally designed lor

it. and lias proven itself very satisfac-

tory. This new field is in long freight

train service where it is desirable to hold

the slack of the train bunched during a

release or slow down of the train, so

there will be no jerk, due to the head

brakes releasing while the rear brakes

remain set.

Still another field in which it has

proved itself useful is that of mountain

service, where the straight air brake on

the engine and tender may be held ap-

plied, steadying and holding the speed

of the train, while the brakes on the cars

are recharging. In this service the new
device has made itself valuable indeed.

pipe to the brake cylinders being auto-

matic in their action. When the straight

air brake is applied, the double check

will automatically close commimication

to the automatic brake. When the auto-

matic brake is used, the double check

valve will again automatically close, cut-

ting out the straight air brake. This

device is even now doing good work on

a number of roads, promises to be quite

extensively used, not only for switching

service, for which it was originally de-

signed, but for long freight train work

and also work on heavy mountain

grades.

of hand brakes for street cars in con-

gested cities and the need of power

brakes for that class of service.

Why Not a Power Brake?

We have been appealed to by a corre-

spondent to agitate the question of an

extra motorman on the street cars of

New York and Brooklyn in order that

greater protection may be given to per-

sons crossing the streets. Our corre-

spondent complains that numbers of peo-

ple, and especially children, are yearly

injured by the inability of the motorman

Two Air Pump Stories.

The marked superiority of the 9 1-2-

in. pump over the 8-in., when the former

came into the air brake field several

years ago, w'as greatly pleasing to rail-

road men in general. Particularly was

the feature of greater capacity valued,

as air-braked freight trains were then

beginning to become quite long. One
engineer on the Southern Pacific in Cal-

ifornia, however, failed to appreciate

greater capacity and found a grievance

against the 9 1-2-in. pump which he re-

ported on the work book as follows:

"New 9 i-2-in. pump jams more wind

than three 8-in. pumps. But take it oflF!

It leaves the air, on my side of the en-

gine, so thin and makes my asthma so

bad I can't breathe. Put it on the left

hand side, or take the d—n thing ofl al-

together."

Now that the ii-in. pump has been ap-
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plied to some few engines, a story has

been found for it. A Santa Fe engineer

at Argentine, Kan., had an engine with a

9 i-2-in. pump, and was coupled to eighty

cars of air, whose train line was leaking

a little worse than usual. He had been

pumping about ten minutes and had gotten

only a few pounds. His pump was tear-

ing along like a race horse. Beside him,

on the next track, was a new Schenec-

tady engine with an ii-in. pump and

"Hey! there—you, Jim! throw that

swiich, and let me pull up a few .car

lengths! Let me get Lway from this

cj—n ii-in. pump. It has sucked up all

the air around here and I can't' get any.

Let me pull up to where it is thicker

and fresh! D—n the ii-in. inmip—when

you haven't got it
!"

Railtoay $ LaeomoUvt Engintiring

FIG. 1.-SIGNAL PIPING.

coupled to eighty-six air cars with train

line in fairly good condition.

With a dull "choomi choom!

choom!" as leisurely and lazily as the

step of a railroad tramp on a hot day,

the ii-in. stroked for about five minutes

and then shut down with 90 and 70 in the

main reservoir and train line, respective-

ly. The engineer looked fiercely at the

Reducing
Valve/

X"Tratn Signal Pipe

Saitiea^ i Locvnutive Imj/ntttnag

FIG. .•).- SIGNAL PIPING.

il-in. pump resting quietly after finish-

ing its work, and then turned around to

his 9-in., which was still racing, and was

smoking at the packing nuts. Suddenly

a thought struck him, and he ran for-

ward and called to the switchman:

Arrangement of Piping for Signaling

Apparatus.

Briefly stated, the principle of the air

signaling apparatus is to make a quick,

sharp discharge at any of the several

car discharge valves in the train. This

discharge produces a reduction of pres-

sure in the train line, and all the air in

the line, from the foremost point to

leave its own immediate position and

travel toward the point where the dis-

charge was made and where the pressure

is lowest. The air on top of the rubber

diaphragm in the signaling valve being

pipe line air, will reduce in pressure the

same as at any other point in the pipe.

This permits the undisturbed pressure on

the under side of the diaphram to raise

it up and cause a blast at the whistle.

The supply of pressure to recharge the

whistle line must come from the main

reservoir, through the reducing valve.

It is important, therefore, that the re-

ducing valve be so located that it will

not interfere with the reduction made in

the signal line before that reduction

reaches the signal valve, or else it will

annul the reduction and there will be no

blast at the whistle. The sketches here-

with show four of the principal methods

used in putting up piping for the air sig-

naling device on locomotives.

Fig. I is the first and oldest style.

There is no pilot pipe in this arrange-

ment. The reducing valve is too near

the signal line pipe, and could, with a

longer pipe to the signal valve, inter-

cept the reduction made back in the

train before it reaches the signal valve.

With this method of piping the first blast

might follow, but the second and third

would not, unless their reductions were

quite heavy and the train short.

Fig. 2 is the next method. With it

the signal would respond if the reduc-

tion was made in the train behind the

tender, but might not if the train was

ahead of the pilot.

Fig. 3 is the proper method of piping,

where the main reservoir is under the

foot board of the cab. This arrangement

will give an equally good blast of the

whistle regardless of whether the re-

duction be made back of the tender or

ahead of the pilot.

Fig. 4 is the best arrangement, where

the main reservoir is ahead of the fire-

box, and, like the arrangement shown in

Fig. 3, the whistle will blow equally

well, whether the train be back of the

tender or ahead of the pilot.

Automatic Driver Brake Retainer.

This device, illustrated herewith, is in-

tended to keep the train bunched after

the train brakes have been released, in

order to prevent the shock to the 'train

on the second application of the brakes,

and also to prevent the trai:, from possi-

ble breaking in two, when the train

brakes have been released, caused by the

forward end of the train surging ahead,

while brakes are not fully released on

signal Wttre

J
Whistle

Jfaiii Reservoir

*4-To Train

FIG.

% Train Sigmil I-i/ir

o—SIGNAL PIPING.

Pilol

tni/xnecrinu

rear end. It is made to do its work

from the movement of the brake valve

handle, instead of turning up and down

the handle of the ordinary pressure re-

tainer by hand. D is the weighted re-

taining valve, C the cock which opens

and closes the free outlet of the pipe,

B its handle, and A the extension of the

brake valve handle.

The retainer is connected to the brake

valve handle, and is operated by its

movement. The pressure is retained in

the driver brake cylinder when the brake

valve handle is in full release position,

and released when the brake valve handle

is in running position.

When the brake valve is brought to

full release, the handle should be left in

said position until all brakes on the train

have been released. In this position IS

pounds of pressure is held in the drive

brake cylinder, which keeps the train

bundled.

Railuiaji i Locvmotife EnginMrinfi

^j( Train Signal Pipe

FIG. 4.—SIGNAL PIPING.

In the event of making an application

of brakes, and it is not desired to come

to a stop, the brake valve can be brought

to full release and returned to running

position, which will release all brakes,

including the driver brake.
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Emergency Tests of Air Brakes.

After reading the article in Ortolur

issue of Locomotive Engineeuinc, on

the "Emergency Test of Air Bral<es," by

E. G. Desoc, I am inclined to somewhat

differ with him. Of course, if the emer-

gency application is made :il terminals in

AUTOMATIC IJRIVKR HRAKK RETAININC.
VAI.VE.

the ordinary testing of the brakes as well

as the service api)lication, we will always

be sure that the train pipe is practically

wide open all the way through. This

test will insure the operation of the quick

action parts, just as he says it will.

It has been my experience that the

stop cocks work shut or partly shut very

seldom in service; but nevertheless it

would take but one nearly closed cock

instead of carelessly making up the train

and then making an emergency applica-

tion to prove that all cocks arc open. I

believe care in making up the train is

much better, and it would not be so ex-

pensive on rods, levers, and emergency

parts of the triple as the method Mr.

Desoe proposes. Otto Best,

Gen'l A. B. Inspr., N. C. & St. L. Ry.

Nashville, Tcnn.

spond to the variation in pressure of the

air in the train pipe, so as to quickly re-

lieve or bleed the cylinder when it is de-

sired to release the brakes so that the lat-

ter will be quick in their releasing action.

AUTOMATIC URIVER HRAKK RETAIN-
ING VALVE.

Drivers Sliding with Engine Reversed.

It h.Ts ap|)o.ircd in your paper several

limes, and air brake men know it gen-

erally, that it is harder to slide a wheel

at high speed than when the train is

nearly stopped. It is also claimed that

the engine should not be reversed when

the driver brake is set, as that will slide

the drivers.

Now, suppose we are running along

fifty miles an hour, and discover a rock

or something on the track ahead and

want to make the shortest stop possible.

The speed of your train is high and just

then it is about impossible to slide wheels

when you set your brakes. Why not

help make the stop quicker by reversing

the engine until your speed comes down

to twenty miles an hour, say, and then

throw her ahead again before the speed

gets slower where the danger of wheel

sliding begins? This would make a

shorter stop and wouldn't slide the driv-

ers. I would like to know if any oi

your readers have tried this.

.'\lbert M. Jones.

Southern Ry.

Atlanta. Ca.

llaUwajf ^ L'jcomMtitt &tfftmtgHll^

SII.VEXE RETAINING AND RELEASE;
VAI.VE.

With these ends in view the invention.

consists essentially of a release valve,

embodying in its construction two pis-

tons of differential areas, comprising be-

tween their opposing ends a chamber
which is in communication with the train

to render the quick action feature in-

operative. The foundation brake gear

is plenty strong enough for the usual

service operations of the brakes and for

an occasional emergency application, but

I doubt very much if it is strong enough

to stand very long the continued strain

of emergency tests of the brake at ter-

minals, such as Mr. Desoe advocates.

Is not the emergency feature of the tri-

ple valve certain enough that we will

not need to make a test of it each time

with a service test?

It has been my experience that a part-

ly closed angle cock will not generally

sufficiently retard the flow of air pressure

in the train pipe to prevent quick action.

I think the examination of the ordinary

train in operation will disclose the fact

that you will find in the train a number

of angle cocks which are no more^ than

three-quarters open, and yet it is possi-

ble to get an emergency application of

the brakes. I have gotten the emergency

application on cars where the angle

cock was only half open. But. of

course, all cocks should be wide open:

but would not the better plan be to take

additional pains when making up the

train and see that the cocks are all open.

RaStpaf i LveuminU* Emginm, iitg

PROPOSED SLACK ADJUSTER .\RRANGEMEXT FOR PASSENGER BRAKE.

The Silvene Retaining and Release

Valve.

The purpose of the present invention is

the provision of a relief valve for the air

cylinders of automatic brake mechanism,

which will be self-acting and quickly re-

pipe, the smaller piston closing two pas-

sages, the one leading to the brake cylin-

der, the other to the outer air.

The improvement consists essentially of

the novel features and the combination of

the parts which hereinafter will be more
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fully described and claimed and which are lower portion of the part 3 and coinnni-

shown in the annexed drawing, which is a nicatos with an annular chamber, 9. A
vertical central section of a valve con- relief passage, 10, leads from the cham-

structcd in accordance with and embody- ber, 9, and is designed to carry off the

ing the essential principles of the inven- spent air from the brake cylinder when
tion. it is desired to release the brakes. The

IMPROVED HAND BRAKE I-OR FI,AT CARS.

The valve case is composed of two
parts, 2 and 3, which are secured to-

gether by bolts or other fastenings, pass-

ing through the opposing flange ends.

The upper part, 2, is closed at the other

end, which end is centrally apertured and

internally threaded to receive a set screw,

4. The lower part, 3, is provided with a

nipple, a, by means of which communica-
tion is had with the brake cylinder and

with a lateral opening, b. which makes
connection with the train pipe, B. The
upper part of the bore of the part 3 is

larger than the lower part of the said

bore and between the two is provided a

chamber, C. which is about opposite the

opening, b. Two pistons, E and D, are

connected or form part of a valve stem,

5, which latter is projected into the

chamber formed in the part 2, and re-

ceives a coiled spring, 6, which is con-

fined between the piston, E, and a

piston, D, is constructed to close the pas-

sages 8 and 10 at the proper time, so as

to prevent the escape of the air when tlie

brakes are applied.

The operation of the invention is as

follows: The opening, b, as herein

stated, is connected with a train pipe, the

air pressure within which is usually about

70 pounds. The set screw, 4, is adjusted

to create a forward pressure on the pis-

ton, E, through the spring 6 of say, about

20 pounds. Under normal conditions the

upward pressure on the piston, E, is about

61.85 pounds, and on the piston, D, plus

the twenty pounds pressure of the spring

6, sixty pounds. Hence it will be seen

that the upward pressure is in excess of

the downward pressure by about 1.85, and

therefore the pistons E and D will occu-

py the highest position, leaving the pas-

sages 8 and 10 open. On the application

of the brakes tlie pressure in the train

8 and 10, during the time that the brakes

are applied. When the pressure in the

train pipe assumes its normal condition

the upward pressure will again exceed

the downward pressure, and the pistons

D and E will quickly reverse their posi-

tion and uncover the passages 8 and 10

and permit the bleeding of the brake cyl-

inder. It will be observed tliat the valve

is wholly automatic in its action and that

the position of the pistons depends solely

upon the pressure in the train pipe.

Figure i will show the way to charge

and recharge the train pipe. Suppose the

train pipe was at 70 pounds pressure, and

Figure I set at 74 pounds, and the en-

gineer made a reduction of 9 pounds,

you would then have 19 pounds in the

brake cylinder. If the engineer wishes

to take 5 pounds pressure off the brake

cylinder, he would recharge the train

pipe with 4 pounds pressure, through the

three-way cock, and at the same time the

4 pounds pressure comes out through

the three-way cock, and Figure I will

close the e.xhaust port, still leaving 14

pounds pressure in the brake cylinder

with the train pipe recharged. When the

engineer wants to release his brakes he

puts 4 pounds in the train pipe and keeps

it on about 10 seconds. If he should find

some brakes stuck he would hold the 4

pounds pressure longer.

Figure i would make a good retaining

valve for the driving brake and tender

brake. Yours truly,

Tony Silvene.
Victoria, B. C.

An Improved Hand Brake.

I have invented certain new and use-

ful improvements in brake-stands for cars.

My invention relates to brake-stands for

railway cirs, the same residing particular-

LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR ARRANGEMENT OK THE SILVENE RELEASE AND RETAINING VALVE.

flanged nut. 7, held in engagement witli

the inner end of the set screw, 4. The
two pistons, D and E, are in axial align-

ment and fit steam tight within their re-

spective bores.

The passage, 8, is provided in the nip-

ple and communicates with the brake cyl-

inder, but extends vertically through the

pipe is reduced and the upward pressure

on the piston E will be about 53.01 and

the downward pressure on the piston D,

35.24 plus 20 pounds, the pressure of the

spring, or a total of 55.24 pounds. It will

be seen that the downward pressure ex-

ceeds the upward, hence the pistons will

move downward and close the passages

ly in a novel means of mounting the brake-

staff whereby it may be swung from a

vertical to a horizontal position without

throwing it out of operative connection

with the brakes.

In the loading of freight cars, it is fre-

quently found necessary or desirable to

have the load project beyond one or both
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ends of the car, and as llic brakc-slatTs

arc ordinarily located at llie ends of the

car, it is necessary to discoinicct the same,

and thereby render it impossible to oper-

ate the hand brake. By my invention I

provide for simply changing the position

of the brake-staff when it is desirable to

have the load project beyond the end of

the car, so that the same is out of the

way, but is still capable of throwing the

hand brake into operation.

John VV. Plunkett.

Manchester, I 'a.

OlESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air Brake Subjects.

(202) E. R. B., Baltimore, Md.. writes:

What would happen if tlie small port

in the steam valve at the governor was

to stop up? A.— It would make no dif-

ference so far as the operation of the

pump is concerned, except that the con-

densation would be liable 10 accumulate

and freeze in the pump.

(203) A. M. J.. Atlanta, Ga., asks:

How many different kinds of Westnig-

house air pumps has there been made?

A.—Including experimental pumps, there

have been quite a number made; but

regular commercial air pumps, that is,

pumps for steam locomotives, have been

confined to four kinds, which are, 6-in.,

8-in., 9 1-2-in., and ii-iii.

(204) A. M. J., Atlanta. Ga.. asks:

Does the Westinghouse people make

other kinds of air pumps than those for

engines? A.—Yes, they make motor

driven pumps, and also a.xle driven

pumps for electric cars. They also sup-

ply air pumps of the 8-in. and 9 1-2-in.

kinds, with larger steam or air cylinders,

for all kinds of work requiring very low

or very high air pressures.

(205) E. R. B., Baltimore, Md.. writes:

What is the small port through the

steam valve of the air pump governor

for? A.—This small port permits live

steam to pass into the pump when the

steam valve has been closed by the oper-

ative parts of the governor, and keeps

the pump moving slowly, thereby pre-

venting condensation of the steam and

the settling of water which is liable to

freeze up in cold weather.

(206') D. J. McC, Savannah. Ga .

writes:

I am aware that as the brake shoes

wear out, the piston travel on that car

wull increase. How much is this in-

crease? A.—The increased piston travel

will vary according to the leverage on

the car. On cars where the leverage is

high, that is. where the power is multi-

plied between the brake cylinder and the

brake shoes, say ten or twelve times,

the increase in piston travel will be

twice as great as on a car whose lever-

age is only five or six; that is, increases

five or six times through the lever-

age.

(207) O. II. I!.. Dayton, O., writes:

I have noticed a number of metal

brake bcatns which are bent at that

point just inside of where the brake shoe

head is fastened to the beam. Docs this

indicate a weakness at that particular

point in the beam? A.—Not always.

Sometimes the stepping block on the

rail in track sheds and stations arc of

such a form and so located that when a

car is backed up into the sheds and

against this block, the block will strike

the beam at that point, producing the

bend, and virtually ruining the beam.

Sometimes the beam is structurally

weak at this point.

(208) E. K. B.. Baltimore. Md.. writes:

(l) Hoiv much of a figure does the

engine truck brake really cut in a train

of six or seven cars? (2) Have any tests

been actually made and data obtained

on this point? A.— (l) Yes, quite a

iHimbcr of reliable tests have been made,

and all go to show the superior advan-

tages of the truck brake. One of the

actual stops which has been made with

an engine, tender and six cars, 70-pound

train pipe pressure, was made a few

years ago on the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Ship Road, Pa. The data for this

stop is as follows. Speed. 60 miles per

hour. Level track. Coaches braked to

go per cent, of their light weiglit: ten

der braked to go per cent, of its light

weight, and engine equipped with for-

ward truck brake and driver brake. On
a level grade the stop with the engine

and truck brake both cut in was 1,514

ft. Without the truck brake the stop

was made in 1.612 ft. This proves the

truck brake to be a very material ad-

vantage.

(209) C. J. M.. Reading, Pa., writes:

On some of our passenger engines the

signal whistle will blow when the cord

is pulled if the engine is running for-

ward, pulling its train, but will not blow

if the engine is' running backward, pull-

ing the train. A.—The cause of this is

doubtless due to the fact that the engine

complained of has the old style of signal

piping, in which a branch pipe leaves the

signal pipe near the main reservoir,

which is back of the cylinder saddles and

between the frames, to connect with the

reducing valve. Further back another

branch pipe leads to the signal valve.

This arrangement places the reducer

nearer to the car discharge valve when

the engine is backing up, and the reduc-

tion made in the pipe is absorbed while

passing the branch to the reducing valve

and before it reaches the signal valve.

When the engine is running forward, the

reduction in the signal pipe first affects

the signal valve, which responds as it

should, and does not give the reducing

valve a chance to operate until after the

whistle valve does its work.

(2io> T. L. B., Boston, Mass., writes:

Is there any special retaining valve for

driver brakes t<i hold in the slack in the

train when making a stop, and then re-

leasing, that is reliable and will do its

work? I have been using an ordinary

15-lb. retaining valve on my engine

to hold the slack in and keep the train

bunched, but it seems too light and does
not hold all of the slack in. It seems to

me that a heavier valve of this kind could
be used to give better results. Possibly

some air brake men that you know of are

using another kind of a retaining valve

that will do the work better. A.—The
15-lb. retaining valve has been used by a

number of air brake men and others on
driver brakes, but the general complaint

seems to be that they do not hold
enough, that a large part at the slack

runs out and produces a jerk. The best

thing we know of is the new Westing-
house straight air attachment to the au-

tomatic brake on the engine, which holds

the driver brake set on the engine, while

the slack is held in the train, and also

keeps the engine brakes set while the

train brakes are recharging on grades.

Several roads are using the device and

speak loudly in praise of it.

(211) T. S. W., New Zealand.

I am running a Baldwin engine. Class

W. D.. 6-wheel coupled. 4-whecl Bogie.

under training end. and .single-wheel

Bogie under leading end. When I am
coupled to a train of about 40 wagons,

and when I make a service application

of from 10 to 15 lbs. reduction, and the

train stops, it always stops with a jerk.

as if the brakes are set on rear end, and

allows the front portion to run. causing

it to stop with a sudden jerk. On the

engine no jerk is felt, but by the

guard in rear end there is. Train is

fitted with Westinghouse quick action

triples. Every brake is working through-

out the train. I may also state I have

no trouble from any jerk when I have

from 15 to 20 wagons. It is only when
I have between 20 and 40 wagons on.

Could you kindly explain the cause?

I carry 65 lbs. in the train pipe

and 100 lbs. in the main reser-

voir. A.—It would be better to

hold the brakes set until the train

is brought to a standstill. A retaining

valve on your driver brake, to hold the

slack bunched, would probably give you

good service. Or. better still, the new

Westinghouse combined straight air-

automatic brake, illustrated and de-

scribed elsewhere in this department,

would prevent your trouble.

Every intelligent man wishes to be

able to figure out problems connected

with his business. Shop men and others

engaged in mechanical occupations

ought to possess Workshop Arithmetic.

If you want this useful book send us 25

cents in stamps.
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What Tonnage Rating Really Is.

If a locomotive were coupled up to a

steel cable, which passed over a pulley

and down a well, the draw-bar pull

minus the friction of the pulley

would be represented by the weight it

could draw up out of the well, when

working on level track. This would be

measured in tons. When the locomotive

is coupled up to a train, this same draw-

bar pull is all it can exert. If the cars

were attached to the cable, the weight

which the engine drew up out of the

well, would haul the train toward the

mouth of the well. This is draw-bar

pull, and it is spoken of as being so many

tons.

A car standing on a level track weighs

perhaps 20 tons. There are 5 tons carried

by each axle, and 5 tons is then said to

be the "axle load." This 20-ton car does

not require anything like a pull of 20 tons

to move it along the track. It is not be-

ing lifted out of a well. Draw-bar pull,

and train weight, are not interchangeable

terms. They mean very different things,

but they are related in a certain way, as

will appear later.

Whatever it takes to move the car, one

would expect that two cars would re-

quire twice as much pull to move them,

and so on. Theoretically this is true, but

in practice on the road, a long train in-

troduces conditions not present with a

short train. In passing over grades and

round curves, long trains behave different-

ly to short ones, because a long train

may, on occasion, bind on three or four

curves at the same time, or it may have

the greater part of its length on two up

grades at once, and only a short central

portion on a down grade. These condi-

tions seriously affect the engine's ability

lo get the long train over the road. Mere
length of train, then, must be acknowl-

edged as a factor in the real problem of

hauling cars.

.•\nother factor is that of axle load. For

any given weight of train, the fewer lln^

axles the load rests on, the better for the

engine. It has been proved by experi-

nioiit, that an engine capable of hauling,

as a maximum, 700 tons total weight ot

train, distributed in 10 cars of 70 tons

each, cannot haul the same total weight

when distributed in 70 cars of 10 tons

each. It does not matter to the engine

how much of the 700 tons may be tare,

and how much, paying load, but what does

matter, and what the engine plainly shows

by stalling, that it feels, is that the first

mentioned 700 tons hauled, stood on 40

axles, and the last 700 tons not hauled,

was borne by 280 axles. Therefore for

any given load, the fewer axles which

have to be turned, against journal and

wheel flange friction, the better. The large

car is intended to shorten the train and

increase the axle load. It is the business

of operating officials to see that out of the

total weight resting on any series of axles,

the great bulk of it ought to be revenue

load. The engine has only its draw-bar

pull to give, and if a railway company
uses up most of that in turning a multi-

tude of axles, spread out so that curves

and grades begin to add their quota of ex-

tra resistance, then such a road must be

content with less paying freight moved.

It is simply a question of how best lo

utilize the known draw-bar pull. Engine-

men are beginning to understand that .A

may pull 700 tons in 10 cars, while B can-

not pull 700 tons in 70 cars, and further,

that B cannot justly be held to blame

for his failure to get over the road, un-

der the circumstances.

Just here a curious feature of the case

comes in. The load of 700 tons is the

weight of a train as weighed on track

scales. If the weight of the next train

be 700 tons, but distributed in more than

ten cars, the engine will most certainly

feel it. If carried in less than 10 cars the

engine will as surely have power to spare.

When you say that an engine can pull

700 tons gross load behind the tender,

you either mean that the weight is in some

definite train of known make up. or else

you are not giving any more information

than you did years ago, by saying "Seven-

teen loads is her train."

Mr. J. M. Daly, superintendent of trans-

portation of the Illinois Central, has de-

vised a train resistance' computer, in which

these factors, length of train, and com-

position of train, are both taken into ac-

count, lie first finds by dynamometer

test, over a division, with known grades

and curves, what an engine will haul,

using 40-ton gross load cars as a basis.

If an engine using its maximum power
can pull a train of 25 cars, each 40 gross

tons, over a division within the schedule

time allowance, its rating is 1,000 tons.

That is simply translating draw-bar pull

into definite terms of train weight and

make up—not weight alone but weight,

and make up together. You don't need lo

know the actual figures for the draw-bar

pull now. there it is turned into weight

and make up. All that is required is to

give that particular kind of train to that

particular engine every day, or find its

exact equivalent. Simple equality of

weight will not do at all, because the

"make up'' scores heavily in train resis-

tance. It cannot safely be ignored. Th
engine in question was, after trial, rated

at 1,000 tons gross weight, but it will

never pull exactly 1,000 tons gross weight,

in all the rest of its life, unless you give

it 25 cars of 40 tons gross weight, in

good weather. All the other perfectly

equivalent trains which it will haul,

might with propriety be called trains of

"made up weight." That expression is

derived from "weight'" and "make up,"

the two necessary factors.

In order to get the correct equivalent

to the 40-ton test train, or the "made up
weight" for 1,000 tons rating, Mr. Daly

has wooden blocks, made out of type-

wood, such as printers use, cut along the

grain, so they do not alter their lengths

with heat and cold, or with moisture or

dryness. Each block is marked for gross

weight of a car. The length of

cpch block represents the gross weight

of a car and something more, for

the resistance of that weight on 4 axles.

That is W + X, where X is the "make
up" factor. These blocks put in a groove

beside the scale give the equivalent train

or "made up weight" which the engine

can haul. On the scale, beyond the 800-

ton mark the divisions are reduced 10

per cent, for mere length of train resist-

ance after the 1.200-ton mark, a further

contraction of 20 per cent, is made for

the same reason, mention of which has al-

ready been made.

In Mr. Daly's cabinet, when you know
the engine rating, fill up the groove with

blocks marked with the gross tonage of

the cars you have, and the size of the

blocks and the length of the scale auto-

matically takes care of the "make up."

\'ou can prove that, by adding up the

weights of the cars, and you will not find

that the total is the same as the test train,

unless you have that test train duplicated.

For bad weather, a set of scales on an

octagonal roller, show percentages off

standard rating, which may be deter-
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mined by the oflicer in charge. Just fill

up with blocks to the given figure, and

the full draw-bar pull is provided for

every time by a combination of weight

and make up, whether the cars arc heavy

or light, or the train long or short.

Railway Companies as Manufacturers.

In nearly all countries that have made
decided progress in arts and manufac-

tures, the railway companies maintain

workshops where their machinery is

made. In Great Britain the railway

companies make not only their locomo-

tives and cars, but they undertake to

make everything required for their use,

from a steel rail to a telegraph instru-

ment. The policy pursued by those com-
panies is to secure for themselves the

profits of manufacture that would go to

private firms were the latter required to

supply the goods used by the railway

companies. The theory of producing

appliances under the companies' own
officials at the lowest possible cost is all

right; but it does not work out as the

promoters desire. A manufacturer for

self-protection and for self-survival

must manage his business to finish ap-

pliances at the least possible cost, and

to do so he must use the best kind of

tools, employ the best skill in the mar-

ket and have these supervised by the

ablest and most progressive superin-

tendents that can be procured.

We believe that in Europe where rail-

way companies are the manufacturers

of their own appliances, the work costs

much more than it does in the United

States, where nearly everything needed

by railroad companies is bought in the

open market under free competition.

Where railway companies have become
manufacturers, there is a strong im-

petus to continue manufacturers, and to

extend their operations, for all the

officials concerned are interested in

magnifying their own importance by the

association connected with great work-
shops whose productions appeal to the

imagination of people not accustomed to

analyze the cost of mechanical opera-

tions. Sub-division in production opera-

tions has been carried out more thor-

oughly in the United States than in any
other country, and the extraordinarily

low cost of production for which our

manufacturers are noted is due in a

great measure to this system. Manu-
facturing at the least possible cost calls

for the employment of specialists at the

head of every department, aided by
specialists as assistants. This is the

developed system of industrial produc-

tion in the United States. What we have

seen of railway manufacturers in Europe
we conclude that those in control think

that a first-class works manager in

charge covers the requirements of all

departments.

.As a matter of fact the works manager

is not sufficiently transcendent in grasp to

wisely select the foreman or superintend-

ent of such diverse industries as rolling

steel rails and the manufacture of tele-

graph instruments. If the railway compa-

nies operating immense manufacturing

establishments would or could keep the

expenses of each department absolutely

separate, they would soon discover that

safety valves, injectors and brake me-
chanism could be bought more cheaply

in the open market than they could be

manufactured by the railway company.
There is no keen inducement pushing

upon the officials who are in charge of

railway workshops to introduce the very

latest method and the most approved
tools for doing work cheaply. They
have no rival manufacturer threatening

to undersell them, and the cost of pro-

duction is a very uncertain quantity.

There are rumors in circulation every
few months that American capitalists

have obtained control of some im-

portant British railway, and that the in-

tention is to operate it on the same
methods as American railroads are

managed. People who talk of .Ameri-

canizing the operating of a European
railway do not understand what they are

talking about. They can form no idea

of the stupendous difficulties that would
be encountered in changing foreign to

American methods of train service, or

the systems of operating terminals. But
the manufacturing establishments would
be less difficult to manage. If American
capitalists were to obtain control of the

London & Northw^estern Railway it

is certain that one of the first moves
made would be the reducing the huge
workshops at Crewe to the capacity re-

quired for repairs and sufficient new-

work to regulate the work of the re-

pairing forces.

We have been led to enter upon this

old discussion of "the advis.-ibility of

railroad companies building their own
rolling stock." because we have come
across a great many newspaper articles

lately, in which assertions were made
that certain railroad companies are

about to enter the field as manufac-

turers of their own machinery. The as-

sertions are hardly worth contradicting,

because the influences which move their

leading railroad directors to wish that

they were in a position to build their

own cars and locomotives, are the in-

fluences which would prevent them from

maintaining a well-equipped, well-man-

ned manufacturing establishment. They

are all intensely embarrassed through

scarcity of cars to carry the freight

which is so abundant and of locomotives

to haul them, which can be neither

bought nor hired, and in their distress

they exclaim, let us provide the means

of building our own machinery. A
manufacturing establishment does not

grow up in a night like Jonah's gourd.

and by the time workshops could be put

in operation the inevitable panic would
come on and the manufacturing estab-

lishment would be starved out of ex-

istence to meet the retrenchment de-

mands of the Wall street gamblers. And
so history would repeat itself.

If the leading railroad companies, who
are now so dreadfully embarrassed for

want of power and cars, had displayed

moderate business providence when
hard times came, the depression would
have been greatly mitigated, hundreds
of workmen who were thrown out of

employment would have made a liveli-

hood, and the railroad companies would
not now be suffering.

Wages Paid on French Railways.

We frequently receive letters from
correspondents asking about the pros-

pects of railway men in foreign countries.

We always answer that the condition of

railway men is better in America than

it is in any other country. In this con-

nection we think extracts from a report

tnade by the American consul at Paris

will be of interest:

The total number of employees was:

Managers and clerks, 3.076; traffic de-

partment. 116.227: locomotive and roll-

ing stock. 74.248: road and buildings.

75.177; making a total of 268.728. of

whom 26.754 were women.
The salaries of the officials and work-

men do not rule high and are regulated

more by the time a man has been in the

employ of the company than by the kind

of work he is called on to perform,

except, of course, in the case of skilled

artisans. Moreover, salaries vary

greatly, not only on different railroads,

but often on the same line. Thus, the

Orleans Railroad divides its lines into

seven sections, and a plate layer em-

ployed in the second section (Depart-

ment of the Seine et Oise and the dis-

trict round Paris) will receive $248 a

year, whereas, if at work in the seventh

section (Tarn and Haute Loire Depart-

ments), where living is very much
cheaper, he would get only $187 per

annum.

It is therefore difficult to give exact

figures, but it may be estimated that an

ordinary porter receives S21.55 a month,

a head porter $25..33. a pointsman from

$25.77 to $28.06. and a plate layer $18.50.

The driver of a locomotive earns on an

average $.'?6 per month, and his "re-

wards" for saving coal. etc.. usually

amount to $14. Stockers receive about

$25 per m.onth. with S5.50 as extras. A
foreman in the workshops earns as much
as $48.50 per month, an ordinary work-

man $1030. and an apprentice S14-

Of the 71.273 men working on the

principal railroads. 8.651 receive from

$13.70 to $16.40 a month: 22.573 from

$16.59 to $21.23: 17.592 from $21.42 to

$26.05; ii^o.^S from $26.25 to $21.84:
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3,407 from $32.04 to $3570; 2,680 from

$35.90 to $4.V42; 1,899 from $4362 to

$53.07; 2,171 from $5327 to $72.37; and

267 receive more than $72.37—that is

to say, 56 per cent, of the men receive

{rom $16.59 to $26.05 per month, and 84

per cent, get from $1370 to $31.84 per

month.

The. men work, on an average, twenty-

eight and one-half days per month, and

from seven to twelve hours a day.

Nearly 15 per cent, of the men are

lodged.

On the si.x principal railroads (Quest,

Est. Paris-Lyons-Mediterranec, Orleans,

Nord. Midi) there are 15.319 women.

They are employed to keep the gates at

fevel crossings, and receive a very small

—almost a nominal—salary : but each

woman has a cottage (generally with a

little garden) rent free. According to

the official returns, the women work

twenty-eight or thirty days a month, and

from ten to fifteen hours per day, but

as a matter of fact their duties only

occupy them a few minutes at rare in-

tervals (for where the traffic is great,

men are employed) and they have plenty

of time to look after their household af-

fairs. Not infrequently, the female gate

keeper is married to a porter or plate

layer, and her small earnings and house

help to eke out his wages. Of these

t5.3'9 women, 5,275 receive not more

than $2.90 per month; 7,700 receive from

$2.90 to $4.80; 1,680 get from $4.82 to

$7.72: and 601 from $7.91 to $10.61.

Only sixty women get higher wages

than this, and there are only five who
receive from $26.25 to $31.84 per month.

der the ban of the health inspectors, and

many of them were prosecuted in the

courts. A skilful fireman can, with care,

fire a common furnace with little smoke

nuisance, if it is not chronically forced,

but the ordinary run of stationary boiler

firemen are not skilful and the result was

that a cloud of smoke hung over New
York as long as the scarcity of hard coal

continued.

It is too much to expect that every

steam-making boiler when using soft coal

should be equipped with an automatic

stoker, but it is not too much to demand

that they be attended by a good fireman

and provided with smoke preventing ap-

pliances which cost little. The places that

cause the greatest nuisance with black

smoke are small plants where the fireman

has a great many duties to perform be-

sides that of attending to the furnace.

When he gets to the boiler room he

throws into the furnace enough coal to

keep it going until he does a lot of other

work, and in the meantime the fire keeps

converting a great part of the fresh coal

into smoke which becomes very much in

evidence at the top of the chimney and

over the surrounding houses. The fire

hardly gets time to burn bright when the

fireman returns and smothers it again with

fresh coal, and so the process of smoke-

making is kept up. People responsible for

smoke produced in this way deserve no

mercy from the public censurators of

health.

tion of the students of the American

School of Correspondence, but we suppose

that any one can purchase it. It certainly

ought to be in every engineer's library.

Smoke in New York City.

New York city is remarkably free from

the disfiguring effect produced by smoke

on buildings and on everything exposed

to the weather, and the people are so

proud of this condition that they began a

vigorous crusade against those who cre-

ated a nuisance by burning soft coal dur-

ing the strike of the anthracite coal

miners. The health authorities were par-

ticularly severe with the elevated railroad

company, which burned soft coal in their

locomotives very unskilfully. To judge

from the appearance of the engines, the

firemen had received no instruction as to

how soft coal could be burned with the

least possible generation of smoke, and

most of the engines seemed to be doing

their best to paint the atmosphere black.

Some factories and boiler users in New

York city use bituminous coal all the

time, and cause no nuisance from smoke,

because their furnaces are fed with au-

tomatic stokers which supply the fuel just

as it is needed and constantly keep up

a high furnace temperature. When peo-

ple who had been accustomed to burn hard

coal were suddenly deprived of the sup-

ply, and were compelled to resort to soft

coal, they nearly all found themselves un-

Library of Modern Enginesring

Practice.

Every ambitious engineer wishes to

have a good reference library of Engineer-

ing Practice, but very few works of refer-

ence arc anything more than a source of

annoying disappointment. The leading

aim of people who publish encyclopedias

is to make money with the least possible

effort, and their works contain a mass of

obsolete matter that tires a seeker after

information to wade through. We have

recently enjoyed the privilege of examin-

ing a Reference Library of Modern En-

gineering Practice, as it is called, which

was a refreshing change from the ster-

eotyped collection of ancient encyclopedia

scrap that most reference books are com-

piled from. The Reference Library in

question consists of ten volumes published

by the American School of Correspond-

ence of the Armour Institute of Technol-

ogy, Chicago, the editor-in-chief being

Frank W. Gunsaulus. Every article in

the volumes, as far as we can make out, is

composed of new and original matter, up

to date in every respect. It forms a series

of exhaustive treatises on the multitude

of subjects treated without tiresome ver-

bosity or sterile brevity. The engineering

student may depend on finding in the book

all he wishes to know on any subject

without a haystack of padding. The special

purpose of the "library" is for the instruc-

"Matcrials of Machines." By Albert W.
Smith, Professor of Mechanical En-

gineering in the Leland Stanford Junior

University, California. Publishers, John

Wiley & Sons, New York, igoj. Price,

$1.00.

This little book of 142 pages, neatly

bound in cloth, is illustrated with 17 fig-

ures, all line engravings. The book is

designed to place practical information in

concise form before the man who has to

select materials for machine parts. There

are five chapters in all, the first of which

is an outline of the metallurgy of iron and

steel. In this chapter the various forms

of furnaces and ores, the various kinds of

processes used to make iron and steel are

shortly and clearly set forth. Following

this is a chapter on testing and stren

—

strain diagrams, in which the rationale of

testing IS explained. The next chapter,

devoted to consideration of cast iron, gives

composition, properties, methods of mak-

ing, and explains how cast iron is

"chilled," and the effect of cooling besides

much other information of the same char-

acter. Wrought iron and steel is also

very well covered in the succeeding chap-

ter. The book concludes with a consid-

eration of alloys and some very useful ob-

servations are made on the composition of

the various parts of a steam engine. Al-

together the book is readable, concise and

up to date, and though not an exhaustive

treatise on the subject, contains much
valuable matter for those whose occupa-

tion or interest leads them to the study of

the metallurgy of iron and steel.

Ttie Professor on Stiipboard.

A very attractive way of writing up val-

uable information on various subjects is

putting the matter into story form. Ma-
rine Engineering. New York, has been for

some months running a sort of story

called "The Professor on Shipboard," and

it is now published in book form, price

$1.00.

Briefly told, the story is of a college

professor of engineering, who has many
excellent ideas, some of which are rather

theoretical, who makes the trip to Brazil

and back with his brother, who is Chief

Engineer of a steamship, and who has had

much practical experience. The discus-

sions bring out some strong points whicti

will deeply interest every man who has

anything to do with a steam plant. We
hearlilv commend the book.

The gross earnings of the Chicago

Great Western Railway (Maple Leaf

Route) for the third week in September,

1002, show an increase of $6,086.55 over

the corresponding week of last year.
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Sharp Practice by Book Agents.

About three years ago a book was puli-

lished by a Chicago firm called "The

Story of the Erie," which we handled to

some extent, the contents of which is

familiar to many of our readers. This

was an expensive book, costing $7.50.

when sold by ordinary (U-;ders like our-

selves, but the publishers put it into the

hands of skilful and by no means scrupu-

lous book agents, who went about the Erie

R. R., selling it for $25. 00, on time pay-

ments. A good many of the employees

of the Erie were induced to subscribe

for the book at the high price named.

Some of them found out that the book

was not what it was reputed to be, and a

combination was formed among the en-

gineers at Chicago to fight the publish-

ers. Many of those concerned refused

to pay for the book, and their wages were

garnisheed on account of tlie obligation

incurred.

The case lately came before the courts

on complaint of Engineer .Mfred B. Ja-

ger, and it has been decided in his favor,

and the garnishee vacated. It looks as

if this will make a final decision against

the publishers and that they will be un-

able to impose its payment on account of

the so-called subscription slips obtained

by the agents. There are mzny other

concerns canvassing railroad employees

for the sale of expensive books whose

actions are worthy of investigation. If

a book is so expensive that a buyer can-

not make the purchase without giving

an order on his pay he ought to wait

tmtil he is able to buy on a cash basis.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED,

Scarcity of Cars and Locomotives.

The question which is most prominent-

ly before the ofticials in charge of rail-

roads to-day, is how are we going to se-

cure cars and locomotives suflficient to

transport the immense fall business in

sight. All the car and locomotive build-

ing works have orders that cannot be

completed for over a year, and there is

no other means of getting the railway

machinery required, for the railroad

shops are going to be kept beyond their

capacity in elifecting repairs. We fiad

from numerous newspaper reports that

reach us. covering the whole country,

that complaints of shortness of cars are

prevalent in every state of the Union.

and Canada does not appear to be any

better ofif. This was the state of affairs

before the increase of coal transporta-

tion, due to the closing of the great

strike, will affect the railroads. With

all parts of the country demanding a

coal supply, and at the same time ex-

pecting the prompt movement of their

ordinary business, besides the regular

"grain rush" in the fall will give the rail-

road managers a problem in railroad

transportation to work out, such as they

have never been tried with before.

(16,3) A. I), v. asks:

How is the heating surface of a loco-

motive boiler calculated? A.—Heating

surface is the name applied to the ag-

gregate of all those portions of the boiler

which are exposed either to flame or the

action of the heated gases due to combus-

tion. Tile heating surface is made up

of the area of fire-box side sheets, the

crown sheet, the fire door sheet, the

back flue sheet (this latter minus the

total area of all the flue holes), and the

total area of all the tubes, the outside

surface or that exposed to the water be-

ing used in the calculation. The front

lube sheet is not considered as part of

the heating surface.

(164) 1.. H. asks:

What is the action of a lifting injector?

A.—The action of a lifting injector is

briefly, that when steam is admitted a

partial vacuum is created between the in-

jector itself and the water level in the

tank, which is below that at which the

injector is placed. The lifting injector

does not lift the water at all in the usual

sense of those words; it removes part

of the air pressure from the supply pipe

and the water in the tank rises through

this pipe just as water in a well rises in

the pipe of a suction pump. The water

thus "lifted" is forced into the boiler in

the usual way by passing through the

combining tube of the injector. The

flow of water to a non-lifting injector is

by gravity.

(165) L. I. D. writes:

I was running about 25 to 30 miles an

liour, light engine, a switch engine, small

wheel backing up. I shut of? steam quick-

ly and dropped lever in the corner imme-

diately afterward. The same instant I

knocked out back cylinder head on left

side, piston rod sheered off at the cross-

head, guide was torn from cylinder and

entirely gone ; so was piston : the guide

bearer from boiler was bent around rocker

arm and the arm bent back, the valve-stem

rod was broken off and gone. The main

rod was split from one end to the other

and bent out. Question, what caused the

fracture? The engine was just out of

shop. A.—We believe that a nut, bolt or

other substance passed through the back

steam port into the cylinder. We, how-

ever, would like the views of our readers.

(166) L. C. C. asks:

What is the difference in effect, by

using a long, narrow steam port from

that obtained with a short, wide one?

A.—The long, narrow steam port ad-

mits steam rapidly at the beginning of

valve opening, but has the disadvantage

oi wire drawing the steam. Long, nar-

row steam ports, if deep, greatly retard

the exit of exhaust steam, which is a se-

rious matter. Locomotives constructed

with steam ports of the usual width but

very long, are generally wasteful in the

use of coal and water. Such ports give

(|uick steam admission without wire

drawing, but necessitate excessive clear-

ance and a larger and heavier valve.

English engines probably owe some of

their superiority over .American engines

in the matter of fuel consumption to the

fact that the rule across the water is to

use ports perhaps 25 per cent, less than

those which are standard here.

(167) M. P. P. writes to know which

is most perfectly balanced, an outside

admission or an inside admission piston

valve? A.—Usually the inside admission

piston valve is the more perfectly bal-

anced because the stem running through

till* center makes the area of the heads

exactly alike. The outside admission valve

has the area of the valve rod less on one

Ixad for steam pressure to act on, than

the other. If the valve stem is extended

through the front cover, the balance is as

perfect as with the inside admission

valve.

Is there any advantage in the use of

one kind of piston valve over another?

A.—The inside admission valve, in ad-

dition to perfect balance, is not so hard

on valve stem packing for the reason

that the packing is only subjected to the

intermittent action of exhaust steam.

which is at a pressure much less than

that of live steam from the boiler.

(168) J. E. S., Butte, Mont., writes:

I disconnected an engine on account of

broken spider; engine had piston valves

with end admission. Put valve in center

of travel and clamped it by wedging in

between valve stem and side of hole

where it goes through guide yoke. Upon

giving engine steam, valve would slowly

move to end of steam-chest, sometimes

to the front and sometimes to back end.

The fact that it would move either way

would indicate that the valve was well

balanced, but why did it move at all?

Valve was found to be O. K. when re-

moved at shop. A.—The fact that the

valve moved as described appears to us

to be evidence that it was not exactly

balanced, and that the clamping was

not sufficient. The presence of the valve-

rod at one end reduced the area upon

which the steam pressure acted, as com-

pared with the front end. and if fairly

loose in the steam-chest, the valve might

slowly move backward. If the chest was

worn in the center when the rings of

the front end came to the worn portion

steam could escape into the exhaust cav-

ity, and reducing the pressure suflSciently

at front of the valve, allow it to move

forward, until the conditions at first ob-

taining, recurred, and the valve slowly

worked back again.

Trust in nothing but in Providence

and your own efforts. Never separate

the two.

—

Bleak House.
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Consolidation Engine for Norwegian

State Railways.

The 8-wheel connected locomotive lierc

illustrated is one of a number at present

being constructed at the Swiss works of

Winterthur for the Norwegian State

railroads and to the general conditions

laid down by Henri Paul Hoff, the chief

engineer of motive power. They are the

largest and heaviest freight engines yet

constructed for Norway, and embody sev-

eral original" features in their construc-

tion. There are two cylinders, com-

pound, working in single expansion at the

will of the engineer by means of a con-

nection between the reversing gear and -i

special live-steam valve, and in such man-

ner that at all cut-offs beyond "o per sj/nt.

of the piston stroke this valve is opened

automatically, whereas at lesser cul-ofTs it

is closed by the reversing gear, and the

—the balance-levers or yokes being liung

upon the axlebox crowns in the .Amer-

ican way. The lateral play of the second

and fourth axles is 5-8 in. on each side

and the driving pins of the latter allow,

of course, for this movement in the bushes

of the connecting side rods. The front

Bissel truck allows a radial movement of

2 in., the recall of the a.xle being effected

by means of springs and of inclined

planes on the axle-boxes.

The inside fire-box is rectangular,

spreading outward to the foundation ring.

The smoke-box is not circular, but of

horseshoe form, allowing plenty of room
for cinders. It has a clean-out pipe be-

low.

The engine is built and finished in ad-

mirable style and with a first-class equip-

ment. .Among these are two automatic

oilers, one speed indicator, two safety

and antimony, in the proportion of 75,

15 and 10 parts, respectively. They are

apparently satisfied with the results ob-

tained. All scrap packing is available

fur use and finds its way to the melting

pot in due time. Economy in produc-

tion and satisfactory performance are

the reasons given for the use of the

"home-made" article.

Packing Rings Hade to Wear^Tight.

The Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way when manufacturing piston packing

rings put a unique "finishing touch" on

the work, by cutting about five or six

grooves on the wearing surface of each

ring, very much the same in size and

depth as would he cut to make the

screw thread on a three-quarter-inch

bolt. These shallow grooves do not,

A NORWEGIAN CONSOLIDATION ENGINE.

machine then works compound. This de-

vice is an adaptation upon a well-known

system, by the works of Winterthur, and

appears to be very efficient in service.

The slide valves are Von Borries,' bal-

anced ; the valve gear, Walschaerts' : the

pistons are prolonged through the front

covers to mitigate grooving of the cylin-

der ; all the cylinder covers have safety

valves ; both the steam chests are fitted with

air-valves, and the receiver has a com-

bined air and relief valve; oiling of the

valves and pistons is done by a force

pump.

The whole of the motion and valve gear

is designed with the end of obtaining

great lightness with a ma.ximum of

strength. All the bearings are ample and

. well-proportioned and the valve move-

ment is specially devised to avoid torsional

strains. The blast pipe has a fixed nozzle

and the smoke arch has the American

form of spark-arrester. The wheel

springs have equalizers connecting them

valves, three Freedman injectors, L'nited

States gland packing, pneumatic Sanders,

and Westinghouse air brake.

The tender is carried upon two 4-wheel

trucks with frames of the Norwegian dia-

mond pattern.

I'RINCIPAI. DIMENSIONS. ETC.

Cylinders, high pressure, 21H in.

Low pressure. 32^^ in. Stroke, 255^ iti.

Wheels, driving, dia., 49?-^ in. Truck, .^SS in.

Driving wheel base, 13 ft. 8'4 in.

Weights, under drivers 6S tons.

Weights, under pony 11 tons.

Total 79ton5.

Tender, loaded, 3S..S tons.

Boiler, pressure, 174'.^ lbs.

Tractive effort, maximum, 25,300 lbs.

however, form a thread, because if they

did the ring would leak. The grooves

are parallel and go all round the ring.

The idea is that when rings so grooved

are put in, they wear much more rapidly

to a true bearing than packing rings

which are not grooved, so that the

piston wears "tight" earlier than it

otherwise would.

Home nade Packing.

.\ prominent railway comp.Tny in the

West is now making all their valve-stem

and piston-rod packing from a simple

and uniform mixture of lead, block tin

The Illinois Car & Equipment Company,

of Hegewisch, III., just outside of Chi-

cago, has recently purchased a large

amount of electrical apparatus, which will

be used for the operation of wood turning

m.achinery. .\n order on the Westing-

house Electric & Mfg. Co. included two

250-K.W. and one 200-K.W. two-phase

alternators, together with a four-paml

switchboard, and the following induction

motors have been ordered and will be in-

stalled; two 100 H.P., five 75 H.P., and

one 50 H.P.
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General Correspondence.
Engineers and Machinists Wanted.

Please put a notice in V'^ur paper that

machinists. boilerniakcr>. blacksmiths,

and engineers wishing to come to South

America would do well by writing

me. Wages ior machinists, boiler-

makers and blacksmiths is $7-5o per day,

silver; engineers on the valley $6.00, sil-

ver, on the mountain $300.00 silver per

month. E.xchangc is about two for one,

making it in gold about ?3.50 for me-

chanics: S3.00 for engineers on the val-

ley and S150 gold on the mountain.

Overtime is paid at the rate of double

time. Have them send references and

state experience.

W. D. HoLL.\XD, M. M
Duran. Ecuador. South America.

File of Railway and Locomoti\e En=

gineering Appreciated.

James Francis, of Carbondale, Pa.,

writes

:

I beg to advise you, in reply to your

editorial notice pertaining to a complete

set of Locomotive Engineer, etc. that I

have in my bookcase a copy of ever>- is-

sue since Januar>- i, 1888. These volumes

are bound and valued at $25 each, but

like anthracite coal, not for sale at that

figure.

could conveniently handle that did not

provide separate tracks for passenger and

freight service, as no sidings are built

on such large measurements.

Of course it would be impossible for the

locomotive to start the whole train at a

time. But. allowing 2 in. of slack in each

of the 108 couplers, we get 18 ft. of

slack in the whole train—enough to break

oflF all the cars back of, say, the fiftieth,

one might imagine.

Beyond doubt this performance was a

remarkably creditable one. and the loco-

iriotive's designer, Mr. A. M. Waitt, is

to be most heartily congratulated.

It would be interesting to put the Santa

Fe's new decapod, tipping the scales at

268,000 lbs.—about 40 tons heavier than

the Central's engine, and having an extra

pair of drivers, to say nothing of a 6-in.

larger boiler—it would be interesting to

put this heaviest and strongest locomotive

in the world on the Mohawk Division's

tracks of the New York Central & Hud-
son River, and see if she could raise the

2399's record, under similar conditions.

.V. )". Ci/v. A. P. P.\.hON.

Over 4,000 Tons to a Single Engine.

A few weeks ago one of the New
Y'ork Central's 95-ton compound consoli-

dations, with a 6-fL boiler, carr>-ing 210

lbs. of steam, hauled a io8-cared freight

train over the Mohawk division, a dis-

tance of 143 miles. Time consumed was

eleven hours, or 660 minutes, which is an

average of almost fifteen miles per hour.

Counting in water stops, and the many

other delays to be met with each trip, we
can safely say that 20 miles per hour was

maintained for much of the way by this

Hercules.

We also find the Lehigh Valley putting

104 cars behind one throttle-valve ; and

the Santa Fe frequently coupling up 83

cars on her undulating trail and pulls

them in a single train.

The New York Central's 108 cars came

to four and a half thousand tons. Only

a few years ago the handling of less than

half this weight was considered extraor-

dinary.

The Central's standard box measures

37 ft. outside, not including bumper or

coupler; allowing 2 ft. between the ends

of each car. we have loS cars, each occu-

pying 39 ft. of track space. The total

length of this train, counting in the lo-

comotive's wheel base and all, would then

be 4,270 ft., which is approximately four-

fifths of a mile

—

i length which no road

Left^Hand Locomotives.

A correspondent sends us the annexed

cutting from a St. Louis paper and asks

if we ever before heard of a left-handed

locomotive. They are quite common
abroad.
.\ brewing concern here has recently

placed in service two yard engines hav-

ing the unusual feature of being oper-

ated from the left side, that being the

engineer's side of the cab. This arrange-

ment is made because of the fact that it

is desired to have the engines "headed"

in a certain direction, and in so doing

the right side is on the outside of the

great majority of curves at the plant,

making it difficult for the engineman to

receive signals in the usual manner. To
obviate this difficulty the "left-handed"

t>-pe was adopted. The engines are of a

fairly hea\-y type, weighing 72 tons each,

with tanks having a water capacity of

4.000 gallons.''

The Canadian Pacific Railway, at its

Montreal shops, is selling coal to em-

ployees at cost price. We do not know
what the company paid for its coal, bui

two very impoilant points are apparent

in this arrangement. The railway, buy-

ing coal as it does in large quantities,

can procure fuel at much less per ton,

even in times of stress, than the "man in

the street" can possibly do; and the

men get enough coal without having

to beg for it in small quantities from

dealers.

Classification oi PennsyKania Loco-
motives.

In i860, on the 1st of July, the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company owned 21

1

locomotives. Of these 204 were ser-

viceable and seven were condemned.

Although from the opening of the

road in 1849. several engines had been

rebuilt in the company's shops, still

much of the original material remained

in these rebuilt engines, and it was not

until 1867 that a locomotive, entirely

new in every part, was built by the com-

pany, and it was not until 1868 that a

system oi classification was adopted.

During 1861 -2-3-4-5-6 many engines

were so thoroughly rebuilt and remod-

eled, that their original design almost

entirely disappeared: yet in each one

some portion of the original engine re-

mained—notably in the rebuilt Ross

Winans' "camels.'' several of which re-

mained in service after 1880.

On these engines, while all else was

new. the original dome was used with the

original throttle valve. This dome, how-

ever, in the rebuilt engines was placed

near the rear of the boiler, and the stem

of the throttle on its top was united to

the throttle lever in the cab by a long

vertical bar hinged to a post in its center

and this post fastened in the side oi the

dome.
When the classification system was

first adopted, it was supposed that eight

classes, known as A, B, Cm, Civ(anth),

D. E, F and G, were ample to meet all

the requirements of the service. But in-

creased weight of freight cars with in-

creased carrying capacity thereof, and a

desire for faster and heavier passenger

trains added new tj-pes of engines, until

by 1896, the letters of the alphabet up to

and including U were in use. with sev-

eral modified types. knowTi as BA; A,

anthracite; CA; DE, etc.

.\bout 1897 a new classification was

adopted which will be readily understood

by the following—the small "o's" repre-

senting truck and trailing wheels, and

the large "O's" driving wheels. The

dash indicates front oi engine, the first

letters, the name of the new classifica-

tion, and the letters to the right the old

classification.

.\ 00 - Q and T.

B 000— F. H. M. Modified L

C. 0000— None yet built-

D OOoo— ( A. A I anthl. B. BA. Cm.
! Civ .anth . CA lanthl. G. K. I„

( X. O. P. T.

E- oOOoo— No old ones of this type.

F. 0000—
G. OOOoo— D. DE. E.andP.F W. &C.Ry X."

H. OOOOO— I. R. S.

The "Modified I," referred to tmder

new classification letter B. is a consoli-
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elation 20 by 24 inches cylinder, 50 in.

drivers, weight 92,600 pounds, from

which the rear pair of drivers and the

single pair of truck wheels at the front

have been removed, and a sloping tender

substituted lor the regular freight type:

all to enable these engines to be used as

shifters.

The following tabic will show tlie

changes in types and additions thereto

from July I, i860, to July i, 1900, in

periods of 20 years.

At July I, 1880, the company's con-

secutive numbering under initial of P. R.

R., extended from No. i to 954, inclusive.

Of these, however, 97 vicre unfilled ow-
ing to the panic of 1873. having stopped

work on orders calculated to occupy

part of these numbers; and to a number
of old en.gines having been retired from

Bel. Del. R. R. Co o 19

New Jersey Mfg. Co... o 10

Rhode Is. Loco. W'ks.

.

o i

Stephenson (England) o i

N. 1 R R. & Trans. Co. o 21

Grant Loco, Works. .

.

o o

Schencctad.v o o

Totals 211 S57

Vacant o 97

H'- new classes o

H« '

1,84s

an 954 i,S4S

Of the company's classification tlie

comparison is as follows:

Class. In 18

A 15

A. anth

B 9

BA o

Cm (Bit) 59

Civ (anth) 33

CA (anth) o

I) 167

In igno

>5

109

954 1.S48

The present list of consecutive num-
bers is somewhat over 2,000, in addition

to which are over 500 more engines

numbered independently and marked

with the initials of the N. C. R.. P. W.
& E. R. K., W. J. & S. R. R., and

A. V. K. C. H. Caruther.

Veadoii, Pa.

Proposed Round House Construction.

At the last meeting of the .\merican

Railway Master Mechanics' .Association,

Mr. Forney said: "In past years I have

had occasion to travel through the

country and visit railroad shops in many

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

1 '
.

I I

I I I I I I I

I I I I I I ~r" III i~^~

-^2:si,

Section of Pihistei-s at A-B.

LAWE'S PROPOSED NATURAL LIGHTING FOR ROUND

service or sold, and
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The erecting shop of the steam en-

gineering buildings, U. S. Navy Yard.

New York, is also a fine example of a

well-lighted building.

On railroads one of tlu- buildings

which should be designed with the larg-

est window area possible, is the round-

house. In busy times, the roundhouse

is the most important shop; for it is

then used as a combined repair shop

for running repairs as well as for hous-

ing engines. Roundhouses, as a rule.

are miserably provided with light. Each
section usually has in the outside walls

two windows, narrow and of small di-

mensions, and above the doors in the

inner circle a few small windows. The
work in roundhouses must be done
promptly, and mechanics are handi-

capped from the beginniujj by being

obliged to work with lamps in broad

daylight.

The sketch Iiero given shows a design

for the outer walls of a roundhouse, in

which the light is increased 350 per cent.

beyond that of the ordinary round-

house. The rod trusses rest upon Z-

The Alliance /Vlachine Co.'.s Plant.

Uf tile variuu.i cnltrpriho that arc

rapidly coming to the front, favorable

mention is made of the Alliance Machine
Co., of .Mliancc. O. With the unprece-

dented demand fur structural material it

is little short of wonderful that the man-
agement was able to erect and complete

its plant in so short a time.

The structure is entirely of brick and

iron, ISO ft. wide and 400 ft. long. The
erection of the building began April lo

of this year, and completed June 15. On
June 24 all of the machinery was in place

and in operation. The motive power is

electricity, furnished from an Elwell- Par-

ker motor, with a capacity of 275 rev.,

250 volts, and 400 amps.

Each machine is of the latest and most

improved design, driven by its own motor

and furnished mostly by the well-known

Nilcs Tool Works, of Hamilton. O.

The company makes a specialty of elec-

tric traveling cranes, any capacity ; special

electrically operated machines, rolling mill

and special machinery, hydraulic riveters,

flangers and punches.

a new lease of life. The repaired engines

and cars arc then ready for sale, and they

sell fast enough, as the activity of the

works will prove. The company, or rather

the firm, is not a new one, but the shops

have, within the last year, been very much
enlarged and improved, so that now the

capacity of the plant is about 125 locomo-

tives a year, about 125 coaches in the same
time, and probably 10 freight cars a day.

The plant is situated on about 1 1 acres

of ground, and has a principal building

about 225 X 220 ft., containing the offices,

storehouse, locomotive erecting shop and
the machine shop. The pits run longitu-

dinally and will eventually be served by
electric cranes of from 15 to 25 tons ca-

pacity. Building No. 2, as the company
call it, contains the boiler shop, the

smithy and the power house, and is in

floor area about 2jo x 107 ft. In the power
house are two Ball compound engines of

200 h.p.. for running the dynamos. One
Ingersoll-Sergeant air compressor of

1,000 cu. ft. capacity per minute, and a bat-

tery or three boilers, equipped with the

liawley down-draft system.

.\LI.I.ANCE M.\CHINE COMP.\NYS PLANT.

bar columns, which are inclosed, for

fire-proofing, by brick work. The bricks,

however, carry none of the weight of

the roof. The brick work above the

windows and between pilasters is carried

by six-inch I-beaius. The roof is wholly

supported by the Z-bar columns and the

six-inch I-beams serve to tie the Z-bar

columns together and to carry the small

amount of brick work above the win-

dows. The top sash is balanced by the

lower sash, affording in warm weather

excellent ventilation—far beyond any-

thing now in use. The writer furnishes

the sketch to show how the increased

lighting may be had. As the stock ex-

cuse is. when more window area is re-

quired, that the brick wall between the

pilasters would be weakened, the plan

here set forth will render such excuses

void. T. A. L.\wES,

Supt. M. P. and Machy.. C. & E. L
Danville, III.

Ground will shortly be broken for a

large foundry and they are now employ-

ing 250 men. Their present output. 2

cranes per week, they expect to increase

to 6. They have already large orders from

the Carnegie Steel Co., Bethlehem Steel

Co., Am. S. & W. Co., and Colorado

Fuel & Iron Co.

Mr. W. C. Whitehead, a prominent

business man of Cle\ eland, is president

;

Mr. I\L S. Milburn, a well-known banker

of Alliance, is treasurer, anc Mr. W. H.

Purccll, who for years was the general

superintendent of the Morgan Engineer-

ing Co., is the secretary and general man-

a.ger. I. .A. B.\ki:r.

After having advanced the pay of its

machinists the Santa Fe has voluntarily

increased the pay of its apprentices 11

cents per day.

The Hicks Locomotive and Car Works.

To follow up "lost motion" and elim-

inate it is the work of the F. M. Hicks

Locomotive and Car Works, and the way
it is done in these shops is very thorough.

The company buys engines discarded in

railway service, which have been replaced

with those of heavier type, pays for them
and takes them to their works at Chicago

Heights, 111., and there converts them into

good rebuilt rolling stock, and gives them

The tools in the machine shop are elec-

trically driven, each one with separate

motor.

There is between the locomotive depart-

ment and the coach shop, a transfer table,

now operated with compressed air. which

will later on. be electrically equipped, and

on the locomotive side of this table is a

wide area used for storage of parts,

etc.

The coach shop measures 197 x 170 ft.

and will contain some wood-working ma-

chinerv-. while the upstairs floor is de-

voted to cabinet work and storage. A
planning inill and wood working machine

shop 126 X 70 ft. is separated from the

coach shop by a small boiler and engine

house which supplies power for the shops

adjacent. This will shortly give way to

electrical equipment. The freight car shop

is 158 X 60 ft. and will also contain some

wood working machinery, while an aux-

iliary train shed. 240 ft. long by 18 ft.

wide, provides accommodation for the re-

pairs to cars which in summer could be

carried on out of doors. .-V modem dry

kiln. 80 X 22 ft. completes the list of build-

ings.
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The object which the F. M. Hicks Lo-

comotive and Car Works aims at, is to

turn out good engines and cars from sec-

ond hand material, and to make the en-

gines modern, as far as they can be made.

An engine when repaired is provided with

a new wooden cab of ample proportions

;

air brakes, pneumatic sander, and other

modern equipment is applied, and special

attention is given to boiler and fire-box

work. No patches are put on any fire-

box sheet, and if two new sheets have to

be provided, a new fire-box is put in.

stayed in accordance with the original de-

sign of the boiler. The Hicks people state-

that they have an unbroken record with-

out failure of fire-box or boiler attributa-

ble to either new or repair work, done by

them. Grates, smoke boxes and stacks are

modernized, broken or defective castings

or wheels are renewed, and the entire en-

gine is overhauled, even more carefully

than it would be in the "back shop" of

some of our leading railways.

Mr. Hicks has been able to supply

serviceable box cars, thoroughly repaired

with rainproof roofs, flats and gondolas

to railways upon which the rush of fall

business has found somewhat unprepared.

A very satisfactory private car can gen-

erally be obtained from this firm at mod-

erate figures, because partly damaged Pull-

man or other high class coaches are con-

stantly purchased, and the interior com-

pletely remodeled according to the blue

print furnished by the subsequent buyer.

The Brunswick & Birmingham Railway

have ordered such a car. The Oregon

Short Line are having one made. The

Fort Smith & Western are being supplied.

and the El Paso & Southwestern Rail-

way have received a very handsomely fin-

ished private car early in October from

this firm.

tubes in locomotive design. Acting under

instructions, Mr. B. F. Kuhn, general

foreman, made the experiment. One of

the top tubes was selected ani immediate-

ly over its center a hole was drilled in the

boiler shell, into which a plug with

>lufting-box was screwed. The tube itself

was tightly grasped by a band of iron

3-4 in. wide by 1-8 -in. thick, the ends of

which were bolted together with a filUr

between, much as an air brake hose clip

clamps the rubber to the nipple. Into the

small filling piece was tapped the end of

an iron rod. which passed out through the

l)lug with the stuffing box in the boiler

-Tliflirfttnr lintf

Steam so that the indicator rod could not

possibly act as a stay or steady rest for

the tube. The tube did not vibrate, but it

sagged down in the center, the harder the

engine was worked and tended to straight-

en itself out when the engine was worked

lighter or came to rest.

The explanation of this action which

the Lake Shore people give is that the tube

naturally sags slightly in the center on

account of its weight, and when the en-

gine works hard, a greater quantity of heat

passed into the tube in order to generate

the larger volume of steam needed for

climbing a grade or making up time, as the

case may be. This greater amount of heat

expanded the tube, and it being fixed at

both ends and slightly sagged in tlie cen-

ter, sagged still more, under the action of

heat as indicated by the lowering of the

top of the rod. They argue that had the

tube been originally cambered, the indi-

cator rod would have been pushed up

when the engine was worked hard. They

account for the tubes leaking by pointing

to the greater work done by the tube in

transmitting to the water the extra heat

when the fire was forced and the general

"punishment" sustained by all tubes when

heavy work is being done.

At the conclusion of the experiment the

rod was unscrewed, leaving the clamp on

the tube, and the hole in the boiler shell

was plugged.

Long Tubes Do Not Vibrate.

A very interesting experiment concern-

ing tubes has lately been made on one of

the Prairie type, fast passenger engines of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway. The engine in question. No. 661,

belongs to class "J." and is one of a num-

ber of 2-6-2 engines designed by Mr. Mar-

shall when he was superintendent of mo-

tive power of the L. S. &l M. S. These

engines are magnificent steamers, and

have wide fire-boxes, with 2 1-4-in. tubes.

19 ft. 6 in. long. There has been some

trouble experienced, however, in keeping

these tubes tight, and one theory which it

was desirable to establish as true, or to

disprove altogether, was contained in the

question. Do tubes of this length vibrate

sufficiently in service to "work" at the

ends and so leak?

In order to determine the facts in the

case, Mr. S. K. Dickerson, the master

mechanic at Collinwood, O., made an ex-

periment which will be of interest to all

railroad men, including those who since

Mr. Marshall led the way, have used long

TEST

Cla inp

TUBE VIBRATION.

shell. The end of the rod projected above

the top of the stuffing box, about a couple

of inches, and when in normal position

with steam on the engine, a gauge was

made to correspond with the height of the

projecting rod. Any vibration or deflec-

tion of the tube, would therefore be at

once visible in the altered height of the

projecting rod end. The tube itself be-

ing 19 ft. 6 in. long, had, of course, a

slight normal deflection, due to its weight,

but when the engine was working hard,

the indicator rod was observed to sink

down 3-16 of an inch, and to remain

steadily in that position without vibra-

tion or tremor of any kind. As the engine

was worked lighter, the indicator rod rose

correspondingly, but in no case indicated

any vibration of the tube in the boiler.

When a stop was made at a station the

indicator rod came up to normal. The

stuffing box, all through the experiments,

was adjusted loosely enough to leak

"Precisely as Advertised."

Soon after one of the largest .Ameri-

can railroads had been opened a traveler

noticed a marked disregard for punctu-

ality on the part of the officials, but he

was interested in the country and made
no complaint. At last the terminus was

reached. There he met a beaming offi-

cial of the company, who, pulling out his

watch, said:

"Just look and see what time you

make it, will you, please?"

"It wants 10 minutes to i." said the

traveler, a little puzzled.

"Yes, sir, 12.50 exactly! And that's

the hour she's timed to arrive! How's
that for promptness? Crossing the

continent alinost 3.000 miles, and getting

here at 12.50 o'clock, precisely as adver-

tised."

"I can't deny that, you know," said the

traveler; "how many days were you

late?"

"Oh, two or three, perhaps; but we

struck the coast at 12.50."

Twelve representatives oi the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers had a

conference with General Superintendent

Timmerman, of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, last month upon the subject of

grievances respecting running time and

wages. The result of the conference is

understood to have been satisfactory to

both parties.
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Engine That Hauled the Heaviest Train

on Record.

The Leliis'i Valley Railroad Cniisoll-

(lation engine No. 1 102, built by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, has made

a record in hauling cars which deserves

being known by all readers of engineer-

ing literature. She left Sayre one day

with 104 loaded cars, weighing 4,013 tons,

and hauled them 82^^ miles at an aver-

age speed of 15 miles an hour. The en-

gine is a Vauclain Compound with cylin-

ders 17 an<l 28 by 30. The boiler car-

ries a working pressure of 200 pounds,

and the diameter of the driving wheels

is 62 inches, which gives a tractive power

of about 50,000 pounds. The engine

weighs 195.700 pounds, of which 171,000

pounds are on the drivers. The heating

surface of the boiler is 2,973.7 square feet

and the grate area is 76.33 square feet.

We believe that the train of 104 cars was

the heaviest on record ever hauled by

one locomotive.

than ;uiy iron or steel rails, greater than

any buildings, greater than any organiza-

tion, is the brain that organizes, is the

force that is in the man that builds, pro-

jects and runs the railroads in order that

they not only get a profit, but that they

may be run safely. You men are en-

titled to a good deal of credit, because of

the fact that you are constantly leading

the other men forward. You want them

to have higher educational facilities. You

want them to be better adapted to fill

the positions that they hold. You want

their moral standing elevated. And I

pledge my word that in no organization,

perhaps, outside of the church ; in no

business will we find to-day men whose

moral standing is higher, who are freer

from bad habits, particularly the drink

habit, than are the railroad men of the

United States. And to you, gentlemen,

the delegates that come here in conven-

tion assembled, to you ought to be ac-

credited some of the honor in lifting

particular, in order that they may ac-

complish this work?

I am glad to greet you this morning. I

am glad to greet men who are thought-

ful, who are earnest, who are constantly

endeavoring to accomplish something. I

Icok in this paper here, and I find one

of the first subjects you have to discuss

i;-- the "Best -Method of Drafting Loco-

motives." That suggests to my mind the

varying conditions you have to do with.

You have locomotives burning 250 pounds

of coal per foot of grate per hour. You
want to know just how much oxygen is

and at what rate, to produce a proper

combustion. No wonder you have to

come into convention to discuss these

matters and know how best to adapt the

front end of the locomotive in order that

you may not burn one pound of coal

more than is necessary.

Ladies, if you were to take just as

much interest in your household affairs,

plamiing how to save this or that in order

KNiWNl-: TI1.\T H.\l I.Kl) HK.-\\'lh--l I k.\l.\ ON RECORD.

A Splendid Address from Robert

Quayle.

Mr. Robert Quayle, Superintendent of

Motive Power of the Chicago & North-

western Railway, delivered a splendid

address to the Traveling Engineers' Con-

vention, held in Chicago September 9,

1902. He spoke in part as follows:

"I looked over the list of subjects this

morning, and I find that you have most

excellent subjects for the discussion, and

I am impressed with the magnitude of

your work. I am also impressed with

the thought that you have put into this

work in order that you may get for the

railroads you represent the maximum re-

sult for the minimum expense.

"The railroads of this country- are

great, and they have helped to make this

great city. From a small hamlet aw-ay

back in 1837 this city has risen to the

magnilicent proportions of two millions

in population, and the railroads have

been no small factor in making Chicago

w-hat it is. But greater than the rail-

roads are the men who run the rail-

roads. Greater than any material, greater

tl'.ese men up to that position. It is

true that the railroads to-day cannot af-

ford to have men in their employ who

are not straight. Here is a man going

across the prairies sixty, seventy, eighty,

ninety miles an hour, and you tell us

that you go even faster than that, but we

have records from the speed recorder

that you frequently, night after night, on

the railroad with which I am connected

(and that is no exception; perhaps other

roads make faster time), make seventy,

eighty and ninety miles almost every

night on the fast mail. Is it surprising

at all that we need men there whose

brains are clear, whose vision is keen,

and whose nerves are steady? .\nd even

when they get the maximum speed, they

still urge her on a mile more a little fas-

ter and faster, until they get everything

out of that machine that is in it, and be-

hind them are perhaps hundreds of pas-

sengers, human freight, depending upon

that man at the throttle. Is it strange,

I say, that the railroad companies must

select from the ranks of their engineers

the best talent, the best men in every

that you might make this $100 or $200

a month go in the household, as your

husbands do on the railroad how they

may save one pound of coal, you would

have a whole lot in the bank.

"The next subject is 'What Qualifica-

tions Should a Man Possess to Fill the

Position of Engine Inspector?' Now, I

take it that means the roundhouse in-

spector. He should be a keen observer.

His brain should be working while his eye

i.^ looking into things. He should be

looking around carefully. I don't know-

but that is the kind of man, after all,

that makes a success in everything—the

man that sees things. You men who are

giving your attention to such questions of

moment as you have written in this little

pamphlet must see things and be intense-

ly in earnest; and the man who goes

around listening to a wheel to see if

there is a crack in it must not be listen-

ing to somebody cracking a joke. He

must get the ring. If it rings out clear

he knows it is all right, but if it has a

dull sound he looks to see if the brakes

are applied. A man who does not look
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is not fit to be an inspector. A good
inspector looks carefully at everything,

because the safety of the men on the en-

gine and the passengers depends upon
the locomotive. It must be thoroughly

examined and taken care of before it is

taken out. The qualifications necessary

for the engine inspector are brain, keen
perception and intelligent thought to do
his work well. And after all, gentlemen,
isn't that the secret of success in life

—

the man who tries to make the most of
what he does, in order to do it success-

fully? You take the fellow that doesn't

care. He goes to the shop or the engine,

waits until he gets to the end of the line

and gets his engine on the sidetrack and
goes home. You never see that man the
General Superintendent or the Master
Mechanic—never. He never rises any
higher than the rut in which he is living.

Get out of the rut, men, if any of you
are in it. Make up your mind that you
have got just as strong a character and
intellect as any other man in the same
business with you. and if you have not,

make up your mind that you are going
to have it from this day out. Make up
your mind to do something, and then go
to work and do it, and you will win.

"I don't know as I will touch very
much on the air-brake business here. That
is too big a subject. But a great deal

can be saved to the company by the in-

telligent use and care of tne brake.
" 'What is the Best Method of Secur-

ing Complete and Intelligible Reports of
Work Needed on an Engine to Fit Her
for the JNext Trip?' Well, that is easy.
I am running an engine and have had
trouble with something. The fellow
in the roundhouse don't. The fel-

low that is going out on the en-
gine after me doesn't; but prob-
ably he will before he gets twenty miles
out, and he probably will get called in to
tell what the trouble was, and he might
get ten or twenty days for the other fel-

low's carelessness. The best way, then,
is for every man to do honest work. Be
honest with the other fellow. Be honest
with your traveling engineer. Be honest
with your Master Mechanic. Be honest
with your shop foreman. You have been
out on the road and have forgotten to

drop a little oil in your link hanger, and
the bushing got to cutting. It didn't get
to cutting qui'te so badly that you had to

stop or twist the pin off, or something of

that kind, but sufficiently bad that you
got down and worked over it a long time
and you drove the pin out and you rubbed
it off and you let it go. The best method
would have been for you. when you got

to the terminal, to go to your foreman
and say, 'I have had a little trouble with
that pin. I think, perhaps, it was due to

my carelessness ; I don't know ; but I got
along all right. I want you to look after

it. It will need a little attention. You
fix that up.' Will your foreman, will

your Road Foreman of Engines, will your

Master Mechanic take J-ou to task for

going to the foreman and talking in that

way? If he does, I should like to see his

photograph. When you are straightfor-

ward and you are honest in pointing out
these things and have not covered them
up. they have a great deal of respect for

you. and many a man on a railroad has
filled a more important position than he
was filling because of that integrity, be-

cause of that honesty of purpose, be-

cause of the fact that he came out like

a man and said. T did it. It was I. not
he.' That is the best way, I think, in

Iiandling these things.

"I won't talk of compound locomotives,
because we haven't any. Yes, we have
one. But let me say something now. You
are in convention assembled. What are
you going to do here? Will it be a fact

that when I come to read your proceed-
ings next year, that I can take ten fingers

and count on them the men who have
discussed these papers in this convention,
or shall I find that you beat the Master
Mechanics' Association, and that the ma-
jor portion of you—two-thirds or more-
have been actively engaged in the discus-
sion of these papers? When I was a boy.
and a young man, and a man. if I wanted
to learn something and wanted to commit
something, get it right into me good and
strong. I would talk about it. If I work
up something to-day and I do not say any-
thing about it or think anything more about
it for a year. I shall forget it. If I talk

about it, I shall know more about it. I

shall have that imbedded in my memory
m such a manner that I won't get rid

of it.

"Now. if you take an interest in this

matter, do not be afraid because you
have not spoken before. Do not be
afraid because you have not given the
matter much thought. You do not have
to be a theorist. You do not have to be
a graduate of some technical school.

What we need is practical ideas, and you
men are. shall I say. choke full of them.
I would rather a hundred times a man
would come into my office and say, 'Mr.
Quayle,' and go on to relate something
to me in his practical way, full of rich,

practical thought, as a result of his ex-

periences on a locomotive, than to have
a man come in to me and commence to

talk to me of physics, and then commence
to tell me something about the laws of

mechanics and the laws of gravitation,

and tell me about the chemistry of com-
bustion. If is all right. It is magnificent,

fellows, but after all the chemistry of

combustion simply means burning coal.

less smoke. That is the way to talk

it. and never mind about these high-toned

technical names. The man who has .some-

thing to say, let him say it in his own
manner. I want to say to you that if

you will be your best self, be your natural

self and talk in your own vernacular.

Vou can't talk me, and you can't use my
language, and you can't use my thought.

You can't ho me and I can't be you. You
can say it a hundred times more impres-

sively than can I, because, in the vernacu-

lar of the railroad man again, you are up
against it every day. and you know just

what to say—the right thing at the right

time, and I would give more for your
opinion on those things than I would for

a hundred technical men's opinions on
the practical things on the railroad. I

want to tell you I am not putting a low
estimate on technical matters, because I

am plodding into that, and I am groping

my way in the dark until I find my way
out into the light. These technical men
are valuable in their place and you in

yours. As my little girl says. "You in

your small corner, and I in mine.'

''I hope, then, that you men will take

hold of these topics this time, while you

are in session here, in such a grand man-
ner, in such a way that we shall be proud

of you and you will be proud of your-

selves. Don't you want to be proud of

yourselves? I do. I am proud of myself.

But, gentlemen, don't get vain. I am
proud that I live in this age. I am proud

that I am a railroad man in the year when
railroads never were run so well as they

are to-day. You ought to be proud to

be members of this organization. Why?
Because you have been selected to fill

this position of trust. You did not vote

for yourselves. It was not a question

of a good fellow, a hail fellow well met,

was it? No. You were selected for

that position because the officers thought,

at least, that you had the ability to fill it.

What does that ability mean? First, it

means this, that you men know consid-

erable about a locomotive. When it gets

out of order on the road, you go to the

other fellow and tell him how to get it

out—help him up. That show-s that yoit

must be something. You must have been

thinking back in the years in the past.

You must have been a student in your

business. And then, again, you must

possess the qualifications that are neces-

sary to win the other fellow over to your

side, I would not give one snap of my
finger for the Traveling Engineer or Road
Foreman of Engines that goes out on the

road and antagonizes his fellow man. You
have got no business in that position, if

that is the kind of a man you are—no
business whatever. The Master Mechan-
ic, the Superintendent of Motive Power,
the officer of a railroad that brings a man
into his office and simply brings him
there in order to antagonize him. in order

to club him. in order to have him go out

of that office feeling that that officer is

not the gentleman that he ought to be,

has no business filling that position. The
officer on a railroad who is handling men
must have the qualifications necessary to

take hold of the man, no matter what
his disposition may be or how small his
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talents may 1k'. I" lifl liini up lo a liiK'lu^T

plane in every particular and to make

him feel that you are his riglit liand sup-

port and that he can trust you—he can

rely upon you, and that you will come to

his rescue. Not that you will cover

everything up for him. I don't me;ui

that, gentlemen. I don't nuan looseness;

but that you will say to liini, when you

see him about something thai is wrong,

'Charlie, now look here. I don't want

you to be offended at me, hut your rec-

ord is not the very best on this railway,

and you are doing so and so. You come

into a station here and you drag in as

though you didn't have any comiection

to make or as though you did not care

when you got to the terminal. .You are

dragging in. You commence to apply

your brakes away back there half a mile

and then you release them and then apply

them again. This train is never on time

and you are at the bottom of it. Now
come in properly, and if you have any

time to lose, lose it coming out, wliere

you are not consuming fuel.' Well,

Charlie looks at you, and he says, 'Well,

I didn't think about it before.' You then

reply : 'Well, I know you didn't. Let

me show you how I would do it. I don't

think I am any better man than you

generally, but we all have our faults, and

this is yours.' And you get up there ami

you make your stop. I am not telling you

how you do it. You know how you do it.

You have various ways, and I don't care

how you do it, so you get the result.

Some men do things one way and some

another; but the best way, of course, is

the way. He looks at you and he says

:

'That's all right. Mr. Road Foreman of

Engines, I am much obliged to you.'

"The Road Foreman of Engines will

say: 'If I could only get this man to

pump his engine right; if I could only

get him to.' Don't let any of the Trav-

eling Engineers come into my office and

tell me if they only could get them to

do it. I believe that I can get that man
to do_ it. I believe that I am capable of

going out on this engine and getting the

man to pump his engine rignt or do any-

thing else right. If I can do it, why can't

he do it? The Road Foreman of En-

gines will get on an engine and find all

manner of fault with the engineman. That

is wrong. When you are cross, don't go

near the engineman. Keep away. Better

stay at home than to go out on the road.

You have no business there at all. But

when you are all right, don't go to finding

fault. Say : 'Charlie, how are you this

morning?' He is feeling all right. 'That's

good. Did you have a good breakfast

this morning? How are things coming?'

He will say : 'He is a very nice fellow.'

Don't say very much to him that morn-

ing. Jolly him along a little. Get the

man to feel that you are interested in

him : get the man interested in you, and

you will get him interested in his work.

If I have not my subordinates' interest

ill me pcrson;illy. I am a failure. If I

have not the major portion of the men

f)n the Chicago and Northwestern Railway

interested in me and willing to do any-

thing reasonable for me. I will quit. I

have no business there. Can't do any-

thing with tlicni. and llure will be

trouble.

"But if you want a man to rise to the

highest standard of his manhood, to reach

up to the full measure of success in th.it

in which he is working, I want to tell

you you must confide in him. You must

trust him.. You must appreciate him. You

must feel that he is doing something that

somebody else perhaps cannot do much

better, and if you have got these fellows

that arc not doing as 'well as the others,

coax them a little bit. How does the

kindergarten teacher do in the school

when two or three little children are not

paying any attention to what is going on.'

The first thing you know, she throws up

a little automatic bird and their attention

is called right away. She brings that

right into the play. She has got their at-

tention. If a mother tells a child to do

something and the child doesn't want to.

and she insists, there is going to be trou-

ble and the child gets a spanking. It she

w'll simply divert that child's attention a

niiiuitc and then ask the child to do it.

why it will do it. We are only children

of a larger growth.

The point is, you must learn the man

and study his nature. He may be gruff

on the exterior. He may seem to you as

if he didn't have anything in him, but if

you w'ill reach down under the rough ex-

terior, you will find a heart that is pul-

st'ting just as fast and just as warmly as

is yours. I do not care how rough he is,

away down under it all is the man, and

you can educate him and you can culti-

vate him. You can make him your friend

and then he will do your way. .\m I

right, gentlemen? Did you ever have a

man get on your engine who, when he

came on the footboard of the engine, would

make you cross and unfit for your work

that day? That n\an has no business

there.

Let me say this in conclusion, that I am
glad to be with you. Your association,

your work, has my full endorsement. I

would that I could help you in many ways

to make your work a success, to make

your burdens less arduous, and I believe

that I voice the sentiments of the major

portion of the officers of the various rail-

roads of this country. We depend on you.

\\'e trust you. You are the men that

make the engineers, the railways, the

trains on time, a success. I have not the

time to give the detail matters attention,

and consequently you have to, and it is

the details that make the bulk. Y'ou have

the brain, and you have the brawn. You
have the intelligence, and you have been

selected for it. I trust that you may use

the intelligence that you have in the di-

rection of making the railroad company

most prosperous ; and when you do that

you arc working for John Jones, or tor Mr.

Wallace, or lor .Mr. yuayle, or for any-

body who carries his own name with him.

Now when I am achieving something for

the Northwestern Railroad I am doing

something for the railroad, but indirectly

I am pushing myself to the front—with-

out that thought in my mind. Don't have

that thought in your mind, but earnestly

work as do the Traveling Engineers of

the Chicago and Northwestern, who are my
right-hand men. who arc holding up my
arms, leading me to victory ; and if you all

do as well on your railroads as our men

do on ours, you cannot help but be suc-

cessful.

I thank you, gentlemen, and thank you,

ladies.

(.\pplause.)

Palatial Dining Cars.

The C. B. & Q. has just turned out

from the shops at Aurora a dining car

that is about the finest thing of its kind

ever placed in service. It is the first of

a number of dining cars to be built and

was constructed from designs prepared

by the mechanical department. It is 66

feet over end sills, and the dining room

has five large and five small tables, pro-

viding accommodations for 30 people.

The design of the dining room follows

the Italian renaissance style, the finish

being in San Domingo mahogany with

lemon brass trimmings. The deck is

designed in lull empire style with head-

lining decorations in gobelin green and

gold. .\t each end of the dining room

massive disengaged columns, reaching

from the floor to the cornice, support

the deck.

The window curtain boxes are placed

about ten inches below the tops of the

windows and the intervening space is

filled with cathedral art glass, which

adds a pleasing touch of color to the

general effect. The car is lighted by

electricity, the ceiling fixtures being

combination electric light and gas. while

each table has an electric candelabra.

The various cupboards and closets for

china, silverware and linen are equipped

with roller curtains instead of doors,

which is expected to add greatly to the

convenience of serving.

We incline to the opinion that the

cylindrical fire-box has received more

attention in .\merica than elsewhere, and

that the best representative is the Van-

derbilt corrugated fire-box, which is no

longer an experiment. A valuable fea-

ture about the Vanderbilt system is that

no change in the general design of the

locomotive is necessarj-. Our British

engineering jounials ought to watch our

acts of progress.
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Locomotive Spectacular Play.

There is a play running in tlie Acad-

emy of Music, New York, in which the

annexed picture is the sensation of one

act. Locomotives have been introduced

frequently, but they have been necessa-

rily of such light material that their ap-

pearance was ridiculous. The engine

shown in this picture is carrying rel.ei to

a burning district and has the appear-

ance of a modern Atlantic express en-

gine, with the machinery working. The

spectacular effect is produced by making

the flaming woods move past the loco-

motive. It is wonderfully striking and

well worth seeing.

stance which can be used to advan-

tage on the walls is never given an

opportunity to incrust the boilers. Being
opaque to heat, it is made to help dis-

iributc light in the buildings. Its

absence in one place and its presence

in another both serve useful purposes.

The company notes a decrease in boiler

scale and gives up the purchase of white-

wash at one and the same time. The
only trouble they experience at present

is that they make more whitewash than

they can dispose of, but the utilization

of a by-product is one of the surest

methods of effecting a permanent econ-

omv.

Boiler Incrustation Is Useful.

"A place for everything and every-

thing in its place" is a trite saying, and

though, no doubt, there is a place for

Systematic Mandling of 5crap.

A very practical application of the

old proverb, "Look after the pennies

and the pounds will take care of them-

Jcu.MOriVE IN SPECTACUL.^R PI..\Y.

everything, it is sometimes not easy to

get everything in its proper place. The
Chicago & North-Western Railway

people, however, have just made a very

neat attempt to fulfil the latter part of

the trite saying. They use what would

otherwise become boiler scale, to coat

the walls of roundhouse and shop, and

the lime which inside a boiler would re-

sist the passage of heat and diminish the

efficiency of the machine is made to

reflect the light of day and give a "sweet

and clean" appearance to walls and

posts. The water used in the boilers

on the western part of the line is chem-

ically treated by Davidson's method at

West Side. Iowa, and a chalky precipi-

tate is thrown down before the water

finds its way to tank or crane. This

solid matter has recently been used to

whitewash the shop walls. The beauty

of this arrangement is that the sub-

selves," is to be had by a visit to the

Danville, 111., shops of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois Railroad. Mr. T. A.

Lawes, superintendent of motive power
and machinery, has inaugurated a most
thorough and comprehensive system

for handling the locomotive and car

scrap, which may perhaps be called a

"by-product of railroading." Material is

continually being reduced to scrap, and

as it has a commercial value of some
kind all the time, it is regularly and sys-

tematically handled at the C. & E. I.

shops.

The road has about 140 engines and

upward of 11,coo cars, and monthly

shipments of scrap are made. In order

to do this economically, scrap as it

comes in to headquarters from outlying

stations is sorted as it is taken from the

car. A hetrogeneous mass of iron, steel,

castings, rubber, etc., soon finds its

various constituents in appropriate bins.

The scrap bin as used has a length of

258 feet and a width of 40 feet. The
floor is on a level with box car floors.

The bins are 6 feet high by 30 feet long;

the width varies from 24 feet to 6 feet,

according to the quantity of scrap to

be stored in them. The bins and sup-

porting structure were made from old

car sills at a cost of $700 for material

and labor. The classification of scrap

and capacity of bins are as follows:

Tons.

1. No. 1 wrought iron 250
2. No. 1 cast iron 300
3. Tank sheets 30
4. Light sheets 30
5. Boiler steel 45
6. Elliptic springs 5°
7. Coil springs 6o
8. Flue.s 3°

9 Flue clippings 30
10. Gas pipe 20

11. Journal boxes 60
12. Burned castings 60
13. Malleable castings 50
14. Channel bars 30
l.S. Soft steel 60
16. Iron and steel pnnchings 70

17. Staybolts and limed iron 70
:s. Brass skimmings 45
I'-) Brass ashes 30
20 Ca-t steel 90
21. Sacks, rope and hose 20

22. Mixed turnings .30

23. Cast iron turnings 5°
24. Wrought axle turnings 30

2s. Steel turnings 50
26. Brass turnings and brass scrap 40

The scrap bins are in charge of a

man thoroughly fainiliar with cars; in

fact, he is a car repairer, and is there-

fore able to distinguish between what

is strictly scrap and what is good sec-

ond-hand material.

Mr. Lawes says: "It is truly a matter

of astonishment what is found in scrap

sent to the bins. New bolts, new
washers, new castings, etc., are not in-

frequently sent to the bins with scrap

material. Their presence there is due

to the fact that car repairers order more

material than is used on repairs of cars

and this new material is gathered up

with the scrap. It is sent back to the

material bins for use. A large quantity

of good second-hand material fit to be

used again is removed from wrecked and

from old cars. All good material of this

nature is laid to one side and one man
is engaged in wheeling this material to

the casting pile or material bins, to be

used again. The foreman of the black-

smith shop visits the scrap bins sev-

eral times a day and advises the man in

charge what forgings can be used again.

By this double system of inspection all

good serviceable material is saved, and

the saving amounts to thousands of dol-

lars in a year."

All damaged metal brake beams are

looked over, defective parts removed
and good parts applied. The making of

good bolts out of defective ones is an-

other part of the "industry" carried on

at the scrap bins. Old bolts have been

utilized to the extent of 6 1-2 tons a

month, and this item of saving amounts
to about $80 per month. Coupler

knuckles are inspected, and all that are

bent and not otherwise defective are col-
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lected in lots of 100 and taken to tlie

blacksmith shop and thrown into a fur-

nace. They are then straightened in a

former, made in two parts, under a blow

of a steam hammer. The cost of

straightening knuckles is 5 cents each.

Brass skimmings formerly sold to the

highest bidder arc now dried and rat-

tled in a flue rattler until the skimmings

are clean. After being sifted the clean

residue is melted and poured into cast-

ings, and a very substantial saving is

regularly effected in this way.

To sum up the lesson to be learned

from the "scrap bin department," if so

it may be called, and to do the work
economically, the superintendent of mo-
tive power holds that scrap bin floors

should be on a level with floors of box
cars. The work of assorting scrap

should be under the supervision of a

man who has had experience in car re-

pairs. Shears for cutting bolts, bolt-

straiglitening ninohine and a bench witli

backhead, and altogether presents a plain

though neat appearance. The working

pressure is 180 lbs., and the main valves

arc the American balanced slide. The
boiler is of the straighl-lop type, having

ample steam room above the crown sheet

and a 30-in. dome. The center line of

boiler is about 70 in. above the rail. The
two leading wheels are equalized with

springs above the axles, the two rear

wheels are equalized with a semi-elliptic

spring' between drivers and coil springs

in front of the main driver and l)ack of the

trailer.

Some of these engines will be taken care

of at the Chattanooga shops of the C, N.

O. and T. P., where a new coal handling

plant is being installed by the Chicago

Link Belt Company. There are to be two
coal pockets, each with 6o-ton capacity,

weighing hoppers. The ashes are, how-

ever, still shoveled by hand.

A few of the leading dimensions of

tl'.ese engines are appended :

Thicknei-s of plato in biirrel .iiirl oiitnidc of fire

tiox. Ij. ,',. 1/4, H, in.

Iloiizonlal BcaniB, bull jointii, itcxtupic riveted,

with welt HtripR inHide and outhide.

Circumferential Hcamft, doiilile riveted.

Fire hex. length. «4 in. Fire t;ox. widlh, 65 in.

Fire tjox, dcplli, F. 56^ in., B. ih% in.

Fire box plates, thickncHH, side, ,•„ in,; back, }i

in.: crown, >^ in.; tut>e sheet. J4 in.

Fire box. crown stayinf;. radical. 1% in, dia.

Tubes, material, iron No. 12: W. 9.

Tubes, nuniberof, 222. Tubes, dia. 2 in.

Tubes, It riKth over tube sheets, 13 ft. 10 in.

Heating surface, tubes, 1.598.28 sq. ft.

Heating siirface, fire box. 113.83 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total, 1,712,11 sq. ft.

Grate surface, 37 91 sfj. ft,

TENDER.

Weight, empty. 36,100 lbs.

Journals, dia. and length, 45^ in. dia. x Sin.

Wheel base, i.s ft. K in.

Tender frame, 10 in. steel channels.

Tender trucks, 4 whl. channels, iron cen. bear.

Water capacity, 4,000 t*. S. gallons.

Coal capacity, 7 tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender, 48 ft. 3^ in.

Westinghotisc automatic air brake on all drivers.

6c r. ] LU.SMli.ll>.\ 1 IllN,

vise should be installed. The foreman

of the blacksmith shop should make sev-

eral visits each day to scrap bins, in-

spect the contents and have set aside

such material as he knows can be used

with advantage. Good judgment must

be used in regard to the working over

of scrap materials.

Consolidation for the C, N. O and T. P.

The Schenectady works of the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company have recently

turned out some comparatively light con-

solidation engines for the Cincinnati, New
Orleans and Texas Pacific Railway. The
engines are simple with 20 x 24-in. cylin-

ers and 52-in. driving wheels, all

flanged. The boiler is 54-in. diameter in-

side the first ring. The weight of these

engines, which is 121,700 lbs., in working

order, is determined by the capacity of the

bridges now on the line. All renewals of

bridges, are. however, being arranged for

heavy power and rolling stock. The en-

gine here illustrated has the modern wide

firebox for bituminous coal, with sloping

GENERAL DIMENSION.S.

f'.auKe, 4 ft, 9 in. Fuel, bituminuous coal.

Weiijht in working order. 1^1,700 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 105,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving, 14 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base, total, 22 ft, 8 in, .

CYLINDERS.

Cylinders, size, 20 x 24 in.

Dia. of piston rod. 3'.^ in.

Size of steam ports, iS in. x 04 in.

Size of exhaust ports, 18 in. x 2^i in.

Size of bridges, 18 in.

VALVES.

Greatest travel of slide valves, 5',4 in.

Outside lap of slide valves, "'a in.

Inside lap of slide vales, o in.

Lead of valves in full gear, line and line,

WHEELS, ETC.

Dia. of driving wheels outside of tire. 52 in.

Driving box material, steeled cast iron,

Dia. and length of driving journals. 7^g in. x 8'^ in.

Dia. and length of main crank pin journals,

5'2 in. X 5;i in,

Dia. and length of side rod crank pin journals,

6 in. X ,s in.

BOILER.

Inside dia. of first ring, 54 in.

Working pressure, 180 lbs.

tender and for train; g'j in. ' L. H. I air pump,
two main reservoirs, i, 16 in. x 1 20 in.; 1. 18 14 in

X 114 in. ISO.000 cubic in. capacity.

An Expert's Formula.

An inquisitive railroad man once asked

a chemical test department expert, what

was the real difference betwen ordinary

alcohol, and wood alcohol, the former be-

ing sometimes taken as a beverage and the

latter being poisonous. The expert re-

plied that the formula for ordinary alcohol

was "X. Y. P. & O.," while that for wood
alcohol. was "X. Y. P. & O. + Q..' He
said, "I don't know what Q stands for.

exactly, but that's where the trouble comes

in with wood alcohol."

In rating engines, the formula for draw-

bar pull, as shown by a dynamometer car

is W., when put in operation for trains

of varying length and gross weight of

cars, it becomes W. + X. and X is the

very important '"make up" of train which

involves a knowledge of how many axles

the rross load is carried on. That is

where the trouble comes in, on engine

rating.
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The New Works of the B. F. Sturte-

vant Co. at Hyde Hark, Mass.

The new works of the B. F. Stiirtevant

Co., now Hearing completion at Hyde
Park, Mass., present an excellent oppor-

tunity to study the factors that control in

the location and design of the modern

manufacturing plant. The present plant

at Jamaica Plain. Mass., is limited in its

opportunity for growth, its capacity has

long been strained to the utmost, and, as a

consequence, the question of removal has

continued to present itself with ever-in-

creasing force. The fire which occurred

last year forced an immediate solution,

ind a new site was selected after the most

well-known as the home of such indus-

tries as the Becker-Brainard Milling Ma-
chine Co., the American Tool & Machine

Co., the new shops of the N. Y., N. H. &
H. R. R., etc. Here was presented a pop-

ulation of particularly skilled workmen
which could readily be supplemented by

present employees of the company, the

new location being only 6 miles from the

(lid plant. The lot selected has a frontage

of about 1,300 ft. upon the freight yard

of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., etc., at

Readville station, the distributing point

for all freight passing over either the

Midland or Providence divisions of said

road. One side of the lot is bounded by

the number of floors to be provided in the

various buildings. The lay of the land

and its available area being somewhat
against a group of one-story buildings, and

a simple calculation showing that the ac-

tual cost of the power expended in a sin-

ble year for lifting the entire product of

the wiirks through a distance of 20 ft.

figured only a little over a dollar, deter-

mined tlie company upon the building of

multi-storied buildings. The character of

tlie products of this corripany readily lent

itself to such a design, and it was be-

lieved that the fixed charges on elevating

machinery would be more than offset by

a reduction in the horizontal distances

<^-\

NEW PLANT OF THE H V. STURTEV,\NT CO , HYDE PARK, MASS.

careful consideration. Aside from the

general character of the lot itself the

principal factors considered in reaching a

decision were proximity to raw materials,

and to an abundance of skilled labor, ade-

quate shipping facilities, ample water sup-

ply, and space for ready disposal of waste

material. The advantages of the West as

against the East were carefully weighed,

but the company readily expressed its

abiding faith in the prosperity of New
England, in the facilities which it pre-

sents for work of the character conducted

by this company, and in the quality of its

skilled labor as an offset to present some-

what higher rates for raw material. The
best combination of advantages was pre-

sented by a lot of nearly 20 acres of land

in the town of Hyde Park, Mass., already

.1 plentiful stream known as Mother

Brook, and the adjacent shore is at a level

ot nearly 10 feet below that of the yard

and buildings, thus providing sufficient

space for dumping waste material for years

to come.

The site having been selected, most

careful consideration was given to the size

and character of the buildings ; the head

of each department was consulted, his

recommendations reduced to writing, and

frequent conferences held as to the re-

quirements of the individual departments.

With these data at hand the individual

and aggregate areas were determined and

the plans started with the idea of provid-

ing a total floor space slightly more than

double that of the present plant. Consid-

eration was first given to the question of

necessary to be traversed by material.

The arrangement of the buildings was

determined by the provision to be made

for growth. One arrangement of a series

of parallel buildings permitted increase

only by multiplication of buildings, but

provided an excellent opportunity for the

carrying of switch tracks across both ends

of each building. The other arrangement

provided for a group of buildings parallel

to the railroad tracks with accommoda-

tion for switch tracks between buildings,

and for their entrance at the ends of the

building, with an opportunity for growth

by extension in length. After a careful

working out of many schemes and a com-

parison of the advantages and disadvan-

tages the latter arrangement was adopted.

The construction of the buildings next
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received consideration. Tlie latest deveL

opnient of all-steel and concrete conslritc-

tion witli large window areas did not ap-

pear to meet the requirements of a group

of buildings as permanent and substantial

in their character as these. . All-steel

buildings with brick walls and concrete

fire-proof floors presented disadvantages

in the way of discomfort to workmen, iu-

venience in attaching machines of hang-

ers, and excessive expense, which did not

appear to be utTset by advantages to In-

secured in the way of absolutely fire-prool

construcliun. The type finally sckcied is

composite in its character, consisting of

sleel interior columns and main steel gir-

ders, with heavy brick walls, wood lim-

bered floor and plank roofs. In the case

of the one-story foundry, llie roof is sup-

ported by steel trusses, in the other build-

ings open timbering with wooden cniuiiiiis

in the upper floor is employed. The main

floor in the machine shop is of tar con-

crete with spruce and maple flooring. The

upper floors are carried upon wooden

beams spanning the spaces between the

sleel girders, which follow a unit system

of 20 ft. on centers through the building.

All roofs are of 3-in. plank with tar and

gravel top.

The question of power was early decided

to the extent that the entire plant would

be electrically driven from a centra!

power house ; that the engines would run

condensing, that the exhaust steam de-

rived from engines under test, which is

considerable, would be utilized for heating

with supplementary amount of live steam

admitted at reduced pressure, as might

b'j required. The final decision regarding

the power house placed it sufficiently far

from the ends of the buildings to permit

sufficient extension of each, and near

enough to ilu' water supply to reduce to a

minimum the expense of conveying con-

densing and other water.

The pattern building provides at one

end a two-story portion 80 ft. square, for

carpenters and flask makers on the first

floor, and for pattern makers upon the

second floor. The balance of the building,

which is devoted to pattern storage, is

provided with intermediate floors, making
four in all, separated from the other por-

tion of the building by double fire walls

and automatic fire closing doors. The close

proximity of this building to the foundry

facilitates rapid intercourse.

The foundry. 170 x 350 ft. in dimension,

i.i designed with the idea of distributing

iron upon a track system, and is to be

equipped with narrow gauge railways,

bedded in concrete making runways be-

tween the moulding floors. Two crane-

ways- run lengthwise of the building

through the greater part of its length, and
the tracks extend beneath the crosswise

traveling crane in the cleaning room at

the end of the building. The brass foun-

<lry is located in one corrier, a wash room
in the adjacent corner, a core room be-

tween the two; the latter has ample op-

portunity for growth toward the center of

the foundry, while the foundry itself can

be extended to i)ractically double its

length. Storage for supplies is provided

upon one side adjacent to the railroad

switch. From the bins thus provided, the

iron and fuel charges will be carried di-

rectly to the charging floor.

From the foundry the castings will pass

to the rear of either the machine shop or

ihe fan shop. The former is of the fa-

miliar gallery type, 500 ft. long, with

wings 40 ft. wide, and central runway of

the same width for crane of 20-ton capa-

city. The lighting will be principally by

a series of sawtoothed skylights running

crosswise of the roof with glass facing

due north. The crane will serve Ihe en-

tne floor and transport heavy castings

from the machine tools to the erecting

floor, where the completed engine or gen-

erator may be lifted upon a transfer car

passing through the testing building, and

there picked up by another 20-ton crane,

which will drop it upon the testing plate

and subsequently carry it forward to the

steam railway track, which passes through

the end of the building and provides space

for the loading of two cars at a time. The

upper floor of this building, together "with

portions of the adjoining buddings, is de-

voted to the electrical department and

provided with individual small traveling

cranes.

The building devoted to the manufac-

ture of fans, heaters, etc., is 80 ft. in

width, of the same length as the machine

shop, is three stories in height, of typical

mill construction, provided with all con-

veniences for handling materia! and ar-

ranged so that shipment can be made from

numerous points along one side, while sup-

plies are brought in from the court be-

tween it and the machine shop.

The smith shop, 40 ft. by 80 ft., serves

both buildings with equal facility, while

the wash house and locker room, measur-

ing 40 ft. by too ft., and three stories in

height, is so located as to reduce to a min-

inum the distance tn be traversed by the

indi\idual workman. The third floor will

be used as a lunch room.

The standard first floor height in the

main building is 17 ft., that of the sec-

ond and third stories is 15 ft. The win-

dows are large and numerous.

The office is to be a model structure of

its kind, and is to serve as headquarters

for the entire business. It will contain

the correspondence, designing and draft-

ing offices, the superintendent's quarters,

and the cost department, the advertising

bureau and a printing office, which will

be located in the basement. It will be

three stories in height with a finished

attic to provide additional drafting room

space.

The equipment of this plant will be

largely "Sturtevant" in its character. Be-

ginning with the power plant, the mechan-

ical draft apparatus, the engines and gen-

erators and the exhaust head will be of

Sturtevant make. The buildings will be

healed by Ihe Sturtevant system, the

shafting and individual machines driven

by motors of the same make, the refuse

from the wood-working machinery, the

dust from the cleaning room of the foun-

dry, the venlilalion of the offices, toilet

rooms, and wash house, and the removal
of smoke from the smith shop, will be ac-

complished by Sturtevant exhaust fans,

while Sturtevant blowers will be used

for brass and iron foundry, forge shop
blast and the like, and Sturtevant steam
traps will be employed upon the steam
driers.

The accompanying bird's-eye view pre-

sents a clear idea of Ihe general arrange-

ment and appearance of these buildings.

Timely.

Dogberry says "comparisons are odor-
ous," and perhaps they are, but con-
trasts are sometimes amusing, and if you
wish for a very strong contrast, with a

touch of humor in it, turn to the pages
of Dickens and make a mental picture

of the diflference between the watch
which Captain Cuttle gave, with much af-

fection to "Wal'r," and that of a mod-
ern railroad engineer's or fireman's

watch. The redoubtable captain in mak-
ing his parting gift, with a great effort

pulled out a silver watch, which was so

big and so tight in his pocket that it

came out like a bung. "Put it back half

an hour every morning, and about an-

other quarter toward the afternoon, and
it's a watch that'll do you credit.'' he

said. The Webb C. Ball Company's
product does not need this kind of regu-

lating. The watch has an improved
safety double roller, seventeen and
twenty-one ruby jewels, sapphire pallets,

and moreover you can get the watch
out of your pocket without effort. Mr.
Frank N. Gear, of Cleveland. C, was at

the Firemen's convention in Chatta-

nooga, and explained the merits of the

Ball's Official Brotherhood Standard
Watches to the very practical railroad

men who were in attendance.

The Effect of Slipped Eccentric.

I saw a question in one of your is-

sues about an engine that would run

ahead all right and when the engine

went to move back with the right side

on dead center, engine would not move.

but would blow steam straight to the at-

mosphere. My answer is that the back

motion eccentric slipped to where the

forward motion eccentric was. and the

valve with plenty of inside clearance and

good lead with an ordinary train, would

not move, but would blow down through

steam past edge of valve to atmosphere.

F. E. COCHR.^X.

Duqiicsiic. Pa.
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Of Personal Interest.
Mr. A. A. Read. Jr., has been appointed

supervisor on the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, with office at Delano, Pa.

Mr. T. J. Hurley has accepted a posi-

tion as foreman in the Pittsburg Loco-

motive Works at Allegheny, Pa.

Mr. George Hay, of Oswego, has been

appointed traveling engineer of the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg Rail-

road.

Mr. Frank Powers has been made as-

sistant road foreman of engines, B. & O.

Railroad, vice Mr. J. B. Dougherty, pro-

moted.

Mr. R. P. Edson has been appointed

train master of the Iowa & Minnesota

division of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway.

Mr. W. F. Kiesel. Jr.. has been ap-

pointed assistant mechanical engineer of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, succeeding

Mr. A. W. Gibbs.

Mr. Alfred Lovel has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe,

with office at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. S. R. Richards, master mechanic

of the Norfolk Division of the Southern

Railway, has been transferred to the Mo-

bile division, with headquarters at Selma.

Ala.

Mr. J. F. DeVoy. formerly chief

draftsman of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, has been promoted to

be mechanical engineer on the same

road.

Mr. A. R. Breckenridge has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Des

Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern Rail-

way, with headquarters at Iowa Falls,

Iowa.

Mr. J. F. Sheehan, master mechanic

of the Mobile division of Southern Rail-

way, has been transferred to the Savan-

nah division, vice Mr. C. F. Thomas, re-

signed.

Mr. A. Kennerdell, formerly general

foreman at Cleveland, on the C, L. & W.,

has been promoted to the position of

master mechanic, vice Mr. J. M. Gra-

ham, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Heether has been appointed

superintendent of the Charleston divi-

sion of the Southern Railway, with of-

fice at Charleston, S. C, vice Mr. F. K.

Huger, resigned.

Mr. J. B. Dougherty has been pro-

moted from assistant road foreman of

engines on the Baltimore & Ohio, to the

position of road foreman of engines, vice

Mr. L. B. Hart, resigned.

Mr. David Bell has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Canadian Pacific, at

Moose Jaw, N. W. T., vice Mr. C. W.
Milestone, resigned. Mr. W. A. Brown
has been made division superintendent at

Broadview, N. W. T., Canada.

Mr. H. E. Smith has resigned as chem-

ist of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul to accept a similar position on the

Lake Shore & Michigan SouLhern, with

headquarters at Collinwood, Ohio.

Mr. Emmett A. Gould has resigned as

superintendent of the eastern division ot

the Wabash Railroad, and will succeed

Mr. Daniel Hardy as general superin-

tendent of the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

Mr. J. J. Baylie, general foreman of

the Southern Railway shops, at Manches-

ter. Va., has been promoted to be mas-

ter mechanic of the Norfolk division,

with headquarters at Lawrenceville. Va.

Mr. J. J. Scully, formerly assistant to

the master mechanic. Canadian Pacific

Railway, Winnipeg, Man., has been trans-

ferred to the operating department of

thai road, as chief clerk for the general

superintendent, western division.

Mr. B. D. Lockwood has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer of the Wis-

consin Central, with headquarters at

Milwaukee. He has been for a number
of years chief draftsman of the motive

power department of the Big Four road.

The board of directors of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad have appointed

Mr. George F. May, assistant secretary

of the company, with office at Baltimore.

Md., vice Mr. W. H. Williams, ap-

pointed assistant to the general manager.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs, assistant mechanical

engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

will succeed Mr. A. Kearney as super-

intendent of motive power of the Phil-

adelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore, with

headquarters at the Broad street station,

Philadelphia.

Mr. John McGie, master mechanic of

the Central Railroad of New Jersey, has

resigned, to accept the position of gen-

eral master mechanic of the Choctaw,

Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad. He was

formerly general master mechanic on the

Montana Central.

Mr. H. T. Bentley has been given the

position of assistant superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern. He was formerly

master mechanic of the C. & N. W. Ry.

at Clinton, Iowa. His headquar'.ers will

now be in Chicago.

The following appointments have been

made on the Yazoo & Mississippi Val-

ley Railroad: Mr. J. F. Wallace, to be

general manager, and Mr. W. J. Harahan

t(> be assistant general manager, both

with oflices at Chicago. Also, Mr. H. U.

Wallace to be chief engineer of the road.

Mr. Alexander Kearney has resigned

as superintendent of motive power of the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore

to accept the position of superintendent

of motive power of the lines of the Balti-

more & Ohio, west of the Ohio River.

He will have his headquarters in Pitts-

burg.

Mr. D. O. Smith, for many years mas-
ter mechanic of the Manchester & Onei-

da Railway, and until recently master

mechanic of the Mobile, Jackson & Kan-
sas City Railroad, at Mobile, Ohio, has

resigned from the latter road to accept

a position with the C. W. Zimmerman
Lumber Company, of Jackson. Ala.

Mr. J. E. Mulficld has been appointed

assistant to the general superintendent

of motive power oi the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, with headquarters at

Baltimore, Md. He will have charge of

the mileage and maintenance of locomo-

tives, improvements and designs of coal-

ing stations and shops, and improve-

ments in the tools and machinery.

The following new appointments and

changes are reported on the St. Louis

& San Francisco Railroad: Mr. A. Lis-

ter has been made road foreman of en-

gines on the western division. Mr. Chas.

Mills has been promoted to the position

of train master of the Oklahoma & Red
River division. Mr. Joseph Elliot has

been appointed superintendent of ter-

minals at St. Louis. Mr. H. H. Brown,

formerly train mas;er on the western di-

vision, has been transferred to a sim-

ilar position on the eastern division. Mr.

W. W. Campbell has been promoted to

acting train master of the western di-

vision.

The following changes are reported on

the Illinois Central Railroad: Mr. W.

J. Harahan has been appointed assistant

general manager, with office at Chicago.

The chief engineer, chief engineer of

construction, consulting engineer and su-

perintendent of machinery will report to

him. Mr. A. Philbrick has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Louisville

division, with office at Louisville, Ky.,

vice Mr. J. C. Dailey, transferred. Mr.

J. G. Neudorfer has been appointed su-

perintendent of the Mississippi division,

with office at Water Valley, Miss., vice

Mr. A. Philbrick. transferred. Mr.

H. U. Wallace has been apponted

chief engineer, and Mr. J. C. Dailey has

been appointed superintendent of the

Freeport division, with office at Freeport.

111., vice Mr. H. U. Wallace, promoted.
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Why Not?
Wliy would it not be a

good idea tor all who are in

charue of railway motive

power of any kiiul tocaretully

investi.uate the siibiect of

graphite lubrication ?

It is a subject that has been

found worth)' the attention ot

scientific experts and practical

locomoti\e engineers.

It is a subiect that is grow-

ing in interest and a subject

that is bound to come to the

front soon.

Pure Hake graphite is the

only material in the way of a

lubricant that is a lubricant

under all conditions.

Pure flake graphite is not

affected by heat or cold, it is

as effective in the high press-

ure cylinder as it is in the low

pressme cxiinder.

Pure Hake graphite "stays

there," as the engineer says.

That is, graphite has a me-

chanical affinity for metal

surfaces and becomes f:istened

to the bearing surfaces, form-

ing a surflice of wonderful

smoothness.

We shall be very glad to

tell you more about it. if you

will let us.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Mr. E. r. Xcodliam li:is \iri:n .-ip-

|joinlc.-il acliiiK master iiircliani<- at )'"ort

Wayne, on tlic Wabash Kailroad, He
fills tlic place vacated by Mr. .M. R.

Coiitant, who has gone to the i'>ii-.

Mr. F. M. Mast has been appointed

superintendent of motor power and car

i(|iiipment of the Lake F.ric. .'Mliancc &
Wliceling Railroad, with headquarters at

Mliaiice, O., in place of Mr. F. Gleich.

wlio has been assigned to other duties.

Mr. W. O. Tliompson, so well known
as Secretary of the Traveling Engineers'

Association, has been promoted from
tlio position of traveling engineer of the

.Vevv York Central to that of Assistant

.Superintendent of Motive Power of the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdcnsburg divis-

ions, with headquarters at Oswego. N. Y.

Mr. S, E. Cotter, formerly fuel agent

on the Wabash Railroad, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the Eastern

division of that road, with headquarters

at Peru, Ind., in place of Mr. E. A.

Gould, resigned. Mr. Robert J. Wood.s,

licretofore private secretary to the presi-

dent, has been appointed fuel agent, with

headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., succeed-

ing Mr. Cotter.

^fr. P. T. Lonergon. master mechanic
of the New York Central at Oswego. N.
\., has resigned to accept a similar posi

tion on the Rutland Railroad. Mr.
T.one.-gon was for years chief drafts-

man of the mechanical department of

tlio New York Central, and took an

active part in the development of the

big passenger engines so successfully

carried out by Mr. William Buchanan,

Mr, ,\rchie J. McKillop was recently

appointed master mechanic of the Illi-

nois Central at Mattison, 111. He entered

the service of the Michigan Central

("Canada Southern division) in 1887, as

locomotive fireman, and was subsequent-

ly promoted to the right side. In 1892.

he went to the Illinois Central in a simi-

lar capacity. He was appointed travel-

ing engineer of the southern lines of that

road in looi, which position he held

luitil his present appointment came
about,

Mr. AL R. Contant has been appoint-

ed master mechanic of the Erie Rail-

road at Susquehanna, vice Mr. Fuller,

promoted. Mr. Coutant was for several

years mechanical engineer for the

Wabash Railroad at Springfield. 111..

and subsequently 'assistant master me-

chanic at Fort Wayne. Ind.

Mr. George D. Brooke, master me-

chanic of the Iowa Central, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

of the combined Minneapolis & St.

Louis and the Iowa Central lines. Mr.

Brooke has enjoyed a highly varied

railroad experience, which renders him

a peculiarly efficient official for the me-

chanical department. We have known

him as mechanical engineer for the

Wabash, master car builder on the B.
C, R, & N., master mechanic of the St.

Paul & Duhith, and then master me-
chanic of the fowa Central. He has al-

ways been highly popular an.l iIior..iinl,-

ly efficient.

The following changes are announced
on the Erie Railroad: Mr, C. E. Fuller,

heretofore master mechanic at Susque-
hanna. Pa,, has been appointed assistant

mechanical superintendent for lines east ot

Salamanca, with headquarters at Mcad-
ville, Pa.; Mr. W. N. Fcrrinc has
been appointed master mechanic at

Rochester, N. Y., to succeed Mr, I,

Bond, resigned; Mr. W. S, Haines.
heretofore superintendent of motive
power of the western lines of the Balti-

more & Ohio, has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the New York division

and branches, including the Port Jervis
shops of the Eric Railroad, with head-
quarters at Jersey City. X, J,, to succeed
Mr. H. A. Childs. assigned to other du-
ties.

The Executive Committee of the New
York Railroad Club have decided tn

change the meeting night from Thurs-
day to Friday at 8 P. M, The meetings
in future will be held at Carnegie Hall.

154 West Fifty-seventh street, New
York Citv,

"The World's Railway" is the name of

the most beautifully illustrated engineer-

ing book ever published. The selling

price was originally ten dollars, but we
are now giving the book and a year's

subscription to R,\iLw.\v .\nd Locomo-
tive Engineerixg for five dollars. If

you wish to secure this bargain write

soon.

Christmas Presents.

These will soon be the subject of con-

sideration. Let us give you a suggestion.

A. good book is always suitable and wel-

come. For people with mechanical lean-

ings the page of books in our advertising

pages provides an excellent choice. If

you wish to combine fun with knowledge.

get "Jim Skeevers" and "Stories of the

Railroad," both by John .\. Hill. To-

gether they cost only $2,00.

The Chesapeake & Ohio people have

ordered a Shay locomotive, which will

weigh about 150 tons. The engine, of

course, is intended for mountain service

and will be the heaviest geared locomo-

tive ever built.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie employees

at Norwalk, C. numbering some 200 or

more, have been notified that their pay

has been increased 2 1-2 cents an hour.

The increase affects both shop men and

foremen alike.
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Electrical Apparatus in English Coal

JVlines.

The coa! mines of England, the pri-

mary source and the essential element

of her industrial supremacy, have now
been worked extensively for more than

a century. Until a few years ago Eng-

land mined more coal than any other

country in the world. However, this is

no longer the case. It has been esti-

mated that 500 years will see the end of

England's coal supply and long befiirc

that the mining of coal must become
so difficult and costly, and the price 01

coal so high, that English manufac-

turers will be seriously handicapped, or

coinpelled to seek other locations where

cheap fuel is to be found. The price of

coal in England is steadily rising, shafts

are being carried deeper and deeper,

and, the richer veins having been ex-

hausted, the thinner veins, containing

flash, is well adapted for use in such

locations.

The Clapwell Colliery and the Ox-
croft Colliery, both situated at Chester-

field, have each recently installed two

three-phase Westinghouse alternators.

The British Westinghouse Company
furnished ten induction motors, aggre-

gating 280 h. p. to the Clapwell mine,

and 13 induction motors with an aggre-

gate capacity of 300 h. p., and a complete

switchboard outfit to the Oxcroft Col-

liery.

About 4,000 li. p. of Westinghouse

electrical apparatus is about to be in-

stalled in the several collieries owned by

the Stavely Coal & Iron Company, of

Chesterfield. The Sherwood Colliery, of

Mansfield, have purchased two three-

phase Westinghouse alternators; also

three direct current, multipolar genera-

tors of about I J K. W., aggregate

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC MINING MACHINERY IN ENGLAND

often poorer grades of coal, must now

be developed. These things have put

the British operator upon his mettle,

and he has taken up the latest and most

improved methods of coal mining, even

more rapidly than his American com-

petitor. Moreover, he has stepped out

boldly and adopted for power trans-

mission, alternating currents and induc-

tion motors, which, for mining work

and especially coal mining, have many
great advantages over direct-current

machinery.

The Sneyd Colliery, at Burlem, Staf-

fordshire, has recently put in a complete

alternating current equipment. Current

is generated by a Westinghouse three-

phase alternator, direct coupled to a

Westinghouse steam engine. These

mines are gaseous, and the use. in them,

of direct current machinery would have

been dangerous. The induction motor,

however, on account of the fact that it

has nn moving contracts to spark or

Priest Snow
Fianger

Properly located to give clean
rails for all wheels Prevents
derailments due to engine truck
wheels mounting hard-packed
snow or .sand. Costs nothing to

operate. Is controlled by engi-

neer and operated by compressed
air. Does not interfere with use
of a pilot plow of any size. Runs
readily through 10 to 12 inches
of hard-packed enow and sand.
Coiietruction the strongest pos-
sible. Erie Railroad have just

ordered fifty. Now used on more
than .30 railroads. Let us send
circular and references regarding
their efficiency. To serve yon
this winter tliey must be ordered
at once.

The Q & C Company
CHICAGO NEW YORK

Western Union BIdg. 1 1 4 Liberty St.

capacity. At the I'reilegar Iron & Coal

Co.'s Collieries in Monmouth a com-

plete electrical power equipment is being

installed. The Bolsover Colliery Co., of

Chesterfield, has decided to adopt elec

trie driving to a considerable extent,

and has placed a large order with the

British Westinghouse Co., including a

180 K. W., three-phase alternator.

The Stanton Iron Works Co., of

Pleasley, will soon equip their collieries

with electrical apparatus. The Tyrdail

Collieries, of Carmartlien, have con-

tracted for an electric power installa-

tion, consisting of a 60 K. W., three-

phase, Westinghouse alternator, ex-

citer, switchboard, and about 50 h. p. of

induction motors. The New Cross

Hands Colliery, of Lanelly, has pur-

chased an electrical power equipment,
with switchboards, etc., complete, and
several Westinghouse direct-current

motors.

From these examples it will be ap-

The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.
Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't §:ive

satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them.

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre. Pa.
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Quick Work.
The Penn Steel Castinj^

Co., at Chester, Pa., recent-

ly invitetl cur chief compet-

itors to show their chipping-

liammer at work. They

were well pleased with the

test, too,—until the Keller

hammer came along and did

in three minutes what the

other had done in eight.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools

cannot be approached by

others in speed. A slight

change in the hammers has

now made them 25 percent,

faster even than before, ar.d

added that much to their

money-making power.

Send for our new catalogue. It

is full of good ideas for using pneu-
matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry Ram-
mers, Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
2ist St. and Alleg-heny Ave.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago Pittsburgh

San 1-rancisco Boston

parent that the British manufacturers

rirc by no means slow to see the econo-

mics of electric driving, and when their

mines have been thoroughly c(|iiippcd,

they may yet, for a long time to come,

give the .Xmericans a very stiff fight for

Europc;in markets.

dbor being opened at all, without giv-

ing evidence of the operation.

Tanile is a hard, black, fine-grained

iii.itcrial made out of waste leather. Thi.-.

I- used in connection with emery to

make abrasive wheels. This origin of

laiiite has no doubt suggested to .the

I anite Co., of Stroudsburg, Pa., the

propriety of using the latin motto. Ex
iiiutili utilHas—"useful from waste"—as

part of their trade-mark. In a circular

recently issvicd the company state that a

tanitc-emcry wheel, 13 1-2 inches di-

:;metcr. 2 inches thick, ran for 30 min-

utes at tlic rate of 1,630 revolutions per

minute. In this half-hour it ground otT

13 pounds 2 1-2 ounces of cast iron,

louring the same time an expert work-

man, filing steadily, removed 6 3-4

ounces of cast iron. The circular, which

gives information regarding these

wheels, will be sent by the Tanite Co.

to anyone applying for it.

The Cleveland Machine Screw Co . ot

Cleveland, C, changed their name on

the first of October last to the Cleve-

land Automatic Machine Co. The

change was made to better harmonize

the name with the character of the prod-

uct turned out. By this change they

hope to eliminate from their mail in-

quiries for screw products. The com-

liany's shops have been enlarged and the

output is now confined to high-grade

:iutomatic machinery.

The National* Malleable Castings

Co., of Cleveland, O., have recently put

upon the market a patented car door lock,

which is called the "National Safety"

car door fastener. It is designed to pre-

vent the door being opened without the

seal being destroyed. The hasp is se-

cured to the car door by a staple, which

has one leg let into the door, and the

other is bolted up with a round-headed

bolt, the nut on which is inside. This

prevents the staple from being pried off.

The hasp passes over a malleable staple

with seal pin, which are also secured with

round-headed bolts. The pin slides up

and down in a slot, which is covered

by a rivet head so the pin cannot be lost.

As the seal wire passes through a small

hole in the bottom of the pin and also

through the opening in the hasp, the door

cannot be opened unless the seal wire has

lieen destroyed. To prevent the door

being pulled back, even the length of

the slack of the wire, the bolt or pin fits so

snugly in the staple on the door post.

that it cannot be pulled up without cut-

ting the seal wire. This prevents the

The Book oi the Royal Blue, for Oc-
tober, issued monthly by the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad, has come to hand,

and contains an interesting article on

the marvelous Advance in Telegraphy

which have been made in (he last 58

years, since Morse sent the first tele-

graph message from Baltimore to Wash-
ington over the wires of the B. & O.

The article is principally concerned

with the Rowland System, which trans-

mits four messages in each direction

over one wire at the same time. Mr.

C. M. Staley contributes an article on

West Point. Autumn Days at Atlantic

City comes from the pen of Dr. Thos.

Calvert. .'\ sketch of Louis Kossuth is

illustrated by a half-tone of the statue

of the patriot, to be erected at Cleve-

land, O. The city of Washington, nine-

ty-eight years ago. is an extract from

the diary of Chas. Wilson Peale. the fa-

mous portrait painter of revolutionary

times. Some witty Stub Ends of

Thought, by .\rthur Lewis, close the

month's issue.

"Packing Sense" is a little pamphlet

got out by the United States Metallic

Packing Co., of 427 N. Thirteenth

street, Philadelphia, which contains

some brief remarks intended to be of

value to those who use this company's

packing. The importance of lubrication

is insisted upon as one of the ways in

which to give the packing fair play.

"Packing Sense" says: "Don't apply

new rings for all packing troubles. In-

vestigation may show that something

else is wrong." The author of the

pamphlet also humorously adds: "Don't

use new metal for soft hammers and in

counter-balancing wheels, and put scrap

material in packing rings, reverse the

operation." The booklet will be sent to

anyone who is interested enough to ap-

ply to the company for it.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-

pany report that their air compressor

plant, at Franklin. Pa., is operating day

and night. .-Kmong recent sales made by

this company are two large compoun I

compressors for the New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad Company'^

Jersey Shore Shops; two large com-

pressors for the Readville Shops of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad; a compound compressor of

2 000 cu. ft. capacity per minute for the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern's

Collinwood Shops, being a duplicate of

the first compressor installed; a i.ooo ft.

compound compressor for the St. Louis.

Iron Mountain & Southern Railroad,

and one of the same capacity for the new-

shops of the C. C. C. & St. L.
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Per Diem Produces Results.

Mr. J. M. Daly. supcriiUendeut 'I

transportation of the Illinois Centra!

Railroad, writing of the per diem system,

says the Illinois Central is 5.C00 cars bet-

ter off wherewith to handle traffic novv

than twelve months ago. hi the p.^il

year 3.000 new cars have been built lo,-

the road, and 2,000 cars have be'.';i

brought home by per diem. In previous

years connecting roads with a small num-

ber of freight cars would get hold of

cars of the larger systems in the sum-

mer months and would sidetrack them

until September and October, when they

would be needed. As long as the cars

were idle they cost no rent. Now the

tables have been turned. Foreign roads

hurry cars back to the home lines, in-

stead of sidetracking them to await the

busy season.

The Philadelpliia Pncuniatio fool C".

reports that in the montli of .Vngust they

broke all previous records in the aniounl

of goods shipped. Recent large orders

have been received by them from the

Cambria Steel Co., Pennsylvania Steel

Co., New York Shipbuilding Co., New-
port News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock

Co., and Grand Trunk Railway Co. For-

eign orders have been received from

Paris, London and Coiienhagcn. More
orders have come in for rotary drills

during the past two months than ever

before. This company have jlist added

to their machine shop equipment eight

engine lathes, two automatic machines,

two turret lathes, two grinding ma-

chines, one Fellows gear shaper, six

drill presses, one universal milling ma-
chine, one twist drill grinder and a

number of other minor machine tools.

.Mr. Geo. If. Daniels, general passen-

ger agent of the New York Central Rail-

road, has issued an illustrated catalogue

of the "Four-track Seri<:s" of folders.

There have been thirty-five issued so

far in the series, and each page of the

catalogue contains a fac-simile of the

cover of each folder, with appropriate

letter press, and generally a typical re-

duced half-tone from the interior of the

folder. If j'ou are ignorant of the series,

the catalogue gives you the whole thing

in outline. II you are short of some
particular number, consult the catalogue.

If you have forgotten, or given away a

folder you would like now to have, look

it up in the catalogue and write Mr.

Daniels, Granil Central Station, New
York.

The Kennicott Water Softener Co., of

Chicago, are putting several of their

plants on the Santa Fe system. One at

Dodge City will have a capacity of 8,000

gallons an hour. There are to be three

others. One at Syracuse, Kan., whose

output will be 4.000 gallons hourly: at

Lamar, Col., 4.000; and at La Junta. Cd.,

2.500 gallons. It is probable that this

is a move which will not end until all

along the Santa Fe lines places for treat-

ing the water used in the engine boilers

are built. The cost is great, but the ex-

pense of keeping flues and boiler parts

in repair is one of the largest which the

western railroads have to pay.

Ground has been broken in South

Venice by the Chicago and Alton Rail-

way for a new roundhouse and repair

shops. The new building, which will be

(.quipped with the most modern im-

lirovements, will be situated west of the

present roundhouse. The ' new shops

adjoining will do all engine repairs on

the road south of Bloomington.

For the first six days of Septen;ber

there were received at the New York

Central's Station, New York, .U.25f)

pieces of baggage, an average of .S./OO

pieces per day. During the second week

of September the average was a little

over 3.000 pieces per day. The baggage

came in so rapidly and there was so

much of it that the platforms were \vi;h

ditticulty kept clear for incoming t-ains.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire-

men has created two new classes of in-

surance, making five classes in all. and

in amounts, $500. $1,000. $1,500. $-',000

and $3,oco. Under the old rule the Iniit

of insurance was $1,500. The change is

made with a view of accommodating

policy holders who are promoted to en-

gineers with increase«d salaries and who

desire an increase of insurance. The

Brotherhood is quite strong in Louis-

ville.

It is reported that the Pennsylvania

Railroad are jireparing estimates for the

new freiglit cars they will have con-

structed in 1903. It is believed the com-

pany will have in the neighborhood of

12,000 new cars. The number con-

structed this year was upward of 20.-

000. The new cars will be of 100.000

pounds capacity at a cost of over $1,000

each.

Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-
ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder
and stays there, while grease
forms into balls and fails to

lubricate thoroughly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for

brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Co. r. r. oept.

14 Church Street,

New York City.

RAILROAD STORIES FOR
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

Stories of the Railroad $1.50
Jim Skecvers' Object Lessons 1.00
Express Messenger i-as
Tales of an Engineer 1.25

THIS OFFICE

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, rRElGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

MonadiuH k BUli;., fliiraKo 141 liiuadwuy. New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE OUST.

The Crane Company, of Cliicago, have

just issued their 1902 |)ocket catalogue,

which embraces their full line of valves,

fittuigs, steam specialties,, engineers' sup-

plies, etc. The book contains 464 pages

and is well ilhi.'strated and comprehen-

sively indexed. The company will be

pleased to mail the catalogue to those

who are interested enough to apply, who
will mention R.mi.wav .\nd Locomotivk
ExGiNEERi.NC, wlicn writing.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW VORK.
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Investigating Our Railroad Operating.

Mr. H. A. Watson, general superin-

tendent of the North Eastern Railway of

England, is in the United States for the

purpose of making observations regard-

ing our railroads and their methods of

operation. He has several other officials

with him, who will take notes in regard

to the matters most interesting to their

own departments. It will be remembered

that last year Mr. Gibb, gefleral manager

(if the same railway, spent several months

in this country investigating our rail-

road system and that he was accompa-

nied by several of the leading officials.

The visit of Mr. Watson is intended to

supplement the information obtained by

Mr. Gibb.

The railroads of the United States con-

tinue to be the makers of railroad inves-

tigators from all over the world. There

have been parties here all summer that

have come as far as India and

.\ustralia to take notice of how our rail-

road operations are carried on. Among
the late visitors is Herr Paul Schuler,

an engineering architect in the employ

of the German Government, who

is in the United States on a special

mission to study locomotives, having

been sent by the Government. Mr.

Schuler expects to visit all the locoino-

tive building plants in the United States

for the purpose of studying the workings

of them.

within reach oi the engineer, who grasps

it as he flies past. The wire loop with

the orders attached automatically de-

taches itself from the stick and the sig-

nal lamp.

This invention will obviate the neces-

sity of stopping heavy trains at small

stations for orders. Instead, the orders

are telegraphed ahead of the train to the

station agent, who immeaiately arranges

his signalling device and awaits the train.

Without slackening speed the engineer

gets the orders.

Records of Wheel Failures.

The secretary of the M. C. B. Asso-

ciation has issued the following circular:

"The committee on cast iron wheels re-

quests me to announce that it e.xpects,

within the next two or three months, to

send out a circular of inquiry concerning

wheel failures and breakages, and would

respectfully ask that each member main-

tain as complete a record as possible of

all wheel failures and th^ir causes that

have occurred on their road, as they will

be requested to give as complete a record

as possible of these failures to help the

committee in making its annual report

to the convention next June."

To Deliver Orders to Trains in Motion.

Mr. Amos M. McKenna, an old Santa

Fe engineer, at Emporia, Kan., has in-

vented apparatus for delivering orders to

trains in motion which has been adopted

by the company he works for.

The invention consists of a large wire

loop fastened to the end of a stout

stick. Attached to the loop is a metallic

case containing a written copy of the

orders for the locomotive engineer or

conductor. On the stick is a signal lamp

and a reflector, to give notice to the en-

gineer of the oncoming train that orders

are awaiting him.

The station agent holds up the loop

A Novel Refrigerator Car.

Schwarzschild & Sulzberger, of Kan-

sas City, have inaugurated a new form of

refrigerator car which they expect to

make a combination of business and

freight-carrying car. They found it was

too expensive to keep an office in every

town where they do business, so they

conceived an idea of making refrigerator

cars with an office anne-x. One car was

tried for the purpose, and it was found

so satisfactory that they have ordered

twelve more to be built forthwith.

The original car was 54 feet long, but

the new one measures 65 feet over sills

and is 9 feet wide outside. The interior

is divided into two rooms, the cooler and

the office. The refrigerating room is 54

feet long and is provided with two end

and four intermediate ice boxes having a

total ice capacity of 9,000 pounds. Three

overhead rails run the length of this

room for the suspension and handling

of meat. The cubical capacity of the

cooler is 3.024 feet. The office is

equipped with cashier's desk and a Fair-

banks Standard scales. Behind the gate

the office is 4 feet 6 inches deep and be-

tween the gate and desk to the door of

the cooler is a space of 5 feet, at the

sides of which are placed the main car

doors. The car is thoroughly equipped

with incandescent lights, the current for

which is furnished by storage batteries

placed in the storeroom, or ''possum

belly," beneath the car center, which is

2 by 7 by 16 feet and contains space for

carrying tools and miscellaneous arti-

cles.

This car was designed by Mr. F. W.
Wilder, general manager of the Schwarzs-

child & Sulzberger Company.

A. Lesctien & Sons Rope Co.,

Manufacture! s

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast TJnIoaders, Switch
Ropes, Wrecking Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HO.ME OFFICE:

920-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

( ns E- I-ake St., Chicago, III.

Branch othces {92 Centre St., New York City, N.V.
(85 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

The SCHRQEDER HEADLIGHT GO.,

EvansvilK, Ind.
Manufacturers of

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to .standard designs or
Railroad Compatiies'
drawings.

We are makers for all

the leading Railroads.

f i \TT fin Best Yorl<shlre

lAlLUK STAY-BOLTIRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads

R. Mushefs&
STEELS

SPECIAL "

& "TITANIC"

These Goods are the Standard of Excellence

For years after the Hoosac Tunnel

was first inade, the country people used

to come for miles around to watch the

trains plunge into the dark hole in the

mountain side. One day a green Irish-

man was conveyed by a friend to see

the striking sight. He watched with

eager eyes the train rushing along and

on seeing it plunge into the black tunnel,

gasped with relief and exclaimed:

"By Jasus, it would be hell if she hap-

pened to miss the hole."

Sole Representatives In the
United States, Canada end Hexlco.

B. M. JONES & CO
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WAREHOUSE AT BAST BOSTON.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

LOAN* TRUST BUItDING WASHINGTON, C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

Oil Burning in Locomotives

is described in our new book,

Care of Locomotive Boilers,

50c. - This Office
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FOR SALE
FREIGHT, PASSENGER AND LOGGING

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

A*-*- ^ADO QUICK
SIZES. WiMnO DELIVERIES

FfLM LJI/^I/C 3*^ DIAReORN ST.
IVIa niwr\9| CHICAGO, ILL-

ass DIAReORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

P
ETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
ovcrclothes. .^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

hops in the country.
Union of course. .^ jt

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND UNDER.

HORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville. Ky.

New Locomotive Works.

I lie St.Tndartl Motive Power Co. arc

.liortly to begin the erection 01 their

plant at Canal Driver, O. This city has

Kivcn tliem 58 acres of land and a cash

bonus of $10,000. The company for this

consideration agree to employ 1.400

men when the plant is in full operation.

The officers are: Mr. MiKon Blake,

president; Mr. A. P. Dodge, (m Broad-

way, general manager; Mr. W. II. Hoar,

secretary and treasurer, and Mr. Fow
ler, chief engineer. Mr. McNutt is tlic

hanker back of the concern, and all of

the above gentlemen are located in New
York City. They favor the B. & O .

and there is a dispute about right of

way with the Pennsylvania, which is re-

tarding the work. The Pennsylvania is

laying track and switches to the

grounds, and some of the grading for

the buildings has already begun. Mr.

A. P. Dodge is the leading spirit in the

concern, and it's the Dodge engines that

are to be built, principally. What their

particular feature is, nobody could tell

me. and Mr. Dodge was in New York.

Ihe above information is from the Canal

Dover Land Co.. who engineered the

deal. J. A. Baker.

Sparks Collecting on Netting.

I fired an engine once that gave some-

what the same trouble as the one de-

scribed on page 436, October Railway
\ND Locomotive Enci.neering. I no-

liced on starting out that her netting

seemed to be stopped up. and after go-

ing, say 50 or 60 miles, it seemed to get

clean. She had a front end with most

of the netting set horizontally.

One day when it was opened I found

about eight inches of cinders lying on

the straight netting, and perhaps ten

inches of the sloping netting was clean.

The only way I could explain it was

that the opposite fireman, being a green

liand. used the rake too much in start-

ing out; in fact. I know he was spoken

of as "having the hook in her all the

lime," while I hardly ever used it. and by

using the blower pretty freely, "hitting"

her pretty hard starting out, and leav-

ing the door on the latch, would gen-

erally clean her after awhile. W. C.

Buffalo. N. y.

Schenectady Locomotives .;for Export.

Fifteen locomotives of an or^er for

thirty received from the Imperial Gov-

ernment Railroad of Japan have just

been completed at the Schenectady

works of the .American Locomotive

Company.
One locomotive for the Cape Govern-

ment Railroad. South Africa, has also

been completed and will be shipped

>oon.

The South African locomotive is

-niall. but those for the Japanese Gov-

ernment are still smaller. They are re-

markably fine engines, and are not only

well constructed and powerful, but arc

handsome in appearance, all the trim-

mings being of polished brass. They
have copper-lined fire-b'ixes and brass

tlues.

The engines are all taken apart and
boxed, ready for shipment. A good-

sized freight train will be rcr|uircd to

carry the locomotives to the seaboard,

where they will be shipped lo Japan

The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo,

.N. Y., have is'-ued a neat little book-

let of 52 pages, describing the typical

features and the operation of their

Downdraft forges, stationary forges.

Tuyere irons, volume blowers and ex-

hausters, steel pressure blowers, stee?

plate exhaust fans, improved counter-

shafts, blast gates, portable forges, etc..

I'tc. .Anyone interested enough to apply

lor the booklet will receive one froni the

company.

Blectric Time-Keeping.

The Canadian Pacific Railway has put

in operation a novel method of looking

after the "time" of shop employees at

Montreal and at Toronto Junction. At

the latter station the timekeeper's

oftice is in a building apart from the

shop, and the timekeeper, sitting in

iront of a standard-time clock, operates

two electric switches and does not see

or speak to the men whose arrival he is

subsequently to record.

At convenient places in the shop, cabi-

nets containing brass checks, about the

size of a quarter-dollar piece stamped

with a number, are hung each on a little

hook. The men retain possession of the

brass checks when they are not working.

and deposit them in the lower or hori-

zontal portion of the cabinet when they

come to work. The cabinet has two

drawers, an upper and a lower one.

Previous to 7.00 A. M. all checks drop-

ped in the metal chute or mouth on top.

fall into the upper drawer, and so indi-

cate that the holder of each is on duty.

.\s the whistle ceases to sound, the time-

keeper closes the electric switch which

operates a deflector so that all checks

deposited after seven, go into the lower

drawer, and time on these checks

is computed from 8.oe A. M.

The key for these drawers is in the

exclusive possession of the timekeeper.

After 8 o'clock the timekeeper ope«s

the drawers, records the numbers 01 the

7 and 8 o'clock checks and hangs them

upon the hooks in the upper or cup-

board part of the cabinet, which is then

electrically locked. He then makes the

round of the shop and ascertains the na-

ture of the work each man *s engaged

upon, and is enabled to properly charge

the time on the company's books. If a
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•friend" has dropped in an absentee"'^

check the fraud is discovered. At li

o'clock noon, the door of the cabinet is

electrically unlocked and the men, filing

past, take off each his respective num-

ber. A man working during the noon

hour, or after 6 P. M., is compelled by this

arrangement to appear at the "time

office" with a slip of paper signed by the

foreman, which is evidence that the

check not withdrawn by him by the time

the whistle has blown has been right-

fully unclaimed.

The system is spoken of as very sat-

' isfactory. The foreman or the time-

keeper cannot have any favorites, or ex-

ercise any leniency toward late arrivals.

If a man is on time and puts his check

in, he is credited with beginning work

at 7. If late even half a minute he

loses the first hour and that is all about

it. Several cabinets, all worked by the

same switch, placed conveniently in the

shop, prevent congestion or loss of time

at any one point. Timekeeping is ac-

curate, regular and satisfactory to all

concerned.

take an interest in that business, give

him a copy of the book. Price, 50 cents

Is It the Steam Engine or the
Automobile?

The much-desired sermon on automo-

bile racing against time in the streets

need not fail us for lack of a text. In

Kahum. the second cliapter ajid the

fourth verse, we read:

"The chariots shall rage in tlie streets,

they shall justle one against another in

the broad ways; they shall seem like

torches, they shall run like the light-

nings."

Abandoning Oil as Fuel.

We supposed that oil fuel was so sat-

isfactory that a trial was suflicient to

insure its adoption. We were therefore

surprised to read the following dispatch

from Tacoma in the New York Times:

"After making a thorough test of oil

as fuel on its passenger locomotives for

ten months, the Southern Pacific Rail-

road has decided to return to the use of

bituntinous coal. Its mines at Carbona-

do to-day received orders to begin ship-

ping 25,000 tons a month to San Fran

cisco. Those mines have been operated

by the Southern Pacific for twenty years,

but were partially shut down after the

road began using oil. During that tint';

the product of the mines has been used

for coke making.

"It is reported that oil was not a suc-

cess on the passenger locomotives for

two reasons. One was that it deposited

a coating on the flues, which had to be

removed every day, or it kept the heat

from the water, causing a great waste of

fuel. The intense heat produced by the

oil also cracked and split the boiler

sheets."

The gross earnings of the Chicago

Great Western Railway (Maple Leaf

Route) for the fourth week of Septem-
ber, 1902. show an increase of $16,225.81

over the corresponding week of last

year, being an increase of $26,703.93 for

the month.

It is reported that big improvements
are to be made at the Pittsburg plant of

the American Locomotive Company. It

is said to be the intention to greatly in-

crease the plant's capacity. President

S. R. Callaway is quoted as saying that

his company is preparing to expend
large sums of money in extensions at

all of the company's various plants.

AVe are informed that Mr. T. F. Do
Garmo. Eastern representative for the

Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., has changed
liis headquarters from 3116 Clifford

street. Philadelphia. Pa., to No. 60 West
Ninety-third street, New York.

A Fraudulent Correspondence Institute.

.\ concern in Scrantun, Pa., ciiiled tlu"

Correspondence Institute of America, has

been prosecuted for using the mails for

fraudulent purposes. The leaders of that

institute, no doubt, selected the name so

tliat people would confound them with

the International Correspondence Schools,

and patronize them through that misun-

derstanding. It is important that people

should now understand distinctly that the

old reliable International Correspondence

Schools have no connection whatever with

the concern whose chief officials are in

the toils of justice. A fraudulent corre-

spondence school is about as cruel a

means of obtaining money under false

pretenses as anything we have ever heard

of.

The Boston & Maine penple are car-

rying on a series of tests to demonstrate

the relative expense of coal and of oil

fur locomotive fuel. The indications

are that coal is one-third cheaper than

"Practical Shop Talks" is a very amus- The Canadian Locomotive Works
ing book, especially for people inter- Company at Kingston. Ont., have pur-

csted in machine shop work. If you arc chased a large tract of land for the pur-

interested in stimulating a young man to pose of extending their works.

This muffled

pop valve is the

best you can use

—better specify

it in your next

order.

'"fyfiyi

i VALVE COMPANY, i

i 271 FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON HASS!

Masj
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Ball's Official R. R.

Standard Watches
6 AND (8 SIZE

Tests eevero and mimi'rouB 1

tlie liioHt rritiral nsiTH in all f

1; AMI •-'! mi'v
.IKHM.S,
SAI'I-IIIIIK I'Vlil.KTS

IIAI.I/S nll'R(»VKl»

SAI'irlY

nor III,K itoiXKU

Arc without question

the finest watclies that

Anu-vicaii talent and

wUillnl labor Can pro-

duce, and they are glv-

hij; such universal sat-

isfaction that wo have

no Iiesitaney In claim-

iuK that they arc the

best ami safest niilrond

watch on the market,

ive lno\eii til!s fact to

tioiis of tile cotnitry, to

Packing Rings Cut Off by a (iang Tool.

I lie sluips |)rL'!>iili:<l mer by Mr.

Kolierl (Jiiayle, of the C. & N, W.~W\
,it Bunisidc, Cliicago. have in vogue a

iiiethntl of cutting off fourteen air pump
piston packing rings at once l)y tlie use

of a gang tool. Tlic druni is turned up

the rec|uireil diainetcr and each ring is

separated by a groove of a certain depth

by llie gang tool aforesaid. As the bor-

ing out tool trues up the inside surface

(if the drum, ring after ring, drops off,

I hi' Mil-facing, outside and inside, is

iliiiie' III the usual retail way by the

lathe, Ijut the cutting off is donq "whole-

sale" so to speak, and a very consid-

erable saving in time is the result.

which thoilsaiicls of tool liadroad and Brotherhood

men are ready to certify.

Wo have an aulliori/.cd aiient in nearly every rail-

road center. Call on him tor information and facts.

Write ns for descriptive matter.

Tk Webb C. Ball Watch Co.

Watch Manufacturers

Ball Buildini;, Clceland, Ohio, U.S.A.

Whitney Planers

Are easier to operate

More Rigid, True and Free from Vibration

Than any other PUning Machine made.

For particulars, write

Baxter D. Whitney & Son
WINCHENDON, MASS.

FOREIGN AGENTS : Henry Kelly ft Co ,26 Pall
Mall. Mancliester, Kng. Schuchardt & Schutte,
Berlin, Cologne, Brussels, Vienna, Stockholm. St.

Petersburg. Sussfeld, Lorsch&Co., Paris, France

MODEL LOCOMOTIVES
Better than ever ! Latest N. Y. Cen.

Standard. High Saddles—Big Drivers

—

4 sizes. Something extra nice. 4c. in

stamps for catalog,

A., a. CA.IMCPBEX.I.
P. O. Box 26S MoN ricELLO, N. Y.

,\ great many of our friends send us

blue prints of photographs, expecting

that they will appear in Railway and
LocoMOTivic Rnginekking, We wish to

take the sting of disappointment from

tliose frie::ds by informing them that a

l:lne print cannot be reproduced as an

ordinary photograph can. Only silver

prints can be reproduced.

Moods of Inanimate Things.

It is known to most craftsmen that

not only their own mu'^ck's, but the

liioN with wliich llu-y \Mirk arc some

times seized with something like

"crainp," Old violins, for instance, .it

limes, take fits of refusing to give out

the mellow sounds wdiich are their

wont, even though played upon by a

Joachim or Sarasate: and then scrape

he never so cunnin.gly, the instrument

will emit nothing but discordant

stpieaks. At such times the violin is

said to have caught cold, and probably

some temporary molecular derangement

has affected it. Edged tools also at in-

tervals refuse to obey the behests of the

most skillful craftsmen. The tool is tlien

said to be "tired." and has to be laid

by for a while, when it recovers its tone.

Even huge machines like railway loco-

motives are known to go on '"strike,"

just as do human railway servants; and

experienced drivers know that at these

times the locomotive cannot be com-

pelled to work, although examination

may show that it has not a crank or

screw loose, a rod or rivet out of place.

Machinery is thus as liable as its

drivers to get out of order, and some-

times in the most unaccountable and

mysterious fashion.

The above rot is from a London

paper, and is always cropping up wdien

news is scarce. We are surprised that

stories are not got out about the idio-

syncracies of clothes. The meanness of

collar buttons, for instance, and the

pants that took cranky spells.

The Union
Switch &
Signal Co.
OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS AT

SWISSVALE, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

New York: Central Building, 143
Liberty Street.

Chicago: 1536 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis : Terminal Station.

I CAN SELL YOUR BUSINESS
no maiur where it is. Send description, state

piice, and learn liow. I->tyMished '-/j, HiRhest
references. OflTioe^ in 14 cities.

W. M. Ostrander, 1550 N. A. Bldg.. Philadelphia.

that

^/>e

INKS
the POINT

PARKER
"Lucky Curve'

FOUNTAIN PEN

A Pen that has the 0. K. running all the way through-

9,000 DEALERS SELL THEM

•'LCCKT C'R.VE"— ifi eab> to rtmi:tia,tr. KEPT IN
REPAIR FREE ONE YEAR. Wt have & catalogue
waiting for you. as well as the name of a dealer you
know who selU them. Both await your request.

THE PARKER PEN CO. 2i Mill St.. Janesville. Ws.

Handling of Locomotives

By -W. O. THOMPSON
IS A BOOK OF

Questions and Answers About Every-

thing Concerning Locomotives

COSTS ONLY 60 CENTS AND IS

THE MOST VALUABLE BOOK EVER
OFFERED TO HELP ENGINEMEN.
LEATHER BINDING. 75c.

ANGUS SINCLAIR COMPANY
174 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Tie Plates in Soft Wood Ties.

.\ committee of the Roadmasters and

MaiiKtcnance of Way Association has

made the following report: "Tie plates,

not less than 1-4-inch thick, should be

used on every soft wood tie in main

tracks. They should be punched to per-

fectly fit the rails when the spikes are

driven straight, and the best results arc

obtained when the tie plates are imbed-

ded in the ties before they are put in tlie

track. This is sometimes done by a tie

plate press in which two plates are set

with one blow, the power used being

steam. The cost per plate is from one-

half to three-fourths of a cent and from

3.000 to 4.000 ties can be plated in ten

hours. .Another tie plating machine is

operated by hand and the power is de-

rived from an eccentric. Ten to twelve

men can full plate about i.ooo ties in a

(lay. This machine is simple and quite

satisfactory. Both machines are, as a

rule, only operated in material yard.';.

We know of no satisfactory device for

imbedding plates without remo\ ing the

lies from the track."
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The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Railroad people are extending their car

building facilities at Aurora. III. They
are putting up one new building, 38 by

180 feet, for car building and storage nf

timber. Other extensions are contem-
plated.

.•\ recent dispatch from New Zealand

says: After having made exhaustive trials

of American and British built locomo
lives on the Government railways, the

ofificers report that the best results have

been achieved with the .\merican ma-
chines.

The Wabash to Build New Shops.

It is said that President Ramsey, of

the Wabash, has recommended that the

railroad expend between $400,000 and

$500,000 on new shops for the eastern

and middle division, probably to be lo-

cated at Ironville.

The most valuable educational book on

our list at present is Handling Locomo-
tives, by W. O. Thompson. Many trav-

eling engineers are using it as a text-book

in examining firemen for promotion.

Costs 50 cents in paper; 75 cents in

leather.

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois

Railroad make a practice of removing

air pumps from their engines every six

months, without reference to the condi-

tion of the pump. The old one comes
off and a repaired one goes on as regu-

larly as clock work. The old pump gen-

erally requires the vacation.
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Baldwin Ten-Wheel Engine for the

Denver & Rio (irande.

The Denver & Rio Ginndc Railroad

have recently purchased from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works some lo-whcel

passenger engines which will be put to

work on the mountain region between

Denver, Pueblo and Salida. The idea in

ordering these Vauclain engines, was

that the compound feature with its eco-

nomical use of steam would enable the

operating department to dispense with

the use of pushing engines, which, con-

charge pipe from which comes out beside

the yoke plate. The arrangement of the

driving springs is interesting. The lead-

ing wheel carries its spring on a saddle

in the usual way. The second spring is

placed between the main and rear driv-

ers, and bears upward against the lower

frame-bar, the hangers from this spring

terminate in a pair of levers, independent-

ly pivoted on the pin used to suspend the

driver brake. The rear spring, which is

semi-elliptical like the others, is placed

below the top frame bar. behind the

TirnES.
Material, iron. Wire rbukc. No. ii. Number. 340.

Dia., 2 in. I..cnKth. 13 ft. 8 in.

HEATING SURFACE.
Firebox 196 sq. ft

Tubes 2,4 18 iq. ft.

Total 2.514 «q ft.

Grate area, 34.4 sq. ft.

DRIVING WHEELS.
Dia., outside, ^.-^ in. Journals. 9;.^ x 12 in.

ENGINE TRUCK WHEELS.
Dia.. 30 in. Journals, 6 x 12 in.

WHREt, BASE.
Driving, 13 ft. 6 in.

Total engine, 24 ft. 10 in.

Total engine and tender, 53 ft. t'A in.

^^ li-i^A I*

B.Via.>\VIX TiiN-Wiil-.i;;, LuCu.MolUh h..K THE DENVER S: RIO GRANDE.

sidering the character of the road oper-

ated, practically amount to double-head-
ing each train half way over the division,

and then handling a light engine to one
or other divisional terminus.

The passenger engines here illustrated

have cylinders 15 1-2 and 25 x 26 inches,

63-inch drivers, 68-inch boiler, and a to-

tal weight of 290.000 pounds. The air

pump, though placed on the right side,

is well forward and the air cylinder

i« slightly below the level of the run-

ning board. The blow-ofT cock is placed

in the bottom of the boiler barrel as close

to the smoke box as it can be, the dis-

trailing wheel. All the driving wheels

of this engine are flanged.

The tender frame is made of steel and
the tender trucks are of the Sterling-

worth pattern. The tank has a capacity

of 6,000 gallons. A few of the principal

dimensions are given below.

Cylinder, 15^^ and 26 x 26, Valve, balanced piston.

BOILER.
Type, wagon top. Dia.. 68 in. Staj-ing, radial.

Thickness of sheets, ^i and \%.

Working pressure. 210 lbs. Fuel, soft coal.

FIREBOX.
Material, steel. Length. 121 in. Width, 41 in.

Depth, front. So in,; back. 6S^i in.

Water space, front. 4^ in.; sides. 4 in.; l>ack, 4 in.

WEIGHT.
On driving wheels 131..wo Itjs.

On truck, front 47.140 ll)S.

Total engine 178,640 lbs.

Total engine and tender. 290,000 lbs.

It is reported that the Canadian Pacific

Railway intend to test one Shay engine

on a part of the line in Rossland, B. C.

An order for twelve engines of the 10-

wheel t}'pe has been placed with a Scotch

firm of locomotive builders, and the com-

pan)' are said to be figuring on one thou-

sand flat and five hundred coal cars.
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New Sanding Device for Chicago &
North-Western Engines.

A very neat and compact pneumatic

sanding arrangement has recently been

devised by Messrs. Otto and Henrik-

son, the general foreman and the tool

room foreman, respectively, of the C.

& N. W. shops at Chicago, 111. The
sand-trap consists of a malleable iron

cage for the air jet, very like the ordi-

nary pipe fitting known as a "cross."

Into the large ends of this cross i 1-4-

inch pipes for conveying sand are

screwed, and the air nipple is inserted

in the larger of the other cross open-

ings. This nipple is made so as to form

a ball joint at the side at which air enters.

ilic liand-operated sand valve. This pipe

has its open end pointing downward,

I inch above the bottom of the bo.x,

and when the hand-valve is closed no

sand can pass up the inverted U-pipe.

unless drawn into it by the action of

the air jet. The presence of this pipe on

the back of the sliding hand-valve helps

to prevent the sand caking, because

when the hand-valve is operated the U-
shaped pipe is moved bodily to and fro.

The "back-up" device in the sand box

consists in the insertion of a piece of

I -2-inch pipe about 2 inches above the

bottom of the box. This pipe is about

6 inches long and is beveled off on the

under side for a distance of 3 inches.

PNEUMATIC SANDING DEVICE, C. & N. W. RY.

Back of the ball joint it fits into a square

socket and cannot get out of line. After

being put in the cage it is held tightly

in place by the pressure of an ordinary

1-inch pipe plug which bears upon a

rubber washer carried on the shoulder

of the jet. Air is introduced to the cage

through a 1-4-inch pipe, passes on

through a 1-4-inch hole in the jet, and

turns at right angles and passes out in

the direction in which the sand flows,

through a 3-32-inch orifice. The sand

trap is thus seen to be very simple in

construction and is being applied to C.

& N. W. engines. The device has been

patented.

The method of drawing sand into the

pipe in the sand box is also very simple.

The style preferred for sanding when
the engine is going ahead, is to tap a

l-2-inch U-shaped pipe into the back of

Outside the sand bo.x this pipe leads

with an easy curve into the air trap and

thence the sand passes to the pipes

which convey it to the rear of the trail-

ing wheels. No sand can pass to the

track by this route unless urged there

by the action of the jet.

A modification of the "back-up" ar-

rangement in the sand box may be used

with the "go ahead" sander if desired.

In the latter case, sharper turns in the

pipes are permissible.

A trial of the jet witli 85 pounds air

pressure produced a lift of 41 3-4 inches

of water in a 1-2-inch tube. The C. &
N. W. people pronounce the Otto-

Henrikson sander to be highly satis-

factory in operation, easy to make, and

with little or nothing about it to get

out of order.

Wireless riessages Sent to a noving,
Train.

The special train from Chicago to

Portland run by the Grand Trunk Rail-

way, carrying the members of the Ameri-

can -Association of General Passenger

Ticket Agents, was arranged with appa-

ratus capable of receiving a "Marconi-

gram." St. Dominique station, in the

Province of Quebec, was the base from

which the messages were sent. On the

train the electrical waves were received

by collecting wires connected to the co-

herer. A long vertical wire would have

been the ideal method, but as this was

impossible on a moving train, the col-

lecting wires were run through the

guides of the train signal cord and ex-

tended about a car length each way from

the coherer. At St. Dominique two
large metal plate vibrators, 10x12 ft.,

were in position, connected with an in-

duction coil of usual form. The vibra-

tion of the apparatus caused by the mov-
ing train prevented the relay from beinjj

adjusted to its most sensitive point. Tn

spite of this handicap and the fact that

the collecting wires were carried inside

steel frame cars, the results obtained

were very satisfactory and strong and
definite signals were received on board.

No attempt to rival Marconi in the mat-

ter of long distance transmission was at-

tempted. 8 to 10 miles was the distance

actually covered. Satisfaction is felt that

the feat was^o successfully accomplished,

and greater things may be hoped for in

the future.

Mechanical Stokers in Steel Mill

Service.

Perhaps the severest fluctuations of load

to be found in modern steam supply ser-

vice are encountered in the operation

of steel rolling and slabbing mills. In

a recently equipped steel plant there

have been put into operation slabbing

mills which consume as much as 2,000

h. p. during the working of a large steel

bloom. The load on the engine is ap-

proximately uniform until the bloom
leaves the rolls, when it instantly falls to

that of mechanical friction only. It is

apparent that in order to effectually ac-

commodate such excessive variations in

steam supply, either considerable stor-

age capacity must be provided in the

boiler equipment, or quick steamers must
be employed, fired by some form of me-
chanical stoker. .At the present time the

latter arrangement is rapidly com-
ing into use, with the result that

fluctuating loads are readily anticipated

by control of fuel combustion. This con-

trol may be rendered automatic when
mechanical draft is employed in connec-

tion with the boiler and stoker equip-

ment. A good example of this arrange-

ment may be seen in the plant of the Lu-
kens Iron & Steel Co.. which comprises
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^700 h 1) c;ipacily of Babcock & Wil- Ten-Wheel Engine for the Central CylimU-r. .Sx 24 in. siidcvalvc, Richardwn l«l.
"^'' - t- I J .... /\ * J iJriviiiK wheels, 57 ui. dia,

COX water tube boilers, equipped with Untario. uoim'.r
Roney Improved Duplex Stokers and

-pi^g Canadian Locomotive Company, style, radial »Uy. Dia. of «mokclK>x end. 55 in.

mechanical draft appliances. In this
Ltd., o( Kingston, Ontario, have recently

Working presK. i«o 1..,. rire.K.x. «H « 4i'n.

, I 1 f ^i f 1 t-u^ ^^ >
s e. ' ' ^ I'ircbox w.'itcr Hi/acc. front 4. »idc« ^i^. *>ack aW in.

plant the speed of the fans and the po-
,^,^„^j ^^j ^^^^ 3i„,p,<, i^„.,^Ucd engines tu1.c», w;^ in. dia.-.l.„«ih, ,2 11. 4 in.

sition of the flue dampers IS automatical-
^^^ j,^^ Central Ontario Railway. The mrebrick »upportf.i on tuix-..

ly controlled by the pressure of steam in ^^j^^^ ^^^ ,8^ i„3 j,,^ ^^-^^^^ ^^c ., ,

hkatin.; surface,

the supply pipe, thus proportioning rate ' . . .
rubes i.j.vs.o «q. It.

,
,'^ ' .'

'

J 57 'ns. diameter and the machine weighs pirebox 119.0 ra. ft.

of combustion to steam used.
in working order 1.5,000 lbs. The engine i-irebrick tul.e, ,4., «,. ft.

One of the pioneer industrial concerns
.

'' ^; "

to adopt the water tube boiler with me- -s plam, .and substamially buik and is well
.^^^, ,.y^ , «,. ft.

chanical stoker for steel mill service adapted for the work it is expected to do. crate area, 27.2 deg.

.. .!,„ r.,.-„„„;o 'itr.,.\ r^ a Hnrpn The forward driving wheel is not equal- tender.

vears L tl vTnstSe^^^ i-d with either of the others, but has Wt of tender, 37.c^ M.s
.

,i«M.

years ago tney instaiiea tne nr.^t i^oney
t. r • 1 Wheel base, 15 ft. 4 in. Frame. 10 in. channels.

stoker in the Homestead works. At the ^ spring carried over the frame in the water capacity. 3,800 ^als. Coal. 6 tons.

present time they have in use what "sual way. The main driver and trailer Total wheel ba.se of cng, and tend, 48 ft, ii,',in.

amounts to nearly 25,000 h. p. of boilers nre equalized by a semi-elliptic spring

equipped with these stokers. The Lack- I'laced between them, bearing up ag.iinst Handy Shop Appliance.

awanna Iron & Steel Co. have also t'l.e lower frame bar, a pair of coil springs A very handy boiler shop appliance

adopted the Roney stoker for their steel in front of the driver and in rear of the may be seen at the Chicago shops of the

mills at Lebanon, Pa., and Bufifalo, N. trailer complete the spring system. The C. & N. W. Ry. It consists of a frame

Y., where the steam plant is arranged expansion link is laid out on a 48-in. ra- for holding small swinging crane arms,

so as to be fired either by coal or blast dius and this brings it well in front of the from which air tools are suspended for

«l I
. ^ Y

1

1

_ 1

(

THN-WHKKI. I,l)C(lM(inVK I-OK VHV. CKNTK.\I, IINIAKII

furnace gas with equal efficiency. The
gas is introduced above the grates in

such a manner that both gas and coal

may be burned at once if desired. The

failure of the gas supply in no way in-

terferes with the operation of the plant,

as the coal firing is then immediately re-

sumed.

We understand that the Roney me-

chanical stoker has been adopted by nu-

merous steel companies to the extent of

100,000 h. p.

A group of new compound locomo-

tives recently built by the Schenectady

works for the New York Central have

proved to be very powerful engines. In

tests made recently the engines started

81 loaded cars out of a bad hole with-

out difficvilty.

The Western Maryland Railroad have

ordered 300 coal cars to be built after the

design of Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt. Those

who have Vanderbilt cars in use speak

very favorably about the indications they

give of durability with light repair ac-

count.

rocker arm and what is generally called

the transmission bar, in this case, runs

back from its hanger to the rocker. The

main driving wheels are not flanged. The

boiler is 55-in. diameter at the smokebox

and the top check is placed exactly on

the center line. The crown sheet is ra-

dially stayed, and the washout plugs are

placed so as to follow its arched contour.

The tender frame is made of structural

steel, being in fact lO-in. channels. The

whole is carried on diamond trucks, with

wooden bolsters. The tank holds 3,800

imperial gallons which equals 4,560 U. S.

gallons. A few of the principal dimen-

sions are given below.

The Canadian Locomotive Company

have recently acquired some property ad-

joining the plant, in order to increase the

facilities necessary to meet the demands

of increasing business, and many improve-

ments in the present shops are being car-

ried out. 'Mr. H. Tandy is superintendent

and Mr. Geo. E. Lee is chief draughts-

man of the works.

Weicbt. working order, 115.000 lbs.

Weight on drivers, 85.000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving. 11 ft. 10 in.

Whee'.base. total, 21 ft. 3H in.

reaming and tapping staybolt holes, and

screwing in the stays. The appliance

consists of a frame made of flat iron

bars, to which are bolted, by means of

U-shaped clamps, round iron legs. Two
parallel flat bars on edge are used to

make the frame, placed perhaps 10 or 12

inches apart, one above the other. The

round iron legs are made to extend

above the frame. Over the tops of these

round iron bars, the eye of the crane

arm is fitted, which latter then swings

out over the sides of the fire-box. The

frame for holding the cranes is rectangu-

lar, about 5 feet long, by perhaps 18

inches wide. It has a circular end which

can be clamped tightly round the dome,

so that the apparatus cannot be pulled

off. In fact, the plan of the whole thing

resembles an ordinary door keyhole.

The legs upon which it stands are placed

along the sides and around the dome, at

short intervals; this arrangement gives

an ample number of points from which to

suspend the small swinging cranes. The

large overhead electric traveler places

or removes this appliance as required,

for the workmen.
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New Canadian Pacific Shops.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian

Pacific, plans were submitted tor the

erection of large locomotive and car

shops at Montreal at an outlay of

$2,000,000. The scheme as outlined re-

quires the purchase of 500 acres of land

on which six car shops and two loco-

motive shops will be erected. In addi-

tion there will be a roundhouse capable

of holding from 120 to 150 engines. The

fitting shops will be connected with the

erection shops, which will be arranged

to permit of the construction of sixty-

engines at a time.

The directors decided on the erection

of so many shops in order to be able to

do away with other shops, except those

at Perth, Ontario. Four hundred men
have started work on the erection of

the new shops.

the drifts were knocked galley west

over the fence.

One day, last December, the plow was

ordered out. to get train 34 out of the

snow. It was stalled directly under Ray-

mond's Bridge. Terry knew what that

meant, and he acted accordingly. He
notified Paddy to tell Deegan to send 6

men to go with him. He went after train

orders himself. It was a dirty, snowy,

drifting day, such a one as would make a

man wish to be some sort of a distant

relative to a retired millionaire of gen-

erous qualities. A trip previous, Terry

broke the drawbar attachment on the in-

cline of the plow, and he was in no hurry

getting it repaired; in fact, he would

prefer to not have any contrivance for

coupling on there at all, as it only helps

to catch and keep the incline full of snow,

greatly impairing the usefulness of the

"Not to-day; besides, Maggie isn't

on. Tom Acker is in her place."

.•\fter much labor Paddy got the plow
down to a fairly good gait again, and it

was tossing the "beautiful" moonward,
as he got the stop signal once more 20

miles further on.

"Here it is again," said Terry, as he

left the station. "They want to know
if I hadn't better leave the plow at

Lansing, and feel our way along to

Raymond's Bridge."

"Terry, what them ducks don't know
would fill a much bigger book than what
they do know, particularly about diggin'

out trains. Here we've been manipulat-

ing this high flyer very successfully to-

gether for about 10 years, during whith

time the division was never tied up a

minute, while neighborin' roads took a

week ofif to recuperate till the clouds

PROPOSED SHOPS—CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY—MONTREAL, CANADA.

Getting a Train Out of the Snow.

BY SHANDY MAGUIRE.

Terrence Bennett had the pleasure of

seeing G. F. after his name in all corre-

spondence coming to him relating to the

aflfairs of the C. U. & B. at Pendleton.

General foreman didn't embrace his full

accomplishments and responsibilities. In

the winter months he was high cocka-

lorum of the snow plow. Roadmaster

Dougherty and local section boss Dee-

gan might keep their eyes closed in

blissful ignorance of climatic conditions

so long as Terry ran the plow, for he al-

ways kept his weather eye open, and

bossed the job, going with it when it

was needed. It was what is known as a

"push plow." It did excellent work,

when properly handled. Terry had his

pick of the extra engineers to go out

on it with him, and his choice fell on a

droll Portagee, from Cork, named Paddy
Ryan. With Paddy and the Quickstep

plow. The lookout used his eyes for the

benefit of all hands. A rope ran from

liim to the whistle of the Quickstep.

Paddy and his fireman were as warm and

happy as two kids in an incubator, as

the highways, stations and alarms were

signaled by the lookout, and left them in

a closed cab until they heard the stop

signal. It had just blown, and Paddy

shut of? to await developments.

"What's up, Terry?" he said, as Terry

came out of the station from an inter-

view with the operator.

"The dispatcher wants to know how I

am going to get 34 out of the snow with-

out a drawbar on the plow."

"Oh, the brass-poundin' pig-head, to

flag us to ask such a thing as that, and

it all we can do to keep movin'," said

Paddy.

"Take water at Grangers, Paddy. It is

piling in rapidly up the road."

"Can't we manage to stall at Barkers

for about 20 minutes?"

rolled by on more than one occasion.

What did you tell them?"

"I said I'd let them know later on."

"Good boy, Terry. You're a man
after me own heart. That's the very

same answer I made Father Tom
O'Leary the other day when he asked
me if I was going to send him a libera)

donation for Christmas."

"Be good to the clergy, Paddy, you
may need them before you die."

"Be gob, Terry, if they tell the truth,

it is after I die I'll need them the worst."

"Have you any fear of going to the

place below China, Paddy?"

"Father Tom says it is only through

fastin' and prayin' I'll escape it."

"Well, if you don't get a gait on you,

and if those young ducks of coming

general managers—in their minds—stop

us to ask many more questions, you'll

have to dine on a banquet of wind pud-

ding and snowflakes for dinner, which
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you can offer up for the good oHyour
soul."

"Those office fellows fancy it is their

stoppage of trains, asking such absurd

questions, causing delay, stopping and

getting under way again, that keeps the

road in successful operation. Statistics

carefully taken prove it costs about two

dollars and fifty cents to stop a passen-

ger train of ten cars on a summer rail

and start again. Such a day as this, we
are equal to ten coaches on a clear rail,

so the smart Aleck that flagged us

twice, to teach us our business, took

just five dollars from the pockets of the

company."

"Go ahead again, and when we got

on Bailey's Fill we'll give you the stop

signal, and you can drop down carefully

within 50 feet of the train."

They soon arrived at the snowed-in

train. Terry brought along a 75-foot

rope, with a coupling link spliced in each

end. He ordered it brought out ready

for use. He then had the snow tossed

up to the tops of their heads by the

shovelers, where it was caught by the

breeze, which has it in motion yet, judg-

ing by the way it started. The flanges

were cleaned good, and when he had

about 100 feet of fair track, the rope was

then passed over the back body bolster

of the plow, taken out alongside the sills

and one end of it led on each outside of

the plow, properly equalized, to the pilot

draw-bar of the stalled engine. Terry

then dug out the engine, paying particu-

lar attention to getting the old snow
from under the drivers. When he was
ready to move he got his two engineers

at attention, the two firemen on the look-

out, and told them to keep watch of him

—a difficult thing to accomplish some-

times. He then ordered the train-

man to cut off the engine and to be sure

and close the steam hose angle cock, so

as to retain the steam in the cars as

long as it was safe to keep it so, for the

comfort of the passengers. This order

had the effect of bringing big Tim Craw-
ley out of the car. Crawley was about

250 pounds of stupidity, who, by a pull,

got to the position of a fourth-rate ticket

puncher ahead of many a worthy man
who had brains and manly principles.

"Don't you cut me engine off," he

said to the trainman. "Back up and pull

me out altogether!" he roared at Paddy.

"Go home, Tim, and learn yer mother
to milk ducks."

"I'll report ye to Mr. Arden."

"Be sure when you go into his office

you'll have a big gobbler with you, Tim,
ye'll need it."

That shot hit the bull's-eye, and Craw-
ley turned his back on Paddy. It was
rumored he sent an occasional fowl to

supply the table of the super.

Terry was looking all around the

stalled engine while this confab was go-

ing on, to be sure that there was no

likelihood of getting off the track when
they got moving, knowing that an addi-

tional half hour's shoveling would be

time spent to far better advantage than

trying to replace a derailed engine or

coach. He then took hold of the job,

repeating the same order.

"You can pull this train out without

cutting us oflf," he said to Terry.

"Now, Crawley," said Terry, "I am
doing this job, and not you. My orders

arc to get this train out of the snow, and
not to help you to get it out. I was
pulling trains out when your father's old

cow never thought she would have any

other driver than you driving her home
to be milked, and if I did not know my
business, I'd be taken out of the way
before now."

.^t his signal, out came the stalled en-

gine, Tom Purdy, its engineer, bavin,;

shut ofif when he found Paddy couM
keep him moving. This provided against

any danger of Tom running into the

plow. The baggage car next, then the

big gobblers, bags of corn and spuds
sneaked down to Arden, don't count

worth a cent helping Crawley to boss the

job when Terry is around. If he has any
more relations in the ould country, tell

him to get them out, and if the turkeys

hold out, Tim can get them all good
jobs runnin' a railroad."

"Mr. Ryan," said the general superin-

tendent, who was listening to Paddy un-

seen, "but that your raillery holds up to

public contempt such a disreputable

method of advancement in the service, I

would not tolerate it between employees.

I shall take the matter up in due time,

and if any one has been advanced by
such means. I'll see that justice is done.

I am thankful I heard the raillery."

"Well, I'm not." said Paddy. "That's

nie only failin', Mr. Dowling, I must
have the run of me tongue once in i

while. When Crawley needs anything,

instead of askin' it himself, he sends

Mrs. Crawley to get it. She is a stun-

ning looking woman "

MOTOR CAR FOR THE ROCKIES—C.\N.\DIAN PACIFIC R.\ILWAY.

coaches, one at a time, after the snow-

around them was shoveled. The cars

were closely watched to avoid any dan-

ger of freezing, and the job was done in

a workmanlike manner. Bennett then

jacked up the plow, and put one 4-inch

block on each side of the center bearing

of the forward truck, so as to pull in as

little snow as possible backing up to

Lansing, to let train 34 pass. Provision

was also made between the two engin-

eers what they should do running to-

gether to Lansing, to avoid any trouble

through a misunderstanding. This pre-

caution left Paddy to do the most of the

pulling.

At Lansing. Paddy Ryan shouted out

to Tom Purdy. "Tom. tell Crawley that

"Shut up your blasted mouth, and

come ahead," said Terry. "You've said

enough now to be heard all over the sys-

tem."

Qasoline notor Car in the

Canadian Rockies.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany have recently fitted up at their

car shops in Montreal a gasoline-motor,

observation car for the use of guests at

their hotels in the Rocky and Selkirk

mountains. This handy little car has

proved a most popular adjunct to the

charming summer resorts along the rail-

way line, as it enables the tourist to view

at close range, the many interesting
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features of these wonderful mountains.

The motor car is kept at Laggan, which
is the highest point reached by the rail-

way, being 5,269 feet above sea level.

This station is the one for the far-famed

"Lake in the Clouds." The car may be

used, as occasion demands, over the line

from Banff to Lake Louise, or to Field,

or even to the great glacier in the Sel-

kirk range.

In appearance this vehicle resembles

an ordinary open street car, tlie body be-

ing 13 feet 6 inches long, while the over-

all measurement is 20 feet. The under-

frame is built of steel, and to it is at-

tached a 26 h.p. gasoline engine.

equipped with an electric ignition appli-

ance. The car can attain a speed of about

30 miles an hour on level track, and it

has sufficient power to climb any of the

mountain grades, or haul a trailer, if de-

sired. The gasoline tank holds 20 gal-

lons, which is sufficient for a run of 300

miles, or if reckoned by time, the car can

keep the road for from 15 to 20 hours.

The whole is mounted on a four-wheel

steel truck, with steel tired wheels 25 1-2

inches in diameter. The engines, frames,

wheels, etc., were imported from Eng-
land, while the seats and cab were built

at the company's Hochelaga shops.

The movement of the car is fully con-

trolled by three brakes, an emergency
and two hand brakes, so that should one
fail, either of the remaining two is suffi-

cient to hold the car, even on the steep-

est incline. The superstructure is very

light, open at the sides and top, thus giv-

ing a free and unobstructed view of the

loftiest peaks on either side of the track.

For protection from wind and rain, water-

proof canvas screens, passing over the

roof frames, and fitted to spring rollers.

can be adjusted in a few seconds. The
case containing these rollers may be seen

in the illustration, as the curved ridge

running along the highest portion of the

roof. Blinds of water-proof materia

protect the sides and the front is fitted

with plate glass. Spring seats, uphol-

stered in leather, with reversible backs,

provide accommodation for fourteen pas-

sengers. In fact, every detail has been
carefully considered which will provide
the modern tourist with a degree of com-
fort, convenience and safety, undreamt
of in the earlier days of sight-seeing.

A curious feature which may be n )-

ticed on any of the railway lines passing
over the Rocky mountains both in Can-
ada and the United States, is that the

grade is always much steeper on the

western slope than it is on the eastern.

This is primarily due to the physical and
geological formation of these enormous
mountain chains. In the case of one of

the American Pacific roads, the ascent

from the prairie up the eastern slope

was so gradual that a dispute between
contractor and railway company arose as

to the point where the prairie section

actually terminated, and where the

mountain section began. As the cost

per mile differed considerably on the two
sections the question was finally settled

in court. In the case of the Canadian
Pacific, the road climbs the eastern slope

by a very gradual ascent up the valley

of the Bow river, the ordinary unas-

sisted road engine being quite sufficient

for the work. At Laggan, however, the

descent of the Kicking Horse Pass is be-

gun. Here the road runs down a 4.3

per cent, grade for a distance of about
tour miles; this grade has, therefore, a

fall of one foot in every 23 1-4 feet.

One reason why the natural steepness
oi the western or Pacific slopes of the

1

slope of each range. This process going
on for ages has, no doubt, produced a
marked effect upon the physical aspect

of the country. It is not improbable
that the influence of the Japan Current
has, in the lapse of time, changed natur-

ally steep inclines into precipitous

ridges, and has taxed the engineering

skill of the railroad builder to a high de-

gree, as well as offering to the mountain
climber an unrivaled opportunity for

displaying his ability and endurance.

l-Utfvtor

For Cutting Rubber Gaskets.

A handy cutter for various sizes of

gaskets, invented by Mr. E. L. Miller,

M. M. of the Nickel Plate at Conneaut.

The device is secured to an air cylinder

in his machine room and all the con-

demned air hose are cut up into different

sizes of gaskets. It lias proved to be a

money-saver to the Nickel Plate. This

device is not patented, and Mr. Miller

will gladly give any further information.

Disposition of Brass Scrap.

A couple of Anderson furnaces at

Chicago, III, in the C. & N. W. shops

take care of all the old brass scrap, etc.,

which comes along. Brass scrap contain-

ing, or in connection with, old rubber,

leather, iron, etc., goes into the furnace

just as it is. The inflammable constitu-

ents are burned up, and what iron there is

separates out. The brass so melted is

ouisiiie used for the manufacture of material in
Cttltcv

which composition is unimportant, and

for making shells for what are commonly
called filled brasses. Brass for all kinds

of bearings are, of course, made from new
material, and the ingredients are prop-

erly proportioned. The babbitt metal which

is elsewhere melted out of old shells is

used over again, but is analyzed from time

to time, and if found to be deficient in

any constituent, the proper quantity is

added, thus insuring uniformity.

Railway ^ Litcunnilii'c Enginttring

MILLER'S GASKET CUTTER.

t'anadian Rockies may, perhaps, in the

course of time, have become still more
sleep, is, strange as it may seem, the

influence of a "river in the ocean." The
great Kuro-Sivo, or Japan Current, as

Reclus tells us, "carries along the coasts

of Sitka and Vancouver island, a mass

of waters warmed by a long sojourn un-

der tropical heat, and by its vapors

brings spring to regions which without

it would have a very severe winter." The
nnld damp climate experienced on the

British Columbia coast is no doubt the

direct result of this "gulf stream of the

Pacific ocean." The vapor formed here,

which drifts inland, is successively

caught by each of the mountain chains

and falls in the form of rain or snow,

according to the altitude, on the western

Disconcerting.

In the early days when railroads were

somewhat of a novelty to the people of

the British Isles, a gentleman of un-

doubtedly Hibernian origin was describ-

ing a marvelous sight he had unexpect-

edly seen. It was nothing less than an

express train at full speed plunging into

a tunnel, just as the shades of evening

were beginning to fall. The driver of

the "fast mail" had whistled to warn
some plate-layers who were on the I'ne

just at the entrance of the tunnel. Pat

was standing well out of the way, gap-

ing at the train in fear and wonder, and
had seen it all. "Be jabers," he said, ad-

dressing an admiring audience, some time

later, "the black beast, breathing fire and

smoke, came along with its wan eye blaz-

ing with anger, but when it caught sight

o' me wid my shelaleh standing resolute-

like, it gave a dismal squeel and dashed

into its hole." ,
,,
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Saddle Tank Road llnglne.

The saddle tank engine luieljy shown
was recently built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works for tlie Barrc R. R. for

freight service. The Barrc R. R. is a

short line in Vermont, whose principal

business is the hauling of stone from

great granite quarries. The leading di-

mensions of this engine are: cylinders, 17

by 24 inches; boilers, 52 inches diameter

at the smallest ring. The boiler pro-

vides 1,348.4 square feet of heating sur-

face and a grate area of 14.4 feet. The
driving wheels arc 50 inches outside

diameter, and the main journals are 8 by

8 inches, 'ihe rigid wheel base is 10 feet,

total wheel base 18 feet 6 inches. The

engine weighs 1 10,000 pounds, 96,000

pounds of that Lcmg on ihc driving

wheels.

ticularly with suburban trains. This will

be more especially the case if it is de-

cided to depress the tracks from the out-

side tunnels so that the suburban traf-

fic may run continuously through a loop

depressed under the present floor of the

Grand Centra! Station. In any case it

may be taken for granted that the New
York Central will no longer remain un-

der the reproach of not making every

efifort to develop the possibilities of its

magnificent suburban traffic.

The Standardization of Rod-Bolts.

When an engine is going through the

repair shop the renewal of rod bolts is

one of the items which has to be at-

tended to. A reamer is usually run

through strap and rod, and the new

but the staii'lardi/.iti'.n of the holes has
to follow as a matter of course.

When ihe rod and strap comes to be
reamed out the man with the reamer
slips on it a taper gauge marked with

size, similar in form to the one used by
the lathe man. At some point on the

standard reamer this gauge catches and
holds tight. The portion of the reamer
below the gauge therefore becomes a

reamer which will clean up a hole to

suit the bolt made by the lathe man
when he used a similarly marked gauge.

If the portion of the reamer below this

slipped-on gauge is long enough for

rod and strap it may be used; if not, a

larger gauge, giving longer reamer, is

required. In this way it is possible to

ream holes only to sizes for which there

arc bolts already in stock. There is no

N. Y. Central to Operate by Electricity.

As already announced, the New York
Central & Hudson River R. R. is mak-
ing extensive plans to convert its pres-

ent steam service running into the Grand
Central Station into an electrical service.

It is contemplated to abolish steam alto-

gether as far out as Croton on the Hud-
son River Division and as far as White
Plains, on the Harlem Division. The lo-

cal service from these points will ulti-

mately be run with specially made cars

having motors attached to the axles much
the same as those in use at present on

the Elevated Railway in New York City.

All the heavy through trains will be

taken by electric locomotives, which will

haul them into the Grand Central Sta-

tion and back again to the point of

changing over to steam locomotives.

With the disappearance of smoke from
the tunnel, it will be possible to give a

much faster and more regular service

than has liitherto been the case, par-

SADDLE TANK ROAD ENGINE.

bolts are made to fit the hole which has

just been "cleaned up" by the

reamer. A good deal of running about

and considerable "cut and try" is. of

course, incidental to this method. At

the Chicago shops of the C. & N. W.
Ry., what may be called the standardiza-

tion of this work • has been lately ac-

complished. Rod bolts for repair work
are now made in a lathe, having the

taper adopted as standard in the shop.

The lathe man turns these bolts out one

after the other as stock material, and be-

fore the engines for which they are

intended have come in off the road.

The standardization of the work con-

sists in providing the lathe man with a

set of gauges, bored out standard taper,

each increasing in size by 1-32 of an

inch. The bolt he makes is considered

to be of standard size when the gauge

will slip up on it to within 3-8 inch of

the head. .-Ml this is simple enough,

measuring or making a fit. The gauge

on the reamer, stamped with the size

of the corresponding bolt, and a card

index of bolt diameter and length, give

the information necessary to fill out a

requisition, and what may be called "lost

time" has entirely disappeared from the

operation.

Efficiency of Boiler Joints.

The weakest part of a boiler shell is

the longitudinal seam. This cannot, of

course, be made as strong as the solid

plate with any riveted construction, but

a good design of joint employing multi-

ple rows of rivets and cover plates, will

closely approximate it. The Lukens

Iron and Steel Company recently

equipped their new power plant with

horizontal tubular boilers having quad-

ruple-riveted longitudinal seams. These

are calculated to have not less than 94

per cent, of the strength of the solid

plate. Mr. Samuel Yauclain. superin-
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"tendent of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, has recently patented a design of

boiler joint that has a calculated efficieu-

cy of 96 per cent. The weakening of the

shell depends on how much of the ma-

terial is cut away by the rivet holes; the

smaller the holes the less it is weakened.

This fact may make the use of nick-.;!-

sleel rivets advisable in boiler construc-

tion where a high seam efficiency is nec-

essary. The engineer of tests at the

Bethlehem Steel Company has demon-

strated tliat a nickel-steel rivet 3-4-inch

in diameter is as elTective as a I i-8-inch

rivet made of common steel.

—

Ex.

"Six Door" Uondola on the

L. S. & n. S. Ry.

When preparing the illustration for

this L. S. & M. S. coal car, we were

humorously reminded by a friend, that

such cars had, once upon a time, been

very useful in railroad service. In the

hope that coal cars will not become en-

tirely obsolete we here present, through

channels, were designed with a view of

carrying practically the entire load on

ihc side bearings. This was done in

order lo reduce the weight of the

bolsters, and thereby help to cut down

the total weight of the car so as to

permit the use of 5x9 journals. The car

weighs about 35,000 pounds. Yellow

pine was used for flooring and side

planks. About 95,000 pounds run of

mine coal can be carried in these cars.

The sides of the car are 4 feet 5 inches

high, the inside width is 9 feet 8 inches,

and the length inside is 35 feet 7 1-2

inches, giving a volume of about i,534

cubic feet, as the dumping doors when

closed are flush with the bottom of

the car.

New Fire Resisting flaterial.

The latest fire resisting material to

claim the attention of engineers is known

as uralite, because its inventor, an offi-

cer of the Russian army, was stationed

near the LTra! mountains. A part of its

-36 0" over end sills Uaitwai/ i LifeitnuittvB Englneerins

'SIX DOOR" GONDOLA—I,. S. & M. S, Ry

the courtesy of Mr. H. F. Ball, S.M.P., a

gondola, in designing which, the aim was

to provide a car with a flat bottom,

suitable for handling merchandise coal

on side tracks, where it has to be shov-

eled from car to wagon. The car is also

intended for handling structural steel,

billets, etc., and is intended to dump as

large a percentage of load as possible,

in cases where it is desired to unload

through the bottom of the car. The si.K-

door arrangement in this car permits

about 44 per cent, of a load of bitumi-

nous coal to be dumped out.

The car is very substantially built, the

stakes being placed inside the car sides

give maximum floor area for the spread

of the sills. The stakes in the central

portion of the car are carried down to

the level of the underside of the needle

beams, which makes a strong stifiF form

of construction. This is reinforced by
tie rods at each stake pocket from sill

to sill, all of which is intended to re-

sist side bulging, and the sills being

deeply trussed with six rods, the tend-

ency to sag in the middle is provided for.

The car has a capacity of 90,000 pounds.

The bolsters, which are made of steel

substance, asbestos, comes from that

quarter of the world. The asbestos is

ground to pulp and mixed with about

30 per cent, of chalk, and. after passing

through various chemical processes, ap-

pears in the form of tough, pliable strips.

Gelatinous silica is employed as a ce-

menting substance, about 20 per cent,

being used, thus leaving the proportion

of asbestos about one-half of the total.

The boards made from this substance

are tough and will stand a large amount

of wear and tear, but their chief interest

arises from the fact that they appear to

be utterly impervious to fire. They may
be planed or sawed like ordinary wood,

and glued or nailed with equal facility.

Numerous experiments have been made
with this uralite, all intended to demon-
strate its superior qualities as a fire re-

sistant, and all appear to have been suc-

cessful. Doors made of it have with-

stood extreme temperatures without in-

jury. As a material for constructing file

boxes and in various other ways where

papers are to be preserved, it should

have a large field of usefulness.

—

Iron

Age. If the claims put forward for this

substance are made good, uralite should

be a good substance with which to make
round house doors, sheds for sand driers

and the like. Perhaps the chalky matter

extracted from water by some of the

water softening processes used on rail-

ways, could be used as one of the con-

stituents of this new fire resister.

Air Jack at Wheel Press.

A neat application of compressed air

is used at the Toronto Junction shops of

the Canadian Pacific, in connection with

the wheel press. When the axle is

brought to the press, instead of being

hung from the horizontal beam of the ma-

chine, it is supported on what is prac-

tically a permanently placed small air

jack, situated two or three feet in front

of the press. The axle can be raised tc»

the required height by the operator

pressing his foot on a button in the floor

very much like that by which a motor-

man on a street car rings his gong.

When the axle is upon the air jack, the

wheels are rolled to position and entered.

Two iron rack plates on the flood al-

low tlie wheels to easily slip in toward

the wheel seats when urged thither by

pinch bars, whose points engage with

the teeth of the rack. When the wheels

have been pushed in a sufficient distance

by hand, the air jack is lowered and the

wheels and axle roll forward to the

press, where the operation is completed.

Novel Drawing Table.

,\n illuminated tracing table has re-

cently been installed in a Boston draw-

ing office, for making tracings on thick

paper from drawings having weak lines.

A large drawer fits under the top of the

table, a rectangular hole being cut in the

latter and a large piece of French plate

glass set in. In this drawer is a cluster

of incandescent lights with a white porce-

lain reflector. This cluster may be

moved to any portion of the drawer, so

as to come under that part of the draw-

ing which has most need of it, the il-

lumination not being uniform all over the

drawing. A great variety of uses has

been found for this equipment, such as

comparison of alternative designs and

the tracing of additions directly on brown

paper drawings or blue prints.

—

F..r.

The four main cables of the new East

River Bridge, New York, are probably

the largest in the world, being 18 inches

in diameter. 3.000 feet long and weigh-

ing 2.500,000 pounds each. Composed
of some 10,400 straight steel wires, each

cable has an ultimate strength of about

50,000.000 pounds. The wires are 3-16

inch in diameter. The cables are to be

covered with a water tight cylinder of

sheet steel. Some of these cables were

badly injured by a fire early in November.
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General Correspondence.
Fitting Up Driving Rod Brasses.

The liisl step after receiving tlic

ibrasses from tlie foundry is to plane the

ilanges a a, Fig. i, of each half brass,

talking off only enough to clean them up,

when the opposite face b, Fig. 2, is flat

down on the planer bed or table of the

shapcr, as the case may be. The flanges

a a, Fig. i, should now be put on the

planer bed and a cut taken off the face

b. Fig. 2. The two planed parts of the

brass are now perfectly parallel, which

will be of assistance later.

When all the half brasses have been

subjected to the operation described they

are ready for the tinner to "sweat" the

iaces b, Fig. 2, together. From the tin-

shop they should go back to the planer

and be placed on the bed with the side

c, Fig. 2 (no difference which side),

down. Take just enough off the other

side to clean it up.

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown a special

chuck tor holding the brasses while plan-

ing them to fit the straps.

In Fig. 3, a fl, is a stud with a collar

b, forged on it, near the outer edge of

which are four ^-inch holes, shown also

at a in Fig. 4. These holes are exactly

<)0 degrees apart.

On one end of this stud are two steel

collars c c'. Fig. 3, which are a sliding

fit on the stud. The other end of the

stud fits the hole in the bracket b. Fig. 4,

just loose enough to turn without the

aid of a wrench.

Holes are provided for holding the

bracket to the planer bed, or to the

table of a shaper, and it should be bolted

on with the stud at right angles to the

direction of the cutting tool, and also

parallel with the bed or table.

Having fastened the chuck to the

Tnachine properly, remove the nut f, and

collar f, and put the brass on the stud

with the faced side next to the collar c

and the flanges a a, Fig. i, perpendicular

to the planer bed.

Now plane half enough off the top to

•fit it to the strap, and enough off the

insides of the flanges to make it fit the

strap, taking an equal amount off each

flange.

Having finished this part of the work,

loosen the nut e and remove the open

washer d, which will permit the stud a

to move endwise far enough to let the

collar b clear the stud g, when the brass

can be turned bottom side up without

disturbing the nut f, which will bring the

hole h opposite the stud g. Replace the

washer and tighten the nut c Proceed

with this side of the brass the same as

before, and if the holes in collar b are

exactly 90 degrees apart, the two sides of

the brass now planed will be parallel, as

they should be. Loosen the nut e again

and turn the stud a one-quarter turn

either way, and plane one end of the

brass, then turn the stud one-half revolu-

tion and plane the other end.

Thus the brass is planed on all four

sides without loosening the nut f. After

the brasses have been planed to fit the

strap and the oil holes drilled, heat them

enough to melt the solder that holds the

halves together, to separate them. Re-

move what solder adheres to them, then

put them in the strap, and put the straps

in place on the rods. Put a center in

each brass to be used in laying out the

brasses for boring. Set a tram to the

length of the rod, then with one point

in the center of, say the black brass,

draw a line across the center in the other

brass. Suppose this line to be Ye, in.

the brasses wearing themselves loose in

the strap, they should fit it tight enough
to require three or four blows of a hand
hammer to drive it to its place in the

strap, using a block of hard wood be-

tween hammer and brass. But the ends

of the strap should not be sprung open
more than 1-32 in. when the brass is

home.

When strap rods are used for side

rods, the brasses should be 1-32 in.

larger than the pins, and have 1-64 in.

side motion. After boring out and fac-

ing the sides, take the brasses out of the

straps and fit them to the pins, being

careful to have no bearing on the fillets.

Solid side rod brasses should be turned

enough larger than the hole in the rod

to require lYi tons per inch of the out-

side diameter of the brass to press it into

the rod. When the brasses are bored

Railway ^ Lucvmotive JEnyineerinj

^ig.3
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cross-head pin and center of main axle is

the length of main rod.

Ira a. Moore.
Cedar Rapids, la.

The Indicator as an Hdueator in Steam
Engine Practice.

Since the steam engine indicator has

come into such general use in steam en-

gine practice, it is important that the

engineer in charge of such plants should

possess sufficient intelligence so as to be

capable of being taught how to use it and

how the action of the steam in the cylin-

operated the instrument and thoroughly

understands the lines of the card, and is

able to intelligently associate them with

the corresponding points in the valve

motion, and when intelligently handled,

so far .as the valve motion and steam dis-

tribution are concerned, shows how near-

ly the actual conditions approach well

worked out theoretical conditions of effi-

ciency.

There are, however, some railroad men
and others, who claim that the work
done by the indicator is not reliable.

From a very large number of tests

made both in stationary and locomo-

and the efforts of men to excel each

other in their work creates rivalry, and
consequently a greater zeal in working
for the best intercs.s of their employer.

The accompanying indicator cards il-

lustrate very intelligently the value of

the indicator in discovering defective

operation of the steam engine. These
cards were taken from a I2xi2-incli 75
horse power Armington and Sims en-

gine in a modern power plant, operating

two belted dynamos of 25 kilowatts each,

after the engineer had complained that

the engine was erratic and that the elec-

tric voltage could not be kept constant.

Before Adjustment

Cuiil 1

Running Light cC 2_-S5 K.W. Dynamos H Load
JtaUwny ^ Lvcoiiiulii-e Enyineering

After AiljHstmcnt

liitdwn'j ^ Linvtnott

llunnlng Light & 2-ii5 K^^Y. Vynwmos
B tJii/inttrinif

H Load
Ruitiuuy i LoevmvtlM AnylnMrlntf

der is reproduced on the indicator dia-

gram.

The machine shop apprentice should

also be able, if asked, to analyze the in-

dicator card, which will tend to widen
his field of usefulness, as the more he

knows about such questions aside from
his work of learning the trade, the more
valuable his services will be, and every

increment of knowledge that adds to the

possible efficiency of his apprenticeship

will be fully recognized by his employ-
ers.

The engineer or apprentice can ob-

tain a text book of instruction on the use

of the indicator, which may be read and
re-read with some interest, but he is

unable to make the different lines clear

to himself, and the true value of such a

book is appreciated only when it is fol-

lowed up by the personal instruction of

some fairly intelligent person, who h.is

tive practice, the indicator has been

found to be absolutely correct and relia-

ble in the measurement of the steam dis-

tribution in the cylinders, and the ac-

curacy of its indications are practically

unquestionable.

It would be money well expended by
every well-regulated steam power plant

to have as a part of its regular equip-

ment some standard make of indicator

and the necessary rigging, so that cards

could be taken periodically so as to give

the information for keeping the valve

motion in good condition, and indicate

exactly what is going on inside the cyl-

inders; and the engineer thus becomes
acquainted with the several lines of the

card, so that he may be better acquainted

with the machine he is taking care of.

which would also invite more interest

on his part in the care of the plant.

We are living in an age of progress

The r. p. m. 280 and boiler pressure 95
pounds per square inch.

Card No. I was taken when the engine

was running the dynamo light, and rep-

resents the friction of the engine, dy-

namos and belts. The valve motion is-

very badly distorted as will be seen by

the card.

Card No. 2 was taken when the engine

was working under about one-half load,

and the valve motion in the same condi-

tion as in Card No. i.

Card No. 3 was taken under the same

conditions of load as Card No. r after

an adjustment of the valve gear had been

made.

Card No. 4 was taken under practically

similar conditions of load as card No. 2,

after having made all the adjustments to

the valve gear, and it will be noticed

that the distortion of the valve motion

i.5 entirely eliminated, and also that the
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work done in the two ends of tlic cylin-

der is fairly well equalized.

Card No. 4, however, shows a little

rounding at the beginning of the stroke,

which indicates that the engine is slight-

ly deficient in lead, and that the eccen-

trics should be slightly advanced, which

would also reduce the hack pressure due

to the earlier release.

The back pressure, as shown by all ihc

cards, is a little high, but this is ac-

counted for by the fact that the engine

exhausted with three other engines,

through a long pipe into a feed water

heater.

This story is written with a view to

bringing out the value of the indicator

as a correcter of erratic valve gear and

at a very small expense.

S. J. Dillon.

Jersey City. N. J.

Care N. S. Haywnrd, Supt. M. P. P.

R. R.

Comparative Sheets.

Comparative sheets, comparative re-

ports, comparative pictures, either pen.

word or photographic; comparative re-

ports of railroads, municipalities, states,

nations and peoples; form the basis of the

fundamental laws governing the uni-

verse. Drop the comparative statement.

of whatever form, and you have dropped

the most important link that binds us

together and propels or impels our most

intricate system of being, moving and

living.

Comparative sheets are compiled to

serve two purposes. First, to satisfy the

successful, to compliment the able and

to stimulate the industrious, if less for-

tunate, operative. Second, to shame the

careless, to put on exhibition the negli-

gent, and to show just cause for remov-

ing the perverse and incompetent.

The compilation and exhibition of such

sheets serve to set in motion all the hu-

man, mental, attributes or emotions; such

as pride in a duty well performed and

thus recognized, strife, which impels

greater efltort to maintain laurels already

won, or to gain achievements known or

thought to be possible. The successful.

cause envy, chagrin, sorrow, hatred,

malice and kindred emotions. The un-

successful, provoke solicitude, their lack

of mental or physical ability is deplored;

perverseness is condemned and a careful

study of the whole forms the basis of

all action: brings honor or dishonor,

promotion or demotion, rewards well di-

rected ambition and punishes culpabil-

ity.

VALUE OF PERFORMANCE SHEETS.

There is probably no place where per-

formance sheets, if correctly, plainly and

honestly compiled, are of more value or

will pay a greater -dividend on the in-

vestment than on our American rail-

roads, where, as everywhere, there arc

two classes of men always awaiting the

issuance of the comparative sheet, the

one, with a well satisfied expectation,

is confident of seeing well directed ef-

fort verified; the other, with the same
degree of expectancy, awaits the publica-

tion of mis-directed energy. If the sheet

contains no flaws, the one man is proud

of his performance, he shows the sheet

to his friends and invariably calls atten-

tion to the standing of his less fortunate

competitors, and a healthy degree of

rivalry is produced, the value of which

would be hard to estimate and which

applies to all branches and all classes.

So who will say that the performance

sheet is not essential, that it is wrong
or unjust to set in motion these variou'*

emotions, that keep us from dying of

ennui or becoming all of one class, lack-

ing the traits which constitute our much
boasted of, personality.

It will not be the purpose of this ar-

ticle to go into minute details, showing

the shortcomings of the average per-

formance sheet, which are apparent to

everyone at all conversant with making
or using them as a basis of calculation:

or furnishing a copy of the various forms

which might be substituted.

FALSE PERFORMANCE SHEETS.

A careful examination of the perform-

ance sheet of your division or road or

system will in most cases furnish food

for reflection. It will show you in many

cases that the aim has been to shift in-

stead of shoulder responsibilities. That

i;! many cases the performance sheet sim-

ply shows the wishes of the compilers

rather than the actual performance as

should be shown.

While the performance sheet which

cannot be disproved is of inestimable

worth, the one containing any flaws of

no matter how trivial a nature, is worse

than nothing and represents not only the

loss of time and expense of compilation,

but serves to engender a feeling among
the rank and file not in accord with what

is expected by the issuance. Why should

a performance sheet show the cost per

mile run on two roads, or systems or di-

visions, where wages of workmen are

different, where the cost of fuel is not

the same and may be double, where the

climatic influences play a no small part

in the cost, where the class of power is

different, large or small, good or bad.

old or new, compound or straight: where

the average load may be one thousand

tons or two thousand, where the weight

of locomotive and caboose in one case

is considered a part of the rating and in

the other it is not? Where one has a

first-class roadbed and heavy steel, while

the other is in need of a good roadmas-

ter, with men and material to demon-

strate his ability as such.

COMPLICATED SHEETS.

The value of the performance sheet is

too often lost by its being so complicated

that the average man cannot or will not

attempt to decipher it on account of its

complexity. The compiler by reason of

his familiarity with the subject may
think it perfectly plain, yet we doubt
not but that he would be as much at sea

if given a performance sheet of a foreign

line to look over, as are we with his.

He might like us be compelled to ask

questions which he in his position would
be loth to do, as we are with him. The
performance sheet to be of the most
value should be as plain to read as a

magazine article if we have to ask many
questions, we probably won't. We would
rather remain in blissful ignorance than

to exhibit it to others.

SHIFTING RESPONSIBILITV.

We were commanded by the book we
used to read before we started railroad-

ing, to bear each other's burdens, we now
have burdens of our own, usually full

tonnage, so we don't want to carry more
than our just rating; in other words, we
want a uniform performance sheet; if we
deserve a handicap, we want it. If stop-

ping to clean a dirty fire on our division

constitutes an engine failure, we hope to

see the same rule apply on an adjoining

division: it will look better in the gen-

eral ofifice where efficiency is measured

by the performance sheet. If one man
or division makes an oil record by the

use of hot box grease instead of using

oil, we want a barrel of hot box dope

right away. If one man runs faster or

pulls more than we do, we want a similar

machine or an allowance. If he can do

more work of any kind in the shop or

on the road you will have to prove it by

a performance sheet which has no loop-

holes in it through which we may crawl.

THE LOCAL SHEET.

Did you ever get real mad when the

Supt. M. P. and the oil man got after

you about your division sheet and make

up your mind to give all hands a jacking

up? You first lit on Bill Trueman. Y'ou

said, "Here, Bill, you fell clear down on

coal as to miles per ton and as to 10.000

ton miles."

He said, "Yes, the sheet looks bad. but

it isn't correct. Y'ou know those dagoes

never fill the buckets anywhere near the

same. At the other end, they guess at

it, and they never come within a ton of

being right; and at the middle coaling

station, where they have the bunkers, it

is still worse. If you remember, I re-

ported a case along about the middle of

the month, when my engine was charged

up with II tons, and the tender only holds

9 Besides. I had 2 tons on the tender

when I came in. In this case you went

hunting, and the other man had all the

ammunition. Then you dropped the coal

question and tackled K\ Johnston for

only making 60 miles per pint of valve

oil, when he should have made 160. He
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answered that it might have been due

to the fact, as it was once before, thai

the valve oil can in the store room

sprung aleak and you distributed to all

engines the loss. I asked you to provide

lockers for us where the men on con-

necting divisions were stealing our oil;

I just kept track this month and they

stole 8 pints from my engine. They

even drained the lubricator to get it. I

was expecting you to call attention to my
poor record, but I think I made as good

a record as any man on the division if

the sheet showed my actual perforni-

the pints of illuminating oils used per

10,000 tons of freight hauled one mile,

net and gross, to the total columns show-

ing in dollars and cents the total expense

of running a railroad system; in many

cases is looked upon and examined

with the same degree of interest and un-

derstanding that we bestow on the

printed tablets illustrated in the Sunday

morning paper purporting to be the key

to the Greek language or the history of

the Ptolemys. We don't wish to be un-

derstood as ridiculing the ordinary per-

formance sheets, or underrating their

reduces the cost of some detail by su-

perior methods, but the value in one

case is lost by poor methods in another.

A saving may be made in the manufac-

ture of a bolt and the amount lost by

the driving of a rivet. In this case the

total column simply shows equality when
compared with similar work of compara-

ble classes. The total column is not the

one over which the battle should be

fought. It is a deplorable fact that in

many cases complimentary performance

sheets arc not issued, and if issued are

not commented upon by officialdom,

EFFECT OF A L.\P ORDER ON TWO EXPRESS TRAINS.

ance. Again you went fishing without

bait, and you wished you hadn't.

EXTENDED USES.

There is no limit to the uses of the com-

parative sheet until every branch is cov-

ered, until the day's work of each me-

chanic has been compared and the per-

formance of individuals, gangs, divi-

sion and systems are placed side by side

with due allowance for the uncontrolla-

ble items. Performance sheets should be

simple, they should show but one thing

per sheet. We find a large complicated

sheet covering a square yard of paper,

and showing all items of expense from

value, but rather make the plea for a

greater number and of a less complex

form, absolute correctness being indis-

pensable to make them of value. For il-

lustration we may say that every man
excels all others in some branch. That

if a system of reports or sheets were is-

sued and exhibited covering detail work,

it would be of far more importance than

the total column. Take care of the de-

tails and the totals will take care oi

themselves, like taking care of dimes

removes the necessity of looking after

dollars.

Each individual, or gang, or division

while the reverse conditions rarely es-

cape; yet the former would be of equal,

if not greater, value to the individual or

class, if the same interest was shown in

them.

In conclusion we may safely say that

most men would court the issuance of

the performance sheet, if it was absolute

and their just measure was shown by it.

They would then strive to head the list

at all times and their best efforts would

be secured; while if there are any loop-

holes through which they may crawl they

lose all respect and all interest in the

sheet. There are 1,396,000,000 people
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always looking for the belt or parchment,

medal or certificate, or whatever toUcii

marks superiority.

D. P. Kelloug.
Oakland, Cal.

Repairing an Intercepting Valve.

Enclosed please find sketch of one of

several intercepting valves, in which
cracks showed up. . These cracks, I am
disposed to think, were from contraction

rather than from service, as all of them
cracked in the same place. Figs. I and 2

show side and top view of valve. AAA,
in Figs. I and 2, show about the loca-

tion of crack in cylindrical part of valve,

and which was on either side of the

valve, but only extending part way
around. As we look into the end of the

valve, the cracks B B, Fig. 3, appear.

The job of repairing these valves was
given to the writer, and he was to use his

own judgment. Knowing that a patch

could not go on the outside, and that

provision must be made on the inside,

for the movement of the separate ex-

haust valve when working single ex-

pansion, and repairs were made accord-

ingly. The back end of valve was caught

in the lathe chuck, and a steady rest set

at C, Fig. I. The fractured end was then

bored out, just to true it, and the bot-

tom faced, leaving as much fillet as pos-

sible in the corner. A patch of 3-16

steel, like Fig. 4, was then cut out;

the diameter H being 3-8 less than the

diameter of the bore. The three arms,

I. 2, 3, were made i 1-4 wide; the arm
4, I in. wide, with a T-end i x 1-2. A cast-

ing the size of diameter H was used

as a former, to bend the arms at right

angles to the bottom. The arms can be

hammered to shape, so they will fit very

nicely to the bore. You will notice at

G, Fig. 2, there is a fracture, the valve

being very weak at this point, you will

see the idea of the T-end of arm 4.

The I in. size of arm 4 was, that as

little obstruction to the separate exhaust

passage be made; you will notice that it

crosses the opening shown in Fig. 2.

When the patch is nicely fitted in, it is

held in place by four 3-8 rivets. As
there is no room for rivet heads, the

ri'-'its through the arms are taped 3-8,

and rivets screwed in tight. After the

patch is riveted in (the dotted line I,

Fig. 2, shows it in place), we stand the

valve on end, and drill and tap for the

two stay bolts J, as shown in Fig. 2.

These stay bolts are S'S 12-thread. and

call for a special tap. When stay bolts

are screwed in tight and the thread upset

at Z, Fig. 2, so they will not start, the

valve is again put in the lathe, and the tool

set at K, Fig. i, and a cut run in the

direction of the arrow. It will be found

that the fractured end of the valve does

not run true, so the too! will take ofT any

high places and put the valve all in fine.

Ihe end of valve should then be faced

off square. So far as the working of the

engine is concerned, it is not known that

anything ever happened to the valve.

This repair job is one that is worth do-

ing well, and I have no hesitation in say-

ing that the valve is stronger after re-

pairing than in its original condition.

W. DE Sanno.
Sis ' "" Ness Avenue, San I-rancisco.

that I know like to tell how many tons
they took over the Hill with the 244.

There is one way I make up my mind
what is the matter. If, after I drop over
the Hill the train runs free down hill,

train is heavy. If they do not drift free
cars run hard. L. W. Tighe.

5 Vernon street, Nashua. ,V. H.

Why Do Trains Get Stalled?

If an engine is rated for a certain

number of tons at a given speed, and
can make it all right one time and not
the next, and you are called on to give

the reason, what should be your excuse?

Poor Way to Preserve Clams.

Apropos of the matter of a location

for the Master Mechanics' Convention
in 1903 a story is told on a man, long a
bright light in past conventions, wh&
has since passed over to his reward.
This gentleman was for years at the

head of the mechanical department o<

Now, if a number of cars needed oiling,

though no hot boxes would show up on
the train, they would haul harder.

If the cars did not swivel easy, "as any-

thing that has motion tends to go in a

straight line," the flange friction on
curves would be more, another cause for

hauling hard.

Some of the cars in train may not be

weighed, just guessed at; perhaps he

was a good guesser, and perhaps not.

But one thing we are s_ure of, the power
of steam at a given pressure is constant,

and the leverage of engine is always the

same.

I have often thought it would be the

right way to weigh a train that was all

right in every way, get what the engine

was good for, and then if she made
.steam and could not get over, ask

some one else the why? Engineers do
not get stalled for fun. Most of then

one of the snuggest little roads in the

Middle West, and while his boyhood
days were spent in the East, he had not

visited the sea coast for years.

While attending a gathering at Old
Point Comfort under the tutelage of a

certain supply man, an old and intimate

friend, who loved good liquor as much
as the master mechanic hated it. the

party were regaled with an almost for-

gotten luxury, a clambake. The clams

tasted so delicious and brought back so

many pleasant recollections that the M.
M. possibly ate too many, and at ten

that night he was fast becoming a sick

man. Of course, his "guide, philoso-

pher and friend," the supply man, was on

hand, as also a doctor, who at once in-

quired. "\\Tiat did you eat?" "Clams."

was the reply. "Anything else?" "No.
only clams." was the weak reply. The
?t!pply msn here took a hand by remark-
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ing, "If you ate nothing but clams, there

is something wrong; what did you

drink?" "Water," the sick man an-

swered. A shadow of mingled pity and

disgust flitted over the supply man's

face, as he said, "No wonder you are

sick. A man who will try to pickle

clams in cold water is a fool. John,

you ought to die." E. McA.

First Compound Locomotive.

New York, Nov. 3, 1902.

While in Mexico lately, I saw your

October issue, and on page 423 it is

stated the compound locomotive is 25

years old, and that the first compounds

were made 25 years ago in France.

I beg to state for the information of

your readers that probably the first com-

pound locomotive was made in 1868 at

Percy-Main-on-Tyne, Northumberland,

England, not far from where the first

practical locomotive engine was made by

George Stephenson. It is thus 34 years

since the Percy Main compound was

channels, whicfi" act as additional stiiTen-

ers between the side frames. In the

truck there are only three rolled sec-

tions, which are, of course, easily pro-

curable from any steel mill.

The object of this design was to do

away with the six-wheel truck which

had formerly been used under 60-toot

baggage and mail cars, and to substi-

tute a four-wheel truck which would
answer as well. The truck can be ap-

plied to all this class of equipment where

the weight is such that usually a six-

wheel truck with 4 1-4 by 8-inch jour-

nals would be required. The two axles

used in the steel truck have 5 by 9-inch

journals. Four mail cars have been in

constant service with the steel truck

since January, 1901, and the design then

adopted has in every way justified an-

ticipations. The hangers have a forked

upper end, which grasps a steel casting

on each side of the I-beam forming the

transom. These castings are carried

back to the side frames, and when flared

out unite side frames and transoms in

enabled to present this design to our

readers through the courtesy of Mr. H.

F. Ball, Superintendent of Motive

Power.

Itailuittj f Locumvtife Enjinuriitj^

STEEI. FRAME PASSENGER CAR TRUCK— L. S. & M. S. RY.

built, 9 years before the French com-

pound mentioned in your paper.

J. L. Angus,

Mechanical Engineer.

[The item which our correspondent re-

fers to was not correct, but he is also

away behind on the history of com-

pounds. In 1844 Thomas Craddock ex-

perimented in England with a compound

locomotive. In 1850 the Nicholson-Sam-

uels compound was run for some time.

A compound locomotive was built in

1867 in Buffalo, N. Y., and was used for

some time on the Erie Railroad. We pub-

lish a book on compound locomotives

which gives a -fairly correct history. It

also contains other information that every

mechanical engineer ought to know.—Ed.]

Passenger Truck with Steel Frame.

The Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railway, some time ago, designed

and put into service some 4-wheel, steel

frame, baggage car trucks, which after

fair trial have given excellent results.

The wheel pieces, transoms and bolsters

are made of 8-inch I-beams. The end

beams of the frame are 5-inch I-beams,

while the brakes are hung from steel

a very strong and compact way. Steel

plates at an angle of 45 degrees on the

top of these members prevent any tend-

ency to rack. The outer corners of the

truck are also well braced with the same
end in view. This form of construction

has one very decided advantage, which

is that when the cars go through the

shops for a general overhauling the

trucks are found to be perfectly square,

and do not require squaring up again,

as is usually the case with wooden frame

trucks. This means reduced cost for

maintenance, but it is not only in the

elimination of periodic squarings that

this truck "scores." Being perfectly

square all the time in service, it does

away with all the flange and tire wear
which takes place little by little with the

ordinary truck during the time it is

gradually "running down" to the repair

point. The omission of one pair of

wheels with axle in this truck also pos-

sesses economical features both in main-

tenance and operation. The wheel base

is 8 feet, while the total over all length

of the frame is II feet 10 inches. The
truck is simple in construction, durable

and economical in service, and reduces

the items for maintenance charge on the

company's ledger to a minimum. We are

Aids to Valve Setting.

I notice in your issue of September a

communication headed "Valve Setting by

Air," also cut of a contrivance which con-

sists of rollers with air motor attachment

for which the designer claims advantage

over the old style system of pinch bar.

The time he gives for the air motor at-

tachment in setting a pair of valves is four

hours with two' men. This is an advan-

tage of eight hours and the saving of four

men, which he claims took six men twelve

hours with the pinch bar method. Now
if it were absolutely necessary to square

a pair of valves by the latter process, the

air motor attachment to the roller would

be quite a saving. But as neither the

rollers with motor or pinch bars are nec-

essary to square a set of valves, and under

ordinary conditions the valves can be ad-

justed in from ten to thirty minutes, which

shows a saving of three hours and thirty

minutes in one case and eleven hours and

thirty minutes in the other, so from this

it appears that although the motor is quite

a saving on the old pinch bar method, yet

it is expensive because it is unnecessary.

But as hundreds of railroads are still

using the pinch bars the inventor deserves

great credit for his attachment. The
master mechanics or foremen seem not to

attach much importance to this matter,

and some I know have but a very limited

knowledge of valve motion, yet on a large

system the loss is enormous. The motor

man seems to attach great importance to

the dead center of the engine in squaring

valves. In these days nearly all the ec-

centrics are permanently located and

keyed to shaft when engine is delivered

from the manufactories; or if the engines

are built by railroad companies the eccen-

trics are located and fastened before the

wheels are put under the engine, or should

be. This can be done easily by measure-

ments ; consequently as eccentrics are per-

manent fixtures, as much so as the main

crank pins, it is not necessary to consult

the dead center of the engine thereafter to

determine any inequalities in the valve

gear. The quickest way to square valves

is to mark with a tram the lines of the

ports on the stems. Be very particular as

to this. Put up the blades, fasten with

one bolt if they, are of slide pattern, then

when the engine is fired up and has steam

enough to move, start her slowly ; as she

moves mark the stems when they reach

the zero point ; one turn in each motion,

forward and back, will suffice. See how
the marks compare with port marks on

stem and be governed accordingly. If

there are any inaccuracies all will show

at this point ; on the other hand, a lim-
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ited number only can be determined at

the dead center of the engine proper. By

the method I liave given, it would not

take as long as it would to jack up the

engine to place the rollers. However, if

conditions are such that you would be

compelled to wait for engine to be fired

up, place your rollers, attach the motor,

give the wheels a turn each way. Disre-

gard the dead center and catch the points

as I have explained, and in the course of

a year you will save the company thou-

sands of dollars. W. W. Wai.i-acic.

Chicago.

Passenger riogul Engine.

Annexed we illustrate a Mogul pas-

senger engine recently turned out of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works for the

Quebec & Lake St. Jolin Ry. The cylin-

ders are 14 by 24 by 26 inches, and the

driving wheels are 57 inches outside di-

ameter. The boiler is 64 inches diameter

at tlie smallest ring and is made to

iuetal as a man might cut wood with a

spoke shave. After a number of them
have thus been properly tapered, a

round back is given, when desired, by a

few strokes on each separately by the

shaper carrying an appropriately formed

tool. The operations of cutting and ta-

pering are all that have to be done as the

steel bars have the proper thickness, and
come to the shop wide enough to just

make the top of the key.

Removing a Qrease Spot From a Coat

There are two ways of removing a

grease spot from a coat, a right way and
a wrong way, a scientific method and an

unscientific method. In a book pub-

lished in England called by the simple

name of "Soap Bubbles," the scientific

way is incidentally set forth. "Soap Bub-
bles" is really a course of three lectures

delivered in the London Institution by

C. V. Boys, assistant professor of physics

at the Royal College of Science, South

runs away in all directions, and the more
you apply benzine the more the greasy

benzine runs away, carrying the grease

with it. But if you follow the directions

on the bottle, and first make a ring of

pure benzine round the grease spot, and
then apply benzine to the grease, you
then have the greasy benzine running
away from the pure benzine ring and
heaping itself together in the middle and
escaping into the fresh rag that you ap-

ply, so that the grease is all of it re-

moved."

Scotch Engines for the Canadian
Pacific.

A press dispatch from Montreal says:

"The Canadian Pacific Railway has

given a contract to the Miller Locomo-
tive Company, of Glasgow, Scotland, for

the building of 20 freight locomotives, to

be delivered early in 1903. This is an ex-

periment, and if the engines are up to

standard in all probability the order will

be increased. The contract price, which

IWSSKNGHR TR.MN MOC.II..

carry working pressure of 200 pounds

to the square inch. There are 1876.4

square feet of heating surface and 31.6

square feet of grate area. The total

weight of the engine is 145,230 pounds,

of which 120,010 pounds are on the driv-

ing wheels.

Cold Drawn Steel Rod Keys.

The method of making rod keys in the

C. & N. W. Ry. shops at Chicago, 111.,

has in it the element of simplicity and

economy. The keys are made of cold

drawn steel, which comes in the form of

ordinary flat bars. These bars are cut to

the proper length by a cold saw and are

given the required taper in a Morton

draw-cut shaper. The keys having been

cut to length are placed side by side up-

on a smooth inclined plane made of cast

iron, and are clamped in place on the

machine. The cast iron bed upon which

they rest having the proper angle of

slope, the action of this shaper, with its

powerful draw-cut motion, takes off the

Kensington. He performed many very

wonderful experiments with soap bub-

bles before his audience, and in the

course of the first lecture explained some

of the curious properties which the

"skin" of any liquid possesses. The skin

referred to is simply the outside very

thin film which surrounds a drop of

water, a drop of alcohol, a drop of

grease or other liquid. All these

"skins" hold their drop in globular form

with differing degrees of tension. Re-

ferring to the difference between the ten-

sion of the "skin" of benzine and that

of grease, he says:

"If you spill grease on your coat you

can take it out very well with benzine.

Now if you apply benzine to the grease

and then apply fresh benzine to that al-

ready there you have this result—there is

then greasy benzine on the coat to which

you apply fresh benzine. It so happens

that greasy benzine has a stronger skin

than pure benzine. The greasy benzine,

therefore, plays at tug-of-war with pure

benzine, and being stronger wins and

includes the import duty of 35 per cent.

less a third, for preference given by Can-

ada to Great Britain's products, figures

out about the same as is quoted in the

.A.merican market, but as all the works in

the United States are congested, it is

well nigh impossible to get contracts

filled there. It is nearly 20 years since

the Canadian Pacific has had any Scotch

engines on its system, since which time

great improvements have been made in

their construction, and it is now claimed

they will last fonger with fewer repairs

than the American article. It is partly

to test this, and to add to the motive

power that the contract has been

awarded."

Enginemen and shopmen all like to

be able to talk about valve motions. A
man ought to study Link and Valve

Motion, by F. A. Halsey. Price. $1.

Finely illustrated. Brings a difficult

subject within the comprehension of or-

dinary men and dispels the mystery often

made of valve motion.
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The Time Element in Coal

Consumption.

It is now pretty generally admitted

that coal measured out to an engine by

rolume, and spoken of as "tons," is by

no manner of means equal to what

would be dealt out if weighed properly

in a balancing hopper. Weighed tons

of coal are the only tons, the measured

so-called tons may really be above or

below their nominal value. The candid

admission of this fact has induced many

of our leading roads to adopt the

weighing, as against the guessing,

method of coal handling. Acting on the

admission of the fact makes for accur.Tcy.

Experiment has proved that, roughly

speaking, it costs twice as much to haul

a train at the rate of 60 miles per hour,

as it does to pull the same train at 30

miles per hour. Even the most skepti-

cal will probably admit that the cost of

producing high speed is greater than

that required for the maintenance of a

moderate rate of travel, even if they d.s-

pute about the figures. In the item of

cost, for any speed, the amount of fuel

burned practically plays the most im-

portant part.

We have, in the science of railroading,

come to the point where we deem it es-

sential to know the actual amount of

coal burned, and we know that the faster

we travel the more coal we will burn,

yet in the matter of ton-mile statistics

we have not yet made any attempt to

connect the time element with the coal

consumed. An e.xample will show this.

A and B are two passenger men run-

ning sister engines on the same division.

As to condition, the engines possess

about equal amounts of "scrapheapness,"

yet are doing good work. The division

is 125 miles long and the trains weigh,

say, 250 tons. One train runs each way

every day, and the schedule time is 3

hours. When everything goes as it

should, both engines make 31,250 ton

miles in the allotted time, and they burn

practically equal amounts of coal, which

has been weighed out to them. At the

end of the month the amount of coal

used is divided by the ton-miles made,

and the result is the amount of coal used

to make one-ton mile. From that, the

cost per ton-mile, as far as coal is con-

cerned, is easily computed.

If A pulls more cars in the month, he

makes more ton-miles to divide into his

increased coal figures, and his cost per

ton-mile may not be greater than that of

B, who has gone along steadily in the

old way. This is all "plain sailing," be-

cause an increase in the coal burned is

offset by more ton-miles made.

Suppose now that A and B pull trains

of equal weight for a month, but B ha-;

been making up time and A has not. B

ran over the division, let us say, in 2

hours and 45 minutes, whenever he got

the train 15 minutes late. He made the

same ton-miles as A did, but he burned

more coal to do it, because he was run-

ning faster. The company's higher officials

may be fairly overjoyed that B makes up

time every day or two, but B is in a

new position now. His performance will

be figured up by a clerk with pen and

ink, who shows no emotions of gladness

and has not the power to praise or blame.

This man finds that A and B made the

same number of ton-miles, but B has

burned more coal. B has, therefore, ap-

parently cost the company more per ton-

mile run than A did, and it is so re-

corded. B knows it is wrong, so does

the man with the pen and ink, if he stops

to investigate, but there is no provision

made for putting B where he has a per-

fect right to stand. It was all right to

burn more coal when more ton-miles

were shown, because both increased to-

gether, and thus gave A the chance to

keep his average as it should be. When
B burned more coal making up time, with-

out increasing his ton-miles, he looked

like an expensive man when the search-

light was turned on him.

If B could get his company to con-

sider the time element, he might save

his reputation. When everything else is

normal 31,250 ton-miles are made in 3

hours, and neglecting fractions, 10.417

ton-miles would be made each hour.

But B made the total ton-miles in 2J4
hours, which is at the rate of 11,363 ton-

miles per hour, and that is P46 ton -miles

per hour more than A. So figured, ton-

mileage comes up as coal consumption

increases, just as when A pulled h:avier

trains and burned more coal. If it was

fair to keep A's average right, it is only

fair to do the same for B. The time

element when introduced does not injure

either man, if both make the same time

with heavy or light trains, but with equal

trains the man who makes up time is

clearly entitled to have that point con-

sidered. In fact, the science of mathe-

matics is not able to give a correct re-

sult without it.

Some people may regard all this as a

needless complication, and point to the

man who guessed at the floor measure-

ments of a box car and assumed its

height, and then figured out the cubic

contents to five places of decimals, as

an example of wasted energy. The
cases, however, are not parallel. Whether

it be complicated or plain, whether the

extra work looks inviting or not, the _
fact remains that if coal burned represents

work done, as it should do, the time ele-

ment cannot be overlooked in calcula- «
tions like these, without vitiating the re-

sult, and doing an injustice to some one.

Doctoring Coal.

Every few years a patented method of

doctoring bituminous coal so as to pre-

vent the emission of smoke is invented.

An invention of this sort is receiving a

great deal of advertising at present, and

we have no doubt many steam users will

purchase this remedy, use it for a while,

and then drop it, as many before them

have done years ago.

We notice in an English paper, men-

tion is made of the Wilson smokeless

process, which consists of a rtiinute quan-

tity of nitrate of soda in solution with

water, which, when put into the furnace

combined with a sufficiency of air, effects

complete combustion of the gases.

Probably this is true. When the air

admitted is just right, there is not likely

to be much smoke nuisance.

A variety of compounds have been

used in this country for doctoring coal,

and they all have consisted largely of

oxygen compounds. Of course, the use

of such compounds would help a little,

but the advocates of the remedies claim

far too much for them. A prescription

which we have seen says: dissolve one-
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half teaspoonful of nitrate of soda in a

glass of water and apply the fluid by
sprinkling. It would be a remarkably
small furnace that this minute applica-

tion of drugs would affect. The party

who is recommending it says:

It reads like a physician's prescription,

but it isn't. It is the "directions" for

using a patent preparation which, its

manufacturers say. will greatly relieve

the coal situation, if it does not solve it

altogether. It is a patent preparation, it

was first prepared and patented by a

plumber in Amsterdam avenue last Feb-
ruary, and is now being used in several

large furnaces in New York, and by

manj' small consumers. Tho.sc who have

tested it say it does practically all that

its manufacturer says it will do.

One dirticulty for those on the make
about this patent process is that the first

patents granted on it expired years ago.

The process was offered for sale to New
York bankers three years ago and tlie

writer was consulted concerning its util-

ity. He said, find out what your patents

are worth. The result of a careful inves-

tigation was that the whole thing was
dropped.

Raising Wages.

There have been strikes and rumors
of strikes during the last month; there

have been new consolidations of capital,

and corners in necessities of life, but

the all-absorbing talk during the month
has been raising the pay of railroad m^-n.

When the directors of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, at a meeting held last

month, determined to increase the wages
of their employees 10 per cent., they per-

formed an act which we think, is un-
paralleled in the history of railroads.

The manner in which the increase was
given makes it doubly appreciated by the

recipients. In urging his directors to

grant the increase. President A. J. Cas-

satt said:

"The country is passing through an
unexampled period of prosperity, and as

far as the Pennsylvania Railroad is con-

cerned this prosperity is bound to con-
tinue for at least two years, if contracts

are kept. It is time our employees be

given a share of this prosperity. All

the railroads in the United States and
all the employers of labor are contem-
plating an advance in wages. The cost

of living has increased 20 to 25 per cent.,

but wages have not increased accord-
ingly.

"This movement is bound to come,
and the Pennsylvania may as well lead

as follow. We have more business than

we can handle, and can't see our way
out of that difficulty unless we keep our
men loyal to the company and help

them while they help us. I therefore

recommend a flat increase of 10 per cent.

in wages, and advise that the announce-

ment be made to the employees first and
to the public later."

As soon as we learned about this ac-

tion on the part of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company we felt assured thai

i^ would have great influence in inducing
other companies to do likewise, but we
were scarcely prepared for the prompt
announcements made by a great many of

our largest railroad companies that they
also intended raising the pay of their

employees. Many railroad employees
had commenced to agitate for increase
of pay and their reasons for asking more
remuneration were nearly the same as

tliosc mentioned by Mr. Cassatt as his

reasons for advising that the increase be
made.

Few of the railroad companies intend

to give a fiat raise like that accorded by
the Pennsylvania. Most of them talk

about adjusting inequalities and increas-

ing those whose pay has become inade-

quate for increase of work that has

grown by the progress of the business.

Under this head firemen of very large

locomotives are slated for an increase of

pay, also some station masters and oth-

ers whose hours of work have been
lengthened. Most of the companies,
however, expect to advance the pay of

their whole working force more or less.

We have heard objections made to our
all-round horizontal raise of pay, but we
do not perceive any reason why it should

not be carried out. When a demand for

retrenchment arises the railroad compa-
nies do not hesitate to make a horizontal

reduction and it is a poor rule that does
not work both ways.

Ten days after the announcement of

the Pennsylvania Railroad raise of pay,

we find that it is having the effect of

forcing upward the pay of not only

railroad employees, but in nearly all in-

dustries. This will have an excellent ef-

fect upon the prosperity of the country

at large, for increased earnings paid to

the huge army of American workmen
spreads beneficent seeds of good times

throughout the length and breadth of the

great country.

Prospect of Better Highways.

The rural, conrnercial and industrial in-

terests of this country have been so much
accustomed to depend upon canals and
railroads to transport their products to

market, that they have habitually neglect-

ed the arteries over which nearly all traf-

fic originates, viz.—the common highway.

Farmers and other people living in the

country are more interested than other

citizens in the construction and mainte-

nance of good highways
; yet until a few

years ago they displayed obstinate an-

tipathy to help any movement in favor

of improving the country's highways. In

our great States which are expected to

take the lead in all movements for the

public good. New York is the most in-

nucntial; f>ut the legislators of that State
have habitually wasted so much money
upon the Eric canal that nothing was
left for other internal improvements, and
public highway interests have been among
the worst sufferers. This is particularly
unfair 10 rural interests because the canal
promoters agreed to help m securing leg-
islation for the building of a great high-
way through the Slate, as a reward to the
people in the southern tier of counties
for their aid in obtaining subsidies for
the canal

; yet the promises have not only
been ignored, but every obstacle possible
has been thrown in the way when any
movement has been started to provide the
means for carrying out road improve-
ments.

There was nothing for the politician in
subsidies for improving highways, but
there was no end of boodle in an appro-
priation for canals, and so the canals have
kept the right of way to the public purse.
It was nobody's business to push appro-
priations for highways, and so the roads
have been permitted to remain in deplor-
able condition.

The first systematic movement made to
improve the country's highways was orig-
inated by bicyclists, when that form of
amusement was an active living force.

The bicycle fantasy has passed, but it has
been succeeded by even a stronger move-
ment, that of automobiling, and the people
interested in horseless carriages are agi-

tating strenuously in favor of improved
highways, and the influence they exercise
as a class promises to produce important
results. All they need is the co-operation

of farmers and others interested in having
good roads to haul their produce over.

The Automobile Club of America hive
inaugurated a movement which is calcu-

lated to effect a revolution in inland trans-

portation if it meets with the support it

deserves. A few months ago Gen. Roy
Stone, who has made a special study of
road making, in an address before the Au-
tomobile Club of America, strongly advo-
cated the use of steel plates for making
highways. His arguments were so con-
vincing that Mr. Charles M. Schwab,
president of the United States Steel Cor-

poration, offered to provide at his own
expense steel sufiicient to lay a mile of
the roadway recommended by Gen. Stone.

One block of that steel has been laid in

Murray street. New York, a street noted

for its heavy trafl!ic, and the indications

are that it will fulfil all the promises made
for it.

The plates are twelve inches wide and
are perfectly flat with the exception of a
slight ridge on each side to act as a slight

wheel guard ; they are laid on cement, are

made continuous by riveted joints and are

set 4 feet 6 inches from center to center.

The remainder of the mile will be laid

in different places near New Y'ork, where
they can be readily examined by people

interested in highways of this character.
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Gen. Stone says that this style of road-

way can be laid down for about $4,000 a

mile. The work has been done by the

influence of automobile interests, but it

will probably be found of greater value

to other users of public highways.

Every person familiar with teaming in

cities is aware of the great reduction of

wheel resistance that results from the

wheels of a wagon being run on the

plates attached to street car rails. If the

day ever comes that the country roads

are laid with steel runways, the saving

to people who have to haul freight over

the roads will be immense. Experiments

made by engineers of high reputation

have shown that a horse can haul on an

iron or steel track 54 times the load it

can haul in sand, 33 times as much on a

stone trackway, 25 times as much on a

plank road in good order, 9 times as much

on a good macadamized road and thir-

ty-six times as much on a bad earth

road. Most of the roads that farmers

have to haul their produce over are

earth roads, so the change to steel would

increase the haulage thirty-six times in

the majority of cases. The introduction

of such an improvement ought to draw

the cordial co-operation of every person

who wishes to see our agricultural com-

munities prospering.

Tonnage Rating by Drawbar Pull.

There are three methods of rating en-

gines in vogue at the present time, as

pointed out by Mr. H. A. Fergusson, as-

sistant superintendent of motive power

of the C. G. W. Ry., at a recent meeting

of the Northwest Railway Club. Thise

methods are the "straight" tonnage plan.

which makes up the same tonnage every

time for the same engine regardless of

the number of cars in which the load is

distributed, with perhaps an arbitrary al-

lowance for empties. The "adjusted ton-

nage" system by which a fixed average

factor is added to each car regardless oi

weight, and lastly the rating which is

determined by draw-bar pull.

Mr. Fergusson pointed out that he had

observed in dynamometer tests that an

empty steel car weighing 40,000 pounds

required a draw-bar pull of 5.86 pounds

per ton to move it, and that a wooden

hopper car, weighing 26,000 pounds,

loaded up to a gross weight of 40,000

pounds, required a draw-bar pull of 5.82

pounds to move it (that is a difference of

a little over half an ounce), so that the

gross load on four axles being the same,

the draw-bar pull is practically identical

in each case without reference to what

proportion is dead weight, and what is

paying load.

Two curves had been plotted, he said.

from figures extending over six month's

work with a dynamometer car, one curve

showing the pounds per ton draw-bar

pull, in which the now well-known fact

is clearly brought out, that the required

pounds per ton pull for a heavy car is

much less than the pounds per ton pull of

a light car. The other curve was plotted

by multiplying pounds per ton by the

weight of the car. Deductions from this

Litter curve pointed to the importance

of taking care of the resistance of each

car separately. The curves are of course

for straight and level track.

The figures represented graphically by

the curves were tabulated after the fol-

lowing operation had been performed,

which is intended to allow for the ruling

grade and the curves on the division.

The total draw-bar pull for a definite

weight of train is found by dynamometer
test. The draw-bar pull is then divided

by the number of cars in the train, which

gives the average draw-bar pull in

pounds per car; the weight of train di-

vided by the number of cars in it gives

the average weight of a car. Then hav-

ing the draw-bar pull per car, and the

average weight of each car, the draw-bar

pull per ton for that particular weight

of car is easily arrived at. Having got

this figure, it now is only necessary to

look to the graphic representation of the

draw-bar pull, and subtracting the figure

for level, straight track from the one

just found for the ruling grade and curve,

the remainder is the one which repre-

sents the resistance due to that curve

and that grade, and this figure is con-

stant for any weight of car.

This constant, plus the plotted curve

figure for pull on level, straight track, is

then tabulated as draw-bar pull for each

gross weight of car for the particular di-

vision in question. In this method of

tonnage rating the rule is simply, add the

pounds draw-bar pull corresponding to

each weight of car, until the total equals

the engine rating. This method consists

ii' loading an engine of known draw-bar

pull by adding up car resistances, ex-

pressed in terms of that draw-bar pull.

Another Rotary Engine Coming to

Revolutionize Things.

We are again threatened with the ro-

tary locomotive. A recent dispatch from

Plainfield, N. J., says that a mechanic in

that city "has invented a rotary engine

expected to revolutionize motive power.

It is called a positive expansion reversi-

ble rotary engine. A model in his shop

attains from 1,000 to 5,000 revolutions a

minute, and is instantly reversible with-

out shock or jar. With this engine he

asserts that a railroad train will move at

the rate of 200 miles an hour."

There have been few months in the

last 50 years that have not given birth

to a rotary engine and they are all going

to revolutionize motive power. That

motive power has stood a vast amount

of revolutionizing without making a per-

ceptible move.

Street Car System Under Hunicipal

nanagement.

There is an impression in this country

that city councils cannot manage public

works, such as street railways, to advan-

tage, but the councils of several British

cities have demonstrated that they can

carry on the business better than private

companies. Glasgow is a shining example

of this. Some eight years ago the leases

of the street railways expired and the city

council took possession of them. Since

that time they have not only reduced the

fares radically, but they have made suffi-

cient profits from the operation of the

lines to make material reduction in taxes.

The following are a few extracts from a

recent report

:

There was a gross surplus of £209.310 as

the result of the past year's working of

the Glasgow Corporation Tramways, the

receipts being £614,413, and the expendi-

tures £405,103. The revenue of the pre-

vious year, before the complete installa-

tion of electric traction, amounted to

£489.469, the balance being £87,629.

The last of the horse cars were with-

. drawn on April 14. From the beginning

of the year to that date the receipts of the

horse cars amounted to £30,680. The

transition from one system of haulage to

the other involved the sale of 4,060 horses,

the department retaining only 87 animals

for its requirements.

During the seven years of horse haul-

age the stud was maintained out of reve-

nue, and, in addition, depreciation was

written ofif at the rate of £2 per horse per

annum, and at May 31. 1901. the stud

stood in the books at £18 per horse. This

was in view of the change of traction.

The result shows that this policy was

justified, there being a net profit on the

sales of £1,042, which has been carried to

the general reserve fund.

The financial results of electric traction

as compared with horse traction, the com-

mittee say in their report, have so far

been entirely satisfactory. Although the

car mileage has been very much increased

the average revenue per mile has been

maintained. Before next winter nearly all

the authorized extensions will be in oper-

ation. The success which has attended the

work of the department during the past

eight years has enabled the committee, out

of revenue, to renew the whole of the

track and to write down the disused horse

traction plant to scrap value.

Through setting aside ample sums for

depreciation and by building up the re-

newal and reserve funds, they have been

enabled to start the new system of trac-

tidn almost entirely unburdened by any

expenditure connected with the old. The

committee express high appreciation of

the manner in which the change from

horse to electric traction has been carried

out bv the general manager and his staflf.
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A Lesson from the Indicator.

Wc find that a great many of the

younger portion of our readers are very

much interested in the steam engine indi-

cator, but it seems very difficult for them

to see what it points out as being wrong

with the distribution of steam in the cyl-

inders. One of the best illustrations of

what the indicator diagram can point out

as being wrong is shown in our corre-

spondence columns in the contribution

from Mr. S. J. Dillon. The diagrams are

taken from a stationary engine, but their

teaching is just as applicable to the stu-

dent as if they were taken from a locomo-

tive.

We are sorry to say that most of the in-

dicator diagrams which are sent to this

office, as having been taken from locomo-

tives, are as nearly perfect as steam dis-

tribution will allow. People interested in

a particular locomotive become proud of

the way the work is done, apply the indi-

cator and obtain diagrams notable only

for showing good steam distribution.

What we have always insisted on is that

the locomotive to apply the steam engine

indicator to is one which is working very

badly. There are many of them at work

which distribute the steam as badly as the

engine which Mr. Dillon indicated before

adjustment was made, and adjustment is

just as badly needed in such cases as it

was in the engine whose diagrams are il-

lustrated. That, however, is foreign to

the question at hand, which is that our

student readers ought to study the dia-

grams and descriptions of those shown in

our correspondence columns.

BOOK REVIEWS.

"Worm and Spiral Gearing." By F. A.

Halsey, New York: D. Van Nostrand

& Co. 1902. Price, 50 cents.

This book of 85 pages is practically a

reprint of articles which have appeared

from time to time in the pages of the

American Machinist, of which Mr. Halsey

is an associate editor. The theory of

worm gearing is taken up and handled

clearly and fully. Graphic and analytical

methods for the design of worm and

spiral gearing are given. Spiral gearing

is discussed at length. It very often

happens, as is pointed out by the au-

thor, that it is not so much the geo-

metrical nature of the problems to be

solved in this kind of work, which ham-

pers its successful accomplishment, as it

is the lack of facilities in the workshop.

The information contained in this neat

little work will no doubt be of great

value to designers, as the whole subject

is not any too well understood. One
feature in the make-up of the book itself

is deserving of mention. It is the fact

that all the illustrations are printed on

pages wider than those containing the

text, and these wider pages fold up

among the others when not in use. The

reader, when using the book, has the

advantage of being able to keep the fig-

ure referred to before him as he turns

over the pages of reading matter without

having to constantly refer back to dia-

grams and letters, as is usually the case.

The book contains 23 of these engravings

and an index.

"The Slide Valve and Its Functions."

By Julius Bcgtrup, M.E., New York:

D. Van Nostrand Company. London;

E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. 1902. Price,

$2.00.

This work is divided into six chap-

ters dealing respectively with the coitimon

slide valve, improved slide valves, four-

valve systems, independent cutoff, the slide

valve on pumps, and the angularity of con-

necting rod and eccentric rod. The prin-

ciples upon which the slide valve operate

are very carefully stated and analyzed. A
large number of special valves are de-

scribed, among which may be mentioned

the Westinghouse compound valve, the

Vauclain valve, and the Corliss system.

Graphic methods are used in the eluci-

dation of the subject. The book is free

from technical details and the author

handles his subject simply and directly.

There are 143 pages, measuring about

6 by 9 inches, with 87 illustrations, and a

comprehensive index is appended. Al-

together the work should be valuable to

the student of valve gear as well as to

the designing engineer.

"A Manual of Drawing." By C. E.

Coolidge, Asst. Prof, of Machine De-

sign, Sibley College, Cornell Universi-

ty. New York: John Wiley & Sons.

London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. 1902.

Price, $1.00.

The author tells us in the preface that

the object of this work is to put into per-

manent form a single and standard draft-

ing room system which will tend to alle-

viate unnecessary burdens thrust upon

the student. The book is therefore one

for the student rather than for the full-

fledged and experienced draughtsman.

It is so bound that the printed

matter appears only upon the left hand

page, the opposite one being left blank

so that the instructor may cause the stu-

dent to note down such matter as may be

of value.

The book is divided into two parts,

the first deals with materials and meas-

urements, and the second with commer-

cial, mechanical drawings. On the mar-

gin of each page is a "heading" which in-

dicates the subject matter of each para-

graph and the comprehensive index

which is appended gives a means for

ready reference. Ten pages at the back

of the book are devoted to examples of

ordinary commercial drawings, with sam-

ples of letters and the conventional

methods of showing various materials in

section, such as cast iron, steel, wood,
rubber, concrete, etc. All these draw-
ings are numbered and reference is made
to them in the body of the text.

The work contains much useful in-

formation which will help the student to

readily conform to the conventional

methods of representing various objects

and also assist him in reading drawings.

The work is practical and up to date.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

(169) Several correspondents ask, on
what grounds do you make the as-

sertion on page 437 of your Octo-

ber number that a flash boiler would be
impracticable for a locomotive? A.

—

There are forces and appliances adapted
to small powers that are impracticable for

large ones. It seems to us that applying

a flash boiler to a locomotive is a case in

point. If a flash boiler capable of gen-

erating the great volume of steam needed
by a locomotive were practicable, the

carrying of several tons of gasoline on a

train would not be tolerated.

(170) C. D. G., Cherokee, la., writes:

We have two passenger engines here

that ride smooth until they get up to

a speed of 30 miles per hour; then they

begin to kick and jerk enough to make
a man wonder how they can possibly

hold together; they keep this up until

they get to a speed of 50 miles per hour,

then they run smooth again; they ride

nice when the throttle is closed and en-

gine at any speed, but when we fir~t shut

off, and before reverse lever is dropped

ahead (like coming into a station at full

speed), you would think the rims had

fallen from off the drivers, and the wheels

were running on the ends of the spokes.

These engines have been put in tram

and side rods adjusted, and still they are

the same. The valves are set line and

line in full gear, and when they are cut-

ting off at seven inches they have a scant

1-4 inch lead. Can you tell me why
these engines are such rough riders? I

forgot to say that the link saddles are

not like the saddles on the other engines,

but are long vertically; and the suspen-

sion stud is three inches above the cen-

ter of the link. Please write and let me
know how to remedy this rough riding.

A.—We incline to think that the rough

riding of these engines is caused by ex-

cessive steam compression and that they

are a good subject for the indicator.

(171) \. S.. New York, writes:

Would you kindly tell me if all soft

coal locomotives can with equal success

burn hard coal and whether all hard-

coal engines can equally as well bum
soft coal? A.—Fire-boxes are generally

designed specially for the kind of coal to

be used. Hard coal fire-boxes can be

made to burn soft coal, but fire-boxes
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made for soft coal have generally too

little grate area to burn hard coal suc-

cessfully.

Let me know the kind of coal the

New York Central burn on their new

automatic type engines? A.—Soft coal.

(172) L. A. R., Chicago, writes:

Can you tell me where I can find the

standard rules made for the regulation

of train movement on the different rail-

roads in the United States and Canada?

A.—There is only one standard code of

train rules, and that has been issued by

the American Railway Association,

which consists of the leading railroad

officials in the United States. There is

likelihood of a law being passed to make

the use of the standard rules compul-

sory on all railroads engaged in Inter-

state Commerce.

(173) R. M. Y. writes:

I belong to a club of youn^ mechanics

who help each other in the study of sub-

jects relating to our business. We have

lately been discussing the subjects of

force and power. We appear to be mixed

about the meaning of these words, and

decided to ask you for a definition. A.

—

Force is the cause of all physical

phenomena, including mechanical forces

that are measurable; also heat, light,

electricity and chemical action. Power is

a form of energy capable of producing

change of state or of performing work.

(174) B. R. 0., New York city, asks:

Which is the best kind of a driver

brake, one which has a horizontal pull

or one which pulls straight up and

down? A.—A push brake is better than

a pull, as the stuffing box is done away

with. The brake which pushes down in

a perpendicular direction is much prefer-

able to the horizontal type, for the rea-

son that the wear of the packing leather

is even on all sides, and does not bear on

the bottom merely and wears out that

portion of the leather, as does the hor-

izontal type.

(175) M. M. D., Albany, N. Y.. asks:

Will we get any better signal on the

engine by holding onto the bell cord in

the car and keeping the discharge valve

open a long time? A.—No better, nor

as good a signal, will be had as if a

short, sharp, quick pull of the cord is

made, thereby venting pressure at the

discharge valve sharply and quickly.

Again, the longer pull of the cord will

interfere with the succeeding signal.

Private Car Owners Worst the Rail-

roads.

An unusually vigorous efifort has been

made lately by leading railroads to light-

en themselves from the burden of hauling

private line cars. Movements of this kind

have been made repeatedly always to end
in failure, but the railroad companies will

eventually win if the good work is kept

up. A recent Associated Press dispatch

from Chicago says

:

General surprise was caused in railway

circles yesterday by the announcement

that the Southern Pacific Road had re-

newed its three-year contract for the use

of Armour & Co.'s refrigerator cars in the

California fruit traffic.

It was also stated that the Santa Fe had

persisted in its refusal to renew the con-

tract with the Armour company and will

insist upon using its own cars, over 4,000

having been built by the company during

tlie last two years.

The attitude of the two railroad com-

panies in the matter is of considerable in-

terest, especially in view of the war which

J. W. Midgley is making against the own-

ers of private cars. About six months

ago both the Southern Pacific and the

Santa Fe gave notice to the Armours that

when the present contracts expired they

would not be renewed. The companies

worked diligently to get new quip-

nient so as to be in shape to take care of

ually pushed out of use by mechanical

traction. There is a strong racing element

in the blood of the people of nearly all

nations. They strive to shorten the time

of travel between given points, but more

llian that, they delight m rapid motion.

Many people will wait and lose an hour

to go with a fast train. They cannot ex-

plain why they do this, but it is just their

enjoyment of rapid motion. Express

trains, steamboats, yachts, horses and au-

tomobiles must all be fast to be popular.

There is no use fighting against this taste

for speed, because it is in the blood.

New Metal Brake Beam.
A very simple but durable brake beam,

designed by Cornelius Vanderbilt, M. E.,

and handled by the Buffalo Brake Beam
Company, of 100 Broadway, New York,

has been lately been put in active rail-

way service. It consists of a 5 in.

I-beam, with 3 in. flanges top and bot-

tom. The beam is used on tender trucks

and cars, and is intended for inside

VANDERBILT STEEL BRAKE BEAM.

the California fruit crop without the as-

sistance of the Armour cars, and so far

as can be learned both succeeded.

Some threats of retaliation on the part

of the Armour people brought the rail-

road companies to terms.

Popular Liking for High Speed.

The agitation which arises every few

years in favor of having trains make the

run between New York and Chicago at a

speed of sixty miles an hour is the ex-

pression of a sentiment as old as human
life, the desire to annihilate distance or to

reduce the time needed in going from

place to place to the lowest possible limits.

All animals' with well-developed powers

of locomotion are natural racers, and man
takes the lead; but being beaten in fleet-

ness by certain animals he has worked

steadily and intelligently to develop the

speed of the horse, which is the fleetest

animal that runs.

The horse can be made to run wonder-

fully fast for a short distance, but the pace

cannot be maintained long enough to sat-

isfy people who have acquired a taste for

rapid speed, and so the indications are

that the horse as a roadster will be grad-

hung brakes. At each end the web of

the I-beam is cut back so as to gain

space for the brake head and shoe. This

cutting does not materially weaken the

beam, and in addition to the accommo-
dation of head and shoe in confined

space, it is possible to cut off the heads

of the fulcrum rivets, back them out, and

slide the fulcrums off the beam and ap-

ply others, when necessary, without tak-

ing off the brake heads. This special

form of beam has been patented.

As was mentioned in a previous issue,

the Locomotive Magazine, of London, hith-

erto a monthly, will, on the first of the

year, appear weekly. The magazine is un-

der such admirable management that we
feel certain that the weekly will be as

popular as the monthly has been. This

office will receive subscriptions for the

Locomotive Magazine, the yearly price be-

ing $2.25, or $4.00 a year for the Maga-
zine and RAn,w.\Y and Locomotive En-
gineering.

Let us take care how we laugh with-

out reason lest we cry with it.

—

Martin

Chuzzleii'it.
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Atlantic Type Kxpress Eii};ine for the

Bin I'our.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway Company, commonly
called the Big Eour, have recently re-

ceived some engines from the American

Locomotive Company, which are intended

for heavy fast passenger service. These

simple, 4-4-2 machines were built at

the Brooks Works, and possess several

interesting features. The cylinders are

20 1-2 X 26 in., the drivers are 78 in. in

diameter, and 100,000 pounds rest upon

them. Tlie total weight of the engine

itself is iS6,ooo pounds. The diameter

of the boiler at the first ring is 70 1-8 in.

and the tender capacity is 10 tons of coal

and 6,000 gallons of water.

A feature of the design which at once

strikes the eye, is the modified Davis

counterbalance in the driving wheels.

We say modified, because the original

Davis counterpoise was made in the

form of two flat discs, which touched the

moves a dust and grit collecting open-

ing, which was inherent in tlie older de-

sign. As it is now, guide and cross-

head work together flush on top, and

the lip of the latter, over the lower

guide, not having any tendency to collect

dirt, conforms to usual practice.

The spring-hangers on the carry-

ing wheel springs are of cast steel,

hook shaped in section, with side plates.

These grip the ends of the springs, as a

man might grip a bar above his head

with his fingers, but without using his

thumbs. The hangers on the other

springs are U-shaped steel castings,

which pass up the sides and over the top

of the spring-ends having each a trans-

verse rib which takes the place of the

gib usually employed, and fitting into a

corresponding depression in the spring.

All these hangers have the property of

giving free motion, without the spring-

ends being cut or slotted in any way.

The ash pan is hopper-shaped and is

VAt.VI'.S.

Kiiul. |ii<iton. (Juthidc lap, I'A 'n

I^ail in full Kcar, ^a\n.
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Dia. aiir] lentil of rlrivinK journaU, 9^ x fz in.

IJia. and Ict^i. of main crank jiio irnU., 6J^ x 7 in.

Dia.and Igtli. of side ro<l crank ittnjrnU., 7x4^ in.

DOII.ER.

Style, radial stayed, wagon top.

Outside dia. of first riuKH, "jo'/g in.

WorkinK pressure, acolbs. Firr l>ox, length, 97 in.,

width, 76 in.; depth, front, 78S4 in.; back, ^!4 in.

Fire box plates, thickness, sideii, )iin.; I>ack, H in-

:

crown, }i iii.-,tubeshect, Hin. Hire tiox, water

space, front. 4 in.; sides, 3J4 in.; back. 3f4 in.

Tubes, yauyc. No. 11. B. W. <',.', number. 380; dia.;

2 in.; lenRt hover tube sheets, 16 ft. 'A in.

Heating surface, tubes 3.164.96 ftq ft.

Heat ini! surface, fire box i7.s.t sq.ft.

Total 3,34° «)• '*

(irate surface, 51.66 sq. ft.

TENDER.
Weight, empty, 49,320 lbs. Wheel f>ase. iK ft.

Tender frame, steel channel.

ATLANTIC TYPE ENGINE FOR BIG FOUR ROAD

rim, as a matter of course, each only at

one point. The form adopted for this

engine, while retaining the essential

idea of the inventor, yet allows the use

of less actual weight in the counterbal-

ances, as they touch the rim all along

their length. In years gone by, it was

not unusual to see an 8-wheel engine

counterbalanced by a pair of weights

bolted between the spokes, the trailing

wheel having one such weight, and the

driving wheel having two, placed so as

to have the space between two spokes

employed in separating the weights; thus

approximating in form to this system.

The valves are of the piston type, and
the motion is direct. The crossheads

are of the two-guide-bar type, keyed to

the piston rod. The upper guide has a

projecting rib running centrally along

its under side, which engages with a

corresponding groove in the upper
side of the crosshead. This does away
with the usual lipping-up of the cross-

head arnun 1 the t'lp bar. and fhu% re-

self-dumping: the Player ash-pan doors

are used. The boiler, which carries 200

pounds pressure, tapers gradually to-

ward the front end. The carry-

ing truck presents a neat appear-

ance, as the axle-box is inside the frame,

and the wheels are 51 in. in diameter.

The truck is radial, and has a spring

self-centering device, which allows for

easy adjustment on curves, and positive

return on tangents. The proportioning

of the whole machine is good, and its

appearance is pleasing. The tractive

effort is about 23.800 pounds.

Some of principal dimensions are as

follows:

r.ENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Weight in working order, iS6,ooo lbs.

Weight on drivers. 100.000 lbs.

Weight engine and tender in working order,

310.000 lbs. Wheel base, engine. 28 ft. 5 in.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender, 55 ft. 34^ in.

CYLINDERS.

Size. 2o^ X 26 ins. Size of steam ports, i^x || in.

Size of exhaust ports, 63 in. Size of bridges. 3 in.

Tender trucks. Fox pressed steel.

Water capacity, 6,000 U. S. gals. Coal. 10 tons-

Brake. Westiughouse high speed automatic brake

for tender and train ser\-ice. gH in. pump, out-

side equalized brake on drivers and trailing

wheels.

Private Railway 5tation.

Lord Barrymore is the only individual

in the south of Ireland who possesses the

luxury of a private railway station. The

line between Cork and Quee^sto^vn runs

directly through the most beautiful part

of Lord Barrymore's lovely demesne at

Fota, and, of course, somewhat disfigures

the beauty of the place. By way of com-

pensation, the railway company built a

railway station at Fota. No one can

stop at this station without a written

permit from Lord Barrymore or his

agent—a concession readily obtained by

those who wish to visit the beautiful

place when the owner is away from

home.
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Air=Brake Department.
Brake Beam Springs.

The problem of brake beam springs for

air-braked cars has assumed unusual

prominence. Many of the cars now built

are equipped with beam springs so very

stiff that they absorb from 30 to 50 per

cent, of the brake force which is sent to

the wheels, thereby reducing valuable

brake power. Thus we see going forward

a contest similar to that of naval and fort

armament wherein one side is endeavor-

ing to lead and keep ahead of the other

—

the armor plate for the ships being grad-

ually thickened and the guns to pierce

CONDUCTED BY F. M. NELLIS.
•

obliged to run a chain around the brake

beam and the axle in order to draw the

brake shoes up to the wheels close enough

to place a dead lever pin in its hole. A
similar case was observed by us a short

time ago where we noted a repairman

employing a powerful tool for overcom-

ing the resistance of brake beam springs

and which interfered with his taking up

slack on the dead lever. The tool con-

sisted of a hook run around the axle,

and at the opposite end was a screw with

a crank nut. These were used to com-

press the springs.

to permit the shoes to drop away from the

wheels.

Water In Train Pipes.

One of the most prominent subjects be-

fore railroads to-day in the maintenance

of air brakes is the presence of water in

train pipes which collects there and

freezes, giving trouble.

Tlie fact that committees from the Mas-

ter Car Builders' Association, the Air-

Brake Association, the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association and all the air-brake

Fig. 1—TEX.'VS & PACIFIC RY. AND INTERNATIONAL & GREAT NORTHERN R. R. AIR-BRAKE INSTRUCTION CAR.

this armor being proportionately made
heavier and more powerful. In a like

manner we find the brake beam springs

on cars growing stronger and stiffer and

the brake cylinders being put on by the

brake company becoming larger in order

to overcome the resistance of the springs.

It is simply a case of wasted energy. The
light, innocent-looking brake beam spring

of a few years ago, intended to keep the

brake shoes from rubbing the wheels, due

to faulty brake beam hanging, has grown
into a formidable resistance and absorber

of brake power.

A correspondent writes us of an expe-

rience of his where he found a brake

beam spring to be so stiff that he was

Numerous experiments have proved the

brake beam springs to be really a detri-

ment from an air-brake standpomt, and

designs have been made by which the

beams are given an angularity m hanging

so that thev drop away from wheels when
brakes are released. This seems a much
more successful way of holding brake

shoes away from the wheels. Of course

such a method sometimes requires a

longer truck frame than is had on some
of the older cars; but this point is worth

observing in the building of new cars and

the installation of air brakes on them.

One of the best solutions of the prob-

lem is to equip with inside-hung beams,

giving the hanger the proper angularity

clubs, are now investigating this problem,

proves the importance of the subject.

The main point to be now determined

seems to be the proper length of piping

between the air pump and the main res-

ervoir. Too short a length of piping, so

the .'Vir-Brake Association has discov-

ered, will permit the pump to deliver hot

air to the main reservoir, from where it

passes back, still hot, into tlie train pipe,

where it cools and deposits its moisture.

Too long a discharge pipe will permit a

freezing at the connection of the discharge

pipe at the main reservoir. The length of

pipe, therefore, seems to be the all-im-

portant point to decide at the present

time.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Texas Pacific Air-Brake Instruction Car.

I send you lu-ruwilli mjiiu- pliolngraphs

of our air-brake instniclion car. I'licy arc

not as good as I would wish, but they

are the best our Texas pholograplier

could nial<c.

The total length of llie car liody is 46

feet, the class room is 34 feet inches

long, which gives ample room to a class of

and a No. 15 Hancock inspirator. The

main reservoirs arc located under the car

so that the full benefit of drainage and

cooling effects may be had, as well as

gaining the room usually taken up by

these reservoirs when they arc located

inside of the car.

Tlie office end of the car is provided

with all the convenient appurtenances de-

sirable, such as lockers, book case, desk,

lavatory and a double upper and lower

Fig. 2—TEX.\S PACIFIC RY. AND INTERNATIONAL & GREAT NORTHERN R. R.

INbTRUCTION- CAR. DEFECTIVE TRIPLE VALVE RACK.

ten men, although twelve can lie accom-

modated without crowding.

The brake rack, as will be seen on the

photograph, is arranged at one side of the

car, and the weight is balanced by a water

tank under the car on the opposite side.

The boiler is 36 inches in diameter by

6 feet 8 inches high, submerged chamber

type, with 85 2-inch flues, and is located

over the center of the truck. The coal bin

is located in the corner as usual. The

boiler is supplied with feed water by a

Worthington 2 x 2 x 3-inch duplex pump

Pullman berth. The total weight of the

car is 64.000 pounds. The boiler end

weighs 35.000 and the office end 29,000

pounds, carried on two four-wheel

trucks.

Fig. I is a view looking down the

aisle. Note the arrangement of gages on

the cylinders and reservoirs, also adjust-

ing devices for piston travel on cylinders.

Fig. 2 shows the defective triple valve

rack where six "bad orders'" are connect-

ed to one cylinder and reservoir.

Fig. 3 is a view looking toward the

office. On the left-hand side is a cas*

containing Westinghousc instruction

charts, eighteen mounted on special

Hartshorn rollers, also eyesight and color

testing arrangement. The right-hand side

of the door shows engineer's brake valve

and air and recording gages, also an ar-

rangement of gages on brake and auxil-

iary reservoirs at edge of the picture.

Fig. 4 is an exterior view of (he car

and shows the location of the main res-

ervoirs under the car.

We have tried to make this an air-

brake instruction car, and have purposely

omitted all the sectional injectors, lubri-

cators, etc., which so often take up space

that could be used to better advantage for

air-brake apparatus.

As an inspiration to our scholars, we
have had painted over the door leading to

the office the slogan of the Air-Brakc As-

sociation
—"To Obtain a Higher Efficiency

in Air-Brake Service."

H. A. WAnLERT,
Gen'l A.-B. Inspr. T. & P. Ry. and I. &

G. N. R. R.

Marshall. Tex.

f Emergency Tests of Air Brakes.

After reading Mr. Best's criticism in the

November issue on my article relating to

"Emergency Tests of Air Brakes" in the

October issue, I feel that I should reply.

The first point he makes is that it is pos-

sible for a stop-cock to work shut, or part-

ly shut, on the road, but admits that this

is not very likely to occur. The proposed

test is not for the purpose of proving that

an angle-cock will not work partly closed

on the road, any more than the service

test is for the purpose of proving that one

will not work entirely closed. It will

simply prove, what it is intended to prove,

that the train pipe is wide open, the same

as the service application test proves that

there is open communication from engine

to rear car, and neither can prove that it

will remain in the condition it is in at

time of test, and yet no one doubts the ad-

visability of a service test

Second point. He says "The founda-

tion brake gear is plenty strong enough

for usual service operations of the brake

and for an occasional emergency applica-

tion, but I doubt veo' much if it is strong

enough to stand very long the continual

strain of emergency test of the brake at

terminals, such as Mr. Desoe advocates."

Quoting from the Westinghouse Air

Brake Co.'s bulletin No. 10. "It is there-

fore only necessary to add this pressure-

reducing valve to the quick-action brake

apparatus, already in use upon any passen-

ger car provided with standard brake gear,

to convert the apparatus into the High

Speed Brake." The High Speed Brake,

as is well known, increases the stress on

the foundation brake about 30 per cent.,

and yet it is considered strong enough to

stand it with safety. If there are any cars
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equipped willi a foundation brake wbich

has not suflicienl strength to permit an

emergency application without danger of

its giving out, is it not much better to find

it out at the terminal than on the road at

a time when the loss of retardation on

one car may permit the train to run a

sufficient farther distance, than it would

have otherwise done, to result in the loss

of lives and great damage to property?

trains it is necessary that ihey should be

wide open to insure quick-aciion applica-

tion. And it is not on long heavy passen-

ger or freight trains that quick-action, so

far as a serial application is concerned, is

of the most benefit.

Mr. Best winds up his statement about

it not being necessary for angle-cocks to

be wide open by saying: "But of course,

all cocks should bo wide op.n, but would

Kig 3-TEX.\S & P.\CIFIC RAILW.W .^ND INTERN ATION.\L & GKE.AT NORTHERN
R. R. AIR-BRAICE INSTRUCTION CAR —VIEW SHOWING BRAKE

VALVE AND GAGES.

Certainly this is not a valid objection to

the test referred 10, and in my opinion is

in favor of it.

Third point. This is where he attempts

to prove the inadvisability of the test by a

statement to the effect that it is not neces-

sary for the angle-cocks to be wide open

in order to obtain quick-action. I think in

regard to this point, Mr. Best will agree

with me that the length of the train, and,

therefore, the volume of train-line press-

ure, determines to a large extent the area

of opening necessary. It being the speed

of reduction, rather than the amount of re-

duction, which accomplishes this operation

of the brake. This may be illustrated by

closing both angle-cocks on the head car

of a 50-car freight train, and then, with

hose uncoupled at head end, make an

emergency application by opening the

angle-cock on that end no more than

necessary to cause quick action, and note

the position of the handle. Now connect

hose and open all angle-cocks and charge

train, and then again uncouple the hose,

after closing the angle-cock on head end

of first car; now open it no more than

necessary to obtain a quick-action applica-

tion on the entire train and then note how
much more it is necessary to open it with

50 cars than with only one. This, I be-

lieve, will demonstrate that with long

not the better plan be to take additional

pains when making up the train and see

that the cocks are open, instead of careless-

ly making up the train and then making

an emergency application to prove that all

cocks are open." Certainly inspectors and

trainmen should be instructed to fully

open all angle-cocks, and if one is not

fully open it could not be said that they

handle itself may come in contact with

some part of the car which will prevent it

from being moved as far as it should be.

Being deceived is worse than forgetting,

for good reliable men who would not for-

get to open an angle-cock may be deceived

in its being wide open.

Then again the angle-cock is not the

only (ibstruction which will prevent quick-

action. Any obstruction which will pre-

vent tlie free flow of air through the train

pipe will do it. My attention was called

to a car last week on which the train

pipe would not permit a sufficiently rapid

How of air to give quick-act'on, and on

investigation it was found partly filled

with scale.

Whtre as the principal object of a test

of this kind is to prove that the train pipe

is not obstructed so as to prevent a quick-

action application of the brake the entire

length of the train, it will also prove that

there are not too many cars together on

which the brake is cut out, or too many
pipe cars together, or too many together

with the emergency feature inoperative.

If the emergency parts are so weak that

they cannot be operated to prove that they

are in working order without great risk

of their giving out, as Mr. Best claims,

then can they be depended on not to give

out when the brake is most needed.

E. G. Desoe,

General .\ir-Brake Inspector, B. & A.

R. R.

Springfield. Mass.

Drivers Sliding; with Engine Reversed.

After reading the article in November

issue of the Railway and Locomotive
Engineering on the subject of Drivers

Sliding with Engine Reversed, by Albert

N. Jones, of the Southern Railway, At-

lanta, Ga., would say for ihe benefit of Mr.

Jones and readers of your valuable paper

that in 1895 the Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis Railway, the road I represent,

and a committee of the Air-Brake Asso-

P*-'-*?!'

lig. 4 IC.\Ti:K1i):< VII;\V ol' the TEXAS & PACIFIC AND INTERNATIONAL &
GREAT NORTHERN R. R. AIR BRAKE INSTRUCTION CAR.

forgot to so open it. if they open it at all.

but they can easily be deceived in what

they have done by its turning a little hard,

or by the lip of the handle striking the

body of the valve instead of the stop for

this purpose. Again the lip may be broken

off and in this case may be moved by, to a

position whtre it is not wide open, or the

cialion made some very extensive tests to

demonstrate the relative length of stop

which can be made with air brakes and

engine reversed ; also how much further

the engine will run if reversed when air

brakes are applied and the wheels locked

than if the air brakes alone be used.

It was clearlv demonstrated that the
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length of llic stop made with air brakes

applied and engine reversed, while being

longer and extremely injurious to the tire

from skidding and making Hat spots, was

not quite as long as was expected, but is

satisfactorily accounted for by the fact

that as the fiat spot grew during the

stop, and with the heat developed, gave

a larger and better surface to the rail for

adhesion. The slop was longer than those

made with the brakes alone, and the flat

spots made the slop very costly.

At a speed of 30 m'iles per hour with a

light engine, driver and tender brakes ap-

plied and engine reversed, no sand, aver-

age stop was made in 276 feet. Time re-

quired to make stop, 12 seconds; driving

wheels slid, flat spots, 2 1-8 inches.

At 30 miles per hour, with driver and

tender brakes applied, no sand, average

stop was made in 254 feet. Time for

making stop, 11 seconds; no wheels slid,

or flat spots. It will be readily seen that

the stop made with engine reversed was

22 feet longer than the one made with

brakes alone, and very costly.

At 40 miles per hour, driver and tender

brakes applied, no sand, average stop was

made in 475 feet ; total time in making

stop, 25 seconds ; no wheels slid, no flat

spots.

At 40 miles per hour, engine reversed,

sand used, average stop was made in 542

feet ; 23 seconds total time required to

make stop. Wheels slid. Flat spots, 4

inches. In the latter case it will also be

seen that the stop with engine reversed

was 67 feet longer than the one made with

brakes alone.

In making the stops herein mentioned,

brakes were applied and engine reversed

as quickly as could possibly be done.

Drivers would invariably lock almost the

moment engine was reversed. Applying

sand to the rail did not unlock the

drivers.

It was also clearly demonstrated that in

making the unexpected emergency stops,

which, of course, are required as Mr.

Jones describes in his article, that if he

discovered a rock or something on the

track ahead, it would be folly to reverse

the engine, as the length of stop would be

increased. Yours truly,

Otto Best,

A.-B, Inspr. N. C. & St. L. Ry.

Nashville, Tenn.

Air-Brake News from Australia.

In connection with air-brake news, I

am glad to announce that we have at last

an air-brake instructor, but he is heavily

handicapped by having no instruction car.

There are classes held and examinations

gone through which may count for some-

thing, but I maintain that an ounce of

practical showing is worth a ton of theory

with air brake workings. The drivers and

firemen are now agitating for an instruc-

tion car which the department says costs

money.

Up to the present the men have not

received any training whatever, except

what they have learned in actual prac-

tice, and I must say that from accounts

which are published in Engineering, of

the number of instruction cars and brake

inspectors oh American railroads, our men
can more than hold their own in the

working of air brakes, judging' from the

accidents occurring and breakaways in the

States. This will be better understood

when I state that our goods trains are

made up to 50 vehicles (four-wheeled and

bogie), with loose coupling, and on level

roads I have known as many as 96 vehi-

cles being on one train. So you can im-

agine the amount of slack coupling there

must be on trains of this description. Still

breakaways arc an exception in our work-

ing. A. Percival.

Newtown, Australia.

him our very best wishes for a continua-

tion of his past successful career, so well

known to railroad men in the Chicago

district.

The St. Louis A!r-Bral<e Club.

A number of air-brake inspectors, em-

ployed on lines entering St. Louis, says

the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, met at the

ofiice i)t the American Brake Oj., Octo-

ber 10, and organized the St Louis Air-

Brake Club. Mr. Chas. F. Smith, travel-

ing engineer and air brake inspector of

the St. Louis Terminal Railway, was

elected president, and Mr. C. P. Cass, of

the Westinghouse Air-Brake Co., secre-

tary. The object of the club is to meet

monthly on the morning of the St. Louis

Railway Club meeting, discuss subjects

with which air brake inspectors have to

deal, methods of inspection, instruction on

and maintenance of the air-brake equip-

ment of locomotives and cars.

Local air brake clubs occupy the same

position relative to the Air-Brake Asso-

ciation as the several railway clubs do to the

Master Mechanics' and Master Car Build-

ers' Associations, taking up and discuss-

ing topics of local interest and putting in

concrete form ideas and recommendations

to the parent associations for their con-

sideration.

New England Air°Bral<e Club Meeting.

A successful meeting of the New Eng-

land Air-Brake Club was held in the N.

Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Air-Brake Instruc-

tion Car at Boston, October 15. There

were 17 members present, and the subject

of location of main reservoirs was thor-

oughly discussed. In the afternoon the

members had the pleasure of listening to

a very interesting paper on "Brake

Shoes" read by Mr. F. W. Sargent, chief

engineer of the American Brlke Shoe Co.

It is very gratifying to note the rapid,

strong growth of this club.

We arc always glad to sec the promo-

tion of air-brake men to higher and more

responsible positions. Mr. E. H. Dc
Groot, Jr., has been recently appointed

superintendent of the St. Louis and St.

Elmo divisions of the Chicago and East-

ern Illinois Railroad, the appointment be-

coming efTectivc October i, 1902.

Mr. V. C. Randolph, formerly engineer

on the Erie Railroad and at present a

member of the Air Brake Association, has

resigned his position to accept an air-

brake instructorship on Car 103 of the In-

ternational Correspondence Schools of

Scranton, Pa. He has our very best

wishes.

Mr. S. J. Kidder, one of the oldest rep-

resentatives of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Co., and formerly located in Chi-

cago, has been promoted to a position

with the American Brake Co. branch at

St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Kidder carries with

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
On Air-Brake Subjects.

(212) W. J. IL, Wellington, New Zea-

land :

Can the equalizing piston, excess pres-

sure spring or triple be cleaned under

pressure? If so, how to do it? A.

—

None of these parts can be cleaned while

under pressure.

(213) G. W. K, Cumberland, Md.. asks

:

What is the object of making the pas-

sageway inside of the connection between

the brake valve body and the pipe lead-

ing to equalizing reservoir so small?

A.—This restriction is placed between

chamber D and the equalizing reservoir in

order that the pressure coming from

main reservoir to the train pipe in re-

leasing brakes, may not pass too readily

into the equalizing reservoir, but will

tarry in chamber D and thereby hold

down the equalizing piston to its seat.

(214) H. A. R., Buflfalo, N. Y., writes

:

We had a double-header with 46 cars

of air. Engineer on the head engine han-

dled the air. When he made a 15-pound

reduction to try his brakes, he only got

an exhaust out of the angle fitting for

about 10 cars. He got scared and looked

the train over himself ahd found the 46

brakes applied and released all right. He
handled that train for 60 miles and in all

that time never got a blow that he should

have got for a 46-car train. After setting

the pusher out he went on with the head

engine and he got a good, strong, perfect

blow that he should have got with the 46-

car train. Can you explain why he didn't

get a long blow when the two engines

were coupled to the train? The second

engine was properly cut out by means of

the cut-out cock in the train pipe under

the brake valve. A.—Either the engineer

on the second engine helped to apply

brakes or else there were probably some

bad leaks at the coupling betiveen the two
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engines or in the train pipe of the second

engine that assisted in reducing train line

pressure.

(215) A. P., Newtown, AustralU,

writes

:

Is it possible for a duplex gage to reg-

ister train pipe pressure, say 60 pounds,
when there is actually no pressure in the

train pipe? A train was running off a

down grade and the driver states that

after making first application and with
train under control, the gage showed 60
pounds in the train pipe. On approaching
terminal a further reduction was made
with no effect. On a full application be-

ing made it was found there was no air

in the train pipe. If this is possible, should
not the gage connection be made direct

to the train pipe? A.—A gage may be
out of order and the hands register pres-

sure not actually carried, but the error

will remain the same and not vary much
on a single trip. The packing ring in the

equalizing piston is not fitted so tight as

to allow the train pipe pressure to disap-

pear and still have chamber D pressure

registered on the gage. In fact, it is dif-

ficult to fit the ring tight enough to pre-

vent train pipe pressure from leaking up
into chamber D before the train pipe dis-

charge has ceased at the angle fitting of

the brake valve. It would be impractical

and unwise to connect the gage to the

train pipe direct instead of to chamber D.

(216) \V. J. H., Wellington, New Zea-
land :

With train of seven or eight cars, the

driver can make a first-class stop and
no jar, but when the train consists of 15

to 20 cars there is more or less jar.

Can you give the reason? A.—The jar

complained of is doubtless due to excess-

ive slack between the car couplings. On
a long train the slack, or lost motion, be-

tween the cars increases to an extent

which will produce jars or shocks when
brakes are first applied and when they are

released, if they are not very carefully

handled. This is because the head cars

near the engine are affected first, both in

application and release. The rear brakes

being slower to respond in both cases.

On American railroads, when this trouble

first manifested itself in long trains, a re-

taining valve was put on the locomotive

and it held in the slack and kept the train

bunched. This gave considerable relief,

but as the length of trains increased, the

retaining valve became inadequate. The
trouble is now being successfully met on
all lengths of trains by the use of the

combined straight and automatic air brake

as illustrated in our November issue. By
the use of this device the straight air

brake may be held fully applied to a loco-

motive and tender while the brakes on the

train are being released, thus holding the

train "bunched" and preventing the jar

caused by the slack running out.

(217) G. W. K., Cumberland, Md.,

writes

:

You would oblige me very much by

answering through the columns of Loco-
motive Engineering the following two
questions: i. An air-brake inspector finds

a G-6 brake valve to act in the following

manner : If brake is released on engine

and handle brought to running position,

then moved to lap position just about the

time feed valve closes, equalizing piston

will rise and brakes apply. If left in run-

ning position 10 or 15 seconds then

brought to lap, nothing unusual can be

noticed in brake apparatus. Not having

seen this engine, I advised the engineer

to examine the small port in the connec-

tion between the brake valve and the

equalizing reservoir pipe, and see that it

and the pipe was open ; but it seems to

me, if this pipe was partly closed, so as

to momentarily restrict the flow of air

between chamber D and equalizing reser-

voir, it would be very noticeable in a ser-

vice application by the black hand falling

too fast ; kindly explain what effect this

would have and what else could cause

brake to act in this manner. A.—A rea-

sonable solution of the problem would be

a partial stoppage of the passageway be-

tween chamber D and the equalizing res-

ervoir. This may be due to either a stop-

page in the pipe proper or a squeezing to-

gether of the gasket in the union in such

a way as to reduce the passage opening.

This frequently occurs.

(218) M. S. E., Soledad. Mexico,

writes

:

I am a locomotive engineer and ran

an engine out of the city of Mexico for

6 years. I have an air brake question that

I would like to ask. The train in question

consisted of 8 coaches and i baggage car.

The coaches are on one track and the air

is tested on them by the air plank. The

engine and baggage car are on another

track, and the air was tested on them, and

the brake valve worked all right. Just

before leaving time the engine and bag-

gage car was coupled to the train and

started out. In making the running test,

starting out of the yard, the brake valve

would not lap, and in making stops it

would not lap either. The valve was

thrown into emergency two or three

times, but that did not help it. During

the trip of 120 miles the valve did not lap

once. I had to, handle the train down a

I 1-2 per cent, grade with the stop-cock

underneath the brake valve. When the

engine was cut off the train at the end of

the run, the valve worked all right again.

What would cause this trouble? A.

—

There was probably a slight leak some-

where in the equalizing reservoir, cham-

ber D, or in the connecting pipe. When
the train was short, as in the case of the

engine alone, or when it was coupled to

the baggage car, there was not volume of

air under the equalizing piston sufficient

to raise it in response to the leak above-

from chamber D. But when the volume
of train pipe air was increased by coup-

ling on several more cars, the piston

would rise and stay up as long as the valve

handle was left on lap. This is a commor>
cause of '"losing the lap." The valve

should be painted with soapsuds on the

parts mentioned to detect the leaks.

(219) G. E. C, Moncton, N. B., Can-
ada, writes

:

In answer to question 191, in the Sep-

tember issue, you state that a leaky grad-

uating valve will not release a brake
without the help of a slide valve leak.

Now suppose we take a triple with a per-

fectly tight slide valve face and seat and
charge the train line and au.xiliary reser-

voir 10 70 pounds. Let the engineer make
a 5-pound reduction of train line pressure

and laps his valve. The greater auxiliary

pressure will force the triple piston down,
first closing the feed groove to the auxil-

iary and unseating the graduating valve.

The auxiliary pressure will pass through

port W into port Z in the slide valve

face, but it cannot get any farther, as port

Z does not register with port F in the

slide valve seat and the exhaust port is

still uncovered. By the time the triple

piston touches the graduating stem
(which resists any farther movement),
port Z will register with the service port

F in the slide valve seat, and a direct

communication is established between the

auxiliary and brake cylinder. When about

5 pounds of auxiliary pressure has passed

to the cylinder, the train line pressure,

being still a little greater, will force the

triple piston up about 3-8 of an inch or

enough to seat the graduating valve. The
triple is now in lap position. Now sup-

pose the graduating valve does not seat

properly, due to dirt or some other cause,

and the valve leaks. The auxiliary pres-

sure will leak out of port W into port Z,

then into port F and thence to the brake

cylinder. As soon as it has reduced the

auxiliary pressure S or 10 pounds (and

that would not take long if the leak were
heavy), the greater train line pressure will

force the triple piston and slide valve to-

release position, and the brake will re-

lease. Please state why the slide valve

would have to leak to cause the brake to-

release in this case. A.—Because, as-

stated several times recently in these col-

umns, the slide valve will have to pass-

through the lap position, where train pipe

and auxiliary pressures are equalized, be-

fore it can enter the release position. The
slide valve will be unable to pass through

lap position, where auxiliary reservoir

pressure is blocked off, and cannot reduce

further unless there is a leak in the face

of the slide valve or the seat. Conse-

quently, the slide valve will stop on lap

unless a dirty condition of the triple pis-

ton on the slide valve may cause it to

"jerk" into release position.
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Fast Hn^ines of the Atlantic Type for

the Central Railroad of New Jersey.

A very good example of adapting

means to an end is to be found in the

new Baldwin engines recently bought by

the C. R. R. of N. J. for their Atlantic

City flyers. These trains are not heavy,

but continuous transportation at high

speed is what the company sells to that

seaside resort. The cylinders are 18 x 26

inches, driving wheels measure 84 1-4

inches outside tires and the weight of the

whole machine in working order is 151,-

000 pounds.

The engines are simple, with ordinary

forward one is bushed, as from the posi-

tion of the driving tire, it is only possible

to get the hanger pin in from behind, and

the point, carrying the brake hanger, is

cross-pinned through, so that motion

takes place in the bushed hole. The ped-

estal binders are cut out I 3-4 inches for

the jaws and in the forward end of the

front pedestal binder two bolts arc used,

one a long collar bolt doing duty in the

frame splice and the other with upper

nut and key placed in a recess in the

frame where metal can be cut out without

weakening the bar. The frame is further

provided with rubbing pieces which arc

engages by means of a hanger with a

steel casting of trough-like section, with

the central portion of the bottom taken

out. Upon the two remaining pieces of

the trough-bottom rest the ends of an

ordinary semi-elliptic spring, and the top

of its strap forms the fulcrum for this

novel equalizer. Very satisfactory ad-

justment of weight can be had by sliding

the spring forward or back as required.

The spring strap is fitted with a dowel-

pin which goes into one of three shallow

holes drilled in the lower bar of the

frame, immediately under the solid "pil-

Icr" which carries the middle brake

NEW JliRSEY CENTK.\I.— ATI..\NTIC K.XPRESS ENGINES.
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ATLANTIC LOCOMOTIVE ELEVATION—CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY.

balanced slide valves actuated by indirect

motion. The extension rod from link

block to rocker is a U-shaped cast steel

bar which passes over the forward driving

axle, and is stilTened across the gap by
two bolts, placed one above the other,

with pipe filling pieces around them. The
rocker box is between the two bars of

which the frame front is composed and
acts as a very substantial filler. The
frame splicing presents interesting fea-

tures as will be seen in our illustration.

and the main frame has all the usual

brake hanger brackets replaced by vertical

bars forged solid, being in fact parts of

the frame itself. The pin hole in the

secured with 1-2-inch studs and are lipped

over the sides so that the spring hangers

cannot rub or cut into the frame at any

point.

The equalizing of weight on the driv-

ers and carrying wheel is continuous, and

the details connected with the latter are

very ingenious. The carrying wheel axle

box has an equalizer on top which gives

plenty of clearance and renders the top

of the box easy of access, notwithstanding

tliat the frame above it is pierced with an

oil hole, and lubrication is effected by

means of an oil cup on the frame. The
equalizer terminates at the back end in

two coil springs, and at the front end it

hanger. The advantages of this design are

economy of space, better adjustment and

a freer movement of the spring than if its

back ends had been connected direct to

the frame.

A neat arrangement for oiling the top

guide bar may be observed on these en-

gines. There are two oil cups on each

top guide. One feeds through a hole di-

rectly to the wide bearing of the cross-

head in the usual way, the other has a

shallow 7-8-inch hole, from which two

5-16-inch holes run at an angle down to

the top edge of the recess cut along the

guide for the upper lips of the crosshead.

The outside upper edge of crosshead and
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guide are flush, the guide overhang being

1-2 inch, just sufficient to cover the lip of

the crosshead.

These engines are fitted with what is

known as the Acme self-adjusting cellar

on the engine truck boxes, and the Re-

flex water gage is used. Automatic spring

adjusters keep the brake shoes from tip-

ping forward and wearing away on the

top. The firebox is radially stayed, and

in addition to the regular ones there are

two washout plugs in the bottom of the

shell, one in each course.

A passenger agent once claimed for his

road Comfort, Celerity and Civility. These

three C's may also be found here ; comfort

on the engine, celerity in the train ser-

Total engine, 26 ft. 5 in.

Total enjifine and tender, 53 ft. 2 in.

WKIGHT.
On driving: wheels, 84,100 lbs.

On truck, front, 32,300 lbs.

On carrying wheels. 34,600 lbs.

Total tMiKine, 151,000 lbs.

Total engine and tender, about '50.000 lbs.

TANK.
Capacity. 5.000 gallons.

The Acme Machinery Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio, have issued a very com-

prehensive illustrated catalogue showing

ihe various machines and appliances made
by them. The special adjustment die head

as applied to bolt cutters is shown. The
Acme dies are illustrated and some re-

Mr. Harry A. Norton, who has just re-

turned from an extended trip abroad, says

the American industrial invasion of Eu-
rope is not a dream as far as the Norton

ball-bearing jacks are concerned, as the

Boston plant has many new and impor-

tant European contracts in addition to re-

cent extensive foreign shipments, which

show that American-made jacks are suc-

cessfully meeting competition in foreign

markets.

"One thing at a time, and that well

done leads to perfection," is a wise say-

ing often heard among the mechanical

otificials of the Erie.

DETAIL OF FRAMES FOR ATLANTIC LOCOMOTIVE—CENTRAL OF NEW JERSEY.

vice and the presence of the last on the

road is too well known to require even

formal statement. Some of the dimen-

sions are as follows

:

BOILER.
Type, Wooten. straight top. Diameter, 585< in.

Thicliness of sheets, ^ in. Pressure, 200 lbs.

Fuel, hard coal.

FIREBOX.
Material, Steel. Length, log in. Width, 97 in.

Depth, front 54J^ in., back 41 J^.

TUBES.
233. Dia., 2 in. Length. 16 ft. 6 in. No. 12 B. W. G.

HEATI.'^G SURFACE.
Fire box. 170.7 sq. ft. Tubes, 2,002.8 sq. ft.

Total, 2,173.5 sq. ft. Grate area, 73 .sq. ft.

CARRYING WHEELS.
Diameter, 54^^ in,

WHEEL BASE.
Driving. 7 ft. 3 in. Rigid. 14 ft. 6 in.

marks on making, recutting and lubricat-

ing dies have been introduced. The
prices of separate Acme die heads and dies

are given. The great variety of bolt cut-

ters made by this company are each

shown with cut and appropriate letter-

press, also varieties of nut-tapping ma-
chinery and machines for pointing bolts

and studs. Some useful tables regarding

screw threads, speeds for threading bolts

and nuts are to be found in this catalogue,

while the concluding pages give a descrip-

tion of the company's latest heading, up-

setting and forging machines, with half-

tone showing the variety of forgings

which can be made by these machines.

Copies of the catalogue may be had upon

application to the company.

Two very attractive catalogues have

been issued by the AUis-Chalmers Com-
pany. Book No. I deals with the Gates

rock and ore breaker. The half-tones are

excellent and the descriptive matter is

full and to the point. Book No. 4 de-

scribes the general mining machinery

made by this concern. Half-tones, en-

gravings and line cuts are profusely used

with appropriate letter press concerning

each machine shown. These catalogues

will be sent to those interested upon ap-

plication to the company. Gates Works,

Chicago, 111. This species of machinery

is especially interesting to the engineer-

ing department of railways, since rock

crushing for ballast is coming into gen-

eral use.
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Mr. A. Griggs has been appointed su-

perintendent of ihc Alabama Great South-

ern Railroad Company.

Mr. Henry Goldmark, assistant engineer

of the Canadian Pacific, is in charge of the

erection of the new Hochelaga shops.

Mr. W. S. Galloway has been appointed

assistant engineer of tests on the Balti-

more & Ohio, with olTice at Mount Clare,

Baltimore, Md.

Mr. J. G. Leefeever has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines on the

Mount Clare, has been transferred to

Newark, Ohio, to occupy a similar posi-

tion.

Mr. J. H. Pengelly, formerly master

mechanic on the Mexican International at

Durango, has resigned in order to accept

I position with the Hidalgo Mining Com-
pany.

Mr. G. L. Van Doren has been appoint-

ed superintendent of the Elizabethtown

shops of the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, vice Mr. W. L. Harrison, re-

signed.

quarters at Birmingham, Ala., vice Mr. C
S. Hayden, resigned.

Mr. C. W. Nellis, master mechanic of

the Baltimore and Ohio at Newark, C,
has been appointed master mechanic of

the C. R. I. & P. shops at Chicago, vice

Mr. Stocks, resigned.

Mr. J. II. Kellcy has been appointed

traveling engineer of the Fort Worth &
Denver City railway with headquarters at

Childress, Texas. He will have jurisdic-

tion over the entire line.

BOILER OF JERSEY CEXTRAI.'S .\TLAXTIC LOCOMOTIVE.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, vice Mr.
E. G. Brown, transferred.

Mr. Wm. B. Norris, general foreman

of machine shops at West Philadelphia,

has been appointed general foreman at

Altoona, vice Mr. J. Davis, promoted.

Mr. Joseph Davis, general foreman of

the Altoona machine shops of the Penn-

sylvania, has been appointed master me-
chanic on the same road at Harrisburg.

Pa.

Mr. E. E. Weisgerber, master mechanic

on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at

Mr. E. T. James, heretofore master me-
chanic on the Lehigh Valley Railroad, has

been transferred from Wilkes-Barre to

Buffalo as master mechanic of the Buf-

falo division.

Mr. J. F. Sheahan, master mechanic on

the Southern Railway, at Selma, Ala., has

been transferred to Columbus, S. C. He
will hereafter be master mechanic of the

Savannah division.

Mr. ]\L M. Richey has been appointed

superintendent of the Birmingham divi-

sion of the Southern Railway, with head-

Mr. Wm. Jenkins, formerly shop fore-

man on the Southern Railway at Blacks-

burg, S. C, recently resigned to accept a

similar position with the Mexican Central

Railway at Monterey, Mexico.

Mr. Henry Montgomery, formerly gen-

eral foreman of the Oil City shops of the

Pennsylvania, has been appointed master

mechanic of that road at Oil City, Pa.,

vice Mr. D. E. Cassidy, promoted.

Mr. James McDonnough, formerly road

foreman of engines on the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, has left that road to
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become assistant division superintendent

of the Southern Pacific, with office at

Houston, Texas.

Mr. H. N. Breneman, master mechanic

of the Bahimore & Ohio, at Newark, O.,

has been appointed assistant superintend-

ent of motive power of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with office at West

Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. F. F. Gaines, heretofore mechan-

ical engineer of the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road, has been appointed master mechanic

of the Wyoming division, with headquar-

ters at Wilkcs-Barre, Pa., vice Mr. E. T.

James, transferred.

Mr. David Patterson, heretofore mas-

ter mechanic on the Atchison, has been

appointed master mechanic on the Denver

& Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western, and

Colorado Midland, with headquarters at

Grand Junction, Col.

Mr. W. L. Harrison has been appointed

master mechanic on the Choctaw, Ok-

lahoma & Gulf, with headquarters at Lit-

tle Rock, Ark., vice Mr. Chas. H. Welsh,

resigned. Mr. Harrison was formerly in

charge of the shops of the C. R. R. of

N. J. at Elizabethtown.

Mr. J. J. Reid recently resigned the

position of general foreman on the Rut-

land Railroad, and has been appointed

general machinery and locomotive inspec-

tor on the Northern Pacific. He reports

direct to Mr. A. E. Mitchell, superin-

tendent of motive power.

Mr. Webb C. Ball has been appointed

chief watch inspector of the New York

Central, with headquarters at Cleveland,

Ohio, vice Mr. Frank Hammond, re-

signed. This appointment places the prin-

cipal Vanderbilt lines imder one time

service and watch inspection system.

^ ?jttT"f t ^ .. .,'•.•. J •j> •„.
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Mr. Frank Lee has been appointed sig-

nal engineer of the Canadian Pacific, with

headquarters at Montreal ; he reports to

the engineer of -maintenance of way, and

has general supervision over all interlock-

ing signal mechanism.

Mr. H. K. Mudd's title on the Cincin-

nati, Richmond & Muncie is that of mas-

ter mechanic. He is in charge of locomo-

tive and car departments, with headquar-

ters at Richmond, Ind. ; he succeeds Mr.

T. E. Merritt, resigned.

Mr. H. E. Passmore has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

of the Detroit Southern Railroad. He
leaves the Western Maryland Railroad

to take this position. Mr. Passmore

succeeds Mr. E. M. Roberts, who will

assume other duties.

Mr. J. H. Moore, formerly master me-

chanic of the Erie, at Buffalo, has been

transferred to Rochester as master me-

chanic on the same road; he succeeds Mr.

W. M. Perrine, who goes to Port Jervis,

N. Y., as master mechanic in place of Mr.

F. Tuma, transferred.

Mr. F. T. Bowles, formerly traveling

engineer on the Peoria division of the

Lake Erie and Western Railroad, has

been appointed superintendent of trans-

portation on the Fort Wayne, Cincin-

nati & Louisville, with headquarters at

Muncie, Ind. He succeeds Mr. Geo.

Dyer, transferred to Lima, Ohio.

Mr. M. W. Maguire has been appointed

general superintendent of the Cincinnati,

New Orleans and Texas Pacific Railway,

with office at Cincinnati, O., the position

of acting assistant general manager being

discontinued. Division superintendents

and the superintendent of car service will

report to the general superintendent.

Mr. Charles Parsons, who has been en-

gaged in railroad mechanical work and

in the sale of engineering and railroad

supplies, has now connected himself with

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.

Mr. Parsons has been some thirteen years

with the railway lines now forming

the Erie Railroad, and also for a number

of years with the Tiffany Refrigerator

Car Company and other concerns.

Mr. W. B. Poland has been appointed

superintendent of the Indiana Division of

the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern

Railroad, with headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio, vice Mr. L. C. Fritch relieved on

account of illness. Since May t last, Mr.

Poland has been division engineer on the

Pittsburg Division of the Baltimore and

Ohio, and previous to this was division

engineer on the Baltimore and Ohio

Southwestern, Mississippi Division.

Mr. W. H. Marshall, general superin-

tendent of the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway, is going to perform the

duties of general manager vacated by the

death of P. S. Blodgett. The crowd of

friends connected with railroad life who
regard Mr. Marshall as a friend will be

pleased to learn about this evidence of his

efficiency. We know that he is very pop-

ular with the higher officials, and there is

no doubt that the temporary appointment

will soon be made permanent.

Mr. A. R. Greig, chief draughtsman of

the Canada Atlantic Railway, was, on the

eve of his departure for Winnipeg, pre-

sented with a gold watch, chain and lock-

et by a number of employees of the com-

pany, consisting principally of his air-

brake class. An address accompanied the

gift expressing the personal esteem of his

fellow employees and their high apprecia-

tion of his efforts in the matter of air-

brake education. Mr. Greig joins the

staff of the Canadian Northern Railway

as chief draughtsman.

Mr. W. H. Stocks, who has been master

mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad for several years, has

resigned from that company to accept an

appointment as representative of the Gold

Car Heating and Lighting Company, of

New York, Chicago and London. Mr.

Stocks has been associated with the me-

chanical departments of the Minneapolis

& St. Louis Railway, Great Northern

Railway and Chicago, Rock Island & Pa-

cific Railway for twenty-five years, dur-

ing which time he has held the position of

foreman, general foreman and master me-

chanic on the roads mentioned.

The Leonard family, famous in Eng-

land and Wales for their iron foundries

during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, some of whom came to this

country in 1651 and established a foun-

dry in Massachusetts, and two years

later started the first foundry near Rah-

way, N. J., will raise a memorial at

Taunton, Mass., where many of the fam-

ily have since continued in business,

which shall have its foundation stones

laid on the 2S0th anniversary of the es-

tablishment of the industry in America.

The monument will cost between $150,000

and $200,000, and will be placed in the

sauare.
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JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

Engineers Wanted.

We Iiavc received applications to recom-

mend about one hundred locomotive en-

gineers. They must be good reliable men
with clean clearances from the roads

where they have worked. The men are

wanted for railroads in Kentucky, Ten-

nessee, Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma.

There is no trouble expected on any of

the roads ; merely heavy business. Apply

to this office.

Abusing American Locomotives.

Tile newspapers in Great Britain appear

to watch as keenly for evil reports about

American machinery as they watch devel-

opments of a society scandal or of a polit-

ical quarrel. They are always delighted

to find any excuse for writing disparag-

ingly of machine tools, agricultural ma-

chinery and other American articles in

favor among European user«, but what

pleases them most is to hear unfavorable

reports of American-built locomotives.

A report lately reached London from

the manager of the Assam Railway Com-

pany, in which he says that four American

locomotives which were secured less than

four years ago, require new crown plates.

He adds that the makers of the locomo-

tives ought to pay the cost of repairs, as

failure after such a short space of time

could only be due to carelessness in de-

sign.

We never heard of any railway official

condemning himself out of his own mouth

so ridiculously as what is done by the

statement of the Assam Railway Com-
pany's manager. Crown sheets, as we
call them, of fire boxes, very rarely fail

without the men in charge of the engines

being to blame. It is of the very greatest

importance that the crown sheet should

always be covered with water. Low
water is one of the principal causes for

crown sheets failing. The crown sheet

ought to be kept free from mud deposits

and from scale. Accumulations of mud
lead to the failure of more crown sheets

than all other causes combined, and this

source of destruction arises from gross

carelessness in washing out the boiler.

The report of the manager of the Assam

Railway ought to have read: "We have

four American locomotives that require

new crown plates after four years' of ser-

vice. I have no idea what has been the

cause of the premature failure of these

plates. The enginemen are in the habit of

permitting the water in the boiler to fall so

low occasionally that the bare crown plates

are exposed to the action of a hot fire, and

they do not seem to endure the heat well

at such times, for the plates warp and the

seams leak. There is considerable mud in

the feed water which gradually settles

upon the flat crown plates until they have

a thick covering of this non-conducting

material. This has an evil effect upon the

crown plates, yet the makers of the loco-

motives have never sent an expert to re-

move that blanket of mud. I respectfully

suggest, to my directors, that in the next
lot of locomotives ordered Ihcy specify

that the crown plates be made proof
against any unusual heating due to scar-

city of water and to too great abundance
of mud."

Of course editors of British newspapers
cannot be expected to know anything
about what causes crown sheets to fail,

and most of them do not wish to obtain
the information. What suits thcni is any
excuse for abusing American locomotives.

The urgent demand for new locomo-
tives has moved the Baldwin Locomotive
Works to make permanent extensions of
their plant. A new line of extension has
been adopted which is to concentrate as

much as possible of the heavy work at

Lewistown, where the Standard Steel

Works are located. These works belong
to the Baldwin people and are fully

equipped for the manufacture of steel tires

and can also turn out car and locomotive

wheels, steel forgings and castings and a
great many parts used in locomotive con-

struction.

For the first time since the original

purchase of equipment the Canadian Pa-
cific is going to import locomotives from
the other side of- the Atlantic. All of the

American Locomotive Company's plants,

along with the independent firms, includ-

ing the Rogers and Baldwin works, are

pushed to the wall with orders for the

coming year. The consequential inability

of the Canadian Pacific to procure deliv-

ery when required has caused it to place

an order in Scotland for 12 lo-wheel loco-

motives.

There v/zs once a superintendent of the

Staten Island Railroad who was a spelling

reformer, and favored the phonetic meth-

od. He had some crossing signs put up

which read : "Luk out for the Bulgine

wen the bel rings or wisles." This method

of advertising the reform was short-lived,

and ended when a native stood on the

track studying the meaning of the words

until he was struck by an engine.

The Illinois Central has issued a per-

emptory order that the practice of carry-

ing concealed weapons by employees while

at work must be stopped at once.

The influence of fashion on specification

of railway equipment was strikingly il-

lustrated lately when a master mechanic

wanted a wide firebox extending over the

frames for a 17 x 24-inch passenger en-

gine. Were it not for the desire to be in

the fashion, a good many expensive at-

tachments to railroad rolling stock

would be left off.
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Would Rather be a Fireman Than a

College Student.

John Gregg, 14 years old. of Principio,

Md., is a quick-witted boy. In rambling

near his humble home he found a portion

of the track of the Pennsylvania Railroad

washed out by a rain storm, and the Co-

lonial Express approaching. John pulled

off his coat and ran toward the approach-

ing train swinging the small garment

as a danger signal. The engineer saw the

boy in time, stopped the train and pre-

vented a bad wreck. The Pennsylvania

Railroad is a corporation with several

souls inside and they offered to give John

a college education. John thinks that he

would rather be a fireman, but he is given

a year to consider the matter. If he ac-

cepts the college course in the end he

would naturally finish at Altoona with

many rosy possibilities facing his career.

Prizes for Essays on Railroads.

The Pacific Coast Railway Club seem to

be exceptionally enterprising, for they are

offering $250 in prizes for essays pertain-

ing to the construction, equipping, main-

taining and management of steam rail-

ways, the papers to contain not less than

2.000 and not more than 6,000 words. The

papers must be in the hands of the sec-

retary, Mr. C. C. Borton, 1213 Twelfth

street, Oakland, Cal., by January l. We
expect that some of the prizes will go to

contributors of the R.mlway and Loco-

motive Engineering, and trust that our

best writers will enter the competition.

Every one who writes an essay on the sub-

ject specified will derive much benefit

from his work, whether or not he secures

a prize. The best practice for learning

facts on any subject is to write all you

know about it. It frequently proves how

defective one's information is.

The C. W. Hunt Company, of New
Brighton, New York, recently received

word that at the Dusseldorf Exhibition,

which has just terminated, the gold medal

representing the highest award of merit

had been given to the Hunt conveyor. The

company's works are on Staten Island.

People in want of good conveyors for

coaling stations or other purposes ought

to send for C. W. Hunt Company's cat-

alogue.

A curious question came under discus-

sion at the last meeting of the Transcon-

tinental Passenger Association. They

were called upon to decide the status of

Buddhist missionaries who apply for re-

duced rates on the ground that they are

ministers of religion. The case is under

prayerful consideration, the Christian

ministers being strongly in opposition.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works will

ship in a few days a consignment of ten

locomotives to Guatemala for use on the

new railway system to be built there by

American capitalists, connecting the At-

lantic and Pacific Oceans. It is said that

the new road will bring San Francisco

1.500 miles nearer to New York than the

Isthmian Canal route. Two hundred cars

will be used on the road, and they will be

purchased in this country. Several hun-

dred trucks and 6,000 tons of fifty-six-

pound rails will also be purchased in the

United States.

—

Phila. Ledger.

The Structural Steel Car Works, of

Canton, Ohio, got into financial trouble

before the car building began, and the

works have been standing in an unfin-

ished condition. We now understand that

the company has been capitalized by an

eastern syndicate, and that the works will

soon be started out with a full working

force. When properly running it is said

that they will have the greatest capacity

for car building of any shop in the coun-

try.

The New York, New Haven and Hart-

ford R. R. people have placed an order

for several compound locomotives to be

used as switchers in the Providence yards.

A change of policy must have taken place

in the mechanical department of that road

for in the past they have shown less than

favor to compound locomotives. They

had a remarkably good compound loco-

motive designed by F. W. Dean, the well-

known mechanical engineer of Boston,

but the engine never received fair play,

and always worked under the disadvan-

tage that the men understood the man-

agement to be against it.

The Delaware, Lackawanna and West-

ern R. R. Co. have fitted up a locomotive

for the purpose of permitting the stu-

dents of Cornell University to make en-

gineering tests. The tests will be car-

ried on in the usual fashion, indicator dia-

grams will be taken, the amount of coal

and water used will be ascertained, and

some approximation will be made of the

work done by the engine. From these

data calculations will be made of the effi-

ciency of the engine. It is very good

practice for the student, but is of very

little value to the railroad company. The

Lackawanna Co. deserves credit for fitting

out the engine and defraying the ex-

penses of the tests.

It is reported that the Whitney Car

Wheel Company are looking for a new lo-

cation. We note a lament from a

Woodbury, N. Y., paper because its citi-

zens could not raise $25,000 as a bonus to

induce the wheel makers to locate in that

town. We always think that a manufac-

turing concern is falling into littleness

when it peddles its location to the highest

bidder.

Faster Yet.
The great speed of Keller

hammers has always left

others hopelessly behind.

Now, by a slight change

in construction, we have

made them 25 per cent,

faster still

!

This increase alone

would make large profits
;

and they made large profits

before.

Keller
Pneumatic

Tools
are essential to success

wherever there is com-

petition. Those who buy

other tools because they

are cheaper ought to buy

ponies because they are

cheaper than horse-. .' .'

Send for our new catalogue. It

is full of good ideas for using pneu-

matic Chipping and Riveting Ham-
mers, Rotary Drills, Foundry Ram-
mers, Yoke Riveters, etc.

Philadelphia

Pneumatic Tool Co.
21st St. and Allegheny Ave.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Boston
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The Twentieth

Century

Master Mechanic
Won't use solid Mandrels.
Cost too much, take up too

much room and don't give
satisfaction.

Nicholson

Expanding Mandrels

Take everything from 1 to 7

inch holes. Take up little

room— always ready and
you can buy four sets for

the cost of one of the solid

kind.

Are You Using Them ?

Catalogue tells you
more about them,

W. H. Nicholson & Co.
Wilkesbarre. Pa.

RAILROAD STORIES FOR
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

Stories of the Railroad $^-S0
Jim Skeevers' Object Lessons i.oo
Express Messenger 1.35
Tales of an Engineer 1.25

THIS OFFICE

FITZ-HUCH & CO.

RAILWAY EQlllPMENT
LOCOMOTIVES

Heavy and Light, adapted to all kinds of service

CARS, FREIGHT, PASSENGER and BUSINESS

Monartnock BIdff., Chicago 141 Brondway, New York

The McCORD BOX
KEEPS OUT THE DUST.

Switch Point Protector.

A device has recently been perfected

which promises to be a great labor saver

and a safely appliance as well. It consists

of a metal covering for switch points

which will effectually prevent the accumu-

lation of snow between switch points,

which oftinies results in accident. With
this device in operation accident to per-

sons or stock will be eflfectually obviated,

as the openings are securely guarded and

covered. It operates automatically with

the throw of the switch, and requires no

material power to operate the switch ; is

cheap in construction, and will last a life-

time. It cannot cause the switch to be-

come inoperative, or, if out of order, re-

sult in derailment or accident. The idea

and construction of the device originated

with an ex-brakeman, who had lost an

arm and was placed in charge of switches

and experienced trouble in keeping the

switches clear of snow, and operative.

A company has been formed for the

manufacture and sale of the device. The
Chicago and Northwestern Railway Com-
pany has ordered some of these protectors

put in and given a thorough test at their

division point in Boone, Iowa. The sec-

retary and treasurer of the company is B.

H. Smith, of Boone, Iowa, to whom any

inquiries may be addressed.

The Pressed Steel Car Co. during Octo-

ber built 3,000 cars. This makes an aver-

age for the 27 working days, of ill cars,

anil breaks all previous records for out-

put, the daily average for the past four

months having been 107 cars. So far

this year the company has turned out

22.402 cars. There was consumed in the

erection of these cars 350,000 tons of

steel. The cars were mostly for the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and are part of

the 15,000 cars ordered several months

ago.

The Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co.

states that its anticipations in regard to

the volume of business for the month

of September were fully realized, th.i

sales for that month having amounted

to 20 per cent, more than any previous

month. Later the monthly record for

foreign shipments has been broken,

large orders having been received from

Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy

and Denmark.

SEE HOW THE LID FITS.
McCord & Company,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

The Dixon Company say that it is

possible to have tight steam pipe joints

if Dixon's Graphite Pipe-Joint Com-

pound is used. Flake graphite is imper-

vious to the action of heat or cold, acids,

or alkalies. Hence the value of a graph-

ite compound when properly prepared.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, oi

Jersey City. N. J., will send booklet and

s.imple free of charge.

The first order of passenger cars to be

used on the New York underground rail-

road has been given to a St. Louis firm.

The cars are to be made fireproof by being

lined with asbestos. It was intended to

subject the wood on the cars to a process

which would make them fireproof, but the

delay would have been too great, and so

they are going to be made fireproof by
the use of asbestos.

The Pressed Steel Car Co., of Pitts-

burg, have got their manufacturing pro-

cesses so well organized that they have

lately been turning out no cars per day.

This calls for the use of an enormous
quantity of steel and iron, and has added
very considerably to the demand for steel.

Within the year the company has turned

out 22,402 cars which, if made up into

trains of 50 cars each, would make 448
trains, each of them about 1,800 feet long.

If the cars were set in line on one track

they would extend 175 miles.

Great Western Patent Double Thumb
Gloves, manufactured by the Ellsworth

& Thayer Manufacturing Company, of

Milwaukee, Wis., were exhibited to the

delegates at the Firemen's convention at

Chattanooga, Tenn.. by Mr. Ed. C.

Derkin. These gloves are made of spe-

cial tan Cordavan horsehide and are

warranted steam and fire proof. The ex-

hibit was very popular. A neat watch

charm of aluminum, representing the

Great Western Glove, was given away
by this concern.

Bald-win Record of Recent Construction

No. 37.

Oil burning locomotives is the subject

treated in this issue of the series which

the Baldwin Locomotive Works issues

as their Record of Recent Construction.

Two Russian engines are shown, three

for use on railways in the United States

and one for an industrial railway. Facts

and figures concerning the use of oil

as fuel are given, and the economies ef-

fected are pointed out.

The neighborhood of Pittsburg is suf-

fering more from a freight blockade than

the lines centering in that city have ever

endured before. It is said that there are

over 60.000 men idle on account of the

impossibility of moving cars so that the

factories may obtain the necessary raw

material.

We understand that Barber Trucks

will be used under the nine locomotive

tenders being built by the American Lo-

comotive Co.. for the D. M. & N. Ry.;

also under ten locomotive tenders which

the Baldwin Locomotive Works are

building for the Erie Ry.
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New Plant of the Lunkenheimer
Company.

The Lunkenheimer Company, of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, manufacturers of brass

and iron goods and specialties for en-

gines, boilers, etc., on October 25

opened their works to about 3,000 visi-

tors and friends.

The buildings, of which there are five,

represent an investment of over $300,000.

They consist of the main building oc-

cupied by the brass department, with ad-

joining buildings for the iron depart-

ment, brass foundry, power building and

office building; all are of pressed brick

and steel construction of modern type.

They occupy about three acres of

ground. Three additional acres provide

for future extension. These factories are

located near Brighton station, in a sec-

The foundry is equipped with modern
appliances, such as overhead track sys-

tem for carrying material, smelting fur-

naces burning crude oil, and many pneu-

matic appliances. The general distri-

bution of power throughout the build-

ings is of the latest type. The source of

energy is a 300 h.p. compound engine,

which drives a 240 k.w. three-phase, 220-

volt. General Electric alternating-current

dynamo. Current is led to different

parts of the buildings, where suitable

motors, principally attached to the ceil-

ing, drive the various lines of shafting.

These motors are of the Westinghouse

and General Electric induction' type,

without commutators or brushes. The
power from the motors to the shafts is

transmitted through what is known as

the Renold Silent Chain Gear, which

LUNKENHEIMER CO.MPANY'S PLANT.

tion of the city called Fairmount. It

has been the aim of the company to con-

struct a model plant, and many new and
interesting features have been intro-

duced.

The main building, 130x180 feet, is of

the gallery type of construction, with a

center area measuring 30x80 feet; it is

three stories high, and built so that three

more stories can be added without in-

terfering with the output of the plant.

A novel feature in the main building is

the heating system. Hot air travels

through the fourteen large hollow col-

umns, which support the floors around
the area in the center of the building.

These columns have openings on each
floor to distribute the air; the bases of

the columns are connected with a huge
fan. by means of tunnels, under the base-
ment floor. The type of window used
is a novel one, and has a blind arrange-
ment that is of great advantage during
summer weather.

permits of a very compact arrangement,
without noise or friction.

The engine room is also provided with

a large cross compound two-stage Laid-

law-Dunn-Gordon air compressor, which
supplies compressed air throughout
shops and foundry for driving pneu-
matic tools, hoists, etc. The boilers are

of Babcock & Wilcox pattern, with au-

tomatic stokers. The engine room, the

floor of which is laid in mosaic tiling, is

considered one of the handsomest in the

country.

The illumination is furnished by what
is known as the Nernst Lamp, and ar-

ticles exhibited under it have their true
color value. Owing to the arrange-
ment of the lamps, the distribution of the
light is even and without shadows. Suf-

ficient illumination is secured without
providing each operator with an individ-

ual light.

The office building is a three-story
brick structure. 50x80 feet, with modern

Ball's Official R. R.

Standard Watches
SIZE

17 AM> 21 RUBY
JKWKLS,
SAPPHIRE PALLETS

BALL'S IMPROVED
SAKKTY
B<»1 RLE ROLLEB

Art! without question

the finest watches that

American talent and

skilled lahor can pro-

duct', and they are giv-

ing Bueh universal sat-

isfaction that we have

no hesitancy in claim-

ing that they are the

bet^t and safest railroad

watch on the market.

Tests severe and numerous have proven this fact to

the most critical users in all sections of the country, to

which thousands of good Railroad and Brotherhood

men are ready to certify.

We have an authorized agent in nearly every rail-

road center. Call on hiui for information and facts.

Write us for descriptive matter.

The Webb C. Ball Watch Co.

Watch Manufacturers

Ball Building:, Cle'^eland, Ohio, U.S.A.

PRESSURE BARS
f^.

is an especial strong point about

Whitney Planers
They hold the work firmly close to cut.

For full information write

Baxter D. Whitney & Sons
WINCHENDON, MASS.

MODEL LOCOMOTIVES
Better than ever ! Latest N. Y. Cen.

Standard. High Saddles—Big Drivers

—

4 sizes. Something extra nice. 4c. in
stamps for catalog.

A.. S. C.A.IIrXPBEI<I.
P. O. Box 268 MONTICELLO, N. Y.
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BEST RAILROAD
BOOKS.

COMBUSTION OF COAL
And the Prevention ol Smoke.

Con tains a bout 800 practical (J nest Ions and
their answers on the Science of Steam
Makinc. By Wm. M. BarR. The necessary
conditions for the Bconomic Firing of a
Locomotive are explained. 85 illustrations.

34g pages. Cloth, I1.50.

AIR-BRAKE CATECHISM.
By RonKKT H. Ki.ackai.i,. Fifteenth edi-

tion. A complete study of the Alr-Brake
equipment, containinjj over 1,000 questions
and their answers on the WestlnghouBe
Alr-Brake, which are strictly up to date.
Endorsed and used by Alr-Brake Instruc-
tors and Kxaminers on nearly every rail-

road In the United States. 1902 Edition.

264 pages. Cloth, $1.50.

LOCOMOTIVE CATECHISM.
By ROHEKT Grimsiuw. It asks 1,600

questions and gives 1,600 simple, plain,
practical answers about the Locomotive.
No mathematics, no theories—/tt5/ fact*.
The standard book on the locomotive.
Twenty-second edition. Containing 450
paees, over 200 Illustrations, and 12 large
Folding Plates. Bound In Maroon Cloth,
$2.00.

^F'A Special Circular of these Books Sent
on Request.
^^Anv of these Books Prepaid to mny

Address in the world on Receipt of Price.

A6ENTS WANTED '^^^^^^ \\°^;
sell at sight, and every Engineer,
Fireman and Shopman should have
them. Write for terms and particu-
lars. Our catalogue of practical
booka Is sent free onapplic atlon.

equipment, tlic .second floor being occu-

pied by the drawing and engineering de-

partments, tlic third by the advertising

department, as well as containing a lab-

oratory and photograph gallery. The
business was founded in 1862 by the late

Frederick Lunkenheimer, and has

grown to large proportions, now em-

ploying over 70a men. With increased

facilities the company expect to extend

their line and take up many new en-

gineering specialties. The company's

trade is domestic and foreign. They have

a branch in London and an ofifice in

New York city.

Norman A. Henley & Co., Publishers

132 Nassau St. NEW YORK, N.Y.

TheU&W
Piston Air Drill,

The Allis-Chalmers Company, of Chi-

cago, have issued a catalogue dealing

with sawmill machinery. The Edward

P. Allis works at Milwaukee, Wis., is

where this machinery is manufactured

and there does not seem to be anything

in this line which they cannot supply.

The latest and most approved equipment

is represented in the catalogue. The

booklet will be sent to any one suffi-

ciently interested to apply to the com-

pany for it.

A Pittsburg man has invented a combi-

nation box and gondola steel car. The

car diflfers from the ordinary box in that

the upper halves of its sides are on hinges

and can be automatically opened. A por-

tion of the top of the car also opens,

which will permit the free loading of

coke and coal. It combines the advafi-

tages of a steel gondola and a closed car.

There are also lateral doors which can be

used for loading and unloading.

The H. K. Porter Company, Pittsburg,

have secured a contract for some locomo-

tives for a railway in Japan.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
have just issued a pneumatic hoist cata-

logue, which deals with various kinds

of shop hoists. These pneumatic appli-

ances are not made with the suspended
cylinder, the length of whose stroke is

the maximum lift. They are practi-

cally differential pulley blocks supplied

with a compact air motor, which winds

up a steel cable or chain, and so lifts the

load. These hoists arc constructed to

handle weights ranging from i 1-2 to 10

tons at speeds varying from 16 to 4 feet

per minute. The hoist is adapted for

serving machine tools, and can hold a

load suspended indefinitely. Full de-

scriptions of the various kinds and sizes

made are given, together with data de-

rived from actual tests. Geared hoists

and trolley combined are also made by
this company. The Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Co., of Chicago, III., will be pleased

to forward copies of this catalogue upon
application.

SEE HOW CLOSE IT WORKS?

The Columbus Pneu-

matic Tool Co.,

Columbus, Ohio, U. S. A.

Burton, Griffiths & Co.. London
F. A. Schmitz, Dusseldorf

George Daugherty. who died recently at

his home in New Florence, Pa., was an

employee of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company when Andrew Carnegie was su-

perintendent of the Pittsburg division.

Upon the day of his funeral a letter from

Mr. Carnegie was received inclosing a

check for $20 and the announcement that

on the first of each month thereafter so

long as he lived he would receive a sim-

ilar amount. After the funeral the check

was returned to the donor with the news

of Mr. Daugherty's death. In a few days

afterward there came another letter from

Mr. Carnegie inclosing checks for $10

each, made out in favor of the dead man's

daughters, with the statement that so

long as they remained single each one

would receive $10 on the first of each

month. We are not surprised at this man-

ifestation of Mr. Carnegie's generosity,

what surprises us is how he remembers

with such minuteness the humble ac-

quaintances of Auld Lang Syne.

The Railway Materials Company, Old

Colony Building, Chicago, have just is-

sued a little pamphlet in which are set

forth the various uses of the Ferguson

Portable Heater and Kindler. There are

a number of half-tones to show how the

device is used. The machine can be

taken anywhere about an engine house

or yard by one man as it practically con-

sists of a tank mounted on wheels. This

tank holds 20 gallons of crude oil and

35 ft. of air hose is attached to it, one

end of which is connected to the com-

pressed air system. This heater has been

used for straightening bent engine

frames, for shimming or removing loco-

motive tires, for steel car repairs, and

for kindling fires in engines. The Fer-

guson oil furnace for flue welding, forg-

ing, bulldozer work, h»ating bolts and

rivets, spring tempering, annealing, boil-

er work, etc.; is also included in the cat-

alogue. A copy of this pamphlet will

be sent to those interested, on applica-

tion to the company.

Two cars recently built at Pittsburg

have the weight, when empty, of about

40.000 pounds. They carry a load of 200,-

000 pounds, and are the heaviest cars that

ever were built. They will be used trans-

porting steel, iron and ores between the

different metallurgical establishments in

Pittsburg. It is expected that the enor-

mous load they carry will considerably de-

crease the cost of moving the hea%'y

freight, besides putting the load in com-

pact shape, as one car will carry four times

or more what any ordinary car would.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Co. pre-

fer American-built locomotives, but they

are so badly in need of early deliver)- that

they have ordered twenty' freight engines

from a firm in Glasgow, Scotland.
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Railroad Mileage and Rolling Stock.

According to the latest edition of Poor's

Manual, there are 198,787 miles of rail-

roads in operation in the United States.

Of this 4,453 miles were built during the

past year. The companies own 39,729

locomotives. 27,144 passenger cars, 8,677

mail and express cars and 1,409,472 freight

cars. Ten years ago the railroads had

21,889 engines, 14,934 passenger cars and

730,435 freight cars. There has been a

decided increase of motive power equip-

ment in the last ten years, and the number

of engines added to the total of ten years

ago does not make the case clear. It is

safe to say that all the locomotives built

in the last ten years are 30 per cent, more

powerful than those built in the preceding

decade.

Tests Were Not Made.

It is curious the way that rumors orig-

inate about happenings that never took

place. We have been noticing in different

newspapers detailed particulars of a thor-

ough trial lasting several months that was

made between the Baldwin Atlantic type

and the Brooks Atlantic type locomotive

in use on the Buffalo, Rochester and Pitts-

burg Railroad. It is asserted that this

was done purposely to test the relative

value of piston valves and ordinary slide

valves.

When we learned about what seemed

to be a very important test, we tried to

obtain some particulars from Mr. Turner,

the superintendent of motive power, and

we have been assured by him that no such

tests ever took place.

A Watch Inspection Grievance.

An annoying form of petty tyranny is

creeping into many railroads in the form

of regulations concerning the watches

that train men are permitted to use. A
few favored makes are specified and other

watches, as good or better, are rejected

by the watch inspectors. A correspond-

ent on the Southern Railroad makes a

bitter complaint about the new regula-

tions concerning the kind of watches to

be used and says that there is widespread

dissatisfaction among the trainmen on

account of these regulations. There is a

decided impression that the make of

watches selected are chosen at the in-

stigation of interested inspectors. We
believe the complaints to be well founded

and we feel sure that proper representa-

tion to the management would lead to a

remedy.

New Canadian Locomotive Works.

A great many rumors have been cur-

rent for the last few months that new
locomotive works are about to be built in

Montreal. There seems to be consider-

able conflict of opinion about what inter-

ests are to control the new works. Some
parties assert that they are going to be

an addition to the Kingston works, when

in operation, while others say that the

.A.merican Locomotive Co. is backing the

enterprise.

There is no doubt whatever that some-

thing is going on in the organization of

a new or extended locomotive building

company, but those most intimately con-

nected with it do not think it desirable

to make public the scheme that they are

contemplating.

FOR SALE
FREIGHT, PASSENGER AND LOCCINC

LOCOMOTIVES
AND

*''- ^AD6 <»uicK
SIZES. W^%^0 DELIVERIES

Fmjt LJIOI/C ''*S DEARBORN ST.
> lYIa niV.yl\0| CHICAGO, ILL.

PETERS^
ATENT
OCKET

Christmas Presents.

From the number of inquiries which we
receive at this season of the year about

what mechanical books are most suitable

for Christmas presents, we infer that

there is a desire among railroad men and

women for information on this subject, so

we present a few pointers.

A year's subscription to Railway and
Locomotive Engineering costs only

$2.00, and the paper is a welcome visitor,

especially where there are children.

"The World's Railway" is a most inter-

esting history of railways and locomotives.

It is beautifully illustrated and the net

price used to be $10.00. We now give it

and a year's subscription to Railway and
Locomotive Engineering for $5.00.

"Locomotive Engine Running and Man-

agement," by Sinclair, is an old and uni-

versal favorite. A well-known general

manager remarked in a meeting of rail-

road men lately, "I attribute much of my
success in life to the inspiration of that

book. It was my pocket companion for

years." Price, $2.00.

"Practical Shop Talks." Colvin. A
very useful book combining instruction

and amusement. It is a particularly use-

ful book to be in the hands of a young

mechanic. Has a stimulating effect in in-

ducing young men to study their business.

Price, so cents.

"Examination Questions for Promo-

tion." Thompson. This book is used by

many master mechanics and traveling en-

gineers in the examination of firemen for

promotion and of engineers likely to be

hired. It contains a wonderful amount of

information about the locomotive in small

compass. Convenient pocket size. We
cordially recommend this book. 75 cents.

"Compound Locomotives." Colvin. A
little study of this book will instruct a

man so that he will understand the con-

struction and operation of a compound

locomotive as well as he understands a

simple engine. Tells all about running,

about breakdowns and repairs. Conven-

ient pocket size bound in leather, $1.00.

"Standard Examination Questions and

Answers on the Air Brake." Formulated

and adopted by the Air-Brake Associa-

tion, being a book of nearly 700 authors.

Brought right up to date. All about air

brakes, both Westinghouse and New

is only to be had in

Brotherhood
overclothes. ^ Insures your
watch from falling out no mat-
ter what you do. Whether
you're in the shop or on the

road the

Brotherhood
overalls are best. Easy to wear
—always fit and give satisfac-

tion.

Made in one of the best

ihops in the country.
Union of course. J* j*

H. S. Peters
DOVER, N. J.

Moran Flexible

Steam-Heating

Connection, All Metal. . .

ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE BETWEEN

ENGINE AND TENDER.

MORAN FLEXIBLE STEAM JOINT CO., Inc.

No. 149 Third Street, Louisville, Ky.
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A. Leschen & Sons Rope Co.,

Manufactiireis

WIRE ROPE,
Ballast Unloaders, Switch
Ropes, Wreckinjj Ropes

MANILA ROPE,
Fittings and Supplies.

HOMK OKl-ICK:

^20-922 North First St., - ST. LOUIS, MO.

( i.vs H. L,ake St.. Chicago, 111.

Branch Offices <92 Centre St., New York City, N.Y.
( .S5 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

The SCHROEDER HEADLIGHT GO.,

Evansvllle, Ind.
Maimfacturers of

Round or Square Case

HEADLIGHTS.
Our Headlights are sub-
stantial and well made
to standard designs or
Railroad Companies'
drawings.

"We are makers for all
the leading: Railroads.

T^ A TTf fiT\ Best Yorkshire

1A 1 LUK STAY-BOLT IRON

PISTON RODS AND AXLES.

Used by the Leading Railroads.

R. Mushet's;
STEELS.

SPECIAL "

"TITANIC"

These Goods are the Standard of Excellence

Sole Representatives in the
United States, Canada and Hextco.

8. M. JONES & CO.
No. 159 Devonshire St., BOSTON.
No. 143 Liberty St., NEW YORK.

WASBBOUSE AT EAST BOSTON.

Patents.
GEO. P. WHITTLESEY,

<0«N * TRUIT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Terms Reasonable. Pamphlet Sent.

Oil Burning in Locomotives

is described in our new book,

Care of Locomotive Boilers,

60c. - - This Office

York, their construction, operation, disor-

ders, symptoms and cures. Most com-

plete book on air brakes yet printed. Will

pass you through anybody's air-brake ex-

amination. 135 pages, 6x9 inches, con-

taining nearly 1,000 questions with their

answers and nearly 100 illustrations.

Postage prepaid. 25 cents.

"Catechism of the Steam Plant." Hem-
cnway. Contains information that will

enable one to take out license to run sta-

tionary engine. Tells about boilers, heat-

ing surface, horse power, condensers,

feed water heaters, air pumps, engines,

strength of boilers, testing boiler perform-

ances, etc., etc. This is only a partial list.

Question and answer style. 128 pages.

Pocket size. 50 cents.

"Care and Management of Locomotive

Boilers." Raps. A book that ought to be

in the hands of every person who is in any

way interested in keeping boilers in safe

working order. Written by a foreman

boilermaker. Also contains several chap-

ters on oil-burning locomotives. 50 cents.

"Locomotive Link Motion." Halscy.

Any person who gives a little study to

this book ceases to find link motion a puz-

zle. Explains about valves and valve mo-

tion in plain language easily understood.

$1.00.

"Machine Shop Arithmetic." Colvin

and Cheney. This is a book that no per-

son engaged in mechanical occupations

can afiford to do without. Enables any

workman to figure out all the shop and

machine problems which are so puzzling

for want of a little knowledge. 25 cents.

"Firing Locomotives." Sinclair. Treats

in an easy way the principles of combus-

tion. While treating on the chemistry of

heat and combustion is easily understood

by every intelligent fireman. 50 cents.

"Air-Brake Catechism." Conger. Noth-

ing better can be found for people trying

to learn all about air brakes. Tells the

whole story. Cloth, 75 cents. Leather,

$1.00.

"Skeevers' Object Lessons." Hill. A
collection of the famous object lessons

which appeared in this paper several years

ago. They are interesting, laughable and

best of all are of practical value. $1.00.

"Stories of the Railroad." Hill. Best

railroad stories ever written. Those who
have not read these stories have missed

a great literary treat. $1.50.

"Block and Interlocking Signals." El-

liott. Tells what signals are, what they

do and how they do it. Comprehension

treatise on the subject. Ought to be

studied by all trainmen where block sig-

nals are used. $3.00.

Railway and Locomotive Engineer-

ing. Bound volumes. $3.00.

The Rand Drill Company, of 128

Broadway, New York, have just issued

an illustrated catalogue devoted to the

consideration of their Imperial Air Com-
pressors. These compressors are mads

This mufned

pop valve is the

best you can use

better specify

It in your next

order.

VALVE COMPANY.
Z7I FRANKLIN ST. BOSTON HASSi

mmm VALvt
FOR CHR HEATING

Has features which make it supjrio
to all others on the market.

SENT ON TRIAL.

Manulac'w fd h\

the^

fep.?
^^555i-»^-

^.aOSTOM
.^<^: -MASS-

Jones & Lamson Machine Co.,

Main OHIce and Works:

SPRINQFIELD, VERMONT, U. S. A.

A. B.C. and Litber^s Cod* used.

Englisti OfEce : Room 6, Exchange Building, Stepliea-

son'9 Place, Birmingham. France and Spain : Ph. Bon-

villain, 6, Rue Blanche, 5, Paris, France. Germany,

Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and Austria-Hungaiy,

M. Koyemann, Charlottenstiasse 112, DusMldorl,

Germany.

MONEY NOW WASTED
k^^i«.« IN FORGING, TEMPERING

AND GRINDING
UTHE 4ND PUNER TOOtS

CAN BE SAVED
by adopting the

Armstrong System
of Tool Holders using cutters
of Self-Hardening Steel.

Used by 75 Railroads

Write for Catalog O

ARMSTRONG
BROS. TOOL CO.

The Tool Holder People,

Chicago, U. S. A. Boring Tool, 6 sizes.
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The Union
Switch &
Signal Co.
OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS AT

SWISSVALE, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
New York: Central Building, 143
Liberty Street.

Chicago: 1536 Monadnock Building.

St. Louis : Terminal Station.

I CAN SELL YOUR BUSINESS
no matter where it is. Semi descrijition. state
price, and learn how. Established 'y6. Highest
references. Offices in 14 cities.

W. M. Ostronder, 1550 N. A. Bldg., Philadelphia.

PEN

that

INKS
the POINT

©ic

PARKER
"Lucky Curve

FOUNTAIN PEN
A Pen that has the 0. K. running all the way throueh.

9,000 DEALERS SELL THEM
"LrCKY C^RVE"— it's easy to remember. KEPT IN

REPAIR FRtE ONE YEAR. We have a catalogue
waUinj: for you, as well as the name of a dealer you
know who sells them. Both await your request.

THE PARKER PEN CO., 24 Mill St., Janesville, Wis,

Handling of Locomotives

By W. O. THOMPSON
IS A BOOK OF

Questions and Answers About Every-

thing Concerning Locomotives

COSTS ONLY 50 CENTS AND IS

THE MOST VALUABLE BOOK EVER
OFFERED TO h6LP ENGINEMEN.
LEATHER BINDING, 75c.

ANGUS SINCLAIR COMPANY
174 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

whh duplex cylinders, also with coin-

pound air cylinders, and with compound
steam cylinders. General half-tone views

with full description and sizes are given

in the 31 pages of this standard publica-

tion. The cuts are excellently finished

and the get-up of the catalogue is attrac-

tive. The Rand Drill Company will be
happy to supply those who are interested

enough to apply.

Armstrong Brothers Tool Company, of

Chicago, familiarly called the "Tool
Holder People," have issued a convenient

leather covered pocket-book, the center

i>f which is occupied by a neatly printed

f.italogue which gives information about

the various tool-holding devices which
are made by this firm. The straight lathe

tool holder is made in eleven sizes, the

boring tool in six sizes, straight cutoff

and planer, each seven sizes, threading

tool five sizes and ofifset cutoflf tool eight

sizes, right and left ofTset lathe tools,

each eleven sizes. The well-known Arm-
strong gang planer tool is made in three

.'^izes. This pocket-book has two flat

pouches on the inside of the cover for

holding cards, memoranda, etc. The idea

seems to be that the Armstrong pocket-

book will carry your loose papers, and
you can carry the Armstrong Bros.'

name in your mind when looking for

tool holders. The firm will supply the

pocke't-books upon application.

The Columbus Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, of Columbus, Ohio, have issued an

illustrated catalogue showing the uses to

which a U. & W. piston air drill may be

put. Half-tone cuts show it at work on

difficult jobs and in tight places. The
letter press consists of pertinent ques-

tions and concise explanations and the

views given are excellent. This cata-

logue, which gives a good idea of what

the tool will do, will be sent to any one

who is sufficiently interested to apply to

the company for it.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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Acme Machinery Co 13
.Alexander Car Replacer Co
Allis Chalmers Co 10 & 11
American Balance Slide Valve Co 4
American Brake Shoe Co 5
American Loco. Sander Co 7
American Locomotive Co 19
American School of Technology 9
American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co... 3
American Steel Foundry Co 2d Cover- - " 639

20

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.
Armstrong Mfg. Co.
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639
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Compound Locomotives 9
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Handling Locomotives 540
Locomotive Running and Management.. 22
Miscellaneous 23
Oil Burning !n Locomotives 14
Machine Shop Arithmetic 3
The American Locomotive

Boston & Albany R. R 13

Lubricating

Air Brake
Equipment

is an important matter. Nei-
ther ordinary oil nor grease is

entirely satisfactory. Oil works
its way to bottom of cylinder
and Stays there, while grease
forms into balls and fails to
lubricate thorougl],ly.

Non-Fluid Oils
are free from both objections,

remaining on walls of cylin-

ders, spreading evenly and
smoothly and keeping packing
leather in perfect condition.

Different grades are made for
brake valves—triple and slide

valves. Free testing samples
furnished by prepaid express
on application.

New York and New Jersey

Lubricant Go. r. r. oept.

14 Church Streets

New York City.

S. N. CLARKSON,
Wholesale Jeweler,

103 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Send a postal to-

day for one of my
new 1903 c a t a -

logues. free, show-
ing illustrations of

Watches, Dia-

monds, latest So-

ciety Emblems,
Jewelry, Silver-

ware and a clock

that runs 400 days

with one winding
—all at Wbolesalo

Prices. I will guar-

antee to save you^

10°, to 35'. on all

SBods.

Boston Blower Co 538
Brady Brass Co 6
Buffalo Forge Co 4th Cover

Campbell. A. S 536'

Chapman Jack Co 4
Central R. R. of New Jersey 2
C, H. & D. R. R 7
Chicago & Alton R. R 2
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co 2
Clarkson, S. N 540
Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co 4th Cover
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co 7
Cleveland Twist Drill Co 4th Cover
Colored Loco. Plates 637
Columbus Pneumatic Tool Co
Commonwealth Steel Co 3d Cover
Consolidated Safety Valve Co
Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting &
Equipment Co 20-

Consolidated Schools 14
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co 1&
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